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Tempest Measurements Engineers

The all-new Cavalier.

High Technology In the heart of rural Gloucestershire
Racal·SES Limited have acquired peciali t
e perti in the de ign and de elopment of special
purpc e Radio · Data Communications Equipment.
Our Engineers are currently engaged on a wide variet
of project in the communication field and in panicular
a mall group of Engineers are involved\ ith th e
intere ting and complex pr blems associated with
Tempest. RFI EM . We have recent ly considerabl
expanded our Tempest facility at Tewkesbury and we
are now seeking to appoint Electronic Engineer (male
or female) to carry ou t sophisticated measurements
u ing ne\ and advanced Test Equipment.
The Engineers appointed will be educated to at
least H C level or equiYalent and will preferably ha e
experiem.:e in communications within either Industry
or H.M. Forces.
As the work is very peciali ed we are particularly
intere ted to hear from experienced Tempe t Engineers.

however full training will be given to Engineers who
ha,·e the aptitude and can show the potential to be
ucce ·ful in thi field .
.
Racal -SES Ltd . is a rapidly expanding company
within the Racal lcctronicsGroupand these po. it ions
offer the unique opportunity of working in a high
technology growth area in one of the most beautiful
parts of the country.
If you are leaving the Services hortly, please
apply with detail of age, experience and
qualification to:
Brian Ashcroft. Personnel Officer.
Racal·SES Limited. ewtown. Tewkesbury. Glos.
Tel: (0684) 294161.

Racal-SES Limited
Specialised Equipment and Systems
Britain's fastest growing electronics group
f11[jJ~[jJ~

The power you -want. Vauxhall's new generation of engines produce

more power than you ever thought possible for this class of car For
example the 16005 produces 90 hp, with performance equivalent to a
lot of two litre cars. That's the kind of power you want

The eCOilOII1)7" you need. An increase in engine power usually comes at

the expense of economy. Not so with the all new Cavalier; D. 0. T
figures show the 16005 gives you 29. 4 mpg around town and an extraordinary 46.3 mpg at a steady 56 mph. The 13005 is equally impressive.
These days you don't just want economy you need it.

The tenns r.ou'll like..

Leaving the Army Soon?
Then contact The Three Tees Agency and let your
Service Skills pay in Civvy Street.
The Three Tees Agency serves 6,000 companies and
deals solely with vacancies for Telephone, Telex and
Teleprinter Operators.
You can be assured of a warm welcome and free
advice and guidance on employment prospects in the
Commercial world of Telecommunications. If you are
rusty, we can give you the opportunity to brush up
your operating and also familiarise you with
commercial routines and equipment, and then guide

If you take advantage of the tax allowances given
to servicemen about to be posted abroad you'll only have to pay from
£3,544*fora new Cavalier
Vaux hall's Personal Export plan, includes a full maintenance
facility in Germany through the Vauxhall-Opel dealer network, plus a
shipping, finance and insurance service. For more details please
complete the coupon and return it to us.

• • •

you to the right job, permanent or temporary. In
some cases resettlement courses are available for
those seeking permanent employment in the Greater
London area.

•Alt PRICES CORRECT AT TIME Of GOING TO PRESS EXCLUDE DELIVERY AND NUMBER PLATES D.OT. FUEL CONSUMPTIQl\I FlGURES FOR
CAVALIER 1600$ MANUAL: CONSTANT 56 MPH: 46.3 MPG (6.1 L/100 KM) URBAN CYCLE: 29 4 MPG (9 6' ilOO KM) 75 ,'PH· 35 3 MPG
(8.0 L/100KM).1300S MANUAL: 56 MPH: 42 8 MPG (6.6 L/100 KM). URBAN: 288 MPG (98 L/100 KM) 75 MPH: 321 MPG t88 UIOO KMJ
CAVALIER 1600 GlS SALOON ILLUSTRATED

Cal write or phone:

110 Reet Street, EC4: 01-353 3611
124 Regent Street, W1: 01-734 03&;
20 Eas1cheap, ECJ: 01-126 01111

,
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I
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-Please send me details ofVauxhall-Opel's Personal Export Pia: : - -

-

-

Surname
Fi~st name

Rank

Fo~esAddress·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Printed in Great Britain

-1I

~auxhall

Send
Motors. Personal Export Department Route 6197/SHI, PO Box 3, Luton.
England (Or phone Luton (0582) 4261951617)
German Main Dealer- EL Mendel (English speaking)
lnformatton Bureau,
Hadterwald Strasse 200, I ~~
.C\
4050 Monchengladbach. 2!ll
'7"

ildtl

Home Address

HomePhone

-

M;J;Ja<yPhone

I

I

~;;~UGl~~AI •--OPE-L I
PERSONAL EXPORT """"
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Subscription races 1982 (Bl-monthly )
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Royal Signals Association

Matter Cor pubU~1dion m ... t be received by the 12th of the month preceding publlcadon.

EDITORIAL
OUR COVER PICTURE
The Colonel -in-Chief visited the Corps in Berlin on 27th & 28th October and a full
report is included in this issue, beginning on page 5. Our cover picture shows Her
Royal Highness with Maj lain Kerr, OC 229 Signal Squadron, W02 (S SM) Brian
Wilson, 229 Signal Squadron and Maj Gus Vigurs, OC 3 Squadron, 13th Signal
Regiment.

NORTHERN IRELAND AWARDS
We warmly congratulate the following who received awards and commendations for service in the Province: announced in December.

QGM

MBE

Cpl S. A. Clarke

Lt (A/Capt) A. E . Haslam

BEM
Cpl A. Tempest

MENTION IN DESPATCHES
MajJ. P. Munneey

hine Army
Suirtmer

NEW YEAR HONOURS
We, also, warmly congratulate the following who received awards in the New Yea r Honours List.

Show Special I

MBE
Maj R. F. Dinham
MajS.Law
Maj). D. Stokoe
W02 (FofS) F. W . Gardner

COMBINED SERVICE PUBLICATIONS LTD
P.O. Box 4, Farnborough, Hampshire GU14 7LR
Telephone: Farnborough (0252) 515891 Telex: 858808
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Prihted in Great Brital n

BEM
SSgt (FofS) J. B. Connolly
Sgt S. Drika
Sgt I. Durrant
SSgt (A/W02) (FofS} K. D. Harris

SSgt N. H. H astie
Sgt H . Hetherington
SgtJ. D. Nicholls

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN INSPECTS A REPRESENTATIVE DETACHMENT
OF
lOTH SIGNAL REGIMENT
RECOGNITION
Since J 962, I 0th Signal Regiment has had a continuing (and
growing) commitment to tate and Ceremonial occasions in London.
The e dutie include:
VHF radio net for events such as the Royal Wedding, State visits for
foreign Head of State, State Opening of Parliament, Remembrance
Sunda).
.
Provision of men at State Banquets and Royal Garden Parties to
operate the Buckingham Palace PA systems and radio nets to the car
parks.
pecial De patch Rider Services for the Lord Chamberlain's office
dunng Royal occasions, especially State Visit~..
. .
Public addre s systems for any Royal \'!Sit to an Army umt m
England and Wales. .
.
.
In 1981, it was decided that these services should be recognised and
thus on 27th July I 981 the Court Circular announced:
'The Queen will inspect a representative detachment of the 10th
Signal Regiment Royal Corps of Signals at Buckingham Palace on
8th December 1981 '.
INFORMAL
It was decided from the start that the parade would be 'informal' and
would con ist of men and vehicles associated with State occa ions in the
quadrangle of Buckingham Palace. A simple marter, really, and all that
had to be done wa to polish up the vehicles, decide who would attend,
obtain and fit the uniforms, write briefs and programmes. study
protocol. and finally (and in the event the most traumatic of all) travel
from Hounslow to the Palace on 8 December.
Dress, as one might expect, was nut an easy subject. The parade was
to be held in o I Ceremonial. our normal dress for State occasions.
but this was something very special indeed. The Adjutant. Capt Lynn
Relph and 2IC 2 Squadron , Capt Harry Ross , were soon buried by piles
of documents rangin~ from Corps Memoranda (Royal Signa ls and
WRAC). through vanous policy letters to Dress Regu lations for the
Army. What to wear, how it should be worn. and , in many cases, where
to get it from, occupied many hours of discussion and endless telephone
calls.
RENOVATION
Meanwhile. the vehicles underwent a complete and exhaustive
renovation-sorely needed in several instances! Two DI I vehicles (yes,
Dlls!), two FFR Landrovers, a mini-van (SOS), a PA van and two
Triumph motor-bikes were rebuilt, re-tuned and resprayed. The
Commanding Officer, Lt Col David Miller, even obtained the loan of
an extra machine direct from Triumph at Meriden, and that Company
could not have been more helpful. Finally. the vehicles were perfect;
not a nut or screw was missing. The soldiers' turn-out was perfect, and
all that needed attention was the officers' sword drill. Nobody was used
to carrying slung swords (only the Parade Commander would draw his
sword) and to ensure uniformity the assistance of !st Battalion
Grenadier Guards was sought. The Acting Drill Sergeant, CSM Ben
Everlst, showed admirable patience and his restraint when he realised
that one (nameless) officer was coming to attention by moving his left
foot was well worth seeing. By his efforts the sword drill improved at
least JOO% .
PROPHETIC WORDS
A week before the great day we had our ARU by Maj Gen H. D. A.
Langley, the Major General Commanding London District, and the
central event was a full-scale dress rehearsal of lhe Royal Parade. He
professed himself ·well satisfied, as did Brigadier John Hart,
Commander 2 Signal Brigade, who viewed the final rehearsal a few
days later. By Mon 7 December the atmosphere was one of controlled
optimism, but at 1630 hours the CO decided that all was ready, and as
he left RHQ he informed RSM Mike Wringe that every contingency
seemed to be covered, but then added the fateful words,' ... knowing
my luck it will probably snow'.
AGONISING CRAWL
ext morning all involved rose early and looked out of their
windows-snow! Overnight a blanket of snow had descended on
Southern England, totally unexpected and (of course) not predicted by
the Met Office. BBC radio reports announced that all roads into
London were con~ested and traffic was either moving very slowly or at a
complete standstill-and how right they were! At 0830 hours the CO
appeared in RHQ hav~g left his staff car stuck in a traffic jam in
Whitton and then run 2! miles into barracks; his staff car appeared
some 25 minutes later. The convoy, as yet officerless, and without its
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Potter, Cpl Dennis Mills, Cpl Stephen Jorden, Cpl Phillip Annlson,
Cpl Frank Whittaker, Cpl Peter Alcock, LCpl Geoff Lloyd, LCpl
Giovanni Fragola, LCpl Stephen Dixon, LCpl Christopher Breen, LCpl
Graham Taylor, LCpl David Keevash, LCpl Michael White, LCpl
Richard Heyes, LCpl Glyn Brayley, W/LCpl Rosemary Borwcll ,

W /LCpl Diane Amps, Sig Glen Martin, Sig John Brown, Sig Richard
Leach, Sig Andrew Smllh, Sig Ian Proctor, Sig Danny Whales, W /Pie
Joan Carter , M r Colin Hatcher, Mr Gerald Bird, Mr Cliff Bird.
Ushers-SSgt (SQMS) Tim Crook, Sig David Rowson, Sig Andrew
Brown.

promised Metropolitan Police outriders , left at 0900 hours ._ :quipped
with radios and a lot of confidence. By 0930 hours the officers and
familie s were on the road . The schedule had allowed H hours for the
journey from Hounslow to Central London , even t~ough under normal
conditions 60 minutes is ample. An hour after leaving barracks the lead
vehicles were still crawling agonisingly towards London whilst the CO's
car, overtaken by the families' bus in the inside lane, was till at
Osterley Park Underground Station . It was at this point that the radios
came into their own, allowing the CO to maintain contact with other
vehicles and with RHQ. where the 2IC. Maj Ray Windmill and the
Operations Officer, Capt Alex Leitch, kept HQ London District and
the Palace informed of progress.
The parade was to be held at 12 noon , and by 1045 hours tension was
mounting , to put it mildly! Then , suddenly, and for no apparent
reason the traffic began to move, the M4 was empty, and the vehicles
dashed through an almost abandoned Knightsbridge , and Wellington
Barrack was at last reached.
FORMAT CHANGED
As we hastened into our best uniforms word arrived from the Palace
that the format of the parade had been totally changed . The quadrangle
was full of snow, and as it was very cold Her Majesty had decided that
we were to parade inside the Palace in the foyer by the Grand Entrance.
This news was taken very calmly.
We entered the Palace through the Mews entrance and were met by
Mr Tims who conducted us through to the Foyer. Our families were
placed to the right of the entrance whilst we were formed up in three
ranks at the foot of the staircase leading to the Grand Ballroom. The
gold and red hall, the white and gold pillars. and the magnificent
paintings combined to create a setting for a parade of unique
splendour. With ten minutes to go calm descended and all was ready.
HER MAJESTY INSPECTS
At 1205 hours Her Majesty, accompanied by her Equerry, Sqn Ldr
Adam Wise , moved along the Gallery from the Royal Apartments, and
was met by Maj Gen Langley, the CO, and by Lt Col Colin Brown, CR
Signals London District. The Parade Commander. Maj David Podevin ,
brought the parade to attention and greeted Her Majesty with the
following words:
'May it please Your Majesty your Officers , Soldiers, vehicles and
equipment of elements of 10th Signal Regiment are formed up and
await Your Majesty's inspection'.
Her Majesty then made her inspection and spoke to every officer and
soldier on parade, a most unusual and delightful honour. Next, she
moved across the hall and spoke to civilian members of the Regiment
and to our families. She expressed particular pleasure that her 'home'
was large enough to enable us all to come in out of the snow.
Throughout the proceedings The Queen was relaxed and friendly,
calming even the most violent attacks of nerves.
A PROUD OCCASION
It was a proud occasion for the Regiment and for those who were able
to take part. We would like to take this opportunity to publicly thank
the many Units who helped us prepare for this event.
The following letter was received from the Palace on 9 December
1981:

'I am co mmanded by Her Majesty The Queen to convey her
congratulations to the Officers and Other Ranks of 10th Signal
Regiment, who took part in the inspection at Buckingham Palace
yesterday, on their bearing and turnout.
The Queen also much appreciated the opportunity to meet your
civilian colleagues and your families.
Her Majesty is conscious of the vital, though unseen, part played by
the Regiment on State and other ceremonial occasions. and is
gratefalfor the continuing support ofyour unit.
The calmness with which you all coped with the change from an
outdoor to an indoor parade at very short notice was impressive. I
am sorry that the planned parade had to be changed, but everyone
no doubt had a much more comfortable time.
Yours sincerely.
Adam Wise '

.......

Those on this most memorable parade were: Lt Col David Miller,
Maj David Podevin, Maj (TOT) Phil Johnson, Capt Lynn Relph, Capt
Harry Ross, Capt David Wise, WOl (RSM) Mike Wringe, W02
(YofS) Brian Foulger, W02 (SSM) Maureen Livings, SSgt Pete Coll,
Sgt Edward Murphy, Sgt Joe Bevan, Sgt Alex Harper, Cpl Ronald
THE WIRE, JANUARY 1982

Families of those on parade eagerly anticipating the Queen's arrival
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THE COLONEL-IN-CHIEF VISITS BERLIN
TREASURED MEMORIES
Her Royal Hi$hncss The Princess Anne brought sunshine and
warmth into the hves of Royal Signals Berlin, despite the damp grey
weather when she visited the Corps in the city on 27/28 October. Her
warmth, interest and radiance will be treasured memories for all of us
for years to come. Despite a packed schedule, The Princess managed to
speak to virtually every soldier and his wife in the Corps in this
beleaguered city. We are indeed fortunate as a Corps to have a Colonelin Chief who gives so much to us. The sun came out both literally and
metaphorically as HRH stepped out of the Andover of the Queen' s
Flight at RAF Gatow. Wearing a lilac hat and coat she looked every
inch the fairytale Princess, her smile and friendliness put us all quickly
at ease.

THE OLYMPIC STADIUM

W02 (YofS) Brian Alway is presented to HRH before guiding her
around the intricacies of Army Commcen Berlin

\
Her Majesty talking to Mrs Mary Miller, wife of the Commanding Officer, Lt Col David Miller
HRH The Princess Anne inspecting the Guard of Honour provided by
229 Signal Squadron (Berlin) enjoys some words with Sig Stephen
Wainwright. HRH is escorted by Lt Col R. A . Cemm and Lt M . L.
Spoors, the Guard Commander

Sgt Bill O'Hare explaining the rigours of administering Army
Commcen Berlin to HRH

The Colonel-in-Chief watches the Guard of Honour march off from
the steps of the London Block accompanied by the Master of Signals,
Lt Col Roger Cemm , Maj Gen David Mostyn GOC Berlin (BR Sector) ,
Maj Gen Henry Hild CSO BAOR and the Lady in Waiting , Miss
Victoria Legge-Bourke
A Guard of Honour formed by the members of 229 Sig Sqn
welcomed her to the Olympic Stadium, the Corps band, magnificent as
always, defied the weather and lent a splash of colour both physically
and musically to the occasion. Her Roy al Highness then toured the
Berlin Communications Centre meeting en p~sant the British Signal
Staff of the Allied Staff Berlin, before going on to the Warrant Officers
and Sergeants Mess for tea. Here HRH found time, incredibly, to speak
a few words to everyone present, before seeing the ugliness of the Berlin
Wall and the gaiety of the Kurfustendamm for herself.

Her Majesty talking to famil ies
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Cpl Phil Griffiths shift leader of the real working shift is presented to
HRH in Army Commcen Berlin
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A LADIES' DINNER NIGHT
In the evening she was the guest of the officers at a ladies' dinner
night, and to ay that she looked quite stunning does not do her full
justice. Her tale of the pr?ble~s to b.e encountered when a bull takes
exception to the abbatoir with which she regaled members of 3
Squadron after dinner will long be retold .

THE TEST CARD
Our German employees at the Westend Radio Station and in the
Teleph.one Exchange ~ere honoured by a visit, and Mr Poole amused
the Prmcess by s.howmg how difficult it is to get a TV title on tht:
screen. The odd v1ewe~ who watches the test card at I J am must have
wondered what was gomg on!

REALISM
The morning visits were set ofT to a flying start by the very realistic
demonstration laid on by 229 Sig Sqn at the Ruhleben fighting village.
' Casualties' rolled on the floor in agony, a lineman appeared from a
sewer clutching a P.hone, and the fact that the bell didn t ring created
.
more hilarity than 1f it had!

HRH is interested to learn of the fortunes of two recent arrivals from
training Sigs Darrell Jones and Chris Udell

Mr Whitchurch, Senior Telecommunications Officer Berlin , presents
his Radio Officer Mr Poole

Frau Blasy presents Frau Newman and Frau Laky in the Telephone
Exchange

HOWLED WITH ANGUISH
The Princ_ess then visited Cpl and Mrs Flanagan in their quarter and
the family picture taken there made Bild Zeitung in a big way. It was a
full page spread and made much of the fact that Matthew, aged 2 the
Flanagans' son howled with anguish as the picture was taken. A~ the
Princess remarked, his sister will pull his leg about that for years to
come!

In a rain swept Ruhleben Fighting City the umbrellas do not conceal
the pleasures of a Royal Visit to Radio Troop 229 Signal Squadron .
The group is (L to RJ SSgt Rick Levett, Lt Mike Spoors, LCpl Dave
Grindal . Sig John Crook. LCpl Ron Lucas and LCpl Paul Meehan

HRH enjoying the old soldiers tales of the Allied Staff Berlin , Sig
Nobby Noble, Cpl George Fuller, Cpl Jimmy Marshall, Sgt Rod Fox
and Maj Derek Beddington . Maj Kerr checks on any Americanisms
they may have picked up

The happy picture which made Bild Zeitung! Matthew doesn't share
the obvious happiness of Cpl Adrian and Mrs Diane Flanagan at
having the Princess in their home

At this point Sig Ross Martin's telephone, dragged from a Berlin
sewer should have rung! I Any joke in a crisis seems to have saved the
day

Mr Poole (back to the camera) amuses the Princess with the problems
involved in producing a TV caption. The Regimental Secretary and
the CSO share the joke

Allied communication. HRH seeks British verification of the point
made by Lt Jane Poster US Army Signal Corps, Chief Tactical
Communicator US Berlin Brigade. Capitaine Michel D'OrangePattoret OC 11 Compagnie de Transmission in background
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A MAGNIFICENT CONCERT
. .
Our band rounded ofT the morning with a ma~nificent 1mm con?ert
to which we were able to invite Allie and other friends to share our JOy.

-Fro-·m our ·"/n" -Tray-

SHORTLY TO RETIRE

EXCHANGE OF TELEGRAMS WITH THE
ROYAL AUSTRALIAN SIGNALS
On the occasion of the Royal Australian Signals Corps Day The
Master of Signals, Maj Gen P. E. M. Bradley CB CBE DSO se~t the
following signal to the Representative Colonel Commandant, Royal
Australian Signals.
'The. Master of S~gnals and all members of Royal Signals, serving
and retired, send their warmest greetings and good wishes to their comrades of Royal Australian Signals. The long and close association
between our two Corps in peace and war is recalled by us with much
pleasure and great pnde. It is our earnest wish and our firm intention
that the bonds between us, personified by our Colonel-in-C hief which
are founded on common history, mutual respect and wholehearted
cooperation, will not o nly endure but will be strengthened in the years
ahead.'

The Royal Signals Staff Band in action under the direction of Lt Col
Keith Bo ulding

LUNCH WITH JUNIOR NCOs
The Princess's feat in speaking to all sixty present was again a
feature when the junior NCO' s entertained the Princess to lunch on the
Jahnplatz verandah, after which the Colonel-in-Chief toured 3 Sqn of
13 Sig Regt.

THE CORPS COMMITTEE
The Association's Central Committee meets annually in May and
November. Following the most successful I 981 Reunions, the
Committee was conscious that they would be the last to be supported
by Lt Col Keith Boulding, in his capacity as Diiector of Music.
As a small token of the Association's appreciation of his unfailing
support over many years, Keith was invited to join the Central
Committee for lunch early in November. Our photograph shows the
Association's Chaiiman, Maj Gen John Badcock presenting a suitaLly
inscribed 'Jimmy' to Lt Col Keith Boulding.

Miss Kate Vigurs presents HRH with a Berlin bouquet before the
Royal Signals Band Concert

Cpl Steven Foster is presented to HRH , also in the group (L to R) Mrs
Foster, LCpl Wa rd, LCpl Smith , LCpl Binns and Cpl Vernon

OFFICERS DINNER CLUB

CORPS FUNDS: THE BUDGET FOR 1982

Dates for 1982 are,
Corps Dinner,
12 May 1982 London International Press Centre.
Corps Luncheon, 12 June 1982 HQ Mess, School of Signals, Blandford
Camp.
Ticket application form wilJ be sent out to all members in late
Feb/early March 1982.

The Budget for next year features the following major items of expenditure,

CORPS PROPERTY -MESS SILVER
The annual ' round up' is due in January, to account for all Corps
Property. Do not write in wi th your Shuttle Copy as in earlier years.
You will be sent an updated list to validate.
The Bandmaster, WOI Grover, Cpl Myers and Musn Bailey are
presented to the Princess by the Director of Music
WLCpl Jane and Cpl Phil Abbott, WLCpl Lauren Wade, fiancee of
LCpl Nigel Lilley, Mrs Yvonne Barker and Cpl Brian Barker (hidden)
are presented to HRH by Cpl Mo Armrtage before lunch on the
Jahnplatz Veranda

AND FAREWELL
The Princess took her leave at RAF Gatow and as she flew away she
left behind a feeling of sadness that she was gone, mixed with great
pleasure in the memories of her words to us all and her obvious interest
in all she saw.
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On 27 Nov the Corps Committee met in formal session. Subjects
discussed were the 1982 budget and,
- A new memorial chapel for Catterick,
- The purchase of a micro-processor for RHQ,
- An extension to the Corps Museum at Blandford,
- Preparation of a new Corps history, post 1945
- The merging of the Royal Signals Association and Benevolent
Fund and the Officers Benevolent Fund to meet the needs of all
members and Former members of the Corps and their dependants.

ENGRAVED GLASSWARE
The firm of Collet and Company Ltd, Uphall, Hillington, King's
Lynn, Norfolk PE31 6DQ have at theiI own expense produced table
glassware engraved with the Corps badge. Their representative is Mr J.
C. Norman, who may contact units with a view of selling this glassware
for use in messes. The firm's products have been shown at RHQ R
Signals and they do produce an acceptable figure of Mercury. This is
not a Corps concession, but merely information in case any messes
may be interested.
THE WIRE, JANUARY 1982

Royal Signals Corps Fund
To the Association for welfare, benevolence, The Wire
etc. (Includes the Officers' share too).
To the HQ Sergeants Mess, Catterick.
To the Corps Band for uniforms and instruments.
Royal Signals Yacht Club.
Corps Museum extension.
Museum brochure, to SP.I! to the public.
Recruiting, (SOinC's Fund).
Sports Motorcycles.
The total budget for all items is
The Officers Fund
To HQ Mess (mostly capital expenditure).
To Corps Band (a 20% share).
To Institution for Lectures, The Journal, Corps
Pictures & Silver.
To Officers Dinner Club.
To White List.
To prizes.
To recruiting.
The total budget for all items is

£144,524
1,235
10,952
3,675
50,000
4,000
6,700
I 000
289,272
£14,000
2,738
12,100
3,956
4,000
478
4 0.90
103, 163

The Royal Signals Association's own budget will provide £21,536
for Corps games and sports, and also a grant to the Royal Si~nals
Yacht Club of £10,000 for a new Keel Boat. The latter grant will be
matched by a major grant from the Army Sailing Association.
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THE BAND OF THE ROY AL CORPS OF
SIGNALS

ISM PRESENTED BY GEN ROPER

PRESENTATION TO HOSPITAL
BROADCASTERS

NOTABLE DIARIES PRESENTED TO THE
MUSEUM
Report by Mr Vic lent MSM

EXTRACT FROM BAND PROGRAMME 1982
FEBRUARY
19
Concert-Poole Arts Centre
MARCH
19
Concert-Congress The!ltre Eastbourne
22-27
Opera- Blandford Garnson
APRIL

9-12
25
MAY

3
6
12
16
JUNE
4
6
12
20

Concerts- Bournemouth
Blandford-British Legion

Swindon- Recruiting Function
Freedom of Blandford Parade
London-Corps Dinner Night
Blandford Reunion

Concert-Fairfield Hall, Croydon
Tarrant Rushton Airfield (Memorial parade)
Corps Lunch-HQ Mess
Rotherham

JU LY
1-4

6-7
9
II
12-15
24

Catterick Reunion
RA-Larkhill Massed Bands
RMC Shrivenham Graduation ceremony
Blandford Garrison Open Day
Great Yorkshire Show-Harrogate
Gloucester Carnival

AUGUST
1-7
Colchester Tanoo
8-21
Eastbourne-Concerts
8-14
Bournemouth-Concerts
28-30
Caravan Club Rally-Shepton Mallett
SEPTEMBER
19-3 Oct Eastbourne-Concerts
OCTOBER
1-3
Eastbourne-Concerts
13
Licensed Victuallers Convention, Bournemouth
30
BAGA (Wembley)

Mr Tom Porter was presented with the lmperia.1 Service Medal by
Maj Gen (Retd) H. E. Roper CB (late R Signals) Director an? General
Manager Project Ptarmigan, on 16 Oct. Mr Thomas Freder~c~ Porter
served with the Royal Air Force until May 1946 whe~ he JOtned the
Ministry of Civil Aviation a~d progressed his career m Government
Service until his retirement m 1979. For 13 years Mr Porter was
employed at Telecommunications Branch REME, 9 of those .years
in 10 MAG. Altogether Mr Porter completed 43 years of dedicated

ser~/~:~ey Defence Systems allowed the presentation to b.e held at their
Ptarmigan Production Area at Christchurch. the prev10us home of
Telecommunications Branch REME. It was ~so an ~onour to have
Maj Gen Roper present the medal, furth~r ?onding the hnk betwe~n the
two Corps. On a family basis it was comc1dence that Mr. Porters son
had moved that week to a new appointment at Plessey Liverpool as a
Project Officer on System X.
. ifi
The photograph shows Gen Roper wit~ Mr Porter and his w e
Minnie after the presentation. Gen Roper kmdly presented Mrs Porter
with a bouquet of flowers.
PRESENTATION TO HANDICAPPED
CHILDREN'S SCHOOL
9 5 (Shropshire Yeomanry) Sig Sqn (V) brought !1 little. Christm.as
cheer to the handicapped children of the Katherine Elhot Special
School on 1 Dec, when they presented a cheque for £75.55 to the
headmaster Mr Henry Dolphin.
.
f
The money was raised by the simple and painless. exp~d1ent o
'persuading' members of the squadron with loose change m their pocket
to put it in a glass jar strategically placed on t~e JR~. B8!·
Consequently, as the idea to round off the year of the disabled m t~s
way was originally suggested by Cpl Gordon Bradshaw, the social
committee naturally asked him to present the cheque on behalf of the
squadron.
. .
.
..
. th JRC Bar so
The jar is now back m 1~s pronune~t posioon, m e
,.
don t forget if you are passing Temtonal House, Shrewsbury, pop m,
we will be glad to see you and your small change!

N OVEMBER
10
St Leonards School, Blandford
14
Remembrance Day. Blandford Camp/Blandford Forum
D EC EMBE R
6
Garrison Concert-B landford

.
'The Presentation Ceremony'
left to Right: Colin MacMillan (Branch member) , Brian Harrington
(Branch member). Senior Area Health Education Officer Miss Pat
Cov.1ing (Hospital Broadcasting Committee). Sister Eileen Evason
(Hospital Broadcasting Committee). Mr Frank Davies JP (Treasurer
Hospital Broadcasting Committee), Maj (TOT) John Wall (President
Shrewsbury Branch). Jim Goggin (Secretary Shrewsbury Branch).
Maj ' Nick' Carter (Branch Member) , Sister Ann Dutton (Hospital
Broadcasting Committee). Mr Frank Leath JP (Secretary Hospital
Broadcasting Committee)
I Pf>otogrsph by courtesy of ths Shropshire Star)

On Thu 3 Dec, the Secretary of the Shrewsbury Branch, Jim Goggin
handed over a cheque for £200 to the Treasurer of Shropshire Hospital
Broadcasting Committee, Mr Frank Davies JP. The ceremony took
place in the Board Room of the Royal Shrewsbury Hospital and was
witnessed by representatives of the Shrewsbury Branch and the
Hospital Broadcast Committee.
The £200 donation was the direct result of an appeal by the
Broadcasters for funds to purchase surplus BBC equipment to equip a
new studio being constructed at the Hospital--coinciding with
discussions being held within the Branch, which was anxious to be seen
doing something locally for charity.
.
Speaking on behalf of the Branch, the President J ohn Wall paid
tribute to the work carried out by the Shropshire Hospitals
Broadcasting Committee over the years, and their achievement
providing purely by voluntary labour reports of Shrewsbury Town
Football matches and record requests to hospitals throughout
Shropshire. The President then invited the Branch Secretary, Jim
Goggin to present the £200 cheque, saying it was fitting Jim should
have that privilege because it was mainly through his efforts the Branch
was in a position to donate this sum.
Replying on behalf of the broadcasters, the Secretary Mr Frank
Leath JP, warmly thanked the Royal Signals Association for their
generous donation which would be put to very good use.
The formal part of the proceedings over, members of the association
were then shown the limited facilities in the existing broadcasting studio
and saw some of the surplus BBC equipment their donation would help
to buy.

A PEN PAL
From: Miss Sheena Bush
Dear Sir,
I would very much like to have a penpal and have decided it would
be a good idea to write to someone who is in the Army.
I would be very grateful, therefore if you could help me.

SENIOR APPOINTMENTS , TA
Col J. A. D . Francis, the Regimental Secretary has been app<?inted
Honorary Colonel, 38th Signal Regiment (V). He is a former Adj utant
and Commanding Officer of this Regiment.
Col P. J. (Pat) JoUiffe TD has been appointed as TA Colo!lel to
Headquarters North West Dist~ict, whi~h is a g~e.at fe~ther m the
Corps ~ap, as this appointment 1s made m competmon with all other
arms.
10

Cpl Go rdo n Bradshaw p resents the squadron's Ch ristmas Box to loca l
hand icapped c hil dren. Left to Right: Cp l Go rdon Brads h ~w , ~r H e~ry
Dol phin (Headmaster Katherine Elliot Sc~ oo l) OC Mai Bria n Elliot
W illiams. Members of 95 Sig Sqn (V).
!By courtesy of Shrewsbury Chronicle/
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Yours sincerely,
Sheena Bush
47, Sycamore Road,
Wim bledon Common,
Wim bledon,
London SW 19 4TR .
THE WIR E, JANUAR Y 1982

In the presence of Brig J. 0 . C. Alexander OBE, Commandant,
School of Signals, the Prisoner of War Diary, by the late Lt Col E.
Levett OBE, was presented to Lt Col J. Beale, Director of the Royal
Signals Museum. Together with this Diary was the Diary of the War of
Lt Col Levett, who was the Chief Signal Officer Hong Kong 1939-45.
Also at this ceremony were Lt Col M. Mel. Ayrton, Royal Signals,
School of Signals, and Maj A. E. Harfield (Retd), Curator and
Historian of the Royal Signals Museum.
Col John Beale, together with the Commandant, promised a suitable
place in the Museum for this historical work. The presentation was
made by Lt Col M. E. E. (Monty) Truscott (Retd} who, for many years
was Secretary of the Hong Kong Signal Company 1939-45, and did so
much to hold this small affiliated branch together, accompanied by Mr
Vic lent MSM, who has served as President of the branch since Col
Levett died.
We of the Hong Kong Signal Company 1939-45 hope that all
visitors to the Museum will find the time to study the War Diary and
the Prisoner of War Diary by the late Col Levett.
The link of the branch with Blandford is very close, as Col T ruscott
served there for some years before retirement.

SERVICE WITH THE SULTAN OF OMAN
ARMED FORCES
Foreman of Signals and Terminal Equipment
Technicians
A numter of vacancies exist for the appointment of
Foreman of Signals and for Terminal Equipment
Technician. These are contract service, uniformed posts
and are for a 3 years unaccompanied term initially.
There are three free leave air passages to UK annually
with a total of 60 days leave. A first class gratui ty is paid
at the end of the contract.
Applications are invited from high calibre Royal
Signals personnel who are shortly leaving the Corps and
looking for a new challenge and responsibility in a
stimulating environment.
For further information send CV to:
Lt Col M. E. G. Chandler,
Commanding Officer,
The Signal Regiment,
Sultan of Oman Land Forces,
P.O. Box 897,
Sultanate of Oman.
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1983 JOINT SERVICES EXPEDITION TO THE
ANDAMAN ISLANDS-JAN-APRIL 1983
The team for the propo ed Joint Services expedition met recently for
a week' training and briefing at the Joint Services Sub Aqua Diving
Centre at Fort Bovi and in Plymouth.
A number of dives were completed in the cold sea around Plymouth
and, the members had lecLUres on survival from the RAF Survival
Team from RAF Mountbatten, saw films and slide shows as well as
talk and briefings on the expedition itself. The group were also visited
by the members of the selection committee who helped pack the team.
They were Brig N. A. Butler, CBE, Commander J. M. Bingeman and
Squadron Leader J.B. Fox.
The Andaman Islands are located in the Eastern part of the Bay of
Bengal approximately 13° orth 93° East. The chain consists of 204
island running orth to South for 219 miles and are to the orth of
the icobars.
The islands belong to India but were first settled by the British at the
end of the 19th century in their endeavours to stamp out piracy in the
area and to house a penal colony which they built at Port Blair.
1:h~ _remot~ness of the isl.and~ led to them being sparsely populated,
the m1t1al residents were mainly imported mainland labour and convicts
who_had r~mained after r~lease from prison. The vegetation is thick,
tropical ram forest and m remote forest areas still dwell a fierce
indigenous tribe of people.
The expedition leader is Maj J. D. Griffiths, Royal Signals, who led
the successful 1978/79 Chagos expedition, was deputy leader of the
1977 Mombasa wreck project and a member of the EEC expedition to
the Shetlands in 1975. The science will be directed by Dr A. R. Emery,
Curator. Department of Ichthyology, Royal Ontario Museum one of
the; world's leading ichthyologists. He \vill be assisted by ' Dr R.
~ mterb~ttom. and two other scientists. All the scientists will be expert
m a marine science.
Support will be given by Service personnel from the Royal Navy
Army and Royal Air Force with some involvement from Canada and
India. The Service members wilt all be divers and will in addition offer
s~me other skill such as engineering, photography, e~c. The exp;dition
will :-vork as a team with all members assisting in the field work as
required.
The expedition will attempt to answer two fundamental questions
about the Andaman Islands: Are the fish and their food bases
sufficiently resilient to withstand an expanded commercial fisheries?
Ar_e the Andaman Is.lands the divid_ing line between the great marine,
animal and plant regions of the Indian Ocean and the Western Pacific
Ocean?

THE SCOUT MOVEMENT
From: Capt D. O• .Fairlle, D.L., J.P.,
Dear Sir,
As you will note from your records I left the Corps in 1959. I am so
pleased to see the number of my contemporaries that are now
Brigadiers and Major Generals. They must have discovered some
magic elixir in our days in Korea!
From 1960 until the present day I have been a Commissioner in the
Scout Association. Since 1966 I have had the equivalent of what we
u ed t~ .call an lndep~ndent Briga.de Command, as the County
Comm1ss10ner for the Kingdom of Fife. My County Chairman is Sir
James Morrison-Low, Bt., who served in the Corps during the last war
and was demobilised from Scottish Command (M) Signal Regiment in
1947.
A new Chief Scout has just been appointed for the United Kingdom.
He is Major General Michael Walsh whom some members of the
Corps may remember when he was Director of Army Training last
year at the Ministry of Defence. We have already met and I can see he
is the idea! leader of an organisation which is larger than the British
~r!UY· ~is fi~st visit to a Scottish Scout County will be in June when he
v1s1ts Fife to inspect my 4000 boys and their leaders.
There is a place as a leader in the Scout Movement for all who
served in the Services. The organisation is very similar to the pre-1960
Royal Signals. Our Founder was a Lieutenant General and a touch of
~ilit~y tradition remains with the Movement even after the 75 years of
tts existence.
Last year was the Golden Jubilee of the National Trust for Scotland.
A Garden Party for 4000 people was held at Falkland Palace in Fife
attende<! by Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother who is the Patron. A~
at Buckingham Palace and Holyrood Palace Garden Parties Janes had
to be lined to control the guests and enable introductions to be made to
the Royal Family. I was very pleased to be asked to provide Scouts to
man the lanes and I was honoured to be in charge of the Queen
Mother's personal Bodyguard of 16-year-old Venture Scouts.
I hope th!~ lett~r will remind alJ members of the Corps who are about
to enter c1V1han hfe tha~ there will always be a Scout County, District
or Group near them wh1~h would welcome their help and interest.
Myres Castle,
Auchtermuchty,
Cu par
FifeKY14 7EW
Tel : 033 72 350

Yours sincerely,
David Ogilvy Fairlie

Movements
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Officers

Postin2 Orders-Belated

Rank and "Ftame
·
·
SEPTEMBER I
Unu to which posted
981
2Lt D. A. Crawford ........................... RMAS-POSUC to
OCTOBER 1981
Maj (Tfc) C. A. Smith .......................... HS 11 Sig Regt-Retirement

NOVEMBER 1981
Caft ~~T) D. Brown .. .. . .......... ......... HS HQ J (BR) Corps
LI · . arry ................................... 2 PARA

Postings
DECEMBER 198!

~.nk and Name
Unit to which posted
L
Barret ................................ HQ ORTH AG Staff

\li°/sB.
-t·

Brig Butler with the expedition leader Maj John Griffiths

STOP PRESS
Thi: _Government of India has not yet given authority for the
expe?tt~on to pr~eed. ln view of this an alternate plan has been made
and 1t 1s. now hkely that the proposed expedition will carry out its
research 1~ Sumatra ba_sed at Kutaradja which is on the Northern tip.
S':'matra hes g~graph1cally on the same axis as the Andamans and
N1cobars. The aims, the team and the dates remain unchanged.

ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
This will take place on Wed 14 Apr at 1415hrs at the Regimental
Headqua!1ers Qf the Royal Signals, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea. All
Corps sailors are welcome to attend.

THE WHITE LIST
It has been delayed by printing troubles. All copies were finally
despatched by 11 Jan.
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WOs and Senior NCOs

Posting Orders
JANUARY 1982
Rank
Name
Brig Rand
Benbow
Una· to which posted
C 1ECC ...... .......... ................. DPS(Army)
Lt"~. J.' C~ur~ero~ ........................... HS RAPC Training Centre
Bri P. A. Dall Yee BE .................... ... 233 Sig Sqn
M $C p D y,
E ..................... . .. .. DMCP
M:l G. N Dona~~y ............................ 3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
M ~ ·M ·D
son .......................... 4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regl
M~ 1
G Rc Eir gar ............................. 11 Sig Regt
M ~C·H·
oot ........ ... .... : ................ OSS(AD)
M81 P.' A.' ~!ridon .............................. Sc~ool of Signals SOI (W)
M l\l R p H ~II ........ · .......... • ........... 7 Sig Rcgt
Lt "to1· (Si..) rro".'~' '''' ''.''' · · · · · · · · · · · ·······Army A~ Appts (STC)
M • J p J-1
aw · · · ........ · ............. HS 11 Sig Regt
c~
A. ~:ili~k;,; ........ ............ . ....... 4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
an .... · .............. ..... DGGWL
M ·R M J H
Caa.J t 8 M M yssey · ........ ·"" ·· ...... ·· ... ACOS (OR)
C pt M A. L; tlackson .................... . ... 32 Sag Regt (V)
Li"tol
~ O'e·E·· ·.......................
· ·· · •· ·· · · · · · ·•·····.·School
?f Signals
HQ I Sig Gp
P s,

JANUARY 1982
Rank and Name
Unit to which ported
~g lots) R. S. Kidd .................. ..... . I I Sig Regt Depot Tp
W02 ~\'svr :)BD. D. Smith .................. Comms & Sy Gp UK
W02 Fots . v1u.ce .......................... 241 Sig S'ln .
wo
J. hote ........................... 2
Dov Sig Rcgt
W022 Fors S. D. Yarrow .................. .. . 22 Sig Regt
W0
o A. G. Taylor .......... . .......... 259 Sig Sqn
W022 D. Stuan ........................ ......... MOD DM(A)
W02 ~~ranks ..... .. .. ............ ... ...... 71 Sig Regt. (V)
W02 Ii s _gers .... · ............ · .. · · · .. · ...... Sch<!"I of Signals
WO R. moth ................................. 13 Sig Regt
SS 21F · k~Whall ............ ................. . Cambridge University OTC
SS gt F o D. WrofT ........................ ... School of Infantry
SS gt F o~ A. Robert~on ............... .. ..... School of Signals
SS gt F ofS P.H. Wanng ...................... 30 Sig Regt
SS gt o A.H. Halfpenny ..... ............. 7 Sig Regt
SS gt K.1i:'tcdway ............................... Ho~g Kong Gurkha Sig Sqn
SS gt · ·Bro~ .............. · .............. 8 Sig Regt
gt J. D. Coulush .... .. ....................... I Armd Div Sig Regt

•Pg.··.. ·.... ··.... ··.. ·.. ···...... ·

c
J'$ w

. ~ormer members of the Corps collected £100 for the earthquake
victims o~ ~small town called Lauro, in Southern Italy.
The Bntlsh Consul at Naples has now sent tlte following Jetter,
18th December 1981
Dear Col Francis,
Thank you very much for your letter of 23 Nov in which you said that
£100 has been raised to help the villagers of Lauro. We have been in
tou~h with the Mayor, Avv Ottavio Colucci, who was of course
delighted and. ve'.y gra_tef.ul ~hat retired members of the Regiment
remembered his village m Ifs time of need. He would like the money to
be used to pay for books for the local library. This project has now been
endorse~ by the t?wn councillors and I suggest that you could send the
money direct to him at the following address:
A vv Ottavio Colucci
Sindaco di Lauro
Municipio
1-83023 Lauro (A V)
Italy
_Avv Colucci wa~ f!nlY_ 14 when t.he Castle was occupied by Royal
Signals. T~e Mumc1paltty have said they would welcome a visit to
Lauro during the Summer by a few retired members of the Regiment
for a stay of about ten days. The Municipality would make the arrange"?ents and would be prepare~ ~o pay local costs including accommodal!on at a nearby hostel. lf th1s idea appeals to you you might mention it
when you send him the money.
John Church
.
HM Consul General
If any retired members of the Corps who served in Lauro would like
to take advantage of this generous offer by the Councillors of Lauro
they are asked to write to Col Francis at RHQ Royal Signals'
Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London SW3 4RH.
'

".i..

DECEMBER 1981
Rank and Name
Unit to which posted
~g~ \,Hiil)wonh ............. .. ............... 38 Sig Regt(V)
W02 ~~tsl 'f/-s~;O. Burnham . ............. 30 Sil\ Regt
W02
ts s.
th .. · · · .. · ............ · ..... 240 Sig S'ln .
woi 0 ts · G. W_atson ..... · · ......... .. ... 3 Armd Dov Sig Regt
wo F 0 ts
Co!"ms Project Agency R Signals
W02 Go
. . Chaloner ........ .. ... .. .... 7 S!g Rcgt
W022 D. ~j Bardsley ........................... 8 S!g Rcgt
W02 D: B ggs ......... .................... ..... 9 sis. Regt
W02 R rown ..... _. ........................... 28 Sig Regt
W02~·uD~;R K
..................... Britisb Contingent UNF!CYP
SS
I§ J )f~~~~on
ush ................... 13 Sig Regl
SSgt ots~M T. Haycock ......... . .. ......... 22 Sig Regt
ssg: F~ts y · R. Nash ........................ Tel~ and Radar Branch REME
SSg G R
. Thomas .. . ....... . .... ..... .... 8 So,; Regt
SSgt E. S obenson ..... ... ..................... 16 S!g Regt
SS gt r:i CHunter ... . ........................... 22 S!g Regt
S ~~ De . Marsden ............ ... ............. 21 ~1g Regt
Sg J.
nton ................................. . 8 Sig Rcgt
Sgt A. !lurgess ............................... AA Coll Harrogate
Sgt 0
R. ;tj'lid ................................... .. 36 Sig Regt (V)
Sgt L. D "Jhomas ...... ..... ................ . .. 55 Sig Regt (V)
Sgt M H rown ............. .. ........... . ..... AA Coll Harrogate
Sgt B · · Uttley .. · .... · ........ ·· ..... ... ...... AA ~oll Harrogate
Sgt p' ~· ~~pleyard ............................ 33 ~1g Regt (V)
Sgt p' · epherd ............................. 7 Sig Rcgt
sg: R. ~~Rylance ........ .. .................... HQ !'-FCENT(BAE)
Sg P ·
rnoch .... .......... . .................. 30 Sig Regt
sg: N ~l:cs ................... .... .............. 544 !tear link Det
Sg R. ao.::J'chan ............................... 16 Sig Regt
Sgt R.
F e ....... · ·· ...... · ........... ·· .... . Hong Kong Gurkha Sig Sqn
Sgt J .RA.R oote ........... · .. · ...... ·· .......... Hong.Kong Gurkha Sig Sqn
sg\ · obens ..................... .......... 233 Sig Sqn
Sgt J · A. Wamner ...................... . ....... 7 Sig Regt
Sgt p N. Hughes ................................ 9 Sig Regt
Sgt WBRdden ": ................................ RMA Sandhurst
Sgt A . . Swceung ............................. 21 Si,; Rcgt
A~
WJiaincs ................. .............. 264 SigSqn
A gt 0· ann ..... ... .......................... lnt&SyGpNI
A~gt ~ · Redstone .............................. Junior Rcgt
AS gt · Allro · · .... · .... ·· .. · ................. .. 21 Sig Regl
gt T. M. Flood ........ . .......... . .. ....... .. ACIO Belfast

L: Col r.e8~\'1 ................................ 7 Sig Regt
Bri N
on ...... . ...................... ARMEX
M gB
Butler ...... · ...... ...... ............ SANGCOM
8J · hubb ............ · .... ...... ............ HS 11 Sig Regt (to JSIS Hong Kong
180182)
c2L1RNCI
Nj C
3 Armd Div and Si~ Regt
Map~
·Edor on ........................... ... 8lnf8deHQandS1gSqn
0 H m~er .............................. ASPG appt OIC SPSO AYSC/N
c 8fT ·w·
Mo . H H. Hackwonh, OBC ....... ...... ...... MA Amman
C BJ B H am· ...................... ·· ........ Army Air ApplS (STC)
633 sig Tp(Caribbean>
.
2Lt A.0
M. Jen~;°:.;; .... · .. .. .. · .. ·· ...... · · .... · 16 Sig Regt
C
J L K
n ...... · ...... · .. · .. · ....... 259 Sig Sqn
M•P.~ ·E ·F Kmard ...... ....... ................ HQ NORIRELAND
e 'll N · orby ................. ............. DSS(AD) GS02 Sigs 3 IA
y ' t•st .......... · ...................... HQ I (BR) Corps (Comd Comms)
M~ A .M. Legge
HS II S1gReg1- Retirement
2d s p R f'an .. · .. · .. · " .... · · · ............ ·HQ Northern Ireland (appt DAAG)
LI w· R. M owe ...... · · ..... ·" .............. 4 Armd Div and Sig Regt
C N M awer .. " .... " ...... · ............... 8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
Co1 p poss ........ · ........................... 8 Sig Regt
L:~1
R8f£11 "· " .......... " ............ • .. .. I Can Sig Regt
ey-Jones .. .. .. · ...... · · ........... 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
M ·Aj
LI
S ·.;unders ............................. HS S~hool of Signals
2L1 £. i'r.'Tho~
244 ~·& sqn
2Lt K. P. Th i::,on ......... .. . " .......... ·· .16 ~1g Sqn
Lt A. J. T orn r ......... ....... . .... .... .. .. 7 Sig Regt
.
Lt D J vu~n · ................ .. ...... ........ · 7 Fd Force HQ and Sig Sqn
Ma'
P . ~f "" .............................. Jumor Regt ~oyal Signals (26 Sig Regt)
2LiM p w· tson .............................. R S1gs Mannmg and Record Office
M . M All ose ............................... .. 22 ~1g Regt
Lt"t IT cenL: ·: """"""""" "" " """"'Jumor Reg! Royal Signals
Lt Do G .M . ovmgstone ....... ... .......... ... HS 11 Sig Regt
M · H ~c'Nlay ........................ ..... 541 Gurkha lnfBn Sig Tp
BJ
• • • Robotham ......... ....... ... HQ I I Sig Regt

2ln. tt:l! ..................................

THE LAURO APPEAL

~aj
MMerrick ........ ..... ..... ..... ...... DSS (AD)
M:l
Jo'i:'tur ............................... SHA ~ESP TNTERNA TIONAL
M ~ C V N: oms ..... .................. . ... 642 Sig Tp
Lt
L. p~nd : ................................ 3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
Ca tT E.MR .. h...d.......................... SchoolofS1gnals
M P. R .J S .d ic ar son ................ ··· .. HS RMCS Shrivenham
Mal A. i San ~(S ...... · · ...... · · · .. · .... ·· .. · .. HQ Nonhern Ireland
M"l A. Sahni ers ............................. School of Signals
Mai H. G T{r ...... .. ........ ..... .......... DGGWL
Ma~A·E·T·
omas .......................... RMAS
Lt 8 ( M. R'utu';1 ·: ........ · .... · · .... · .... · .. · 24 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
M · 0p p 'wh· · emer . ...... .. ....... ........ School ofSi&nals
•J · ·
1te .... · · · .. · .. · ................ .... I Inf Bde H(J & Sig Sqn
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l R. G. A~nder ..... . ......... '. ........... HQ BAOR
l O. A. Letts . ................. ......... ..... HQ !\FCENT
SSgl l YolS) B R Tranter ...................... 30 S~ Reil
tJ p Scully ............... . ................ .. HQ FC .NT
Gp
Sgl L. S. La"'1on ... ........... . •... ........•.... I Armd D!v S!g egl
Sgt . J. Brend .. ...... . ................ ........ . 2 Armd D!v Sig Regt
gt D. K. Rackham ........ . .. .. .. . ............ 4 J\rmd Div Sig Regt
t C . R. Cooper ........ . ..... .......... .... ... 7 S1& Regt
SgtJ. turray ......... , ................ . ..•..... 16 S!& Regt
Sgt K . Thompson . .... . .... .................... 16 Slll Rcgt
s· S
S t S. L Randle . ....... .. ... ................. . Ho!\& Kong Gurkha l& qn
S&t I G. Williams .............................. 8 Sig Rcgt
SgtJ~ H . Jac son ....... ........ .............. .. HOJ\FSOUTH(BAE)
Sgt O. T. Thurlcy ................ .. . .. ...... . ... 63l S'f Tp
.
Sgt D. G . Robertson ...................... ..... COO ~Centro R Mannes
S tW. V. Downcy ........•.. . ................. HQBA R
gt G . C. Taylor ................ ................ 16 S!g Rcgt
SgtJ. W. Tate .. ..... . ............. . ............. 10 Sig Regt
gt R. D. Colle) ......... ... .......... . ..... .... CPA
gt P. J . Robinson .............................. School of Signals
Sgt W. R. Stone ...... ......... . .... . .. .. . ...... . 8 Sig Re~t
Sgt M. J . Harkm ..... . . . ................... .. . .. 233 Sig qn
Sgt P. A. Harrigan ............. .. .. .... . ........ 632 S~Tp
Sgt P. Matthews ................. . ...... ...... . . 21 Si~ egt
Sgt J. M. Rodger .. .. . . ..... . . .... .. ....• . ..... .. Jmpl_ cam Project Wavell
Sgt C. M. Wood ... . ............. .. .. .... .. ..... 22 Sig Rcgt
Sgt T. J. Carberry ........ . .......... . ........ .. School of Infan~
Sgl G. L Jackson .. .. . .... .. ........ . .. . ....... . I Arrnd Div S!& egl
Sgt . A. J. Worth .... . ............... . ..... ... I Armd Div Sig Regl
Sgt P. J. Doheny . .... .......... .. . . ............ 16 Sig R~t .
SgtM. J. Wilton .. .. ........ . .. .. . . .... .. . . .. ... 3 Armd Div Sig Regt
Sgt K. Thomson ..... .. ...... .. .. ............... 259 Sig Sqn
Sgt T. Whitehill . . . . . . ...... . .... . ...... . . .. .... . 244 ~1\_Sqn
SgtO. Jcvons .. .. .......... ...... ........... . ... 21 Sig egt
Sgt B. Young .. . .......... .. .. ..... ............. . Scbool of Signals
Sgt S. Hilton ........ . ... .......... .... .. . ...... . CPA (St Helena)
Sgt R.. F. Parsons .... ..... . . .•. ... . ............. 4 Arrnd Div Sig Regt
SgtJ . A.Strttting ...... . ......... ............ . . 21 SigRegl
SgtJ. T. Boyd .. . ... .. ..... . ... ... .. .. .. ..... . .. . 229SigSqn
Sgt P. Weightman ... ..... . .. .. .......•. . . .. . . . . AA Coll Harrogate
SgtJ. Mold .. .. ............ .. ... .. ......... .. .... 592 R.car Link Oct
Sgl 0. Wilson .. . ... . ..... .. .. . ......... .. . . . . ... 244 Sig Sqn
Sgt J. Lamb .. . . ........ . . .. .. ... . .. . ... .. . ... ... Int & S~ Gp NI
Sgt P. D. Cooper .. .. ...... . .....•. ..... . . ...... 13 Sig egt
Sgt P. Farley .......... ... . . .. ........ .. .. .. ... . . 13 Sig Regt
Sgt R. G. Crock art .. . .......... .... . .. . .... . .. . 13 Sig Rcgt_
AS gt M. Finn .. .•. ..... .. ........ . ... . ... . . .. . .. 588 Rear Lmk Oct
AS gt J. Hattersley ......... .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. ... .. 594 Rear Link Oct
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Since the beginning of October, gifts of clothing, bedding, toys, etc,
have been gratefully received from the following: ·
Thrift Shop, 10 Sig Regt; Mrs J. Crowder; Maj & Mrs A. G.
Barfield; Mr D. Copestake; Mrs J. Mather; Brig A. C. Clinch; Krefeld
Thrift Shop; Mrs K. N. Smartt; Brig & Mrs J. D. T. Brett; Mr & Mrs
H. w. Palmer; LtCol R. B. S. Eraut; Mr C.H. Story; Mrs R. Mcinnes;
Maj & Mrs R. E. Howard; Maj Gen & Mrs E. S. Cole; Mr A. Walsh;
SSgt G. Pickard; Maj & Mrs R. Hordle; Cpl & Mrs R. Potter; Mrs E.
Glassman; Mrs L. Smith; Mrs E. Fladgate
OCTOBER 1981
Number of cases assisted financially :
Amount spent:
Number of clothing parcels sent:

29
£2482.58
27

WAR MEMORIAL FUND
Number of cases :
Amount spent:

WAR MEMORIAL FUND
Number of cases:
Amount spent:

The following donations were gratefully received during
ovember 1981.
WOs & Sgts Mess, 11 Sig Regt ..................... . ......... . .... £24.55
Lincoln Branch RSA ............ . ........ . ............ . ... . ........ £15.00
MrsJ. L. Power ................................. . ................... £ 6.00
F. E. Foulds Esq ... . ............................. . . . ................ £ 5.00
E. Whiffen Esq ............................................ ... .. ... .. £ 5.00
lnmemoryofColW.D.McGregorOBE ......... . ............. . £ 5.00
L. V. Goodman Esq ............................................. . .. £ 3.00
G. G. K. Thornton Esq . . ....... . .......................... . ....... £ 3.00
L. Macinnes Esq ......................... . .......... . ............... £ 2.90
P.A. Tully Esq ............................................ . ........ £ 2.90
Cap1 H. R. Steele ...............• . ........... . ...................... £ 2.90
Lt Col A. P. Boyle ................................. .. ...•........... £ 2.30
Miscellaneous donations ......................................... . . £ 7.63
£85.18

The following donations were gratefully received during
December 1981.
TMTroop9SigRegt . .................... . ......... £
H. Liley Esq ................ . .................... £
35 Sig Regt (V) ..... . ............... . ............. £
E. C. Barker Esq .... . ............................. £
Maj W. C. Savage .. . .............................. £
G.D. Webster Esq .... . ........................... £
D.R. Handley Esq ................................ £
G. B. Hollin~s Esq ................... . ............ £
R. . Hutchmgs Esq . .............................. £
In memory of Col W. D. McGregor OBE ................ £
R. A. F. Chitty Esq .... . ........................... £
Mr C. D . Barker . .. ................ . ............. £
G. A. Jenkins Esq . ................................ £
Miscellaneous . . ............................... . .. £

61.13
17.90
16.00
7.90
7.90
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
2.90
2.60
2.00
3.60

£146.93

3
£203.61

NOVEMBER 1981
Number of cases assisted financially:
Amount spent:
Number of clothing parcels sent:

ROY AL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
AND BENEVOLENT FUND

14
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_

52
£6549.77
15
I
£47.87

ONE OF OUR CASES
Signalman, 1940-46. He and his wife, both in poor health, were
recently re-housed from very bad conditions where they had incurred a
very heavy electricity bill. As a result of this, the supply had been cut
ofT in the new flat, and the Association made a grant of £160 to clear
the account and re-connect the supply. The wife's letter is printed
below.
ONE OF OUR LETTERS
I am writing on behalf of my husband and myself to thank you for
your very good deed that you did for us in paying a vast sum of money
for our electricity bill, which we had great difficulty in paying, and for
which we are truly grateful. I thank you once again for your great help
and kindness.
BOOK REVIEW
THE WINGED MESSENGER, by Pierre E. Hall. Published by The
Regency Press Ltd, 401 pages, illustrated.
There have been biographies written by many officers of the Armed
Services but very few published by those who did not reach
commissioned rank. Tp.is book is therefore believed to be unique in
that it is the story of a soldier who enlisted at the age of 17 and had
reached the rank of RSM when he left the Active Army after 24 years'
service. It is also, so far as is known, the only biography published by
an 'Other Rank' of the Corps.
When the author was 10 years old, a Regular NCO of the Corps came
to live with his parents as a paying guest and rega led the you ng boy with
tales of life in the Army and on the North West Frontier of India, which
fired him with enthusiasm and a determination to become a regular
soldier, preferably in Royal Signals . This enthusiasm for and
dedication to a Military Career never left him throughout his service.
Accordingly when he was 14 he joined the Territorials as a Boy in the
Royal Engineers and on reaching the age of 17 enlisted in the Queens
Royal Regiment transferring to the Corps on completion of his Recruit
Training. This book describes in great detail his life, experiences and
impressions in the Corps and afterwards with the Zambian Army and
with a civil engineering firm in Nigeria, Malaysia and Indonesia . It will
bring back nostalgic memories to those who served at the same time
even thou~h some may query the validity of some of the facts and
disagree with some of his opinions. It is none the less an interesting and
readable book which should appeal to those who have never served in
the Army as much as to past and present members of the Corps.
De luxe hard cover edition, signed by author. Cost, including
packing and postage is £9.25. Cheques to:.
MrP. E. A. Hall
'Kohima'
1030 Harrow Road
Wembley, Middlesex
HQ02QT.
THE WI RE, J AN UARY 1982

Deaths or 1_tems required or for sale . There is no charge for this service
to a ny serving member of the Corps (or those ret ired who subscribe to
The Wire), unless th e 'ad ' is related to a busin ess interest. To those
ineligible for 'free space', we request that their notice be forw arded to
our Advertising Managers , Service Newspapers Ltd, PO Box 4,
Farnborough , Hampshire , G U14 7L R, who will provide deta ils of
charges~ on a case-by-case basis. All matters for publication must reach
the _Ed1_tor not later tha n the 12th of every mon th preceding
publication.
BIRTHS
R 040840Z JAN 82
FM TPS CYPRUS
TO RHQ R SIGNALS
INFO SIGSQ NUNFICYP
BT
UN CLAS
STC SAA/WTP
FOR rnu INFORMATION AND WIRE N OTE FROM 254 SIG
SQ CMM DAUGHTER BORN TO EVELYN WIFE OF CPL
SHA D 254 SIG SQN BIRTH IN HELIC OPTER AT lOOOFT
SOUTHWEST OF LIMASSO L ON R O UTE F OR H OSPITA L ON
26 DEC 81 PD
MOTHER AND D AUGHTER FINE
BT

DEATHS
Emery - Lt Col Albert Victor Emery TD was born on 27th April
1914 ~n? died on 15 Nov 1981_ at Nottingham. Vic Emery was
com m1ss1oned as a Second Lieutenant in the Supplementary
R eserve in August 1939. He was mobilised with the Emergency
Reserve and joined 43 Divisional Signals in October 1939. He then
served with HQ South Wales Area as a Signal Officer and then
went on to command South Wales District Signals in December
1942.
After serving eight months with 2 L of C Signals he was
appointed SO R Signals in July 1943 and joined GHQ Home
Forces. In February 1944 Vic moved to the War Office and then
served as GSO 2 from that date until his appointment to GSO I at
Signals 8 in September 1945 where he remained until his release
from the service. In 194 7 he joined the re-constituted TA and
served w_ith 21 C:orps Signals :-vhich was later re-designated· 46
(north Midland) Sig Regt TA which he commanded from 1960 until
1964. He held an important post in GPO Telecommunication at
Nottingham from which he retired a few years ago.
Mitchell-Maj Alan Mitchell was born at Harrow on 8 June 1916 and
was gra~ted a commission in the Royal Signals Supplementary
Reserve. m M_ay 1939. Alan Mitc~ell will be remembered by his
!Ylany friends ID the Corps and particularly by those who knew him
m the Supplementary Reserve. He was embodied with !st AA
Divisional Signals on 2 September 1939 and from December of that
year until June 1940 saw service with 5th Divisional Signals. He
w_as evacuated at Dunkirk and then in October 1940 joined l Corps
Signals. From October 1940 until April 1942 he served with the
~n:1.ining orga~sation in the U!lited Kingdom. In August 1942 he
j01!1e.d 11th Lmes of Commumcation Signals and served with that
~mt m North Africa and Italy during which time he was Mentioned
m Despatches. Alan Mitchell had a practical flair for technical
matters and former members of 11 LofC Signals will no doubt
remember his automatic dartboard scorer. He was released from
military service in November 1946. He was able to combine his
technical ability with a warm hearted and generous nature and later
i~ ~ivili~n . life the~e same qu_alities were to lead him to develop for
c1v1l av1at10.n eq1;11~ment wh1c~ was to be used internationally by
several major a1Chnes. He died peacefully at Windsor on 25th
October 1981.
Shilton - Maj (T.O.M.) Edwin Douglas Shilton enlisted in RE Signals
February .1917 at the REWT Training Centre, Worcester. 1st War
served with BEF (22nd Corps Signal Company). India 1919 to
1928. Operations NWF (Wazirforce) 1920 to 1923. Was menTHE WIRE, JANUARY 1982

tioned in despatches, was awarded the Meritorious Service Medal
and two Force Commanders Commendations for Devotion to
Duty. 2nd W ar served in India, Paiforce and Middle East with 1st
and 3 lst Indian Armoured Divisional Signals. Served with British
Military Mission, Ethiopia 1946 to 1947. Commissioned (TMO)
1939. Retired 1950. He died at the age of 82 on 17 Dec.
Stetham - Col Hubert Walter Carson Stetham OBE CD, known to
everyone as 'Buster', was born at Kingston, Canada in 1915 of an
Army . family ~nd ~raduated from the Kingston Collegiate and
Vocational Institute m 1933. He entered the Royal Military College
the same year· and graduated in 193 7 at which time he was
appointed to a commission in the Corps. He was on leave in
Canada when war broke out and was recalled to England and
posted to France. After leaving France, shortly before Dunkirk he
sa~ active service ~ Kenya, Italian Somaliland, Ethiopia, Palestine,
Syna, Egypt and Libya. After the North African campaign he con·
tinued to serve with operational units and it was for his service in
the Italian campaign that he was appointed QBE. After the War he
returned to Palestine as CR Signals I British Infantry Division and
late commanded GHQ Signals in Cairo. In 1947 he attended Staff
College and ~ July 1948 transferred to the Canadian Army, in the
rank of Major. He served with the Royal Canadian School of
Signals and the Canadian Army Staff College and in 1953 was
promoted to Lieutenant Colonel and appointed GSO I, at the
College. From 1956 to 1959, he served at the Army HQ Ottawa in
the Directorate of Signals. He then served as CSO Eastern
Com!Yland Canada and in 1962, after promotion to Colonel, he was
appo_mted to the Command of 57 Canadian Signal Unit serving the
UN ID the Congo. He commanded the Royal Canadian School of
Signals from July 1963 and in 1964, became the Director of the
Corps. On I April 1966 he also assumed the appointment of
Commander of Canadian Forces Base, Kingston. Col Stetham
retired in July 1968 and became secretary and treasurer of the
RMC Club of Canada a position he was still holding at the time of
his death in October 1981. He died on 6 Oct and his funeral was
held on 9 Oct at Currie Hall, RMC, with Cadets acting as
pallbearers and a guard of honour and firing party was provided by
the 1st Canadian Signal Regiment.
'Buster' was a big man in every sense of the word. larger than life,
strong, generous and kindly. Always cheerful, his infectious laugh
was a tonic to all who heard it. He was a born leader, who would
have succeeded in any walk of life. He became head of his own
Corps: if he had remained in the British Army, he could just as
likely have been Signal Officer-in-Chief. He is survived by his
widow, 'Steve', herself English born, and three children, to all of
whom his first Corps send their heartfelt sympathy.
Tucker--Capt John David Tucker MC. A belated notice has been
received of the death of Capt John David Tucker who was awarded
the Military Cross as a Warrant Officer on special duties' during
the Second World War. He was born in Glamorganshire on 28 June
1921 and joined the Corps as a boy on l July 1936. At the
outbr_eak of war he served with 3 Operators Training Battalion and
then m March 1941 moved to 54 Divisional Signals. In April 1942
he move~ to Ind!a and in _Novembe~ of that year joined 19 Signals.
He remamed with 19 Signals durmg the Burma campaign and
returned to the UK on 9 October 1945. He served from February
1948 until February 1951 on the staff at RMA Sandhurst. He was
commissioned as a Lieutenant in the Corps on 4 December 1951
~d serv7d with the_Depot_Regiment. Hejoi!led 3 <:JHQ Signal Regt
m the Middle East m April 1953 and remained wtth that unit until
March 1956 when he was posted to 5 Training Regiment in the UK
~here he remained until moving to BAOR to join 19 Army Group
Signal Regt, (later to become 28 Signal Regiment) in June 1958. He
remained with the unit until his retirement in December 1960. He
died on 24 December 1980.
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OFF THE BEATEN TRACK

ACT AS MIDWIFE
~t lambing time I act as midwife to very many of the ewes, often
having to gently put a well detergented hand inside a womb and there
tur.n a pair C?f lamb ~ so t h ~t they <:an get out alive. If you can imagine
domg that in pouring ram, at night, on a slippery hillside, with a
st~ug~li n g sheep, trying t~ feel around two bodies, eight legs and two
tails in the womb, and guide two front feet and a nose together into the
birth canal, that's what shepherding is about. Or with a cow, standing
on a stool, up to the armpit inside the womb, trying to find the front feet
of the calf which weighs about IOOlbs, and turn it ready for normal
birth, knowing that a mistake could cost about £150 for the calf, or
£600 for the cow, or both.

FARMING-A SECOND CAREER
Report by Lt Col (Retd) Danny Goodwin-Jones

AN EARLY SLAVE
I was reared on my parents' farm and was obliged to milk cows,
plough fields, chase sheep and generally act as a farm slave from the
age of about nine. This sort of upbringing turned me olT farming
completely and I was delighted to escape to the Army where I spent
many vears getting used to the meaning of leisure, long holidays, and
the four and a half day week. I was, so to speak, enjoying this leisure
one morning at the School of Signals and happened to to be listening to
one of the periodic lectures given by AG TI to a group of officers. In my
then role of Chief Keeper of the Princess Mary Hall, and as I idly
counted fag ends on the floor, resolving to give the cleaners a wigging I
was roused by the words 'redundancy' and ' Lt Cols' and a seniority
date which, being non technical, I had difficulty in immediately
assessing as being relevant to myself. Fortunately, there was not too
much competition and my application was successful!
MY OWN MASTER
I resolved at an early point in my deliberations that on leaving the
Army I would only do that which I wanted to do, that I would avoid
having to pay too much tax, and that I would be my own master. I had
at this stage of life begun to yearn for the land again and indeed recall
suggesting in a lighter moment, to HQ Mess, that beef and sheep on
the Blandford estates might soak up the excess cash in the funds.
However, this sort of idea was not well received. I estimated that
financially we could just about manage to get into farming, land was
not too expensive just then, interest rates were reasonable, and I was
confident that my farming experience would be enough to carry me
through the initial stages until I could acquire on the job training. We
spent every available moment looking at farms in West Wales, because
there land was cheaper and we bad Welsh family ties. The climate is
also much kinder in the WesL The problems in selecting a farm to
purchase are infinite so I will merely say that we actually agreed to
purchase three farms before in fact owning our present and fourth
farm . All the others fell through for various reasons, not the least
unusual being when the old farmer selling to us, died between signing
and exchanging contracts. Our final buy was the best, so whatever
happens is often for the best, perhaps.
THE BEST INVESTMENT
Farmland prices vary enormously. In priority the three factors are
the state of the farmland, the condition and age of the buildings, and
lastly the state of the farmhouse. Farmland is the best investment one
can make. It has over the last 40 years or so consistently averaged a
healthy 21% rise in value each year on a linear graph which projected
to 1990 shows a price per acre in UK of £21,000 as compared with one
of about £1,500 at present. There are minor fluctuations from time to
time when prices are static or dip, like just now, but the price always
catches up again to the norm. In UK, farmland is rapidly vanishing
under concrete and the demand is constantly increasing. I believe that
prices, not excessive at present, will start to pick up in the new year and
by next Autumn will be very high again. Land prices are not
necessarily linked to house prices either. Welsh land prices are lower
than UK values. In '77 we bought our first 50 acres at about £600 an
acre and since then have increased it by the purchase or two more
farms, up to 150 acres, selling part of one as a small farm, and retaining
a second house as a holiday business, with salmon fishing rights on the
R Cothi which forms one of our boundaries. One needs about £200 an
acre to equip a farm very modestly, with old machinery and not so
fresh stock all of which respond to care and attention sufficiently to
serve ones purpose. Returns vary, depending on your type of farming,
from £100 to £500 an acre. Mortgages are not difficult to obtain and
repayments must not normally exceed the £50 an acre rate per year.
They may be had from any of the big five Banks, or more usually from
the Agricultural Mortgage Corporation at about 13 to 14% fixed at
present. Banks will lend to farmers with terrifying ease and overdrafts
of five fi~ures are very normal on the larger holdings. In Wales,
however, 1t is not the accepted norm to borrow money and it is rare to
find the traditional farmer who has inherited the family farm with a
mortgage or overdraft. He also complains very loudly about the large
amounts of tax being levied, all of which he could avoid. A farmer get
I00% tax relief on all macninery and stock for the farm, and on all
interest payments.
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TAX ADVANTAGES
We have paid no tax since leaving the Army, and quite legitimately.
Another tax advantage is the herd or flock scheme. Under this, when
one starts a flock of sheep the original animals are valued at the then
price, in our case at £20, and that price remains the valuation for ever
more for th at flock. By 1995, we shall have, say, increased from 100 to
1,000 sheep and then sell up and retire. Our sheep then will sell !or
about £200 each, but we shall pay tax on them at £20 a head, which
makes for a pleasant end of service bonus for the farmer.
THE PROFIT FACTOR
A ewe makes about £25 a year profit, a good cow will give £200 or
so, and stocking rate is four and one respectively, per acre, on average
land. We also farm commercial rabbit which makes about the same
profit as a sheep, but with about twice as much meat weight per year.
Cereals make much the most profit nowadays but one needs the good
flat land of East Anglia, or the South for this, and large amounts of
very expensive machinery are also needed, like a combine at about
£25,000.

Me and a few of our Rams. They are put to 50 ewes each , and can
serve at least 25 a day. They are usually great characters

THE RACE AGAINST TIME
The main impression I have of farming is the constant race against
time and the march of the seasons which stand still for none. The ewes
have to be prepared for the rams, the rams are put into the flocks and
five months later the lambs arrive, have to be fattened on grass that has
to be made ready, at the same time as one prepares the winter forage
for the next winter, and so on. As I once learnt at the School of
Infantry the secret of efficient preparation is concurrent action, which is
a principle vital to farming too.
THE WEATHER
The weather is of fundamental importance, particularly at lambing
time and at harvest. Good weather then means vastly increased profits.
In our area of Wales rain is a constant problem, when it is too wet the
land begins to poach, that is the animals feet damage the soil and plant
root structure so much so that the grassland becomes quite useless
unless it is resown. Sheep actually do not poach very much, but cattle
completely ruin land in the winter if left outside. When it is too dry
nothing grows except weeds and bracken, which then smother the
grass. Farmers always complain about the weather, usually for good
reason. Personally, I have learnt to accept it now and concentrate on
making alternative plans and arrangements. One works virtually all
daylight hours, seven days a week, all the year. Sometimes we take a
part day olT and visit one of the large towns, or the beaches nearby, but
we have to be back to see to the animals every day.

A few Welsh Mountain ewes and one small son. We in-winter many
of the ewes to avoid the worst of the weather from Jan to March

HOLIDAYS UNKNOWN
Holidays are virtually unknown in farming, which goes some way
towards indicating the de~ree of alTection the farmer has for his farm
and stock. I honestly believe that the farmer considers himself to be
permanently on holiday, though he actually is very busy all of the time.
They do spend many days away at markets, at agricultural shows,
auctions, sales, study days and so forth which are usually very
pleasant. If you are buying, then there is the excitement of getting a
bargain, or if selling, of making a killing, perhaps.
THE PERSONAL LINK
One becomes very attached to your farm, your land, your animals,
even to things like tractors. I know and can recognise virtually every
one of my 400 ewes, and know the character of many of them. My
cattle are not unlike a dog to me so well do I know each one. All our
animals know me, and will immediately show fear of strangers in
various ways. My rabbits always welcome me with great enthusiasm,
but go frantic if a stranger enters the rabbitry. There is a great deal of
veterinary work in farming. We have a very large selection of drugs,
anthelmintics, patent medicines on hand and very rarely use the vet
himself. One is allowed by law to do anything to one's own animals, but
not to any others. I sometimes do minor operations on our creatures,
sometimes using anesthetics, and generally we have a very high success
rate.
THE WIRE, JANUARY 1982

Commercial rabbits being fattened in holding pens. There is an
unfilled EEC market for rabbit of about 300,000 tons a year. 1 ton =
£800 profit
THE WIRE, JANUARY 1982

THE CHALLENGE
Nutrition of animals is a complex subject, the food values of various
plants, is an enormous field of knowledge, the problems of mineral
deficiencies in plants and animals are considera ble for our farm and
the application of all manner of chemicals and poisons is co mm~n in
!arming. A sound scienti~c background is q uite important in farming as
is a good grasp of machinery. I often have to sort out our diesels and
heavy. machinery. I weld often, engage in forestry operations, have
ext~nsn:e plu~bing S}'.Stems to ~ain.tain, ~ort out drainage in fi elds,
which 1s a fairly maJO~ oper.at~on mvolvmg heavy machinery, and
frequently carry out maJor bwldmg tasks using steel, concrete and all
the. r.e~t of the impedimenta. There are an extremely wide range of
act1v1ttes that a farmer has to get involved in, unless of course you are
prepared to merely hire the appropriate expert, in which case you
would very quickly run out of cash. It is an exceptionally interesting
career, one where there is absolutely no chance whatsoever of one
becoming bored, unfi t, or lacking mental stimulus. There is also a fairly
heavy load of paperwork to keep up to date, particularly accounts and
VAT, and one has to keep up to date with most political trends and
financial indications by a ppropriate reading and listening to the radio. I
fre9 u~n tly listen to ~ he radio as I spend hours repairing machines, or
buildings, or handlmg sheep. The wear and tear on clothing and
footwear is very heavy. I get through two pairs of wellingtons, and one
of boots every year, and have four sets of coveralls in use. We use the
' Barbour' type of rainwear.

DANGEROUS
Agriculture is, by statistics, much the most dangerous occupation,
and one has to be most careful to remember this fact at all times. A
lack.of care can not only render your family liable to large amounts of
Capital transfer tax, on ones estate, but also in the more trivial
instances, to incapacity which results in very major problems with the
farm and its operation ~ day to day. Machinery is most dangerous,
particularly tractors, which can become lethal, terrifying monsters on a
steep, wet slope. I have, I confess been guilty of doing silly things in this
area, but it is very hard to make an instant decision to bale out when
the whole mass of machinery is careering out of control, momentarily,
o!le hopes, a~d one has to decide instantly whether to use brakes,
diffiocks, the he of the land, or accelerator to regain control, or to write
it olT ~o experience and a lot of cash. Excitement is never lacking and
there 1s absolutely_ no n~d to arrange anything like adventure training,
for every day bnngs its small dose to keep the adrenalin flowing.
Farming is not an occupation for the unfit, timid or slow witted and one
must have a certain mental and physical resilience.

IDEAL ENVIRONMENT FOR THE YOUNG
Farming is an ideal environment for children and young adults,
probably t.he best possible one for. an upbringing, except for the danger
aspect which needs careful attention. The constant close contact with
nature, animals, science, machinery and all manner of manmade and
natu.ral fhenomena develops the character enormously. The social
fabnc o the farm~ng community is all embracing, the schools are
s1:11aller, mor~ canng, and better, there are never rcots or any
d1stur_bances in. the ~ural ar~as, an~ .recreation is usually fishing,
shooting, ferretmg, btrdwatchmg, training sheepdogs, riding, or just
looking at other people's stock and land. We do of course have the odd
party. and much good ale is consumed at various times like harvest,
shearing, roundups, and other events. One's farm soon acquires a
character of its own, everyone living on it, people or animals are
referred to by the farm name generally. The ammals will not mix with
strange flocks or herd for many months, sheep remain aloof for at least
six months from others.
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0 WITHDRAWAL SYMPTOMS
.
I wondered if, on leaving the Army, I would suffer fr~m w1~h~rawal
ymptom . Righi from the beginning, I have neve~ missed 1t .m !he
lightest. there just is never the time. l read the Wire, the Ins~1tuuon
Journal, and the rmy quarterly. I also belong to the ~K Warning and
monitoring organi ation which .is intended t<? cope with post nucle~
attack problems in UK, and tram every fortm 0 ht for ~ few hours. _It is
fonded by the Home Office, and is a very worthwhile and efficient,
relaxed organisation ''ith it ow~ comms and operauo.nal.centres. I ~m
al o involved to some degree m a few local organ1sauons, farmmg
orientated, like the Farmers' Union of Wales. and where. I b~come
involved in variou Government and Union affrurs, the Media, with the
aim of improving our lot in Agriculture. In Wale~, we are very
fortunate to be immersed in a complete culture ~h1ch ~ though not
completely trange since we are <?f Welsh extraction, gives us great
enjoyment and interest. All our ne1g~bours use th~ Welsh ~anguage all
of the time, our children are learning to speak 1t, a~d hfe tends to
revolve around the traditional attitudes of Wales which are perhaps
ba ed on culture in the arts, particularly ~ong 1 dance, literature, and
discourse. Religion and the very close family ues .all i:nake for ~ very
stable and happy environment. Rugby 1s a major mftuence m 0e
ation and there are innumerable clubs and teams. Boys sta~t ptaxmg
around with the ball as soon as they start school and soccer 1s of httle
consequence.
HOW TO BEGIN
Some. reading this, will no doubt begin to ask t.hem~elves how to
begin in farming, o_r agriculture, for. there. are an mfim~e number of
fringe type occupauo.ns t~ be round m agriculture. I beheve that one
must gain some pracucal expenence., m any country where you ~~p~n
to be stationed. This will soon enable you to assess your ab1hty .m
animal management for you either like them or hate the muck and. dirt
involved. You must learn how to handle. th~ heavy. macI:tines,
particularly the wrinkles or:i tractor driving, which 1s not quite as simple
as it looks, and how to av01d an early death!
A CO-OPERATIVE VENTURE
A reasonable knowledge of the science of anim~ nutrition, ?f plant
growth, and of agricultural syst~ms may _be acqmred by re!1din~ ph.~s
some talk with farmers. The mvesogauon of the financial side 1s
imperative but do not be put off by lhe problems if th':Y s~em too
difficult. You will of course, need the support of our family smce the
family farm is v~ry much a co-operative with .the wife sharing ~e
lambing, the harvest, the shearing and o~her ~a1or labour consummg
tasks. Women are usually much better with anunals than are men and
they seem to have a closer feel for farming, particularly the economic
matters. Seek advice from the Ministry of Agriculture, but beware of
their technical jargon, and enthusiasm, hardly any of the staff there
have practical personal and economic experience except at government
expense. which is vastly different to being a farmer on your own.
Decide where you are going to farm, consult the weather maps ~d
assess rainfall, temperature, wind, sunlight hours to help your plannmg.
Get a copy of the annual review of agriculture from HMSO, and digest
its statistics. Go and ask the Farmers' Union, or Country Landowners'
association for advice. Visit the markets and get a feel for the life and
the people. Speak to land agents specialising in agricultural properties,
and amass a folio of farm particulars from which you can get an idea of
the terminology used, the average prices being asked for property, and
the onsite comparisons of price per acre and potential. If you own a
good house and can have a reason!1ble gratuity then yo~ can. start in
farming financially. Ideally start with about 50 acres which will allow
you to l~arn as you go, and earn a small income to live on. We began
with about £20,000 and 50 acres in '77 and our original stake has
increased perhaps five times in value. I venture to forecast that in a year
or so our stake will be up at least I 0 times or more.
A HUGE GAMBLE
Farming is a huge gamble. One gambles on the weather, your
animals, your land, the meat markets, the competence of government,
interest rates, your health, your skills, economic sense, not.bing is
certain except that you will never have a dull moment ever agam. You
will be part of the largest industry in the World, and by far the most
important, exercising skills which began millions of years ago and
which virtually all your ancestors practised. You will come to know the
thrills of being close to life itself, of revelling in the rain and the sun and
the blood and the muck, and of being the leader and organiser of your
group of characters and personalities who, in their hundreds, give the
working farm its own individuality and feeling of life. You will always
be short of money, time and leisure but you will certainly be very
happy, fit and healthy, and you could become verr w~al~y indeed
given some luck and good management. To the novice 1t might seem
very complicated, but you have the basic skills bred into you over
thousands of years, and with some common sense, and application of
learning and hard work, you can succeed.
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is not too bad I enjoy the congratulations of wife and children and stroll
about collecting kit and meeting friends--old c.nes from the Garrison
and earlier Berlin runs and the new friends one makes during the run.
But the exhilaration of cheering later arrivals eventually pales into the
real fatigue expected so much sooner. Most of the adult entrants are
delighted to learn that 10-year-old Cheryl Page finished, with father
Maj Brian Page RAOC, in 4hrs 55 mmutes. One of the youngest
marathon runners known! A quiet rest on the bus, collecting all fellow
competitors, then home to bath, change and a snooze under the Sunday
papers.

CORPS PARTICIPATION IN BERLIN
INTERNATIONAL MARATHON
Report by Maj I. E. Kerr, Royal Signals

TRULY INTERNATIONAL
Sunday 27 Sep altered the lives of many people in West Berlin. !he
coincidence of West Germany's ' Car free day', the end of darhght
saving time, a beautiful Indian summer. day an_d the first truly mt~r
national post war Marathon to be held 10 the city were the potent mgredients. The result was magical and '?v.er 20 members of Royal
Signals units were amongst the race part1c1p~nts who ~elt the e!"f:ects.
The last full week in September found a rapid growth m the military
population in West Berlin. The majority of the arrivals came to participate in the British Berlin Tattoo but amongst the caravans c.ame a
few with a greater challenge. Partie~ from ~r~ and 4~ Armd Div Hq
and Sig Reg ts, 13 Sig Regt, 22 7 Sig Sqn JOmed their Corps hosts m
Berlin. While one or two bore the confident look of experienced and
able athletes, the majority were facing the additional unknown of their
first marathon.
NIGH ON 4000 COMPETITORS
Yo'ur reporter was one of the latter category and well down in the
field so 11).issing the excitement and dramas of the front runners. But I
can provide a limited sketch of some of the d.ay'~ _stranger and
fascinating aspects seen from the pack. After our md1v1dual starts to
the day, we assembled in Olympic Stadium and made our way to ~e
heart of Berlin. By nine o'clock we had been processed ~y a substantial
and most efficient race organisation. All 3 800 competitors were then
herded, in various age and ability categories, into a starting ' trap' in
front of the Reichstag building.
.
.
A bright sun and rapidly rising temp~rature disproved yet agam !he
BFBS weather forecasts and gave the wiser runners some apprehension
as to the rigours ahead. After some 30 minutes of confinement and
being bathed in contin uous tannoyed announcements, mostly m
German, the countdown to the start came as a blessed relief. The communal burst of adrenalin on the gun, produced a smooth surge and
relatively fast start. This was ideal for _the top class ath!ete~ , but
tempted too many first timers to a too ra~1~ early pace. Settli!lg mto a
steady automatic pace one was almost oblivious to modern rums of the
Kongress Halle sights of the Siegesaule, and then the Kurfurstendamm. The crowds who turned out to encourage the racers proved to
be the advanced guard of a substantial and most encouraging audience.
A FAST PACE
The lOkm check point on the banks of the Landwehr Kane! in 50
minutes confirmed suspicions of too fast a pace. My a1:tempts to sl?w
down were hindered by the pressures of footsteps behmd and the mtangible comfort of running within a loose group. Past the north of the
Kreuzberg District and a chance to review some of the 'Tuwat' anti
squatters more desperate graffiti and posters. But even the 'antis' seem
to be lining the streets to cheer us on. Further efforts to slow down are
again denied by the presence of other competitors. At Hallesches Tor '!J
Bahn station, I found myself slowly passing an elderly wheelchair
entrant who astoundingly was 'running ' at over 12km/ hr. Turning into
the sun for a long gruelling southward leg , the astonishing autumnal
heat affected us all. However , well organised refreshm ent stands,
spaced at Skm intervals, ensured the minimum of dehydration. The
salutory effects of cold sponge on lagging body and limbs are another
precious memory, as is the sight of a roadway full of plastic cups and
discarded sponges.
MANY ENTHUSIASTIC SPECTATORS
The whole route was crowded with spectators of all kinds and persuasions. But their polite applause and 'Bravos' must have encouraged
many of us to keep up the efforts, even the runner with the Anarchist
tee-shirt who strode past me at 18 plus km. From Lichterfeld we turned
northwards, putting the sun to our backs and praying for proof of solar
power I was still keeping well up to my unexpected speed when Lt Maxi
Springer shot past me. He started slow but picked up beautifully-and
stormed on to a grand finish in 3hrs 39 minutes.
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BERLIN MARATHON 1981
Back. Row: SSgt D. Kilnan RAOC, Lt Col C. Telfer RPC, Cpl S . A.

Chopping R Signals, Maj T. J. W. Robertson RE, Sig D. W. Paterson
R Signals, Sgt R. M. C. R. Cook R Signals, Sgt J.P. Mold R Signals,
Sgt C. Lynch , SSgt J. R. Levett R Signals, Maj I. E. Kerr R Signals,
Gnr C. Palmer RA, Sgt M. D. Crabtree R Signals, Cpl R. S . Milburn,
Sgt J. M. Kirkpatrick R Signals
Front Row: Fl/Sgt McBirnie RAF, Cpl M. P. Fitzpatrick R Signals, Cpl
W . Riding R Signals, Cpl A. N. Dawson R Signals, Lt M. Springer R
Signals, SSgt D. Beadsworth RAOC, SSgt J . L. Claughton RAOC,
Sgt I. Durant R Signals, Sig N. F. Hawley R Signals, Sig J . Stephen R
Signals.
Representing 229 Signal Squadron (Berlin), HQ Berlin Infantry
Brigade and visiting friends

SUPPLIES OF FRUIT
Forced onwards to the 30km point along Hohenzollerndamm and
completely ashamed to be overtaken by the same wheelchair entrant,
who still seemed completely fresh. Many runners are seen to take and
enjoy the supplies of fruit at the 20 and 30km checks. I've no stomach
for it but perhaps failed to appreciate the energy loss of four hours
running. At last, back over the monstrous Stadtring bridges and it's
only 12km to go. Urged onwards by the closeness of the finish-and
the efforts of the others around one, it is fascinating to feel the pleasure
overcoming pain, dehydration and aching muscles. At one turn the
sounds of a British military band playing Trooping the Colour music.
No illusion but a mobile hi-fi fan doing his thing for the runners. Then
turning into Bismark Strasse, my first encounter with the marathon
runners most feared etTect-'the Wall'. Despite every mental effort I
found myself forced to a walk through absence of energy reserves.
What went wrong with all that training and the carbohydrate loading?
Too fast a pace-too early-told its tale. Perhaps those who stuffed
themselves with bananas earlier didn't suffer as much. Then most unexpectedly, friendly English voices-family and friends-egging one on
and the exhaustion fades away.
Past Ernst Reuter Platz, whose tall tumbling fountains prove not to
be a mirage but cannot tempt one to a r.Iunge, to the final refreshment
stand. Meeting with Sgt John Mold it s the lighter pain of a shared
effort as we set off again together. Rounding the Siegesaule for the
second time one is reminded of those far off Prussian victories and
spurred on by bigger and louder crowds. At Lutzow Platz, another less
dramatic but debilitating 'wall'. But like fresh streams to the panting
heart, the Finish draws one on and reserves come from the great
support and spiritual uplift of the still substantial crowds. A Police
Motorcyclist, who oblivious to his absurd role on car free Sunday,
herds a solitary jaywalker to the kerb, arouses some spleen which all
helps to build speed for the final dash.
THE MAGNIFICENT FINISH
The last kilometre speeds by, perhaps it's an illusion, perhaps I have
picked up my original speed. A Hash of cheers and English congratulations at the finish and it's through the channels to get ones finisher's
medal and enjoy the rapid warmth found inside the survival blankets
given to us all. Three hours and 55 minutes! Slower than my dream
target but well inside the more pragmatic 4 hour limit. The finish is
magnificently organised with every need (well nearly all) catered for.
Baths, massage, changing facilities, food and drink and above all plenty
of cots for the exhausted to lie on. Delighted to find that my condition
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THE COUNT DOWN
What of the results! Well, the first three past the post were British,
the second being FSgt Mick Hurd (aged 39) of RAF Wildenrath in
2hrs 15min 4lsec. 29th came Sgt Les Wood of 13 Sig Regt in 2hrs
27min and at 37th the first British Berliner, SSgt Paddy Heyland of 3
Sqn 13 Sig Regt in 2hrs 33min.
A quick count of known entrants from Berlin, reveals an excellent
completion rate. The numbers to have finished the marathon in under
the organisers 5 hour deadline are over 100 of the 120 British Berliner
starters. The Royal Signals finishers included:
Cpl W. Riding ·
249 Sig Sqn
3hrs 21min
Cpl A. N. Dawson
249 Sig Sqn
3hrs 2lmin
Sgt M. D. Crabtree
227 Sig Sqn
3hrs 29min
Sgt J. M. Kirkpatrick
227 Sig Sqn
3hrs 39min
Lt M. G. Springer
3 Armd Div Sig Regt
3hrs 39min
Sig R. Campbell
229 Sig Sqn
3hrs46min
Cpl. S. A. Chopping
249 Sig Sqn
3hrs49min
Cpl M. P. Fitzpatrick
249 Sig Sqn
3hrs Sirnio
Sgt J. Mold
229 Sig Sqn
3hrs 52min
Maj I. E. Kerr
229 Sig Sqn
3hrs 55min
Sgt R. M. Cook
229 Sig Sqn
4hrs 24min
SS gt J. R. Levett
229 Sig Sqn
4hrs 24min
4hrs 55min
Sig N. F. Hawley
227 Sig Sqn
Sgt I. Durrant
4 Armd Div Sig Regt
5hrs 5min
227 Sig Sqn
Cpl Milburn
5hrs JOmin

NEAR

NORWICH, NORFOLK.
(NORWICH 868206)

l.A.P.S. boarding preparatory school for
boys and girls 7-13

Set in beautiful parkland
Excelle:it facilities for a wide range of
activities
115 children, eight small classes
Fine academic and musical tradition.
Music Scholarship.
12% reduction in boarding fees for
children of H. M. Forces
Contact the Headmaster, R. G.
Barton, M.A., for prospectus or visit.
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EXERCISE BEZONIAN VENTURE

Once again, my enthusiasm was short lived. The inexperience of the
crew was soon apparent when the sail wrapped itself inextricably
around the forestay. David was despatched up the mast but to no avail
and I had visions of Tommy Tucker's face when I told him that I'd had
t? cut down o~e of his expensive sails. However, providence was defi!11tely on our side: As I stood in the rapidly diminishing twilight surveying the mess, the boat rolled and quite suddenly it loosened itself and
tumbled to the deck at my feet. Nothing short of a miracle in our eyes.
To end the day, the fir~t of many schools of dolphins came to visit us,
gambolli ng and squeaking around the bows in a fascinating display of
high speed turns and jumps. A good end during which we logged over
120 miles for the first time.

Report by Maj L. D. Edinger, Royal Signals

THE PROJECT
Port Said, Ismailia. Suez, Sallalah. All names that were commonplace to the oldier of 30 years ago but talked of now by the old
weat only. I was lucky enough to be given the opportunity to visit
them more recently, during an adventure training exercise.
.
The eed of Exercise Bezonian Venture were sown dunng the
annual boat show in January when Lt Col Tommy Tucker RA heard
about a yacht lying neglected in a mud berth on the south coast,
belonging to an Australian banker who had returned home on urgent
bu ine . He was contacted and readily agreed to the concept of the
yacht By zance, being sailed to Australia in return for providing some
fund 'towards her renovation. The Ministry of Defence agreed to the
project and allocated adventure training funds. Then began the task of
restoring Byzance, a 40 foot Bermudan rigged sloop, to a state fit for a
13,000 mile voyage. It was completed in a remarkably short time by
the valiant efforts of the REME Maritime Workshops at Marchwood in
Hampshire and some hard worked volunteers.
SIX STAGES
In order to give the maximum number of soldiers the opportunity of
participating in the venture, it was decided to split the voyage into six
stages; UK to Gibraltar, and thence to Cyprus, Bombay, Sri Lanka,
Brunei and Sydney, and ultimately, for a crew to race her in the Sydney
to Hobart race. I was lucky enough to be selected as Skipper for the
third leg: Cyprus, through the Suez Canal, 1,000 miles down the Red
Sea and a further 2 000 miles across the Arabian Sea to Bombay. Or as
Tommy Tucker put it, 'down to Aden, tum left and you are bound to
hit India'. I admired his confidence, particularly, as the crew turned out
to be lacking in experience, having been picked for their availability,
rather than any other reason!
A SPECIAL CLATM
Together with me were Maj Chris Haughton RA, Sgt Paul
Archibald, currently with 259 Sig Sqn in Cyprus, three members of the
13/ 18 Royal Hussars also in Cyprus and the only members of the crew
who had met each other, 2Lt David Barker RA and Sgt Albert Hooker
of the Parachute Regiment. It had previously been agreed that being ·
'The Year of the Disabled', any soldier in that category who
volunteered should be given a priority place. Albert, having Jost one leg
was, therefore, an automatic choice and I would add that such a
voyage was obviously just another minor challenge to him, having
already completed over a hundred free fall parachute jumps since his
accident.
INTO QUESTION
The UK based members of the crew flew lo Cyprus by courtesy of
the RAF on 13 Aug, and Byzance arrived at the tiny military port near
Akrotiri a few days later. Having taken over, we decided that some hot
weather protection would be necessary and we persuaded the local
REME Workshop to make us an awning to cover the cockpit - and
what a godsend it proved to be. We also decided to have an afternoon's
shake down sail, and it was then that our competence was called into
question. We had moved some 15 yards only when we struck a submerged rock, one over which RCT vessels regularly move. It subsequently transpired that we bad torn a small piece of fibre glass
sheathing from the keel and we therefore had to slip the yacht at nearby
Lamaca and make good the damage.
A SECOND DRAMA
Regrettably a week -end was upon us and we were held up for four
days kicking our heels in frustration but finally slipped from there,
bound for Port Said, on 25 Aug. A leisurely sail saw us arrive there on
the evening of the 27th and it was then that the second drama of our
voyage occurred. A local ship's chandler, eager for our custom
reversed at some speed, in the dark, into our path just as we were about
to pick up moorings. The result of the melee was the anchor warp of
another boat wrapped around our propeller shaft. The sight of the
water next morning, thick with oil and other unmentionable refuse, was
enough to turn the strongest stomach, but the valiant Mate, Chris
Haughton, volunteered to swim into the disgusting mess and unravel
the warp which, fortunately, he managed to do with remarkable speed.
PERSEVERANCE WINS THE DAY
Then began the trauma of obtaining all the necessary documents
without which it is not permissible to transit the Suez Canal. For
merchant ships these formalities are normally carried out by an agent
and we could have hired one ourselves. However, the Suez Canal
Authority assured us that an agent was not necessary and gave us all
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New buildings in the Suez Canal
the information on how to proceed on a do-it-yourself basis. Wishing to
save the fund some £40 we gaily set off. Many, many weary miles later,
we regretted the decision. In the hot dusty streets we trudged from one
office to another: insurance, customs, immigration marine police, port
police, tax office, the list seemed endless and from each we left with
more instructions and our pockets lighter in funds. Perseverance won
the day, however, and we finally emerged fr?m the Canal Authority
office in the knowledge that we would see a ptlot on board at 0800hrs
the next morning. It was when he appeared that we discovered why the
Canal Authorities had seemed so anxious for us to dispense with an
agent-they wanted their own share of ' baksheesh'. I had already
decided that Port Said had really changed very little in the past 30
years. Few new buildings, horse drawn tourist buggies, bunches of
grapes for 1Op, a stock of bread for Ip, men still selling dirty. pos~cards
or inviting you to meet their sister, and all and sundry askmg, m the
most courteous way for money. Only the bum-boats seem to have disappeared with the reduction in the number of passenger ships now
plying the route.
AN ARMED GUARD
Regrettably, sailing through the Canal is not permitted and a v~~y
boring six hours ensued as we chugged under motor down to lsma1lia
where we were not allowed ashore, and an armed guard spent the night
in a dinghy ensuring that we did not do so! We did however have an
amusing half hour when the skipper of the pilot boat tried to charge_ us
the equivalent of eight pounds for two water melons, some over-npe
bananas and a few vegetables. We were also told that the pilot for the
second stage of the transit would come aboard at 0800hrs the following
morning. It was therefore with some surprise that we were wakened at
0230hrs by his arrival! The canal is, of course, now wider and deeper
than it used to be and improvements are still taking place ; enormous
earth moving vehicles working alongside peasants, with their old
fashioned baskets doing similar work. But there are still many signs of
unrepaired war damage and burnt out trucks and useless bridges are
still much in evidence.
Our early start did, however, give us the benefit of arriving at Suez at
0900hrs and a full day's sail, and it was glorious to be free of the engine
noise and its attendant heat in the cabin. My enthusiam, however, was
short lived. The wind rose to some 20 knots and succeeded in building
up the waves to the extent that one came in over the side of the cockpit,
through a porthole of the quarter berth and soaked most of my bunk
and clothes. I was not amused. The voyage had barely begun.
SUMPTUOUS
We sailed for 30 hours down to Hurghada, recently in the news as
being the place from where Prince Charles and his bride had left Egypt
during their honeymoon. The town, seen through binoculars, looked
singularly drab and uninviting and we sailed on. Imagine our surprise
therefore, when rounding a headland two miles south, we came across a
sumptuous Sheraton Hotel, set amidst sand dunes but right on the sea
shore. We immediately dropped anchor and soon discovered the
delights of their swimming pool and showers. We also went ashore for
supper where a magnificent help yourself buffet was served at a price of
only £3. I doubt if the hotel made much profit out of our hungry crew!
By coincidence, Charles Filmer, one of our 13/ I 8th stalwarts, there
met three families he knew from Kenya where his family live. What a
small world indeed. The hotel, set in such a spot is obviously there to
serve the tourists who wish to savour the delights of sub aqua diving
and snorkelling and see the mass of different coloured tropical fish and
coral which abound in the very temperate waters of the Red Sea.
Reluctantly, we sailed early next morning bound for Jeddah in Saudi
Arabia. Brig Alastair McKinnon, then with the Sangcom team, had
previously suggested that we made a stop there and a signal from the
Defence Staff bade us welcome. On the way we began to pick up the
true northerly winds we expected, and the spinnaker was soon flying.
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JEDD AH
We arrived in Jeddah after a five day run, during which the crew
mercifully improved their spinnaker handling drill, and without further
n11shap. We were there looked after in truly magnificent style by the
Defence Adviser, Col Dale, and his staff. They took us on a trip around
the town, showed us the local market and treated us to a splendid
barbecue supper. The following day we were all taken to a private club
complete with swimming pool. More than welcome, as the temperatur~
was well ?Ver IOO~F. I_t was whilst travelling to the club that we passed
the new airport, still bemg extended, and noted one of the many signs of
opulence that the oil revenue produces. Part of the airport is being
desili,ned on the bedouin tent appearance with tall pillars and draped
roof~. but without the side walls. And yet, this whole edifice, open to the
bunung temperatures of the desert, is being air conditioned! And it was
in t e port area that we met three ex-sapper Sgts, now responsible for
ma 1taining the fork lift trucks used there; 22 million pounds worth!
OLD METHODS
Once again, the crew muttered under their breath when I said it was
time to leave, and indeed, we were all very soon wishing we were back
in Jeddah. We sailed into an area increasing daily in humidity, and
wi~hout any fall in the temperature the cabin became unbearably hot.
Wtth no shade on deck, apart from our small but valuable awning, we
really felt that the character training value of the exercise was being
tested to its limit. Everyone became very listless and it became
necessary for each member to have a project to complete during each
day for the good of themselves or fo r the boat. The cabin temperature
was aggravated by the poor electrical system which necessitated a lot
of engine running to keep the batteries well charged and this, of course,
m~de th~ cabin even hotter. Eventually, we switched everything off and
sailed without the use of all the modern aids: satellite navigation,
electric log, fans, radios, etc. There is a lot to be said for all the old
methods!
A SHORT SWIM
Our course was set for Hodeida in the North Yemen some 500 miles
south and it was intended to be our last port of call before Bombay, to
replenish with water. During the run, we became a regular wild life
sanctuary and many different species of birds took shelter on board
showing no sign of fear at the presence of humans, sometimes landing
on the shoulders or even hands of the helmsman, or taking sips of water
from a finger tip. Besides a great variety of sea birds, we had swallows,
hoopoes and pippits and a number of others which we failed to identify.
It was also during this time that some of the crew asked permission to
go swimming. The Olympic records were broken shortly afterwards
when the look-o ut noticed a shark some 10 feet below!
After a frustrating slow trip to Hodeida, the brief stop there exceeded
all expectations. On arrival, we had to moor up to a pontoon some five
miles from the port area and without facilities such as toilets, showers
or even a fresh water tap that we could find.

Sgt Paul Archibald with de rigeur headgear. Sheraton Hotel at
Hurghada in background
GOOD FORTUNE
But, by good fortune, we were next to a British ship whose crew,
mostly South African, soon made us very welcome. Besides supplyins
the much needed water (we were consuming about 6 ga'lons a day)
they treated us to some delicious cold beer and lunch, and followed this
up by loading aboard three crates of oranges, beer and soft drinks,
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fresh vegetables and bread. It was again to much muttering from the
crew that we took our leave-there was still over 2,000 miles to go.
The next day should have been one of celebration with the birthdays
of no less than three crew members. As it turned out, it was the only
time that we had any really strong wind. We were reefed down to some
extent, but were, nevertheless, all taken by surprise when a sq uall blew
up and within the space of five minutes, the wind went from 15 up to 30
knots. It was noted by the crew as being the second miracle in that I
happened to be at the helm when it did strike us, and I must admit that
I was somewhat apprehensive. We took ofT like an express train in a
wild foaming sea with spray flying in all directions and green breakers
pouring over the bows and thundering back towards the helm. Exhi larating nevertheless, and fortunately, as the wind had gone round on
to beam, it blew us at a very rapid rate in the right direction.
HOT AND HUMID
The following day we finally broke out of the Red Sea into the Gulf
of Aden, it was extremely hot and humid and tempers got a little frayed
at the edges. Neither was the quality of life improved when I had to
ration the water down to 2t pints a day, excluding that necessary for
cooking. We passed Aden close on the port side but having been
advised not to call there, we continued on our way, frustrated by light
head winds instead of the South West monsoon winds which we had
expected. We just sat and sweltered in our floating sauna bath and
blessed our frienc\s for all the oranges, which we devoured at an ever increasing rate in attempts to assuage our thirst. After a week of this, and
during which we made good only some 450 miles, I reluctantly decided
that there was no alternative to making a further stop for water. We
were already down to 35 gallons with over 1,000 miles to go, and with
no signs of rain, I ordered a course northwards to Mina Raysut, the
new harbour of Sallalah, in the Oman.
COMMUNICATION WITH BLANDFORD
It was about this time that radio communications with Blandford,
using a PRC 320, really began to improve against the rather weak
signals which Cpl Rushner of 30 Sig Regt had been receiving for so
long. I could almost sense his relief that we could have a verbal conversation instead of his daily request for me to try my rusty CW. Ever a
diplomat, he never said he couldn't understand it, only that my signal
was very very weak. He really deserved the high praise the crew
accorded him for his patience and dedication never failing to be on the
air himself during our whole voyage. And it was through him that I sent
a signal to the Embassy in Muscat asking for diplomatic clearance to
call at Mina Raysut. And what a dividend it paid.
WIND GODS OUTSMARTED
During the monsoon season the weather conditions preclude any
ships calling there and it therefore happened that we, together with a
patrol boat of the Omani avy, were the li.rst vessels to call there for
some months. The Navy boat, with a Royal Navy Officer on loan
service in command, took us under their wing having been alerted
about our arrival. They produced the essential requirement of water
and insisted that having missed the south westerlies we would be crossing the Arabian Sea with very very light winds all the way. Consequently, we acquired a 40 gallon diesel drum. filled it at their expen e and
lashed it to the foredeck. This manoeuvre certainly outsmarted the
wind gods who capitulated immediately and provided us with good
strong tail winds all the way across to Bombay! I should perhaps add
that we did have some difficulty with the port authorities when we were
trying to leave the port, and I had the temerity to flag down a visiting
RN Commodore and ask him to use his influence. It worked!
THE GATEWAY OF INDIA
Having left the Oman our sail across the Arabian Sea was relatively
uneventful. The spinnaker was up for days on end, the weather cooled
and some members even produced latent culinary talents, with varying
degrees of success. When the wintl died. we motored, all intent on
getting'""to Bombay without keeping the next crew waiting for too long.
We arrived there after a six week voyage, anchoring off 'The Gateway
of India' a splendid tone archway built in the halcyon days of
passenger cruises to that part of the world.
We were made very welcome by the Royal Bombay Yacht Club
overlooking the Gateway, but now like so many other buildings there.
looking le s resplendent that it obviously was at the turn of the century.
Bombay itself, is a mixture of old and the new, the very rich and the
very poor; some magnificent hotels, outside which, on the pavement ,
lie some of the peasants without a home. But Bombay offers little to the
tourist and we were not sorry to l~ave.
NOT THE IDEAL WAY
On the whole. not a particularly enjoyable trip. 3,000 miles in a
floating sauna bath is not the ideal way to travel, but a worth while ex
perience and was notable for the compatibility of a random picked crew
in the conditions prevailing. And it looks very good in my log book!
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THE MANAGEMENT
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2IC
Admin Officer
QM
OC CommsTp
2IC CommsTp
RSM
FofS
YofS
YofS
RQMS
MTWO
ORSQMS

Maj M. W. H. Roberts
Capt D. McConnell
Capt I. McGahan
Capt W. G. Wallace
Capt N. J. Corbin
Lt W.R. Mawer
WOI (RSM) B. P. McGerty
W02 (FofS) C.R. Bachelor
W02 (YofS) D. C. Lister
W02 (YofS) D. Bowden
W02 (RQMS) D. T. Hancox
W02 R. J. Morley
SSgt (ORSQMS) J. T. Crooks

OUTLINE OF EVENTS
The period since September has seen a change in tactics used by the
ationalist extremists in support of their aims. This may reflect decisions made during their Sinn Fein Ard Fheis conference, held in October, to co-ordinate efforts to keep the momentum of their campaign
going after the decline in impact of the H-Block protests. In a period of
reorganisation and punishment kneecappings, during the latter half of
October, the general level of violence was noticeably lower than usual.
The lull in violence proved short-lived, however, as throughout
ovember increasingly well co-ordinated and planned attacks were
carried out against regular and part-time SF personnel. Part-time
members of the UDR seemed to be the primary targets. Four members
were murdered during this period, a fifth victim was the teenage son of
a UDR Cpl who, it is assumed, was the target. The threat posed by the
emergent I LA has yet to become fully apparent. The formation of the
Protestants' "3rd Force' indicates that the PIRA have achieved one
aim,_ the provoking of a military reaction from the 'Loyalist' communny. The numerous marches and rallies during the Loyalist 'Day of
Action' did not produce any instances of clashes with the Security
Forces. Successes during the period included arrests of top PIRA
leaders and finds of training and operational weapons.
AMALGAMATION
On 15 Sep at 1500hrs the circuits were handed over from Portadown
and the new 8 Inf Bde came into being. For those who don't already
know, a few statistics on the pristine 8 Inf Bde; the Bde area equates to
that of 1 (BR) Corps, and has as its boundary the 312 miles of border
with the Irish Republic. Under command are eleven major units and innumerable minor units. The Brigade Command Net spans across the
Province working on Larkspur equipment, using two manned rebro
sites. Communication requirements of the Brigade cover the full range
of orthern Ireland VHF and UHF, military and commercial radio
and with. a little help from interface boxes, the normally incompatibl~
sets are lmked in an area all informed nets. In addition to the seemingly
unsolvable problems posed by the radio requirements, the closure of
Portadown as a major switching centre for line communications dictated a complete reorganisation of the existing line networks. Many
m~~ths of detailed planning and close liaison between Brigade and
Bnt1sh Telecom have produced a more efficient telegraph network with
all PONI circuits being routed via Lisburn Commcen. The Army
t~lephone network is now routed through two switching centres
1tuate_d at L.ondonderry and Lisburn. Both the major reconfigurations
are. till. taking P.lace, even though work commenced during April,
which gives some idea as to the scale of the project
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SQN OPERATIONS BRIEF
RESUPPLY
Because of the extensive building programme going on at Forkhill
and Crossmaglen, it was necessary to resupply engineering material by
road. This task was undertaken over three days in October, and required three extra battalions to be deployed to S Armagh to secure the
routes. In support of this operation a unique system of commercial and
clansman nets was installed by the squadron. The linchpin of the
convoy nets worked through a rebro operated and guarded by Sqn personnel ably led by Cpl Iain Emerson.

Cpl Gordon Thurs field points the way ahead

Unveiling of Mullaghcam Communications Site Plaque

SPORTS ROUND UP
Rugby
.The rug~y team was good enough to reach the final of the N Ireland
Mmor Uruts Knock Out Cup, after defeating our sister Bde Sig Sqn
down .at 39 Brigade. In an exciting final the team went down 20-3 the
oppos~tion 33 Fd Sqn RE running in 10 points in tbe last five min~tes.
The picture sh~ws our scrum-half, and, incidentally, the try scorer Sgt
John Godfrey, m the act.
'

SPEARHEAD BN
Post H-Block protest, the PIRA have kept the pressure on by a wave
of sectarian murders calculated to provoke a Protestant backlash. The
public outcry to increase security has resulted in the deployment of the
Spearhead Battalion, 1 PARA, into 8 Brigade area and the formation
of the '3rd Force' which enjoys considerable support in Fermanagh.
The squadron was closely involved in the communications for the
movement of 1 PARA, who were deployed in support of five major
units throughout the Brigade. Requests to alter the existing unit communication to accommodate the reinforcements kept all squadron
departments stretched to their limit. Cpl Mark Harvey deserves a
special mention here, as the face on this Op most often seen.
REWIRING
Our team of 'Lin.ies' had their bands full during the period with extensive re-wiring jobs being completed in Bess brook and Auchnacloy. The
labyrinth of passages in the Bessbrook Mill, especially, provided a
unique challenge to the team consisting of Sgt John Godfrey, Cpl
Tommo Thompson and LCpl Neil Buckingham.
VISIT BY THE SOinC
As part of his whistle-stop tour of N Ireland, the SOinC Maj Gen A.
C. Birtwistle CBE dropped in to see the Sqn up at Londonderry. The
SOinC, along with the CR Signals Lt Col R. F. Maynard MBE was
welcomed to our patch by the OC Maj M. W. H. Roberts, then
whisked away on their crowded programme. In response to a request
made by General Birtwistle to see some of the unique features of N
Ireland comms, W02 Colin Bachelor (FofS) was on first. In a lightning
expose of his subject, W02 Colin Bachelor laid bare the secrets of the
wiggly amps box. Hard to beat as this start was, the visit had yet to
reach its high spot; the spot to be reached was the hilltop radio site
perched on Mullaghcarn mountain. The welcoming committee 'up top'
included that devotee of the aerial rig Cpl Gordon Thursfield, who,
after pointing out a few of the finer points of climbing, accompanied
General Birtwistle in an ascent of the tower. To round off a crowded
day the SOinC unveiled the Mullaghcarn Communications Site Plaque.
EXERCISE MARRAKESH EXPRESS
With the intention of practising the exacting skills required of an Infantry patrol operating in hostile terrain, ten of the Sqn left for the wilds
of Scotland on Ex Marrakesh Express. To act as enemy and monitor
their progress were those well-known revolutionaries Lt (Che) Clark,
Sgt (Mao) Cawton and Sgt Nobby Hall. The gang of 10 divided into
two five-man patrols and spent the first few days collecting information
on the enemy. Subsequent counter-terrorist operations in conditions
which ~ould, at times, have equated to an amphibious action, concluded m the ~rea .being swept cle~r of subversives. In a vain attempt to
prevent the v1ctonous teams leavmg to resume normal duties, a third
columnist pinched their ferry tickets. Still, all's well that ends well and
the Sqn is glad to have them back!
'
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Sgt John Godfrey in action
BOXING
The novice boxing team had one of its infrequent run-outs against
t~e Army Air Corps Regiment. In an evening of notable bouts the
picture of Sig Kev Waite in action captures a moment from one ofthe
best.
The ascent by SOinC
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HOCKEY
.so far t~e season has been a tremendous success. We are top of the
Mi.no~ Units Le~gue (NI) and are putting paid to one or two Major
units m the Province. In January we 're due to play in the emi-final of
~e Army C.up (NI), which we are lacking forward to. Our team consists of: .M~ Tom Sandfor~, Capt David Smith, Capt John McGahan,
Capt Nick Apps, Lt Adnan Pearce, WOI (RSM) Paddy McGerty
SSgt John Crooks, ~gt John Godfrey, Sgt Ian Barnes, Cpl Dav~
Woolley and LCpl Keith Bagguley.
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unkno~n speaker systems, 2 power supplies. I unknown telephone and
~ trunking lays had collected into one massive system. Cabling in par-

39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn

t.Jcular went ever.ywhere, not only Army but RUC and GPO-through
cracks, ro1!nd pipes and up walls. Although a daunting task, the w
Be)fa~t maintenance crews took great satisfaction in cleaning out and
~uilding a new and better system that will last into the future for some
t.Jme to come.

B.F.P.O. 801

OPERATIONAL SCENE
The Rev Paisley's Day of Action on 23 Nov brought .the Sqn new
problems in our role of support for the SF. As the locatlon of operation extended beyond Belfa t along the Stormont-~e~ownards
a i . our existing communications were re-deployed to give improved
coverage. Con equently our technicians and operators were fully
employed checking equipment and manning contingency detachments.
Fonunately the event pas eel peacefully and the lads could stand down
the following morning.
In conjunction with Unionist activity the deployment of Spearhead
to counter PlRA activity on the border caused us to actJvate our
reserve communications and provide full facilities for the deployment.
As a con equence of 2 live' occasions and 2 full rehearsals this year
the Sqn now has this action down to a much reduced target time.
The change over of two of our Battalions, one resident and one
roulement, on consecutive days brought with it a busy spell. Paperwork
and tores to be checked; Operations room equipment and telephones
to be re-arranged as the incoming Battalions preferred. Ongoing at the
moment this will keep us well occupied through Christmas-New

TM TP-{OR 'A LIFE ON THE OCEAN WAVE')
Wit.h the demise of 3 Bde, the Royal Navy have been taken under
our. wmg, and have provided several 'different', even 'hair-raising' exper!ences for some of our more adventurous technicians. Sgt Shug
Alhson and C:i!l Reg Hal! fo~nd th~r:iselv~s standing knee deep in water
~nd mud, wa 1 t1~g for a ride m a R1g1d Raider to board a ship anchored
in a Lough,. whilst Sgt Dave Gunn and ~pl Bruce Dale had a 'day-trip'
to th~ seaside aboard a W~ssex 3 helicopter, culminating with them
dangling at the end of a wmch to board a ship at sea. All returned
safely.

BOXING
Palace Barracks, Holywood witnessed a sterling display by the Sqn
Boxing Team on Mon 16 Nov. Under the organising hand of RSM
Harry Lund, 39 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn hosted the Northern Ireland
Minor Units Novice Team Championships. Fine performances by
LCpl Tony Bentley who absolutely pulverised his opponent and LCpl
Muppett Campbell whose aggression was positively frightening
characterised a close fought contest against the Army Air Corps.

XMAS FESTIVITIES
Christmas is .upon us and Santa Claus bas been sighted. The social
scene opened with a very successful A Tp Christmas party on Thur 10
Dec. Not o~y was the entertainment good, and the food plentiful, but
~fther Christmas and his most attractive 'helpers!' provided gifts!? for
SHQ
Since his arrival in ' July. 1981 the Chief Clerk, SS gt (ORSQMS)
Dave Barlow has been trymg to remove the squadron bed from the
Orderly Room. Now at long last and with the Admin Officer. Capt
(OEO) D J Clark ~AOC, literally on his back, the bed has been
lowered for the last time. There may be a little truth in the rumour that
the clerks have now woken up and are eagerly applying for postings.

Year.
SOinC's VISIT
Maj Gen A C Birtwistle, CBE, visited the Sqn on Mon 26 Oct. A
rehearsal of the deployment of a Spearhead Battalion had been
arranged; in light of later deployments a fortuitous bit of planning.
During the visit the SOinC saw a wide cross-section of the Sqn at work
and a large variety of the equipment used. Included was the deployment
of Spearhead Comms by A Tp, in particular Sgt Stan Taylor, Cpl
Apache Martin, LCpls Shep Shepherd Stan Matthews, Bass Jones,
Terry Taylor and Sig Frump Ford, Sig Moff Moffat, Sig Dave Will and
Sig Ian Garrity. TM Troop provided an illuminating rigging display
from LCpl Muppett Campbell and Sig Geordie Spendiff backed up by
UHF faults, fresh from the rigours of W Belfast, under command of
Cpl Bruce Dale.

Boxing - LCpl Taylor finding the going hard
Springfield Road ~omm.cen - Sig Moffat (up the ladder) whilst Cpls
Martin, Stimson and Sig Latham watch on

SHQ with. their ex-bed. SSgt (ORSQMS) Barlow under the bed being
held by Sig Gumm, LCpl Williams, C~pt (0E0) Clark RAOC, Cpl Biss
and LCpl Wildman
CONG RA TULA TIONS
To Lt Col (QM) ~red Orr on his well earned promotion. To Cpl
Jo~n Dyer an~ his w!fe Vanessa on the birth of their daughter HayleyM1chelle. To Sig DaVJd Stephenson and his new wife Nancy.
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THE 'FRENCH' SHIELD
INDIVIDUAL DARTS TROPHY
Report by Cpl 'Taff' Jones
HlSTORY
The 'Frenc~' Shield was present~d to 39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn by
RSM now Ma.i C K R French R Signals who served with the squadron
between 1974-1976.
E~rlier this year our RSM complained that this shield was dusty and
re9urred clean11~g; ~ was volunteered! Also, as normal, I learned this entailed the organisation of the darts tournament.
The tournament tovk place in the Hor eshoe Club during the month
of November/December. Twenty-two players started the competition
and by Sun 6 Dec four players remained to battle out the semifinals- these were: 'Sleepy Joe' Reid v Steve Harland· 'Seven Bellies'
Ford vTaffDilling.
'
'Sleepy Joe' Reid and 'Seven Bellies' Ford came out conquerors after
tough battles and commenced battle on Mon 7 Dec. After a tight
contest 'Seven Bellies' Ford won the competition and the much coveted
Shield.

-

Boxing - LCpl Campbell showing off his winning aggression

SOinC talking to LCpl Shepherd, Sig Garrity and Sig Will
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A TP-W BELFAST
W Belfast is one of the most important areas in the Brigade. Consequently 'A' Tp took the opportunity presented by the change over in
Battalions to undertake some major maintenance work. Over the last
six months the troop has gradually re-furbished the unit Ops rooms in
the area. The last and worst of these, Springfield Road Commcen was
viewed with apprehension due to the complexity of cabling that had
built up over the last 10 years. At midnight on 4 Dec work commenced,
to be finished 12 solid hours later. A final calculation estimated
something like 50 plus separate cables, 22 major items of equipment, 5
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LCpl Shep herd well and truly in the 'Wire'
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SIGNALMAN 'SEVEN BELLIES' FORD
Due to his voluntary sponsored diet in aid of a Brain Scanner for
The Royal Victoria Hospital, Belfast Ford 1s now known as 'Two
Belly' Ford and lots of sponsors are in hiding. Well done! Sig John
Ford.
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COMINGS AND GOINGS
We would like to say farewell to two members of the troop who have
moved to other troops within the squadron: Sig Wally Rowden to (spit)
Whiskey Troop and Pte Kate Whitehouse to Commcen ('Handbag')
Troop. We welcome SSgt Pete and Carol Dyson who have joined us
from Borneo, and Pte Lorraine Pearce who has moved to us from
Handbag Troop.

233 SigSqn
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PRESENTATION TO BLESMA
Throughout the summer and the early part c;>f autumn, members of
the squadron have been raising money by a vanety of me~hods to go to
BLESMA our chosen charity in this the Year of the Disabled. It all
started with the Summer Fete. pushed on with a S_Ponsored Pram Race,
rose to new heights with a Sponsored Tower Climb and was rounded
off with a Grand Auction and raffle at the squadron's Autum,n Ball. In
all £1 550 was raised and we were honoured when Mr Philip Dixon,
th~ Pr~sident of BLESMA, came to the Province to accept our cheque.

INTER TROOP QUIZ
.
.
During November, an Inter Troop Quiz was held. Inter Troop 1s not
quite the right description as the Wives' Club also entered a team. Unfortunately D Troop, last year's winners, we~~ involved in a lot of work
and could not take part in the main compeuuon. How~ver they and E
Troop will have played a friendly match before Chn~tmas an~ .the
winner of that game will then play the winners of the mam compet1t1on,
Comms Troop.
.
The standard of general knowledge was very high throughout the
matches but the eventual winners, Lt Grace Harrison WRAC, Sgt Al
Geddes,' Cpl Jock Waldron and LCpl Bob Booth surprised everybody
with their omniscience. They were then challenged by th~ Squadron
Commander's Select Team and tactfully allowed them to wm. The fact
that the SSM, W02 Ray Marshall, who was in the Select Team, kept
holding up his hand with fingers spread whe~ever Comms Troop had to
answer a question, is not considered to have mfluenced the outcome.
FUN RUN
.
.
Another sort of competition was thinly disgmsed as a F.un Run .. This
event was organised by the TOT, Capt Matt Campbell, wtth the aim of
getting maximum participation. The turnout of over 1.00 members ~f
the squadron for the Jt. mile course w~s very encouragmg..Althoug~ it
was a foregone conclusion that Sgt Enc ~oughty would wm, other .mdividuals put in times which even surpnsed themselves. Pte ~orrame
McArdle of Commcen Troop was the first lady and Admm/Delta
Troops took the first team place.

Mr Philip Dixon of BLESMA accepts a cheque for £15_50 from the
Squadron Commander Maj Don Overton at a ceremony an the Peake
Inn
SOinC's VISIT
On 28 Oct Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle CB~ visited the squadron. As
well as a fairly detailed briefing on aspects of the squa~ron's work, the
SOinC presented sev~n .LS and GC. ~edals and officially opened the
new Victor Troop buildmg. Tbe rec1p1ents of the LS and GC medals
were: W02 (YofS) Roger Childs, SSgt Chris Stone, SSgt Andy
McBain, Sgt Paul Hartley, Sgt Brian Nevins, Cpl Gordon Moir and
Cpl Mick Biglin.
After the presentations came the traditional ' christening' ceremo~y
in which the medals are dunked in champagne, and a toast drunk with
the medals still in the glasses. So if you meet a soldier with stains on his
LS and GC medal ribbon, now you know one explanation for them.

The Dunking Ceremony, following the presentation of LS&GC medals
to fl tor) W02 (YofS) Roger Childs, SSgt Chris Stone, SSgt Andy
McBain, Sgt Paul Hartley, Sgt Brian Nevins, Cpl Gordon Moir and Cpl
Mick Biglin
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VICTOR TROOP
The story of Victor Troop's New Building was told in the Sep~ember
1981 issue of The Wire. The story has now been concluded with the
official opening ceremony performed by the SOinC. The next milestone
will be the departure of OC Victor Troop, Capt Bob ~alee~, after s,o
long with the troop there were rumours about r~-nammg 1t Baker s
Dozen (he claims he's never got any men for duties). Watch the next
issue for more details!
Meanwhile the troop has been busy at sport, coming third in the
McKelvie Tr~phy Hockey and second in the badminton (we won.'t
mention the cross country). (Sgt Taff Powell please note we are sail
doing well). Our team in the Inter Troop quiz, W02 (YofS) Geordie
Atkinson, SSgt Pete Dyson, Cpl Vini Hunter, LCpl 'Donke.y' Brooks
and Pte Sue Dyer battled their way through to the finals (havmg beaten
Whiskey Troop) where they were themselves beaten by Comms Troop.

The SOinC Maj Gen Archie Birtwistle officially opens the new Victor
Troop building
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ADMINTROOP
Well here we are again to let the Corps know how the lads in Admin
Troop are faring. The troop would like to welcome to Admin · LC pl
Terry (I think the tracking's gone, but it's really in four wheel drive)
Skee and his wife Lynn and son Kelvyn.
We would, also, like to take this opportunity of saying good luck and
all the best in his new appointment to LCpl Dave (I've no 'A' jobs)
McKinnel, but don't think you're out of it, you're writing these next
month.
Farewell to LCpl Ross (I'm throwing my mouse away) Dolan and
his wife Gertie, who is not really pregnant, but has to pay for a lost
pillow on march out. Good luck and all the best in Cyprus.
Spurts-wise the Troop are doing fine. We won the six-a-side hockey
and badminton, which puts us in good stead for the McKelvie Trophy,
so we· re keeping our fingers crossed.
Congratulations to: SSgt Tony (kept in the) Dark for purchasing
s0me ·affie tickets. SSgt 'Taff' (}'.OU pay) Morgan for going another
week without doing NIRTT. AO (for getting away with it, again).

opened on his arrival in 1979-but not qu:te! A matter of hour
elapsed when Capt Dave Tunmore was seen to emerge and was either
in control of, or being controlled by an enormous indefinable mound of
khaki. Making his way through the corridors of the quadron he wa
preceded by the hint of decomposing battle dress and leaving in his
wake cries from adjoining offices of Gas! Gas! Gas! ... Traffic had un·
packed.
To confirm the impression and maintain the recently acquired
momentum of drawing the tour to a close, Traffic was 'dined out' by
the WOs and SNCOs of the squadron, so too was Lt Sue marriott
WRAC. At the time of the after-dinner speeches he thoughtfully
provided her with a pair of ear defenders. (A gentleman to the end).
Traffic was nearly posted. A mere few hours separated the dinner and
the 'almost' final handshakes. The Officers and S COs of the
squadron and many troop members and their families gathered in the
Peake Inn for a departing drink. Traffic is nearly posted. Being shown
to tbe door, he was to find a pony and trap suitably festooned and
accompanied by 'chinese' mood music and suitably encouraged by
those present set off on the first leg of his posting to Hong Kong. The
oriental coolie leading the pony was Sgt Cliff Lowe-chosen as he was
himself that day departing to BFPO I. (Good luck to you too Clift). lt
was at the Garrison Vehicle Checkpoint that Traffic was allowed to
regain possession of his car, but only after presenting a 'wee dram' to
the Pipe Major of the Royal Scots, and to the strains of 'Scotland the
Brave' and 'Auld Lang Syne'-Traffic was posted.
Postscript. All members of the troop wish you good luck for the
future and sincere thanks for your efforts on our behalf.

GOODIES
Pte Mandy Hunt (for helping the Squadron Office survive). Sig Roy
Johnson (for introducing me to his girlfriend). Sig Dave Brading (for
being Dave Brading).
BADDIES
Cpl Chippy Wood (for buying a razor). Sig Boris Cadwallader (for
missing).
We would also like to say an 'extra' special thank you to SSgt Taff
Morgan for letting the troop off from 1930hrs to 2400hrs to let us
attend the Troop Christmas Ball. Thank you.
COMMSTROOP
This month the troop finally proved that they were the 'intellectual'
element in the squadron by winning the Brain of Lisburn Inter Troop
Quiz. It must be all the fresh air we get standing about on the top of
mountains. There have also been a fair number of comings and
goings-20% of the troop in fact. We would like to say hello to LCpl's
Bob Grigg, Mitch Mitchell, Andy Gray, Bob Bum and Sig Phil Briggs;
not forgetting our defector from Tech Troop, Sgt Al Geddes in the
Rigging Section.
Farewells to SSgt Andy McBain to 30 Sig Regt, Cpl Roy Holcombe
to 11 Sig Regt, Cpl Dave Buckley to 8 Sig Regt, LCpl Steve Feeney to
30 Sig Regt, LCpls Bob Taylor and 'Nass' Benson to 21 Sig Regt and
last, but by no means least, Sig 'Skull' Freeman to 249 Sig Sqn.
ODE TO COALHILL
To the tune of Old King Coal
Old Coalhill is a very cold hill,
A very cold hill indeed.
We called for a tech
And we called for a van
And we called for the riggers three.
They went and they checked
And they found the shot gone
And 'Derry was silent again.
But all is now well
Since we've found a new hill
And lo, Mullaghcarn is its name!
FAREWELL TRAFFIC
It was about 1230hrs on Fri 9 Oct that Capt (Tfc) Dave Tunmore
QGM finally realised that he really was posted; transport was said to
be ready to convey him on the first leg of his journey to Hong Kong via
Penpairdheol. (Darkest Wales). He had been vaguely aware of his
impending move, after all he'd had a farewell function and was well
supported by all troop members. He knew for certain that it was for a
farewell, as lots of nice things had been said about him, moreover the
presentation of a crystal decanter was a token of thanks for everything
he had done. Emphasis was on the past tense! Still a good time had
been had by all. It was probably at this point in time that he became
convinced that he was soon to be posted. Plans formulated, mind alert(ish) he bounced into the office the following day, early(ish) and
demanded the immediate issue of implements with which to 'open' an
MFO box. At this point in time, there followed an academic discussion
on exactly what was the task in hand; to open or close the box? Soon
all was clear, the box had to be opened and unpacked, at which time it
could then be packed and sealed down. Apparently it had ' almost' been
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Capt (Tfc) Dave Tunmore leaves the squadron in traditional Irish
weather
WELCOME TRAFFIC
We would like to extend a warm welcome to our new Troop OC,
Capt (Tfc) Terry Lightfoot, we hope your tour with us will be both
interesting and enjoyable.
CHRISTMAS FUNCTION
Yet again it is ' that' time of year and the social calendar for
Christmas is well under way. Commcen Troop had an early start with
a Troop Draw held Wed 2 Dec at the Shamrock Club. It was organised
by Sgt Barry Dawson and ably assisted by Sgt Dave Beresford with a
committee drawn from the members of C Shift. As the emphasis was
placed on the 'Draw' it was left to the organisers to extract the
necessary cash from the troop. This they did with much success and
prizes eventually placed on the draw exceeded £500. Entertainment
was provided by Noel McMasters disco. Pte Julie Wilding loaned her
'expertise' and between them both they managed to keep everyone on
their feet--even the old and bold. The evening ended with the troop
being poured out of the Shamrock Club well past the witching hour, but
everyone agreed that a good time had been had by all. Thanks once
again to Sgts Dawson, Beresford and their merry men.
TECH TROOP (DEMOLITION TROOP
During the last few months the troop ha been particularly busy in
many ways. not least of which has been the reshaping of vehicles, much
to the upset of the MT. SSgt Dave Toleman is to be congratulated on
finally getting rid of the Dodge Van after trying to climb a tree near
Londonderry. Sgt Ian Bemrose tried unsuccessfully to get rid of the
Mini van, by trying to hide it in the boot of a car parked at the traffic
lights, whilst Cpl Bob Evans decided that the back gates were not wide
enough for a Chevette; we can normally get two Bedford 4 tonner
through, side by side. Both LCpl Andy Burns and Sgt Dave Pickersgill
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managed to be caught parking unattended in a control zone. How
much truth. we all wonder, is there in the rumour that Tech Troop are
being i sued with push bikes instead of cars?
Cpl Kev Fitzpatrick and LCpl Andy Burns have, at great personal
risk. got married, although thank goodness not to each other. Good
luck to both of you.
We have also been fairly busy on the sporting front d congratulations mu t go to Sgt and Mrs Bob Hamilton and Sgt and Mrs George
Pickersgill on the birth of their daughters.
We say Hail and Farewell to the following old and new members of
the harde t working Troop in NI. Farewells go to Sgt Ken Smith, S~t
Steve Higgins, Sgt Ricky Forster, Cpl Stu Beverley, Cpl Charlie
Farrant.
.Hails go to: SSgt Brian Besoun, Sgt John Roberts, Cpl Jim Vince~t,
LCpl Stn·e Rogers, W/LCpl Angie Irving-The first female tech in
Systems (until she goes to Whiskey Troop).

-News from Heat/quartersArmy Apprentices' College
Harrogate
COLLEGE ARU INSPECTION
On Thur 8 Oct the College's annual inspection was carried out by
Maj Gen I. H. Baker, OBE, GOC North East District. He was well
pleased with everything he saw and, to the relief of all concerned, gave
the College a clean bill of health .

THE LAST WORD
All members of the squadron would like to wish the readers of the
Wire a happy and prosperous New Year.

:.
The GOC talks to AT Coomber watched by Lt Col Howie and Mr
Dunbar AT Whitehead in the foreground

The GOC addresses AT RSM Wilson during his inspection of the
Quarter Guard. Col Verdon looks on

REMEMBRANCE SUNDAY
As in previous years the College organised the Remembrance Day
parade on behalf of. th~ H~rogate ~orough Council. The parade was
comm~nded by M8J Bill Pnce, R Signals and all squadrons provided
marching detac~ments headed by the College Bands. Prior to the
Cenotaph service t~e par~~e, whi~h included a Royal Navy
detachment and vanous BntJsh Legion and ex-service association
detachments, marched past, the salute being taken by His Worship the
Ma~or of H~rrogate .. Al?prentices also assisted the Royal British
Legion by selling poppies in the town centre during the whole of Sat 7
Nov.

The "College Bands march past

SPORTING ACTIVITIES
Our College footballers and athletes continue to hit the headlines and
to bring home the trophies.
ARMY CROSS COUNTRY RELAY CHAMPIONS
The College has started what is likely to be the most successful
season o_n rec?rd. AJready the intensive training led by Capt J. L.
Fletcher 1s paying off.

BEACHLEY RELAYS
The first success of t~e season was when the junior team went to
AAC Chepst?w to ~un. m the Beachley Relays. This is a competition
f?r Army Junior Units in UK and all Secondary Schools in the Severns1de Area over 6 x 4k course. Special mention must be made of ATs
Barras~, H~ey, Morton and Nuttey who finished 4th, 6th and 13th
res~uv~ly ma fi~l.d of over 150 entrants. This is the first Army team
to wm this compeUllon.

LEEDS GARFORTH HALF MARATHON
The College permanent staff team has been training hard and this
first paid off in October, when a team from the College entered the
Ke:;t.rel L~ger Garforth Half Marathon and won the team prize in compet1t1on with many of the leading Northern Clubs. The team was led by
Capt Keith Arnold 7th and followed by Cpl Dave Carr 8th Sgt Chip
Rafferty 10th, Sgt Brian Howe and Sgt Gerry Hegarty.
'

I

It's not true that our antenna riggers have to attend a helicopter
marshalling course, but as this photograph of a mast being erected on
hill top in Tyrone shows, it's certainly useful to have friends in the
Army Air Corps. (We put 'em up, 8 Bde take 'em down)

I

Gen Baker meets ROMS Lovell and Foreman Howes. Maj (QM) Bob
Peake in attendance

No, it's not Fawlty Towers, but the Wives Club Christmas Dinner.
SSgt Dougie Duggan and W01 (YofS) Joe Farndon, supervised by
Sgt George Pickersgill, serve Gila Forsyth and Margaret Atkinson
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AT LCpl Gard ner and ATs Fyffe, Howie and Morgan doing their bit

Rawson Squadron contingent led by Capt Tim Perkins

ARMY JUNIOR RELAY CHAMPIONS
Back Row fl to RJ: AT Ward, AT Cpl Bunce, ATs Harvey, Norman,
Duncan and Daly
Front Row fl to RJ: ATs Barrass, Smale, Nutley and Morton AT LCpl
Maidment, AT Loftus, AT Cpl Vincent
'

Gen Baker in conversation with AT LCpl Eaglesham
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THE NORTHERN LEAGUES
The permanent staff and apprentice teams have, in between civilian
race ·, been running in t vo Wednesday afternoon leagues._ the NE
District league and the E cafeld league. The Escafeld league 1s run by
the orthern Universities and provides good stiff opposition. At
present the combined team is well placed to take honours in both these
leagues, but the eason is a long one. 'Cpl Andy Robertson is at present
the most feared runner by the opposition in both these league and at
pre ent they have only seen the soles :>f his running shoes. Let's hope it
contin ues.
BIELEFELD MARATHON
This year. due to an administrative hitch. the Army Marathon team
wa unable to compete in the New York Marathon and o, instead, it
\\as decided that the team should travel to Germany and compete in
the Bielefeld Marathon. Two runners from the College were chosen,
Capt Keith Arnold and Sgt Chip Raffe rty. A very impressive performance was put up by both runners in finishing third and fourth individual and winning the team prize. All looks very good for future
Marathons.
ARMY CHAMPIO NS
On 7 Nov the College sent two teams of runners to Aldershot to
compete in the Army Inter Unit Senior and Junior Relay Championships. We had entered one team the permanent staff, in the Senior
Minor Units and the apprentices in the Junior Major Units and realised
before the event that there was a fair chance that we could do quite well
in the competition. What we did not quite real ise was that we would
end up winning almost everything. An incredible run by Cpl Andy
Robertson, who completed the course in the fastest time of the day,
supported byt Capt Keith Arnold, Sgt Chip Rafferty and Cpl Dave
Carr, ensured that we not only won the Senior Minor Units Cup but
beat the Major Units team as well. The apprentices realising that this
was Harrogate's day pulled out all the stops and not only won the
Junior Major Units Cup but beat a great senior team as well. An excellent performance all round. The strength and depth of runners that
there eems to be at Harrogate at the moment tends to indicate that the
Corps should have good cross-country teams for years to come.

PERMANENT STAFF F OOTBALL
The usual problems with Postings have given the team a slightly
different line up to the one which enjoyed the success of being both
league and Cup Winners last season. We welcome into the squad Capt
Barry Rees RAEC, Sgt Alex Hamilton, Sgt Les Brown, Cpl Tony
Singleton, LCpl Scouse Solomon and, recruited from the Hockey
Team, SSgt Bob F aulds. Due to people being on courses or being
injured Maj Bob Peake has not been able to select the same team two
weeks running. However, due mainly to the scoring prowess of Cpl
Tous Cameron and the experience of Sgt Alex Hamilton, our league
record to date is Won 3 Drawn I Lost l.
We continue to enjoy success in the Cup having j ust won the NE/W
Minor Units Cup fo r the second year running. We disposed of our old
adversaries 11 Sig Regt in the semi-fin al, easil y winning 6-0. Goals
being scored by Cpl Tous Cameron (2), Sgt Mac McCarthy (2), Sgt
Alec Hamilton and Cpl Robbo R obinson. In the final we met our opponents of last season- D epot K ings Div and won quite easily 4- J. The
goals scored by Cpl Tous Cameron (2), Sgt Les Brown and Lt Col
McMahon RA EC . A special mention must go to Lt Col McMahon and
Cpl Terry Lofthouse, who despite being closer to a pension than the
key of the door continue to play an important role in our defence. In
fact the average age of the defence is 39 years (young). It is reported
they were once seen huddled together in the changing rooms checking
to ee if the ball was laced correctly. Our objectives now are to win the
league and to beat the winners of the Scottish District Minor Units Cup
Winners, and hopefully win the competition outright.
ARMY YOUTH CUP FINAL
ARMY APPRENTICES COLLEGE HARROG ATE v PRINCESS
MARINA COLLEGE ARBOR FIELD
The Royal Signals Apprentices (Harrogate) confirmed their reputation as one of the best Cqlt sides in the country by retaining their Army
Youth Cup against Princess Marina College (Arborfield) in a pulsating
final at Aldershot on 3 Dec.
Under the unflappable captain, AT Cpl Dent and pack leader AT
Cpl Neighbour, they domin ated the REME Apprentices for the first 25
minutes with skilful controlled rugby which produced a penalty goal
and two tries from AT LC pl Amos and AT Hood. However, Arborfield
slowly pulled their game together and proved worthy finalists by
running the ball with such pace and commitment that only a tenacious
defence stopped them from crossing the line on half a dozen occasions.
The second half continued at the same bruising tempo, with the
result hanging very much in the balance until the 74th minute. AT
LCpl Amos created yet another fine break from his half, which this
time Harrogate sustained until AT Dowlie crashed over the line close to
the posts. AT Cpl Dent converted to make the score 17-0. For the
remainder of the match Harrogate maintained firm control and ran out
winners of a competition in which they had scored 158 points for only
3 points (a penalty) against.

Comms & Sy Gp (UK)
INTER GROUP VOLLEYBALL LEAGUE
Report by SSgt Hale
N~vember at Garats Hay saw the culmination of what can only be
descnbed _as _a very competitive and very successful volleyball league
l~s beginnings gc;> back to May of this year when WOl Jim Hague
dec:1ded that the u11:1t needed a sport to play during the summer months,
~h1ch could be en1oyed by all and didn't require monumental feats of
strength, ~pec_d or endurance. Volleyball was the obvious answer The
response JUS~fied all expectations with teams from all parts ~f the
Gro~p, entering the lea&ue. The league lasted 18 weeks, with each team
playing all the others twice.
.The season ended with 2 Sqn instructors running out the eventual
winners. ~y a clear four points. To round off the season, a knockout
competition was ~eld no 11 Nov. Once against the 2 Sqn instructors
ran out worthy winners over a very strong and much fancied 'Exiles'
team led by SSgt Terry Clarke.
There can be very _few members of the Group who did not derive
some pleasure from th~s league over the 18 weeks that it ran. If only the
occasional pleasant sight o_f a scantily clad, Hells Angels (W RAC
entry) team, desperat.ely_ trying to score the odd point whilst trying to
retain some form of dignity.
POTTED SPORTS COMPETITION
i:o add some variety to the sporting calendar at Garats Hay it was
decided to hold a Potte~ Sports Competition during the m~nth of
October. Although only ~IX teams entered the competition, each event
wa~ closely contested w1~h no qu~~er asked or given. Seven events
which ranged from throwing a medicine ball into various point scoring
rubber tyre targets, to football and hockey skills were arranged by
W~2 (QMSI) Brian Pyle, and the element of luck ensu red that the
ordinary member of each team was as important as the 'gladiators'. As
usual a close fight ensued between the different teams and when the
CO Lt Col John Dobso_n presented the prizes, 1t was the' team from Spa
who had emerged the winners by a solitary point over 2 Sqn.
LS & GC PRESENTATION
During the G roup AR U inspection Maj Gen Gerrard Wright
presented the LS & GC me~al t~ Sgt Ian Anderson our Orderly Room
~ergeant. Sgt An~erson enlisted mto _
the Army as a Junior Tradesman
~ 1964 at the Juruor Tradesman Regtment at Rhyl and has seen service
in Malta,. BAOR. an~ UK. After the presentation Sgt Anderson,
accom panied by ~1s w1 ~e and mother, escorted the General to the Sgts
Me~s for cel~brat.Jon d~1!1ks. T~ e photograph shows Maj Gen Gerrard
Wnght keeping to trad1uon by D unkin' the medal before a startled Sgt
Anderson!

BONFIR E NIGHT
. As you are the military training SSM (W02 Tom Muir was
informed) you must be ~ur expert on pyrotechnics, and with this
~tatement _he was 1mm~d1ately put in charge of Comms & Sy Gps
Bonfire Night' preparations.
The plans of the Royal Wedding Fireworks Spectacular were looked
at .to. see where Garats Hay could improve on them and the actual
building of the bonfire w~s supervised by Sgt Colin Green. He made
much use of the ~ecen tl)'. d1~carded Cookhouse roof. Tents were erected
to house the selli ng of hqu1d. refreshment, and Sgt Eddie Rees had his
worthy band of cooks working to ensure that an adequate suppl y of
Ha~b u rgers and Hot Dogs would be ready for the expected
multitudes.
November 5th, G uy Fawkes day for those who didn't know arri ved
cold but ~!ear and . a gre~t many members of Com ms & 'Sy Gp.
accompanie? by their families, made their way to the roped off area
where the d1sptar was to take place. It would be fair to say that the
~ctual fir ework display with bonfire was appreciated by all, as could be
Judged by the i:iumber of Oh's and Ah's (not all by the children either)
that accompanied every bang or bursting fi rework.
ARRIVALS/DEPARTURES
. We would like to take this opportunity to say farewell to W02 Bob
Vincent and S~t Derek Evans a£!d we wish them well in their new units.
At the same ll!Ile we welcome into the fold two new members of the
Group, W02 Jim Hardy and Sgt Steve Francis. May your tour with us
be a happy one.
TRAFFIC OFFICER (RADIO) AND SUPERVISOR RADIO
REFRESHER COURSE
This course which assembled at Communications and Security
Gr~up (UK) on 28 Sep was attended by the following: Maj Stan Brice,
MaJ Fred Searle, Capt Alf Cooper, WOt Jim Hague WOt Alan
Newman, WO I Dave Smith, W02 Danny Byrne, W02 Derrick
F owler, W02 Andy Nex, W02 John Thomasson, W02 Bob White.

AAC HARROGATE COMPETITION RECORD
v Army Pay Corps
28- 3
v Armoured Corps
62-0
v R Artillery
51-0
v REME (F inal)
17-0

Members of the course with Col C. J . Gilbert and the 21C Maj Owen
Lewis

ARMY SEN IOR RELAY CHAMPIONS
Back Rl"w(L to RJ: LCpl Goff, Cpl Carr, Cpl Robertson , Sgt Hegarty
Front How ( L to RJ: Sgt Howe, Sgt Rafferty, Cpl Villa , Capt Arnold

ARMY YOUTH RUGBY CHAMPIONS
SSgt (FofS ) Rum ble (Trai ner) , AT Lazenby, AT
Richmond , AT Thompson , AT Cpl Norris, AT LCpl Amos, AT Cpl
Markham, AT Cp l Daniels, AT Meadows, Sgt Jewell (Coach)
Sitting (L to RJ: AT McKissock, AT Cpl May, AT Cpl Longley, AT
Hood , AT Cpl Dent (Captain ), AT Phillips, AT Cpl Neighbour (Pack
leader) , AT LCpl Kimber, AT Cpl Lazenby. Missing from 1st XV: AT
Sgt Mu lholl and, AT Dowdle

S~anding (L to RJ:
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UNUSUAL JOBS
LET'S HAVE THAT STORY!
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The cour e the fir t and therefore 1'i!ot for its Ind, had two main
objectives. The fir t wa to provide· a forum for discussion on all
aspects of the Special Telegraphist trade by senior manage~s with at
lea t IO years· experience in their appointments. The second am~ w~s to
update and refresh the students on current and future commumcattons
trend .
.
The cour e commenced with a Monday morning discussion that, at
one tage. nearly had PSA alerted to i~v~stigate the num?er. of
creakings emanating from the course trammg room. Investtgatton
showed however that the noises were merely the brains of some 280
years a~cumulated trade e perience being put to generally unfamiliar
u e.
POLICE COMMAND AND CONTROL
Wedne day morning saw a. ~uch enlightened (but none-t~e-less
relieved) group of students quittmg the classroom and movmg to
Enderby for a vi it to the Leice tershire Police Control HQ. The course
was given an excellent brief on all aspects of P?lice command ~nd
control demonstrations of the VDU assisted inter-station
commu~ications, a visit to the main control room and an explanation
and demonstration of the Police Information Computer.
The entire course which was thoroughly enjoyable, was not without
some incident and humour. At the end of the police visit one student
(who shall remain nameless) decided to ignore one-way circuit signs
and drove some considerable distance against traffic flow , past several
gaping policemen who were apparently too astonished to react, and
gamed the safe refuge of the dual carriageway by going finally through
a no-entry sign. The organisers of the course Messrs Searle ~nd Ha~e,
arriving at their 'digs' during one part of the course, mtroducmg
themselves to their proposed landlady, to be met with ' never heard of
you' and the door shut firmly in their faces.
CONGRATULATIONS
The real social highlight of the course, however which certainly
helped it to live up to the title of a 'refresher course', was the celebration
by all the students of a 'Mention in Despatches' for W02 Bob White.

HQ Queen's Gurkha Signals,

B.F.P.O. 1

VISIT OF COLONEL, QUEEN'S
GURKHA SIGNALS
October is a particularly important time for Gurkhas, as it is the time
of 'Dashera', the main Hindu festival of the year. This time, however, it
was made much more special by the first visit _of 0-e Colonel of the
regiment. Maj Gen H. A. J. Sturge CB and _his ~1fe . Jean. A b~sy
three week visit programme was planned and, m spite of a threatening
typhoon, there were few hiccoughs.
General Sturge and his wife arrived in the colony on 20 Sept. They
were met at the airport by the Commander QG Signals, Lt Col Stan
Gordon and the Gurkha Major, Maj (QGO) Balbir Thapa. From here
on life became hectic!
The visit started gently enough with a Regimental cocktail party in
the Headquarter's Officers Mess QG Signals, which was very well
organised and run by Maj Mervyn Lee and his squadron. This was
followed on 22 Sept by a visit to the Hong Kong Gurkha Sig Sqn
commanded by Maj Richard Anderson. Here the General was shown
the intricacies of the Joint Commcen in the depths of HMS Tamar (HQ
British Forces) and presented LS & GC medals to a number of
worthies including W02(FofS) Peter Johnson, W02(FofS) Bill Ritchie
and SSgt Martin Roberts.
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The Gurkha Major assists Maj Gen Sturge during the cutting of the
Regimental Birthday cake

REGIMENTAL BIRTHDAY MARKED
Next was the Regimental Birthday on 23 Sept. A number of
celebrations took place. including a parade where the General
commissioned Lt(QGO) Ekbahadur Rana and LT(QGO) Lilbahadur
Gurung. He then presented the regiment with a pipe banner bearing his
own crest. The parade was followed by inter-squadron sports, lunch

KRYPTON F ACTOR
On 4 ov the first Group 'K rypton Factor' took place. The
competition was very loosely based around military skills with sections
on general knowledge and local knowledge. Seven teams from within
the Group took part with ages ranging from the youngsters at 18 years
old to the 'over forties' (and for the sake of Capt Peter Welsh's ego we
won't mention his age.)
The first part of the competition was a dress/ kit inspection. Some of
the competitors were under the mistaken impression that this was to be
the easy part of the competition. This was soon dispelled by the strict
but fair marking of the inspecting officers Maj Mike Clowser and W0 2
Bob Watson, under the watchful eye of the referee Maj F red Searle.
The next part was a ten mile march over a very demanding cou rse. The
best times for the day were set by a 2 Sqn ' C' team led by Capt Peter
Welsh and SPA led by Maj John Stuart. In fact, to prove that 'age is
beautiful' SPA had three members of their team who beat the 'service
required' team minimum limit of 35 years (one of the competition
rules), by 15 years.
SOME IMPRESSIV E SCORES
After their tortuous hike over the Beacon (808ft) the teams were
given the chance to display their shooting skills on the range. Some
impressive scores were recorded with honours going in the end to 3
Coy ·B' led by our erstwhile education officer Capt Tim Cousins. The
final pan of the competition was the Quiz.
For those who thought the inspection a pain in the nee!<, the march a
pain in the feet and the shoot j ust a pain, the quiz was a shocker. There
were three parts to the quiz, general knowledge, local knowledge, and
vehicle recognition. Questions in the general knowledge ranged from
'How many species of alligators are there?' to 'Name any three of the
Marx brothers'. Here full 'marxs' must be given to SSgt Dougie (Karl
Marxs) Kempster who not only names all five Marx brothers but also
gave their real names, birthdays, where they were born and where they
died. The local knowledge questions proved even more difficult for
most competiliors. To the question 'When did the local post office
close?' the usual answer was ha.If past four in the afternoon. SSgt Brian
Inglis gave the only correct answer of 1972. The final part of the quiz
was Army vehicle recognition. The less said about that the better, but
needless to say if you don't want to get shot at in the next war, drive a
BMP. At the end of the day the points total showed that 3 Coy ' B' were
the worthy winners from 2 Sqn ' B' with SPA in third place. It had been
a highly enjoyable (but tiring) day and all competitors showed
determination and keeness. T he winning team were presented with their
prizes by the CO, Lt Col John Dobson.

an_d a Gurkha handicrafts competition. In spite of a strong threat of
ram, none fell and all went smoothly, much to the relief of the Adjutant,
Capt Terry (Just call me 'Panic Control') Canham.

Jean Sturge, Maire Claridge and Gil Gordon select the winning bag at
the Handicraft Competition

TO NEPAL
General Sturge then flew to spend a week in Nefal where he met
many ex soldiers ?f the regiment and. saw some o th'e further flung
outposts of QG Signals. In the meantime Jean, accompanied by Mrs
Gil Gordon, spent a few days to the north of the border in China.

NEPAL
Thi: General chatting with Hon Lt (GCO) Birbahadur Rawat (Gurkha
Maior 1964-68!. On the left is his son, 2Lt Bijaykumar Rawat, recent
winner of the Sword of Honour at Sandhurst

The Colonel of the Reg iment presenting a Farewell Kukri to Cpl Mick
Wells. In the background (/to r) are Lt (QGO) Dilbahadur Rai Maj
Peter Godwin , (Paymaster), W02 (FofS) Knox, W02 (SSM) Harilal
Pun and Maj Jack Stenhouse (G2)

.THREE COLONELS COMMANDA NT
W_hen the General returned to Hong Kong on 2 Oct the pace had
considerably speeded up. After a day's break to get over the night flight
from Kathmand~, he visited Maj Mervyn Lee's squadron, Gurkha Fd
F?rce HQ and Sig Sqn, followed that evening by a Regimental Dinner
Night ~n the Officers Mess. This was a remarkable evening, as our
guests included three Colonels Commandant Royal Signals, Maj Gen
S~ rge, Maj Gen Tighe, Maj Gen Macfarlane and a former CO of QG
Signals. now Brigad ier Brigade of Gurkhas, Brig Dacre.

General Sturge, assisted by Lt Col Stan Go rdon and th e Gu rkha
Major, attaches his pipe banner to W02 Tejbahadu r Rai's bagpi pes
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REGIME NTAL BIRTHDAY
SSgt Tom Taylor received a hard earned prize from General Sturge
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A LONG NIGHT PRECEDES MAR
After a day at a ~egimental ~acebox at Happy Valley, the Dashera
season had truly amved. It was Just preceded by a Chinese dinner held
by the Hong Kong Military Service Corp personnel of the Regi:.ient.
to mar~ Gen~ral Sturge's visit, when the full weight of Gurkha
celeb:ations hit! Suffice to s~y that for the night of Kalaratri, the
h1ghh!\ht of the Dashers festival. few people had any sleep prior to
attending the Mar (head cutting) ceremonies at 0900hrs the next
morning!
The visit came to a close on the even ng of 7 Oct, when the officers
gathered at Kai Tak Airport to bid farewell to Major General and Mn
Sturge. We all look forward to their return to Hong Kong in the not too
distant future.
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RMCS Shrivenham

EX PEDITION WHITE LEADER
THE RMCS Shrivenham Canoe Club Expedition of 1981
Report b) Lt Paul King Royal Signals
TAKING PART:
Lt Phil Filby R Signals
Lt Anthony Groom RA
Lt Andy Haslam RCT
Lt Paul King R Signals
Lt Chris Owen R Signals
Lt An dy Perritt RRF
Lt Tony Pead REME
Mr Simon Mulley (son of Lt Col Ed Mulley)
BACKGROUND
This expedition to canoe in the French Alps was the culmination of
the Canoe Club's 1980/ 81 training and took place during the long
summer vacation.
The aim was to provide officers with an opportunity to canoe on a
wide range of demanding water not available in UK. This was achieved
by splitting the expedition into two mai~ ph~e~. .
..
.
Phase 1. Six days stamina and skill trammg m surf conditions rn
the area of Biarritz.
Phase 2. Fifteen days paddling on high grade rapids in the area of
Briancon.
Phase 2b. Two days on the French National Slalom course near
Bourg St Maurice.
THE OUTWARD JOUR NEY
The usual months of planning, preparation and paperwork were undergone.
Boats were packed with buoyancy, towing lines glassed in, roll~g
practised, proficiency tests passed and we were.on ou~ way. The m8!11
body left the college on 22 Jun, picked up our nver guide Andy Pamtt
in Calais and travelled on down to Biarritz on the West Coast of
France. It was on the long drive down that one of our two minibuses
gave warning of it's subsequent behaviour. The starter motor, alternator, coil and regulator all conspired together to provide a mixture of
electrical ailments. We arrived in Biarritz after a 36hr journey punctuated by bump starts, garage stops, swapping of batteries and
navigational errors through large towns during rush hours.

in the sun during the morning while the water level stabilises, then
allowing him to paddle for miles of continuous grade III and IV under
blazing sun, and finally in the evening he must consume vast quantities
of local wine during the round up of the day's events.
SOME EARLY LESSONS
As a warm up we paddled on a couple of sections of the River
Claree. The water was not demanding but 1t brought home some significant differences in Alpine canoeing. The water is ice cold and extremely
fast. Consequently you have to think a Jot faster and further ahead
otherwise the swim is memorable. Spring floods can dislodge boulders
and drop trees across the river and these can snag the unwary paddler
as Tony Pead discovered. He missed a breakout and was swept under a
tree, breaking his ribs on a branch as he swam. The following day we
moved onto the River Guisane. In the morning the whole group with
the exception of Tony paddled on a good grade III section with a grade
IV rapid near Villeneuve. Here we lost our first canoe, when Simon's
boat was trapped against a rock and snapped around him. In the afternoon the two Andies and myself attempted a previously recceed 2K
stretch of grade V near St Chaffrey. This was our first experience of
really big water. Total concentration was needed as you backpaddle to
slow enough in order to pick your line. The moment of decision, three
or four strokes to pull through, the power and shock of the water and
backpaddling again. The sudden flick over as a rock grabs an unwary
blade. Icy shock as the water hits you. The surge of adrenalin as you
power upright with a roll, then the paddle raised in triumph. Breakout
for a breather and then back into the main stream. Over again, roll
slower this time as tiredness sets in. Upright, but going backwards into
a fall and a stopper. Over and back up, using the last dregs of energy to
pull through the stopper. Carry on, almost punch-drunk now, hanging
on for that final breakout to rest and enjoy that feeling of total satisfaction.

A STICKY SITUATION
<;>n our return, acting on local information, we attempted the River
Guil near Chateau 9ueyrus. The lo~al canoe club had graded this as a
good .grade Ill/IV, JUSt what we wanted at this stage. Well they may
occa~1onally be. accused of overgrading, but this time they had erred on
the side of caution. As th.e. sides of the valley got higher, the breakouts
got fewer and more cnttcal and the water faster and nastier we
decline~ to continue. After an abortive climb up the East cliff, the iocal
mountam rescue, summoned by our worried shore/arty came to our
re.scue and hauled us up the West bank. They woul have disappeared
w1t~out thanks but we eventually forced them into accepting a bottle of
whisky each. Moral? Take local advice with caution.
FINAL CHALLENGE
After sever.al more days of paddling on local rivers such as the
Ub~ye and River Gyr and a couple of injuries later, notably a badly
bruised back and a gashed forehead, we decided to paddle on the River
!sere at Bourg St Maurice. This was on our route home and provided a
good finale to the expedition. It contained some big regular white water
and had the grace to save its best stretch until the end. Finally. we
returned to England with a lot less boats and paddles than we started
with, but with memories, experience and a host of tall stories. We
paddled over 120k's of high grade water and hopefully brought all the
proficient paddlers up to Instructor standard.

OUR ALPI NE BASE
Briancon is on the river Durance and is the meeting point of five
Alpine rivers. During the next 15 days we worked our way around all
the rivers in the area, increasing the distance and difficul ties of the
paddles. Because the rivers contain melt water they are icy cold and
bluey green in colour. D uri ng the morning the river slowly rises as the
sun works on the glacier until the water level stabilises in the afternoon.
Obviously the best water happens when the sun is shining. These conditions impose a harsh routine on the Alpine canoeist, forcing him to lie
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Newly opened for a small number of retired ladies and gentlemen in
attractive Dales Village. Long or short stays. Spacious co mfort in lovely
surroundings. Each room has colour TV and private bathroom . Large
lounge with splendid views. Formal dining or room service. Brid!!C
played. Fishing by arrangement.
For further details and appointment to view. contact:
Maj (Retd) S. J. Lockett. (late Royal Signals)
Mrs N. E. Lockett. SRN
Stainforth, SEITLE, North Yorkshire. BD24 9PH.
Tel. Settle (07292) 3579.

CORPS OF COMMISSIONAIRES-JOB VACANCIES
Pay clerk
•
Messenger
Messenger/Switchboard relief
General Office Duties
Commissionaire/Security

Corps HQ
EC4 £4,600
Gresham St. EC2 £4,500

Log 230
Log 215

Albemarle St. W 1 £4,500 Log 231
St Albans St. SW! £85 p.w. Log 212

Despite the limited num ber of good jobs on offer at the moment it is
well worth your while recording your requirement for Corps type
employment with the London Division, or Outquarter Divisions if you
wish to work elsewhere. Once you are logged you will be advised of any
suitable Corps vacancy in your own area at the time you are due to
leave the Forces.
The Corps of Commissionaires
3 Crane Court
Fleet Street
London EC4A 2EJ
Tel: (O J) 353 1125/6/7

A Grade V Rapid at the beginning of the Verdun Gorge

Life Assurance
Policies Covering W ar Risks
f or:

BIARRITZ
Biarritz was chosen as a skill training area not because of its topless
beaches and exciting night life, but because of its surf conditions. Of
course it was! The surf is perhaps the best in Europe being formed by a
reef about 600 metres out from the beach which produces large, long
rolling waves. Each day everyone developed their rolling skills, surf
runs, popouts and sun tans. It was here that a strange canoeing
phenomenon was first observed. During evening discussions as the
wine level decreased, so the waves grew higher, incidents more
dramatic and achievements far greater.
THE MOVE TO THE ALPS
Prior to leaving Biarritz we rescued our sick van from the local
garage for a ransom of £100 which caused much sucki ng of the teeth
on behalf of our treasurer Phil Filby. The weather was deteriorating
and low tide, hence the best surf, moving into evening darkness so we
decided to move on. Travelling through the night and all of the next day
we made campsite at Briancon at night, after several delays. The most
spectacular was when the trailer tyre blew at 50mph with only 20 miles
to go. Fortunately there was no traffic on the road as we slowed to a
messy halt, and we quickly managed to change the wheel.

YORKSHIRE DALES
STAINFORTH HOUSE

Diilhn.
l:onvertitle Whale life.
Captal Tl'WISfw Tax.
Elh:ation. Endowmmt.
Low Cost 11111 Rexible
Endowments for House

l'lli:hase.
MortglgllS Amllged.

Experiencing the icy waters of the River Claree

Retnment Policies.
THE VERDUN GORG E
After a couple of days of exploring the River Durance the party split
into two parts. Andy Parritt and l temporarily left Briancon to paddle
in the Verdun Gorge, while the remainder tackled some exciting grade
VI stretches of the River Gryonde. The Verdun is a dam controlled
river, that is only released once a year to allow canoeists to paddle the
gorge. The 10 hour paddle has some interesting features. The gorge
only allows three access points along its length and therefore prohibits
the canoeist from doing a recce of many of the rapids which vary from
grade Ill to V. At one point the river goes into a cave and after
paddling a grade IV rapid in the dark you have to scramble out of the
inside of the cavern passing through a 'letterbox' cut through the wall.
T he hole is 5ft square and 20ft high and is the onl y way out as the river
disappears down a sink hole. T his unusual river proved to be too much
for me and I was left to extract my broken canoe from this very deep
gorge, after tackli ng about a third of the river. Andy successfully
paddled his Canadian canoe the whole length of the gorge.
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EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING
Kit, with cover for Household effects in transit.
Horne Insu rance with' full cost replacement.
Motor Competitive rates Ho rne and Foreig n.
'Whoops' an interesting moment by Lt Ph il Filby

B. E. THOMPSON & CO. LTD.
INSURANCE BROKERS
PS by Lt Col Tony Willcox
The good news is that we have been tested by Maj Martyn Reid of
the Corps (one of the Army's most experienced canoeists) and have
passed as Army Canoe instructors; the bad news (for me) is that I
couldn 't take pa rt , having broken an ank le playing rugby. I aim to take
it when I can float!
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11. KING STREET. RICHMOND. NORTH
YORKSHIRE DUO 4HR. Telefitone No. 2ll8
Members of the British Insurance Brokers Assooat1on
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News from Regiments
Junior Regiment Royal Signals
Ouston

AT INCREASING PACE
What was described in our previous notes as a frantic start to the
Winter Term is now seen in retrospect as simply a gentle introduction
to the frenzied level of activity at its end. During the past two weeks the
regiment has had its first Annual Inspection since its formation in Aug
1980, followed by a welcome visit from the SOinC. Both visits
happened against the background of running an Annual Reporting
Centre to which some 1,396 reservists reported in 21 days. There have
been the traditional round of seasonal activities like the Concert,
Regimental Boxing Competition and Christmas Parties. All concentrated to fit the seven week mini term. The pace of life in the Regiment has, however, not resulted in sporting teams falling down on their
standards with football, cross country and hockey teams all producing
very creditable results.

ARU INSPECTION
The regiment had its first Annual Inspection on Tues 17 Nov. Sadly
the GOC Maj Gen I H Baker CBE was unable to do the inspection personally, because of ill health. We were, however, fortunate in having the
Col AQ, Col M A Aris, in his stead, since he has contributed so much
in the development of Albemarle Barracks as a fitting location for the
Junior Regiment. The inspection went well, after an excellent start
given by the Guard of Honour, which was formed by Kohima Troop
and commanded by Sgt TaffTudgay.

PERSONALITIES
Maj Jimmy Cullen finally and somewhat reluctantly, handed over as
2IC to Maj Peter Pearson during the first week of November. Having
served as the last OC of the Junior Wing and playing such a vital part
in forming the new regiment as 2IC Jimmy was involved in every
aspect of life in Ouston and both he and Eleanor will be sorely missed.
RSM Barry Hives having become resigned to contemplating his
retirement in June 1982 has just been selected for and accepted a commission in the RAMC, which he is to take up in Jan 1982. You can
imagine the jokes which he has suffered at the bands of the Sgts' Mess.
This unexpectedly swift departure of the RSM has resulted in the elevation of W02 (QMSI) Geoff Northey to acting RSM, to fill the gap for
some months. We all wish both of them well.

REGIMENTAL SPORT

SOinC VISIT
On Tues 24 Nov the SOinC, Maj Gen A C Birtwistle CBE, accompanied by the BGS (Signals), Brig P J Evans MBE, The Commander
Training Group, Brig A Yeoman, and the Brigade Major, Maj John
Munnery, visited the regiment
Having been briefed by the CO, Lt Col I J Crouch on the current
status and future plans of the regiment, the SOinC toured the re_giment.
Included in the tour was the new Community Centre, A Block ( 1 Sqn),
where there has been much improvement in the Juniors' living
accommodation, the Military Studies Wing, which has now been extended, and the Hangar to see not only the new games floor but, also,
to see Bruno Troop undergoing PT (Physical Torture?) and Ulster
Troop on Weapon Training. We hope he left, after his brief visit, well
pleased with the progress which is being made at Ouston.
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Colin Wi!Jg assisted by Sgt Jim Denehy providing lighting, sound and
stage design, and W02 (QMSI) ~eoff '."orthey, who was promoted to
RSM on the day of the opening rught, was the energetic Stage
M~nager. The w~ole show ~as put together and produced by Maj Bryn
Gnffiths our Senior Educauon Officer.

I

Sgt . Butch Maycock (Left) and Lt Tony Morphet. comperes of the
Regimental Concert, show their paces in their version of Razzle Dazzle

SOCCER
The occer teams have produced some pleasing results under the
watchful eyes of W~2 Geoff Northey and Sgt Butch Maycock.
Ho"."ev~, t~e progress m both the Junior Leaders Competition and the
Jun!or :.>old1ers Cup came to an end at the semi-final stage. In the
Junior Le~de~s Challenge Cu.P we lost 6--0 to the Guards Depot 'A'
team at Pirbnght. In the Junior Soldiers Challenge Cup. after a draw
on o~r home gro!!nd after extra time, our team lost to SID, Bridge of
Don m the replay m Aberdeen.

The Reg imental Quarter Guard is inspected by the Inspecting Officer
Col M. A. Aris

Handover by W01 (RSM) Barrie Hives to W01 (RSM) Geoff Northey

THE ARC COMES TO OUSTON
'fhus went th~ cry from W02 Harry Johnson our good looking
Chief Clerk durmg the latter half of March. The then unsuspecting
Orderly ~oom Sergea~t, 'Stevie' Armitage, when trying to place bets,
was told m, no uncertain terms, that in this instance ARC did not refer
to Eur.ope s most wealthy race, but Annual Reporting Centre for
Reservists.
For some months deathly calm ensued until just one week before the
s~art. A number of l!nsuspe.cting Cadre were called forth to a briefing,
given by our ch~ming Adjutant Capt John Gareze, who with dulcet
tones and beatific countenance calmly informed those gathered
toget~er that they had been lumbered for 3 weeks of ' Arcing' commen.cmg on 6 N?v. The organisation worked extremely well. After
leaving the reception centre the Reservists were briefed on what was to
happen and how long the procedure should take. They then moved on
to the documents sectio~ mann~ by SSgt Alec Lackie, SSgt Glen
Morg:an and L~pl Geordie McDme, where they were quizzed, using a
technique. possibly borrowed from the SIB. From Docs to the QM,
where their equipment was checked by the ever willing hands of W02
Colin ~aston, ~02 Stu Waring, SSgt Paul Salloway and Cpl Pete
Szczes1ak and either made up to sc~le or changed. Then to NBC, where
Sgt D~s Fall~n on loan from 11 Sig Regt baffled everyone with Irish
NBC instrucllon. Next was the most exciting department-Pay where
ove~ the t~ree week period, the Pay stafT led by the ever capable SSgt
Chris Whittaker seconded by Sgt Pam Wesson WRAC paid out an
enormous amount of money m pay and travel claims. After being paid
th~ final port of call, our enter~aining Orderly Room Sergeant Steve Ar:
!1"tage who. when, pl~gued with boredom, made up his own version of
Game for a laugh usmg several unsuspecting reservists as contestants.

The SOinC Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle CBE raises a smile
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ARMY CROSS COUNTRY RELAY CHAMPIONSHIPS
. This year ~e regime~t entered th ree Junior teams and, for the first
lime, one Seruor team m the championships which were held at the
Rus~moor Arena, Aldershot. Despite the difficult nine hour journey the
previous day, the teams were in high spirits for the start of the race·
although they were perhaps a little uneasy due to the lack of wind and
the warm Southern w~ather! After the first leg JSig Luckman of the 'B'
team was well placed in the field of about 100 and fi nished just in front
of LCpl Pete Skeates from the Cadre team. JLCpl Chris Blurton took
over for the 'B' team, and very wisely allowed his Tp OC Lt David
Larkam, to overtake'.but still held on to the lead from our other teams.
It was only when JS1gs Thompson and Inglis were unleashed for the
final. two laps, that the 'A' team moved up the field to finish a very
creditable l lth in the Junior competition. They were closely followed
by. t.he 'B' team in 14th and the 'C' team in 21st positions. Due to a
bnlhant last lap by LCpl McDine, the Cadre team finished 1 lth in the
Senior Minor Units Competition.

'The Sch?<JI for_ Father Christmas' from Beaufighter Troop, left to
r1gh_t: JS1Q ·~1s1e' Cooke, JSig 'Witty' Whitfield, JSig ' Smudge'
Smith, JS19 Hutch' Hutchinson, JSig 'Stew' Stewart, JS ig ' Niff'
Griffiths
Standing: JSig ' Smiddy' Smith

HOCKEY
The Cadre hockey team, now looking not quite so 'scratch', have
won thr~mgh to t~e Quarter final of the Army Minor Units Knock Out
C?mpetI~on, havmg beaten Depot Scottish Div 7--0, the Depot of the
K~g.s Div 4--0 and Harrogate 3-2 in the Area Final after a most
exciting game. The team, well Jed by Sgt Brian Mower, makes up in experi.ence what it lacks in youth, and looks forward to the next round
against the Northern Ireland Area winners.
REGIMENT AL CONCERT
The second Regimental Concert of 198 l was held on the evenings of
Tuesday and Wednesday !st and 2nd Dec. Titled the Ouston
Christmas Revl!e, it followed the successful formula of the previous
con.cert. It consisted of sketches by the eleven troops, contributions by
various departments and acts by guest performers. Among the most
~~ular acts was the unit's own folk group the Ouston Wailers consisting of Lt .George Whyman, Capt David Burn, Mr Tony Dobson,
Mrs Carol A1~enhead and Mrs Isobel Stretford, who sang beautifully
as usual, while her husband Steve provided his zany version of
Japanese Flower a:ranging. We '-':'ere lucky to have two groups of
dancers, the versall!e Dance Kaleidescope and the attractive Dance
Bands who included Sally McGrath, wife of Capt Jim McGrath. The
two Masters of Ceremony were Lt Tony Morphet and Sgt Carl 'B utch'
May_cock who kept the show moving along and who provided the
magic moment of the evening with their version of Razzle Dazzle. SSgt
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JSig Tim (the Prof) Knowles introduces Miss World contestants from
Quadrant Troop. Miss Quadrant (second from left) JSig Dave Cook
was the wmner
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REGIMENTAL BOXlNG
The Regimental Boxing competition is one of the high point in our
calendar. The boxing produced on 3 Dec was an excellent example of
thi . What wa lacking in skill was amply compensated for in courage
and determination. Although the result proved a landslide for 2 Sqn,
who came out winners in every bout, every contest was hard fought
with many clo e deci ions. 2 Sqn owned much to the excellent
preparation of their team by Cpl Sammy Lee. The result were:
Lightweight Ist String
J ig James Dahlstrom of 2 Sqn beat
JSig Keith Stockley of I Sqn
Lightweight 2nd String
JSig Wayne Hayes of 2 Sqn beat
JSig Shaun Oliver of I Sqn
Lightwelterweight
JSig Brian Bennet of 2 Sqn beat
JSig Andrew Kent of I Sqn
JLCpl Chris Blurton of 2 Sqn beat
Welterweight 2nd String
JSig Michael Woods of I Sqn
Lightmiddleweight !st String
JLCpl Mark Sala of 2 Sqn beat
JSig James McCuaig of I Sqn
Lightmiddleweight 2nd String
JLCpl Selwyn Parker of2 Sqn beat
JSig Glenn Drew of l Sqn
Middleweight
JSig John Miller of 2 Sqn beat
JSig Darren Haynes of I Sqn
Lightheavyweight
JCpl Niel Roome of2 Sqn beat
JSig Robert Toye of I Sqn
JSig Nicholas Jones of 2 Sqn beat
\ elterweight I st String
JSig Robin Stewart of I Sqn

I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
B.F.P.O. 32
A NEEDLE MATCH
The annual Offrs v Sgts Golf Match took place once again in
November but deserves a special mention as for the first time in living
memory the Officers wo n! Honestly they did. The clincher was the
match between the CO, Lt Col Carr-Smith, and the RSM, WO I Hails
(according to the CO that is). The anguish on the RSM 's face when he
realised the trophy was lost. The Sgts Mess had won it so often PSA
had to be called in to get it off the wall!

THANKS
Lt Col W A K Stodart bas very kindly donated his sword to the regiment. Col Stodart's interesting Army career spent in the main in India,
included service on the ort.I) West Frontier. He was mentioned in
despatches during the Mahsud Campaign of 1936-1937 and was
Adjutant of the Peshawar District Signals in 1936. The Regiment is
extremely grateful and thankful to Lt Col Bill Stodart for this generous
donation.

_______.AWA
RADIO/ELECTRONICS VACANCIES

New Zealand
A successful New Zealand manufacturer of HF/SSB ,
VHF and UHF communication equipment has
vacancies for suitably qualified and experienced
technical staff.
Manufacturing Division requires Test Technicians,
Senior Inspectors, Production and Industrial
Engineers.
R&D Division requires Mob ile Radio Design Engineers
particularly with experience in VHF/UHF transmitter
design.
Servicing Division requires fie ld servicemen
experienced in marine communications, Echo
Sounders, Radar, Satnav, etc.

Off rs v Sgts Mess Golf Competition
A suitably exalted Lt Stephen Richardson being congratulated by a
suitably contrite Sgt Joe Pearson after the Officers won the match

The BAOR Cross Country Major and Minor Units Winning Teams.
Front Row L-R: Maj Richard Tinlin RADC, Sig Steve Bovan, LCpl Jim
Brebner, SSgt George Holden BEM, LCpl Bill Bailey, Sig Steve Kelly,
Sig Kiemon McPhilbin
Centre Row L-R: Maj Mike Rowbory, OC 207, Sgt Pete Probin, LCpl
John Bland, LCpl Jim Mccready, Sig Mick McCamey, Capt Gary
Adams ALS Lt Col Stephen Carr-Smith CO, W01 (RS M) Ron Hails
B~ck R~w L-R: W<?2!SSM) Dave Osborne, Sgt Mick Lungair, Cpl
Mick Milne, LCpl Phil Colclough, Sig John Wilson, Sig ' Nobby' Clark,
Sig Wally Pollitt

LIAIS ON
The annual shooting match with the Officers and SNCOs of our
partner regiment, Fernmelde Batallion I, took place on the 19 Nov on a
range somewhere outside Hannover. No one can actually remember
any scores. This is probably accounted for by the fact that shooting
stopped at 1400hrs and nobody arrived back at Verden until 2300hrs.
EX PEAR TREE
The games night held on I Dec with the Officers and SNCOs from
the Fernmelde Batallion l was also a great success. The games
included that old favourite Izzy Dizzy as well as several new ones. The
winning team was that based on 3 Sqn and their German guests. After
the games a traditional Christmas Dinner was served in the Sgts Mess
and English and German carols sung.

CROSS COUNTRY RUNNING
During the last two months of 198·1 the team have been especially
busy and, pleasingly, as successful as ever. SSgt George Holden BEM
and his team took the Divisional Championships convincingly with Sgt
Pete Probin highest placed individual at 2nd. Even more satisfying was
the eq_ually convincing win in the Minor Units Competition of our own
207 Sig Sqn. The squad then fielded three teams in the Bismark relays
at Bielefeld and managed !st, 4th and 12th out of25 teams. Even better
was to come when the team won, for the 3rd year running, the BAOR
Championships. They led the 2nd placed team by 82 >Joints, a very
comfortable margin. The top individual placings were: LCpl Bill Bailey
4th LCpl Andy Talbot 7th and Sgt Pete Probin 8th. Membership of
the first team is hotly contested and the following have also been
members of the squad to date: Maj Richard Tinlin RADC. Capt Gary
Adams ALC Capt Stuart Swalwell RAEC, Lt Terry Reddings ACC,
2Lt Phil Brown R Signals, SSgts Steve Atkinson, Sgt Bob Mays, LCpls
Jim Brebner, Sigs Mac McPhilbin, Steve Kelly, Steve Bovan and Pte
Steve Cunningham. Now for the Army Championships for the 4th year
running!

FISHING
Our very successful Regimental team took first place in the Corps
BAOR meeting on the Weser recently. The team was led by SSgt
Kermit Goatley, consisting of Sgt Chris Bond, Mr Chas Horsley, Cpl
Slug Henry and Cpl Ginge Lenthall. As winners always host the
following year's event it will be back to the jolly old Weser again in
1982.

The Company has a modern plant in pleasant
surroundings 20km north of Wellington. Interviews
will be held in the United Kingdom in early 1982.
When you have completed your service with the forces
applicants should send fu ll personal and career details to:
The Manufacturing Manager
AWA New Zealand Limited
PO Box 50-248, Porirua , NEW ZEALAND

Telephone: Porirua 75-069
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I TER SQN BOXI G
.
The highlight of ovember was u1tably placed at the end. A very
well trained 201 (22 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn pipped the favourites, 2 Sqn.
on the night with the result in doubt un til the last bout. The best fights
of the evening were the light-welter where LCpl Taff Jenkins, 3 Sqn
beat Cpl Keith Balsdon, 2 Sqn on a majority decision. Cpl Sammy
Shi els al o won the prize for the best loser. The best pu~ch .of. the
evening wa that used by Sig Fergy Ferguson, l Sqn to wm his hg~t
heavy bout against poor old LCpl Jock Cameron of 3 Sqn. Boy--d1d
hi lights go out!

PATROL COMPETITION
After much secret work ex Saddle Blanket was finally revealed to
the participants by its author, Maj Nigel Wood the 2IC, on the 19 Oct.
l 3 teams of 20 men took part and during the ~ollowing four d~ys ~ot
only were the basic military skills tested, including Reece and F ighting
Patrols, but also each team cove_r~d 80kms- and .some ~ea!ll s
considerably more! The entire competlt1on w.as a masterpiece <;>f t1m1!1g
and organisation the result of detailed planning by 2IC. The high pomt
for many was ti1e flight in CH53 helicopters of the Bu11des1~ehr at
night. The w~nning team was from I Sqn and led by Capt Al Smith, our
Canadian Exchange Officer. He was helped by Sgt Chris Duffin (he
managed to break the team compass!) and also by his Section Comd
Cpls Graham Guy, Pete Reynolds and Wynne Morris who did all the
work getting their sec~ons to and from th~ test s tan~s. The trophy was
presented to the winnmg team by CCR. ~1gnals Brig~· D. Alexander
MBE, who was also on his farewell v1s1t to the Regiment. Our best
wishes to him for the future.

- -------

201(22 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn Winners of the lnter-Sqn Boxing
Competition
Back Row L-R: W02(SSMJ Paddy Lavery, Sig Roger Smith , LCpl
Dennis Marsden QC 201 Maj Mike Macklin, Lt Ian Buckley, Sig Taff
Williams, SSgt David Brown
Front Row L-R: SSgt Dave Sparkes, Sig 'Johno' Johnson, S ig Clive
Adams, Cpl.Sam Shields, Sig ' Geordie' Cowie, Sig Paul Clayton

Some of the Patrol Competition Winn ing Team . L to R: Sgt Chris
Duffill, LCpl Wogger' Waugh , Cpl Graham Guy , Cpl Pete Reynolds ,
LC pl Chas Cowell
EX TEST MATCH
November was a busy month which started off with a. bang before
Guy Fawkes. During the exercise Comi:ncen Delta decided that on
artillery fire position would be a ~ood site to shoot froi:n . Ho~ever,
during - the night a German Artillery battery moved m obviously
thinking a commcen site was also a good place to shoot from . Any~~y ,
after considerable discussion in ordering the SLO and range authorities
Commcen Delta were forced to retreat under heavy fire although
absolutely in the right for going there in the first place. It was just a
shame that the German Artillery battery was being ARUd!

*VISIT OUR LAMPS AND LIGHTING DEPT.
AT

D. & G. MANSELL
6, FINKLE STREET,
'Would you like to step outside Guv?' The CO worried abo~t LCpl
Paul Brennan' s intentions whilst presenting his Boxing prize

RICHMOND, YORKS. Tel. 5373

Also Dom estic Electrical Appliances

EARLIER THIS YEAR
The Christmas rush seems to have started much earlier this year!
The Regimental Patrol Competition, taking part in cr~s~ -~ountry
running, boxing or just going to Christmas parties. Most activities were
sportin but some more so than others.

Our Record Dept. contains one of the largest
selection of records in the district, also small
musical instruments.
AUDIO CASSETTES AND VIDEO CASSETIES
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EXERCISE RED CLAYMORE 1981-ECHO'S OSTERWARD
VIEWPOINT. (ABRIDGED EON)
Report by Maj John Reed OC I Sqn
33 moved off today, how sad to see them go
They livened up our hilltop life whilst floundering below
Their shots were blocked by wooded hills for who needs line of sight
When you've a glowing hot box to lighten up the night
Banana shots with wrinkled fins all added to the fun
With relays scattered everywhere to give them room to run
The mysteries of siting seemed over Pronto's head
So we provided both ends and packed him off to bed
The 5peech is in but bu5ied out and TG's rather strange
Though hard we try they're moving soon, oh shame--not out of range
Their lt:vel's bare but not for long for here come 6 tht: bold
They can't be worse--Comms may improve, well- that's what we
were told
They'rt: into site and moving round, it must be some new game
For never mind which Det they try the end is still the same
What's wrong up there at Commcen--oh what a wicked crack
We .know that their C50's are flat upon their back
We prove the shot, they take it on and say 'Hello who's there?'
We force a grin, smiles wearing thin and tear a bit more hair
Still, things are getting better and TG's S's at last
The system's nearly working-are gloomy prospects past?
Life can be fun at Commcens for when we're free to move
There are fresh woods to fight through and virgin shots to prove
Alas here up at Echo, abandoned in the mud
We're left behind the battle, East of the Weser's flood
We wish you well you forward troops, or backward stepdown main
And Excon at Fort Claymore (he's sheltered from the rain)
Farewell to all at 3 Div- we leave the B-man's beat
And head off home to Bunde our soggy feat complete

GLADIATORS ALL
The regimental Inter-Squadron Novice Boxing this year caused great
excitement, with the boxers ready to give their all for their squadrons,
and the rest of the Regt sitting there mumbling 'rather them than me'.
WO J(RSM) Neillings was Master of Ceremonies, {they tell me they
use RSM's for this to save having to use PA Systems), and once he'd
decided which corner was blue and which red the boxing began.
Bout No I was at Bantamweight between Sig John Kean (RHQ) and
Sig (Smurf) Glover (I Sqn). Both boxers fought well but as the
bout wore on Kean's longer reach began to get the better of
Glover, Kean eventually winning on points.
Bout No 2 was at Featherweight between Sig (Snowy) Buckley (3 Sqn)
and Sig (Mouse) Cox (2 Sqn). Buckley came out of his corner
a nd started straight away to throw very hard accurate punches.
Cox could not stand up to this and the fight was stopped in the
first round Buckley being too strong for Cox.
Bout No 3 was at Lightweight between Sig Tony Mee (I Sqn) and LCpl
(Dusty) Miller {3 Sqn). Mee had to take a lot of heavy punches
throughout the bout but this didn't stop him getting in a few
good ones himself. This was a hard fought bout but Miller was
on top throughout. Miller won on a majority decision.
Bout No 4 was a Light-Welterweight between Sig Tam Barrie (2 Sqn)
and Sig Geordie Powers (I Sqn). This was a very closely fought
bout which turned into a real battle with both boxers giving and
taking a great deal of punishment. In the third round both
boxers were very tired and reached the final bell through sheer
determination. In the end Barrie won by a majority decision.
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Sig Fisher (1 Sqn) receives a sharp blow from Sig Jones (3 Sqn)
Bout No 5 was at Welterweight between Sig Taff Jones (3 Sqn) and Sig
Cliff Fisher (I Sqn). Once again a closely fought bout with
Jones making ~ood use of a longer reach but this didn't stop
Fisher getting m a good few telling punches. However Jones
being the more aggressive in the first two rounds and Fisher
having a sit down in the third round, the majority decision went
in Jones' favour.
Bout No 6 was at Light-Middleweight between Sig {Watty) Niven {I
Sqn) and LCpl {Fitz) FitzhorseweU. Niven showed from the
start that he might control this bout, which he did. But
Fitzhorsewell put up a very brave performance and at no point
did he give in, despite taking numerous clean punches he kept
coming back. A very good bout which was won by Niven on a
majority decision.
Bout No 7 was at Middleweight between Sig Geordie Fell (2 Sqn) and
LCpl Fred Topp (I Sqn). Topp came out putting in hard, fast
very accurate punches which were clearly too much, for Fell
who could not get going, as Topp didn't give him a chance. It
was no surprise when the fight was stopped. The referee
deciding Topp was too strong for Fell stopped the fight.
Bout No 8 was at Light-Heavyweight between Cpl Chris Aslett (2 Sqn)
and Sig (Scouse) Hales (3 Sqn). Aslett gave no doubt as to his
intentions from round one, he came out hitting hard and fast.
Hales was overpowered by Aslett. The fight was topped in the
first round in Aslett's favour.
Bout No 9 was at Heavyweight between Sig Taff Bowen (3 Sqn) and
Sig Steve Rowe (l Sqn). These boxers seemed well matched at
the start of round one but neither really had time to stamp his
mark on the contest a Rowe delivered a low blow. Bowen failed
to beat the count therefore the referee had to stop the bout in
favour of Bowen. A pity as this could well have turned into an
interesting fight.
Final Result: 4th RHQ Sqn, 3rd 2 Sqn, 2nd l Sqn, Winners 3 Sqn,
Best Boxer LCpl Miller (3 Sqn).
From what we saw thi years Regt Novice Boxing Team shows great
promise. The CO in summing up expr :. ·ed everyone' feeling when he
thanked the boxers for their efforts and for an evening to remember.
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THE INTER-SQUADRON SPORTS COMPET~ION
.
The inter- quadron half-yearly spoi:t~ compet1uon has JUSt ended.
The competition was .keen ~d th~ spmt of the events was excellent.
Rugby. boxing, badminton, six-a- 1de foo~ball, hockey, volleyball and
small bore shooting were the sports for this t year, and each sq~adron
fielded a team. The overall winners were 2 Squadron, yet agam, but
with the reorganisation of the regiment, splitting 2 Squadron into 2 and
3 Squadrons, things will change next year.

Cross-country is also booming regimentally. The regimental tea!'ll
won the divisional championships easily and went on to come 3rd in
the BAOR finals. Thus they have qualified for the Army
championship at Tweseldown in February.

211 (11 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn

EXERCISE ROMANY QUADRANT 81

BORDER PATROL
A border patrol is a vehicle-borne 3 day patrol of platoon strength
along the East-West German border. 206 Sig Sq~ , ~I troop we~e
tasked with patrolling the border in the Harz mountains in October this
year If you have never been on a border patrol it is a real eye opener.
To s~e those hundreds and hundreds of miles of fencing and mines an.d
dogs to keep East Eur9peans in (not to keep us Westerners out) 1s
amazing.
FAREWELL TO MAJ GERRY BARRETT
Fri 4 Dec was an important day in the life of 206 (6 Armoured
Brigade) Sig Sqn. Brig Jones, Commander 6 Armd Bde, presented an
LS & GC to Ssgt Bob Rylance and a CinC BAOR's commendation
(see September issue for details) to LCpl John Rutland. He also said an
official farewell and thank you to his Signal Squadron Commander,
Maj Gerry Barrett.
.
. .
When the Brigadier left, the sq~adron said g?Odbye in its own way,
by driving him through the camp in an arm chair strapped to the top of
anAPC.
The squadron and the regiment wish Gerry and Sue Barrett all the
best for the future.

Technical assistance for Miss Scharfoldendorf Camp. Note Foreman
Bru ce and Capt (Ton Sullivan . Does Denise really need so many
people to help her?

On 17 Sep, five members of 211 ( 11 Armd Bd5 Sig Sqn set ofT by
landrover to the British Kiel Yacht Club (BKYC) on the first leg of a
sail training exercise. The idea was to get as many members of the
squadron as possible experienced in sailing by day and night in Baltic
waters up to Offshore Hand Standard. This exercise was a follow up to
two other exercises, Romany Lucky I and 2, held in 1979 and 1980
respectively.
Leg 1 led by W02 Dave Edwards set off to BKYC to pick up the
Corps yacht Petasus with her permanent skipper Caderious Van Veen
(Theo for short). We arrived in the early afternoon and spent the rest of
the day taking over the boat, stowing kit and explaining to the uninitiated the different ropes and parts of the boat.
The next day we left, headed towards Bornholm. but 15 miles out of
Kiel the port jib wi(lch came adrift so we returned to Kiel for repairs.
That set us back a day but Billie Britton who was turning into the jolly
green giant, didn't complain too much. Repairs completed we set off
again and made Rod by Havn by 2300hrs after running out of wind and
motoring the last five miles. The morning brought a very lively Force
7E wind, so after breakfast off we sailed, harness firmly attached
toward Bornholm. This proved to be a very uncomfortable trip and
after I 2 hours beating into the wind we found ourselves off Gedser and
decided to run for shelter toward Nykobing. This made the boat a lot
more upright and after going aground for the night and most of the next

Inter Sqn Rugby. Sgt Bton Prince of 1 Sqn touches down, much to
the displeasure of LCpl 'JR' Rutland and Cpl Ian Horton of 206
SPORT
Still on the sporting front-you probably know that earlier this year,
the Armoured Brigade Sig Sqns became minor units for sport and
independent of their parent regiments. 206 Sig Sqn has risen to this
challenge with typical verve and panache. Not only do they lead the
3rd Armoured Division minor units soccer league, but their crosscountry team, after only 2 months training, are producing remarkable
results. They were second in the divisional championships and so
qualified for the BAOR finals. They can only improve with time and
training.

'And that's where the Albatross sits! '
Left to right: Sig Brit Britton, Pte Tommy Shaw, Cpl Gaz Prince, Pte

Tony Mallon, Cpl Theo Van Veen (Skipper)

LCpl John Rutland with the Commander in Chief's commendation

Some of the 206 Sig Sqn Cross Country Team posing before the first
race of the season. Note LCpl Gannon with his to ngue in his cheek.
From left to right: Sig Mark Brown, Cpl Ian Horton, LCpl Hector
Shearer, Cpl Neil Mabbott, LCpl Tony Gannon. Cpl Brad Bradbury
and Lt Jim McKee
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EX RED CLAYMORE AGAIN
One of the lighter moments of Ex Red Claymore-3 Armoured
Division's FTX held in October, was the Grand International Soccer
Match' held between a regimental team and the German conscientious
objectors at Scharfoldendorf camp.
The regimental team (as friendly forces) wore blue and asked the
objectors to wear orange, but they declined saying that they would not
wear a uniform of any kind. Nevertheless expressions of cordiality were
exchanged, the importance of sport underlined and both sides'
commitment to world peace reaffirmed etc, etc, etc. Capt Eddie
Ferguson refereed, SSgt Don Strange captained the regimental side,
and Denise (wearing LCpl Smudge Smith's running shorts) kicked off.
LCpl Smith now wears his shorts even in bed.
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Left to right: Conscientious objector. referee Capt Eddie Ferguson,
the CO, Lt Col Tim Waugh presenting the regimental plaque to school
leader Herr Gunther Baas; team captain SSgt Don Strange

EX FROZEN MEMBERS
'Every member of the Division should experience some physical
hardship', said Maj Gen Arthur, GOC of 3 Div and so Ex Frozen
Members was born. A very suitable title it was too, because it snowed
the 3 days of the exercise. The basic idea of the exercise was to march
10 miles in full kit, build a basha and lie-up for 8 hours, do a night map
reading march and then march I 0 miles back to camp. In spite of
heavy snow, German wild boar hunting parties and the presence of
most of the staff officers, the exercise was a great success and was
enjoyed by everyone. Well ... perhaps not everyone! But then as we all
know- if you can't take a joke you shouldn't havejoined!
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Cpl Gaz Prince, Helming and Sig Brit Britton dodging spray
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d } e arnved at \'kobing late the following afternoon. Bornhol~
\\as no"' out of our reach so we decided to head for Kobenhavn via
V rdingborg. ft.er a welcome hower the i ntr~i:?id sailors set off to
e plore Denmark and get our own back on the Vikings.
e t morning aft.er a shaky tart and Porgy and Bess songs from
Tony Mallon, we headed toward K obenhavn. 'The m ~st set in and after
dark we found ourselves in a narrow chan nel with unht buoys much.coo
far apart, o once again d ry land struck and we ~pent ano~er night
high and dry. A frien dl y fishing boat l)Ulled us off in the morning for ,a
crate of beer, but he broke our top spre:>der doing so. After a long da_y s
ail we eventu ally arrived in K o benhavn at 0200hrs 24 Sep having
·pent only two nights in port.
THE HAND OVER
Here the crew of leg 2 met us, arriving at I 030 hrs whilst we were still
leaning the boat. \ e handed over and wished them luck; they were to
go to Aarhus via Anholt. After a day's lay up repairing the top
preader (and saving drowning bicycles) the yacht. set off i:oughly
northwards with Torno Thompson at the helm trying out his anuubm arine tactics. Penny Penniston was still asleep by the way. Out
pa t Helsingor CastJe and into the Kattegat wheJ_"e the wind dropped, ~o
after discu sio ns with Th o, Sgt Baz Evans decided to shorten the trip
mis ing out Anholt and heading for the island of Samso . After a very
long ail an exhausted crew docked at Ballen on Samso early on 28
Sep. Penny awake at last. The next day's sail was uneventful with
only light winds, which was disappointing for the crew who were
looking forward to a night out in Aarhus. The following day was spent
making the boat shipshape for the next crew, even the bra ses were
polished.
ANOTHER NEW CREW
The third crew were a bit late having broken down on the way up,
but we managed the change.o ver and off went . crew two back ~o
Minden. The new crew settled m and the next morning followed by Enc
the plastic duck off we headed for Middlefart. The new crew found the
motion of sailing a bit unsettling and Debbie Ta);'lor's meal went overboard. Arriving at 0 J 30hrs. we then snatched a hnle sleep b~fore Theo
lashed the crew into action again to head for Faaborg with a good
Force 4 SE wind blowing. It was nice to be sailing with a good wind for
a change. At Faaborg we hit the night spots and slept very well indeed.
Svendborg was our destination in the morning which Theo see~ed to
be heading for like a magnet- he's been there before! We arrived at
2000hrs; now we could relax as tomorrow was deemed a rest day .
On Tuesday, 6 Oct we made an early start back to BK YC with a
good Force 4-5 SE wind blowing. We arrived just in time to see the bar
shut as we sailed in past Friederickshart light. The next day was our
last on board mostly spent cleaning, though Jonah Andrews did get a
last minute bit of helming in.

Finally SSgt 'Brad (I'm _an E/D) Bradley has arrived from Warminster, where he was an instructor. and has taken on the Support
Gauntlet. familie admini tration. a large chunk of th.e PR! and, as a
result of his qualification, the pecially created new JOb of Sq uad ron
Weapon Training Officer. He can be a hard man to find.
EXERCISES
.
This has been a quite unusual year for us since we have exercised as
a Brigade with German and American divisions, as well as o ur o wn
parent Regiment and Division. .
.
.
Exercise Mutiger Matador m t~e Spring was a Ge_rman C PX in
which we worked very closely with our German ne1g h~ours, ~ ! st
Panzer Brigade, based in A ugustdorf, helping to cement the incre.asingly cordial relationship which was built up between the two Bngades
over the years. T his wa further. reinforced shortly afterwar.ds, when we
were invited to provide a conungent to represent o ur Bngade at the
parade to mark the change of German Brigade Commanders. W e think
this mu st be q uite a rare privilege.
M ost of the training season, however. has been overshadowed ~y Exercise C ertain Encounter. a major American Corps FTX tn the
Reforger series, in which we came under ~ommand of the 3rd (US) Armoured Division. This proved an education to us all, and from she~r
mutual increduli ty on the main exercise in September we steadily built
up a close relationship with American signal platoon attached to us, to
provide rearward communications. We learnt a lot from each other
(not least o ur language anomalies) and. for o ur part. fo und the
Americans quite a menable to training in _our curic;ius ways! '!he exercise was a considerable succe s and achieved nauonal prominence to
the extent of the Dai/1• Mail, headline: ' Bold Brigad ier is told to lose'
after the Brigade as Orange Force to the amusement of\~ar~a:-v ~act
Observers consistently refused to be beaten a per the exercise pink .
Our annu al Regimental Battle Camp Exercise H ard Nut at
Grafenwohr. again in the American area. proved to be a great success.
W e were given the task of organising a tactical infantry exercise, thus
enabling the rest of the Signal R egiment to ee all the surrounding
countryside they could possibly have wanted to. Ambushes, skirmishes,
local re ista nce leaders, dead bodies bearing important papers; we
provided them all with even a helicopter thrown in. T he blisters were, of
co urse, a n o ption al extra.

c~2

W02 Dave Edwards
Cpl Gaz Prince
Pte Tony Mallon
Pte Tommy Shaw
Sig Billie Britton

Sgt Baz Evans
Sgt Baz Evans
LCpl Terry Gigg
Sgt Jerry Lilley
Sig Wurz Sanders
Cpl Ken Kennedy
Sig Torno Thompson Cpl Jonah Andrews
Sig Penny Penniston Sig Debbie Taylor
Look ahead, look astern,
Look the weather in the lee,
Blow high , Blow low.
And so sailed we.
Anon

oc

21C
OCA
OCB
SSM
YofS

Maj R. J. Holmes, MBE
Capt R. R. Holmes
Lt R. L. Harnden
Lt M. S. Holman
W02 J. Bonnett
W02 R. L. Holt

CHA GES
In the eight months since our last squadron feature there have been
several changes. Lt Laurie Harnden has joined us from the Junior Regt
at Ouston to replace Capt Roger Cocks, now 'in computers' and is
gradually getting used to having relatively free weekends.
W02 Rod Rayner has finally handed in his maroon jumper after
Records realised he was still here. The squadron is now on its fourth
un it title si nce he joined it and there is little he doesn 't know about
varied methods of organising a brigade signal squadron.
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MARATHON MAN IA
Considering the number of men in the unit who would drive to the
NAAFI for tea rather than walk, if at all poss ible, the response to the
call for volunteers in the Bielefeld G rand Charity Marathon was
phenomenal. Fourteen took part and all completed the course. The
badges presented to all who ran are worn with pride. Inspired by this a
similar squad took part in the 198 1 International Jogginlauf at Bad
Salzuflen and ran the 20km in a far more enthusiastic way than any
2.4km BFT! All again finished and the Volkslauf syndrome is now well
established in the squadron.

OUT AND ABOUT
LSGC PR ESENT A T IO NS
At a recent ceremony in the WO's and Sergeants Mess, the SOinC
presented medals to four mess mem bers. A ' belated' presentatio n was
also made to a well known member of the Officers Mess. Medals were
well and truly 'christened' in time ho no ured fashion .

RUGBY
Rugby has attracted a large squadron band of followers who wear
the squadron RUFC Jumpers with pride. In a recent match played
under appalling conditions against the Regimental 'B' team the
~quadron played very well to reach a 6-6 draw and narrowly missed
several other scoring opportunities. As Cpl Braid would have had it
' We won si> all'.
HOCKEY
Hockey too has featured strongly, with the usual round of fix tures.
The match which attracted most attention and which Sgt Roger
Parsons saw fit to record on video tape fo r posterity was the squadron
v squadron Wives match, which the wives duly won 4-3, thanks, some
sceptics may say, to two henpecked husbands who happened to be
refereeing. SSgt Paddy G ass and Cpl Jake Lake both strongly deny
this.

Left to Right Rear Row
Sgt Gri ff iths REME, Sgt Dillon-White, Capt Geordie Gainford , SSgt
Hunter ACC, Sgt Cook RE
Front Row: Mrs Griffiths, Mrs Dillon-Wh ite, RSM , SOinC, Mrs
Hunter, Mrs Cook

TITLE WINNER

C YCLI N G
Fi nally LCpl Rob Young has been awarded his Army Colours for
cyling and is training hard now for next year's season.
SIGNING ON
A partic ularly proud moment vcc.: urred in August when 16-year-old
Marc Matthews, son of SSgt (FofS) Dan Matthews, was enlisted into
the Army by the O C in the presence of his parents. Marc is now at
H arrogate training to be a telecommunications mechanic.

c~3

200 (20 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn

7 Sig Regt
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SWIMMING
Pte Krishna Ward WRAC has been maintaining her swimming
training and recently brought back th ree prizes from the BAOR
Womens Services Sw imming C hampions hips, a rem ark a ble
achievement given her hectic work schedule in the C o mmcen and the
need for her to train alone.

WE SHALL RETURN
Well that was the end of our three-week sail training and very adventurous it was too. The three crews would like to thank Theo for not
losing our souls at sea and to the backroom boys for making it all go so
smoothly. We shall return!
c~1

CROSS COUNTRY
After a . slow start to the season the. sq uadron in its sporting
ama~gamat1on as H9 20 Armd Bde and Sig Sqn has been doing itself
credit. Led by Lt M ike Holman and ab!y assisted by Sgts Phil N orbury
and John T homson, 14 regular runners, including P adre R obin
McDo~~ll (HQ you see ...) have provided plenty of internal
competition tor places. LCpl Paul Sadler and C pl Andy Lidstone are
turning
som~ particula~ly fi ne performan'?es. We were only narrowly
beat~n mt,o th1rd place in the 4 Armd Div League Championships,
com1~g third.to 65 Corps Sp Sqn and HQ 11 A rmd Bde and Sig Sqn in
the mmor units

Left to Right: LCpl Bob Neilly, LCpl Hogger Hodgson , LCpl Ronnie
Fuller, Sig ' BP' Baden-Powell, Cpl Barry Meeson all enjoying a well
earn ed break on exerc ise Hard Nut

ADVENTUROUS TRAINING
Most of our adventurou s tra ining this year has been carried out
under Regimental auspices. Three of the squ adron took part in the
Regimental Exercise Robust Quadrant in the Fus en area.
Lt Mike Holman, as leader of E x Redwood Quadrant (a regimental
Adventurous Training o pportunity), contri ved to take three other
squadron members with him to C anada for three weeks in September
and October. With six other would-be Chr is Bonningtons, they spent
an energetic time in the Rocky Mo untains of Canada, below and above
cloud level.
Exercise Grape Pick was possibly the year's most popular exercise.
Lt Laurie Harden took his band of wino's to the Moselle, there they
helped to bring in the grape harvest and do their best to deplete the
wine reserves. Apparently Sig 'Billy' Smart spent days looking for the
Wine Lake about which he'd read so much. They amply deserved the
DM40 per day wages, working all hours in vineyards on one in three
slopes, with large baskets on their backs. All of those who went now
find BFT's ridiculou sly easy. Their aim of promoting good relations
seems to have been a resounding success with many invitations to come
back next year, ' anytime'.
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Marc Matthews under the benevolent eye of Maj Richard Holmes
M BE savours the remaining minutes as a civilian before signing on
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Sig Mac Wells of 6 Squadron always fancied himself a a singer but
never really took it seriously. Amid cat call and laughter he would
erenade the lads in the garages. showers or anywhere el e he could
find a captive audience. Enough is enough said his ever suffering mates
so they encouraged Mac to enter a local talent conte t. Singing two
ongs and being the only British entry much to hi urpri e (and his
mates) he won the contest. He proudly returned to camp with a \'ery
handsome trophy, plus DM 500.00 and a promi e of a recording contract, and some extremely amazed and subdued mate !
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· LLDO E BOYS
I· ur son of er\'ing members of the regiment have recentl) completed the Bronze Duke of Edinburgh' Award Scheme under the
guidance of W02 Home at the Brix Youth Club, Hertford . For over a
·ear the\' launched themselve into many activities ranging from Fire
Sen ice to .22 Shooting and an expedition in the Harz .Mts. Now after
their hard work they have found the energy and enthusiasm to start the
Sil\' er A ward.

Arrivals: We extend a welcome to: Sgt Willie Craig, Cpl Bill
McKenna, LCpl Ian Gray, LCpl Hamish Gib~, Sig Dav~ Hunter, Sig
Trevor ' Muppet' Glover, Sig Shaun Chamberlam, Sig Keith Yates and
Mrs Margaret Brooks.
.
.
The pressures of keeping the machinery of the regiment running smoothly dictate the briefness of these notes.

TRAINING WING
.
.
.
We welcome W02 Kubu into the fold and wish him a happy time
with the regiment (and rugby team)
The Trg Wing has now settled down after V<?gelsang and has o~e
eye on the ARU, busying itself with the st_ats requ1r~d _f?r the StafTv1s1t.
The other eye being on the various Christmas act1v1t1es planned. We
are extremely busy now with the Pre Det Comdrs Course, NBC Trg
Driver Trg. pre SSgt's Course, Tec h Trg and Operator Trg, ready for
the new exercise season.
.
At the moment the regiment is in the throes of a stock takmg board.
The projector have been counted so many times now that they have
had to go to SKC Workshops for servicing!
PS. Will the person, or persons, who have removed the 40/160 Exchange (complete) from Classroom 11 please contact the Board of
Officers!

VALE-MR ROBERT JACKSON
. Mr Robert (Jacko) Jackson recently retired after serving 39 years
with the army. Jacko's career stretches back to 1940 when he enlisted
into the RAOC . Thirsty for action he volunteered for the Long Range
desert group, where he saw action in the Western desert. Transferring
to the newly formed REME in 1942 he later served in Africa, Greece
and Palestine. Torpedoed whilst in a troop ship, he was rescued by a
G erman U boat and spent two years as a POW as a result. His
uniformed service came to an end in 1962 but he continued to work
with the regiment's LAD. Jacko plans to return to the UK and settle in
Sunderland.

Z TROOP FOCUS

left to right. Chris Smart (s/o Capt Smart). Dirk Norman (s/o Sgt
Norman), John Gilhooly (s / o Sgt Gilhooly) and Pete Flynn (s/o Sgt
Flynn)

NEWS F ROM HEAD QUARTER S SQ UADR ON
.
As in other units of the British Army the headquarter element 1s and
has always been the 'hub' of the organisation and this ~eadquarter s
Squadron is no exception (yawn! yawn!~. Our ever sun:ermg Squadron
Commander M aj Geoff McKie ably assisted by the qmet and reserved
figure of SSM Tony Thomas successfully hold this large and busy
squadron together. Unsung heores we are, is the cry of the SSM, ruddy
Woolworths on wheels is his boast. ot for us the glittering splendour
of the charge of the all inspiring cold courage of the steadfast square.
o, 1033's scoff, socks and paper pushing is our badge of coura~e.
Beavering away behind many a desk stacke~ with ~earns of official
looking paper are found our heroes. Labouring behmd many a hot
stove are found the real backbone of the regiment in the shape of our
white attired sustainers. Hidden 'neath mountains of socks, nuts and
bolts are surrounded by py ramids of technical ironmongery lurk our
sweating band of merrry men. Feverishly selling TV's regimental
plaques and fancy goods, (without VAT), operating printi~g presses
and tactfully solving family problems are others who quahfy to JO!Il
the e ranks of unsung heroes (sorry Linda and Heroines).
What do the combat squadrons find to do when not on exercise!
They ask each other. ow at last the truth can be t<?ld from at. least _a
couple of departments in HQ Sqn who are determmed to gam their
place in the Sun.
O FFICERS MESS
Along with the rest of the regiment, the Officers Mess was transported to Vogelsang for the tri-regiment battle cai:ip in S~ptember.
Trying to fit in range days and forced marches, whilst providing our
usual service, was managed without too many long delays. Sig Lee
Bennett went out on the 3-day exercise in the second week, and on his
return was heard to say 'I'd like to do that all the time'. C pl R. A. B.
HendeTSon managed to miss all the fun by being away with the
Regimental Kape Team in Wales.
The re-staffing of the mess continues, and we welcome Sig Rob
Tweedie down from the RP staff, and say farewell to Sig Nick
Plowman who leaves us on promotion and posting to AA Coll,
Harrogate.

In June we said goodbye to WOI (YofS) Colin McLoughlin and Cpl
Mal Ball. Both left on promotion, Cplin as C:apt (~Fe) and Malas a
Sergeant, and we wish them every succe s m their new posts. Cpl
Frank Corrigan replaced Sgt Ball for a few months but has now
departed with his paint brushes to 30 Sig Regt.
In September most of the troop attended the Battle Camp at
Vogelsang where we all took on new roles as Section Commanders,
Platoon Sergeants and Platoon Commanders. It was a shock to the
system, but we all learnt something. The sec~nd week of the camp took
the form of an exercise, and SSgt Kerry Robmson, Sgt Pete ~reen, Cpl
Simon Watts and Cpl Brian Walkelen, had great fun playmg enemy,
laying ambushes and generally causing mayhem.

FOLLOWING IN DAD'S FOOTSTEPS

-

--.

Our picture shows Jacko receiving a small token of our appreciation
from the CO

SWANSEA RECRUITER VISITS HERFORD
The regiment looks towards Wales as its home base. The regiment
has a strong affiliation with the Principality, indeed Wales is our
recruiting area. Strong ties exist not only with the number of Welsh
soldiers currently serving here but, also, with the recruiting teams
which are periodically sent from Germany. Naturally sport also binds
Wales and the regiment together by way of their mutual love of rugby.
A recent liaison visit by RSM Koetzschmar of the Swansea
recruiting office was of great value to the regiment.

DIVISIONAL COMMANDER'S COMMENDATION:
SAPPER J. V. G. COURT, ROYAL ENGINEERS

Shows Sapper John ~ourt receiving the Commendation from 1 (BR)
Corps Commander Communications, Brig Alexander
Between 14 and 17 Sep 81 Spr Court was a member of the enemy
for~~ taking part in a 7 Sig Regt defensive exercise on the Vogelsang
trammg area.
During the exercise, although the weather was not cold, there had
been considerable rain and many of the troops participating were
inexperienced in this type of training. By the early morning of 16 Sep
many were showing signs of exhaustion incurred through continuous
digging and patrolling; they had had little sleep and were tired, wet and
cold. At about 06 l 5hrs on the morning of 16 Sept an enemy attack was
mounted on one of the squadron defensive positions. An enemy party,
including Spr Court and the other soldiers from the Corps Lighti ng
Troop, Royal Engineers, overran several forward trenches. Prior to
withdrawing they discovered a soldier in one of these trenches in an
advanced state of hypothermia. This soldier, Sig Rutter, had been
posted as a sentry whilst others in his section had been absent on
patrol. Dressed only in a wet combat suit and shirt he had collapsed
during his duty. When he was found lying at the foot of a trench it was
immediately apparent that he was in a very weak condition; Cyanosis
was apparent by the blue colouring of his lips and eyelids. He was
unconscious and his pulse and breathing were erratic and weak; bis
body temperature was extremely low. Prompt and urgent action was
called for. Spr C ourt reacted quickly by raising the man from the
trench and placing sleeping bags around him to help ra ise body
temperature. Trained medical assistance was then requested. At this
point Rutter ceased breathing. Spr Court immediately com menced
artificial respiration, using the mouth to mouth method and was
initially successful. However vomiting then commenced and Spr Court
had to reapply artificial respiration a further four times before an
ambulance fiitted with oxygen resuscitation equipment arrived. Spr
Court then helped organise the move of the casualty to the ambulance.
Throughout the incident Spr Court acted in a quick and decisive
manner when many around him were themselves reacting slowly and at
a low ebb. There can be little doubt that, but for his timely and efficient
application of expired air resuscitation, learnt through normal unit fi rst
aid training, Rutter would not have survived.

GENUINE KIT
• BERGANS
•WOOLLY PULL YS
• PARA SMOCKS
•BOOTS
•BERETS
• SOX

Mr Dean Richardson son of Maj (Q M) C olin and Terry Richard son
was recently attested into Royal Signals by Maj Roy Shiner, 2IC of the
regiment. Dean looks forward to being trained as a Technician and a
chance to play sport and an opportunity to travel. An ex Duke of Yorks
boy, Dean excels at rugby and hockey.

•FACE VEILS
•58WEBBING
• DOWNS / BAGS
• O.G. TROUSERS
• PUTIIES
• BADGES

SAE FOR FREE CATAL OGUE PLEASE

.
.
R HQ
It is now •ome nineteen months smce
the on Iy f uII time
wor k.mg
department of the regiment featured in the notes of 7. Since that time
we have, so far, survived a change of Commanding Officers, a change
of Adjutants and nearly 100% change of staff, both military and
civilian.
Departures: We have said farewell to Sgt F rank Dawon, Cpl Ken
Gollings, Cpl Ray Stone, C pl Geordie Ellis, LCpl Nige Wildman, LCpl
R on Campbell, LC pl Brian Smith, LCpl Tony Glass, LC pl Neil West,
Sig Charlie Charlesworth and Mrs Yvonne Bell.
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GER M A ~

REMEMBRANCE DAY
Local Citizens of Herford recently witnessed an impressive and
fitting display when two honour guards, one German and the other
fom the regiment attended the annual German Remembrance D ay
Ceremony. The Burgermeister of Herford Herr D r Kurt Schober and
the GOC 4th Armoured Division Maj Gen J. B. Akehurst CB E
together with the CO of the regiment laid wreaths. The guard was
composed entirely of 3 Squadron, commanded by C apt Joe Moreland.
The band of 2 R TR played during the ceremony.
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SILVERMAN'S (SIG)
MILE END, LONDON E1 .
Personal callers M onday-Friday

Swansea Soldier Sgt Tony W illiams is seen showing the RSM the
business side of a modem radio vehicle
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" Almost anything in genuine Govt . Surplus"
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TERRORIST ATTACK ON MARESFIELD BARRACKS
Just after 0700hr; on the morning of25 Nov the usual peaceful early
morning tranquility of Maresfield Barracks was shattered, when a
bomb exploded within the camp area .
The bomb which was estimated to have contained approximately
21bs of explosive, had been left alongside the outside wall of the
Sergeant's Mess accommodation block. The explosion caused
considerable structural damage to the building. Fortunately there were
no injuries and only one SNCO had to be treated for shock. Entry to
the camp had been gained by the cutting of a hole in the perimeter
fence. Responsibility for the attack and the earlier attack on the British
Consulate in Hamburg, was later claimed by the Irish National
Liberation Army.
The photographs depict the scene of the attack, and the damage
caused to the interior and ext.:rior of the building.

SIX SATISFIED SOLDIERS
.
.
.
Six member of the regiment are lo assist the Corps m Spreadmg the
Go pel. Taking advantage of the satisfied soldiers scheme our happy
band are about to disappear over the next few months to the far corners
of'blighty'.
.
·
I
h
e wish them the best of luck and success m this wort iy sc eme.

LCplDandy

Cpl W enban

INTER -SQUADRON NOVICE BOXING
To a packed gymnasium the squadrons recently battled it out
resulting in an excellent nights sport. Much skill and determination was
in evidence with each of the boxers putting up a gritty display. The team
now look fo rward to matching skills with I RRF.

LCpl Jenkinson

LCpl Howe
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LCpl W illiams RAPC
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Sig Kevins (left) and LCpl Morgan battling it out
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8 SigRegt

'Trophy' for the second year running. Congratulations. It only
remained for all concerned to begin a lengthy post mortem and to work
on a well earned hangover! So, despite my remaining aversion to
bloody noses I found it was mdeed a 'good night' and very successful
too, thanks to the excellent organisation and professional running of the
event-well done W02 (SSM) Dave Smith.

Catterick Garrison
VISIT OF SIGNAL OFFICER IN CHIEF
Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle CBE accompanied by the BGS (Si~s) ~rig
P. J. Evans CBE ADC visited the regiment on 24 Nov. Gen B1rtw1stle
pent the morning vi iting the Guardroom. RHQ, CE <;Jroup, Sergeants
1es . Radio/ Line Group and QM G~neral and Techmc~l Departments
peaking to as many soldiers as yoss1bl . B.efore departing the G~~~ral
lunched in the Officers Mess with the Regimental officers and CIVIiian
members of the Mess.

DRIVER POWER GROUP INSTRUCTORS-NOVEMBER
Back row left to right: Cpl Pat Thornton, Sgt Nick Terry, Sgt Dick
Hanlon, Cpl John Bennett, Sgt Ray Kearney, Sgt Ian Vine, Sgt Ernie
Rackham, Sgt Mo Girardot
Front row left to right: Sgt Joe Cawley, Mr Lawrie Green, SS gt Benny
McSherry, Sgt Trev Loughton and Sgt Spike Taylor
Absent on duty: Sgt Dick Hanlon and Cpl Pat Thornton
Lt Col D. G. Dudley QC TTS presents an 'A' grading certificate to
LCpl Mick Little

Sgt Graeme Hillhouse explains the new heat shrink closure method to
the SOinC. Left to right: BGS (Sigs), Lt Col D. G. Dudley OC TTS,
SOinC, Col C. N. Last CO, Mr Norman Callender (it will work!). Maj R.
W. Stark Cl Eng and Sgt Graeme Hillhouse

Lt Col D. G. Dudley QC TTS presents an ·A' grading certificate to Sig
Jeremy Collins with course CP740 looking on

A FEMALE'S EYE VIEW OF THE INTER SQN BOXING
by 2Lt J. Oakley WRAC
Although I had bP.en assured that the annual Inter-Squadron Boxing
Competition was always a 'good night' and that I'd thoroughly enjoy it,
I attended the event still very dubious about the joys of watching 24
boxers decorate each other's faces with blood, bumps and bruises.
However, I walked into Baghdad Gymnasium with an open mind (well
fairly open!) to find it miraculously transformed into an arena World of
Sport would be proud of, with the added attraction of music supplied
by the 34 Sig Regt (V) Band. From this point on I began to enjoy
my elf!
Each of the three squadrons entered teams of eight boxers who all
fought hard and fair and who received tremendous support from the
heaving mass of 600 spectators A particularly well fought match was
between Sig Paul Oliver of 3 squadron and Sig Andy Stanbrook of 2
squadron who caused their supporters to shout themselves hoarse and
at the end of the third round were congratulated on their efforts by the
referee.
As all the competitors were novices to the sport, a tremendous
amount of hard work and enthusiasm was needed to achieve the standard of boxing reached. Many thanks to the team coaches for I
squadron, Sgt Billy Dyson and Cpl Paul Molloy, for 2 squadron, Sgt
John Salter and LCpl Kamara, Green Howards, and the coaches for
the winning team 3 squadron LCpl John Williams and Cpl Martin
Richards.
At the end of an exciting (and noisy!) two hours, trophies for all
those who took part were presented by the CO Col C. N. Last OBE
with special awards to Sig Roger Thompson 1 squadron as best boxer,
and to 3 squadron team and coaches for winning the Fighting Cogks

SPOTLIGHT ON DRIVER/POWER GROUP
PERSONALITIES
Mr Fred Dennis shows the SOinC how to use the airmech portable
joining machine (compressed air) while the BGS (Sigs) looks on

A GRADINGS
Lt Col D. G. Dudley R Signals, OC Training School presented 2 'A'
grade certificates to LCpl Mick Little and Sig Jerry Collins both
Combat Powermen. Sig Jerry (Grandad) Collins became only the
second Basic Combat Powerman to obtain an 'A' Grade in the history
of the Trade Training School. It is also pointed out that the overall
standard ofCP740 course was well above the average.
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Capt (Tfc) Tim Creevy
OC
SSgt Benny McSherry
Group Supervisor (Power)
Mr Larrie Green
Instructor Power
Sgt Joe Cawley
Instructor Power
Sgt Ray Kearney
Instructor Power
Sgt Trev Loughton
Instructor Power
Sgt Spike Taylor
Instructor Power
Sgt Nick Terry
Instructor Power
Sgt Ian Vine
Instructor Power
Cpl John Bennett
Instructor Power
Sgt Mo Girardot
(QTO) Instructor Driver
Sgt John Uttley
(Licensing Office)
Sgt Ernie Rackham
(Admin) Instructor Driver
The Group is now firmly established within its new buildings. Capt
Jim Creevy, who is also OC of CE Group at the moment, is still smiling, even with his extra work-load. Sgt 'Mo' Girardot (QTO) is putting
in a lot of 'extra' work, he even took the RSM's driver on a ' test' after
the last Sgts' Mess dinner! Sgt Nick Terry, who was the only single
member of the group, rectified this by marrying Miss Joyce Taylor on
the 24 Oct at Plymouth. Cpl John (why am I not a Sgt) Bennett, has
had 2000 students through his Basic Signalling Skills class this year.
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WINNING TEAM FROM 3 SQN
Standing left to right: Sigs Chris Mills, Tiny He~rey, P~il Gash, Dave
White, Paul Oliver, Benny Bennett, Clive Mulhn9s .
Front row left to right: Sig Sugar Ray Lindo, Cp! Martin Richards,
LCpl John Williams and Sig Ian Hutchinson
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Sig Roger Thompson receives the best boxer of the night award from
Col C. N. Last OBE

The CO Col C. N. Last OBE presents the Fighting Cocks Trophy to Sig
Tiny Henrey who collected the trophy on behalf of the winning team ,
3 Sqn . W01 (R SM) M. A. Stevenson and OIC Boxing W02 (SSM)
Dave Smith look on
CANOEING
In our last notes, we mentioned our fickle rivers in
orth
Yorkshire-well this month we only managed a couple of quick
paddles before someone pulled the plug out and all the water went!
Without rain the Ure and the Swale become rock strewn village brooks
and if you value your boat, then you look to more or less man made
white water to indulge your desire to be smashed and buffeted down a
three mile course. Such a course can be found at Washburn. Situated
just off the Harrogate to Skipton road, this course is made more interesting because of the strategic placing. of obstacli:s and also. because
a friendly chat with the Water Authonty results m some mce chap
turning on a great big tap ~t the dam upstream, which ~eleases a few
million tons of leaping, white frothed water to go hurthng down the
course. Canoeists travel from as far South as the Thames Valley to
take part at Washburn, and it is a very popular event. Our team of Sgt
Steve Hilton, Cpls Kevin Truby, Ollie Olliver, Taff Thurston, Sig Taff
Carr and Mister Lee Llewellyn had two very good runs and everyone
agreed that every time you paddle in competition, you leari:i a_nother
lesson. One lesson learned by Capt Dave Llewellyn, when mv1ted to
walk the course with Kevin Truby, ob tensibly looking for a few lost
seconds, was that three miles out plus three mile in equals six miles in
gumboots!
.
. .
.
Meanwhile for those of you who think that canoemg 1s something
you do in a birch bark open boat with beavers busily paddling to and
fro and the ripple free river gliding by beneath you-well we have new
for you-it i n't! and here·- the evidence ...
CONGRATULATIONS
..
This month to Sgt Steve Hilton and Cpl Kevin Truby on receiving
their Corps Colours. Well done. Well deserved.
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INVASION BY FANTASIANSI
By way of a change, during December's military training, the Sqn
Ops Officer (SOO for short), Capt (Traffic) Peter Sharpe decided it
would be a good idea to enlighten the squadron upon the way of life of
the Soviet soldier. To make the event more realistic, the squadron'
friendly persuaders, Cpls Brian Brown and 'Tank' Fairbairn were
tasked with obtaining, through fair means or foul, various items of
Soviet militaria. What they couldn't beg or borrow such as hats and
badges, Cpl Brown manufactured-he is now offering his tailoring
services to any escape committee. The WRAC were wide mouthed at
the result and are now asking for 'Kasha' instead of porndge at
breakfast and requesting medals for their military and sporting
achievements.

10 Sig Regt
Hounslow

THE MANAGEMENT

co

2IC
Adjt
RSM

cc
Col C. N. Last OBE presents Corps Canoeing colours to Sgt Steve
Hilton and Cpl Kevin Truby. QC Canoeing looks anxiously at Maj Ian
Noble who is hold ing his camera!

Lt Col D. M. 0 Miller, Royal Signals
Maj R. L. Windmill, Royal Signals
Capt L.A. Relph WRAC
WOI (RSM) M. R. Wringe
W02 (ORQMS) D. Brough

Washburn in late October
Only one word describes white water canoeing adequately - Geronimo!

LIMITED

CROFT & BLACKBURN

Our Golfing Yeoman Steve Watson after being presented with the
SW District Golf Cup

1 Sqn communications presenting a cheque for £83 in aid of cancer
research

You r LOCAL Dealer
· for

A ustin M orris- Rover- Triumph
Talbot- Subaru Pick-up
SA LES - SERVICE - PAR TS

TAX FREE EXPORT SALES
with PART EXCHANGE
SELECTED USED CARS
Call in and see us at: -

14, RICHMOND RD. , CATTERICK
GARRISON . TEL: RICHMOND 833219
WALKERVILLE , CATTERICK ROAD .
TEL: RICHMOND 811524 / 811334
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OUR WEEK AT BA TTLECAMP
On the second week of October, we set out for Battlecamp which
was held at Okehampton this year.
For some of us it was to be the first taste of life out in the 'Wild
Co1.:ntry', better known as Danmoor. As soon as we arrived the first
voice we heard was the RSM's, as he hollered at us. Once we had
settled in we were separated into eight sections, each section being
delegated a task. The first thing we did however was to go for a three
mile run which proved difficult for some, but other crazy people
actually enjoyed 1t. The rest of the week was taken up with various
activities such as a night exercise which we thoroughly enjoyed. We
even managed to climb ten Tors which took two days to complete. this
involved map reading, orienteering, and, most of all, stamina.
Unfortunately one of the girls tripped over a rock, but bravely fought
on to finish the first day, but ended up on crutches and had to be
returned to unit. After such a hectic week we got together for a Disco
and Buffet evening which was much appreciated and enjoyed by all,
even though our blisters slowed us down a bit.
The experience of Battle Camp had such an effect on Ptes Joan
Owen and Jan Lawrenson, from l Sqn, that they composed this poem.

I SQUADRON
Communicators Aid Cancer Research
Girls from l Sqn took part in a Sponsored Ridgeway Walk over 40
miles and survived a -no-smoking night shift to raise £83.60 for the
Cancer Research Campaign. The cheque was handed over to the
Chairman of the Wilton Branch, Lt Col (Retd) D. Gray WRAC.
Pictured here are LCpl Cheri! McGovern, Pte Jayne Foreman, Lt Col
(Retd), D Gray WRAC, LCpl Denise Franklin, Pte Beverley Sykes,
Pte Liz Dawe.

THE DAY WE WENT TO CHERBOURG
On Wed 2 Dec the members of the ever adventurous 'A' shift went
for a day trip to Cherbourg with Townsend Thorsesen Ferries for a
mere £7 .50 a head. They se~ sail at I 030 and the 'arduous' journey was
spent taking advantage of the duty free facilities on board. The
gentlemen of A' shift returned with boasts of being chased around the
ship by a party of nurses. (Could this be wishful thinking brought about
by the consumption of duty free alcohol?) The day ended with an
exhausted A' shift returning to Camp at I !pm after a long but very
enjoyable day.

' ON GUARD'
Report by Pte Diana Salmon
Fencing is fast becoming a dying sport because newer and more
fashionable sports like handball are taking over from the traditional
ones.
A I 0 day beginner course is held in Aldershot. Here one is taught all
about the different weapons for example the foil, sabre or epee, also the
basic footwork movements. Once a student has learnt this, the basic
simple attacks are then taught as well as how to prevent the opponent
from scoring points by parrying. To parry means to stop with one's
own sword the attacking sword. During the Monday evenings of the
course, the students are asked to attend the fencing cell to get used to
fencing with different people and also to be corrected by the more
expenenced fencer. At the end of each course there is a short practical
test for which the studen_t can obtain either a bronze, silver or gold
badge. After one has obtained the bronze the tests get more difficult. If,
however, the student wishes to become an instructor, they attend a
three month course in Aldershot, after wh ich one is qualified to then
take and run a fencing club. Just think that you too could become a
silver medallist and an Army fencer!
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THE GOLFING YEOMAN
I Squadron's Yeoman of Signals W02 Stephen Watson won the
Army District Match Play Championships on 11 Nov. A member of
the Salisbury and South Wiltshire Golf Club the Yeoman has been
golfing for only two years.
3SQUADRON
In the last couple of months 3 Sqn has had many sporting
achievements by individual members. Cpl Taff Allerton went over to
America and ran the New York Marathon in 3hrs 39min and 29secs.
Ptd Geralynn Brown, a member of the 10 Sig Regt canoeing team
came in first. Pte Kath Benn and Pte Lynn Richards were selected to
play in the Army Netball Squad and LCpl Helen Cliffe and Pte
Richards, yet again. are now in the Army Badminton Squad. 3 Sqn
entered a team in the six-a-side hockey and did well considering the
problems of finding team members. Shooting is again playing a major
part in 3 Sqn activities. two teams are entered for the Clinch Cup, the 2
Sig Group Small Bore Shooting Competition and another two are
competing in the South East District Small Bore shooting.
Remembrance Sunday saw 3 Sqn in various churches in Aldershot.
with a contingent at a very moving service in the Garrison Church.
After the service there was a march past with Brig J. R. Nicholls taking
the salute. The 2 Para Band played as the 3 Sqn Squad proudly led the
WRAC contingent.
Military training took place with the accent on physical
participation, so at 0830 everyone was running around warming up in
order to tackle a local assault course. Although there were groans and
moans at the prospect of all this the final verdict was satisfaction, a
sense of achievement and a 'Good Laugh'!
On the social side there has been regular happy hours, which have
risen in popularity perhaps due to the arrival of Sgt Rose Wakely, we
welcome her to the squadron and hope she will be very happy. Another
bowling trip took place, which was thoroughly enjoyed by everyone
who went and a trip to the Horse of the Year Show- thank goodness
the Pony Trekking weekend took place before this so nobody got funny
ideas about tearing around Dartmoor balancing on their mount's
rump!
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INTO ACTION
On a sunny Sunday morning
all clad in combats green
we boarded a luxurious coach
all expectant, joyous and keen
The camp gates they did greet us
with rather sinister smiles
and when we'd dumped our suitcases
we had to run three miles
Our accommodation was lovely
we had a perfect view
of the Tors that we would have to climb
and the assault course we'd have to do
We went to sunny Plymouth
to see all of the marines
and ride about in rigid raider
taking in the breathtaking scenes
But alas, we were not so lucky
for we had to pick up a tow
and then we ran out of petrol
and the six of us had to row
The day held all the charms of autumn
as we set off on ten tors
breaking in our bovver boots
as we crossed the rugged moors
We finished as the sun did set
and pitched our tent with glee
we strolled into the Fox and Hounds
and began our drinking spree
The second day was even wor e
for hangovers did prevail
and although we started with PT
warm ups were to no avail
But as we began to tire
and our feet bega n to ache
Sarge Lander kept u going
with the cracks th..il he would make
And now we're back in Wilton
Having a well earned rest
Although we didn 't win it
Section Seven we're the best
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BA TILE CAMP (DARTMOOR)

'E ERGREEN MEMORIES'

11 Sig Regt

PHOTO R EPORT

Catterick Garrison

ARU INSPECTION-3 NOV
The Regimental ARU Inspection was conducted by Brig A.
Yeoman, Commander Training Group Royal Signals. Set out below is
a montage of pictures showing the days' events.

Cpl Sid Graves 'What a job for a man with a foot fet ish! '

W02 (OROMS ) Dave Brough 'If you don't send me back I'll cut my
throat!!'

Brig Yeoman inspects the Quarter Guard including Sgt Stachini and
Cpl Clair with CO and RSM in attendance

W02's J im Preston & Brian Foulger taking a breath er from their DS
Dut ies

THE ROYAL SOLDIERS'
DAUGHTERS' SCHOOL
HAMPSTEAD, LONDON NWJ
SOMS Tim Brook leads his section on Phase 2 of the Ten Tors
The School is solely fo r t he daughters of serving and ex-service
soldiers, catering especially for their needs and providing
continuity of education through to Advanced Level. Academic
education takes place at selected Inner London Education
Authority schools; homework is done under supervision at the
RSDS where there are good facilities for extra-mural activities.

Initial kit issue to new recruits by Mr W eaver and Mrs Middlemiss

Entry ages are from 5 to 11 plus; older girls are accepted if
secondary school places can be obtained for them. Serving
soldiers are eligible fo r Boa rding School Allowance; the fees
are set not much above it . Bursaries are available for girls
needing them for compassionate reasons and may also be
awarded so that a girl may complete her education at the
RSDS if it has reached a critical stage when her father leaves
the Army.
Applications for girls to join in September 1982, starting or who
have started secondary education then, must reach the
Secretary by 31st January 1982.

Please apply to the Secretary,

The Royal Soldiers'
Daughters' School, 65 Rosslyn Hill, London NW3 SUD .
Recruits over the assault course and physical tra ining with LCpls Toye
and Horn supervising

Lt Louise Carlisle leading her section towards 'Widgery Cross'
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Drinking from the ' Stirrup Cup' prior to the Golf Challenge match
between the Brigadier's and Commandi:ig Officer's team. Left to
right: Paymaster Maj Stephenson, Mr Hunter, Cpl Hoensch, Brig
Yeoman , Lt Col Carter and Maj Allan
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AMERICAN PROMOTION
On Tues. 6 Oct, the CO, Lt Col Mike Walker, was joined by US
Army Col Mike Schneider for a promotion cer~mony to elevate C"."2
Bob Hollister to the rank of Chief Warrant Third Class. The ensuing
drinks and buffet in the Officers Me.ss continued the previous week's
m~vement, when Majs Mick Conway, Gus Cook and David Rawlings
all celebrated the arrival of their crowns.

Twenty-five and a bit minutes later, the first runner loomed out of the
mist and rain, the balding head told its own tale yes Sgt Wood
followed by Cpl Nigel Rock for I Sqn with WO I Brian Pettifer Cpi
Steve Ible and WO I Bob Etherton making up the first five. The ~rest'
then started ar_riving,_first lady, Cpl Terry Johnstone, first 'vet' Maj
Anderson, agam tension mounted- NO, not the teas this time but
points! A recount ('I told the SI to use the computer not his toes')' and
the result-a win for I Sqn.
'
'
Away to the Gym for the presentations by Mrs Brenda Radford, the
wife of the 2IC--cheers all round- another event-another year gone.

13 SigRegt

B.F.P.O. 42

opening of the new bar. The history of this project dates from March,
when WO'sl Harry Cooke and Brian Pettifer and Clerk of Works SSgt
Phil Price RE were co-opted onto the Mess Improvements Committee;
this team was later supplemented by WOI Bob Etherton, W02
(RQMS) Mick Besant, W02 Jim Hudson (newly promoted), SSgt John
Pengelly ACC and the new Clerk of Works SSgt Hamish Brown RE.
Over the following months the Mess was ' invaded by workmen and the
bar moved into the Ante-room. Seven months of effort finally gave
birth to a 'new-look' Gents, post-room and Bar. Pride of place must go
to the bar which has been re-vamped to increase the available area for
both members and barmen. The bar was duly opened by the new CO
on 9 Oct when he poured but did not buy the first round.
The following members have left the Mess and we wish them all the
best in their new employment. W02 (SSM) Bill Garner (the Benny Hill
of the Mess}, W02 (ORQMS) Pete Hilton to London and WSgt Sheila
Facer, now a full-time 'hausfrau'.
Moving in the opposite direction we welcome W02 (SSM) John
Aspinall, W02 (ORQMS) Pete Campbell, W02 Simon Williams, SSgt
Dave Poole, Sgt Dave Foley and Sgt Pete Goddard and hope their stay
will be a pleasant one.
3SQUADRON
Since our last Wire Notes the squadron has been the usual hive of
activity. The stream of visitors has seemed endless; since August a total
of 67 have had the guided tour! These include the initial visit of the new
Commanding Officer and visits by Lt Gen Sir James Glover, Brig
Evans, Brig Parritt, Air Vice Marshal Herrington and culminating in
the visit of the Colonel-in-Chief, HRH The Princess Anne, accompanied by the Master of Signals Maj Gen Bradley and the CSO BAOR
Maj Geo Hild MBE.

CW3 Bob Hollister's new bars are put on by Lt Col Mike Walker and
Col John Schneider US Army
WOS' AND SGTS' MESS NEWS
The RSM's chair, presented by the last CO, Lt Col Conrad Garton,
was soon- in use at Dinner Nights in October. Firstly, the solid back·
bone of the Mess dined out WOI (Supvr Radio) Roger Courtney MBE
on commissioning. Our local Sheriff Sgt Dennis Richardson RPC
padlocked him to one of our pretty WRAC girls. (We would like her
back sometime!) All Mess members wish him well in his new life, and
hope nobody gets his back up in his next posting.
BAR OPENING
The following week Lt Col Walker was dined in and dinner was
followed by the moment most Mess members had awaited so long-the

The CO Lt Mike Walker opens the new Sgts Mess bar, watched by
Sgt Dougie Endean, W01 Dick Good, W01 (FofS) Brian Pettifer and
the RSM W01 Paul Glover
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Cross-country prize-winners, veteran Maj David Anderson, W01
(FofS) Brian Pettifier (3rd), Sgt Les Wood (1st), and Cpl Nigel Rock
(2nd)
Sig Billy Chestnut holds the trophy for the winning 1 Sqn team

THE ROY AL VISIT
HRH The Princess Anne visited the Royal Signals in Berlin on the
27/ 28 October. The squadron was responsible for various activities
during the visit; these were arranging afternoon tea in the Sgts Mess,
dinner in the Officers Mess, a Band Concert in the Kuppersaal and, of
course, the visit to this squadron. The visit was a resounding success;
the main report is contained elsewhere in this issue. Squadron members
and their wives attended all the functions mentioned above and were all
presented to HRH.

TELEGRAPHISTS
TELEPHONISTS

CONG RA TULA TIO NS, WELCOME AND FAREWELL
Congratulations to the following on the birth of their babies: Cpl and
Mrs Jock Cairns, Cpl and Mrs Dave Smith and SSgt and Mrs Dave
Green, enjoy your sleepless nights!
Welcome to: Capt and Mrs Mike Thorpe, Capt Carolyn Jenkins,
Capt and Mrs John Gosnell, SSgt and Mrs Dave Green, SSgt and Mrs
John Phillips, WLCpl Elaine Brady, LCpl and Mrs Harry Binns, Sig
Mally Wiltshire, SSgt and Mrs Keith Hall, SSgt and Mrs Ken Rankin,
LCpl Pete Pearson, W02 Barry Anderson, Sgt and Mrs Pete Rogers.
And farewell to : Capt and Mrs Vernon Merrick, Cpl Clive Evison,
Cpl and Mrs Mick England, WLCpl Roz Crabbe, W02 and Mrs
Adrian Bradshaw, SSgt and Mrs Barry Watson, SSgt and Mrs Tony
Moore, SSgt and Mrs Roger Manser, Cpl Chris Glasgow and Sgt and
Mrs Phil Wingfield.
REGIMENTAL CROSS-COUNTRY RUN
Date/Time-Birgelen, Fri 9 Oct- Time 1030hrs. WeatherSunshine, cool breeze and warm, just right for the Inter-Squadron
cross-country meet. Organised and laid out by SI George Myers, a
short five-mile trot through the delights of the woodlands surrounding
the Regiment awaited the 118 named runners-yes, 118!
The main topics that surrounded the meeting were-would HQ Sqn,
led once again by ' oldies' WOI Brian Pettifer and Sgt Les Wood,
repeat their success of last year, or would ' youngster WO l Bob
Etherton lead his team of l Sqn lads to victory? Would the veterans'
cup be won by the lightweight, dapper and fast Maj David Anderson or
would the guile and experience of the QM Maj (sauna) Des Thomas
prove too strong?
1400hrs arrived, and yes, you've guessed it, weather- sunshine (nil),
cold (very), wet (very). The off, ably started by the CO, Lt Col Mike
Walker, then the wait, tensions mounted, sighs of relief by OIC XCountry, Capt Chris Stevenson MBE, the tea and 'bickies' had arrived!
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DON'T WASTE YOUR TRAINING
When you have completed your service
with the forces and are settling in the
London area

LET TRG FIND YOU A GOOD JOB
WHERE YOU CAN USE YOUR SKILL
WHY TRG? well, for a start, we specialise in jobs for TELEX
OPERATORS and TELEPHONISTS: also, because they are exregular servicemen, our interviewers know what it's like to
become a "civvie" and will soon make you feel at home.
For information and guidance about job prospects, training and in certain cases - resenlement courses: ring:-

01-236 2661
THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
53154 King William Street London EC4
The loneliness of the long-distance cross-country winner Sgt Les
Wood
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The victorious 1 Sqn Cross-country runners (Back Row L to RJ S!:igt
Martin Farmer, Cpl Nigel Rock, LCpl Eddy Thompson . Sgt Dave
Foley, Cpl Pete Ridlington, Sgt Rick Morris, W02 John Bandey, W02
Rod Goddard, Sig Brian Croxford. (Centre Row): W02 (SSM) Bill
Garner, Cpl Kev Page, Cpl Pete Hewitt, SSgt (YofS) Andy Stokoe,
LCpl Mick Jones, Cpl Ellis Page, Maj Keith Danby, Sig Budgie

Burridge, LCpl Paul Skeith , Sig Pete Smith , S ig Shane Knight, Sgt
Mick Martin , Sig Rich ie Maddock . (Front Row): Cpl Bob Owen, LCpl
Ron McKeating , Sig Les Vass. Sig Billy Chestnut, Sig Chris Gibbins,
Cpl Dave Chalmers. Cpl Simon Daniels. (W01 Bob Etherton was in
the shower during photo-call)

THEATRE CLUB
Jn March 1981 following a two year break, the Phoenix Players
Theatre Club reappeared under the guidance mainly of W02 (SSM)
Bill Garner, W02 Bill Hogg and W02 Mick Jackson. Initial interest by
members of the regiment was strong and as a result a very successful
Revue was staged in July.
Since then difficulties encountered because of postings from the regiment and the lack of a suitable stage have caused Club activities to
slow down. and the planned pantomime to be cancelled. The Club is
now under new management-OIC Maj Keith Danby, Chairman-Mr David Spedding and Secretary-Mrs Jenny Besant, wife of
W02 (R~MS) Mick Besant. Planning for a Victorian melodrama 'The
Drunkard directed by Mick Besant is well underway. This should take
place in April by which time we hope that a stage will be available in
the Mercury Hall.

Ginge Field RPC. On Tues I Dec at 16 Sig Regt's Gymnasium in
Krefeld, the spectators from Birgelen and 21 Sig Regt were treated to
an excellent display of Novice Boxing at a high standard from both
teams. 21 Sig Regt took the lead by win ning the first three bouts. Sig
Lofty Byrne and Pte Jock Ferguson being defeated on points decisions
and Sig Billy Chestnut being unfonunate to be given a technical knockout, when he slipped and banged his head on the canvas.
As there were only eight boxers in each team, the Welter Wts were
scheduled to fight last and so the next bout was a light middle-weight
with LCpl Mick Jones boxing for us, although suffering from an injured
ankle Jones treated the spectators to an excellent display of skilful
boxing easily winning the first two rounds, however, an unfortunate
clash of heads in the third round saw Jones being disqualified, so at the
interval it was 21 Sig Regt in the lead by eight points to 0. After the
interval, starting with Cpl Mal Hough for 13 Sig Regt we saw the
middleweight contest, or at least l minute 45 seconds of it before
Hough knocked out his opponent Sig Smith with a right hook. Had the
tide turned ? The light heavy-weights treated us to a display of excellent
boxing, which saw Sig Budgie Burridge beating Sig Graham of 21 Sig
Regt on points. Sig Graham was later awarded loser of the evening.
The Heavy-Weight contest started with Sig Scouse Padden giving away
2t stone to LCpl Rose of 2 1 Sig Regt, however, Padden soon proved
that he was not going to let size over-awe him, when in the first round
he had LCpl Rose on the canvas twice with some extremely hard
punching and Padden ended the bout in the 2nd round by knocking out
Rose in the last minute.

REGIMENTAL SOCCER
The Regiment's Soccer team have so far had an excellent start to the
season. With the season half gone they remain unbeaten in the league.
Two of our players were the only BAOR representatives from the
Corps to represent the Corps in UK. They were Cpl Nigel Rock and
Cpl Pete Ridlington. The team, ably managed by W02 (RQMS) Mick
Besant, also produced the winning team in a local Dutch Army five-aside competition. The team, captained by Sgt John Smith and
supponed by Cpls Cbelse Facer, Nigel Rock, Pete Ridlington, Ginge
Field and LCpls Paul Skeitb, Chris Moye and Nebbie Young, hope to
make the Daily Express five-a-side one day.
CORPS BAND CONCERT
The regiment was honoured, and appreciated the visit of the Corps
Band on 19 Oct under the lively direction of Lt Col Keith Boulding.
The Duty 'lemons' responsible for transforming the gymnasium into
the 'Palm Court Hotel' and the world-wide 'come-along' campaign
were expertly organised by W02 (RQMS) 'Spud' Budden and SSgt
Rod Myers. The afternoon's entertainment was thoroughly enjoyed by
a packed house, which included the families of Birgelen Garrison.
Seated in the 'two bobs' were the teachers and pupils of Blandford
Primary School, who were suitably cast as extras during the Band's
repertoire. In appreciation for the entertainment, the regiment donated
a bar stool to the Bass Violinist.
BOXING AT KREFELD
For the first time in many years the regiment entered a team of
boxers agamst 21 Sig Regt in the Rhine Area Novices Competition.
The team was trained by Sgt (SI) George Myers and his assistant Cpl
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BIRGELEN BEARS RUGBY UNION FOOTBALL CLUB
The season started off well and a team of mostly new players set off
for Dusseldorf in an optimistic mood to play against 14 TOPO. Most
of the problems we had last season had been ironed out and, we hoped
to capitalise on the new batch of players that had arrived in the
regiment. Unfortunately after a very good win there we came up
against teams which were well drilled and much fitter overall. We lost
to 21 Sig Regt who were later to knock us out of the cup, and though
managing a good win against Rhinos B team, we were well beaten by
Bruggen and then knocked out of the Rhine Area Trophy.
Games have since been few and far between, but playin~ with two
players short, we managed a very good win against Wilhch Wasps
recently and it looks as though the interest is returning for the second
half of the season. The club would like to say goodbye and thanks to all
the players who left the regiment last season and also to Capt Barney
Hill, who has relinquished responsibility for our performances at last
and lumbered Lt Chris Sanderson with the job. Also, welcome to all the
new players including W02 Bob Carty, Sgt John Smith, SSgt Mick
Green, SS gt Taff Crook, Cpl Paul Sixsmith and many more.
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LEICESTER TROPHY
The Inter Troop Sports Trophy, called the Leicester Trophy is competed for twice each year. The Summer Competition consisted of eight
sports and games; each event being keenly contested by the eight
Krefeld based Troops of the Regiment.
The Tennis competition was included for the first time this year and
produced some fine novice players and certainly gave the organiser
WOI (RSM) Bill Miles food for thought for next season. The Cricket
tournament presented W02 (SSM) Bill Wilson wi th some tricky decisions following one or two umpiring 'indiscretions' but there is little
doubt that everyone who took part enjoyed themselves. It was good to
see such lively batting, enthusiastic fielding and aggressive bowlingback spin boomerangs are a sight to behold!
The Squash comeetition, held over four evenings, produced some
memorable battles. II should have explained that in all these competitions Rt gimental Players are excluded.) Our one and only Squash
Court was booke<I solid for weeks prior to the competition. The Relay
race is a real test of both speed and stamina. The six men of each Troop
team were required to run one lap of West Park, approximately 600
metres in relay, a total of three times--each runner therefore running a
total of 1800 metres. It hurts j ust to watch. The Hockey Knock-out
Competition was organised by W02 Taff Edmunds. He was looking
for new talent to augment the Regimental Hockey Squad. It is not clear
what he fou nd apart from hard running, a determination to win, and
some very inventive play by almost everyone that took part. Sig Colin
Dear and Sig Jock Donnelly gave a splendid demonstration of how to
reduce the size of the opposition. The Inter Troop Shooting competition
was held as part of the Regimental Skill-at-Arms Meeting. A separate
report is being prepared on this major event by Capt Ray Briant and
W02 (SSM) Roy Coffill who masterminded the three-day competition.
The final event was the Potted Sports Competition. Sgt Andy Hyde,
our newly-joined Physical T raining Instructor, had kept the games a
close secret and produced a well laid out and testing series of events for
the competition.
The end of the Potted Sports brought the Leicester Trophy Competition itself to a close. Although Alpha Troop retained the Trophy, they
were hustled all the way by three other Troops, in particular by Juliet
Troop who have become a Troop to be reckoned with. Nevertheless.
Alpha T roop are to be congratul ated on taking the Trophy for the third
time.

NEW YORK MARATHON 1981
At 1030hrs on Sun 25 Oct nearly 16,000 runners set ofT on the
gruelling 26.2 mile New York C ity Marathon course through streets
lined by 2.5 million cheering spectators. Hidden amongst the 3,000
women who took part was Cpl Jenny Thomas WRAC, one of the four
runners from the Army (Women's) Service team, and she has written
the following report:
' On Sun 11 Oct I travelled to England via the ferry. It was a very
rough sea-crossing and I found out, for the fir st time in my life, what it
was like to be seasick! I then travelled on to Aldershot, where I spent
four days training with Cpl Maggie Allerton. Our slave driver was Lt
Simpson WRAC, who kept pushing us hard. However, I might add
that we saw justice done, when we had our turn at pushing her through
the circuits after us.
'On Fri 16 Oct at 0900hrs I finally met up with the rest of the team,
consisting of team manager, Capt Watkins, W02 Pat Swailes, Cpl
Maggie Allerton and LCpl Leanne Relf. At Brize Norton we found that
there were not enough seats on the aircraft and so the team manager
was left behind. We were unlucky to have a flight delay but eventually
we were on our way. T he fl ight was uneventful and we arrived 8hrs
later in Dullas Ai rport, Washington, stunned that this was really
happening to us and we were actual ly in America.
'A car was hired so that we could drive down to New York. Unfortunately it was night so we missed the sights. We arrived at Fort
Hamilton very tired, but all in one piece having experienced the
American Freeways and toll gates. The next few days were spent doing
some training and some sight seeing. On Thurs 22 Oct our team
manager arrived. We went to the Sheridan Centre to book in for the
Marathon and spent most of the day wandering around eating all the
samples of food and drink.
'On Sat 24 Oct, there was an international breakfast run. We just
about made it after getting lost on the subway. We lined up with our
national Hag and ran the 2f miles singing British songs. It was a very
exciting experience. After this we collected a teashirt and had breakfast.
That evening we went to the Officer Club for a pasta party. This consisted of stuffing as much as possible. The Americans call it carboh ydrate loading. (Really, it's an excuse to make a pig of yourself.)

AN ' OLD' SOLD IER 'FADES AWAY'
At a small social gathering recently in up country Bielefeld, 4 Sqn
said goodbye to Cpl Steve Saunders who has now left the Army after
22 years' service. To commemorate his loyal service with the Corps,
the squadron presented Cpl Saunders with a 'Jimmy' statuette. He and
his wife, Anne, are now living in Bielefeld and are still seen at various
squadron social activities; which only goes to prove that 'old' soldiers
will only 'fade away'.

Maj Errol Hunt, QC 4 Sqn , presents Cpl Steve Saunders with a
'Jimmy' Statuette on his final day in the Army
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This photograph of Cpl Jenny Thomas WRAC (on the left) our
marathon runner was taken about this time last year. She is pictured
with her husband Cpl David Thomas and their dog Glen
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THE START
·on the day of the marathon the anticipation was building up in our
team. Everyone began wondering if we really would make it round. It
wa the first marathon for my elf. We travelled out to Fort Wadsworth
which was the start of the marathon. This wa~ very well organised with
coffee and doughnuts. for anyone who could st0mach them.
.
'At 10 15 we started to line up ready for the start. The ten ion was
really building up by now. We got in our tarting pens and waitfd. The
cannon went off. and I just stood there amazed. Then everyone so.:emed
to be moving as one. l ran with Cpl Maggie Allerton, we settled down
to our pace. The atmosphere was just overwhelming. People seemed to
be everywhere cheering and urging us on. The thing for us was not to
ru h our pace or we would tire our elves out too soon. The excitment of
actually running through Brooklyn, Queens Manhattan and the Bronx
scar d u , as we heard so many bad things. Th~ people in fact couldn't
have been more friendly. They were there wtth encouragement and
drinks. orange and chewing gum. Cpl Allerton and I ran the first 20
miles together, before nature called me. Ho"."ever, I was lucky eno~gh
to meet up with her on the Queensboro bridge. We pa~ on feeling
pleased with ourselves. We were lucky eno u~h to suffer discomfort .at
different times, so that we kept each other gomg. At about the 25 mile
point my legs turned to jelly and I had to slow my pace. I plodded on,
really plea ed to see Central Park which I knew was the finish. Once
over the finishing line we were given a medal and a blanket. food and
drink.
0

LIKE A DREAM
·our muscles tightened up very quickly, and we must have all looked
a funny sight. However, there were lots of people who looked very
much the worse for wear. Finally we travelled back to Fort Hamilton
past the Verrazano Bridge which was the start of the race. It seemed
like a dream already.
The next day we travelled up to Washington to catch a flight back to
England. We were unlucky and had to wait a couple of days! We ended
up flying from New York by courtesy of Air India would you believe.
'The trip over. Well it was a very exciting experience, and if anyone
ever gets the chance to run the New York marathon, they should jump
at it, because you really can't explain the tremendous feeling'.

The first presentation group fl to RJ:
Front: Mrs Ma ureen Strong, the CO, Col Lewis. Mrs Doreen Hughes
holding Robert, and Mrs Marion Robertson
Rear: Maj David Strong (Rhodesia 1980 Medal), the RSM, Cpl Ian
Hood (LS&GCJ, Sgt John Hughes (LS&GCJ and SSgt (FofSJ Drew
Robertson (LS&GCJ

Lt Graeme McNeil! (left) introduces the CSO to Cpl Geordie
Lishman In the background Sgt Ron Woodger

VISIT OF CSO
On 11 Aug, the Chief Signal Officer BAOR, Maj Gen J. H. Hild
MBE, came to see us and to meet and talk to some of the officers and
soldiers of the Regiment.
The CSO presented LS & GC medals to SSgt Bob King and Sgt Eric
Partridge, and the Rhodesia 1980 medal to Ssgt (YofS) Bob Marshall.

FOOTSCRIPT
Cpl Thomas finished in 7432nd place in a time of 3hrs 47mins and
29secs.

Pte Carol Maughan of F Troop receives the WRAC Inter Troop Sports
Trophy from the SOinC

COMMANDER 4 GROUP VISITS
On the 13 Oct Col A. D. Lewis, Commander 4 Sig Gp, visited the
Regiment and spent a full day with us. His programme included visits
to some of the less glamorous yet none-the-less important departments
of both the Regiment and the Barracks-which we occupy with a
number of Krefeld Station units-and watching the sequence of events,
including the various Orders Groups, for the deployment of the Field
Squadrons on Ex Redex 3. The day was recorded in the following
photographs:
Prior to lunch in the Sergeants Mess Col Lewis presented Medals to
four members of the Regiment:
Maj David Strong- The Rhodesia 1980 Medal, and LS & GC
medals to SSgt (FofS) Drew Robertson, Sgt John Hughes and Cpl Ia.n
Hood.

SOinC meets some of the range officials at the Regimental SAAM and
talks to ex-Oueensman Sgt Andy Hyde APTC . The others in the line
up are: (l to RJ W02 (YofS) Dick Richardson, Sgt Mick Reynolds,
Sgt Pete Mitchell

The second presentation group (l to RJ
Front: Natalie Partridge, Mrs Dee Partridge and Ross Partridge, The
CSO, The CO, Mrs Kathy King and Robert King .
Rear: Nyree Partridge. Sgt Mick Patridge ( LS&GCJ, SSgt (YofS) Bob
Marshall (Rhodesia 1980 Medal), SSgt Bob King (LS&GC), Adrienne
King

' For some reason the steam always moves in that direction! ' explains
SSgt Mick Rowell to (R-LJ Col Lewis, Capt Tom Guest (our Messing
Officer) and the CO
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VISIT OF SOinC
In need of some fresh air following the CSO BAOR Study Period,
the SOinC, Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle CBE, spent the best part of the
day with the Regiment at Arsbeck Ranges on the final day of the
Regimental Skill-At-Arms Meeting.
In addition to presenting the shooting prizes, the SOinC also made
two other presentations. The first was to Capt Gordon Park who was
handed his Army Colours for Motor Cycling, in recognition of his long
association with AMCA, his outstanding organisational ability in
motor cycle training events, and more especially as manager of the
Army Representative Motor Cycling Team.
The second was to Pte Carol Maughan, who received the WRAC
Inter Troop Sports Trophy on behalf of the WRAC servicewoman of F
Tp. This was the first time this trophy has been awarded for a competition set up entirely for the WRAC and to be competed for alongside the
Leicester Trophy for the men.
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Maj Gen Birtwistle presents Army Motor Cycling Colours to Capt
Gordon Park
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REGIMENTAL RUGBY
The Regimental Rugby Team has seen quite a few changes in
personalities this season. Gone are such stalwart players as Sig Mark
Anderson, Lt Tony Roberts and Sig Fred Steel just to name a few.
Fortunately replacements like SSgt (YofS) Bob Marshall, Sig Paul
Greed and Sig Derek Smeaton have been posted in. The team has also
managed to recruit new players from within the Regiment.
Unfortunately, the season did not start too well, losing or drawing
the first matches and the being well beaten by 3 BAD Bracht in the
Rhine Area championships. However, we have done well since then.
Out of 12 matches played the following results have been achieved,
won 7, drawn 2, lost 3. We now have a good social and playing squad
to continue the rest of the season.

ORIENTEERING
The Regimental Squad took part in the Royal Signals BAOR
Orienteering Championships at Osnabriich. A team of three was fielded
for both the A course of Skm and the B course of 6.5km. with two
runners to count on each course. On the coach journey to the venue the
talk was of engaging overdrive when the time came and of not mi sing
the bus for the return journey. The A team of Maj Brendon Hughes,
Sgt Bob Walton, and Sgt Tim Broomfield returned some good times on
their testing course: Maj Hughes' time of !hr 29min 33sec giving him
6th place. Meanwhile, on the B course. Lt Graeme McNeill req_uested a
'recount' on his time of !hr 56mins 11 sec (for 6.5kms) whilst SSgt
(FofS) John Ratclitre fully accepted 6th place and Sig Goody Goodson
thoroughly enjoyed himself and eventually found all the check points
and completed the course! Mr McNeill wa eventually accredited with
a time of 56mins I !secs and gracefully accepted first place. The team
came fourth overall and everyone made it back in time to catch the bus
back to Krefeld.
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THE HAT TRICK
During the visit, the General was shown the new Combat Helmet
which the Regiment is trialling for the WRAC. 2Lt Roz Golledge
WRAC paraded before the SOinC who decided to carry out h~s OW?J
trial, O'Grady fashion. With LCpl David Lamb on hand with hts
camera, we 'captured' the demonstration.

21 Sig Regt
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OUR RSM
He is a nice chap, Dave McGurk is the name, and he was off on this
short holiday to Catterick where all the RSMs in the Corps compete at
hangover making (RSM's convention to the uninitiated). One of his
secondary duties, as our RAF neighbours put it, is being Our Wire
Note man. As I am the regiment's PR Officer (masquerading as OC
HQ Sqn in my copious spare time) he nobbled me as he went, 'Would
you please co-ord the Wire Notes in my absence, Mr Blip and Mr Blop
are getting their story of the ARU to you and the RAF will rush you
the photographs.' So guess what?

O'Grady says: 'Do this!' Maj Sheila Johncey, OC 1 Sqn, doesn 't and
is out of the game

OUR SUBALTERNS •.•
did not produce the goods. It resolved January s Orderly Officers
roster though. But, two days later, I received the photographs. In the
one here you will see our I and 2 Sqns lined up under starters orders
ready for war down to the last generator and clasp knife together with
part of the Wildenrath Airfield Troop (K Troop) of 3 Sqn. What made
the inspection a success, however was the presence of the guys from
my Sqn, Sgt Kev Bickerstaffe, LCpl Phil Playford, LCpl Tony Hobbs
and LCpl Ossie Osborne-they are there somewhere. However, whilst
the Photographic Interpretation bods could not :dentify them they
could spot ...
OUR GENERAL
Yes, Maj Gen J. H. Hild, MBE, is the third dot from the left in the
huddle at 3 o'clock. We k.now it's him because whilst all the frozen
bods elsewhere on the parade are wavering in every direction,
everybody in this little group is leaning inwards to catch the pearls of
wisdom.
OURARU
Well that is the subject of these notes supposedly, and those of you
who know our CSO will appreciate we thawed out pretty quickly after
the Great Parade Freeze In. The Military Training Wing under Capt
Gordon Platts and supplemented by outside executioners, tested us in
our Military Skills. At the NBC stand we were told that Capt Peter
White and Sgt Tom Perkins were on our side, but it was clear that our
new SS!, Fred Barden, at the BFT stand was not. We were winning on
First Aid with the help of Cpl Benny Bennett until the RAMC rep
interfered. On the range our Bisley shot Cpl Geoff Copley and LCpl
Chris Sherritt cheated well enough and then the action turned to the
worst and best barrack blocks, and it is alleged that the QM Maj John
Cowe and my SQMS Ken Harlick knew which was which. Then came
S'arnts Mess Drinks and Officers Mess Lunch where in people thawed
out on Beaujolais Premier rather than the w ite stuff. The afternoon
was a whirlwind guided tour of the regiment's working accommodation
and few places shone more than the MT Troop where, according to
MTO Capt Bob Hope, Sig Ray Hughes put in even more graft than the
rest. So the cavalcade progressed back to the Command Post where,
with the. tranquillity only disturbed by the stirring of Sgt Keith Hatton's
coffee, our Ops Officer, Capt James Ferguson told the CSO what had
happened after he had scrambled Mr Blip and Mr Blop into providing
detachments and circuits to other airfields. Suffice to say that whilst
their Wire Notes were slow in coming, on the Comms side it was Certa
Cito that day. Then to the grand finale in our cavernous Hangar 7
where we had ...

O'Grady says: 'Do that!'
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OUR POTTED WHAT?
Yes, potted sports was what the CSO told us (the day before) to
produce. The RSM and SSI had it all at their fingertips and SSgt Bob
Oliver was in there pitching as well. So all Yours truly had to do was
blow the whistle and send the bill for the beer to the CSO (he hasn't
paid yet- it's the Christmas mail). 13 teams of ten rushed arould like
maniacs and M Troop lead by Sgt 'OM' Chhctri came out winners on
points, but were defeated by E Troop team led by Cpl Bud Abbott in
the deciding Tug-of-War-their SSM, Robbie Burnett, is the
Regimental Coach. Finally the CSO has us all together and not a
Phantom interrupted his address.
So we now await the Blip and Blop reports for the next Wire
Notes ... the RSM will be back then ... he'll sort 'em out . .. and
positively our last mention is that this is being typed by HQ Sqn's
Clerk, LCpl 'Fleet of Foot' Charlie Foster, who managed to run into
hospital for the ARU to get his teeth fixed. Beat that for skiving! !
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' Under Starters Orders'

ARU - UP THE RANGE
Oops I 'Sorry General, our fingers got cold on that parade' says Sgt
Lennie Payne on the left whilst Sig Mel Escott keeps quiet on the
right . SSM George Cook in the middle thinks of what he'll say
afterwards. Meanwhile the CSO says it all with a glance
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ARU POTIED SPORTS - THE TUG OF WAR FINAL
Capt Gordon Platts on the left surveys M Troop from his usual great
height . At the front LCpl Phil Playford, Vince Connolly and Callum
Downie and Sgt Billy Cain put their weight into it whilst Sgt OM
Chhetri explains in Gurkhali that the prize is beer and LCpl John Baran
says he wants some too 'so pull you . . . . . . . pull!
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ISIT OF SOinC
. .
It wa a pleasure to receive the first visit of Maj G~n A. C. ~1rtw1stle
CBE to the Regiment a SO in C on F~i 20 Nov. This was an informal
visit and the SOinC took the opportunity to meet as many ~nembers of
the Regiment a pos ible. The visit began with.an update,bnefi~g o~the
Regiment's role by the Regimental Present~uon Team captained by
Maj Alan Stutchbury, ably upported b) OC HQ Sqn, 1'!1aj Bob
Savagt and the Ops Officer, C apt. Ji~ F~i;us on. Th~n the w~1stle top
tour of the Regiment began culmmatmg in the SO m C ha' mg lunch
"ith a cro ection of the Regiment in 2 Sqn's Verge Inn.

28 SigRegt
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TO SUM ITUP
The period covered by these notes involved the regiment in a
ceremonial parade, a major exercise, numerous sporting activities
several visits and ended with a Christmas pantomime.

SOinC in M Tp talking to LCpl Daniels

Sgt Tommy Perkins explaining the INs and OUTs of Training Wing .
The CO's heard it all before

Listening to War Stories fro m G Tp' s 'Linies' Cpl Joe Leyfield and
LCpl Grant Pocock

Our story didn't end when the last
Hudson came home war weary, but victorious.
Or when the classic luxury of the Constellation
gave way to today's transcontinental
jet transports .
ft won' t end when Polaris is unloaded for the
last time, or Trident takes its place as
freedom 's shield.
Neither will it end when the final whisperquiet TriStar rolls off the line at Burbank,
or when the SR-71 ceases to
cross the Atlantic
in under two hours or
even when the
ubiquitous Hercules no
longer flies impossible missions for fortysix
military and civil operators across the Free World.
The end of our story won't even begin when
the Shuttle-launched Space Telescope gives
astronomers the most far-reaching view of
our Galaxy they have ever known.
It will come when there are no more
frontiers of excellence in technology or human
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imagination to cross , for Lockheed is a company
which recognises only these limits and not
the impossible.
Which is the reason you'll find us in Saudi
Arabia and, with us, challenges to draw upon
every human skill and quality.
Perhaps th ars the reason so many ex-Service
Technicians have joined us and, in so doing, have
built for themselves an outstanding second career.
They share our values and our belief that high
skills should
attract high rewards tax free, of course,
and the kind of life style
that only a company
such as
ours couldprovide.
Our name is Lockheed Aircraft International
and, if you are an Electronics Technician about to
/eave HM Forces, your Resettlement Officer
can tell you more about us. Alternatively,
write to, or telephone: The Senior Recruitment Executive (Lockheed), /AL, Personnel
Consultancy, Aefadio House, Hayes Rd, Southall,
Middx. UB2 5NJ. 01-574 5000. Quote ref. L164.

PLANNING FOR AN IMPORTANT DAY
It was nearly ten months ago that 17 Oct was selected as the date for
the regiment to exercise its Freedom Right of marching through the
dual town of Tonisvorst with swords drawn, bayonets fixed and band
playing. The planning team led by the CO, Lt Col Paul Webb, and
including the 21C, Maj Bob Brewis, the parade commander, Maj Dick
Stokes, and the RSM , WO l Ted Banham had been meeting at
monthly intervals for some six months. Eventually in early September
after considerable liaison with the Burgermeister, Herr Richard
Beckers, the format of the cermonial day was finalised and a
programme of rehearsals published. The RSM held weekly and
subsequently daily parades at St Tonis and the WRAC Troop, which
was taking part rehearsed at Rheindahlen. The Officers disappeared
every morning for an hour to slowly remember, or be taught, all the
complicated arm movements associated with sword drill. Then came
the moment of truth when, five days before the actual parade, all
elements were put together each morning for a complete rehearsal to
the sound of LCpl Tom Howard and the Regimental Drum. After a
considerable amount of hard work and preparation it was the great
day. Mist hung in the air, but there was a promise of sun fo r the
activities. The final touch was made by the arrival of the Corps Band
and after a mini-rehearsal in barracks, to get everybody used to
marching to a band, the regiment embussed for Vorst.
VORST AND ST TONIS
At Vorst the regiment split into seven separate guards, fo rmed up on
parade and was joined by a small party carrying the Freedom Scroll.
On arrival of the Burgermeister the regiment gave a salute and he was
invited to review the two hundred and fifty troops on parade. T his was
followed by an exchange of speeches by the CO and Burgermeister.
Next the regiment marched past the Burgermeister in line, by guards, in
slow and quick time and then, with the Corps Band leading, marched
through the streets of Vorst where the Burgermeister again took the
salute. Once again it was into the fleet of buses for a rapid move to St
Tonis, the larger of the twin towns, where many townfolk had turned
out to see the ceremonial. A very similar fo rm of parade took place,
followed again by a march through the streets, where the Burgermeister
took the salute, an eyes left, outside the Rathouse. The marching ended
at a large hall, just before the heavens opened, and here the regiment,
its families, invited guests, the Corps Band and members of the Stadt,
took luncheon together.

Capt Mary Piers leads Number 4 Guard, formed from Victor Troop at
Rheindahlen, past the saluting dais in St Tonis
PRESENTATIONS TO DIRECTOR OF MUSIC
After luncheon it was the turn of the Corps Band to give a Band
Concert. This was a most lively performance and included many
favourite numbers including Old MacDonald, especially al the request
of the Burgermeister and his townfolk. At the end of the concert the
CO presented the Corps Band with a cornet, to be known as the
' Boulding Cornet', from all rank of the regiment, to commemorate Lt
Col Boulding's long a sociation with the Corps. This was followed by
the presentation to Lt Col Boulding, by the Burgermeister, on behalf of
!he townfolk. of a suitably, inscribed symbolic baton. The baton was
immediately used to conduct the regiment s own march, the St Tonis
March, composed by Lt Col Boulding, followed by a spirited rendering
of Begone Dull Care a a finale.

The CO, Lt Col Paul Webb, accompanies the Burgermeister of
Tonisvorst, Herr Richard Beckers, during a review of the regiment at
Vorst. On parade from left to right are: Sgt 'H' Dudey, Sig Phil
Lythgoe, LCpl Bernie Dyer, Cpls Alex Campbell and Bob Crossley and
LCpl Nick Shaw
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The march past in qu ick time at Vorst . The regiment is led by the CO,
followed by the Adjutant, Capt Ken Hadfield followed by the Scroll
Party fro m left to right: SSgt (FofS) Lee Brown, Capt John
Wedgbury, W02 (QMSI) Eddy Wellings APTC and SSgt John
Setchfield
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SOCIAL HIGHLIGHT
To end the day's activities a Guest Night was held in the Officers'
Mes and the principal Guests were Maj Ge J. H. Hild MBE, CSO,
BAOR, Brig T. N. McMicklng, ACOS G3 HQ NORTHAG and Brig J.
M. C. Thornton OBE MC, Commander Rhme Area together with
Senior Officers from British and NATO Headquarters and Units. The
Corps Band played for the Guest Night and the highlight of a
spectacular performance was the playing. for the fir t time of the
'Boulding Cornet' by Musician Brian Thomson, who gave a polished
rendering of 'High on the Hill'.
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vehicles would still be up to their axles in the beech wood. In one case,
the front axle of a four ton communications vehicle was broken during
the move into the beech wood. and had to be replaced in location. After
procuring a new axl~ fr.om. Merc~des in. Stut.tgart came_ th~ most
difficult task of replacmg 1t without mterfermg with commumcations. A
plan was masterminded by W02 (AQMS) Ray Kelly REME and a
team of R EME fitters, assisted by Royal Signals p~rsonnel, s~t about
the difficult task which took over five hours to fimsh but which was
completely successful and which led to the vehicle safely returning to
camp under its own power.
On return to barracks after the exercises there were a number of
sporting events to complete in the Jnter Troop Competition and these
included Rugby and Basketball and \vith some verr close results the
organisers calculated that the RHQ Troop had JUSt come out as
winners for 1981.
In mid November the regiment was pleased to welcome Col Arthur
Jackson the Officer in Charge of the Royal Signals Manning and
Record Office and Col Peter Reader OBE and Maj Dick Baly,
respectively the AAG and DAAG from AG 11.
LOOKING BACK
On the morning of 19 Nov the whole re&iment wa_s given a se~ies of
presentations about the World W_ar 2 Rhme C~ossmgs and this was
followed in the afternoon by a v1s1t to a locat10n near Wesel. Here
everybody was able to walk the muddy ground and get a first hand
impression of the difficulties facing the Allied Troops in 1945.

The Director of Music, Lt Col Keith Boulding, looks in admiration at
the 'Boulding Cornet'
BOWLING
At the BAOR Royal Signals Bowling Tournament 28 (BR) Sig Regt
(NORTHAG) competitors won a healthy portion of the prizes. The
tournament, organised by 16 Sig Regt and held at Fischeln Bowling
Centre, Krefeld, on l 7/18 Oct, include-0 Singles, Doubles Scotch
Doubles and Team events. With over 20 four man teams competing
from various Royal Signals units in BAOR for over thirty trophies, the
two Men's Teams from 28(BR) Sig Regt ( ORTHAG) and a Station
Ladies' Team took away eight trophies amongst them. Sgt John
Swaine, a regular player in the local Tuesday league, was awarded the
maximum handicap in the tournament and bowled a magnificent five
games in the Singles competition to achieve the title of Royal Signals
Individual Champion. He also took the High Game Handicap and the
High Series Handicap Trophies. LCpl Dave Clark, the current BAOR
Singles Champion, took third place in the Singles competition. Sgts
Dave Arundel and Jim Lowry took first place in the High Series Scotch
Doubles and third in the Scotch Doubles. June Flynn and Val Innes ,
whose husbands both serve with the Regiment, took the second place in
the Ladies' Doubles and with Ellen Upton and Morag Wilson were first
overall in the Ladies' Team event. Other team members were Sgts Jim
Innes and Dave Matthews, Cpl Steve Grantham and LCpl Willy Berrie.
Individual entries from the Regiment were, Sgt Dave Flynn, Cpl
Andrew Chalmers and Sig Sam Backhouse. The prizes were presented
by Lt Col David Hunt, CO of 16 Sign Regt.
DEPLOYED
After a weekend of ceremonial and bowling success the regiment
turned its attention to its operational role of providing terminal
communications facilities for Headquarters Northern Army Group. It
was on 25 Oct that the regiment deployed in the field for two weeks to
take part in the NA TO Staff Exercises, Collective Gambit and Able
Archer. Once again the Switches (Commcens) were geographically
separated but one, however, had the misfortune to be located in a beech
wood, which became wetter and muddier as the exercises progressed
and long wellington boots were certainly the order of the day. During
the exercises part of the regiment was visited by Commander Northern
Army Group, Gen Sir Michael Gow KCB ADC (Gen). After his
arrival at the exercise location, he had the opportunity to meet,
informally, members of the regiment together with members of the
other units of the Northern Army Group Signal Support Group. This
wa followed by a brief visit to one of the TARE Computers "there
SSgt (FofS) Norman Blavins and SSgt (YofS) Paddy Coburn
respectively explained the technical characteristics and message
handling facilities provided. One of the Switches was visited by Brig P.
D. Alexander MBE the Commander Communications l (BR) Corps,
and the CO, Lt Col P. Webb, escorted him round the communications
facilities and members of the regiment explained how all the NA TO
communications equipment worked. Particular mention must be made
of the members of the REME LAD, without whose sturdy efforts some
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COLOURS
On the evening of 19 Nov a dinner was held and attended by
members of the regiment already holding sporting colours and by
sportsmen who were to re.ceive co}ours for sum'!1~r sport~. The event
was organised by Maj Bnan Robmsoo, the Trammg MaJor and ably
assisted by SSgt Da\·e Arundel and John Swaine. At the end of the
dinner the CO was invited to present colours to twenty four members
of the regiment which included, for the first time, two members of the
WRAC . Of particular note were the dual colours gained by Sgt Bob
Nelson for cricket and angling and by many members of the
Regimental Marching Team who during the year produced some very
fine performance.

Recipients of Regimental Sporting Colours from left to right,
standing: Cpl Nick Hom , Cpl Ted Edwards, Cpl John Whitmore, Sig
Frank Clark, Sgt Dave Taylor, Sig Ken Wilson, LCpl Mick Donovan,
Cpl Mark Alston , Sgt Geof Collier, Sgt Bob Nelson, SSgt Bernie
Temmen, Cpl Rod Shaw and Sgt Paul Gaffney
Seated: W02 (S SM) John Smith, Lt Adrian Thornton, W01 (RSM)
Ted Banham, Cpl Karen Taylor, the CO Lt Col Paul Webb, Cpl Chris
Weatheritt, Sgt Kevin Stock, Sig Ron Dunn , Sgt John Swaine and
the organiser Maj Brian Robinson

THE PANTOMIME
Apart from all the other activities going on in early November, it was
noticeable that groups of people were meeting in the evenings and
planning and rehearsing for the Regimental pantomime. The
pantomime selected was Aladdin and early on in the year Lt Carolyn
Wilding had volunteered to produce the performance. Duly at 8.00pm
on Fri 27 and Sat 28 Nov the curtain went up and the audience each
night was entertained in a most professional and traditional manner.
Particular mention must be made of spirited performances by W02
(RQMS) Rick Garrod as Widow Twankey, SSgt (FofS) Lee Brown as
Abanaza, Maj Neville Ulman as the Sultans Chamberlain and Mrs Ann
O'Brien as Alladin. Not to be forgotten are all those members of the
regiment, who, in one form or another, helped behind the scenes,
making it the Thespian event of the season.
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30 SigRegt

Blandford Camp

FAREWELL AND WELCOME
Since the last edition of The Wire the regiment has seen many
arrivals and departures arrive and disappear. To name but a few who
have left us: W02 (YofS) Bark on postmg to Liverpool, WOJ (FofS)
Livesey BEM to CPA just across the road, and Mrs Pat Ellen, Clerical
Officer, who has moved on lo greener pastures with DADPTC.
Hello to Lt Andy Kendall, a newly posted in Troop Commander,
2Lt Susie Reed from the WRAC College on a three month attachment
before joining a 'CQ' course and Miss Angela Fricker Clerical Officer.
Perhaps the most special arrival, well it is as far as SSgt (Y ofS) Alfie
Thomas is concerned, is that of his new born son Andre.
Congratulation~ to SSgt Thomas and his wife.
EXERCISE FIGHTING SW AN 2
3 Sqn visited the Bovington training area to exercise the military
skills, which had at some time been learnt and undoubtedly forgotten!
The Comhead was deployed to grid ' X' somewhere on the training
area to go tactical and set up an all round defence. The enemy were
dropped in the area in the afternoon with the ' Search and Destroy' task
and, after setting up a patrol base of a few bashers, sent out 3 threeman patrols to locate the Comhead. The generators were a give away
and the approximate area was located within an hour. They could be
heard from at least a mile away so location was a relatively easy task.
During the night, attempts were made to penetrate the defences and at
one stage a sentry was surprised from behind, the reaction is left to the
imagination. After collating all the information that was gathered
during the night, an attack plan was hatched and executed at first light.
The defensive positions again proved well sited and the enemy were
spotted a few mins before 'zero' hour, although too late to stop several
of the enemy running into the position and switching off the generator.
Capt Wells (DS enemy) did his ' change sides' tactic straight after the
attack and arranged a patrol from the Comhead to chase the enemy to
their base after giving the position away. But the enemy realised what
would happen and changed position only to be spotted in their new
position by sheer chance, which is an element in all war games. The
score was then 1- 1.
An NBC stage was declared the next morning and an attack was
carried out in full Noddy suit including gas mask. Which proved that it
was almost impossible to do very much dressed for an NBC
environment, and anything that could be done took a great deal of
effort. Endex came as a great relief but a few lessons had been learnt.
THE REGIMENTAL PATROL COMPETITION
The Regimental Patrol Competition 1981 was run on Fri 30 Oct.
The competition consisted of troop teams running a 10.6 mile course
followed by five military training stands. The day started at 0700hrs
with an inspection by the Adjutant and was concluded by a debrief and
presentation by the CO at I 600hrs. The competition went very well
with some excellent results particularly on the speed march. The
average time was 2 hours it minutes and the fastest time I hour 46
minutes by Light Radio Troop 1 sqn, who went on to win the trophy.
The trophy was presented to the regiment by W02 (RQMS) Gerry
Lowe who recently retired from the Crops after 27 years service. The
CO has agreed that the competition be held annually and the teams be
found from recognised troops within the regiment. In summary: a good
hard competition physically with the military training stands giving a
fair reflection on the standards within the regiment. Well done LRT I
Sqn led by Capt John Thomas.
REGIMENTAL SOCCER
Although it would appear that the Regimental Soccer team is not
having a successful season, in fact the opposite is true! We currently
have a squad of approximately 24 in training, with a view of producing
a good team for the 82/83 season.
The biggest problem is availability of players. We are hoping that the
continual training of such a large squad will allow some depth. and
subsequent continuity next season. Having said all that, we will
complete all fixtures for the season, and will ensure that all players who
turn up for training will represent the regiment in at least one league
match.
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BADMINTON
Members of 30 Sig Regt once again strongly represented the Corps
Team in the Inter Corps Badminton Tournament held at the MultiSporcs Complex, known as the 'Gym' at Worthy Down between 19-23
Nov. The members representing 30 Sig Regt were Sgt Sid Steele, LCpl
George Dudley and LCpl Ian Wells.
The team of 6 players and 2 substitutes did very well. The results of
the 1st Group games played were: R Signals 5 RE 4, R Signals 9 RA 0,
R Signals 3 RAOC 6.
As a result of 2 wins, we went into the Semi-Finals against the
winner of Group 2 who were, the ACC. The result: R Signals 6 ACC 3
Which put us in the final against RAOC, but the ' Blanket Stackers'
just managed to beat us 5-4 in the final. But it was still a good all round
result for the Signal Lads and 30 Sigs once again showed that they
have some of the best players in the Corps.
Also the 30th Signal Lads wish to thank Lt Col R. D. K. Thompson
for attending on the Sunday, to give his support to the team.
GOLF REPORT
The Unit golfers have had a busy year and although we have only
been able to enter two competitions as a regiment, the majority of our
golfers have been very active in Blandford Garrison Golfing Society
(BGGS), District and Corps matches.
Golf is organised on a Garrison basis with the current BGGS having
50 golfers, of which IO are from this unit. The BGGS Captain for 1981
is WOI (YofS) Sleightholm. Garrison golf has now entered its winter
season in which minor society competitions are organised to
improve/maintain standards. The spring/summer season however, was
extremely busy and the majority of our golfers entered Army Golf
Association, Corps, D istrict and BGGS competitions. Although we
had no outstanding results, members of the unit were always well
placed in these competitions.
The leading personalities within the regiment are:
WOI (YofS) Sleightholm
W02 Gardener
Sgt Paterson
WOI (RSM) Campbell
W02 (QMSI) Crawford

(4)} Represented Corps, District and
(8)
BGGS.
(9) } (Took part in the InterCorps Trophy at Tidworth)
(10)
District, BGGS.
(JS)
District, BGGS.

Individual golfing standards are constantly improving and if we were
able to encourage our CO, Lt Col R. D. K. Thompson, to leave his
office once a week, we could eventually produce a six man team with
handicaps of 11 and under.

Sig Milne LAT being presented with Patrol Competition Trophy by
W02 (ROMS) Gerry Lowe
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HOCKEY
The final of the SW D1 trict Summer League culminated at Middle
Wallop on 21 Oct. Thi match was between 30 Sig Regt and Army Air
Corp , as the winner of their respective mini leagues. The match was
one of two completely differing halves. The fir st half belonged to 30th
with two excellent goal from Pete Fitzmaurice and not only were the
regiment leading on the scoreboard. but their tandard of play was far
above that of the AAC . At half-time the AAC brought on 11 subs or at
lea t it seemed that way, or could it have been something in the
oranges? They came out a completely new team and 30th were under
siege from almost the first to the last whistle and the eventual score was
4-2 to the AAC. The presentations were made by Col J. A. H. Mac Fie
RAEC, who congratulated both teams on an excellent game from the
spectators' point of view, but not so good from 30th Sig Regt's!
The stalwart of the 30 Sigs Hockey team during the Summer
Sea on were : Capt Scott-Morton, Capt Vic Zimmer, Capt John
Thomas, Sgt Pete Fitzmaurice, Sgt Sid Steele, Cpl Sean Sutton, Cpl
Phil Jarvis, Cpl Colin Warnes, Cpl Willy Whyte, Cpl Mark Hardy,
LCpl Keith Roach, LCpl Brian Durlick, Sig Colin Milne, Cpl Taff
Williams, Cpl Andy Marston-Weston, Cpl Graham Last.

1 SQUADRON ANTICS-PENHALE-NOVEMBER
VSOP OR NOT VSOP?
SSgt (Fof'S) Colin Mitchell and Sgt Terry Moorhead tiring of the
insipid liquids offered by the Camp NAAFI, decided on Tues IO to
venture further afield and sample the more exotic brews at the local
hostelry .. Their tastes, probably with the long tradition of smuggling in
the area m mind, turned to brandy and the landlord obliged them with a
rare, if not unique, brand of the spirit liberally decorated with gold
stars, seals and unpronounceable French words. Eagerly clutching their
booty the duo retired to a venue more suitable for the serious sampling
of vintage liquors and in an atmosphere of pleasurable anticipation the
seal was removed.
The history of this spirituous wine may h!l.ve started with luscious
grapes on a south-facing slope, lovingly selected and transported along

the Rhone, {>ressed, fermented, distilled and matured in oak casks
before travelling via devious routes to the land of King Arthur---0n the
other hand it might not (rumours that ' Bluecol' have a controlling
interest in this brand are, of course, entirely unfo unded). Whatever the
ancestry of the spirit the effect on Fof'S Mitchell's dentures was
profound. From the first savouring of the brew an insidious corrosion
set in and, with no warning of the impending disaster, a ' plop' was
heard as an incisor sank to the bottom of the tumbler.
As the duty technician's log faithfully records remedial action was
rapidly taken and a tube of 'Araldite' procured. After the second
attempt which included hardening the fixative in a D 13's oven, FofS'
fang s were found to be functional but, alas, were not immediately put to
their designated use due to the SQMS, SSgt Brian Ross, mistaking
them for an ornate ash-tray. It only remains for someone to put the
FofS out of his misery by explaining what ' prophylactic measures'
(quote from the technici an's log) are!

CHANGE OF COMMAND
Since the last edition of the Wire we have said our fond farewells to
L.t C ol C hris 'Lucky' Cross as Commanding Officer. He acquired his
nickname fron:i the .successf':11 execution of the series of epic exploits
that marked his regime. Typical of these was the regimental ascent of
Be~ Nevis whe_n, not only did the sun shine throughout and the
note lying in the
regiment return mtact, but the Colonel fou nd a
car park at the foot of the mountain. We welcome Lt Col Jimmy Cullen
and hope that he has comparable spiritual contacts.
Much of the handover period was spent on the road visiti n~ our fartlung squadrons and the varied headquarters and associal1ons that
administer us. By accidenc or design many of these visits included
working lunches and social evenings. In the afterm ath of all this activity
Colonel Jimmy seems relieved to be able to settle down to a more
sedate pace (and a less rich d iet).

£tg.oo

ANNUAL REPORTING CENTRE
The new reinforcement plan entails reservists reporting annually to
special centres for training and documentation. In Scotland the brunt of
this task falls upon T A units and 32 Sig Regt was tasked with running
Annual Reporting Centres in Glasgow, Edinburgh and Aberdeen. A
team was organised to run the centres and consisted of most of the
Regular staff, along with an element of the volunteer personnel. So
successful was this employment of TA during the initial stages of the
reporting period, that many of the Regulars were able to be released to
their normal duties. Indeed the presence of our WRAC clerks on the
documentation stand must have helped brighten this pretty boring
procedure for the Reservists as well.

JAWS 3
The squadron Storeman, Jim Owen, has proved to be an intrepid
sea-angler of the first order. Clad in wellies, jeans and combat jacket,
with his haversack and two rods he has been observed to risk life and
limb in the traverse of cliff faces and to stand indomitable to the threat
of Atlantic rollers threatening to pluck him from his precarious station
above the fishing grounds. His tenacity is to be admired, for who else
would spend a total of twenty hours (mostly in the dark) scattering
ground bait filched from the kitchens over the inhospitable grey seas
around Penhale? What was the reward of this herculean act of
penance? The knowledgeable say a Rock Salmon, the more
knowledgeable maintain it was a Dogfish and the majority say that
they are not quite sure. but whatever it was Jim should have thrown it
back! However, Jim has vindicated himself before the cynics, who have
been heard to whisper that nothing short of dynamite would produce
more than seaweed and with a couple more ' catches', the efforts of the
ACC bakery and the help of the Almighty, we may yet be able to give 1
Squadron a fish supper.
Pte Moira Randall processes a reservist whilst Capt Jimmy Jamieson
looks on and Pte Jan McHugh waits to do her bit at t~e Annual
Reporting Centre
'What G 1098?' Lt Col J imm y Cullen gets the run-down from Lt Col
Ch ris Cross during t he handover

32 Sig Regt (V)
Glasgow
PROVED WRONG
There were some members of the regiment who on return from
An!lual Camp were under the impression that it would be all downhill
until the rush of Christmas festivities-they were soon proved wrong.
Throughout the Autumn there has been scarcely a weekend when the
regiment (or some element of it) has not ·been working hard on some
venture or other.

PRESENTATION TO ERSKINE HOS PIT AL
During the course of the summer, Padre John Silcox succeeded in
building up a tidy sum from collections at services held on training
weekends and at Camp. This money, along with a generous donation
from Maj Einna Lindsay, was eventually presented to the Princess
Louise Scottish Hospital at Erskine for ex-servicemen. It seemed
appropriate that the donation be made on Remembrance weekend. The
presentation was made by the outgoing Commanding Officer and the
regimencal Pipes and Drums were present to add a touch of dignity
(and volume) to the occasion.

EMPLOYERS' COCKTAIL PARTY
It had been decided that the Regimental Officers' Mess should restage the extremely successful publicity cocktail party for employers
that had been held two. years ago. The aim of these extravaganzas is to
woo employers w~o might be able to promote recruiting amongst their
wor~force. Also .mvited are other personalities who have been of
servi.ce to the regiment. T~e party was held in the regimental mess at
Jardme Street, Glasgow with officers from all of the squadrons acting
as hosts.
The event was a success and a tribute to the behind-the-scenes
endeavours of Maj Alec Ramsay, Maj Einna Lindsay WRAC and
Capt Connie Buntain WRAC. Due no less credit are SSgt Dave
Fraser, his cooks and the WRAC waitresses who ensured that no glass
was left unfilled
VISIT OF THE SOinC
1:he regiment was honc~ured with a whistle-stop tour by the SOinC
durmg the weekend exercise Autumn Shine II. Most of his time was
spent at Winston Barracks, ~anark where the Gateway and W Troop
of 61 Squadron wer. operating. Maj Gen Birtwistle was taken on a
nostal~c inspection of our equipmenc (far from the space-age era of
Ptanrugan) and had the opportunity to chat to personnel in the process.
He was able to stop at Kirknewton Airfield to meet E Troop who were
stationed there for the exercise.

HISTORICAL NOTES
The TA Centre of HQ and 52 Signal Squadrons in Glasgow is at
Jardine Street on the banks of the River Kelvin. This site was chosen by
their antecedents in the Lanarkshire Engineer Volunteers (formed in
1859) who regularly practiced bridge construction over the river. The
present Drill Hall building was completed in 1894 having l>een paid by
Regimental subscription. From the tune of its construction the building,

LCpl Shuggy Mc lean, Pte Linda Gormal. LCpl Finn Hill and SSgt
Dave Fraser relax after their work for the regimental cocktail party

The Commanding Officer presents the cheque to Sqn Ldr Shaw of
Princess Louise Hospital, Erskine
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NOTABLE SUCCESSES
The regiment is proud to have scored a number of high gradings on
courses during recent months. On the TA recruit courses at Catterick
Sig Platt was graded best recruit and Sig Duddy was runner-up on the
same course. Later in the summer Sig McLeod narrowly missed being
best recruit and ended in second place. On the Royal Signals
Detachment Commanders' Course LCpl Gavin Clark of 61 (City of
Edinburgh) Signal Squadron took the top place. More recently when Lt
Col Cross attended a pass-off parade at the WRAC Centre, Guildford
he was proud to be able to witness the presentation of the best recruit
certificate to Pte Hall WRAC.
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Jardine Street Drill Hall as it has never been seen before
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in p eudo-Tudor tyle, wa urrnunded by tenements but recen! urb.an
clearances nO\\ offer pro pects hitherto unknown. Much of the mtenor
ha been changed over the years but the Officers . Mess still retains
much of its original character with dark oak panelling and Boer "!'ar
trophies which were subsequently presented. In the Mess 1s a

photograph taken in 1911 on the occasion of the Honorary Colonel,
Lord K itchener dining with the officer s. A recent photograph tak~n at a
dinner night shows that little has changed other th an the passmg of
gaslight in favour of electricity!

....

On Monday, after a few telephone calls, the remaining members of
the C ontingent, SSgt Fahey, Sgt Dick Aitken, Cpl John O'Neill, LCpl
John R idpath, Sig John Ward and Stephen Feeney joined the MCS in
the field and came under com mand of Maj Stuart Law OC 227 Sig
Sqn. WOI (YofS) George Stubbings and SSgt (YofS) John Haycock
then allocated personnel to tasks in the MATP, TPTR and Exchange
vehicles. Shortly after midday saw the arrival of the Sea Party straight
from Regimental Exercise, Cheshire Choice, which had taken place
over the weekend in UK. The party led by the C O, Lt Col Gavin
Mackay, included Maj (QM) John Rose, the Adjutant Capt John
Willis, WOI (RSM) Ron Upton and the CO's driver Cpl Rickey
McGarr, and of course, last but not least, our new Training Major, Maj
George C armichael, who then had to leave us to join HQ J1 Signal
Group (V) at SHAPE.
Alas the delights of HQ AFCENT were not to be enjoyed by the
Training Major until he was able to leave SHAPE the following Friday.
On Tuesday the Regular Technicians SSgt (FofS) Chris Vanparys, Sgts
Norrie A nderson and Tony Young were taken on a tour of some of the
AFCENT technical sites, by arrangement with Maj Albrecht (GEAF)
and Chief Dunlop (ASAAF) of PCS. By this time thanks to WO King
(RAF) and SSgt Chris Newman (RAPC) UKDSU the pay for the
party was ready, and C apt Addison and Sgt Horan visited the
Commcen and Switchboard sites to pay out individuals. The following
day, together with SSgt {FofS) Vanparys, they visited Larnmersdorf
and WOI (FofS ) John McNaughton took SSgt {FofS) Vanparys

34 Sig Regt (V)
Middlesbrough

33 Sig Regt (V)
Liverpool

Report by Rev Alan Hughes CF

OFF T HE GROUN D
The late Queen Victoria, a person for whom I felt a particular
fondness when with The Coldstream, has, in times past been credited
with the words 'we are not amused!' I hasten to add that I did not serve
under her Sovereignty, the seed of this fondness was sown when I
found out that I was entitled to two stripes (on each arm!) on being
appointed LCpl. This was entirely due to a command she gave one day
when watching an unsuspecting Lance J ack parading up and down
Buckingham Palace F orecourt, she fel t that we deserved more than one
tape-ah, indeed we did. Anyway although true, this little story may
not have amused you but it has helped me get this article off the ground
as I gaze out of my study window into the snow flakes and seek the
muse.

EX CHESHIRE CHOICE
The venue for the last Regimental exercise of 1981 was the Cheshire
area with Switches at Oulton Park and Burtonwood-far enough to
create the impression of movement-but not too far to embarrass the
POL accounL Anyone who thought that with Echelon we didn't need
enemy forces bad their suspicions con.firmed in the small hours, when
Byrom s guerillas attacked the rest of the regiment on several fronts
(and a few behinds). However they did not have things all their own
way and there were casualties and prisoners taken on both sides! The
exercise provided another useful opportunity to get to grips with the
C70. and the technicians were yet again able to demonstrate their
versatility and that of the I +4 because, as usual, several comms
vehicles were conspicuous by their absence in workshops.
Unfortunately. the Co, Lt Col Gavin Mackay, and the augmentees had
to leave early for Ex Able Archer thereby missing the final 'race' from
Oulton Park.

SSgt Tommy Watkinson (HQ) briefing members of HQ Sqn prior to a
night patrol on Ex 'Cheshire Choice', whilst W02 (SS M) Les Goble
enjoys a ' Cuppa'I
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TH E REA L T HING
In the evening we all assembled in C lub 13 for a Disco. The evening
was somewhat enh anced by a ' Go Go Dancer' and a Curry Supper.
The male members remarked that our WRAC soldiers had more 'go'
than the 'Go Go D ancer'. Those who eventually got to bed in Block 20
were rudely awakened by the Fire Alarm at 0400hrs and had to
hurriedly evacuate the building for half an hour, whilst a fire in one of
the rooms was investigated and extinguished.
Saturday saw ou r departure from Brunnsum. The Air Party arrived
home at 2100 hours, less 3 sleeping bags, lost somewhere between
Wildenrath and Lyneham, and the Sea Party, after some difficulty en
route to the fer ry, arrived back at their respective TA Centres in time
for Remembrance D ay Parade on Sunday morning!!

Ja rd ine Street Officers' Mess in 1981

Lord Kitchener at dinner in Jard ine Street Officers' Mess in 1911

LCpl Karen Garnett enjoying her birthday punching up a message
during Ex ' Cheshire Choice'

around the mobile complex while the remainder of the party, with a
short delay for an NBC alert, were paid.
Thursday, preparations began for return to UK, checking of coach
and aircraft timings etc. Friday afternoon the OC PCS Maj Albrecht
gave a small farewell party in his office, to those who had worked in
HQ AFC ENT Commcen and Exchange and presented certificates to
those who had not received one on Ex Wintex in March of this year.
We were pleased to see the smiling face of Maj Carmichael at th is little
get together, when C apt (TFC) Len Addison took the op portunity of
presenting a Regimental Plaque to Maj Albrecht on behalf of the
regiment.

EX ABLE ARCHER 31 Oct-7 Nov
Report by Capt {Tfc) L. Addison
After a few last minute changes, due to personnel being unable to
obtain leave etc, the Regimental contingent, under command of Capt
{TFC) Len Addison assisted by Sgt Gerry Horan PSI 59 Sig Sqn (V)
assembled at RHQ late Friday evening, ready for an early start for
Brunnsum at 0400 Saturday morning. As a result we arrived at HQ
AF CENT about 1430 which gave the party plenty of time to settle into
their respective billets. R Signals personnel were accommodated in
Block 20 where Cpl Bolton R Signals of UKDSU had a couple of
rooms ready, and the WRAC in the WRAF quarters. Sunday saw Sgts
Shelia O'Brien, Linda Bambury, Cpl Chris Hills and Pte Margaret
Rose earmarked for day and night shifts in the Commcen, and Sgt~ Jim
Forbes, Chuck Ryan, Cpls John Taggart, Don Green and Hazel SJ11ith
in the AFCENT Headquarters Exchange.
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GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
Occasionally, though not often I must admit, I find myself
wondering if the staff of Good Housekeeping Magazine ever read The
Wire. If ever they inaugurated a GH Trophy they could do worse than
consider 34th- I mean, look at 36 and 40! Only one quarter of the
training year left and we still have man days and fuel in reserve! If you
are tempted to think the reason for this surplus is that we stay at home,
be-clogged feet on kitchen table supping brown ale and eating black
pudding waiting for George Best to sign for Middlesbrough, you have
another think coming-it is sheer good housekeeping. As the great
William McGonagall ' poet' subject of Victoria once said, 'read on
McDum ' . . .
PRESENT A TIO NS
First a general pot pourri from around the regiment before I sub:let
this column to others: Brig Alan Yeoman, Commander Cattenck
Garrison recently visited RHQ to present three medals: RQMS Bert
North, Bar to his TE, former Sgt David (Thatch) Robson REME LAD
with his TE, former Sgt John Stone with LS & GC Medal. John Stone
joined the Corps in 1965 serving in Ad~n, Gibralter, B~OR a?d
Northern Ireland before coming to 34th m 1979 where his service
ended in l 980. Brig Ycoman was his CO when they both served m 2
Div.
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Brig Alan Yeoman Commander Canerick Training Garrison presenting
former Sgt David Stone with his LS & GC
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OT BLE APPOINTMENT
That ame evening the CO. Lt Col Bill Illingworth present~ Sgt Sue
Barclay WR C with the rewards of .a most rem arkabl~ ac~Jevement.
Aft r much training and study. including a two week res1denual cours~,
Sue ha qualified a the only Volunte~ WRAC QTQ. I~deed there is
only one other WRAC QTO and she 1s a regular serving in BAOR. Its
certainly brightened up driver training for HGV's.
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Sgt Walter Kitching of 49 Sqn with his Detachment Commanders
Course at Scarborough drawn from all squadrons

From the front backwards: Julie Hampshaw of 49 Sqn, Diane Holliday
o f 49 Sqn, Barbara Rees of 90 Sqn , Heather Bland of 49 Sqn, and Ann
Merrison of 49 Sqn all learning to touch-type on simulators at
Scarborough - future Data Telegraphists

Sgt SueBarclayWRAC the onlyWRAC OTO in the TA

Pte Yvonne Ann Jordison, most outstanding WRAC Recruit {V)
during basic training-50 Sqn Gateshead Detachment

HQ SQN REPORT
Report by Sgt Clive Blackbum PSI
We managed to field 14 men in the Exercise Stainton Chase and 8
women in its equivalent Maiden Scurry. We gained no honours but we
survived and enjoyed it, our WRAC team was made up entirely of
Stew ar~es.ses ., surely a record. On ~pproaching the command task they
were . sing1~g Its a l~ng way to Tipperary' on hearing this the GOC
exclauned, By God Sir, they are reading the wrong map!'

BAOR WELCOME AND FAREWELL
Farewell to Cpl Gerry Ord, Staff Car Driver to Col Bill and Col
David Jolly before him-ah, if only Staff Car Drivers could talk, what
tales they would tell! Gerry, and wife Ann and their two children (two
and a half actually) are now with 21 Sig Regt in Wildenwrath. We
welcome LCpl Allan Yeaman to replace Gerry, along with his wife and
two children and hope that Middlesbrough isn't too cold after Cyprus
and 9 Sig Regt.

50 Sqn at the Christmas Inn Cognito
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DIVERSIFIED
In addition to squadron training we have 'diversified' our activities
by engaging in Adventure Training ~t home and abroad, v.:ell the Lake
District. and also on Annual Stainton Chase and Maiden Scurry
Competitions run by NEDIST on Catterick Training Area. These are
separate exercises for men and women, regular and TA to test mapreading. leadership, marksmanship and sheer endurance. Our girls in
90 Sqn, who were first overall WRAC team last year, kept their high
standard by being ru nners-up this year.
TRADITION MAINT AINED
Traditionally the whole regiment assembles at Scarborough for a
weekend in December, not only to train but celebrate Christmas as a
Regimental Family. The timetable for Saturday 5th devised by Trg Maj
Peter Todd looked like a railway timetable, except that it actually
meant something! Radio Relay Tech apprentices were back to back in
box bodies, Signalmen were sticking 'yargies' on aerials, new WRAC
recruits were learning to touch type, ' data tels' were expending
countless miles of teleprinter paper, Sgt Wally Kitching was making
aspiring Detachment Commanders wish they hadn t, 4 tonners and t
tonners with L plates shuddered to and fro, God was in His Heaven
and the CO in the Mess. A busy, but stimulating time, made more
bearable by an uplifting Service for everyone by yours truly in St
Mark's Church, ewby and a highly successful Christmas Dinner and
Party in Burniston Cookhouse. As always, the meal was served to AU
ranks by the Officers and NCO's after arthritic joints had been oiled in
the Officers Mess. There was a CO's parade before the Church Service
at which Col Bill presented SSgt Graham Jennings of 49 with his TE
Medal, Graham is a printer and lives in Leeds with his wife and two
daughters.
On a light hearted note Cpl Taffy Bartram of our illustrious Band is
famous for his whistling exploits on Dinner Nights. Recently he entered
a competition on Tyne Tees Television's Chat Show 'Friday Live' to
find the number one whistler and is through to the finals! Also rumour
has it that the newly Commissioned OC J Tp of 90 Sqn has lost her
nickname DIO, 2Lt Gillian (Brit) Cable has been so named not (only)
because of her similarities to the famous actress but rather her
encyclopaedic knowledge-get it? Encylopaedia Brittanica?, oh, never
mind!

Cpl Gerry Ord, CO's Driver bidding farell to a very jealous Col Bill
Illingworth before heading for Cyprus

,,

~

Maj Andy Bell and other 'rogues' serving Christmas Dinner to the
OR's at the Scarborough 'Christmas' weekend
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SO SQN REPORT
John J?ouglas is my i:ame, Commanding 50 is my game and if you
want a JO~ done, do 1t yourself I always say. First of all warm
congratulations to Capt Peter Woodhead and his wife Nellie, formerly
Lt Nellie Brown WRAC (V) on the birth of their son Philip James born
on 6 Oct. Welcome also to Sgt Dave Dalton and his wife Carol on their
posting to us from 7 Sig Regt.
On the weekend that ~!)'.th Spartan Wanderers won at home, we
held Ex Jaws Four, providing comms for the 4th International Sea
Angling Comp held on the Durham Coast between Seaham and
Hartlepool. The ystem was supervised by Sqn 21C Charles Bland,
comprising a RR system from the competition HQ at Seabam Leisure
Centre to each of four Troop HQ's at Seaham Harbour, Chourdon
Point, Blackhall and Crimdon. Each troop operated vehicle and manpack nets to provide coverage of the beach using the patented Fishrep
procedure.
Heav¥ rain in the middle of the weekend gave Cpl Alan Taylor of F
Tp the involuntary opportunity of hang-gliding off a cliff-top, as he
saved a 12 x 12 tent from becoming airborne. H Tp at Seaham found
that the driest means of getting to breakfast was to pick up a frame tent
and walk! The record for catch reporting went to Sig Paul Hemsley of
E 1:P with fifteen catches and Sig Paul Reddon of H Tp gave the Sqn
vehicle recovery team, consisting of Cpl Mick McMain and civilian veh
mechanic Harry Hanson (formerly Sgt Hanson of 124 Rec Coy (V)
~~ME) the ~pportunity. of sna~ching a stuck rover from the jaws of the
rising ude. Aided by a T1rfor wmch the team won, but only just.
I would like to end my contribution with more words of welcome.
This time to our new PSO Maj Andy Bell who joins us with his wife
Sadie from 9/ 12th Lancers. Andy is well known to most of us from his
days as Garrison QM at Catterick.
THE WIRE, JANUARY 1982

Maj Andy Bell new PSO 50 Squadron at Darlington - hates being
photographed! !
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90 SQN REPORT
We have two contribution , one from Sgt Sue Barclay our QTO and
team leader of 90 qn faiden Scurry Team, the other from Maj Peter
Taylor PSO offering n Observer's view ....
AN OBSERVERS VIEW
I had not been involved with Ex Maiden Scurry/ Stai111011 Chase until
I was a ked to accompany my OC, Maj Fergus Mackenzie when he
travelled to Feldom to support 90 Sqn teams. Tt. previous night,
during which the teams had carried out a night mar ll and shoot, had
been foul. A biting cold wind, heavy rain and PO?r v;sibility, even wit?
artificial light had made conditions extremely difficult. Added to this
the teams had managed very little sleep before the shoot and even less
after it. Carne the Sunday morning and at the start of the endurance
march phase of the competition the teams had been out on the training
area some twelve hours or more. As there were two teams from the
Sqn one male and one female, Fergus and I split up. He to the male
team and I to follow the girls. As observers we were obliged to remain
at least IOOm behind the team, and not to communicate with them in
any way. The temptation to shout advice and encouragement was
almost unbearable, but as to do so would have been to render the team
liable to disqualification, I resisted. The starter briefed the team and at
the appointed minute set them loose. The team consisted of eight
members of the WRAC led by Sgt Barclay ~bly supported by LCpl
D oi. Sgt Barclay set a good but sensible pace up the long climb from
the start. The going at first was good, a roughly surfaced road, but after
about 600m this forked and at this point came the first decision. Sgt
Barclay set about orientating the map and deciding which direction to
take. In the event she selected a cross coun try route and was proved
right. The ground over which they travelled from that point on was
extremely rough and steep. They overtook a team from the UOTC who
had taken the wrong track and soon found the first check point. Here
they were given a route on which to march to the next check point and
so they progressed. The pace was never fast b•1t they made steady
progress. Sgt Barclay exercised good control and had the good sense to
take a few seconds longer on route selection and checking the map, as a
result of which they found each check point without once getting off the
course. This in contrast to a number of other teams who in their haste
to beat the clock made basic map reading errors.
Theo disaster. Part of the way round the teams were set a WOSB
style command task . You know the sort of thing; ropes lengths of
scaffolding pole, an imaginary ravine, marked by tape and a box to be
transported to the other side without dropping it in the pit. Sgt Barclay
selected the correct solution at once. Join the poles together using the
rope so that, together they would be long enough to breach the ravine
then get the box across. The team began but at the first attempt failed
to reach the other side. At this point Sgt Barclay decided that this was
the wrong approach and abandoned it. Other methods were tried
without success until time ran out. It is to the everlasting credit of the
team that they were not deterred by this set back and finished the
remainder of the course in great style.
It was wonderful to see this group of girls from differing trades
within the Sqn, differing civilian occupations, coming together as a
team to take on the elements, the terrain and other teams and still being
placed a creditable second of all the TA teams competing. Next year, a
little fitter, a little faster and then they will be first, as indeed they were
last year. WeU done!

A PARTICIPATOR'S VIEW
Report by Sue Barclay
Ex Maiden Scurry takes place each year to test the ability of both
regular and TA men and women. The 'comp' comprises set tasks to test
ability, fitness and capacity for work as a team. for 90 Sqn the hard
training began as soon as Annual Camp in Crowborough was over.
Each Tuesday and Thursday evening the team gathered for a 2 mile
run followed by 40 mins of exercises to strengthen arms and legs. At
first the training caused much moaning and groaning but after a few
weeks it began to get a little easier and the girls actually started to enjoy
themselves. As team leader, I was glad of this, as a keen team is half the
battle.
Our weekends were spent studying first aid, NBC map reading and a
little weapon handling. The day itself came all too soon, or rather the
night, for we began on a Friday evening at Bellerby Camp, Catterick
Trg Area for our initial briefing.
The first part of the comp was the March and Shoot, we had to run
approx a mile and a third of a mile in 12 mins with weapon and
respirator. As soon as we reached the range it was down to the firing
point. This year was different from previous years, in that it was a night
shoot and schermoulies (flares) were used. Most of the team found this
unusual, to say the least, as our marks reflected. After this, we set up
our mini-camp for the night and devoured part of our 24hr
man/woman packs. Our only problem at this point was pouring rain
which began early evening and decided to keep us company until the
early morning. After a cold and miserable night we woke to a sunny
morn, God must have answered our prayers, and we broke camp and
moved to the next stage. This was the general knowledge questions and
after this into the map-reading exercise. This went very well and,
needless to say, we didn 't get lost once. Halfway through this section
we had to carry out an obstacle test, this involved getting a heavy box
over a ravine. The organisers had thoughtfully provided a piece of rope,
scaffold poles and lots of cheering but sadly we couldn't get the box
over without falling into the ravine. However, we stilf had two more
check points before us and spirits were high.
Modesty has us telling our failures but not of our successes, because
we picked up points in those last two sections and did so well in the
general knowledge and map reading tasks that we were awarded
runners-up in the TA section. Naturally the team headed home rather
pleased with themselves, the preparation had paid off.

HERE AND THERE
The Annual 345 Club Dinner was the usual success, held at
Catterick, we dined out Brig Alan Yeoman tbe Trg Bde Commander.
The weekend of the dinner also saw a most interesting Officers and
SNCO's Study Weekend with such varied speakers as Maj John
Grayspeed and C apt C olin Eastland from 4Gp in Germany, Tony
Booth of TA VRA, a speaker from NEDIST on Home Defence and an
Officer from 8 Sigs on Triffid.
The Middlesbrough Remembrance Service organised by the
regiment was conducted by the Mayor's Chaplain Fr R iccardo
M orga n, the Band played throughout the 90 and HQ Sqn's provided
Guard of Honour. In addition to the Mayor and Mayoress, C ouncillor
and M rs N orman Swash, The Lord Lt, L ord Guisborough, the local
MP 's and the Chief of Police were present to lay wreaths and witness
those laid by many other organisations and individuals.
G eneral Baker, GOC NEDIST held a Study Period at York which
the CO attended. Speakers included the Chief of the General Staff, Gen
Stanier and GOC 2 Div. Col Mike Stewart, our Hon Col is also Col
Commandant of the Cleveland Cadet Force. This year their Annual
Dinner was held at Catterick and Col Bill was invited as Guest of
Honour.
The Mayor of Middlesbrough each year organises a Charity Ball
and asks the Officers and SNCO's of 34th to take a full table. The
Charity this time was The Year of The Disabled. Following the Ball the
CO invited his fellow diners and the Mayoral party back to his house
for a nightcap. The party included the Mayor and Mayoress, The Chief
Executive of M BR O Borough Council and his wife, the Chief of Police
of Dunkirk (with which Middlesbrough is twinned) and the D eputy
Mayor and Mayoress.
1n November the CO has lunch with the Secretary of State for
Defence, John N ott at Durham TA VRA. Hosts were The Viscount
R idley and Brig Geoffrey Westbrook. The purpose of the lunch was for
the Secretary of State to meet the CO's of northern TA Regiments.
Throughout November and December C ol Bill has been visiting all
the TAC's under his Command, as far afield as H ull, Leeds,
Darlington, Gateshead and of course Middlesbrough.

last year they won, this year runners up - Maiden Scurry 81 on
Catterick Training Area:
L to R Back Row: Pte Karen Tindall, Pte Ann Whitehead, S gt Sue
Barclay, Pte Jocelyn Goldsborough, Pte Angela Barnard
L to R Front Row: Pte Sharon Doi, Pte Sharon Winward, OCc:lt Ann
McMillan
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CO Bill Illingworth with Left to Right: Pte Jane Weightman, Pte
Beverley Hope, Pte Sue Johnson and Pte Joan Weightman. all
regular WRAC personnel attached to work on Unit Documentation.
They had just run from Gateshead TAC to Middlesborough RHQ,
raising over £150 for a local schools Community project

RSM Skinner and PSO Maj Peter Taylor with PSl's and Regular
WRAC Cleri<s after completing a Sponsored run from Gateshead TAC
to RHQ TAC in Middlesborough in aid of a local Schools Community
Project, for which they raised over £150

37 Sig Regt (V)
Bristol
FOCUS ON 53 (WELSH) SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
The year for the squadron has been a very active one striking off
with the new Squadron Commander Maj Andy Flint taking over
command from Maj Myrddyn Davies, who has moved to 2 Signal
Group as a watch keeper, joining a previous Squadron Commander
Maj Gwyn Hall. SSM Alan Bishop also handed over to the new SM
Gordon Fenton. A further addition to our strength is Cpl Dave Burgess
who was posted in to help us form the CMHQ Tps.
The new management team had only JUSt settled in when the
quadron moved to annual camp at Scarborough with the rest of the
regiment. Trade Training, Detachment Commanders Courses and the
'Tickle' test proved to be the order of the day. We congratulate all
squadron members who passed their trade boards, especially those
from our newly formed CMHQ Troop based in Brecon, who came to
camp only a month after joining.
THE CARDIFF TATTOO
After an active camp, the summer we thought would be quiet, except
for the Cardiff Military Tattoo. However, the task given to the
squadron was to provide the communication system for the command
and control of the Tattoo performances and administration areas, also
the all important radio links for the security of the Tattoo arena. As a
bonus the squadron participated in the Arctic Battle scene performed
by the Welsh Guards. Capt Malcolm Lott and Sgt Dave Johnson took
overall responsibility for the numerous tasks that had to be undertaken.
NOTABLE FUND RAISING EFFORT
During the tattoo, the WRAC of the Sqn, led by Lt Gill Jones held a
disco in aid of the South Wales Spina Bifida Assn, £ 150 was raised and
this was presented to the Assn by Pte Pat Delaney, in memory of her
nephew Mark Noel Berry who suffered from the disease.
WELCOME
We also welcomed Capt Brian Carney who has joined us as
Squadron PSO.
SPOTLIGHT ON 57 (CITY AND COUNTY OF BRISTOL)
SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
Searching for ' Wire' notes reminds me of diaries from my
schooldays--on most pages is written, 'nothing happened' or 'forgot
what I did'. The last exercise Aummn Glimmer was so wet and muddy
that we felt that we'd had a taste of Ypres and the vehicles, steam
cleaned for UEE, looked as though they had been badly blanco'd. We
look forward with a little trepidition to Exercise Winter Wind in
Feburary, as we can't easily forget how aptly named was last
February's Ex Cold Comfort.
Once again the squadron provided a large contingent on both the
Bristol and Cheltenham Remembrance Parades. Not only was the
weather excellent but in Bristol, the parade of many uniformed servicemen and women and cadets was commanded by our CO, Lt Col
M. L. Jennings with both tl1e Adjutant and RSM on parade.
The squadron's ninth Annual Dinner and Dance was a tremendous
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success, but tinged with sadness at having to dine out so many
stalwarts-Sgts Terry Collier, Jim Hartland and Tony Webber, SSgt
Frank Handly and W02 Alan Wingate whose 36 years' service include
tours in India, M iddle East, West Africa, Cyprus and BAOR, finishing
up with 10 years' loyal service with the squadron in both Bristol and
Cheltenham. We welcomed three new PSis, SSgts Tony Bowen, Pete
Hamilton (2nd tour) and John Buckler who has taken over from Bob
Parry. He has retired after six years as the Cheltenham PSI, and is
working for the Gloucestershire Constabulary and, best news of all, has
rejoined as a Volunteer, W02 YofS.
CHANGE OF COMMAND
By the time this goes into print the squadron will have had a change
of command. Maj P . H. (Gary) Grant becoming Regt 2IC and Maj
Norman Harvey moving up from 43 Squadron, Bridgwater to take
over 57 Squadron. We extend a very warm welcome to both Norman
and his wife Heather.
INTO FILMS
There was much preening and rehearsing of camera smiles when the
3 7 Sig Regt (V) PSis heard they were to ' star' in a home defence movie.
The filming took place in a disused railway tunnel where the regiment simulated deploying to its wartime survival location. Visions of
our own dressing rooms and folding chairs with our names on the back
were soon dispelled when we found ourselves 'humping' 27tkVA
generators, crashed cars and dead dogs around the environs of the
tunnel. A not uncommon problem arose when 15 officers, warrant
officers and S COs are faced with the ptospect of manual labour.
Everyone wanted to organise it but no one actually wanted to do it!
CHANGE OF ROLE
For the purposes of the film a lot of rank changes were necessary.
Our RSM WOI Gordon Blood received an early commission, RQMS
Graham Leake played the oldest signalman in town, while our training
major, Maj Etheridge made an admirable cook and terrible soup. A lot
of amusing incidents occurred during the filming, two of them bear a
mention here. One of the scenes involved us living in the tunnel and the
cameras zoomed in on the hands of Sgt Brian H ughes dexterously
shuffiing a worn pack of cards. 'Action!' called the director. The
camera moves in, Brian drops the cards on the floor. 'Cut!' yells the
director-card players collapse laughing on the table.
The scene is set for the vehicles to hurtle triumphantly out of the
tunnel undamaged by the bomb. ' Action! ' calls the director. The doors
of the tunnel are thrown open and the first vehicle hurtles triumphantly
out of the tunnel followed by a crunching ound as SSgt Chick
Cheetham tries in vain to select any gear in the second vehicle. 'Cut!'
yells the director- the PSls collapse laughing.
Filming finally finished at around I 700hrs and we returned to Bristol
tired and a little di illusioned with the glamour of th filming world. A
parting shot from one of the PSis summed it up. 'Robert Redford
would have got £10,000 for today's work- we didn't even get a haversack ration!'
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38 Sig Regt (V)
Sheffield
CHANGE OF C OMM AND
Oct 19 1 aw a number of changes affecting the top management of
·3 ·.On 16 Oct Lt Col Alan Hawkswortb, TD handed over command
of the regiment to Lt Col Mike Vann, MBE, who com to us from the
lfOD. The regiment wi hes him, and his wife Jan, a happy and enjoyable tour in Sheffield.

first exercise for Bravo Troop using our new VRC321 equipment.
Detachments were deployed to Rugby and Grantham and good comm·
were achieved. The stalwarts of the troop such as C pl Jim Cairns and
Cpl Maurice Stanley seem to think its all too easy now!
SSM John Loveday knocked us into shape for an excellent Regimen
tal Parade, where the complicated manoeuvres were mind boggling,
and the OC, Maj Ian Henderson, got the words of command right!
Congratulations to all those who passed their courses at Scarborough and who have now joined the squadron. Welcome to Capt
Robyn Wymbs who has now taken over A2 Troop on a full time basi ,
We look forward to another year's hard work leading up to Jog Trot
'82 .

40 Sig Regt (V)
Belfast

HQ SQN ANNUAL CAMP
'We are not mean people· commented Capt Dave Baxter TD (TOT),
Acting 2IC of HQ Sqn. as he completed. along with the rest of the old
and bold, a gruelling march across the Yorkshire Moors on the first day
of Camp. HQ Sqn is indeed composed of the old and bold and to prove
it two Officers in the squadron have sons in the regiment. Unfortunately, the squadron is mistakenly thought of as a collection of cooks,
bottlewashers and general labourers! The role of HQ Sqn is lo provide
services such as catering. the provision of stores, supplies, transport,
pay, etc, to the regiment as a whole. During Camp the squadron
provided these services, while at the same time taking a full part in all
the various Regimental competitions, range course, etc. Nevertheless,
despite age disadvantage and having to provide all the normal duties of
the squadron, the squadron as a whole put up a most creditable performance in the various Camp competitions. In particular the LAD, under
Capt Ronnie Laid did the squadron proud by winning first place in the
Troop Competitions.
On the sports field squadron teams put up a good show particularly
in the volley-ball competition. In the rounders events the pitcher, Pte
Peggy Portis WRAC, really excelled herself, being the terror of every
other team in the event. Addressing the squadron at the conclusion of
Camp, Maj Jimmy Chambers, still dressed in his Army issue PT kit
(pre 1950s issue) congratulated everyone in the squadron for their
efforts during Camp fortnight. Despite the intensive nature of Camp all
in the squadron found time to enjoy themselves. No matter how hot it is
in the kitchen, HQ Sqn can always be relied upon to stick it out to the
end !

85 SQUADRON ROUND UP

Try this (Annual Camp Scarborough)
Never one to resist a new hat, the Mayor of Scarborough, Councillor
Liz Mackenzie, tries on a caubeen as worn by Officers and Warrant
Officers of 40th . Including Lt Col Ian Graham, Maj Crawford
McMahon and QC WRAC Maj Linda Squance
! Courtesy of ire Scarborough Evening News)

Lt Col Alan Hawksworth hands over command of t he regiment to Lt
Col Vann outside RHO
NEW HONORARY COLONEL APPOINTED
On 3 I Oct our Honorary Colonel, Col Richard Grimwood Taylor,
TD, handed over his charge after J3t years. His successor is Col John
Francis, who is the Regimental Secretary at RHQ Royal Signals. Col
Francis served as Adjutant to 46 (NM) Signal Regiment (TA), and was
the first CO of 38 Signal Regiment (V) on its formation in 1967. We
have alway kept in couch with Col John and Jean, and are particularly
pleased to welcome them back.

Past - Present - Future COs 40 (Ulster) Sig Regt (V)
Left to right: Lt Col D. Hall, CO 1969-72. Lt Col I. Graham, present CO
and Lt Col A. P. de Bretton-Gordon who assumes command of the
regiment March 1982

Lt Gen Sir Richard Lawson GOC and Director of Military Operation in
N Ireland, inspects a Guard mounted by recruits of 40 (Ulster) Sig
Regt (V) during a visit to the regiment at Annual Camp at Burniston
Barracks, Scarborough
The 'top management team' at the Regimental Ball. Left to right: Col
John Francis and Jean, Lt Col Alan Hawksworth and Barbara, Co l
Richard Grimwood Taylor and Ann , Lt Col Mike Vann and Jan
PRESENT A TIO NS
Col Grimwood Taylor and Lt Col Hawksworth were dined out at a
Regimental Dinner and Ball in Sheffield on 31 Oct Col Grimwood
Taylor was presented with a decanter, and in return presented the
Officers Mess with a quantity of port, a gesture which will be much
appreciated in the future. L Col Hawksworth received a silver cruet
et,. c<;implete ~th mustard; He presented the Mess with a painting
dep1ctmg the v1s1t to the regiment of the Colonel-in -Chief in July 1980.
The painting was executed by Sheffield artist Eric Gregory and Lt Col
Hawksworth presen ted each out-squadron with a print for its own
mess.
Also in October, the regiment visited the STC at Scarborough for a
weekend. At the Regimental Parade held there Lt Col Vann presented
W02 (SSM) Dave Warburton with the Territorial Efficiency Medal
and LCpl Walt Whiteley with the First Clasp to his medal.
'
(The photographs are reproduced with permission from The
Sheffield Telegraph and SSgt D. Wilkinson.)
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Gen Lawson talks to members of the regiment
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66 (CITY OF BELFAST) SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
Contrary to popular belief in RHQ, the squadron did attend camp
this year at Scarborough STC, and indeed were the biggest squadron
there. The record books will not, however, show any kudos for the
squadron-instead they will show we were the worst turned out, the
least professional squadron, living in the worst kept accommodation!
The hell we were! Perhaps the encouragement of winning all the awards
will help the other, smaller squadrons, raise their standards to those of
the backbone of the regiment. Apart from all that, it was a good camp!
Training got off to an exhausting start with Exercise Moors March
which can be summed up most politely as a pleasant stroll. Everyone in
the squadron completed the route. Special congratulations to Sig
Tommy Patterson who was cheerful to the bitter end. Blisters were
issued to many participants especially LCpl Rosie Carey and LCpl
Jean 1\icVeigh-we hope that Jean will be able to walk smartly up the
aisle in December and not limp!
All of the squadron were firmly convinced of the correctness of their
decision to join the Corps and not infantry after Exercise Pasha I, our
first full infantry exercise for many years. Sig Henry Blackwood is
rumoured to have dug all the trenches on this Exercise and broken all
the picks and shovels. This is firmly denied by reliable sources. Capt
John Anderson had the privilege of commanding the ' Company' for the
long cold night on Pork Chop Hill . The MO's attempt to blow his
head off with a thunderflash is best forgotten, as perhaps is the whole
episode! Only at the end of the night was it clear why Arctic 24 hour
ration packs were issued.
It was a relief to get back to signals type duties for Exercise Saracen
2 and Saladin. Cpl Billy Ashe is to be congratulated on sterling work at
his relay site especially as he was under the direction of our new radio
relay officer, Lt Anne Dodds. Lt Gerry Fleming made a good job of
opening up a bridle path for vehicles and forcing a quart of comms
vehicles into a pint-sized site.
Perhaps the most important step forward for many years was the
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The start of our series of exercises with eastern names if not eastern
flavour was Exercise Moors March and cunning re-arrangement of the
teams at the last moment gave the OC, Maj Brian Darrah, and his
band of 'old crocks' the chance they had been waiting for. Suitable
words of encouragement from that 'golden oldie' SSM Ray Cairns
worked wonders with all ranks in the team and 85 Squadron's winning
streak made its first appearance at camp, with the team putting up the
fastest time for the 7t mile route march.
Undeterred by blisters and cramped muscles, Monday saw us setting
off on Exercise Saracen-a squadron comms exercise. With the usual
quiet efficiency the squadron deployed, set up cornrns and prepared for
a relaxing night--except at one of the PMC sites where Cpl Brian
Winton decided it would be fun to give a free-wheeling Landrover a few
yards start and then see if he could catch it. He did, eventually-two
fences and half a field of artichokes later. Luckily the farmer was understanding and the SSM is giving Cpl Winton a few tips on running
technique.
A happy band of communicators returned to Burniston on Tuesday
ready once more to face the fray in the nightspots of Scarborough; but
our R and R was brief indeed. By Wednesday morning we had all
answered the call to sort out a band of desperate marauders led by Maj
Nonnan Geddes and set out for Catterick and Exercise Pasha.
Squadron 2IC Capt Bill Malone took the opportunity to stage a
bloodless coup and was readily established as OC ' B' Coy as the
squadron turned into infantrymen. Throughout the afternoon ' B' Coy
advanced on its objective in a pincer movement and, despite many ambushes, by early evening they were digging in having secured it.
Although successful in beating off repeated enemy attacks throughout
the night, ' B' Coy could not keep all of its trenches from being over-run
by heavy rain, and before dawn Sig Rob Totten ('PG') was forced to
withdraw from his ' swimming pool'. Spirits rose with the sun. By mid
morning the enemy had been routed, a brew up consumed and all were
ready for the trek back to Burniston Barracks.
Three exercises complete and it was still only Friday of the first
week-what could the seasoned campaigners do next? Obvious
answer-go back to school and study a few essentials of soldiering. So
on Friday we faced a day of study with map reading, NBC training
weapon handling and naturally a chance to go over the assault course.
Saturday saw a cautious optimism as everyone realised that it really
was a day to relax and buy those presents to bring home to loved ones
so that we can all come to camp and enjoy ourselves again next year
(hollow laughter was heard).
Thus by mid-afternoon on Sunday, physically and mentally
replenished we went to war once more. Exercise Saladin, following the
ground work of Saracen, went very smoothly, with the squadron back
to strength with the return of those on courses during the previous week
and with our numbers increased by the addition of some 'Combat
Radio-ladies' and ' Combat Power persons' from training squadron. Cpl
Andy Bowden hasn·t lost the smile from his face yet.
A visit from the Group Commander, Brig Burrows, and from
CEME, Brig White was an opportunity for HQ Sqn to show what they
were made of and they went all out in an effort to 'curry favour' with
the 'brass'. An excellent lunch and drinks in the marquee (erected as
tactically as possible) certainly did a lot to change the image of life at a
field commcen.
Back to barracks on Tuesday and into our last exercise on Wednesday and Thursday-Exercise Scimitar-a chance to show that we had
learnt from our studies in the first week and an opportunity to fire all
personal weapons on Barnard Castle ranges.
Friday morning was devoted to a regimental parade, followed by
Sports and aft.e r lunch the prizegiving. 85 Squadron certainly had a
list of winners to be proud of: Cpl Joe Hume best shot LCpl Redpath
best shot (WRAC), Cpl Hugh Magill top in Det Comd'G Course, E
Troop winners Sports competition, F Troop winners Military Skills
competition. And the sq uadron overall winners in the inter-squadron
competition.
Sixteen days after we had set out we returned to Belfast through
pouring rain. Back to our homes, a tired but happy band who had een
a lot, tried a lot and surely learnt a lot, both about the job and about
ourselves.
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At the end of the competition, Alpha Troop's success at football and
volleyball helped them emerge as the winners, beating SHQ Troop into
second place by seven points. Charlie Troop were third and MT/LAD
Troop fourth. A splendid trophy, to be competed for annually, was
presented to OC Alpha Troop, Capt Andy Ward by Mrs Carole
Thomas, wife of the Squadron Commander.

ADVANCE PARTY
The operation was to be completed with speed and stealth. The
advance party had to move in, take control of the area and prepare for
the main body. A small team of experts was needed. Led by Capt
Cedric Burton and RQMS Pete Bawden the team as en:i?led, was
briefed and insert ed into ' enemy' territory by the newest addition to the
RAF's transport fleet, the Chinook. Three weeks and 150 tons of stores
later Jellalabad Barracks was ours.

SWIMMING GALA
After many false starts due to exercise commitments, the 'Summer'
Inter Troop Swimming Gala took place on Thur 29 Oct.
Charlie Troop were the favourites, as usual, to win the Gala, but a
careful eye needed to be kept on Sgt Garth Pickersgill to prevent him
entering for every race. The 'guest' team from Force Headquarters
under the guidance of the Superintending Clerk, WO I Archie Claydon
put in a fine team this year and surprised everyone when-they collected
most of the trophies.
Sqn HQ fought a fine rearguard action and were unlucky to be
beaten into third place. Alpha and MT/LAD Troops, although more at
home on football, rugby and hockey pitches, adapted themselves to the
'wet' conditions and battled it out for fourth and fifth places. The final
result: !st Charlie Tp, 2nd FHQ, 3rd SHQ, 4th Alpha Tp, 5th
MT/LADTp.
The veterans race was closely competed, the favourite, OC Sqn, Maj
Hywel Thomas was pipped by an arms length by WO I Archie
Claydon who received the surprise prize, a barely inflated, repaired,
rubber inner tube. The chain of command race was an exciting finale to
the evening's entertainment with SHQ coming first and Alpha Troop
gaining second place, for the first time in the Gala.
ARMY WILD WATER CHAMPIONSHIPS
On Wed 18 Nov two teams left for Catterick, for their first look at
the River Swale, Lt Charlie Miller with his AA Relay Card firmly
grasped in his hand. On Thursday morning after an early start, the
teams under the instruction of Cpl Jock Selkirk '(the water is not that
cold)', made their first attempt at getting down the Swale in one piece.
On reaching the notorious tree, Sig Ronnie Llewellyn demonstrated to
the rest of the team how to shoot this well known obstacle, but alas he
became one more victim and ::arried out a perfect demonstration of the
capsize drill. Sig Dai Davies (506) '(it looks easy, I am a PTT)' also
completed a perfect demonstration of the capsize drill. After numerous
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The Advance Party arrives in Ttdworth

GENERAL
October, November and December continued to be excessively busy
for the squadron. The squadron was involved in a number of exercises
Tels and PRE but the unit move to Aldershot was always in the
background.
JOCOMMEXs
During the latter quarter of the year B Tp were involved in 3
Jocommex's. The first was with the Commando Training Centre
Lympstone. LC pls Andy Turner and McAuley were exchanged with 2
Marines for the duration of the exercise to see how the other half lived.
The second Jocommex was the HMS Glasgow, which happened to
be in Ham burg at the start of the exercise. Again we sent two
operators, LCpls Andy Turner (him again) and Paul Dobson. They
eventually arrived at HMS Glasgow (via the Reeper bahn) and
managed to communicate (between bouts of sea sickness) back to us in
Tidworth, until the ship arrived back in UK.
The last Jocommex was to HMS Cleopatra. Here we managed to
complete the 48 hour exercise without a CCT outage, Thank God for
Clansman, this would have been impossible with our old D 11 's.

Exercise AMBER EXPRESS
During September we took part in the major NATO exercise Amber
Express in Denmark. It seems now as though everyone on the Army
Board visited us and the Queen of Denmark, but it can't really have
been so, could it? Sgt Garth Pickersgill led yet another quarterguard,
this time for the British Ambassador, but perhaps the highlight of the
exercise was the ' fighting' patrol led by RSM 'Flash' Gordon Philbrook
and the indefatigable Cpl Donnie Brough with the Commander, BM
and OC, which found themselves face to face with an enemy tank in so
called 'friendly' territory. And who put the Commander's Rover in a
duck-pond afLer getting a field promotion? (We wouldn't give your
name LCpl Oakman, not with you just joining your new unit.)
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MOVE FROM ALDERSHOT
Even as the ink from these notes is drying, 216 is completing the
move from Aldershot to Tidworth. After 32 years and four titles, we
are to change our name once again to 1st Infantry Brigade Headquarters and Signal Squadron (216) on 1 Jan 82. Old friends will be
able to find us in Jellalabad Barracks, the recent home of 8 Field Force.
A special commemorative plate, with a limited edition of JOO, has been
struck to mark the end of the squadron's association with Aldershot. A
few only remain and ex-members of 216 are invited to contact the
squadron if they would like one.

WINTER LEAGUE
The squadron returned from Denmark at the end of September and
was then faced with a r~lati vely quiet period prior to moving to
Tidworth in December. Maj Hywel Thomas decided that this presented
an ideal opportunity to tur!t"our attention to the sports field. Hence the
Winter League was conceived wilh the object of ensuring maximum
participation in sport by non -gladiator members of the squadron.
Alpha, Charlie, SHQ and MT/ LAD Troops competed against each
other at football, hockey and volleyball. Such was the enthusiasm for
the competition that Alpha Troop had five potential football teams.
Two contenders for first rlace soon emerged-Alpha and SHQ
Troops. The former youthfu and fast across the pitch, the latter more
sedate but skilful nonetheless, as Capt (QM) Frank Rogers proved on
the hockey field .

runs the teams retired for a well earned break before the night naviga·
tion exercise.
Fridar followed the same pattern of events with Lt Charlie Miller '(I
capsize m still water}', LCpl Gaz Cripps and Cpl Nick Kay all deciding
that the showers were obviously too hot and a cold bath, courtesy of
the Swale, was just the thing with which to start the day.
Saturday, the big day had arrived. The one problem being The Tree,
this took its toll of Cpl Jock Selkirk for the fi rst time, mu ch to the
delight of the rest of the team, Cpl Nick Kay, whilst laughing, met the
same fate. LCpl Cripps arrived at the finish line with his canoe giving a
most realistic impersonation of a submarine. After a most enjoyable
day, the teams finished 16th and 18th ! A good result as th is was their
first competitive race. Both teams would like to give their thanks to Sig
Taff Rideout for providing the administration and support while the
teams were in Catterick.
Our Congratulations go to: the followi ng recently married couples,
Sgt Dave Vince and Susan, Sig Kevin Hunt and Karen and Cpl
'Harry' Pope and June. To Sgt Gordon Hands and Ann on the birth of
their daughter Alison.
To SSgt (Fof'S) Mick Stocks on winning the Corps Orienteering
Championship--who set the course Mick?-Cpl Jock Selkirk on
promotion to Sergeant and assuming the title of 'Super Liney'; RSM
Gordon Philbrook on missing the move but getting back in time for
Christmas leave-nice one Flash; Capt (QM) Frank Rogers on procuring the complete Army reserve stock of Compo Steak and
Kidney-roll on Bold Guard; Cpl 'H' Glean on being selected for the
Combined Services Rugby team again; the Boxing Team for a 'gutsy'
show against 521 Coy RPC (we came second}; Lt David Jones on the
adoption of his 'crow' and Lt Charlie Miller on successfully lasting a
full year in TAC A.
Hello to: Capt Iain Brownlee, Lt David 'Brains' Hargreaves and Sgt
Bob Vickers. Goodbye to: Sgts Pete Amphlett, Jim Bell, Pete Glover,
Willy Granitza and Basil Le Breton.
Stop Press: Cpl Mick Boxall is, fin ally, back from Operation Drake.

FOOTBALL
The squadron football tea!ll', under the expert guidance of Sgt Jock
Kerr, was narrowly beaten by 59 (INDEP) CDO Sqn RE in the Army
Cup Area semi-final. However to have reached this stage is in itself a
triumph for the squadron. The team is also highly placed in Div 2 of the
Sal isbury Plain League. The top scorers this season so far are Cfn
Denis O'Toole, Slgs Glnge Wllllmont and Eddie Edwards.

Lt Andy Ward receives the Winter League Trophy from Mrs Carole
Thomas
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A Tps Log Ops veh being dropped for the first time

560 RLD
On I Dec we bade farewell to 560 RLD led by Sgt Graham
Reynolds. They have been based with us since I LI left for BAOR and
have now been earmarked for 1 CHESHIRES as the Sqn is moving to
Aldershot.
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THE EXOTIC CONCEPT
A cry for help was heard from behind the In Tray in the 2IC Capt
Matt Helm's office one cold November day last year. The cry was
heard by the Training NCO SSgt Jeff Shergold. Let's do some
Adventure Training somewhere exotic the voice from behind the In
Tray was heard to say. The In Trays were quickly deposited into File
13 and so began the Jong process of sifting through travel brochures.
Having decided that perhaps MOD would not approve 2 weeks
training in Tahiti we decided to take a more official approach to this
problem.

566 RLD in action derigging
L to R: Sig Taff Rowlands, LCpl Les Waite, Sig Ginge Willimont and
Sgt Larry little

•

Almost there ...

MOVE TO ALDERSHOT
As you will probably all know by now, 8 and 6 Field Forces are
swopping locations. This means that as from 7 Dec, 8 Fd Force .were
alive and well and living in Aldershot. How the move went wall be
reported in the next issue, but suffice to say the organisation of Admin
Officer Capt Denis Cox, QM Capt Colin Meredith and WO 1 (FofS)
Smith left nothing to chance. Just to confuse the issue not only have we
moved to Aldershot but as from I Jan we were retitled 5 Infantry
Brigade HQ & Signal Squadron.
EXERCISE FAST FALCON
The major exercise during this period was the Force Logistic
Airborne exercise Exercise Fast Falcon. This was designed to test the
logistic apparatus' and support for any airborne operation that would
affect 8 Fd Force.
The Fd Force DAA & QMG Maj Tym Marsh, Para, 566 RLD led
by Lt Mark Edwards and others air dropped into Salisbury plain on the
first day. The logistic cell of the TAC HQ motored in (simulated air
land) and the cell set up to field any problems that were thrown at them
by the higher and lower controls. SSgt Joe Baker controlled the cornms
ably assisted by Cpl Jim Paine.
RUGBY
So far our rugby season has been reasonably successful, however
our main claim to fame is that our superstar Lt Mark Edwards not only
recently represented the Corps but also represented Dorset and
Wiltshire in the UK County Championship, until their defeat by the
powerful Gloucestershire Team. Lt Edward's experience in high class
rugby has benefited the squadron greatly and we hope to go on to great
things. Lt Edwards also played for the Combined Services Vs T he
Wasps in November and scored a try.

In one piece

COMINGS AND GOINGS
We have said farewell since the last issue to the followi ng: Pte
Duncan-1 (BR) Corps, SSgt Shergold-30 Sig Regt as RQMS, Sgt
Lawrence--SWDIST, Sig Johnson-233 Sig Sqn, Sig Cooke-D epot
Tp, Lcpl Linnett-602 Sig Tp, Cpl Crickmay-8 Regt RCT, LCpl
Luke- 7 Sig Regt, Cpl Burbrid~e-8 Sig Regt, LC pl Nesbitt- 7 Sig
Regt, LCpl Newbon-3 Div HQ & Sig Regt, Cpl Chapman-2 1 Sig
Regt, Cpl Smith-8 Sig Regt, Sgt Hibberd-AAC Netheravon, Pte
Sheehan-6 Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn, LCpl Neild-6 Fd Force HQ &
Sig Sqn, LC pl Parry-6 Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn, LCpl Scott- 6 Fd
Force HQ & Sig Sqn, Cpl Greenwood- D ischarged, SSgt
Dalby- Discharged and Maj Chris Donaghy as a Sqn Comd to 3
Armd Div HQ & Sig Sqn we wish them luck, and welcome to the
following: Sig Burrows, Sig Cefai-8 Sig Regt, Pte McGrath, Sig
Moody-8 Sig Regt, Cpl Nicbolson-2 LI, Sig Philips- 14 Sig Regt,
Capt Bouwens, LCpl Mair, Pte F reer-6 Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn,
Capt Baldwin, Sgt Andrews-6 Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn, Maj RolfeSmith and our new BM Maj Lambe R A-Staff College Camberley.
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CONSULTATION AND DECISION
Realising that Maj Peter Bonser, a Royal Signals Officer had been
planted as a sleeper in Gibraltar, contact was made. He informed us
that the capture of a Barbary Ape from the rock was not actually
Adventure Training and instead what did we think of Morocco. The
idea appealed to us all and so it was decided that Morocco was our
destination. There remained but a few minor problems ie convincing the
powers that be that it was a worthwhile venture, organising the
equipment, vehicles, manpower, rations. finance, clearance, flights,
medical requirements etc. This being achieved in record time-9
months, we were ready for the off.

INVALUABLE ASSISTANCE
A mention should be made at this point of the inval uable assistance
given by various agen ies, without which the expedition would have
never taken place: Maj Bonser for organising so much at the Gibraltar
end, Ma) Richards HQ South West District and Capt Jones WRAC of
1 PAT (A) MOD fo r processing the realms of paperwork required and
fi nall y a special thanks to RSD Thatham for supplying Arctic tents for
an expedition in Morocco--Such versatility!

MEMBERS OF EXPEDITION
Capt Matt Helm R Signals, SSgt Jeff Shergold, Sgt Woof Woolford
RAPC , Cpl Don Ingham REME, Cpl Dickie Bird RE, Cpl Nigel
Parry, LCpl Toss Walker, LCpl Griff Griffiths, LCpl Mush Mooney,
LCpl Boris Ford ACC, LCpl Andy Turner, Pte Chalkie White, Unpaid
Guide--Maj Peter (Mohammed) Bonser.

2UNDER WAY
We travelled to RAF Hendon on the evening of 2 Sep in preparation
for our flight the next morning. We arrived safely without the baggage
truck. This caused some consternation within the party, not least of all
with LCpl Griff Griffiths whose supply of combs was in his luggage.
Eventually our tame ·chunk' Pte Chalkie W hit~ . arrived with the
baggage truck. Re-united we entered the strange twilight world of RAF
Movements. We were awoken at 0500hrs next morning for the trip to
Gatwick, nobody was conscious enough to remember the journey. The
flight aboard a Dan-Air Boeing 727 was very pleasant, made even
more so by the excellent service of the stewardesses, the fact tha~ th~y
were all young and attractive had nothmg whatsoever t~ do with 1t.
After a quick 'whip round' for the drivers we arrived at Gibraltar to be
met by Maj Peter Bonser. The next 3~hrs were spent coll~ctmg the 3
Safari Landrovers and stores and makmg all final preparations for our
trip into the unknown.

called Asilah on the Atlantic coast. It was here we nearly had our first
casualty. Our 'Cook' LCpl Boris Ford found out much to his horror
that beer is not readily available in Morocco. However he was suitably
revived by a tot of Vodka carried by the expedition, for medicinal
purposes only you understand.

DAY2
After travelling some 200 miles South East of Tangiers we arrived at
Fez. The campsite, as is normal in Morocco, was inhabited by a million
flies, the toilets an adventure in themselves, but it did have a swimming
pool. LCpl Mush Mooney and LCpl Toss Walker made friends with
the local life guard by throwing him in the pool.

DAYJ
The day was spent visiting the old city of Fez where it is hard to
believe one is actually in the 20th century. After several glasses of the
inevitable mint tea and the ever present attempts to sell you anything
that walked, crawled or glittered (they do accept American Express) we
made our way back to the campsite where Cpls Nigel Parry and Dickie
Bird showed us how they'd been ripped off at the market.

DAY4
On the move again heading south toward the Sahara Desen. The
further south we travelled the better it became. until we drove into the
High Atlas Mountains where the scenery was truly breathtaking and
certainly dramatic. To cure any feelings of homesickness we might
have felt the Moroccan climate changed-it rained. This called for
another medicinal tot. After an extremely long and hot drive we arrived
at the campsite located at 'Source Bleue De Meski' a natural oasis
situated on the northern border of the Sahara. The su rroundings were
idyllic. lush vegetation with crystal clear, cool water ru nning into a
naturalised pool complete with fish. Tents erected, we joined the fish.

DAYS
By this time several members of the party were 'trotting' but with the
daily ' fix' of Lomotil thi ngs were kept on a 'firm basis·. The day was
spent effecting urgent repairs to the landrovers and ourselves. Cpl Don
Ingham, whose French was not up to much, resorted to sign language
when tryi ng to get an exhaust pipe repaired at a garage in a nearby
town, thus nearly resulting in an international incident. LCpl And)'.
Turner showed the locals a quick way to get ll;P and down the wadi
with his abseiling and drew quite a crowd of admirers.
The evening was spent with Maj Peter Bonser and LCpl Boris Ford
barbequing a lamb over a spit and the remainder of us 'trying' to eat it.
with the assistance of a poor 'Scouse' hitchiker and two Australian
'Sheilas' who had captured him en route, poor lad.

MOROCCO
,
We crossed from Gibraltar to Tangiers via the Ferry 'Mons Calpe
with what seemed half the population of Morocco, after a s~ooth
crossing much to relief of Capt Matt Helm. and. hal~ the population of
Morocco. To say we whisked through tm'!ugr~uon woul~ be an
exaggeration, but suffice to say the goodwill gift of 60 cigarettes
certainly sped things up and so finally we were on our way.

DAYl
.
Tangiers is a busy, cosmopolitan, touristic city_ nor to be d:velt 1 ~ and
with this in mind we made for our first campsite at a fis hmg village
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LCp l Andy Turner impressing the natives
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DAY6
p at Sam and bound for the Sahara Desert. A brief stop at a
foroccan army Southern outpost at Erfoud, where you could see for
mile· into the desert, refuelled the landrovers and then into the Sahara.
Our Guide Maj Peter Bonser happened to mention that it was quite
po ible to find valuable fo sils ju t lying around. T~is resulted IJ? a
cene imilar to the late 19th century gel ru h with rock being
collected, scrutinized and jealously loaded :r••o pockets and hats. Our
intrepid 'leader' Capt Matt Helm happened to overturn a rock to be
onfronted bv a rather bad tempered camel spider. This cau~cd great
amusement a·mong t the remainder of us until the spider decided to run
tO\\ard us. This wa an opportune moment for us to return to the
landrovers at a high rate of knots. The temperature soared to 110°F as
we approached Merzouga the border of Morocco and Algeria. Here we
were confronted by the highest sand dune in Morocco and a rather
delapidated camel. After negotiating a price we decided to sample the
delights of a camel riding. The heavier a person was the loud~r the
camel complained, in fact when LCpl Toss Walker sat on 1t the
creature nearly creamed and refused to get up. Cpl Dickie Bird
di covered a new wav of dismounting-backwards, ending up under
the camel's tail. thankfully the camel was on Lomotil as well.
After a visit to a Berber wedding. the bride being married twice
weekly during the tourist season we returned to Meski.

DAY7-8
After an early start and a brief halt for petrol we headed into the
desert to sample the delight of desert navigation and survival.
Although it was classed as desert we actually drove up into a range of
Jebels. For what seemed an eternity we drove along rough mountain
rracks with hair-raising drops on either side risking not only the
performance of the Safari landrovers but also driving skills of Cpl Nigel
Parry, SSgt Jeff Shergold and expert LCpl Andy Turner, not to
mention our nerves. As dusk approached we decided to find a suitable
place to make camp. The site chosen looked similar to a moon
landscape with boulders strewn all over the place. The tents were
erected in a circle as a defensive measure against any marauding
indians. Wood was collected with the aid of a local tribesman and a
bonfire made. After a meal of 'what did Boris call it?" a cup of tea to
take the taste of the food away, we sat around the bonfire exchanging
tall stories. The temperature dropped rapidly that night and soon the
call of the sleeping bag was too much. Everybody turned in early with
thoughts of man-eating camel spiders, giant scorpions and deadly
snakes racing through their heads. Strangely enough we all survived the
night and got up early. Our cook LCpl Boris Ford and cook's assistant
LCpl Mush Mooney had been up for hours preparing a sumptious
breakfast of boiled eggs and stale bread. Shovel recces completed
(something to do with the previous night's meal) we were on our way.
Our intrepid leader and our guide decided unanimously that the way
out of the desert had to be north, or could it be south. Eventually
civilisation was sighted and with a sigh of relief we were back on
tarmac roads again.

the High Atlas, where, of course, it rained, finally arriving at Marakech
in the evening. A trip to the evening market in the old city is a must.
Here we saw snake charmers story tellers, scribes, jugglers, acrobats
and every type of trading stall. It was really a unique experience and
the basis of many a tall story later on. One hint though, keep your
wallet in your side pocket and watch where you tread, it is rather
unnerving to find a cobra wrapped around your foot.

19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(209 Sig Sqn)
Colchester

DAY 10-12
We set off for Imlil in preparation for our 'assault' on Jebel Toubkal.
We arrived, hired a guide, who we found out was a 'Mach 2 mountain
goat' and made all preparations for our climb. At I 200hrs, in high

SEVERAL CHANGES
Since the Corps magazine received our last contribution the
squadron has seen several changes in the management:

A view to the top

OC
Maj Mike Collins
Capt Gordon Shipley
2IC
Ops OfTr
Capt Nigel Moore
Maj Brian Moody RPC
Admin OfTr
QM
Capt John Richardson
MTO
Capt Laurie Dolan RCT
OC A
Lt Andy Tuson
OC J
Lt David Meyer
OC M
W02 (Fof'S) Graham Atkinson
RSM
WO l Tony Cross
Yof'S
W0 2 Alan Doane
The current format will all be present well into next year's exercise
seas~n, although the Y ofS has ideas of learning Arabic for his next
posting to Qatar.
CHANGE OF SQUADRO N COMMAN DER AND RSM
Before the summer, the squadron bid farewell to Maj John Doody
and welcomed Maj. Mike Collins. At a more recent date the squadron
changed RSMs, losmg WOl Mclnness to Army Recruiting and gaining
"'.01 Cross from Cyprus. All members of the squadron would like to
wish them every success in their new positions.

The first day- ' At least there's a path'
spirits and following our guide and mule which insisted on depositing
trade marks every 50 metres (bring out the Lomotil) we started the
climb to the Niltner Hut situated at a height of 3260 metres. The climb
was a very tiring slog along tracks high into the mountains. En route
we encountered hot sun to freezing rain and wind. It was noted with
alarm that breathing was becoming more difficult although our Mach 2
mountain goat was not affected. We finally reached the hut some Shrs
later. Totally exhausted and with doubts regarding the wisdom of this
venture, LCpls Mush Mooney and Andy Turner had prepared a brew
and a meal and it was a welcome treat after the long climb. Everybody
had turned in by l 900hrs after a medicinal tot, although sleep was
found to be difficult due to the altitude.
Next morning we set off for the summit, a height of 4165 metres, the
highest in N Africa. The going was extremely hard, hampered by a
strong wind, freezing rain and loose scree underfoot. Although spirits
were high, conversation was kept to a minimum as oxygen was at a
premium. After 3hrs of slipping, sliding, much cursing a unanmimous
decision that we must all be mad we reached a point some 300 metres
from the summit. It was here whilst we were all planning to throw our
guide off the top, our irrepressible well shaven Sgt Woof Woolford
declared that he was scared of heights. However with eyes tightly
closed he ploughed on to the summit. After a few historic photographs,
an ill advised smoke and decision not to throw our guide off the top, we
started the descent. This was done remarkably quicker than the climb
mainly due to the fact that you could slide for I 00 metres at a time on
the scree slopes. Back to Niltner Hut a celebration lunch and we began
our descent back down to Imlil. It was a tired and blistered bunch that
limped in to the Base Camp.
It rained again. Not deterred, we set off looking for somewhere to
wash and shave. A mountain pool was found on the outskirts of the
village where no time was wasted in shedding clothes and jumping into
the pool, only to be transformed into blocks of ice. We quickly washed
and dried ourselves with the exception of our leader, who stood there in
all his glory shaving whilst singing the 'Banana Boat Song' much to the
disbelief of us and the amusement of the inhabitants of the village. It
must be his Sandhurst Training.

The second day - 'Will it never end'
in Gibraltar and then finally we flew back to Gatwick to rain.
In conclusion it must be said that the experience gained from this
expedition was invaluable and great credit must go to Maj Peter Bonser
for being so instrumental in its sucess.
Next year-The Matterhorn!

The Moment of Change as the new OC Maj Mike Collins accepts all !

View over the edge of the Sahara from the So uthern most outpost in
Mo rocco

DAY9
farakech was our next destination. We travelled via Gorges Du
Todra, an amazmg natural canyon with towering cliffs and then over
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KAPETOUR
The squadrOJ? in conjunction with 244 Sig Sqn was engaged in a
KAPE tour during July and August. The team management consisted
of Capt Nigel Moore, Lt Steve Wallis and Sgt Derek Brown with 11
carefully selected and highly motivated individuals.

DAY 12--14
Our aims achieved we began the lo ng !reek back to Ta ngiers calling
at A gad ir, El Jadida R abat where we fo und the Bri tish
Consulate--closed, Asilah and fi nally Tangiers. It was a considerably
wiser, if not poorer bunch that boarded that ferry. Two days were spent
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The initial venue was the Easl of England Show a~ Pelerborough,
followed b} the
orthampton Show. b?th of ~vh1ch ~ere n:iost
ucce sful in term of interest and potential recrmts. Havmg briefly
topped off at Luton we proceeded up t? 'ottingham ~or the World
Canoe Champion hii;>s al Holme Pierpoint. Although_ it was not an
ideal venue fo r recruiting, we were able to see son:i~ high class canoe
and ka}•ak racing. In addition the display was v1s1ted by HRH the
Duke of Gloucester. The final venue was at Duxford, south. of
Cambridge for a Military Vehicles display. As a result of an HF b~k
from the Displav to RAF Brize orton, several member.s o~ 244 Sig
Sqn now have everal pen pals scattered aroun_d Eastern Di~tncl.
T he Canoe Championships even, pai:ke? S1gs Gary S~tth and Jack
Turner into trying lheir hand and rolbng around the n ver Trent. ~
most • ucce sful and enjoyable combined operation between 244 Sig
Sqn and ourselve . fro!Il w_hich _we hope to see some of the people we
met again--<mly nexl tune m uniform!

salmon sandwiches were enjoyed by the ~heep and whose 0730
breakfast arrived at 0900 prompt eve~y morm~g.
The Royal Wedding day saw us involved in a street party an_d a
game of rounders. The locals claimed victory in the rou nders by_weight
of numbers, whilst we claimed it for our num_b er. of runs. An ellJoyable
day was had by all due to their generous hospitality;
The last day saw the ascent of Pen-y-Ghent, a hill where.sheep wear
oxygen masks and Fof'S Graham A':lci n ~on wore the survival rucs~c,
being the only one not to. have earned it all week. Once up we discovered it was then downhill all the way and so we cam~ do_wn wondering why we went up in the first place and so on. this high !lote we
departed the Pennine Way for Colchester and the ram o nce agam.
7 F IELD F ORCE SPORT S FESTIVA L 1981
Al the recent Sports Festival the squadr:on m8flaged 2nd place. It
achieved first place in cross country and orienteering, out of the seven
sports in the competition.
BOXING
T he squadron 'having a go' at all sport~, managed to s ta~e a
remarkable evening of boxing in the Quarter. Fm:i.l of the UK~f'. Mmor
Units Boxing competition. It was our firs t time in the competition a nd
we narrowly lost 4-3 to the PCCU having bee." unable to. field an
entrant at ft yweight. T he ~uccessful boxers.were. Sig~ Maca Niles, K~v
Burgess and Pte Jim Travdl. LC pl Andy Wise, Sig Bill Scarff. and Cr81g
Booles, although defeated, prove? tha~ the sq1:1adron was in a determined mood that evening. It wasn t until after his fight th at LCpl Andy
Wise discovered he had a broken wrist.

Back L to R: Cpl Wilson, Lt Wallis, Cpl Wooler, S gt Brown, Capt
Moore, Sig Britton, Sig Taylor, LCpl Carroll
Front L to R: Cfn Edwards, Sig Smith , LCpl Lynch, LCpl McNally, Cpl
Bateman

INTER TROOP SIX-A-SIDE FOOTBAL~ .
.
T he eight teams th at entered the competition provided an excellent
pre-season opportunity for Capt Nigel Moore and Cpl G~~y Bateman
to elect the squadron side. In a closely contested competition A troop
narrowly beat J troop to win their fi rst major squadron t;ophy. The
trophy for the highest scorer went to Cpl Gary Bateman w1th_1_2 goals
and Sig Dave Elliot fini shed second with 11 goals . The competltto~ also
provided the OC's wife Mrs Christine Collins with the opportunity to
meet the squadron on a less fo rmal occasion when called upon to
present the prizes.

M TR OOP WALK T H E PENNINE WAY (WELL ALM<?STI)
.
Once upon a time, the then OC, Maj J. S. D oody _decided that m
order to save money on lighting in the a~comm?dation b!ock, each
troop would live out of camp for a week doing a thmg called adventure
training'.
.
.
tx
d ·nk
The troop S COs after many hours of d ~scussion and co1~ee n ing, supplied by Telemech Troop (C pl Dick T aylor), decided they
would train the workers of the troop. Thus we departed Colchester one
miserable day for the Pennine Way. The h!ghlight of the wee~ was ~e
sun, which shone brightly in the sky, ~urning any _exposed skm_ dunng
the evening football matches. The cuhnary expertise was provided by
Sgt 'Tafl' Andrews RAOC whose packed lunches of marmalade and
The Winning Team - A troop
Back left to right: Sigs Perks, Giles, Elliot, Preece, LCpl McNally
Front: Capt Moore , Cpl Lync h, Sig Hiles, Cpl Mason
MARCH A ND SHOOT
Yet again Alfa Troop were able to triumph over the other departments of the squadron under the leader ship of the ir new troop Staff
Sergeant, Henry Banks.
BOMB SCARE
Cpl West and Pte Kirby, both members of the Offi ce~s ' Mess Staff,
were highly praised by a local department store for the!C prompt and
willing help given during a recent bomb scare.

Back L to R: Sig Mcintosh, LCpl Wise, Cpl Dra ke, FofS Atkinso n
Front: LCpl Clewtey, Sig Daniel, Cpl Taylor
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WIVES' CLUB
The Panthers Wives' Club held a Christmas Dinner in the Sergeants
Mess on Tues 1 Dec. This was the final Wives' Club event for 1981. An
excellent meal was prepared by the Sergeants Mess Cooks and was
enjoyed by all the 35 ladies present. During the eveni!lg the Force
Commander's wife, Mrs Valerie Spacie was presented_with a bouq1:1et
of ftowers by Mrs Christine Collins on behalf of the W ives' Club. With
them went best wi shes for their forthcoming move to London. Santa
Claus Alias Sgt John Walm sley di stributed the Christmas presents
from the bran tub to all the ladies present. The evening was rounded off
with Mrs Glynis Kearns playing her guitar and_l~adi n g t~e ladies
a
sing song. M rs Ase Tanner also gave an entertammg musical contribution. A most entertaining pleas;µit evening was had by all.

!n
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55 Sig Sqn (V)
Liverpool

NEW FACES
For those of you who thought us dead, disbanded or re-organised, a
surprise, we live and flourish, fully topped up to the brim (in fact our
cup overfloweth) with energetic soldiers detaching themselves to
various parts of the globe ie Belize, Denmark and of course BAOR.
Our PSI line up has also changed considerably since last we appeared
in these pages and the team now looks like this:

oc

PSAO
SPSI/MTO
FofS
YofS
SQMS
Chief Clerk
PSI Tech
PSI-DTP

Maj R. D. Symonds
Capt E. S. Filder
W02(SSM) G. Back
SSgt G. Pritchard
W02K.Bark
SSgt I. Chapman
SSgt B. Cartwright
Sgt G. Clifford
Sgt A.John

A CHANGE OF AIR
But enough of the fun side and down to serious business. Amidst all
the tooing and frowing our Boss', Maj Rob Symonds, thought it high
time the squadron had a change of air. The Event-Annual Camp, The
Venue-Isle of Man.
The rigours of last year's camp spent 'Crusading' had not been
forgotten and with this in mind the idea of a fun type camp seemed to
appeal.
Our camp dates had been fixed (and how!) in order that we would
not be on the Island at the same time as the TT Races, with their
incumbent hoards of hairy bikers. Unfortunately, the best laid plans
etc, we suddenly found that the TT Race dates had been changed. W e
would, after all, be dodging the odd 150mph two wheeled missile to say
nothing of road closures from dawn till dusk which virtually isol ated
the training areas from our Base camp at Jurby. Flexibility became the
watchword and so, after much wiping of sweat from brows, departure
day arrived.
Our intrepid angler, the Chief C lerk, suitably attired in camouflaged
fishing smock and trousers (his description of the issue DPM combat
suit) declared his intentions to keep the camp kitchen fully supplied
with trout for breakfast each day and to this end rod, bags, landing net
and waders were duly loaded onto the transport. He wasn' t to know
that his ideas of a fun camp and those of the QC were like the
proverbial bad R adio Link, slightly out of tune.
INDENT NOT M ET
Nevertheless, our Cardiff based troop safely enjoined with the
Liverpool element, the squadron embarked from the famous 'Pier Head
of Liver Birds' fame, and after an uneventful ferry crossing, arrived in
Douglas, Isle of Man. T he following two weeks ' Fun' had been very
carefully plarmed so that everyone (including the PSI's) would be fully
occupied, mostly out in the fresh air enjoying the ' wonderful weather'
this isla nd has to offer . Unfortunately, Q Chapmans' indent for sun
must have gone astray somewhere, (very unusual for indents to go
missing like this!) and we ended up with the usual mixture of rain and
wind, wind and rain, with the odd handful, or bucketful of mist and rain
thrown in for good measure.
MANY LESSONS
The fun began as all good fun should begin with BFTs and PT every
morning, followed by breakfast, a good subject to bring up, but that's
another story. The rest of the ' Fun' was organised into two phases and
the quadron split into two groups, one group under the capable
instruction of the NW District Training Team and the other under the
OC and PSI's. The NW D istrict group concentrated their efforts on
Mil Trg i.e. NBC, Wpns etc conducted, for the main part, within the
precincts of Jurby Camp, while the other group were camped out in the
hills enjoying the outdoor pursuits such as D.a¥/ Night Navigation, riv~r
crossings (bridges were put out of bounds), hving off the land and basic
survival techniques.
The second group under the OC and PSI's undoubtedly had the best
of things being in luxurious bashas. The value of building a waterproof
shelter was soon very evident, by the number of damp looking
individuals who appeared dripping their way through the woods to
wash in the nearby stream. Our _resident ' bricky' Sig Tucker Hel ~by
was caught asking the SQMS to mdent for 150 ~reeze blocks_, havtng
already rebuilt his basha twice it was pretty obvious that he intended
to make a more permanent abode for himself.
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The SQMS, SSgt Ian Chapman, and h is 'bodyguard' . Note the new
style sloping Land Rover in the background. O's Dragster!
Undoubtedly, one of the highlights of the stay was, (as far as the TA
were concerned) a demo by the PSrs on how to approach and cross a
river under tactical conditions. This proved a most popular pastime
from the TA point of view but little did they know that within the hour
they too would be trying their hand at growing webbed feet. There is no
truth in the rumour that one or two of the TA tried to drink the river
dry. There were, during the whole of the two weeks, many incidents
which kept us amused and sometimes bewildered, but I am sure that,
overall, the TA learnt many useful lessons, and are now better able to
look after themselves in a survival type situation.
The return trip was uneventful apart from the severity of the weather
and the many green complexions to be seen adopting the prone or
kneeling position. Pleas for a quick end to this misery went unheeded
and the big finger in the sky continued to hover over the Ferry until the
relative calm of the Mersey was retched-sorry reached!
FAREWELL AND WELCOME
The squadron has now settled back into a more normal routine and
has just held a farewell dinner night for the outgoing SPSl/MTO W02
Jimmy Jack and his wife Ruth, we wish them well in civvie street. O ur
farewells also go to SSgt (YofS) MacQueen and his family on posting
to NI, he's pretty used to ducking and dodging so should do well in his
new post over the water. We welcome W02(SSM) Geoff Back as our
SPSI/MTO and W0 2 (YofS) Bark and hope they enjoy their stay with

55.
G R EETINGS
The festive season fast approaches and preparations are well in hand
for the usual round of parties. We in 55 extend our warmest greetings
to all our friends.

KEEP YOUR UNIT NOTES
SHORT AND TO THE
POINT PLEASE
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and we only just scraped awar with a win which sadly was not without
cost. Sgt Scouse Jenkms sustained a nasty broken shin bone and so was
not around at . the end of the .match to see the squadron go from 3-1
do~,n at half-time to a 5-4 win at full -time. Never mind, Scouse keep
smiling and get fit for the replay.
'

229 Sig Sqn (BERLIN)

B.F.P.O. 45

WIVES' CLUB AT IT, TOOi
Sport is creeping into the Wives' Club activities too. Mrs Marie
l_Uchards has clearly had enough of her husband ste~li n g all the limelight on the sports scene as she has organised a Wives' Club Netball
team. They have not had many matches yet and, sadly, Marie's great
enthusiasm has not ~een rewarde~ with an equal quantity of success fo r
the ~earn. Never mmd, keep trying, girls. There is a strong ru mour
floating .aroun~ that th~ hus ~ands are to be challenged to a game and
SSM :8n~n Wilson can t wait to see the chaps in gymslips. Small-bore
shootmg 1s an.other sport that the squadron wives have recently taken
up. The team 1s ~oached by Sgt Bob Cook (we are surprised he has any
energy .f?r ru"!ling really). Next year the ladies hope to take part in
competitions with other wives' clubs in Berlin and we wish them luck
Our final energetic activity of the autumn worthy of note is lhe
Accross T.rust Walk. Over 30 members of the squadron wives and
children ahke ~~~k part in the ch~rity raising even.t. All ard now proud
own~rs of the11 Wanderfreunde meda ls that wi ll serve as a lasting
reminder of a fresh a ut~i:nn day's. walk , when the squadron represented
a large part of the British contingent and raised over DMlSOO and
collected a handsome group trophy.

As usual, this autumn, squadron life has been as diverse and hectic
as ever. The high spot of the last three months was th~ . "'.isit of our
Colonel-in-Chief HRH Princess Anne. HRH was v1s1tmg Royal
Signal units in Berlin and a full report of the visit is featured in this
i~sue of Th e Wire. The Princess's charming, enthusiastic approach to
ali members of the squadron produced some warm memorie that have
helped us forget the approach of the cold Berlin winter .
EXERCISES
Exerci e Rondo XX!. Exerci e Dakota Brave. the Allied FTX and
Exercise Panda Warrior, an Allied CPX, have been our major commitment this autumn. All demonstrate the squadron's close working
relationship with our colleagues in both the American and the French
Sectors.
Rondo is a tri-partite signals exercise. Teams of three, consisting of
an American, a French and a British oldier, map read their way
around Berlin answering signals orientated questions or performing
signals tasks. The exercise familiarises the participants with ~e
different equipments procedures and weapons of all of the three Allied
nations. Despite the language problem, one aspect of this Rondo really
gave the teams something to talk about, the assault course. Like all the
tasks set, this one was designed to emphasise cooperation between
team members and our pictures clearly show· the efforts made to get
everyone through in one piece.

The Winning Team , Cpl Tony Brine with his pot received from Gen
Rogers

Dakota Brave gave LCpls Tom Dooley, Julian Moore and Scouse
Matthews a chance to earn their laurels. Whilst they joined 2 RRF on
the exercise, the 'old men' of Radio Troop, the Corporals, stayed in
camp to train on our brand new radio eqwpment. This new radio was
recently installed by 229 Sig Sqn in radio vehicles belonging to all three
Allies. The busy installation programme was engineered by Capt
(TOT) Jim Phillips. F itting out radio vehicles he's done before, but this
time there were signs that the language and terminology difficulties he
encountered, when speaking to our Allies, were proving a little hard to
cope with at times. Not to worry, perseverance and hard work on the
part of all proved positive and we can now look forward to some even
more interesting exercises in the future with our new equipment.
SPORTS REPORT-RUNNING WILD
The Berlin Marathon saw the fielding of a sizeable Royal Signals
contingent. A group of over 20, including parties from the 3rd and 4th
Armd Div HQ and Sig Regts, 13 Sig Regt, 227 Sig Sqn and, of course,
members of 229 spurred on by Certa Stroller, Sqn Commander Maj
Iain Kerr, took part in the 26-mile event. 229's runners in order of
appearance at the finish were Sig Rob Campbell, Sgt John Mold, Maj
Iain Kerr, SSgt Rick Levett and Sgt Bob Cook. For most this was their
first ever marathon, so a great sense of achievement was obtained by
all. Entries for the London Marathon 1982 and the Berlin 25km are in
the pipeline.
HOCKEY-SUCCESS ALL ROUND
We started the season by beatini: I Kings Own Border in the final of
the Inter-Unit Knockout competition. It was a worrying game to start
off with, but we got there in the end. We expected an equally
demanding game in the league fixture. However, illni:ss resulted in
I Kings Own Border fielding a weaker team and a subsequent easier
win for 229. Our only defeat so far this season was at the hands of our
long standing rivals, Stadium. They must, therefore, be our greatest
threat when play resumes next year. At the halfway stage 229 are
perched at the top of the table. though I'm sure Stadium won 't let us
forget that they are right behind us. Playing well this season are Sgt
George Myerscough, Sgt Alan Reece, Cpl Don Boscoe and Cpl George
Fuller, who has saved us from a few embarrassing moments in the goalmouth. Sig Colin Williams played an excellent game last week when the
squadron beat D Battery RHA 4-1. Colin scored his first goal of the
season and this win not only puts the squadron in the final of the 1st
Division Minor Units competition but also the quarter-fmal of the
BAOR minor units competition . Hopes are high for the winter!

Runners Up, Sig Mark Richmond and his team mates
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FOOTBALL
The squadron regularly fields a football eleven, too, and their most
recent success was a win over a team fielded by our French counterparts. The 11 eme Compagnie de Transmissions fought a close match
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SOCIAL ACTIVITIES VARIED, TOO
Mentioned earlier were the squadron's close links with our Allied
cou_nterparts. Both at ~ork, on the sportsfield and now at a recent
social event, our Fol mght, close contact has been maintained. Lt Jane
Poster and .Specil;llist Rose Roger from the CE Division of the US
For~es Berlin deligh te~ all with their singing. Jane plucks a ' mean'
banjo and together .with Rose on guitar the pair of them had the
squadron Club buzzing, all sang with gusto. A hidden star of 229 was
Cpl Chr~s Rile~., who, after taking a large part in the installation of our
new r~d10 CQUI~ment, was expected to give us his rendering of 'Little
Box.es. He declined gracefully, ~oweyer . Lt Mike Spoors, plus guitar,
again brought a chu~kle to all with his humorous renderfogs and singalong songs. The main attraction of the night was 'our own. our very
own' C pl Barney Smith with his group Wallaby Stew.
VISITORS
OIC Royal Signals Manning and Records Office Col Arthur
Jack~on visited in November: A joint social event held with 3 Sqn
I~ Sig Regt a!J~wed the semors of both squadrons to either com~1serate or reJoi:e, depending on how they had fared in their interviews. Whatever, 1t was good to see our friends on the hill.
Our most recent ~ist i ngu i shed visitor was the GOC Maj Gen David
Mostyn. Accompamed by Maj C hris Elliott, the General inspected the
sq u a~r?n on the AR U. Apart rrom meeting squadron personalities and
the. civilian staff, the General inspected a Quarter Guard and visited a
~e~1.es. of stands including a fall ing plate shoot, an assault course, an
in1tia.tive test and a trade test. The ARU was run on a competitive basis
and 1t was a close-fought contest, only two points separated all five
teams. There was, howe".er, a team that won outright, captained by Sgt
Dave Walker: He and his !eam - mat~ s, Cpls Steve Barrington, George
Fuller, Charlie Brown, Billy Flemington and Sigs Russell Martin
Darrel Jones and Alan Chalmers, all received a pot from the GOC t~
celebrate their victory.
As you can see it .has been a busy autumn for the squadron, best
summed up as ' All this and the Princess too'. Looking ahead it promises
to be an eq ually hectic winter.
'

240 Sig Sqn
York
STE NIGOT
It is over a yea.r si.nce we last appeared in the ' Wire' (doesn't time fl y
when you are enjoying yourself!) and much has happened since then.
We ~ave lost four m7mbers of the Station, Sgts Jim Gilmour and
L:iur1e Adams t~ 8 Sig Regt. Sgt Gilmour helped us win the RAF
Bmbrook five- a~s1de Foot~all troph~ before h.e left . . . congratulations
on your SSgt Jim ! Cpl Nick Cannmgs on his Tl upgrading and Sig
Capper to 227 Sig Sqn in Holland. The replacements are Sgt Jack Ball
from PSS Mormond Hill, Sgt John Thorpe from C yprus and Cpl Tony
Bracken fro m BAOR.
O_nce again we have won the Overall Summer Trophy in the Inter
Secuon Sports League, and were only beaten by I point in the Winter
Trophy (The RAF Award 'appearance' points, so as there are 1200 of
them and only 1.2 ofu.s they have the 'edge').
How.ever ~av mg said that, we do have a ' little' help from the Physical
Education Flight and the DOE.
BRIZLEE WOOD
~?metime .in the fut ure when an, as yet unknown, historian will be
wntmg the history of our Corps, he will discover that there did exist a
detachment of Royal Signals in the wild Northumbrian hills of twelve
good men and true. He will investigate further and find that they
v.:orked for NATO and were attached to 240 Sig Sqn. It was further
discovered that th~y exist~ to serve a ~tra ngc: system called Ace High.
~ut to.... SSgt Dick Buth~, Th,e Stallon Chief, answering the phone,
Y7s Sir. I. would love to wn te some notes for the Wire!' Due to recent
Wire entnes from OC Shetlands and ATO FSS Binbrook I will not
bore the reader with another de~cription of Ace ~igh except to say that
we are one of two relay stations between Maidstone in Kent and
Mormond Hill in Aberdeenshire, manned by 10 technicians and
commanded by a SSgt.
This year has seen a migration of one third of the staff to Cyprus
Sgts Hooton, Roberts and Beach with Sig Andy Copley for good
mea~ure. Sgts Ke_n Barnes and Steve Thompson have been warned for
2 1 Sig Regt and 1f present trends are followed, will Sgts Ian Bannigan
and Dave Purnell follow them, as they are also due posting in 1982
(Back, back, I say, it is still only 1981 ).
We were visited on ~7 April by Commander, 2 Signal Group, Brig J.
P. H.art.. T~<: rum~ur 1s not true that he only visited to ascertain if his
previous v1s1t. which '~as an LS and .Ge presentation to Sgt Ken
B.a~es at 0830hrs was mdeed a Royal Signals record. On that previous
v1s1t was he heard to murmur, ' Is coffee and cucumber sandwiches
normal at 0830hrs for wetting an LS and GC?'.

Sgt Barnes and the Commander. Sgt Hooton in the background is
guarding the cucumber sandwiches

Laughs all round as Maj Gen David Mostyn chats with Cpl Steve
Barrington and Lt Mike Spoors during the ARU. Maj lain Kerr smiles a
knowing smile content that the ARU will soon be over!
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ROYAL SIGNALS WIN AGAIN
Our cle~ner and tea lady, Mrs Mary Parker, i a breeder of Sia me e
Cream Pomt cats an~ uses the breed name Brizboz (Brizlee Boys). She
recently entered a kitten called Brizboz Royal Signals in the East of
Scotland Cat Show and scooped four First and Best of Breed which
goes to show that even in the feline world Royal Signal are in front!
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244 Sig Sqn (AS)

R.A.F., Brize Norton

'THE RED HAND GANG '
ADVENTUROUS TRAINING
With a full calendar of Exercise commitments the squadron still
managed to take a small group to Capel Curig in orth Wales for eight
days in August. The Group was led by Lt Charles King who _was
attached to the unit, from RMCS Shrivenham, for his Summer holiday
project! The training was designed to be ~~ vigorous a~d
entertaining, from the comments and war wounds 1t 1s felt that the atm
was achieved. As the photograph shows, the lads are always talent
spotting.

249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))

259 Sig Sqn

Bulford Camp

B.F.P.O. 53

HOME AGAIN
After the squ adron's return from Denmark, it was all hands to the
wheel in preparation fo r PRE. Everyone worked hard and must be congratulated on achieving the aim of passing.
EXERC ISE DRYSHOD 8 1
Dryshod took place in the first two weeks in November in
Sennybridge. It is the annual ' beat-up' exercise prior to deploying to
Norway in January. It began with instruction in Arctic survival, map
reading and mountain safety ; these lessons were then confirmed in a
series of one day marches and a night navigation patrol over the training area. In the case of Cpl John ' Sherpa' Murray though, it was
decidedly doubtful whether he was using a map or not. We also used
the many range facilities Sennybridge had to offer. Sig ' Shags'
O'Shaughnessy particularly, enjoyed the SLR CQB ; he Jeopard
crawled the entire range through every patch of water he could fi nd.
Whilst on the SMG CQB Cpl Andy Dawson decided to go swimming
whilst crossing a streary1. On the section in defence shoot Sig Ian Holt
(who was giving fi re control orders) was lost for words for the fi rst time
ever, when a section of enemy appeared 25m from his trench. Dryshod
culminated in a four-day, 60-mile forced march in the Brecons, called
Ex Wet Foot, which certainly lived up to its name. During the march
the Deputy Commander SW D istrict, Brig Walker visited the squadron
for its ARU and joined one patrol for the day's march.

From Left to Right: LCpl Mark Schofield , Miss Snowdon 81 , Sig

' Stan' Stannage, LCp l ' Thug' Welding, Sig Phil Gale
EXERCISES
The Squadron is fortunate with its exercises, as they vary in location
from Norway in the North to Turkey in the South. September found
the whole of the Red Hand Gang in Denmark for Exercise Amber
Express, a NATO Exercise which involved both AMF(L) and UKMF
deploying to the same area at the same time which is quite a unique
experience. Although the exercise was very demanding the majority
managed to visit and and enjoy Copenhagen even it if was the
umpteenth visit for the stalwarts of the squadron.
A keen interest by members of the squadron was shown in the
Chinook helicopter which was exercising for the first time on Amber
Express. The reason for the enthusiasm is the forming of a new troop
within the squadron, aptly to be called Charlie Troop, which will deal
with the VHF commu nications required by the Chinook. A few
members were able to get a ride in the Chinook, afterwards Sig 'Gronk'
Davis's comments were 'noisy and just like a here,' complacent aren t
we!
Since Exercise Amber Express, Bravo Troop have been back to
Denmark again on a Tacommex exercise, this is a joint exercise with
the Tactical Communications Wing of 38 Group RAF. The exercise
itself was held in the mainland and the aim, to practice our role of Air
Support Communications.
Looking at the year planner for 1982, we seem to have fared very
well again with projected exercises in BAOR, Italy, Denmark, Turkey
and Norway.
ANNUAL BA TILE CAMP
The last two weeks of October saw the whole squadron at
Fremington in North Devon for their Annual Battle Camp. The camp
was split into two, the first week was military training and the second
adventurous training. For the military training phase, the School of
Infantry l"aned the squadron, Sgt Greg Archer of the 3rd Battalion the
Royal Regiment of Fusiliers. It is only right to say his knowledge was
invaluable. During the military training phase, Col K. Olds, Comd 1
Sig Gp, carried out the formal ARU inspection of the Unit. A day
which he won't forget in a hurry, he was taken to the exercise location
from the base camp in a DUK W belonging to the Royal Marines. After
inspecting the troops the Colonel was then invited to help bump start
the landrover, which was waiting to return him to the base camp. The
Colonel's thirst was quenched a week later, when he returned to
Fremington for a dinner night. The adventure training side of the Camp
consisted of rock climbing, abseiling-270 feet for beginners! canoeing,
coast walking and orienteering. All designed to have a relaxing effect
after a strenuous first week.
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NEW LOOK
We have had. many changes since last reporting on the squadron
management which now reads:
~ICC

Maj C. J. Walters
Capt P. R. Rouse
~OMT
Capt E. H. Le Quesne
Capt R. L. Tricker
OC Airfield Troop
Capt T. J. Gigg
OC Mountain Troop
Lt C. R. Lawrence
Lt A. M. Jenkinson (WRAC)
OC Episkopi Troop
SSM
W02 B. J. Morrison
Chief Clerk
SSgt R. Smith
SQMS
SSgt T. W. Phillippi
We. are verv pleased to record the arrival of Lt Jenkinson WRAC
and wish her t e best of luck with the Epi 'Phonefixers'; she will need it.
AKAMAS REVISITED
The annual Squadron Camp was held on the rugged Akamas peninsula. for the second ye~r and we were all delighted that the 2IC Capt
Phihp_Rouse an_d Lt N!gel Austen (on detachment from RMCS) could
organise such mterestmg, worthwhile and imaginative training-no
need to be sarkv!!
.I used to think that grit was spread on the roads in winter but after
~mg on SSgt Jo n Davis' defence range for a morning I now know
dt~er~nt. Sgt Derek Payne also knows that you can burn your fi ngers
chmbmg ro~ (or at leas~ slid ing dov:-n i9 . We were all pretty confident
that the C(JJ:lR .was gomg well untJ! Sig 'Franny' F rancis set off on
some new sk1rm1sh!ng d_n ~l or other at which the 2IC hit the deck and
was last seen checkmg his insurance policies.

Cpl George Fraser receives his 259 Milskills 81 trophy from Col J . R.
Cornell CBE
VISIT BY CLFC
Commander _Land Forces Cyprus, Brig P. M. Davies OBE visited
the squadron this month. We were able to show him the nearly finished
product of a lot of hard work by the CPA team on our radio relay
system. Sgt Mick O'Callaghan also had ample opportunity to explain
~hy the Commander's house exchange develops faults at awkward
times!

MILSKILLS
We reg~et that we ca~not announce the fourth win in a row for the
squadron .m the _annu:aJ 1sland-~id~ competition. Instead we have to be
content. .,_vith Ep1skop1 Tn?OP wmrung the newly established inter-troop
competil!on. They beat Airfield Troop by only p2. points in 3400· close
to say the least. SSgt Bob Atkinson received tbe Trophy from C~lonel
GS, Col J. R. Cornell CBE.

Norway, somewhe re between Tromso and Cape North . If you like the
view why not come and join us
EX APEX ENGINEER
This was a squadron R adio exercise in the last week of November.
Detachments from the two T roops were paired off, and whilst one
provided com munications the other simulated the staff user. Lt Ian
Foxley played the ACOS G3 (Brigade Major to you Brits!) and 2Lt
Alan McComb played a passable Brigade Signals Officer. Also Sgt Jim
Jameson and Cpl Dave Catchpole provided a very effective EW threat.
The exercise was held over a range of about 100 miles for deterrent
operations and for combat operations, Salisbury Plain was used. The
plain can be very wet and muddy at this time of the year, as Cpl Dave
Iverson can confirm . His packet of three vehicles bogged down
together, and as one was dug out it bogged in trying to get the others
out. Not even Sgt Mick Ward and his recovery team could pull them
out, eventually a FV 434 had to be brought into help.
OFFICER RECRUITING
Recently the squadron has been providing assistance to CCFs in the
local area. Cpl Kevin McGready and Cpl Dave Catchpole have been
visiting Marlborough College regularly and teaching the cadets voice
procedure. The cadets have also visited us on exercise and we have set
up their own exercise for them in Bulford. In the first week of
December we sent a roadshow to Cheltenham College and Blundell' s
School. Cpl Willy Riding and Cpl Bob Nixon along with Sig Steve
Wilson amazed the cadets with their stories of bravado and their vast
knowledge of signalling!
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SPORT-THE HODGSON SHIELD
Having completed nine of the 13 spo_rts, Mountain Troop's lead has
now b_een reduced to 3 pomts over Airfield Troop with Tech Troop
f~llowing on a further 4 points behind. The recent basketball competil!~n was won by Sgt Paul Baines' technicians who managed to scrape
victory _o.ver the Headquarters (no comment permitted). The star of the
compelltion was undoubtedly Cpl 'Fub' Beverley who was fouled out in
all four matches; stick to Disco's Bev!

Brig P. M. Davies 0 BE talks to the ' Ep i Phonefixers' - Left to Right:
LCpl Marty Field i~g, Maj Cliff Walters, CLFC, Cpl 'Killer' Kelly, W02
Gerry Bannister, LCpl Arthur Nichols , Sig Steve Griffiths

262 Sig Sqn

B.F.P.O. 58
THAT MONDAY AFTERNOON FEELING
~he l.a~ t edition of ' T~e Wire' left us recov~ring from Battlecamp 81.
'.fh1s ed.1t1on sees t~e bULld up to all those Chnstmas parties, and also an
mcreasmg emphasis on sport now that the weather is cooler. Members
of. t.he squad ~o~ normally spend Monday afternoons in the throes of
Mthtary Trammg, undergoing the usual first aid lectures NBC
character training and so on. However, our 21C Capt' Derek
~obertson decid ~d that the programme should be 're-vamped' and
introduced a few mter troop sports competitions.
INTER-TROOP BADMINTON
Badminton was the first of the sporting events to be played at intertroop level. Six teams competed on a league basis and this produced a
surpris_ingly high standard of play. At the end of the league the
favountes, Comms Tp and Maint Tp were joint first with eight points
e ~ch . . A decidin~ match was played and Comms Tp emerged
v1ctonous. Trophies were collected by Cpl Ken Jones, LCpls Terry
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SSgt (YofS) Percy Beynon , looking for inspiration as he writes th is
month 's Wire Notes!
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C rosby, Bob St nton and 'Sammy' Simcox. Thanks arr due to Mrs
Teri C hambers, Sgt Bob H assall, Cpl Steve Dixon (RAPC) and LCpl
Eddie G rattidgc, ror their help in the smooth running or the
ompetition.

VVIP VISIT
<;:in<;: U~LF, Gen Sir John Stanier KCB MBE ADC(GEN), Visited
Belize m m1d-N_ovember for ~ very full th ree day tour. As ever, a lot or
effort was put mto preparation and the troop got involved in various
pans of the progr~mme The climax .O.f his visit was a parade and drive
past of representative elements of Bnush Forces Belize.

S PERSTARS
A total or 11 buddi ng heroes entered this competition for the much
ought after Superstar trophy. They were Sgts Jim Acklaw, Mal Geer,
Jim Graley, Al Craven, Cpls Billy Allen, ' Dud' Maher, CCpls Terry
Crosby, Dave Willis, 'Sammy' Simcox, !gs Tim Babbage and T~ff
Trecby. The competition con isted or s~Yrm events and con~luded with
a mini assault cour e. All the competitors fought well, \ 1th no one
person qualifying for the ' booby' prize. It would have been 1ice to give
all the competitors a prize, but. as always, someone has ~o come out on
top and credit must go to Sgt .Jim _GraJey for ~uttm,g up such a
magnificent performance. Comm1serauons to Cpl Dud Maher who
was beaten into second place by only two points.

GLOBAL SWAN
Ex~rc ise qtobal .S wan is ~ series or 30 Sig Regt sponsored comms
exercises which units and ships around the world are invited to join. I
a~ sure t~at 30 Sig R.egt will be ~ellin g the full story, but, from our
pomt or y1ew, yet agam a good time was had by all giving us the
opportunity to speak to stations in USA Canada Ne~ Zealand and
UK as well as two ships in Horne Waters.'
'

CRICKET
The cricket team had its end or season fling in October and awards
were presented as follows: Maj I;-ionel French was awarded two.prizes
for his performances. One fo r bemg 64 (not out) and one for havmg the
top average score (no mention of the ducks! ). Sgt Nigel Varley also
earned two awards for his bowling prowess. Additional prizes went to
LCpl 'Sammy' Simcox, Sgt Mick G reen and SSgt Pete Underwo ~d.
Finally Sgt J im my Scoular won the greasy hand award for drOppmg
eight catches, and there are no prizes for guessing why Sgt Dave
Critchlow won the plastic duck ! Thanks go to Sgt Steve Hooton for his
attendance as scorer throughout the season and to Mrs Julie Jones for
presenting the awards.
THE DHEKELIA D ASH
The Dash is a 15 mile relay race which is run annually between
Ayios ikolaos and Dhekelia, each team consisting or 15 runners who
completed one mile each . Congratulations to our own Dashers who put
up an excellent performance led by W02 (FofS) John Turvey and
organised by Sgt Jim Graley. The team came second out or a total
entry or 46 teams (690 runners) in a time of l hour 20 minutes and l 7
seconds.
LADIES
The ladies certainly deserve a mention this month. Several wives and
WRAC successfully competed in the Dhekelia Dash, led by Mrs Della
Lovejoy. Four members or the WRAC then went on to represent the
Army at the Inter-Service Volleyball tournament on the island and
beat the WRAF by 3 sets to 2.
Stop Press . .. Congratulations to the Comrncen on being awarded
Bronze Comstar.
HMS INTREPID
Unknown to many , the squadron has a ship to shore
communications commitment. For this purpose we hold a certain
amount or kit, which is probably a good deal older than the people who
use and service it! In order to establish a C4 l/ R 222 link with HMS
llltrepid at Akrotiri, Sgts lan Underhill, Mick Green and their crew
spent three days in the WSBA, and provided the ship with an excellent

LCpl Chris Brearley and Sig Jake Jacobs busy keeping our telephone
system in order

Junior Musicians Tp,
RA Woolwich
The victorious Dashers- Capt Derek Robertson completing the last
leg of the Dhekelia Dash
telephone facility using a CST 1+ 4 adapted to work into the Auto
exchange at Akrotiri. It was a successful exercise and by all accounts
the team were all well entertained by lntrepid's crew!
SQUADR ON NEWS
Finally, members of the squadron would like to congratulate
W0 2(RQMS) Rod Gladwin and LCpl Bob Stanton on obtaining A
gradings on their RQMS and Class 1 courses respectively. We would
like to welcome C pls Peter Warhurst, 'Gabby' Hayes, LCpl Eddie
Grattidge and Sigs Andy Wagner, Mick Mottram, Pete Randell and
Simon Peters. Hope you all enjoy your tour in Cyprus. Farewells go to
Sgts Pete G rist, Trevor Lund. Les Brown, C pls Tony Lobb, Bob
Cockrill and to Ptes Maria McKay, Carol Jewell, Shirley Stant and
Tanya Frampton, bound for the Far East.

- - News from Troops -

633 SigTp
B.F.P.O. 12

QUIET TIMES
By Belizean standards we have had a quiet time in recent weeks. Our
new arrivals W02 (FofS) Les Lightfoot and W02 (YofS) Mal Channing would no doubt disagree but then after 22 Sig Regt .. . ! Of course
the quiet is relative and we have still managed to fit in the visit of CinC
UKLF and Mr Luce. Minister of State at the FCO ; a CRL Exercise
and Global Swan; the visit or the Caribbean guardship HMS London
and two Force exercises. That has been enough to keep us on our toes.
Arter six action packed months, it has been quite pleasant.
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GOZOMES
. Having seen 4 Force Signal Officers, 2 FofS and 3 YofS in his year
with the troop, the OC, Capt Paddy Crowley has finally cracked and
~ep~rt,t;d for some p~ychiatr ic assistance (perhaps the aforementioned
quiet has got to him!) At lea t that was how we understood it- he
kept muttering about going off on a mind bending experience. Perhaps
RMCS has t~ken on where Netley left oITT His departure has offered
the opportunity for the long heralded, often delayed regularly ignored
troop reorganisation. The Force Signal Officer, Maj John Graham,
now wears a second hat as OC and Capt Bernie Hewitt, on attachment
from 30 Signal Regt, is his 2IC.

ROULEMENT TROOP, 30 SIGNAL REGIMENT
Over a third of the posts in our Troop are filled by personnel from 30
Sig Regt. For the purposes or their attachment these personnel come
under the control or Roulement Troop, 30 Sig Regt and more specifi cally the eagle eye or the OC Capt Vic Zimmer. OC R Troop paid a visit
to the troop for a week at the end or October. A full work and social
programme was laid on for him, in the hope that it would all be too
much. It soon became clear that Capt Zimmer has had too much experience in this game and we eventually had to ask him to leave as he
had worn the troop out!
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REPORT BY A R OYAL SIG NALS JUNIOR MUSICIAN
GUNNER STRONGHOLD
Deep in the RA stronghold of Depot Regiment RA Woolwich you
occasionally hear the strains of the Corps March " Begone D ull Care'.
The reason for this is the Junior Musicians Troop which has Juniors
under training from the Bands of the RA, RE and Royal Signals.
The boy~ are recruited from school at the age or 16 and are put
through their paces by WOl B. R. Carben RA who is responsible for
all aspects of musical training. Unfortun ately he is leaving the Army in
th~ New Year after 24 years' service with the troop. He will be sadly
missed.
OUR REPRESENTATIVES
Representing the Royal Signals Band at Woolwich are:
Sgt R. Fletcher, J/LCpl David Barnard trombone-piano J/LCpl
Andrew Chappell comet-string bass, J/M usns Trevor Bul~er-Jones
trombone-viola, Ian Daniels trombone-cello, Robert D uffin cornetviolin, John Horsfield clarinet-viola, Colin Tate trombone-cello
Andrew Williamson French horn-cello.
'
Arter joining the troop, the boys are put through an exacting period
?f training consisting of basic drill, band marching drill, PT, education,
instrumental _le.ssons, theory or music, m.ilitary band practice plus
adventure t;ru ~mg on annual camp. Education plays an important part
m the boys hfe. The SEO Maj T. S. C. Dotchin and Mr W. C.
Crut~enden instruct the boys leading up to the Junior Army Education
Certificate, and successful passes may result in Education Promotion
Certificate.
THE BEST
One of the main reasons why the troop is recognised as the best in
the Army and produces such a high standard musically, is that we are
able to get some or the top players from leading orchestras to give
lessons to the more advanced boys. The troop has a military band and
orchestra. The orchestra play a large part in band engagements and virtually every boy learns two instruments. This is especially beneficial to
our Corps Band as they are in the process of building up the orchestra.
THE HONOURS
. Each year, in September, we hold Parents Day and this year the R
Signals Juniors were well up among the honours, obtaining prizes for
music and education. We were also proud to know that of three
J/ NCOs chosen for the new term, J/ Musns Barnard and Chappell were
picked and are now responsible Junior Lance Corporals.
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Taken at Annual Camp and shows the Junio rs making a radio check
before going onto Dartmoor

ENJOYABLE
Being \vith S? many Gunners and Sappers, Blandford seems a long
way off. For this reason Sgt Roger Fletcher is our liaison with the band
at Blandford. He served with lhe Band for 18 years, and now is the
troop clarinet in tructor and clerk. He has managed to arrange a
number of visits to Blandford for us to see how our Band works and
al o, on one occasion to see the o I Band play at the Fareweli
Concert in Eastbourne for the Director Lt Col K. R. R. Boulding.
Ev.eryone here in the Corps enjoys troop life and appreciates the fact
that 1t 1s a good start to a musical career and fir t cla s training for
fut ure life in our Band.
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Association News

FORMER PENSIONERS
Our th anks are due to our Regimental Pay Office, Taunton, who
ha\'e reported the recent. deaths of t~e following former Members of the
Corp . who were in receipt of a pension :
1859800 W02 Clayton
2323321 W02 Willoughby
2026318 W02Pitt
22022717 SSgt Shevlin

ALDERSHOT BRANCH
The Aldershot Branch Royal Signals Association Annua l Dinner will
be held at The Alexandra Dining Rooms, Alexandra Road ,
Farnborough , Hants on Sat 8 May 1982 at 8 pm . Assembly is at 7.30
pm. All applications for seats should be made to A. V. lent , MSM. I I l
Gloucester Road . Aldershot. Hants. GUI 1 3SQ. Telephone Aldershot
2365 .

CATIERICK BRANCH
ANNUAL DINNER
.
On 23 Oct the Catterick and District Branch annual dmner was held
in 8Sig Regt Sergeants Mess. Some 61 members, wives and guests
attended and once again the Mess did us proud.
This year was a special occasion, Brigadier Derek Good cel.ebrated
21 years as our Chairman and th.e members of the ~ran.ch decided the
occasion should not pass unnoticed. For once Bngadier Derek was
taken by surprise when our President, .Brigad~er Alan Yeoman got. up
to give his annual review ~f ~or~s affrurs ~ut mstead gave a resume of
the Chairman's long and dtstmgwshed service to the Corps. Who better
to carry out this task than ~rigadier. Alan who had served under
Brigadier Derek as a Second L1eut~mant in the Far EasL .
.
.
The speeches over, it was then ome for a few presentations, Bn~ad1er
Derek has always been a country ~an and h'.ls been seen m the
Garrison in his gardening trousers which have smtable patches on the
knees. It would be wrong to have a badly dressed Chairman so a
suitable patched jacket was provided to allow him now to have a
gardening suit!
.
.
On the serious side, Major Eric Wall our Vice Ch3:irman! who
incidentally leaves the area shortly presented a Shootmg Suck to
Brigadier Derek on behalf of the Branch in appreciation of all his
efforts in his 2 I years as Chairman. Philida Good's untiring aid was
also recognised with a bouquet of flowers.

DERBY BRANCH

GUERNSEY BRANCH

Report by Capt Pauline Veitch WRAC (Retd)
H aving been invited to spend a weekend at Penhale C am~ Cornwall
with 38 Sig Regt (V) 3 old soldiers (members of the co~mittee) went
haring down the M5 with mixed feelings of excitement and
.
.
.
apprehension.
We arrived on Sunday morning JUSt after midday (Church Parade
now over) the officers were entertaining members of the WOs and
Sergeants M ess to lunch, out of the J?lOtley, we glimpsed faces from the
past which delighted us, the party fini shed at i 705hrs.
.
Later we were taken out to dinner in N ewquay and a grand time was
had by all.
Horror of horrors bedtime came, and the th<;mght of army. bed.s w~s
a little off-putting (nothing of the kind! ) a feehng of nostalgia lying in
the dear old arm y blankets sent us straight to the arms of Morpheus.
Monday morning up at 0700hrs ~reakfast and a grand tour of ~he
camp, (which is in beautiful surroundings by the sea) we saw everything
and spoke to many young and eager men and women volunteers, a
really full day we had and proved old soldiers can (for a time at least)
keep up with the young.
In the evening we visited the WOs and Sergeants Mess! where .a
sumptious buffet and entertainment was the order of the evening, again
we were overwhelmed.
Tuesday morning came, and after breakfast, wit~ much r~gret , we
started for home taking with us many fond memones and wished we
were young again.
.
. .
.
Thank you 38 Sigt Regt (V) for your kind hosp1tahty and makmg
three old soldiers feel unforgotten.

On I Sept the Branch presented the Corps Band in public concert at
the Beau Sejour Theatre. This was a great occasion for the Branch and
a rare treat for residents of the Island , many of whom are brass band
enthusiasts. Sadly the theatre could not hold all those who wanted to
come. As one would expect, Lt Col Keith Boulding and the Band gave
a magnificent and versatile performance which earned a 'rave review' in
the Guernsey newspaper. We produced a Souvenir Programme for the
concert containing a history of the Band, a history of the Corps and the
story of the Association and our Branch. During the day the Branch
entertained all the 36 visiting personnel to lunch at a hotel, followed by
a coach tour of the Island, while the other meals for all those personnel,
not accompanied by wives and families, were cooked and prepared by
the Branch Social Secretary, Edna Chester.
Recently, our Hon Secretary Len Barbe and his wife Dot were guests
at the Annual Dinner of Lincoln Branch and enj oyed a great evening
with our many friends there.
On 7 Nov the Annual Dinner Dance was held at the Hermitage
Hotel, where we were delighted to welcome a new member, Lt Col
Peter Buchanan, who marched with us next day at the Armistice Day
Remembrance Ceremony in St Peter Port.
Branch Chairman John Rudkin visited 4 Armoured Brigade Sig Sqn
in Germany during a November holiday and was warmly and
generously received by Maj Chris Shuker and his Officers, together
with their wives. On behalf of the Branch John presented the squadron
with a traditional Guernsey Copper Milk Can and received, on behalf
of the Branch, a Corps Plaque bearing the name of the squadron and
the Brigade formation sign.
In October , we were delighted to entertain in Guernsey a visiting
Officer Recruiting Team comprising Capt Rick Evans and W02
(Yof'S) Palmer.
Future plans include a visit to the Guernsey Ambulance Station,
possessing an outstanding communications system, in January and our
AGM and Annual Dinner in February. We are delighted that the
SOinC Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle has accepted our invitation to be guest
of honour.

DORSET BRANCH
ROY AL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION (DORSET) BRANCH
Our Annual General Meeting was held on 16 Oct. Some 48
Members attended.
It was witll regret that we saw ,our President, Maj .Gen Richard
Moberly, in the Chair for the last time. He, togetJ:ier with Ca~t Sam
Henwood and Mr Bob Simpson, had been responsible for formmg the
Branch in 1967 after the move of the School of Signals to Blandford
Forum. Gen Moberly was presented with a Branch shiel~ as a small
token of our appreciation for his support and valuable guidance over
the past fourteen years. Mr Jimmy Wilds kindly provided a delightfully
arranged bouquet for Mrs Moberly. The C~airman, Maj Bill Adam,
said that the Branch looked forward to seemg Gen Moberly at our
Annual Dinner for years to come.
.
.
. .
The Chairman also welcomed our new President, MBJ Gen Alistair
Anderson and said we were delighted and honoured that he had agreed
to become our President.
The Branch Committee was re-elected unchanged, the Officers
being:
Maj Bill Adam MBE
Chairman
Maj Ted Cam
Vice Chairman
Maj Leslie Taylor MBE
Secretary
Maj Laurie Bamber
Treasurer
Standard Bearer Mr Jimmy Wilds
Our Treasurer, Maj Laurie Bamber, has made a remarkable
recovery from a stroke. The Meeting asked for their best wishes to be
conveyed to him.
The Annual Dinner will be on Friday 7 May 1982.

CATTERICK AND DISTRICT BRANCH COMMITTEE
left to Right: Mr C. E. Moore (Branch Secretary) Brig E. D. Good ,
CBE, Mr A. F. Cottee (Treasurer). Maj E. C. R. Wall (Vice Chairman)
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REMEMBRANCE SUNDAY
The Commandant School of Signals, Brig Alexander, kindly invited
representatives of the Branch to the Drumhead Service held at
Blandford Camp on Sun 8 Nov and to lunch in the Headquarters Mess
afterwards.
The Drumhead Service was excellent. There was a very good
attendance and the Corps Band took part. The playing of the Last Post
and Reveille was most impressive. The Service was conducted by the
Rev Alan Dean, the Station Chaplain.
Lunch was of the usual high standard one associates with the
Headquarters Mess and our Members were extremely well looked after.
In the afternoon representatives of the Branch attended the
Armistice Parade in Blandford Forum. A wreath was laid by the
Chairman on behalf of the Branch. This was followed by a service in
Blandford Parish Church and a march past. Brig Alexander and the
Mayor, Dr D. Davies, took the salute. The Corps Band, as efficient a.nd
immaculate as ever, was on parade. The Branch Standard was earned
by Mr Jimmy Wilds who also attended services at Wimborne,
Pimperne, Collingwood Corner and Stourpaine.
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L to R: Rubon Charlton ; John Graham (Branch Chairman) ; Jim
Robson ; Tom Charlton; Eddie Auld (who also died tragically two
days after J im); Tony Gallagher. 'Seated' on the floor : Danny Lyons
Jim Robson served in the Corps from 1927 until 1946. He joined the
Royal Signals Association in 1927. He was elected as Chairman of the
Newcastle Branch in 1968 and served in this office for three years. He
then took up the office of Secretary of the Bran<!h and served on until
only a few weeks before he died. In recognition of his outstanding and
devoted service to the Branch and to the Association over a period of
51 years, the Central Committee awarded Jim 'Honour Membership' at
their meeting in Nov 1978. Jim will always be remembered by many as
'That Wee Georgie who gets everything moving.' The Branch
contingent at the Catterick Reunion was always 40+, with Jim 'at the
helm'. He will be greatly missed by all who knew him.
Our photo was taken at the Branch function in September (just one
week before Jim died) at which a presentation was made in recognition
of his services to the Branch over so many years.

READING BRANCH
HONG KONG SIG COY 1939-45
PHOENIX REUNION
REPORT BY FRANK BENNETT, PRO
When the members of the branch dispersed from Blandford last Aug
many thought that we would not meet again for many moons. But, the
spirit of comradeship prevailed and it was basically the idea of Fred
Ashford to hold a gathering in his home town of Maidstone.
Forming an organising committee with our President, Vic lent, our
Chairman, George Carroll, and Jimmy Dignan they notified members
of their intention. Consequently on 10 Oct a number of members of the
branch, some with their wives, gathered at the Emma Hotel; Maidstone, for an informal get together and dinner. The management looked
after us very well and after a delightful meal, very well served, the
assembled company retired to the bar for further liquid refreshment,
and talk of the 'good old days'. Jimmy Dignan had laid on music for
dancing and a few of the members were able to trip the light fantastic.
It was in the early hours of the morning that we retired to bed after
hearing stories once more of The Peak, Repulse Bay and Happy
Valley, etc.
The general opinion was that it was a jolly good weekend.
Congratulations are in order for Fred Ashford and his committee.
In the words of the immortal Humpty Go·Cart,
'Do it again Fred'.

NEWCASTLE & DISTRICT BRANCH
In September, the Branch lost our devoted and dedicated Member,
Jim Robson. Jim died on 24 Sept, suddenly, apparently having suffered
a minor heart attack, followed by a massive one, whilst in hospital. He
was interred on the 29 Sept at West Road Cemetery, Newcastle upon
Tyne.
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The Reading Branch recently held its Eleventh Annual Dinner at
which 65 members and guests attended including members of the
Aldershot and Brighton Branches.
Toasts were proposed by the Presiding Officer, Maj Gen J. M.
Sawers and the principal guest, Col L. W. Wright, (Vice-Chairman, R
Signals Assn), who once again honoured the Branch by travelling from
Bakewell for the occasion.

PERSONAL
2325442. Sigm (later W / Sgt. Wakefield. G .R. Enlisted Brighton,
Sussex. 13 Oct 1936. Demobbed. London Jan 1946. 47 Squad Depot
Btn. 46 Squad Training Btn (operator wireless and line). !st ~ iv S1gs,
Tidworth attd 12th Lancers, later Aldershot. Kohat Dist S1gs. Jan
1939-J~ 1940 in Kohat Bannu, Razmak and Dera Ishhail Khan.
Eastern Command Signals, Dhera Dun, Calcutta, Meerut, Jalapahar,
Chittagong, Digboi and Ledo (Asam), G.auhatti, Dacca: Agra,
Bangalore. Married 1942, Calcutta. My wife with me now here in U~A.
Went out on HMT Lancashire Dec 1938, came home HMT Orion.
Nov/Dec 1944. After leave, went to Ripon for a week or two, the.n
posted to No. 1. War Office Sigs, High Speed Room, later to their
transmission station at Oakhanger, from where I was demobbed.
Any old friends, please write:
Geoffrey Wakefield,
PO Box, 2117,
Conroe,
Texas, 77305,
USA.
or call, Area Code, 713, 756,5138 (home)
713 756,8677 (office)

FOR SALE
ACTIVE RETIREMENT
A small Fruit Farm of 9.8 acres of which 6.3 acres are planted with
modern varieties of Apples and Pears. the rest available for expansion.
Full range of buildings and equipment, machinery and irrigation.
Good markets in area. About £30,000 plus S.A. V.
Maj E. A. Knott, Keady Orchards. Tenbury Wells, Worcs. (0584)
810247.
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SCARBOROUGH BRANCH

-Sport

Report by W. L. GrandsonJe
AN IDEA TO REALITY
To great man · members of the Corps both r~tired and serving the
mention of Bumi ton Barracks Scarborough, will evoke many happy
memorie of previous regular service and TA annual camps. T~e
barracks, which is now a Signal Training Centre, was ~onstruc~~d m
I 62 and i the last hi torical location in the area with a military
background. The Royal Signals have been associated .w.ith the barracks
since 1926 and the other day we were graced. by a v1s1t from. ex.-RSM
Bill 'Tiger' Hart who was an instructor here m 1930. By comc1dence
our olde t Branch member Mr Jack Hargreaves attended a course here
at that time and they were reunited for the first time in over 50 years.
The OC of the barracks, Lt Col Alan Alfred MBE, gave them a conducted tour which was followed by lunch in the 'Jimmy' Club. At this
time, it wa' suggested it might be a good idea to invite other local
branches to Scarborough for a Grand Social Weekend and from little
acorns mighty oaks do grow, for this is precisely what happened. An
invitation was extended from the Scarborough Branch to the branches
at Hull, ewcastle and York for members and wives and during t!Je
weekend of 10-11 Oct over 150 people enjoyed a tremendous social
weekend under the patronage of the branch and the permanent staff of
the barracks.
A GRAND CONCERT
Arriving on Saturday afternoon Lt Col Alfred gave a very interesting
and explicit digest of the history of the unit, in relation to Royal Signals
and at the conclusion of his talk, which was very well received by all,
our visitors were taken on a conducted tour by RQMS John Kenny. At
the conclusion, they were then taken to their accommodation for the
weekend, which was a group of very old service married quarters considered to be the earliest built in England and now aptly named
'Coronation Street'; that evening a Grand Social and Concert was held.
The music was provided by the Scarborough Concert Band and the
entertainment included the Filey Male Voice Choir which received a
standing ovation and the Northern Branch of the Magic Circle
provided a succession of performances which can only be described as
incredible and covered the entire field of magic and illusion. The great
'Casper' who is generally accepted as the leading balloon sculptor in
the world finally closed the show with some incredible creations for the
ladies.
FIFTY YEARS ON
A first class buffet followed and a group played music for dancing till
the early hours, the sober ones returning to Coronation Street and
those not quite so controlled no doubt ending up in the North Sea. Lt
Col Alan Alfred had a surprise for Jack Hargreaves whom Jack
remembers as a boy soldier. He re-mustered Jack as Sig Hargreaves
and was billeted in the exact bed space he occupied when serving in the
barracks over 50 years ago. He was provided with an old army bed and
locker on which was posted his old number, rank and name. Consolation came on Sunday morning when at 7am Lt Col Alan Alfred served
him breakfast in bed. Jack said the night was uncanny for him as he
could recollect the name and bedspace of every other person who was
in that barrack room with him. For the remaining visitors a posh
breakfast was served in the mess after which, in glorious weather, they
all went down for a walk by the sea. The conclusion of the weekend
was a superb curry luncheon, where we were joined by many members
from the Leeds branch. At the conclusion and after the expression of
thanks and appreciation to Lt Col Alan Alfred and his staff for their
wonderful and outstanding hospitality to us all, addresses and
telephone numbers were exchanged by many and after the final
handshake engines were started and our guests departed for home.
A SUPERB EVENT
Thi event will long be remembered by everyone who attended and it
is sincerely hoped that perhaps we will all be able to meet up again
sometime m 1982.

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMEN
Why not write up any outstanding sportsmen
in your Unit and send in to The Wire with one
or two action photographs?
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BADMINTON
INTER CORPS BADMINTON CHAMPIONSHIPS 1981/82
Report by Capt Keith P. Derrlc.k Corps Badminton Secretary
The Inter-Corps Badminton Championships for 1981 / 82 was held at
Worthy Down in the RAPC Computer Centre Gymnasium between 2022 Nov.
The competition was ideally set in what I consider to be the best
facilities available for this event, at Worthy Down, and hopefully it will
become the 'Home' for future Inter-Corps Badminton events.
The whole event was organised and run by Maj Alan Legs, RAPC,
the Army Badminton Secretary. who produced a competition made up
of two leagues from eight Corps teams, namely RA. RE, R Signals ,
RAOC, REME, RAPC, ACC and APTC.
The winners and runners-up of both leagues then went forward to the
semi-finals where the winner of Group A (RAOC) played the runnersup of Group B (REME) and the winners of Group B (ACC) played the
runners-up of Group A (R Signals). The finals were then contested
between RAOC and R Signals .
The Corps team this year consisted of:
WOl (Yots) Peter McLaughlin-HQ UKLF
Sgt Steven Croot-Systems Group, School of Signals
Sgt Andy McAlplne-AAC Harrogate
Sgt Bob Genge-AAC Harrogate
Sgt Sid Steele-3 Sqn, 30 Sig Regt
Cpl Keith Rumsey-233 Sig Sqn
LCpl Ian Wells-HQ Sqn, 30 Sig Regt
LCpl George Dudley-I Sqn , 30 Sig Regt
This was not the strongest team the Corps possesses but owing to unit
commitments, all that could be made available. I would hasten to add
however, that the standard of play this year was of the highest and
required a 100% effort by all players, who proved to be a credit to the
Corps and I thank all those Commanding Officers who were able to
release them for this event.
From the outset, we realised that we were in for a rough passage; we
had been drawn in Group A against the RAOC , RE's and RA teams . In
the past the RAOC and RE teams had been the hardest to beat and this
year they were no exception, coupled with the fact that we had beaten
both teams in last year's competition when we won the event. They
obviously felt they had a score to settle and had both come with very
strong teams with strength in depth.
Our first encounter was with the RE's. Before we knew where we
were, we were three games to one down and looking in trouble. It
became obvious that to win we could only afford to lose one game out of
the remaining five and it is to the credit of all the team that they
achived this aim. All three pairings of Sgts Andy McAlpine and Steve
Croot, WOl Peter McLaughlln and Sgt Sid Steele, LCpls Ian Wells
and George Dudley , won their remaining games to take the match 5-4,
a close match by any standards.
Our second encounter was with the RAOC who had no less than
three Army players, but again the lads battled on and at one stage held
at three games each. During this match I had paired up LCpl Ian Wells
with Sgt Bob Genge , a new 'find' from Harrogate. Although they didn't
win any points , I consider they could become a force to be reckoned
with in the future. We eventually lost the match 3-6.
The first day had been long and tiring with our first game starting at
0900 hrs and finishing our last game at 2140 hrs (who says we don 't
earn our money!)
Day two on Saturday 21, was not so hectic with the team not having
their first match until 1400 hrs , this was against the Gunners. This
particular match had its problems as at this stage the Sappers had lost
to us but had beaten the Gunners 9-0. the RAOC had beaten us and
won 8-1 against the Gunners. It mean therefore that if the Sappers
beat the RAOC and we beat the Gunners (was there any doubt?) we
would all tie and individual 'rubbers ' would have to be counted. We
then had to beat the Gunners 9-0 to be assured of a place in the semifinal. Needless to say, not only did we beat the Gunners 9-0 on rubbers
but the team never lost one single game during the match. During this
match LCpl George Dudley was paired with WOl Peter McLaughlin
and Cpl Keith Rumsey was paired with LCpl Ian Wells. Well done the
lads.
The other good news was the RAOC beat the Sappers; so the Corps
team automatically went forward to the semi-final which took place on
Sunday 22. We were drawn to play the winners of Group B, who were
the ACC .
Because of the strength shown by the ACC in winning their group so
convincingly, it was felt that we needed to get in front from the very
start and stay there. Our opening match was between our No . 3 pair,
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LCpl Ian Wells and Sgt Bob Genge , who proved far too strong and took
the game set easily at 2-0. Second to play was WOI Peter McLaughlin
and Sgt Sid S~ele _who narrowly lost 2-1 against the ACC No. J pair.
It was at this pomt that the Corps Badminton President, Lt Col R. D.
E. Thompson R Signals , arrived to give his <11pport. This obviously had
some effe~t o~ the players as the team suddenly took a firm hold on the
match, wmnmg the next two games with our No. 1 pair Sgts Andy
McAlplne and Steve Croot and our No. 3 pair winning their second
game of the match. The next two games went one to either side which
put us 4-2 in the lead . It was at this point that LCpl Ian Wells and Sgt
Bob Genge struck again ai:id beat the No 2 ACC pair; the match was
now ours, the final score bemg 5-3 to the Corps team.
The RAOC beat the REME 5-4 in their semi-final, so it was to be a
repeat of last year's final RAOC v R Signals.
Again we opened our account well by taking the first and second
matches to draw 2-2; diaster then struck with our No 1 pair being
beaten by the RAOC No 2 pair, a luxury we could not afford. Our No 2
pai~ then got bea~en by RAOC t:"o ~ pair, but not before a struggle;
agam our No 3 pair staved off the mev1table by beating the RAOC No 2
pair but finally the RAOC No I pair ran through winners to set at S-3.
The final game was played by our two stalwart substitutes Cpl Keith
Rumsey and LCpl George Dudley who won by a straight two games.
Final score was RAOC 5-R Signals 4.
The Corps team are to be congratulated on producing a magnificent
performance at a very high level of skill and physical ability . Well done!
See you all again in next year's competition.

GOLF
Report by Capt D. Palmer
CORPS AUTUMN MEETING
The Autumn meeting was held for the first time as a two day event at
the Tidworth GC. The attendance was very encouraging with 32
playing on 24 Sep and 35 on 25 Sep a high proportion of whom were
other ranks. The meeting had its fair share of good and bad weather
with the start of day one having to be delayed because of the high wind
and driving rain. All golfers are to be commended on their efforts and
in particular the prize winners who were:
ROYAL SIGNALS INDIVIDUAL HANDICAP CHALLENGE
CUP
!st Maj J Gill
35 pts
2nd Capt W Cochrane
34 pts
3rd Lt Col G Mckay
33 pts
ROY AL SIGNALS VETERANS TROPHY
1st Lt Col (Rtd) G Lowe
30 pts
2nd Col J McCann
24 pts
ROYAL SIGNALS FOURSOMES CHALLENGE CUP
!st Maj Gen A J Jackson
36 pts
W02 T Moorhouse
2nd Lt Col G Lowe
36 pts
Maj J lent
3rd Capt D F Palmer
36 pts
Maj D Reed
ROY AL SIGNALS OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP TROPHY
(SCRATCH)
!st Sgt C Carveth
146
2nd Maj Gen A Jackson
155
3rd Maj D Reed
156
ROYAL SIGNALS HANDICAP CHALLENGE CUP
1st Lt Col G McKay
138
2nd Maj Gen A Jackson
139
3rd Lt Col W Kennedy
140
ROY AL SIGNALS CHAMPIONSHIP CHALLENGE CUP
(SCRATCH) (REGULAR OFFICERS)
lst Lt Col W Kennedy
162
2nd Maj John
165
3rd Brig A Yeoman
167
INTER UNIT CHALLENGE TROPHY (HANDICAP)
1st JO Sig Regt
443
2nd School of Signals
444
3rd I J Sig Regt
472
HIDDEN HOLE
Maj P Brown = Total 15 Strokes Hole 16 (2 rounds)
1 Btl Whisky
Capt David Palmer, his computer and helpers, QSM l Len Crawford, Cpl Mike Tarmey and Sig Jack Horn are to be congratulated on
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running such a successful meeting and thanked for arranging the
Annual General Meeting.
Would golfers please note the Spring Meeting at Catterick GC on
13/ 14 May 82 and the Autumn Meeting at Tidworth GC 30 Sep/I Oct
82.

ROYAL SIGNALS v RAMC
Wednesday, 14 October, 1981
Report by Lt Col H. R. Willlams
The weather was ideal for a keenly contested golf match at North
Hants Golf Club on Wed, 14 Oct 1981. North Hants is the venue of
the Hampshire Hog and it is considered one of the toughest courses
West of London, as usual the course was in superb condition with good
greens and well manicured fairways surrounded by gorse and heather.
The morning Singles brought five wins from Gen Jimmy Jackson,
Ian Sleightholm, Jim Potts, Roy Williams, Dave Palmer and Ron
Murray and at lunch the Corps had a commanding lead of 5 to 1 with
one match halved. In the afternoon it was a different story; apart from
one win by the Jim Potts/Ron Murray combination (J im only plays six
times a week) and a typical nail biting, fast talking half from Gen Jimmy
and Ray Windmill, our other two St Andrews foursomes lost to worthy
opponents who were determined to reverse the Singles medicine. All in
all it was a splendid day's golf with a high standard of play by both
teams. It was also a fitting close to the Corps' successful 1981 season
and a great tribute to the hard work of Ray Windmill and Harry Meekings who have spent a great deal of time and effort to improve the standard of Corps Golf.
RESULTS
Royal Signals
Maj Meekings
Maj Gen Jackson (2/ I)
WOJ Sleightholm (5/4)
Maj Windmill
Maj Potts (2/1)
Lt Col Williams (3/1)
Capt Palmer (3/2)
Lt Col Murray (1 up)
Foursomes
Meekings/Sleightholm
Jackson/Windmill
Williams/Palmer
Potts/Murrary (6/5)

.1
2

I
I
0
I
t

I
1
0
.1

0
I

RAMC
WO! Greaves
Maj Poole
SSgt Black
Maj Fairbrother (4/3)
Maj Gen Large
Lt Col Cowan
Lt Col Howells
WOI Dolman
Greaves/Poole (2/1)
Black/Fairbrother
Large/Cowan (4/3)
Howells/Dodman

60
I
0
0
0
0

I
.1

l

0

Result: Royal Signals won by 8 matches to 4.

HOCKEY
R SIGNALS COLTS XI
Report by Maj M. J. Crane R Signals
From an idea by Col Paddy Verdon and put into practice by Mr Clem
Clements and Sgt Brian Mower, this season has een the emergence of
a Corps Colts Hockey XI. The side is drawn from the units in the
Training Group. In forming such a team it is hoped that not only will
the standard of hockey improve, but it will also provide a source of
potential Corps players.
In an attempt to find the right level for a Colts XI, two fixture were
arranged and have now been played. The teams for these matches were
selected from the following:
AA College Harrogate: AT Sgt Hodgkinson, AT Sgt Marshall, AT
Cpl Wood, AT Cpl McKie, AT Cpl Williams, AT LCpl Bridgewood,
AT Reith. Junior Regt Royal Signals: JSig Connor, JSig Huskisson,
JSig Baker, JSig Thompson. 8 Sig Regt: Sig Moorish.
The first match was against a Northumberland County U 19 XI
played on JS November. The first half did not go well for the Colts, they
were unsettled. lacked aggression and. in the face of a strong, well
organised Northumberland ide, found themselve five goals down at
half time. After a 'Pep' talk they went into the second half with a more
determined attitude and , whilst no goal were scored the Colt '
forwards were constantly attacking the Northumberland goal.
The second fixture was against a Harrogate School XI on 22
November. On this occasion the Colts put into practice the le son
learned from the previous match. The forwards, including Sig
Moorish, AT Cpl WIUlams, JSlg Connor and JSlg Sturmey, played
some good hockey and were constantly on the attack. In defence the
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Keeper. JSlg Baker. pla ·ed with confidence and denied the opposition
a number of chances . The midfield was dominated by AT Sgt
Hodglng on and AT Cpl McKle. Shortly before half time AT Cpl
Wllllams began to run . beating two men (or was it three?) and scored a
upetb goal. The second half saw a few changes on both sides and,
unfortunately. the Colts conceded three goals . The final score
Harrogate Schools 3-Colts 1.
A a re ult of the e two matches it is clear that there is a nucleus of
talent which. with som~ more coa~hing and pr~ctice, c~n ~k.e on a
County Ul9 side and wm. The mam problem w11l be mamtammg the
standard and number of players for the futu r . This can. in part, be
resolved \\ ith the active interest and encouragement of current (and
'retired') Corps players.

ORIENTEERING
ROY AL SIGNALS (UK) ORIENTEERING
CHAMPIONSHIPS 1981
The Corps Championships were held in the Aldershot area on the
weekend 17/ I Oct, and 216 Sig Sqn were the organising unit for the
event. The championships consisted of an individual race of 9km for
males and approximately Skm for females and juniors on the first day
(a guest course was also provided) and a 3 men/women team relay
championship on the second day.
The championships were open to all Corps members, both regular
and territorial and was well supported with over 60 male competitors
and over 35 juniors and females. After a week of fine weather, the
morning of the individual race dawned with grey skies which grew
greyer as the morning passed. By the time 'competitors were on the
course it was raining and by midday it was pouring. This meant that
most people finished the course and left immediately and one of the best
parts of orienteering, the gathering together and discussing the race
straight afterwards didn't happen.
Unfortunately the course planner Sgt Paul Manning of the RAOC
made a mistake in one of his check points on the Royal Signals male
course which cost most people some time and a lot of people a lot of
time. In spite of this mistake and the rain, most people enjoyed the
competition. The winner of the Royal Signals Regular Championship
was SSjlt (FofS} Mick Stocks of 6 Fd Force HQ and Sig Sqn (216) in
lhr 4mms followed by W02 (SSM) Gavin Escoth of 8 Sig Regt in lhr
7min. The Territorial Army winner was Maj Bob Titherington of 35 Sig
Regt (V). On the Ladies' and Juniors' Course there were no hiccups
and Lt Fletcher of 3 Sqn, 39 Sig Regt (V) won in lhr 4min followed by
2Lt Exell of the same unit in !hr 22min. The leading Junior entrant was
Sig White of 8 Sig RegL The winning Guest Runner was Capt Glen
Grant RA. On Saturday evening an AGM of the Royal Signals
Orienteering Club was held in the Bradley Club of 216 Sig Sqn
followed by a social evening, both were well attended and everyone had
a few beers to prepare for the team championships the next day.
The relay championships were held on the Sandhurst and Barossa
Training areas and were organised by Capt Ray Lloyd-Jones of
RMAS. Thankfully the morning was dry, although cold and an exciting
relay competition ensued, with the result in doubt until the beginning of
the afternoon. The final result was that the winning team was 8 Sig
Regt with 35 Sig Regt (V) second, closely followed by 216 Sig Sqn. The
winning guest team were the Royal Engineers. 64 Sig Sqn (V) won the
Ladies' event followed by 3 Sqn, 39 Sig Regt (V). The prizes were
presented by Col Westlake, the President of Corps Orienteering, and
competitors then dispersed to the four corners of the UK to polish up
their skills for the next time. The championships next year will be held
near Catterick, sponsored by 8 Sig regl, so if you are wondering why
your unit had no team in this year's championships, you have 10
months to remedy it for next year.

RUGBY
ROYAL SIGNALS RUGBY TOUR
25 OCTOBER-3 NOVEMBER 1981
Report by Maj M. J. Bowen, Royal Signals
After much discussion with units a collection of rugby players
assembled at Blandford on 26 Oct to select the party for the Autumn
four match tour. The response from units varied but sufficient talent
was assembled to allow a useful selection game to take place on 27 Oct.
The outcome was a tour party of 24-players which had comfortable
cover among the backs, but showed some notable weaknesses amongst
the forwards for a four match tour over seven days. The first two
matches of the tour were considered the hardest and so the strongest
ide was selected for these matches against RE and REME. It was
always felt that the RMCS and RCT fixtures would be less demanding
and would present a good opportunity to give the newer players a_1
opportunity to represent the Corps. This forecast proved fairly
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accurate and all those who were selected for the tour party rep(esented
the Corps. The match results were:
RE at Chatham
REME at Arborfield
RMCS at Shrivenham
RCT at Blandford

Won
Lost
Won
Won

14-3
6- 12
31 -9
19- 9

MATCH REPORTS
RE AT CHATHAM-28 OCTOBER
Team : LCpl Atkins (7 Sig R egt), 14 Sgt Gilder (8 Sig Regt), 13 Lt
Edwards (8 Fd Force HQ and Sig Sqn), 12 SSgt Harwood (Signal
Wing RMAS), 11 LCpl Glean (6 FD Force HQ and Sig Sqn}, 10 LCpl
Wood (7 Sig Regt), 9 Si$ Robbins (7 Sig Regt), 1 SSgt Johnson (8 Sig
Regt), 2 Cpl Elkan (7 Sig Regt), 3 Lt Lancaster ( 11 Sig Regt), 4 Sgt
Hickling (7 Sig R egt, capt). 5 Cpl Rolls (3 Armd Div HQ and Sig
Regt}, 6 Cpl Collins (8 Sig Regt), 7 LCpl George (7 Sig Regt), 8 Lt
Jones (6 Fd Force HQ and Sig Sqn).
The Corps side survived a very difficult opening to the game as it
gradually settled down after the long bus trip from Blandford. It spent
most of the first 25 minutes inside its own 22m area but conceded only
three points from a dropped goal in spite of being penalised many
times. After this settling down period the Corps side broke out and
became more aggressive, putting pressure on the RE until half time,
mainly as a result of improved scrummaging.
After half time the Corps pack gradually improved the quality of
possession and this led to two good tries by the backs. The first was the
result of a penetrating run on the wing by 'Q' Gilder who passed inside
to Chalkie Atkins for the touch down, and the second resulted from a
similar run on the right wing by 'H' Glean which gave Chalkie Atkins
his second try. The third try again resulted from good forward play,
this time some energetic rucking producing the ball near the goal line so
that David Jones was able to force his way over for a try near the posts
which Davie Wood converted. This was a satisfactory result to the first
match.
REME AT ARBORFIELD-30 OCTOBER
Considerable effort was devoted before this match to improving the
scrummaging and it was considered after a prolonged training session
that better results would be achieved. In order to build confidence, the
same side that beat the RE was picked. However, the game turned out
to be a rather disappointing performance both by the pack and the
backs. It was played almost entirely in pouring rain with the Corps
playing up the slope into the wind in the first half. In spite of being
watched and vocally encouraged by the SOinC , the Corps side started
slowly and seemed to have lost the scrummaging improvement
produced in training. The REME pack was altogether more energetic
and cohesive so that they produced good first and second phase ball for
their very competent half backs to control play. After only seven
minutes play this good possession led to a REME try which was converted from near the touchline. Continued pressure brought the REME
six more points from penalties. Unfortunately Paul Collins left the field
half way through the first half with a cut lip and mild concussion and
was replaced by Tom Hall (6 Field Force HQ and Sig Sqn).
At half time with the REME leading 12---0 but with the slope and
wind advantage to the Corps in the second half Andy Hickling decided
that more aggressive back row play and more positive running by the
th ree quarters could bring better results. However, not all expectations
were realised and the best that could be managed was a penalty goal
and a dropped goal from a tapped penalty, both by Davie Wood. In the
end it was admitted that the REME deserved to win as although most
of the territorial advantage was to the Corps in the second half,
indecision and a lack of penetration, in the centre especially, meant that
the speed on the wings was never properly given a chance. The high
spots of the game were the performances of Taff George at wing
forward, who seemed tireless and endlessly aggressive, and Chalkie
Atkins who had an excellent game at full back in front of an Army
selector.
RMCS AT SHRIVENHAM-1 NOVEMBER
After the defeat by the REME some changes were made, both in the
hope of improving penetration and to give some of the other members
of the tour party a game.
Team: IS Cpl Morgan (30 Sig Regt), 14 LCpl Glean, 13 Lt Edwards,
12 LCpl Atkins, 11 LCpl Alleyne (4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt), 10
LCpl Wood, 9 Sig Hunt (6 Fd Force HQ and Sig Sqn), 1 SSgt
Johnson, 2 Cpl McConnell (8 Sig Re~t), 3 Sgt Anderson (8 Sig Regt), 4
Sgt Hickling (Capt}, 5 Lt Nicholson (8 Sig Regt), 6 Cpl Collins, 7 LCpl
George, 8 Lt Jones.
RMCS started well and were quickly three points up after a dropped
goal. The Corps responded witli some hard running threequarters play
which led to a try by Mark Edwards which was converted by Davie
Wood. RMCS drew level with a dropped goal from a penalty and went
ahead after 25 minutes with another penalty. The Corps continued to
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tandmg ac ow: pl tev1e Stevenson,
gt Glen 'arwoo Lt
Roddy Nicholson , Lt David Jones, Sgt Steve Anderson , Capt '1an
. Fraser, Cpl John Rolls, Lt Burt Lancaster, Cpl Tom Hall
Standing Front Row: Cpl Paul Collins, LCpl Taff George, LCpl ' H'
Glean, Lt . Mark Edwards, LCpl Chalkie Atkins, LCpl Davie Wood,
LCpl Jamie Alleyne, Cpl Harry Elkins, Sig Andy Poulson, Sgt Andy
Hickling
Front Row: Sig Geordie Hunt, Sgt ' Q' Gilder, Cpl Bill McConnell, Sig
Robbie Robbins. Awaited: SSgt Trevor Johnson
g~in

good i;>ossessi?n from the set pieces and ran hard against the
slightly fragile tackling of the RMCS backs to produce tries by Chalkie
Atkins and 'H' Glean before half time. Davie Wood added another
penalty and a conversion to make the score 17-9 at half time.
In the second half the RMCS backs defended better but lacked the
penetration to score. Gradually the Corps wore down the RMCS
forwards to produce a stream of good possession from which Chalkie
Atkins scored one and 'H' Glean two more tries. Taff Morgan added a
conversion to make the final score 31-9. Towards the end of the game
Davie Jones left the field with a cut head and was replaced by Stu
Stewart (244 Sig Sqn AS).
Sadly the game was marred by some unnecessary aggression and far
too much talking, neither of which were punished by the referee. The
Corps players again showed that with good possession the backs could
score tries and that generally their tackling was solid enough to prevent
tries being scored against them.
RCT AT BLANDFORD-3 NOVEMBER
After the RMCS game, five players departed to play for BAOR
against the Fijian team. This left some difficult problems to be solved in
selecti ng a side to play the RCT. In the end little choice remained and
the team selected was the best available. At the same time this gave a
chance to those members of the tour who had not yet played.
Team: 15 Sgt Gilder, 14 Sig Poulson (5 Fd Force HQ and Sig Sqn).
13 Cpl Birch (30 Sig Regt), 12 LCpl Glean, 11 Cpl Stevenson (4 Armd
Div HQ and Sig Regt), 10 Cpl Morgan, 9 Sig Robbins, I Lt Lancaster,
2 Cpl McConnell (Capt}, 3 Sgt Anderson, 4 Capt Fraser (8 Sig Regt), 5
Sig Enright (6 Fd Force HQ and Sig Sqn), 6 Cpl Collins, 7 Lt Jones, 8
Sig Stewart (244 Sig Sqn AS).
Before the game started the Corps side was well aware of its
shortcomings, notable amongst which were the presence of five wing
threequarters amongst the backs and a distinct lack of height and
weight in the pack. Undeterred however, Bill McConnell, captain of the
side for this match, who was still wondering- 'why me? ', informed the
team in typically strident terms of what was required and how they
were to go about it. Great emphasis was placed on speed of possession,
speed of thought and the importance of avoiding penalties.
Once on the field it became clear that motivation and teamwork were
sufficient match for a much bigger and heavier RCT pack. Good
lineout and scrum ball were won but this if anything exposed the limited
handling talents of the backs. However, sufficient passes were given
and caught to enable Alfie Birch to break and allow Andy Poulson to
produce a well balanced swerving run for the first try after only 10
minutes. Taff Morgan converted this to give the Corps a good start.
Continued energy expenditure and quick thought by the Corps side led
to a second try, this time scored by Bill McConnell from a penalty in
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the corner. The RCT replied with a penalty to make the half time score

10--3.
Immediately after half time it appeared that the Corps side's efforts
in the first half had exhausted them as the RCT scored a good try that
resulted from some poor Corps tackling. This was converted to leave
the Corps only one point in front. The size of the margin jolted the
Corps into a more energetic approach once again and as in the first half
good scrum and lineout possession were obtained. The scrum was
particularly impressive in pushing the much heavier RCT pack off the
ball almost at will. The pressure led to a penalty goal by Robbie
Robbins and a well taken try by Alfie Birch who produced a 50m
curving run to score in the corner. Robbie Robbins converted from
near touch to make the score 19-9 at the close.
REFLECTIONS ON THE TOUR
The main feeling for the Secretary is what might have been if the
pack had been stronger. It is an established truth of rugby that a strong
front five in the pack is an asset that is vital for success in hard matches
and the REME match proved this beyond any doubt. That said
however, the opportunity to win second phase ball always presents an
opportunity to salvage something and in this department also the Corps
side was sometimes lacking, going for long periods with little or no ruck
and maul possession. To complete the poor part. the backs at times
wasted what good possession they were given by indecisive running or
kicking, and far too many penalties were given away by thoughtless
play, mainly by the forwards.
However, like all curate's eggs there were good parts, for instance
only two tries were conceded against twelve scored and the defence was
generally sound. Some honourable mentions are therefore in order. The
leadership of the captain for the first three games, Andy Hickling, has
to be commended. He led a happy and spirited tour party and was well
respected for his playing and coaching ability. The player of the tour
for me was Chalkie Atkins. His be t game was that agarn t the REME
when conditions were a nightmare for any fullback. In this game he
defended soundly against the prodigious kicking of the REME fl y half.
in the other games he showed his anticipation, strength and speed to
finish as the leading try scorer of the tour. Finally, the whole team
against the RCT and Bill McConnell, in particular, should get a special
mention for winning a game against what appeared at the kick ofTto be
very long odds.
The next Corps Rugby tour is in March 1982. Unit will again be
asked to send players for selection for a tour party and it is hoped that
a more convincing response will be received from both UK and BAOR
so that a properly representative Corps side can complete the eason.
Thanks are due to all players for their effort on the tour and all unit
that released players. Thanks also to 30 Sig Regt for giving the
Secretary so much help with the local admini tration at Blandford.
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SAILING

EXERCISE 'WINTER'S TALE'
The Adventures of Eleven Men and a Girl in a Boat
Report by 2Lt F iona Dennis WRAC
11 Signal Regiment
THE CHANCE
.
It was whilst reading Regimental Par.t One Orders on a pa!tlcularly
wet and windy afternoon that I <;hscovered the Exercise of a
Lifetime- Exercise Winter's Tale. This was an annual adventurous
training exercise consisting of sailing 'British Soldier' .a 'N1ch~lson 55'
(racing yacht) from Gosport ~o Cyprus a~d back, wh1c? was. 10tended
to provide training and experience to qualified and novice sailo_rs. HQ
EDIST wa approached and asked to find . volunteers, 1! Sig Regt
responded immediate!>'. ~nd d~ew the leg wh1c~. was ~o sail the boat
from Gibraltar to Sardirua during August. Realismg this was a chance

Map of the Area
to escape from sunny Catterick in !!xchange for two weeks in the
Mediterranean l phoned the Officer-m-Charge Capt Les Plumb post
haste. Volunt~rs came from every part of the regiment, the Adj t Capt
Hugh Colborn was the R adio Operator, Capt Les Plumb the Purser,
Cpl Vic Leppard the trained engineer. and First. Aid el_(pert, and crew
members (those having little or no sailing expenence) mcluded myself
and Officer Cadet Peter King, Cpl Graham Philpot, LCpl Roger Toye
and LCpl Hammey Hamilton. The fo ur remainin~ crew members. came
from outside the regiment since we needed qualified and expenenced
sailors. The Skipper was Maj Brian Cameron R E, the Mate and
avigator Maj Mike Bowles RCT and the two Watch Leaders were
Maj Mike Crane R Signals and Capt David Haines R EME.

PREP ARING FOR SEA
.
Our time in G ibraltar was spent revictualling the boat and prepar~ng
her for sea, which proved to be a busy but enjoyable time f~r all: Bemg
the only fem ale, one of my tasks was to mend a ~om sail usmg the
special sailmakers kit, whilst others carried out engine and equipment
checks and refuelled the boat. Later on Capt Les Plumb, Capt H ugh
C olborn and I went ashore to purchase fresh rations .a t the local
Liptons, it was just like shopping ~ Britain, although we d1~ encounter
several difficulties en route. Having borrowed two shoppmg trolleys
from the supermarket we trundled our purchases back to the boat. All
was well until we hit a crater in the road ; consequently the trolleys and
their contents went one way and we the other !! We eventually r~turned
to the boat red faced and quite exhausted! The boat was now shipshape
and ready for sea. We left Gibraltar late Wednesday afternoon bound
for Mediq on the Moroccan coast, which we were scheduled to reach
by mid-day on Thursday.
A GOOD START
.
.
The Skipper had organised the crew into three rotatmg shifts, Port,
Starboard and Mother Watch, the latter consisting of 2 crew members
(one each from the other two watches) whose prime task for one day
was to provide all meals and to keep the boat clean. Port and Starboard
Watch each of 4 men, worked a 4 hour shift system with 4 hours on
deck ~d 4 hours resting. Living conditions were fairly cramped once
we were at sea as the bunks situated in the foredeck (bow) were used as
storage space for the sails. This meant that the twelve of us, ate, slept
and cooked in an area no larger than the back of an empty 4 tenner,
which at times became a little claustrophobic especially after several
~yL
.
.
h
d
Our journey across to Mediq . ".'lent "!ery well ~nd with t e g?o
weather, coupled with excellent sailing wmds we arrived at our destmation earlier than forecast. Although our stay here was short many
managed to go ashore and explore the local mar~et, .and C?nsequently
returned laden with a delicious selection of frwts mclud10g melons,
peaches, grapes and oranges. A_s th~ sun "."as extremely hot and
temperatures soared into the 80 s daily, frmt, vegetables and local
produce was very popular among the ~re~, and was the ideal diet for
losing those extra pounds around the m1driffi

ALMERIA
We arrived in Almeria early Monday afternoon with everyone
look ing forward to spending the evening ashore, and so set about our
usual chores of cleaning up and sorting out sails and equipment. After
three days at sea many of us wanted a shower but we very soon
realised that trying to find one was like hunting for gold-dust. Feeling
thoroughl y fed up with the Spanish and their lack of fac ilities, Peter
King and I resorted to the sea. In fact by this time it was completely
dark and we ended up splashing around in the harbour with small boats
passing us by, all of whom I am sure thought, 'you mad crazy
English'!! Adventures were not restricted to the high seas as Les and
Peter discovered on their trip ashore. It turned out that two youths
accosted them with knives for no apparent reason, and so, after some
fast talking and nervous smiles, a hasty withdrawal was seen as the best
plan and thus they returned breatWess but unscathed back on board !
THE NEW C OURSE
With a rejuvenated crew we set our new course for another small
Spanish town called Cartagena, an area steeped in history and famous
for once being the largest naval arsenal in Europe. Here we refuelled
and restocked before setting sail for the Island of lbizia. Unfortunately,
like much of our journey we had little or no wind, and so for most of
the time the Skipper was forced to resort to engine power which inevitably slowed us down. We rached the port of San Anton on Thursday afternoon, where we planned to spend a couple of days generally
relaxing and visiting places of interest.
SAN ANTON
.The first thing we decided upon was to go swimming and do a little
sun worshipping on one of those distinctive tourist beaches, which I

THE UNPREDICTABLE
Our next destination was Almeria situated on the Spanish coast, but
not long after leaving Mediq we experienced our first taste of the sea's
unpredictable nature. As time went by the sky darkened and the waves

R SIGNALS v RCT-C ENTRA L GRO UN D CATT ERICK
GARRISON
Both teams were evenl y matched for the first 20 minutes of this
fixt ure. W ith each side having scoring chances but fai ling to score. R
Signals took the lead in the 37th minute when Sgt Bob O'Hara scored
with a diving header from a cross by LCpl Billy Freear. After this goal
R Signals dominated the fi rst half but were unable to increase the score.
The second half continued with R Signals in complete command of the
game and fu rther goals followed in the 65th and 75th minutes by Sig
Yorkie Richards and in the 80th minute by LCpl Billy Freear. Final
result was 4-0 to R Signals.
The team was: LCpl Andy Hill 8 Sig Regt, LCpl Charlie Holsgrove
Comms & Sy G p UK, LCpl Tony Redman 249 Sig Sqn, Cpl Brian
C olvin J nr Regt R Signals, Cpl Ally McKenzie 8 Sig Regt, LC pl Billy
F reear Comm s & Sy G p U k (Army Player), Sgt Bob O'Hara 8 Sig
Regt, Sgt Trev Mortlock 8 Sig Regt, Sig Yorkie Richards 8 Sig Regt.
Cpl Sandy Brown 3 C DO Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (Army Player), Sgt Billy
Adams, 8 Sig Regt (ex Capt BAOR), Cpl Bob Lond 8 Sig Regt, Cpl
Charlie Abbott, 30 Sig Regt.

THE RESERVATION
The Skipper, having sailed out on the first leg from G osper~ greeted
us at the airport, we then made our way to .the h~bour. B)'. this stage. I
was feeling slightly apprehensive, never havmg sailed ~n yth10g befor~ 10
my life, let alone spending two and a half weeks with eleven hulk ~g
men on board a relatively small vessel-but I knew there was no go10g
back now!! I hadn't in fact seen the ' British Soldier', although some of
the crew had been able to spend a weekend sailing her around the
British coast in order to prepare for the Exercise.
AN IMPRESSIVE SIGHT
As we approached the harbour entran~e her main mast came into
view, towering above the other ves.sels 10 port S.he really w ~s an
impressive sight moored to the quayside, her deep crimson hull gliste~
ing in the brilliant sunlight, with 'British Soldi~r' proudly emboss:cJ 10
gold lettering on the bow. At this moment I thmk everyoi:ie felt a tingle
of excitement and we all looked forward to the voyage which lay ahead.
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must say was q uite a harrowing experience! The men thought this was
a marvellous pastime and Cpls Graham Philpot, Roger Toye, Hammey
Hamilton and Vic Leppard thought this was the best thing since 'sliced
bread'! Majs Mike Bowles and Mike Crane decided the time had come
to try their hand at wind surfing, but never having attempted this before
they were in for quite a surprise!! More time was spent under the water
than on it, anyway it certainly provided excellent entertainment fo r the
sunbathers and passengers on the pleasure boats! Nearly all the crew
went ashore later on and decided to have a ' night out' on the town, th is
they certainly did, as one could see by the state of everyone the foll owing morning!! Cpl Graham Philpot had somehow managed to get
himself entangled with a moving taxi, and consequently ended up with
an ankle the size of a balloon wh ich restricted his movements
somewhat. Cpls Graham Philpot and Vie Leppard spent much of the
next day in the horizontal position. We in fact left them to sleep it off,
although this did cause slight problems as they had chosen to sleep on
the deck which meant havi ng to precariously step over them every time ;
I hasten to add they did not look a pretty sight! Most of us had a quiet
morni ng. but ot hers who were more advent urous hired scooters and did
a little sight seei ng before we departed later th at day.
As time was now ru nning short and the wind had still not picked up
we were forced to limit our stay on the small Island ofMenorca. In fact
our visit lasted o nly a matter of hours, which was very sad because the
Island is extremely beautiful and has many interesting places to visit,
not least the Port of Mahon itself which is the capital town.
THE FIN AL LEG
The Exercise was now drawing to a close as we entered the final leg
of our journey, Menorca to Sar..dinia. We were scheduled to hand the
boat over to the crew from 8 Sig Regt on Tues 25 Aug, who were to
sail her on to Cyprus and so complete her voyage from England. We
were fortunate in that the wind picked up and so we reached the capital,
the Port of Cagliari a day earlier than had been forecast . This gave us
time to spring clean t he boat after her twelve days at sea , and for the
crew to have a brief look around Cagliari itself.
VER Y HAPPY MEMORIES
We dul y handed the boat over on 25 Aug and left for the NATO
base at Decimomannu , where we were to stay overnight before being
flown home, courtesy of the RAF. Our last evening, or so we thought,
was spent in the local hostelry reminiscing and laughing about our
adventures on the high seas, all of which I must say are very happy
memories. The following day we packed our belongings and sat patiently in the departure lounge awaiting our flight , but this was not to be. A
delay was announced which had apparently been caused by a tech nical
fault that had been discovered just before take off. This meant an extra
day in Sardinia, oh how unfortunate. more sunbathing and good livi ng
came the cry!!
We eventually landed at RAF Brize Norton ti red, sore and hungry
but very happy and as brown as berries; for all of us it had been a
tremendous adventure and one that I would personally recommend to
all.

SOCCER
ROY AL SIGNALS SOCCER 81/ 82 SEASON
Report by Capt (QM) C. Markie R Signals

THE OFF
We departed from Carterick on Mon 10 .Aug to stay .overn igh~ at
RAF Hendon, before being flown from Gatwick the foll ~"".~g mornmg,
courtesy of Dan-Air. Having been awakened at the unc!v1}1sed hour. of
0500hrs for breakfast, most of the crew spent the rema10ing 1:fav~lli~g
time recouping lost sleep, until we touched down on the airstrip 10
Gibraltar, mid afternoon Tues 11 Aug.
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grew, which made the boat pitch and roll. This caused a certain amount
of difficulty down bel<;>w where our Chef of the day, Capt Hugh
Colborn was busy trying to prepare supper and at the same time
attempting to prevent the saucepans from sliding off the cooker!! With
the sea still raging about us, supper was announced but few were able
to eat it and those that did regretted doing so shortly afterwards !!! By
midnight the storm had well and truly got a hold and my watch were on
deck faced with a 'Force 8' gale for the next four hours. We all held on
for gri'!' death. praying silently. for calm. weather and even thinking how
fantas ti c a quiet ni ght's sleep m Cattenck would be at that moment in
time. I was faced with further problems because having very short legs
I was unable to wedge myself against the side of the boat, and was thus
propelled like a shuttlecock from one side of the deck to the other!!
This caused great amusement among the members of my watch, especially as the water-proofs I was wearing were 10 sizes too big, and all
anyone could see was an orange coloured bundle flyi ng past them every
few minutes !! I must admit that I did not find this quite so funny at the
lime and later I certainly had the blue black bruises to show for it.
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R SIGNALS v R AOC-CENTRAL GROUND CATTERICK
GARRISO N
The first half of this fixture was a scrappy alTair with neither team
being able to get things together for any length of time. In the second
half it was a different matter, with the Corps team getting more and
more of the play. A mistake by the Ordnance Goalkeeper in the 55th
minute, allowed in Cpl Sandy Brown who made no mistake. The Corps
continued to press on and in the 65t h minute a great goal by R Signals
resulted. From Sig Yorkie Richards. Long pass from right to left wing
which was picked up by Cpl Sandy Brown. He cut inside. his shot beat
the goalkeeper but rebounded off tne post back to him and he made no
mistake the second lime. Although R Signals continued to pressurise
there were no more goals forthcoming and the final result was 2-0 to
the Corps.
The team was: LCpl Andy Hill 8 Sig Regt, Sgt Dickie Bird, 8 Sig
Regt, LCpl Tony Redman 249 Sig Sqn, Cpl Brian Colvin Junior Regt
R Sig nals Cpl Ally McKenzie 8 Sig Regt, Sig Mark Toner 30 Sig Regt,
Sgt Alex Hamilton AA C Harrogate (Army Player), Cpl Charlie Abbot
30 Sig Regt, Sgt Bob Hope 8 Sig Regt, Cpl Sandy Brown 3 CDO Bde
HQ & Sig Sqn (A rmy Player), Sig Yorkie Richards 8 Sig Regt, Cpl
Bob Lond 8 Sig Regt, Cpl Mick Campbell, 8 Sig Regt, Cpl Gas Wilson
8 Sig Regt.
T he Hon Sec Corps occer would again like to take this opportunity
to thank all Commanding Officers fo r making the players available.
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CORPS
QUADRANGULAR
London 14-1
ov
Royal ignal
Royal Artillery
Royal 1gnal
RE.1E
Royal Signals
Royal Engineer

TOURNAMENT-Woolwich,

3 Royal Engineers
lREME
1 Royal Artillery
0 Royal Engineer
2REME
1 Royal Artillery

~}

Monday 14 Nov

6}

Wednesday 16 Nov

g} Friday 18 Nov

Royal Signals were Quadrangular Tournament Winners for the first
time ince 1976.
Cpl Ian Good (22 Sig Regt) played for he Combined Services versus
A Southampton XI on Tues 10 ov, at The Military Stadium,
Alder hot. Services won 3- I.
REPRESENTATIVE HONOURS
The undermentioned played for Combined Services against
Middlesbrough FC at Catterick Garrison on 2 Dec 1981:
Cpl Ian Good (22 Sig Regt)
Cpl A (Sandy) Brown (8 Sig Regt)
Sgt R. O'Hara (Bob) was in the squad of 16 players but did not play.
Middlesbrough won by 3 goals to 1 but only after Combined
ervices led for the best part of the match. Middlesbrough turned out
the full Division One side.

SQUASH
AN OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT
Report by Lt Col C A Brown Royal Signals
After many, many years of effort, frustration and hard luck the
Corps convincingly won the ASRA Inter Corps Division 2 competition
at Aldershot over the weekend 4, 5, 6 December.
The following represented the Corps in the 20 matches:
Capt Neil Stewart
School of Signals. Team Captain.
Maj Ernie Webb
30 Sig Regt. Secretary.
Capt Paul Robertshaw
16 Sig Regt.
WO 1 (RSM) Billy Miles
16 Sig Regt.
SSgt Bill Hutton
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt.
Sgt Paul Dean
7 Fd Force HQ & Sig Sqn.
Cpl Tom Pollard
30 Sig Regt.
LCpl Nick Ranier
13 Sig Regt.
The results were:
won S--0.
R Signals V REME
won4-l.
R Signals V RAC
won S--0.
R Signals V ACC
R Signals V POW Div won 5--0.

CORPS FINALISTS
Maj Ernie Webb. Sgt Dixie Dean, LCpl Tom Pollard, Lt Col Colin
Brown (President). Sgt George MacAvoy, Cpl Jim Graham, Lt Col
Andrew Carter
The results show that the Corps lost one match and gained only one
point le~s than the maximum possible. By any standards this was a first
class performance and a credit to every member of the Squad.
The Corps fielded its strongest team and the cooperation of all
Commanding Officers is sincerely appreciated. The standard of squash
was extremely high and competitive, with Neil Stewart, who is regarded
as the army number one player, setting a highly competitive performance for the rest of the team to follow. Paul Robertshaw played at
number two and showed he has made considerable progress in improv-
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ing his skills since last year. He will certainly be an asset to ACC
Harrogate in his new appointment next spring.
Billy Miles, Bill Hutton and Paul Dean have represented the Corps
for a number of years and have always worked for promotion to Division I. This year their aim was achieved and they proved themselves
worthy of their Corps Colours.
A most encouraging sign was the inclusion of two talented young
JNCOs, Tom Pollard and Nick Ranier. Both have considerable natural
ability for the game and with dedication should prove highly
accomplished players in the years ahead. As President and on behalf of
all the players we would like to express our gratitude to the
player/secretary Maj Ernie Webb. It is through his enthusiasm interest
and personal ability that the Corps has gained such a major success.
The team look forward to the challenge of Division I next year and this
will be met with determination and a will to succeed.
CORPS INDIVIDUAL SQUASH CAMPIONSHIP 1981
Under the expert guidance of the Corps Squash Secretary, Maj Ernie
Webb, the championship for the 1981 season was held at Blandford on
15/16 Oct. This was the first season that the championship had been
held at the start of the season. The advantage of the early
championship has enabled the selectors to choose players based on
their performance at Blandford for the forthcoming winter league
against other Corps.
Certain recognised players were absent from the championships,
owing to being stationed in BAOR, but the competitive spirit of the
championship raised the standard with the aim of being selected for the
Corps. The enthusiasm of the 32 entries made the two days most
enjoyable and it was heartening to see younger players doing well in
their first championships.
There were three separate competitions, and the results were:
Open Final: Two Corps seeded players, Sgt Dixie Dean and Cpl Tom
Pollard met in the final. As hard as Dixie Dean tried it was noticeable
from the start that Tom Pollard was going to prove hard to beat. It was
pleasing to see how much Tom Pollard has improved since last year
and how dedicated he is to improve his squash. It was a fine match with
Tom Pollard winning by 3--0.
Plate Final: Sgt George MacAvoy and Cpl Jim Graham played a
very closely fought match with many good rallies. Both showed
determination to win and it was sometime before George MacAvoy
took control to win 3-1.
Veterans Final: The third final proved to be most enjoyable to watch
with two very experienced players, Lt Col Andrew Carter and Maj
Ernie Webb, trying to gain control of the game. Eventually Ernie Webb
took the advantage and gained the vital points to win the match.
The championship proved most enjoyable and successful and all
competitors and spectators are most appreciative of the hard work
taken on by Maj Ernie Webb to improve the standard of Corps Squash
through his own example and dedication to the game.

OPEN CHAMPIONSHIPS
Lt Col Colin Brown presenting the cup to a worthy winner. LCpl Tom
Pollard
BAOR SQUASH CHAMPIONSHIPS
The Corps has gained a remarkable success in winning all four
competitions in the BAOR Championships held on 9-10 December .
Congratulations to:Under 25 Championship and
LCpl Nick Ranier
BAOR Trophy (non-seeded)
13 Sig Regt
Open Championship
CaptPaufRobertsbaw
16 Sig Regt
Veterans
W02 (RQMS) Jim McGovern

You can save up
to £50 a montli.
Inflation-proof!
Tax-free!
.Here is a further opportunity for any
serviceman who wants to protect his
regular savings from inflation. With the
S.A.Y.E. scheme, you can invest anything
from £4 to a new limit of £50 a month
with all the benefits of index-linking, ~d
a return that's free of tax.
If you're alreadyusingS.A.YE. and you
want to increase your investment you can do
so by opening an additional contract, as long
as your monthly total does not exceed £50.
How the inflation-proofing works
SAYE. is a scheme that provides for
60 monthly contributions over five years.
Contributions are linked to the Retail Prices
Index CRPD - a measure of the cost of living

- thus inflation-proofing your savings.
~t ~e ~d of five years, each monthly
contnb~tmn JS revalued in line with any
change m the RPI. Then there are two things
you can do: you can draw the whole lot
out; or you can leave your savings in the
scheme for two more years, without making
an.>'. mo~e cont:i1mtions. If you leave your
saVlilgs ID, the mdex-linki.ng is extended to
the end of th.e seventh year, and you then get
a bonus eqwvalent to two months' contributions. The index-linking is guaranteed,
whatever happens to interest rates elsewhere.
How to get your money out
Although your contract is for five
years, it can be te.rminated earlier-but you

~ose your index-linking. If you

have been
than a year, you will
get only your contributions back. Over that
Cbut under five years), 6% a year tax-free
interest will be added.
Tax-free
. ~repayments, including indexlinked IDcreases, are free of UK income tax
and capital gains tax.
How to start
'I_'here are four v-.'<lys to pay; by bank
standing order, cash over the post office
counters, National Giro bank standing
order or a payroll deduction scheme. Ask
at the Pay Office for details or get a leaflet
from a post office.
ID the scheme for less

National Savings
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FINANCIAL
PLANNING
ITS PURPOSE i\ to make the hc\t use or Income. Capital
and other Assets. to prepare the "av ror the indi"iclual to
achieve financ ial aim\. Thew mav inc.lude:

Rutherfo rd and Milera
- . ._

J

OLD
--- ·i The Brandy of Napoleon
TRINITY .. :_ COURVOISIER

FINANC IAL PR OTECTl 0

lf~ L-H_O~U_S_E_M_~_<l_~_a+--~~~~~

~

iy

Nll''AIJ JJJJ
The style is
Vintage but not
the price

Fl A C IJ\L SECUIHTY
HOUSE PU RCHASE

For these. and

EDU AT IO

all bar supplies

COMFORT/\ BLE RETIRE ME T

EX PENSl::S

contact your
TRANSFER OF ASSETS

nearest NAAFI.

-againq the effects
ol po,se\sions lost
or damaged
-for present or
future clependanl\
- immediate!\ or in
the future
- fc•r present or
futu re children
-h:i,cd on an
adcqu:ite continuing
income b;1cked
up by an adequate
capital rc\Cr\'C
-to the next
generation

WE ADVISE on the use of sa1illl!\ from income. the
inve\tment of capital. the use or' other as\cl\ "here
applicable. in\urance against ill health ancl the in\urance or
po,ses,ions. We help client\ to lay the foundations of \Ottnd
plans. to develop exi\ting plan\ and keep them up to elate.
and then to make the hest me of rc\ource\ "hen the time
comes to meet commitments.
GOOD INFO RMAT ION i\ the hasi\ or sound planning.
The more clients take us into their confidence lhe beller we
can assist them. Please let us have full detail\ of exi\ting
re\ource . your ability to save. and any expectations. Ple:ise
also tell us all you can about commitments with "hit·h mu
e~pect to haYe to cope. We. of course. treat all such
information as confidential.

Amontillado Sherry

AN EA R LY ST A RT helps. and "e "ill be pleased to a\sist
you howeve r mode. t vour resources ma" be now. Ir vou have
existing arrangements \\ hich may need cle,elop.ing. the
sooner you refer them to us. the more help we arc likclv to be
able to give vou.
·

Fora
new
car

OUR ADV ICE is free and docs not commit \'OU to anv
action: we on ly ask that any arrangements vo~1 cleciclc to
make be made through us. It is based on over 33 yea rs of
examining client~' problems. ana:~ \ing them and achising
on them. It is not dcliverecl lw persua\ive salesmen. hut is
given in writing for you to study at your leisure.
ARE YO
I
WE ARE AS

MA KI G T HE BE T USE OF YO R
O ME A D OTHER ASSET '!
LOSE TO YO AS T HE EA REST POST
BOX OR TELF.PHO E

LET US SHO W YO

HOW GO OD PLA
ll EL P YO

G CJ\

R: T. WILLIAMS LTD.

•
Trainee Radio
I
I
Officers
• First-class, secure career •
I

o pportunities when you I
• have completed your
•
service with H.M.
Forces.

PRINCE ALBERT HOUSE, 58 SHIP STREET,
BRIGHTON , BNl lDE
Tele pho ne Bri ghto n 28 1 I (5 lines)
Member of the Bri tish Insura nce Brokers Association

It' s a wonderful way to buy a car
So ring Naafl now!
Printed in Great Brit ain

Membe r of the J\rm ccl Fo rces In surance Brokers
Co mmitt ee of th e B. l. B.J\ .

I

I

•

•

A number of vacancies w ill be available in
1982/ 83 for suitably qualified candidates t o be
appointed as Trainee Rad io Officers.

I

If yo ur t rade or training involves Radio
Operating, you qualify to be considered for a
Radio Officer post with the Composite Signals
Organisation .
Candidates must have had at least 2 years' radio
operat ing experience or hold a PMG, MPT or
MRGC certificate, or expect t o obtain this
shortly.
On successful completion of 40 weeks specialist •
t raining, promotion will occur to the Radio
Officer grade.

•

I

•

I

••

I

•

I

I

•

I

Reg istered disabled people may be considered .

Salary & Prospects

I

••

TRAINEE RADIO OFFICER: £3859 at 19 to
£4549 at 25 and over. On promotion to RADIO
OFFICER : £5288 at 19 to £6884 at 25 or over .
Then by 4 annual increments to £9339 inclusive
of shift working and Saturday and Sunday
elements.
•
For full details please contact Dina Shobbrook,
our Recruitment Officer on Cheltenham (0242)
21491 Ext 2269 or write to her at:-

I

I

•

Recruitment Office, Government
Communications Headquarters,
Oakley, Priors Road,
Cheltenham .
Gloucestershire
GL52 5AJ.

I

___,•

,,~ (."1 11ll'

.
.,
..
.
·-·•

I

•

•

Majo r T. F. Willia m'

Thar's the number of Naafr's expert car sales and finance force at Nottingham the p eople who. if it's humanly possible, will gel you lhe car you want at a price
you can afford They can organise discounrs, HP, quick easy insurance
and all the other benefits thar make up our very special service. Written
quorations will be provided on request.
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Scimitar cuts all other
frequency hopping radios
down to size.
Digital and analogue, frequency
hopping and fixed frequency, the Scimitar
family of radios covers VHF and HF bands
with a comprehensive array of manpack.
vehicle and hand-held systems.
The specifications have created
standards by which all other frequency
hopping combat net radios will be judged.
Frequency hopping ahead of Its timewithout pttce penalty
Unlike other systems, Scimitar M
can hop between ariy number of the 2320
channels (at 25kHz spacing) in the full
transmission band of 30 to 88MHz.
Janvning is therefore virtually impossible.
Half the complete transmission would
require obliteration to take any of the
Scimitar nets out of action, and it's also
impossible to locate with direction finders.
That's Scimitar security-plus, of
course,.high grade cryptographic
protection.

Orthogonal or non-orthogonal choice

In contrast with other frequency
hopping radios, Scimitar can hop
orthogonally (as well as
non-orthogonally). In the orthogonal
mode the pseudo-random progression of
the hops from one frequency to another is
programmed to avoid any two _
conversations in the same net using the
same frequency at the same instant
Thus, unlike non-orthogonal
hopping, there is no possibility of mutual
interference.

Selective calling
The high security of the
cryptographic key generator allows private
frequency hopping sequences to be used
between pairs or groups of user stations
separately from and simultaneously with
the main net It also makes it possible to
prevent the use of a captured radio by the
enemy for jamming or intercept purposes.

Scimitar's specifications feature the
latest state-of-the-art technology.
Cryptographic protection, large scale
integrated circuitry, microprocessor
control, built-in test equipment and
modular construction combine with
outstanding combat net capabilities to
signal this as the combat net radio of the
future.
That's what gives Scimitar the edge.
And cuts the others down to size.
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National Savings

What serving soldiers

should aim for

Save AsYou Earn
You can save up

to £50 amontli.

Inflation-proof!
Tax-free!
Clerical Medical has been a long-serving ally to the
Army, in that we have been helping to provide
financial security for serving officers and other ranks
for very many years.
Security in the form oflife assurance, with-profits
endowment assurance, plans for investment, policies
for mortgages and pensions, permanent health
policies, school fee policies and so on.

unrestricted worldwide. So wherever you serve, we
can serve your needs.
Here is a further opportunity for any
serviceman who wants to protect his
regular savings from inflation. With the
S.A.Y.E. scheme, you can invest anything
from £4 to a new limit of £50 a month,
with all the benefits of index-linking, and
a return that's free of tax.
If you're alreadyusingS.A.Y.E. and you
want to increase your investment you can do
so by opening an additional contract, as long
as your monthly total does not exceed £50.
How the inflation-proofing works
S.A.Y.E. is a scheme that provides for
60 monthly contributions over five years.
Contributions are linked to the Retail Prices
Index ffiPD - a measure of the cost of living

That applies to Northern Ireland as well.
Normally we apply no loadings to life assurance
premiums on those called to duty in the province.
Clerical Medical was established in 1824 and has
long been one of the more consistent high performers
in the fields of with-profits life assurance.

Because we know the armed forces so weli, we
Financial protection for the "Professionals" is an
don't treat you unfavourably just because you're
important part of our business. If you want a
involved in an active, physically demanding profession. professional approach to your affairs, and those of
For example, the extent of the cover we provide is your family, report to us soon.

Clerical Medical
& General Life Assurance Society

- thus inflation-proofing your savings.
At the end of five years, each monthly
contribution is revalued in line with any
change in the RPI. Then there are two things
you can do: you can draw the whole lot
out; or you can leave your savings in the
scheme for two more years, without making
any more contributions. If you leave your
savings in, the index-linking is extended to
the end of the seventh year, and you thenget
a bonus equivalent to two months' contributions. The index-linking is guaranteed,
whatever happens to interest rates elsewhere.
How to get your money out
Although your contract is for five
years, it can be terminated earlier - but you

lose your index-linking. If you have been
in the scheme for less than a year, you will
get only your contributions back. Over that
(but under five years), 6% a year tax-free
interest will be added.
Tax-free
All repayments, including indexlinked increases, are free of UK income tax
and capital gains tax.
How to start
There are four ways to pay; by bank
stan .ing order, cash over the post office
counters, National Girobank standing
order or a payroll deduction scheme. Ask
at the Pay Office for details or get a leaflet
from a post office.

15 St James's Square, London SWlY 4LQ Telephone: 01-930 5474
lncorpora1ed in J ~ ngland hy Act of l'arl iamc nt with limi ted liabi ht} l'\o. Zl93

National Savings

46 branch office around the UK and in Minden, West Germany.
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Naafi
finanOO

A Naafi introduction to a dealer can benefit
you with basic price discounts on many makes
of new cars and you can apply to use Naafi
fin ance whet her you use t h is introductory
service o r buy from a dealer of your own
cho ice . In fact , Naafi will consider financing
the pu rchase of a new or used car from a dealer
or a used car from another member of H .M .
Forces. The advantage of Naafi finance is that
it is an exclusive serv ice offered by your own
organisation , you 're not dealing with an
unknown f inance house. It's a wonderful way
to buy a car ... so ring Naafi now !

•Dial 0602 411991
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OUR COVER PICTURE
8 Signal Regiment on parade! 1206 officers and soldiers parade t o say farewell to Brig C. N. Last QBE. See page 132
for full report.

NAAFl-We're here to help you!

FOCUS ON FINANCE
In the midst of a recession, it will come as no surprise to our readers that the
Welfare Section of our Association was active in 1981. Some 800 grants were
made to individuals during the year, involving expenditure from our Benevolent
Funds of some £56,400.
Other significant items of expenditure wereA grant to cover the total expenditure of the Royal Signals Games Club of
some £15,900.
A grant to the Royal Signals Yacht Club of £10,000.
Grants to units of the Corps at home and overseas of some £10,000.
The subsidy to 'The Wire' amounted to some £14,900.
A high component of the Association's income comes from All Ranks of the
Corps who make voluntary subscriptions to Corps Funds-and the
Association- under the One Days Pay Scheme. For this magnificent support,
we thank you most sincerely-without it very little of all this could happen.

DON'T BE VAGUE. THE DARK BOTTLE'S HAIG.
THE WIRE, MARCH 1982
SUPPLEMENT No. 1- PAGE TWO
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From our "In_,, Tray-

ASSOCIATION REUNIONS-1982

LOOKING BACK

Our Reunions this year are scheduled for :

THE COLONEL-IN-CHIEF

PRESENTATIONS

Our Colonel-in-Chief, HRH The Princess Anne will be attending the
annual Corps Dinner for the first time at the London Press. Centre on
12 May. Ticket application forms were sent out to all Dinner club
members in late February. Late applicants should 'phone Col Francis,
RHQ Royal Signals, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London SW3 4RH.
Td: 01-930 4466 Ext 393.
The Princess Anne will also visit regiments of 1 (BR) Corps from 8-10
June. It is hoped that there may be a further visit to a T A regi ment in
the Autumn .

NEW YEAR HONOUR

LANYARD DAY
Brig C. W. Smith GM presented a GOC Northern Irela nd
Commendat ion to LCpl M. H. Ennels R Signals in September at
Melton Mowbray. LCpl Ennels had served during 1980 in Northern
Ireland in the RAOC Bomb Disposal Organisation.

MRS ALICE SHUTER

Those who may apply through normal military channels for Garden
Party tickets are asked to note that our Colonel-in-Chief, HRH The
PrlllCHI Anne will attend the Garden Party on 22 July . As in previous
years, those members of the Corps who are fortunate enough to receive
tickets for this date will be invited to assemble at RHQ, Chelsea on
22nd July before the Garden Party. There will then be a briefing, and
cars will be provided for the drive to and from Buckingham Palace.
Those who receive tickets are asked to notify Col Francis so that the
necessary arrangements can be made.

This will now take place on Tues 18 May and not as indicated in the
January issue of The Wire.
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This year's Lanyard Day celeb rations will take place on 11 Jun 82 in
Tidworth. All ex members of the squadron and its antecedent units will
be welcome. The celebrations will include a parade, a fam ilies lunch, a
display, sideshows and a variety of evening activities. All those
interested in attending are asked to contact SSgt White (Chief Clerk) at
1 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (216) , Jellalabad Barracks, Tidworth (Ext
2651).

1st AIRBORNE SIGNALS STANDARD
In 1944/ 45, Lt Gen ' Boy' Browning presented a standard to 1st
Airborne Div Signals. Th is standard measuring 18" x 24" was maroon
with the central figure of ' Pegasus' and the Corps badge on the fly. It is
believed that in 1945, on the disbandment of the unit, the standard was
given to the embryo Airborne Forces Museum at Aldershot. This
museum has no trace of such a presentation. Anyone knowing the
current whereabouts of the standard or an ything of its post 1945 history
is asked to contact Capt C. J. Burton R Signals, 1 Inf Bde HQ and Sig
Sqn (216), Jellalabad Barracks, T idworth or Lt Col M. Mel Ayrton R
Signals, School of Signals, Blan dford. All replies being treated in the
strictest confid ence.

THE INDIAN DMSIONS
MEMORIAL

ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

15 Bridewell Park,
Whitstable, Kent. CT5 lTP

Once again a Re-unio n Buffet Luncheon has been arranged for the
Saturday of the Corps weekend . This year there is a change of venue to
the Fleece Hotel , Richmond. The Buffet Luncheon will be of similar
pattern to those held in previous years but the cost will be lower at
£3 .SO per head. Tickets may be obtained from Lt Col E . Thompson, 11
Wood vale Road, Darlington, Co Durham DLJ SHA (Tel : 0325 6383S).

Maj Gen J. M. W. Badcock CB MBE DL is to succeed Maj Gen P.

A grant was made from Corps Funds to this memorial being erected
at the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst. Individual donations were
also paid over to the Memorial Trustees. The Memorial Com mittee
have sent their grateful thanks to the Corps for these donations.
Sufficient funds have now accrued for the Committee to order the
construction of the Memorial panels, and they must then be carved and
lettered.
Completion date is hoped for the end of May 1982, and a dedication
date of Wednesday 9 June has been agreed. There will be a chapel
service in the morning followed by the dedication of the Memorial .
Afterwards there will be a reception in the Sandhurst gymnasium.
Tickets will be £5 single, £8 double and will incl ude drinks and food at
the reception. More details will be sent out soon concerning ticket
applications. Those interested may contact Col J. A. D . Francis, the
Regimental Secretary now.

Dear Sir,
I am desirous of tracing old comrades with whom I served in the
Corps, before and during the War.
I ask that you publish this letter in the next available issue of the
Wire and if possible the two photographs of 109 and 110 Sqns which
trained togetherin 1939.

The AGM of the Association will take place in the North Hall at midday on Sunday, 4 July .
Administrative instructions covering these notable events have been
issued to Branches of the Association - and individuals who requested
them .

INDIAN SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
BUFFET LUNCHEON
SATURDAY 3JULY 1982

E. M. Bnulley CB CBE DSO as Master of Signals in November 1982.

QUEEN'S GARDEN PARTIES,
JULY1982

From: ex Signalman F. A. Wren

Yours sincerely,
F. Wren

TO SUCCEED GENERAL BRADLEY

Our belated congratulations go to Maj R. Ruston WRAC (V) ,
PSAO, 36th Signal Regiment (V) who was appointed MBE in the New
Year Honours List .

BLANDFORD-16 May
CATIERICK - 3/ 4 July

'1979' LIPPSTADT
RAMBLERS MARCH
Mrs Allee Shuter joined the Signal Officer-in -Chief s staff. as
Personal Assistant to the Director of Telecommunications, on 25 May
1968 and continued in the post until her retirement on 4 December
1981. During her tour of duty , she served six Directors as well as
'doubling' for the Personal Secretaries to the Brigadier General Staff
(Signals) and the Signal Officer-in-Chief, during their absences. in
support of 7 SOsinC and 6 BsGS.
Allee will be remembered for her quietly efficient and ever-cheerful
approach to her work. She was a most popular member of staff. A
talented 'confectioner'. her support of the major social functions .
where she would always 'oversee' the 'eats' , will be sadly missed. Her
cakes were 'magnificent' to see and just as good to eat.
Eighteen Generals and Brigadiers , present and former holders of the
three senior appointments in the Signals Directorate. each made a
contribution towards a farewell presentation of a silver salver on which
all their names were inscribed. The presentation was made by Brig
Gordon Oeblers , at a farewell party which was attended by M aj Gen
Archie Blrtwlstle and Brig• Paddy Evans an d Reg King, who headed a
gathering of about eighty, in the Henry VIII Cellar.

T HE WIRE, MARCH 1982

The Lippstadt Ramblers March , first held in 1979 is now a well
established international event with participants from many allied
nat ions. The date selected for 1982 is 24-25 April. The march which is a
two day event is open to all members of allied nations whether
servicemen , civilians, men , women or children . Participation is by
individuals for medals or teams of 15 members or more receive a team
prize. Regrettably there is no transit accommodation available in the
Lippstadt Garrison area. The club is a member of the InternationalVolksport-Verband e.V . and Deutcher-Volksport-Verband e.V. The
march starts and finishes in the British Lippstadt School , includes
distances of 12 km and 25 km . All main routes to the start point will be
well signposted.
Conditions of entry, cost of entry , and entry forms are available by
writing to : Sgt A. W . Wllllams
' 1979' Lipp~iadt Ramblers
22 Signal Regiment
British Forces Post Office 107
Tel : Lippstadt Mil Ext 338

THE WIRE, MARCH 1982

LOOKING FORWARD
From: ex Cpl R. F. Andrews
Dear Sir,
A 'Hairy's Dream' come true; a pub of their own.
I am now the licensee of a pub and will welcome all Royal Signals
who care to call when in the area.
I will also give advice to anyone considering taking a pub when
leaving the service.
Yours sincerely,
Roy Andrews
Heartsease Public House
Plumstead Road
Norwich
Norfolk
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FOR SALE

- - - Movements -

From: Bria (Retd) D. F. Ryan OBE
Dear Sir.
As a part of my duties as adjutant of our Young Officers' Branch I
run a shop for second·hand uniform. Amongst our stocks we hold a
number of the now out-of·date but wearable RA badged Service
Dresses. They are in effect the general service pattern. and are out of
date because we changed our style. I have recently sold some to TA and
Cadet officers from other Corps. If there is no C?rps .objec.tion to
advertising second·hand uniforms. would .you ~onstder msertmg the
following small ad in the next convenient issue of your Corps
magazine?
FOR SALE-NO 2 DRESS
The Young O fficers' Shop Royal School of Arti llery Larkh ill h as a
large stock of second-hand officers' general service pattern No 2
Dress uniforms. 111ese are priced between £10 and £20. Personal
callers only. For more information telephone Chief Clerk Larkhill
Mil Ext 5636.
Yours sincerely.
D.F.Ryan
Young Officers' Bran ch
The Royal School of Artillery
Larkhill
Salisbury. SP4 8QT.

COVENANTING OF YOUR DAY'S
PAY SUBSCRIPTIONS
During 1981 all units of the <:;orps have asked individua~ soldi.ers ~o
covenant their Day's Pay subscnption to Corps Funds. This project 1s
nearly complete, and there has been a very good response.
Income from these covenants is entirely derived from Income Tax
rebate , the individual soldier has not had to increase his former
subscription. The extra money will be used by your Corps Committee as
advised by the Signal Officer-in-Chief. A high proportion of it is fed
back to units in the form of grants for such projects as the improvement
of JRCs and Cpls Messes, and of course the Association uses a major
part of their allocation for welfare and benevolence to members of the
serving as well as the retired Corps.

BOOK REVIEW
THE WINGED MESSENGER, by Pierre E. Hall. Published by The
Regency Press Ltd, 401 pages, illustrated .
There have been biographies written by many officers of the Armed
Services but very few published by those who did not reach
commissioned rank . This book is therefore believed to be unique in
that it is the story of a soldier who enlisted at the age of 17 and had
reached the rank of RSM when he left the Active Anny after 24 years'
service. It is also, so far as is known, the only biography published by
an 'Other Rank' of the Corps.
When the author was 10 years old, a Regular NCO of the Corps came
to live with his parents as a paying guest and regaled the young boy with
tales of life in the Army and on the North West Frontier of India, which
fired him with enthusiasm and a determination to become a regular
soldier, preferably in Royal Signals . This enthusiasm for and
dedication to a Military Career never left him throughout his service.
Accordingly when he was 14 he joined the Territorials as a Boy in the
Royal Engineers and on reaching the age of 17 enlisted in the Queens
Royal Regiment transferring to the Corps on completion of his Recruit
Trainin~ . This book describes in great detail his life, experiences and
impress10ns in the Corps and afterwards with the Zambian Anny and
with a civil engineering firm in Nigeria, Malaysia and Indonesia . It will
bring back nostalgic memories to those who served at the same time
even thou~h some may query the validity of some of the facts and
disagree with some of his opinions. It is none the less an interesting and
readable book which should appeal to those who have never served in
the Army as much as to past and present members of the Corps .
De luxe hard cover edition, signed by author. Cost, including
packing and postage is £9.35. Cheques to:Mr P. E. A. Hall
'Kohima'
1030 Harrow Road
Wembley, Middlesex
HQ02QT.
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Officers
OVEMBER 19 I
2Lt M. S. Castle· Smnh
2Lt M.A. Eaton
2Lt S. J. Herstell
2Lt J. P . Perks
2Lt F. P. Robens
2Lt R. A. Sharpe
2U R. G . Thomas
DECEMBER 1981
Maj J. S. B. Brinsror<l
2Lt P . J. Holliday
2Lt A. P . Hudson
2Lt B. H . Rose
Lt P. L. Tucker
2Ltl. Turner ..
JANUARY 1982
MajM . Allan
LI J. P. Armitage
Maj G. G . Campbell
Capt J. A . Harris
..
Capt B. Harrison
..
Capt (TOT) D. Prime
FEBRUARY 1982
Maj! . R. S. Ambeno n
..
Brig J. F. Blake
Capt W . P. Crowley . .
..
Maj H. A . Culley
Capt M. J. M. Dyer ..
Maj (Trc) J. J. Elliott MBE ..
Lt!. W . L.Frost
Maj A. R . Gale
..
Maj H . Grenville·Jones
2U M . D . J. Hancock
2Lt A. P. Heam
..
A/Maj J. S. A. Henderso n ..
2Lt A. C. Holland
Capt N. K . P. Hope
Capt A. H. Johnstone
2Lt J. S. H . Johnson •.
Capt (TOT) T . Kay ..
Capt D. A. Lynam ..
Capt J. A. Macfarla ne
Capt C. C. McColville
Capt J. R. M . McGrath
Maj . J. Mayne
2Lt R. J. Murley
Maj D . F . Palmer
..
Maj M. J . Ridl ington
..
Maj R. J. G. M. Rumfor<l
Capt A. W . Russ
..
Capt(QM ) K . C. A. Stewart ..
2Lt A. E. Stiff
..
Maj J. M. Sweetman ..
Lt Col K. G . Turn er MBE ..
2Lt T. C. Wadey

~a~?~ ~E:.:b
Maj R. A. Wright

..
..
..

..
..

..

l Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
2 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
21 Sig Regt (AS)
AA Coll l'larrogate
AA Coll Harrogate
AA Coll Harrogate
AA Coll Harrogate
ARM EX
HS l I Sig Rcgt
HS II Sig Regt
HS 11 Sig Regt
22Sig Regt
HS 11 Sig Regt

..
..

HS 11 Sig Regt
RMAS ( RCC 27)
HS MOD (DSS)(A)
ilp~~ Regt ( AS)

..

HS l l Sig Regt

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..

l Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt (201 Sig Sqn)
SHAPE
HS RMCS Shrivenham
RSRECPE)(AE)
l Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
8 Si~ Regt
63 Sig Sqn (V)
HQ l Sig Gp
School of Signals
7 Sig Regt
2 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
HS RMCS Shrivenham

~~i\~e~~ Shrivenham
School or Signals
l Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
HQ AFCENT Sp Gp
HS RMCS Shrivenham
HS RMCS Shrivcnham
262 Sig Sqn
I Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
HQNOR IRELAND
AA Coll H arrogate
7 Sig Regt
I Arm d Div HQ & Sig Regt
JS Sig Regt
16 Sig Regt
J OSig Regt
JOSig Regt
J9 Sig Regt ( V)
Junior Regt
J9 lnf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
School of Sig nals
BAAT Nigeria
STANOC Centre

WOs and Senior NCOs
FEBRUARY 1982
R ank and Name
WO J D . Hornsby
..
..
WO! ( Fors) G . S . Spearpoint
WO! (Fors) R. C. Offord ..
W02 (Yof'S) K. W . Hall
W02 (Yof'S)T. J. Taylo r
W02 ( Fors) G. A. Bannister
W02 (EW Op) P. Derrick ..
W02( EW0p )C.F. May ..
W02 B. W . Bentley ..
W02 A. Feldon
W02 T . K. Muir
W02 A . E . Nas h
W02 A. G . Parker ..
W02 E. R. Srceves ..
W02 W . Wil son
..
SSgt (Fof'S ) M. L. Matthews
SSgt (Fof'S) A. L. Jacklin
SSgt ( Fof'S) D . C. A. Ellis
SSgt ( Yof'S) A. Edward
..
SSgt (Yors) J. Stirling
SSgt (Supvr R) B. J. Pa rsons
SSgt B. R. Robinso n ..
SSgt M. S. Goatley ..
SSgt B. Jones ..

Unit to wlu'ch posted
4 Arm d Di v Sig Regt
AA Coll Harrogate
2 1 Sig Regt
. . 8Sig Regt
24 lnrBdc Sig Sqn
. . School or Sig nals
.. IJSig Rcgt
l 4 Sig Regt (EW)
. . 22 Sig Regt
AA Coll l'larrogate
. . 244 Sig Sqn
. . J6 CTT
.. J8CTT
. . 242 Sig Sqn
. . J7 Sig Regt ( V)
Co m ms & Sy Gp (UK)
. . J OSig Reg t
. . l Armd Div Sig Reg!
Hon~ Kong Gurkha Sig Sqn
. . 33 Sig Regt (V)
AA Col l!arrogate
J 6 Sig Regt ( V)
School of Signals
. . I Armd Div Sig Regt

..
..
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Sgt J R. Polter.on ..
Sgt J.E. Dalquen
Sgt 6 . W. Isaac
Sgt C. D. Bond
gt W. J. Hunt
Sgt J. Lnvery ..
Sgt I. R. Ingham
Sgt E. D . Alibocus ..
Sgt S. Winn •
Sgt R. L. Wilson
Sgt W. Heelan
..
Sgt D. O. Southwonh
Sgt G. C. Walker
Sgt I. S. Birchall
Sgt C.H. Jones
Sgt A. Mitchell
Sgt J. D. Gone
Sgt M. F. Priest
Sgt R. Dickenson
Sgt N. W . I. Keep
Sgt P. G. Coltman
Sgt R. Gentb
Sgt S. M. WnMht
S~t K. Mc Kinney
Sgt J. G. O'Donnell
Sgt J. Berry
Sgt D. Glover ..
Sgt D. M. Gaffney
Sgt J. L. Kennedy
..
Sgt J. W . Shel""ood ..
ASgt I. D . Cruickshank

..

..
..
..
..

..

..

Comms & Sy Gp (UK)
School or Sig nals
School or Signal>
2JJ Sig Sqn
2JJ Sig Sqn
240Sig Sqn
HO AFCENT Sp Gp
24 1 Sig Sqn
642Sig Tp
7 Sig Regt
SJS Rear Link Oct
I Armd Div Sig Rcgt
School or Signals
Comms&SyGp(UK)
14 Sig Re~t (EW)
2 Armd Dtv Sig Regt
28 Sig Regt
School or Signals <Courses)
10 Sig Regt
240Sig Sqn
28Sig Regt
262 Sig Sqn (Cape Greco)
Comms& SyGp(UKl
H04 Sig Gp
UK Sp Unit SHAPE
i6 Sig Rcgt
Comms& SyGp(UK)
6JJ SigTp
9Sig Regt
Com ms & Sy Gp (UK)
Comm< & Sy Gp <UK)

I

~_e_/fa_re_ _

L.__I_ _

DECEMBER 1981
Number of cases assisted fi na ncia lly: Ordinary gra nts:
Christmas grants:

____.l

I

57
229
286

Amount spent: Ordinary grants:
Christmas grants:

£4405.57
1330.00
£5735.57
29

Number of clothing parcels:
WA R MEMORIAL FUND

I
£50.00

Number of grants:
Amount spent:
JANU ARY 1982
Number of cases assisted financially:
Amount spent:
Number of clothing parcels sent:

33
£3658.36
23

MARCH 1982
RtJnk and Name
WOI J . Robens
W02 F. C. Howley
W02 l. E. Murray
..
W02 (Yors) R. C. W . Chisholm
W02 (EW Op) A. Duncan
SSgt (Yof'S) M.A. Chapman
SSgt (Yors) R. L. Waller
SSgt (Yof'S) S. J . Walls
SSgt N. B. Stadcn
ASSgt C. J. Mooney
Sgt C. reen ..
Sgt I. M. Duncan
Sgt A. R. Coleman
Sgt R. Thomp n
Sgt J. Lawrence
Sgt B. T. Etheridge
Sgt . Cole ..
Sgt D . Potts ..
Sgt M. C. Green
Sgt P. Toye
Sgt P. C. Lancaster ..
Sgt A. Jepson
Sgt M. Dobson
Sgt J. Merrick
Sgt K. V. P. Sandy ..
Sgt G. A. Thomson ..
Sg1 A. Armstrong
Sgt R. Hunter
Sgt J. F . Hodkin
Sgt F. G. Tedby
Sgt J. H. Tovey
..
Sgt M B. Roxburgh ..
Sgt 0. A . Hollis
Sgt P . M. Probin
Sgt E. R. Cottle
Sgt P. J. Doheny
ASgt D . J. Wools

..

..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

Umt 10 which posted
HQ I BR Corps
JO Sig Regt
HQ 12 Sig Bde (V)
7 Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt (EW)
2 Armd Div Sig Regt
249 Sig Sqn
20Mantime Regt RCT
7 Sig Regt
16Sig Regt
8Sig Regt
Hong Kong Gurkha Sig Sqn
71 Sig Regt
2 Armd Div Sig Regt
FSSMossy Hill
School of ign als
10 Sig Rcgt
22 Sig Regt
22 Sig Regt
19 lnrBde Sig Sqn
JJ Sig Regt
I Armd Div Sig Regt
J9 Sig Regt ( Vl
28Sig Regt
JJ Sig Regt (V)
Battle Gp TAC Trainer (UK)
2JJSig Sqn
21 Sig Regt
16Sig Regt
19 lnr BdeSigSqn
7 1 Sig Regt (V)
JS Sig Regt (V)
AA Coll Harrogate
AA Coll Harrogate
I Armd Div Sig Regi
lbSig Rcgt
J8 Sig Rcgt (V}

A BOARDING SCHOOL FOR SONS OF OFFICERS
AND SOLDIERS
THE D U KE OF YORK'S SCHOOL, DOVER
(FEES: £550 PER ANNUM APPROX)
The Duke of York' s Royal Military School , Dover, is an independent
boarding school for 450 boys aged 11 to 18 years. Officers and So~die~
both servin g and retired , who have a minimum of four years' .service m
the Reg ular Army are eligible to register their sons as candi~~tes for
entry to th e school. Th e School is largely financed by the Mtn1stry of
Defence.
Entry is at 11+ in September each year and is base~ on competiti~e
examinations and father's service. Boys may be reg1stered on their
eighth birthdays and registration for entry to the School in September
1983 closes on 1 November 1982. Boys who are over 11 years but under
12 years old on 31 August 1983 will be considered for entry in
September 1983. Special conditions, including a waiver of fees, exist
for boys in compassionate circumstances.
.
.
The School is situated in beautiful grounds of 150 acres Just outside
Dover and offers excellent academic and sporting facilities. It provides
a normal secondary education to GCE Ordinary, Advanc~d a.!1d
Scholarship levels and on leaving school the boys proceed to um~ers1ty
or enter the professions , commerce and industry. To . arran~~ a vts1t or
to obtain a Prospectus contact the Headmaster m wntmg or by
telephone (Dover (STD 0304) 203012 Ext 25) .
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W AR MEMORIAL FUND
ii
Nil

Number of g rants:
Amount spen t:

ONE OF OUR CASES
Signalman, 1940-46. He has had both legs amputated and is entirely
dependent on h is wife. ROyal Signals Associat ion and the Army
Benevolent Fund made a join t gran t of £580 to enable him to obtain an
electric wheelchair which would make him more mobile and less
dependen t. His letter is printed below. ·
ONE OF OUR GRANTS
I would like to let you know how much I appreciate your kindness in
making th e grant for my new; wheelchair. It has given me the chance of
getting out of the house again and being able to meet with other people
without having to be a burden . If possible, give my thanks to all Royal
Signals mem bers who have m ade this possible.
Since the beg inning of December. gifts of clothing, toys , etc, have
been gratefully received from the following:Brig & Mrs G.D. T. Brett; Mrs K. N. Smartt; Lt Col C. J . Bay6eld;
Maj Gen & Mrs E. S. Cole; Mrs D. Brough; BrlgJ. C. Cllnch; Lt Col S.
J. Dagg; Capt C. J. Field; W02 (YofS) T. J. Taylor; The Thirft Shop,
10 Sig Regt; Mrs A. Colbeck; Maj (QM) H . A. C. Meeklngs; Mr A
Walsh; Mr J. Young; Col & Mrs I. G. Swan; Maj A.G. Barfield.

ROY AL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
AND BENEVOLENT FUND
The following donations were gratefully received during January
1982.
RAF Saxa Vord Wives Club .... . . . ..... ... .. .. . .. ... £ 60.00
ln memory of Mrs J . Totterdell .. . .. . . .. .. . . ..... . ... . £ 24.50
Rev J.M. Lucas . . . .... . . .. . . . .... .. . .... ... ..... . £ 5.00
E. A. L. Sinden Esq ........ . . ... ... . . . .... ... . . . . . £ 2.90
R. Glyn Jones Esq .... .. . .... .. . . ... .. .. . .•. . . . ... . £ 2. 90
P. B. Cairns Esq ... .. . . ..... .... ................. . £ 2.90
Maj A. M . Lynch ... ... . ......... ........ . ...... . . £ 2.90
Miscellaneous donations . . . . . .... .. . ....... . ... . . . . . £ 26.00
£127. 10
The following donations were gratefully received during February
1982.
Guild of St Helena, 16 Sig Regt . . . .. . .. . .. ............ £100.00
In memory of Maj H. H. C. Henning ..... .... .. . . . .. . .. £ SS.00
Officers Oub 42 Sig Regt . .. .. . ..................... £ 40.00
Junior Regiment R Signals . .. . . ............... .. .... £ JO. 70
G. W. Cook Esq .... .... .. .. . . . ..... . ..... . ..... . . £ 5 .55
F. Veness Esq . . . .. . .. ... .. .. . .... . . . ... . . .. . . . . .. £ 3.00
J. W. McCulloch Esq ....... ..... . ................. £ 2.90
P.R. Rouget Esq . ... . . . . . .. .. .. . .. . ... . . . . .... ... £ 2.45
Earl Kitchener ... ... ... .• ......... . . .. . ... ....... £ 2 .00
Miscellaneous .... ... . .... ..... . . ...... . . ...... . .. £ 3.66
£245.26
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Classified Section
DVERTISEMENTS should be concise-be they related to Births,
A
Marriages, Deaths or items required or for sale. There is no charge
for this service to any serving member of the Corps (or those retired who
sub cribe to The Wire), unless the 'ad' is related to a business interest.
To those ineligible for 'free space' , we request that their notice be
forwarded to our Advertising Managers, Service Newspapers Ltd, PO
Box 4, Farnborough, Hampshire, GU14 7LR, who will provide details
of charges, on a case-by-case basis. A I matters for publication must
reach the Editor not later than the 12th of every month preceding
publication.

DEATHS
Bould- Lt Col Hubert Douglas Bould was born in Jh ansi, India on 12
October 19 18. He was commissioned in to the Corps on 20 Ju ly 1940
and served with 2nd London Divisional Sign als and t he 'N'
Divisional Signals until February 1941. ' Dougie' Bould then moved
to East Africa and served with various East African un its until July
1942. During that month he moved to Ceylon and joined 34 Indian
Div Signals. He moved onto the Indian sub-continent after a year
and remained there until February 1945 when he returned to the
~ K . After a short tour in BAOR he joined 3rd Ship Signal Section
m August 1946 and remained with that until until April 1948. His
next tour of duty was first in Egypt and then in Cyprus where he
remained until his return to the UK in May 1951. His next
appointment was with HQ Scottish Command for two years and th is
was followed by a variety of jobs with Air Support units in BAOR
and MELF. After two years at the School of Amphibious Warfare
~ougie m.ove.d back to the East and on this occasion joined the
Signal umts m Hong Kong from May 1959 until February 1960.
Brig P. E. S. Mansergb, OBE, who knew him at th is time writes
" . . . I remember Dougie Bould as a gentle, good-humoured and
courteous squadron commander in Hong Kong and who left on
promotion for Singapore. A quiet man , on first acquaintance
almost tacitu;n . ~ith high principles , and highly respected by all
who served with him; nevertheless he could express his point of view
for~fully . A great walker , interested in the coun tryside, and a
happy family man ... ". He retired from the Cor ps on 10 March
1962. He died on 26 October 1981.
Clark- Maj Patrick Benedict Clark was born in the Malay States on
I 0 February 1920. In 1939 he enlisted into The Artist Rifles and was
embodied at the outbreak of war. He was commissioned into the
Loyal Regiment as a 2Lt on 17 Decem her 1939 and in Decem her
1941 joined the Glider Pilot Regt in the UK. He continued to serve
with that regiment throughout the war serving in North Africa and
North West Europe. In December 1944 he moved to the Far East
and served as GSO 2 at the SEAC Base Air Force, where he
rem.ained until his release in July 1946. He rejoined the service
aga1D on 2 November 1953 when he was commissioned as a
Lieutenant in the East Surrey Regiment. In January 1954 he was
seconded to the King's African Rifles and continued to serve in East
Africa until September 1956. Pat Clark then transferred to the
Royal Army Pay Corps and served with that Corps in BAOR,
~ypru s and finally with HQ 99 Gurkha Infantry Brigade in
S1Dgapore. In 1962 he was appointed Adjutant to the British
Commander in Chief Mission to Soviet Forces in Germany where he
~mained unrn February 1965. On 16 September 1964, whilst still
ID tha! appo1Dtment he transferred to Royal Signals . On his return
to regimental duty he was posted to 9 Signal Regiment in Cyprus
where he remained until December 1%7. His next post was with 14
Signal. re~iment in the UK and finally he moved to the Depot at
Cattenck ID March 1<rzl and retired from there in September 1972,
after a long ancj vaned career in the Army . He died on 12
September 1981.

Crawfortb- It is with deep regret that 22nd Signal Regiment
an~0trnce the death of Sia Bryan Crawforth as a result of an
accident during Exercise.Rying Falcon 1982. He was serving with 1
~uadron , Commhc:ad November, and had been with the regiment
mce Ju!y 1981 . havu~g. been posted from 8th Signal Regiment on
completion of hJS tra1Dmg. We extend our deepest sympathy to his
parents on the loss of their son .
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Ferguson-Lt Col James Youug (Jimmy) Ferguson was born at
Glasgow on 22 August 1921. He enlisted into Royal Signals in
October 1941 and in 1942 was drafted to India where he saw service
with L Company. On 10 October 1943 he was commissioned into
Ro~al Signals and served with the Indian Signals Monitoring Group
m_itil ~ovemb.er . 1945. He the~ mov~d to Sing.apore and continued
w111? his spec1ahsed work serv1Dg with l Radio Security Company
until March 1946 when he returned to the UK. From July 1946 until
December 1950 he served in BAOR with 2 LofC Signals, 5 Div
Signals and 2 Inf Div Sig Regt. His next posting was to the War
Office where he spent two years serving in Sigs 3 and Sigs l
respectively and then, after attending a Staff course at Camberley,
he was appointed GSO 2 Sigs at GHQ FARELF in Singapore where
he remained until February 1956. He was then given command of
28 Commonwealth lndep Bde Group Signals, a post he held until
his return to the UK in July 1957. His next appointment was for two
years when he held the dual post of DAAG HQ Northumbrian Area
and Station Staff Officer. This was followed by a two year tenure at
the School of Signals after which he returned to BAOR as GSO 2
(Int). In November 1962 he was appointed to command of 57th
Signal Regiment (TA) where he served until June 1965. His next
post was with the UKLF Planning Staff where he held the GSO 1
appointment and in February 1%8 he moved to HQ Scottish
Command as CSO. He retired on 30 April 1970 and died on 22
December 1981.

Harry-Maj John Grismon H arry was born on 5 February 1919 in
Swansea, South Wales. He served for three years with the Welsh
G uards du ring which time he spent a year in North Africa. He was
commissioned into the South Wales Borderers on 16 February 1945
and from 1945 to 1946 he served with l Commando Brigade. From
May 1948 until July 1953 he filled the appoint ment of Staff Captain
in the Ministry of Defen ce in AG2(A). From September 1953 until
July 1955 he served with his own battalion in BAOR and moved
with the South Wales Borderers in FARELF in October 1955
remaining in t he Far East until May 1958. For the next two years he
served as Commanding Offi cer of the UK Support Un it AFN E in
Oslo and on completion of t hat tour was accepted for secondment to
the Royal Sierra Leone Military Force in October 1960. In
November 1962 he became 2IC of the l st Royal Sierra Leone
Regiment in December of that year was appointed Commanding
Officer a post he filled until May 1964. On 16 September 1964,
John transferred to Royal Signals an d joined 16 Signal Regiment in
BAOR. In August 1968 he moved to Singapore and was appointed
OC HQ Squadron of 19 Air Formation Signal Regiment where he
remained until September 1971 when he returned to the UK on the
d!sbandment of 19 Signal Regiment . John Harry brought to a very
difficult post a great deal of thought and understanding . The
squadron under his command was predominantly locally enlisted
personnel from Malaya and Singapore who were being discharged
due to the disbandment of the regiment and th e withdrawal of
British forces from Singapore. John spent a great deal of his time in
assisting in the rehahilitation of those soldiers under his command
and he was greatly respected b y all of his men for whom he had a
great affection . His final job in the service was to command the UK
Support Unit at Shape, which he did until his retirement on 5
February 1974. He died suddenly on 23 September 1981 .

Henning-Maj Henry Herbert Qare (Sandy) Henning was born on
20 November 1910 and served in the Corps from 1925 until his
retirement in 1965. After service in the ranks , he was commissioned
in August 1940 and for the first two years of his commissioned
ser:vice serve~ with 1 Special Wireless Group and 104 Special
~ireless Section. In September 1942, he was appointed GSO 3 (I)
ID HQ 1st Army in North Africa and this was followed by a similar
al;lpointmei:it in HQ 141 Force. In July 1943, he returned to special
wireless units and served with that type of organisation in the CMF
and in BLA until January 1946. In June 1948 he returned to the
Mid?le East and briefly served with 3 GHQ Signal Regiment before
mov1Dg on to the Far East where he served for five years with GHQ
Signal Regiment in Singapore. 'Sandy' Henning returned to the UK
and joined l War Office Signal Regiment in December 1953 where
he remained until December 1955 and then continued to serve in
the UK until moving to 1 Signal Squadron KAR, East Africa in
November 1957. After three years in East Africa, he returned to the
UK and after leave was posted to 227 Signal Squadron in France.
He retur~ed brie!1y to 2~ Signal Squadron before taking up his
fmal ~rvtce appo1Dtment ID August 1964 at Royal Signals Records.
He retired on 20 November 1965. He died suddenly at home on 25
January.
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Hodg1e>n-Maj Stephen Graham Hodg10n was born in London on
20 May 1915 and enlisted into the Royal Engineers on 7 June 1939.
He transferred to Royal Signals on 6 December 1941 and was
appointed 2Lt. He was posted to the Middle East in 1942 and served
with 17 Area Signals and then 3 GHQ Signals. In November 1943
~e was posted to 14 L of C Signa\s ~n~ w~ilst serving with that unit ,
ID July 1944, he was reported as M1ss1Dg but was in fact taken as a
POW in Italy. He was released and returned to the UK in May
1945. In December 1945 he was posted to 12 L of C Signals in
BAO Rand served as Adjutant in that unit until December 1947. He
filled a Staff appointment in May 1948 and first served at CSOs
Branch, HQ BAOR an d then with CAFSO Branch HQ BAFO. On
ret~r~ to th~ UK he serve? for the next nine years in a variety of
u~ds 1Dcludmg 5 AA (M} Signal Regt, UK Comcan Sig Regt and 25
Signal .Regt: In r:iovember 1959 he was appointed SO Air
Formation Signals ID Malta. and remained there until July 1962
when he was posted to 16 Signal Regt BAOR where he remained
until his retirement on 8 June 1968. The funeral took place at St
Boniface's Church, Gretrystraat, Antwerp on l October 1981.

Launden-Maj (QM) Ernest Launders died on 8 July 1981. He was
born at Sheffield on 16 December 1911 and enlisted into the Corps
on 2 May 1928. He served with 2nd Divisional Signals at AJdershot
and then in February 1931 was posted to lst Indian Divisional
Signals where he remained until 1936. From September to
December 1936 he saw active service in Palestine during the
emergency. At the outbreak of war he was posted to the BEF and
was with !st Corps Signals. After being evacuated from France he
served. with 54 ~ivisional Signals and 1st Operators Training
Battalion at Cartenck. In March 1943 he joined 10th Air Formation
Signals and saw active service in North Africa and Italy, and
remained with that unit until January 1945 when he moved to
India and joined 700th Air Formation Signals. He returned to the
UK in February 1947 and contin ued his service with Air Formation
units by joining the 50th AFS. On 28th December 1950, he was
appointed to a commission as a Lieutenant (QM). As a Quartermaster he served with l Inf Div Sig Regt in MELF, and then from
J~ly 1954 until J un~ ~960 he. served in. the Training organisation
with 4, 7 and 2 Tram1Dg Regiments. His final appo1Dtment in the
Corps was with 21 Sig Regt in BAOR and he retired from that post
on 28 December 1962.

McGregor-Col William Douglas McGregor OBE was born at
Twickenham, Middlesex on 20 March 1899. He was first
commissioned as a Second Lieutenant in India in the 2/ XI Gurkha
Rifles in September 1918. In May 1921, he transferred to 2/ lst
King George's Own Gurkh a Rifl es and was attached to Q Branch ,
Northern Command India at Rawalpindi. In November of that year
he was seconded to the Indian Signal Corps and saw service with G
Divisional Signals in Ind ia. In January 1925 , he continued his
secondment to Indian Signals and became assistant to the Chief
Signal Officer , HQ Northern Command where he remained until
October 1926 when he was th en seconded for service with the Royal
Corps of Signals in India. He returned to the UK in May 1930 and
then served at Tidworth until January 1933 where he joined the War
Office as a GSO 3 in Mil (G ) Branch . He continued his varied and
interesting career by then being seconded to the Egyptian Army as a
Signals instructor, a post he held from June 1937 until December
1940. He was then appointed as CO of 4 Indian Divisional Signals
until May 1941 and then went on to command Sudan Signals until
Feb ru ary 1942. He then returned to India and took over command
of Western Force Signals and on relinquishment of that post
became GSO I to CSO Eastern Command India. After a further
three years service in India. during which time he held various
appointments including that of DCSO of 202 L of C Area, he
returned to the UK in November 1945 and took over the
appointment ofGSO lat HQ Scottish Command . In May 1946. he
moved to HQ Hamburg District and in February 1947 was
appointed CAFSO Air HQ (Ops) and promoted to the rank of
Colonel. His final appointment was as CSO. HQ 2 AA Group in the
UK a post he held from July 1948 until his retirement on 19th July
1950. He died peacefully at home on 17 November.

Parry- Capt Christopher Albert Parry was born on 5 May 1899 at
Canterbury. He enlisted in February 191 7 and from December of
that year until December 1918 served with 5lst Bn Royal West
Surreys . He was discharged and re-enlisted into the East Kent
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Regts on 6 June 1919 and saw service with them in India, from his
until January 1921. ~urin$ the last year of his service
ID India he was attached to the Indian Signal Service. After further
o~erseas .service in Egypt and Gibraltar he transferred into Royal
Signals ID September 1925. After transfer he served with the
Gibraltar Signal Company twice, on the first occasion from
September 1925 until February 1931 and then from April 1934 until
March 1941.
He was commissioned in April 1941 and conti nued his service in
Gibraltar until July 1942 when he returned to the UK. His next
posting was with the Orkney and Shetland Sig Coy where he
remained until March 1945. He retired, after a brief tour of duty in
NW Europe, in October 1945. Hedied on 7 December 1981.
~e-enli.stment

Storey-Capt Albert Victor Storey was born on 29 November 1903
and enlisted into the RE Signal Service in January 1920. He was
transferred into the Corps in November 1920 and in 1922 was
posted to India where he remained until November 1931. During
this time he served with L Company and Indian Div Signals . From
November 1931 until March 1936 he served with No 2 Wireless
Company in Palestine. On his return to t he UK he served with 2
Company, GHQ Signals and in September 1939 was posted to Air
Formation Signals in the BEF.
He was commissioned as a Lt (QM} on 21 November 1942 and
after some months serving as QM to a Training Depot was posted to
the School of Signals. On 10 November 1945 he joined the Air
Formation Signals at HQ RAF in Italy and then moved on to 8th
Army Sig Regt on 22 August 1946. On 20 November 1946, Vic
moved to Harrogate to No 3 Intelligence School where he held the
post of Captai n (QM) and Messing Officer. The School had a very
small Cadre and he was a popular member of this small
community . His final job after moving , what was the Cipher
training school from the old hutted Hildebrand Barracks at
Harrogate to Ca tterick , was to serve with 4 Training Regiment until
retirement on 9 June 1949. He died on 11 December 1981.

Wise-Lt Col John Stuart ·Wise was born at Woolwich , London on
14 November 1907. He was granted a Regular Commission in the
Corps on l September 1927. After a short spell with 2nd Divisional
Signals in the UK he moved to India in November 1929 and
remained there until May 1935 first serving with 4th Indian
Divisional Signals and then the 3rd Indian Divisional Signals. In
May 1935 he joined 3rd Divisional Signals in the UK and remained
there until 1937. In October 1937 he was appointed Adjutant of the
School of Signals and remained there until June 1940. His next
appointment was on the staff of HQ 2 Corps which was followed by
a brief spell as an Instructor at the School of Signals before being
appointed OC 3rd Divisional Signals in August 1942. In October
1943 John Wise was appointed DCSO of HQ South Eastern
Command and remained in that post until August 1944. ln
September 1944 he returned to India and in November was
appointed OC Peshawar Signals on the North West Frontier . In
April 1945 he moved to ALFSEA and took command of TL of C
Signals and then RL of C Signals before being appointed OC Malay
Command Signals in June 1946. In September 1947, he returned to
the Training organisation and was given command of 3rd Training
Regiment a post he held unti l moving to BETFOR as CR Signals.
In April 1953 he returned to the UK to take up the appointment as
CSO HQ 5 AA Group where he remained until his retirement on 15
November 1955. He died at East Grinstead on 3 January.

SITUATION VACANT
There is a vacancy for a Maintenance Electrician (Telephones) in
SWS Troop, 242 Signal Squadron, HQ Scotland (Army).
Edinburgh . The ideal applicant would be a lineman or Cable
Jointer who is leaving the Corps and favours an active outdoor
employment.
Anyone interested in applying for this post should write in the
first instance to:
Capt (TOT) W. G. S. Cochrane R Signals
Signal Works Services Troop
242 Signal Squadron
HQ Scotland (Army)
Edin burgh EH l 2YX
Telephone: Edin burgh Military 031 -336-1761 (Civil) Extn 6556
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OFF THE BEATEN TRACK
ANOTHER REPORT FROM THE OTHER SIDE
THE INTERNATIONAL CIVIL SERVANT
Report by Maj B. E. Sykes, FIL, late Royal Signals

CHANCE
I would be the first to agree that one should try to influence his or her
fate by working hard, acquiring new skills and making sensible
decisions. Nevertheless, chance plays a greater part than most of us
would care to admit. The following account of how I gravitated towards
a second career illustrates these two points, and may, I hope, be of help
to anyone wishing to steer a parallel course.
A LINGUIST'S PROGRESS
I always had a bent for languages. The 1940 and 1944-45 European
campaigns gave me a chance to improve my French and German,
rather than to learn, say, Arabic or Urdu. In 1952-53, I did a tour at
SHAPE, then recently established near Paris . During my next posting
(Germany) I married a French wife and passed the 1st-class
interpretership in French , which in those days entitled one to a
Fellowship of the Institute of Linguists. I thus acquired a 'French'
asterisk at AGll-just as, in earlier time , one acquired an 'armoured'
asterisk-and it was not surprising that, in 1960, I should once more be
posted to France, this time to Fontainebleau (Aircent). As I
approached the end of that appointment, I was unexpectedly offered
the Language Section, consisting mainly of civilians, which provided
translation and interpretation services for both Afcent and Landcent. I
accepted the offer, and found myself well placed to observe the coming
and going of translators. Eventually a vacancy occurred at Aircent. I
applied for it, took a competitive exam, got the job and retired from the
Army.
EASE AND UNEASE
It would be hard to imagine an easier transition: I went on living in
the same house, using the same club and riding the same horses. The
trouble started in 1966, when de Gaulle expelled all NATO HQ from
France, whereupon those in Fontainebleau (Afcent, Landcent, Aircent
and Navcent) moved to the Netherlands and, incidentally, needed fewer
translators. Just in time, and thanks to a lucky contact, I got an
equivalent job in Paris with ELDO, which was t hen developing a
satellite launch vehicle, called Europa, using the British Blue Streak
missile as its 1st stage. The less said about ELDO and Europa the
better. Happily, the wreckage of the former, to which I managed to
cling, was taken over by the sister organisation, ESRO, which in due
course became the European Space Agency (ESA).
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THE INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS
Before describing ESA, let me say a word about the various
international organisations, particularly as they affect the employee.
There are two very different types: intergovernmental organisations,
such as NATO and ESA; and the rest , such as Interpol. The staff of the
latter are paid at the same rates as the nationals of the host country,
and enjoy no special privileges. In the former , however , pay is very good
and there are a number of appreciable privileges such as tax-free
salaries and consular status. They are therefore to be preferred , if only
for financial reasons . They fall into three main families: the United
Nations family , which can trace direct descent from the Lea~ue of
Nations; the EEC family; and the so-called 'co-ordinated
organisations': NATO, OECD, Council of Europe, WEU and ESA.
Terms of service and method s of work differ slightly between families,
but they are comparable, and ESA is as typical as any other.
THE EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY (ESA)
Virtually all the countries of western Europe are members or
associates of ESA, which can therefore represent Europe in space
matters just as NASA represents the USA. We have two main
functions : space research, largely by means of scientific satellites; and
the development of pre-operational space application systems. The
latter include: Spacelab (in collaboration with the USA); satellites for
communications, navigation , meteorology, earth observation,
broadcasting etc; and the •Ariane' series of launchers, for launching
our own and other people's satellites. As soon as each system becomes
operational, it is taken over by European industry and we turn to some
other novel field. We have our HQ in Paris, a technical centre near The
Hague, an operations centre near Darmstadt, an information-retrieval
service near Rome and various small detachments dotted about the
globe, making a total strength of some 1500.
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TRANSLATION AT ESA HQ
The Agency has two official languages, French and English. Every
paper for discussion by the Council or any of its subordinate
committees, boards etc must be tabled in both languages and, at the
highest level, in German also. We therefore have three translation
sections-French, English and German-with 8, S and 4 translators
res~ectively. Each section translates into its mother tongue. The vast
majority of papers are drafted in either English or French, but there is
a steady trickle of German, and occasional papers in other languages,
such as Dutch or Swedish. Our translations must be not only faithful
but idiomatic as well . In other words, the translation should be
recognisable only because it is better written than the originall In order
to achieve speed and quality while avoiding tedium, our normal method
is: translator dictates into a tape recorder; typist types text , using a
word processor, and produces a double-spaced draft; translator checks
and touches up draft , and usually reads it through with a colleague;
typist makes corrections and runs off a final version.
THE MAKING OF A TRANSLATOR
The first skill required of a translator is to be able to write his own
language properly , and in this respect experience as a staff officer
proves invaluable. The second is a good fund of general knowledge,
which in turn implies an enquiring and retentive mind . The third is a
knowledge of the foreign language(s) concerned. It may seem curious
that this should come so low on the list, but one can always get a
colleague, who is a native speaker of the language translated, to explain
an obscure passage, whereas the translator must be able, sin~l e
handed, to find a suitable rendering in his own language. Technical
knowledge is, of course, very useful, and my own familiarity with
telecommunications has stood me in good stead, particularly since I am
the only member of the section with an engineering background.
However, just as in a technical arm one spends much time on non technical matters, such as hygiene , crime or trouble-at-home, so a
translator in a technical organisation spends much time on financial,
legal and administrative matters. Last but not least, an appropriate
university degree followed by some years in the profession is now
generally required, which obviously limits the prospects for those who
are primarily communicators ; but read on!
OTHER OPENINGS
The intergovernmental organisations em ploy specialists in almost
every field, not to mention general administration and personnel
management. ESA's specialists include telecommunicators, computer
experts and propulsion engineers; our man in Washington is a former
gunner with a Shrivenham degree. Vacancies are notified to the
responsible authorities, which in the UK are the Science and
Engineering Research Council and the Department of Industry ,
Research and Science (Space Division). NATO, being a larger
organisation with a military arm. employs a sizeable number of exservicemen, and one can reconnoitre the prospects at one of the
interfaces, as I did .
CONCLUSION
Few in tergovernmental organisations have establishments in the UK,
which means that most of the jobs to be had are outside that country.
Whether this is an advantage or not is a matter of taste, but the
prob lems of children's education and t he possibility of homesickness
should not be lightly dismissed. Job security is good so long as the job
exists, but a political decision may make hundreds redundant
overnight; an unpleasant prospect, even though the compensation may
be handsome.
Working with foreigners is always interesting and may be enjoyable,
but it calls for a measure of understanding that is not given to all of us .
Finally, the pay is excellent and the leave generous. These are the main
factors affectin~ your decision to become an international civil servant,
if the opportunity arises. The author will always be happy to give you
the benefit of his experience, for what it is worth.
221 rue St Merry,
77300 Fontainebleau, France
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70 miles d_istant. They, of course, had telephone comms as well from
the docks m_to the ATN (Army 1:elephone Network). A three inch snow
fall and closing weather on the night of 10 Dec made it seem doubtful if
the Ch~n_ooks would fly in from Enl!land the following day, however,
the dec1S1on taken _at 0700hrs ?n a crisp, cold morning was to go ahead.
At 0830hrs the helicopters arnved amidst a great flurry of snow lifting
the hearts, not only of those departing the Province but alsd of the
sports fanatics. The two great helicopters cleared thr~e inches of snow
from the football field in as many minutes, leaving only snow drifts in
the back of the nets. Fortunately, or perhaps unfortunately for Cpl
Whitaker, the entire operation proceeded entirely as planned' and was
completl'.d. by _lSOOhrs with one happy Bn and one, not so happy! P.S.
those sm1hng m the photographs are leaving.

REPORT FROM ULSTER

OTHER ACTIVITIES
SQNWEATHERSTATIO N
For s_ome months ~ow, _our hill _top radio site on Mullaghcarn
mount~m has been actively involved m the collection and compilation
of readtngs from a number of meteorological instruments placed there.
!he information about wind speed, average r~infall and temperatures
1s then passed on to the N Ireland Meteorolog1cal Office in Belfast. So
far, appare_ntly, the statistics that we have provided have given the
Meteorological Office a very useful insight into climatic condit ions for

8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 807

THE MANAGEMENT
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OUTUNEOFEVENTS
TACTICAL SCENE
During the period since our last report, there has been a general lull
in terrorist activity, punctuated by the occasional incident and one or
two major successes for the security forces. The first half of December
was exceptionally quiet with only one major incident worthy of note ,
which was a shooting and grenade attack against an RUC patrol in
Armagh. So far, there has been little evidence of the Third Force and it
is now considered that if the low level of PIRA activity continues, the
Third Force will probably fade into insignificance. During the period
immediately leading up to Christmas, however, there were a number of
significant incidents not least of which , was the mortar attack on
Belleek RUC Station in Co Fermanagh. Fortunately, Christmas itself
was quiet but in the period since then there has been a general increase
in PIRA and INLA activity with involvement in a number of
punishment knee cappings in the City of Londonderry. Additionally,
there was the arrest of an INLA volunteer after he had accidentally shot
dead his girlfriend. Of major importance in recent weeks, have been a
number of successful finds of weapons , ammunition and explosives
both in the Brigade area and also by the Garda at locations inside the
Republic , close to the border. The tenth anniversary of the 'Bloody
Sunday' shootings fell on the last day of January this year and proved to
be one of the quietest ever. Approximately 3 ,500 supporters attended
the rally in the City and although , in the minor confrontations which
occurred as the crowds dispersed, there were over 60 petrol bombs
thrown , there was no Army involvement! All the incidents were dealt
with by the RUC. This has been seen as a major step-forward in the
return to normality for the people of Londonderry.
SQN OPERATIONS BRIEF
CHANGEOVEROFSARMAGHBN
T<? facilitate the changeover of the South Armagh Bn , during the
evemng of T11u 10 Dec, two airheads were set up under the control of
W02 (YofS) Due Bowden. The changeover of 1 D and D with 1 DWR
was due to take place on Fri 11 Dec.
The primary airhead was manned by the Yeoman , ably supported by
Sig Keith Broughton and Sig Duke Plckenglll. It was from here that
the operation was planned to take place, using two Chinook helicopters
of 18 Sqn RAF, from RAF Odiham. The Secondary or fall back
airhead was manned by Cpl Les Whitaker and Sig Thomo Thompson.
The Secondary airhead was established as a standby in case of bad
weather, which might have prevented the Chinooks from flying in from
England. Both airheads were equipped with VHF and UHF ground to
air comms (two sets being borrowed from the GOC) and VHF
commercial comms, enabling them to communicate with Bde HQ some
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Commander Comms shows off his birthday cake

I

t hat particular area of t he Province. Our photogra ph shows Cpl
('.hopper 'J'.arr Royal Pioneer Corps, measuring t he windspeed at the
site. Knowmg what the conditions are like at the top of the moun tain I
wou ld guess that the reading is probably off the scale!

The happy Bn Soldiers of 1 D and D arriving

The not so happy Bn. 1 DWR departs
THE WIRE, MA RC H 1982

CROSS COUNTRY
On Sat 6 Feb the squadron entered a team of eight runners in the N
Ireland Cross Country Championships at Ballykinler, where we found
ourselves up against some very capable opposition. However, the whole
team put in a tremendous effort and some individuals managed to
ach ieve very respectable placings. Our team consisted of: Lta BUI
Mawer and Jim Clark, Sgt Mick Burbridge REME, Cpl Muk Harvey,
Cpl Joe Tetley RCT , LCpl Bob Mathews REME, Sig John Blood and
Sig Sten Armstrong.
ROY AL SIGNALS N IRELAND SHOOTING COMPETITION
On a blustery and showery Fri S Feb , teams of eight from 8 Inf Bde
HQ & Sig Sqn , 39 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn and 233 Sig Sqn came
together at Magilligan Ranges to do battle for the R Signals N Ireland
Shooting Trophy. At the end of a closely fought contest, 8 Bde emerged
as the winners , to take the trophy for the third successive year. The
photograph shows the winning team who are: Back row left to right Cpl
Phil Cadman RAOC, Cpl Mick W8J'd, Capt Nick Corbin, Sgt Ted
Cawton, LCpl Chulle Chalcraft, front row left to right Cpl Mick Wray,
W02 Bob Morley RCT and Sig Kenny Simmonds.

HOCKEY
As the culmination of a very successful season , we managed to reach
the fin al of the Army Cup Minor Units (NI) which was played at
Lisburn on Wed 3 Feb . Unfortunately, after a very close match , we lost
by 2 goals to 1 to our opponents- 33 Fd Sqn RE .
COMMANDER COMMS VISIT TO MULLAGHCARN
On Wed 23 Dec the Commander Comms (was CR Signals) Lt Col RF
Maynud MBE paid a Christmas visit to our hill top radio site at
Mul_laghcam . As part of his visit , Lt Col Mayn8J'd sat down to a special
Chn_stmas lunch with all the Royal Signals and Royal Pioneer Corps
soldiers on duty at the site. The lunch was the brainchild of both
SSgt Tim McKnight and W02 (RQMS) Tony Hancox. Special
organisation, indeed , was required to make such a meal possible,
because, due to the arctic weather conditions, the food had to be flown
up to_ the site by helicopter from nearby Omagh . To round-off the
occasion, the OC Sqn , Maj Martin Roberta, stood up and announced
that the day also marked the birthday of the Commander Comms and
presented him with a birthday cake. As our photograph shows the
Commander seems well pleased with his gift. The day ended with a
number of the guests including Lt Col Mayn8J'd, the OC Sqn and the
RSM attempting to ski down Mullaghcarn mountain on langlauf skis.
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The Royal Signals N Ireland Shooting Champions 1982
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Sig Will Bell. Meanwhile Rover Group turned Bus men to man the Bde
Comds latest transport . Applications to join the union have been
received!

39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 801

1956TO 1981
A BRIEF REVIEW
After 25 years. the Sqn has duly earned a place in Ulster's history.
1982 has the Sig Sqn actively employed in providin
the
communications of HQ 39 Inf Bde and the roulement units, resident
unit and UDR battalions under command . Our Sqn is equipped with
the latest equipment that combines with the experience and expertise of
our personnel to give the best in Internal Security Communications. A
situation that has come from a long history of development . progress
and hard graft over 25 years service in Northern Ireland.

SECOND WORLD WAR EQUIPMENT
The period 1956 to 1961 witnesses the evolution of 39 Indep InfBde
Sig Tp. fresh from Kenya , into 213 Sig Sqn and the eventual establishment in its present home at Thiepval Barracks, Lisburn . Throughout
this period .the Sqn R Ops operated the Wireless Station No 19 and
Wireless Station No 52 (Canadian). HF Radio for communications that
included Bde Comd and Bde Admin nets. The equipment was old and
long overdue for replacement.

LARKSPUR
1961 was an important milestone in the history of the Brigade
communications, with the introduction of the Larkspur range of radio
equipment. Larkspur. primarily the Cl 1/R210 (HF) and SR C42
(VHF) Radio stations has served for 20 years (longer than the average
age of our present signallers) and on a much reduced scale is still in
service today. During the period 1961_to 1964 the Sqn was heavily
involved in exercises practising it in its role as a conventional Inf Bde
Sig Sqn. Throughout the emphasis in communications remained with
HF insecure voice and Telegraph.

ADEN
On 3 May 1964, the Sqn advance party departed by air for Aden.
Personnel numbered 10, including the Sqn Comd, mounted in 3 xi ton
FFR Landrovers equipped with Cl 1/R210 and C42. While the Sqn
Comd conducted a recce of the Thumair area of the Radfan the Sqn
main party arrived and spent the period 7-11 May drawing up and
fitting vehicles and equipment (sounds familiar!). 13 May witnessed the
first operational deployment with the establishment of a C42 RRB
detachment on a feature known as Cap Badge (400 ft) situated between
Danaba Basin and Wadi Taym to cover operations developing eastwards along the Wadi Taym. The detachment was lifted into location
by two Belvedere helicopters, a precedent that established both the
subsequent pattern of communications and mobility. VHF remained as
the pnmary means throughout the period with extensive use of mobile
RRB detachments and helicopters, adapting and stretching VHF well
beyond previous limits. lo contrast HF use was limited to rear links
back from Bde HQ's in Thumair to HQ Mideast in Aden. On 23 Oct
213 Sig Sqn handed over to 210 Sig Sqn and the period 28 Oct-I Nov
found the Sqn in transit to N Ireland, a move completed by 1 Nov 1964.

1964TO 1969
On its return to N Ireland, 213 Sig Sqn entered a period of relative
peace and quiet. The Sqn took up its normal role as an Inf Bde Sig Sqn
concentrating in particutar on airportable operations. As a result of
lessons learnt in AdPn though, the nature of its communications
changed. C42 VHF communications were adopted as the primary
means on Bde nets replacing the pre-Aden use of HF.
1969 was a rude awakening with the Sqn pitch-forked into an
Internal Security situation on its own doorstep. Throughout April the
Sqn was increasingly committed providing communications for units
guarding key points throughout the Province. C42 VHF RRB detachments were in constant demand to extend the Bde Comd Net to
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potential trouble spots. Re-supply and manning became a real problem
even thoug h th e first reinforcements arrived in May. The burden was
increased by extensive line laying from GPO Drop-Points (DP) and
long Signals Despatch Service (SOS ) runs around the Province. Jun e
through to September witnessed continuous activity . Fortun ately by
December the situ ation had eased and th e Sqn was able to consolidate
and refurbish its communications and equipment.

1970 TO 1975- INTERNAL SECURITY OPERATIONS
AND COMMERCIAL EQUIPMENT
1970 heralded the beginning of extensive changes in the role,
equipment and structure of the Bde Sig Sqn . The introduction of the
three Brigade structure in 1970/72 relieved th e pressure on 39 In f Bde
HQ and Sig Sqn for much of the Province wide tasks, however the
responsibility for Belfast remained , placing a heavy load on the Sqn. At
this time Belfast was the scene of most of the sectarian and terrorist
activity and some 14 Bns were deployed in the City. Consequently the
demand for communications for the units on the ground was
continuous and heavy. As experience in 1969 had quickly shown the
Larkspur range of military radio was inadequate in an urban
environment, thus 1970 witnessed th e first 'buys' of commercial
equipment . Commercial (VHF) equipment was installed through the
period January to March creating the Ulsternet system. Amongst the
first to be equipped with the new equipment was the Bde Comd Net.
Centred on large Talk-Thru sites the system gave markedly improved
communications . Further development included the receipt of two
mobile equipments in March , that permitted the extension of the
commercial system to remote rural areas.
Throughout the period 1970-1976 witnessed the introduction of
many new systems and equipments to resolve the problems of
command and control in IS operations. Most significant of these was
the deployment, during October-December 1971 , of commercial UHF
radio into Belfast. The system employed Talk-Thrus at locations
throughout the city and pocket-phones at brick level. UHF overcame
the problems of screening that VHF comms had suffered from in an
urban area. Op Motorman witnessed the first extensive use of te
commercial UHF system with excellent results. By the end of 1976
commercial radio equipment and specialist aids such as Heli-Tele had
completely changed the nature of communications throughout the Bde .

CONSOLIDATION AND REFINEMENT
With the establishment of the Bde communications system
completed , the last few years have been a period of consolidation and
refinement, .highlighted by redeployments and periods of intensified
activity. These have included , in particular, extensive deployment of
UDR communications and facilities for joint RUC/ Army operations :
Refurbishment of 'temporary' Ops rooms , some dating back 10
years and improvements to the commercial systems commenced on a
lar~e scale and have become characteristic of the squadron's day-to-day
activities. So characteristic that the job's not 'complete without a cleat'!
Of note though there have been specific operations such as the
Hunger Strike deployments and the use of mobile detachments during
the Rev Paisley's Day of Action. Such operations provide great
challenge and satisfaction to our present signallers and will no doubt do
so to future members of the Sqn . Most significant has been the
extension of the Bde area to include N Antrim and the assumption of
responsibility for South Down on disbandment of 3 Inf Bde HQ & Sig
Sqn. Thus our communications have been extended and adapted to
include rural operations, and our signallers increased their already
wide and varied range of abilities.

THE FUTURE
The extension of the Bde area and the increased support for the RUC
and UDR gives an on-going workload deploying new equipment and
restructuring the existing systems. 39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn will
continue to fulfil its role actively and competently into the future.
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39 Inf Bde Sig Sqn 1961 style
ARU 1982 1:-eft to right-LCpl Andy Millard, Sig ' Dingger' Bell, Cpl
Schooler, Stg Tony Squirrell, Cpl Steve Hughes, LCpl Brian Campbell
w ith Bde Comd and QC Maj Gareth Mann

ARU 1982 - Mil Skills and football runners up with Bde Comd and
ROMS John Farrell, ' B Tp team 2Lt Calvin Owen, LCpl Andy Millard,
Cpl John Dyer

39 Inf Bde Sig Sqn 1982 style. Left to right - Sig 'Dingger' Bell , Sig
Neil Inman, Sig 'Muff' Moffat, LCpl Cris Belfield

ARU
The annual ARU on 21 Jan led to a very hectic 24 hours. Brig
Crowfoot, our inspecting officer set the Sqn a number of wide-ranging
tasks. Our mobile radio detachments were deployed to a rural site. A
Tp led by Sgt Stan Taylor and Cpl Apache Martin, co-ordinated the
establishment of a comms site and its defence. RSM Harry Lund and
RQMS John Farrell co-ordinated deployment and admin support.
Concurrent wit h the comms deployment a random cross-section of Sqn
personnel took part in an impromptu military skills competition.
Included were a fitness course, first -aid and map reading problems.
shooting , driving skills and five -a-side football . The winning team, MT
Troop comprised Cpl Alan Wyatt, LCpl Andy Irving, LCpl Pete
Flanagan and LCpl Chris Ardngstall, closely pursued by the B Troop
team of 2Lt Calvin Owen, Cpl John Dyer, LCpl Andrew Millard and
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ARU 1982- Rover group Busmen . Left to right- DVR Dougie
Fairbanks, LCpl Bass Parkin, LCpl Chris Hull, Bde Comd, Cpl Alan
Gay, LCpl Ted Kewley, LCpl Chris Sidaway
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BTROOP
Again a bu y period for the troop with both the A RU and loss of our
PONI circuits to HQNI. By 15 January, the commcen had lost eight
PONI circuits to HQNI leaving us with only two. Immediately everyone
assumed that since we had less circuits we were over-manned and so
began the saga of detachments:· Sig Rabbi Burns to the sharp end at
Springfield Road, Sig Loz Middleton avoiding haircuts down at TAC
HQ's Castlereagh . Sig Ray Martin as an escort for the UHF faults team
at Girwood SF Base.
What with other operations and work with Royal Navy Search teams,
leave!? and courses, men are hard to find . No wonder our troop OC,
2Lt Cahln Owen, is under training in the commcen as an instant Data
Tg.

FOOTBALL
A crushing victory over arch-rivals 233 Sig Sqn on Tues 26 Jan.
Score: 5-1. Better luck next time 233 .

SPRING IS IN THE Am
The New Year seems to generate a renewed passion! Marriages-Sig
Muff Moffat to Gill, Sig John Giffin to Louise. O ur congratulations
and best wishes.
Congratulations too, to LCpl Taff Jamieson and his wife Julie on the
birth of their baby Michael plus Taff's recent promotion.

QM TROOP
The QM's department wish to announce the closure of the Bush mills
D istillery-regretfully this is d ue to the posting of Sig (Gonzo) Warde
to 3 Armd D iv.

TM TROOP
Hopefully, winter has now fi nally gone, but not before it produced
its fair share of drama an d/ or excitement. Sgt Les Hair a nd LCpl Bish
Hampton climbed a mountain carrying all their test kit , but Sgt Buggy
Alllson confidently boasts he can climb anything in a Rover. He does ,
nice one, Shugga, pity abou t th e Rover. All mountains conquered, fl ags
planted, repairs completed, the OC's ski shoes go into hibernation for
another year.
. L~l Bish Hampton staggere~ off Slieve Croob, d isappeared in the
direction of Cattenck , a nd mamed a TE Tech !! Congrat ul at ions from
all . Speaking of congratulations, well done to Sgts Paul Nicol and Phil
McGlveron on their promotions. 'Sad Sack' McGlveron went out and
celebrated by biting a telegraph pole in a Rover and donated some
mon~y for a 11:ew pole. 'New Boy' Nicol doesn't really bite, but the
Garnson Angling Club have made a tentative bid for his services in
helping them practice catching salmon.
Our ARU is now over, and our glorious all -powerful team of Cpls
'Catweazel' Soutar, 'Marathon Man' Steve Hughes, LCpl 'Super·
Dooper' Campbell, and Sig 'Golden Earrings' SqulrreU, came, saw,
and staggered away. Never mind 'Catweazel', MT T roop say you can
have driving lessons anytime.

SPORT
The Sqn has had some notable recent successes: NI Minor Units
Table Tennis Winner Men 's Plate , Runner-Up Men 's Singles-LCpl
Bob Breckenridge. Winners Men 's Doubles-LCpl Bob Breckenridge
and Cpl 'Taff' Jones.

233 Sig Sqn
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KEEP NOTES SHORT AND TO

PONI cmcUITS
The remaining outstations on the new Northern Ireland telegraph
system (known as PONI) were connected into the Lisburn Commcen in
January. But just to prove th at nothing stands still for long in the
Province, we are in the midst of bringing a new outstation, at
Ballykelly, on to the system.

THE POINT PLEASE

INSPECTION TIME
The first week of February was taken up with preparing for the
ARU, held on 9 Feb. Comd Comms NI, Lt Col Russell Maynard, was
the inspecting officer, and he and his team set the tasks which are
described later on.

CHANGED YOUR ADDRESS?
HAVE YOU INFORMED 'THE WIRE'?
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NI Minor Units Table Tennis - Back row- Sig Spike Kelly, LCpl Les
Duncan, Sig Alex Aitken, Cpl Ollie Holman
Front row- LCpl Bob Breckenridge, Cpl Taff Jones
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GCHO If you are about to leave HM Forces, or have left,
consider a career with us. We are the Government
Communications Headquarters, based at Cheltenham.
Our interest is R & D in all types of modern radio
communications - HF to satellite - and their security.
THE JOB All aspects of technician support to an
unparalleled range of communications equipment, much
of it at the forefront of current technology.
LOCATION Sites at Cheltenham in the very attractive
Cotswolds and elsewhere in the UK; opportunities for
service abroad.
PAY Competitive rates, reviewed regularly. Relevant
experience may count towards increased starting pay.
Promotion prospects.
TRAINING We encourage you to acquire new skills
and experience.
QUALIFICATIONS You should have a TEC Certificate
in Telecommunications, or acceptable equivalent, plus
practical experience.
HOW TO APPLY For full details on this and
information on our special scheme for those lacking
practical experience, write now to
•
Recruitment Office,
GCHQ, Oakley, Priors
_. • '
Road,
Cheltenham,
Glos.
,
,
(•""
GL52 5AJ, or ring 0242,
91
21491 ext 2269.
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•
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41111 • -
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ROUND UP-VISITS
The Christmas cobwebs have been swept away by plenty of activity in
the squadron. On Sun 31 Jan we were visited by officer cadets from
Queen's University (Belfast) OTC. These visits take place every year
and allow the cadets to see some of the many tasks carried out by the
Corps. There are now several officers in Royal Signals who are
graduates from Queen's, so it seems to pay offi Earlier in January we
were visited by the new CLF Northern Ireland, Maj Gen P. I. ChlsweU
CBE. Although he is new to the job, he is not new to the Province ,
having previously served as Chief of Staff in HQ N Ireland so he is
already familiar with the work done by the squadron.
'

• • , .... -

.-J

COMPETITIONS
When they are not working, members of the cross-country team,
under the management of the TOT, Capt Matt Campbell, have had a
fairly successful season, culminati ng in the N Ireland Championships
where they were placed sixth , with the women's team placed fourth. Sgt
Erle Doughty was fifth overall, out of a fie ld of about 150 run ners.
Another competition held recently was the Royal Signals Northern
Ireland Shooting organised (and won) by 8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn at
Magilligan. Our team came second probably due to the eagle-eyed
shooting of the Tfc Officer, Capt Tel'l)' Lightfoot. Other members of
the team were SSM, W02 Ray ManhaU, Sgt Dave Beresford, Cpl
Jimmy McRoberta, LCpl Nick Stirk, Slgs 'Glnge' Baxter, 'Geordie'
Holt and 'Sandy' Damen.
WELCOME
We welcome 2Lt Lindy Turner WRAC, the squadron's new Assistant
Administrative Officer, who took over from Lt Dot Ryder in January.
Dot was very sorry to leave us, but at least she's st aying with Royal
Signals, as she was posted to Comms and Sy Gp . We also welcome Capt
Dick Good who joins us on commissioning . He takes over as OC Victor
Troop. More about this historic event in the next issue.
COMMCEN TROOP
Since the h ubbub of Christ mas festivities, we have had time to catch
our breath and reflect on t he hectic months-, and time to consider the
im mediate future, where, as always, we expect to be kept extremely
busy. To keep ourselves 'sharp' we have recently been visited by the
CLF, Maj Gen P . I. ChlsweU CBE and Comd WRAC , Maj L. M.
Ganter. We managed to impress them both , particularly when it came
to the introduction to the 'PONI switch' (more of this in the next
edition). Cpl John Gibson and LCpl Dusty Millar had the unenviable
job of explaining the box of tricks and managed to convince our visitors
that all 16 of our connected PON! Commcens worked. Well done!
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YOFS BITES THE DUST
Our congratulations are extended to SSgt (YofS) Mick Chapman
who recently married Mls1 Mary O'Donogbue from Blandford Forum.
We hope that all your worries will be little ones, and wish you both well
in your impending move to 2 Div HQ and Sig Regt-you'll need the
LOA as families don't come cheap.
COMMSTROOP
Nobody can deny that Comms Troop is very healthy, with the
amount of time it spends standing on the tops of mountains. Not that
you can tell it's a mountain, due to the fog or the cloud or the odd
blizzard. The award of flying rigger must be awarded to LCpl Stevie
Harrison, who is an expert on the quickest way down from an RUC
police station roofl
Christmas and New Year passed without incident and then
preparations started for the ARU. We diligently practised the
deployment of our contingency secure comms a nd when the day arrived
it wasn't required. Everything else was though-including some
equipment that we didn't have. C41 's rule OK. What we want to know
is when is the rest of the squadron getting t heir ARU?
We must say hello to Cpl Vince Bragg, Sig Cbrll WDUam1, Sig KH
Graham, Sig Ted Palmer, Sig Dan Wooaey, Sig Stu Elliott, Sig Bob
Malvern and Sig Steve Bunce, and farewell to Sig Shaun Kirk . If you
think the numbers are a bit one sided, look at the last Wire!
P.S. Congratulations to LCpl Brian McClementa who got his
substantive LCpl and kept it very quiet.
ADMIN TROOP
As ever, the behaviour of Admin Troop continues to delight and
astound t he remainder of t he squadron , (possibly the Corps).
As you all no doubt know , the Chinese have recently begun their
'Year of the Dog'-Admin. Troop 233 Sig Sqn have just ended their
own 'Year of the Red Mouse'. Since August last year-thanks to some
detective work by Cpls Willy Coyne and Chippy Wood in Belfast and
the generosity of a firm in England-members of the troop , plus a
lucky few, have been carrying a toy red mouse. As a result , Lisburn
Garrison and t he surrounding area have witnessed the strange sight of
grown men challenging others to produce a small , plastic squeaking
red mouse-anywhere , anytime . Failing to produce this man made
rodent resulted in a fine , which went towards a Happy Hour for all
members of this exclusive club . The instances of those getting caught
are legendary within the troop-the Admin Officer, Capt Len Jeffery,
received a mysterious telephone call , whilst on leave in Inverness ,
challenging him and Sig Scouse Bowers thought he was safe at the
Circus!
This piece of light heartedness helped bring some cheer to an
otherwise hard tim e for the troop and ideas are currently coming in for
t he next T roop mascot.
to the nitty-gritty of:
GOODIES
SSgt (Non-NIRTT) Morgan
Sgt Sandy Sanderson
Sig Roy Johnson
LCpl Dave Tuck

Still not on NIRTT, but knows how to
fight fires !
Volunteered (?) for another extension .
Passed his B2.
Passed his HGV Instructors Course,
and became a Bl father .

ARU

BADDIES
LCpl Sid Elliot
SSgt Paul O'Brien
LCpl Radar Crawford

On 9 Feb all troop members arrived at work promptly (even the
office staff), shiney and pressed . Held in readiness : one respirator and
one set of BFT kit. Today was our ARU . C Shift won the toss to decide
who was to do day shift that day and we were ready- or so we thought.
At 0838 (we thought we had at least another 22 minutes for our
morning constitutional tea) the call came 'Remove all WRAC from the
HQ N Ireland switchboard and present 15 WRAC personnel to the
conference room' . T his essentially meant we lost all our WRAC
available for that day. After picking up the DSO Sgt Barry Dawson off
the floor, after a sudden stroke of apoplexy , wheels began to grind into
motion. Although at one stage the Commcen was in desperate straits,
suffice to say that we got our Manpower organized and all was soon
running smoothly . The Tp SSgt, Brian Robjobn still hasn't got over the
shock of having to sit at the DSO's desk for 6.25 minutes- but he

CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to LCpl and Mn Dave Tuck on the birth of their
baby son- Daml Lloyd . Cpl Willle Coyne and Pat on their
engagement . Capt Len Jeffery on his 21st birthday again I Sat Sandy
Sanderson on his 20th birthday again!

'
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managed to hack it.
Our recently departed Womenpower suffered the 'excitement' of a
quiz , under the gaze of that well known quiz master, Capt Mike Fisher,
of Comms Branch and then were treated to a couple of scenic trips
around the camp in the form of a BFT.
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Drinks ALJ rather than lemonade.
Thought thespian was a religion .
Got fed up bashing MT cars so went
and bought his own .
Wants a month off for disembarkation
SSgt 'Shuttlecock' Dark
lt>ave and NIRTT .
We would also like to say Hello and Welcome to Sig Tu O'Sullhan
(he doesn't know what he's let himself in for).
I've been asked to point out that it's pure coincidence that RQMS
Mick Long1taff, after arran~ing to have the squadron building painted,
is going home on leave to pamt his own house.
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ANOTHER CHAPTER
Christmas has now gone (did it ever happen?) and it is a qu iet period
for the Group. with most people tryi ng to recover from the excesses of
food and drink whilst at the same time attempting to pass their
BFT ...

FOOTBALL
The Group football team is enjoying what is proving to be one of
their best ever seasons to date. From the onset the team looked capable
of retaining the trophies that had been gained during last season's run
in the Army Minor Units Cup competition. This year it is the ambition
of WOI (RSM} Jim Crannage, our Football Officer. to increase the
sil\'er in the Group cabinet, by adding the Army Minor Unit Cup.
Already this season the Group team has retained the Eastern District
Cup and the Eastern Area Cup on the way to gaining a place in the
Army Semi-Final.
The Group's performance in the Army Competition is refiected in
the Leicestershire and Rutland League, where we are undefeated, with
only six more matches to play. Having dropped only one point so far the
Group has high hopes of adding some 'Civilian' silver to that already
gained in Army com petitions.
The team that ended last season has been strengthened by the arrival
of LCpl Charlie Holsgrove, who is now a regular member of the Corps
team, and LCpl Jock Montieth who takes time, between MT details , to
score the odd goal or two. LRO's Jimmy English, Lenny Brett and
Micky Pearce, on Joan from the Senior Service, agree that it should be
'plain sailing' to the Army Final , due to be played at Aldershot on 19
Mar, but we must first overcome the South East District Champions in
the semi-finals on a date still to be decided.
The enthusiasm , skill and character shown by the Group team in
their recent victories in both the District and Area Finals, where they
came from behind to win, is deserving of their current positions in both
League and Cup competitions and augurs well for their chances of at
last making the finals of the Army Minor Units Cup.

Team captain Sgt Ian Anderson holding the Eastern Area Cup aloft
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LRO Jimmy English after scoring a vital goal in the same match

The smaller statuette illustrated is from a
new Carrington series of sterling silver
models approximately~ inches high.
Any regiment can be produced
to order, accurately depicted in any style of
dress; certain regiments are available from
stock.
We hold a range of larger statuettes and
other regimental silver - and submit
,,,,.
designs and estimates free
for specially
commissioned pieces.
You can rely on
Carrington for service and
fine craftsmanship - our
reputation has been based
on that for nearly two
centuries.

STOP PRESS
The Group Football Teams ambition of winning the Army Minor·
Units Cup has once again been thwarted at the semi-final stage. In a
fiercely contested match the Group lost 1-0 to RMP Training Depot
Chichester. The Group team played some fine football, but Lady Luck
was not with them and this was typified when we missed a penalty.
Even then the team did not lose heart and when the final whistle
sounded the ball was still in our opponents half, where it had been
throughout the match. All credit to the RMP's fine defensive work but
we were left with the thought of what might ha ve been .
Now next year ...
TRIPARTITE GAMES
The Ellingworth Trophy was initiated by a former OC and Chief
Instructor of 224 Sig Sqn and is competed for annually by three teams
from the Officers Mess , Sgts Mess and a team representing the
Corporals. The three teams all play against each other over five
different games, darts , pool , crib , dominoes and carpet bowls. Becau se
each team requires 20 players (for each game) t he Warrant Officers
join forces with the Officers for the Officers Mess team and so at a little
after 2030 hours on Mon 8 Feb the whistle blew for the commencement
of the first round of games. The contest proved to be very close all the
way through, with particularly fine performances being turned in by
the Sgts Mess darts pairs of SSgt 'Zippo' Grocott and Sgt Dougie Allen
and Sgts Bob Hales and Tam Frize. Both pairs winning all their games,
bar one, when they went down to the Group's answer to the 'Crafty
Cockney'- RSM Jim Crannage and his partner Capt Jim Hammond.
With the scores at 34-42-34 in favour of the Sgts Mess and with only
one round to go it was very close. The Sergeants needed to take two of
the final five games against the Officers to clinch the trophy and they
managed to gain a 3-2 win with one of the teams, led by Sgt John
Mortimer choosing this round to win their first match . So the Sergeants
Mess were worthy winners of the Ellingworth Trophy for 1982 and the
CO, Lt Col A. J. Dobson (pool flayer extraordinaire) presented the
trophy to the winning captain Pau Grocott. It must be said that the CO
was no mean hand at the famous Sergeants Mess 'canoe' either, which
rounded off the evening. A special mention must go to the RSM WOl
Jim Crannage for his 'exhibition' on the dart board and to the WRAC
members who participated and added to the evening. Also, a word
must be said for the Sergeants Mess Bowls teams of SSgts Al Hale and
Brian Inglis, John Slndon and Sgt BUI Parry , especially Al Hale and
Brian Inglis who kept a 100% record all night. All in all, I think a most
enjoyable evening was had by all who attended.
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JRCNOTES
The JRC holds enterta inment nights every fortnight, but recently we
had a joint group and disco night. The disco was an old
fav.ourite-Tricky D!ckr and the group was Vienna who have just
fini shed a tour of units in BAOR. An extension of bar and lights was
approved and everyone was set for a good night. Tricky Dicky started
the evening and the audience were soon up and dancing to the latest
sounds. The group Vienna then came on for their first spot and
managed to satisfy most people's taste apart from our resident 'Head
Bangers' Slgs 'Pockets' Nicholson, Steve Wlegold and Pte Andy Frazer.
They kept muttering something about AC/ DC and Gillen.
The disco then returned and Dave the DJ organised a few
competitions . LCpl Arthur Loughborough with LRO Lenny Brett were
two of our more enthusiastic ompetitors. The scene was soon something
from Tiswas with the odd custard pie finding likely targets amongst our
gallant competition winners (a nd occasionally an odd onlooker).
Vie~na then returned for their second spot with Sue, the lead singer,
getting more than one proposal of marriage. The evening was finally
rounded off with the disco and I'm sure everyone left more than
satisfied.

RETIREMENT
On 23 Dec Mr Ted Manden formally handed over his duties as
Officers' Mess Manager, a post which he has held since his retirement
from the Army in 1%9. A suitably engraved watch and silver-handled
letter opener were presented to him to mark the occasion. Ted enlisted
in the Army on 4 Jan 1937 and received the Queen's Shilling. He
completed basic training at Catterick Camp, where he served with Cpl
(now Brigadier) Costyn. During World War 2 He served with the
United States 'Blade' force, took pan in the North Africa campaign,
the Sicily landings and with I Armd Div through Italy. His war service
also included a period of time with 1st SAS , Popski's private army,
Lovatt's Scouts and the Yugoslav partisans. After the War he joined I
Wireless Regt in Graetz, Austria and served there till 1948. After
postings to 7 Armd Div, Germany-Signals Project Store, Malta-4
Div Germany-13 Sig Regt, Birgelen, he returned to the UK to 224 Sig
Sqn, Loughborough.
Ted now lives at East Leake and is currently in the process of setting
up business as a Turf Accountant.

COMINGS AND GOINGS
We would like to take this opportunity to say farewell to Capt Peter
Welch and W02 Tom Muir.
At the same time we welcome to the Group, Maj Robin MacHeath (a
former OC of 224 Sig Sqn), Maj D. C. B. Cameron, Capt D. J. Thorp,
Lt A. J. Child, Lt D . Ryder, WOJ (Supvr R) Dave Smith and W02 Bill
Kelly. May your tour with us be a happy one.

SERVICE WITH THE SULTAN OF OMAN
ARMED FORCES
Foreman of Signals and Terminal Equipment
Technicians
A number of vacancies exist for the appoinbnent of
Foreman of Signals and for Terminal Equipment
Technician. These are contract service, uniformed posts
and are for a 3 years unaccompanied term initially.
There are three free leave air passages to UK annually
with a total of 60 days leave. A first class gratuity is paid
at the end of the contract.
Applications are invited from high calibre Royal
Signals personnel who are shortly leaving the Corps and
looking for a new challenge and responsibility in a
stimulating environment.
For further information send CV to:
Lt Col M. E.G. Chandler,
Commanding Officer,
The Signal Regiment,
Sultan of Oman Land Forces,
P.O. Box 897,
Sultanate of Oman.

CARRINGTON only at
25 Old Bond St., London, WIX 4AU. Tel: 01-493 6123
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WHY IT ALL BEGAN

Signal Wing, Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst

Available in £5 denominations
to any quantity
Fill in the form below and the Gift Voucher will be sent
to you by return of post.

Mail Order Department
22 T he Hard, Portsmouth, Hampshire P01 3DY
Gift Vo uchers arc supplied in a fo lder.
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SIGNAL WING RMAS
Rear rank: Sig Johnson, LC pl Laverick, Cpl Frankel, LC pl Foster
3rd rank: Cpl Nelson, Cpl Mitchell, LCpl Francis, LCpl Clarke, Cpl
Tate, S ig Parkinson, Cpl Milnes, Sig Meekham , Sig Elliss, LCpl Hill,
Sig Brewer, LCpl McCluskey, LCpl Coulson
2nd rank: S ig Cotton, Sig Sangster, Sgt Hefferman RA , Sgt Gadson,
Sgt Buck, Sgt Le Breton, Sgt Craine, Sgt Calow, Sgt Graham , Sgt
Ga lbraith, Sgt Simpson, LCpl Crook, Cpl Savage, LCpl Goodger
Front rank: CSgt Bird RM, SSgt Kilpatrick, SSgt Rea, SSgt
Mckitterick, SSgt Besant, SSgt Elliott, W02 Thomas (YofS), W01
Devine RSMI, Maj Neeve OC, Mrs Cauchi, Typist, W 0 2 Graham
(YofS), SSgt Tailing, SSgt Kent, SSgt Stone , SSgt Wooders , CoH
Wendon
PERSONALITIES
CI
RSMI
OddYofS
Even YofS
SQMS

Maj John (I' m j ust off horse rid ing) Neeve
Royal Signals
WOI IYofS) George (I'm just off
parachuting) Devine
WOn (YofS) Dave (I ' m just off to Bristol)
Thomas
won (YofS) Ross (I'm j us t off??)
Graham (still learning)
SSgtJlm (I'm just off to Harrogate) Besant

WHAT WE HA VE TODAY
The RMA has passed th rough many cha nges and turbulent ti mes
from its formation at Woolwich to the present day at Sandhurst, but
that's another story.
Today RMAS consists of four Colleges. Old , New and Victory
Colleges which are situated on a beautiful estate on the Surrey,
Berkshire border and the WRAC College, which was recently taken
under command of Sandhurst, is located in nearby Bagshot.
Each College trains officers of different types of intake, which are , in
the broadest terms , Old College for Regular Career Officers, New
College the Standard Military Course, for all entrants except University
graduates and Vict ory College for University graduates' courses. Even
as this is written however, this may be changing again.

WHERE DO ES THE CORPS FIT IN
Apart from the Colleges, there are three Specialist Wings at
Sandhurst which , in order of priority of course, are The Signal Wing ,
the Skill at Arms Wing and the PT Wing. These three Wings hold a
un ique position throughout th e world's armies , in that all the officers
passing through these hallowed halls are taught solely by SNCOs.

- - - - - -- -- - - - - 1

Gift Vouchers are available in denominations of £5.00,
to any quantity, for purchase of goods at all Gieves &
Hawkes branches and are valid for a period of twelve
months from date of issue. They are not redeemable for '
cash or replaceable if lost.

enough ha s th e sam e effect as a posting, you end up here anywa_y, and
that phrase stays with you throughout your tour at Sandhurst- m that
you never get ' lemoned' ju st specially sel ected . So , having been
specially selected to write notes this term I thought back to that OC's
interview when I was informed about being specially selected to serve at
Sandhurst. After getting over the initial surprise and thinking of
another well worn phrase 'why me?' I w~s surprised to _fin_d jus~ how
little information I could glean about this place RMAS , from fellow
members of the Corps . So for all of you future specially selected to serve
and even those not , I indulged in a little research and hope you find the
following few lines of interest.

Before the evolution of regular standing armies in the midseventeenth century, there was no formal method of instruction for
gentlemen wishing to become military officers. Armies were mustered
for campaigns then disbanded at its conclusion, except for a small
nucleus of professional soldiers who acted as garrisons and fortresses
under command of their Captains. The command of the mustered
armies normally fell to the lando\Vner who raised them and his sons,
who learned the job as they went along. It was considered that the role
of military officer was one which any gentleman could assu me without
any further qualification other than a simple knowledge of battlefield
drills and the ability to display personal courage.
This attitude in fact persisted in the British Regular Army until little
more than a century ago. Until 1870, the normal method for an officer
to obtain his first commission was to p urchase it. At present day prices,
the cost of an ensign's commission in the line was £10,000. AU a
potential officer required , after finding a vacancy and the approval of
the Colonel of the regiment, was the appropriate fu nds a nd evidence of
having had 'the education of a gentleman' .
Only in the artillery and engineers, the two specialist arms making
up the 'Ordnance Corps', was this system not applied . Thei r
commissions were not purchased, but granted by the M aster General of
the Ordnance, who in 174 1, obtained a Royal Cha rter which
established ' an Academy or school for instructi ng the people, belonging
to the Military Bra nch of the O rdnance, in the several parts of
Mathematics necessary to qualify them for the servicf! of the Artillery
and the business of the Engineers '. T his became the Royal M ilitary
Academy located at Woolwich .

THE SIGNAL WING
The Signal Wing is an all a rms wing , consisting of all those seen in
the photograph . As you can see it is heavily weighted with members of
the Corps, but keeping us in line we have, C/Sgt Dicky Bird Royal
Marines, CoH Henry (I'm Chieftan trained) Wendon RGH/D (The
Blues and Royals) and Sgt Derek Hefferman RA .
The Wing itself breaks down into two instructional teams , a tech
workshop, a Radio Store, line departmen t and our overworked ,
underpaid (they say) MT. Altogether, we are responsible for training
every Officer Cadet and Student Officer that passes through Sandhurst
in basic infa ntry signalling up to the standard required by a platoon
commander.
THE CRITERION
Now that you know basically what we do here and feel a special
selection coming on , I feel I must warn you of the three standards
required to serve here : One you must be smart. Two you must be
reasonably intelligent (both of which abound within the Corps). T he
third , is that you must like guardsmen .

Registered in England (No . 1026430).
Reg. Office : 1 Savile Row , London WIX lAF.
Gieves & Hawkes branches:
Edinburgh , Chester, Leicester, Eastbourne, Harrow,
Bath , Bexhill, Plymouth, Winchester, Malvern , Deal,
Camberley, Brockenhurst, Portsmouth.

SPECIALLY SELECTED

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMEN
Why not write up any outstanding sportsmen
in your Unit and send in to The Wire with one
or two action photographs?

Report by SSgt Mtck Rea
O ne is, it seem s, never posted to the Royal Military Academy,
Sandhurst, but is 'specially selected' to serve here, wh ich strangely
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News lrom Regiments

1 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
B.F.P.O. 32

Junior Regiment Royal Signals
Oust.on

BURST PIPES TOP ASS OFF
Ouston lived up to its reputation of bleak isolation in the big freeze.
The snow was for once the least of the problems of which the water
supply was the greatest . Temperatures fell so low that water froze in the
ma in storage tank pipes, effectively cutting off all water to the camp . I~
traditional fashion the local fire brigade was called to p ump water until
more permanent bypass arrangements could be made. The whole affair
provided excellent training for the Adventure Training Staff under Lt
John Gale and SSgt Pat Kaufman APTC as they scaled the tower and
roped up the necessary piping . The 2IC Maj Peter Pearson, rather less
well equipped but ever curious , was to be seen hanging by h!s
fingernails checking the water level as the tanks filled . From this
inauspicious start to the term Kohima Troop, under Lt Paul Wilkin
and Sgt Taff Tudgay. have worked hard to complete their training in
grand style, with a pass off parade before the new Commander
Training Group Brig I. O.J. Sprackllng OBE.

SPORT
NORTHERN ZONE CROSS COUNTRY FINAL
This year the team travelled down to Topcliffe for the annual battle
with AA Coll Harrogate. Unfortunately we are the only two major units
in the Northern Zone and only the winners qualify for the Army Finals .
On the day the team was in very high sp1rits-especi:illy when they
found out that they were running with the girls. The team had a very
good start and at the finish it was clear that the result would be very
close. First home was JSlg 'Lneky' Luckman in second overall place,
with JLCpl 'Llzanl' IngUs third and JSlg Paul Baker fifth . The final
result was that AA Coll beat us by 59 points to 53.

Luck was again with us in the semi final draw , being given a home tie
against Sid , Bridge of Don . The match would have graced the final
itself, with good open, fast, skilful football being played by both
teams . The Ouston game ended in 3-3 draw . The replay in Aberdeen
was much the same kind of game only this time the 'Jocks' ran out 2-0
winners.
This season has been somewhat of a 'always the bridesmaid never a
bride' time for the Soccer Squad. However to reach the semis in two
competitions is no mean feat.

CORPS YOUTH TEAM
Six of the squad have been selected for the Corps Youth Squad.
JLCpl Paul Holden, JSlgs Hannibal Heyes, Blatch Blatcher, Tone
Anderson, Tiny Wright and Sucker Sutcliffe are to be congratulated
for their achievement. In the first Corps match versus NE District ATC
Cadets all players shone in the Corps 7-1 victory, with Blatcher netting
a good hat-trick and Anderson picking up a goal . On that note a final
message for the Corps Senior Squad, Jim Tierney , get rid of the
veterans, the youngsters are on their way.

RUGBY
The season started well with around fifty juniors responding to the
initial request for players . They were eventually reduced to a squad of
twenty-one 1st XV members.

SOCCER
Having selected a squad of 26 players from a cast of hundreds of
prospective Keegans and Shiltons, the regiment fielded teams in both
the Junior Soldiers and Junior Leaders Challenge Cups. The task for
WOI (RSM) Geoff Northey and Sgt Butch Maycock was to produce
two teams that could live up to the reputation the regiment gained last
;;eason.

JUNIOR LEADERS' CUP
In the first round of the Junior Leaders' Cup we met the 'old' enemy
at Bramcote in JLR RA and , as in the previous two seasons, we were
drawn away. This year we were able to reverse the previous tide and
register an 8- 7 win on penalties after drawing 3-3 at the end of extra
time. The two stars of the penalties were undoubtedly JSlg1 Tiny
Wright and Tone Anderson who saved and soored respectively the
deciding penalties. This result saw us in the 2nd round for the first time
in 4 years.
We were blessed for our efforts with a home tie in the quarter final
against C Coy AA Coll ACC Aldershot, which we promptly disposed of
2-1 with JSlg1 Paul Cogan and Etty Hett being the stars.
The semi final saw us travelling to Pirbright to play the Guards
Depot B Team. We were entertained by a truly professional squad who
had great depths in all departments. Our 6-0 defeat was no disgrace, as
the whole team played beyond themselves to contain a very skilful and
exuberant side containing 4 Army Youth players.

JUNIOR SOLDIERS' CUP
. The Jun~or Soldiers' Cup saw us drawn against the team that beat us
m the previous season's final. Was it to be a repeat by Queen's Division
of the previ_ous encounter? W II the Junior Regiment more than
revenged their predece!>sors defeat by trouncing the Queen's Division 81. Enough said on that match which gave us a home tie in the quarter
final. against the PWO Division from Lichfield. This was a repeat of the
preV1ous years draw and the team were looking to repeat the 6-0 win of
last season. It was no cakewalk , and the team finally came out 3-2
winners, over a very good side, with goals from JSlg1 Jock Roger,
Jlmmy Dbalatrom and Jonah Jones.
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THE MAXIM
The maxim 'Work Hard, Play Hard' aptly sums up our activities in
December and January. We are now the first armoured division to have
converted to Clansman Secure Speech Harness (CSSH); we have
undergone an internal reorganisation; there have been cadre courses
for the Officers, WOs, SNCOs and JNCOs; our ARU inspection by
Comd Com ms 1 (BR) Corps took place on 26 January; and we have had
visits from the former and new Comds of the Division . 'Playing Hard'
consisted of the seemin gly en dless round of regimental, squadron and
troop parties, which led up to the Christmas break; and, when the
weather permitted, we have also continued to notch up successes in the
sporting life and Ex Sn ow Q ueen has proved to be as popular as ever.
CLANSMAN SECU RE SPEECH HARNESS (CSSH)
Our QM(T), Capt Allan Abbott was the first to feel the effect of
CSSH when the equipment arrived by the container load in December
and had to be unpac ked, checked and sorted into vehicle fits. This was
completed in a remarkably short time and we started converting our
vehicles in accordance with a d ivi~io n al plan on 11 January. All A
\ehiclcs were converted by the Clansman Installation a nd Advisory
Team (CIAT) in Solta u while 26 Land Rovers were done by our own
team headed by SSgt Robbie Harris, SSgt (FofS ) Al Hooley and Sgt Gee
Abrams. Despite some minor setbacks, the conversion progra mme
proceeded smooth ly and efficiently and by 28 January, a day earlier
than plan ned, all CSSH stations in the Division were com pleted. Before
the conversion period . we ran a series of six two day operator training
courses both for our own operators and for the RSOs and RSis of the
unit in the Division. Ou r first impress ions of the equ ipment were very
good and we loo k forward to its first fiel d trial during Ex F~vi11g Falcon
in Febru ary, for which we are responsible.

REORGANI SATION (OR FARE WELL RADIO VILLAGE)
In order to have the regiment in the right bala nce for the iss ue of our
432s late in the year and to rat ionalise the operational grouping, 2
(Radio) and 3 (Commhead) Squad rons have been reorganised to form 2
Comm head Squadrons with in tegral rad io, Bruin and staff vehicles. In
addition HQ Squad ron has gained a new element, Staff Troop, to look
after the Div HQ personn el and vehicles.

COMD 1 ARMD DIV
On 23 December the Comd, Maj Gen G. H. W. Howlett OBE, MC,
paid his farewell visit to the regiment. Having arrived driving a 4
tonner, the General, in his ca pacity as Col Commandant ACC, took the
salute at a march past by Catering T roop. led by Lt Terry Reddlngs
ACC. The CO then presented the GOC with a mounted 'tincan and
string' communications system (where did OC LAD get the artillery
shells from which it was made?) and the General then left camp in his
hard rover.
Maj Gen B. L. G . Kenny CBE our new Comd visited the regiment in
his first week on 8 January a nd saw many aspects of the unit at work,
including the LA D and the Com mcen.

ARU DAY
On 26 January our ARU insfection was carried out by Brig C. N.
Last OBE, Comd Comm s 1 (BR Corps and his staff. Th is was also Brig
Last's first visit to t he regiment since assuming his a ppointment. The
day started ea rly for Comcens Charlie and Delta , Commheads Oscar
and Papa and Log HQ with a deploym ent into the field locations at
0300 hours for a communications test exercise. After a briefing by the
CO , Lt Col Carr-Smith, the Brigadier visited a military skills
competition to test our knowledge of NBC, recognition, first aid ,
fitness, weapon training, shooting and map reading . This was followed
by a present ation by HQ Sqn on logistics and a demonst ration of
CSSH. Co md Comms then visite d the exercise location taking lunch at
Commcen Delta and returning to barracks to watch a communications
skills race between 2 and 3 Squadrons. After a great deal of effort in
full NBC clothing by both teams , the result was an honourable draw.
The visit end ed with the Brigadier addressing the regiment in the
Gym na ium and presenting th e cup for the winning team in the
military skill s competition to Cpl Sykes of 2 Squadron. So ended an
extremely busy and testing day for the regiment as witnessed by the
Commcens which did not return to barracks until the following
mornin g!
Maj Gen Howlett and WO! (RSM) Hails during the GOC's farewell
parade in Verden

Running concurrently with the regimental team are two squadron
sides who take part in a local Sunday League, which has been most
successful in its aim of encouraging greater interest in the game in this
area. The regimental team completed a full Wednesday programme
until the 'big freeze-up'. We have not been as successful as we might
have hoped , as in most cases our opposition has had two large
advantages, greater cohesion through time spent together, and an
average two years more $rowing time!
Our Army Cup ambition ended in the first round when we met a very
strong Harrogate side at Ouston . The score at half term was 10 points
to 7 in favour of Harrogate, our scorers were LCpl 'Huddenfleld'
Noble, try, and JSlg 'Marsh' Manhall, penalty. In the second half the
'Ouston fiill' and their greater strength and ability allowed Harrogate
to run out comfortable winners at 42 points to 7. We all wish 'The Gate'
every success in the competition.
We still have a few first team fixtures left but training has started for
the Sevens season. All coaches look well at the photo, although they
seem a bit young now, there are some good prospects here I

FAREWELL TO SECOND.JN.COMMAND
Maj (now Lt Col) Nigel Wood and his wife Wendy left u early in
January for the sunnier climate of Nigeria. Nigel will be sorely missed
by the Gilbert and Sullivan society (but not his voice) and Wendy by all
the organisations in the regiment and Garrison, for which he worked
o hard. Our thanks and best wi hes to you both.

CCR Signals Brig C. N. Last QBE being briefed on the new LAD by
Maj (QM) Herrington MBE during the ARU inspection. OC LAD Capt
Chewins and WOI (RSM) Hails in attendance
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AN ICY RESCUE
It all happened during an impromptu ice soccer match on frozen
floodwater by the River Aller. The six members of the regiment hown
in the photograph were holding a soccer match between the Royal
Signals and RAOC using a lump of ice for the ball. when a German
skater plunged through some weak ice on the river and could not get
out of the freezing water. The two 'teams' quickly formed a chain and
using a coat managed to drag the skater to safety. Despite ti'eir
excellent team work during the rescue the RAOC maintain they were
winning the football match while Sig James swears that hi team wa
winning 6 or 7 to I.
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BASKETBALL - l ARMD DIV CHAMPIONS
In a closely contested competition ~eld on 27 and 28 ~anuary. ~he
regimental team emerged as I Armd Div basketball champions. Havmg
lo t to 5 Regt RA in the preliminary rounds. we met them again _in the
final and after being behind for most of the ~ame, the last 10 min utes
saw our team fight back to win by 53 to 52 pomts. SSgt Sutherland was
our top scorer and other members of the team were: WOl Williamson
(coach). SSgt Knight, Sgt Pilling, Sgt Goodfield, Sgt Potter, Cpl
Martin, Cpl Hedicker and LCpl Coates.

The s ix resc uers pictured near the spot where the German skater
plunged th ro ugh th e ice
Left to right a re Sigs Chris Mason, Pete Fletche r and Steve James,
a nd Ptes Martin Brooker, Chris Corish and Carl Hodson

SPORT
Despite the rece nt arctic condition s. we have recorded some notable
victories on the sporting scene.

SKIING
With the main aim of qualifying for the Army Championships our
skiers started training in the summer and then got onto the snow at
Berchtesgarden and Norway in November. The conditions at the
Divisional meeting in Axams were excellent and the team recorded
some very good placings. The team was: Capt Marvin, 2Lt Brown
(novice). Cpl Sykes, LCpl Pellant, LCpl Window and Sig Eardley
(novice). The results were: Orienteering - 11th out of 23 teams. Cpl
Sykes 8th in the individual placi ngs. 15 km Race - 6th out of 30
teams. Cpl Sykes places 14th out of 170. 4 x 10 km Relay - 5th out of
25 teams. Patrol Race - 6th out of 19 teams.
Overall we were placed 5th out of 14 teams in the championships.
which qualified us to go forward to the Army meeting. Capt Marvin
also won the Axamerhof Cup for the best nominated skier in t he
Giant Slalom and 15 km race combination. On to the Army Championships for the first time for the regiment and some very encouraging
results for the future: 4 x 10 km Relay-15th out of 33. IS km
Race-14th out of33. Patrol Race-23rd out of 133.
Our overall placing in the competition was 18th . Congratulations to
Sig Eardley, who has been selected for the British National Junior team
in h is first year of competitive skiing.

CROSS COUNTRY- BAOR CHAMPIONS
For the fourth consecutive year the regiment won the BAOR Cross
Country Championships at Hameln on 2 ~ecember. The team f~~sh ed
with 104 points , 72 less than the team m second place. lnd1V1dual
results were: LCpl Bailey 4th , LCpl Talbot 7th , Sgt Probin 8th , LCpl
Brebner 9th , Capt Adams ALS 12th , Sig Kelly 14th , Maj Tinlin RADC
19th. SSgt Holden 31 st. Maj WalcroftRAOC 56th. Sig McPhllbin 58th,
Sig Bovan 60th.
Other e\•ents in which our cross country runners have taken part ,
include a victory over a BAOR select team and the French Army in
Frei burg on 16 December and 6 members of the regi ment were selected
to run for a BAOR team against RAF Germ any.
THE HOLDEN RELAY
Sgt George Holden BEM has competed in cross country i~ the Army
si nce 1963. He has been a member of the Army Champion team 6
times, including a hat-trick following our success last year. SSgt Holden
leaves the Army after 22 years service in July this year a:nd , to
commemorate his many years of associat ion with the sport, the Holden
Relay Race was held in Verden on 30 January. A total of 21 teams
competed in the event and these came from such distant places as
Berlin and Rhine Area. Each member of a six man team ran 5 kms,
and fittingl y the competition was won by the regiment's A team in a
time of I hour and 45 mins. Our B and C teams cam 4th and 9th
respecth•ely and the veterans (or so they claim) of the Sgts Mess team
also finished . All those in the Corps will wish to join us in thanking
George Holden for all his efforts in the sport and wish him and his
fa mily well in the future .

SSgt George Holden BEM receiving the team prize for the Holden
Relay from Maj Gen B. L. G. Kenny CBE GOG 1 Armd Div
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The divisional ski patrol race at Axams . 2Lt Brown giving fire orders to
Cpl Sy kes, LCpl Pellant and Sig Eardley

2 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
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2 SQN- EXERCISE 'SNOW QUEEN'
This was yet another successful exercise for 2 Sqn, despite the wellorganised chaos at the Bielefeld 'Control Centre' (?) and a slight
mishap which occurred on ly SOOm from the Crossed Ski's Hut-LCpl
'Chunky' Walker showed us all how to snowplough ... in a 4-tonner!
On the first morning at the hut, SSM Pat Gallagher was heard to
mumble something about his 'worst night's sleep' and was not pleased
when Sig B obbi 'extinguished' his slippers with a bucket of water,
during a fire practice. Even the weather was miserable but although
rain lashed the ski-slopes for a few days, 2 Sqn were not deterred. FofS
'Dobber' Bradley quickly mastered the technique of getting to his feet
on skis, surprising considerin g the practice he had . By the second day
he was an expert. D ay two was significant in other ways-the OC. Maj
Flsb fell over and Sig Del Mat.on, revealed to all the secret of Rubik's
Cube ... 'it has 4 sides'. The first morning of Langlauf instruction
went down so well that the afternoon's lesson was cancelled and 2 Sqn
took a trip to Fussen where some of the more daring characters went
ice-skating. A heavy snow-fall, after so much rain and sleet, seemed to
raise morale and Maj Fish was obviously 'h igh' on something, when he
declared that the Archers Radio serial really was factu al-for those
who didn't know , Ambridge is in Wiltshire!
The climax of the downhill skiing phase was a trip to Oberstdorf and
a day's skiing on the Fellhorn . T his incl uded a run into Austria for
lunch on a day when the weather could not have been better . The views
from the gondolas were especially spectacular, as LCpl Veall will
testify-he opened his eyes at least once!
YofS Nick Hammett fa iled to take the gold medal in the Slalom
competition , despite a week of practice on his 'trick' skis. T he event
was won by the clear favourite, Sig Shakespeare. LCpl Corley proved to
be the best 'Smelly' a nd won the JOkm langlau f race quite convincingly.
At the prize-giving, Sig Jenkins was awarded the prize fo r the 'most
improved skier ' while 2Lt Eaton was given th e prize for t he 'best overall
skier'. Maj ' Ambridge' Fish passed the course.
Finally, 2 Sqn wish to thank Sgt Pete Harris and Cpl Dave Fowle~ for
their expert instruction , which improved the standard of 'Alpmeshouting' ! immensely! T he standard of skiing also improved.

LCpl DaYe Fowler, both from the Sqn . instructed the two classes in the
arts of racing snow ploughs a nd dob techniques. Th e real stars of the
piste, though, were 'MuYYers' Chadwick and Light, upholding zany
line troop tradition by their antics. Some sort of sanity was preserved on
the slopes by Sig Enrett, however, who won the novice competition at
the end.
212 (12 ARMOURE D BRIGADE) SIGN.AL SQUADRON
OSNABRUCK SIGNALLERS RAISE DM 10,000 FOR CHARITY
In November, a team of five sold iers from this squadron completed a
470 mile sponsored wal k fro m Osnabruck to Derby in aid of the Year of
the Disabled. The team. led by LCpl 'Thomo' Thomas, comprised LCpl
T aff Childs, Sigs 'Brum.my' Flanll and Andy Green and Pte Phll King.
They set off from Osna bruck on Fri 13 November, carrying a letter of
good will from the Oberburgermeister to the Lady Mayor of Derby and
walked through Belgium a nd Holland to Zeebrugge. After a ferry
crossing to Felixstowe they conti nued the walk in UK, arriving in Derby
on Th ur, 26 Nov: th is works ou t at an average of 36 miles a day for
almost a fortnig ht: A really first class effort! The majority of the
sponsors hip took place in Osnabro ck-not only from Army sources,
but also from collections in the town centre. The total of over DM
10 000, which was raised, was divided equally between charities for the
d isabled in the tw in towns of Osnabruck and Derby.

AU REVOIR
2 Sqn wish to say 'farewell and good luck' to Sgt Frank ~c<?ormk;k .
who made a timely exit from A2 Troop to take up a postmg m Beine
with 30 Sig Regt for 6 month s. He returns to A2 Troop in late August,
wh en all the hard work should have been done!

2Lt Brown handing over to Sig Neil Eardley in the 4 x 1OKm race at the
divisional ski meeting
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3 SQN
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Since the last time of going to press, 3 Sqn has s~en a change of O~ .
2JC and YofS . We welcome Maj Ben Higson and his wife, Joanna. who
have come bronzed from Cypru s, Capt Paul Ellis from the less sunny
climes of Osnabruck, and YofS Pat Gethln and Lorraine on an intersqn move.
Maj Charles 'J.R.' Kemp and his wife, Paddy, had a superb send off
fro m the officers and seniors of the Sqn , their dining out taking place in
the Sergeants Mess. Fun and gam es were had by all, and as a final
farewell , the seniors lined the route for Maj Kemp's departure from
b arracks in one of th e pan zers.

••. AND FROM OUR COMMS TROOP CORRESPONDENT
The Yeoman had his Red Oaymore Golden Blanket re-lined on Ex
Sapphire Key. squadron exercise in January . We'll get it embroidered
for him sometime during the coming exercise season ... Those who
survived the Bielefeld Marathon in October are now girding their loins
for Berlin in September: I wonder if the Marathon would have the same
appeal if it were in, say, Minden or Paderborn .. . ?

SNOW QUEEN
The first Snow Queen course of the season , over the Chri tmas
period, was a mostly 3 Sqn affair, being run by Capt Paul Ellis and
SSM Ted Fendley. In fact , these two were purely titular heads. the real
work being done by Teny Fendley. Sgt Pete ' dam buster' Harris and

AND FINALLY .•. RUMOUR CONTROL
The SQMS is buying a video to watch 'The Empire Strikes Back'.
The SSM wants to run in the Hamburg Marathon . (What Hamburg
Marathon?) Sigs Ops want to go to Sicily for their summer leave. MT
think that Oscar Group lie at the end of the Yellow Brick Road . ..
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The Oberburgermeister of Osnabruck handing over a message of
goodwill for the Lady Mayor of Derby to LCpl Thomas, on the
departure of the marchers from Osnabruck
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SKIING RESULTS
The results of the Di,· Meet are as follow s:

FINANCIAL
PLANNING

CROSS COUNTRY
4 x IOkm relay
Disqualified
A Team :
BTeam :
1st Novice team
15km race
A Team:
B Team:

3rd
1Ith overall and 1st ovice team

Biathlon relay
A Team:
B Team:

6th
14th

ITS P RPOSE i~ to m ake the best use o f In come. Capit al
a nd o ther Assets . to prepare the way fo r the in divid ual to
achieve financia l ai m . T hese may include:
FIN ANC IAL PR OTECTIO N

Nordic Combination: 2 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt-Sth

F I ANC IAL

ALPINE

HO U SE P U RCH A E

Individual and Team Giant Slalom
Team:
lst-2 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
Individual:
1st-Sgt Townsley
2nd-LCpl Philemon
Jrd-CplJohnson
16tb-SSgtHavlin
37th-Slg Falmec
Giant Slalom
Team:
lst-2 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
Individual:
1st-LCpl Philemon
3rd-Sgt Townsley
4th-Lcp1Jones
Downhill
Team:
lst-2 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
Individual:
lst-LCpl Philemon
2nd-Sgt Townsley
14th-Sgt Hunt
27th-Sig Falmer
6 lst-CplJones

E D CAT IO

ECU RITY

EXPE NSES

CO MFORT AB LE R ETIR E ME NT

T RA SF E R OF ASSETS

-aga in ~ t the e ffec ts
o f possc~sio n s los t

or damaged
- fo r pre~c nt or
future depe nda nt s
- immed iately o r in
the fu tu re ·
- fo r present or
future chil dre n
-based on a n
adeq ua te co ntinuing
in l'Ome backed
up b v an adeq ua te
ca pit a l reserve
- to the nex t
generation

3 Annd Div HQ and Sig Regt
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REFORMATION OF 3 SQN
The New Year saw the split of 2 Sqn into 2 and 3 Sqns in th e
reg!menta l reorgani~ation . W~th Maj Andrew Gale leaving th e
regiment and the amval of Maj Christopher Donaghy in his place as
OC 2 Squ a dron . the prison annex is definitely under new management.
3 Sqn h ierarchy now look s as follow s:
Maj Geoffrey Strivens
OC
2IC
Capt Donald Steele
AO
Lt Max Springer BEM
SSM
W02 Mick Bailes
SQMS
SSgt Don Holmes
OC Papa Tp
Lt St.eve Johns
T p SSgt
SSgt Bill Hutton
OC November Tp
Lt Gordon Trevis
Tp Sgt
Sgt Bob Hope
We recently said farewell to Brig Bill Comock, who was a great
supporter of the regiment in many ways, not least on the tennis courts
and hockey field. For this he was presented with regimental colours by
the CO Lt Col T. I. M. Waugh.
The severe weather has had a great effect on the rugby and football
teams and both are just starting fixtures again after two months lay off.
The hockey team is having a very successful season and have won their
way through to the divisional final. The cross country team are in
intensive training for the Army finals to be held in UK soon. We wish
both the hockey and cross country teams good luck.

WE ADVISE on th e use of savi ngs fro m inco me. the
investment of cap ital. the use o f ot her asse ts wh ere
appli cable. insu rance agai ns t ill health a nd the insurance of
possessions. We help cl ient s to lay the fo und ations of so und
pla ns. to develo p ex isting pl a ns and kee p the m up to date.
and the n to ma ke the best use o f resou rces when the tim e
co mes to meet commitm ent s.

BITS AND PIECES
All those that managed to avoid Frozen Members the first time
round were caught by the mark two version of the exercise . Although
not snowbound this time , the temperatures were still sub zero and the
roads just as hard! A large number of people are still hobbling around
nursing blisters, but at least this time they were safe from pig hunters.
The regiment had another visit from t he GOC 7 Panzer Division,
Maj Gen Frickinge. so Sgt Bob Hope was again called in with his merry
band of quarter guarders. This time the parade was not only held in
German but also in six inches of snow!

GOOD I FORMATION is the ba. is of sound pl a nnin g.
The more c lien ts ta ke us into their co nfide nce the bett er " e
ca n ass ist them . Pl ease let us have full detail s of c xi. ting
resource s. you r abili ty to save. an d any e xpect ati ons. Please
a lso tell us all you can a bout commitme nt s with whi ch yo u
e xpect to have to cope. We. of course. trea t a ll such
info rmatio n as confi dential.

Alpine Combination-,-2 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt-lst
OVERALL DIV CHAMPIONSHIP (INCLUDING UKLF TEAMS)
Champion Unit:
2 Armd Div Tpt Regt
Runner Up:
2 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
Both the cross country and alpine teams are to be congratulated on
their fine efforts, especially the latter. A full report will follow in the
next issue of the Wire.

AN EARLY START helps . a nd we will be ple ase d to a ssist
you howeve r modes t your resources may be no w. If yo u have
existing arran gem ents whi ch m ay need developin g. the
oo ner you refer them to us . th e more help we are likely to be
abl e to g ive you.
OUR ADVICE is free a nd doc no t co mmit you to any
actio n : we onl y as k that any a rrange me nt s yo u decide to
ma ke be m ade throu gh us. It is based o n over 33 years of
examinin g cl ie nt s' pro blems. a nai y ~in g them and advi~in g
on them . It is not deli vered by persua sive sa lesmen . but is
given in writin g for you to study at our leisure.
ARE

YOU

MAK ING THE BEST USE OF YOUR
INCOME A D OTHER ASS ETS ?

WE ARE AS CLOSE TO YO AS THE NEAREST POST
BOX OR TELEPHONE

YORKSHIRE DALES
STAINFORTH HOUSE
Newly opened for a small number of retired ladies and gentlemen in
attractive Dales Village. Long or short stays. Spacious comfort in lovely
surroundings. Each room has colour TV and private bathroom. Large
lounge with splendid views. Formal dining or room service. Bridge
played. Fishing by arrangement.
For further details and appointment to view, contact:
Maj (Retd) S. J. Lockett, (late Royal Signals)
Mrs . E. Lockett, SRN
Stainforth, SETTLE, North Yorkshire. BD24 9PH.
Tel. Settle (07292) 3579.

LET US SHOW YOU HOW GOOD PLANN I G CAN
HELP YOU

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.
MajorT. F . Williams

PRINCE ALBERT HOUSE, 58 SHIP STREET,
BRIGHTON, BNl lDE
Telephone Brighton 28181 (5 lines)
Member of the British Insurance Brokers Association
Member of the Armed Forces Insurance Brokers
Committee of the B.I.B.A .
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Snow Queen continues to prove as popular as ever , and many of
those taking par t try to exten d their courses or apply for an other on
their return to camp.

Maj Geoff Strivens is handed his new squadron by the 21C, Maj Gerry
Funnell
INTER SQUADRON SPORTS COMPETITION
During the last few months a number of events have taken place in
this half yearly contest. So far both the basketball and skiing have been
decided , the squash is well under way and the cross country and full
bore shooting are yet to come. The basketball was held in both
Salamanca and St Sebastian gymnasiums and after a closely fought
contest 206 Sqn ended up victorious with HQ Sqn runners up.
The Skiing was held in Hunau in the Sauerland and one Alpine and
two Nordic events were organised. The 'smellies' race was won by Cpl
Randall of 3 Sqn by a large margin. followed by Maj Chris Beeton RA
our veteran winner. He showed a clean pair of heels to many more
youthful competitors. The Nordic results were !st 206 Sqn and 2nd 2
Sqn . The smoothies of the Alpine discipline, having overtaken the
unfortunate 'uphill' skiers st ruggling up the slope by use of a ski lift,
took part in a Giant Slalom race. The course dictated that so11.1e
langlauf was needed, due to a plateau in the mid section of the hi.II. A
lot of 'double poling' was in evidence as were many shouts of 'Vorsicht,
Englander!' to clear the course of native skiers. Cpl Mick North was a
clear winner from Cpl Mick Brady, who took second place on a pair of
trick skis. The overall results were very close, with the first three teams
being separated by a couple of seconds. The results were: 1st 2
Squadron. 2nd3 Squadron. 3rd 1 Squadron .
SPORTS ROUND-UP
The regiment also took part in the Divisional Ski meet in Zwiesel and
the Nordic team put up a good showing for a group of novices. They're
aiming for greater things next year with this year's experience and a lot
of training yet to come. under the guidance of2Lt Simon Renfrey and
Cpl Kevin Randall. The down hi.II team extended their sympathy to Maj
Wally Torrington ACC, who broke a leg in the downhill practice race.
We still think it an extreme way of avoiding the race itself.
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Maj Gen J. N. S. Arthur greets Maj Gen Frickinge, the GOC 7 Panzer
Div in front of the Regt Quarter Guard commanded by Sgt Bob Hope

CLOTHING is still UR,ENTL Y required
by the WELFARE SECTION
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Con~ratulation to Seo« Ratcliffe who signed on and accepted the
Queen s Shilling. He is the son of Cpl and Mn Ratcliffe of the
n:gim nt.

202SigSqn

~ 4 Armd Div
HQ and Sig Regtl ••
B.F.P.0.15
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COMINGS AND GOINGS
January was a month of movement within t he sq uadron. Maj Bob
Wright sailed away to pastures new, together with YofS Trevor Taylor,
SSgt Sammy Deael to be closely followed by Capt Bruce Coram. To fill
these slots we welcome Maj Chris Nlnd, YofS Dave Watson, 2lt Simon
Renfrey and newly promoted Sgt 'Mac' McKenzie.

~

VOLLEYBALL-INTER SQN COMPETITION
ARU over and the 's?C,ial' and 'professional' players met in the gym
fo r the annual competition . Prehms were held on Mon 1 Dec with
teams from HQ, I , 2 and 3 Sq ns going through to the semi-finals on
T uesday morning. 1 Sqn defeated HQ as expected and 3 Sqn overcame
2 Sqn but not before 2 Sq n had caused a wobble or two in 3 Sqn's
steady play. The afte rnoon saw QMSI Pete Perrott's gym superbly laid
out fo r th e fina l and packed with spectators (Notably W02 (SSM)
Stuart Gray-Cowan with his I Sqn 'rent a crowd'), match officials WOI
Bryan Selkhk BEM , W02 (BSM) Percy Wray and SSgt Mick Birney
took post and we were off! 3 Sqn using their superior height advan tage
won the first set 15- 13. 1 Sqn, with rent a crowd in full voice
conducted by Sgt Norman Pearson, took the next two sets 17-15,
16- 14. The 4th and 5th sets went to 3 Sqn 15- 11. 15- 10 who settled
down and used the superior spiking power of SSgt Steve May and Cpl
Gordon Hitchen. The players came off the court after l hour and 25
mins, and the crowd left the gym having witnessed volleyball of a very
high standard.

Cpl and Mrs Ratcliffe look on proudly as their son Scott receives the
'Queen' s Shilling' from Maj Gerry Funnell the21C

INTERTROOPTOBOGGANRACE
Due to the deluge of snow, the CO's quarterly cross country run was
cancelled, much to the relief of many., ln its place was an inter troop
homemade toboggan race around the St Sebastian Sports pitches,
which proved to be much more suitable. Sledges of all shapes and sizes
appeared at the start point , these ranging from the very professional
models from MT and LAD , to the ad hoc versions from Rebro troop.
After a false start and trial run the race started in deadly earnest.
Amidst a certain amount of foul play, a lot of sweat , snowballs ana
shouting, the gladiators fought their way to the finish . The result was a
win for the LAD and the prize, a christmas pudding , was presented by
the CO. Both he and the Adjutant preceded by the RSM . made their
escape in a deluge of snowballs.

4 DIV WIN INTER DIV HOCKEY COMPETITION
The regiment was well represented in the recent Inter Div Hockey
Competition held in Osnabruck on the weekend 13 , 14, and 15 Nov .
Cpl Tlch Davies, Cpl Dave Meggitt, Sig Miles, LCplJasperJarrett ACC
and W02 (SSM) Mick Raybould who captained the successful 4 Div
side, won the tournament for the first time since 1973. Cpl T ich Davies
played very well and was selected for a BAOR Trial.
BASKETBALL
The Regimental squad are going fro m strength to strength having
reached the Div fi nals for the second year ru nni ng. Personalities in the
squad are SSgt Matty Matthews, Sgt Colin Elstob, Sgt Les Bennett,
~nd Sig Stu Fell. Incidentally all four were selected fo r the Corps tour
ID UK recently. Do you like Basketball? Why not join us on your next
posting!
Maj Bob Wright sails away to his new job

SQN CADRE COURSE

ANGUNG--HOTRODS
The regiment have had reasonable success this season with both our
A and B teams qual ifying for the BAO R fina ls, an d fi nishing 3rd in R
Signals BAOR. Two of our anglers fis hed fo r t he Army in the Inter
Service in U K. Cpl Kev Kelly and Capt H. Jennings. 'Congrats• to Capt
Henry Jennings o n winning the Regi mental League and the 'Marlboro'
cup.
BADMINTON
This sport figures very strongly in Regimen tal life at present, as we
hosted the Royal Signals (BAOR) Badm inton Championships on 7/ 8
Jan , the WRAC and BAOR Championships on 15-20 Jan , the Group B
section of the In ter Corps Championships on 23 Jan and the finals of
the Inter Corps Championships on 6 Feb.
Our res ident badmin to n man , Capt Stan Hargreaves, as Secretary of
both Roya l Signals and BAOR badminton , ca ptain of the Corps team
and orga niser extraordinaire. ha s been extremely busy, as can be
expected, but wi shes to refute the rumour that he has traded in his
uniform for a track suit and a pair of plimsolls. A report on the Royal
Sig nals championships will be published separately. Meanwhile the
Regi mental side is unbeaten in th e 4 Div League so far.

The CO presents the prize to AQMS Ivey for winning the toboggan
race watched by RSM Marshall

The squadron also ran its second cadre course during the month of
January of the squadrons budding JNCOs showed their worth by
working hard and long . At the pass off parade Lt Col T. I. M. Waugh
presented the prize to the top student who was Sig Roy M-ger.
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BIBLEFELD MARATHON
Altogether 35 members of the regiment entered and completed the
marathon. Capt Moray Martin-Rhind finished a very creditable 70th
out of a field of 2813 runners. From 3 Sqn , LCpl Scouse Carr and YofS
Lemmy Lomas both finished within three and half hours , which proved
the benefit of training Sgt Ian Durrant BEM took five and a half hours
and immediately entered the London marathon . The cour e was
considered hard er t han the Berlin marathon but as all runners
managed to complete it , it was a success.
Prior to t he even t some of the runners gathered for a 'Pasta party'
laid on by W02 Preston the senior chef. The CO and Mrs Eastburn
wished everyone good luck and sampled the wine.
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The photograp h shows Capt Martin-Rhind, Lt Haddick, W02
Charlton, LCpl James, LCpl Wright, Sig Fearn, LCpl Marlow, Sig
Willis, Andrew Hood, Maj Wallls, Ian Durrant, Sgt Les Bennett and
our SKC Manager Dave Hedges who will also run in the London
marathon.
AWARDOFBEM
Those of you that are familiar wit h Ian Durrant will be delighted to
hear of his award of the British Empire Medal in t he 1981 New Year
Honours List: He is employed a s the Military Training Sergeant in 3
Squa dron but spends much of his own time in organising events outside
normal working hours. Examples of these are participation in Berlin ,
Bielefeld and London Marathons , local German Volkslaufs and the
Stra- Mil ano Road Race. It is particularly pleasing to see someone who
cheerfully works hard achieving the recognition he deserves. The
congra tulations of this regi men t, and the whole of the Corps. are
extended to him.
ARU- MARCH AND SHOOT
Day o ne of the 1981 ARU saw the regiment involved in a March and
Shoot. The day was as normal - cold and wet , just right for marching.
The course fo r the march was about 9! miles and with its 'bogey time'
felt as th ough they had achieved something .
Likewise the shooting required well practised drills. on the LMG
especially. All members of the teams were involved in either the LMG
or SLR falling plate. Some surprising results were achieved on both .
Althou gh the competition seemed close throughout the day, Al Troop
of 2 Sqn were eventually clear winners. Sig Ned Church-the youngest
soldier- oollected the cup on behalf of the troop.
VISIT BY SOinC
On Tues 6 Oct we were honoured by a visit from the SOinC Maj Gen
A. C. Blrtwistle CBE. In lieu of a long drawn out write up perhaps a
pictorial diary of events will be more interesting to our readers. After a
short brief in the CO's Office the SOinC began his tour in the Orderly
Room.
The final event on the SOinC"s agenda was to be the guest of honour
at the regiment's Inter Squadron Boxing Finals . The General very
kindly presented the pri:r.es. We were also very honoured with the
presence of the Commander Comms 1 (Br) Corp , Brig P. D.
Alexander MBE.
A vote of thanks to all those boxers too numerou s to name. who took
part in the Inter Squadron Boxing for their courage, determination and
good sportsmanship. They provided a superb night's entertainment for
the SOinC, Commander Comm 1 (Br) Corps, The CO and all other
members of 'The Regiment' . Our thanks must also go to QMSI Pete
Perrott APTC and all the lad in the gymna ium for setting up the
Arena and for the smooth running and 01ganisation of the whole event.
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The SOinC talks to Sig Storrs and Sig (Bulldog) Bulman . The CO Lt
Col Alan Eastburn, looking happy, looks on
2 Sqn Panze r. S~g t Fof S D o ~a l ~ .and Maj Mike Thorne, OC 2 Sqn,
disc uss technicalities with the SOinC

Sig Andy Young 2 Sqn (w hite shorts) versus Sig Pete Fearn 1 Sqn .
The eventual wi nner was Sig Andy Young

Presentation of LS&GC Medals in the Sgts Mess. The SOinC presents
the LS&GC to Sgt Alan Burnett. The ' Sheriff Sgt Bob Barfield in the
background

Show HQ Sqn team Captain Sig (now LCplJ Derek (Dibsey?J Livesey
receiving the Inter Squadron boxing cup for 1981 from the SOinC .
Also in the picture, the RSM . who was Master of Ceremonies and is
also the Boxing Officer, Sig Jock Morrison 2 Sqn and Sig Kev Arnold
1 Sqn

Family Gathering
Maj Gen Birtwistle talks to the wives of t he recipients. In the
background, w earin g glasses, W02 (AOMS ) Bill Logue REME.
Nearest the came ra, Sgt Fred Peebles 3 Sqn (now 28 Signa l Regt) .
Seated furthest from the camera M rs Sandy Logue, centre Mrs Chris
Peebles and Mrs Joyce Keenan wife of the RSM

The HO Sqn Boxing Team . Standing at the rear, Cpls Mick
Hemmingway and Duncan Hall. Cpl Hall is also the Regimental Team
Coach. Kneeling, from left to light, LCpl Carl Murkin RCT, Gnr Ne·1
Manby RA, Sig Derek Livesey, LCpl Jasper Jarrett ACC, Cfn Chris
Whaling REME, Dvr Bob Griffiths RCT, and last but not least Pte
Chalky White ACC

After PR a visit to the QM Tech, and a private joke w ith Sig Sammy
Anderso n

'And is this how you distribute the incoming mail?' asks the SOinC .
He is talking to LCpl Jim Gilfillan one of RHO's busiest clerks. In the
background the RSM . Looking over the General's shoulder is W01
(Supt Clerk) Band 5, 5 feet 5, 9 to 5 John Roberts. The CO and ADC
look on

And so to the Workshops. RSM again in the background, CO looking
serious, SOinC looking dangerous! The inimitable and infamous Capt
(TOT) Dickie Dyer, try ing to explain, and SSgt (FofS) Orfe Mable,
saying to himself ' Phew, I shouldn't have said that.' In the top left of
the picture. by the clock. memories of good things past

'How did you get round here' LCpl Gilfillan gets another five brownie
points, by running around the middle office of the Orderly Room and
manning the 2500, Herford. Exchange
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3 Sqn Workshops. Cpl Geordie Allen discusses t he wo rkload wit h Maj
Gen Birtwistle
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THELONGONE
Exercise Sore Foot was a crazy thought concocted by Sgt Steve
Walker from 3 Sqn. Take a bunch of guys and walk them from
Herford, West Germany to London. The walk would be in aid of the
National Deaf Children's Society. Sgt Walker's daughter Rebecca is
deaf; speak to the RSM's wife, Mrs Joyce Keenan who also has a deaf
son Sean and you have a secretary/ aid/helper , find ten more crazy
soldiers who don't mind walking a few hundred miles for charity and
away we go. The team backed by a car and mini bus, a 'medic' and a
cook left Herford on Sat 18 July and arrived in London on 28 July, the
day before the Royal Wedding. Walking in teams of three for four
hours at a time, we even tually arrived at the Hook of Holland and
boarded the boat. On arrival at Harwich we were met by
representatives of 7 Fd Force HQ and Sig Sqn, who marched with us
for 30 miles. For th is m arch, their hospitality and for their sponsored
walk money we owe them a great deal of thanks. We marchers then
continued on our way to London . The team arrived at Euston Station
on 27 July, leaving six miles to wal k to the NDCS HQ the following day.
The next morn ing we set o ut rather later than normal making sure we
arrived at the NDCS H Q at the correct time for the reception
Committee. A b rief note here of interest, we arrived at the right time
and the r ight place, but we came down the street the wrong way
marching towards the b acks of the reception committee.
A WARM RECEPTI O N
In the reception party were Mrs Joyce Keenan who had flown across
from Germany to be there at the end. Also in the reception party were
the chairman of ND CS Mrs Wyn Osborn Clarke, Mrs Freddy Bloom
O BE, vice presiden t ND CS, Mrs Walker and children (family of Sgt
Walker). Lt Col Oakley and Mrs Oakley (Father and mother of Mrs
Walker) and various members of the staff, parents and deaf children.
Also present was a reporter from BBC Nationwide and photographers
from the D aily Mirror and Even ing Star . Pints were purchased from
the pub next door a nd a great deal of fu n was had by all. We were all
given certifi cates fro m the ND CS and we presented a plaque with all
our names on to them.

__ation issue
Open an account with Lloyds Bank
and you'll get more than just a cheque
book.
You'll also get your own free
Cashpoint card which will enable you
to draw cash quickly - sometimes even
outside normal banking hours. Lloyds
Bank has more automatic cash
dispensers than any other bank, currently
more than 1200 in over 800 locations
in Great Britain.
Add to this the facility to pay
regular bills by standing order, savings
schemes, deposit accounts plus expert

At the sign ofthe Black Horse
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STOP PRESS
This year 1982, we may do something similar, b ut, proba bly on pogo
sticks or roller skates, just for a cha nge. Volunteers to SgtJohn Cullen,
3 Sqn, 4 Armd Div H Q an d Sig Regt. BFPO 15.
211 (1 1 ARMD BDE) SIG SQN ANNUAL INSPECTION BY COMD
11 ARMD BDE PHOTO REPORT

FINAL WORD
It is now a long ti m e since the walk finished, however. the work does
not finish there; th a n k you letters to be written, money to be counted.
finances and accoun ts to b e sorted. To date, 20 Jan, the ma rch has
collected £3,000 and everything is about finished. On behalf of myself,
(Sgt Steve Walker) , Joyce Keenan, a ll the lads in the team, the staff of
NDCS and most of all on beh a lf of all the chi ldren who will benefit
from this mo ney, a very heartfelt tha nk you. It is worth noti ng that
every Royal Corps of Signa ls un it approached and m any others outside
the Corps in UK and B AOR either donated money or sponsored the
marchers.

T he Sqn Comd, Maj Howard Culley exp l~ins the lay~ut of thi: para~e
to Brig Johnson . L to R: LCpl Terry G1gg , LCpl Mick McGmn, Sig
'Orville' Connolly, LCpl Stan Bruce, S ig 'Taff' Roberts, Cpl Mark
Swinton, Sgt Barry Evans, Comd, Lt Wayne Coupland, Sqn Comd

advice on insurance (through Lloyds
Bank Insurance Services Limited), and
you'll begin to appreciate the benefits of
an account with Lloyds.
In fact, you'll wonder how you
ever managed without one.
For further information call in at
your nearest Lloyds Bank branch, or
write to Mr D.P. Gardiner TD, Services
Liaison Officer, Lloyds Bank Plc,
6 Pall Mall, London SWlY SNH.

Shows the 'whole Team' with tired feet in a tu b of c old wa te r outside
the local watering hostel. The 'T shirts were o rga nised by ou r PRI
Officer Capt Carl W iddowso n fro m o ne of his m any contacts

Shows the whole reception party mixed with marchers outside the
National Deaf Children's Society Headquarters at 45 Hereford Road,
London, from left to right.
Sgt John Cullen, Admin NCO, LCpl Reeves, REME, VM , Cpl Davies,
ACC . cook, LCpl Jackson RAMC , Medic, Mrs J?yce . Keenan ,
Secretary, Aid Organiser and general factotum , Dvr F1shw1ck, RC:T,
Mrs Wyn Osbo rn-Clarke, Chai rman, Mrs Freddy Bloom OBE, Vice
President, Lt Col Oakley R Signals, Mrs Walker and Rebecca, Mrs
Oakley, LCpl Hadland , Sgt Wa lker, behind Sgt yvalker, Cpl Holm~s.
Cpl Flannigan, Dvr Griffith RCT. Missi ng from th is photo Sgt Massiah
RAOC
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' And this is Diamond 3'. L to R: Sig Leroy Menzies , Sig Benny
Radcliffe, Sig 'Worzel' Sanders, Cpl Joe Malloy, S ig Steve Wells, S ig
' Active' Edge, Sig Keith Walker, Comd, QC, Capt Hugh Bardell 21C ,
Lt Brian Young , Sqn Adjt, and Maj Malcolm Watson DCOS
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8 SigRegt
Catterick Garrison

CONGRATULATIONS
The regiment was very pleased to learn of the award to Cpl Andy
Tempest of the British Empire Medal for services in Northern Ireland.
Well done Andy.

COMINGS AND GOINGS
There have been man · comings and goings in the regiment during
the last two months, starting with the handover of Commanding
Officers during December. 8 Sig Regt claim a fi rst! We believe that we
were the first nited Kingdom Sig Regt to be comma nded by a
Br igad ier: for the period 7-11 Decem ber 1981 Brig C. N. Last OBE
held the appointments of Corps Comm and er Royal Signals l(B R)
Corp and COS Sig Regt.
Command of the regiment was su itably handed over on 11 Dec by
Brig C. N. Last OBE to Col N. Moss as these photograp hs show.

Brig C. N. last OBE departs RHQ with OC TTS Lt Col D. G. Dudley.
Capt D. T. Llewellyn fourth from the left rubs his hands in anticipation

Brig Yeoman is driven through the unit lines

NEW COMMANDER VISITS
Appropriately our first visitor in '1982 was Brig I. O. J. Sprackling
OBE, Commander Headquarters Traini ng Group R Signals and
Catterick Garrison, who made his initia l visit to the reg iment on 18-19
January.
The first day concentrated on the Trade Training School havi ng fir st
inspected the Regimenta l Quarterguard.
LS and GC Medals were a lso presented by the Com mander in the
Corporals Mess.
. ~e second day was spent in touri ng the rest of the regi me nt and
v1s1tmg the Sergeants Mess. where t he Command er lunched with the
Warra nt Officers.

Still no corkscrew! Left to right WOl (RSM) Mick Stevenson, Adjt
Maj I. A. Noble, 21C Lt Col M. C. Deverill, who has found a new use
for his letter opener and CO Col N. Moss

Brig C. N. last OBE departs in a vintage Rolls Royce to the cheers of
the regiment

Col N. Moss accepts a clock on beha lf of the reg iment from Brig C. N .
Last OBE

FAREWELL TO COMMANDER
A_fter the hectic week of changing Comma nding Officers it was ti me
to bid farewell to Brig A. Yeoman Commander Headq uarters Trai ning
Group R Sig nals and Catterick Garrison who made his farewell vis it to
lhe regiment on 18 Dec. when he met as many Cadre (Military a nd
Civilian) that he possibly cou ld in the short time avai lable. After lu nch
the Commander was bid farewell by the regiment and was towed
through the unit lines in his own personal golf cart.

The regimen t was li n in~ the route ready to say farewell to Brig C. N.
last OB E w he n the Ad1utant appeared, to a loud cheer, w ith a bottle
of c hampagne
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Brig C. N. last OBE poses w ith W01 (RSM) Mick Stevenson and
PMC W02 (SSM) Eric Rose on the occasion of his dining out
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The officers check that Brig Yeoman is sitting comfortably on his golf
cart
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Brig I. 0 . J . Sprackling OBE talks to Sgt Billy Dyson while Sig Graham
Robson a me mber of th e Quarter Guard awaits his turn

lS&GC presentation. Left to right: Sgt Richard Hanlon, Cpl Bryar
Thompson, Brig I. 0 . J. Sprackling OBE, Cpl John Butler, Cpl Briar
McCarthy and Sgt Kenneth Counsel!
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RUGGERCASUALTY 'TAKEN FOR A RIDE'
Member of Sig Regt rugby team organised a ~0-mile charity bedpush with a difference. There was a real casualty lymg on the bed . The
'push' from Catterick Carri on to Harrogate took place on Sat 5 Dec
a nd the casualty was SSgt Roy Smith , a member of the 1st XV ~ho
broke his leg in a recent game and had it in p laster from ankle to thigh .
The proceeds of £1000 will be pre ented to CA RE, a registered charity
fou nded in t 966. which b uilds and p rovides special vill ages where the
menta lly hand icap ped can work and live as normal a life as poss ible
a nd where there 1s someone to look after them when parents can no
longer do so. Bed-pushing teams of five changed every th ree miles and
there was some a ista nce from members of the Corporals and
Sergeants Messes. Th is was a sterling effort b y the Rugby Club and
special mention must go to W02 (ORQMS) Ray Duffy and SSgt Trevor
Johnson, who pu t so m uch hard work into organ ising th is ev nt and in
pushing the bed!
ARMY WHITE WATER CHAMPIONSHIPS
The annual Wh ite W ater Cha mp ionships were held on the River
Swale from Marske Bridge to Richmond on Sat urd ay and Sunday 21
and 22 November. A tota l of 85 tean1s raced on Sat urd ay and over 380
individuals competed on Sunday. 3 Squadron of the regiment ~v i th
Schemes Troop, admin istere d th e event for the Army Canoe U m~n .
Water conditions were typi ca l River Swale! On the Wednesday practice
day the water was h igh and fa st with . a lot of good pra ctice t imes. ~y
Friday a drop of over a foot saw sluw sh wa ter and lots of rocks. Ram
on Friday night began to swell th e river , but not fast enoug h fo r the
enthusiasts who paddled in the team event. 16 Sig Regt ma de it a clean
sweep this year by winn ing the Team Trophy, and ou r A Team pegged
3rd place. The girls fro m 10 Sig Regt won the Ladies Team Event and

yet again it was made abundantly clear that, if you want to canoe at the
hi~hest levels in the Army then you have to be in Royal Signals whether
it 1s Sprint, Long Distance or White Water, male or female . Sunday
brought slightly better racing conditions and at 30 seco nd intervals
there were very quickly over a couple of hu nd red paddlers thrashing
down the 5 miles to Richmond. 16 Sig Regt and 8 Sig Regt again
featured in the individ ual prizes. Col Colin Grundy ki ndly presented
the prizes and , of course, we all wen t away happy as we always do from
t he Swale Race.
T hanks must go to Sgt BUI Cleve and SSgt Carl Brownhlll who. with
their Schemes Troop la ds, made a difficu lt adm inistrative and
commu nication task look sim ple. To the telegraphists from 2 Squadron
who manned safety detach ments and to Sgt Johnson who cooked up a
considerable feast for everyone-including the Mayor! I A special
thanks to the Su b Aq ua Ou b members who controlled the shooting of
the Richmond Falls by some 200 lu natics! and who also diverted
canoeists fro m a particularly nasty hazard on the course.
Fro m our viewpoint it was a good race. We feel we migh t have done
better-we k now that our A Team is experienced and highly
competitive. O ur B T eam made it and certainly Signalmen Ollie Olliver
a nd Taffy Carr are now experts at padd ling to Rich mond ups ide down!
Bu t well done all of you.
STOP PRESS
During the recent b ad weather Vimy A Dining Hall was fo und to be
in several feet of water one bright and snowy morni ng. Those who are
about to join us take note.

~
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10 SigRegt
Hounslow

lSQN
Our Sqn has, at last, recovered after the hectic events of the
Christmas period. ~e have lost three long standing SNCO's recently.
Our golfing champion W02 (YofS) Steve Watson has gone to show his
talents to 3 Div, our disco King SSgt (YofS) Brian Tranter to 30 Sig
Regt and Sgt (Dog of War) Lofty Lofts has gone to train the babies of
the Corps. We welcome W 0 2 (YofS) Bill Burnham hot foot from Belize
and Sgt (Where's my canoe) Peter Day from 5 CIT.
The C in C, Gen Sir John Stanier KCB MBE ADC, came to visit us
on 15 Decem~er a nd showed great interest in chatting to as many of the
troop as poss ib le. Brig J. P. Har t ODE also paid us a visit on 6 Jan in
his new title of Comd 2 Signal Brigade and it's not true that every girl
he spoke to is about to leave on marriage!
The new CO of the UKLF Regiment, Lt Col B. H . R. Coles, RCT
popped in on 18 Jan to see how the other half live and was very
impressed. This new wave of popularity is very heartening , but will it
last? The Sqn Christmas party went with a swing and our CO and 21C
braved the snow to join us. It was touch and go whether they would
make it. but we are glad that they did.
We had a group of Carolling Commcen / Exchange Ops who tell their
own story later on, b ut they earned the praise and admiration of us all
by their efforts which raised £6 7 for the Year of the Disabled.
There have been many moves in the Headquarters in the past couple
of months which prod uced one rather amusing tale. The staff officers
were keeping the sa me telephone num ber when they moved to a new
office, so consequently, some bright sparks decided to take the circular
disc with the phone number from their old phone with them. Hence
when the tele phone engineer cam e to change the phone, he didn't know
which was which. Does thi s mean that staff officers aren't infallible
after a ll ? Fou r of our gi rl s took part in NI training with the Royal
Marines at Imber Village for th ree days and despite the snow, fog and
awful conditio ns sti ll managed to come back smiling.
We are just waiting for the weather to improve to arrange another
Parascending session . Our CO has promised to join us next time-he
doesn't kn ow what he is letting h imself in for!

Mr George Pennels aft er rece iving the ISM at Tidworth . Also pictured
from left to right, Mr Legg, Maj Hoghton (Mr Pennels) Maj Windmill,
Mrs Pennels, Mr R. Pennels and Mrs Reading
Mr George Pennells of Nepal Road, Tidworth , who is a telephonist
on the Army Exchange there, has been awarded the Imperial Service
Medal. It was presented by the District Secretary, Mr Cyril Legg at a
ceremony, held in the E xcha nge. which was also attended by his wife
Edith , h is son Robert and a number of colleagues from the Exchange,
No 1 Sq uadron and the Royal Observer Corps. George. his mother and
his wife Edith were a ll born in Collingbourne Ducis and he and Edith
were married there in 1947. Afte r wart ime service in the Royal Air
Force, he returned to the area and worked as a plumber with the Royal
Engineers. After a spell outside Government Service he joined the
Barrack Stores at T idworth in 1949. In 1955 he regraded to
Govern ment T ele phonist and started work at the Tidworth exchange
where he has been employed ever since. Mr Legg said that George's
efforts had contri bute d a great deal to the high reputation held by the
Tidworth exchange. In addition to his work at Tidworth , for the past 20
years George has been a valued member of the Royal Observer Corps.
THE CAROLLING COMMCENEXCHANGE OPS
Cpl Carol Carroll, Ptes Joan Page, Maggie Mason, Liz Duff, Karen
Garioch, Dawn Eaton, Stephanie Wlnkworth and Sharon Margison .

Regimental Teams about to go for a practice paddle
Left to right Sig Smudge Smith, Sig Caz C~sswell: Cpl Taff
Thurston, Cpl Kevin Truby, Cpl Steve Jackson , Sig Taffie Carr and
Sig Ollie Olliver

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
New Regulation Pattern with Straps
Made up as required

EXPORT ..
U.K. inc. VAT

each £3.45
each £3.97

(PootaeeExtra)

COMMSTAR AWARD LARKHILL COMMCEN
Mrs Angela Legg, the Government Telegraph Operator, at the Larkhill
Tass Terminal , is seen here receiving a ' Silver' Commstar Award ,
from the Commandant, RSA Larkhill . Seen also in the presentation
a re Maj R. A . H. Hoghton, QC 1Sqn10 Sig Regt . Mrs Legg, only took
up the post in October 1980, and is to be complimented on the 'silver
award'

T. FROST (Saddlers) BAWTRY
Nr. DONCASTER
Some canoeists do it doub le! W02 Richmond and Cpl Page going
over Richmond Falls in a Canadian boat
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CAROL SINGING
It had been a hectic week , what with the squadron Christmas Party
and the NAAFI Ouistmas Disco, so when Friday arrived , we all
d ecided to have a night in. However, the Christmas Spirit was too much
and someone came up with the idea of carol singing. As it had been
snowi ng, we donned our wellington boots, bobble hats , gloves and
scarves and set off.
Cpl Mick Brown ga ve us our first Christmas Drink and we all toasted
Christmas with a glass of wine. Along the way, we collected Cpl Carol
Carroll. who was only too pleased to leave her ironing and join us.
(Husband Cpl Phil Carroll being on a course in sunny Catterick) . Cpl
Dave Whittaker couldn't get rid of us quickly enough as eight young
females trooped into his house, his wife being in Germany for
Christmas. He knew what to do by serving us 'A wee dram' and sending
us on our way with a cheery goodbye and what would the neighbours
think! Cpl Stu Lawson had won a hamper in the Squadron Christmas
Draw, which served us well for efreshment when we called at his
house. In all , we collected £10.00 which we put into the NAAFI bottle
in aid of 'The Year of the Disabled' . Our cold hands and feet were well
worth the effort, when we saw the smile of appreciation on Bab's (the
Naafi Manageress) face.
Still enjoying the Otristma Oteer. we then thought about singing
for the Sgts Mess. However, they were all participating in their
Otristmas Draw, and needed waitresses instead of Carol Singers. so ix
of us changed and went along to wait on , with only two being paid . On
arriving at the Sgts Mess, we we re all handed trays and sent out in
search of orders. It was amazing to see how quickly our overflowing
trays with beers , lagers and double vodkas went down .
Later on in the evening, Sgt Keith Turner-Howe made an
announcement to the Mess that we were collecting for charity and had
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only been with the squadron for a couple of months. he was well li ked
and respected. not only by all members of Oscar Troop. but also by all
who knew him. He was buried at Harrogate. the funeral took place at
the Apprentices College. where he had served for three yea rs before
coming to Hounslow.
3SQN
The 3 Sqn Christmas Party was organised this year by Sgt Ian
Wilmot. Cpl Tank Fairbairn and LCpl Karen Partridge. The even t was
held in the Buller civilian canteen. where punch was given to everyone
on arrival. The guest of honour was the CO Lt Col David Miller, who
seemed to enjoy himself tremendously. Entertainment was provided by
a Disco and Cabaret. with the added talent of Capt Peter Sharpe
joining an artiste in the song 'My Old Man' with great spirit and much
laughter. There was a Tombola with a wide choice of
prizes-Teasmade. cuddly toys. handbags and watches. A good time
was had by all and the guests aid it was the best squadron function for
a long long time.

1 Sqn Carol Singers presenting the proceeds of their fine efforts to the
NAAFI Manageress in aid of the Year of the Disabled
been carol singing. owe sang a few carols whil ta pint pot was passed
around for any donations. We collected that evening £27.00 in the pot,
plus £24.00 for our waitressing. which made a total of £67.00 for the
disabled. and we thoroughly enjoyed ourselves. Tired . but pleased with
our efforts. we then returned to our block for 'That quiet n ight in'.
2 SQN
2 Sqn officers are on the move again, Capt David Wise, Radio
Troop, is off to Blandford to learn to read and count again on his
TEF ' TEM Courses-we wish him the best of luck! L t Louise Carlisle
moves from Oscar Troop lO take over Radio Troop (Household Division
beware) and we welcome 2Lt Anna bel Stiff straight from Blandford (no
not the last TEF/ TEM Courses) who has taken over Oscar Troop. Cpl
Dennis Mills from Radio Troop is at present undergoing officer
tTaining . his first test was to get his reporting date right. he was only
very nearly 24 hours late. Everyone sighed with relief when the UEI was
finally over. not least Cp l Ch ris Breen who tried to give himsel f clea rer
vision by cleaning his eyes out with gunk. The radio trials are still in
progress and certain officers stil I don't know rheir voice procedure.
GREAT SADNESS
It is with great sadness that we report the death of Sgt A. L. Jewkes.
He was out jogging when he suffered a fatal coronary. Although he had

Catterick Garrison
l SQUADRON ADULT RECRUIT INTAKES
3TROOP
Recntit intake 81 lOa passed off the square on 18 Dec. The Reviewing
Officer was the Mayor of Richmond , CouncUlor D. H. Waldie. The
prize for ~est All R_ound Recrui! was awarded to Sig D. P. Millington
from Relford, who ts now to tram as a Combat Driver. Sig D. Maw, a
former police constable, was the Best Shot of the intake.

4TROOP
The Pass Off Parade for intak e 81 IOb took place on IS Jan and the
Reviewing Officer was Col N. Moss, CO 8 Sig Regt. Sig M. S. Banks,
who comes from Portsmouth, was the Best All Round Recruit. Before
enlistment he worked as a Trainee Manager and is now to train as a
Radio Telegraphist. Sig M. Russell, a former policemen, was Best
Shot.

3 Troop Pass Off Parade
Sig Maw - Best Shot

4 Tro op Pass Off Pa rade
S ig Russell - Best S hot

LIAISON TRIP TO MOD LONDON EXCHANGE
On a chilly morning of 25 Nov, a liaison party from Bravo Troop set
out for the dizzy heights of the big city. The party headed by Lt
Annabel King, now departed, and Mrs Iris Harding. Exchange
Supervisor. included Mrs Joan Slade, Mrs Jean Baigent, Cpl Janet
Coyle, Cpl Linda Williamson and Pte Cheryl Preston. We travelled by
train to Waterloo where we were met by Mr Hayes of HQ 2 Signal
Brigade. A walk in the rain eventually led us to the exchange. We were
then introduced to Mr Searle and Mrs Alcantrilla, the Exchange
Supervisor, who kindly offered us coffee. She then showed us the
board, and we met some of the 'Busby Chicks' who work so hard on the
switchboard and at Enquiries. Mr Searle took us to the Henry VII
Wine Cellar and then after farewells were exchanged, there was time
for a walk to Trafalgar Square . This rounded off a thoroughly
enjoyable day , before returning back to the Costa Del Sol , Aldershot.
On 25 Jan the squadron said a sad goodbye to one of its Troop Officers,
Lt Annabel King , who left to take up an appointment at the Queens
Division , Bassingbourne. We thank her for all the time and energy she
gave to the squadron and wish her well for this new posti ng. We
welcome her replacement Lt Fiona Den nis from 11 Sig Regt. Our PTI
Cpl T3ff Alerton is still away in Norway skiing for the UK Ladies Cross
Country team. She writes to say how much she is enjoying it.
Meanwhile Lt Fiona Dennis has spent a considerable time arranging
sports fixtures postponed by the recent bad weather. Great enthusiasm.
but little success, accompanied these matches. There have. however,
been individual achievements, most notably LCpl J ody Haynes success
in the South East District badminton, where she won the individual,
doubles and mixed doubles trophies.

Leaving the Army Soon?
Then contact The Three Tees Agency and let your
Service Skills pay in Ciwy Street .
The Three Tees Agency serves 6,000 companies and
deals solely with vacancies for Telephone, Telex and
Teleprinter Operators.
You can be assured of a warm welcome and free
advic e and gu idance on employment prospects in the
Commercial world of Telecommunications. If you are
rusty, we can give you the opportunity to brush up
your operati ng and also famil iarise you with
commercial routines and equipment, and then guide
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11 Sig Regt
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you to the right job, permane nt or temporary. In
some cases resettlement courses are available for
those seeking permanent employment in the Greater
London area.

Cal write or phone:
110 Aeet Street, EC4: 01-353 3611
124 Regent Street, W1: 01-734 0365
20 Eastcheap, EC3: 01-626 01111
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13 Sig Regt

B.F.P.O. 42

THE FESTIVE SEASON
~ecen,iber's ~ound of pre-Christmas troop. Mess, departmental and
children s parties left some members of the regiment socially almost
exhausted! One notable departure from I Sqn at this time was that of
our visiting Royal Australian Signals Officer, Capt Trevor Osborn who
was presented with a plaque. and a hip-fla~k •. suitably filled , by' Maj
Kellh. D~nby as an .exp.remon of a pprec1at1on of the great social
contribution he and his wife Chris had made during their stay. We wish
them well.

running at lunch time and others use the multigym . We also throw
ourselves wholeheartedly into indoor sports on Friday afternoons. and
don't bother much with rules, hence the bruises. All this stands us in
good stead to win the 'Colonel's Cup' in March. We should have no
problem whatsoever with the becrleg as Cpls Bob Ness and Al Hogg
practise nearly every night. They are both very good at what they do
best. So good in fact that we think of them as artists not techs. Sgt Les
Wood, the old man of the troop. still sets us all an example with his
achievements as a runner. one of the best in BAOR. He can neck them
back with the best as well.
In these early days we are looking forward to a successful year.
INTER TROOP BI ANNUAL SMALL BORE COMPETITIO N
Stage one of the inter· Troop bi-annual small bore competiton got off
the ground in November of last year, with a record entry of 16 teams
shooting for a place in the top three for stage two. the final. After four
weeks of excellent shooting the three teams to emerge at the top were. C
Troop. The Trouble Shooters (the wives team) and TM Troop.
Stage two, the shoulder to shoulder shoot-off, took place on Thu 17
Dec. All eyes were on the Trouble-Shooters and mutterings like. 'what
if the wives beat us at our own game' and 'we'll never live this down'
were heard in the wings. At the end of the day it wa$ TM Troop who
emerged as the winners with the Trouble-Shooters worthy runners up.

Scimitar cuts all other
frequency hopping radios
down to size.
Digital and analogue, frequency
hopping and fixed frequency, the Scimitar
family of radios covers VHF and HF bands
with a comprehensive array of manpack,
vehicle and hand-held systems.
The specifications have created
standards by which all other frequency
hopping combat net radios will be judged.
Frequency hopping ahead of Its tlmewtthout price penalty

Unlike other systems, Scimitar M

can hop between any number of the 2320
channels (at 25kHz spacing) in the full
transmission band of 30to 88MHz.
Jamming is therefore virtually impossible.
Half the complete transmission would
require obliteration to take any of the
Scimitar nets out of action, and it's also
impossible to locate with direction finders.
That's Scimitar security-plus, of
course. higti grade cryptographic
protection.

Orthogonal or non-orthogonal choice

In contrast with other frequency
hopping radios, Scimitar can hop
orthogonally (as well as
non-orthogonally). In the orthogonal
mode the pseudo-random progression of
the hops from one frequency to another is
programmed to avoid any two
conversations in the same net using the
same frequency at the same instant
Thus. unlike non-orthogonal
hopping, there is no possibility of mutual
interference.
Selective calllng
The high security of the
cryptographic key generator allows private
frequency hopping sequences to be used
between pairs or groups of user stations
separately from and simultaneously with
the main net It also makes it possible to
prevent the use of a captured radio by the
enemy for jamming or intercept purposes.

Scimitar's specifications feature the
latest state-of-the-art technology.
Cryptographic protection, large scale
integrated circuitry, microprocessor
control, built-in test equipment and
modular construction combine with
outstanding combat net capabilities to
signal this as the combat net radio of the
Mure.
That's what gives Sci mI tar the edge.
And cuts the others down to size.

Space &Defence Systems
Marconi Space and Defence Systems Limited
Marketing Department, The Grove, Warren Lane, Stanmore, Middlesex HA7 4LY, England
,::;-lllllt~mfil · Ot-954 2311 Telex: Z 616 Telegrams: SPADEF Stanmore · A GEC-Marconi Eleetronics Company

Capt Trevor Osborn, RA Signals, is presented with his hip-flask by OC
1 Sqn, Maj Keith Danby, as W02 Mick Ford looks the other way
JRC CHRISTMA S BALL
Saturday 12 Dec saw the JRC Christmas dance and draw, held in the
Unit gymnasium the night after the WOs' and Sergeants' Mess
Christmas Draw. Lt Col and Mrs Walker, and WOI (RSM) Glover and
his wife were the principal guests, the Colonel hosted by the
Supervising Officer Lt (now Capt-so it must have been a good night)
Chris Sanderson. The gym had been tastefully decorated by the
combined JRC/ Sergeants' Mess Committees, and a word of thanks is
due to W02 (RQMS) Mick Besant and Cpl Bob Ness and their
respective helpers for all thei r hard but worthwhile efforts. The night
proved a great success, thanks to the local band and disco, and as ever,
to the superb buffet provided by our catering staff. under the
supervision of SSgt John Pengelly ACC. The night developed into
momin~ with the dance floor still packed, and it was not until daylight
had armed that the last partygoers finally departed-many straight to
breakfast in the Mercury Restaurant. Again many thanks to the hard
working committee for their efforts, and we look forward to an even
better fu nction next year. Hopefi.rlly W02 Mick Hillier-Jackson , SSgt
Rod Myers and Sgt Colln Burnett will agree to provide the same
excellent bar service-thanks lads.
TM TROOP
We sta rt 1982 with th ree relatively new faces, WOt (FofS) Fred
Brown, SSgt Dave Poole and Sgt John Keohane. Fred has al ready
proved to be a va lued me mber of the Troop by getting a few down his
neck after Troop sports. Dave Poole lives here bu t co mmu tes to his
work in the U K. He says th at Maj (T OT) Gus Cook keeps giv ing hi m
courses, but we thin k he's moonlighti ng. Since arriv ing at the regiment
John Keohane has develo ped a n aversio n to brown sauce and egg
banjos. But, to his cred it, he orga nised the winn ing tea m in the
Re~ im e n ta l Small Bore Co m petition. Anyway we all wish t~em and
their fam il ies a ha ppy tour here and hope that their ca reers will not be
damaged too severely. LCpl Sam Barraclough RE has just come back
to us fro m his De tach me nt Co mm anders' course, where he became an
ex pert on fa iry gird er bridges. One .of 011 ~ new telemech.s. Sig Dave
McCallum, has tau ght us so me new tncks wtth army batten es: ta pe two
together and wire th em up positive to negative (o n the same cell)-you
don't get much out of them but they make great handwarmers. We are
all glad th at telephones don't work off the mains. Most members of the
troop have a keen interest in sport and physical fitne ss, man of us go
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OIC Small- bore shooting , Capt (Tfc) Geoff Powell, watches as the
CO, Lt Col Mike Wal ke r, presents Mrs Gwe n Bone with her Best Lady
'Tro ubleshooter' plaque
A sigh of relief went round the regi ment. Full mark s to the gi rl s who
took on the best a nd nearly beat the m. They might not have won the
win ners trophy. but they did walk away with the 'Best team without a
Regimental shot' trop hy.
SQ UASH
The season is now ha lf-way th rough a nd the Reg im enta l tea m is
holdi ng its own in Division 2 of the Rhin e Area League. Some sterling
performances. particul a rly by SSgt Mo Emmott, Sgt Terry Buckley a nd
Cpl Nigel Rock, have ena bled us to pu t up a good showing. despite the
usual turbulence in trying to produce a regul ar team. The most
resound ing success so fa r was through the efforts of LCpl Nick Ranier
who, afte r only two years of sq uash playing, won the BAOR Under-25
a nd T rophy co mpetitio ns. Co nsidering the ve ry high sta nda rds in
Germ any this was a most re markable ach ievement a nd well de erved.
Unfort un ate ly fo r the Regiment al Tea m. he is part of 3 Sqn in Berlin
and there fore not avail a ble for ou r Lea ue ga me .
Our efforts in the BAOR major un its Knockout Cup were hort·
lived, as we were un forrun ate e nough to d raw 2 1 Sig Regt in the fi r t
round . T hey have tremendous strength in depth. a nd although LCpl
Ranier ju st ha ppened to be in Birgelen on temporary du ty at the time of
th ega me (and if you believt: that then you will believe anything!) we lo t
a very close match by three gam es to two.
All our effort will now have to be con ce ntrated on th e leag ue a nd
with valua ble contribution s from the CO, 21C Maj John Radford a nd
Sgt Dave Cloake, we hold high hopes for the future.
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The mo. t plea. ing a pect of the season ha . however. been the
Regimental Squa. h League. Considering the small number of
personnel available it is quite. r.e~arkable. that a total of SS p~ople
panicipate each month on a dt\ 151onal basts and the league continues
to go from trength to stTcngth.
BASKETBALL
.
The Regimental basketball team began the eason with a series of
defeat -all by the narrowest of two point margins. These were due
mainlv to the iack of experience of many of the team. rather than the
comni'endable enthusiasm with which they approached each game.
Thi trend has recently been reversed with a series of good wins in the
Rhine Area League. The Rhine A!'eit Stage of the BAOR
Championships took place at Dusseldorf at the end of Mar~h and the
regiment opened with an exciting game against a strong st~e f~om 3
Armd Div Tpt Regt. With 10 seconds to go, we were two pomts m the
lead, but a 'la t-gasp' ba ket by our opponenets held the cores and in
the ensuing extra time. we scored one basket le than our opponenets
and thus lost the most exciting and closest game of the tournament. We
ended the competition in third pos~tion. Despit~ our ~arly defeats , the
ream is playing well and thei r contmued enthusiasm md1cated a good
future for the game in the regiment.
REGIMENTAL HOCKEY
Main! a a re ult of mid-season postings. the hockey team at the
moment is going through a period of transition. During the first half of
the season we have managed to amass the gra n~ tot~l .offour points out
of a possible total of eighteen, not exactly an mspmng success story.
For the fir t ga me of the New Year we found ourselves pi~ched into
battle against RAF Bruggen , the current League leaders. With several
new faces on show it was a game which we viewed with a certain amount
of trepidation, but in the end we were unlucky to lose by three goals to
two. However, during the game one thing became obvio;is. that the
team has a bright future and should ma n ag~ t? _stay m the First
Division of the League. The reasons fo r the optimtStlc outlook are the
good first-time performances by WOI Terry Rush, SSgt Stu

Henderson, and LCpl Bill Greenwood. returning after a long lay-off
after injury. together with the steely glint in the eyes of the members of
t he old guard.
COMMANDER RHINE AREA'S FAREWELL VISIT
On Tues 2 Feb. BrigJ. M. C. Thornton OBE MC paid his last visit to
the regiment. He was entertained to drinks in the WOs' and Sergeants'
Mess and to lunch in the Officers' Mess.

CONGRATULATIONS
yve congratulate SgtJo~n NlchoDs, our long serving RP Sergeant, on
bemg awarded the BEM m the New Year's Honours List. This was in
rerognition of his service to the community and for fostering Anglo
German relations in Krefeld.

The RSM, W01 Paul Glover, demonstrates his one-star salute, as the
CO, Lt Col Mike Walker, prepares to ' present arms' to welco~
Com mander Rhine Area, Brig J . M. C. Thornton QBE MC, on his
farewell visit to the regiment on 2 February

SAIL HOME TO ENGLAND.
Every day· a Prins Ferry sails from Harwich for either
Hamburg or Bremerhaven. Every day· another one
leaves Germany on the return trip. For ten
monthsoftheyearyouandyourfamilycansail ·
..... ~
with Prins Ferries for almost 50% less than the ~ ...
normal fare (on or off duty, single or return). Your car travels cheaper, too. •&ceptMond•r

SAIL HOMETO GERMANI

It's the perfea way to go home on leave, or back to work
a~erwards. And with a top-class restaurant, a cafeteria, comfortable bars, dancing and a cinema on
board, it's not just a trip, it's a holiday!
DFDS PRINS FLRRJES, Latham House, 16 Minories, l.Dndon EC3N 1AN.
Tel: 01-4813211.
GERMAN OFFICE5: DFDS Prinzenlinien,jessenstrasse 4, 2000,
Hamburg 50, West Germany. Tel:(Hamburg) 389 64 216. Telex: 2161759.
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REGIMENTAL SAAM
Way back in November the regiment held a three day Skill at Arms
Meeting at Arsbeck Ranges. November is not the ideal time of t he year
to hold such an event but we were exceedingly lucky with the weather.
(Mind you I did hear SSM Roy Coffill say that he was going to have a
word with the RSM to see if he would fix it for us). Although it was
rather cold, we had little or no wind and the rain held off for the entire
meeting much to everyone's amazement (except the RS M's of course).
SSgt (SQMS) Paddy Dickinson of 2 Sqn , never the one to miss an
opportu nity , had the canteen up and open within minutes of our arrival
and soon he and his crew were doing a brisk trade in hot soup and
hamburgers with the ravenous competitors, many of whom had only
finished breakfast an hour before.
One of the many aims of the meeting was to involve as many firers as
possible - the competition was designed to give the SSM 's an
opportunity to fire off the last of their PWT's . It indeed proved to be an
ideal chance to get every member of the regiment out from behind their
desks and out of their stores and offices. To achieve this end, it was
necessary to make the teams as large as possible, so it was decreed that
each troop and department would field a team of 16 firers with no
restriction on rank . The team could be a mixture of ranks and indeed
they were. All competitors had to fire the SLR, SMG and Pistol, and
each team had to produce a gun and snap team.
The match conditions for the SLR, SMG and Pistol competitions
were as per 'Shoot to Kill '. Unfortunately, due to the range limitations,
we had to fire a modified LMG Shoot and could not fire a falling plate
competition. We did, however, concoct and fire , much to the pleasure
and amusement of the onlookers, our own tea m snap. The best 12
aggregate team scores were to count towards the Leicester trophy (see
last issue of the Wire for details of this inter troop competition).
WRAC members of the regiment held their owo competition which
consisted of a SMG and Pistol match fired concurrently with the main
event. l was delighted that two teams of girls travelled all the way down
from Bielefeld to take part. The girls fired shoulder to shoulder with
their male cou nterparts and readers please note I report, with a little
trepidation, that some of the girls achieved scores which were indeed
well up to the standard that is presently deemed acceptable for male
soldiers . I confidently predict that we will see a WRAC team at Bisley
before too long . The last days SLR Pool Bull was won by one of the girls
Pte Tina Boyt much to the annoyance of some of the more chauvi ni stic
members of the shooting team. At the end of the three days ' shooting,
when the dust had been allowed to settle, it was clear that we had a new
Champion at Arms . The SOinC , Maj Gen A. C. Blrtwlsde who had
spent part of the day with us on the range, kindly presented the prizes.
Our newly arrived Adjutant Capt Rlchanl Boole walked away with the
prizes for the Best Pistol Shot, Best SLR Shot and the coveted
Champion At Arms Title. Well done Adjutant, it bodes well for the
coming season. The Best SMG Shot went to Sig Goodie Goodson, of
Juliet troop, who scored a magnificent 52 out of a possible 54 . The prize
for the best 'B ' Class Shot went to Sig Anthony Smith- Alpha troop.
The REME element of the regiment, who always respond to a
cha llenge, came good in both the LMG pairs and the team snap with
Cpl Brian Wallace and Cfn Terry Pantrey receiving prizes for both
events. They were joined in the team snap by Cpl Tommo Thompson,
Cpl Riehle Rutherford and Cfn Nick Wiscombe. In the WRAC section
of the shoot prizes were awarded to the following : Pte Lynn Munro for
the Best SMG Shot; Pte Michelle Roberts , who came all the way from
Bielefeld and took with her the prize for the Best Pistol Shot. The Best
aggregate score and hence the WRAC Champion At Arms went to
LCpl Sue Vincent of Foxtrot Troop. The obvious _spin off ~ro'!1 this
rompetition was the discovery of new talent upon which to cap1tah~e for
the forthcoming shooting season. I should like to express my gratitude
to the many members of the regiment who helped organise and run the
various ranges , when all the time they were itching to pick up a weapon
and have a go. Next year we will ring the changes a~d hopefully every
member of the regiment who wishes to shoot will be given the chance to
do so.
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The Champion-At-Arms, Capt Richard Hoole, accepting his trophy
from the SOinC

Sig Anthony Smith of Alpha Troop receiving his trophy as the Best 'B'
Class Shot

The WRAC Champion-At-Arms trophy being presented by the SOinC
to SLCpl Sue Vincent of Foxtrot Troop
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CANOEING
.
19 I has undoubtedly been a very .succe fut year for the Reg1me~tal
canoeists, who , as a team, have dommated BAOR and Army Canoeing
in the disciplines of Sprint, Marathon and Wh ite Water . The team for
the majority of the season has been: Capt Paul Robertshaw, Cpl Bob
Story, Cpl Andy Trh·ett, LCpl Kenny Primrose, LCpl Steve Redshaw,
Sig Kev Potur.
.
All the individual results are too numerous to mention here. but, the
main uccesses have been : BAOR Sprint Champions, BAOR Marathon
Champions. BAOR ~ite Water Cham~ions . BAOR Lea~ue
Champions, BAOR . Victor Ludoru.m Wmners, Army Spnnt
Champions. Army Wlute Water Champions.
The successes have been due to a good all round team effort and a lot
of patience and good coaching from Cpl Bob Story. This ha~ b~en
highlighted by the whole tea~ being selec_ti:d to represent a wmnmg
Army team in the Inter-Services compehtton . Cpl Story a.nd ~t
Robertshaw also competed in the National Sprint Champtonshtps,
where thev had notable successes: Cpl Story winning Gold medals in all
the veterans classes at both 500 and 1000 metres, and Capt
Robertshaw. at his first attempt, reaching the finals in the Senior C Kl
at 500 and 1000 metres. It is good to reflect at the end of the season
that. other than Cpl Story , the remainder of the team were virtu.al
novices at the start. This. of course, means that for neA"t season we will
have much greater depth and experience. It is also intended to run a
WRACteam .

The outstanding successful Regimental Canoe Team: Front (seated):
Capt Robertshaw, the CO, Cpl Story. Standing: LCpl Redshaw, Sig
Potter, Cpl Trivett and Sig Primrose

If it moves,salute it.
Pickfords have won the respect of
the British Anned forces, because we
are able to move you quickly and
efficiently. With professional packing
too, if you wish it.
We have over 160 branches in
Britain, as well as a special Forces
branch in Gtitersloh, Germany. All of
these can offer storage if you need it.
fur a free estimate, ring us. You'll find
our telephone number under Pickfords
in your phone book In Germany,
telephone Gtitersloh (05241) 16344
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Head Office: 400 Gt. Cambridge Road,
Enfield Middlesex ENl 3RZ.
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The Rhine Area Novice Team Boxing Champions:
Standing (L-R): Sgt Andy Hyde APTC (Coach), Sig Bugsy Bauress,
Sig Tomme Thomson, Sig Nick Withers, Sgt Fred Payett (Coach).
Sig Jock Donnelly. Sig Colin Dear, Cpl Marty Richards, LCpl Scotty
Sherrard, Sig Joey Hunt, Sig Nick Collins, Sig Jock Rankin
Kneeling (L-R) : Sig Brummie Wilson, Cpl Dennis Parkinson (Coach).
Sig Titch Colquitt, Sig Arthur Dodd

BOXING
On Fri 22 Jan the final of the Rhine Area Inter-Unit Novice Boxing
Championships was held in the unit Gymnasium. The Regimental
team , who were narrowly defeated in last year's final . took on the
reigning champions 21 Sig Regt. With this daunting prospect in view ,
the experienced training team of Sgt Fred Payet and Cpl Dennls
Parkinson planned, long ago, the tactics and training schedule to
ensure that our boxers came to the ring in prime shape and in tip top
condition for this long awaited return match . For the majority of the
spectators this event was surely going to be a night to remember. Even
before the first bout began , it was evident that some of the magic and
excitement of that night a year ago had impregnated the atmosphere.
Good natured cat calls and challenges echoed around the packed
gymnasium. At 1925 hours the CO, Lt Col D. Bunt escorted the Guest
of Honour, Col A. D. Lewllo, Commander 4 Signal Group, to his seat.
The MC for the proceedings WOt (RSM) W. V. Miles introduced the
officials and boxers and soon the evening's entertainment was under
way . The first bout was a Bantam Weight fight between Sig Brummie
Wilson representing 16 Sig Regt and Sig Price. The referee stopped the
bout in the second round in favour of Sig Price who was proving to be
more experienced and far too strong for Wilson. In the Feather Weight
class Sig Nick Collins (16 Sig Regt) fought Sig Butterworth. This
turned out to be a very close bout with Butterworth winning on a
majority decision, much to the disappointment of the home fans, who
thought that Collins' height and reach had kept young Butterworth out
of harm's way. Evidently he managed to penetrate Collins' guard and
score well. Two bouts gone and 21 Sig Regt were two up. Was this
goin~ to be another year when we nearly made it? The thi~d ~out of t~e
evening was a Light Weight contest between, representmgmg 16 Stg
Regt, Sig Joey Bunt and LCpl Mitchell. From the first bell Mitchell
came out attacking and it was evident to all that he was extremely fit
and fast. Bunt stayed calm and unruftled by this flurry of Mitchell's
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and was soon demonstrating his very fine boxing skills. Hunt went on to
win by a unanimous decision. The referee publicly congratulated both
boxers on their fine performances. HIDlt was later to receive the trophy
for the most stylish boxer of the contest. The Light Welter Weight fight
between Sig Scouse Bauress (I 6 Sig Regt) and Sig Vince Cunningham
was almost a repeat performance of last year's event. There were more
punches thrown in this fight than all the previous three put together. In
last year's Rhine Area Final, CIDlDlngbam won on a majority decision.
This time, however, it was the turn of Bauress to come out on top. He
had his revenge with a unanimous decision in his favour. Both boxers
were very fit and skilful and, judging by the ovation given by the
spectators, this was perhaps the most enjoyable bout of the night.
Cunnlngham was later to be awarded the Best Loser's trophy for hi fine
performance. Honours between the two regiments were now even, with
two wins each. Sig Tommo Thompson (16 Sig Regt) fought Sig Muir in
the Light Middle Weight contest. This bout turned out to be more of a
scrap than a boxing match. Thompson a 6ft strong wind-milling styled
boxer put his opponent away in a matter of seconds. The referee oon
stepped in and stopped the bout in fav,mr of Thompson. Thompson
being deemed too strong for Muir. The next three bouts. Middle
Weight, Light Heavy and Heavy Weight all went to 16 Sig Regt well
inside the distance. We saw our only KO of the evening when Cpl
Barlow of 21 Sig Regt failed to beat the count, after takin~ a vicious
body blow from our Light Heavy Weight Sig Don Donnelly m the first
round of the bout. With 16 Sig Regt now in an unas ailable position,
the final bout of the night commenced. This was a Welter Weight fight
between Sig Jock Rankn (16 Sig Regt) and LCpl Fugill. This turned
out to be an extremely ~ood fight going the distance. Both boxers were
aggressive and determmed to win. Rankin wanted to join the other
winners of the regiment whilst LCpl Fugill wanted to do his best to even
up the final outcome of the contest. It was a very sporting contest. with
LCpl Fugfil taking the final honour for 21 Sig Regt. At the end of a very
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entertaining evening the regiment ran out winners by 15 points to 12
a nd now_ o forward to meet the 2 R Irish in the preliminary round of
the BAOR Inter llnit Novice Boxing Championships, which we are very
pleased to announce will be held on 19 Feb at home. The Rhine Area
o\ ice Bo. ing Championship Shield and the individual trophies were
presented by Col A. D. Lewis on behalfof the Commander Rhine Area.
Our th an ks to 21 ig Regt for a very sporting even ing and for their good
\\1shes. W e shoul d a lso like to th ank t he many officials who by their
suppo rt and help ma de the evening a success. We now eagerly look
forward to our m eeti ng with the R Irish .

Col A. D. Lewis, Comd 4 Sig Gp, presents Sig Hunt with the 'Most
Stylish Boxer' award

BAOR (WS} CROSS COUN'm.Y CHAMPIONSHIPS
In the last issue of The Wire. Cpl Jennie Thomas told of her
~xperience in the New York Marathon . In this issue I am pleased to
mform you that she has now added another trophy to her rapidly
growing collection. She and five other girls from the regiment set off on
the morning of 19 Nov to take part in the BAOR (WS) Cross Country
Championship, which this year was held on a hilly course at Hohe
Busch Stadium Viersen. 46 runners , making a total of seven teams,
took to the field . The conditions for the race were appalling. It was wet,
windy and very muddy. The 16 Sig Regt WRACteam got off to a strong
start, conforming to a tactic that was agreed before the race and soon
the less spirited competitors were left behind. Up with the front runners
the competition was fierce but none the less the lead was soon taken by
Cpl .Jennie Thom'.15 with the remai~der of the team packing well and
staying close behind her. A magnificent effort by all the girls who,
before the race, were considered to have little or no chance of winning .
When the race was over and the final placings announced , the girls had
won the overall team event and Cpl Thomas was the new BAOR Cross
Country Champion-Well done the dark horses from 16 Sig Regt.

FOUR MONTHS DOWN UNDEREXERCISE 'LONG LOOK 1981'
Report by Lt P. J. Grogan
INTRODUCTION
Last year, I was one of the lucky Royal Signals pa rticipants on
Exercise Long Look 1981. a four month exchange p rogramme with the
Royal Austra lian Signals. from August until December . Needless to
say, it is very difficult to condense four exciting and in teresting months
into The Wire. So I can only give a generalised report.

SINGAPORE
After what seemed to be several days flying and umpteen different
time zones , including stops in Cypru s, Bahrain and Sri Lanka, we
finally touche d down in Singapore on 11 August. We were extremely
lucky that we had two days to wait before th e RAAF 707 arrived from
Sydney, bringing with it our Au stralian counterparts . Our stay was at
Dieppe Barracks Nee Soon, courtesy of 1st New Zealand Regiment and
we gradually acclimatised to th at humid , sti cky heat that makes you
dream of ice cold mo un tain streams, a nti- perspir ant a nd Tiger-beer!
All good things come to an end , and as we boarded the 707 to fly to
Sydney, we were all full of a se nse of sadness that Singapore is no longer
a British Garrison , and yet we were all grateful that we had the
opportunity to see it , taste it and cry 'been there, seen that , done that! '
ARRIVAL IN MELBOURNE (PRONOUNCED MELBURN}
My host unit was 2 Sig Regt , based in Watsonia Barracks. I seriously
wondered how I survived that first week! The flight from Sydney to
Melbourne was b y RAAF Carribou , a twin engined transport aircraft ,
which decided half way it would have a 503 engine failure . To add to
that, we then ran into a mini cyclone which , believe it or not , is not
peculiar to Melbourne, and after a hairy landing, we were nearly blown
away and drowned on the runway! I arrived in Watsonia Barracks at
exactly 1555, which either by coincidence or through excellent planning
was five minutes before 'happy hour' . This great Australian ritual
occurs every two week s on pay day, with all drinks half price from 16001800 hrs . Needless to say that first weekend soon passed!

2 SIGNAL REGIMENT
Co-located with the regiment in Watsonia Barrack s are the School of
Signals, the Special Forces Sig Sqn and 6 Sig Regt , who are responsible
for static comms and a costly American bu ilt satellite terminal. 2 Sig
Regt is a Field Force unit, whose role is to provide command and
control commitments within the communications zone, including
interfaces into the· combat zone and the defence communication
network.

BAORIWS) Cross Country Champions: Front (seated): WCpl Jeffrey,
the CO, WCpl Thomas. Standing: Capt Mason REME (OIC Cross
Country). WLCpl Greaves, WCpl Neville, WLCpl Raeburn. WPte
Garland, the RSM
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EMPLOYMENT WITHIN 2 SIGNAL REGIMENT
As my exchange was non-reciprocal , there was no specific troop for
me to command in the regiment , and consequently my first five weeks
were spent moving from troop to troop , examining the equipment and
talking to the soldiers. Without going into technical detail on
equipments , The Royal Australian Signals are very similar to our Corps
in structure and role, except the majority of their equipment is of
American ori~in . Life is generally more relaxed than in the British
Army , and th is is mainly due to the lack of real 'threat' to Australia.
Besides participating in various sports and competit ions, including
several games of Australian Ru les Football-which is a blend of Gaelic
football , rugby and soccer,-the best part of my workiug day was taken
up with preparations for Exercise Kangaroo 81.
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DEPLOYMENT BY ROAD AND Affi
Kangaroo
· Exercise
·
·
E 81 ·was the fourth in the bi· -an nua I k angaroo
senes. equating to xerc1se Crusader 80 in BAOR U "t f
US
·
•
NZ
d
A
·
OJ s rom
Marmes.
an
ustra 1·1an forces
part icipated in the· exercise
held ·
the Shoa.lwater Bay area. of Queen.stand. For 2 Sig Regt it 'was t~~
culmmat1on. of two y~a rs prepa rations. and involved deployment by
roa.d and air. 2500 k ilo~1etres to Marlborough in Q ueensland. The
regimen~ provided the J?in t Force Commanders high command link, a
d I I
substantJ.a l .trun k rad io relay <.'Ommunicatio ns system
commu nications for the Logistic S~pport Force (LSF). TI,~nexer~:e
la· ted
h" forh seven
s weeks for the RA Signals and my first fi ve were spent
wit ·~ t e L F , as a watchkeeper, amenities officer O C Q · k
~eactton, Force, and Ch ief Liaison Officer; i.e. m~st freq~~~t
swanner . J\part .fro m the occasional raid and air strike by
Orangeland , inclu?mg ~ pass by three enemy B-52s at 1500 feet, life
wa.s reasonably quiet w1th10 the LSF, and I spent all my spare time
fly1.ng a round the b attlefi eld in Chinook and Jroquio and Kaiowa
hchc~pters .. I al so. spent a lot of spare time catching snakes and
scorp ions wit h the linem en!

NASTY CREEPY CRAWLIES
. We ha d all .b een warned of th e da ngers fro m the letha l Death Adder ,
Tiger a n~ Ta1pan snakes, plus th e funn el-web spiders, not to mention
the ~ul tit ~de of otJ:i er ' not quite so poisonous' snakes. spiders .
scorpio ns, tics , blowflies, goanas and even crocodiles. roaming around .
At night, it reall~ was quite eerie at firs t to he ar kangaroo rats ,
kangaroos , wallabies, wombats and even wild pigs crashing around
one's 'hoochoe' or 'basher'. but we soon got used to it!
103SIGNALSQUADRON
After fiv e weeks in and around the LSF, I m anaged to spend the the
last two weeks of the exercise with 103 Sig Sqn , the 6 Task Force HQ
and ~ig Sqn . Again I spent several days as watchkeeper. but the bulk of
my time was spent visiting other units. including th e American Marine
Force, and various infantry units . Towards the end of the 'wa r' phase.
2/4 Royal Australian Regiment, wh o were part of 6 Task Force, asked
Hea?quarters t? form a fift~ c.o mpany to enable them to successfull y
provide a blockmg force . Thts 1s where I found myself a s an infanteer
for three days!
CALLSIGN 51
. Our Company consiste d of the defence platoon, engineers and
s 1g nalm ~n . numbering 86 in all . Command went to Capt Peter Tate 2/ 4
R~R . wtth yours truly as 2JC . After a hair raising tactical flight in
Chmooks, we were dropped in th e middle of the 'war' linked up with
our. ~FC , FOO and radio ops. and started on the long march to our
position. Af~er several hours of tiring patrolling. we were dug in just
before last light and waited . Well we waited and waited and still no
enem:,: came. The highlight of the whole operation for us . was the
dropping of 7000 x 7.62 blanks instead of 50 litres of water, which we
were never able to use. Consequently we returned thirsty, but with
sufficient ammunition to hold out for a week! Needless to say it was
excellent fun and brought back to life all those little niceties of
communications such as fixed callsigns and voice procedure!
TOWNS VILLE
At the end of the exercise I returned with 6 TF to Town ville, a large
town in north Queensland. well into the tropical zone. It really was
marv~llous to get out of my jungle greens and don the more 'traditional'
stubb1e shorts, thongs and T -Shirt! After the normal post exercise
choi:es, the squadron was stood down, and I found I had a week, plus a
staff car to my elf. I drove North to Cairns, on the Barrier Reef. where I
spent five days sw imming and diving off the reef, sunning myself, and
generally forgetting about everything.
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THE RETURN SOUTH
From Cairns to Melbourne is well over 3000 miles. and hv using
RAAF flight~ and greyhoun? .buses. 1 gradually worked southwards,
stopping at v1;tually. eyery mthtary unit on route, including Brisbane,
Surfers Parad ise. W1lhamstown and Sydney. Suffice it to sav it wasn't
all work, a~d I fou nd _myself on many o( the beautifu l beaches tha t
surround this vast ~ont ine n l. And so it was with a heavy heart that 1
packed my bags tn Melbourne, k nowing fu ll well that back in
Germany, 1t would be winter and my 'in' tray would be overflowing!
FAm DINKUM, SHE'S A R EAL BEA UT
. Wher_ever I went, people w~re a lways very frie ndly and my overa ll
1mpress1on of the country a n ~ its peop le was excellent. 1 will certa in ly
retur~ one ~~y, and cons idered the exercise very benefi cial in
expertence, m ilttary knowledge and general professio nalis m .
CAKE EATING COMPETITION
The word got .rou nd a nd the idea grew. The response from
throughout the regime nt was tre mendous. Th e ladies on the staff of the
NAAFI . Shop ~ refeld collected donations from customers a nd the
cooks of the ~eg1me n t prod uced a host of splend id cakes fo r the event.
O.n the even mg of 28 Jan a n au dience of 60 plus turned up at the
Village Hall to supprt the efforts of 9 contesta nts . who were sponsored
br a vast nu mber of the r~gi m ent to eat as many ca kes as they could .
Sig Greed was hot fa.vourite but Sig Hall gave hi s 'all ' and stuffed 21
cakes and took one bite out of the 22n d to wi n . Wh at was it a ll about?
Th ree ladies of the reg im ent. Mrs Gwen Theis, Mrs Brigitte Mee and
Mrs Margaret Hutchinson . have fo rmed a Krefeld branch of the
Muscular Dystrophy Grou p of Great B ~itain , and th is was one event
t~ey have pla.nned to collect money fo r research into a most di sabling
disease. Tal.k ~ ng t? them, after the event. they as ked if I wo uld mention
the co mpet1t1o n m . these notes, as their way of thanking all those
members of the reg iment a nd the Station for their kind and generous
su pport.
STOP PRESS
We are del ighte d to a nnounce that the Arm y Canoe Union has
awa!'ded Army Canoe Colours for 1981 to fo·e members of the
Reg1m e~ta l Canoe T~am : Capt Robertshaw, Cpl Story, Cpl Trivett,
LCpl Prunrose and Sig Potter. Our warmest congratulations to them
all .

The Services
needyouThe Legion needs
your services
Join The Royal Bnlish Legion today You can
help us to help tile ex Service community
Your future 1s 1n your own hands Wnte to !he
General Secretary for membership delrnls

~~R~yal

British l:egion
48 Pall Mall. London SWlY 5JY
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SKIING
The . reg_iment con~nued its skiing activities with the usual
d.eterminatt~n. an~ pride. The Nordic team putting in some ~ery
vigorous
·
· · trammg
s · Iin Norway and the Alpine team some verY vigorous
pos_m g m wttzer and . .H.o~ever, both teams did manage to win every
major trophy_ at the D1Vts1onal meet and gain some very good Arm
results: Nordic_: 4 x 10 Km Rela~ 3rd, 15 Km Race 4th, 20 Km Patr~
Race 2nd. Alptne: Team Downhill 5th, Team Slalom 3rd Tea c· t
Slalom 4th.
•
m tan
!he result~ combine? g~ined us a very respectable 3rd place in the
Prmcess Marina Combmat1on.
Some individual results: Sig Hogton: National Junior 10 Km Race
1st, Natio_nal Junior 15 Km _Biathlon ~rd. Cpl Percival: National Senior
20 Km B1athlo_n 17th, ~ahonal Senior 10 Km Biathlon Sprint 14th,
Cpl Power: ~ahonal Senior 10 Km Biathlon Sprint 17th.
The Nordic Team ~ere ~apt Nick Ferriman (Capt), Lt Des Moloney,
Cpls Stevie Power, Dins Percival and Stan Sudron LCpl 'Enoch'
Powell a nd Sigs 'Boggy' Hogton, 'Peabody' Anderson ~nd 'Danskiofr
Kowalczuk. The Alpine Team were Capt Adam Leather LCpls
'Cedric' Ford and 'Rip' Atkinson and Slgs 'Motor' Brown and 'Babs'
Henshaw.

22SigRegt
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TIDE OF CHANGE
The tide of change has certainly swept through Lippstadt in the p~st
few months val)~ng the pitch of regimental life between frenzied
cream and a dull roar.
The regiment bade farewell to Lt Col J. H. Almonds who exercised
his right of command. took a soft option and left! 22 being a '~ell
ordered and logical regiment, we then had the pleasure of welcommg
our new CO. Lt Col P. E. A. Chaddock, to whom , along with Mrs
Chaddock, we extend our best wishes for a successful and happy tour.
We were then visited by the new Commander Co mmunications, Brig
C. N. Last QBE, who toured the regimen t escorted by the CO and RSM
WOl Terry Mumford. Whilst visiting the WO 's & Sgts Mess , the
Brigadier presented medals to: SSgt (SQMS) Neil Brown-LS&GC,
SSgt (YofS) Bill Tosh-Rhodesia Medal, SgtMlck O'Brien-Rhodesia
Medal.

Final Check
Sgt Morecroft is checked by W02 Norman

The Brigadier watching a demonstration by Cpl Ivor Bailey on the
organisation of a Triffid relay. To the right is his crew Sig John
Hugh es and LC pl Richard Griffith

SSgt (YotSl Bill Tosh receiving his Rhodesia Medal from Brig C. N.
Last MBE as the rest of the WO and Sergeants' Mess look on
ARU
The next time we saw the Brigadier was a week later when he headed
the team who were to carry out the Annual Report on this Unit. This
cook the form of an operational readiness test, when the regiment was
deployed-excepc for 4 Squadron, who were given a variety of tasks in
the Camp. These included military and communication tests and
various presentations and demonstrations on the different jobs the

Commander Communications meets 2Lt Colin McGrory in 4 Sqn
lines. Watched by from left to right, Maj David Collyer, OC 4 Sqn,
SSgt Alan Dolby, Acting SSM, CO, Lt Col P. E. A. Chaddock and
W01 (RSM) T. E. Mumford
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.
The Brigadier divines the regiment's future from the tea leaves
squadron carries out in its role. The inspection was thorough to the
point that it included the coffee which clearly worried the Brigadier.
The Brigadier then went on to visit the remaining squadrons in their
field locations and sampled the ACC's 'new-clear' soup at lunch, ably
served by Sigs 'Shuggy' Calms and Steve Whittaker.

Sigs Whittaker and Cairns serve liquid nerve agent to the officers
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Sig Hogton with the trophies he has won for skiing this year
DIVJNG
. ~n activity which hitherto has been on 22 Sig Regt's secret list is
dtvmg.
Exercise Leaking Triangle was a regimenial sub squa expedition to
Elba during Aug 81. Its aim was to qualify previously inexperienced
s?ldiers to British Sub Squa Club (BSAC) Class 3 diver standard. In
view of the 23 lectures and 7 in-water tests: the complexity of
knowledge to be retained and equipment mastered, the training
process started in Sep 80!
First to complete the course and qualify as BSAC Class 3 Diver was
Mrs Helen Hemingway, the wife of the regiment's Catering Officer.
(What about a Signals wife neict year?) Other successful individuals
were the CO Lt Col John Almonds, the great Italian linguist,
photographer and car dealer Sgt Alan Morettoft, the globe trotting,
boat driving Cpl Alec Carmichael, Pie Badger (what a pair of shiners)
Hibbert, and Sig Garey Milner (posted to 1 Div Sig Regt). not quite
there yet, Sig Martin Rowley, Sig Andy Thompson, FofS Graeme
Chaplin, Lt Chris Hemingway ACC and Maj Derek McLean all made
good progress towards Class 2. Despite the heat , pizza, topless bathers
and cheap wine, everyone enjoyed themselves and experienced a variety
of terrific adventures, some of which were underwater. Next year we are
off to Norway. Until then , happy diving.
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Will you dance? Sig Milner and Sig Rowley
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~e next Mond ay saw the Regiment deploying on exercise to
Belgium for a week. Maj Dick Stokes, who commands Support
~quadron , had to cont~n.d with seeing the regiment into a hill location
in snowy sub zero cond1t1ons and out of the location after a thaw when
the mud had ~ecome kne.e deep. During the exercise Cpl 'Beau'
Cattell put on hi s War Gaming hat once again and arranged conducted
tours of the E~n Emael fortress. The fortress was significant in World
War 2 in that 1t was here that for the first time gliders and special forces
conducte d a very successful military operation .
.on ~he la.st working day .o.f January the Regiment welcomed for the
third ti.me , it must b~ trad1t1onal now, the Tonisvorst Carnival Prince
and Pnncess and their entourage. At a small ceremony at the barrack
gates tJ:ie CO presented Prince Dietmar and Princess Christa with a
sym~hc key to the barracks. Led by a guard dressed in appropriate
Carnival costu~es and commanded by SSgt (YofS) Kevin Straw and
found from senior '!!embers of the Sgts Mess, the couple and their
e?tourage made their way ~o the Mountbatten Hall , where they were
~ e~comed .by the whole regiment and offered appropriate liquid and
sohd nounshment. After the CO and Prince Dletmar had exchanged
s~ee.ches. male an? female members of the various Carnival Societies in
Tomsvorstentertamed the regiment to traditional Carnival folk dances.

28 SigRegt
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TRADITIONAL DECEMBER
As in all units the regiment had its fa ir share of Christmas functiom
and panies during the month of December and these are loo numerous
to recall. However, certain highlights are worthy of recording . In mid
December the regiment was delighted to welcome an old friend. In
Pen ioner Tom Goldsmith, and a newcomer In Pensioner Cyril Creigh,
from the Royal Hospital Chelsea. They attended every party and had
many a yarn with their very much younger successors in the Army.
Additionally they both had an eye for a pretty girl with Tom regularly
showing his prowess on the dance floor, including leading the Conga on
several occasions, while Cyril ensured that they both had a regular

of the Corps Band , Mercury, ably led by Col Peter Kitson. Equally the
Corporals Mess guided by its President Cpl George McKenzie held a
very successful Christmas Draw and again music for the evening was
played by Mercury. Appropriately, a Carol Service was held to end the
Regiment's Christmas activities. Rev Rex Hancock and Father Ed
Hardy officiated and the address was given by Herr Richard Deeken,
the Burgermiester of Tonisvorst. This was in some ways a sad occasion,
because it was the last time the regiment would see Padre Rex
Hancock. as he would be returning to the United Kingdom in early
January prior to retirement from the Army. To mark the occasion he
was entertained to luncheon in the Officers Mess and presented by the
CO with a bronze statuette of Royal Signals Officer in the full dress
uniform of 1921. a gift from all ranks to mark his association with the
regiment.
WORTHY CHRISTMAS PRESENT
Three days before Christmas a presentation took place in the
Maternity Unit of the RAF Hospital. Weberg . Mrs Jean Morrison, the
Chairwoman of the Regimenfs Charity Wool Shop presented Group
Captain Eddie Simpson. the CO of the hospital , with a cheque to
purchase a Neonatal Blood Oxygen Monitor Probe. The probe will be
invaluable in monitoring the amount of oxygen received by very
premature babies and undoubtedly contribute to saving their lives. The
project to buy the probe was the idea of the Chairwoman and her
willing band of helpers and has taken two years to realise. The Charity
Wool Shop operates for the benefit of all the knitters of Krefeld Station
and it is therefore most appropriate that the equipment will benefit the
Station as a whole, together with other catchment areas using the
hospital. Well done all you knitters and keep the needles clicking.

.,
Cpl ' Beau' Cattell briefs the Adjutant General, Gen Sir George Cooper
KCB MC, on the progress of 'World War 3' whilst the commander of
the NATO forces LCpl 'Radar' Noot apprehensively works out his
future strategy

supply of a light brown liquid! As Christmas approached the CO, Lt
Col Paul Webb, was asked one morning by the regiment's new Catering
Warrant Officer W02 (SQMS) Sandy Moir ACC, if he would call in at
the main kitchen during his rounds of the barracks. There he was
invited, together with youngest soldier in the regiment, Sig Steve
Hoskins, to put in the final ingredients and stir the Christmas pudding.

The Tonisvorst Carnival Prince Dietmar and Princess Christa
accompanied by Minister Walter Fuhr and watched by SSgt (FofS)
Norman Blavins exercise the newty given 'Freedom' of the barracks
In early Fe~ru~!Y the regiment was once again in the field. this time

Of! the.more f~~iliar North West German plain under more favourable

chm~tic conditions. Meanwhile throughout January and early February
luc~1er members had been attending two week ski courses at the

regim~nt's winter training camp at Wertach in Bavaria. The camp was
organised by Capt John S!'"ith REME and expert instruction given by
W02 (QMSI) Eddie Wellings A PTC. All those who attended certainly
learnt ~ow to ski an? are l<;>ok.ing forwar? to next year, when they can
put their newly acqu1red skills mto operation again.

Mrs Jean Morrison presents Gp Capt Eddie Simpson with a cheque
for the purchase of a Neonatal Blood Oxygen Monitor Probe. Left to
right are: Mrs Ruth Grimmitt, Mrs Anne Coburn, Mrs Loni Webb, the
CO. Gp Capt Eddie Simpson, Mrs Jean Morrison, Flt Lt Sue Milton,
Wg Cdr Harris coveting the probe, Mrs Kath Reid and Mrs Shona
Gorford

The CO, Mrs Jan Banharr Mrs Loni Webb and the RSM W01 Ted
Ban ham at the Sergeants' Mess Christmas Drav,;
The end result of their labours was a pudding with a dark smooth
texture and a creamy head which was well appreciated by all at the
Regimental Christmas Lunch. Once again the Sergeants Mess had
taken over a large hall in St Tonis for their Christmas Draw and several
months of planning by W02 (RQMS) George Gay and his committee
came to fruition with a very successful function. To compliment all the
hard work, music was played in most splendid style by the Dance Band
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AND SO TO 1982
With December and Christmas now but hazy memories the regiment
returned to work in early January with a very hectic programme ahead
for 1982. This started with a communications engineeri ng and
command and control exercise held in the barracks, during which the
regiment was visited by the Adjutant General, Gen Sir George Cooper
KCB MC. After a short briefing on the role of the regiment by the 2IC
Maj Bob Brewis, the Adjutant General visited the small but thriving
War Games Club. Here he was met by the President Cpl 'Beau' Cattell
who explained, with practical demonstrations, the intracies of War
Gaming. As Colonel Commandant of the Royal Pioneer Corps, the
Adjutant General then took tea with members of the Corps and their
wives, in the regiment's newly opened Amenities Room , where Capt
Dennls Rimmer RPC was host. After tea the Adjutant General
addressed the assembled regiment and presented LS and GC Medals to
Sgts Eugene Dullaghan, Bob Pratten and Cpl David Wilson and the
Rhodesia Medal to LCpl Martin Brown.
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Gen Sir George Cooper KCB MC enjoys a congratulatory drink with
the meda! recipients and their families. Standing from left to right:
LCpl Martin Brown, Sgt Bob Pratten, Cpl David Wilson, the Adjutant
General, the CO, Sgt Eugene Dullaghan, W01 (RSM) Ted Banham
and Lt Col Christopher Wallace RGJ
Seated from left to right: Mrs Iris Pratten, Mrs Josephine Dullaghan
and Mrs Mariette Wilson

Three members of the regiment take a ride to the too of the slope at
Wertach in Bavaria
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RETIREME. T
M j ff
N ha
I mid December 28 ig Regt said farewell to . a arry rws m,
h; for the past 12 vears has been their Retired Officer Quart.e rmaster
dmini tration. Harry Newsham enlisted into the Royal . Signals ~t
Catterick in April tQJ4 and wa trai~ed as an Operat<;ir Signals . ~ts
fir..t
ting was to J Divi ion Signal m Bulford and tlus was foll?"ed
bv a ~ar in Malta. before being.posted in January 1937 to the Signal
Trainin Centre in Jubbulpore m India. In S~ptem~er !939 he was
romot!t to Corp ral and joined the Fortress S1gn~ls m S1!1gapore. In
rate 1940 he was promoted to Sergeant and at the fo11 of Srngapore ~e
became a prisoner of war firstly in Changi Jai l and sub eq uently. 1~
Burma. At the end of hostilities he r~turned to. England an.d attenck
a an in tructor in 3 Operator Training Battalion. In January 1947 h.e
joined J Corps Sig Regt in Iserlohn, where seven months aft.er his
arril'al the unit was disbanded. He moved to Dortmund to the Lme of
Communication Sig Sqn and this was followed by a three yea r
tour in 2 Divi ion Sig Regt in Hilden . In January 1951 he was posted to
the Western Command Sig Regt in Chester where he only. served for
three months before being moved to Gloucester on promotion t<;i Staff
Sergeant to ~fo rm t Corp Sig Regt. In July of 1951 he moved with the
regiment to Hereford and after two years in !he rank of W02 became
the RSM in 1954. His next posting . was m. ~arch .1956 when he
returned to Catterick as RSM of the Officer Traming Wing.
In April 1957 he wa commissioned and became the Quartermaster
of 5 Training Regt at Ripon. This was f?llowed . by tours a_s a
Quartermaster in 15 Sig Regt in <_:yprus, 21 Sig Re~ in Bruggen and
Wildenrath and 3 Sig Regt (TA) in Sht:ffield. w~ere in March 1968 he
finished his uniformed service and went in to banking .
.
Ci,•ilian life did not entire! • suit Harry and when a Retired <;>fficer
appointment in 28 Sig .R~gt in August 1969 was offered co him. he
happily returned to soldiering.

At hi s retirement in early 1982 Harry Newsham had served the Corps
both in Uniform and as a Retired Officer for 45 years . Undo.ubtedly ~II
his many friends will wish Harry and hi s wife Betty ~ II enjoyment in
their retirement in Sheffield. To mark the end of his second car~er
Harry was presented by the regiment _with an antique desk upon which
it is hoped that he will write his memoires.

32 Sig Regt (V)
Glasgow

33 Sig Regt (V)
Liverpool

VALE
Early in January Capt Ewen Camtton returned his thermal
underwear to the QM and escaped to the warmth of Southern England .
His c?ntributi.on t? the.regi.ment "'.a~ immense and stretched on many
occasions to his being d1sgu1sed as Piper Cameron ' in the rear ranks of
the Pipes and Drums, adding his 'blaw' to various strathspeys and
reels . Ewen has transferred to the RA PC and is presently on his
conversion course at Worthy Down. We wish him and Helen good
fortune in th is next phase of his career.

EX 'NORTHERN FORAY'
On Saturday 23 January 1982 at the invitation of our Honorary
Colonel. Col M. C. Stanley MBE, the regiment deployed from their TA
Centres at Liverpool, Manchester. and Chester to the top of an
escarpment on his estate near the village of Witherslack in Cumbria.
The primary aim of the Exercise was to practice a long distance
Regimental move necessitating staging for a meal en route, and,
secondly. to practice establishi ng communications in a confined area,
thus enabling each sub-u nit to visit other elements of the regiment and
learn something of their role and problems. This was the first occasion
that we rel ied entirely on our new C70 Radio Equipment, instead of the
ageing C41.
During the weeks prior to the Exercise we had suffered from ice,
snow and wmd, so we were thankful to find the sun shining as we drove
north to stage at Halton Training Camp near Lancaster on our wa1 to
Cumbria. where under the direction of the Messing Officer, Maj ((JM)
Derek Beckett, and Sqn QM Sgts. Sqn Cooks had each prepared a very
welcome hot meal for their respective Sqns. Each team had had their
own solution to the problem of feeding some 80 or more hungry soldiers
in half an hour. and 80 Sig Sqn (V) found their Cordon Bleu approach
to a meal including fried eggs difficu lt to achieve in the time available!!
The regiment duly arrived on schedule at the Honorary Colonel's
estate where they found the local villagers friendly, but under the
impression that it was the Honorary Colonel's 'Private Army' that had
come to stay for the weekend! The 'terrain' was, due to the recent
appalling weather . very wet and slippery, and four wheel drive was no
guarantee to reach one's allotted site. without some manual assistance
trom dismounted soldiers. The night turned very cold indeed on the top
of that hill, and the provision of some warming beverages by most Sqn
messes was very welcome.

OFFRS/SNCOS TRAINING
The you ng offi cers of the regiment and the WOs and SNCOs
gathered at Drip Bridge Camp, Stirling, on 617 Feb for an intensive
training weekend. The 'young blades' were put th rough their paces in
preparatio n for their promotion exam and Capt Pat Heslin amazed all
assembled by getting his hair cut! The QM's department retired behind
locked doors and concentrated on unravelling the mysteries of
introd ucing the new G 1098. The rem ainder, under the 'fatherly?'
guida nce of WOI (RSM) Pete Clarke held a seminar to evaluate and
improve the standard of recruit traini ng within the regiment.
The highlight of the weekend was the din ing in of the C'O by the WOs
and Sgts Mess. They also took the opportunity to dine out WOI
(MTWO) Terry Curtis, W02 Bill Taylor and Sgt Dave Gamer. WOI
Terry Curtis leaves the Army shortly and has plans to start a military
coup in Harrogate and create him self President of Yorkshire! W02 Bill
Taylor has given 32 years of service as a Regular and TA soldier. His
experience will be greatly missed. Sgt Dave Gamer has spent the last
four years as PSI to the Glasgow Squadron. He has given of his best in
this demanding job and contributed greatly to the raising of the
standard of communications within the regiment. Ou r heartfelt thanks
to them all.

TRADE TRAINING WEEKEND
The Regimental Trade Training Team under Maj Bob Drake, the
Training Major , visited 61 (City of Edinburgh) Sig Sqn (V) to put it
through its paces at the weekend 16-J 7 January. This was the first
Regimental Training weekend of the year and was well attended, also
the first one under our new CO Lt Col Jimmy Cullen . He was able to
take full advantage in getting round to meet the members of the
squadron . Nearly every trade in the squadron was catered for. The odd
trade not accounted for has been programmed to fit in at a later date.
The squadron. all bright eyed and bushy-tailed after the Christmas
break, was ready to go. Capt Pat Hesl.ln led the officers in a very useful
Officers Training session and the volunteer Yeoman WOl (YofS) John
McGrath ran a very successful traffic handling exercise.

~Lockheed
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OFFICERS TRAINING
Good griet1 It's the annual officers' training weekend agai.n shoute_d
Maj Bob Drake the Training Major. Such is the popularity of this
weekend, traditionally held in the Hydro Hotel, Crieff near Perth that
some officers were seen arriving on Fri 22 Jan in wheelchairs-even
more left by the same means two days later. The actual training
programme itself was excellent value and this was mainly due to the
talents of our guest speakers. Lt Col Tony Holland, from 2 Signal Bde.
and WOI Shone gave a full brief on Mould the new VHF radio system
to be brought into service in Scotland later this year: they wen! to
considerable trouble to get equipment there. To tell the truth we JUSt
mentioned golf courses and shapely WRAC officers and t~e.re was no
keeping them away. We also had an excellent update on C1v1l Defence
matters from Lt Col Hamish Logan from HQ Scotland and Mr Gorman
the Emergency Pfanning Officer from Tayside .
The Saturday evening was , as always, a highly s~1ccessful for~1a l
guest night in the hotel , with a number of wives attending. The evening
finished in the hotel swimming pool with a piper on the balcony and a
'Gay Gordons' in the shallow end. Unfortunately Capt John Chown
REME forgot to change out of his Me ~ ki~! It w~s after t~is that our
Hon Col, Col Ken Lloyd di covered his mistake tn acceptm~ a _room
above the massive hotel organ; 2Lt Tom Logue gave a rendering in the
early hours which will be talked about for years to come.
To the credit of the Adjutant, Capt Brian Jackson , ~e managed to
get through his scintillating lecture, on the Sunday morning on .the new
NATO staff titles, without any of the officers falltng out of their scats.
During the weekend we were pleased to welcome a number of gue ts
but in particular the deputy Bde Comd Col Ken Brown OBE TD, who,
as always. added considerably to our professio~al knowled~e and
enjoyment; it was with particular ~adn7ss that .we d1 ~vered ~e is soon
to leave his appointment and we w1 h him well in the future - lang mac
his Lum reek' .
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A combined effort up Witherslack Hill!

HO Sqn (VJ Swat Team
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CO, FRONTATIONS
Ille folio\\ in~ morning we lithered down the Honorary Colo~el's hill
to the \ill age of Wither lack. where the route of one 4 Ton vch.1cle was
bl0<.ked by an old Morris Minor driven by. a very county lookmg l~dy
dre. sed in tweeds. who through her open wmdow shouted to the_ driver
'Pig'! The oldier. astounded. retorted loudly 'Cow'! Disregarding the
remark. the lady drove on her way and the soldier was able to pr~eed
around the bend to be confronted by 'The Pig' io the middle ot the
road!
The regiment returned South staging ag~in en route for a meal. but
this time nearer home at Burronwood Airfield. Thus, after a .long
journey and a trenuou Exercise. we returned to our TA Centres t1~d,
but content in the knowledge that many lessons had been learned which
will improve our deployment drill in the futur .

'Don't look Sir-just sign'. HQ Sqn MT Sergeant, Sgt Norman Jolliffe
tries to con the CO at Burtonwood Staging Post

'For you my Colonel anything!' The Messing Officer Maj (QM) Derek
Beckett receiving instructions from the CO, Lt Col Gavin Mackay, at
Burtonwood Staging Post , whilst the RMTO W01 George Hardman
keeps a lookout for trouble!

SSgt ISOMS) Mike Holder with his team of Cooks from 42 Sig Sqn
(VI at Burtonwood Staging Site on return journey from Cumbria
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34 Sig Regt (V)
Middlesbrough
Report by Rev Alan Hughes CF

PROMISES
I know one shouldn 't abuse the privilege of contributing to The Wire
by airing one' personal grievances, but this one for one has had
enough . When Col Bill asked me to take charge of Wire notes as he
assumed Command he promised me the earth -well . almost, an OBE,
a ntw Cassock. my own LWB Rover Hearse and a hint that. if I did
really well. I might eventually command 34th! Well , as he prepares to
pack his kit bag to make way for ~t Col Hugh ~nna~er li~e Jonathan
Swift 250 years before me , I reahse that promises, hke pie crust are
meant to be broken.
Oh, it's not just Col Bill, I had hoped that this year would have been
better than last. that's all. You see, I wrote to Jimmy Saville asking if I
could do a Royal Wedding last year, he said he would try then I heard
no more. Robert the Bruce and his spider have inspired me to write to
him again this year. I've never been asked to do a Royal Baptism either!
I really am not an ambitio us man , I just like helping people. I wouldn't
be writing this if I didn't! Oh ! take over RSM, I can't face writing the
opening paragraphs ...

Col Keith Boulding handing over one of the eight Fanfare Trumpets
recently received by the regiment to Bandmaster WO! Derek
Farrington

Lt Col Ann Bray ADWRAC talking with our MO Maj Mary Skillen
RAMC

MESS LIFE FLOURISHES
Gladly Padre ... Peter Skinner here. RSM 34th and PMC Sgts
Mess. Mess life flourishes. we had a splendid Mess Draw at
Middlesbrough RHQ on 12 December last. when my wife Wendy and I
hosted a party for 180 including the Mayor and Mayoress of
Middlesbrough and Col Bill and Mrs Barbara Illlngworth. After a
splendid buffet supper we all danced to a Disco and a Country and
Western Dance Band. The high spot of the night was, of course, the
Draw with prizes totalling well over a thousand pounds in value. The
main prize of a colour television went to the 2IC Maj Peter Sutherland.
FAREWELLS
We have said farewell to RQMS Arthur Smith, he has left for Civvy
St and Hambros Insurance. In his place we welcome RQMS Ron
Fairhurst from Ouston Junior Leaders Regt , no stranger to 34th as he
was. until three years ago. PSI to SO Sqn at Darlington.
I need a little more space to relate another farewell. SVWO of 34th,
WOJ Harry Bent a local schoolmaster has moved to the Training
Advisory Team at HQ NEDIST after 23 years with the TA. To mark the
occasion the Mess took over Burniston Barracks at Scarborough. 67
members sat down to Dine Out Harry Bent, with the Band of the regiment playing 'The Birdie S~ng' as a sp~ci.al tre~t. AfteIWards we retired
to The Jimmy Club by kmd persm1sS1on ot Col Alfred the .cai;ip
Commandant. Later in the evenmg, much later,~ coffin was car1_1ed m.
The lid opened to reveal SSM Bert North who kmdly gave up his se~t ,
like any gentleman, to 'old' Harry Bent, who was to be seen still
smoking his cigar as the lid was closed on him. By this means he was
transported down to the beach and pushed out to sea. Unfortunately
the tide was against us and he returned to the Mess l'h hours later
covered in sand and seaweed.
Thank you RSM, I think I can handle things now .. . Having to
write these notes at the end of January for March means that daring
things like Regimental and Squadron spring exercises have yet to
happen, so I can only prophesy and not actually report.
LOOKING FORWARD
The second and third weekends of February will see many of the
squadrons either Trade Training at Catterick or Firing Range Course
at Bellerby, in preparation for a Regimental Exercise in March. 90 and
HQ Squadrons are holding parties durin~ February - we have a saying
in 34th, 'if the squadrons can't communicate with each other how can
we ofter a service to our 'customers'?' -how profound! Seriously folks,
our squadrons have a wonderful family spirit and parties at T AC's and
Camp do wonders for morale.
On 16 February the CO and Mrs Dllngworth and our Adjt Capt Tom
McMahon and his wife Liz will accompany the Band to St Thomas
Church Hall. New Marske, where they are to give an inaugural concert
at the Official Opening. The Fanfare Trumpeters will play as the
procession moves from Church to Hall following the Opening and
Dedication Ceremonie Bandmaster Derek Farrington will assume
Command thereafter.
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Members of the Band of 34th practising a fanfare prior to the
opening of the Padre' s new Church Hall

Brig Geoffrey Westbrook and Col Mike Stewart with the CO and his
staff in a box body

18 February will be a proud moment in the career of Cpl Michael
Sidney McMain of SO Sqn, based at Darlington , when he receives his
Lor? Lieutenants Certifi~ate at. his TAC. with the CO, Sqn Commander
~~J John Douglas a.nd his family and colleagues in support. A welcome
v1S1tor to RHQ dunng February will be Col Bell Commander RAMC
NEDI ST who is based at Catterick. He is well known to our MO. Maj
M~ SkUJen . RAMC , who is Civilian Casualty Officer at Catterick
M1htary Hospital. What he may not know is that Mary is affectionately
known as 'Vampire' within 34th, after her penchant for demanding
blood samples whenever the mood takes her.

COOL
We close with a real life action story from 90 Sqn (in January!) from
ace reporter 2Lt Gill Cable WRAC.
Ex 'Season's Recovery'
An attempr to blow away the Christmas cobwebs plummeted 90 Sqn
onto the wastes known as Catterick Training Area on 17 January. o
need to 'cam ' up, snow, ice and freezin~ fog reduced visibility perfectly.
However. true to form. the thin khaki line of 90 were undeterred by
these conditions. at least OC Maj Fergus McKenzie ordered us to be
undeterred and how can you refuse the order of a man whose eyes are so
close together?

VISITORS
Hello. hello! two pages of my diary have stuck together! I have got
something to report from January! Good heavens and the TAC only
re:opened on 12 January!
fhat evening we received a visit from the Cleveland Committee of
North East TA VRA. Chairman Col Mike McBain, Brig Geoffrey
Westbrook, Col Mike Stewart (Hon Col 34th), Lt Col Ken Jackson and
Maj Mike Heslop. After a briefing by the CO, Trg Major and Yeoman
~raham they toured HQ and 90 Squadrons. After further briefings
from the respective OC's, Maj David Bodycombe and Maj Fergus
Mc.K,enzie they had a chance to see dry training and inspect the level of
facilities within the Centre. We much appreciated their interest,
especially on such an evening with snow falling. As they departed they
too~ with them many constructive comments from all levels of the
~eg1ment on how accommodation and training facilities might be
improved, with a little help from our friends at TAVRA.

The first phase of training involved a briefing and instruction on
cross-country marching. NBC drill and shooting. We had four mixed
teams of six and these were led by 0 Cadet Ian Hall, Cpl Sue Burton,
Cpl Golding and Cpl Jeanie C. Riley. After the briefing they were
despatched to the first test. They were the ucky ones, marching briskly.
Capt Peter Foster, 2Lt Gill Cable and SSgt Dick Grainge were left to
clear the snow off the firing point and pick up the brass. Yours truly set
off for the butts with a hexi burner to melt the glue, so we could paste
up. should anyone actually hit a target. All four teams reached the
tiring point after their cross-country march and NBC tests to fire
SM G's and Browning pistol. Many training and logistic objectives were
achieved that day. thanks to good planning (of course!) and the heer
grit of the teams. who worked so very hard in dreadful conditions and
yet remained so very cheerful. Perhaps it was the prospect of ending the
day with mug of hot melted snow flavoured with Bovril from Capt
Foster's individual 36 man survival pack that kept them going.
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35 Sig Regt (V)
Birmingham
YEAR OF THE DISABLED
In accordance with the wishes of HRH The Prince of Wales and in
common with many other unit , the regiment has made a special effort
during thi Year of the Disabled, to help tho e less fortunate th an
ourselves. Two S COs in the regiment, one Regular PSI and the other
a member of the TA ha\·e disabled sons. so our fund raising activities
have been directed towards assisting them. A sum of money in excess of
ix hundred pounds has been raised during the year and some of this
money has been used to purchase special equipment _for the two boys.
Simon Durbar son of Sgt Durbar of 58 (Staff~) Sig Sqn has been
equipped with an electrically powered chair. The look of enjoyment on
hi face as he sped his way around the Cross Heath TA Centre made the
project worthwhile . Three year old Martin Underwood, son of Sgt Mick
Underwood a regular technician with M Troop, h as difficulty in
straightening his legs. He has been equippetl with a special exercise
board which will assist in his physiotherapy. The balance of the money
raised has been rut away to help both these children in the future.
The raising o money for the project has been very much a team
effort but the contributions made by the regular members of M Troop
warrant special mention . Under the guidance of W02 (FofS) Allan
Tomlinson five Technician Sgts Mick Underwood, Alan Egan, Jimmy
Klngswell, Martin Kerrigan and Eddie Higgins entered and completed
the Birmingham Marathon and through sponsorship raised £250.
Despite the drawback of being a West Ham Utd supporter living in
Aston Vina territory, our Chief Clerk SSgt John Morgan completed the
' Brum Fun Run' Half Marathon and raised £35 for the fund. Well done
to all who contributed to the project and particularly those above.
THE 'BRUM RUN' MARATHON
In the bright sunshine and refreshing breeze on the morning of 20
September five members of M (Marathon nee Mike) Troop set off along
with 5000 other runners from the NationaJ Exhibition Centre to cover
26 miles and 385 yards. From a jocular comment in the workshop some
three months earlier, Sgts Martin Kerrigan, Alan Egan, Jim Kin~swell,
Mick Underwood and Eddie Higgins decided to enter the event with the
purpose of raising money by sponsorship (from the regiment) for the
Commanding Officer's Fund for the Year of the Disabled. Urged on by
the thought of monies pledged and the thousands of spectators lining
the route. all five completed the course with just sufficient energy at the
finish to smile and wave to the cheering crowds. Congratulations must
be given to these five previously average fit regular soldiers for their
efforts which raised £250 for the less fortunate.

58 SQN (V)
ANNUAL CAMP 1981
Camp this year was held en route to and in Humiston Barracks in
Scarborough . Our two newly promoted LCpls, Carmen Anglin and
Alison Blomley, together with LCpl Jane Hubbard carried out their
duties in the new Mobile HQ very effectively. They did find that their
efforts to add the woman's touch to the compo cuisine met with
qualified approval. but their main problem was to fill the bottomless pit
of Sig Paul (Lofty) Winter's stomach. He seemed to be insatiable-he
didn't even mind the stew having pineapple in it, unlike LCpl Ronnie
Cooke, who said 'Mother's cooking was never like this!'
The Recruits' Course which was held at Scarborough produced some
Squadron success stories-Sig John Johnson was Best Recruit and Sig
BID MacQulre was Best Shot. The WRAC recruits' course at Guildford
ran concurrently and produced yet another winner-Pte Kath Brown
achieved an A grading and was Best Recruit. Congratulations to all
three.
An infantry type exercise was held on Strensall Training Area.
Hav.ing been told to dig, eat, sleep in your trenches and enjoy it, some
r.ect1on commanders were surprised when the 'ladies' did just that, in
spite of sleeping in inches of water. They were, however, thankful not to
have met too many sn°1ces.
YEAR OF THE DISABLED
58 Squadron in Newcastle-under-Lyme is playing its part in the Year
of the Disabled by raising money in ways many and variousdances, swear-boxes and auctions to name but a few. The first
beneficiary of our efforts is Simon, the 9 year old son of Sgt Joe Burber,
v.ho 1s now the proud owner of a motorised wheelchair. His father is
now frantically working overtime to offset all the speeding fines the
young\ter has incurred .
Member of the squadron also took part in a sponsored march from
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Crewe to Winsford via Nantwich, which took place on 23 August. It was
well organised by LCpls Lynn Whitley and Jane Hubbard who, together
with the oth er 14 marchers completed the 14 mile stretch in spite of a
million a nd one blisters and 21 stops at Pubs (closed of course).
Checkpoints for some unknown reason became more frequent as time
went by. It was very unfortunate for the participants of the Crewe to
Nantwich Cycle Race th at they chose th e sa me route as 58 Squadron
. albeit in reverse direction . The impregnable ' Hackers' from Newcastle
held their ground and the cyclists may never know what hit them.
Approximately £1 70 was raised in aid of the Leonard Cheshire Homes.
WEDDING OF THE YEAR
It appears that the saying 'Always the Best Man never the Groom '
holds no truth for Sgt Pete Ryan. He featured in an earlier issue as best
m an. It was his turn to be 'Man of the Match ' on 22 August. With
Susan. his long-suffering other half, they were hosts, at the TA Centre,
to over 70 guests , who included W02 Vince Hemmings (best' manwill he be next?). the CO U Col John Billingham, Maj Derrick Eve, Maj
Peter Tidey and the RSM . WOI 'Cid' Crumble, to~~dher with their
respective wives. were amongst the guests who did their best to make it
a memorable day.
CHANGE AND TRANSITION
1980-81 has been a year of change and transition for 89 Sig Sqn (V).
September 1980 saw a new OC installed. Maj T. J. Phillips who had
previously moved through the total structure of the Sqn, signalman to
OC, and assumed his command from Maj B. Foxon. This was followed
by a change of Sqn Sgt Majors, SSM Moore took over from SSM
Dillon.
Jn March the Sqn said its farewells to PSAO Maj H. Hall, but was
fortunate to find his replacement, Maj R. E. Smitbard, brought with
him a wealth of experience and expertise from 37'/2 years in regular
army service.
The first three months of Maj Phillip's command also saw the
successful transition of two Officer Cadets, P. Hannigan and S. Brady,
into 2U on completion of their courses at Sandhurst. 2Lt P. Hannigan
then assumed command of Uniform Troop and 2Lt S. Brady took over
Bravo Troop from Capt R. Hawkes who has taken 6 months leave of
absence.
A particular transformation within the Sqn has been the expansion
of the WRAC element which has developed from 3 in number to 15.
LCpl A. Allard completed her recruit trade courses in record time and
became our first home grown Lance Corporal. LCpl L. Tucknott joined
us from Birmingham and having spent 7 years in D Tg work has
decided to try and become one of the regiment's first WRAC tele
mechs. Good Luck Lynn.
The annual summer camp for I 981 was taken in July and
incorporated seven days' manoeuvres from Rugby to Scarborough and
one week's training in Scarborough. The experiences of the exercise
were rec<'.>rded by the two troops in the following reports .
UNIFORM TROOP
The well oiled machine of Uniform Troop moved into the field
without any hitches and set about their tasks as if they did them every
day of the week, however, unknown to them, problems were on the
horizon.
The problems came in the shape of a troop from 840 German Radio
Relay Battalion. As in 1979 our German NATO partners had come
across to this cou ntry to join us in our summer jaunt. The Germans
themselves were no problem, in fact they were a pleasure to work with,
however the headache came when we were tasked to patch a link from
our C41 radio system into their C70s. For once we had to admit defeat,
but only after 18 hours of non-stop trying. We do however take some
consolation in the fact that the regiment's boffins were also stumped,
but they do say they now have a 'theory'.
The last night of our summer exercise is traditionally a quiet one, but
this time the Colonel had a trick up his sleeve, a Foxtrot apparently
dropped a napa lm bomb on the Switch and killed some so-called
important people (the Regulars). As Switch was now non -operational
the remaining line elements (the TA) were ordered to move to our
Radio Village and form a new Switch. Needless to say, it all happened
very quickly, very smoothly, and most importantly we made it work. 1
think that surprised quite a few ofour dead comrades.
Exercise over we moved into Burniston Barracks for two days rest.
Anybody who knows Burniston Barracks at Scarborough will know
exactly what that means, so all I will say is that by the end of the two
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days we were ready for a rest. The rest came in the c
f
· f
·
s
II
· ·
•Orm o an m antry
exercise ?n trensa tra mmg area. This was to be the fi rst ·
anybody 111 the troo p a part from myself and Sgt Cox h
time t hat
or used a n i~divi~ual p rotect ion kit (! PK ). As usual the~~e~~~t t~f;:ih ,
they had to. 1t ra111ed . Of co urse .thin gs are never as ea sy as th eyqappear
y,
to b eon p a pc~ , an.d when we arrived at our allocated position we fo und
we had a sewage farm to d efend . I can assure you that th "
bed
of roses. but we took con~ fort in the fact th at if we got f~~t:~ ~~i ht
patrol we could al~ays sniff our way back in the dark .
g
Altho ugh we enjoyed bemg in fa ntry. there were not many of u h
felt ~ nh appy a1>?ut gettin g into the transport to take us ba~i7 t~
Burn 1ston when 1t wa s all over . Now that it is all over and we are all
?ac~ home. camp 1981 . has gone down into the troops di ary of war
storte . a nd we are i?ok1ng for.ward to Germ any J 982, but , before we
go. we have to. trade m our radios fo r some new ones (well , nearly new)
so we h av~ an 111terest111~ and d emand ing few months ahead of u b t I
s, u
know Untform troop will pull it off.

36 Sig Regt (V)
Wanstead
4SSIGSQN
The ~quadroi;i started off the year with the Annual Inter-Troop
~ompet1hon which ~a~ held at Colchester. The events were varied and
included ~eapon trammg .22 shooting, changing landrover wheels and
a three mtle r~i;i · So to make the events a little more interesting, the
whole compe~1tion was undertaken wearing full NBC suits and 58
tattern webb111g. 819 Tr~p managed to finish first overall, being
allowed by 752 Troop. This was then followed by a two mile run which
was won by Sig Paul W""d of 817 Troop, who is one of the newest
members of the squadro...

BRAVO TROOP
E~ Wild Rover 81 found B Troop ~o~king once again with a
contin gent of 13 CIE TTR (BE Army). This 1s the second time that we
ha.ve been fortun~te enough to work with our foreign counterparts in
thi s country and 1t proved very successful. The first location for the
troop .was at Cannock and when our two pon y circuits a nd HF links
came 111 , we -:vere glad that Capt Paul Stafford and Lt Hazel Solomon
WRAC (37 Sig Regt (V)) together with LCpl Steve Bovllle (48 Sqn) were
attached to us for the exercise. Meanwhile, down at the TX side, SSgt
( Fo~) han Thomas, Sgt (~SI) Colin Sobers and Sgt Bill Morris were
settling 111 for a ~ong exercise an~ planning their first trip to the local
pub. The final mght of the exercise took on a new dimension when a
large part of Switch C'. (the survivors of an enem y air attack) arrived at
the !--!F Complex. Th is proved to be the most rewarding part of the
e~e rc_ise for the troop and everyone put in a lot of effort to ensure that
circuits would be established as soon as possible.
On our return from Camp, the Sqn Recruiting and Display team
embarked upon its first exercise. This took place at Coombe Abbey,
Covent(y where the event was a 'fund day' in aid of the International
!ear of the Disabled . Th!s was ~ great success and a pleasant
ina ugurate for the team. whtch consisted of representatives from each
of the Sqn Troops including WRAC. Much of the success of this
ven~ure was as a result of much time and effort and ingenuity by Cpls
D~r1ck Sh_arman, Charlie Walker and Dave Willis. Their ingenuity
bem g part~cul31rly put to the test in acquiring and attempting to dress
the dum~1es 111 NBC k_it . a~ ~equired by their display.
Follow1.ng on from t~t~ .1mttal success the team were out again a week
later. l_'h1s time _exh1b1tmg at the Town and Country Festival at
Stonele1gh. The display caught and received much attention from the
press and the visitors. many of whom were keen to learn more about the
TA.
Se~tember saw the Sqn and one of its number make the local
headlmes as LCpl Ward called on his TA training to foil a snatch and
grab encounter on a local bank. LCpl Ward's efforts brought a retort
from his victim of 'There's no need for the commando-style attack. Are
you some kind of a soldier! '
Also in the news was Pte Sandie Ross who made light of her 22 Ton
40 ft articulated lorry to gain her HGV Class 1 at her first attempt.
These. have been just a few of the highlights of a very busy and
prog~ess1ve year for the Sqn and although some individuals are
mentioned the whole of the Sqn is responsible for the success of such
events and the continued development of the unit.
Finally I cannot let the opportunity pass to extend my personal
thanks and best wishes to all Sqn members for their help and
understanding during my most pleasant time at Rugby.
Till we meet again - A. S. D. Lee, Lt WRAC

DEPARTURES AND ARRIVALS
. ~aj J?errick Eve R Signals (V) retired from the TA after a long and
d1sttngu 1shed service on 28 November and will be much missed by all
members of the regim ent, particularly the Officers Mess for whom he
reg~larly cooked Wednesd ay lunches. His rei;>lacement Capt Reg Hill,
R. Signals (V) _resigned as Adjutant of the regiment to assume the post
of. PSAO 95 Sig Sqn (V). We also say farewell to Maj Ivor Oddie and his
wife Jo who are emigrating to Australia. We wish them every success in
their new life.
Welcome to our new Adjt Capt George Clark and Maj Rollo
Rumford our new Trg Maj . We wish you and your families a successful
tour with the regiment.
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LCpl ' Smudger' Smith (Centre) briefing his radio crew, S ig Kev
Groves (left) and LCpl 'Scouse' Hanson (right) during the competition

?5~

Troop ~afore the cross country run (although W02 Colin Oyball
1ns1sts that 1t was afterwards) from Left to Right: Pte Kim Saunders,
LCpl Parts Waylen, Pte Toots Mulhern, Sig Ham Burgers, Pte
Bubbles Monaghan, LCpl Smudge Smith, Sig Kev Groves, LCpl
S~ouse Hanson, W02 C?lin Dyball, Cpl Alan Turner, Sig Leo Sayer,
Sig Careful Treadwell, Sig Babs Babester, Sig Russ Dowle, Sgt Mick
O'Brien
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40 Sig Regt (V)
Belfast

37 Sig Regt (V)

Bristol
67 (QOWWY) SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
.
0 1 (Queen's Own Warwickshire and Worcestershire Yeo~1anry)
Signal Squadron (V) took part in the cerem<_my to mark the laymg-up
of the la t guidon of the QOWWY. The guidon was presented to the
former regiment on June 1958 at Pembroke Castle.and was adopted
in 1971 as senior guidon of the Queen's Own Mercian Yoo~anry. It
was marched off on 6 June 1980 in the presence of Her Majesty the

Qu~~-laying-up

took place at Warwick on Sat 30 J~ followinfi, a
period of hectic preparation by both QOMY and the Signal Sqn. . e
morning rehearsals. at QOMY'~ drill_ hall in Coventry. ran mto
unforeseen difficulties. The local Smn Fem had been planmng a Bloo~y
Sunday demonstration and the police's blanket ba1_1 on ~II marche~ m
the city meant the detachments arrived at Warwick without havmg
formed up out of doors.
The band of the 13th / 18th Royal Hussars led the para?e through the
centre of Warwick to St Mary's Church, 67 Sqn formmg the last of
three guards. The ceremony was conducted by the Rector, c.anon
Julian Rudd. who received the guidon from Col Roy F~nclus,
Honorary Colonel of "A' Squadron QOMY. The hymns mcluded
Jerusalem and I Vow to Thee, My Country. The lesson, read by ~aj
Gen A. G. Leww, was from Ecclesiasticus 44: 'Let us now p~a1se
famous men .. .'. The congregation included the Town Council of
Warwick. led by the Mayor, CounciUor John McCarthy, the CO of 37
Sig Regt, Lt Col M. L. Jennings, and Lt Col H. A. Pennant-_WUllams,
CO, QOMY. A special guest was Gerry Wiggin MP, Parliamentary
Under-Secretary for Armed Forces. and a former QOWWY officer.

QC Maj David Hardy recently received hi_s TD. Com~itments at
work have obliged him to hand over the rems temporarily to Capt
Cartwright who is QC (Subordinate) for the immediate future. Recent
promotions include Lts Peter Rhodes and Andrew Bernca.s~~ to
Captain. Capt Bernca.stle now . commands the County _Military
Headquarters Troop at Stourbridge, Capt Rhodes commandmg both
MAT Troops at Stratford.
OPERATION MEALS-ON-WHEELS
.
.
The snows came, the roads became impassable and Bn~ol_ City ~d
suburbs ground to a halt. 37 Sig Regt (V) were asked to assist m ~e~mg
supplies of meals to pensioners and disabled folk, as part of the Aid to
the Civil Community' Scheme. The gallant band of Re~ular. S_t~ff and
Volunteers of 57 Sig Sqn and RHQ formed up_ and with c1v1han codrivers to assist in local navigation , moved out, hke the U~ Cavalry, to
the rescue. What was expected to be two or three hours a~s1stance for_ a
couple of days, turned out to be seven or eight. hour~ ass1stanc~ ~or six
days. Each day involved seven Landrovers with dnver~ J?rovidmg as
many as 300 meals from each landrover to those rec1p1ents o~ the
ordinary 'Meals on Wheels' who were inaccessible by normal ~eh1cles.
As our photograph shows some of the co-drive.rs were a. bonus m more
ways than one. Once again. though, the ~xerc1se was highly successful
and had a realistic aim which was well achieved.

OFFICIAL VISIT BY LORD MAYOR AND MAYOR
TO THE ULSTER SIGNAL REGIMENT
The Lord Mayor of Belfast, Councillor Mrs Grace Bannister, and the
Mayor of Scarborough, Mrs Elizabeth Mackenzie, paid an official visit
on Sun 22 Nov to the 40th (Ulster) Sig Regt (V) at Clonaver Park
Belfast. The visitors inspected a guard of honour and toured the centr~
to see the regiment in training. Afterwards, they presented decorations
to members of the regiment and lunched in the officers' mess.
Annual camp for the regiment takes place on alternate years at
Scarborough, Yorkshire and Olen, Belgium . Its September visit was its
eighth to North Yorkshire. The regiment regards Scarborough as a
second home and was delighted to receive a visit from the resort's
Mayor.
The 40th which is a major TA unit in Northern Ireland, is the only
Territorial Unit in the Province to have 'Ulster' included in its title.
This title was granted to the regiment's predecessor, the 2nd AntiAircraft Brigade Signals, formed as a TA Unit in Ulster on 3 Aug
1939-went to camp in September 1939 and returned home five years
later. It was during service with the 8th Army in North Africa that the
unit was granted the title 'Ulster' in recognition of service. A title that
40th inherited and is proud to bear.

The Lord Mayor of Belfast, Councillor Mrs Grace Bannister, inspects
guard of honour accompanied by the CO Lt Col Ian Graham

85 SQN PEOPLE
Since the squadron last featured on these pages our 'family' has been
increased by the birth on 17 Dec of a daughter, Jennifer, to Sgt Steve
Garbutt and his wife Rosie (previously our Sqn clerk), congratulations
Steve and Rosie.
Cpls Andy Bowden and Terry Hibble were among those presented
with their Territorial Medals by the Lord Mayor of Belfast during her
visit on 22 Nov. Andy and Terry joined the regiment in Feb 69, shortly
after its formation and are now set on the next six years for the bars to
their medals.

The vehicles lined up and ready to deploy
The guidon laying-up parade passes the saluting base in Warwick
/Courtesy Coventry Evening Telegraph}

Following the service the detachments formed up for the march past,
led by Maj M . Burman, 2IC QOMY. Th~salute was taken by the Town
Mayor. Despite the lack of preparation, the march-past w~s. a
tremendous success, the many bystanders remarking on the prec1S1on
of the marching and the splendid performance of the band. A_ 1_1ovel
feature was the wearing of white hats by 67 Sqn; the traditional
Warwickshire Yoomanry headgear is permitted on squadro_n, thoug~
not regimental, parades, under 37 Sig Regt dress regulat ions. This
concession is much appreciated by the Yeomanry OCA, many of whom
attended the cereriony. After the march-past, the guidon was taken to
its final resting place, the Warwickshire Yoo~anry regimental museum
in the basement of the Court House, Warwick. The museum opened
. .
last year and has attracted considerable interest. .
The formalities over, the detachments adjourned for hqu1d
refreshment. Later that evening, the Under-Secretary and the Mayor
were guests at 67 Sqn's Officers' Mess at Stratford-on-Avon for a
combined QOMY/67 Sqn dinner, PMC Capt Stamford Cartwright
. .
. .
presiding.
The laying-up was a moment of formality m a traim_n_g progr~m~e
dedicated to improving the squadron's trade and military _skills m
preparation for annual camp and Ex Ha rd Rock. R_ecent_ exerc!ses have
featured a fully-tactical squadron deployment by mght, mtens1ve trade
training and our annual grenade practice at Swynnerton.
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EVENTS
The squadron's Children's Xmas Party was held at our Lurgan TAC
on 12 Dec and was a well attended and very successful event, with
twenty or more children from Brownlow Branch of the British Legion.
The confusion caused at the previous year's party when two Santas
turned up was avoided thankfully , thanks to 'Big Bob', Sgt
Warmington, back to his usual and this time exclusive role. A special
thanks to Pte Randy Cush for all her efforts, which made this party
such a success.
At the squadron Xmas party the following week. Cpl Terry
McWllliams received the recognition he so fully deserves and was
awarded the Spoon for the 'World's greatest stirrer', for 1981 .

I

I

The Lord Mayor of Belfast and Mayor of Scarborough 'communicate'
under the supervision of Sgt Jerry Peck

SPORT
On 15 Nov the squadron Football Team, after 20 mins extra time, in
a hard fought match defeated C Coy 5 R IRISH in the NI qualifying
round of the UK TA min or units' Championship. The final score, 6-2.
was, thanks to the educated boots of Sig 'Pip' MeNally, who made up
for missing a penalty in the first half by scoring two of the goals, and
Sig Colin Malone, ' R udJe', who slotted in two more. LCpl Brian
'Dukie' D uke and Cpl Brian 'Mitch' Mitchell completed the score line.

Sgt Frank Pitt, co-driver and the recipient o f t he meal
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The respective Mayors of Belfast and Scarborough with Cpl
McClelland, Cpl Hibble and Cpl Bowden, all of whom were presented
with their TA Efficiency Medals during the visit
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THEFAREWELLPARADE
The parade was held on 30 Nov
M
Maj H. G. S. Thomas Ro al Si ~~s ontgomery Square, Aldershot.
officers and 180 soldiers br1ved J!e coldcommanded the parade and 7
units last formal event in Aldershot The'ss~u:lly weather to mount the
Paul Travers, KCB GOC South East D~ u ~was taken by Lt Gen Sir
families and friends of the unit and by the c~rict an: was watched by
forn:iation. Music was provided by the band of~~~ ettr ali:id STtaff of the
. .
s a a ion he Royal
Regiment of Wales who alth 0 h
1
Brigade until July of this ye :C~ ;t:;;, ~~~n ~~d~rsh~t. are part of the
officers were entertained to drinks in the PS a e \ e ~OC and the
(RSM) G. J. Philbrook and his mess member~r1;!: ~ ess by ~01
on behalf of Headquarters South
D' ~vers received,

News lrom Squadrons
1 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
216 Sig Sqn)
Tidworth

East

~~~~o~~~~~tJ;~~~c~arking our 32 year associat:~~nei,th ~!~er~~~

The Commemorative Plate

PASl'URES NEW .•.

.
The Farewell Parade
Mai Thomas (foreground) brings the squadron to attention

~~e squadron moved to Tidworth on 7 Dec. Since then frantic
~~titti h~s not stopped. Ex members of the unit will be happy to note
a
e rst road run was held on 8 Dec. This was a relief for the
ad~n~ party, wh<;> h~d suffered the gentle ministration of J PARA PT
sta smce the begmnmg of November. On 16 Dec the Officers Ja ed
t~~ Serg~ants at ru~by. Once again the Sergeants came second bJt .!ere
a erw<1;r s entertam~d to. a drink by the Officers . This extrava ant
entertamment was la~d on m the Bradley Club, which used its new iint
pot a~d the ~hole b~gade allocation of drinking straws. These uence
of dl~v1~h sCoci~J function.s was continued on the following day w~th the
so 1er s hr1stmas Dmner. Sig 'Skinhead' Cheshire delivered a
mem?ra~le speech and we believe that his script writer is currently
negotiating a C?ntract with Thames Television. 18 Dec saw the
iquadron departmg for a well earned block leave, but not before saying
are~ell to Maj Hy~e! Thomas. The departing OC was presented with a
hunting crop and given a _ ~ast op~ortunity to 'crack the whip' as he was
towed out o.f the. barracks tn a tratler. We wish both him and Carole the
very best m his new appoin~ent as a company commander at
Sandhurst. We shall be watchmg the Sovereigns Parade closely but
arile not sw:e wher~ the White Helmets will fit in or whether Joan a;llins
w 1 be entirely smtable to take the salute!

1

1

End of an era . 216 Signal Squadron marches off parade in Aldershot
for the last time. The parade was commanded by Maj H. G. S .
Thomas R Signals (extreme right) Lt Gen Sir Paul Travers KCB takes
the salute

IDSTORICAL NOTE
On 1 Apr 1977 16 Parachute Brigade disbanded and a new formation
6 Field Force was born . At that time, the Army Restructuring Plan saw
no place for an airborne formation and many of the units which had
made up the brigade were disbanded or reroled . 216 Parachute Sig Sqn
was one of the units which was to be retained within the framework of
the new formati vn, but in a new guise and a new role. The squadron
was combined with the formation HQ together with additions from
some of the disbanded units and was retitled, in ASD terminology, 6 Fd
Force HQ and Sig Sqn . There was now no longer a Royal Signals
Airborne unit, although some soldiers were retained in the parachute
role to provide a rear link detachment for the one 'In role' parachute
battalion.
The squadron had a proud tradition dating back in unbroken and
direct line to the formation of 2 Para Bde Sig Section (K) in Beacon
Camp Bulford in July 1942. It is this history and heritage which the
present squadron as 1 Infantry Brigade HQ and Signal Squadron has
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The Inspection
Capt David Jackson RCT presents No 3 Troop. Right Marker is Sgt
Geordie Dobson

the privilege and the responsibility for both preserving and enhancing
in its new role.
MOVE TO TIDWORTH
Changes of name and location are nothing new to the squadron as
any study of 'The History of 6 Field Force HQ and Sig Sqn and its
Antecedents' by Lt Col Mike Ayrton will show. However , it is true that
the longest association in the unit's history so far has been with
Aldershot and Airborne Forces. Whilst the main link with Airborne
Forces was severed in 1977 with the demise of 16 Parachute Brigade, it
was not until late 1980 that the idea of a move to Tidworth was publicly
floated . The rationale behind the move was to concentrate the majority
of the UKMF(L) units in the area of Salisbury Plain, so as to improve
the training facilities for the armoured, artillery and infantry units. The
move was confirmed in July 1981 , at which time it was decided to mark
our departure from Aldershot, after 32 years in the garrison, with a
parade and the commissioning of a commemorative plate.
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THE COMMEMORATIVE PLATE
The plate was designed to repres~nt the un_it's history from 1949 until
d1 Ja~uary 1982. ~round th~ outer rtm are written the major operational
. epd oy~ents wh1c~ the umt or elements of the unit have been involved
m Urtng .the pertod. The names around the inner rim are the four
names which the squadron has borne from 1949 until its latest change
o~ 1 January 19~2. The ~n~e de~ign represents, on the right the
~;~orne Forces Pegasus with. which the unit was associated until
3;0d ?" the left the 6 Field Force 'Pegasus' which was the
.
!o~ma~on sign from 1977 until 1January1982. The centre of the plate
is omtnated by the figure of 'Mercury' worked as the Corps badge and
at the bottom the number 216 represents the squadron's Royal Signals
number. A limit~d edition of 100 plates was struck, each one being
numbered and ISsu~d together with a certificate of authenticity.
~emand has su~s_tanttally exceeded supply, but it has been decided not
~extend the edition. Thos~ unfortunate enough not to have received a
~ate can see exa1!1ples m the Corps Museum in Blandford at
adrrogate, at 11 Sig Regt and in the Airborne Forces Museur:i in
Al ershot.
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Farewell to Maj Thomas
Capt Cedric Burton presents 'the whip' on behalf of the squadron
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THE NEW YEAR AND A NEW LOOK
.
.
.
Having got u ed to one new name, it was decided m the mterests of
\'arieh· to change again . Why not go the whole hog? ~hang~ the nan.1e.
change the location and change the OC (the only thmg which remams
constant i the 2IC!). We welcomed our new Squadron Commai:ider
Maj Paul White on JO Dec, but he was unable to join ,for duty u?ttl 18
Jan. so the 2IC Capt Cedric Burton was all.owed to have a !lo . The
Training Programme issued by the 2IC promise~~ full an~ ~art d year,
CO Cadres, tro.op m1htary trammg.•.our old
including uch things a
fa\"Ourites the Turner and Lanyard Trophies. a LAW comp_e~1~1on and
the odd bit of comms training thrown in. ~xtra mural ~ctlvttt~s have
not been neglected with the formation of an amateur radio club (not a
rival to A Troop) and a canoeing club, though Lt ' Brains' Hari:reaves
operatic society may well be in for a shaky start. Whilst n_o
eictra\'aganzas on the scale of last year are planned. Lanyard Day ts
programmed for 11 Jun , when we hope to see many old comrades, _Capt
lain Brownlee is planning to march the squadron round the coastlme of
England. ow tomorrow's activity will be ...

CCV

GENERAL
November and December brought to fruition the planning and
co-ordination of the move to Aldershot. The advance party moved on
16 Nov with the main party moving in from 11 to 14 December. The
move went off very well with very few hitches. Married families moved
during the same period , although due to a shortage of quarters in
Aldershot the fmal family did not move in until mid January. Bean
stealing became the in phrase. Some pads complained of the separation
from their families, however most of them put on weight and strangely
bar profits improved.

THE NCO's CADRE
Aim: To familiarise selected NCOs with unit SOPs. and the
composition and concept of operations of the U KMF. Donnie Brough
(Combat Clerk, Sack Battle Trained) takes up the tale: .
.
The unit sponsored course for JNCOs was des1~ned to i:we
Detachment Commanders a broader knowledge of exercise OJ?erattons
and commitments and was not, as the reader may thmk. ~e
Detachment Commanders' Drill Course! Twenty JNCOs assembled m
the newly conceived Squadron Training ~in~ on_ 18 Jan to commen~e
two weeks of intensive instruction into ilie mtrtcac!es of t~e Bd~ C_omd s
concept of operations. composition of upportmg units wtthm the
Brigade and ilie comms breakdown from ilie FEBA. to the RMA .
Readers of iliis article may think that this wou~d be basic and old ~~t,
but for a non communicator such as myself, this was totally unfam1har
ground.
The course content was not solely classroom stuff. in fact there were
several battle PT sessions! Under present cir~umstances the mere
mention of PT and BIT raises my pulse rate con~ 1derably, but cOI_itrary
to the ideals of battle PT, iliis was going to be different. EmphaStS was
put on individuals solving command tasks an? using their brain rather
than their brawn. However, there was a fatr amount of gym work,
assault course and road running, the latter taking place on Clarendon
Hill. This all did my physique a world of good.

The NCO's Cadre
Having got this far . . .? Cpl Andy Rimel! (standing front) puzzles out
the next step

STOP PRESS
Found in the 2IC's drawer during the move. Shades of Amber
Express! (with apologies for ilie alterations to Lt Col Chris
messington).

The author, NCO's Cadre, struggling!
With the first week over, the rest was all down hill, the second and
fmal week included the course exercise, which was designed to test
individuals in roles unfamiliar to them, eg: 2IC-Cpl Norrie Allan, Tfc
Offr-Cpl George Johnson, Gp Comd-Yours Truly , RSM-Cpl Andy
Rimel!, Gp SSgt-Cpl Tony Moran, FofS-Cpl Knocker Hardy,
YofS-Cpl Ray Sant.
ow under normal circumstances, exercises in this unit run smoothly
and are normally very successful, but the personalities listed above were
far from normal! To reduce the incidents of the exercise to type would
take several pages of the Wire, so it is sufficient to say that the jobs of
the squadron hierarchy are more than safe! On the l a~i day of the
course the students were subjected to a three hour examination. This
was designed to tell the able instructors just how much information had
been assimilated by the students in the previous two weeks. The
examination was difficult in itself, but added the fact that the exercise
had not finished till the wee small hours of the morning, a very
acceptable standard was achieved. Overall the course was exacting,
exciting and in true unit tradition, different!
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5 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(205 Sig Sqn)
Aldershot

Sarcen Blue Stone
Pte Yates, Sig Robson , Cpl Wicken and Pte Moss removing the stone
from Jellalabad Barracks Tidworth for transfer to Arnhem Barracks
Aldershot
FESTIVITIES
The traditional Christmas draws were brought forward with the Cpls
Mess holding their event on 21 Nov and WOs & Sgts on 2 Dec. Both
nights proved to be show stoppers. The farewell to Tidworth coupled
with the early festive season produced many parties in all Messes. Clubs
and Troops, need more be said than a good time was had by all.
Christmas Lunch for JNCOs and below was served on 17 Dec by the
Officers, WOs and SNCOs. WOI (RSM) Hunt kindly invited the
Officers to pre-lunch drinks at 1200hrs and at I 225hrs gathered those
Officers, WOs and SNCOs who were privileged to serve the lunch and
aimed them at the Cookhouse. Those not privileged to serve had to
remain in the Mess. Much later the servers returned whereby the RSM
decreed that post lunch drinks would be served. An excellent day was
had by all ranks but especially so Capt (QM) Meredith who must have
been introduced to a new drink in the Sgts Mess because he kept
talking about Handcuffs!
ALPHA TROOP
The troop took their normal place at the front of the squadron when
the move from Tidworth to Aldershot commenced, moving into
spacious accommodation two days ahead of the next troop. After
settling in and getting organised, Lt M. W. Edwards and the troop
SNCOs decided it was time that all ranks should become familiarised
with t he glorious facilities the area provided, with respect to the runs
that could be held. On the first run the troop set out in good cheer to
learn the landmarks of Long Valley on a short jog. One hour and threequarters later the relatively bland barracks seemed a beautiful haven to
a number of the fainter hearted. Since the Christmas break , the troop
has absorbed a number of the new faces and the moulding process has
started with a few short exercises to prepare for Ex Green Lanyard.
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JOCOMEX
The first Jocomex of the year was another success for Bravo Troop
and proved how essential it is for operator exchanges to take place.
This time LCpl Cunningham and Sig Coly visited HMS Exeter and two
ROs came to the troop. The two ROs seemed to have an adverse effect
on our operators, as the Exercise Supervisor LCpl Mason was isolated
with chicken pox and Cpl Robinson was bedded down with a high
temperature and pronounced unfit for duty.
February commenced with anoilier exercise. No personnel were able
to visit the ship, this news brought grumbles and groans from the
intended personnel who were looking forward tCl the visit. It would
seem that Navy hospitality is excellent! The exercise started with
problems on the remote lines, this prevented dual simplex. However,
the simplex link stood the test and 74 messages were cleared in the 24
hours of secure communications. The exercise was classed a success,
with a great deal of experience being gained by operators on both
stations. It even gave a chance for the DTGs-Cpl Taylor, LCpls Bain
and Gibson and Sig Ward to work the Tass link.
EXERCISE 'LINK ROVER I'
This was ilie first exercise to fie ld the new issue of Clansman 321 and
to give the opportunity to sort the men from the boys, especially in the
Commcens with the attractive WRAC. The exercise enabled the troop
to practice ilieir Priority 2 role. A detachment was sent to Wilton with
the Globe Trotting detachment consisting of Cpl Robinson, LCpl
McAuley and Sigs Allan and Jobes visiting Brecon, Shrewsbury and
Preston, with the cowboys doing recces in Monmouth Leek Swamp and
Warcop Missile Impact Area. The District detachment apart from
entertaining OC B Troop Lt H. T. Bradley had close encounters with
800 metres of quad and Sig Jobes demonstrating taking down masts
starting with the bottom guys. Meanwhile the Brigade was either
sinking in the mud at Leek or playing chicken with 88mm. The HQ
UKLF detachment Cpls Hayward and Taylor and LCpl Dobson took
over from the Pied Piper, by culling the rats of Wilton by using oranges
as missiles. Endex arrived and the return to camp began at 1800hrs.
Detachments set off from Warcop with one vehicle breaking down at
Catterick and another breaking a prop shaft at a Coffee Bar.
Meanwhile the District detachment mysteriously ended up with a
stopover at Liverpool TA centre. The Wilton detachment were back to
barracks early and were able to slake their thirst and give out the
sandbag stories to those not privileged to take part in the exercise. The
last detachment arrived back some 20 hours after Endex. Everyone had
worked hard and without doubt it was a very successful exercise. A
special mention must go to the Combt Pmn-LCpl Greasley and Sig
Anderson for ilieir excellent record of sleeping bag urvival. ever have
so few spent so much time in their kip for the sake of their fellows.

GENUINE KIT
• BERGANS
•WOOLLY PULLVS
• PARA SMOCKS
•BOOTS
•BERETS
•SOX

•FACE VEILS
•58WEBBING
• DOWNS / BAGS
• O .G. TROUSERS
•PUTTIES
•BADGES

SAE FOR FREE CATALOGUE PLEASE

SILVERMAN'S (SIG)
MILE END, LONDON E1.
Personal callers Monday-Friday

"Almost anything in genuine Govt. Surplus"
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19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(209 Sig Sqn)
Colchester

j

24 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(210 Sig Sqn)
BFP036

210
ACCENT ON THE NEW
Since the last _Wire the squadron has been busy with the round of
warm-up exercises and has al~o been active on the sporting scene. Alfa
troop has recently changed its somewhat worn Larkspur radios for
gleaming Clansman sets, overseen by Sgt Gus Graham. It has also
become the proud owner of four new 1 tonne rebro vehicles which no
'
one will let the new troop OC, Lt Andy Tuson near.
Decem?er saw the c~ange of Brigade Commanders , with Brig K.
Spacie gomg to the National College of Defence, after being shown out
on the LAD's Bedford wrecker towing his staff car. A few days later
Brl~ R. L. ~eek w_as welcomed to the squadron and helped serve the
Chr_1stmas dmner m the cookhouse, after presenting the trophies for
the mter-troop sports.

PERSONALITIES
OC
2IC
AO
QM
TCO
OCATp
OCBTp
RSM

Maj A. E. Truluck
CaptR. J. Turnbull
CaptM.J. Flynn QUEENS
Maj (QM) P.A. Noble
CaptW. H. Carter RCT
LtJ. E. Hogan
LtR.J. Good
WOl B. J. Minter

CHANGES
On 1 Jan 5 Field Force HQ and Sig Sqn became 24 Inf Bde HQ and
Sig Sqn; an inaugurati<_>n parade is to be held on 16 April 1982 to
commemorate the occasion. There has been a turn round of the higher
echelon over the past ~hre~ months, we have said farewell to Maj Hugh
Grenville-Jones and his wife Sue who leave us for a quieter life in Merry
England. Farewell to WOO (YofS) Chisholm, Capt Bob Turnbull
complete with bicycle, and SSgtJohn Marsden who have also left us
p<;>stings within BAOR. Thank you to all those people and their good
wives for all you hav~ do!"1e for the squadron. The new arrivals are Maj
A. E. Tmluck and hts wife Jenny. W02 (YofS) Taylor, who is going to
be a bean stealer, and Capt J. O. Fletcher, the new 2IC and his wife.
Welcome to you all and the best of luck with the squadron.

fo;

Back row left to right: Cpl Newton, Sig Willirnont, Cpl Taylor, LCpl
Waite, Sig Border, Sig Jones
Centre row left to right: Sig McCarthy, Sig Rowlands, Sig Coleman,
Sig Huby, Sig Roberts, LCpl Extance, LCpl Clarke
Front row left to right: Sgt Granitza, Maj J. C. Young, Col K. H. Olds,
Lt M. W . Edwards, Sgt Little

AIRBORNE TROOP
The troop came into existence on 16 Dec. To mark the occasion the
squadron paraded to welcome this elite body to the fold. Col K. H.
Olds, Commander 1 Signal Group was the Inspecting Officer.
Although the number of red berets on parade was small, we are
confident that by the anniversary parade we will be up to strength. The
reduced numbers on parade were due to five members of the troop
being on exercise in Kenya with 2 PARA. Airborne Troop is the
collective title for all in role parachute detachments which include 565
and 566 RLD. 613 and 614 TACP and their reserve, which is held
within the squadron.
On 18 Dec the latest four recruits to the troop received their wings on
successfu I completion of the basic parachute course at Brize Norton.
Congratulations on passing are extended to LCpls Webb and Rooney,
Slgs Livesey and Freeman and Sig Banner of 16 Sig Regt, whom we
hope to see in the troop in the not too distant future.
PARACHUTE RECRUITING
If you wish to serve with Airborne Signals, complete Annex M to
AGAis Chapter 43 or the Airborne Troop applications form available
in your Orderly Room. Send two copies to Royal Signals Manning and
Records Office and one copy to Airborne Troop , 5 Inf Bde HQ & Sig
Sqn, Arnhem Barracks, Aldershot. The following tradesmen are
required : RTG , ROP, R Tech , C Pmn. 'Try something different go
'Airborne'.

AIRBORNE SIGNALS RECRUITING TOUR BAOR
The aim of the tour was two-fold. Firstly, it was considered necessary
to let the Corps know that Airborne Signals are once again taking off
and secondly to encourage interested personnel to volunteer for this
exciting and testing aspect of signalling within the Corps. The tour
team, commanded by Lt M. W. Edwards and comprised of Sgt Little,
LCpl Mooney, Slgs Border and Clayton, boarded an LSL at
Marchwood and disembarked at Antwerp. 16 Sig Regt was the first
stop of the tour and due to LSL change of sailing dates the team arrived
with four days free time before work commenced. The four days
acclimatisation went down very well and the team departed well
disposed towards Krefeld . Work now started and life became hectic for
a few days. Two presentations were given daily and the last units had
the benefit of a well presented and modified programme. Flying visits
to Soest, Herford , Bunde, Celle and ending with the weekend at
Verden, brought home to everyone that it was a hard working trip. The
final leg to the port of embarkation, via Wildenrath and Krefeld , went
very smoothly until the team tried to board the LSL and were informed
'your Lan drovers are not booked for this trip'; panic subsided when the
skipper allowed the vehicles to embark.
HAIL AND FAREWELL
Welcome to: LCpl Mason, Slgs Burrows, Roberts, Jobes,
Butterworth, Ferguson, Claven and Jackson. Transfers from 1 Inf Bde
HQ & Sig Sqn, LCpl Cripps, Slgs Freeman, Coleman and Livesey.
Farewell to: Cpls Smith, McCutcheon, Rees, LCpls Newbon, Nield,
Parry and Gil and Sig Room.

Keep your unit notes
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On_1 January 7 Field Force passed away and the new Brigade took
back its old number to become 19 Infantry Brigade.
EASTERN DISTRICT HOCKEY
At last the lo_ng awaited Hockey championships are under way, after
ma'.1y cancellations and postponements due to the weather, first match
agamst the RA VC at Melton Mowbray. After a 30 minute practice
~atch _the tea_m was ready, we all piled into the bus and set off
d1scussmg tact1~s, we retu;ned elated after an 8-1 win ready to face our
next opponents m the semi final, the MCTC, our long lasting rivals and
our hardest match. A good hard game and a 4-2 win into the final
against 8 Fd Wks in March , a win will make us Eastern list champions
and a place in the Army Cup.
The team line up as follows: Cpl 'Pete' Reynolds-M Tp, Cpl
Geordie Barker-I Tp, LCpl Bob CarroD-J Tp, Sig Diddy
Dldcock-SHQ, Cpl 'Brl' Tanner-A Tp, Sig Mac Mcintosh-I Tp,
SgtDlxf Dean-SHQ.
SQUASH
~er winning the Eastern District Squash Competition , without
lo~mg a game until the final , the team is now battling in the Army
Mmor Units Championships. They recently reached the quarter finals
and look set for further success. The team , which is ably led by Capt
Nigel Moore, the Ops Officer, consists of: Maj Mike Collins-QC,
W02 Mick Ager RAOC- Bde HQ, Sgt 'Dixie' Dean-SHQ Tp, Sig
Gary Johnson-Alfa Tp.
.
The team recently suffered a setback when the OC suffered a
hamstring injury and for a few days was hobbling around on crutches.
~e was heard loudly telling people to stop smiling when they came into
his office.
TROOP SPORTS
Alfa Troop nearly wiped the board this year, under the guidance of
SSgt Henry Banks winning both the March and Shoot and the Assault
Course Competition. There was slight shortage of manpower for the
Alfa team in the Assault Course Competition, so the newly arrived OC
Alfa, Lt Andy T uson found himself opted into the team. Cpl Kenny
Lynch, now departed to Ouston, spurred the team on to a record time,
and another trophy. The inter-troop cross-country was held in Friday
Woods, just south of the barracks, and was won by Mike Troop, led by
FofS Atkinson, narrow ly robbing Alfa Troop of another title.

SHO R T I
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TELEGRAPHISTS
TELEPHONISTS
DO N'T WASTE YOUR TRAINING

When you have completed your service
with the forces and are settling in the
London area
LET TRG FIND YOU A GOOD JOB
WHERE YOU CAN USE YOUR SKILL
WHY TAG? well, for a start, we specialise in jobs for TELEX
OPERATORS and TELEPHONISTS: also, because they are ex·
regular servicemen, our interviewers know what it's like to
become a "civvie" and will soon make you feel at home.
For information and guidance about job prospects, training and in certain cases - resettlement courses: ring:-

01-236 2661
THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
53/54 King William Street London EC4
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CO'$ CADRE COURSE
Janu arv aw eighteen Lance Corporal s a nd Signa lmen fro m the
·quadron on a fortnight's mil itar · training. The two week course w~
primiarlv for those Lance Corporals who have yet to do thetr
Detachment Commanders Cour e. Rather than have just a few benefit
from the large amount of work required, it was decided to e.xpa.nd the
cour e to include tho e Signalmen who woul.d. hope to be •.n h'.1~ for
promotion. The course syllabus was partly revtston of the baste m1htary
kills. followed by an in tructional period on M of I, conducted by SSgt
Brian Elliot RCT. and the course culminated with a 36 hour exercise on
Achmer Training Area. The drill, condu~ed bl· S_Sgts ~~hn Moody and
Padd Conlon, gave the lie to the regulation tmung of one-_two-th.reeone' but the squad soon settled down . and some very creditable fPs
were een. notably by Sig Chris Clarke and LCp!Jlm Seager.
The map reading highlighted a few areas of weakne , however. by
much effort . Sgl Snapper Williams soon brought the .students up to
tandard. On the BC defence training, the squadron 1s lucky to have
the ervices of the Brigade BC cell . and Cpl Malcolm Connop. ~GJ
was not only able to a sist us in this , but also on the 36 hour exercise.
where his knowledge of infantry skills proved .invaluable: Cpl P~te
O'Connor, who organised the whole course, als.o mstructe~ m .firs~ aid,
and was a DS on the final exercise. This consisted of an m1hal timed
march intn the training area. followed by a s~ries of Battle Handl!ng
Exercises. with each student in turn bemg tested as Section
Commander. Cpl Brian Lauder's fieldcraft teaching was put to the t.est.
To everyone's credit the sections worked well together .. and put 1.nto
practice all they had been taught. With a number of mght exercises
included. few managed more than a couple of hours sleep. but all w~re
readv for the final tasks of a casualty evacuation under fire and section
attacks. Both were accomplished succesfully. despite the l!beral
accompaniment of smoke and thunderflashes hurled by the DS m the
hope of achieving confusion.
The course ended with a final parade. commanded by SSgt John
Moody. The outgoing Sqn Commander. Maj H ugh Grenv ille.Jo'.'es, on
his last day in the squadron, inspected the ccurse. before presentmg the
prizes for the Best Signalman to Sig Chris Clarke. and for Best J CO to
LCpl Smudge Sm ith, of A Troop.

244 Sig Sqn (AS)
R .A.F., Brize Norton

'THE RED HAND GANG'

oc
21C
OCATp
OCBTp
OC CTp
SSM
RQMS
YofS
FofS
Chief Clerk

As our regular readers can see from the above list of personalities the
squadron is going through a big change. T o all th e people who have left
us . we wish you all the best in your new units and thank you for all the
hard work done whilst members of a very elite Gang. To all new
members , welcome to the squadron and we hope that your stay will be
an enjoyable one.

Sig Andy Slack with the Astrid Trophy

Life Assurance
Policies Covering War Risks
for:
Dlichn.

The new QC- with his 'in' tray

Maj R. C. A. Thwaites
Capt S. W. Jones
Lt N. D. Couch
Lt G. Smith
Lt S. P. Wallis
W02 (SSM) T. K. Muir
W02 (RQMS) R.Jeffery
W02 (YofS) D. A. Gruncell
W02 (FofS) R. L. Gibson
SSgt (ORSQMS) J. S. Symes

Convertible Whole Life.
Capital Transfer Tax.
Etb:ation. Endowment.
Low Cost lllCI Flexitm
Fndowments fm' House
Plrcfl-.
Mortgages Arnnged.
Remimart Policies.

INITIATIVE AND COURAGE
Whilst participating in Ex Hardfal/ '82. in Norway , four members of
the squadron , with their RAF officer, rescued a Norwegian fisherman
and his son from a frozen lake after the ice had cracked beneath them.
Whilst other fishermen stood by afraid to go and rescue their
colleagues, the MAOTS (Mobile Air Operations Teams), drove their
Snowcat vehicles out onto the ice getting as close as possible to the
fisherman . Led by Flt Lt John Dungate RAF, Cpl Bob Smith, LCpl
Fred Dudden, SlgsJeremy Edwards and Brian Thom then went further
forward and pulled the men out of the water.
'SNOW GOOSE '82'
Ex Snow Goose was an adventurous training exercise held in Bavaria
from 18-31 Jan . The exercise involved twelve men , led by the Squadron
Commander. Although the main aim of the exercise was to teach
people to ski, aspects of winter survival were also practised .
Our host and instructor for the fortnight was an ex Corps member
Cla Graham, who runs the NATO Sports Centre in a small village
called Weissensee - approx. twenty miles west of Garmish
Partienkirchen. The skiing did not get off to a very good start, for on
the second day Maj Dick Thwaites, took all the people who could
already ski to a nearby ski slope called Nesselwang, where he decided
that he could get down faster without using his skis properly. He is now
wishing he hadn't tried having already had two weeks in plaster,
thankfu lly though, nothing broken. Many others tried similar tricks
over the fortnight but no other serious accidents happened. Being so
close to Mu nich, it seemed right that a day trip to the city and
especia lly the Hofbrau House should be arranged. After a very
interesting. if somewhat strenuous day, the inevitable had to happen.
When the bus was due to leave, two members were missing. After a very

EVERY INSURANCE INC LUDING

ASTRID T ROPHY PRESENTATIO N
On the Squadron Commander's final parade, Maj Hugh GrenvilleJones presented the Astrid Trophy to Sig Andrew Slack, of A Troop.
The Astrid Trophy is presented annually to the Signalman considered
by the OC to be the best in the squadron. Sig Slack is not only a good
soldier. but is also a keen sportsman, having played in the successful
~quadron soccer team almost continually since his arrival.

Kit, with cover fo r Ho useho ld effects in tra nsit.
Home Insurance with full cost replacement.
Motor Co mpetitive rates Home and Foreign.

B. E. THOMPSON & CO. LTD.
INSURANCE BROKERS

11. KING STREET, RICHMOND, NORTH
YORKSHIRE DUO 4HR. Telefilone No. 2308

A pres
expensive night (hotel and train bills) LCpl Steve Welding and Sig
Charlie Kerr arrived back at the Centre some twelve hours later, having
passed their initiative test for this training year . After a very enjoyable
two weeks it is only right that this opportunity is taken thank both Cai
Graham and the OC for an excellent ti me. 244 Kamakazi Signal
Squadron (Ski Support),
persevere with the tra in ing.

will

MORRISON'S
ACADEMY
Crieff, Perthshire
Situated in spacious grounds in beautiful
Perthsh ire,
Morrison 's
Academy
is
an
independent school for boys and girls which,
since 1860, has been equipping young people for
life all over the world. The reputation of
Morrison 's is based on sound Scottish formal
education, along with a wide range of sports and
activities. ' O' grade, Higher grade and Sixth Year
examinations are taken while Oxford and
Cambridge A-levels can be added if desired .
Boarders, who form a third of the roll of 860
pupils, are accepted from eight years upwards,
and are accommodated in eight comfortable
houses within easy reach of the School and are
under the supervision of a housemaster or
housemistress who is on the Staff of the School.
A few day pupils are admitted each year to
Primary 1 and Primary 2 .
Boarding fees for Session 1981 / 82 are £765 per
term . The Rector will be pleased to forward
further details on request .

Members of the British Insurance Brokers Association
S ki course before
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249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
Bulford Camp
254 (UNFICYP) Sig Sqn
EX 'ST NICHOLAS STAKES'
. .
I
I December the quadron provided commumcat1ons fo~ a
o~he~~ District Home Defence Exercise. We ~vef!! ta~ked with
rovidi ng the majority of the unit rear links on th~ D 1s~ct wide net· It
~rtainl was a different experience from working with o~r NATO
allies. tpl Andy Dawson an~ LCpl Steven McNally certainly made
themselves very co mfortable with 3 Fl t AAC. Lcpl Chalk.le Lang fo und
it wa~q uite like the Arctic on hi rebro u p on Su tton Bank .

In January the Commander AMF(L) ..Maj Gen . ~Ike Reynolds
visited the squadron. Fortunately he could view our trammg for Norway
at first hand as we were still under six inches of snow.

PERSONALITIES

oc

2IC
SO Signals
Comms Offr
SSM
FofS
YofS
Radio Tp SSgt
SQMS
Chief Clerk

ARCTIC TRAINING IN BULFORD
The reat freeze- up of December an d January prove~ to be a~ asset to
the Sq~adron. Whilst England stopped work , we ca rried on with now
· ·
S t Frank McAleer and Sgt George Cook look the _Yolvo
~~:~g~p ~nto Salisbury Plain to practise their over-snow ~echmques.
The ski-instru ctors who had just returned from a course tn Norway.
Cpl Jimmy Johns to~. Cpl Flo Philo and Cpl Fitz ~itzpa~ck and others
attempted to teach so me basic ski techniques (with varying degrees of
success) .

Maj C. B. Greig
Capt R. J. Steed
Capt S. Kllskl (Finland)
Lt R. Groves (Canada)
W02 (SSM) Kennington
W02 (FofS) J. A. Jones
W02 (YofS) M.J. Tlvenan
SSgt G. S. H. Beattie
SSgt R. I. Knight
SgtJ. A. Pa pe

ARRIVALS- CONTINUITY POSTS
We extend a very warm welcome to the new 21 C Capt John Steed and
his wife GUI and family. who joined us from Mountain Troop. 259 Sig
Sqn. We also welcome the new SSM, W02 Dave Kennington. his wife
Penny and family. who arrived from 7 Fd Force HQ and Sig Sqn .
DEPARTURES-CONTINUITY POSTS
Departures are always sad and we have said farewell to Capt Steve
Turpin . recently posted to NI. Also to W02 Arthur Nash , his wife Pam
and son Johnny. posted to 36 Cadet Training Team in Perth.
Congratulations are in order as W 0 2 Arthur Nash went on promotion
to WOJ.

T~~~ M. B.

Walker, OBE, MC, visited the squ~dron in .camp
checking equipment, proce~ures and. compulsory training. A bhzzard
that morning covered a multitude of sins.

Maj Gen Reynolds, inspectin g the qua rterguard, ta lks to LCpl
Hardwidg e

HELIBORN? ARRIVALS
On Boxing Day, Mn Eve Shand, a Radio Tech nician serving with
the United Nations Field Service in Cyprus, gave birth to a daughter
whilst being medevaced from Nicosia to T PMH Akrotiri. Eve was not
expecting her baby until 6 Jan. but she went into premature labour
during the early hours of Boxing Day. In order to lessen any
complications associated with a premature birth. it was decided to
medevac her to hospital in a Whirlwind Helicopter of 84 Sqn (UN Det)
RAF. At 8.10 am whilst airborne over the Eastern edge ofLimassol she
gave birth to her baby girl. The Chief Medical Officer of UNFICYP. Lt

Can I have a hat like that too? Brig Rory Walker visiting the QM 's
stores during the ARU . SSM Ian CampbeOand Sgt Terry Hui:ihes look
on . SQMS John Stanley sports the tropical version after his recent
trip to Zimbabwe

V~n"1ecember,

the permanent represent ative (Ambassador) to
ATO, Sir John Graham BT, KCMG, visit~d . the squadron . before
taking up his new post. He saw a number of displays port!'lymg the
squadron on exercise and also watched some pre-Hardfall trammg .

,:;;Jml•-

S ir J ohn Graham ta lks to Cpl Bob Nixon while Sgt Barney Barnard
and Sig Macfarlane look on
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Col Dlxoa and a newly arrived medical orderly. LCpl John Lewis,
delivered the baby. Eve's husband, Cpl Dave Shand from Line Troop,
ably assisted by passing the necessary medical instruments to the
Doctor. The helicopter was flown by Flt Lt Reg Wargent and crewed by
Sgt Shaun Ekberg. E"Ve and Dave have named their baby Joanne
Shareg Shand. The second name is formed from the christian names of
Shaun Ekberg and Reg Wargent.
EX 'APHRODITES AMBLE ID'
This is a twice yearly exercise which ena bles members of the
squadron to see a little bit of Cyprus that they woul dn 't normally see, or
large bits of Cyprus if the mapreading is not up to scratch. The exercise
took place over some very rugged country to the Southwest of Nicosia in
the Troodos foothills and the course was approximately SO miles as the
crow flies . The general idea was a controlled march through
checkpoints with the squadron split into four man patrols each led by a
Corporal. Each checkpoint was manned an d the patrols had to carry
out a small military task at each one.
The exercise got underway at 0530 hrs on a cold November morning
morale was high as the patrols boarded the transpo rt to ta ke th em to
the start point. On arrival, the patrol commanders were given their
routes and they all set off at a brisk pace with the words of W02 Arthur
Nash ringin~ in their ears 'Get caught having a lift and back to the
start you go . Cpl Alec Murphy's patro l, consisting of LCpl Robbo
Roberts , Sigs Gary Turner and Dave Butters should have heeded th e
SSM's good advice. Th ey managed to hitch a lift to the highest
checkpoin t, which was a CYTA communications tower at 1423m . Their
arrival in a little orange van coincided with a visit from the SSM. He
im mediately told them to jump into his landrover and took them back
to the bottom, a pparently the looks on their faces were quite a sight to
see. Maps and mapreading left a lot to be desired. not only with the
patrols but also with the DS staff. The OC. 2IC and Comms Offr had
trouble fi nding th e base camp. which was located four miles from
Lefk ara at the base of the Lefkara Dam wall . After receiving detailed
directions over the radio they were sti ll unable to find it , so they
returned to Lefkara and demanded a vehicle to guide them in . There
were also some problems in deciphering the written instructions (which
were written in plain E nglish). Cpl Lofty Hunter decided to take his
patrol on a short cut to one particular checkpoint and managed to add
20 kms to his route. He had read Loe 2 for Loe 3. There were a couple
of near miss International incidents also. Cpl Jim Oates along with Cpl
Larry Nelson and Slgs Joe Jevons and Scouse Johnson were arrested by
20 members of the National Guard. They were released after
convincing th e National Guard that they were only 'walking by', their
training camp . The other incident involved the 2IC Capt John Steed
and SSgt Gary Beattie who were arrested for being too close to a
National Guard training camp. They were released after a quick
mapreading lesson and were shown what Grid Square they were in . The
most welcome sight for the walkers was the Base Camp with SSgt Nick
Knight and Cpl Glen McGlaughlln waiting to serve hot stew and cold
Carlsberg (not necessarily in that order).

Maj Gen Reynolds talks to LCpl Dave G".-'n~y (a novice) and Cpl Flo
Philo (an expert) whilst the OC Mai Mike Shaw looks on

THETROODOS MAST
The new IOOft mast was erected in November at the Troodos RRB
site by the mast maintenance team from Radio Troop. The final section
was fitted into place on 14 Nov and the team held a champagne
'topping out' party at the Troodos Hilton (the RRB shack). This was
followed by the dismantling of the old I 20ft mast. Various methods had
been discussed on this subject as the mast was considered 'un afe' to
climb. One of the solutions was to have a helicopter take off the !Oft
sections one by one . However. the end olution was very basic. The
technique used was to cut the retaining guy wires, hacksaw through
the two back legs, and pull the mast down using a landrover and 200m
ofrope.

PARLO ITALIANO
.
.
At present five soldiers from the squadron are spend mg f~ur weeks m
Italy learning Italian . Learning Italian you might well excla1'!1! !~deed ,
but as th ey are the RLD to the Italian mountain batlalton in .the
AMF(L) it all makes sense. Still th~y are there to work as well, mainly
keeping their skiing up to scratch m the ltaltan Alps. The five lucky
soldiers are Cpl Kev McGready, LCpls John Lynch and Paul Cowie and
SlgsJoe Campbell and Trlb Slaney. News of th eir escapades will fig~re
in the next W ire along with a report from our Norwegian
corresponden t.

CHRISTMAS CAROL SUCCESS
The Christmas Carol singing was once again a huge succe s and
excellent PR for the squadron . On Tue 22 Dec the squadron paraded at
the Mercury Club under the OC. Maj Chris Greig , for singing practice.
The PA vehicle was suitably decked out for Christmas and attached to
it was a trailer in which a piano wa mounted. The major concern was
finding omeone to play the piano. but this was solved by a volunteer in
the delightful form ofMhs Claire Morris, daughter of Maj Morris RA ,
2IC UNFICYP Support Regiment. After consuming the Christmas
Punch (for lubricating the vocal chords) the squadron proceeded to
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Cpl Dave and Mrs Eve Shand with newly arrived daughter Joanne
Shareg. Looking on are Sgt Shaun Ekberg (Crewman) and Flt Lt Reg
Wargent (pilot)
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variou points around the married quarters. singing carols and
collecti11,g donations. The highlight of the night was when the squadron
reached the officers quarters. Waiting for them was Mrs Pauline Greig
and Mrs Gill Steed with gallons of bubbling Gluwine and lots of Hot
Dogs. Everyone thoroughly enjoyed themselves and the sum of C£46.00
was raised for Wireless for the Blind.
The Mercury Club made the headlines with their donations to BFBS
for Wireless for the Blind by having the largest and smallest donations .
Their bid of C£305 secured for them the last record of 81 and Sig Joe
Jevons actually had a record played for the measly sum of 500 mils.

WREATH LAYING AT WAYNES KEEP CEMETERY
On Christmas Eve. Capt R. J. Steed and ~02 (SSM) Ke~~~~n
laid a wreath on the grave of 2Lt Pulford R Signals who lost his life m
Cyprus on 6 Dec 1956 . The grave is situated in the British Military
Cemetery in the UN Buffer Zone. between the Greek National Guard
and the Turkish Forces.

Radio Troop Mast Maintenance Team
L to R Sgt Neil Lobdell, Pte 'Baby Whale' Bill Vanderhayden, S ig Bill
Hardy, Pte J . J. Munroe, Sig Gerry Davey, SSgt Gary Beattie, Cpl
Robbo Robinson, and kneeling, Sig Joe Jevons

- - News from Troops - 632 SigTp
Benbecula
VISIT OF SIGNAL OFFICER IN CHmF
The tr~op was honoured with a visit from Maj Gen A. C. Blrtwlstle
CBE, SOinC on 9/ 10 November. He was entertained to lunch in the
Sergeants Mess by W02 (FofS) John England, SSgtJohn Warren and
Sgts Pete Matthews, Trevor Payne, Mick Reynolds and Ian
Thomeycroft. A~er a briefing in the Range Headquarters, the SOinC
was taken 12 miles to the Range Control Building where the control
sy~tems were explained and demonstrated. The exchange and
switchboard were visited where he met LCpl Terry Hibbitt duty
operator.
'
The SOin<; ne.xt visited the Line Section, where, after being treated
to tea and bJScmts by ~lg 1:Jen Benton, he summoned a surprised Sig
Steve Jenks and gave him ~1s first tape. Congratulations to Lcpl Jenks.
Sgt Ian Tho':1'eycroft exp lamed the cable layout on the Range and then
t~k the SOm~ to some of the damper parts of the Range. In driving
wmds and pounng rain at a flooded cable pit Sig Roy Gradwell and Sig
T.aff J?anlel ~~e~ed the SOinC with the words 'It's turned out quite
mce Sir hasn t 1t? The response is classified.
During the morning after, the ~OinC visited Troop Offices , Radio
Room and the Commcen. After bemg shown the layout and facilities in
the. Com'!lcen by Sgt Mick Reynolds, Cpl Steve Rose presented the
SOmC with a copy o~ the. St Kild.a Calendar for 1982. Maj Gen
B~s.tle concluded his vts1t by takmg coffee with all the troop and
their wives and families.

Capt R. J. Steed and W02 (SSM) Kennington laying wreath on the
grave of 2Lt Pulford R S ignals on Christmas Eve

SOinC taking coffee and biscuits with Sgt Ian Thorneycroft and his
wife Pat

262 Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 58

The notes are brief this month and pictureless since the departure of
our resident photographer Sgt Ian Underhill. Are there any budding
photographers out there who'd like to come and join us?
Our last contribution to 'The Wire' saw us preparing to celebrate
Christmas, which certainly seems a long time ago now . However, the
Squadron Christmas Draw deserves a mention this month as it was,
without doubt, one of the highlights of the week before Christmas. The
draw was organised by W02 (RQMS) Rod Gladwin, Sgt Bob HassaU
and their department. There was an e)(cellen turnout by squadron
personnel , who were able to eat heartily and dance the nrght away to
the sound of the squadron disco. There were 20 prizes in all, including
such attractive items as duvets, a camera, binoculars, an electric
blanket and tea service.
After the draw had been made there were two special occurrences
worth · of a mention. Firstly Mrs Lorraine Grattidge was finally
whisked into hospital to give birth to baby Gareth. Congratulations to
LCpl Eddie Grattldge and Lorraine. Secondly, Maj (TOT) Cliff Webb
and his wife Beryl were presented with a silver tea service to
commemorate their silver wedding anniversary. It was presented by
W02 (FofS) Alan Mockford on behalf of the whole squadron.

CONGRATULATIONS
We would like to congratulate Sgts Billy Allen, Pete Warhurst and
Al Craven, and Cpl Steve Bullimore on their promotions.
Sig Tb:n Babbage and his wife and Cpl Jim Fallon and his wife
now have additions to the family. Finally LCpl Terry Crosby was
awarded Corps Athletics colours for his participation in last season's
athletics events.

Sig Ben Benton entertains SOinC with a cup of tea

THE 'MERSK ANGUS' INCIDENT
During the afternoon of 9 Dec Sig George Bums was the duty
operator of the St Kilda Detachment of this troop. He heard on VHF
Channel 16 conversation between Stornoway Coastguard and a vessel
called Mersk Angus. A call was made to the Mersk Angus asking if St
Kilda could offer any assistance, but Sig Bums was told that the
Coastguard was handling the situation. The 'situation' turned out to be
a very large (empty) oil tanker drifting towards St Kilda. The Mersk
Angus had a complete main engine failure and the tide was taking her
towards St ~ilda: When it was realised that the ship might strike, an
emergency situation was declared. In the early hours of 10 Dec two
Royal Navy Sea King helicopters took off 16 crew members. Cpl Jeff
Shipton; the St Ki Ida Signals Detachment Commander, together with
Capt Bruce MacMillan RA, OC St Kilda Detachment, on the VHF and
HF radio assisted the two helicopters in their rescue. The crew
members were taken to the RA Range Hebrides on the Isle of
Benbecula. The Rescue Co-ordination Centre at Pitreavie Castle deeply
appreciated the help given by St Kilda personnel.
The Mersk Angus came to within two miles of St Kilda. The nearest
land to St Kilda is over 40 miles away. (The photograph shows the
Mersk Angus drifting away later in the morning of 10 December.)

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
There has certainly been quite a turnover of people in the squadron
during the last two months. The names of those who have recently left
are too numerous to mention. However, we wish you all well in your
new units and are sorry to see you go. We welcome the following to the
squadron: Sgt Rab Gentles and family, Cpl Wendy Hunter, Cpl Roy
Isbell and LCpl CharUe Roberts.
SPORTS
The skiing season is now upon us, as, at last, the snow has started to
fall in the Troodos Mountains. LCpl Sammy Simcox thought he was on
to a good thing when he applied to be an instructor on the Milski
courses this season, but came down to earth with a bang when the snow
didn't fall and the instructors' course was held on the dry slope in
Episkopi. Things are looking up a little now!
The squadron 6-a-side hockey team recently came runners-up in the
ESBA league finals . Well done to all those who played in the team.

.•
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LCpl Jenks receives his tape from the SOinC
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-Sport
OPEN DOUBLES
Sgt Om Chhet.rl, Sgt Ian Gllbert
both of21 Sig Regt

BADMINTON
4TH ANNUAL ROY AL SIGNALS (BAOR) BADMINTON
TOURNAMENT
It can be safely said that this tournament belongs to those veterans ?f
the badminton world. Sgts Om Cbbetri and Ian Giibert both of 21 ~1g
Regt . ot only did they win the Veteran's Doubles but they also camed
off the trophies for the Open and Unit Doubles.
The tournament was held on 718 Jan in 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
gymnasium in Hammersmith Barracks, Herford. The ~layers arrived
to contest the competition in the bitterly cold weather which pene_trated
to the \'erv heart of the gymnasium. The weather. however, did not
seem to d·ampen the enthusiasm of the players and all games were
played with great gusto and much skill. Probably the longest and most
evenlv contested game was the quarter-final of the Singles Plate
berween WO I Bryan Selkirk of 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt and LCpl
Stronach of 21 Sig Regt. This game went to the best of three games and
lasted for over 35 minutes with the decision going the way of LCpl
Stronach 18-13. 14- 17, 15-12. An excellent game played in the true
spirit of this most enjoyable sport. The finals of the Open and Unit
Doubles were both exciting games and gave the spectators the
opportunity to see some high class badminton as t~e follo~ving scor~s
indicate: O pen Doubles, 17-15, ! 8-17to Chhetri and Gilbert, Unit
Doubles, 15-12, 18-14 once again to Cbhetri and Gilbert. The prizes
were presented by Mrs A. Eastburn, the wife of t he CO 4 Armd Div HQ
and Sig Regt to whom we were all grateful for her presence and support
particularly in such a cold gymnasium.
The final results were as follows:
SINGLES
Cpl Qyde Atherley 4 Sig Gp

R unners-up
LCpl Jim Moore 4 Armed Div HQ
and Sig Regt

UNIT DOUBLES
Sgt Om Chhet.rl, Sgt Ian Gllbert
both of 21 Sig Regt

Lt Stan Hargreaves, LCpl Jim
Moore both of 4 Ar md Div HQ
an d Sig Regt
Lt Stan Hargreaves, LCpl Jim
Moore both of 4 Armd Div HQ
and Sig Regt

SINGLES PLATE
Sgt Syd Hayward 4 Armd Div
HQ and Sig Regt

Sgt Frazer Kerr 16 Sig Regt

SINGLES SAUCER
Sig Trevor Acres 21 Sig Regt

Cpl Bo Cattell 28 Sig Regt

VETERANS DOUBLES
Sgt Om Chhetrl, Sgt Ian Gllbert
both of21 Sig Regt

Lt Stan Hargreaves, WOI Bryan
Selkirk both of 4 Armd Div HQ
and Sig Regt

STOP PRESS
ARMY INTER CORPS BADMINTON CHAMPIONS
The Corps Badminton Team , winners of the BAOR Inter Corps
Badminton Championships 1981 / 82, travelled to Worthy Down to take
on the might of the RAOC, winners of the equivalent UK competition .
In an extremely exciting match on 22 February , the Corps t~am
emerged as victors by 5 games to 4 ~ames to become Army Champ1o~s
at this sport. This is the first time th1~ competition .has been held , but 1t
will now become an annual event m the badmmton calendar. The
Corps was represented by Capt Stan Hargreaves, Sgt O. Chhetrl, Cpl
Phll Adams, Cpl Nick Cannlngs, LCpl Jlm Moore and Sig Max Boyce .

RUGBY

Report by 24 InfBde HQ and Sig Sqn
. O~ Fri 4 Dec the Sqn ~ugb¥ Team _claimed its first troph y by
wmn mg the 2nd Armd Div Mmor Units Competition. The team
progressed to the final by defeating 2 Regt AAC by 32 pts to nU and 2
ADOC by 74 pts to nil. The fin al was a 'Derby' match against 73 Indep
Fd Sqn RE from the same barracks and was played with all the fire
associated with such ga mes . The score at the end was 15 pts to nil, with
two fin e tries by Cfn Alec Duncan and Cpl Dave Showell , both
converted by SSgt Mick Pawlak who also kicked a penalty goal.
The team 's record so fa r th is season is: Played 11 , Won I 0, Drawn I.
With the Christm as break now over we look forward to the second half
of the season and , wi th luck, a long run in the fi nal stages of the Army
Cu p Competition.

9 SIG REGT DOMINATE ARMY (CYPRUS)
TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS
The Army (Cyprus) Tennis Championship final s were staged at
Episkopi from 17- 19 September. Friday evening saw the finals of the
Regimental Doubles and the Ladies Doubles. The Men 's Regimental
Doubles final saw Maj Dick Smith and Capt Mike Podmore against
Maj Robbi Gowland and Sgt Geoff Carter and the match produced
many exciting exchanges between t he pairs. Although Smith and
Podmore playing some excellent points, it was Carter's ability to raise
his game, to suppress the op~si tio n ' s increasingly spirited challenges ,
which proved to be the crucial influence on the outcome. Carter and
Gowland eventuall y claimed a 6-2, 6-3 victory in the first of many all 9
Sig Regt affairs. In the Ladies Doubles finals , a WRAC partnership of
Cpl Sandra McChemey and LCpl Rose Bennett (both 9 Sig Regt) lost
by a scoreof6-l , 6-1.
Saturday morning was devoted to the two singles finals. The Men's
singles final brought the Army's top two seeds, Sgt Geoff Carter and
Capt Mike Podmore, into open conflict for the first time. They had
purposely avoided playing even a friendly against each other so that
they can wait until the day it counted, before seeing who was the better
player. In the event, Carter won 6-4, 6-2 possibly more convingly than
was expected. In the Ladies final, once again Cpl Sandra McChesney
had come through to meet Mrs Lolita Rouse, wife of Capt Philip Rouse
of 259 Sig Sqn. Both ladies produced some excellent tennis with Mrs
Rousewinningbyascoreof6-2, 6-2.
The Saturday afternoon session began with an extremely exciting
Mixed Doubles final , possibly the best final of the tournament. Capt
Mike Podmore and Cpl Sandra McChemey, who had both already
been on the losing side twice in the Championship, were determined to
make it third time lucky. In the event they managed it with a score of 86, 6-2.
The tournament ended with the final of the Open Mens Doubles,
and all 9 Sig Regt affair between No 1 seeds Capt Podmore and Sgt
Car ter, who had only lost three games on their way to the final, and
Maj Gowland and Cpl IDIJ. Before the match it was quite clear that the
strength Jay with the Army No 1 and 2 and so it turned out. It was not
until the 11th game that the underdogs managed to win a ~ame, losing
the match 0-6, 2-6. So ended another Army Ten nis Championship with
9 Sig Regt claiming most of the trophies.
F INAL RESULTS
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REPRESENTATIVE HONOURS
The foll owing played for th e Combined Services in th e Kentish Cup
Matches versus the French and Belgian Armed Forces on JO and 24
February :
Cpl Ian Good, 22 Sig Regt ,
Cpl A. W. (Sandy) Brown, 3 Cdo Bde HQ and Sig Sqn

TENNIS

Mens Singles
Winner
Runner-Up
Ladles Singles:
Wi nner
Runner-Up
Mens Open Doubles
Winners

Top L to R: Cpl Parry, Maj Wannell, Dvr Pritchard, Maj Smith, Cpl
Johnson, WOl Crossland, Cpl Appleby, Cpl Bell, LCpl Harrod, Sgt
Wood, Cpl Francis
Bottom L to R: Sig Poulson, Sig Hand , Cfn Duncan, SSgt Pawlak,
Cpl Showell, Cpl Johnson, Sig Romain

SOCCER

Sgt G. Carter
Capt M. Podmore

9 Sig Regt
9 Sig Regt

Mrs L. Rouse
Cpl S. McChesney

259 Sig Sqn
9 Sig Regt

Capt M. Podmore
Sgt G. Carter
Run ners- Up
Maj R. Gowland
CplB. Hiii
Mens Regimental Doubles
Winners
Maj R. Gowland
Sgt G. Carter
Ru nners- Up
MajR. Smlt.h
Capt M. Podmore
Ladies Doubles
Runners-Up
Cpl S. McChesney
LCpl R. Bennett
Mixed Dou"bles
Winners
CaptM. Podmore
Cpl S. McChesney

9 Sig Regt
9 Sig Regt
9 Sig Regt
9 Sig Regt
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9 Sig Regt
9 Sig Regt
9 Sig Regt
9 Sig Regt
9 Sig Regt
9 Sig Regt
9 Sig Regt
9 Sig Regt

INTER-SERVICES TENNIS
The In ter-Services match took place at Akrotiri on 30 September. It
was not surprising, after the success of9 Sig Regt's tennis players at th e
Army Championships, that the regiment should provide fi ve out of the
six players for the Mens Team and three out of four for the WRA C
team. The Arm y successfully defeated the RAF by five rubbers to two
with two halved, while the WRAC unfortunately lost by three rub bers
to nil.

Keepy our unit notes
SHORT I

WE, THE
LIMBLESS,
LOOK
TO YOU
FOR HELP
We come from both world
wars. We come from Korea,
Kenya, Malaya, Aden, Cyprus
... and from Ulster.
Now, disabled, we must look
to you for help. Please help
by hel ping our Association.
BLESMA looks after the
limbless from all the Services.
It helps to overcome the
shock of losing arms, or legs
or an eye. And. for the
severely handicapped, it
provides Residential Homes
where they can live in peace
and dignity.
He lp the disabled by helping
BLESMA. We promise you
Dona hon s and information:
that not one penny or your
~rd~r!ih~E,;'~'L~~~~~~e;; ~~~~;,!,~. Londo~
donation will be wasted.
EC tA 9DX
Give to those who gave - please.

BLESMA
BRITISH LIMBLESS
EX-SERVICE M EN' S ASSOCIATION
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Goods Available from Association Headquarters
The following items are available from the Association

Any telephone enquiries to Chelsea Military extension 375, please.

Overseas

UK

£

£

35 .30

40 .50

6.50

7 .50

6.00

6.90

23 .10

26.30

6 .30

7 .20

7.40

8 .50

3.40

3 .75

Framed, illuminated Corps badge 4i" x ~ ..

1.40

1.55

DIANE·' &
DREAM.
COMES
TRUE ~:.

Blazer badge (as approved by the Corps Committee) (on navy or black background)

3.80

4.35

1t$tl

1.35

1.55

Summer Stiow, crOt111\94 three glorious days ol au,,..

Corps ties-terylene Ji"

2.10

2.40

Car badge-squ are, acrylic

2.90

3.25

Key ring with Corps badge tag

0 .60

0 .65

'Begone Dull Care'. The Corps Band Record. (LP)

2.60

2.90

Corps clipper board folders in blue vinyl with crest in gold

2.70

3.00

Corps transfers- large ( 10" x 7!''l

0.85

0.90

0.80

0.85

0.75

0.80

Identity card holder

0.25

0 .30

Blazer buttons-large

0.50

0.55

small

0.45

0.50

Association lapel badge (new pattern, members only}

0.40

0.45

Vinyl "coasters" with Corps Crest (set of six)

1.45

1.55

Calf leather comb case complete with comb

0.45

0.50

'Jimmy' in bronze. Height 1if' including plinth.
Produced by Peter Hicks for the Association
Royal Signals stick pin, for ladies wear. Sterling silver with spring safety stud,
complete in presentation case
Mens Calf leather wallets . ..
Corps table mats (set of six)
Corps cocktail mats (set of six)
Corps wall plaque (scrolls ' Roya l Corps of Signals' or blank)
Corps cuff links (revised pattern)

Crested glass ash trays

medium

m" x 5i"l

small (3" x 2i"l

.

'·

DIANE l'tRRl~G from Mil~ Is Misa Fenjalot 8AOI!
Olane'.,s croW(llng, on Iha ftnal day of lbe Rhine- Amir

,;~

:~I -summer 9bOW en; Org«ftind

~o
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hin~·
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FAMOUS

DRINKS

Rutherford and Mile~)

ij

lr

YOUR

IN

MESS

ti

OLD <i::j TheBrandyofNapo1eon
TRINITY ~at COURVOISIER
HOUSE Madeira
1

"'~--t---

'

NO\'A.IJ IJJJ
The style is
Vintage but not
the price

y

For all bar
supplies

If you live anywhere north of Watford Gap, driving home from the Channel
Ports can be a shattering experience.
Especially with a family in tow. Which is why we suggest you take the easy
way out: Sail with North Sea Ferries from Rotterdam (Europoort) or Zeebrugge to Hull.
On a North Sea Ferries ship you'll find everything you need to keep you your
wife and your children happy.
'
There are bars, lounges, duty-free shops, a dance floor and colour television.
As well as comfortable cabins where you can get a good night's sleep.
And a slap-up dinner, morning tea and full breakfast are included in the fare.
Speaking of the fare, it's very fair. We give concessional rates on Continental fares
only, to all servicemen and their families stationed on the Continent.
In fact, when it comes to looking after your army we're the professionals.
For further details, write to : North Sea Ferries, Dept. Wire, Beneluxhaven, Europoort,
Postbus 1123,3180 AC Rozenberg, Holland or your Continental travel agent.

If YOU'RE GOING HOME
ON LEAVE, WE1 I TAKE CARE
OFYOUR RMY.

contact your
nearest NAAFI.

.,

Deliciously Different

re~~"

Amontillado Sherry

~

It's got to be Gordon's ·
the world's largest selling gin
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At Cable & Wireless, we apply the latest technological advances to meet the
expanding telecommunications needs
of our customers around the world
Although we operate with state of the
an equipment, we are no newcomers,
as we've been in the communications
business for over a century. Today we
provide services in more than sixty
countries. In fact, there can be few
people who know more about working
in the field than us.

opportunity to expand and develop
your talents and experience, and we
can provide it. Especially if you've had
several years experience in HF &
Broadband installation systems. Qualifications to C & G B & C standard, or
Forces equivalent, would be an asset.
In return for your skills we can offer
you an initial contract of up to two
years and the chance to earn a salary
approaching £12,500 p.a. tax free, all
found, depending on the country in
which you work.

We are, though, always on the lookout
for other Professionals to join us - and
that's where you come in. You need an

In addition, there is generous leave, a
terminal gratuity, and of course paid

return air passages.
So if you are about to leave the Service,
contact us and arrange to talk to the
other Professionals. You won't regret it.
Write with full details to:Project Recruitment Officer, Ref AC091
Cable & Wireless PLC
Lion House, 72-75 Red Lion Street,
London WClR 4NA.

Produced by the Publishers. THE ROY AL SIGNALS ASSOCIA TION . Cheltenham Terrace. Chelsea , London SW3 4RH (Telephone01 ·930 4466, Ext: 37I)
in conjunction with COM BI ED SERVICE PUBLICATIONS LTD . PO Box 4. Farnborough . Hampshire GU14 7LR
Printed in Greai Britain by Holbrook & Son Ltd , Norway Road , Hilsca. Portsmouth , Hants
Advertisement Managers: SERVICE NEWSPAPERS LTD . PO Box 4, Farnborough. Hampshire GUl4 7LR (Telephone02525 15891)
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OVEllSEAS KIT
ISSUED EARLYOii
VERY SPECIAL TERMS.
' °' _ ,,...,.

"'·"•·-

You must know that any serving
member of H.M. Forces posted overseas
can buy a new car tax free.
But here's a couJ?le of plus points.
You can take delivery and drive your
n.ew car here in the U.K. for a maximum of
six m.onths before your posting, and in
certain cases even longer.
. And if you choose a car from the
Austm Morris Rover Triumph range, there's
the added bonus of special price
opportunities available on top of your tax
free privileg&.-No matter whether you
buy for cash or on terms.
It all adds up to substantial
savings on list price.
All models, from our best selling
!'1etro .to top ranking Rover are available,
mcluding the new Triumph Acclaim and
Austin Ambassador models.
And the deal can be done at any
BL Cars showroom.
Call in and find out more. Or post the
COUJ?On below and we'll be pleased to put
you m touch with a local dealer specialising
m Forces Tax Free Sales and geared to get
you on the road fast.

Although we've never 01et,
you probably know us inside out.
Both your training and exposure to the most
advanced equipment in use today have prepared you to take up a key role in industry, now
that you 're leaving the Forces. And where
better than with one of Britain's most accomp lished electronics companies.
Our projects include radio and TV broadcast

Test Engineering
mvolves production testing and fault-fmding on a
wide range of eqmpment. usmg the most soph1st1cated test techniques and equipment.

equipment. satellite earth stations. naval
communications. troposcatter, digital and lineof-sight networks .
To meet future order commitments. we're now
looking for men and women with experience of
Microwave or digital systems or high power
transmitters to work in the following areas :-

Installation Engineering
involves the installation and mamtenance of many
of the systems described. both in the UK and overseas. generally unaccompanied .

Technical Publication

Systems/Sales Engineering

involves working as a Technical Author or Circuit
Delineator on a vanety of projects covering complex
electronic equipment and systems. Vacancies exist
m both Chelmsford and Norwich .

involves assessing the technical implications of a
sales enquiry and the translation of customer requirements mto systems drawings and technical notes,
ready to make a formal tender. It's a role which
involves working closely with our customers in the
UK and overseas.

~ B~a~x-;:: Sales. ;;-Box 395~ngbridge, Bi rmingham B31 2TB . Tel: ~4;;-;101 (Ext.~) -

If you'd like to know more about our work and what we can offer you, write with a brief outline of

j

your service career to Ken Dumbrell, Marconi Communication Systems Limited, New Street,
Chelmsford, Essex. Telephone : Chelmsford (0245) 353221 , Ext.114.

I
II

Marconi
Communication Systems

lam interested in the following model(s) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

for use in the UK prior to postino
<> to (country),_
- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ De Iivery required (dat )_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ame
Initials _ _ _ _ Rank
Ilome address
-----------Base address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Urut __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Tel._d_ay__- _:-_- _- -=._-_- =.-:_- : :
_Tel_.e_ven-in_g _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-- - -
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EDITORIAL
GENERAL BIRTWISTLE REVIEWS CORPS AFFAIRS
The Signal Officer-in-Chief addressed the Branch Representatii•es of the Royal Signals Association
assembled in London on 17 April for their 36th Annual Meeting. We are glad to publish the substance of
this important statement.

.Deliciously Different

ACHIEVEMENTS AND PROBLEMS
This gathering of Royal Signals Association Representatives hu tradltlonally given the Signal Officer·
In-Chief the opportunity to review the achievements of the Corps and the problems that It haa had to face
during the put year. Since Brlg Paddy Evans gave this address on my behalf last year a gieat deal haa
happened and It hu been a particularly busy and, I believe, significant period for Royal Signals. The key
event being the Defence Review announced by the Secretary of State for Defence last summer.

I
Amontillado Sherry
A Naafi introduction to a dealer can benefit
you with basic price discounts on many ma.kes
of new cars and you can apply to use Naaf1
finance whether you use this introductory
service or buy from a dealer of you~ own.
choice. In fact, Naafi will consider financing
the purchase of a new or used car from a dealer
or a used car from another member of H.M .
Forces. The advantage of Naafi finance is that
it is an exclusive service offered by your own
organisation, you're not dealing with an
unknown finance house. It's a wonderful way
to buy a car ... so ring Naafi now!

•Dial 0602 411991
written details will be provided on request.

THE NOIT REVIEW
Mr John Nott laid down the parameters within whlch the Senlces must operate In the future. The emphasis wu on value for money and the need for
the Senlces to operate within strict cash limits. Thls resulted In a most thorough examination of all equipment projects and unit estabUahmenta, with
a view to making financial and manpower savings. You will appreciate that this was a critical time for the Corps, but as a result of a gieatdeal of effort
on the part of Signals Commanders and Staffs at all levels, I am happy to report that we have been remarkably successful Jn presernng Royal Signals
Interests. On the communication equipment side a number of projects were deleted from the prognunme but the major projects such u Ptarmigan,
Clansman and Wavell remain substantially Intact. The need to meet the cash limits has called for considerable reorganJsatfon In the Army and
although no Corps units will be disbanded some will take on additional responalbllltles and others will suffer establishment cuts. As a result the
planned size of the Corps will reduce from Its current establishment of some 12,500 officers and men to something under 12,000 between 1 Apr 83 and
1 Apr 86 u the Army reduces In sl7.e from 145,000 to approximately 135,000 over the same period. The outward slgns of these changes are the
withdrawal from BAOR of 2 Division Signal Regiment and 24 Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron, to York and Catterick respectively, early next year
and the move to RHQ of IO Signal Regiment from Hounslow to Wilton later this year. Let me now leave this subject and tell you a little of the actiYlties
of the Corps during the put year.
ROYAL EVENTS
Our Colonel-In-Chief, HRH The Princess Anne, hu continued to visit Royal Signals unlta. During the put year she has visited Berlin, where she
met members of the Corps who serve In that beleaguered city, and spent two days In Northern Ireland where she was able to see for henelf the wide
range of activities In which our soldiers are Involved In the province. In June th1a year, Princess Anne wlll visit BAOR and thtte..reglments In l(BR)
Corps will have the honour of entertaining her. In addition, later this year It Is hoped that HRH will visit the School of Signals Informally so that she
can familiarise henelf with some of the various methods of communicating that we use ln the Corps. I believe that we are extremely fortunate to ha•e
such a lively, Interested and caring Colonel·ln·Chlef.
Some of you will have seen In 'The Wire' that 10 Signal Regiment were ordered to Buckingham Palace late laat year for an Inspection by Her
Majesty the Queen. The Regiment provide the special communlcatlom for State occaslom and came to Her Majesty's notice during la1t year'• Royal
Wedding. Due to Inclement weather, the first snow of winter had just fallen. Her Majesty decided to hold the parade Inside the Palace In the Foyer by
the Grand Entrance. It Is believed that an Inspection by the Sovereign within the Palace has not happened for over 100 years and I waa delighted that a
Regiment, whose work Is essentially routine, should be honoured In thiJ way.
OPERATIONS
NORTHERN IRELAND
The Corps continues to play a full part ln Northern Inland. During the past year there haa been a reduction In the number of soldiers In the
province and we have amalgamated 3 Brigade Signal Squadron with 8 Brigade Signal Squadron. Nnertheleu our soldlen are kept very bmy and In
addition to their normal role were deployed on the 1treeta u Infantry platoom during the riot1 that marked the Mau Prflon Hunger Strike. Many of
you will know that tragedy recently struck In the Province when Cpl Michael Ward of 8 Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron died In an ambU1h whlllt
on duty with a Senlor NCO of the Royal Electrical and Mechanical Englneen. Incidents like th1s 1erve to hlahll&ht the many rllks that our IOldlen
face while serving there and a recognition of this risk Is shown In the Increasing share of gallantry awards that are beln& made to officen and soldlen
of the Corps serving In Northern Inland. Incidentally Mn Ward and her family are being rehou1ed In her home county, Scotland, with help from
Anny and Royal Signals Benevolence.

SINAI
As you will have seen In the press the Brit1sh Army sent a small detachment of admlnlstrators to run the Headquarten of the Multl·nlltlonal Force
of Observen In the Sinai. My staff have been cloeely Involved In deciding whether a nadonal rear Hnk detachment should be 1ent to support them. In
the event It wu decided to rely on the Civil Communlcatlom that have been provided to the Headquarten, but we remain prepared to .end a equadron
of communicators to Namibia should a Unlted Natfom force be sent to that unhappy country.

NAAFl-We're here to help you!
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FALKLAND ISLANDS
The Corp ha been Involved in our coun try's response to the
Argentinian 1n,·aslon of the Falkland Islands since the very beginning.
Yoo will appreciate that the need for security precludes me from going
Into detail about our contrlbudon to this operation, but you may be
wed that a number of soldiers from Royal Signals have either been
deployed with the Naval Task Force or are helping to provide com·
munlcations In support of II.
CONTINGENCY REAR LINKS
It was intended to practise our Contingency Rear Link long range
communications from Ghana during February this year and all was
progressing well until Flight Lieutenant Gerry Rawlins staged another
Coup. In the event the exercise was held on Ascension Island and
Cyprus and gave some of the soldJers of 30 Signal Regiment two weeks
In a bot climate In an unusual part of the world.
COMMUNICATIONS SUPPORT FOR THE SAUDI ARABIAN
ROYALFAMlLY
For the first three months of this year one of our satellite ground
stations from 30 Signal Regiment was deployed to Saudi Arabia to
provide communJcatlons for the Saudi RoyaJ Family whilst they
travelled through their Kingdom. The oommunJcations provided were
quite excellent and I am hopeful that tbJs convincing demonstration of
satellite communlcadons will lead to a substantiaJ commercial contract
for satellite equJpment being signed with British Firms.
Having raised the subject our satellite communication project might
be of Interest to you. The UK will launch a new communication satellite
using the US space shuttle during 1985; It will be used by the Royal
Navy and tbe RAF as well as the Army. 30 SlgnaJ Regiment and the
SAS Signal Squadron aJready have In service a number of ground
terminals. This Is an exciting area which greatly simplifies the problem
of communJcatlng from one place to another, so long as there Is a
satellite avallable to talk through. The communJcation In Saudi were
prolided using the UK SKYNET 2 satellite which is, in fact , near the
end of Its life and Is drifting in space. For some time It drifted out of
contact and the Australians were using it free of charge. It drifted back
Jost In time to assist In the Saudi sales venture.
THE CORPS WORLDWIDE
BAOR
The last year bas seen a number of changes In the deployment of our
forces In Germany. I have already mentioned the withdrawal of 2
Division Signal Regiment and 24 Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron
from BAOR bot within that theatre there have been other changes.
There bas been major study Into the need for divisional headquarters to
be In armoured vehicles to make them better able to survive In war.
Many people have been advocating ~Is for some years and now the
Armoured vehicles are being provided to protect commanders, staffs
and communJcators. This has reduced the number of signaJlers at the
divisional headquarters but commanders are satisfied that the new
style headquarters Is a better way to go to war, should the need ever
arise. In addition Corps Headquarters Is currently being examined with
a view to making It smaller and more survivable.
HONGKONG
The Gurkha force In Hong Kong Is one of the few areas of expansion
withJn the British Army and this Is due to problems created by lllegaJ
Immigration from mainland China and the need to meet the ever
present IS threat. To match thJs expamion and meet the
communications requJrements that resuJt from the operational
1ituation there Is a clear need to reorganise Queen's Gurkha Signals
who currently consist of two very large independent squadrons. During
next year it is hoped that Queen's Gurkha Signals can be reformed Into
a regiment comprising three communicating squadrons.
BELIZE
During the year Bethe has gained Its Independence. At present we
1dll have a large 1lgnal troop there and we are uncertaJn of the date
when we may be uked to withdraw, even then It is llkely that we may
keep a amaD SI&nals training team.

CYPRUS
In Cyprus llttJe has changed since the partition of the Island into tbe
Turkish North and Greek South. Wben I visited the Island last June. I
found that the postln remains a popular one. We will continue to
provide 9 Signal Regiment and three 1lgnal squadrons, one of whlcb
provides the communications for the UnJted Nations force interposed
between rival Greek and Turld1h communJtles.
GIBRALTAR
The fortreu signal troop wlll remain on the territory, despite the
decision lo clo1e the Gibraltar Naval Dockyard, another result of the
Nott review.
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TERRIT0RIAL ARMY
Under Mr Nott's Review the Territorial Army was given greater
Importance and Increased In strength. We are not yet sure of the effect
that this will have on the Corps, but It could lead to the raising of a new
TA SignaJ Squadron. Meanwhile our 3 SlgnaJ Groups In the United
Kingdom have been retitled Signal Brigades and continue to have a
vital role to play In provldJng communications for the defence of
Europe and the home base. From my many visits to TA units I can
assure you that the TA Corps remains as enthusiastic and professional
as ever and we could not do without them.
MANNING
I am happy to report that the Corps ls now fully up to strength for the
first time since NationaJ Service. We have a little adjustment to make to
ensure that our trades are properly baJanced and we are short of some
vitaJ management, namely Yeoman and Foreman of Signals. I am
under no illusion that, now we have reached full manning, the problem
is thereby solved; we must make every effort to maintain it. Our
Improved manning situation is due to the economic situatJon combined
with the relatively attractive salary levels within the Services. It Is in fact
a retention boom-people staying In longer. These trends may not last
for long and I am keen that the Corps should Improve Its Image, Its
appeal and Its recruJting In the future . As part of an overhaul of our
recruiting organisation I have given each regular regiment a
geographJcaJ area of tbe UnJted Kingdom In which It will recruit. I aJso
Intend that as many young soldiers as possible will start their service In
their 'local' regiment. 10 SlgnaJ Regiment has the responslbllity for
recruiting in London which Is appropriate as part of that regiment lives
and works here. Other regiments are not stationed wlthJn their
recruiting areas and must establish regular visits to maJntaln their
contacts. You can do a great deaJ to help here and I know that all
branches of the Association will wish to support commanding officers
when their recruiting teams are visiting your locaJ areas.
WRAC
I cannot leave the subject of Corps manning without a word about
the WRAC. When we had a shortfall of maJe trained soldiers, many
WRAC were employed on a temporary basis to reduce critical undermanning. The Army has been studying whether It Is feasible to employ
women on a wider mandate and although It is as yet early days, and we
are treading carefully, already we have opened trades such as
technician and telegraphJst to WRAC and you will he Interested to
know that a WRAC TA officer has just taken over command of 37
Signal Regiment (TA) in Bristol.

THE COLONEL-IN-CHIEF VISITS NORTHERN IRELAND
PREPARATION
Pre parations for the visit of Her Royal HJghne Tb Prl
to the Corps in Northern Ireland were bedevilled bss
e . ncess Anne
o~der .to maint~n the necessary integrity for as lo~;e~su~~;s~~f:~ti~~
p1annmg was one under the cover of the Mast 0 f s·1
I ..
However, this cover story began to lack cred"b"I~~
~na ~ v1S1t.
appr'!ached a~d detailed instructions were i~s~~d-a~ t ed big day
ow oes one
explam .a Lady-m -Waiting for the Master?
J?esp1te fears that news of the intended visit would leak t "t
~nt1 l less than 24 hours before HRH's arrival that h dl?u I was not
m the Belfast Telegraph 'Princess Anne ma .1 a.1 ea m~ appear~d
considerations dictated that Pri
A
,Y v ~ .t Ulster . Security
G .
IfH
ncess nne s v1s1t be confined to
L" b
is um. amson.
RH could not travel around th p ·
her soldiers then we would make sure that as m
e roVJ~ce to meet
come to Lisburn to meet their Colonel -in-Chief. any as possible would
THE GREAT DAY
'?1e;reat dal' Wed 3 M~r, arrived and with it a violent stonn in the
ear Y ours o the mornmg that blew down trees and tenta e
Nevertheless, when the royal helicopter touched do
th
g ·
shining to welcome the Colonel-in-Chief on her first vi;;'t"to the Csun w~s
Northern Ireland.
e orps m
Durin~.her time with us, HRH visited 39 Inf Bde HQ and s· s
$!1d s233 ~ Sqn, tour~d a static display provided by 8 Inf Bde ~~a q~
p~~oi~~~ w~~l~~r{ ~15ge~t (V~,A66~NIH) Sig Sqn (V)! Ro:(al Sign~ls
OTC s·
I Se .
oy
and Queens Untvemty Belfast
. th ~a .s ction, attended a pre-luncheon reception and luncheon
m. e drrtSondSergeants Mess, took tea with junior ranks and their
wives an atten ed a reception in the Officers Mess in the evenin
~RH .made a tremendo~s impression on us all with her friendliness t~~
c
.mterest she took
our activities and her abundant charm 'Th
follow will stand as a

lse

m

;:~~Id~ o1th1:~~~I!n~lah~a~at

marv~llou:

Rus~ell Ma~n~rd

The Regimental Secretary watches closely as Lt Col
Commander Communications, is presented to the Colonel -inChief'.
Capt Lance Byrne, the ADC for the visit, sports a pocket-phone radio

SPORT
The Corps continues to be successful on the sports field. Some of oar
achJevements during the last 12 months include:
Swlmming- 229 Signal Squadron (Berlin) won the Army Minor Units
Swimming Cup for the 6th successive year.
Canoeing-16 Signal Regiment are the Army Canoe Champions and
Cpl S. L. Jackson was awarded the bronze medaJ In the 10,000 metre
race in the World Canoeing Championships.
Athletlcs- 2 Division SlgnaJ Regiment came 3rd In the Army
champlonshJps and Cpl A. D. Robertson came first In the InterServices Marathon FlnaJs.
Golf- Sgt Carveth was selected as Captain of Army Golf.
Skiing- 22 Signal Regiment were placed 3rd In the Princess Marina
Cup.
Squash- The Corps Squash Team, captained by Capt N. H. Stewart
(who also captains the Inter-service and Army teams) came first In
Division 2 of the Army Squash Championships.
Badminton-The Corps team won the flnt ever Army Championship.
Boxlng- 26(Junior) Signal Regiment beat the JunJor Soldiers of the
Queen's Depot to win the Army Junior Boxing Championship.
Assn Football-28 Signal Regiment won the Army Challenge Cup flnaJ
held at Aklershot on 14 April.
Cross Country-I Division HQ and Sig Regt came second In the Army
Championship thereby falling to gaJn a hattrlck having won the
competition In 1980 and 1981.
CONCLUSIONS
I have been fortunate to visit many units of the Corps during the 18
months that I have been Signal Officer-in-Chief. I am therefore able to
assure you that the Corps Is in very good heart and morale Is high. Our
officers and soldiers are of the highest calibre and many of the
commanders that I meet comment on thJs fact. I am pleased to have
this opportunJty to speak to the branch representatives of the
Association. We In the serving Corps greatly vaJue the work of the
Association, we much appreciate the financial assistance that you give
us and the Interest that you take In our activities.
THEWIRE, MAY1982

~friendly wave fror:i HRH as s~e leaves her helicopter accompanied

~ th.e Mas~er of Signals. Behind her are two police officers and a
grinning Brian Blackwell (formerly in the Corps and now with the
Northern Ireland Office)

WO~ (RSM) Harry Lund welcomes the Colonel-in-Chief to the
Garrison Sergeant~ Mess. W01 (RSM) Paddy McGerty is not asleep
on his feet merely dazzled by the Princess
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c

I Alan Gay presents members of Rover Group 39 Inf Bde HO and
Sqn Pte Andy Holloway RPC and Cpl Scouse Kewtey RPC who
dt;plays.his body armour. Sgt .Stan Taylor's exp~ession reveals that
the demonstration for which he was responsible went well

Cpl Taff Wade and LCpl Pete Huzzey look somewhat bemused as Lt
Grace Harrison , QC Comms Tp. rolls her eyes at HRH

sp

Maj Martin Roberts, QC 8 Inf B_de HO and Sig Sqn, with a radiant
Princess

The smile on the face of LC pl Karol Boyd says it all

Capt (TOTI John Knox Points. C?ut s<?m~ points of int.erest on ~he helitele monitor. The Lady-1n-Wa1t1ng d1dn t keep the ram off Mai Gareth
Mann

8 Inf Bde HO and Sig Sqn ' keep it simple' as Cpl Robert. Porter
releases a carrier pigeon bearing the Princess' message. The bird to_ok
just under two and a half hours to fly the 100 Km to Lonc1?nderry with
the message which read 'This message convey~ my greetings to those
members and their families of 8 Infantry Brigade HO and Signal
Squadron unable to be present in Lisburn today'
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... And time to speak to spectators too

HRH enjoys meeting Cpl Brian Winton, Sig Nobby C~arke and Sgt
Gerry Peck members of a RR detachment of 40 (U) Sig Regt (V)
Maj Don Overton, QC 233 Sig Sqn, gives encouragement to HRH as
she plants a commemorative tree. LCpl Terry Skee is worried as to
how he will get the shine back on the spade
THE WIRE, MAY 1982
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~gt_ Ph.ii McGo':f0m. 39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn, explains the
intricacies of heh-tele to the Colonel-in-Chief while Capt (TOTI John
Knox, Maj Gareth Mann, Officer Commanding and Commander
Communications looks on.

-

THE CORPS CONNECTION

From our "In" Tray-

NORTHERN IRELAND AWARDS
We warmly congratulate the following ·ho received awards and
commendations for service in the Province; announced in March.
MBE
M.j M. W. B. Roberts
QGM
SSgtW. O. Alrlie
MENTION IN DESPATCHES
Sgt R. B. Francis
W02 (YofS) D. C. Lister

HM THE QUEEN'S GARDEN PARTY
22JULY
Our Colonel-in-Chief, HRH The Princess Anne will attend the
Garden Party on Thur 22 July. On this day, RHQ will, as usual,
organise a briefing, lunch and staff cars to take those attending to the
Palace-fromTheDukeofYorksHQ .
Anyone fortunate enough to receive an invitation for this particular
day, 22 July, is asked to notify Col F.rancls, the Regimental Secretary,
(Chelsea Mil 393/ 373) .

PRESENTATION TO DWRAC
ON RETfilEMENT

OUTSTANDING SERVICE
A NOTABLE FIRST
A recent select ion board at HQ
Brigade of Gurkhas selected
Capt (Queens Gurkha Officer)
Balbahadur Gunmg, MVO
Queens Gurkha Signals. to be
GCO,
Gurkha
appointed
Commissioned Officer and to
fill the post of Training Coordinator at the Training
Depot. Brigade ofGurkhas on I
Apr 1982. AGCO equates to a
Regular Commission. Jn the
past such an appointment was
reserved for very few QGOs in
recognition
of outstanding
service. In recent yea rs these
appointments have been filled by Gurkhas qualifying at the RMA
Sandhurst and being granted Regular or SRC commissions. For
BaJbahadur this appointment comes after 28 years' service and apart
from being a very great achievement is a notable first . He is the first
QGO in one of the Corp of the Brigade of Gurkhas to be appointed as
a Gurkha Commissioned Oflicer and retain his cap badge to serve as a
GCO in Queen's Gurkha Signals. He follows in footsteps of his distinguished father, Kajiman Gurung who, after serving as the Gurkha
Major of the 2/ 6 GR was appointed Major (GCO) .
Born in Rapakot. West Nepal , on J Sep 1938. Balbahadur enlisted in
Boys' Company of the Training Depot Brigade of Gurkhas on 3 Sep
1954. On completion of his basic training he was initially trained as a
Radio Operator, but such as his ability that he was selected for and
subsequently qualified as a Radio Technician. Promoted Lance
Corporal in 1960 he rose quickly through the ranks to Staff Sergeant in
July 1969. In November of that year he was commissioned as
Lieutenant (QGO), gaining promotion to Captain (QGO) in May 1976.
During his commissioned service Balbahadur has travelled widely ,
serving in Singapore, Australia, M<1laya, Bruqei , Nepal, Hong Kong
and the United Kingdom. He successfully atttended an Overseas Q
Course at the School of Signals in 1973 and his most recent service in
UK was as Queen 's Gurkha Orderly Officer in 1980. In recognition of
this duty he was awarded the MVO 5th Class on 31 Mar 81. There are
many facets to Balbahadur which make his appointment as a Captain
(GCO) a most appropriate culmination to a notable career. To mention
just two-he very nearly became the first Gurkha to qualify as an Army
Pilot. More recently he became the first and probably the only Gurkha
to be made an honorary member of the Clan Donald-but that is
another story.

Dear Sir,
Mr Maurice Mendoza, Director of A · t M
Buildings, Warden of 400 Monumentsnc:::i: onu1}1~'2t~d Historic
responsible for an annual budget of £4S 000 ~~r ~· d '.
staff and
He saw War-time service in the Royal Sig' 1 '
re tre tn December.
Joining the Civil Service as a Oerical
interrupted by the 1939-45 War and in ~c~rhtn .1 ?38, hts care~r was
and trained as a Line Mechanic He
e JOtned Royal S1w.ials
Training Regt, School of Signals and 1 T sc:~ed ~ubsequently with 2
He later served with Scotti h C
r~tntng egt as an Instructor.
with 2 Corps Signals, 17 Lsof c°S:;~:dgtS~~~a~~ at"ArdafterGD Day .1944
Regt.
s
my roup Signal

Offls. ·
19

·

After the German surrender he s
d ·h
..
Mission to Belgium Signal Training e¥:a wit d the Brtttsh .~ilita~
Ofctober 1946 ~th the rank of Sergeant, h~d: ofC~n d~~~trtlt~lid m
o commendation and the MSM H th
e t 1cate
d' ti
· h d
· e
en resumed a long a d
ts nguts e career with various departments of the Civil Service. n

On 3 Mar the SOinC presented Brig Anne Field, the Director

To Brig Anne Field CB Hon ADC from friends in Royal Signals
1947-82'
In her reply Bria Field thanked All Ranks Royal Signals for a
magnificent ~ift which she will treasure in her retirement. 'The
thoughts behind the gift and the lovely inscription will always be a
remind~r of the many occasions I have spent with your Corps and my
many fnends past and present Regular and TA'.
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The history of the Indian Signal Corps (now Corps of Signals), to
1939 was written some years ago. Work is now underway to cover the
period from 3 September 1939 to 31 December 1947 when the influence
of Royal Signals was significant.
Former members of the Corps who served with Indian formations
during this period may hold papers covering communications which are
now sought. Will you please forward these direct to the address below.
They will, of course , be returned if requested.
Lt Gen M. S. Sodhi
Signal Officer-in-Chief
Army Headquarters
DHQPO
New Delhi 110011

games to 4 ga!:.11;:~ts~~~R!6'a:Jo~in::~sRwEhMo Ewe reh beaten by s
1 e score was 7
·
ch
'.
games to 2 g
this sport ha~::1ge~~~c:iedcf~ed. Ttrhts ~asthprob~bly our finest hour at
RAOC h
es oying e gnp of both REME and
w o have, between them, dominated this com tition fo h
hast 8 years. ;:ne following represented the Corps in BAbR Capt S~
LC~~oo~ ?n~ ~~;~~~de Atherley, Cpl Nick' Cannlnp,

titi
~ arrange
etween the wmners of the UK and BAOR
pe ons .. o, on 20 Feb at 2000 hours a car load of badminton
players left W~denrath on the long overnight journey to Worth D
to meet the mtg ht of the RAOC in the Army Final Th t
y own
off at Blandford and were kindly hosted by 30 s·1g R. gt fie earn stop.ped
I fh
. .
e or an overnight
stay and
dawned
r~wn ~otsr
thfueD main event'. the first ever Army Finals. The te~m slightlyy
e ow 1
streng1h with the loss of C I CI d Ath de '
underdogs for this match as the RAOC !ere heTding ~ef; ;;:~~g:~
com

b~i~~ ~~J wa:~~~:~~~ g;,~!::i~::1its~~ndt~J~:b

.t •
l 15

qricet Mdehndoza, he expresses the reason for his success in his career
•
uo e ere:'J11e on~ point I would like to get over 'is that the time I spent in
a;dal Signals w~s undoubtedly the most educative period of my life
~ne on wh1.ch I have drawn repeatedly. First it gave me a
technical education and manual skills; as a result I think I turned
~ut to~ a mu~ more rounded person than I would otherwise have
k~n.
condly •t t~ught me ho~ to manage and to get on with all
~s of peop!e. Thirdly, and this was the most important benefit it
m~ . e ~e realise that I, in common with many others was capable' of
I ac •evmg much more that I had previously realised . .'
the~~ sur.e th~t ~eaders of the 'Wire' will join the Yeoman Warders of
wer tn wtshtng Maurice Mendoza a long and happy retirement.
Yours sincerely,
Alan Copestake
HM Tower of London
LONDON
ECJN 4AB
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Co
t
n rk orps nockout Competition on 23 Jan and 6 Feb the
clo~t ~~~~oo. on an_d beat everyone, with the most difficult and

••• ANDARMY

In hi~ farewell letter to 'Nobby' Russell, Yeoman Clerk of Her

THE HISTORY OF THE INDIAN
SIGNAL CORPS

BAOR CHAMPIONS

th~~/ ~8~/82vseason in BAOR_ has proved to be the most successful
the BAbR ~ eC had.KThe detatls of th~e. successes are as follows. In

s~~h:hdo~~rbarranged ~mb e months ear!ier that an Army Final at this

~:~s.ty s Tower of London and retired RSM R Signals. seen here with

Wo~ens fylyal Army Corps, with a statue of 'Jimmy' inscribed

BAOR AND ARMY
BADMINTON CHAMPIONS

From:-Yeoman Warder Alan Copestake

THEWIRE, MAY1982

team which included 2 Army la
O
·
pair Cpl PhD Ad
d PSI yeMrs. ur team line up wa~, as our first
C
ams an
g
ax Boyce. second pair Cpl Nick
annlngs and LCpl Jim Moore and third pair Capt Stan B
:in~ Sg~ Om Chhetri .(the old campaigners!) As predicted the~=;:
trs J?a.ir wo.n all their three games leaving the Corps to win five of the
~em~mm~ SIX games. With their backs to the wall and the adrenalin
owi~g.
e Corps team fought back to win by the very narrowest of
~argtn~, ~ gam~s to 4 games. No one player or pair can be singled out
or specta mention as the -:vhole team played superbly well.
Pr ~d excelflecnt day of ~1gh class, nail biting badminton with the
esi ent o . orps Badnunton UK, Lt Col R.D.K. Thom on b the
end of then mth game down to the knuckles of his left han~ The
were most grateful for hrs S1' pport.
·
earn

r

ARMY AIR CORPS JUBILEE YEAR
1982 is the AAC Jubilee year. JI Aug / J Sep 1982 ·11 b
.
deaeyn aAt Mid~lle !Wallop. All retired and erving officers :~oar~ ~:1~~~~
b
rmy pt o s are welcome.
·
I nquirie to:
The Jubilee Office
HQDAAC
Middle Wallop S02 SOY
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THE ARMY CADET FORCE
From: Capt M.J. Buckley Royal Signals ACF

THEW ARREN GOLF COURSE
1982
From: Brig D. E. Warren

Dear Sir,
The letter, published in the January issue, from ~a~ld Ogilvy Fairlie
referring to the Scout Movement. prompts me to wnte m reply.
Firstly may I say how much I admire the 'Scouts' indeed I have_ been
involved as a Cub Master, while serving in BAOR, with th~ 1st Htlden.
However I wonder if your readers will get quite the wrong id.ea of what
the Scouts are about and will consider them an extension of the
Reserve Army. or p~haps muddle them with the Cadet Force~.
Despite the connection described with 4000 under command. there 1s
no connection!
I am now involved as the County Signal Officer with the Army Cadet
Force, and spend a great deal of ~y.time endeavourin~ to .encoura~
boys to join Royal .Sign~ls, b~ gtvmg. them a gen~ine interest m
handling and operating S1gnalhng Equipment, be this 88/ 31 Sets or
the Modern A411C13. These Cadets are very keen, though generally, as
with the Scouts. lack adequate Leadership. Ex Royal Signals personnel
would be made most welcome as either Unifonned Instructors or
Civilian helpers. Their experience with Service matters, ci.uite. clearly,
makes them a valuable addition in any Unit. The ACF exists .m many
corners of the Country, principally in TA Centres. but also m Cadet
Huts and Training Centres. Co.uld I as.k an ~ Regular or TA
personnel who would like to consider helpmg to either contact me or
the Army Cadet Force Associa~on at. Millbank B!irracks , London ,
when they can be put in contact with their nearest Umt.
.
Despite the total lack of any information in the Wire regarding the
Cadet Forces, may I assure you all that they are alive and w~ll. qverall
there are more Cadets in Unifonn than there are Soldiers m the
Regular Army! The ACF alone numbers around 40.000 Cadets.
Yours sincerely,
Mike Buckley
Springfields
12 Ran more Avenue
Croydon
SurreyCROSQA

PRESENTATION

Dear Sir,
.
.
Gen Henry IDld suggested that some of your readers m!ght hke_to
have news of a recent visit I made to Singapore for the official opening
ofa new clubhouse on the Warren Golf Course.

RETIRED OFFICERS SUBSCRIPnONS
At present Retired ~ffic.ers are asked to subscribe separately to
Corps Funds, to the Institution and for The Wire. They are also asked
to m~e two separate co~enants for Corps Funds and the Institution.
TI11s S~mmer, all re_t1red offi.ce~s, including ex TA officers will be
~sked to, mtegrate. the~r subscnptions and covenants into one single
.Pa~~age . The)'. Wlll still be offered a variety of options, to suit their
md1V1dual reqmremen~. b~t they will only make one bankers order
and one covenant. Detatls will be sent to all concerned in June/ July.
FINANCIAL MATTERS
The Fina'.1ce Committee met on 1 April and,
- noted increased Corps subscriptions by TA officers. proposed by
theTA member,
- no~ed satisfactory progress on the Corps Museum extension now
'
estlm ated to cost £50, 100
- ex~mined the audit repo~ts on all Corps accounts. produced by
Pnce ~aterhouse Ltd, and recommended them to the Corps
Committee,
- discussed the financial support that might be needed for
Corporals Clubs. which needs further study,
- noted a report on the RHQ computer which is to be installed this
Summer.

As you will see from the picture, the new clubhouse is a!m?st aweinspiring, particularly for those of us who knew .the club m its e~rly
days. It cost Sl.3 million to build and at the openmg they were talkmg
about the next phase which will include two s"'.im.ming pools., four
squash courts and some tennis courts. Membership is now held m the
form of a debenture and these are changing hands at something
between $25 000 a nd $30,000. A far cry from our original SS a month!
The Club ~ontinues to have a problem in having insufficient land fc;>r
further development of the course and it is difficult to see how they will
fmd an answer to this. However they have just engaged Robert Trent
Jones, probably the best Golf Course Ar~hitect in the world today, to
re-design the present layout to take maximum advantage of the land
they have. I must say I thought the Course looked magnificent and am
told is playing very well.
.
Two items in the Minister's opening speech were of particular
interest to me. Up to now .the club's tenu~e of the land th~y were
occupying was, to say the least, tenuou,s: I ~heve they were pa:l'.'ng Sl a
year rent and could be given a month s notice to quit at any time. Mr
Barker stated that the Government saw no particular problems _ah~ad
over the Club retaining this land for at least the next 2,0 years. Thmkm.g
about it, they might have expected. ~e Committee. t? get this
undertaking before they spent over $1 milbon on a new b~ildmg !
The other item which I particularly reme~ber fr~~ his ~peech was a
restatement of a view expressed by the Pnme M1m~t~r m the past,
namely that Singapore was proud to have b~n a Bntish colon_y and
that much of the good life that they enJOY today was drrectly
attributable to events during the Colonial period, induding the Warren
Golf Course.
The great reception that Beverly and I ~ceived from the present
committee and all the members left us m no doubt that these
sentiments were shared by them all.

Yours sincerely,
Derek Warren
Hunter's Moon,
Hill Farm Lane,
Chalfont St . Giles,
Buckingham shire
Tel: 024-07-2322

The photograph shows SSgt Allan being presented with his LSGC
medal by Maj Gen R. M. Jemun MBE DRAC on 1 March at
Bovington. The presentation was made in the RAC Garrison Sgts
Mess, where eight others were also presented with the medal including
one who was presented with a bar, after serving 27 years. The total
years served by all was 162. The strange phenomenon was that as soon
as the last person was presented with his medal the skies opened and
there was an almighty roar of thunder 'He knows' as the saying goes.

CORPS FUNDS

OUR COVER PICTURE
Many congratulations to 28th Signal Regiment who were winners of both
the BAOR FA Challenge Cup and the Army Challenge Cup.
See page 230 for full report
2B (BR) Signal Regiment (NORTH AG) F~otball Te~m
.
Standing from left to right: Sgt Wally Kerr (assistant trainer) '. Sig Ian
Holmes, Sig John McHale, Sgt Dave Taylor, Sgt Roger Humphries, LCpl
John Thompson, Sgt Jim Lowery, Sgt Eugene Dullaghan, W02 (ROMS)
Rick Garrod (trainer)
Seated from left to right: Sig Garry Maloney, LCpl Andy Edwards, Lt Col P.
Webb, SSgt Maurice Nelson, Capt Colin Mcloughlin (football officer), Sgt
Paul Gaffney, Cpl Dave Fraser
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ALPINE SUMMER TRAINING CAMP
1. ~rmd Div HQ & Sig Regt are planning to run a Corps Alpine
Tr~mmg Camp at.Zermatt from I Aug to 6 Sep this year. The aim is to
tram our C?1:P~ skiers to a high de~ree of proficiency in preparation for
the next D1v1~1onal and Army Ski Championships in Jan / Feb 83. All
who attend will need t? be very fit and be prepared to pay a share of the
total cost of the ~xerc1se .•If any one is interested in taking part will you
pl~ase contact either Maj Gerry ~unnel, 3 Armd Div Sig Regt or Maj
Michael Anderson of 1 Annd Div , via your skiing officer. All applicants must state age and experience on snow. To date these summer
camps _have been highly successful and instrumental in the Corps
prod~cmg some fine Aleine results in the past number of years. A
Nordic Summer Camp will also be run by 22 Sig Regt. Again all applicants must be very fit and all those who believe that they have langlauf
pote1~ttal should co.ntact Lt D: Maloney via their skiing officer.
Probable dates are w1th1n the period I Aug to 20 Sep this year.

TOUROFPENINSULA WAR
BATTLEFIELDS 1982
From: Capt C. Boardman (Retd) Regimental Secretary

7th ARMOURED DIVISION
OFFICERS' CLUB
Report by Maj Gen Sir John Anderson
.The 7th Armoured Division Officers' Club held its 1981 Annual
Dinner .at the Naval & Military Club, Piccadilly on 2 Dec and a
most enjoyable evening was had by all.
1?81 was in fact rather a special year, since it was the fortieth
anmversary of two of th~ . Divisions most outstanding desert
?attles- Beda F?mm and S1d1 Re:zegh-and many of us who were
mvolved at the time were able to relive old times with comrades from
th.ose far.off days. Much desert rattery was on display, which all added
to our enJoy~ent: from Terence Cuneo's huge painting of the surrender
of .Bergo'.1zoh's. anny a~d. George Davy's depiction of 7th Armoured
B'.1~3:de m a<=?on at S1d1 Rezegh, to the citation presented to the
~1v1s1on after 1t had liberated Ghent. Among the guests were Cuneo
himself and Marlin Famdale, GOC of 2nd Armoured Division in
BAOR.
'
Signals were rea.sonably well represented but it would be nice to see
more of you ther~ m future and personally I should like to see more of
those, at future dinners, who were with the Division at Verden Aller in
the late 1950's. Present, besides myself, were Brig Stuart Knox, Brig
Travers Honeyboume, Col Rollo Seddon and Anthony Falvey Esq; Brig
George Cox was unable to come because of 'flu but no doubt he will be
there too next year.
The Club has been absolutely transformed and revital ised during the
last two years, thanks to the new team of President 'Pip' Roberta Hon
Treasurer, 'Ackers' Cowlay a~d Hon Secretary', Maj Christlipber
Milner, MC whose address is Mill Lane, Radford, Jnkberrow,
~orcester WR7 .4LP. Any of you who belonged to the Division at any
time should wnte to Maj Milner and join or re-join and I can
thoroughly recommend that you should.
The next dinner will be at the Naval & Military Club, Piccadilly on
We~, 1 Dec 1982 when no doubt we shall all enjoy another splendid
evemng.

LOOKING BACK
From: J. Hemsley Esq
Dear Sir,
I . have tried, without success to contact men that served with me
durtng the Second World War. The Unit was 'F' Section attd 112 Field
Regt of 43 Div and .I was their Section Sergeant.
~ ~ave been adV1sed to ask you to place a short paragraph in 'The
Wire and hope some of my comrades will see same and contact me.
Yours sincerely,
J.Hemsley
45, Malthouse Court,
Brighton.
Sussex BN2 SLH

Dear Sir,
Lt Col M. _Nicbo~s is operating a special tour of the Peninsula War
Battlefields, mcludmg Salamanca and Vittoria from 3 or 4 Oct until 9
or 10 Oct. The all·in-price for good hotel accommodation and
~ransP?rt from London and return is about £300.00 per head. The tour
is des1~ned to. cover .the route of Wellingt?n's Army during that
campaign. Tt WJ!I not include the modern holiday centres of Spain at
all.
The tour was originally offered to this regiment and to cover the 5th
Dragoon Guards Battle area, but we cannot fill a coach. The offer is
extended to any of your members who may wish to go and, should
anyone have a particular preference, it could be added.
~e. tour will only go if a bus can be filled and therefore, at this time,
prov.1s1?nal. takers are required. There will be a tour operator who
spec1ahses in this period of Army history.
Yours sincerely,
C. Boardman
Home Headquarters
5th Royal lnniskilling Dragoon Guards
The Castle
Chester CHI 2DN
Tel: Chester (Mil) 24666 Ext 311
Chester 47203
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RAMILLIES HALL SCHOOL
Cheadle Hulme, Cheadle
Cheshire, SICS 7AJ
Foundad 1884
IAPS Boarding and Day School for Boys and Girls 4-14.
Situated 10 miles South of Manchester near M63 and Airport.
Good Rail communications.
With around 100 pupils the school has a pleasant family
atmosphere.
Children prepared for entry to Independent and State
Maintained Secondary Schools.
Good games facilities with playing fields and outdoor heated
swimming pool. Very active Scout and Cub troops.
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NOSTALGIA
From: ex WOI (RSM) P. E. A. Hall
Dear Sir.
Here is a nostalgic photograph of a recruit squad of the Depot
Regiment of 1st STC Royal Signals billeted in a commandeered,
woollen mill at Ossett. Yorks 1940. The men are World War II, 'call

up', the one on my right (the Corporal Drill Instructor, was a
Sig Gittens whom I met again later as a Captain in the Middle
East School of Signals at El Maadi, nr Cairo, Egypt 1941 as an Officer
Instructor. Some of the other lads will no doubt recognise themselves if
they read the 'Wire'. This was my last squad of recruits before going to
the East under 'B' Force Signals under command of Lt Col de M.
ThuDUer later to become Maj Gen L. de M. ThuDUer CB CVO OBE.
We were wearing leather .303 ammunition bandoliers from Signals
mounted horseback days and 1940 issue respirators anti-gas.
Yours sincerely,
P.E.A.HaD
Kohima,
1030Harrow Rd.
Wembley, Middx HAO 2QT.

'ONE AMONG THREE MILLION'
By the General Manager, Regular Forces Employment Association
INTRODUCTION
Readers of 'The Wire' may know that the purpose of the Regular
Forces Employment Association (RFEA), working in close cooperation with the Services Resettlement Organisation and the
Manpower Services Commission (MSC), is to assist ex-Regular
Servicemen and women of the three Services who have not held
commissioned rank to find employment and to re-establish themselves
in civil life. To do this it has a network of 40 ex-Regular Servicemen
and women, called 'Employment Officers', throughout the United
Kingdom. We currently advise and assist some 10,000 Servicemen and
women each year, and directly help around 50% of them to find
employment. The Association, a recognised charity, provides a free
service for both employers, and for the would be employees throughout
their working life.
It is through the eyes and ears of the Association's experienced
Employment Officers that this article is based; and while it is written in
terms of the Servicemen, it of course refers equally to Servicewomen.
The aim of the article is to provide a brief but practical insight into
some of the problems ex-Servicemen may face in today's employment
scene, and the means whereby they may be overcome.
WORK OPPOR'IUNITIES
Today the Serviceman leaving his Service is competing with some
3,000,000 others for work. While the demand for many technical skills
continues in certam areas, and increases in others, many of the
traditional employment opportunities for ex-Servicemen such as the
Police, Fire Service, The Post Office and HGV driving are often
blocked by long waiting lists and/or restrictions on recruitment. In
contrast, Security is a growth industry, but on j.oining all must start on
!he lowest rung of the promotion ladder. The changing scene in
industry can lead to a proud house-owning Serviceman discovering he
~ow li~es in an area of continuing high unemployment with the
1mmed1ate need to sell up ~d move for work. To gain an interview in
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certain fields demands civilian recognised qualifications. Wage rates
for available jobs are often well below the 'going rate' in the Services,
yet hundreds may apply for an advertised vacancy.
If the Serviceman lacks a recognised skill in demand, and is
unprepared to accept 'a' job rather than 'the' job, he may find himself
eventually joining the numbers of long-term unemployed. The exService ratio of these to all unemployed is well below the national
figure, but their number has doubled in the last 12 months.
In sum, a man visiting one of our Branch Offices for the first time on
his terminal leave, and lacking the preparation for release provided by
the Services Resettlement Organisation , is likely to find himself at a
serious disadvantage in the hunt for employment. However, jobs are
available in most areas, and by a combination of education ,
preparation, flexibility of mind, and importantly, determination, exServicemen still have certain advantages towards gaining reasonably
paid work.
THE EX-SERVICEMAN'S 'EDGE'
In varying degrees, and acquired during 3-30 years' service, the
mature Serviceman's qualities of sense of purpose; dependability; selfdiscipline; application; versatility and sense of team spirit are highly
valued by most employers. Of course there are exceptions such as
managers who interview wearing a 'ban the bomb' badge, or those who
may exclaim: 'they are not cost conscious', or 'they are anti-unions'. To
the qualities of character enumerated can be added physical fitness,
and in many cases technical skills identifiable with their civilian
equivalents which have been acquired through Service apprenticeship
courses considered by leading Industrialists to be the best in the
country and which would otherwise cost an employer thousands of
pounds.
However , while this Serviceman's 'edge' over his civilian
contemporary still exists, in many cases it requires sharpening to secure
a job in today's highly competitive employment scene. Identification of
this need and advice on how to meet it, both pre and post-release, is the
primary task of the Services Resettlement Organisation and the MSC,
assisted by the Association. However, unfortunately a number of
Servicemen-particularly those with limited service-still may arrive at
our Branch Offices largely unbriefed and unprepared.
'TOPS' Courses', with the valuable 6 months ante-date concession
for applications from serving Regulars; 28 day attachments; conversion
training; application for City and Guilds exemption, etc are all
relevant, and of great value towards the sharpening process. Training
opportunities are of particular importance to those without recognised
skills. If early decisions and actions are taken prior to release from all
the opportunities available, the chances of a smooth transition into
civilian life and early employment are greatly enhanced.
PROBLEMS FOR THE EX-SERVICEMAN
The ex-Serviceman may face unexpected problems if he discards the
resettlement service available to him. He may meet the outdated
'service pensioner' image of an immobile and elderly individual. His
particular local authority may be unwilling to employ anyone holding a
pension, or may not accord him any priority for housing. Wages on
offer may well be below his initial target minimum-set at times
unrealistically at his recent Service salary. His long and varied
experience as an MT Sergeant may not gain him an appropriate
interview for tranSP,Ort management if he has failed to obtain in
advance a CPC certificate. Despite holding appropriate qualifications,
a non-union card-holding technician may be denied membership and
thus employment in a firm operating 'a closed shop'. After relying on
his local Job Centre for too long without success, he may discover twothirds of job opportunities are gained through local newspapers, the
RFEA, 'on spec' letters, personal contacts etc. From these few
illustratio ns of problems frequently encountered, it will be seen there is
much to be learnt and many actions to be taken by a Serviceman in hi s
last 18 months-2 years of Service.
UNEMPLOYMENT
It is almost inevitable to-day that, however careful the preparation
for civilian life, there will be cases in certain areas where ex-Servicemen
are initially unemployed on leaving their Service. Alternatively,
through no fault of their own they may be made redundant during the
continuing recession and experience a period of unemployment before
securing another job. These periods can be shorter, as dedicated 'early
birds still catch the worm', or longer, if late nights and lie-ins are
preferred. Like so many things in life-however good the offered
service may be, success is in the hands of the individual alone.
It is quite common to find Servicemen who have enjoyed pride and
confidence in their Service jobs, good standards of living and
comradeship in a 'family' , becoming more seriously affected by
unemployment than their civilian counterparts. The sudden transition
from a respected member of the successful team to an unwanted and
lonely individual can be traumatic and unsettling both to the exServiceman and his wife.
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M~a.inst th~s background_ we find that through cash limit controls the
. 1~ turnmg many of its Job Centres from providing 'a rsonal
service to a 'help yourself service', so enhancing the already i~ rtant
0
~ !e of ou: Emplor~~t O~cers. First they provide 'someone~ talk
o • expenen~ed CIVIiians with .a Service background and a mature
~:>Ut!o?k on hfe, who can advise, encourage and often ins ire an
1.nd1V1dual
'civvy street'
· on Ph ow to
. . hard and cold • Ad vice
"t
CV who finds
wri e a
or a 1etter of apphcation, on interview technique housin
grants, schools, etc ar~ _readily available. They may r.ot be able f~
~ggest 7ork opportunities at once, but they are readily available as
equent Y ~ necessary and will be seen to be checking with local
~hlohers~rt.h_ w~o'!1 they maintain regular contact, and examining
Bull :- e /<><: 1a1ton s weeklr _bu lletin_ and the Services Resettlement
e m _o JOb opportunmes nationwide and ever) overseas
lntroductt?n _to mem_bership of ~e ~~yal British Legion, Sports Club
~d Assoctations which meet an md1v1dual's interests or hobbies may
( recowo/.endfe~, as these .can lead to employment tips or contacts
0
Ssom_e
o Jobs ~re still found by personal contacts). As exerviceman must avoid falling into that dangerous rut where he
be~om~ u~ed to unemployment, qualifies for supplementary benefit
~n em ~r so~ a tou_ch of 'moonlighting'-a routine from which it
ecomes mcreasmgly difficult to recover.

Exclusive
•
t
s
artl ry
.
...
om
£
Garrarid
A. 1

.
· .~

Today's oomb•t
aircraft, tanks and infantrymen· .. superbly made in
sterling silver by Garrard
craftsmen, accurate down
to the smallest detail. An
Elizabethan pikeman, or a Crimean
mortar could be modelled with the
same skill and accuracy. Garrard
jewellers too are at the
service of the armed
forces, beautifully
reproducing regimental badges in
gold and enamel or set with gems.
. If you are considering a presenta~1.on, official or personal, the Garrard
Military and Special Commissions
, Department will be .
~~ delighted to
~~
.. ..-:
.. helpyou.

POINTERS FOR THE FUTURE
Whereas. the nu_merous predictions of the level of future unemployme;t vary m _detad, _they indicate clearly that ex-Regular Servicemen
an wom_en will face mtense competition for employment in the com·
years. Listed below are a number of '.tips' by no mPans com l~ng
worthy of careful consideration by all those stlll serving:-·
p e,
_'The grass is no! 3:1ways greener on the other side' -so. if you still
enjoy your we_ll paid JOb and are able to sign on, then do so.
If ~ou dectde to le:ive your Service take full advantage of the
~S~med resources of the Services Resettlement Organisation
and RFEA_ and ~art your preparation H-2 years ahead'.
Enhance your skills which are marketable in your area and ·f
nTie~sary learn to drive. If you have the necessary qualification joi~
a_ . ~10n before you leave, you may fmd it more difficult to do so as a
CIVI 1an.
Be as mobile and flexible as you can in your search for employment. You may not find it on your doorstep and you may have to
sell your house and buy elsewhere. Be circumspect over taking on a
mort~age based on your service pay. Those registering for Council
~ousm~ shoul~ _use family connections to apply to more than one
o.unc1,l thus g1vmg more flexibility in job hunting.
Sell yourself to maximum advantage with every form ou
complete. every letter you write, and in every interview you ~re
granted.
Make !-lJe maximum use of friends and relations to establish
opportumty contacts.
of ~hen rel.ease is im minent discipline_ yourself to a regular pattern
Jd~b)~kmg-;Job Centres. RFEA, m newspapers (still the best
me 1a , on spec letters, etc.
. Set a realis~i~ mini~um acceptable salary level and then use your
mh~r~nt quaht1es. ~kllls and experience to improve your standard
of h~mg by promotion. or by using the experience gained in your
fitrst Job to secure a better job in due course.
I'. unemployed , visit your local RFEA Employment Officer for
advice, ass1st:an~ and general counsel as often as you wish. Do not
postpone registering for Unemployment Benefit .

1

CONCLUSION
The current and immediate future employment scene is far from
rosJ" _In 8:neral , comp~tition is intense for each a.nd every opportunity
a~ IS 1I ~ly t~ remam so. However. the Serviceman a roachin
discharge. is still much s_ought aft~r by the majority ~ civilia~
employers, and h_e has ava!lable to him a unique and comprehensive
re~ettlement st:rnce of which the RFEA is a recognised art Th
guidance proV!d~d. by the Association covers the full ambit ~
r~settlement, trammg, house purchase etc, and job findin . Postd1schar~e, he may rely on the Association throughout his worfing life
t? _proVJ ~e further counselling on all resettlement matters a read
ha1son with gov~nment employment and training agencies 'and wit~
employers both m the local area in which he resides and ~a the 40
Branches thr~ughout the United Kingdom.
. So th~ Serv1c~man who. after due reflection on the merits of leavin
his Service, decides to leave and accepts at the right time the benefits ~
the resett_l~ment a?~i~ a~d assistance available to him, should not flood
t~e trans1h~n to _c1y1han hfe too traumatic. However, much depends on
him and his wtlhngness to truly compete in a highly competiti e
market.
v
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Movements

Officers
FEBRUARY 19

(Belated)

Unit to which posted
I QOHLDRS
HS 11 Sig Regt (Termin al lea YO)

Rank @d amt
Lt N. P. HatTison
Lt R. W . M. Taylor

L! Col P. 8 . Webster . .
Cap1 R. H . Mardo

RMCS Shrivenham
22Sig Regt
8Sig Regt
LE(A)
HS 11 Sig Regt
BM ATT Zimbabwe
Comd. Comms, HQ Northern Ireland
22 Sig Regt
AA Coll Harrogate
DASO
36 Sig Regt ( V)
HQ British Forces Hong Kong
BDLS 01tawa
School of Signals
HQ BA.OR
3ACGS(OR)
School of Signals
HS 11 Sig Regt
10 Sig Regt
School of Signals

Lt E. Buncrworth
..
Lt Col C. S. Galbraith
Lt Col M. L. W . Jennings
Ll Col (SL) T. C. Livingstone
Maj T. P. Mounrford
MaJ W H. 0 . N. Robotham
Maj G . C. Saunders

277 Sig Sqn (AFCENT)
HS 11 Sig Regt (Pending Retiremenl)
BMA TT Zimbabwe
242 Sie So n
CDE Porton - Temp alt only
8Sig Regt
HS 11 Sig Regt (Pending Retirement)

Lt Col RNC Harrison
LI Col (SL) B. 0 . Ha"
L1 S. A. Hemiman
Maj A . J. R. Jackman
Maj D. B. Jones
Maj S. La"·
Lt Col A. R. Martin . .
..
Maj (QM) G. McGilvray MBE

t:~~i g:~: ~«~~~~;e

MARCH 1982
Lt Col A. R. Bailey ..
Capt (Tfc Offrl R. A. Baker
Maj P. J. Bom"r
2Lt . J. Borrill
Col A . de Brenon·Gordon
Maj J. S. B. Brinsford
Capt J. F Bum age
Capt T. Bushdl
Lt J. W. Qark
2Lt T. T . C Collins
Capt B. A. Coram
2Lt M. Cost ..
2Lt D. A. Crnford
Lt Col C. H. D. Cross
Capt P. R. Day
Maj R. A. Farrimond
Capt J. L. Fletcher ..
Maj D . G. W . Gardiner
Maj A. H. Gibb
2Lt . D. Gibson
..
Capt (TOT) A. B. Gould
Lt Col I. Graham
Maj R. P. Gran:stock
2Lt J. E. Hall •.
2Lt P. J. Honiday
..
Capt CTOT) I. D. Hope
2Lt M. C. Hoskins
2Lt A. P. Hudson
2Lt S . P. Hunt
Capt A. J. Hun
..
2Lt M. A. Joint WRAC
Lt E. J. P. Kellen
2Lt R. H. Lamb
Lt D. A. Lammon
Maj M. J. Macklin . .
..
Capt (Tfc Offrl R. W . Mansfield
Capt (TOT) A. B. McMullen
Col D. J. Milton
2Lt J. L. .,,.ton
MajM . D. Panenon
2Lt C. C. Richads ..
Capt P. Robertshav. ..

2Lt B H. Rose

..

Capt P. A. R. Rouse ..
Mai R. F. Rutherford
2Lt A. W. Smith
Capt R. L. Stark
..
Maj (TOT) J. P. Steeples
Maj J. D . Stokoe
..
..
.
2Lt . F. Thompson. .
Capt CTOTI A. G . Tu mer BEM
2Lt C. H. Turner
2Lt J. Turner . .
..
Lt Col K. G. Turner MBE
21..1 K. Whitehead
Mai . 0 . William•
Brie A. Yeoman
M•J J . C. Young
Capt F. E. Worrall
2Lt P. A. Smith

APRIL 1982
Rank and Namr
Maj D. F B Anthorisz
Lt Col R . F. Baly
.
Lt Col G. Barn<tt MBE
Capt R . W Ba tho
.

•.

~~~T~ c:;~> I. P. Beasley

::

Unit 10 which po$1ed

Ll Col B L. Schon
MaJM J Bo"en
Capt F. B. Campbell
Lt Col R. A Cemm .
Maj(Trc Offr) W . Coxon
Lt Col J H . foher MBE
MaJM L. Forge
..
Maj P. D. Ga,,.ay-Templeman
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SOI Signals 32, DSS(AD)
7 Sig Regl
227 Sig Sqn CAFCE T)
School of Signals
School of Signals
School of Signals
HQ l( BR) Co~l"
Fortress HQ Gibraltar
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
CS School of Signals
AA Coll Harrogate
3 Armd Div HQ a nd Sig Regt
CS School of Signals
HQAFSOUTH
5 lnfBJe a nd SigSqn
8 l nfBae HQ and Sig Sqn
24 I nfBde HQ and Sig Sqn
38Sig Regt (V)
16Sig Regt
CS School of Signals
I Sig Group
SHAPE
HQ Trg Gp Royal Signals and Canerick
Garrison
CS School of Signals
CS School of Signals
22Sig Regt
CS School of Signals
CS School of Signals
CS School of Signals
HQUKLF
22Sig Regt
28 Sig Regt (N O RTHAG)
CS School of Signals
8Sig Regt
HQ I (BR) Corps
28 Sig Reg1 ( 0 RT HAG)
Hong Kong Gurkha Field Foree Sig Sqn
MOD DSS(A) . ADofS(Ops)
CS School of Signal•
HS BOS Washington BFPO 2
2 Armd Div HQ a nd Sig Regt
AA Coll Harrogate
CS School of Signals
.. HO 151nfBde
2 Annd Div HQ and Sig Regt
CS School of Signals
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
IOSig Regt
I Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
7 Sig Regt
10 Sig Regt
CS School of Signals
CS School of Signal•
Junior Regl Royal Signals
8 l nfBde HQ a nd Sig Sqn
233Sig Sqn
HQ I CBRJ Corps. ACOS GllG4 / G5
HS BOLS (Arm y) Ot1awa
. . 2 Annd Div HQ and Sig Regt
School of Sign als (HS)

(STAE)(MOO(PE)(DGGWL))
RMCS Shrivenham
. . (STA.E)(MODCPEXDGGWL))
Quecru Gurkha Signals
HQ NORTH AG STAFF (BAE)
.. ARMEX
28Sig Regt
3 Armd Div HO and Sig Regt
..

~ll~~M~t (AS)

..

HS II Sig Regt
I Arrnd Div HQ and Sig Regt
5 l nf Bde HQ an d Sig Sqn
AA College Harrogate

Maj T . P. Mountford
Maj D. G . M. Ch-crton
Maj M.A. Payne
Mai R. Pickard
Maj M . W . H. Roberts
Maj M.A. Rowbory . .
Maj A.H. Symmons . .
Maj(TOTI . F. Webb

MAY 1982
Maj G. A. Allen
..
Maj(TrcOtfr)J. W.Ankers
Capt B. J. Barto n·Ancliffe
Capt I. D. Bingham ..
Lt Col H. M . A. Bonaker
Maj J. Boyle . .
Capt T. W. Canham ..
Maj (Tfc Offr) W. Coxon
Lt Col I. J. Crouch
Capt R. C. T . Cuthbert
Capt K. P. Derrick
2Lt M. A. Eato n
Lt R. P. Etherton
Capt R. 0 . Evans
..
Maj S. J. B. Griggs WRAC
Capt T. Guest
..
Capt A. W . H . Harrison
..
..
Lt Col (Tfc Offr)A. M . P. Howie BEM
Maj (QM) J. E . lent
Capt P . S. Jones
Capt J. L. Kennard
Capt R. J. Kinnaird
Lt D. W. Larkham ..
Capt F. Laverick BEM
MajS. Law
Lt!. Mcintyre
Maj J. R. S. Ovenden
Capt G. Park ..
Capt A. S. Reid
Cap! D. J. Robertson
Maj J. F. Stuart
Maj D. W . Stubbs • .
Capt(QM)J. F. Thornton
Lt Col P . Webb
21.& K. White head
..
Lt R. J. Williamson ..
Lt 0 . L. Wise
Ll E. J. Banh am
Lt Col S. R. Carr·Smith

NOC Latimer
HQ AFC.ENT (BAE)
HS School of Signals
633 Sig Tp (Caribbean)
34 Sig Regt (V)
11 Sig Regt
H S School of Signals
HQ AFSOUTH BAE
HQ I (B R) Corps
HS School of Signals
33Sig Reg1
RMAS (PUS 26)
Junior Regt. Royal Signals
HQ BR Forces Belize
28 Sig Regt
28 Sig Regt (NORTHAG )
4 Sig Gp
MODDSS (CSJ
33 Sig Regt (v)
HS School of Signals

W02 <Yot> ) R. W . Mclaren
W02 (Yof ) R. D. Wright . .
W02(EW Op)C. M. Gibson
W02 (Supvr R) R. Hutton . .
W02 (FofS) R. Morley
..
W02 l H. C. Cartwnghl
W02 R A. Hamilton
W02 M V. Lcdward>
W02 B. R. Peel
..
..
AW02(Supvr R)G. J. Crofts
AW02 R. K. Minty . .
SSg1 !YolS) R. Wilson
SSgt (FofSJ A. L . Jacklin
..
SSgt CEW Op) R. W . Seaword
SSgt W. S. Des borough
SSgt ~ - 0 . M . Gordon
SSgt R. G . Hayes
..
S gt D. J. R. Callear
SSgt T . Padden
SSgt G. Harwood
SSg1 D . G . Jones
..
ASSgt G . K . Fitzgerald
ASSgt J. R. McKen,je
ASSgt R. J. Thomson
A Sgt M.A . Grani1ta
ASSgt J. P. Mold
..
ASSgt C . R. Marshall
ASSg1 B. J. Dalton
Sgt M. Comber
Sgt M . Smith ..
Sgl R. W. Anderson
Sgl T. Butters
Sg1 D. James . .
Sgt J. F. Simpson
Sgt D. W . Bruce
Sgt P. L. Green
Sg1 H. S. Baxter
Sgt F. L. P. Kerr
Sgr P. A. Cavill
Sgt G . G. Townsley
Sg1 S J. Walker
Sgt J. L. Craig
Sgt F. S. Roberts
..
Sg1 T . M . Moorhead . .
Sgt P . J. Howarth
..
Sgt G. Euington
..
Sgt D. W. M<Creath ..
Sgl J. R. W. Webster
Sgl J. L. Nicol
..
Sgt C. A. Clark-Darby
Sgt I. G. Underhill ..
Sgt T. McGinnis
Sgr G. W . Snelling
Sgt M. James ..
Sgt R. F. Studd
Sgt B. M . Rcsoun
Sgt C. J. E. Danastai.
Sgt J. Graley . .
Sgt S. Thompson
··
Sg1 K. Barnes
Sgr M. I. Parsons
Sgl P. J. Dooher
Sgt A. W . Williams
Sgt E.G. Richards
Sg1 R. Hicks . .
Sg1 P. Penfold
Sg1 G. Davies
..
Sgt A.G. Dubois
.
Sgt A. M. Abdulrahm~n
Sg1 T. Moses ..

~~t1!~~d

30Slg Regt
Royal Brunei Regt
13 Sig Regt
· · Army Apprentices ollege
LSP Qatar Sy Forte
Junior Regimen! R Signals
28 Sig Regt
4 Arn1d Div Sig Re~t
32 Sig Reg! (V)
HQ Northern Ireland
11 Sig Rcgt
HQ2 Sig Ode
35 Sig Regt ( V)
IJ Sig Regt
School or Signals
33 Sig Rcgt (V)
IOSig Rcgt
33 Sig Regt (VJ
8Sig Regt
JO Sig Regt
AA Col Harroga1e
39 Jnf Bde Sig Sqn
4 Armd Div Sig Rcgt
22 Sig Rcgt
RMAS
7 Sig Reg1
244 Sig Sqn
249 Sig Sqn
7 Sig Reg1
21 Sig Regt
22 Sig Regt
233 Sig Sqn
10 Sig Regt
5 lnfBde Sig Sqn
7 Sig Regt
HQ Dcfcnc:c CommunK'a1ions Net'4ork
233 Sig Sqn
30 Sig Regt
16 Sig Reg1
22 Sig Reg1
2 Arrnd Div Sig Regt
4 Armd Div Sig Regt
229 Sig Sqn
School of Signals (Courses)
30Sig Regr
IJ Sig Regt
Com ms & Sy Gp (UK)
13 Sig Regt
262 Sig Sqn
14 Sig Regt (EW)
23J Sig Sqn
28Sig Regt
IOSig Regl
38 Sig Rcgt ( V)
3 Sig Reg1 (V)
37 Sig Reg1 ( V)
71 Sig Regt (V)
4 Amid Div Sig Rcgt
21 Sig Regt
21 Sig Rcgt
28 Sig Regt
22 Sig Rcgt
5 Inf Bdc Sig Sqn
35 Sig Regt ( V)
254 CU FICYP) Sig Sqn
30Sig Regt
31 Si~ Regt (V)
259 Sig Sqn
School of Signals
39 In f Bde Sig Sqn

Welfare

11

FEBRUARY 1982
Number of cases assisted financially:
Amount spent:
Number of clothing parcels:
Number of grants:
Amount spent:

43
£4267.30
45

WARMEMORIALFUND
I
£70.00

MARCH1982
Number of cases assisted financially:
Amount spent:
Number of clothing parcels sent:
Number of grants:
Amount spent:

11

71
£4725.02
11

WAR MEMORIAL FUND
2
£130.23

ONE OF OUR CASES
~OJ_ who served 1941-~. Through unavoidable misfortune and
se~ous 1~lness, he and_ his wife fo~nd themselves in grave difficulties
an anxiety was causing. further 111 health. The Association made ~
~ant of£300 to clear their most pressing commitments and the A
~nevolent Fund made a similar grant of £300 The' ·c ' I tt ~y
prmted below.
·
w11e s e er 1s

ONE OF OUR LE'ITERS
. On behalf of my husband and myself, I wish to thank ou most
s1!1cerely for the he lh received from you at a time when we wer~ in eat
helped
and we are most g raferu1
tor so muc consideration and help.

f~sy~~s!.nJ~~ ~saAnFtA'!.s

trhemen~ousl}'.,

gr;:;fo~ll~~~c~~~~f~~~~~ri~~:~g~ifts of clothing, etc.,

have been
MaJ T. P. Mountford; Lt Col S. J . Dagg; Mr C. Fry; W02(YofS) &
Mrs TJ. Taylor; Mrs K. Henning; Mr & Mrs D.S. MulhoDand· Maj
G. Meakin; Maj(QM) H. A. C. Meeklngs; Mrs I. G. Swan; Maj Gen
R. J. Moberly; SSgt G. Pickard; Mrs J. Pickard; Mrs E. A Pickard·
Maj M. K. Carson; Lt Col J . R . Rahilly; Mr & Mrs H . Pahner; Maj
G en P.A. C. Baldwin

JO Sig Rcgt

..

..

..
..
..
..

..

22 Sig Regt
S02 Signals 32, DSS(AD)
HS School of Signals
Junior Regt Royal Signals
8 Sig Regt
22 Sig Regt
HS School of Signals
COMM Projetts Agency R Signals
7 Sig Regt
2 Arrnd Div HQ and Sig Rcgt
HQBAOR
RMAS CPUS 26)
HS School of Signals
HS School of Signals
3 Arrnd Div HQ & Sig Regt
HS 11 Sig Regt

WOs and Senior NCOs
BELATED ENTRY
MARCH 1982
Runk and Nt1m•'
SSgt E. H. "la1
ASSg1 K . Sain1y
Sgt M. T . Rec>

U11i1 to ....-h1ch fHJ.Ut!d
Delcnce ADPTrg cntrc Bl11ndford
Comm' & Sy Gp (U K)
24 I nfBde Sig Sqn

APR IL 1982
W02 (YofS) G. R. Cole.
W02 (YofS) W . J. Donnelly
W02 (YofS) G. N. Downey
W02 (YofS) P. L. Gethin

Project Ba1es Military Team
14 Sig Regt CEW)
Royal Bru nci Regt
19 lnfBdc Sig Sqn
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MAY 1982
WOI (YofS) B. Hall . .
..
WOJ (YofS) I. Sleightholm ..
W02 (YofS) G . S . Gibson
W02 (YofS) 0 . C. Lister
..
W02 CSupvr R) D. J. Byrne . .
W02 (Supvr R) A. E. Ncx ..
W02 G . A. E. Mars hall
wo2 G. Scott
SSg1 (YofS) G. I. Hartley
::
SSgt (Supvr R) D . E. Clegget1
SSSgt (FofS) L . S. L.•wt on
Sg1 (FofS) A. S. Reah
..
SSg1 (Fors) M. R . Everett
SSg1 F. Byrne
SSgt J. Carter
Sgt S. J. Donlin
Sgt C. C. Pederick
Sgt A. J. I. Lunney
Sgt M. Eady . .
Sg1 E. Cottle
Sgt C. J. Smith .
Sgt R. Cassidy
..
Sg1 l. R. Hutchinson ..
Sgt K. Reynolds
Sgt R. M. Hooper
..
Sit R. , Young
Sgt A. J. Childs
Sgt E. C. Onie
Sgt R. T. Fairfield
Sgt B. W . Cowling
Sgt K. G. T. Simister
A.Sgt T . A. Leaver
ASgt B. Fawcett
ASgt B. J. Dawson
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24 1 Sig Sqn
IOSig Reg1
633 SigTp
71 Sig Reg1 (V)
14 Sig Reg1 (EW)
13Sig Regt
262 Sig Sqn
35 Sig Reg1 ( V)
21 Sig Regt
Com ms & Sy Gp (UKJ
I Arrnd Div Sig Reg1
14 Sig Reg1 (EW)
9 Sig Regt
SenneJagcr Training Centre
8 Sig Regt
7 Sig Regt
HQ AFSOUTH (BAE)
22 Sig Regt
4 Armd Div Sig Regt
I Arrnd Div Sig Reg1
8 Sig Regt
8 lnfBdc Sig Sqn
32 Sig Reg1
244 Sig Sqn
244 Sig Sqn
11 Sig Regt
S.13 Rear Link Del
4 Amid 011' Sig Regt
598 Rear Link De1
8 Inf Bde Sig Sqn
582 Rear Link Oct
21>4 Sig Sqn
Hong Kong Gurkha Sig
Sqn
HQAFNORTH

*VTSIT OUR LAMPS AND L IGHTING DEPT.
AT

D. & G. MANSELL
6, FINKLESTREEI',
RICHMO ND, YORKS. Tel. 5373

Also Domestic Electrical Appliances

Our ~ecord Dept. cont ins one of the largest
sele~hon_ of records in the district, also small
musical mstrumer.ts.
AUDIO CASSETTES AND VIDEO CASSETTES
'
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ROY AL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
AND BENEVOLENT FUND
The followi ng don ations were gratefully received during March 1982.
British Loan Servicemen, Qatar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Chaplains Office , AAC Harrogate . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
In memory of Maj H. H . C. Henning .. . . ... . .. . ...... . .
LWT .. . .. . ....... . .. . .. . .. . . . ....... . .. . .. . ....
:>ignal Wing. RMA Sandhurst . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Miss E. M. Totterdell .. . . .. . ... .. ... . .......... . ...
56 Div OCA Branch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
P McCree Esq . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Capt R. J. Steed R Signals ...... . .... .... .. .. . . ... . . .
Torba Branch RSA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mrs G . Halliburton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Miscellaneous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

£89.88
£60.00
£45.00
£40.00
£25.00
£10.00
£10.00
£10.00
£ 9.00
£ 5.00
£ 5.00
£ 9.41
£318.29

The following donations were gratefully received during April 1982.
Shrewsbury Branch RSA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Charity Boie ..... . ..... . ........... . . . . .. ........
10 Coy WRAC ..... .. ... . .. . .... . . ..... . . .. . . . . ..
Bournemouth Corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Community Centre RAF Wildenrath . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Certa Cito Lodge ............. . . . .. . . . ...... . .....
Brighton Branch RSA . . .. . .. .. . . . .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Milton Abbas School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bedford Branch RSA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sturminster School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mrs F . Stanley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
56 Div OCA Branch ..... . ... . . . . ..... .... .. ... . ...
Blandford St Marys Horticultural Society . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Miscellaneous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

£300.00
£121.04
£100.00
£100.00
£ 93.02
£ 50.00
£ 30.00
£ 30.00
£ 25.00
£ 25.00
£ 25.00
£ 10.00
£ 10.00
£ 8.05
£927.11

A BOARDING SCHOOL FOR SONS OF OFFICERS
AND SOLDIERS
THE DUKE OF YORK'S SCHOOL, DOVER
(FEES: £550 PER ANNUM APPROX)
The Duke of York's Royal Military School, Dover, is an independent
boarding school for 450 boys aged 11 to 18 years. Officers and Soldiers
both serving and retired, who have a min im um of fo ur years' service in
the Regular Army are eligible to register their sons as candidates for
entry lo the school. The School is la rgely financed by the Min istry of
Defence.
Entry is at I!+ in September each year and is based on competitive
examinations and father's service. Boys may be registered on their
eighth birthdays and registration fo r entry to the School in September
1983 cl<''iCS on I November 1982. Boys who are over 11 years bu t under
12 years old on 31 August 1983 will be considered for entry in
September 1983. Special conditions, including a waiver of fees , exist
for boys in compassionate circumstances.
The School is situated in beautiful grounds of 150 acres just outside
Dover and offer excellent academic and sporting facilities. It provides
a normal secondary education to GCE Ordinary , Advanced and
Scholarship levels and on leaving school th e boys proceed to university
or enter the professions, commerce and industry. To arrange a visit or
to obtain a Prospectus contact the Headmaster in wri ting or by
telephone (Dover (STD 0304) 203012 Ext 25).
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Classified Section
DVERTISEMENTS should be concise-be they related to Births,

Marriages. Deaths or items required or for sale. "There is no charge
A
fo r this service to any serving member of the Corps (or those retired who
subscribe to The Wire), unless the ·ad' is related to a business interest.
To those ineligible for 'free space', we request that their notice be
forwarded to our Advertising Managers , Service Newspapers Ltd , PO
Box 4, Farnborough , Hampshire, GU14 7LR, who will provide details
of charges , on a case-by-case basis . All matters for publication must
reach the Editor not later than the 12th of every month preceding
publication .

Johnston- W02 James Inglis Johnston was born at Edinburgh on 25
July 1911 and enlisted into the Corps in December 1931. After
training as an Operator Signals he served with 5 Divisional Signals
at Scarborough and then for eight years in Egypt from 1935 to 1943.
He joined 2 Corps Signals in 1944 as a Sgt where he met and
married his wife who was serving with ATS Signals . He joined
Liverpool University OTC as W02 in November 1945 and then
served for three years with Gibraltar Signal Squadron from January
1950. Prior to discharge in December 1956, he completed three
years supplemental service with HQ London District. He then
completed three years service with the TA. W02 Johnston died in
the RN Hospital Haslar on 22 March 1982.
Power-Brig Guy Stuart O'Neill Power CBE, MA, was born in 1898
and educated at Charterhouse. He was commissioned into the
Royal Engineers in 1917 and joined the Signal Service. After his
initial training he served in France in 1918. In 1919 he saw service
in North Russia with the Syren Signal Company at Murmansk . In
1920 he was with 2nd Wireless Sq uadron , Sappers and Miners
during the Arab Rebellion in Iraq. He remained in Iraq and
became OC Iraq Signal Section. In 1924 he returned to the UK and
joined the STC at Marefield. In 1923 he had transferred to Royal
Signals . During the period leading up to 1930 he served at the
School of Signals , went up to Cambridge in 1927 and in 1929 joined
A Corps Signals at Aldershot. He returned to the School of Signals
as an mstructor in 1930. From 1935 until 1938 he served in Hong
Kong and in 1938 he again returned to the School of Signals as
Senior Instructor. O n the outbreak of War the School of Signals
was cut in two and one half led, as he was at the time, by Maj
Gussie Power moved to Mons Barracks , Aldershot to become 151
OCTU. In May 1940 he joined the BEF and was wounded during
the evacuation. Later he joined 2nd London Motor Divisional
Signals. In 1941 he moved to Sudan and took command of Sudan
Signals. He was soon appointed CSO L of C Alexandria Area . He
was, as a Colonel, appointed OBE and after nearly two years he
became CSO 3 Corps and promoted to the rank of Brigadier. In
1944 he returned to the UK and became CSO Western Command
and whilst in that post was appqinted CBE. In 1946 he moved to
Germany and became CSO I ' Corps District. He returned to
Catterick and , in July 1947, became Chief Instructor and in
September 1948 Commandant of the School of Signals. He retired
in 1951 and joined the Signals Research and Development
Establishment where he remained until 1963. He died on 11
February 1982 and the funeral took place at New Milton Parish
Chu rch on 18 February 1982. The service was attended by a number
of senior officers of the Corps including the present Comm an dant of
the School of Signals.

Ward- Cpl Michael Ward was shot and killed on duty on l April at
Rosemoun t, N. Ireland whilst serving with 8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig
Sqn . (See page 190)
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r~turned to the UK and became Chi:f In~·uc~~~ ~~~gs~~!~~
Signals . In October 1961 he was appointed DCSO HQ Air d L d
Forces, Cent_ral Europe. He returned to the UK i~ Novem~r 1%3
to take .up h~s final post before retiring, as Deputy Director of Air
Formation Signals (U K). He retired on 31July1964. Pat Williams
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Wymbs- Maj Patrick Brian. Joined 6 Boys Training Regiment in
October 1~50 at the a~e of 16, and was subsequentl trained a
ope~ator wirel~ss and !me. In February J 952 was posfed to 38 C~ra~
f~f,;neers Regiment BAOR for employment in N Signal Troop. fn
was p~sted to. Malaya Command Signal Squadron for
employment m Special Co~muni~ations . He was promoted to
LC~l , Cdpl ~nd S~ and . mentioned in dispatches for distinguished
sei;v:1ce unng this penod. In 1957 he was posted to the Ro al
~1htary .Acade!"Y· Sandhurst as an Instructor in the Signals wi:g
e remamed with the RMA for~ years. In June 1962 he was sted
to 2 Div BAOR as a Troop Sgt (Radio) and in 1963 was ro~oted
SSgt and assumed the appointment of SQMS Technical fn Au ust
}~65 he was posted to 259 Signal Squadron (COM CAN) Cyprus ~s a
oop Sgt and a few months later was promoted W02 and
appoin.te~ SSM. In March 196 7 he was granted a Short Service
Comm1ss10n and posted to 21 Signal R.egiment (AS) BAOR where
~e ~tayed for the next 5 years. During his time at 21 Signal
eg1ment he was grante~ a Special Regular Commission for 10
Y1'.3rS and held the following appoint~ents at 21 Signal Re iment ,
An!teld Troop Commander, Admin. Officer Airfiell S n
Adjutant. 21~ :8Q Sq~., and Admin . Officer Harrier Si S nq I~
June 1972 he JOmed 8 Signal Regiment, Catterick as Admi~ dfflcer
3 Squadron: In Septe!"ber 1974 he was promoted Major and posted
to 40 (U) Signal Regiment (V) as Training Major. In Februar he
was posted to the School of Signals Blandford as S02 SD h y h
· ·
'
•
w
served un 1·11 retmng
from the Army
on 21 May 1978
H ere
d. de
s2u7dFdenly at his home , 27 Ballygowan Road Castlereagh .Bel;ast'~n
ebruary 1982.
'
'

FOR SALE
Royal ~i,gnals. Sergeants Mess Kit. To fit: Chest 36"-38", Waist 32"
Leg 32 . · Suitable for someone 5'6" to 5'10" tall and of a bu'ld
P~P~rtionate !O his ~eight. A Sta ff Sergeant's Crown (not attached) is
~cu ed. Askmg pnce: £70 (bu t will negotiate) . Contact· Lt C S
Bower,kRA~C'. Military St udies Wing, Guards Depot, Alexande;
arrac s, Pirbng ht. Tel: Brookwood Mil 4511 Ext 321.

A NEW MILITARY BAND RECORD
(from the authorised TA Royal Signals Band)

XXXIV ON PARA DE
The Band of 34 (No.rthern) Signal Regiment (Volu nteers) released in
May. 19~ a Long Playing Record which inclu des the followi ng pieces of
i~ut~~ :W e ~o~teer , The Queen's Trumpeter, Italian Festival, Wind
·m taool/C' muMteman, Instant Concert, Regimental Aire Plus 6
Re~ ~n
orps arches.
'
pies may be obtained from ' the .Adjutant, J4(N) Signal Re iment
(V), TA Centre, Brambles Farm, Middlesbrough Cleveland T~3 8DS
at a cost of £4.50 (post paid) .
'

R~Y WAI~, with. many years RAF and Royal
S1.gnals service behind him, recently left the Corps
w ith a rank of Sergeant and joined Toyota Military
Sales Limited.

T.he Arm~ Apprentices' College, Harrogate was
his l~st un.1t and he is maintaining his army links by
serving with the 49 Signals Squadron (V) TA and
keeping in touch with the Sergeants Mess at the
College.
Roy will be selling Toyota cars to servicemen for
export and would be delighted to hear from exc?lleagues and anyone else who cares to contact
htmat

Williams-Col Patrick Cyril Williams OBE was born in Ningpo, China
on 15 December 1912 and joined the Corps on commission ing as a
2Lt in Feb ru ary 1933 . He served with the Sign al Training Centre, 2
Divisional Signals in the UK until Janu ary 1935 . In February of
that year he joined 3rd India Divisional Signals, moved on to 2nd
India Divisional Signals in October of th at year and remained with
that unit un til his posting to the Army School of Signals at Poona in
April 1939. In January 1941 he moved to Northern India and
THEWIRE, MAY1982
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SITUATIONS VACANT
ThthedfoUowing S02 Signals posts are to become R02 appointments
on e ates shown:HQ SC01LAND
December 1982
HQ SEDIST
August 1982
HQ NEDIST
October 1985
HQ EDIST
October 1985
HQSWDIST
March 1986
HQ WDIS~ .
May 1983
Full details will be published by CM(S)4fMOD in due course.

20 Grove Road Harrogate. HG1 5EP
Telephone: 0223 316337
THE WIR E, MAY 1982
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ri e range utts.

OFF THE BEATEN TRACK
THE SALIENT
A battlefield tour report by Capt M.C.K . Smart R Signals BAOR
representati\'e-Western Front Association.

THE CORNERSTONE
The Flemish pronounce it leper, the Waloon Ypres and
characteristically Tommy christened it Wipers. It matters not what one
chooses to call the city and even less how to pronounce it. What does
matter is that this ancient place was the cornerstone of the British
defensive line along the western front du ring the Great War.
Wipers is extremely beautiful and picturesque. Dominated by the
immense structures of the Cloth Hall and Cathedral it has the air of
early twentieth century middleclass respectability. A fortified city
surrounded on one side by a series of low hills ru nning from the north
flanking the city to the east and continuing south, it is not easily
defended . These hills, hard ly noticable when driving, were to have
tremendous strateg ical importance during the battles. To the south lies
the Kemmelburg and the broad back of the Messine ridge vital to the
defence of the immediate area. Most of the terrain between is very fl at
and susceptible to severe flooding. In heavy rains the soil is
transformed into a black slimy ooze creating a dangerous swami? like
condition. To combat this, the entire area is intersected by dramage
ditches maintained by the local farmers. Strategically positioned
between the coast to the west and the important railway centre of
Roulers to the north east (occupied by the Germans throughout the
war) it guards the approaches to north west France. The casual
traveller passing through the bustling ci ty, with its rows of inviting open
fron ted cafes, decorative shops and old world charm may well pass
under th e solid structure of the Menin gate without being aware of its
terrible significance. Once beyond the city ramparts he may well notice
the many small green directional markers indicating such strange place
names as Bluet Farm, Hooge Crater or Railway Wood cemeteries
without giving it another thought.
As he continues his journey he may begin to wonder why the
countryside is literally sown with scores of these beautifully kept places
containing row upon row of neat wh ite headstones so reminiscent of
soldiers drawn up on parade. His curiosity may get the better of him
and having a few minutes to spare he will decide to stop and enter one
of these locations. Slowly he will walk between the rows of sentinels
admiring the lovingly maintained gardens and lawns edged with small
flowers and shrubs. The peaceful atmosphere will begin to take effect
as he stares down at the white headstones each carved with a
regimental badge, or simply a plain cross. Rifleman VJ. Strudwick,
the Rifle Brigade, age 25. CSM J. Skinner VC DCM Kings Own
Scottish Borderers, age 35. Capt N.G. Chavasse VC and Bar MC Royal
Army Medical Corps. One soldier, five soldiers, ten soldiers of the
Great War and known only to God.
The experience will bring home the reality of where our traveller is
privileged to be standing at that particular moment in time. Had he
been armed with a little historical knowledge, he would have certainly
gazed around in confused astonishment, for 200,000 allied soldiers rest
within the environs of Wipers, 80% from Great Britain . As many
Germans share the same fate and lie close by in typical Teutonic
starkness. The Betirians, French and Americans also have their final
resting places but m far lesser numbers. Alone and quiet bu t for the
sweet melodic chorus of the birds he will be somewhere in the deadly
Ypres Salient. Terrible hardships and suffering accompanied by the
pitiful cries of the wounded and dying, together with the awful din of
battle was once the only chorus to be heard in this place. Twisted and
tormented tree stumps amid a seething morass of slime-like mud
stuffed with corpses was how Tommy Atkins would have recognised
this now peaceful comer of ancient Flanders. This evil triangle of utter
devastation where immense suffering, self-sacrifice and heroism was
once an everyday occurrance is where I chose to mount my second
Battlefield tour.
I selected the Ypres Salient, which in my opinion offers more by way
of evidence of the battles that raged than perhaps the area of the
Somme, the location of my first tour. Unlike the Somme however with
its heavy base chalk soil were many old trenches, gun lines and craters
remain , not so in Flanders.
The Salient was reduced through constant shelling to a huge
swamplike bog. Consequently trenches have disappeared, shell craters
have become small lakes, much has sunken below the surface or simply
no trace remains. Fortunately due to the German defensive system
much remains in evidence above the surface. A ring of pill boxes mark
188
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the Salien t bou ndaries offering a near perfect illustration of the size
and shape of the old battlefield . There are also a number of very
interesting public and private museums; a few still retain some welt
preserved trench lines. Over one hundred and fifty war cemeteries and
memorials are located in the immediate area serving to remind the
visitor of the fierce battles that raged for the defence of capture of
Wipers. These beautiful places also display the dedicated work of the
little known Commonwealth War Graves Commission. Many offensives
were launched by the British along the Western front during the war. A
number of the sectors chosen were considered as 'quiet fronts ' before
offensives were mounted only to return once more as 'quiet fronts ' after
the battles were over. The Somme Front was a perfect example of this
transformation. This was not the case in the Salient: four great battles
raged here during the war with intermittent 'quiet periods' between
successive battles.
Choosing Talbot House, Poperinge as our base, which offers
excellent access into the Salient, 1t was also a most appropriate place to
stay. This historical building, a living museum in itself, is lovingly
cared for and run by Charles and Ivy Swan. Toe H Pop is a veritable
Aladdin's cave to the battlefield explorer. Its bookshelves are literally
packed with many rare books relating to the war together with a
number of hand written eye witness reports. I had prepared a su mmary
of the battles in pamphlet form for each of the party. Armed with
maps , data and two highly recommended books, 'Ypres Salient'
written by John Giles (founder of the Western Front Association) and
'Before Endeavours Fade' a battlefield guide by Rose Coombs we
eagerly set off to explore the old Salient .
The tour composed two daily routes over a period of three full days
covering all the major battles and notable locations. I had planned the
daily schedules to cover the first three great battles for Ypres allowing a
period at the end of the tour to include the area of the fourth , and final
great battle.
It is not the aim of this record to relate a day to day account of the
visit but merely to pin point the highlights of the whole tour. Day one
and the party explored the infamous Menin road area taking time to
walk the route of th e brave and now legendary Worcester's charge
which occurred during the battle of Ghelt.Jvelt.
Aided by pictures, reports and maps I was able to point out the battle
lines of th is epic period. To help illustrate the cond itions under which
our Grandfathers fo ught, we paid a visit to Sanctuary Wood Trench
museum . Owned and main tained by a local cafe proprietor the T rench
museum gives a very clear picture as to the construction of that type of
defence system and the awful conditions of siege warfare. The
proprietor also owns a most interesting and well stocked collection of
battlefield debris, although a few World War 2 relics are included,
everything else is authentic of the period . Later that day we combed the
Messine Ridge and the location of the desperate battle involving the
immortalised London Scottish . The assistance of an extremely helpful
local guide secured the party a brief look into the crypt of the small
Messine church, one time German HQ and the station of the erstwhile
Corporal Adolf Hitler. It was at Messines that I was informed by the
locals that residing in the village is a reputed descendant of the
dictator. Con s iderin ~ such information tru e or false I declined the
opportunity to a possible meeting on political grounds!

The Australian memorial crowning the old butts in Polygon Wood
Mr Charles Swan giving a

touc~ing speech at the end of the tour
dinner

The t?ur con~inued for the remainder of the second day with the
~~ploration of sites too numerous to mention. Finally a visit to the
oth Hall 1914·18 museum. After witnessing the touching 'Last Post'
ceremony at t~e Menin gate the party returned to Pop .
intThe J?Cnultimate route and judged by the party as perhaps the most
frestm~ took us due south of the city and on towards Ptugstreet (as
ca.1 ed by ommy) yvood. Our route followed the line of the twenty one
~nes explode~ prior to the brilliant set peace battle for the Messine
n ge. mastermmded by General Plumer. At this point one must
~~tion that only nineteen .mines exploded, the twentieth exploded in
S
and the twenty first 1s yet to go off! Arriving at the crater at
panbroekmolen (known as the Pool of Peace and owned by Toe H) the
pa~ was amazed at the sheer size of the hole. Although now full of
er and a haven to the local anglers its sinister past frequently
en~~~s apparent as debri~ rise to the surface.' At times innocent
m g . ~s bits of duckboardtng appear, on other occasions relics of a
ore s1nister nature break the still murky waters of the lake. Close by is

b:

The party explore old trench lines, along t he Menin Road
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. O'fJ"abel~er wilt by now have made his way back towards Ypres It
is ~ 1 e e~ollre 8pm as he heads towards the Menin gate A poiite
P? iceman w1 ~top the traffic, a duty he or his coltea ue~ erform
mghtly _at that tune. Somewhat bewildered and a little c~riouf he will
~eave his car and slowly m.ake his way toward the gathering of people
rhwn
urder .the _mass ive portal of the gate. Suddenly the stirring
ec o o ug es will ring across the now silent citv soundin the swec
notes of the_ Last Po~t. Slowly his gaze will f ·1 from Je ma ·esti~
recun:ibent hon adornmg the archway and he wilt walk fi
d
st~e m awe at the inscription carved above the hundreds of ~r;::~. an
Here are .recorded the names of officers and men who felt in the
Ypres Sahent _but ~horn the t:Ortunes of war denied the known and
honoured bunal given to their comrades in death ' - All 54896 f
them .
·
o
Now oufrWti:aveller will know the party Tommy Atkins played in the
d etience o 1pers.

tC
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Perhaps less glamourously but of e
t·
•
the watchfu I eye of Cpl Gordon Thuri~:td'hf~~andce our riggers u~der
Detachments have 'rigged' in support of 0 e af a very busy penod.
Derry and S. Armagh.
pera ions throughout S.

~ REPORT FROM ULSTER

8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 807
'I don 't care how hard it is in the QM ' ~ department, get yourself sorted
out and that pigeon too'

WITH DEEP REGRET
It is with deep regret that the squadron records the deaths of Sgt
Michael Burbridge REME and Cpl Michael Ward R Signals.
Cpl Ward was born in Acton , London on 12 Oct 1952. He joined
the Army in Sept 1969 and trained at Catterick to become an
electrician / driver. He had postings to 2 Div HQ & Sig Regt , AA
College. Harrogate and 2S Sig Regt before joining the squadron in
September I9SI. He was awarded the GSM, N Ireland. on 6 Nov
19Sl. Cpl Ward died as a result of gunshot wounds received during
an ambush whilst he was on duty in Londonderry.
Sgt Burbridge was born in Worcester, on l Aug 1950. He joined
the Army in Sept 1966 as a boy soldier, later entering the Regular
Army in the REME as a vehicle mechanic. He had postings to 3 LI
Light Aid Detachment, 22 Lt AD Regt, SHAPE (Belgium) and 3 Inf
Bde HQ & Sig Sqn, before joining the squadron in Sept 19Sl. He was
awarded the GSM N Ireland in Dec 1972. Sgt Burbridge died as a
result of gunshot wounds received during an ambush whilst on duty
in Londonderry.
All ranks and families of the squadron wish to record their deep
sympathy to the families of both soldiers.
THE INCIDENT
During the night of 31 Mar six gunmen took over 1 Creggan Road ,
Londonderry, a house on the main Creggan Road which leads to the
Rosemount combined RUC/ Army SF base. They informed the
occupants that they were members of PIRA and that no one would be
allowed to leave the house; the occupants were held hostages until after
the shootings. On 1 Apr at 1115 hrs, Cpl Ward and Sgt Burbridge left
the Rosemount base in a covert mini after completing a task, they drove
down Creggan Road back towards their home base. When the mini
approached 1 Creggan Road it was engaged by an unknown number of
gunmen with rifles and at least one automatic weapon. Sgt Burbridge
and Cpl Ward were both fatally struck. The terrorists escaped in a hijacked car, which was later found in the Creggan.
THE MANAGEMENT

oc

2IC
AdminOfficer
QM
OCCommsTp
2IC
RSM
FofS
YofS
YofS
RQMS
MTWO
ORSQMS

Maj R.A. Farrlmond
CaptD. McConnell
CaptJ. McGahan
CaptW.G. Wallace
CaptN.J. Corbin
Lt W.R. Mawer
WOl (RSM) B.P. McGerty
W02 (FofS) C.R. Bachelor
W02 (YofS) D.C. U.tor
W02 (YofS) D. Bowden
W02{RQMS) D.T. Hancox
W02R.J. Morley
SSgt (ORSQMS) J. T. Crooks

HONOURS AND AWARDS
Several personnel within the squadron have had recognition of their
excellent service while in the Province in the latest list of honours and
awards. They are Maj Martin Roberta who was appointed an MBE;
W02 (YofS) Da.e Lbier was Mentioned in Dispatches; W02 (RQMS)
Tony Hancox and Sig Tony Potter were awarded the GOC's
Commendations. To them we say congratulations.
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GENERAL OPERATIONS SUMMARY
More intense activity by the SF and information received from the so
called 'super grass' republican informers have led to many notable
successes against the terrorists over the last four months. The response
of the main terrorist group , the PIRA , has included a series of
kneecappings and execution of those thought to be informers in an
attempt to re-establish their credibility as an effective force. The
demonstrations held on St Patrick's Day, despite orchestrations by
supporters of Provisional Sinn Fein, were not well attended and passed
off without serious incident. Despite these encouraging trends the
PIRA have in the last week of March mounted well planned shooting
incidents in Londonderry.
COMMS TROOP REVIEW
As part of the general increase in the level of activity of the SF,
reinforcement companies are deployed to S . Derry . This deployment
made it necessary to extend VHF coverage within 5 UDR TAOR;
known as AS to us in the trade. Ably crewed by LCpl 'Mac'
McLaughBn and Sig 'Duke' Pickersgill, AS, really the special comms
vehicle, was attached to Ops South for a week. In fact they enjoyed it so
much they are off again soon. Not to be outdone the Rover Group in the
form of Cpl Mark Harvey, LCpl Kev Jenkins and Sig Nigel Harris
deployed into Londonderry, West of the Foyle, before the St Patrick 's
Day demonstrations, to ensure UHF and VHF systems were at peak
efficiency.

rJ'

P~ul .Clam~ p~zzle over the problems

Cpl Gordon Thursfield and Sig
of rigging

f ~st to k~p usbon our t~s , we were involved in the annual inspection
e s9ua ron Y the Brigade Commander. To show our versatili it
bup Mul!aghcarn
site for the day and
o mo. e re ro stations. During the operation C I Mick w
ear.ned l'; special commendation for the excellence of hif
ray
any attempt to find him by either terrorists or
0

~~i~hec~ed tob~ow

~~~.foiled

~ebro

rep~ce

c~~~~~~

IMPORTANT VISITS
Ji As par~ of.the C<_>lon~l-in-Chiefs visit the squadron provided stands
or a static display m Lisburn. Those lucky enough to man the stands
and to meet the Colonel-in-Chief included Cpls Mark H
d th'
~;:w~ck Ward, Sig~ Ml~k Young, Ben Cooley, Nigel H~ern~nStev!
h
One ?f ~e h1ghhghts of the static display was a reminder that
~b ~m:umcations were not ~!way~ as technical as today, when Cpl
.
o r gave the Colonel-10-Ch1ef a brief on the advanta es of
pigeon post. Inspired by this event Cpl Buddy Fowles drew us a 1fcelik
cartoon.
''
e

You
ARE Now

Maj Martin. Robi:rts and W02 {YofS) Dave Lister speakin to the
Colonel-1n-Ch1ef. Cpl Dave Little looks on from the backgr~und

th Th~. siuadf~· was very pleased to receive a farewell visit recently by
e as er o tgnals, Maj Gen Bradley, before he retires later this

~ar. To commemorate the visit, the 'old' Squadron commander Maj

ENTERING

. artlnfRDoberts presented to the Master a picture depicting famous
vtewso erry.
ORIENTEERING
Over the last coup.le of _months the squadron has competed in both
the N~ ~my Champ1onsh1ps. In the Signals Championships the team
orgamse by the late S~t Mlck Burbridge, was led home by the OC Maj
Martin Roberts, showmg the rest of us how it should be done The
second event saw novices like Cpl Jonly Harvey and LCpl Chuue
Chalcraft do '!ery well, ompleting a difficult course, and Pte Pete
Baldiy returnmg t~ the start, after being out for almost four hou
remarked that the signposts had all been turned around.
rs,

EDERRY

HAIL AND FAREWELL
Farewell first; Maj Martin Roberts and his wife Hannelore have now
~ft the squa<;ron to go _to the land of the setting LOA, Rheindahlen to
~_m~re specific. In spne.of a series of late nights and early mornings
w Jc could only be described as a mad social whirl he mana ed to e'
to see all the 'lads' of the squadron even in the far flung out-fets to :at
farewell. The farewell culminated in a 'happy hour' at the Tudor

Cpl Mark Harvey, LCpl Kev Jenkins and Sig Nigel Harris test comms
in the Bogside area
Despite the high level of SF activity throughout the Province it was
decided to extract materials from Forkill , after the completion of the
SF base there. In a well co-ordinated operation, Cpl Al Holden, Sig•
John Fisher and 'JC' Johncox were choppered into a hill-top site
somewhere in S Armagh for three days to provide a Clansman
rebroadcast station. Our thanks to 1 DWR who provided a guard
detachment.
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~fh~~. ~~~:~::;. P;ese;~idht: !~~~~~is ::~t~u~istoric photograph

The picture which inspired Cpl Bud.d y Fowles to draw his cartoon; Cpl
Bob Porter meets the Colonel-in -Chief, pigeon in foreground
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Hail then to Maj RJcbard Farrlmond and his ~ife Annette. We
wt elcome you to the squadron and offer our sincere best wishes for your
our.
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39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.0. 801

OPERATIONAL SCENE
The last two months ha ve witn essed a n interesting evolution in our
operations. As the change to two Brigade Sig Sqns has worked its way
through the system, 39 Bde Sig Sqn has continued to gain a variety of
tasks. The A Troop standby teams have adopted greater responsibility
in the rural areas, working in liaison with TM Troop o n our hill-top
sites. B Troop personnel have been deployed both in W Belfast a nd on
the border to assist and advise non Royal Signals units. Further the new
financial year has permitted the rebuilding of a number of Ops rooms,
giving much improved facilities. In particular the W Belfast Bn Ops
room, tong inadequate, is finally to be replaced-much to the delight of
the Sig Sqn and user Bn. Finally, recent PIRA activity in both 39 Bde
TAOR and 8 Bde TAOR has led to increased effort which , with the
Easter celebrations and marches, means that our detachments will be
out and about. In particular our Heli-Teli team is looking forward to
increased employment now that the weather is improving.

Military skills - The' A ' Troop team fin ishing off! the first aid stand

OUR SPLENDID BAND
The first week of March h d
·
the Corps Band. The itinerara . a ljdmus1cal flavour, with the visit of
a visit to the local rim
Y me u ~ ~n excellent concert on 1 Mar,
Centre and culmi!ated ~thc~~o~ a s~~mg ~arch through Belfast City
high 9uality of the music
:i'a igna s Sun?ay on 7 M~rch. The
exceptional . Unfortunately th~ vhit ~"Ji~ I ~db eth
nJOYD~ent given w.as
Lt Col Keith Bouldin The
a
Y e 1rector of Music
in his retirement.
g.
members of 39 Bde Sig Sqn wish him luck

VISIT OF HRH THE PRINCESS ANNE
After months of secrecy and weeks of fevered preparation the visit of
HRH The Princess Anne was a great success. 39 Bde Signal Sqn
demonstrations included Anti-Ambush Drills by the Bde Comds Rover
Group and displays of Heli-Teli and standby detachments . The visit
was greatly enjoyed by all the members of the Sqn, particularly the
large number who had an opporrunity to talk to the Colonel-in-Chief.

Cpl 'Timmy' Broadbank of the UHF Faults Team illustrates a point to
HRH Princess Anne (observed by Capt Geoff Cary and Maj Gareth
Mann)

MILITARY SKILLS
The spring air seems to have engendered a martial spirit. Both
March and April have included major military skills competitions.
39 Inf Bde Military Skills Competition, 1-2 March: although busy
with the preparations for the Royal Visit, 39 Bde Sig Sqn fielded a 12
strong te .. m under command of 2Lt Tim Wadey: Sig Kevin Newman,
Set Brillll Hope (RPC), Sig Muff Moffat, Cpl Martin Bamford, Dvr
Tommo Tbompton, Cpl John Spicer (RPC), Si2 Tiny Little.' LCpl Billy
Belton, Pte Bffiy Woodrow (RPC), Sig Phil Home and Pte Sparrow
Payne (RPC).
The competition comprised eight stands including orienteering ,
shooting, driving, first aid , superstars, assault course and command
task . After a sterling effort the team gained an overall second place in
the Minor units competition.
Lisburn Garrison Military Skills Competition , 3 April: For this
competition between the resident units of the Garrison, 39 Bde Sig Sqn
fielded two teams, each seven strong. 'A' Troop provided one team and
the remaining Sqn Depts a second.

The Master of Signals, Maj Gen P.E .M . Bradley CB CBE DSO
presents Cpl Hunt with his LS&GC on 2 March

ATpTeam
2LtThn Wadey
Sgt Moses
Cpl Scouse Kewley RPC
Cpllohn Spicer RPC
LCpl Chris Bel6eld
Sig PhD Home
Sig Stuart Latham

Sqn Combined Team
Lt Calvin Owen
SSgt (YofS) Chilcott
Cpl MarUn Bamford
LCpl Andy Millard
LCpl Dave Borowy RCT
Sig Tiny Little
LCpl Arthur Poole

The competition lasted throughout the day and comprised BFT,
SMG shootmg, first aid and driving skills and a command initiative
task. Although finally unplaced both teams did very well, the Sqn
combined team winning the SMG shoot and the A Troop team
finishing only 40 points behind the winners, well done lads!
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Military skills - The Sqn Combined Team on the BFT
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TM TROOP
Report b Sgt Paul Nicol
f
k . TM Troop has been fast and
Well ·et again the flow o wor m ave one hand in hand with
furious. Shouts ~~ ~i7;:g~~~~!:o~ hasgbeen rebuilding ~e Sqn
rtise he has gained from usmg the
'NATO Standard · I
Heli·Teli Control Room. The expest d that he should transfer to the
plane and chisel have eve sf tte e'Scooter' Sou tar and myself have
Engineers as a carp~ter. P . n r ceoe having recently attended
been the latest recruits to. ~e rett-:re ~elmsford The last words must
1
the course at the Marcom 0 e~, ft.o Cpl T~y Broadbank in the
go on the 'co~eo t of the ~on HRH
Princess Anne- 'She seems
UHF faults diary, after meeting
like a nice girl'·

The

::b

ADVENlURETRAINING
al skiin exercise was a great success
Ex White ~o;~;"
~oe Wo~arch. d olike las't year, the snow at
o~-i:r the peno
ood nd the members of the Sqn, who took part,
AVtemore was very g
a
. 0 r thanks to SSgt Bert Connon,
made the most of the opp~ncn;tyj ~ Crawford who made all the
~ministration. Our commiserations
Cpl Ter!Y Nortbedge an f
preparations and took care o
ea
.d b )
toLCplWWy Wllllams on his broken leg(stup1 oy ·

Si

TICKLEFITNESS
· I
. ti
b the randomly?!
30 March heralt~d frea.t &1;~~ileeB~e~ co~petition. A 100%
selected members o e qn m
. t of the S n Comd Maj Gareth
pass was the result, to the great Hdehgh -you ~ade it!) Now brace
Mann. (Well done Cpl Steve . an1;1er
yourselves as we move onto the swmunmg next.

O~~~~Gour oriente.ering _team ha'rem!:~~y ~e~ea~~~~e~~

~~:;i:~ebeN I~~l~~~~~~Un~~~~ii~°:~~~:i:~~·D~:

team conststed of CapFlant
aryd 'sgts Peck and Forbes 40 Sig Re~
p IIard Pte Shaun
nery an
HQ & S
afflliat~) This is the third occasion running tha~ 39 l!lf Bde
tg
Sqn hav~ won the N Ireland Minor Units Championships.
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Trainee Radio
I
I
Officers

• First-class, secure career •
I opportunities when you I
•
completed your
• have
service with H.M.
I

•
I

•
I
•
I
•
•

The Sqn orienteering team with the N Ireland Minor units cup

BDECOMDSF~LL 11

to Brig A B Crowfoot MBE on Tue 9
M~ct~ tseB~~nc:!r!,1:~eoff to the USA: the Bde Rover Group saw
him out in style, cheered on by the rest of the Sqn.

I

•
I
•
I

•

A number of vacancies '."'.'ill be av.ailable in
1982/83 for suitably quahf1~d ca~d1dates to be
appointed as Trainee Radio Officers . .
If your trade or training involves ~adio
Operating, you qualify to be cons1d~red ~or a
Radio Officer post with the Composite Signals
Organisation .
Candidates must have had at least 2 years' radio
operating experience or hold a PMG, .MP1:' or
MRGC certificate, or expect to obtain this
. .
shortly.
On successful completion of 40 weeks s~ec1ahst
training, promotion will occur to the Radio
Officer grade .
Registered disabled people may be considered.

•
I

•
I
•

Salary & Prospects
TRAINEE RADIO OFFICER: £4159at19 to
£4897 at 25 and over. On promotion to RADIO
OFFICER: £5698 at 19 to £7407 at 25 or <;>Ver . .
Then by 4 annual increments to £10034 inclusive
of shift working and Saturday and Sunday
elements.
For full details please contact Recruitment.Officer
on Cheltenham (0242) 2149 Ext 2269 or wnte to
the

Recruitment Office, Government
Communications Headquarters,
Oakley, Priors Road,
Cheltenham .
Gloucestershire

•,_
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BUSY-WHO'S BUSY?
In the period since our last Notes the squadron has been visited by
HRH The Princess Anne, bade farewell to our former Squadron
Commander, moved out of a detachment in Scotland, said goodbye to
Capt Bob Baker, QC Victor Troop, won two separate Military Skills
Competitions and weathered the normal day to day work of the
squadron. Otherwise it's been quite quiet.
ROYAL VISIT
The main coverage of the visit is to be found elsewhere in this edition
of the Wire. However there are inevitably a number of behind the
scenes stories on such occasiorts. There was the inevitable painting of
inanimate objects, the sweeping up of leaves and other meaningful
tasks. Sig 'Abdul' Brading was despatched to the RQ for a tin of
pavement pa.i nt and was surprised to find that although they could give
him grey paint, it did not come with black lines for the cracks.
Meanwhile, others were busily scraping, dissolving and incinerating
paint, which was in the wrong place. But the most grey hair was caused
by the Radcen building. PSA were busy installing a new standby
generator, knocking holes in walls and generally making a mess.
Unfortunately this occurred two weeks before the visit, and as the days
ticked away it seemed that we would never get all the electricians,
plasterers, painters, carpet layers and everyone else in and out of the
place in time. However all was well, and the Radcen now looks very
smart (even if the generator doesn't work!). LCpl Andy Gray who
painted the sign for the building, now regrets having mentioned that he
used to be a signwriter before joining the Army, as it seems lots of
people have decided they would also like a new sign. LCpls 'Sidney'
EIDoU, 'Chim!' Chbnlc2wskl, Brian McClements and Chris Mountain
never realised how much work there was involved in opening car doors
and saluting at the same time. This skill can be ruined when eager
policemen jump out of the car before it stops and trample on your
bulled boots! Other unsung heroes of the visit were those members of
the squadron who acted as waiters and waitresses both at the !unch and
at a reception in the Officers Mess. Not a drop of soup was spilled! But,
of all the anecdotes the following is worth retelling. The OC spent many
hours listening to the rehearsals of those who were to briefTbe Princess
Anne on the role of their department, and he spent the hour or so
before HRH arrived practising his welcome. The entourage arrived,
The Princess stepped forward, and the QC said 'Good afternoon,
ma'am, I command 233 Signal Squadron which consists of 273
Officers 10 men and ... ' (It will be alright on the night). All together
it was a' marvellous day and everyone was proud that the Colooel-inChief had come to see them. Final word on the subject is to LCpl Brian
McClements. Why didn't you put the whoopee cushion in the Royal car
after all?
FAREWELL TO DIRTY HARRY
An event only slightly less important that the Royal visit was th.e
departure of Maj Don Overton and his wife Jackie after two and a bit
years with 233. Many 'dinings-out' and parties occurred as each troop
and department of the squadron said their own kind of goodbye.
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Maj Don Overton receives his present from the Sgts and IJYarrant
Officers. Also present was W01 ( BSM) Jeff Grover (representing the
ASVU) and W02 !SSMI Ray Marshall
THE WIRE, MAY 1982

Comms Troop threw Maj Overton in a water tank, an event which the
N Ireland services newspaper 'Visor' refused to report, since they
feared it would lead to a total breakdown of discipline throughout the
British Army, on a scale not seen since the Indian Mutiny. During the
latter part of his tour Maj Don Overton acquired the nickname ' Dirty
Harry' for reasons which are obscure. However at his dining-out from
the Sgts Mess the SSM, W02 Ray ManhalJ, made sure that the
cabaret was suitable for the guest. Needless to say it was not a ladies
guest night. The haze of alcohol has subsided now, and we welcome
Maj Nick Wllllams and Denise to the sq uadron. All we have to do is get
him to stop smoking.

The Handover ... L to R, W02 (SSM) Ray Marshall , the AO. Capt
Len Jeffery and Chief Clerk SSgt Tony Dark make sure the outgoing
OC, Maj Don Overton, signs the 1033 while the incoming OC, Maj
Nick Williams, tries to remember the correct date

STRANRAER DET
The squadron's international role was slightly reduced in March
when our microwave terminal site near Stranraer ceased to be manned .
Formerly an RAF radar station, the site was taken over by 3 Div Sig
Regt in the early 1970s, to provide a CSO link from the mainland to N
Irefand. The manning of this detachment was later taken over by this
S<I,uadron. In 1979-80 the CSOs were replaced by a commercial
microwave system, and it became clear that the equipment was reliab~e
enough for the site to be unmanned. Eventually the staff agreed to this
proposal and the building was made more secure by PSA. The change
has made quite a difference: A pub in Stranraer has virtually closed
through lack of business and several members of Comms Troop will
now have to take leave to go on holiday, instead of asking to go to the
Stramaer detachment for two weeks. However Tech Troop haven't
completely served their links, as they still have to make maintenance
visits. Sgt Brian Nevins went on one such trip recently , only to find that
someone hadn't even left any toilet paper. Unfortunately the site is
about 3 miles from the nearest civilisation! That's what field conditions
mean, Brian!
COMMUNICATING SOLDIERS
.
Based on the premise that great minds think alike, the moguls of
headquarters 39 Inf Bde and HQ Lisburn Garrison b?th decided t~ ~n
military skills competitions. Our team for the 39 Bngade competition
was 12 strong, plus a reserve and captained by W02 ('Cbt' FolS) Brian
BUJaberry who takes UP. the .story: The 39 Inf Bde military skills
competition was held at Ballykmler on 1 and 2 Mar. Two trophies were
competed for: One for units under command of39 Brigade, and one for
units within Lisburn Garrison. We were only eligible for the second
category. It was an extremely well organised competition with 7 stands
covering most aspects of modem day soldiering. There was also an
emphasis on fun , if only for the spectators! The shooting stand was
novel, in that one of the weapons to be fired was a 12 bore shot gun .
There's no truth in the suggestion that Sgt Maurice Harkin was our
highest scorer because he was nearest the tr~ps . For our . team, ~e
highlight of the day was the command task , which involved dismantlmg
195

SPORT
As
season draws to a close we ha ve h a d success m
·
· the winter;c,orts
·
v~rious sport~.
1s year has seen both Orienteering and Badminton
pickup. con~1derably. We w?n the R Signals NI Orienteerin
Ch~mp1on.sh1ps a nd came 2nd m the NI Minor Units Cham ionshi sg
This quahfies l!s to enter the UK. Championships. Our /adminfu~
team came 2nd m the NI League which includes both M ·
d M'
·
a1or anI " mor
Um't s.· I· n th e women •s badminton
Cpl An..t..
Irving our
•
.
on
y
1emale
tec h nic1an, wen! to the A~my Badminton Championships in Feb and
was runner-up m the Ladies Plate and made the s · fi I f h
em1- mas o t e
Doubles Competition.
'

Military Skills- The 39 Brigade Competition winners. Back row L to

R: LCpl Brian McClements, LCpl Taff Huzzey, Sig Drew Collins, Si~
Chippie Wood, Sig (now LCpl) Tex O'Sullivan . Centre row: ~C M~J
Don Overton, Cpl Paul Leighton, Cpl (now Sgt) Bryan ~air, Sig

GOODIES
AO-Yet again I Sgt 'Sandy' Sanderson-Agreed to his extension
SO~Sulllt
Tony Dark-Leadin~ ~~r 'Sportsmen' to great heights . LCpl Te~
van-Such respons1bi11ty.

Geordie Holt, Sig John Coltman , W02 (FofSl Brian B1llsberry .
Kneeling: Sig John Prowse, Sgt Maurice Harkin and Sig Taff Webb

a cannon and getting it across an imaginary (thank God) river. Bit like
the Royal Tournament you may think , but in fact it was more like Billy
Smart's Circus. Our appreciation goes to Cpl (now Sgt) Bryan Hair,
whose very good impression of a monkey went a long way to our
success. We achieved the maximum score of 100% which beat the score
of the Sappers who built the stand! The ~ssault ~urse was. very er . ..
interesting. Sig Taff Webb really enjoyed bemg earned on the
stretcher. The thought must have crossed his mind that our first-aiders
Cpl Bryan Hair, and LCpls Brian McClements, Taff Huu.e1 had
bandaged him op for a good reason. I don't know why he kept his eyes
closed though, the view from the top of the 12 ft wall was quite
spectacular. All in all it was a most enjoyable day and, as you may have
guessed, we won the Lisburn Garrison Units Competition (by 116
points) and although we weren't eligible to take the 39 Brigade Trophy
we also beat the best team in that section by 9 points.
LISBURN G ARRISON COMPETITION
On 3 Apr the Garrison held its own military skills competition. This
time we entered five teams , including our successful team mentioned
above. There were similar stands but on a smaller scale. This time it
was a team captained by the SSM which won, while the combat
foreman's team came third. (Very diplomatic, Foreman) . All this goes
to prove that when it comes to military skills, the Corps are hard to
beat. However when it comes to drill Sig 'Snowy' Buckley needs a bit of
practice!

I

WHISKEY TROOP
1:he ~on th of March has been a good one for Whiskey Troop. At the
be~nmng of the mon~ ~everal members of our troop took part in the
Skill at Arms Competition. It was a resounding victory and W02
(FofS) B!Jan Bills berry was great in command (he's so forceful).
Also m March we had a visit from HRH The Princess Anne.
Everybo dy ru~hed ~round for weeks before the visit and SSgt Chris
Stone was havmg mghtrnares about polishing corridors! The visit went
very. well and the Colonel-in-Chief seemed very impressed and the
corridor sparkled.
'
We said a sad goodbye to Sig Tom Bamford. He has left us for one of
t~e warml'.r parts of the world, Cyprus. It must be because he doesn 't
hke the ram.
We also had an addition to our family - LCpl Steve Gorman now has
a daughter-Claire Louise-Congratulations Steve. Congratulations
are ~lso. due to Nigel Kirkby on making it to Cpl and Bryan Hair on
makmg 1t to the Mess.

POSTINGS IN
"!e wel~ome into our Troop Capt Dick Good, our new OC. who
arnved with two sentences: ' Wow, is this really my office?' (Capt
Go_od's office is li~e a room in the Ritz) . The other remark overheard,
w~1I~ he was lookrng out of the window, was 'When is it going to stop
rammg so I can have a round of golf?' Since our last Wire Notes, we
have welcomed Sgt Fred M u ir, who had an Inter-Squadron posting
from (spit) Whiske;: Troop. We also push out a warm welcome to Cpl
Dave Th omas and his wife Jennie, posted in from 16 Sig Regt.
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Forkhill, S Armagh as the top secti on of the mast comes down
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BADDIES
Sig ' Scouse' ~wen-Bollards to you too! Sig 'Snowy'
Buckley-:--Who cant reverse then? Sgt Alec Mair-Who got his name
plates mJXed up eh? Cpl Pete Hunter-Pregnant again?

. Orient.eering Championship. Sgt Dave Pickersgill
accepts the. winners shield for 233 Sig Sqn from Mrs Marguerite
Maynard, ~1fe of the .c~mmander Communications SNI. The event
was organised by Mai Tim Smith of Comms Branch who is on the
right of the picture

VICTOR TROOP
FAREWELIS
.After many years and many, many happy hours/Troop parties, we
said farewell to our OC, Capt Bob Baker, who, after four and a half
years, has left us to add to the power of 7 Sig Regt. Another member of
our troop to leave at the same time was Cpl Vinni Hnnter. Vinni
Hunter was a sad loss to our troop, both in work and as a very good
sportsman. The best of luck and good fortune to both Capt Bob Baker
and Cpl Vinni Hunter.

Military Skills- The Lisburn Garrison Competition winners . Back row:
Cpl Nobby Clarke, Sgt Al Geddes, W02 !SSM) Ray Marshall. Front
row: LCpl John Phipps, Sig Snowy Buckley and Sig Roy Johnson

WORTH A MENTION
LCpl (Mini-Tech) ~avlson and Sig Taff Webb were told to bum the
w.aste, sc:>me boxes which a lot of new equipment came in ('a few each
mght shift would soon get rid of them' was the thought). To cut a tong
story short, when they were putting in their fiftieth box the incinerator
caught fire. The local Fire Brigade were on the scene ~ery quickly and
:15 the ~re was brought under control the Fire Chief said to Taff Webb
,G~ JOb you were here, it coul? ~ave been nasty'. Taff Webb to Chief
Ha. I was the one who started 1t . The next morning when SSgt Pete
Mills came to work , he got a good-news/bad-news story Good
~e~s-'all the boxes have gone Staff. Bad news-'We bu~t the
mcmerator down!'
ADMINTROOP
First a few lines to let everyone know we are still here! Welcome to·
L<;:pl 'KlwP Kee-What a name! Sig 'Snowy' Buckley-Our tiniest
driver. Farewell to: SSgt 'Taft' Morgan-Who didn't do his NIRTT
then!

The command task stand - Lisburn Garrison Competition . L to R:
Cpls Steve Casey and Steve Bushby tackle a 'bomb' while W02
( FofS) Colin Ramsay supervises

RIGGERS BUSY INS ARMAGH
On a cold day in March, our intrepid rigging section went t? Forkhill
in S Armagh to dismantle .an unwanted mast. Not a~ easy JOb at .the
best of times, but strong wmds and the thought of smpers mad~ this a
tricky job . The top section had to be manhandl~d down usmg the
maker's erection kit. This meant that two of the riggers had to spend
about half an hour as duty targets, high above the Army/RUC base.
Certairlly keeps the adrenalin flowing. The bottom sections were
removed by crane, but even this had its problems. Cpl Jock Waldon
found out that fixing your safety harness ~o the mast is alright so l_ong
as the mast is fixed to the ground . Otherwise you can get that floatmgon-air feeling.

SPORTS
The, latest round. in the McKelvie Trophy was Orienteering. Victor
Troops team came m first, keeping us well up in the competition.

MARRIAGE
Our warm congratulations go out to Sig Kev Robinson and P te
Lorraine. (Pearce) on their marriage on 20 Feb, who both returned
from their honeymoon in Tenerife without a sun-tan, apart from the
bottom of their feet.
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Life Assurance
Policies Coverin g War Risks
for:

Diilho.
~ V't'hole Life.

Capital TFIRlfer Tu.

Emation. Endo1111111111t
law Cost aid Raxilm
Endowmau tor tto...
l'llthale.
l'tbtgages Anqttd.
Retiramait Policiea.

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING
Kit, with cover for Household effects in transit.
Home Insurance with full cost replacement.
Motor Competitive rates Home and Foreign.

B. E. THOMPSON & CO. LTD.
INSURANCE BROKERS

11. KING STREET, RICHMOND, NORTH
YORKSHIRE DL10 4HR. Tele~ No. ms
Members of the Bnt1sh Insurance Brokers Association
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- News from Heat/quarters~
SPORT
. Of the many sporting successes during the Term two ha b
singled out:
'
ve een

Army Apprentices' College
Harrogate

BASKETBALL
The basketball squad, comprising o~ apprentices and permanent
staff, after a slow start, has blossomed mto two very good sides. This
has occurred thanks to the efforts of the Basketball Office c t Ian
Buckley, the PS Coach SSgt (SSI) Ray Surgeon APTC and ;he J~~ior's
coach Sgt_~ Hankins ACC. ·We were fortunate to receive into the
College ".la Civvy Street' four extremely talented recruits in the
Summer m_take. Namely AT Bagsy Bain, AT Andrew Jones and the
Matless twms. Sons of Ex CSM Brian Matless of fencing and Ph'Ir

ANTICIPATION AND REFLECTION
As we come to the end of the Spring Term. ~urrounded by reports ,
the anticipation of the Senior Term as they look forward to their first
adult unit. and the bustle of preparation for the Graduation Parade, to
be taken this term by the Commander-in-Chief United Kingdom Land
Forces. Gen Sir John Stanier KCB, MBE, ADC, Gen, we look back in
these Notes to some of the highlights of the term.
EXTERNAL LEADERSHIP
January is a testing time for these activities but the College headed in
two directions, Inverness and the Lake District to make the most of it.
Exercise Cold Comfort is tackled by the second terms just when they
have returned from leave after their recruit term, cunningly timed to
get over the Christmas and New Year return-to- uniform blues! Oh well,
it seems to work and they were soon off to the base camp in the pink
granite splendour of Cameron Barracks. Two hundred apprentices
....-ere put through their paces in three phases and du ring the week each
participant was tra ined in navigation. downhill skiing, winter
mountaineering, abseiling and orienteering .
SO INC PARTICIPATES
On the third week we were honoured by a two day visit by the SOinC
Maj Gen A. C. Blrtwilde CBE. Carefully explaining that his staff had
begged him not to be cajoled into any physical tomfoolery , he toured
each activity in turn. taking a very full and active part. It is hard to say
who enjoyed the visit most. It isn't every day that an apprentice can say
that be has climbed a mountain roped to a General and a Colonel, Col
G. C. Verdon OBE, the Commandant, and imprompt u group
photographers were numerous.

Sq~~fu~

I~

The_ succes_s of the College Basketball teams can be seen from the
followmg achievements:
- Winners
Army UK Junior Major Units
Anny UK Senior Minor Units
- Runners Up
Catterick Ga~so~ & District League
- Winners
Harrogate & D!s~ct League Div 1
- Runners Up (P )
- Runners Up (ATs)
Harrogate & D!str!ct Leave Div 2
Harrogate & D1str1ct Knock Out Cup
(Bob Cundall Trophy)
- Runners Up
AT R~ Rab Mulho°!md has been selected to represent the Army
under_ 19 m the Inter Services competition this year. A fine achievement
by this talented young player. 4 Div HQ & Sig Regt can count
themselves extremely fortunate in gaining such a member for their
basketball squad when he graduates.

.

Navigation training on Lord Lovat's estate. ATs Riley and Taylor brief
the SOinC whilst W02 Coude and Maj Bowles carrying the General's
Star Plate look on

The SOinC meets Ptarmigan and proves to be the master (Ptarmigan
arrowed, flees from superior being)

ATs Matthews and Williams lead the SOinC under the cornice at the
top of Caire an T-Sneachda, Cairn Gorm

Oimbing the Alladins Couloire ATs Jones (leading), Francis, Reeves,
Kay and Francis
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ADVERSE CONDITIONS
Nearer to home the exercise for the 4th and 5th term apprentices was
held in the Ullswater Area with a view that was constantly dominated
by the impressive, snow covered peak of Helvellyn . The Good Lord was
clearly not smiling on us that week since we were blessed with torrential
rain , hurricane-like winds and snow blizzards! Even in the Summer
this exercise demands stamina, high map reading and determination ,
being designed so the apprentice can discover himself by stretching his
own limits to their utmost and emphasis is placed on self-reliance and
individual decision making.
Each day a 12 mile stint across the peaks carrying full equipment
and tents and was equally gruelling for the permanent staff keeping a
discreet and distant eye on the proceedings , but they had their own
element of excitement when the river burst its banks and flooded the
camp. 2Lt Jonathon (No, I'm not the SQMS) Perks created a Sommelike scene with ditches and duckboards , whilst Maj Dick (who's for a
run up Helvellyn?) Hoyle and 2Lt Bob (Follow me chaps) Sharp saved
the apprentices (or was it the kit) from a watery end. Definitely an
exercise in which the 'characters' and 'funny-men' kept morale high
and one's aptitude to become amphibious was essential.
THE WIRE, MAY1982

Winners Anny UK Junior Basketball Championships
Back Row: AT Caws, AT R.S . Matless, Sgt Hankins ACC, AT LCpl
Beverley, AT A.J . Matless
Front Row: AT Haughan, Capt Buckley, AT Bain , AT LCpl Choules,
AT Jones
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FINANCIAL
PLANNING

past four defenders and scored a great goal. The game finished and we
ran out 3-1 winners .
That evening we had the usual celebrations and Mr Ken Purnell
presented Dougie Eagle1bam with a trophy for being 'the player no

team can do without', play anywhere, do anything, never misses
training, never moans. A big cheer went up for Dougie. CSM Douale
Blackfonl then proceeded to fill the Cup up with 'Champers' and a
good night was had by all .'

ITS PU R POSE is to make the be. t use of Income. Capital
and other Asset . to prepare the way for the individual to
achieve financial aim . These may include:
FINA CIAL PROTECTIO

Fl ANCIAL SECURITY
HOUSE P RCHASE
DUCAT ION EXPE SES
COMFORTABLE RETIREMENT
Permanent Staff Team . Runners Up - Army UK Minor Units
Championships
Back Row: Sgt Brown, AT RSM Mulholland, Sgt Palmer
Front Row: Sgt Hankins, SSgt Surgeon APTC, Sgt Bohanan , Sgt
Robinson , Capt Buckley

SOCCER
··
J
th
During the summer we had to make the sad dec1s10.n t? eave. e
Claro Sunday under 18 league a~d join th~ North J?ast D1str~ct Semces
League in Division Two. We did not rehsh entermg a Semor League
with a Junior team . The odd game is not too bad but to play regularly
week in week out seemed a daunting task to say the least. In the event
it has p~ved to be a better proposition ~~n we had dared to hope for
and the team with a lot of hard trammg , has done we!~. In the
Yorkshire Se~ces League Cup competition the apprentice team
reached the final against York Garrison , there follows a report by a
keen supporter:
.
'The day began with a morale booster for _the appren tices team ,
being Jed down Catterick Garrison Cen1!'al_stad1_um steps and C!n to the
pitch with traditional Scottish blood stirnng ptpe tunes by piper AT
Cpl Bruce. The teams were presented to. ~rig Spracldlng Commander
Catterick Garrison in true Wembley tradition .
This was a big occasion for the apprentices ~aving just started out_ on
their Army career. The team was compnsed from the followmg
squadrons:
Bradley Squadron-AT Cpl Tony Lucas (Capt), AT LCpl Scouse
E•ans, AT Stlllle, AT Tommy Steele, AT Roy Rogers (Sub) . Scott
Squadron-AT Cpl Griff Griffin, AT LCpl Dougie Eaglesham, AT
Soou.e Downey, AT Nell Adams (Sub). Penney Squadron-AT Sgt
Stel'e Longworth, AT LCpl George Best, AT LCpl Robbo Robinson,
.
.
AT LCpl Bruce Smith, AT Hodge H~~n .
As the referee put the whistle to his hps for t~e k;ck-off the adrenalin
was really pumping . We looked at York Ga.rnson "'.hose morale must
have taken a beating hearing Cpl Bruce's p~pe mus~c . Once t~e game
was under way York applied the pressure, d1sregardmg the noise ~rom
our hundred plus supporters which we had fetched along, km?ly
supplied by the various squadrons, all volunteers to the ma~ . Havmg
managed to suppress their initial pressure in the first ten mmutes we
suffered our first blow when AT LCpl Robbo RobinBon took a ball full
force in the unmentionables and was off the field for some considerable
time, during his period of absence from the field we scored o.ur fi~t
goal due to Tommy Steele, who took the York defence bl'. surpnse with
a great run down the right wing. York soon came ba~k mto the game
and about ten minutes to half time scored , so at half time the score was

l-J~ring the interval Mr Ken Purnell , coach and civilian instructor at
the College and CSM Dougie BLackforoGren -Guards, SSM , Penney
Sqn , showed up our faults , pulled us apart an? inside out , then p~t us
back together again , made a substitution puttmg
Ne_ll Adami mas
a front runner and bringing back Soou11e Downey mto mid field, patted
us on the heads and said how good we were and sent us out for the
second half. Within tei minutes we had pierced the York defence and
Bruce (Eu) Smith scored a well deserved goal. York came ba~k at us ~s
if they were playing for their lives but our defence remamed sohd
thanks to some excellent work by Soou11e Evans in goal with one save
that any first Division goalkeeper would be proud of and excellent
defend mg by Sten Longworth . Then came the goal that finally fin.ished
York , Bruce Smith received the ball about 30yds from goal , slipped

!'T
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TRA SFER OF ASSETS

-against the effe ts
of possessions lost
or damaged
-for pre ent or
future dependants
- immediately or in
the future ·
-fo r present or
future children
-based on an
adequate continuing
inmmc backed
up by an adequate
capital re. erve
-to the next
generation

WE ADVISE on the use of savings from income. the
investment of capital. the use of other a~sets where
applicable. insurance a~ainst ill health and the. m~urance of
posses ions. We help clients to lay the foundauons of sound
plan . to de\'elop existing plans and keep them up to d?le.
and then to make the best use of resource when the lime
comes to meet commitments.
GOOD I NFORMATI ON is the basis of sound planning .
The more clients take us into their confidence. the bcll~r we
can assist them. Please let us have full details of existing
resources. your ability to . ave. and a.ny expect?tions., Please
also tell u all you can about commnments wnh which you
expect to have to. cop~. We. of course. treat all such
information as confidenual.

The winners of the Div 2 Yorksh ire Services League (Left to right)
Back Row Mr Ken Purnell , AT Rogers , AT Stillie, AT LCpl Robinson,
AT LCpl Eaglesham, AT Downey, AT Adams, CSM Dougie Blackford
Gre n Gds
Front Row AT Steel , AT Hodson, AT Cpl Griffin, AT Cpl Lucas, AT
LCpl Smith , AT Sgt Longworth

AN EARLY START helps. and we will be pleased to assist
yo u however modest yo ur resources may he now . If ~ou have
ex isti ng arrangements which m ay need devc lop mg. the
sooner you refer them to us. the more help we are likely to be
able to gi"e you.
O UR ADVICE is free and docs not commit you to any
action: we only ask that any arrangements you decide to
make be made through us. It is based on over 34 years. of
exa mining clients' proh lems . ana:y,mg . them and adv1s111.g
on the m. It is not delivered by pcrsuast"e ~alesmen. but is
given in writi ng fo r you to study at your leisure.
ARE YOU MAKI NG T HE BEST USE OF YOU R
I COME A D OT HER ASSETS'!
WE AR E AS CLOSE TO YO U AS T HE NEA REST POST
BOX OR T ELE PHON E
LET US SHOW YO U HOW GOOD PLAN NING CAN
HELP YO U

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.
Majo r T. F. Williams

PRINCE ALBERT HOUSE, 58 SHIP STREET,
BRIGHTON, BNl lDE

Yorkshire Services League Cup Competition : AT Cpl Tony Lucas
receiving the Cup from Brig Sprackling

Telephone Bright o n 281 8 1 (5 lincs)
Member of the Britis h Insura nce Brokers Association
Memhc r of th e Arm ccl Forces In sura nce Bro k e r~
Co mmitt ee of th e B.l.B .A.
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OFFICERS MESS
The Officers Mess has had its ups and downs, the 'Up' was definitely
a day climbing Pen-y-Gent and sundry hills besides, while the WOs and
Sgts ably ran the College. The exercise was called the 'Commandant's
Walk ' and we all , except the PMC, appeared to be volunteers) The
treck started at a cracking pace, but it was once more the story of the
tortoise and the hare as some of the old and bold were well into their
second pint, (the objective, of course, having been a pub), when the
younger element arrived . How, is a mystery but the writer, gentle
reader, knows the aforementioned actually had a map and compass!
The 'Down' was a welcome for four subalterns from Sandhurst and
an ideal O(>portunity to implement Ex Subalterns Delight (SPO l 17A).
Upon drivmg through the camp gates 2Lts Jonathon (what shall I do
today) Perks and Frank (who cleans my shoes) Roberta were dispatched
on a 'get lost' exercise in the care ofLCpl Sid Chew.
Mess 'form' was given to Lt Rod (The pup) Tbomu and 2Lt Bob (I
really am in love) Sharp by a very Senior Subaltern-Maj Richard
Harrison. Pre-dinner drinks were served in the bar and gosh aren't
there a lot of young looking majors and old lieutenants here! Dinner
was served by some buxom serving wenches from the Educational
Corps. The wine flowed and everyone became very confused; Capt
Wally Lockwood could not remember if he was OIC Mil Trg or really
the Padre, Dr Crawfmd-Por1er promised to sign on again if he could
stay on as the Commandant. Lt Sue Blythe'• hamster almost got shot
for impersonating a rat and Mn Amanda Howle almost promised to
marry 2Lt Perks. Alas, all good things came to an end as the real
Commandant stood up and the subalterns discovered that he was not
the bar soak. Suddenly all was revealed and the Adjutant who had been
hearing all about himself from 2Lt Jonathon Perks revealed that he was
not really a Squadron Commander! (Feel the warmth I).
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Comms & Sy Gp (UK)
GROUP ROAD RACE
It was decided in January that SPA should sponsor a Group Road
Race in the local Woodhouse area. Maj John Stuart, WOl (FofS) Tony
Lowry· and W02 (FofS) John Mellors put their heads together to decide
on the route and the rules. The route was eas to work out (not so easy
to run), and was ju st over 7 miles. The rules were a little harder t~ settle
on. The end result was as many runners from each Sub Section as
possible to compete, 25% of each Sub Section to count. A week o go to
the race and WOl (FofS) Tony Lowry decided to go into hospital for a
cartilage operation so SSgt (FofS) Dan Matthews was seconded to t he
.
organising committee muttering something about lemons.
25 Mar arrived, the Police came for safety reasons and brought wtth
them the sun. At 1430 hrs one hundred and fifty two runners left the
start line at Garats Hay Barracks as the RSM, WOl Jim Crannage,
waved his start flag. 40 minutes and 46 seconds later a remarkably
fresh SSgt John Skipper crossed the finishing line to take first place.
The thirty fifth person home, (hard luck Maj Searle) took the veterans
prize with WLCpl Hazel Buddon taking the Ladies Cup. The final team
results were as follows. Jar-3 Company, 2ns-2 Squadron ,
3rd-SPA, 4th--4 Company, 5th-HQ Troop.

School of Signals
Blandford Camp
Dorset

reality. My stomach was turning over as 1 sat down at the edge of the
door and looked out. Next thing I knew there was a tap on my shoulder
and I was out in the slipstream of the aircraft thin king will my chute
open? All of a sudden I closed my eyes as I heard .this great crack and
joy of joys my chute deployed. Suddenly everythmg was cal m and I
could see for miles. My mind was now at ease as I drifted effortlessly
down to the ground. Easy when you know how ... '
LS & GC MEDAL PRESENTATION
D uring a visit to the Group by Brig R.A. Plummer, Brigadier
Eastern District , Brig Plummer presented LS&GC medals to W02
(FofS) Pete Coleman and SSgt Pete Shepherd. After the presentation
W02 Coleman and SSgt Shepherd, accompanied by their families,
escorted Brig Plummer to the Sgts Mess for the customary celebration
drink s.

A SPECIAL COMMITMENT
The School.of Signals was tasked, again this year. with looking after
th?se Reserv1Sts who were called out under the new individual
reinforcement plan ..Arf!iy Reporting Centres were established at
Blandford and St Reher m the Channel Islands. The Blandford ARC
was commanded by Maj Frank Cooper, OC HQ Sqn, and the Channel
Islands A~C by Capt Alan Davies, QM(Gen). The Blandford ARC was
most efficiently run by a team of volunteers under the eagle eye of WO I
Tony Mlllln~ton, our Supt Clk, with W02s Tom Sharp and Wally
Watkl_ns paymg the volunteers their £70 reporting bounty. Thirty-two
reservists rep.o!ied to .th.e B.landford ARC, who, for the first time,
underwent m1htary trammg m the form of NBC instruction. This was

reservists, some of whom were from the Island of Guernsey. The
Channel Island party mad~ a lasting impression on the Islanders who
are unaccustome~ to seeing soldiers in uniform, additionally it is
reported that the female population out-number the male by a ratio of
3-1 ~ The ~earn managed. to find a little time to enjoy the culinary and
soc18! ~ehghts of St Heher. W02 Gerry Garland pointed out that the
de~mtlon of Jersey, as communicated to him by one of the local
residents, was-'70!000 alco holics climbing onto a rock'. It is
understood that dunng the .ARC these statistics were inflated by 4!!!
'f!le tea~ returned to the mamland on Tue 3 Nov, suitably loaded down
wtth Chnstmas presents and duty-free. Ha! well roll on next year.
THE FAMILY LINK
Mr David Ev~tt, son. of C~.t (T01) and Mrs Terry Everett signing
on t!Je do~t:d lme. Re 1s to JOID R Signals in early March and will
rece!ve tram'?& as a technician. Lt Col Hugh Mormon, CO The School
Regiment , kindly agreed to be the attesting officer. Col Morgitn and
Sgt Price from the Weymouth AClO were also present.

A pack of runners soon after the start of the race

Brigadier Plummer presenting LS&GC medal"to SSgt Pete Shepherd

The CO, LtCol John Dobson presented the prizes apologizing for not
being able to compete himself. He said it would be put to rights in six
week's time as there is going to be another race over the same course for
all those unfortunate ? in not having taken part.

ARRIV ALS/DEPARroRES
It has been a busy time for the Group regarding postings, with quite
a large turnover of personnel. We therefore take this opportunity to say
farewell to Capt Tim Cousins, W02 Jlm Hardy, W02 Len Hutton, Sgt
Colin Green, Sgt Eddie London; Sgt John Mortimer and Sgt Rick
Retalllck both to taste the delights of civilian life, Cpl Paul Lancaster,
Cpl Chris Blamey , LCpl Nick V~y and LCpl Martin Ellis .
At the same time we welcome W02 Graham Chard, W02 Brian
Grayson, W02 Arthur Hendenon, SSgt (FOS) Dan Mathews, SSgt
Keith Sainty, Sgt Jim Cruickshank, Sgt Mick Court, Sgt Derick
Glover, Sgt Pete Lange, Sgt Ron Patterson, Sgt Tom Wright, Cpl Mick
Reehal and LCpl Paul Gillespie. May your tour with the Group be a
happy one.

PARACHUTING
A party of intrepid explorers from the Group decided to go on a two
day Basic Parachuting Course held at 7 AAC Regt Netheravon.
Unfortunately the weather was so bad that no actual jumps took place.
Two weeks later a number of the Group, who did the initial training,
went back to do the actual jump and this is the account of one of them ,
Sig Tafl Thomas.
'We picked up our kit from the stores and proceeded to the manifest
area , which is where all the first time jumpers mingle with the
experienced ones. The talk is all about failed chutes and things of that
nature which really boost your confidence, as you wait your turn to
board the bus to the plane. Our names seemed to be called very quickly
and it wasn't long before we were putting on our kit and doing our last
minute checks. The reserve cord was well situated on my front but I
still felt a little apprehensive. Finally all our kit was checked and it was
time to enbus. Tension was pretty high and there was a lot of nervous
laughter going on. We arrived at the plane and everyone was surprised
at the size of the aircraft-would it get off the ground? We bustled onto
the plane and my mind was trying to remember all the emergency drills
we had been taught. (Like avoid different coloured fields because it
meant that there was a fence between them, ask Sig Al Grundy!).
By this time we had taken off and were flying at around 1000 ft above
the ground . 'Isn't everything small' and 'I feel sick' were the cries.
Time flew by, sorry about the pun, and now it was the moment of truth.
As the first one of us to jump made his way to the door of the aircraft we
all exchanged sick grins. Suddenly he was gone to the cries of 1001 l 002
1003 etc. Now it was my turn and I felt terrible. I lost all sense of
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ORIENTEERING
Sunday 28 Feb saw the running of the Eastern District Orienteering
Championships at Mildenhall Woods, near Newmarket, Suffolk. The
Group entered two teams for the Championships , one in the ladies'
event and one in the men's. The day was well organised and the courses
well planned, the ladies' being 7 km in length and the men's just over
9 km. Both teams did well , with the WRAC Winning the women's
championships for the 2nd year in succession and the men finishing as
runners up to 19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn .
Capt Katie Dyer was individual winner on the WRAC course with
WSSgt Jo Bolland finishing runner-up and WCpl Ann Godfrey in third
place. (Beat that!) . The men's team comprised SSgt Al Hale, 3rd, SSgt
John Sk:lpper, 5th, and LCpl Alan Moyes 36th. Both teams qualified
for the UKLF Championships.
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L to R: Sgt Price, Mrs Kay Everett, Mr David Everett, Capt (TOTI
Terry Everett, Col Morgan and Lt Col Hugh Morrison

GENUINE KIT

undertaken with the valuable assistance of an expert team provided by
Capt V~c Zimmer of 30 Sig Regt whose task was quite difficult (fitting
56 respirators over long hair and beards) a novel experience!

• BER GANS
•WOOLLY PULLYS
•PARA SMOCKS
• BOOTS
•BERETS
•SOX

•FACE VEILS
• 58 WEBBING
•DOWNS / BAGS
• O .G. TROUSERS
• PUTTIES
•BADGES

SAE FOR FREE CATALOGUE PLEASE

NO PROBLEM WITH VOLUNTEERS
The Channel Islands ARC departed via Sealink ferry from
Weymouth on Thu 29 Oct and established the ARC in the Police
~eadquarters Building in St Helier, Jersey, Capt Alan Davies had no
difficulty in finding volunteersl-with RQMS Gerry Garland, SSgt
B~ Tullln 1 S~t Ian Foster an? SSgt Alistair Sykes (contravening
th~tr own cntenon that old soldiers never volunteer) by forming a
skt1ru1 teai:n . The party was accommodated in the Hotel Alexandra
during their stay in the Channel Islands and administered some 40
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SILVERMAN'S (SIG)
MILE END, LONDON E1.
Tel: 01 -790-5257
Personal callers Monday-Friday

"Almost anything in genuine Govt. Surplus"
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SHAPE
B.F.P.0. 26

Signals Wing
The Royal School of Artillery
RIDE OF THE V AIKYRIES
Well something like that anyway! You may b surprised to learn that
the Royal School of Artillery boasts its very own version of the White
Helmets. There are five representatives of the Corps on the RSA's
establishment and they decided recently that not enough Gunners, let
alone other members of the Corps, were aware of the contribution they
make to the quality of life at Larkhill. The answer, it was decided, was
to procure a stable of motor-cycles, train secretly in their use, and then
ride in displa team fashion down the road which runs past the
Commandant RSA's Office.
As all Sare part of Signals Wing at Larkhill and as the Wing's RSM
is noted throughout the Garrison for his two-wheeled exploits, it was
decided to invite him to act as team coach. He willingly agreed, having
been told that the aim of the exercise was to put together a novelty
display for the Blandford Spring Fete (he may be seen in the
photograph trying to bring Gunner order out of Royal Signals chaos).
After some initial difficulties the motor-cycle stable was put together
and consisted of a variety of machines ranging from a 350cc Yamaha to
a monkey-bike belonging to the OC Range Detachment Larkhill. Each
bike was allocated a rider in strict accordance with seniority. The
Colonel got the monkey-bike and the Corporal the larger Yamaha.
There was a certain amount of wrangling however between the SQMS
and the Yeoman (both SSgts) as to which should have the Honda 90
and which the Suzuki 100; the result was something of a compromise,
as the Foreman (a WOO took the Suzuki and the other two bad to
share the 90 until a Puch was found! Under the watchful eye of anyone
who happened to be passing the team undertook their formation
training in the Car Park outside the RSA Radio Stores each lunchtime. It quickly became apparent that these were no ordinary budding
White Helmets but a bunch of characters incapable of staying on a
stationary bicycle, let alone a moving motorcycle. The RSM persevered
however until it became clear that he could teach them nothing
more-it was now or never. A recce was completed, the date set and
Jimmy transfers applied to helmets. The Colonel rang AGll to confirm
all was set for his posting to Hong Kong, the RSM was thanked for all
bis help and the team set off.
The display, you will be pleased to hear, was a resounding success
and the esteem in which the Royal Signals are held at the Royal School
of Artillery is now higher than ever. The puzzling thing however, both
for the RSM of Signals Wing and for those Gunners who got to hear of
their exploits, was why the team chose to do their ride past at 6 o'clock
on a Wednesday evening! Quo Fas et Gloria Du cunt?

THE OPERATORS (CAVALRY?)
In the <;om cend. SSat Dave Jones leads a specialised team of
0~era1ors, me 1u mg Sgta George Walker and Michael GrlfOtluiDllama, and Cpl John Calrna, while in the Tape Relay Centre S t
B~b Sullivan looks :1fter ~e t~aining requirement for an intemation!1
section of operators, mcludmgJust about every nationality in NATO.

WHO WEARE

The SHAPE Signal Group (SSG) is a small multinational signal
regiment whose mission is to provide communications support for
Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe. The unit is co-located
with SHAPE, near Mons in Belgium, and as such is part of the large
SHAPE community. The requirement for international co-operation at
all levels, and the opportunity to see at first hand the methods and
approach of the other NATO nations are J?art of the attractions of a
tour with SSG, even if it can mean the exercise of considerable patience
and tact on occasions. if one's aim is to be achieved!

THE FUTURE
T~e mission of SSG is an i~portant one, and its responsibilities wide
~~~g. A~ a means of meeting and working with other nationalities

.;: ~up IS unequalle~. a~d the imminent introduction into service of
e. ens1ve new commun1~at1ons and command and control e ui ment
:I~ mea~ ~he Gr~>Up havmg responsibility for some of the mo~ nfodern
mil· up o e minute techn?lo~y currently in service anywhere in the
1tary sphere. Indeed a satisfy10g post whichever way you look at it!
SHAPESPEAK
Ah fe~ of the t~rms which jealousy guard the approaches to compre enston of affairs at SHAPE:

THE CHIEFS

SSG is commanded by Lt Col RJcbanl C. Bartz, US Army, with Maj
Tom Moncm, Royal Signals as Deeuty Commander. Holding together
the HQ SSG Admin Section is SSgt John Roberts (between hockey
games, that is) aided and abetted by Sgt Charlie Donnelly together with
US Army Specialists Bobbie Washlngt.on, Donald Cunningham, Paul
Willoughby and Rick Driskell. Group Sergeant Maj Abraham Bolf, US
Army, has his nearest UK equivalent in WOl (YofS) Jim Doherty, who
heads the Group Control Centre, with responsibility for monitoring the
performance of the extensive SHAPE Communications network which
embraces all the European NATO nations between the North Cape and
the Bosphorous.

'You mean I can dial the US from here ... '
Sgt Bryan Izzard and SFC David Gibson US Army take the
temperature of part of the telepho.:.C exchange '

Horseholder/
Spear Carrier:

Adjunct to someone in authority . If 4 star, this
anyone of 3 star or less.

SACK:

A!'fe~io~ate djminutive of SACEUR. Not used
w1thm his earshot.

SACK wants :

If you are on his staff, a means of getting your
own v:ay: Nobody is really sure that he does not
want 1t htn1self.

Bootleg copy:

A document intended for internal circulation in
department, a copy of which has been
~killfully. obtained by your own staff for your
mformation. An essential step in the process of
smooth staff co-ordination.
an~ther

'~inne rs in the 3.30? let's see .. . '

Sgt Ken Jones discusses a technical point with CPT Merrick
Army
'

us

Ground Zero:

The staff canteen on the ground floor.

A Leak:

A private and confidential document which has
been treacherously copied by another depart·
men.t. An unwarranted trespass into the internal
affarrs of your organisation.

Drawing on The
Lone Ranger:

A futile exercise.

BOOK REVIEW
'Clickety click, sixty six .. .'
Eyes down time for SP4 Bobbie Washington and SSgt Taff Roberts in
HO Admin Office

THE INDIANS
Providing the technical balance are our Foremen (squared) W0'.21
Allan Eame. and Don Dallow, with respective responsibilities for
maintenance of the SHAPE Operations Centre (SHOC) and the
SHAPE Wire Section, including some 2000 plus telephones, a hospital

.
'It's spelled S-0-C-C-E-R .. .'
Cpl Bill Johnson REME translates into American for SPC Clark

RSM Trevor Styles of Signals Wing, RSA , sorts out ... Cpl Alex
Mackintosh, SSgt Mick Hill, SSgt Clive Copestake, W01 Arthur
Brittenden and Lt Col lam Hamilton

'What us? In The Wire?'
FofS Alan Eames, Sgt Billy Mclean and FS Harry Dale with some of
the S HOC maintenance team
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paging system, a fleet of mobile radiophones and several home
~e~hones for ~ner11:ls. The range of technology is impressive, as Sgt
e Darlow will testi~ , as he striv~s to maintain the operation of a
l?f~s model PPM. Radio R~lay equipment, and still keep up to date
~1
~he latest microwave mnovations. Also supporting the SHOC
C~~ effort are S4ts Steve Ddver, Bill McLean, Keith A.spin and
P
tyn Cue, while Sgts Geoff Baldi:y, Tom Hall, John Hughes
~e~watd .Col!4'stake, Nobby Clark, PblUlp Job111on and Terry Inm~
'1P mamta~ a vast range of equipments covering teletype, crypto
'
radios and switchboards.
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THE WINGED MESSENGER, by Pierre E. Hall. Published b The
Regency Press Ltd, 401 pages, illustrated.
y
S TJ:iere have been biographies written by many officers of the Armed
erv1c~ . but very few published by those who did not reach
com~1~s1oned rank. This book is therefore believed to be uni ue in
that it_is the story of a soldier who enlisted at the age of 17 an~ had
reac.hed th~ rank of RSM w.hen he left the Active Army after 24 years'
ser;1 ce. It IS als~, so far as 1s known, the only biography published by
an 0 ther Rank of the Corps.
".Vhen. the ~uthor was 10 years old, a Regular NCO of the Corps came
to hve w~ ~1s parents as a paying guest and regaled the youn bo with
tales o~ hfe 1~ the Arm~ and on the North West Frontier of In9ia. ~hich
fire~ htnl with enthu~1asm and a determination to become a re ular
sold.1er •. preferably_ m Royal Signals . This enthu iasm for g and
ded1ca~on to a Military Career !1~ver left him throughout his service.
~ccordmg~y when he was 14 he JOmed the Territorials as a Boy in the
oyal Eng:ineers and on ~caching the age of 17 enlisted in the Queens
~oy.al. Reg1m~nt transfem.~g to.the Corps on completion of his Recruit
. ramlD~. T~1s book describes ID great detail his life. experiences and
ui:ipress!O?S ID .the <;orps an~ aft.erw~rds with the Zambian Army and
b!h a civil engmee~ng firm I!' N1gena, Malaysia and Indonesia. It will
rmg back nostalgic memories to those who served at the same time
e~en thou~h some ma~ qu~ry the validity of some of the facts and
disagree with som~ of his opm1ons. It is none the less an interesting and
~adable book which should appeal to those who have never served in
t e Army as much as to past and present members of the Corps
Deluxe ha~d cover edition , signed by author. Cost. including ·packing
and postage 1s £9.35. Cheques to:Mr P. E. A. Hall
' Kohima'
1030 Harrow Road
Wembley, Middlesex
HQ02QT.

·News from Regiments

2 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
B.F.P.O. 46

Junior Regiment Royal Signals
Ouston

CHANGE OF COMMAND
The re iment i now under the Command of Lt Col K. G. Turner
MBE wh~ took over from Lt Col I. J. Crouch on ~onday 8 March . The
event was marked by a farewell parade , a~er wh ich thefo~ce~, W~s
and Senior N COs transported the outgoing CO out. o t e arrac s
alon a route lined by Junior Si~nalmen . We all wish Col Ian and
Eli ~ every good fortune in Bielefeld and thank _them both for all
the~r hard work in establishing the regiment. The reg11!1en~pr~sen}~d ~
farewell present in the form of a win in the Army Junior oxmg ma
on their last day at Ouston, more of that later.
.
.
.
f
As always, the regiment has been involved in a. Wlde ~ariety o
activities outside the syllabus, a notable example of which was.THE NEWCASfLE PANCAKE RACE
.
As all soldiers know, we must take the rough with the smo~th m the
Army which was the case for six detailed members of the regimen! on
23 M~rch 1982. When the 2IC was swe.et-talked by a m~del (lusc10us
female variety) into entering a team m the BB<; Radio Newcastle
sponsored Great ewcastle Pancake Race, he qmck~Y, delegated ~e
onerous task to Lt Mike CompUn. 'Take a team of SIX , he was to ·
•Any six, I don't mind who, just do it'. The team of two officers, two
NCOs and two JSigs, all press ganged men, set off for what was
ex cted to be a demanding morning off work. The task was a
da1:nting one. The stiff opposition included teams of models and nurses
R d ACC
in a field often teams.
The race started in Gateshead stadium with Cpl V_emon. el
.
roducing a pancake, which then did a lap of the stadmm ~1th the first
~unner before being taken into the streets. It was t~en _gwen to JS!g
Ginger Morgan followed by Lt Sandy Gallie who earned. it throu~h the
streets, and onto the ewcastle Metro, each competi.tor havmg of
course to toss it, (I bet you can't toss pancakes on the Paris Metro). The
Metro took the pancake across the Tyne where Sgt Dave Hogben and
JLCpl Nigel D onohue did the final two legs around central Newcastle.
After a good start the team slipped back on the M~tro stages. They
were quite happy tucked in behind the models and beside the nurses!
EXERCISE 'YO RKSHIRE STRUGGLE'
.
. ,
.
Life is not all play as Ulster Troop found m their Commandmg
Officer's Exercise' Yorkshire Struggle. They departed early one
Monday morning in mid-February. The Troop C01!1mander, L~ Nick
Kennedy hoping for snow and the lads for su n~hme. On arrival at
Scarboro~gh Signal Training Centre the recruits were thoroughly
searched by the troop Cpls, Cpl Jimmy Lynch and LCpl Dave Jakeway ·
Our two WRAC drivers Dvr Shella Gent an~ D vr 'Lisa' ~od dard then
dropped the tads in the middle of the Yorkshire moo~s. m1~es (or shou ld
I say kilometres) from anywhere, holding only a survival kit, a m3:P and
a compass. They started walking. For three days they i;iaV1ga~ed
themselves across the moors. Food supplies and accomm<>?ah<?n ~emg
dependent on their ability with snares, compass and survival instinct.
After reaching their final destination they feasted on barb~cu~d lamb,
rabbits and chicken and then returned to Scarborough at midnight.
Thursday dawned bright and clear and the T~p <?>mmander. led
the way down to the beach. All the lads followed him m a <:harge 1.nto
the sea, intrigued l think, by his lunacy. Is this a leadership quahty?
The Troop Cadre held the tow~ls. After a wholesome breakfast the
troop embarked on the assault course, followed i~ the afternoon .by a
trip to down-town Scarborough, and the opportunity fo: an early night.
After a shooting competition on the indoor 25 metre pipe range where
JCpl 'Taff' Fisher beat off a field of marksmen to ~coop the pool, Ul~ter
Troop returned to c 1mp late on Friday. A happier bunch of soldiers
I've never seen .
ARMY JUNIOR INTER UNIT BOXING CHAMPJONS~S
The stranglehold of the Junior Leaders Regt, Royal Art illery and the
Infantry Junior Leaders Battalion, Shor_ncliffe, has ~t last been .brok~n.
This year's final of the Army Junior Unit Team Box mg Championships
was won by Junior Regt Royal Signals (26th), in a h ~rd-~o~~ht battle
against the Junior Soldiers of The Depot, The Queen .s D1v1S1on. Both
teams overcame strong opposition to win .their places m the final, The
Queen's Division having defeated the Junior Parachute Company 6-5

in a thrilling contest, decided in the final bout of th.e evening and the
Junior Signallers in an uphill struggle ~gain st the Jum~r Gun?ers.
Fate was kind and the Championships were held at Ho~e on T.hurs
11 M r We started with the advantage of a walkover at m1ddl~we1ght.
This ~v~s soon redressed by the Queen's Division, however, with good
wins at Bantamweight and Featherweight by ~s Ma~hall and JPte
James against gallant but inexperienced oppos1tton provided
~LCpl
And Crawford and JSlg Taff Jones. We recovered our position at
Ligiftweight with an impressive victory by JSlg Hannibal. Hayes ?Ver
JDmr Granger. JLCpl Andy Parker regained the le~d for S1~als with a
ve skilful display against a worthy opponent m JPte . agen. An
un7ortunate accident in the 2nd String Lightwelterweight contest
resulted in the disqualification of JSlg Bennet, when a punch w~uld
a ear to have been thrown marginally after the referee's comman to
·~Ep boxing' . All square! F:om ~his r:noment the balance swung firmly
in our favour with successive victories for JSlgs Gums ~o~, Jock
Miller Chalky Anderson and Paddle Lambie. Andersons v1<:fory at
2 d String Lightmiddleweight in his first ever bout was a p~rtic.ularly
C::urageous effort. The Queen's Division got some consolat1on m the
last bout of the day with a win in great style by ~mr Scrimsha~. The
final score of seven bouts to four in favour of Jumor Regt. Royal S1_gna.ls
(26th) reflects great credit on all the young men who gave everythmg m
securing a great victory.

hr

TELEGRAPHISTS
TELEPHONISTS
DON 'T WASTE YOU R TRA INI NG
When you have completed your ser vice
with the forces and are settling in the
London area

LET T RG FIN D YOU A GOOD JOB
W HERE Y OU CA N USE YOUR SKILL
WHY TRG? well, for a start, we specialise in jobs for TELEX
OPERATORS and TELEPHONISTS: also, because they are ex·
regular servicemen, our interviewers know what it's like to
become a "civvie" and will soon make you feel at home.
For informatio·n and guidance about job prospects, training and in certain cases - resettlement courses: ring:-

01-236 2661
THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
53154 King William Street London EC4
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VISIT OF THE COMD COMMS BAOR
In early February, Maj Gen Henry Hild and his wife paid the
regiment a visit. Gen Hild was escorted by the CO, Lt Col Sam Cowan
and the RSM, WOIBernleNelllings.
firstly , he visited HQ 2nd Armd Div at Lubbecke and then travelled
to Bunde to join the WOs and SNCOs for lunch in the Sgts Mess. He
then began his tour of the regiment meeting and talking to the soldiers
in their working environment. Despite the bitterly cold weather, Gen
Hild insisted on meeting as many soldiers as possible.
Mrs Hild was met at Lubbecke by Mrs Christine Davies, wife of the
2IC, who accompanied her throughout the day. The visit to Bunde
started with the Station Annual Pancake Race held at the BFES
School. Mrs Hild quickly got into the spirit of the morning by allowing
the RSM, WOI Neilllngs, to persuade her to run in one of the heats and
gallantly completed the course, tossing her pancake at the appropriate
times but, probably to her relief, not qualifying for the final!
Afterwards, she met some of the wives in the School Hall and kindly
presented the prizes. After lunch Mrs Hild visited the Families Medical
Centre. She was escorted by the SSO, Maj Vernon Davies QLR and the
Families Doctor, Mrs Julia Beale and was shown the SSAFA Baby
Clinic in progress. This was followed by a visit to the Community
Centre where a 'Keep Fit' class was taking place, which must have left
Mrs Hild convinced that we are a healthy lot in Bunde! Mrs Hild then
met Mrs Sandra Chorchward in her quarter at Hunnebrock; her last
port of call in the afternoon was a visit to Mrs Lyn Hlcklnbottom at
Besenkamp.
ISQNREPORT
With the ARU a distant memory and Exercise Flying Falcon fading
into the past, all members of the squadron have been busily preparing
for Exercise Iron/Bronz e Key and the impending visit of the RSIT.
During lro11/ Bronze Key, the final CPX before the rest of the
regiment joins us in box bodies again , we showed the Div HQ Staff and
the regiment how Bruin should really work, it was a resounding
success-well done 1 .

MANY CHANGES
There have been many changes in the hierarchy of the squadron
since our last 'mention in dispatches', an update follows:SHQ
OC Sqn
Maj VJ. Reed
21C
CaptMJ. Dent
Admln Offr
Lt G.R. Leyland
SSM
W02 (SSM) R.S. Georgeson
SSgtJ. Batkin
SQMS
MT Sgt
Sgt M.P. Dewhurst RCT
Trg NCO
Sgt D .E. Chester
As the nerve centre (or should it be nervous centre?) in barracks, we
are responsible for exercise plannin~, trainin~ and admin sui;>P?rt
(often for the whole regiment ie. athletics, shooting, adventure tram mg
and last but not least 'Kohima'). On exercise the QC, Maj John Reed,
becomes the Bruin Manager and spends his time flitting between B~IS
terminals giving Dumps of Page 5 onto the Sigs Engr Net at various
times of the day and night. the 2IC, Capt Mike Dent, becomes Comcen
Commander Fox and is intent on doing things his way, whilst SSgtJeff
Batkin and the remainder of SHQ administer the squadron from
Comcen Fox-Have Rover will travel!
FOCUS ON ECHO TROOP
OC
Lt A.A. Ewell
Tp SSgt
SSgt A. Spray
YofS
SSgt (YofS) R.M. Beebee
FofS
SS (FofS) R . Thompson
The return of Lt Adam Ewell from five months skiing (holiday??) to
the troop, just prior to Exercise !fyi11g Falc<?n . . meant a change !n
emphasis, nevertheless we are still commumcatmg!I We have satd
farewel l to Sgt Don Chester, posted to SHQ, LCpl Wilkinson, posted to
Junior Regt, LCp l Sa vage m arried and posted to Commcen Fo~, our
commiserations I SSgt (Fofs) Taff Williams has left us on promotion to
the less chauvinistic 7 Sig Regt. We welcome SSgt (FofS) Bob
Thompson from the Foremans Course, - keep smiling!, and Sgt Andy
Wilson from SHQ-beware of exercise losses!
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NEW LOOK FOX TROOP
OC
Lt M.A. Coopar
2IC
2Lt A.P. Hearn
Tp SSgt
SSgtN. Brown
FofS
SSgt (FofS) F.C. Ronnlng
Apart from SSgt 'Bomber' Brown Brown, it's a new look Fox . A new
OC, lately 2IC Echo, a new 2IC Troop fresh from the hallowed
corridors of the School of Signals (or so he says!). A new FofS who is
still trying to put it all back together after the last Foreman left! We are
busily preparing for the RSIT visit, a canoeing expedition to the French
Maritime Alps, an expedition to Norway and Exercise Queens
Crow11-see the next issue for the continuing story.
CONGRATULATIONS
The results of the SSgt to W02 Promotions Board have (FofS)
confirmed our long standing claim of superiority: SSgt Frank Ronning,
SSgt (YolS) Bob Beebee, SSgt 'Hissing' Sid Walley and SSgt (FofS)
TaffWllllams have all been provisionally selected for promotion. From
all of us-congratulations.
2 SQN ROUND UP
The squadron training programme for the first week of February
involved mysterious activities in the neighbouring woods and much
frantic activity in barracks in preparation for the regiment's ARU.
Predictions of the likely course of events flew thick and fast at all levels,
resulting in all sorts of rehearsals-perhaps the most notable of all
being an Officers sword drill practice. Maj Fish once again led the
squadron in devastating form on the Regimental Drill Parade.
The big day began at 0100 hrs with the sirens calling us to work,
ready to face the Soviet hordes. It soon became apparent this was not to
be the case and we were creeping through the darkness of the German
night to an RV point some eight km away. Once there we enjoyed a
carefully burnt breakfast (with the compliments of Sig Snell and
company), marred only by a quick cry of 'Gas, Gas, Gas!!'. Various
nominated groups of people left us to complete the return
march-avoiding an ambush thanks to the crafty tactics of our leaders
(they were probably only lost)! Only a trifle footsore we returned to be
briefed on our command task-we were a British detachment in a
remote overseas Protectorate and had received a signal informing us of
an aircrash some 300 miles away. It didn't take our intelligence sources
long to work out that the grid given was really an island in the middle of
a nearby lake. Off went the recce party (Lt Al'ison being specially
selected to test the ice) and were soon radioing back useful snippets of
information. By the time of the arrival of the main party, SSgt (FofS)
Bradley had everything under control and heroic 2 were able to
demonstrate their skill at first aid on the remarkably unco-operative
'survivors'. A Puma helicopter for the casevac was available and all
went very smoothly-leaving plenty of time for a game of ice hockey,
followed by curling in which the inspecting officer Brig Templar joined
in.
The day was rounded off by an impromptu Regimental Revue,
compered by the squadron's resident Michael Parkinson, SSgt JJ.
Thompson, ably supported by two hilarious 2 Sqn acts involving the
razor-sharp wit of Cpl Lam blrd , LCpl Lazenby, Sig Coffin and
Shakespeare.
ASAD LOSS
QC A3 Troop's departure for the colder climes of Norway and Ex
'Whiteshod' didn't deter the rest of tt-e squadron from taking part in
Ex Flying Falcon· along with the rest of the Corps in Germany. A sad
outcome of this was the loss of our much-loved dog-Kim. The stories
of how he came to adopt us vary, as do the estimates of his length of
service but he will be sorely missed by all-especially in role as
protector of the sq uadron from nasty RCTsoldiers and civilians.
OIDTO THENEW
Preparations are now in full swing for our last armoured exercise and
the far-sighted amongst us are beginning to feel curious about the
course of events afterwards. This is likely to be the last report from the
old 2, but no doubt the 'newlook' version will emerge with the same
hallmarks of style and charisma.

2D7

3 SQNFOCUS
The final two exercises that the Sqn will do in panzers, prior to the
softening and expanding trials. did not go without incident. Ex Flving
Falwn saw high speed car chases better than any on TV, as W02
( tand to) Fendley and SSgt Sargent (where's my valet) Denton , both
tried in vain to traP. SOX~S car. The attempt fa iled due ~o SSM (the
whistle) Fendley still suffenng from a gas attack on the previous day.
The subaltern s were in good fo rm on the last exe:-cise, Bronze Key.
lLt (w hy shouldn't linies wear aftershave) Sp~ ti ~ttem pted to
procure sufficie nt cable to lay back to York, ready tor Spnng 1983. He
was fin ally stymied by the English Channel. Meanwhile, Lt Peter
Gillespie arrived at dinner in mess kit, when everyone else was dressed
to kill, in combats. His comment: 'Well when I turned up to the last
fun ction in combat dress I ended up doing extras; looking round
tonight I shouldn' t ha veto do a duty for years'.
A NEAR VICTORY FOR THE DOWNHILL SKI TEAM
Having won the Army Downhill Championships for the last two years
we left Bunde to try and regain it for the 3rd time. We arrived in
Zermatt, Switzerland in early November. There we were joined by the
ski team of 22 Sig Regt who were to train with us. The OC of the team
was Capt Adam Leather from 22 Sig Regt who was to look after us for
the next two months.
Because of the lifts not being open the first week , we had to dry train
which gave us a good start co the actual skiing which lay ahead of us. As
soon as the lifts opened we started to ski , our daily timetable was as
follows :- OS30-Reveille followed by a short run , 0600-Breakfast,
0700-lst lift up to the kleine Matterhorne, 1300-Skiing finished ,
1400-Lunch (back in chalet), 1500-Further Fitness Training,
1900-Dinner, 2000-2100-Ski repair and waxing.
So the day was what seemed like non stop work . We started the
morning by doing runs for a warm up (the slope being 2.8 kms long) ,
the first day S times then adding 2 on every day, also our trainer Cpl
'Paul' Ford had us skiing on one ski much to the amusement of the
holiday skiers . The weather played an important part in our training.
Sometimes there would be 100 kph winds, add that onto the normal
temperature of-1S°F it gave a total of-35°F! Near the end of the two
months, Capt Adam Leather, unfortunately dislocated his knee cap
whilst ' missing a turkey' . This was very bad luck for 22 Sig Regt and
meant him missing the Divisional Championships. Whilst we were
training in Zermatt the Swiss National Team were using the same
slopes and from a technique of view it was invaluable to us.
In early January we left Zermatt to go to the Divisional
Championships in Rupholding via our ski but in Haag. There was a
good turnout at Rupholding , 28 teams including 8 from UKLF. The 2
Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt team consisted of Sgt Gordon Towmley
(Capt), Sgt Lenny Hunt, Cpl 'Baze' Jones and Cpl 'Stuckle' Phllemon.
Here we won all three team races. This gave us the 2nd Divisional
Downhill Championship Cup , our best result being the slalom , where
we were placed 1st, 2nd and 3rd. In one race, the Giant Slalom , Cpl
PbDemon fell at the finish and entered the brattie stall via the fire on
his back grabbing a brattie on the way through . Luckily he escaped
with only a few scratches and a bill for DMl for the brattiel On the
prizegiving night Cpl PhDemon received the trophy for the best skier of
the Championships.
After the Divisional races we moved on to Ischgl in Austria for the
Army Championships. There were 2S teams here and one team
representing the Australian Army. The first team race was the team
Giant Slalom where after a bit of bad luck we finished in 4th place
overall. Next came the individual downhill. It was classed as a FIS'B'
course which was just below Europa Cup standard, this was because at
the start of the course there was a stretch of 600 m known lovingly as
'The Wall', here the top skiers were reaching speeds of 80 mph plus.
All the skiers had to train on the course for two days before the actual
race and also submit a certificate of insanity. The results were, Sgt
Townaley- 3rd, Cpl Jones-6th , Sgt Hunt-disqualified and Cpl
Pbllemon failed to finish after his-Ski flew off and broke. The team
slalom was very exciting, Cpl PhBemon only just beating Sgt Townsley
by a mere 12/IOOth sec. This gave us first place in the slalom and when
the aggregate times were added up we found that we had a lead of 8
seconds over our nearest rivals, with only the team downhill to be run.
On Friday morning w all arrived at the top of the slope hoping for
good weather which was not to be. The visibility was lOOm and because
of the high winds the lift to take us to the start of the downhill was not
working. Lt Col Freeth, the Chief Official , told us that if it hadn't
cleared by 1200 hrs the team downhill would be cancelled and the
results of the individual downhill would carry for the team downhill as
well , this having already been pointed out at the start of the meeting.
As 1200 hrs struck the lifts were still not working so the race was
cancelled. So 2 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt did not receive a placing
nor did the teams lying in 2nd and 3rd places. This obviously put us out
of the running completely. The Army Championships therefore went to
35 Engr Regt.

Finishing on a more happier note, Sgt Towmley and Cpl Phllemon
were both selected to ski for the Army in the Inter Service
Championships in Val D'Sere and Sgt Towmley became the new Army
Cham pion for 1982.
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HERE AND T H ERE
As ever, the regiment has had its fa ir share of visits incl d' th
GOC! CRA, and Comd Comms l(B R) Corps to name but mg~ e
Im1wme t he amoun t of cleaning, polishi ng and painting tha~ w: tew.
behind the scenes!
n on

W~at's

that, Sir, A large one
With tassles all around it?
Don't worry, Sir, like P20s
Somehow 'Bill will Fix-it'
Discipline is now his province
The 252s are flyi ng
It wasn' t like ~is in 7 Sigs
Our Sm udge 1s fond of crying
The best laid schemes of mice and men
Like docs gang aft aglae
We're hopeful that will change now
They're controlled by John Wooll ey
The em pty desk in th at corner
Is for the 0 RC
Not there, again , Oh I know
The bank is where he'll be

Pict ured he re fro m left to right: Sgt Lenny Hunt, Cpl Eric Falmer, Sgt
Gordon Townsley, Cpl ' Basi' Jones and Cpl Phil Philemon

CORPS OF COMMISSIONAIRES
JOB VACANCIES
We still have a few residential posts available suitable for applicants
without children .
A residential head porter wanted at Bristol (3 bedroom house
provided with all services). A charitable House of Rest.
Log S8
A tall smart applicant (to wear morning coat) receptionist .
Grosvenor St .. Wl. £5000 pa+ (non -smoker)
Log 62
Commissionaire . Uniformed. £47SCH- Saville Row , Wl
Log S7
A challenge to capable applicant . To organise and co-ordinate
distribution of large circulation magazine. Salary negotiable . Plain
clothes. Berkeley St., W 1.
Log S2
Security (internal). Hatton Gdns .. ECl. £80 + perks . To have first
class references.
Log S6
Messenger/ Postal Oerk . Queen Victoria St ., EC4 . To be fit and
active. £5700 pa.
Log S9
Messenger/ Postal Oerk . Hatton Gdns ., ECl. £9Q pw (c). To be
active .
Log 37
To manage Post Dept. (Uniformed) Minories, EC3 . £5000. Log 63
Receptionist. Fenchurch St. £SOOO (uniformed). Strict medical
examination .
Log 60
Exceptionally smart couth applicant needed for superior
establishment. Doorman / Commissionaire/ Security . £4000-£SOOO .
Log 43
Conduit St. , Wl.
Showroom duties. Smart, pleasant applicant. Berkeley Sq.
Log SS
£83 .SO pw.
Part time worker wanted . Westminster Cathedral, SWl as Lift
Operator to work Monday to Thursday from April until November at
£1.84 per hour .
Log 38
Night Porter. Plain Clothes. Falmouth , Cornwall . £72 pw .
Log 26
The Corps requires that all its members shall be of proven good
character.
Applicants may write or telephone for an appointment; but there is
in fact no real need for this as we are always open for interview on
Mondays to Fridays between 9.30 a.m . and 3.00 p.m .
Men are advised to bring their Service/ Public Service Discharge
papers with them and any other references they may have .
The Corps of Commissionaires
3 Crane Court
Fleet Street
London EC4A 2EJ
Tel: (01) 3S3 112S/ 6/7

Movemen ts- now where is he?
Not gone for another haircut?
And all because the RSM
Said 'Good morning, Cpl Urquhart'

Awaiting the arrival of Commander Comms 1(BRl Corps on his visit of

3~ March. Fro."°! left t~ right; _the TCWO W02 Hu ghes RCT, Sgt

Gillan, LCpl Williams, S1gs Phillips, Cook, Hocking, Cave, Schofield
Hyde, Cpl Pirso and LCpl Duncan
'
Ex~rcise Staff ,Ride kept u~ on our toes and amongst other things
practiced , wer.e crash moves . Can anyone else in BAOR beat our
record of lS .mm~te s for a complete Div HQ to move?
The sportmg s1_des. have been quite successful recently with our Cross
Country Team wmnmg the last Meet in the Div league and ending up
clear wmners of the league. In addition they put up a fine performance
at the Army Cross Country Championships by coming fourth overall .
The Hoc~ey team completed a successful season by winning the Div
Lea&?e, bemg r~nners up in the Div Cup and BAOR semi-finalists.
They re ncm: lookmg towards the 6-a-side competition next week .
The f~nc1!1g team won the divisional competition and went on to
come t;lurd m BAOR, an excellent performance by some of our less
recogmsed sportsmen.

THE BALLAD OF RHQ
What does one call the Colonel
Whose name is written Waugh ?
We're sure its psychological
He likes to say it 'Awe'

MT TROOP-FOCUS
With in the. predominently RCT environment of the MT Troo is a
small collectio.n of R~ya! Signa!s Combat Drivers, attached ~n a
permanent basis, to asslSt m carrymg out the wide variety of details that
~eyfiare taske~ t.o perform on a daily basis. These can and have taken
e oi:m of dnvmg staff officers from the Divisional Headquarters to
o(PQati)ng MK4 t?n truck~ fitted with unit bulk refuelling equipment
Ds on ~xercise: An mtegral part of the troop, these Signalmen
~ork alon~s1de their RCT colleagues on the same level being fully
mte~ated 1~ both work and play.
Lme-up 1s as follows : Sgt John Gillan (Gl098 store) Sgt John
~rlnnell (Servicing Bay) , Cpl John Priso (MK/trailer section) LCpl
o~an ~':n~an (COs driver), LCpl Bill Duncan (staff car
S~on/dnvmg mstructor), LCpl Nigel Williams (staff car section)
'6s Keven Aziz,_ Cookie Cook, Andy Cave, DUiy Phllllps, Paul Relto~
(all staff car section), Sig Jock Booth (Land Rover section) Sig K ru.
Hoc.king, Stephen Hyde, John Schofield, Barney Harling (MK/ POD
sectmn) .
f Two points worthy of note concern the birth of baby Shere daughter
LCpBamey and Julie Hu~g on 2? Dec and the award of an A grading to
I Nigel Williamson hts Bl dnver upgrading course.

The Adjutant, he kens his job
To ensure all's done legally
Tis just as well wi' a name like his
Ye ken it-Charles Le Galla is
Now Katie is Assistant Adjt
Well known everywhere
For following close behind
Is Rupert, our pet 'bear'
The RSM and Super Clerk
Now there's a pair for you
One's S'8•, the other 6
Little and Large of RHQ
The ORS is a bit of a lad
In fact be takes the carrot
For organising our Bar-B-Qs
We call on Neil the Parrot(e)
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Let' s not forget our Civvies
The girls who make life bliss
Thei;e's Penny and Hilary and Kay
Eumce and Maggie and Kris
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~T Troop. with Royal Signals element kneeling . From left to right
S1gs Hocking, Cook, Booth, Cave, Aziz, Schofield , Relton, Cpl Pirso,
LCpl Duncan and Sig Phillips
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206 SIG SQN EXERCISE 'SKIING RHINO'
,
.
Th
ble of206(6 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn for those who don t ~now is
the ~f:!. h:ce the title of the exerc~se he.Id .in January of th1s ~ear.
The aim was to improve the skiing skills ;.rthff t~e s~t~rN:~~ a~~
achieved just that. Instructors Sgt Chris oo . ' P
~ . .
d
SS t Joe Latham Medical Corps. taught beginners an expe!1~nce
ski~rs things they 'had never thought possible on the slopes at W1 lhngen
in the Sauerland .

~

1

211 (11 ARMD BDE) SIG SQN FOCUS
FOOTBALL
The squadron Soccer Team has had mixed fortunes so far this
season. The team reached the quarter final of the BAOR Minor Units
Cup before going out to the eventual winners 20 Elec Wksps REME.
We are now handily placed in two quarter finals ; the BAOR Mini
Minor and 4 Division Minor Units Cup. Very few league matches have
been played due to our successful cup runs, but we hope to finish the
season strongly with a team of the average age of twenty , apart from
W02 (SSM) Jim Coffey who is bordering on the veteran stage but still
producing first class performances. A special mention to our two
strikers LCpl W ilkie Wilkinson and Sig Bobby Dunn who have scored
fifty goals between them this season.

1

7 Sig Regt

B.F.P.O. IS
A Ll1TLE UNUSUAL
On 11 Jan CCR Signals, l(BR) Corps, Brig C.N. Last OBE visited
the regiment. This was the Brigadier's initial visit to the regiment and,
although the visit was primarily for him to receive an OPs briefing from
the CO, it was decided to start the visit with something a little unusual.
To this end the Brigadier was met by outriders, on the approach road to
the barracks, and escorted into Maresfield Barracks, where he
inspected a Ceremonial Barrack Guard.

HOCKEY
So far the squadron has had a successful season , marred only by
losing to 3 Regt AAC in the first round of the BAOR Minor Units Cup.
We have been most fortunate in being able to call upon a willing
Brigade Headquarters and Education Centre when short of numbers.
Both Bde Sig Sqns from 4 Armd Div reached the fmal of the 4 Armd
Div Minor Units knock out competition. After an exciting and hard
fought game 200 (20 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn emerged as deserving winners.
ADVENTUR OUS TRAINING
Having had a full year of adventurous training last year, this year we
are hoping to go one better. The FofS Dave Edwards has decided to
repeat last year's th ree week sail training exercise on the Baltic , but this
year enter boats in both the Royal Signals and 4th Division Regattas.
Snow Queen has been as popular as ever, unfortunately, with exercise
commitments, it was only possible to send 19 of the squadron on
courses th is year.

LCpl Steve Brian with a relaxed approach to s~iing. S ig How ard Hizy
Hislop sticks to the more conventional style

EXERCISE 'CRESTED E AGLE'
Exercise Crested Eagle was a Corps CPX in ~e Herford area, the
only people who were playing for real were 206 S1g Sqn and the Corps
Commcens After the first 2 days, where we were up to our knees m
mud the ~eather changed and the exercise became really pleasa_nt,
esp~ially with the last 2 days parked up in Detmold Barracks beside
the airfield.

WELL D O NE
Sig J ohn Moore reached the finals of the Players No 6 BFG
Individual Darts Championships, after qualifying through local and
Regional rounds. Although beaten by the eventual winner in the Semifinals 2 and 1 he has the consolation of being the youngest finalist at 20
years of age. Well done! We all look forward to your challenge for the
trophy next year.
' Prepare to move' S ig ' S pike' Evans on tOJ? and Sigs 'Twea ky'
Tweedy a nd ' Wally' W allace beneath getting Sig Ops ready to move

BORDER PAT ROL
.
Yet another successful patrol by 206 Sig Sqn. Our task was to study
East German weapons and look for new fences and roads on th~ other
side of the border . We had no luck there but, over the 2 day penod we
saw 9 East Germans from a distance of less than 2 metres!

Ou r picture shows the car being le d in by WOI Tam MacDonald
followed by LCpl Paul Patterson and Sig Graham Beswick .

VISIT BY CINC
Tue 1 Apr saw the visit of General Sir Michael Gow KCB ADC GEN.
The C in C toured the regiment, where a packed progra mme included a
look at the single soldiers accommodation, to a squ adron being pu t
through its paces und ergoing site guard traini n~.
He kindly ope ned th e new NAFFI complex m South Camp recen tly
rebuilt at a cost of DM 21000;00, it took 9 months to build. Th is
excellent facility is now available for squadron, troop or club pa rties.
General Gow took tea with the soldiers duri ng the afternoon.

Ex Flying Falcon Tra in ing Weekend
Sig Naves e y and LCpl Hon eybone in d eep thought on how to get it
bac k togeth er aga in

SSgt 'Olly' Walton and OC S qn, Maj Ian Strong about to hijack a
Lynx
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Sig ' Scouse' David Anwyll and Cpl 'Wally' Drain posing at the borde r,
those are East German soldie rs betwe en th em
THE WIRE, MAY 1982

Ex Flying Falcon Train ing Weekend
Sig J e nkins, LCpl Roberts and Sig Menzies going through their dry
train ing on th e 66M
TH E WIRE, MAY 1982

The CinC c hatting w ith (le f t) Cpl Frankie Vaughen 5 S qn a nd Cpl
Stewart Fraser, a member of our RE troop
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A SUPERB EVENING
Among the many distinguished visitors that the Sgts 1:vf~ss has
entertained recently one of the highlights must surely be the v.1s1t of t~e
Divi ional Commander Maj Gtil J.C. Reilly DSO, accompanted by hts
wife. to a Ladies dinner night in the Sgts Mess on 5 March. It was a
superb e\·ening ably organised by the Mess Manager SSgt Ken .Vince
and his team, with our cooks again producing a meal .fit for ~ kmg. A
lively disco followed the dinner with the dance floor qmckly bemg fi lled
to capacity. Unfortunately all good things must come to an end and
Maj Gen ReDly left with the parting speech, borrowed we suspect from
some allied general, of 'I will return' .

shot herself, she narrowly missed a place in the News of the World
Ladies small bore competition. This quick draw lady also came 9th in
her class during the 81182 Womens Individual Postal Ch ampionships.
G<ling a stage further she recently completed a small bore instructors
course held at Paderborn, not bad fo r a working housew ife. Jo now
looks forward to the fi nal of the NSRA Ladies small bore handicapped
shoot and we in the regiment wish her and the ladies team lots of Pistol
Packing luck.

OH! THOSEFILMSTARLOOKS

35 YEARS OF LOY AL SERVICE
Frau Schroder, affectionately known as Inge. recently totted up
35 years of service fo r the British Army. Inge has worked throughout
Herford Garrison, but for the past 20 years she has been a waitress in
the WO 's and Sgts Mess. Her loyal service has not gone unrecognised
for she received a letter of thanks from the Commander in Chief
BAOR. We all look forward to seeing Inge around the Mess for much
longer.
LCpl Chalkie Atkins charges along the wing on h'is way to a hard
earne d try.

it out giving a worthy account of themselves Ru b

·

~rst XV for~i?~ and c~asing the first xv of thegR~;:t"~;1~~ F~~tithe
1

mhit~e 4 D1v1s1on Ma~or units Championship. Playi ng to the fi~~~
wft s e our team had victory snatched from their grasp in an excellent
a emoons sport.

Getting fed up wit~ signing a utographs, the handsomest-a nd
puts pen to .his latest screen
M h
.
qn and runner up m the Maresfietd
h. ac o and gardemng competiti?n (!lotice the blan k 82 planner! ) writes
is um~~enth screen role application. Incidently the winner of the
•
competition went to the SCO.

~~!:'~?i~;:~~~n811~~Cre6gsiment

OUT AND ABOUT
be Our. d~am ic regim ental photograp her always living in the hope of
commg Army Cam~ra Man of the Year' has not been idle over the

~:stJewi: ee~~op pmg up here and there in true Daily Mirror style

Frau Brose, Lt Col K. P. Burke, Frau Schroder, Maj G. J . McKie, WOI
(RSM) R. M . D. Collins.

Our picture shows Maj Gen J.C. Reilly DSO signing the visitors
book , with his wife and the RSM looking on .

PISTOL PACKING MAMA
Housewife Mrs Jo Briant, gun slinging wife of Cpl Don Briant of the
regiment is the leading light in the Ladies Shooting Team . No mean

. g ra . m
~ has been busy snapping away in the hope of
Ju.st. getting that pict ure . .. and then , stardom. Festooned in Pent~·
V1v1tar? gadget b~gs and rolls of fi lms, Armstrong Jones Cll'dall is eve~
de~rmmed to gam recogn i~on ~n d well he deserves such . Always eager
to ~a~~ rugb.y scrum s, box mg n ngs, live firing ranges or Officers Mess
C?C ta1 parties our Scoop Donavan can always be found camera at
high P?rt read¥ to snap the sensational. He recently snooped arou nd
te tltgi mi:;:_t d1~retl.y snapping candid camera shots and bravely put
Gge er
is, pictorial montage and added captions. Keep trying
raham you ll be on the front of Soldier Magazine yeti As a
cameraman he'd make a good Radio Telegraphist weep!
·

FOCUS ON SPORT
It's never easy to strike that happy balance between sport and
exercise co mmitments in an extremely b usy regiment. Seven is well
familiar with the problem, a problem which our sportsmen always
overcome. Regard less of obstacles our boys always give their best.
Two highlights in this months sporting fixtures , namely boxing and
rugby, bear witness to the ability in overcoming the/roblem. On both
occasions the regiment had returned from a har , cold and tiring
exercise and immediately took up the challenge. Although both results
were a little disappointing, our boys put up a tremendous show
displaying true grit and determination against stronger opponents.
Firstly our boxers battled it out in the Garrison inter unit novis
competition giving a packed gymnasium a truly excellent evening's
sport. At times out classed, but never retreating Sevens' boxing slogged

IT'S NOTWHATYOUDO .• •

1:-t Jeter Kearns 2IC 1 Sqn was found briefing three new squadron
arnv s !l~mely , left to right Sig Tds Tdstram, Kev Yates and Swampy
~g. q1vmg the lads the benefit and experience of his past (if you only
. ~~ hisJ'ast) Lt Kearns points out the fact that he purchased the pen
m IS. e hand ~m the PRI and it doesn't work and above all it's
essential to keep a tidy desk!!

. In keeping with regimental tradition Sig Monty Moore of QM Fame

WIS~~s the CO compliments of the season on behalf of the regiment

~m1hng broadly, I'll be a year older next year added Monty and it won 't
e my turn then I-( Clever tad our Monty).

Sig Nobby Nobbs about to dispatch his opponent, needless to say
Nob by was the victor.
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AT LAST MY OWN DRJLLSQUAD
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W02 (AQMS) Trev Mills always felt he'd missed his vocati?n. Oh
the splendour and power of being a drill inst;ructor. Q Mills ts seen
stamping his personality on a squad of local child ren. Well done Q you
did a grand job.
THE MARESFIELD TEMPERANCE SOCIETY

- The hig hest accolade a Quartermaster can give his RQMS, well
done! we'll give nothing away this year. An entitlement of QMs seen
shaking hands with a ledger of RQMS's congr~tulating the latter o_o
achieving stardom on the recent board. The regiment also offers their
congratulations.
Left to right: Maj (QM) Colin Richardson, W0 2 (RQMS) Bill
Hoose, W02 (RQMS) Brian Peel and Maj (QM) Brlan Cleaver.

SERGEANT MAJORS DO SMILE

... •

· ~-

The smaller statuette illustrated is from a
new Carrington series of sterling silver
models approximately Ji inches high.
Any regiment can be produced
to order, accurately depicted in any style of
dress; certain regiments are available from
stock.
We hold a range of larger statuettes and
other regimental si lver - and submit
designs and estimates free
- JJ#.
for specially
commissioned pieces.
You can rely on
Carrington for service and
fine craftsmanship - our
reputation has been based
on that for nearly two
centuries.

z

Handover takeovei; of man~gement in HQ Sqn as W02 (SSM) Alec
Koba (left)_ ceremontally receives the official 'it's all yours now mate'
from outgoing, to RQMS , WOO (SSM) Tony Thomas. Best of luck to
the two of them.

BEAUTY IN MARESFIELD

THE CAST OF DALLAS

Whats th is, the PRI and families staff ready to engage in a ti me
honoured happy hour! No such luck, our gallant band are waiting to
serve the soldiers' beer. Right to left:- Capt (ten per cent) Mal Smart 0
IC PRY/ Families,
SSgt (Honest) John Carson PRI accountant.
Sgt Inky Dave Stevens IC Printing Shop,
Sgt (who's Southampton) Nick Nicholson Families Sgt.

1:ike the first day ?f spring, beauty and fragrance adorned the
regi me?t re~n tly. Putt~g any London or Paris fa shion house to shame
the ladies laid on a fashion show. Organised by Mn Margaret McKle
and Mrs Gill O'Rouike and promoted by Grattans our ladies brought
e!egance to our otherwise spartan military lives. The models left to
right: Mrs Diane Kirkman, Mrs Lyn Willmott, Mrs Janet DonneDy,
Miss Michelle Harrod, Mr Beebee (Grattans fashion representative)
Mrs Ann House, Mrs Terry RJchards and Mrs Shirley Badger.
'

LAST ONE TO THE BAR BUYS THE ROUND
CAUGHT AT LAST

Big Jock sits smugly in the centre of this happy family portrait
flanked by Lucy and Sue Ellen . No, not South . F~rk_. but the
overworked underpaid members of the RHQ Staff ms1sting on yet
another mention in th e Wire. lncidently where's JR?
Back row Left to right:LCpl Arthur Smalldon, Slg Keith Yates, Cpl Tony Tbwalte, Cpl Joe
Shannan, Sgt WIDy Craig, LCpl Ziggy Gray, LCpl Hammlsh Glbh, Cpl
BillMcKenna.
Front row Left to right:- LCpl Trevor Glover, Mrs Kath Humble, WOI
(SC) Del Harrod, Mn Margaret Brooks, and Sig Dave Hunter.

LCpl Dav Lloyd and Sig Elf Elphlck 2 Sqn are seen strainin~ every
muscle and dragging every ounce of energy out of their tired bodies in a
determined BFf fin ish. Nothing like it, they' d got a beer bet on the
result. W02 (QMSI) Gordon Yoong, looking on , added, providing
they passed and get one in for me, everybody's happy.
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CARRINGTON only at
25 Old Bond St., London, WIX 4AU. Tel: 01-493 6123
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Ou_r wan?ering SCO?P has at l~t been apprehended. All personnel
mentioned m. o~ . article wh_o_wtsh to take !e.gal action aga inst him
should apply m Jomed up wnttng to the Familtes Office. Left to right:
Sgt Peter Dawson- Provo Sgt, Sig Graham CIU'dall- our demon
cameraman, SSgt (YofS) Bill Wlnaate.
L15
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wou1.l You U\(.£ 'f'o ~POH\b«.n\C:?

Catterick Garrison

RUGBY CLUB CHARITY BED PUSH
A recent chance remark made innocently enough in the Regimental
Rugby Oub led to some very strange happenings in and around the
orth Yorkshire area. To protect the identities of those involved and
indeed their careers(!) care has been taken to ~nsure all names have
been expunged from the following statement of events, so kindly
provided by our man from 'Care', Dennis Croasdale. Suffice to say the
Registered Cl!arity 'Care' build villages where mentally handicapped of
both sexes can work and live as normal a life as possible and \\here
there is someone to look after them when their parents no longer can.
Readers having knowledge of the regiment may recognise the antics
ofresident rugby fanatics:
'Rude Rod', 'Silly-Billy', 'Trev-the-Ted', 'Taff-the-side-step',
'Bridget-the-Midget', and many more. Read on and if you do
gue -Keep it to yourself ...
REPRODUCED BY KIND PERMISSION
OF AUTHOR MR DENNIS CROASDALE
'THE BED PUSH'
I have recently been involved in a charity fund raising event, the likes
of which I have never witnes ed before or am likely to do again. These
kinds of events can be rather dull and staid, but to apply that
description to this affair is like calling the QE2 a motor boat. I was
invited to be the week-end guest of a Sergeants Mess at Catterick Anny
Garrison in Yorkshire, to participate in a fund raising effort for the
mentally handicapped, in the fonn of a bed-push from Catterick to
Harrogate-a mere forty miles.
I was simply going along for the ride but to say that the day was an
eye opener must be the understatement of all time. The majority of the
participants were members of the regi mental rugby team including a
fair sprinkling of ex-paratroopers and SAS-a formidab le b unch to say
the least-all of whom had given up their week-end for this worthwhile
cause.
In typical anny style, preparations began the day before the event,
consisting of a copious intake of liquid energy, with preparations going

.

into the early morning. After what seemed like only two hours
exhausted sleep we were up at 6.30 am for a 7.30 start-still dark and
very cold . With the dress of the day being army pants , boots, rugby
shirts and assorted headgear, it was without doubt a motley crew who
set off at a cracking pace that win try dawn.

FOOTNOTE:A cheq ue was presented to CARE on Fri 26 Feb for the total sum of
£1000.

WORTHY OF MENTION
The bed itself is worthy of mention as it was specially made for the
event. Basically it was an ordinary bed with the addition of handles
front and rear for the pullers and pushers. The main difference was the
wheels which had been substituted for the regulation castors. I'm not
allowed to say where the wheels came from, but I'll bet some one gets a
surprise when he tries to move one of the large dustbins that are
situated round the camp. Despite the constant hammering on the roads
the wheels stood up to their punishment extremely well, although they
did need frequent applications of grease from time to time. Before the
pushing crews bought their own tin of grease, they had to stop for a
squirt at the first garage en route. You can imagine the look on the
garage proprietor's face when a crew of beefy individuals burst into his
establishment asking for a grease gun to lubricate the wheels of their
bed. They even stung him for £1 as well.

CONGRATULATIONS
Continuing on the.sporting theme congratulations go to LCpl Hlnks
who was av.:arded h1S Corps Colours for Dinghy Sailing on 18 Feb.
Congr:itulattons also go to Sgt Chris Carveth who has been appointed
Capt~m of the Army Golf Association from 1 June. Since his
appomtment S~t ~ Carveth has continually reassured the Chief
Oerk that he will put ID the odd day or two in the office!
PRESENTATIONOFTHEIMPERIALSERVICEMEDAL

A SERIES OF STAGES
The route was split up into a series of stages where teams of
approximately five men would change over for the next leg. Apart from
the team who had just pushed, who were allowed a five minute
breather, the rest of the participants spent their time racing through
villages, browbeating anyone in sight out of most of their money. With
a squad like ours you just didn 't argue when a collecting tin was thrust
under your nose. I shudder each time I recollect their methods!
THESYSfEM
One developed a system of stopping cars coming along the road and
allowing free passage only when the driver had paid a toll. Another
conned a fiver out of the manageress of one shop, on the understanding
he would clear out and leave her customers alone. One bloke knocked
on the door of any house where he spotted someone watching us out of
the window-including the local police station.
Individually they were great. As a group they were fonnidable.
Without any insistence they descended in a body on every pub they
passed , and when they left it looked as if a plague of locusts had gone
through. One chap even conned a retired Brigadier out of his bow tie.
There was one occasion which, as it happens, passed over without
incident, but which gave the Staff Sergeant who organised the event a
bad attack of heartburn at the time. We had arrived in advance at one
change-over point, to ensure things were going smoothly. This stage
happened to be right next to the village church at which was being held
a very elegant wedding. Ladies in their best outfits and gentlemen in
morning suits were scattered around the front of the church posing for
photographs for the family album. 'Oh God' groaned our leader 'If our
bunch arrives now in the middle of these proceedings, all hell will let
loose'. 'The whole affair will be a a shambles in two minutes flat'. The
four ton tr uck containing this howling scruffy mob arrived just after the
guests were leaving for the reception in their cars, the doors of which
were hastily locked at the sight of this menacing crowd of collectors.
The only town of any size we passed th rough was Ripon which has
now been re-named Rip-off. Everyone in reach was pestered for money
until the Police- who were very patient under the circumstances-decided that the bed had been towed round the market
quite often enough and suggested we left town . My fi rst knowledge of
this was when a police car passed me with a passenger who I recognised
as a young WRAC Subaltern who had vol unteered to help . The officer
driving looked extremely uncomfortable in the com pany of his female
companion who was dressed in a mop cap, smock, large nappy and a
bunch of baby's dumm ies hanging round her neck. As you might have
gathered she was one of those who had agreed to be pushed in the bed.
The other 'volun teer' was one of the rugby team who had genuinely
broken his leg in a match sometime before, and on whose thigh length
plaster was written 'Harrogate or bust (again)!'

1
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~ George ~all, the ~i:tit ca rpenter, was awarded The Imperial
Service b:fedal m recogmhon of 25 years meritorious service. The
presentation was made by the CO , Col N. Moss in front of George's
colleagues on 11 February.

' f

Leaving the Army Soon?
The n contact The Three Tees Age ncy and let you r
Service Skills pay in Civvy Street.
·The Three Tees Agency serves 6,000 companies and
deals solely with vacanc ies for Telephone, Telex and
Teleprinter Operators.
You can be assured of a warm welcome and free
advice and gu idance on employment prospects in the
Commerc ial world of Telecommunications. If you are
rusty, we can give you the opportunity to bru sh up
your operating and also familiarise you with
commercial routines a nd equipment, and then guide

POUCE ESCORT
We fin all y arrived about 4.00 pm and for the last mile of the journey
all the teams, totalling about forty men in all , towed in the bed on two
long ropes, marching in step, singin$ army songs, famili ar to old
soldiers, and com pletely unrepeatable m company, but for all that it
was a stir ring sight. To have com o1eted th e course at all in the time they
216

d!d was a remarkable achievement . To have collected the money they
did .a!! well was even more remarkable. But that is not all. Each
part1c1pant had a. sponsor ~orm, most of which were full and when all
the money comes m, t~eywill probably raise over £1000.
. When I t~ld my w1f~ of the success of their efforts, she said quite
1i:in?cently, I wonder tf we could get some soldiers to do something
s1m~lar round here?'. At the thought of this possibility a moment of
panic. ~ept over me. 'I don't think I'd bother' I said, 'Not if you want
germ1Ss1on to have a!!other on~ the year after' . I mean its one thing to
e run out of a to~n m Yorkshire, but in my own town-I don't think J
could stand the d1Sgrace.
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you to the right job, permanent or temporary. In
some cases resettlement courses are ava ~ able for
those seeking pe rmanent e mployment in the Greate r
London area.

Cal write or phone:
110 Fleet Street, EC4: 01-353 3611
124 Regent Street. W1: 01-734 0365
20 Eastcheap, ECJ: 01-626 01111
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COMMSTAR A WARDS
Commsta r Awards for the seco nd ha lf of 1981 were received in
February and are now being presented by senior officers. ~ol d
Comm tars ha ve been won by Reading and Worthy Down a ~d a S1 lv~r
by Hastings. On 25 Ma r the Co mm ander Arborfield Garrison, Bng
T.B. Palmer presen ted the Commcen at Royal Signals Ma f! ni ng a d
Records Rea ding, with the two Gold Commstars wo.n d unng 1981.
Reading Co mmcen has the best record of Co'!lm stars m the squ ad ron
having won 10 Gold s, 8 Sil vers and 2 Bronzes smce 1972.

NORDIC SKIER
Meanwhile Cpl Maggie Allerton, our PTJ for the last year has been
away in Norway, representing both the Army and her Coun try in the
'Nordic Skiing' Competitions . To those of you who have never heard of
the word 'Nordic', perhaps cross Country wou ld be a better way of
describ in g it. Cross Country sk iing is new to British sport and
p hysically o ne of the harder in the world today. Her first introduction to
Nordic Skiing was in Dec 1979. On 31 Nov last yea r , she left E ngland
for Norway and went to trai n u nder the guidance of Vlri Nyberg, a top
Norwegia n Jun ior Sk ier . with the aim of being selected to represent
G reat Britain at the forthcoming World Championsh ips . From
Norway , Cpl Allerton went to Sweden for more practice races, as a
build up to the British Championships and the Lowla nder
Championships, the latter being for those countries who spend less
tha n three mon ths on snow a year.
O n returning to Os lo, the Championships began on 7 Feb. Cpl
Allerton cam e 8th in the 5 Km Race, and 7th in the 10 Km one, being
the 4th placed British girl home on both occasions. She was included in
t he Relay Team over 5 Km and the British won th is an d t he overall
Lowlander Ch ampionships . the first ti me for many years . T h is success
led to the fi rst ever en try of a Brit ish Team in the World
Cham pio nships. Here Cpl Allerton faced com petition from the mighty
Norweg ians, Russians, Fin ns, Germans, to na me a few of the World
Skiing elite. She cam e 59th in t he 5 K m ind ividu al race, a nd the team
ca me 11th in th e 4 x S K m re lay . After her success she was presented
with roses from the Britis h Troops on exerc ise in Norway and also
presen ted to His Royal Hig hness, Crown Prince Harold of Norway, on
being the first member of the WRACto ski at a World Cham pionship .
Cpl Allerton's tremend ous success is attributa ble to th e very hard
work she p uts into her training, and we wish her well in her new posting
at 16 Sig Regt.

MANY MANY CHANGES FOR 2 SQN

•

13 Sig Regt

B.F.P.O. 42

WOS AND SGTS MESS DINNER NIGHT
At a Regimental Dinner. Night held on Fri S March the Sergeants
Mess was. ho~oured by havmg Maj Gen J. H. Hild MBE, Commander
Commumcatio.ns BAO R ~s the pr~ncipal guest. A splendid night was
h~d ~y all wtt h everythmg flowmg very smoothly under the fine
direction of Sgt Dougie Endean , the Mess Manager.

3 SQN H AVE IT HECTIC
3 s.qn have again had a hectic 3 months, wit h vis itors galore . On the
sporttng s~ne w~ are keepi ng fi t and keeping up the good name of the
squadron m Berlin.

Gold Comstar Presentation at Reading . Left to Right: Brigadier T. B.
Palmer, Miss Linden Coward. Operator, Mrs Jonny Skinner, Senior
Operator, Maj Andrew Briggs, Squadron Commander
WELCOME
We welcome the recent arrivals Lt Julia Spence from the WRAC
College, who is to take over Alpha Troop from Lt Shelagh
Quinlan-and SgtJlm Tate from Hong Kong.
COMMANDERS VISIT COMMCEN
The Aldershot Commcen and Exchange were recently honoured by
three VIP Visits in a fortnight. Lt Gen Sir Paul Travers KCB visited
prior co relinquishing Command of South East District. Cpl Kim
Neale, Pte Cathy Benn and Pte Christine Thompson were invited to the
General's Farewell Sherry Party. Gen Trant visited shortly afterwards
on assuming Command of South East District, so also did the Deputy
Commander, Brig Gordon Lennox.

Cpl Wh ittaker and MT Section of 1 Sqn 10 Sig Regt who provide the
SDS cover for HQ UKLF and w ith in South West District . Despite the
POL reductions our SDS commitment still topped the 25,000 miles for
1981 / 82

~aj Gen. J . ~ · Hild MBE, Commande r Comm unication s BAOR , at a
dinner night in the WOs and Sgts Mess on 5 Ma rch w ith the CO Lt
Col Mike Walker, W01 (RSM l Paul Glover and the 'PMC W 0 2 Mick
Hill ie r-J ackson
SGTS MESS FOOTBALL
Having played o nly two fixt ures so far, in the local Sergeants Mess
League, it's the cand id opinion of our supporters that the tea m leaves a
lot to be desire d. Th ere is of course strong disagreem ent from the
management and coaching staff of WO's 3 Brian Smith and Mick
Besant, who feel that the two defeats of ten nothing could have been a
lot worse! Now wit.h our new strip , courtesy of Mr Tony Staveley, we
shall endeavour to improve. Th a nk you to a ll our stars who turn out in
hai l, rain or sn ow, especia lly Sgt Mick Patchitt our shell -shocked goal
keeper!
OFFICERS MESS NEWS
Under the direction of our PMC, the 2IC Maj John Radford, the
Office rs Mess has been holding a series of dinner nights to entertain
our colleagues in Rhine Area and HQ BAOR. On 29 Janu ary, the CO,
Lt Col Mike Walker, welcomed the SMO at MRS Rheindahlen. Col
Tony Blllingburst, RAMC, Lt Col Bob Thompson RAMC , and Mr
Gordc_in Morgon of PSA, and the retiring OC2 Sqn , Maj Phll Hodges
was dtned out.

Sgt Latus and Pte Seamen forming part of the CinC HQ UK LF Quarter
Guard on Fri 19 Feb, being inspected by the QMG, General Sir
Richard Worsley GCB QBE. Also parading from 1 Sqn were Pte
Morris and Pte Jones

ARMY WOMEN'S CHAMPION
Cpl Lynn Thomu, our new PTI, had hardly been with us a week
when she won the Army Women's Singles Badmmton Cup. In the semi·
finals she beat one of our drivers , LCpl Judith Haynes, who went on to
win the Ladies Doubles Title with Pte Vivien Bancroft, another new
member of the squadron. Certainly next season's Badminton Team
seems fairly fixed .
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Seen here Miss Maisie Pratt being presented with her farewell gifts by
Maj R.A .H. Hoghton Royal Signals OC 1 Sqn 10 Sig Regt, at her
retirement party held at Warminster Military Telephone Exchange on
24 February
STOP PRESS
Lt Col Peter Webster has assumed command of the regiment from Lt
Col David Mlller. A full report will be in the next issue.
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The first 3 months of 1982 have seen many changes within the Sqn.
Our last OC, Maj Ph il Hodges, together with his wife Pippa, has left
the confines of Bi!gelen. The majority of the Sqn were able to attend
the farewell party m the Rothenbach guest house to wish them boch bon
voyage.
With every farewell .there is always the welcoming of a 'new broom'.
No strange! to the ~eg lrtlent, Maj Mick Conway takes over the Sqn and
we would hk~ to wtsh both h im a nd his wife Margaret a pleasant stay.
Rumour ~as 1t that sons Christopher a nd Nicholas will probably be the
two family members most talked about long after they have
gone-could they both be in the Eng land squ ad for the 1994 World
Cup?
We have ha~ ~ur fai r s~are of comings and goings. WOI Colin May
has vacated hts hot seat a nd leaves the regi ment to take over fro m
W O I Pete Derrick who comes to join us. We have said goodbye to
W~2 Drew .D uncan w.h ile W02 Colin Gibson, whom Drew has
reheved, arnves for hJS to ur here. We also welcome Cpl Bob
Thomp!4ln· We have said goodbye to SSgt Mick Green who , on
P.ro~o~10!1 , h~s left us ~or H Troop, SSgt Harry Chatterton who is off to
mfl1ct his wit upon h ts colleagues in UK, SSgt Roy Woosey and Sgt
Pau~ Williams. The fact t hat the goings outweigh the comings could be
attributed to the fact that there a re not enough cha irs to go round .

The CO, Lt Col Mike Walker, welcomes Col Tony Billinghurst. SMO at
MRS Rheindahlen, to an Officers Mess dinner on 29 January,
watched by the PMC, our 21C, Maj John Radford
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THE BOWLING T EAM
Once again the squ adron has entered a team in the Berlin British
League . A.lthough.all the stars fro m last season have now departed , we
have rebutlt a social te am u nder our new Captain, SSgt Ken Rankin.
Sg~ ~ Briggs RAPC (in a momen t of madness) scored 211 scratch
which mcluded seven strikes on the trot. Highest team score was 2109
for a. fou r man team. Many thanks are extended to the
fo llowmg- W02 Dave Hankins, W02 Barry Anderson, Sgt Maurice
Farquhar, Sgt Hughie Devlin, Sgt Chris Bri~s, Cpl John Calms, LCpl
Harry Binns, and last but not least, a man without whom none of this
would ha ve been possible, SSgt Ken Rankin.
BASKETBALL
'f!le team sa w a somewhat. shaky start .to the season winning games
by stngle baskets, but we survived only losmg one match in the first half
of the season to our r ivals 14 Fd Workshops REME by 2 points. The
back half of the ~son saw a transformation , with everyone playing 100
percent better, with added confidence and zest as we put our game
together and be~t t.he others in the Berlin Minor Units League by more
and more convmcll?g scores. Then came the re-match with the only
team to beat us this season . Everyone was keyed up for this game
want!ng t~ reverse the .e.arlier result. The game started off somewhai
shaktly with. 3 Sqn tratlmg by 10 points at one time, then came the
transformation ; our game came together and from then on we never
loo~ed back, with ~02 (FofS) Pete Shawer, Capt, and Cpl Dave Smith
havmg excellent offensive games, also Cpl Terry Morrisey and SSgt
Keith. Hall having fin~ defensive ~ames. We ende~ the game by
crushmg 14 Fd by 37 pomts. Everythmg else has fallen mto place nicely
and the rest of the season is all but at an end. All that's left to say is well
done lads for a fine consistent performance throughout the season and
a trophy for the cabinet.
'
THE COLONEL'S CUP
~n a c.Jear: morning in March eightmem bers of3 Sqn departed from the
bright c1ty.hghts .of ".Vest ~rlin on a journey lasting approximately 12
hours , t_h~tr destination B1rgelen to take part in an Intra-Regimental
Compet1t10n known. as 'The Colonel's Cup'. The competition involves a
stretcher run (carrymg a member of the WRAC) completing an assault
course and finally a shooting phase. The team ~nsisted of Capt John
GosneU, SSgt Bert Hall, Cpl Terry Morrisey, Cpl Stumpy Wilson, Cpl
Mick Morby, Cpl Phil Gordon, LCpl Pete Pearson and LCpl Da e
Rlt;hards. ~ special !11c;rttion also for WCpl Steph Vollentlne, who
assisted us m our tramm.g runs by acting as the dummy and finally
LCp~ T~ Ward who copied LCpl Richards' perfect demonstration of
how not to land off a 12ft wall, and unfortunately broke his wrist.
The team selected, all t~at was left to do was to get fit and train . This
was left to the expert guidance of LCpl Richards, who, having just
returned from an advanced PT course, wished at times he was back at
A!dershot. The s~ght of seeing grown men drop the stretcher and fail to
cl.1mb ropes was Just too much for him. It's even belieYed tears were in
his eyes on the day before our actual run, when four of the team were
unable to complece the final obstacle of the as ault course. We all
persevered and came up with an unorthodox technique, hoping that a
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bad practise meant it was all right on the day. The time c~me for the
run to start and the nervous tension began to show, but this was soon
overcome when the shout for the start was given. The ~retcher run
\\ent smoothly until SSgt Hall decided to run along on his knees for a
couple of yards due to a slight hiccup with a change-over to Cpl Morby.
The assault course caused us little problem, all we had left to do was
the range section. Unfortunately here we faltered and did not fire as
well as we should have, dropping a great number of points.
The competition finished with 3 Sqn in 5th p!ace out of 11 teams-an
encouraging result, with this being the first time a team has entered
from Berlin and little time to practise on the actual course. Another 12
hour journey ahead of us-and back to Berlin.
CROSS-COUNTRY
The Berlin British Sector Cross-Country League was held between
Oct 1981 and March 1982. In that time 16 League meetings took place.
Most units in the British Sector entered teams with each unit
responsible for organising at lea~ one e~ent._ Fields ?f up to ?2 ru~ners
reflected the growing interest m runnmg m Berhn, bravmg wmtry
conditions (temperatures as low as -12 degrees were noted at one
event).
Final results were based on best three teams (4 runners to count) over
the best six performan ces of the season. 3 Squadron fin ished fourth out
of a total of eighteen teams, (runners-up Minor Units) ~ ~edita?le
performance consid ering that we are one of the smallest umts m Berlm.
SSgt Paddy Heyland, Sgts Steve Lidstone and Paul Voilentlne, Cpls
Manny Calland Terey Morrisey, Mlck Morby and Dave Smith turned
out regularly for the squadron throughout the season, with Sqn
newcomers SSgts Keith Hall and John PhlUlps, Sgt Bob Crockart and
Cpl Phil Gordon and LCpls Simon Hayward , Tim Ward, Nick Rauler
and Dave RJchards giving much needed support during the second half
of the season. In a ddition to our team su ccess, Team Captain SSgt
Paddy Beyland fini shed fi rst in five races, and second in seven more, to
win the Runner-up individual prize.

and also going down by a narrow margin to a very strong team from
RAF Bruggen. In this game we played some of our best rugby,
particularly the forwards. Well supported by some of our free running
backs. Cancellation of fixtures has resulted in a cou pie of junior ranks
v senior ranks games, where the seniors triumphed on both occasions
showing there is not much substitute for experience. After the latest of
these games Sig 'Scou1e' Padden, our most promising newcomer, was
presented with a Club tie for his good work on and off the field.

ROYAL SIGNALS DETACHMENT COMMANDERS' COURSE
(BAOR)
The Royal Signals' Detachment Commanders' Course is currently
loaded to take 45 students on 9 courses per year. These courses are of 4
weeks duration and consist of 2 weeks intensive military training
culminating in a week's field exercise and a week of assessment tests
and examinations. The su bjects taught are: NBC, weavon-training,
fieldcraft tactics and internal security, methods of instruction, first aid,
MT and Q accoun ts, drill, military law and battle PT. During the field
exercise students are assessed in their abil ity to command and give oral
orders.
Our present Training Team consits of Capt Barney Bill, W0 2 (SSM)
Bd an Smith who has recently arrived from AFCENT, and three wellknown military skills instructors. namely Sgt Pete Root (shortly to
depart), T aff Madden and Sgt Mick Campbell, both of whom arrived
late last year. All of them are known throughout BAOR for their
special ways, founded on the love of military training and the endear·
ments rendered to the DC's on and off the square. They even get
Christmas and postcards from past students who wish to remain in
contact or perhaps get a little bit of their own back , who knows? SSI
We recently said goodbye to W02 (SSM) Rex Couch who is now
entrenched in Birmingham and wish to say through this article many
th anks from the Team and Students who passed through. His character
an d sense of humour will be remembered by a lot of people for a long
time to come.

Course 3/ 82 assembled on 14 March a d
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Leopoldsburg Ranges are the venue for 21 mm sub-calibre roe
and L2 grenade~ where everyone meets his little 'Waterloo' . The st~~
usuallyfwhork their way ~r'?ugh the details without mishaps and a weird
sense o umour but this time thanks to LC IT k 7 s·1
CBpl Kent, 2 Armd Div, for th~ir misfire and tlin~ the la ~g~~~ ~~d to
us.
ut we got our own back on the lstof April.
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REGULAR FORCES EMPLOYMENT
ASSOCIATION
t rhis ~sso_ciation is part of the Forces Resettlement Service. It exists
o e P erv1cemen and women to find suitable employment when the
leave the. Force~ . It also takes a long term interest in ex-Regulars wh~
may use its s~v~ces as often as they wish.
'
its l~e Assoc1ahon has 40 Branches covering the United Kingdom, and
mployment ~cers-all ex-Regulars-are in close touch with
emp lo~ers . It provtdes all services free.
Durmg the period l April 1981-31 March 1982 the Association
placed s~me 3,635 men and women from the Services in employment·
of these JObs 1,465 were for men and women from the Army and 2oi
were from the Corps.
C Addresses and te_lephone numbers of Branches can be obtained from
orps and Regimental Association.s-or from Post Offices
Employment Offices or local telephone directories.
'

~mall packl;;~~;::flak~:.\~82 (s~~)

WRACTOO
September saw the start of the Berlin Ladies' Volleyball and Netball
Leagues . The standard was once again very high , with strong teams
fielded by both the WRAC and WRAF. 3 squadron was strongly
represented in the WRAC teams by LCpl Elayne Brady who proved to
be a real crackshot in the netball circle and also captained the WRAC
Berlin team. Cpl Lauren Wade proved to be ind ispensible to both
teams, especially the Volleyball, which she captained throughout t he
year and took to the League Championship. A newcomer to the Sqn ,
Capt Carolyn Jenkins quickly found her tru e vocation in life an d since
November has been irreplaceable on the wing for WRAC Berlin.
Thank s also to Cpl Dee Lidstone for playing in both teams at the start
of the season. Farewell to Dee who soon leaves Berlin for pastures new.
Well done girls.
COLONEVSCUPCOMPETITION
19-24 March saw the annual Colonel's Cup competition take place.
A Jot of hard training, and regular range practices were undertaken by
all the team s taking part. The final result was left to the last day. 'TM'
Troop had put in a fine run and shoot, which had taken them above
W02 Rod Goddard's 'B' Troop and into first position. The final three
teams to take part on the last day were 'C' Troop, 2 Sqn and 1 Sqn
SHQ Troop. An excellent run , coupled by a very good shoot, saw W02
Bob White'• 'C' Troop move into first place. 2 Sqn tried in vain to
match th is total, and it was left to W02 (SSM) John Alpinalll 1 Sqn
SHQ Troop to try their luck. Unfortunately ·~e· was against them,
and the Colonel's Cup this year returned to C' Troop . The team
consisted of SSgt Paddy Payne, Sgt Terry Buckley, Cpl Nigel Rook, Cpl
Bob Dixon, LCpl Ron McKeatlng, LCpl Martin Sullivan and Sip
Cbrla Gibbins and Billy Clayton.
This year' s competition was particularly hard fought , and well
organised, with a high standard of shooting. The tropfiy and medals
were presented to the winning team by the CO, Lt Col Mlke Walker. A
free barrel of beer, donated by PRI , was soon emptying in the
celebration that followed in the Quicksilver Bar.
INTER-TROOP FOO'IBALL
The In ter-Troop Football league was badly curtailed by bad weather,
and a number of teams were unable to complete their fixtures .
However, a result was needed, and the winning team for this season was
SSatDanSuaae'• 'A ' Tro ·P·
RUGBY ROUNDUP
After an indifferent start to the season, Birgelen Bears RUFC are
now displaying some consistent good form . The absence of key players
on detachmen t has allowed new players to show their mettle. Following
an early exit in the Rhine Area Major Units competition , the team has
prod uced a string of good results, notably in beating RAF Wildenrath
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The student s and staff of Royal Signals Detachment Commanders
Course No 3/ 82
Back row: LCpl Fossy Foster 1 Armd Div, LCpl Kev Smith 4 Armd Div,
LCpl Andy Oshea 16 Sig Regt , LCpl Mitch Mitchell 21 Sig Regt, LCpl
Bubbles Martin 7 Sig Regt, LCpl Keith Milnes 21 Sig Regt, LCpl
Scouse Gleadow 7 Sig Regt, LCpl Martyn Davies 7 Sig Regt, LCpl Jim
St John 13 Sig Regt
3rd Row: LCpl Waddy Waddington 24 Inf Bde, Cpl Paddy Donohoe 1
Armd Div, LCpl John Turner 608 Sig Tp, LCpl Dave Marriot, 4 Armd
Div, LCpl Bitto Kemple 21 Sig Regt, LCpl Dickie Darlow 7 Sig Regt,
LCpl Ron nie Lucas 229 Sig Sqn, LCpl Skull Madden 22 Sig Regt, Cpl
Mick Dighton 13 Sig Regt, Cpl John Kirkham 4 Armd Div, LCpl Dave
Brown 7 Sig Regt, LC pl Mac McFeely 7 Sig Regt
2nd Row: Cpl Hutch Hutchinson 21 Sig Regt, LCpl Eric Strefford 7
Sig Regt, ACpl Pete Marshall 16 Sig Regt, LCpl Jock Raeburn 28 Sig
Regt , LCpl Tosh Tolcher, 7 Sig Regt, LCpl Roy Hensman 28 Sig Regt,
Cpl Ned Kelly 4 Armd Div, LCpl Mick Lee 11 Sig Regt, LCpl Vinny
Fallon 7 Sig Regt, Cpl Hoggy Hogg 13 Sig Regt, LCpl Ben Neves 7 Sig
Regt
Front Row: LCpl Luigi Singer 14 Sig Regt, LCpl David Tho mas 24 Inf
Bde, Cpl Sean Kent 2 Armd Div, Sgt Frank Fawcett, Sgt Pete Root,
W02 (SSM l Brian Smith, Capt Barney Hill, Sgt Mick Campbell, Sgt
Geordie Myers, Sgt Taff Madden, Cpl Barry Meeson 4 Armd Div,
LCpl J. D. Duckworth 7 Sig Regt, LCpl Tick Tock 7 Sig Regt
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h
starti ng to hit the pins again under Cy Fawtbrop's co t 1
TO"!' can follow suit one day .
n ro · we ope the
Fmally congratu lations . on their promotion to Ser e· t t D
Tomkins and Ian Hugill , both are now taken off the d tg Tan h. Ro ave
last. Maybe!
u Y ec osta at
THE _COLONELS CUP COMPETITION
T~1 s recentI:r fo ught com petition is de icted a 5 h
·
possible followmg this short article .
P
P otogra ph1cally as
·
The regiment is , li ke many Roya l Signals unit
complete all ~ts policy directive milit ary tra ining in !~chu~~;r~:ie~
way to culmmate th e yea r and accoun t fo r tho
· · ·h
·
undoubted ly to hold a march and shoot type co se ~t1.ss mg ours. is
The Colonels Cup by us. The co m etition takes mpe •ion. now called
and aims to test both individual a~d collective tf~fn~~v~ti~ree da~~
troops produced teams. co!llmanded by SNCOs.
·
year a
P_hases one ~ nd tw_o •~eluded vehicle maintenance , NBC tests
depicted bt D _l p: Nav1gat1on and codes depicted by Cpl Chris Heeles
of RCP _l P: Ju st _a bou t to set out on the course: fi rst aid and
comm umcatlons skill s (you have all see n enough of that!)
·

14 Sig Regt (EW)

B.F.P.O. 23

A~glian, ~anding

Sgt Robert Grenfell of 1 Royal
in; hole - as usual
exp 1a1ns to Lt Max Mariner, sitting - as usual, why this trench has at
least three foot of overhead cover, and ab ..... great hole at the front

THE SEAMS
We have had an exciting few months since the last issue, as the
regiment continues to expand and threatens to burst at the earns . ew
equipments on trial have given us a glimpse of our future and the talk
of a move to a larger and by then modernised barracks has gradually
been set in concrete, much to the delight of the PSA.
The regiment 's Sports teams are maturing , and teams and dubs are
sprouting. We continue to do particularly well in orienteering and cross
country.

The CO screwing down the Corporals!

down the heating system that they froze up for a month. However now
that Cpls Messes are authorised along similar lines to Officers and Sgts
Messes. we see many decisions being taken by the JNCOs as they face
each other at the bar! The RSM is a frequent enough visitor to ensure
that all decisions are final. in keeping with Regimental tradition. The
first official function for outsiders, was to host 30 German Army NCOs
from our sister Battalion. They attended our candlelit and 'silver on the
table' traditional lunch and then spent three hours helping to defrost
relations and the mess. They all want to come back next year .
VISIT TO CANADA
Lt Col Robins, Maj Randal and WOI Muxworthy recently visited
Canada in the second round of what will become a frequent exchange.
'Our' Canadian 2 Sqn vis ited us for a couple of months in late 1981 , as
already reported and fiddled an initial return visit. The photograph
taken at the time shows the respective CO/ OC and RSM / SSM. Our
RSM is obviously already thinking of the delights of a visit to Canada,
and hh hopes have proved correct, as he will now not talk about what
happened. The fact that four days had to be spent living in S Germany,
while t~e CAF found a plane for them , may be the reason for some of
the reticence . The CO only just had time-to get in a Canadian Ski
Marathon at which he achieved a coveted bronze award. We hope that
I Canadian Ski Regt is not trying to export their brand of skiing to this
already 'overfit' regiment. About 20 men from the regiment will spend
much . of June in Canada. We note that several days are devoted to
ExerctSe Canada Club . that name rings a bell .

,
A CORPORALS' CLUB AT LAST
T!1e CO has finally managed to screw down the Corporals. What an
elusive bunch! At last they have their own mess in a building so far
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TM TROOP
The troop has had a complete turn round since our last visit to the
pages of the Wire in May 1980. Completely embedded at the helm now
is Capt (TOT) Bob Wherry ably assisted by Piledriver WOl (FofS) Trev
Lloyd, sports afternoon, what's them!
TE Squadron now boosted to a massive six men is busy working on
the manufactu re of fishing floats, under the instruction of SSgt Jan
Blair. We say hello in this department to Sgt Dave Tomkins and Cpl
Keith Meek, both newly arrived from Catterick.
In radio bay (ex-valve dusters) SSgt Jim Seddon sweats every
morning as to whether his generator with the ERV will start. Many of
the lads stand round watching as Sig Pete Reynolds makes another
excuse to him. We say hello and congratulations on his wedding to
LCpl Andy Johnson, who is sweating hard to keep away from Sgt
Dougie Laing and his apple barrel. Sgts Dave Murray and Cy Fawthrop
are still studying this new fangled Clansman stuff as they can't find the
heaters.
On the sporting scene the troop is at the fore in running and
controlling most regimental activities. In the Camp League, the troop is
very good at picking up runners-up medals. Most members have three
medals out of four competitions m two years. The bowling is slowly
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SSgt David Cook explains to D Tp how to get all five fingers into an
NBC glove
Phase th~ee was the digging of a platoon position during a night and
~a rl y morm.ng. Everyo~e had their first taste of the new Main Battle
m~rnch. which wh~n built had used tons of defence tores and was then
. ked by Lt Marmer and Sgt Grenfell of 1 R Anglian. who were most
impressed. The next photographs typify the saga.

'You must be joking mate. Eighteen inches of overhead protection
after we've spent all _night just digginQ this.' Th.e expressions of Cpl
Robert Signal and LCpl Neil Fletcher say it all
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Cpl Terry Cooney of D Tp shows that he can squeeze himself and,his
Carl Gustov u~df'.r ' hi_s nice thick roof', while standing in his six foot
trench, and still fire his anti tank round straight through SSgt Cook's
trench
_Phase four. and five were an inspection of all equipment. in the
mmutest deta~l. followed by a tough 10 mile March and Shoot. Our
partner battaho_n, Fernmelde Battalion 120 also did well. completing
the course. beating 302_ASA_Battalion, US Army, for the Visitors Cup.
302 ASA bn made up !or this however. with a fine display of machine

Fernmeld Bat_ta_lio~ 120 make ~ superb effort to stick together, and
finish in the same time as the overall winners
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un drill! However the winner

were . J Tp. A fin e body of men

~mmanded b) the erudite and m~ch pnzed Capt Martin ~a&_{et;J~e

new Colonel Cup trophy (otherwise known as Capt Den e ~ ~ s
lipstick) is shown in the foreground. Her troop was second . \\lnnmg
cros ed rifles on a small shell ca e.

REGIMENT AL COMMAND POST TROO~ .
.
.
Th N
Year began with a narrow chilling expenence. Ex Hot
SSM 3 Hermit-Her Majesty's Inspector of Trench~ ,
Ptm ehe · Eewen
v
'
· an d tl
· was to everyon e's r elief
was known
to complain
Fred Bancroft
that he dished out the very welcome rum ration! ~n ~RTP later we
were heavily involved in Ex Flying Falcon. revelling Ill the muddy
locations specially chosen for us by Capt Jerry Cor~t, 21C 3 Sqn. Our
new QC quadron proved to be a bit of a Jonah as tar as I:-and Rovers
were concerned, he went throug~ three of them! Maybe it was those
enormous boots he wore! Never mmd, Maj Dick Gardner!
There wa just time for a Range day, a quick spot of NBC and fir~t
·d before taking part in Ex Winter Eagle and Crested Sales. or was it
~~e· other way round? These two exercises ~aw some new message
handling procedures, including Ell iots tabulauon and how not to send
a Flash me sage. Cpl Al Patterson.
,
.
All the hard work and enthusiasm of the Cols Cup 1 earn. led by
SSgt Dave Cormack, paid off, as at the end ?f thr:ee days and one
night's hard work. and tough competition, they tted with J Tp. A slow~r
march time, due to a bit of outside sabo.tage by the locals, put us m
second place- 'it's a nicer trophy anyway! .
HAILS AN D FAR EWELLS
OUTGOING
.
· ·1e~ of th e
Cpl Pete Jackson to 8 Sig Regt to discover
t h e ·mt_ncac
morse key. Sig Jo Cresswell to terrorize the natives _of Behze. A sideways
move . no he's not a crab, for Sgt McDermott to J 1 p.

What it is all about. The J Tp team with the new ~om~e~ition t~ophy
Left to right Rear: LCpl Chris Spencer, Cpl Denni~ Griffiths. Sig lyan
Oakey, Sig Robert Scott, Capt M.artin ~agger, Sig Trevor Hawkins.
LCpl Paul Cahill, LCpl David Pick, Sig J?hn Henry, LCpl Allan
.
.
Oakham, LCpl Paul Elhs
Left to right Front: Sig Kevin Jone~ . LC~pl Stuart Cou~zms, Sgt Mick
McDermott, LCpl Kevin Parker, Sig Bnan Marshall, Sig John Baker

ARRW ALS
.
.
A burst of DTGs to supplement the flaggmg Commcen staff. S1gs
John Sullivan, a Corps football player, David .Murgatroyd (!), Mark
Brain (nothing to do with anatomy) and Sam Elliot.
PROMOTIONS
Lt to Capt Ashton. Sgt Taff Thomas now substantive. Keith
Pickersgill and John Graham now have their first stripe.
Co ngratul ations.

16 SigRegt
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THE LULL
If January was the calm after the 'storm' of Christmas and New Year
(the world 'storm' being used in the nicest possible way) it was also the
lull before another storm. For February and March, as had been
predi~ted, turn~d out to be two action -packed months: three major
exercises, a Regimental Battle Camp and a host of other events, albeit
self inflicted, which left the majority of the regiment wondering what
happened to January. How time flies! What follows in these notes are
short reports on a selection of what went on.

COMDCOMMS
VISITS
During the exercise, Maj Gen Hlld visited the regiment in the field
and called in on 4 Squadron at Bielefeld. At the end of the formal part
of his visit he was entertained in the Jimmy Oub by the officers and
SNCO's of the squadron and the officers and warrant officers of the
regiment, who were bussed-in from the exercise location in Det mold for
the occasion.

EXERCISE 'FLYING FALCON' (As 1een by 3 Sqn)
In preparation for Ex Summer Sales, the regiment deployed to
Hobart Barracks Detmold to establish control communications with 2
and 3 Squadrons combined. Prior to deploying for phase 2, the OC,
Maj Andrew Symmonds spotted an abandoned armchair which he
promptly decided he liked. Lts Peter Grogan and Tony Johnson
1mmediately installed the above item in Commcen Command along
with an appropriate sign, 'The Boss's Chair'. Despite the wintry
conditions, all the troops managed to stay warm thanks to W02 (SSM)
Roy Cofftll's patented method of 'body bashing'. Meanwhile, the QC,
directed operations from the uncomfortable environment of the chair in
Commcen Command. He even managed to secure his comfort whilst off
shift, in the 'Dream Machine Caravan' where he discovered that by
setting fire to Capt Ray Briant's sleeping bag, conditions could be
improved tremendously. The smell did however lead to several
personnel declaring NBC Red!

Comd Comms jokes with LCpl Joyce Sammuels . In attendance Sgt
Tyler WAAC and W02 (YofS) Hockram

G•EVES &: ~WKE~
of Savile Row
BY APPOINTMENT
TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN
LIVERY & MILITARY TAILORS

BY APPOINT MENT
TO HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS
THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH
NAVAL TAILORS & OUTFITTERS

Officially Appointed
Tailors, Hatters and Outfitters to

The Royal Corps of Signals
In our additional role as Civilian Tailors and Outfitters
we offer an extensive range of ready to wear clothing, .
clothing, shirts and accessories for formal and casual occasions.
We are now Stockists of the famous
'BARBOUR' FIELD COAT RANGE
No.1 SAVILE ROW, LONDON W.1Tel:01434 2001
1, HIGH STREET, CAMBERLEY, SURREY Tel: 0276 63659
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Maj Gen Hild questions LCpl Barbara Duncan . whilst Cpl Jane Abbot,
recently arrived from Berlin, looks satisfied with the answer

' Body-bashing heat treatment' - W02 !SSM) Coffill (R) administers
to IL - R) Sig 'Big Foot' Guinn, Cpl Tony Jenkinson and Sig 'Toad'
Braund
THE WIRE, MAY 1982
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BAOR NOVICES TEAM BOXING COMPETITION
A Report by OIC Boxmg-Lt Tony Johnson
The day after the regiment returned from Ex Flying Falcon, the
Regimental Novices Boxing Team took on the 2nd Battalion The Royal
Irish Rangers in a Quarter-Final match in the BAOR Novice~ Team
Boxing Competition. The Gymnasium in Bradbury Barracks had once
again been turned into a splendid arena for the occasion . Our
opponents brought with them some 80 supporters including 2 pipers I vaguely remember the sound they made in the background , which
only goes to show the tremendous support our boxers were given by the
Regiment.
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lg Wilton v Rgr GardJner (Bantamweight)

This was a hard fought contest with both boxer putting up a very
gut y display. The round seemed to be fairly even but the referee in a
mysterious deci ion stopped the fight in favour of the Ranger.
Sig <A>Ilins v Rgr Morrison (Featherweight)
Sig CA>Ilins with a deceivingly easy looking style took just 30 seconds
to disvense with his opponent with a deceptively strong punch . T his
made rt one fight apiece and it looked as if it was going to be a close run
thing.

SSgt Starling, Weapons. W02 (SSM) Russell, SSgt Hambllng, NBC.
W02 Edmunds, SSgt (FofS ) Ratcliffe, First Aid. Sgt Dalles,
Introduction to Survival.
THE LA DIBS UPHOLD TRADITION
Shrove Tuesday would not be Shrove T uesday without a pancake
race and so it was that Mrs Trudi Paddison and Mrs Denise Symmons
kept alive this traditional British event by organising a race on the
Regimental Sq uare. To all those ladies who took part, on a bitterly cold
day, and to tho e who came to watch 'Thank you-you warmed us all'.
Did you really go a nd eat th e pancakes afterwards?

Sig Hunt v Rgr Benson (Lightweight}
Sig Bunt and his opponent gave a good display of hard hitting
aggressive boxing. The fight was always going Hunt's way after he had
cut his opponent over the eye. The referee eventually stopped the fight
in the third to put the regiment two-one up.

COMINGS AND GOINGS
The tide of change continues to sweep thr
h Ch
·
and has even affected the LAD
h
b oug
urch11l Barracks
8
satvage co (Lippstadt) Ltd. w~ ~:rd i~~~=~:oc~~bth~3 !~ben
Nixon and welcome to his successor Capt Bri L
w'
J
erry
manag d t
t
d ·
'
an awry. e actually
e ho hge a wor m edgeways and say goodbye to Capt Brian
G ou Id , w o as returned to England with
·
·
that Tewkesbury is the centre of the Univ~~~ ~tenti~n ~f proving
welcome to our new TOT Capt 'Taff' Ho a · . e. ex en a warm
to our first ever member of the WRAC LiM:~ h1~ wl ititeJullhehand also
'
an n w o as taken
com mand of F Troop.

Sig Bauress v Rgr Blair (Lightweltenveight)
Again another very hard contest. Both boxers doing well to last the
distance in view of the amount of work they put into it. In a tight points
decision the Ranger squeezed a win to make it two each. The scene was
definitely hotting up towards a close finish .
Sig Thomson v Rgr Weir (Light Middleweight)
Sig Thomson gave an aggressive performance but was surprised by
the Irishman who refused to give up. However strength eventually told
and Thomson recorded a knock out in the third round with a mighty
punch that made his opponent unable to continue. Three-two to the
regiment.
Sgt Howle v Rgr Flannagen (Middleweight}
Sgt Howle was brought in a very short notice-two days, and put up
a magnificent display losing on a points decision . Having dislocated his
thumb in the first round it was a superb show of stamina and guts that
kept Sgt Howle going. Three all.
Sgt Hyde v Ranger Smith (Light Heavyweight}
A very stylish fight between two very good boxers . Both men gave a
good account especially Sgt Hyde who hadn't boxed for six years . The
Ranger gained a narrow points decision leaving them needing just one
more win to clinch a place in the semi-final.
Sig Donnelly v Cpl Brennan (Heavyweight}
A good hard fight with some amazing footwork from the Ranger .
Both men gave a good account of aggression that eventually resulted in
Donnelly gaining a comfortable win. This meant that all hung on the
last fight.
LCpl Dale v LCpl Finn (Welterweig ht}
Giving away some four inches in height LCpl Dale put up a stirling
display. Both men fought hard and gave 110% knowing the result
rested upon them. Unfortunately for the Regiment however, the
Rangers went through 14 points to 13.
EN'IBRTAINING AND EXCITING
It was an enthralling afternoon's boxing with the result always in
doubt. It couldn't have been closer and as the saying goes 'rt was a pity
there had to be a loser'. We congratulate the Rangers on their win and
hope they go forward and do well in the competition. A special mention
should go to Sgt Fred Payet and Cpl Denis Parkinson , as the two
trainers , for such hard work put into building up the team.
Unfortunately we lose Sig Hunt to Civvy Street and Sig Donnelly is
posted, but hopefully some new talent will come forward and help us go
one better next year. Also many thanks to W01 RSM M. V. Miles for
acting as Master of Ceremonies and Lt <All HWlt the CO for being so
tolerant to the training demands of the Boxing Squad. Next time
Sir-hopefully.
VOGELSANG BATTLE CAMP 1982
The Military Training Instructors of the regiment joined forces to
run two I week pr~rammes of training at Vogelsang to teach, practise
and test the soldiers of the regiment-as many as could be made
available-their military skills. The days were long: a run at 0600 hrs,
out on the ranges ~11 day and classroom instruction in the evening.
Each '_¥eek ended wtth a 24 hour exercise, which involved a deployment
b.r hehcop~r . followed by movement across-country by day and night,
with and w~thout a map, some recce-type patrol activity and a series of
tests covering all aspects of the specialist training that had been
undertaken throughout the week. In recording the success of the Battle
Camp one must acknowledge the work of the following:- Capt Brown
WOJ Jackson, Programming and Training Co-ordinators. SSgt
Dlcklnaon, Sgt Roaen ACC, Bartlecamp Support. W02 (SSM) CA>fflll,
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DIFFERENT SLANT
During .M arch ~e regiment provided both Site Guard and
Augment~t1on Reaction Force, which gave the men involved the
opportunity !O concentrate on pure infantry work . This the did with
great e!1thus.iasm and they certainly seemed to draw b th y ·
and sat1sfactton from it.
o enjoyment

°

Under some sort of starters orders . Maj David Strong briefs the
competitors whilst Mrs Julie Brereton directs her daughter before the
start of the Regimental pancake race

COMD COMMS l(BR) CORPS DINED IN
Officers had the pleasure of dining in Brig C N Last OBE
~uthnngMMar~bh , when the Brigadie~ agreed to formally open ·the new bar
tn e ess, ut not before extensive user trials!

1:he

WOMEN'S SERVICES CROSS COUNTRY
On 19 Feb the WRAC Cross Country team of Cpl Milly Jeffreys; Cpl
Faith Nelille, LCpl Trish Grea\'es and LCpl Sue Raebum travelled to
Tweezledown , Aldershot , having qualified to take part in the Army
(Women's Services) Cross Country Championships. Some 80 or so
runners from a)l Districts in UK and from Northern Ireland took part .
The course was short , fast and hilly and about three miles distance.
The weather was dry but cold . Our servicewomen gained 2nd place in
the team event for the second year running. This was a good result and
one of which they can be proud.

ARMY (WOMEN'S SERVICES) HOCKEY CHAMPIONSHIPS
On 415 March, having previously won the BAOR (Women's
Services) Inter Unit Hockey Championships beating 29 Company
WRAC in a very close final match, the combined 16/ 28 Sig Regt Team
returned to UK to take part in the Army (Women's Services) finals at
Aldershot. Playing 6 other zone finalists over 2 days, they won all their
matches to score maximum points in the contest, finishing 2 points
ahead of their nearest rivals , 12 Company WRAC from Millhill. To
underline their superiority, they gained their best win against 12
Company WRAC by 8-0 and scored a grand total of 25 goals with
only 2 goals against. Much credit for this success goes to Cpl Julie
(Taff) Doughty who has encouraged and trained the other members of
the squad to produce a team of such high quality and ability. Cpl
Doughty and Cpl Meg Barnard are to be congratulated on their
selection for the Army Squad for the Inter Services Championships.

PRESENTATIONS

b Ffhing F~lco11 was our next arduous undertaking, which was enjoyed
Y e entlr~ squ~dro.n . Nevertheless one Officer, who shall remain
unn.amed, still mamtams.that he didn't get lost (twice} but was merely
t esting the awareness ofh1s troop.
Condole!1ces mus~ be offe~ed to W02 (FofS) Dave Jackson whose
total eQxercise commitment this year has reached the soaring heights of

Snow ueerz.

FAREWELL
The ~q.uadron _wishes to record its sadness at losing the valuable and
entertamm~ semces of the following personnel: Maj Mike Alden-due
to ~o to 4 Sig Gp. Lt Bob Williamson-who has the excitin ros
0f
gomg to Blandford for his FLM Course SSM Brian Euo g!_ h~~
the .fabl.ed ranks in civilian street, Sgt Tony <A>uper-fur twheo JOtns
destination.
same

Pte Tina Boyt WAAC being presented with her ACC Hockey colours
by Col Roe watched by a delighted Commanding officer
THE WIRE, MAY 1982

S The, CO, Lt.<A>l P •. E. A. Chaddock presented SSgt Shankland and
gt .o Neal wrth their LS & GC Medals which proves that crime
'
particularly of the undetected vadety, does pay.
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TO BUSINESS
The R~gimental Shooting team, this year, wa pulled together
couple of weeks before the 3 Div SAM. Practice sessions usua!I;
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con i ti ng of those requiring it, ie SSM Cbarlle Mann~, _for whom the
saying ' Practice makes perfect' doesn't stand. All trammg _was d?ne
under reasonably tropical conditions. sun-bathing and sleepmg having
priority over shooting . The PRI mini-bus was acquired as transport to
and from the SAM at Sennelager, for the lesser members of th e team,
whilst one member travelled in sheer luxury, CO's car.
PERSONALITIES
On the da ·• SSM MannJng's and LCpl (Muppet) Wlllcock's Roupell
went to pot, the rest of the team, especially SSgt Nigel Bro~n ~nd LCpl
Chm Ford, pulling us through. The weather a,t this time was
deteriorating very quickly and from 600m there wasn t much to see. (It
always snows when McLean competes!) The gun match result was not a
foregone conclusion . The budding hopefuls of Cpl Trev Ke tes and Cpl
Andy Mahon didn't live up to expectations and the t wo older members
managed to pull out all the stops to become best A pair, namely Maj
Derek McLean and SSM MannJng. The SMG shoot gave some good
results from Maj McLean and Cpl Keates with brilliant propping up
action from the other members , except for SSgt Brown who had an off
day. One member who hasn't been mentioned is the CO, Lt Col 'Sir'
Chaddock, and after 16 years' absence from shooting. showed some
members of the team how it should be done.

In between these two Exercises the 2 Sqn Wives' Club Quiz Team
represented the regiment in a close-fought contest against a team from
27 Fd Regt RA, for the title of The Brightest Ladies of Lippstadt
Station. I am happy to announce the 2 Sqn team came out as victors.
The team consisted of Mrs Pat Purkiss W / 0 WOl (SSM) Purkiss,
M n Senga Ftoyd W / 0 SSgt (YofS) John (Breath) Floyd, Mrs Lee
Chaplin W / 0 SSgt (FofS) Graham (Jitter) Chaplin, Mrs Pauline
Cottam W / 0 SSgt Brian (AdolO Cottam, Mrs Ann Whaley W / 0 SSgt
(SQMS) Norman (Benezra) Whaley. Well done ladies!
INFANTRY DEFENCE TRAINING
In early February military training was high on the list of . ·r
and Capt John Fletcher was charged with planning and runninpnon ~es
of twenty- four hour platoon in defence camps at a lo al t . ~a senes
· ·
· th
·
•
c rammg area
gwmg e ve~one m ~ regiment the opportunity of taking part y ·
course. ~1de Memoires app~red and Officers and Sen.io/r~~~
Comr.mss1oned Officers were witnessed. in offices around the barracks
stu~~ng ~ese very c~re_fully before their twenty-four hour period The
trammg mcluded d1ggmg nuclear trenches and w· ·
d c• ·
'ti
h' h h h
mng a e1ens1ve
posal1 on w 1c t en ad to be effectively defended by day and night A
sm I group of enemy _commanded by SSgt Bernle Temmen exerc~ed
each.group most eff~ct1vely. At the end of the training which had b
physically . demandm~ and mentally tiring , ev~one had
underst~ndmg of the _hfe o_f an ~nfantier and judging by the number of
war S!Dnes that are stil I bemg dtScussed over a glass of beer it had b
an enjoyable and informative exercise.
'
een

C:

NOT BAD
On a serious note we came 4th out of the 18 Major Unit teams in the
Division. 1 WFR, tBW and 15/ 19 H beat us. We look forward to
meeting other units at Bisley.
ISQNFOCUS
SNOW QUEEN
Whilst the ARU was going on in Lippstadt, the Snow Queen course
was enjoying sun, snow and fresh air in the Bavarian Alps. Activities
included langlaufing and downhill siding. The course stayed in a hut
just south of Sonthofen and were only 10 minutes ' drive from the ski
slopes at Bolsterlang LCpl ~couse (Be~ause it's there) Oliver, though
lacking the finer arts of sknng, especially manoeuvnng, far excelled
others with bis courage. No slope was too high and no jump too severe
until he encountered a com~ression. This successfully converted him
from a skier to an effective missile carving a rut in the l'iste.
Later that day while imitating the professional ski jumpers LCpl
Stevie Clapham took a jump in true professional style to land in an
uncontrolled manner. On retrieving himself he felt a numbing
sensation below his waist and attributed this to his fall. It was not until
a voluptuous female skied past him , that aghast, he realised he had
split his saloppettes exposing his nether regions, He was last seen
breaking the downhill record in an attempt to conceal his
embarrassment.
Towards the end of the first week t he beginners had sufficient
experience on the T Bar and progressep to the upper slopes. At this
stage Sig Micky Dillon developed a genocidal trart . With glazed eye~
and the dexterity of a charging bull elephant he approached the skL
queue, by which a class with instructor were standing; as Mickey
endeavoured to disentangle himself from the wreckage of the class he
found himself eye to eye with the angry instructor. In a strained accent
the instructor asked 'English'???
'Yes', replied Mickey full of expectation. The instructor snapped
back a reply with expletives. Odd how in times of crisis the language
barrier is so easily removed.

ARU

In the middle of January this year a few fortunate members of the
squadron including the 2IC Capt Frank Worrall departed for Bavaria
to take part in exercise Snow Queen. The fortunate 22 (the reference on
this occasion being to the course members and not the regiment)
departed two days before the Regimental A RU .

FAREWELL

One of the heroes of the course, Capt Frank Worrall, has now left us
and all who have skied with him will miss his antics. We wish him luck
in the future and thank him for his outstanding contribution to the
squadron.
2 SQUADRON 22 SIGNAL REGIMENT
COMMCEN SIERRA l SQN REPORT
WIVESSHOWTHEWAY
January saw the start of the new Exercise season with S9n training
and Regt ORT thrown in for good measure. This trainmg proved
invaluable as we had not exercised as a COMMCEN since October last
year. The REME contingent with us practised their recovery skills a
number of times, and thanks to Cpl (now Sgt) Dennb Rutter and Sig
Boris Kellty. They proved it only takes two hours to pull a whole
COMMCEN out of a quagmire.
February started with a bang, as just for a change the first week saw
us on the first Regt Exercise. This was our lead up to ExF1ying Falcon.
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2 Sqn Wives Club Quiz Team
From left to right· Back row: Mrs Cottam, Mrs Purkiss
Front row: Mrs Floyd, Mrs Chapman

FAREWELLS

Since the start of the year we have said goodbye to the following in
traditional 'Sierra' style:- Tech Adjt Capt Brian (Two Eggs) Gould, OC
'F' Tp Lt Ron (Long Haired Student) Taylor and Sqn '.2IC Capt Jones .
CONGRATULATIONS TO:Cpl Bob Martindale and his wife on the birth of their son. Sig
Chappell and his wife on the birth of their son. A special mention for
Neldermaelr on gaining final place in the 'Shiniest Chromium Plated
Helmet' competition.
PROMOTIONS
W02 (SSM) Keith (Bivouac Pole) Purkiss, SSgt (YofS) John
(Breath) Floyd forthcoming promotions.
Sgt Dennis (now 4 Sqn) Rutter, Sgt Ray (Slims) Pearman, LCpl
Jacko Jackson, on promotion.
The whole commcen receives a pat on the back 18 shots held
successfully on Exercise Winter Sales/ Crested Eagle!
3SQNREPORT
The squadron started this year with a series of exercises, and has now
reached the lull in the storm. Our first obstacle of the year was the
ARU. As usual the squadron and regiment performed magnificently.
There were only a few minor setbacks. One of our tasks was to change a
wheel on a Bedford MK. After twenty minutes of struggling, straining
and sweating the crew assigned the task decided the wheel would not
come off. This was a source of consternation until our MT Sgt, Sgt
Couper, advised the crew that more success would be had if they tried
to tum their outs the right way. To prevent massive embarrassment the
Corporal leading the crew wishes to remain anonymous.
The first major exercise of the year was Exercise Uniform Exodus,
the aim was to bring the squadron to 'high tuning'. Initially a few
problems were encountered, by the end of the exercise however, the
purpose of the exercise was achieved.
It took the squadron only a week to recover before it was back out
again on Exercise Sweet Martini. However SSgt Colin Panonage
needed more time. He took full advantage of the bunks in the power
wagon, returning from the exercise fully rested and recovered.
THE WIRE, MAY 1982

EXERCISE 'CRESTED EAGLE'
Th~ end of February saw the _regiment deploying to the field to take
part m a NATO Staff ExerctSe, Exercise Crested Eagle On the
deployment day weath~r conditions were atrocious and the ·torrential
ram a.nd gale force wmds ca.used two of the Tropospheric Scatter
Troop s antennae at, one term~~al to be blown down and extensive!
d;maged. The troop s a~aptabihty was exercised and by the movemen~
o _ one of ~e ~wo remammg antennae over a distance of nearl 200
kilometres hmited communications were restored
y
kilOnce again the Switches (Commcens) were s~parated by some 70
?metr~s ther~by exer_cising the correct tactical deployment of the
reg~meht s terminal equipment. Additionally the Regimental Echelon
un er t e command of Maj (QM) Charles Tbnson, was fully de lo ed
to ~e field and gav_e .~e regiment the vital logistics backing fhal it
requires. After the m1tial bad weather the sun shone and dried out
tenta~e and the field locations and it was towards the end of the
exerctSe that ~~g C. N. ~t ODE, Commander Communications
1 (BR) Corps v1s1ted a Mobile (Comhead) and Switch location. He also
mC! com~nanders and p~rsonnel from the Belgian, German and Dutch
units wh_1ch, together with the regiment a part of the Northern Army
Group Signal S~pport Group. Inevitably on the day of Endex there was
an?ther to~ nt1al downpour and if it had not been for recove
;ss1stance given Lt David Bowbay, together with men and equipmeZ
rom a local REME unit, some fifty vehicles from the Signal Support
Group would proJ:>ably be still stuck in a wood somewhere on the North
West German plam .

The Commander in Chief talks to Cpl Yvonne Lovatt and LCpl Carolyn
Barber while the CO looks bn

VISIT BY THE COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF

In t~e middle of March the regiment was honoured by a visit from
the ~mC BAOR , Gen Sir Michael Gow KCB ADC (Gen). In his
app~)l.ntme~t as Comma~der Northern Army Group he was already
fam1har _with the oper~tional role; of the regiment and had visited
several times on exercise, but this was his first visit to Francisca
Barracks. On arrival the CinC was met by the CO, Lt Col Paul Webb

The Commander in Chief presents Sgt Chris Biddlecombe with the
LS&GCMedal

The Commander in Chief is met by: from left to right: W01 (RSMl
Ted Banham._ Capt Ken Hadfield the Adjutant, Capt Paul Gorford the
Ad1utant designate and the CO Lt Col Paul Webb
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and was then briefed on the British National aspect of the regiment by
the 2JC, Maj Bob Brewls.
'
This was then followed by a visit to the Start/ Finish of the Inter
Troop March and Sh<J?t Competition, where Gen Sir Michael was able
to ~ee some of the action and . n:ieet several members of the regiment.
ThtS w:is. then foUo~~ by a vts1t to the Regimental War Games Club
where tt is now trad1t1onal that all visiting Generals are briefed on the
World War 3 battle by the President, Cpl 'Beau' Cattell, and his club
members. The next port of call was the Sgts Mess where the CinC was
met by the RSM, WOI Ted Banbam and the PMC W02 (AQMS) R
Kelly. Here the CinC presented LS&GC Medals to Sp C~
Bld_dJeco~ and John Swaine and the customary bunch of flowers to
their respective better halves, GBllan and Hazel. Time allowed Gen Sir
Michael to have a chat with all the WOs, before moving for a Ji ht
luncheon m the Offi<:Crs Mess and subsequent departure for his doutle
Headquarters at Rhemdahlen .
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SPORT
Before writing about football successes. mention mu st be made of
Cpl Karen Taylor WRAC who plays hockey with the joint 16128 Sig
Regt Women's Services team. She was selected to play for the BAO R
Womens Service team, which beat their opposite numbers in the
United Kingdom , congratulations Karen.
Details of all the activities associated with the 1981 / 82 football
season are too lengthy to record in these notes, but it is worth
highlightin g the winning of the BAOR Challenge Cup . After
successfully beating six other teams in the knockout competition, the
regiment faced 28 Amphibious Engineer Rerment, for the second year
running , in the final. This year the team , which was well supported by a
hardy band of spectators, were determined to win . There was an early
setback when, after fifteen minutes, Sig Terry Colley broke his leg and
Sgt Jim Lowery came on to replace him . At full time the score was one
all and after extra time with no more goals scored a replay was ordered
for the next day. Once again, the two very equally matched teams,
battled it out for ninety minutes and with no score went into extra time.
At the end of another thirty minutes the score was still nil nil and the
regulation five penalties were taken and at this juncture the score was
five all. The next eliminating stage was sudden death penalties and Sgt
Bob Humphries REME, the regiment's ~oalkeeper, saved the day for
the regiment with a wonderful save makmg a final score of 7-6 in the
regiment's favour.

28 (BR) Sig Regt ( NORTHAG) Football Team, winners of the
BAOR Football Association Challenge Cup 1982

The Commander in Chief presents Sgt John Swaine with the LS&GC
Medal

TWO OTHER MARCH VISITORS
The regiment had two other formal visits during March. Firstly Col
Tony Roe, the Commander Catering BAOR who was accompanied by
Maj Jerry Chllvers ACC. Col Roe was briefed on the role of the
regiment and then given the opportunity to see some of the NATO
cooking equipment the regiment is issued with. He also had an
opportunity to meet all the catering staff within the regiment ably led
by W02 (SQMS) Sa.ndy Moir ACC and, in front of his colleagues ,
presented Cpl Jeff Jeffrey ACC with his Rugby colours. Col Roe's visit
ended with lunch time refreshment in the Sgts Mess followed by a
formal luncheon in the Officers Mess. At the end of the month Col Jack
Weltlake from the SOinC's Directorate in the MOD made a
familiarisation visit to the regiment. After a luncheon in the Officers
Mess he was given a detailed briefing on all aspects of the regiment's
role and this was followed by a look at most of the major communications equipments and complexes. Col Westlake departed after taking
tea with all the Officers and sampling the regimental doughnut.
SSgt Maurice Nelson receives the BAOR Football Cup from Brig Brian
Emsden the Brigadier Infantry and Commander Sennelager Training
Area

WIVES VISIT-PARIS
In early April a group of fifty-one wives, accompanied by ten
soldiers, left Krefeld by coac., for a long weekend in Paris. The trip was
organised by Mrs Anthea Garrod wife of Maj Frank Garrod the OC of
2 Sqn and was the follow up to a previous successful wives' outing.
Your scribe has been told that lots of places of interest were visited and
that everybody enjoyed themselves. He has subsequently found out that
the Moulin Rouge proved to be a popular nightspot , as long as you
didn't arrive before midnight.
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And so to Aldershot to take part in the Army Football final against
the School of Electrical and Mechanical Engineering REME, last
year's runners up . A large number of spectators had travelled from
Germany and the Signal Officer in Chief, Maj Gen A. C. Blrtwistle
CBE and many of his Staff Officers had travelled from London to give
the Regiment support. Many former members of the regiment , now
serving in the UK, had also found their way to the stadium together
with In Pensioners Harry Hulme, Tom Goldsmith and colleagues.
•·From the start it was a hard fought game and the regiment ended the
day as winners with a final score of I goal to nil'. The winning goal was
scored during the second half by LCpl Andy Edwards.
THE WIRE, MAY 1982

REGIMENT AL SILVER
The picture sho~s a '.Jimm:( about nine inches tall which was
presented to the regiment m Apnl 1957 by one of its first COs. Lt Colp.
G. Goo~eve-I?ocker, .to be u~ed as the Inter Troop trophy. The history
of the J1m~y .ts mos.t mterestmg and started when 2Lt Goodeve-Docker
was comm1ss10ned m August 1928 and met in Catterick an old friend
2Lt G.H.S. Balmaln who was the proud owner of an Austin 12 saloon
and attached to the radiator cap was the 'Jimmy' . In 1929 2Lt Balmain
changed ca~ and ~oun? that his radiator cap would not fit the new one
so he gave tt t? his. frtend. 2Lt Goodeve-Docker found that the cap
would not fit his Triumph Super 7 saloon and then 'Jimmy's' travels
started. In. 1931 he travelled to India together with Lt GoodeveD?Ckers' kit, where he stayed until 1938 without being able to find a
smtab~e radiator t? sit on. In 1938 he returned to England together
with his master's kit and he sat on his mantelpiece for eleven years. In
1949 the b?ss was on the mo~e again and 'Jimmy' was packed and
posted. to Smgapor.e. Once agam there was no success in finding a car
or radiator to .fit h!m. So in 1955 after a tour in the Far East 'Jimmy'
eve~t ually amved m BAOR to find that car design had changed and
radiator caps were now under the bonnet. In 1957 when Lt Col
Goodeve-Docker handed over command of the regiment and retired
from the ,o\rmY. he had 'Jimmy' mounted on a suitable base and
presented him to the regiment. 'Jimmy' is still presented to the winner
of the yearly Inter Troop competition and regularly has pride of place
on formal occasions on the table in the Officers Mess.

The Inter Troop competition trophy. The Goodeve-Docker 'Jimmy'
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RAUY CHAMPION DOES IT AGAIN
A spur-of-the-moment decision taken by W02 (RQMS) George Gay
seven years ago changed his life comple~ely. G~rge, who was then a
Staff Sergeant serving with 229 Si~ Sqn m Berlm. was asked to make
up the squadron's team for Exercise Magnum Spirit, t~e Army ~ally
Championshi . He agreed, and . ~ith no prev!ous rallymg expenence
whatsoever. lfnished a highly creditable 40th m the event, out of 120
starters. From then , George's rallyi ng career took off; completel_y
hooked on his new hobby, he has gone fro ~ strength to si:rength until
in 1981 he won the Army Rally Championship fo r the first bme. .
George, who always competes in the Landro~er C1 3: ', wo~ his first
BAOR Championship in 1978, and has won this parocu ar .t~tle every
year since then . He has also competed in many German m1ht~ry and
ci,•ilian events, and has won se\-eral of these._He has competed m t~ ree
Scottish and two Welsh Rallies, and ~a s fimsh.ed th~ course each b!lle
he has competed . His bigge~ success in :-tie Umted Kmgdom was bemg
placed second in his class m the Scottish ~ally,. one of the toughest
events in the international calendar. Comp~hng in an ~Jmost standard
landrover, George still rates this as one ofh1s finest achievements.

30 SigRegt
Blandford Camp
VISITS TO THE REGIMENT
1982 is proving to be a popular year for visitors, the latest by Mr
Geoffrey Pattie MP , Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for
defence Procurement on 18 March . Mr Pattie visited detachments from
1, 2.and 3 Squadrons taking th e opportunity to stop and speak to the
soldiers and make a test-run on some of the equipment.

undertaken for over 2 years . Some technical problems occurred, the
premature siting of the BBC being a major disaster. FofS Colin
Mitchell was able to 'borrow' spare parts from 'Auntie' to keep an
ailing 013 functioning , but with their 12 x 250,000 warts t ransmitters
3:nd a maxi'!1!-1m possible output of 3,000,000 watts, the 'Beeb' had
httle competition . The 013 worked back to the UK initially, switching
later to Gibralt ar , along with the sister YRC 310 link. SATCOM
work~d back into Oak h.anger and the DCN, although t hey also
experienced problems which kept SSgt Andy McBain and technicians
LCpl 'Paddy' TeHord and Cpl Ian Ganett very busy. On the plus side
we had little trouble with our 19 inch racks, and little more with 2Lta
Debbie Rlce and Suzie Reed!
INTER-SERVICE MANNING
The RAF deployed a small detachment from 38 Tactical
Communications Wing, using their standard range of amateur
equipments but all in the same Commcen. Working a 3-way shift with
th.e RAF happily meant that most people were able to enjoy some
leisure time and the enormous hospitality of the Islanders.

W02 (RQMSl George Gay at his desk in the QM's department
Now as the current Anny Champion , he really has something to live
up to. Our photographs show Georg~ at work at his desk and some of
the rewards of th is tough sport-and some of the _ pro~ lems. ~eorge
main tains that the only th ing he hates about rallymg 1s clean!ng _t he
silverware, but, as he points out , the only way that ca~ stop fo r hi m is to
stop winning, and he has no intention of that ha ppenmg fo r a few years
yet.

Some of the trophies won by W0 2 (RQMS l George Gay in ra llyin g

THE OFFICERS
Lastly, it is worthy of recording that the CO has never managed to
assemble all his Officers at one time fo r a photograph . He nearly
succeeded this ti me and the caption tells the story.

Sitting from Left to F''ght: Capt Colin Mcloughlin Comd B Tp a~d
Regt
Tfc
Offr,
Capt
John
Morrison
Comms
Chief
NORTHAG / TWOATAF Commcen, Capt John Smith REME OC LAD,
Maj Dick Stokes OC Sp Sqn, Maj Bob Brewis 21C .Lt Col Paul. W~bb
CO, Capt Ken Hadfield Adjt and 21C 1 Sqn designate, ~aJ Brian
Robinson Training Major, Maj Neville lllman OC 1 Sqn, Mai Charle~
Timson BEM QM (Tech) and PAO , Maj Frank Garrod OC 2 Sqn . Mai
(Retd ) John Dean QM (Admin)
Absent : Lt Adrian Thornton Comd 0 Tp
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The Officers. Standing from Left to right: Capt David Sharpe RAPC
Paymaster, Capt John Fletcher 21C 1 Sqn, Capt Keith Goodfellow
Comd TROPO Troop, Capt Dennis Rimmer RPC 21C Sp Sqn, 2 Lt
Jinny Edwards WRAC attached, Lt Guy Kenyon Comd A Troop, Capt
Mary Piers WAAC Comd V Tp, Capt Sandy Reid Reece Offr 2 Sqn
and PRI, Capt Paul Gorford 21C 2 Sqn and Adjt designate, Capt Bob
Kelbie TOT, Lt Carolyn Wilding WRAC Comd P Tp'. Capt Ray Stark
MTO, Capt John Wedgbury Tech AdJt
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Sgt K. Hibbe rt in NBC suit explaining the TS C 502 to Mr Geoffrey
Pattie MP
PSYCIDC
Cal! it psychic, prophesy, prophylactic positioning, prudence or what
you ~ill but as a result of a Charlie Troop intercept , deciphered in MT,
and mterp!eted by the UKCICC duty officer on a Wednesday, we
ended up 111 an electronic counter penetration position 4,500 miles
away on the Ascension Islands . Of course we were, as far as the world
was concerned , eight weeks early and well ahead of Ossie Ardilis flying
back to 'you know where' to assemble a fleet for gunboat diplomacy in
the South Atlantic . Maybe it was purely a result of all the bad habits
taught in 1st British Cor ps, where we in the Corps consistently deploy a
plethora of antennas on to the Koteberg six months before any major
exercise! However, true to Corps form and starting on 12 Feb , 1 Sqn
under Maj Tony Sugdon flew into Wideawake Airport to be welcomed
by the 'massed bands' of the BBC and Cable and Wireless. The Island ,
represented on most maps by a tiny speck in the middle of the Atlantic,
half way between the Gamb ia and Brazil , boasts a population of
approximately 800, mostly St Helenans, but supplemented by an
American airbase, one officer! and a few British expats work ing on t he
BBC relay station and a large Cable and Wireless installation .

HOT DRY AND DUSTY
The hot , dry and dusty climate of this volcanic dustbin was the main
problem for equipment and person nel, both need ing to be kept well
cooled and oiled with a steady supply of chilled coke and the occasional
beer! This supply was unerringly maintained py acting barmen W02
John Gardene_r RAPC and LCpl Ron Campbell , the former admitting
on one occasion that he had act ual ly ordered too much. With an
admission like that 1 Sqn will never be the same! The Island is simply a
volcanic mound and dis(>lays an incredible contrast of scenery. The
majority of it is covered m a clinker and rich red dust , but there are
areas of lush ~een vegetation on Green mountain , which hosts a
marvellous variety of flora and a herd of cows! The people are not
indigenous and had to be imported some 150 years ago. They have
adopted a way of small tight knit communities , but we found them ever
ready to extend a welcoming hand and indeed , a whole social calendar
was arranged solely for our benefit. Such were the social commitments
that many other less important events had to be cancelled.
MUCH PRACTICAL VALUE
Though many communicating problems were experienced because of
the heavy local interference, and the sheer distances involved , much of
practical value was learnt about operating under the adverse conditions
experienced. Have you ever tried driving a four foot peg into volcanic
lava or finding an earth where none exists?

SOME PROBLEMS
The deployment, under the overt guise of a Contingency
Communications exercise, Co11commex , was the first the regiment had

WELCOME TWO NIGHTER
T he dreaded return to UK prior to the re-deployment , remember
4,500 miles, was alleviated somewhat by an overnight stop at the
Atlantic Hotel in Banjul. the capital of The Gambia . For tl)ose whose
Heres experienced engine problems , it was a welcome two nighter. The
rest is of course highly classified, but we suggest you watch the Press.
Things are stirring in deepest Dorset!

A 30th Sig Regt detachment ready to deploy

GOODBYE TO A STALWART!
Very sadly the regiment recently said goodbye to M~ Gordon
Andrews (Retired and Bar), who after 10 years in his second career
running the PRI for the regiment fmally , fmally retired .
Gordon served a total of 46 years in or with the Cor(>s. joining as a
Signalman in the year that Jessie Owen won four Olympic gold medals I
He saw active service in world War 2 and in 1942 was selected for
commissioning . After the War he served in many places in the world
including Burma , Aden , Malaya and Cyprus initially retiring as a
Major QM in 1972 after 35 years continuous service. In that year he
joined 30 Sig Regt as an RO running the PRl and anything else that he
could Jay his hands on and turn into a major success . this was a
mammoth task that Gordon carried out with quiet fervour and
supreme efficiency. Amongst his very many notable triumphs was the
establishing of initial contacts with the Island of Alderney.
Everyone who has passed through the Regiment has benefited from
Gordon Andrews' immense devotion to duty and kindness, irrespective
of rank and the regiment honoured him in the best way it could,
clapping and cheering him out on his last tour of the unit lines in the
VIP Land Rover. What of his retirement? We understand that Gordon
is a keen church councillor, part time accountant, gardener, and a very
un-practised golfer and we hope that his gift of a golf trolley will lighten
his load as he strives to decrease his now creaking handicap .
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Maj Andrews and golf trolley, smiling as he is clapped and cheered
along his last tour of the regiment

EXERCISE 'NORMAN CONQUEST'
8 DECEMBER 1981-10FEBRUARY1982
Exercise Norman Conquest was a SATCOM exercise in support of
the ational Guard in Saudi Arabia . The aim of the exercise was to
demonstrate the capabilities of mobile SATCOM to Prince Abdullah
lbn Abel al-Aziz al Abel al-Rachman al-Faisal al Sa'ud , Commander of
the National Guard. during the annual inspection tour. One TSC 502.
interfaced with the Kurais Palace at Riyadh , was used as a base station
and mobile detachments were provided by Marconi and Racal, ably
assisted by ex-Sgt Cartledge, who has just left the regiment to
permanently 'go fishing'.
THE ADVANCE PARTY
The advance party of Capt John Thomas, FofS David Ellis and
Cpl Sammy McElreavey left England on Tue 8 December. The actual
departure date was not known until the 7th as the start of the tour
depended on the right phase of the moon. On the flight over, the pilot
kept everybody interested by his amusing references to the attractive air
hostesses. At one point he suggested that seat belts were put loosely
over blankets-otherwise in the event of bad weather the hostesses
would have to put them on. Immediately a flurry of activity occurred as
Cpl Sammy McElreavey, hoping for bad weather. undid his seat belt
and disappeared under a blanket. The rest of the team, Cpl Dave Gill,
Cpl Greg Rockham and Sig Paul Hanlon arrived with the Racal and
Marconi teams on Sun 13 Dec, after a 24 hours delay due to the first
snowfall! A Saudi Air Force C-130 humping the equipment arrived
from Lyneham on 15 Dec at 2200 hours. With the assistance of the
National Guard the equipment had cleared customs by 2330 in record
time and we were all set for a fantastic Christmas.
FULLY TESTED
The TSC 502 was operated in the remote mode from the roof of the
National Guard Signals Headquarters building in Riyadh . The dish
and microwave unit were lifted onto the roof with a 30 ton crane
provided by Cable and Wireless. All interfaces had been built and the
system fully tested out by 28 December. (Good Lord-I mean, by
Allah. what happened to Christmas!) The Prince was able to talk from
the desert through his operator. The Chief Signals Officer, to Riyadh
and on to his operator at the POX in the Kurais Palace. This gave him
full access into domestic and international systems. The satellite used
was the eight year old faithful SKYNET H.B . then sunning itself over
Singapore but providentially drifting into operational range at 0.3 of a
degree per day-work that out at 0430 in the desert on a skinful of
Barbican.
LINE ABREAST
The mobiles deploved with the Director of the National Guard
Signals , Maj Gen Abdul-Aziz Mohammad al-Ayyar, on 29 Dec and
were joined by the Prince on l January. Initially the Prince's camp was
co-located with the King, but on 10 Jan after a visit by Kina Huueln of
Jordan, note the passage of the New Year without mention, he
separated, heading north into Iraq. The Prince's camp consisted of
about 170 vehicles and 350 people, which must be second in size only to
1(BR) Corps Headquarters. Most of the driving was off-road and it was
not uncommon for speeds in excess of 40mph to be reached whilst
cr<ming the desert. Where space permitted the vehicles drove line
abreast . Rommel style, to avoid the dust and giving a frontage of the
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' I know it's there somewhere!'

Cpl Gill, Cpl Hockman,. Sig H.anlon and Cpl McBreavey taking the
opportunity to sightsee out in the desert

A SUCCESS

The detachment was extremely well looked after by Brig Norman
Butler, Col Mike Hales and all members of the SANGCOM team and
for the duration .of their ~y had the use of two cars . The cars varied
from a large 7 htre Ame1:1can St Regis, affectionately known as The
Beast,. to a To;rota Cress1da. It was certainly an experience and an
educati~n to dnve on the roads. The exercise was a success and, in fact,
t~e National Guard wanted to hang on to the equipment already in
Riy~dh. As a result the TSC 502 and mobiles were left on loan until the
National Guard .obl:'lin their own system, but we already told you to
watch for the notice ID the Sun on 1 Aprill

Capt Thomas and FofS Ellis on the roof of the National Guard Signal
Building

order of one mile. The 502 detachment in Riyadh was being well looked
after by the National Guard and the dut y shift could quite often be
found sitting cross-legged in th e Message Centre enj oying a traditional
'Mutton Grab' . This consisted of a mixture of sheep fl esh , who's for an
eye ball , rice, salad . peppers and khobs. unleavened bread , washed
down with a can of Pepsi .
SNOW
On 5 Feb the Prince moved into Syria , and at 2300 hours that night
paid a surprise visit to the detachment, accompanied by President
Assad . During the move into Syria they experienced their first
snowfall!! It is rumoured that the Racal and Marconi detachments
were seen having a snowball fight , much to the amusement of the rest
of the camp . On Sun 7 Feb the Prince left the desert camp , was it
therefore deserted? thereby allowing the mobiles to start the long haul
back to Riyadh .
Whilst in Riyadh the 502 detachment made the best of a rare
opportunity to visit Saudi Arabia. The city areas were well explored ,
with wives and girlfriends no doubt gaining benefit from the visits to
the gold souks. Some travelling was done in the surrounding area to
Riyadh, especially when running with the Hash House Harriers. Lt Col
Pbll Spooner assured the detachment that if you haven't taken part in a
Hash, you haven't been to Saudi Arabia. It was a little unfortunate that
the CO , Lt Col Roger Thomp10n , was unable to take part, in a Hash
during his flying visit, but surely that wasn't him seen running down
the main Riyadh boulevard in a pair of red shorts and a yashmak. At
least he had time for an excellent dinner in the field, a modest £140 for
5 brou~ht to a sumptuous conclusion with Dave GUI expounding on the
delicacies of crepe suzette . Pity he didn't tell the Paki~'tani waiter who
served him a Bombe Alaska, which groaned over the edge of the plate
and dripped in cream freshly flown in from Kenya. The detachment
also ran in the Riyadh Road Runners cross country races and SSgt
David Ellis and Sig Paul Hanlon even found time to compete in the first
Riyadh Marathon.
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Cpls Gill, Hockham, McElreavey and Sig Hanlon with their camel
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BADMINTON
30 Sig Regt and Blandford Garrison were well represented at the
r~cent West Area Badminton Championships at Perham Down,
T1dworth . Several current Army and Army squad hopefuls fell foul of
the men from Blandford.
In the prestige event, the Men's Singles Cpl Ian Wella took the title
and beat last year's winner. the No 1 seed,' on the way to the final The
final of the Men's singles plate was an all Blandford affair with Lcpl
~rae Dudley, 30 Sig Regt, facing up to Sat Sten Croot, School of
Signals. After a hard morning's play LCpl Dudley flDally ran out of
steam and Sgt Croot took the match in two straight sets.
Sgt_Dlck E~s, CPA Blandford Garrison, was involved in three finals
and J;is expenence enabled him and his partners to win all three . In the
Me:° s Ope~ .Doubles Sat Eilla and Cpl Wella proved too strong for all
their oppoSJhon. Sat Croot was Sgt EUia'• partner in winning the Unit
Doubles and Mlt1 DI Weeb ably assisted Sgt Eilla in the Mixed
doubles.
. the ChampionS;hip.s, also, enabled 30 Sig Regt to show their strength
ID dep~h. by wmn1Dg the South West District Inter-Unit KO
Competition. The team consisted of Sgt Sid Steele, Cpl Ian Wella, LCpl
Geo~ Dudley. and Mr MJck Williama, a unit based civilian. In the
final, -2 Locating Bty RA ~und the strength of the regimental team
more than they co~ld cope wt~, as RAC Centre Bovington and School
of Infantry, Warm1Dster, had m the earlier rounds .
_By the way, there is no truth in the rumour that we hired Securicor to
brmg .back all the trophies presented by the President of the RA
Badmmton , Col P. W. G. Seabrook OBE.
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31 (Greater London) Sig Regt (V)
Hammersmith
HQSQN FOCUS
Since our last Wire ote HQ Sqn has come under new management.
We have aid farewell to M-aj Bob Slmpson and welcomed Maj Jlm
Allan. Bob Slmpson retired undefeated as a Territorial. but was
brought to his knees by the pres!>ure of business. He is .now ~rilling for
oil on behalf of BP somewhere on Runway One at Gatwick Airport? ( t
least that's his story!! ). Jim Allan has led a very sheltered life within the
regiment up until now!. With seven different cap badges now under his
control, most of them ' Chiefs" with very few "Ind ians ', life has taken on
a different complexion.
The quadron is al o aying goodbye to two of our PSls SSgt Gary
Cooke REME and Sgt Goff Adams Royal Signals . Two very good
soldiers who will be adly missed for all the hard work and extra ti me
they gave to the squadron. We wish them both well for t he future.
Another piece of bad news was that the football team were kn ocked out
of the 'Loudon TA Cup competition', not an experience they are used
to, having won the competition several years in succession. The team
Captain WOII (SSM) Steve Bland can now be heard muttering to
himself, 'You can't win them all'.
The good news is that the squadron won the 'Cobham Cup' against
stiff competition from the rest of the regiment; the LAD won the
REME 'Southern Craftsman' competition. Well done both teams.
Congratulations go to SSgt Geoff Voller on being awarded the
Meritorious Certificate, a well deserved award for years of devoted and
loyal service.

32 Sig Regt (V)
Glasgow
ARU- INSPECTION BY GOC SCOTLAND
Lieutenant General Sir David Young KDE, CD, DFC, descended
upon the regiment on 20 Feb for his Annual Inspection . Squadron
Commanders were to be found hiding behind bushes brushing up on
their tactical awareness by quickly scanning the latest pages of the
'Hotspur' and 'Boy's Own'. Lower down the chain of command ,
subalterns were contemplating suicide whereas the 'gentlemen' from
Aberdeen were preening themselves in mirrors and adjusting the jaunty
slant of their 'Tam O' Shanters' which they were convinced would
capture the GOCs eye and distract him from asking penetrating
questions about why their puttees were on upside down! Joking apart
the Inspection was detailed and exacting and the Adjutant is still
keeping his ears to the ground with HQ Scotland so that he can preempt the report with a preference posting!

69 (NORTH IRISH HORSE) SIG SQN
Towards the end of last Nov we received i t
.
preparation fo r a very special visit 'sometime M:sr rsrl~?S ~o make
is : ames of
those who wou ld b e able lo attend had to be b .
being aware that they were liable to be called ~upo m~tted, w~hohut them
would in fact be goin~ to. Plans had also to b
n o go an w at .they
of a presentation whi ch coul d be t ransporte~ dt~L~ ~p and submitted
indoors in a space not much bigger than a in - is um and ere~ed
would represent all th e activities of 69 ( NIHlSiggS~n(gv\~ble and which

THE DISPLAY STAND
The veil of secrecy surround ing th
·1
f
·
remained intact by virtue of fe w .not s~ s~~:1~ ~~nt;et~e~i~os~c~~i~i~s
know, about the pros pect of walkmg with a erm
r
e
breach of security be traced back to them The D"anfnt imp should a
presented us ~it~ pro~lems on an altogeth.er diffe:!~t~l~~~n~~~~e~~~
para m.eters w1th!n w.h.1ch we were to work and the limitation~ which we
faced m the avrulabthty of materials and manpower w
· d h
services of an ingenious planner a resourceful
. e require t e
I t · ·
ood fi
'
scrounger, a competent
e ec nctan , a g
1tter and a general 'gofor', all of whom would be
prepared to work t\".enty five hours a day, seven da s a week Ha ii
we
had
such
a
man
ID the squadron-the AO Ca tyD
· several
pp y
"d
d"
d
• P ave Roy.
1 ea~ ~e re 1scusse ._a draft plan produced and agreed and , in the best
trad1 t10~ of the service, left for someone else to get on with Bl od
swea t toil and tears and .even , dare I say it, a few swear words, .;ent~nt~
the manufacture of a Display Stand which was duly ' beamed' fro m th
Easton Hall at Oooney to the Garrison Gymnasium at Lisburn .
e
ALL WORTHWHILE
A visit of a Colonel-in-Chief was an unqualified success and mad
the hard work and preparation all worthwhile. Following luncheon i:
the Sgts Mess, where the SSM W02 George Wylie and his wife Shiela
were pr~sented. Her Royal Highness visited th e static Display in th~
gymnasium and was met at 69 Sqn's Stand by the OC M j J h
Pl~erton TD. T~e Pr~~ess met Drum Maj Sammy Lyle an~ to ~h~
Regunental Recruit Trammg WO, W02Jlm Sims who with the aid of
yet another set o.f flashing lights, demonstrated where f,9 Sqn fits into
the scheme of thmgs. HRH then met LCpls McClay and Lalrd and Si
Duddy the. other members of the Display Team. Cpls Johnstone an~
Stanne~t did an .excell.e nt, albeit unseen , backroom job keepin 0 en
the radio ~nd pri~ter !mks to the stand. The Royal visit to the C~rp~ in
~lster finished wrth a Reception in 0e Officers Mess where the OC and
~~~~ CaptJlmmy Moore and their respective wives were presented to

Our photograph shows: Left to right: 2Lt Ken Duffy-The
GOC- The CO (Mopp ing his fevered brow!)-Maj Mike Sandys.

SSgt Geoff Voller receiving his Meritorious Certificate from Baroness
Phillips.

LONDON DISTRICT TERRITORIAL ARMY
ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONSHIPS 1982
. A bright sunny morning in March saw 41 Sqn and 47 Sqn competing
ID the London District Orienteering Championships held at Trent
Park. For the WRAC, 41 Sqn's team of Cpl Blllln, Pte Burt and Pte
He.Jy beat off all comers with Cpl Blllln also taking the individual
winner's prize deposmg Lt S. Fenney of 47 Sqn who this time could only
manage 2nd place , one minute behind. Only 41 sqn will be able to go
forward to represent the regiment in the UKLF Championships, but
the rest of the WRAC are in training for next year!
For the men LCpl Rock of 41 Sqn managed a very creditable 8th
place and ~ogether with Cpl Hall and LCpl Traynor helped the 41 Sqn
first team mto 4th place earning a reserve nomination for the UKLF
Championships.
The squadron has now got its head down and working hard towards
' Annual Camp' in NW Europe. WOI (SVWO) John Robson is at
present trying to convince WOI (RSM) Gus Boag that 'Duty Free' has
another meaning?? Annual Camp is always a busy time for the
squadron and this year will be no exception. No doubt that our next
Wire Notes will include the stories of how we 'won the war' and carried
the rest of the regiment through.
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RECRUITTRAINlNG WEEKEND
The Regimental Recruit training weekend took place during 617
Mar. The course assembled on Friday 5 Mar. The Chief Clerk SSgt
John Powles and LCpl Rose Bruce ensured that the reception of the
recruits went without a hitch. The recruits received their initial brief
just after midnight from the Adjt, Capt Brian Jackson and WOI (RSM)
Peter Clarke.
This was to be an arduous training and assessment weekend and it
started at 0530 hrs on Saturday morning with a 3 mile road run . The
day progressed with suitable periods of drill, NBC, weapon training,
first aid and fieldcraft and tactics. This was all co-ordinated by the
RSM and W02 Jlm Slms the Recruit Training Warrant Officer. His
team of instructors W02 John Gallacher, W02 Dave Watt, SSgt Phil
Atherton, Sgt Joyce Ewan, Sgt Moma Strachan and Sgt Nell O'Reilly
produced excellent training periods. All recruits fired their personnel
weapon on the Range and the WRAC fired an introduction shoot with
the SMG . The afternoon session culminated in assault course
instruction in preparation for the competition on Sunday morning. At
1900 hrs there was a briefing for the night patrols exercise. The rain
had just begun to fall. The ambush position was manned by SSgt
Atherton, W02 Gallacher and WOIJohn McGrath. The exercise was a
test of the fieldcraft and tactics taught during the day. The Adjuta'!t's
section triggered the ambush and the sky and surroundmg
mountainside were illuminated. The exercise ended at midnight. AH
the recruits and most of the DS Staff were by now completely
exhausted . PT on Sunday morning was put back until 0600 hrs and all
the recruits and DS completed the BFT. The results were quite
startling out of the 40 who took the test there were only 2 failures.
Training continued with a lecture on pay and allowances given by
W02 Peter Davies. further drill periods and map reading taken by the
RSM. The final period of the day was an exciting assault course
competition. The whole weekend was extremely successful and the
recruits showed that with discipline and leadership a civilian can
become militarily orientated in a very short time.
THEWIRE, MAY1982

OC looks on while W02 Sims demonstrates the Regimental
deployment to HRH . Also in the picture are LCpl McClay, C11 , Sig
Duddy and LCpl Laird T100

The Colonel -in-Chief with OC 69 Sig Sqn, Maj John Pinkerton TD. Lt
Col Maynard lo9ks on
THE WIRE, MAY 1982

PIBDPIPER82
This year ex Pied Piper Team looked as though it was not goin to be
able to compete due to a ~horiage of Otlicer but the gap was vafiantly
filled , and ~t ~ery short notice, by W02 Jim Slms. The competition
took place ID ideal weather on the Magilligan Trainin$ Area. but ,
unfortunately, one of our team went over on his ankle with the result
that we were a .man short on f?ur of the stands. This notwithstanding
the tean:i put ID. a very cre~ttable score and would, without these
au~o~attc pena!ties, have fimshed , we estimate in 9th or 10th place
This 1~ a cons id era ble improvement on last year' score and is ~
reflection ~f the hard work and training put in by all concerned . The
team consisted of W02 Sims, Cpls Johnstone and Stannett LCpl
Laird, Slgs Platt, Duddy, Love and Miller.
'
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36 Sig Regt (V)
Wanstead

33 Sig Regt (V)
Liverpool
EXERCISE 'MARCH HARE'
Re rt b Maj Chris Vere TA PRO North West D s~ct
.
take lour squadrons, a slice of Cheshire counays1de that looked JUSt
rk
1 Germany an exercise planned to be a rehearsal for annual .Cilmp,
e dio kit' and more than a dash of rain ... that was 33 Sig Re~
(vrsr~xerci ~ March Hare, set by co, Lt Col Gavin Mackay and his
staff. Being exercised were Regimental Hea~quarters and HQ Sqn
from Alamein TA Centre, Huyton, MerseySJde; 59 Squadron from
Ed e Lane TA Centre, Ll\'erpool; 42 Squadron from Manchester and
80 ~quadron from Chester.
.
.
The scenario for the Exercise-itself a run up for Camp m 1une m
BAOR with 11 Signal Bde (V) was establishing links o~er the De!amere
Forest Hills, working back to the RAF Burtom.vood site alongside the
M62 motorway. Deployed alongside the Royal Signals and WRAC were
the LAD REME, the RAMC detachment, th~ ~ooks ACC, and sole
representative of the Royal Army Chapl.am s Department, The
Reverend Ian Simpson, Curate ofHuyt<_>~ Pans~ Church.
.
Notwithstanding icy winds, and dnvmg ram , the Ex~rc1.se ,was a
success with attendance over 300. 'It's been a good ~egmm!1g ' fiMaldJ
Ed ard Emett RAO of Headquarters told us and with 1e
exi:rience of die new range of equipment, we'll have a lot of
ad,•antages when we go to Camp'.

TA COL VISITS 44 (~INQUE ~ORTS) SIG SQN (V)
On 20 Feb 82, .d~rmg Exercise Spring Clean. Commcen LIMA had
the honour of a v1S1t by Col D.S. Strong the TA Col SE District. Col
Strong was met at the entrance to the site by the Sqn Comd, Maj Ian
Cbrystie and was taken first to the Communication Complex where the
role of the unit was explained by the Ops Officer, Capt S~b Maude,
WRAC . . Cc_>I Stro~g was ~hen escorted around the major
commumcating vehicles meeting the technicians. including the
Foreman SSgt Clive Dawes, and the Data Telegraphists. including
SSgt Lillian Stevens.

Members of80 Sig Sqn (V) enjoy a hot drink after a very cold night in
Delamere Forest.
L to R: Maj (TOTI Gordon Harrison, Capt Catriona Millar WRAC,
QCdt Clive Sparkes, SSgt Chris Mullee, Cpl John Billingham
!Courtesy PR North West District)

Pte Alison Moody, Pte Jane Woolmer
This was then followed by a visit to the admin area for a welcome
mug of tea provided by the exercise SQMS SSgt Brian Jenner and the
squadron's PSI Sgt Alan Culton. After tea Col Strong was given a tour
of the Radio Relay troop by the OC, 2Lt Ken Fickling. and after
suffering some more 'ear bending' by various squadron members
departed at 1600 hours.
45 SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
The recent visit of Brig Towers to Ilford TAC gave 752 and 817
Troops the task of deploying their LMC and Radio detachments. The
CofS was escorted around the centre to various stands set up for the
evening including an HF detachment, radio trailers and a vehicle
convoy.
The Padre Rev Ian ~~ith-helping Lt Lynette Eaborn WRAC and Sig
Alan Mcfarlane to camouflage one of the vehicles
Capt Graham Stow (left) and Capt (TOTI Len Addison fright) of 59
Sig Sqn (V) discussing Radio Re lay paths for the next move

!Courtesy PR North West District)

(Courtesy PR North West District)

Pte Brigette Holden, Pte Pat Walsh and Cpl Brenda Squires show that
the girls of 817 Troop enjoy being armed

Members of HQ Sqn (V) 'camming up' on arrival at Echelon site:
L to R: Sig D. A. Binstead, Sig John Morrison, Sgt Norman Jolliffe,
Sig D. J. Moore, W02 (SSM) Les Goble
!Courtesy PR North West District)

Father and Son make a Great Line Team
.
Cpl Alan Sadler (left) says 'reel it in', and his 17 year old son, Sig
Andrew Sadler obliges! The Sadlers, from Burnage, Manchester,
serving with 42 Sig Sqn (V)
(Courtesy PR North West District)
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The squadrons first deployment of the year was the Regimental
exercise on a cold February weekend. Many skills were practised as
well as communications it was also the first time that the WRAC
contingents had been armed.
Congratulations to Pte Karen Chamberlain WRAC of 752 Troop for
her efforts in becoming 'Best Recruit' on her recent course at
Guildford.
The Officers, OCdts and SNCOs have. under the guidance of Maj
Douglas McLay, been attending monthly training programmes in
preparation for the squadron's participation in exercise 'Jog Trol 82'.
This is the bi-annual visit to Germany, which this year is in late
October and early November.
THE WIRE, MAY 1982

37 Sig Regt (V)

Bristol
THE LONG WEEKEND AT OKEHAMPTON
Report by Lt AJ. Comish
No doubt many units have had some interesting 'exploits' over the
winter months, particularly with regard to the weather. 43 Sig Sqn (V)
were certainly no exception this winter, having had rather more than
their fair share of 'excitement' on their training weekend in the middle
of December. In fact, the memories will no doubt remain long after the
last pints have sunk in the pubs of Bridgwater and Exeter!
TRADITION
That weekend is traditionally the Annual Christmas Exercise,
combining various military activities with the Squadron Christmas
Dinner and Fancy Dress Party on Saturday night. For the fourth year
in succession, the squadron met at Okehampton 'Battle Camp' on
Dartmoor on Friday night but, amazingly, this was the first time in six
years that snow lay around the camp on that weekend.
The first items of excitement were related at the briefing that night
by the OC, Maj Norman Harvey. First, the Camp was to be invaded the
following evening by hordes of CND supporters, taking part in a
demonstration; second, we were the only unit occupying the Camp that
weekend, and guess who were going to have to provide the Guard for
the whole time? The 'military activities' for the weekend were planned
in the main by four of the squadron's recently made-up Staff
Sergeants-SSgts Brian Aldridge, P~ Darley, Dave Meade and Colin
Parsons. On Saturday morning, the squadron members were split into
several teams, patrolling and performing Section Attacks, finishing up
with a somewhat strenuous Platoon Attack in the afternoon (I'm sure
the marsh at the bottom of the valley wasn't marked!'). Thus. after a
successful day's exercise on the Moor, the squadron retired once a~ain
to the relative comfort of the Camp, and prepared for the 'festivities'.
In the event, the CND 'demo' was attended by about twenty-five
demonstrators (a far cry from the estimated five hundred) and, after
receiving a petition from them, the SSM, WOZ Sid Lang, was able to
reduce the Guard to a minimum.
SUCCESSFUL PARTY
The Christmas Dinner and Party was also a success, with virtually all
of the squadron managing to don some form of Fancy Dress-among
those of note were the OC in the US Cavalry Costume and he hadn't
been seen in for at least three years(!), and the 2IC, Capt John Bosley,
who made a 'gorgeous' angel Gabriel (no doubt covering a multitude of
sins!). Rather more sinister was the SQMS , SSgt Ken Pyke, who
appeared to be a High Priest of 'something-or-other' and two of his
'henchmen', Sig Gerry Huxtable and Sig Kevin Springall, who had
taken the (very!) courageous step of shaving their heads for the
occasion, to appear as identical Buddhist monks.
VERY DIFFERENT
However, 'Fun' day was Sunday on this weekend, and everyone
awoke that morning to very different conditions to those that had been
experienced the day before. The wind was blowing the snow up from
the fields and, by 9 am, more snow was falling, with the wind steadily
rising to gale force. Several people with long distances to travel had
already left, but none got more than about ten miles from the Camp
without being forced to give up. Among them were the PSO, Maj Ron
Oakley and Cpl Graham Hayman, who escaped with a minibus and the
entire bar stocks! They ended up in a pub in the nearby village of
Sticklepath ('It was hell out there!'). By 9.30 am, it was clear that the
squadron as a whole would not get away that day, with the drifts having
deepened by nearly two feet in under 30 minutes, and winds gusting
over 70 mph. Finally, the electricity was cut off (in common with most
of the South-West of England!). To give some idea of the difficulty in
moving about, to get from the main dining-room to the Guard room
(about 200 yards) took about ten minutes, and about twenty to make
the return trip I
A RESCUE

A telephone call to the Guard room from Okeham pton Police Station
just before 2 pm, informed us that a family living about 200 yards
outside the Camp had lost most of the roof of their house. Since the
police could not get up to the house, a team of six strapping lads were
dispatched to the scene, led by (or was it leading?) the SSM and
consisting of LCpl Terry Allen, LCpl Sid James, Sig John Feltham, Sig
Gerry Griffiths, Sig Kevin Springall and Sig Alan Thome. By a
combination of Land-Rover and foot (and linking arms!), the team was
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at last able to rescue the family of two adults -and two small chi~d:en
and , about two hours after setting out, brought them back to the dmm.g
room for hot soup and beds for the night. It was lat~r rev~ed that this
family had taken part in the CND demo on the previous night!
Shortly after the rescue, we had our only ·~sualty' ?f the week.end,
hen LCpl Terry Allen took a nasty tumble while assisting the family to
the nearby billet, breaking an ankle-bone.
IMPROVISED
.
· d f h ·
Some Land Rovers and trailers were temporarily. de~nv~ o t eir
bulbs and batteries to produce a remarkable makeshift hghtmg system
(remarkable for the fact that it worked!), so that the cooks could see ~o
prepare the evening meal (the Camp's Propane tanks were still
working). Happily, the power was restored to the area ~t abo.ut 6.30 pm
so that, although the squadron had to spend a whole night w~t~out beer
(!), we were warm, and able to watch a show of Army Trammg films
(mostly about Jungle Warfare!) that night.

40 Sig Regt (V)
Belfast

CHANGE OF COMMAND
Clonaver Park Camp would seem to be having more than its share of
hellos and cheerios recently . Among the notables who hav~ left us, our
CO LtCol I. Graham has gone to SHAPE ..He was ~eremontously towed
from the Camp in an enlarged mobile version of a Mark I,
camouflaged, WRAC shoulder bag (Col Graham patent).

ADAY LATE
Monday morning arrived, once again with ~ com.plete revers~!. of
weather conditions. Rain, a sharp drop m wmd .and nsmg
temperatures had caused a very rapid thaw. The ~nly maJ?r problem
now was two large snowdrifts, about Sft deep, ~lockmg the hill from the
Camp down into Okehampton. A team of sucteen volun~ee~, ar~ed
with spades and shovels, made their way down and, workmg m shifts,
eventually cleared a ch~nnel wide en~ugh for ~e squad;on to escape: It
then only remained to tidy up and wait for the all clear from the police
to use the main roads.
At last, only a day later than scheduled, 43 Sq~adron mov~ back to
Exeter and Bridgwater at about 2 pm. To cap rt all, the ~ndgwater
elements returned to find Bridgwater flooded (here we go agam ... ).

Regimental March Past, Col McCann takes the salute for the last time

A farewell pint with members of the Sgts Mess

TO SCOTLAND
A temporary cheerio to WO I Evans, RMTO and his drivers, as they
set out for a week-end in Scotland on Ex Long Haul. A very worthwhile
opportunity for the drivers to practise convoy drills and discipline over
long distances on unfamiliar roads.

Lt Col Alan de Bretton Gordon signs for the 40th, on assuming
command from Lt Col Ian Graham who takes up a new post at SHAPE

'43 Squadron (V) digging themselves out of Okehampton Camp (the
'audience' is actually the ' resting' shift!)'

PRESENTATIONS BY HONORARY COLONEL
We say hello and welcome to our new CO, LtCol A.P. de Bretton
Gordon. He was only two weeks in the 'chair' and was bidding farewell
to our Hon Col John McCann who visited the regiment for a final
Inspection and medal presentation ceremony. Among the m~al
recipients were two HQ Sqn St3:1'!"art~. Cpl Ronnie Pattenon rece1v~d
his TA Efficiency Medal. A familiar sight at Annual Camps dressed 1.n
his striped apron performing the duties of regimen~al butcher. Th~~ is
no truth in the rumour that Cpl Patterson earned his medal by avo1dmg
parades for twelve years. It was another 'big' .day for LCpl Tommy
Hagan, receiving his second clasp to the ~ffic1ency Medal. Tommy,
whose broad smile is more usually seen behmd the bar of the JR Cl.ub
dispensing brimming pints, has just completed twenty five years with
the TA the last twenty of which have been with the regiment. Also on
the farewell list, one who perhaps not amo~g the notables, was no less
noticeable, Pte Peggy Portis. We said cheeno to P~gp after twenty one
years with the regiment. She was well known to v1s1tors and guests of
the Officers Mess, where she served as a stewardess for many years.

I Photo courtesy of Maj Harvey .

GOODBYES AND HELLOS
As usual, the winter months lead to farewells to some well-known
faces, but welcomes to some new ones too: The OC, Maj Nonnan
Haney TD has left to becomeOCof 57 Signal Squadron at Bristol, and
Maj John Bosley TD takes over as OC 43 Squadron, having been 2IC.
The SQMS, SS.t Ken Pyke has now left the TA after 22 years, and is
now forming his own driving school. His place as SQMS is now taken
by SSst Carl Pratt, who was previously MT SGT. The two most senior
WRAC of the squadron, SSst Jean Baldry and Cpl Margaret Wllton
have now left the TA. Their combined services to the TA total over 40
years! LCpl P1111lne Marlow has left the TA, to join her husband Sig
Chris Marlow in BAOR, where they now have married quarters. The
PSI, SSst Tom Demp1ey now takes over as PSI, having joined us from
9 Sig Regt. Finally, on behalfof37 Sig Regt, we say goodbye to our CO,
LtCol Mike Jennlnp, who has now been posted to Zimbabwe. Taking
over as CO is LtCol Jem Blackwood WRAC, having previously been
Regimental 21C. To all those who have left, the squadron send their
best wishes and good luck for future endeavours!
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Test Engineering
withRacal
Racal -Mobilcal Limited. one or 1he
major Companies in the outstandingly
successful Racal Electronics Group is a
world leader in the supply or high
quality tactical radio commu nications
eq uipment.
With increasing growth and
expansion we now require additional
experie nced s1aff to join our
Production Test Team.
Applicants should pos..<>e. a
1echnical qualification. ideally H.N.C.
(Elec1ronics). and practical experience
gained in servicing. maintenance or 1es1
envimnmen1s.
Successful candidates. who will be
offered pre-release training if required .

will be involved in troubleshooting and
rauh analysi or the Company's world
beating range or HF/ VHF transceivers
and ancillary equipment u ing the latest
1e t procedure and systems.
For 1hese po itions. the Company
offers a competi tive remuneration
package, over five weeks annual leave,
contributory pension scheme. free life
assurance and subsidised dining
facilitie ·. Assi tance with re -location
expenses will also be given in
appropriate cases.
When you have com pleted your
service with 1he force . should you wish
to apply for one or these positions and
secure for yourself the opport uni ty for

personal development within a
thoroughly challenging e nvironment
then please contact:MR . G. D ARDEN Personnel Officer,
RA AL-MOBILCALLIMITED.
464 Basing toke Road .
READING, Berkshire.

Racal-Mobilcal
Col McCann presents the LS&SG to Sgt Allen Wood, at present
serving as a PSI with the regiment
THEWIRE, MAY1982
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News lrom Squadrons
NORTHAG Air Sp Radio Sqn

B.F.P .0. 18

5 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(205 Sig Sqn)
Aldershot

CCV

SQUADRON PERSONALITIES
OC
MajJ. R. Smith
21C
Capt VanHerle
SSM
W02 (SSM) Gue
YolS
W02 (YolS} Beresford
IC/ Workshop
Adjt Engelen
SQMS
Hfw Van Ess
Chief Clerk
Sgt Pollard
MTO
Sgt Alexander

UK
NL
UK
UK
BE
GE
UK
UK

CHANGEOFSSM
..
For the first time since its formation the squadron now has a Bntish
Sergeant Major. The p~t. previously held by AOOI Van Lambaart
etherlands Army, was taken over by W02 (SSM) Mick Gue on 20 Nov

1981.
EX 'SPRINGSLIDE 3'
Ex Springslide 3 took place in Bavaria throughout the month of
February. Members of the squadron and their families spent two weeks
based at the Gasthof Angel in Oftershwang where they received expert
instruction from Col Swlndels, SSgt Hand, Stuffz Deger German Army
and Sig F1uck on loan from 7 Sig Regt. Both two week ~ourses were. a
tremendous success and our thanks must go to our mstructors, tn
particular SSgt Tony Hand and wife Joan who were responsible, al.so,
for the vast amount of administration required, both before and dunng
the courses.
The Royal Signals element ensured ample entertainment
throughout. It quickly became qu~te obvious th_at SSM Mick Goe's
langlauf techniques were not effective when com mg off the top of the
Oftershwanger Hom and that SSgt Graham (I've been a Snow Quee~)
Campbell was suffering from a severe loss of memory. Maj (these skis
are too fast) Richard Smith and his good lady Trudy were soon engaged
in a fierce competition to see who could fall over most and W02 Harry
(Reach for the sky) Beresford, determined not to be outdone by his
wife. Ann, the Bomber executed a neat Hara-Kiri movement and now
does a nice line in walking sticks.
As part of the many varied and social activities th~ skiiers attended a
Carnival Evening and amazed the local Germans with the remarkable
tum out of costumes. Special mention here for Maj (Coco) Smith who
came in his normal working dress and Mrs Ten')' (Show us your legs)
Goe who doesn't recommend hot pants at 2ff' below.
The camp was a success in two ma!n aspects. First, !h!! standards_ of
skiing achieved were generally very high. Second, participants rangtng
from the Wing Commander to Signalman came from the Army
(Northag, Rhine Area and I Br Corps), the RAF, the German,
Netherlands and Belgian Armies and Air Forces, their wives 3:nd
children-the real skiers. All worked and played hard together, helping
to make the camp a resounding success in International Co-operation.
Attached Sig Dennis (Jaws) Palmer says he is going back in the Spring
to find his missing teeth and Cpl Pete Rogers assures us that he can
now ride a T-bar with impunity.

Ex Springslide 3
Skiers from all classes after the downhill races
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SPORTS
.
The squadron had another resounding success on the sportmg scene.
The JOC Cup, played for in eight different sports saw all th_e larger
units wondering where they went wrong , as tl1e squadron retamed the
trophy for the second year. Also in the 'Super Stars Cup' we _were
narrowly beaten in to second place by the RAF, who were so astomsh~d
by this feat, managed to misplace the Cup. Actually the squadron still
holds the trophy in the cabinet for the next year.
The future looks well with the arrival of W02 (SSM) (Legs) Mick
Gue and SSgt Graham (I'm following the SSM) Campbell .. I beli~ve the
squadron is in danger of winning all the Marathon Trophies available.
Quote from one very surprised Dutchman, 'Not anotl1er squadron
Run'.
VISIT OF ACOS NORTHAG
On Thurs 18 March the squadron was visited by Brig T. N.
McMlcklng. During the visit the Brigadier was shown the single n:en's
accommodation, followed by a tour of the four International
Detachments working within ASRS.

THE MANAGEMENT
OC (Designate)
ActlngOC
Admln Offr
RSM
QM
OCATp
OCBTp
OC Airborne Tp
YofS

Maj Mike Forge
Capt Matt Heim
Capt DennJs (I saw It all at Suez) Cox
WOI Paddy Hunt
Capt Colin Meredith
Lt Mark 'Bonehead' Edwards
Lt Trevor Bradley
Lt Mark 'Bonehead' Edwards
W02 'Corky is off shooting'
Corcoran
FolS
WOI Joe Smith
When tasked to organise the Sqn Wire Notes, OC A Tp suffered an
a~ute bout of schizophrenia and decided that a joint venture with QC
Airborne Tp would be the solution. The result follows on.
CHANGE OF COMMAND
The major squad:on personnel change has been the staggered
change of OCs. We bid MajJohn Young and his wife Maureen farewell
and _wish you both the best of luck in Ottawa. At present the 2IC is
holdmg the fort until Maj Mike Forge joins the Sqn after returning
from Oman.
EX 'NORTHERN LIGHTS'
After the fun of the Priority Two Ex Green Lanyard. the new
squadron members were subjected to the different format encountered
in our Priority One UK Role. The shakeout proved to be necessary and
the whole squadron benefited from the exercise.

The QC briefing Brig McMicking on the role of the British Detachment
from 7 Sig Regt attached to ASRS .
.
.
Col Green and Col Harris along with SSM look on . YofS 1s looking
over the OC's shoulder

A visit to the Belgian lnflight vehicle
THEWlRE, MAY 1982

ATP
!he Tp h~s been running well under SSgt Joe Baker who, following
Brigade pohcy now wears his red beret again. Since QC A has had a
lucky run ~f C?urses he has _missed the exercise preparation. just
turnmg up tn time to ~o out tn the field before shooting off again.
Morale ~as had a boost Just before Easter with full Troops preparations
for movmg anywhere.

NEW ARRIVALS
Virtually di_re_ct fro!11 Quantas Airways, Cpl (call me 'Mac')
McKeown. Opmion vanes as to whether its really 'Bruce' or 'Sheila' .
FAREWELLS
Good luc;k to Cp_l 'Al' Eley_ on his posting to 21 Sig Regt and
congratulations on htS forthcommg marriage to Denise in April.
MIKETP
With the work still coming in from all directions, the Easter grant
was a welcon:ie ,break for everyone. !'lo more so than Cpls Pete 'I must
phone th!! wife, ~chardson and Terry 'I must consult my wife first'
Clarke ~ith an ~ . However. t~eir ~reak was ~hort lived as they spent
most of it travelltng up and settlmg mat Cattenck, ready to begin their
77 course. From all the troop. we wish them every success.
The Management of the troop are now anxiously awaiting their
replacements, for it will now leave Sgt Ray Dudding and Cpl Brian
Slattery the only survivors of the Radio Section and for once the TE
Section. lead by Sgt,Archle ~co':m, now outnumber them. The troop
SSgt, ~~t Tod 0 B~len, 1s dl!tifully _busy organising troop rugby
compet1~ons and CFT s. along Wlth all his other pressures of running a
troop. Fmally, the real 'boss' of the troop musn't go unmentioned and
that is WOI (FofS) Joe Smith, l\.IBE, who keeps us all on our toes (and
I'll have the other pint when that's printed).
VISIT OF RT HON JERRY WIGGIN MP
On the
front the Brig~de TAC HQ was lined up , along with
representations from other Bngade units, for the visit of The Under
Secretary of State for the Army. Having taken time out from the
Budget, which was being presented that day, Mr Jerry Wiggin chatted
to several members of the Sqn before moving on to see the other units.

YIP

AffiBORNETP
After having fun on Ex Green Lanyard with several members of both
~Ds narrowly avoiding being included in the casualty statistics,
Airborne i:roop now see elements off on a live jaunt. 566 RLD having
gone off with 3 PARA to take a look at the South Atlantic. We wish
them well.
On.th~ sp?rtin_g_side Airbom~ Tro?p have so far proved their general
super1or1ty, tn aJOtntventure wrth Mike Troop, by winning the first two
events in the inter Troop sports competition.
BRAVOTP
We would like to record a special vote of thanks to the three
representatices from our Line. Dept, Slgs Pete (The Whippet) Robson,
John (Palm Off) Pole and Brian (What a dropgoal) Kirkup, for their
mu.ch needed skills in the Inter-Troop 7-a-Side Rugby Competition, in
which we narrowly missed winning the 'Wooden Spoon' . They were
eagerly assisted by Tp OC, Lt (Where's my Tooth) Bradley, Cpl Bob
(Big Foot) Taylor, LCpls Stu (The Wall) Cmmlngham, Den.nls ('m
improving) Greasley, Keith CJ-looker) Dobson and Sig Robbo (Fly me)
Roberts.
In all fairness, the team , who were still feeling under the weather
after a pre-.match tactics t11lk-in in Camberley the night before. did win
one of their matches after recuperation in 'The George' during the
halfway break.
On the Jocommex front LCpl Derek (The Green Man) Alderman was
sent on an exchange visit to the Royal Navy for a 'swan ' aboard HMS
Leander in the channel. Whereapon the ship being asked if they could
go 'Green', the reply came back, 'The only thing green on this ship is
the LCpl you sent us'. The 'Mal-deMer' and the collapse of HMS
Leander's antenna system aside, the exercise was a success.
Mention should also be made of Ex Northern Lights (another Sqn
adventure into the unknown), in which our Combat Powermen chalked
up ,_ yet again, a group nom!nation for the 'Golden Blanket', notably
assisted by Sig Ken (Van Winkle) Anderson, who logged 48 hrs while
carrying out emergency repairs at one of our outstations.
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Sig Kirkup speaking to the Rt Hon Jerry · Wiggin MP with G3 Ops,
Capt Will Townend, OC A Tp, Lt Mark Edwards and BM, Maj
Brendon Lambe in the background
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CORPORALS' CADRE
A Corpora ls' Cadre Course wash Id d ·
h
March . It was organised by SSgt Collnu~ ~fee~ beginning 15
Brown masterminding the drill and
c . el with Sgt Derek
pa.rticip~nts ' memory of their military t;;;f~in~es1tth~ t~ ~~fresh the
dnll period every day, other sub'ects such
·
ug
er~ was a
we~e covered and sports played Ja large pa~ N~C a ~d mess etiqu~tte
their BFTs. At the end of the week there w w1 a me!11bers domg
Maj Brian Moody the squadron Ad . Offias a parade_, mspected b. y
'
mm
1cer at which SQ
pronounced th e standard of turnout and drill t
h
gt Brown
' eha hundredh per cent
improvement. Finally the week was rounded offowit
a appy our.

19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(209 Sig Sqn)
Colchester
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THE TIES
The aftermath came some days later when the OC presented a few
squadron ties on the morning parade. Lt Andy TUIOD was given one
for always arriving with his packet in the wrong order, and sometimes
smaller than it set out, a charge which he still denies. They merely took
the scenic route occasionally. LCpl Phil Gron• received his for the
most disasters while on a set in Sig Ops, and Cpl Frank BmJtain got his
for actually waking up once or twice during the exercise.

AO
QM
TCO
OCATp
OCBTp
RSM
Rebro Reece Sgt Gus Graham and Sig 'Jock' Carty enjoying a quick
bite

. .
Cpls' Cadre Inspection
Mai Brian Moody RPC inspecting Cpl Mick King as W02 (ROMS) Ron
Russell and Sgt Derek Brown look on

Maj A.E. Tmluck
CaptJ.L. Fletcher
Capt M. J. Flynn QUEENS
Maj(QM) P.A. Noble
Capt W.H. Carter RCT
LtJ.E. Hogan
LtRJ. Good
WOl BJ. Minter

24~ INFANTRY BRIGADE RE-INAUGURATION PARADE
~ri~ay 16 Apr saw the Re-inauguration Parade of 24th Infantry
8 riga e. a_t Quebec Barracks , Osnabruck . Formed in 1940 as 24th
Guards i:3rtgade , the .formation underwent several changes of title and
role, until, as 24th A1rportable Brigade, it was disbanded in 1976
~~ul~ of the Defenre Review. lbe associated Sig Sqn (210) ch;n~~~
a egiaf!Ce to the newly formed HQ S Field Force an<l moved from
Yorkshtre to B~OR to become. S Fi7ld Forre Headquarters and Si nal
~q~a~ron. S F!eld Fore~ was ID existence for six years , but withgthe
ec1s1on to. retitle all Field Forces as Brigades , it reverted to 24th
Infantry Brigade on I Jan 1982.
. The C~mmander, Brig J~bn Hemsley, decided that a Retnauguration ~arade would be tn order, since 24th Airportable Bri ade
had had a disbandment p~rade. All units of the Brigade base~ in
Gfr~.any t';.°k ~ar. In the Sig Sqn. preparations started early with the
~etf ion of ha a f-guard, who began drilling as a squad u'nder the
u e age o t f? Alfa "!'roop SNCOS , SSgt John Moody and S Ra
Walker. Despite the. mterruptions of troop exercises, and a B~igad!
CPX everybody put ID a great deal of work. The rehearsals started in
~amesdt on Tuesday before the parade , when all those units taking part
orme . up ~oder the para~e RSM. WOI (RSM) Fraser, of the 1st
~attal~on, Kmgs Own Scottish Borderers. The officers were allowed on
ere earsals on Wednesday, and Capt Jo Fletcher our new 21C dul
took charge of the half-guard, with SSgt John Moody a d
Davey as ~upernumeraries. After just three rehearsals , th~ un~ts fo~ed
~n Friday for the Parade itself. The guard from Jst Battalion The
t~g· t Infantry marched on first to their own band and bugles and at
e~r own pace! A troop of guns from 7th Regiment Ro al Horse
!rtillery ~ere formed up on the right of the square. The re~ainder of
e para e-~ guard from I KOSS, and half-guards from 73
~nde~endent F~eld Squadron Royal Engineers, the Signal Squadron, JS
qua ron RCI, S Armoured Field Ambulance, 31 Ordnance Compan
and IS Field Workshops REME then marched on, to the band of
~O.SB. The parade was commanded by Brig Hemsley with the DQ
G aJ ~obln Half as the Parade Adjutant. The Jnspecti'ng Officer wa~
en eter Len~, . The MGO, an ex-commander of 24th Brigade
AIJ:iongst the d1stmguished visitors were several other serving and
re_tt~e.d ex-commanders. and Maj Gen Famdale GOC 2nd A
d
D1vis1on.
•
rmoure

s'

SPORTS
SQUASH
The end of March saw the completion of a most successful season for
th~ squadr_on S~uash Team. They succeeded in retaining the EDIST
M1~or Umts ~1tle and reached the semi-~nals of the UKLF Minor
Umts c.ompletion. Sgt Dixie Dean lost his title as EDIST S uash
Champion , although he did manage to reach this year's final.
q

tP

.J

1

QM and MTO (and friend) on Flying Falcon

The Squash Team
Back Row: S!g Gary Johnson, W02 Mick Ager
Front Row: Capt Nigel Moore, Maj Collins, Sgt 'Dixie' Dean

VISIT OF NEW COMD 1 SIGNAL GROUP
On 15 Mar the squadron was visited by Col M. Marples, the new
commander of 1 Signal Group. He was shown round all the troops in
the squadron and watched the Corporals' Cadre doing their BFT, as
well as having lunch in the Sgts Mess. In the evening Col Marploea and
his wife were guests at a Signal Squadron dinner in the Officers Mess.
THE WIRE, MAY 1982
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PERSONALITIES

2IC

UGLY INCIDENT
Sig John Sexton had a close encounter when he awoke in the early
hours of the morning to find one of the crew's hand inside his clothing.
When he reported this in the morning, as some of his kit was missing , a
search was carried out and a cache of stolen items was found in a crewman's cabin. The sailor was dismissed on the spot and the ferry company expressed their gratitude to the squadron for helping them to
identify the thief. The RSM kept the stolen items and returned them
when requested by the owners. One or two were seen at Verden
searching their pockets for arms cards and such. The three parties,
advance, main and air, married up at Sheil Barracks in Verden and
deployed the following morning. The first location for Main was in a
village with Sig Ops in an extremely muddy orchard. The orchard also
contained a hen-coop, the contents of which had been counted before
our arrival, unfortunately. When Sig Ops started sinking into the mire ,
and with the prospect of some days in the location, Cpl Ken Golllngs
went scouting for something to put on the ground, and the anti-OC
secret weapon was found-hay. Being a hay-fever sufferer, the OC soon
retired after a few handfuls of hay were thrown around . After a few
moves with the Reece Officer, Lt David Meyer, in various barns and Sig
Ops sruck out in the trees, the Sig Ops crew were beginning to wonder
what they had done wrong. One morning Lt Meyer and Sgt Derek
Brown, the Reece Sgt, were even heard bemoaning the fact that their
bathwater was too hot.
FAVOURED COMPANY
The OC, Maj Mike CoUJm obviously hadn' t been on his prayer mat
often enough before the exercise, as the weather was very mild
compared to the last few Flying Falcons. To make up for it, though,
Main was crashed out in the middle of the one and only snow storm
during the whole time we were in Germany. Eventually the exercise
came to an end, as all good things invariably do. On the trip back, on
the same ferry, we were favoured with the company of many young
females, and the voyage was even more inebriate than the previous one.
To ensure that everyone was awake and out of bed, a parade was held
on the rear deck, watched by the rest of the passengers. As the trailers
were being towed off in threes by Land Rovers, Maj Colllm, Lt David
MeJK and Lt And TUIOn were lounging against the edge of the
gangway. Suddenly the Foreman's FATSO trailer parted company
from its towing vehicle and made a beeline for the group. Luckily the
squadron hierarchy lived to tell the tale and the trailer didn't go into
the harbour. The Foreman, W02 Graham Atklnlon, was relieved as he
would have had to go in after it. After a smooth trip through customs
the squadron made a fast exit back to camp-who hangs around when
it's Saturday morning?

210

oc

TO GERMANY
February saw the squadron off to Germany on ~e inf~mous Ex
Flyino Falcon. Thi was a milestone for the squadron ID various ways.
It was the first German exercise for the OC Sqn and OC Alfa Troop,
and the first since the squadron re-equipped with Clansman. It was
also the first (and last!) exercise in which the QM , Capt John
Richardson actually participated.
LUXURY
The exercise started well with the MTO , Capt Laurie Dolan,
informing the air party that they were flying from Luton to Luton Laker Airways perhaps? After briefing and line-up everyone was eager
to go, especially as the sea party was taking the ovemi~ht ferry from
Harwich to Bremerhaven. Compared to the usual trip across the
channel and long drive through Holland and Belgium , it was sheer
luxury. The RSM , WOI Cross promised that anyone who got
excessively drunk would swim the rest of the way, so the night was fairly
quiet. There were still quite a few hangovers in the morning though .

24 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(210 Sig Sqn)
BFPO 36

SWIMMING
In the Inter-troop sports, Alfa troop won the swimmin~, masterfully
manage.d by. Cpl Wally Staines. Sig Gary Johnson was virtually a one
man swunmmg team and was the lynch pin of the troop effort.
THE WIRE, MAY 1982

GUNS PARTICIPATE
Durin~ the parade, the opportunity was taken to say farewell to the
fcuns c:J'. RHA, who have been the gunners of S Field Force since it
orme m 1976. They trooped their FH 70s off the parade. to be
replaced by a ~oop of Abb~ts from 47 Field Regiment RA . who now
support the Brigade. The tmal advance in review order and general
~S~tS also saw a flypast of helicopters from 230 Squadron RAF. and
quadron AAC, who were brought in bang on time by our
F~C/TACP , M~j Mike Davis, Staffords, and Cpl Pete Showell.
F1Dally. each .unit marched off the parade to their own Corps march
an~ gave their final compliment to Gen Leng, on the saluting dai ·
which was .flanked by Sig Andrew Slack, and his brother Anthon;
~!Bek, bearmg the Squadron pennants . This was a distinction for the
1gnal Squadron, as we were the only minor unit to have our pennant
~lb~;:.de. although the Artillery had their guns, and the Infantry their
STATIC DISPLAY
Afterward ..spectators toured the static display put on by all unit of
24 Infantry Brigade. Much of the tent age for the display had been put
up by A Tp un.der th~ watchful eyes of W02 Colin Lewis and Sgt Ra
Walker. The display mcluded a layout of the Brigade HQ Complex by
B Tkp. a ~RI stall by MT Tp and a Wives Club stall selling home mad~
ca es which sold out within a few hours .
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55 Sig Sqn (V)
Liverpool
REFLECTIONS
Report by 'Anon'
.
.
As UEI draw near it seems to be a good time to reflect on my hve
months with the unit . My first real introduction to the TA took the
form of a weekend exercise al Holcombe Moor . I ha_d never heard of the
place but J was told I would find it alright as that 1~ where they do the
Krypton Factor, the logic e capes me bu~ 1 wa quite prepared to t~g
along. As a Comms Ex it seemed to go quite well . at least the YofS said
it did. Jn the afternoon some of the TA; w~mt over the ~ssault Course.
The girls not to be outdone. went over m hne style. their times did not
disgrace them. so to Pies Sharon Collier, Ann Aldersey and Gwen
Ventre well done.
..
Our second weekend at Holcombe Moor took the f~rm of a ~1ht~ry
Training weekend-The Friday night wa~ a map readmg exercise with
most of the PSls providing th~ ch~ck pomts. All went reasonably :-veil
apart from the noise and white hght (~ well .kno':"n BAOR hemo~s
crime). Early Saturday morning our mtrep1~ ?1kers turned their
attention to other typically military type a~tiv.1hes such ~s CQB.
Initiative Test. our YofS W02 Keith Bark msists on calling them
initiation tests when the girls are about and last but not least the now
famous Krypton Factor Assault Course. The CQB, run by W02 (SSM)
Geoff Back and SSgt (SQMS) Ian Chapman produced one or two
notable incidents not the least of which being Sgt Cl~ff Thompson
romising to get any PSI that made him go t~ cover m the stream
~gain. Cpl Pam Austin and Pie Jan~t Lynch have mvent~d a new type of
9mm axe for pruning trees. Worktng on a beer pe~ m1st~ke the SSM
and the Q should be full of Christmas cheer until April 1982. ~e
initiative tests run by W02 (YofS) Keith Bark and SSgt Bnan
Cartwright our fea rless Chief Clerk, must have been fun as both of
them were seen crying with laughter all through lunch-the Krypton
Factor Assault Course. manned by our OC Maj R. D. S~monds and Sgt
Gary Clifford, caused a few raised eyebrows-take for m_stan.ce Sgt Mo
Dahl completing the course in a time that no competitor m the TV
gam~ has achieved throughout all the previous seri~s-.the fact that the
girls were timekeepers had little or nothing to do with 1tl!! The OC has
invented a new form of brake rope. four feet o~ glutinous mud and a
pair of almost hydraulic legs. In spite of everythmg a weekend that was
enjoyed not only by the TA but the PS ls as well.

Fives wives the stand of the squadron wives. From left to right Mrs
Joan Hunte~. Mrs Julie Marsh, Mrs Carol Minter(back to camera) and
Mrs Irene Johnson
IN CONSTANT DEMAND
One young signalman who was not on parade was Sig Alan Poulson,
of Alfa Troop. Since joining the squadron, Alan's ~ace ~as rarely been
seen. since he has been in constant demand for his skills as a rugby
player. He has represented the Squadron, the C?rps, the A;my Colts,
and the Combined Service Colts. He narrowly missed selection for the

Sig Alan Poulson our Army Colts Rugby player who we are
unfortunately about ro lose to 7 Sig Regt
England Colts in March , but hopes for better luck in the future. Af! exjunior soldier. Alan has also represented th~ A~my and Co'!lbme_d
Services Athletics Teams as a runner and a high Jumper . Earher this
year, he managed to drag himself off the sports pitch long eno~gh to
attend the AIPT course, on which he did very well, ea~nmg a
recommendation for entry to the APTC. He is due to go to 7 Sig_ Re~ .
~urpnsingly!, in May and the quadron wish him good luck with his
athletic career.
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THE SURPRISE
.
Our last military weekend was in the form of a Biathlon
competition-Saturday was taken up with z.eroii:ig ai:id weapon
handling skills-Saturday evening was a games mght m :-"h1ch the PSls
were disqualified for being too clever and formulatmg a plan of
campaign which would guarantee us winning-it seem~ that that sort of
thing is just not on!!! Sunday morning and _a 5~ miles run _was not
exactly the most exciting of ideas for the TA, m fact, by t.he time they
reached the shoot at the end of the run the SSM and Q noticed that Of!e
or two of the runners were not at all well. Col K. Olds, Comd 1 Sig
Group, also braved the wind and rain of Altcar to see the poor
unfortunates do battle with the elements. On return to the TA Centre
the Comd presented the prizes to the winners, they were:- 1st LCpl
Davey, 2nd Sgt Fairclough, 3rd Sgt Rowlands, Isl WRAC Pie Janet
Lynch.
B. hi
t
Due to popular demand we intend t? hold another 1at oi:i ype
competition later in the yea~. The_ sur~r1se of the day was a Chnstmas
Dinner laid on by our own Mr P1lsby Sgt Fred Sunderland, ACC. It
was a superb meal and a very pleasant way to round off an excellent
weekend.
FAREWELL AND WELCOME
We would like to take this opportunity to bid farewell to ~I~· Olds
Comd l Sig Group and wish him all the very best m his next
appointment. We welcome his successor Col M. Marples, OBE, and
wish him a very successful tour. We would also like to welcome SSgt
(FofS) Bob Thomas to the fold and wish him and his wife a happy stay
with us.
As is oft the case in life, it is the unsunf: heroes _that help run .
organise and control most of the social events many um~ . We at 55 are
no different in that we have hitherto unsung heroes m LCpl Mark
Sweeney and Sig 'Wilkl' Wilkinson who have toiled Joni! and hard ~or
the JRC and the squadron Do's, we of the management .would hke
them both to know that their efforts have not gone unrecogmsed and on
behalf of the squadron would like to thank them.

229 Sig Sqn (BERLIN)
B.F.P.O. 45

THE COMMON ENEMY
Wi!1ter is _drawing to a clo.se here in Berlin and so too is the winter
ex~r.c1se peno_d. We started m December with Ex Christmas Carol. a
Bn!1sh orgamsed FTX. Throu~hout the exercise the Allies displayed
the_1r co-oper_ative spirit in tackling the common enemy- the cold . Rum
ration was issued when temperatures dropped to -16°C and that
brought a smile to people's faces. It was Sig Dave Lansdowne that
appeared to ~isplay the biSf:est smile of the exercise though, he spent
most of the time tucked up m bed in the BMH with a suspected case of
frostbite of his toes. Nice move Davel
. Ex City Desk. a Brigade CPX saw our return to Ruhleben Fighting
City a~d .af!other opportu~ity to display our talents as 229 'Sandbag'
Sqn. l ram mg to commumcate from cellars and fortified houses in a
purpose built 'city' is becoming one of our forte. This exercise closely
followed Ex Rondo ~~III which was run by the French Sector. Sig Jim
~eaves was the. British member of the winning tripartite team of
signallers. Tests included a variety of military skills such as firing both
the new French rifle and the American equivalent NBC and fieldcraft
as well as having to navigate around Berlin ~sing two different
languages. Cpl Chris Little was a member of the runners up team and
that certainly made some of the younger members of the squadron 'sit
up and take notice'.

A LIITLE DIFFERENT
If by now you are thinking that things are a little 'different' in Berlin
then you are absolutely correct. One event that reflects this is the Berlin
1':1fantry Br~gade Inter Platoon Competition. The event gives Royal
Signals soldiers the chance to take on the infantry at their own game.
!he squ~dron team not only came second to 38 (Berlin) Field Sqn RE
m the ~mor units competition, but also managed to honourably beat
several .infantry platoons that were taking part in the major units
competition . In .a twelye ~our p~riod the platoons, or super troops,
und_erw~nt deta~ed ktt mspectton , a twenty kilometer overnight
nav1ga~1on exercise throuf:h urban and rural settings wearing full
march!ng order, and a series of tests. The tests assessed knowledge of
~r~ a1~ , NB~, AFV re~gnition. voice procedure and tank target
md1catton . As tf that wasn t enough daylight brought a forced march.
assault course and a shooting competition involving SLR, LMG and
84mmMAW!

team members, LCpl Scouse Matthews, Sigs Taff Hetherington and
Duid Paterson reached the finals and Cpl Geordie Sinclair was
unl~ck.Y to be forced to retire with a nose injury after winning his
prehmmary bout. LCpl Matthews went on to win the Best Loser's
Trophy.
FOOTBALL
. Our football team has suffered from a rash of postings. However,
with the arrival of LCpl Ian Groves, Sgt Johnny Boyd and Cpl Garey
Duffy and the return of Cpl_ Robbie Davies, winning form has returned.
We are through to the semi-final of the BAOR Mini-Minor Units Cup
aft~r beating 20 Electronic Workshops REME by three goals to two.
This was one of our more importanf victories as 20 Electronic
Work~hops ':"ere the eventual winners of the BAOR Minor Units Cup.
Back m Berhn we played the first round of the Kemsley Cup against the
strongly fancied team ~rom 62 Tpt and Mov Sqn RCT. The game was
played at a. fas! and funous pace but we came out deserved winners by 2
goals to ml with Cpl Robbie Davies scoring both goals. ln this the
Berlin Minor Units Cup, we now take on D Sqn 4th/7th Royal Dragoon
Guards in the semi-final.
HOCKEY
After the Christmas break the squadron Hockey Team has continued
to show its winning form. Jn the quarter final of the BAOR
Champ!onships the squadron be.at the UK Support Unit SHAPE by a
close wm of two goals to one. A well contested and significant win as
UKSU SHAPE are the current BAOR Minor Unit Cup holders. It was
not until 20 minutes from full time that we were able to penetrate the
SHAPE defence and a pass from Cpl Tony Brine was flicked into the
goal by Sgt George Myerscough. A penalty stroke a few minutes later
brought SHAPE back into the game but the 229 defence were able to
keep the SHAPE attack out and the game looked like a draw until three
seconds from full time a penalty was awarded against SHAPE. This
penalty wa.s smacked home by Sgt Alan Reece to give 229 a well
deserved victory. The final of the l Division Minor Units Hockey
Tournament saw the squadron retain this Cup for another year. Our
opponents 207 Sig Sqn were dealt with at Hahne and our eleven
returned to Berlin celebrating an 11-0 victory. On the Berlin scene
too, some high scoring games are giving even the defence a chance to
put a few away. Cpl Graham Hughes scored his first ever goal in all of
his 22 years of hockey . Cpl CoUn Deering has also shared some of the
fun. Victories over 2 RRF of 7-1 and Smuts Barracks 9-0 indicate
our strong performance in the local league competition .
SEMI-FINAL BAOR
Our latest achievement was our win over HQ 4 Armd Bde and 204
Sig Sqn by six goals to two. oticeable individual efforts were a very
impressive solo effort goal scored by Cpl Mick Dawson, who ran most
of ~he l~ngth of the pitch by himself, before popping it in the net, and
believe !t or not Cpl Graham Hughes has got his second. This victory
puts us m the final of the BAOR Minor Units Hockey Cup which will be
played at Rheindahlen against Command Pay Office.

The squadron's tea~ during the forced march (or stagger) in the
Brigade Inter Platoon Competition
. Experience a! taking part in this sort of competition varied from
virtually non-existent to the para-winged lamp swingers. Cpls Geordie
~lnclair and Mick Dawson and Sgt Billy Haslam proved that not all of
it was talk as they spurred on the team . A good effort was made by
many of the squadron's newest members too, especially Sig Ian GrantHunler, Alan Chalmers, Mez Merrill, Jim Neaves and Rick Ball. Sgt
Chri.s Riley and the technicians even got in on the act by providing
musical PA sui;>port that spurred on the team at the end of the forced
march phase with the strains of the Corps March.
SPORTS SCENE
~g~ .Ricky Rlchar~s'. final contribution to the squadron's sporting
acttv1hes was the tratnmg of our Novice Boxing Team. Three of the sLx
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Sig Grant-Hunter gets a helping hand from his French and American
team mates over the 'Irish Plank'
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SOCIAL SCENE
.Finally on a lighter note, the Star Pri7e in the squadron's Xmas raffle
th1S year was won by LCpl Frank Masslngbam. He won the privilege of
being SSM for a day. whilst Sig Ian Taft had to make do with a
portab~e colour television as a booby prize. The day proved most
educational for him , as he soon realised that there was a bit more to
being Sergeant Major than just boots and haircuts. His biggest
problem was trying to keep a straight face whilst organising a drill
p~rade,, the monthly duties conference and having to deal with a
pickled OC on orders as Lt Mike Spoors played acting Squadron
Commander for half an hour.
The close of winter brings the Spring and we now look ahead to
another of the squadron's activitie that makes us a little bit 'different'
to most other squadrons. The Parade Season will soon be-with us. More
next issue!
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259 Sig Sqn

244 Sig Sqn (AS)
R.A.F., Brize Norton

THE RED HAND
xt . ely throughout Europe to fulfil its
As the Squadron trave1s e er;:n; a uestion regularly asked is 'Why
roles with both AMF(L) adn~ U~ Gang~nd actually have a red hand on
are ·ou k now n as the Re
an
.
·1 • The answer 1s·rt Bomber Controls were formed as
rour vehicles and tra1 ers
The first two. Close . up~
e were formed by the W ar Office
4
experimental units. early 1 ~ l
/~ir Force co-operation practised
for reasons lea rnt mhthGc oseans i/their 'Blitzk reig' th rough Europe
so successfully. by t e : m2 CSBC was com manded by Lt Col J .M.
prior to Dunk irk. urn ~ d t HQ 13 Corps 8th Army at the end of
McNelll RA and was attac e
that there wa~ an urgent need for an
1941 . It soon became ap~are n
ffi
h. h precedence. For
immediately i~entifiableL1g~i°~~~~r~ho~ewt~se !~loody Red Hand',
l~ck of _anythmg. bet!er (tTh McNeills being direct descendants of t he
his fa mily armonal sign.
e
.
d'1ately queried by the BG S. However,
Kings of Ul ster).
The ' Red ~and' sign was 1"!me Red Hand being kept provided that
some persu as1~e t~fi
lkedre.~ ltThed mR~ Ha nd was carried on the vehicles of
'performance iustt
it ·
e .
.
No 2 CSBC throughout orth Africa, Sicily and Ita1y. ed to En land at

S

_t;!;1

t°

The CSBC Sign~!. Officer. :1-t Bryn r~a~':i l~~usC::pport SiJ a1 Unit
the end of.the Tun1s 1 ~ earora: en ~~!~ andy lnvasic_n . T he tradition of
(l ASSU) m preparation
11 ASSU' s as they fo rmed . The close
carrying t!'e Red Hand spr~d ~daair prov ided by t hese ASSU' s proved
co-operatio n betweth
en grboun a top priority for the supply of men and
so successful that ey ecam e

B.F.P.O. 53

,
uently became the envy of every CSO.
equipmeln9t4. SThe t~S~s~IT~!~ained in existence and eventually. it was
After
on Y .
.
a s uadron of 22 Signal Regiment.
q the ' Red Hand'. However, an
reduced in size until by l ?63 it was
In 1?63 ther~ was a motion ~ ~~~o~~w 244 Signal Sq~adron (Air
official r~p~eve was iirante .11 maintaining a tactical sign.
Support) 1s virt~ally umquS~Y ~ti was disbanded but reformed in 1969
In 1964theAirSuppor441gSi qSqn (Air Support). From there the
at RAF Tangmere RAas F Be g n and in 1976 it moved to its present
squadron moved t<?
nso
location at RAF Bnze Norton .
CBA:RLIE T~OOdP ct'
of the Chinook Helicopter into the B~tish
With the mtro u ion .
f:
new radio net . The net will be
Army. it has br~iug~t~ re~~~:ts~~~ioo~sa which is where Charlie Troop
VHF and require e roa .
mantled by Lt Steve Wallis and the
enter the scene. The troop is com
Troop Sergeant is .s ~t ~e~::!:~~~ Tacom mex 3182 which was held
The Troop partmpa e
..
akin their mark Sig Bob
in Denmark. Already personalttie: . a~~ ;'innergof the Golde~ Blanket.
(Rip Van WD
inkle)~o~;a~=~no:d f~~m displaying a Red. J:Iand ?n !tis
LCpl Dixie ean as
·
.
h'
If d crew requmng d1ggmg
veh icle after continua~ fin~mg fr:;":ev:; location Joking aside, to
eq uipmenb t to ef:x:trChaactr11·e eT~C:pve~nd their wives, we ;incerely welcome
•
all me m ers o
you all in to the Red Hand Gang.

249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
Bulford Camp

EXERCISE 'HARDFALL SOlITB'
R Danells left
On 15 Jan the Q advance party led by Capt QM ay modation
Bulford for the Voss area of ~ 01:,~~ ~~;~~= ~~~ !te !~:~whilst we
which would be the squadron ~ T . .
With the squadron split
carried out our annual Ar~c rammg .
b · 30 minutes away,

~!"':~~~t~a~~:~~~~~~~ti~:k~e Jr~~~ b~gactually

d ifficulties of VHF communications in Norway. Many lessons were
learnt and put into good use on Ex Alloy Express.

posed no

A~C~~1e~~;.:~~s1~Fc
~~~i~a~oiu~~t~~A;~~~e~i~~~
bemg proper y prepare ,
:~ce~' th_rJugh their pace;, t~is wa:n~o;0at~~~~~e~~;;c~~~s~a;tu;~

hills between. Myrstak~al~n ~ili1 ~~e;:~~nbeing inserted by helicopter .
The exerctSe
e wi
~ ct captured both
Sut?poTrt TroOopP u,s~~ thcpr~:epg:ict~~~t~~ Cpf Bob Nixon in. the
Mam roop
s e Y
S B
Barnard remained
first 24 hours whereas their 0 P led by gt arney
'.
d e
undetected fo~ the full exercise, pity they ~fu{?h not :c=~~;~!~ wi~h
to a faulty set at pJ:itoon base, to pa~ on a k: bo:ne~ttack on Main and
Support and Admm Troops putting m a s 1
h
d
Alpha Troops base. which , of c;ourse, Main Troop say t ey repu1se ·
The arguments continue!
d ~
the
With the troops reassembled, vehicles were prepare
or th
commun icatio ns exercise. This brought home to the operators e

~
•
h !Ttt b f om right to left: LCpl
A dismount~d Rebro !s prepaMredd~or ~·1\e Sygt Jamie Jameson looks
Smudge Smith and Sig Paul a 1~ e ,
. .
on . Cpl, (its not a wig ) Charles 1s hidden

EXERCISE'EAGLESLAIR'
. .
MB Walker OBE
The Deputy Com~ander SW a?:s:~ic~~~~eR~ilitacy skills of the
MC, p~nned ExeRrcCTtse ER~~E ~nd RAOC with Signals providing the
·
•
supportmg arms,
teeth to act as enem y to l PWO.
Cs
Maj Mlke Shaw
This force of about 300 strong /ed b{ thet?red ~~~) acquitted itself
(Never mind , even the ~st lh°~;e~~al cS~i Unit' of the Signals , led by
c~ts~~~tml~~~ w~~ haed at one time captured 2 Scimitars, 5
Volvos and the SQMS ofSJ? Coh 1 _PW<;\ to foot the bill for the 2 Scout

H:i~:;~~~~S~;~ae: a~d ~V~l~ogi~ch were complete write offs?
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SQUADRON BIATHLON
Timing was now critical before going north for Exercise A lloy
Express, could we fit in the Bi-Ann ual Biath lon, of course we could.
Capt Ray Danells with the assistance of SSgt SQMS John Stanley and
Sgt Terry Hughes selected and marked the cou rse even though the QM
inj ured himsel f in the process. The SQMS did not really mean
to laugh! The course proved to be excellent as did some of the
performances recorded. Th e winner of the individual was LCpl Paul
George, with Main Troop winning the Team T rophy.
EXERCISE 'ALLOY EXPRESS'
E xercise Alloy Express was an FTX north of the Arctic Circle, where
all we learned down south was put into practice. The squadron once
again cam e away with flyin g colours producing all that was asked of
them . Our trip to Norway finished on a high note when the squadron
retained th e NATO Challenge Cup with a time in the speed march , two
excellen t pacesetters in Cpl Pete Griffin and Cpl Phil Clifford, that left
the infantry and non infantry teams, gasping in our wake. Well done
lads!

yeaThe squadron with many novices to Norwalay,Mproyide~!7:~f;~ts ~~
th
run at Myrkdalen. Two Roy
anne
• h
e ~ur!~1 assisted by Squadron Instructors, nearly experts , pu t~ e

SQUADRON TRAINING
.
d
d
Immediately after the Survival Course had fin~sh~ • squ\~o1
. in started with a patrol ex.ercise between , Mam roop w.1
~::p ~44 Sig Sqn AS and Support Troop with Admin Troop, m the

BADMINTON
A 'Blind Partners' doubles Badminton· Competition was held in
March. The competition was devised and organised by Sgt Chris
Gardner . T here were 32 entrants a nd partners were picked out of the
hat; some of the resulting pairs proved interestin~! Like, Sig Kenny (do
I really have to open my eyes?) Clay with Sig 'JC (my feet won't move)
Copley. And , Mrs Flo (I know what I am doing-does he?) Atkinson
with Sig Gordon (1 wis h I knew what I was doing) Rice.
The day produced some excellent badminton which was enjoyed by
everyone and the fmal results were: Winners: Sig Paul Slater and Mn
Angle Currell, Runners Up : Sgt Ron Bragg and Mrs Hazel Gardner,
Plate W inners: Cpl Mick (killer) Kelly and Cpl Tony Gretton, Runners
Up : Cpl Bob Drysdale and Sig Marty Hadfield.
T he pizes were presented (but not donated!) by the TOT-Capt
Raymond Tricker.
249 Sig Sqn's Special S ki Un it o n patrol high in th e mo unta ins above
Myrkdalen on Exercise Eagles Lair

problems to the Admin Staff.

emerged from the course, ar ofo~nd his ski . Sig Eddie O'Kelly and
Keith (Legs) Talbo~ h.t:seJ:°have been enrolled in the 'Banzai Brigade'
~~b8.:1t i~~~y aend Lt Kevin Ftaber have found out that ' Naptha'
doe s bum.

Platoon Radio Operator from 249 Sig Sqn's Special Ski Unit, at
platoo n base on Exercise Eagles Lair high in the mountains above
Myrkdalen

HODGSON SHIELD
The Hod~on Shield Com petition, which is our inter-troop affair
covering thirteen sports, is due to be completed shortly when the five
troops battle it out on the soccer field. The competition could hardly be
closer. Airfield Troop a re leading Tech T roop by one point and
Mountain Troop are just one point further behind . SHQ and Episkopi
Troop are not in the running but could influence the football outcome.
Watch this space for the final result.
This exciting situation was brought about when Mountain Troop
collected the wooden spoon in the rugby competition. Yes, even SHQ
beat them, 3-0 with a drop goal fro m t he OC. Tech Troop proved too
strong for everyone with their 'all-star' team led by Sgt Steve Green.

SPORTS
With the amount of time spent out of the country, our sporting
achievements have been few and far between , yet in the week back from
N_orway we were in two finals .
The football team led by Sgt George Cook played a very hard ,
entertaining SW Districts Minor Units Cup Final against the Army
Champion 150 Sqn RCT. Despite excellent performances from Cpl
Lain Clements, Sig Tony Redman and Sig Trib Slaney we lost in a
penalty shoot out after extra time score of 4-4.
On the same day the football team were losing, the Rugby team were
not only Winning the Log Sp Bn 7-a-side, but it was the A team beating
the B team in the final. Not bad lads, but if a ball was meant to be
carried it would have a handle.
Finally on 2 Apr the Officers and SNCOs dined out four members ,
SSgt SQMS John Stanley, on promotion to 28 Sig Regt, SSgt (YofS)
Roy Wilson, to Aldershot Golf Course, SSgt Sid Vivian, to Ouston , and
Sgt Owen Evans to sunny Cyprus. May all good luck go with you and
your families.
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TROOPFFRs
You can tell how old the OC is; we still have FFRs. Poor 'Epi' Troop
got the first one, which started off with a ten mile bash . You can tell
how old the OC is ; we still have ten mile bashes!! Meanwhile, the TOT
and FolS Coord, W02 AJex Taylor, went behind the technical scenes
whilst Sgt Norman Crossley put the drivers through their paces. Don't
fo rget to put the reversing pin in next time!! Following TOETS , first
a id, fire drills and weapon inspections, a very relieved Lt Alex
Jenkinson WRAC retired with her team for a well earned drink in the
Jimmy Club.
Airfield Troop came next and their ten mile bash was rudely
interrup ted by the Army Swimming Test in March ! 'Sir, but I haven 't
brought my trunks'. 'You won 't need trunks where you're going lad' .
The OC kindly provided a show of entertainment from the RAF Red
Arrows display team which slotted in nicely between heaving in 2 miles
of 100 pair cable and a map reading exercise.
And on to Tech Troop for whom SSgtJohn Davis and his team of Sia
Gordon Rice, Cpl Mark Smfthurst and Sgt Derek Payne serenaded Epi
Troop with a magnificent presentation on the Soviet Forces. Having
been given only four hours preparation time he has now been
rechristened SSgt 'Bluffer' Davis. Elsewhere SSgt Jim Nell and his
team were cheating on the leadership test by driving around the
bondhu in Cpl Taff Davies' Alfa Romeo. The outcome was that it took
them 2 hours longer than it would on foot; but that is Tech Troop
initiative.
So, to Mountain Troop. But that is next month because, believe it or
not, they are snowed in. See April's Soldier magazine.
TV FOR CYPRUS-PLEASE
There are plans afoot to bring transmitted video TV to British
Servicemen. Our extensive list of congratulations below would seem to
be supporting evidence that the plans should be brought forward : Sat
Ron and FJo Bragg : Colin Vincent, Sig David and SyMa Crouland :
Catherine Jane, Sig John and Gabrielle McElroy : Natalie Veronica,
Cpl Mark and Be' Smfthunt : Matthew James, Sgt Mick and Mavll
Parsons : Chrladne Dawn.
FOOTNOTES
• Without being in anyway disrespectful we note that on the minutes of
the OC's Conference the QM, Capt Eric Le Quesne, was nominated as
the Royal Sii;?nals Museum Equipment Aquisition Officerll We
wondered why~
• Moriarty and Wac.on are both posted to Airfield Troop. Could
Records please post in a Holmes just to complete the trio.
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262SigSqn
B.F.P.0. 58
CYPRUS INTER SERVICES MARATHON
The squadron has been kept busy on the sporting scene recently, and
March wa undoubtedly the culmination of many months of hard
training by the long distance runners, who <;X>mpeted in ~he Inter·
Services Marathon on 14 Mar. The Marathon 1s now becoming a very
popular eYent and this year there were almost 100 entries from ~~rvice
Personnel on the island. The course was run between Akrotin and
Episkopi. The route was mainly flat, but the runners assure us that
there is a 'slight' incline between the Akrotiri Salt Lake and the SKC
cinema on Station!
The squadron entered a full team and finished as the first Army
team, and 4th overall. The results were as follows:- 3rd, W02 (fofS)
John Turvey 2 hrs 31 mins 03 secs, 21st, Sgt Hugh Lovejoy 2 hrs 57
mins 44 sec, 33rd, LCpl Terry Crosby 3 hrs 19 mins 30 secs, 37th, LCpl
Dickie Bird 3rs 22 mins 16 secs.
Sgt Hugh Lovejoy was the only team member to have competed in a
marathon event before, so we would like to congratulate the team on
their performance. WCpl Sue Catterall deserves a pat on the back too.
She completed her first ever marathon in 4 hrs 34 mins, to come in
83rd, a very fine run indeed.

Port Sqn were more than willing to allocate us vehicle space on their
RPL's during their exercise Harpers Ferry. Consequently a total of five
vehicles containing an assortment of antennas and radio equipment,
were driven on to the RPLs at Akrotiri Mole, ready to sail for Dhekelia
Jetty during the night. A team of fiye technicians under the eagle eyes
of W02 (FofS) Alan Mockford set to work to establish a Radio Relay
link from the boat back to members of the Sqn in Dhekelia. The
squadron has a ship-to-shore communications committment, although
normally only when the ship is at anchor. Members of Comms Tp also
joined in the exercise, and some of the Commcen staff, led by SS (YofS)
Percy Beynon, sailed back to Dhekelia after visiting 12 Signals Unit
RAF in Episkopi.

HOCKEY
The hockey teams played 6-a-side matches. Goal scorers were LCpl
Sammy Simcox, Sgt Dave Kingdom, Cpl Ken Jones and Sig Pete
Rendell. The scores were as follows:- 262 v 254-Won 3-0, 262 v
259-Won 1-0, 262v 1 Sqn-Won2-l.
RUGBY
The 7 -a-side rugby team stole the show in their new rugby strip
(corps colours; specially imported from UK at great expense!). The new
strip obviously had the desired effect as the 262 team soundly beat all
the opposition. SgtJlm Acklaw is worthy of a special mention for a fine
individual try and conversion against 259 Sig Sqn.
TUGO'WAR
Teams of 8 (100 stone max) pulled to win the Tug o' War
competition. The 262 team was built up from members of Maint Tp,
reinforced with some TA out on attachment. This event proved to be
the Sqn's weakest of the afternoon, but nevertheless the team pulled
well and did not disgrace itself.
RUGBY-262v 259
On 17 Mar the Sqn rugby team played host to 259 Sig Sqn in the
annual home and away competition. The opposition had won the
corresponding competition and we were looking for our revenge! However it was not to be, and after a fast and entertaining game (played in
a thunderstorm) 259 emerged the winners by 19 points to 12, After the
game both teams returned to the BITSA Club to a welcome meal of
Cuny 'knocked up' by Cpl Jeanette Allen. Jeanette remained faithfuf to
the Club, whilst her husband Sgt Billy Allen left for 259 earlier this
season. He will have to play better for us than he does for 259 if he is to
be selected to play when he returns to the fold in May!
It has been a period of mixed fortunes for the rugby team as the
season draws to a close. In March the team retained the Carlsberg All
Island 7-a-side plate which was won last year. There was a fine team
performance, but special mention is due to Cpl Dud Maher, who
showed a clean pair of heels running in 6 tries during the competition,
and also Sgt PhD Baker, who was not far behind with 4 tries.
EXERCISE 'HARPERS FERRY' (or 262 Ampblbloiu Sig Sqn)
At the end of March members of 262 joined forces with 10 Port Sqn
RCT to test a ship-to-shore communications link. The members of 10
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633 SigTp
B.F.P .0. 12
THE DOOR
The troop is , as always, trying to improve the communications for
Force Headquarters. Apart from our rear link to UK via DCN and th
HF Force Comm.and Net, we are currently working on a VHF Fore:
Comma~d Net usmg the new Clansman Inverted Vee Antenna Kit (The
~oyal Irish ~angers couldn't get it to work) and a direct radio rela
hnk to the High Com.mission in Belmopan . At present this link goes v·~
a relay at Coom~ Cairn on Mountain Pine Ridge, and our rovin tee~
Sgt Al. Coleman is at present building a few 'Cubical Quad' ante:nae t~
try to 1mpr~ve the gains on th~ d_ire~t shot. The only problem so far has
bee~ that his first one was built 1Ds1de the projects store, and there was
a sh~ht amount of embarrassment around when he discovered it was
too big to fit through the door!
Apart from work, the possibilities for R & R and general recreation
out here are tremendous, as the following two short stories will show.

ROY AL SIGNALS QUADRANGULAR SPORTS MEETING
The quadrangular sports meeting is now becoming an annual event
on the island. The year the meeting was hosted by 259 Sig Sqn at
Happy Valley in Episkopi. Teams from 262 Sig Sqn, 259 Sig Sqn, 254
(UN) Sig Sqn and 1 Sqn 9 Sig Regt took part in 4 different sports. The
afternoon was bright and sunny and a good time was had by both
competitors and families. The afternoon's activities were as follows:
FOOTBALL
Teams of 7-a-side played in the football competition. The star of the
team was LCpl Mlck Llnklns who scored a total of 3 goals in the 3
matches played. Results were as follows: 262 v 254-Won 1-0, 262 v
259-Drew 1-1, 262v 1 Sqn-Lost2-l.

- - News from Troops-··

Sgt Jim ' I see no ships' Acklaw on board the RPL during ex Harpers
Ferry

EXERCISE 'FRYING PAN'
On 11 Mar, 14 members of 81 Sig Sqn (V) led by SSgt Chris Aieney
arrived in Dhekelia Garrison to assist the Sqn line section. After
settling in over the weekend, work was started on t he re-development of
line communications in the Slim Village, Alexander Barracks and
Ladysmith Areas. This involved building an aerial cable route some 700
metres long with 100 pr aerial cable, terminating the cabl~ i~ a c'.lbin~t
at one end and a GPO pillar at the other and JOmtmg m six
distribution points throughout the Slim Village area. This sroject was
to replace old lead cables which had been laid in the early 6 'sand had
become unserviceable.
In the Ladysmith area the task involved the complete replacement of
an open wire overhead system with a new aerial distribution system.
The old system had become unserviceable, so not only did the project
produce a serviceable system, it improved the distribution system and
the visual appearance of the 'Village' area. After completion of both
these projects the party still found time to assist in the rewire of the
Garrison Medical centre.
At the same time as these two projects were being done , two
members of the party, Slgs Granger and Marks were working in the
automatic exchange along side the Sqn TE Techs and assisted a great
deal in bringing our exchange up to peak performance.
Apart from all the work, they also found time to 'assist' the Sqn at
sports, and also took on the Sqn football team, which resulted in a
'close' win for the Sqn. Having done all of this they then returned to the
UK on 26 Mar knowing that once again their expertise had been very
much appreciated.
POSTINGS IN AND OUT
There has been an unusually high turnover of personnel recently.
The squadron would like to welcome new arrivals: Capt Craig
McColvfile and his wife Mary, Cpl 'Alf' Garnett and Elaine, Cpl
Martin Lelgbfield and Maggie, Cpl Fran Forbes, LCpl Val Bamford,
LCpl Babs Statham, LCpl Kev Maher and Kim, LCpl Charlie 'Plum'
Roberts, Sit• Steve 'Spike' Hughes, Gary Price and Colln O'Brien.
We say goodbye to the following and wish them well in their new
postings: Capt Derek Robertson and Stef, Cpl Val Dixon, Cpl Steve
Gillespie and Ann, Cpl Mark Wright.Jones.
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CAPTAIN CHAN NIN GS CRUISES
Report by Sgt EJ. Fonter
Why sit in the luxury of APC, Belize, when you can go u river to
explore unexplore? Belize Jungle. By courtesy of Skiprer, 11ors) Mal
Channing. Those involved: W02 Mal (Skipper) (YofS Channlng s t
Crewman RJck (I'll pull the cord) Forster, Sgt Otrls (I'll splash an 'on~)
Lane, Cpl Brl (I put the Indent In) Durllk, LCpl J.C. (I won't 1-p
overboard agaln) Craven, Sig Tony (I've seen another Turtle) Wilks.
The saga begins: We set off eventually one dismal Friday mornin
After ~bout 15 i_ni~s I .say 'Skipper should we put the correct s a!k
plugs 1,n the e~gme Skipper replies 'that seems a good idea aft!r all
averagmg6 miles a week isn't very fast is it'.
'
DECISION
So two. hours lat~r with~ut much mishap. A decision has to be made
a~ the~e is a fork ID the river. One way dense jungle, the other o en
wide nver. We g~ the dense way (no holds barred on Channing Crui~es)
~~i:;p we go fightmg off trees , snakes and other reptilian wild life until
pper' Channing says 'should we go back now' we couldn't go 'much
r:irther. That's a good idea we all say, 'Oh hang on' says Mal 'I think
Ive broken th~ prop c~ you give me a hand Sgt Forster' so we change
t~e prop. You re not trymg very.hard are you 'Sarge', after 20 pulls on
t e rop~ to try and start the engine. So the Skipper inspects the en ine
well be1Dg .the mechanical wizard he is, we'll have to paddle backgit's
o~ly SO i_niles or so. After about two hours we had paddled all of 3
miles, mmd Y?U all Sgt Lane did was splash people. (I don't think he
h.as ever bee~ ID a boat before). We find a small village of locals on the
side of the river, they try to help, but alas in vain. So the-6 of us start
o ur walk through the bondoo. With a little help from the radio set (at
1east that worked) we were picked up and taken back to APC.
BACK TO PADDLING
So on Saturday a ~~w en?ine is borrowed and off to rescue the boat.
After another ex~edrt1on. with. Skipper Channlng we ran out of petrol.
So ?ack to paddling agam. F1Dally we arrived at APC with boat two
eng1Des and no petrol and feeling just like ?? must have felt wh~n he
~anoe? the ~tlanti.c single handed. Skipper Channing's last words were
who is com1Dg with ~e when Comd I Sig Gp comes to visit'. Any
volunteers from other Signal Units. We need you!!!
EXERCISE 'WANDER LOST'
Report by LCpl Mal Barrett
W.ell , not so much an exercise more of an expedition into darkest
MeXIco, by four members of the troop. LCpl Mal Barrett, Sig Cari
Beal, Sig Gary Palnter an~ our baby Sig Innes (Lou) Gerrard.
The way through Mexico was no great problem , we just stumbled
through ~hatemal ~hen onto a town called Merida, where we sampled
the food m moderation and the local beer to a slightly larger extent.
DISASTER LOOMS
Now ~or the ~eturn journey. 'Prepare thyselve and readeth on'. We
left M~rida 6 o clock Sunday morning, bright and early, so if we had
any mishaps on the way back we could rectify them and still get back to
camp on time. In theory! For a start we took the wrong road out of
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Merida, and ended up in some strange town. We found out if we went

Ch atermal.
to the next town we coul~ turn off there and get the road back to
So off we sped
our trusty Land-Rover and missed the
ID

tofwnth abnld turn-off completely. 1 was asleep at this time readers so none
o e ame can rest on my shoulders!
I awake to find Sig Gerrard driving, I also noticed we only had! tank
of pe~rol left, so I asked Sig Gerrard where we were. He said 'Don't
know I could sense disaster looming. After about l hour we came to a
small town on the coast, where we met two Americans an<! told them
our story. 1:hey tot~ us that if we wanted petrol we would have to go
over to.the 1slan<;t .. How do we get to the island?' we asked. 'By ferry'
they s.a1d, so we J~med the queue and waited, then two ferries later we
set sail. On r~chmg the island we drove for about 10 kms and found
the petrol station. Heaven must have been on our side. So then it was
back to the furry I?Ort at top speed, only to find when we got there there
were no more fe~es for the day. Next feny 8 o'clock Monday morning.
Oh dear what will Staff say.
THE MORAL
. Our first thought was to find a telephone, sony no telephones on the
island. We.settled dow~ ~or a,ni~ht in the land-rover. About S o'clock
the sand fhe~ sta~ted, btt1Dg. Did anyone bring any insect repellent?'
was the question; No was the answer. The sand flies had a party
·
l_O o'clock Mond.ay morning we got on a feny and docked ~n the
mamland safely. Still no telephones in sight. On to the town where we
should have turned off. This small town proved to be quite interestin
w~ found a telephone and we found the right road all in about gs
mmutes. After travelling for about.100 kms we saw a sign post for
Chatemal. Everybody breathed a sigh of relief we were on our way
h ome. We got bac~ to c~p at 10.30 M~nday night.
The mor.al to this story 1s:- Plan your Journey. Buy a map if possible.
Leave MelOco alonel

Queen's University OTC B.F.P.O. 801
STUDENTS STUDY COMMUNICATIONS
Officer Cadets fro.m Queen's University Officers' Training Corps
were put through ~e1r pac.e~ on the Stranraer peninsula by the ORLO
team. Und.er exercise cond.1t1ons !he university students soon found out
about their weaknesses m Voice Procedure, Navigation and CP
proce~ure, an<;! learnt about the difficulties of maintaining a viable net
over hilly terram.
D~e to the ongoing security situation in Northern Ireland the
contingent c~not oper~te a mobile communications exercise l~ally
and has .to v1S1t the mamland for such activities. On these occasions
t~er receive support .from the Sc~ool of Signals . The Officer Recruiting
L1a1son Officer k1Ddly provided the basis of two exercises
Unfo:t1Jnately •. gale force November winds had so delayed the cro ing
that hm~ remamed for only one exercise.
~e Signals Troop. at Queen's OTC is currently a small sub-unit and
provtded only sutt:ic1ent m~power to operate the CP's. More junior
cade~s, wh? require the skills of navigation, voice procedure and
admmis~atior.i as part of ~heir Certificate of Military Training, manned
the mobile ur.i1ts, competing against one another. The cadets returned
mu~ the wiser, grateful for such a professional contact and are
looking fo!""'ard to an improved performance (on their beh~f) on the
next exerctse.
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Association Ne .ws

FORMER PENSIONERS
Our thank s are due to our Regimental Pay Office, Taunton. who
have reported the recent deaths of the following former Members of the
Corps, who were in receipt of a pension:
21126583
Sgt Gillan
02599740
Sgt Lythgoe
23701649
Sgt Fraser
02316054
Pte Adams
02306262
SSgt Bartlett
SSgt WUson
02547955
14766748
SgtShUvock
02041431
Sgt Rosson
02317592
W02 Temple
02316772
W02 Wright
05836195
L.C. SkIDlngs
F.V. Christian
02303024
05331576
SSgt Clarke

maintain the interest of the passive members. 1t is important therefore
that we should find some means of attracting more active members if
the Branch is to survive.
The Comm ittee ha remained very active in arranging social
functions ; attending funerals of deceased members and advising
widows on their pensions ; visiting the sick and assisting others in need.
A number of parcels of clothing have been sent to Association HQ and
a number of parcels of books. games and playing cards have been sent
to Northern Ireland .
Although the Branch could claim to have achieved a modest degree
of success. the fact remains that recruitment of new members has been
very disappointing and unless we can attract more active members.
th ere is a risk that the Branch will suffer the same fate as the former
Cheltenham and District Branch. Anyone who has been involved in the
work of the Association knows that it has a very useful part to play.
even in the Welfare State. As I shall be leavi ng the Chelten ham area in
the near futu re, the d uties of Hon Sec/ Treasurer are being taken over
by Maj Arthur Cropp who will be pleased to hear from anyone living in
the Co unty of Gloucestershire or the General area of the Cotswolds who
may wish to support th e Branch. He can be contacted at 18 Church
Road. Swin don Vill age. Cheltenham. Telephone (0242) 31530.

DERBY BRANCH
Report by Dorothy Williamson (Chairman)

COTSWOLD BRANCH
Report by Lt Col (Retd) J. A.Waite
The Cotswold Branch was established in January 1979 to replace the
former Cheltenham and District Branch which ceased to function in
1969 due to lack of support. Preliminary arrangements to establish the
Branch were started in August 1978. As a first step. contact was made
with the OC of the local TA Troop who kindly offered to provide
facilities for Branch meetinss and the PSI , SSgt R. J. Parry undertook
to assist by providing clencal support. An ad hoc Committee was
formed consisting of Col J. F. Worth as President/ Chairman. Lt Col J.
A. Waite as Hon Sec Treasurer and SSgt R. J. Parry as Assistant
Secretary. In ovember , just before Remembrance Day , a letter was
distributed to all known ex-members of the Corps inviting them to join
the Branch. 35 replies were received confirming support for the Branch
although a large proportion indicated that they would be unable to
attend meetings or take an active part because of other commitments or
reasons of ill-health etc. Notices were posted throughout GCHQ. Royal
British Legion Clubs. other Ex-Servicemens' Clubs and in the local
press inviting all potential members to attend the inaugural meeting at
the TA Centre, Arie Road , Cheltenham on Thur 11 January 1979.
At the inaugural meeting we were pleasantly surprised to find that
the publicity has been fairly effective and 42 members were enrolled .
including one ex-member of the ATS. A Committee was elected and it
was decided that the Branch should be named the Cotswolds Branch to
cover the general area of the Cotswolds and the County of
Gloucestershire. Members' subscriptions and donations together with a
generous donation of £25.00 from the Royal British Legion Club ,
Bishops Cleeve. provided sufficient funds to get the Branch started. A
programme of events was drawn up and with so many ex-members of
the Corps living in the area it was hoped that the membership would
increase substantially; but at the end of the first year, we had only
managed to enrol a total of70 members .
During the three years of the Branch's existence. we have held a
number of successful functions and participated in various events co·
ordinated by the Cheltenham Council of Old Comrades Associations
and the Royal British Legion. Despiie intensive efforts to recruit new
members. the numbers have remained static at about 70, of which a
large proportion are passive. and attendance at meetings has dwindled
to an average of about 20. All members have been kept informed of the
various activities and points of particular interest by means of
Summary Records of meetings , Secretarial Notes and Newsletters. This
involves a considerable amount of effort and would have been quite
impossible without the clerical support provided by SSgt Parry and the
Orderly Room Sergeant of 4 Comms Unit, GCHQ, who has been so
helpful in producing the material for distribution to members. We
cannot expect to continue to rely upon the goodwill of others , who have
their own duties to consider and the escalating costs of stationary and
postage will soon make it impracticable to continue with this effort to
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A swinging evening was enjoyed by all at the Annual D inner/ Disco,
held by kind permission of the OCMaj M. Wright at the Kingsway TA
Centre on 27 March . It was with pleasure we entertained Lt Col Mike
Vann MBE, OC 38 Sig Regt (V ) and his charming wife Janet.
A presentat ion was made b y Col Arthur Haslehurst to t he caretaker
Mrs Pat Marshall and her husband Jeff, in appreciation of their
tremendou s help at past events and , of course, we hope in the fut ure.
The two Cpl Batchlors stepped in at short notice and m ade an
excellent job of running a bar on our behalf. To everyone's deligh t we
discovered not only was Lt Col M. Vann an interesting speaker , but
also a swinger on the disco floor and the old soldiers showed too , th at
they are still capable of doin g a lively jig.
At the AGM the Committee was re-elected unchanged. We are
fortunate in being allowed the use of the WOs and Sgts Mess fo r our
monthly meetings to their members we do extend grateful thanks for
this privilege. It is also a pleasure to mix and chat with serving friends
after the meetings and good to know that 46 Sig Sqn (V) still take a
strong interest in the Branch.

3RD DIVISIONAL SIGNALS REUNION
AND DINNER CLUB

BASKETBALL

Report by Ernest E. Bayley Hon. Secretary
3rd Divisional Signals Reunion Club staged 'A
·
f
happiness' t
t th
d
n evenmg o great
.
o quo e e wor s from a letter of tribute received on th
~~c~sio(~ t~etr
Reunion and AGM held at the Carisbrooke Halle

fOth
o~~ ~~rbe th~J ~:: 0 ;~~~~~~~t~: i:~~~f~·s;~~~- incidentally turned
1
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UK TOUR 20-29NOVEMBER 1981
Report by Capt (TOT) T. J. Everett
THE 1981 CORPS BASKETBALL SQUAD

Sixty two members and ~ues~ attended this Special Occasion, which

~as. mar~ed for the. ftrst time m the history of the Reunion Club b

L~ng~IVes :id widows present. The Chair of Honour was filled b~
Y. ary ay1or as our Guest of Honour. It was a heartenin
exper1~nce to feel the w~rmth and support free ly given to the widows 0~

comra es no longer wrt~ u~, but who will be forever remembered
·
Many hearts were fi lled with JOY as so many memories of old da
recalled to m~d. Mrs Bobble Wright, widow of t he late RSM (\:S:r)
~~g~bks~ ~~d hon 12 Sept, 1?Bl, related the story of 'Freddie t~e
·
g twas a. POW ma Jap Camp for 3! years and Freddie
th.e F~og a ~rass papen~etght he had picked up and carried with him
tying 1~ to. his b unk at mght. The laps wanted it, but Fairey would not
part with. it. Th~ laps came to treat it like a god feeding it with raw rice
an~ bowmg to 1t. The brass Frog attended the reunion and the sto
dehghte<;I all tho.se present who later examined it.
ry
On th ts _occasion the Secretary, E~est Bayley, completed 30 years in
office h~Vl ng first taken over the rems of the club at the Old Cock
Tavfrn I~ January, 1952, on which date the club was founded He was
re·e eC!e ~n d agreed to drive on. Maj K. N. Smartt joined the
~of96Jtte~fh~952 a~ Treasurer until 1953, resu ming this office again
~aj D.~.nRob~~: pomtment as Chairman in 1972, being succeeded by
Th ~ Regunen
.
·
t b emg
on exercise were not represented on this
t I
occasion but the club have been invited to attend a Re ·
~~fen,d itin ftly in S<_>est which will give the cl ub t he oppoJ~~i~; ~f
ng se to servmg me'!lbers. !he Club would welcome all ex
mem bers ~ho have served wrth 3 Div Signals as I am sure that the
Comr~desh 1ps that w.e re formed in the time of War is eq ually stron in
p~a~etim ~. so go to 1t lads wherever you are. If you are intereste9 in
JOmmg th ts most exclusive club, please contact me c/ o 'The Wire'.

Standing Left to Right
SSgt Matty Matthews
SSgt Pete Sutherland
Sgt Colin Elstob
WOl YofS George Stubblngs
Sgt Dave Smith
Sig Stu Fell
Sgt Stu Price
Capt (TOT) Terry Everett

- ~ Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt: (Coach)
- I Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
- 4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
- 227 Sig Sqn
-233 SigSqn
-4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
- 8Sig Regt
-School of Signals (Secretary)

Sitting Left to Right
LCpl Jimmy Peat
Cpl Gary Gillings
Sig Taff Chiplin
Sgt Colin Roberts
SgtJobn Smith
Sgt Les Bennett

- 264 Sig Sqn
-21 Sig Regt
-22Sig Regt
- 8Sig Regt
-13Sig Regt
- 4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt

UK TOUR
The last w_eek in November and the Corps UK Basketball tour is
~on us aga1~. A squad of 13 including player/ coach SSgt Matty
h atthews, havmg greatness thrust upon him at the last minute due to
t e unforeseen but necessary withdrawal of W02 RQMs' Dou
~oultney the regular Corps Basketball Coach of some years standing&
~t Les Benn.ett and Sig Stu Fell are the only completely new faces , all
t e other haVIDg attended on at least one previous tour.

LEEDS & DISTRICT BRANCH
At the invitation of the Commandant, Army Apprentice College,
Harrogate, Col G. C. Verdon QBE, members of the branch and their
ladies were guests of the College on 14 Mar. The SOinC Maj Gen A. C.
Blrtwbde CBE and Mn Blrtwlstle joined the Commandant , Staff,
Apprentices and b.ranch members at the service in the College of St
Alban , conducted by Reverend J. Murray CF who gave an impressive
address. The branch copy of the Roll of Honour of Corps members who
died in the Second World War is kept in the church . During the
service, the General unveiled a plaque commemorating the placing of
the Roll of Honour into safe keeping of the church in 1973. The plaque
was made and presented by the College. A page of the book was turned
by 82 years old Mr F.dwln Speight, the lesson was read by the branch
president, Col N. R. Blgland TD and the Act of Remembrance recited
by the Chairman.
Following the service the branch-supported by the standard and
members of the Harrogate branch- led by the College band, marched
past under the command of our Chairman Maj Bob Edwards, the
salute being taken by the SOinC. Members were entertained to a most
enjoyable lunch in the Messes where 'past and present' were able to get
together.
Our thanks to the SOinC (how he managed to fit it in amazes us , but
it was greatly appreciated), the Commandant and his staff who made it
possible and members of the Harrogate branch who gave their support.

-Sport -

LIST OF THOSE ATTENDING THE 30TH REUNION
~~d)y ~ary Naylor (W), Mn Gwen Jones (W), Mn Dorothy Konlzle
,
n Bobble Legg (W), Mn Barbara Solly (W) Mn Bobble
:right (W), (Special Guests of Oub). Mr N. Auto;., Mr E. E.
B yley-Secretary, Mr and Mn R. Betteridge Brig and Mn J D T
Jett, Mr and Mn R. T. Broad, Maj and Mn
D. Chappell, Mr ~nd
n W. M. Cotterell, Mr and Mn S. Cuny, Mr P. C. Dukes, Mr and
~':~· H(G)H:.deL, Capt A. Hughes, Maj H. Kelly, Mr E. G. I.eat Mr
r • F. Martin, Mr A. R. MUii, Brig and Mn
G
oore-Prestdent, Mr and Mn P. H. C. Muncbln Mr Edmund
Naylor (G), Mrand Mn S. G. H. O'Dell, Mr H. W. Pahner, Lt Col N
~rl Phl(~b' CoRI A). F. Pownall, Maj and Mn D. J. Roberts - Treasurer:
g
e ev and Mn W. G. Rowett, Maj and Mn K N
Smartl - Chairman , Mr S. J. Sowerby, Mr W. Splttal, Mr A.' w'
~ratley, Capt and Mn F. W. Taylor, Mr J. Y. Templeton Mr R w·
ompson, Mr H.F. Timmi, Mr W. J. Webb Maj and'Mn
B.
Wh eeler, MrE.J. Wood, MrJ. S.McCaul.
'
••

H.

M..,.."

•.

c:

A
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THE OFF
Saturday, a limber up and put something together day, then to the
first two matches on Sunday. To start. the annual contest with
Weymouth Cat's '.Yhiskers,. a civilian club that dominates the Dorset
League and holds its own m the Exeter League. WOl (YofS) Geo e
Stubblngs, Sg!5 Colin Elstob and Dave Smith, LCpl Jimmy Peat a':d
Sig Taff Chiplin wl'.l'e selected to start for ignals and they started very
w_ell, everyone sco~mg b,askets and going quickly to a 19- 8 lead for
Signals after 10 mmu.tes play. Weymouth then got down to the task in
hand .and matched. Signals play for the remainder of the half giving a
half tune sco~e of ~1gnals 38 Weymouth 26. Weymouth came out much
!Ilore aggressively m the second half reducing the deficit to four points
m the .first four ~inutes . .Signals recovered from this counter attack
and with b!>th sides putting .up .determined defence a low scorin
second halt ended with a wm tor Signals . final score Signals
Weymouth 46.
'
Su_nday .aftern?on. and the annual fun run versus the Blandford
Garrison s1d~. this gives competi~ive match play for those in the Corps
squ~d who did not get court time m the morning match . This wa a low
~cormg game evenly matched in the fir t half Blandford 18 Signals 17
m th~ secon<;t half SSgt Pete Suthedand had a period of accurat~
hooting leadmg to a final score of Signals 38 Garri on 30.

5a
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A CLOSE THING
Monday and the match ver us the Royal Navy, earlier on the tour
than usual, would we be ready for them at this stage? The start of the
match and the Navy open up a six point lead by the fourth minute but
Signals stayed calm and matched them basket for basket still with the
six point deficit until the seventeenth minute. then found some
inspiration in the last three minutes of the half to run out with a half
time lead of 34 to the Navy's 32. By the fourth minute in the second
half, Signals have established an 8 point lead to 10 points in the seventh
but the avy do not panic and set about the job of chipping back the
deficit which they manage quite effectively getting back to a ftnal score
of Signals 66 avy 63. This was a well contested match with neither side
managing to establish superiority, fortunately it went Signals way by 2
points in the first half and l point in the second. All the Signals team
performed well, Sig Taft ChlpUn getting his eye in and scoring 18 of the
Signals points.
Tuesday and the match versus Ferndown, a useful civilian side who
normally play in the Solent League. Again a very even match first half
score Signals 23 Ferndown 24 after a fight back by Signals from a 10
point deficit at the 15 minute point. By six minutes into the second half
Signals have crept into a 6 point lead but are committing too many
defensive fouls and Ferndown made the most of the free throws by
scoring 12 of a possible 14 points from them, more than half their score
in the last 12 minutes of the match, taking them to a victory, Signals
48-Ferndown 50. A salutary lesson on how to use fouls. WOI YofS
George Stubblngs getting most of everything on this occasion being
both top scorer with 17 points and fouled off late in the second half.
ANOTHER
Another civilian club on Wednesday, the Bournemouth Bears ,
currently competing in the Dorset League. Another even match
through the first half with Signals edging ahead bit by bit to a 10 point
lead at halftime, through some good shooting by SSgt Pete Sutherland
scoring 18 of Signals 32 points. In the second half coach SSgt Matthews
gave as many of the squad as possible a game the new boys Sgt Les
Bennett and Sig Stu Fell ably assisted by Sgts Colin Roberts and Stu
Price and Cpl Gary Glllings and later in the second half himself. The
Corps just managed to hold on eventually running out winners Signals
51 Bournemouth Bears 50.
SHOOTING ACCURACY PAYS OFF
A day's rest on Thursday, much needed by the author after all these
\"ery close matches, the Squad travel to Aldershot for The H Samuel
Inter Corps Basketball Tournament, which is to take place at St Omar
Barracks on Friday and Saturday. Our first match is versus the APTC.
For the first 10 minutes it stays pretty even with a score of Signals 22
APTC 27, at this stage the APTC took command with a period ofvery
good set shooting to rush to a 55 to 32 lead by the half. The second half
was very even with the APTC running with a final score of APTC 88 to
Signals 65. A good match played in good spirits by both teams, the real
difference between the sides being the shooting accuracy of the APTC.
It w~ ?urin~ this _match that Sgt S~ Price tried to stop one of the
oppoSttlon with his nose, but earned on undaunted despite the
unhinged nose and the tears in his eyes.
EXCITING
Friday afternoon and the RCT. This was a side we had always
managed to beat in the past and even though there were a lot of new
faces Signals felt pretty confident, in fact they went confidently behind
and the first half finished with RCT 33 Signals 26. It is not known what
the coach fed them during half time but Signals came out and played
some inspired Ball in the second half. SSgt Pete Sutherland, Sgts John
and Dave Smith combining well in attack ably supported by defenders
WOI George Stubblnv and Sgt Colin Elstob to take the score to
Signals 67 RCT 41 by the eleventh minute. Sgt Colin Robert&, Cpl Gary
Gillings and LCpl Jimmy Peat and Sig Stu Fell then went on to
maintain _the momentum and Signals eventually ran out winners at a
score of Signals 87 RCT 55. An exciting match, in which all ten Signals
players had a share of the court time.
TENSE
And so to Saturday the last day of the tour and Signals last two
matches-we were unfortunate in that both our matches were after
lunch at 1400 and 1600 respectively. The first of these was to be versus
the ACC. Signals were first to score but gradually by the 10th minute
had mai;iaged to. slip to a 10 point deficit , by the 13th it was pegged
back to JUst 3 pomts at 22-25 but slipped back to 5 by the half Signals
32, ACC 37. Ten _minutes into the s~cond half and the ACC had opened
th~ gap to ~2 pomts 44-56, but Signals fought back and in the 16th
mmute got m front for the first time at 65 to 64, immediate retaliation
by ACC took them back into the lead at 68-65, in the last minute
Signals got back in front at 76-72 and perhaps learning from earlier
expe~ence were able to play possession and pull fouls and calm free
shootmg by Sgt Due Smith and WOI George Stubbing• taking Signals

to an exciting win of 79 points to ACC 74. This was a tense match from
start to finish and th e Signals side, Sgts Colin Elstob, Dave Smith and
John Smith, SSgt Pete Sutherland and WOl YofS George Stubblngs
performed very well under pressure throughout the match to come from
behind in the last minute. This hard, tense match was followed after all
too short a break by the last match of the tournament which was R
Signals vs REME and as it turned out this was the play off for
tournament runners up as the APTC had already won all their matches
and Signals and REME at this stage had lost one each. The lack of rest
proved crucial as the Signals first five had just finished a hard match .
The REME had a good side with strength in depth and had only lost by
a single point to the APTC in a morning game. REME dominated the
match except for one burst of five minutes in the middle of the first half
by Signals. It became a quest to stop REME scoring the magic 'ton'
which was just prevented with a final score of REME 96 Signals 47.
The tournament results were 1st APTC 2nd REME 3rd R Signals 4th
RCT and 5th ACC. Signals were the official hosts this year and Lt Col
Alec Anderson, Chairman R Signals Basketball , attended the final
afternoon and presented the H Samuel Trophy to QSMI Chris Bunnet
of the APTC and the individual trophies to the winners and runners up.
SUCCESSFUL
The Squad dispersed from Aldershot after a successful tour having
managed to win six of the nine matches played. The new coach SSgt
Matty Matthews had tried to give as much court time as possible to all
members of the Squad , while at the same time winning as many
matches as possible. He is to be congratulated on achieving his aim.
Although it kept us on the edge of our seats with the close finishes, I
don't think any of the results could have been changed by keeping the
first five on court. All the matches were played in good spirit and
sportsmanship. Capt (TOT) Terry Everett and Sgt Bob Mahoney acted
as tour officials for Signals. Sgt Bob Mahoney, a regular Corps player,
is on his Foreman of Signals Course at the moment, so was only
released for one day to enable him to officiate at the Inter Corps
Tournament. Every member of the Squad gave of his best on the day
and contributed to the overall success of the tour. We look forward to
the future when we plan to get R Signals engraved on the H Samuel
Inter Corps Trophy a time or two.
Summary of Results:
46
50
Won
vs Weymouth Cats Whiskers
30
38
Won
vs Blandford Garrison
63
66
Won
vs Royal Navy
50
48
Lost
vs Ferndown
50
51
Won
vs Bournemouth Bears
88
63
Lost
vs APTC
55
87
Won
vsRCT
74
79
Won
vsACC
96
47
Lost
vs REME

GOLF
NEWSLETTER NO. 1
Report by Maj Harry Meekinga, 39 Sig Regt (V)

The Secretary of BGGS Maj 0
computer programme for th
ave Maxted produced a very good
Isles for all the hard work ~;esul:s. and we would like to thank Sgt
Congr~tulations must also go tguth~n TI~ the non playing runabout.
course m such excellent condition .
worth Oub for having the

HERE AND THERE

The Queen's University OTC
Belfast

CORPS v STAFF COLLEGE
Our first game of the season a ·
was held at Wentworth Golf a b ga113r the Staff College, Camberley
Mar. The day was perfect and
the course in very good cond · . u on
dressing on them . As you ~~: 't~lth£ugh the gree~s had a Jot of top
game. T~e selected team were read e taff College is only a half day
out we d1? not provide the standard :~r ~,food '!latch but as it turned
of ~en Jimmy Jackson and Ma Ha g req~1red. The leadmg pair
agamst a_young gorilla. hitting th~ bal~ ~eekmgs had a hard fight
the Sta ft College Maj Gen A Ak h a mi e and the Commandant of
Corps side produced three pa;s an~ trstd In the first three holes the
e~d ~f the round we managed a half ~~n ourselves two down . Al the
w1t_h it. Unfortunately the remainde . d were very happy to get away
which was just too much. The Stat! of the team had an uphill struggle
but I am sure the tables will tu c College were very strong this year
m ior next season.
RESULTS
Maj Gen A. J. Jacklon/
Maj H. Mftklne•

Maj Geo A. Akehunt/
Capt A. Gadsby

H

Lt Col N. Kenned, /
WOI I. Slelghtholm

Capt C. Pftblea/

LI Col C. Kaye

(4+ 2) 0- L

MajJ. lent /
WOI J. C.mpbeU

CaptM. Cbulton·Wftdy
Lt Col D. Benrldae

(3+2)0-1

Sqo Ldr J. Tbompoon/
Lt C-01 G. Bartlet
RESULTS

(J- 1) 0- 1

ColG. Han-lo/
Lt Col WUlcox

1- J!

31 (Greater London) Sig Regt (V)

SOCCER

~

An outstanding season for the Corps Squad as the results show·AAC
RAPC
RCT
RAOC
.
DREW WON
WON
WON
RA
RE
REME
2-2
5-2
4-0
2-0
DRJ-EJW WON
WON
3-1
2-0
The photograph was taken
Quadrangular Trophy on 20 Nov. at Woolwich after winning the

OUR AFFAIRS
RESTRAINTS IMPOSED
With the restraints imposed by the postal services, it is not possible
to send golf reports to all members of the Royal Signals Golfing
Society. Therefore it is hoped to maintain a periodic golf newsletter.
This I hope, will keep all golfers updated with our affairs and at the
same time report Corps Golf fixtures.

THE SWEATER
The new Corps Golf Sweater is now being made and it is hoped that
everyone of our golfers knows about the sweaters and has had the
opportunity to buy one. The sweater can be selected from Lambswool
or Heavyweight Courtelle and in sizes from 38 to 48 in chest. Colour
Sky Blue. If there is a problem please write direct to me for an order
form.
All the selections for the Corps Golf fixtures have been made and
players informed. However, it must be pointed out that there were a lot
not considered for selection because their returns had not been sent in
early enough.
BLANDFORD GARRISON GOLFING SOCIETY
The ftrst organised game of the season was held at Tidworth Golf
Oub on 2 April. This was the Spring meeting for the Garrison which
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was open to all Corps golfers from th
w:is very good with six outsiders e ~uth of England. The response
Liverpool. Well done! The weath
commg m from as far afield as
was the dress of the day. There w:~e~~ very g~d and shirt sleeve order
some good scores were foreseen H
rty entries for the day's ~olf and
stra ightforward as that. At the .en~w~.ver, as we all know , golf is not as
0
~olourf~I stories W02 (FofS) Free
th~ day afte~ many excuses and
man with a handicap of sixteen came
m the wmner.

Standing Lt R· C Corps Soccer Team 1981 / 82
0
· apt (QM) C Markie C 1 p
·
R. ·
.
J 1m Tierney (Corps Coach) C j N' 1 R. P eter 1dd!1ngton, W02
Abbott, Cpl Brian Colvin Si ~o ige ock, Cpl Andy Hill, Cpl Charlie
Cpl Hammy HamiltoA s'gt Ag le nHy R~dl man, LCpl Charlie Holsgrove
•
x am1ton W02 Ji c
be
•
Front Row L to
_&
amp II, Sgt
Cpl Sandy Brown, ~t ~~b Lg~~· S1fCTnbl Slainey, Sgt Billy Adam,
Yorkie Richard~:aCpl 1W~b HCcf~eAlly McKenzie, Sig

J~:hC ~~Laughlin (A~min BaQgag~

'What no crystals!' - Sig Peter H
.
Sig Sqn tunes one oft uhtecnheinsl, 47 _(Mdiddlesex Yeomanry)
w Yarrive C70's.
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ATTENTION!

Goods Available from Association Headquarters
The following items are available f rom t he Association

Any telephone enquiries to Chelsea Military extension 375, please.

'Jimmy' in bronze . Height 11!" including pli~th .
Produced by Peter Hicks for the Assoc1at1on
Royal Signals stick pin, ~r ladies wear. Sterling silver with spring safe~ stu.~'.
complete in presentation case
·· ·
· ··
···
Mens Calf leather wallets ...
Corps table mats (set of six)
Corps cocktail mats (set of six)

Overseas

UK

£

£

35.30

40 .50

6.50

7.50

6.00

6.90

23 .10

26.30

6.30

7.20

7.40

8.50

3.40

3.75

1.40

1.55

3.80

4.35

1.35

1.55

2.10

2.40

3.40

3.75

0.70

0.75

2.60

2.90

2.70

3.00

0.85

0.90

0.80

0.85

0 .75

0.80

0.25

0.30

0.50

0.55

0.45

0.50

0.40

0.45

1.45

1.55

0.45

0.50

Corps wall plaque (scrolls 'Royal Corps of Signals' or blank)
Corps cuff links (revised pattern)
Framed, illuminated Corpsbadge4i'' x~ "
Blazer badge (as approved by the Corps Committee) (on navy or black background)
Crested glass ash trays
Corps ties - terylene 3!''
Car badge-square, acrylic
Key ring with Corps badge t ag
' Begone Dull Care'. The Corps Band Record. (LP)
Corps clipper board folders in blue vinyl with crest in gold
Corps transfers - large (10" x ~")
medium(~" x ~"l

small (3" x 21")
Identity card holder
Blazer buttons - large
small
Association lapel badge (new pattern, members only)
Vinyl "coasters" with Corps Crest (set of six)
Calf leather comb case complete with comb

IN THE SUPERB
TOYOTA
RANGE.

DEAL FOR YOU.

For the military man on the move, car purchase
can offer some very spectacular tax and duty savings.
U nfortunately, without expert guidance there can
also be some pretty spectacular pitfalls!
That's why it's wise to choose a Toyota - cars
of superb quality, reliability and economy made by
the second largest manufacturer in the world.
Firstly, all the paperwork is done for you in your own home if you prefer. You'll be offered low
deposit finance and a competitive insurance p lan.
There is also a used car plan. And wherever you take
your Toyota, you'll find problem-free after-sales
service. All this, and a car that is a pleasure to own
a:nd drive. Find out more about the finest cars with
probably the finest tax-free deal in the world, now!
Just clip the coupon and return it to: -

r---:...._lliliiil

THE NEW TOYOTA CARINA
is no ordinary family saloon.
While the family relaxes in the spacious interior,
the driver can get on with the driving.
All-round visibility and good acceleration make
both 1.6 and 1.8 models extremely safe cars to drive.
The whole range has the latest features lo enhance
safety and comfort including multiple seat adjustments,
rack and pinion steering and an air-blending heating
system with balance control.
The 1.8 GL saloon has tilt-adjustable steering and
an electric sunroof as standard.
So try a driver's car.

Carina 1·8GL Saloon - Military saving of up
to 23%.

THE ABOVE PRICES INCLU DE VAT, POSTAGE A ND PAC KING

rr==THESPECIAL TOYOTA ==~

T he new Toyota Celica ST gives you sports car
styling with the load carrying capacity for the whole family.
With its 2 litre engine, 5 speed manual gearbox,
~ack and pinion tilt adjustable power steering and
m dependant rear suspension, the CelicaST will eat up the
miles economically.
T he Coupe or Liftback's standard equipment
includes an electric sunroof, heigh t adjustable driver's
seat, 3 band stereo radio/ cassette, quartz clock and
headlamp washers.
Celie~ ST Liftback - Military saving of up
to23%.
=ANOTHER NEW CAR
/

Toyota Tax Free Military Sales,
The Quadrangle, Station Road, Redhill, Surrey
RHI IPX. Or telephone: Redhill (0737) 68585.

..---------,
I
OFFICIAL GOVT. FUEL CONS. FIGURES CEUCA 2.0 ST LIFT BACK MANUAi..
URBAN CYCLE 23.7MPG111.9 UIOOKM). CONSTANT 56MPH 39.SMPG (7J L/IOOKM).

I

I

I am.interested in the Toyota CelicaU I would also like
details about the Starlet 0 Carina 0 Corolla 0 Cressida 0

mM~AK

I

I
II -="-'o~L,_,_,_lf:H_oN_E- - TOYOTA I
...
1
ADDRESS

_______ _
POST! COATE

]:JOME:

Everythingkeepegoingrigb~
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Forces

favourite.
Your family
deserves the best!

We introduce yet another new mode_I
range to our Park Lane showrooms offering you
an even greater choice.
.
The new Peugeot 505 estat~s and Family
estate come in three model options ~nd have
the largest loadspace and best fuel figure~
in their class. Come down and try one for size.
Alternatively, complete the coupon belo~
for further details on any of our comprehensive
range. Special Nato Prices.

Peugeot Talbot

~ ParkLane ®

PERSONAL EXPORT DIVISION. TALBOT MOTOR COMPANY LIMITED

--- -- - - ----

FrayBentos
Steak & Kidney Pudding
Tender chunks of lean steak and tasty
kidney wrapped in rich gravy inside a
tender suet pastry case. And ready to cook
in its own handy pudding basin !
A nourishing and tasty family-sized meal
in almost no time at all.
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Name _ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ __ __ _
Address _ __ __ _ _ __ __ __ __

MSDS military communications are in world-wide
use every day
The British Army has over 10,000 Clansman UK/YRC
353 sets as its only VHF vehicle radio - designed and built
byMSDS.
SINCGARS-V- the frequ ency-hopping radio of the
futµ re - MSDS in partnership with Cincinnati Electronics
chosen by the US Army as a contender.
SCIMITAR- an MSDS frequency-hopper for the
armies of today and tomorrow.
GR083 - a new concept in tactical radio relays simple to operate, versatile and transportable.

SCOT - the ship-borne terminal that surpasses all
others- ask the Royal Navy!
MARCRYP - a range of high security encryption
systems to suit all forms of communication, even HF
long-range communication.
SATELLITES and GROUND TERMI ALS- MSDS has
the expertise for everything. Skynet 2 (for which MSDS was
the prime contractor) is still functioning perfectly after
over 6 years in orbit. MSDS has designed and manufactured
ground terminals ranging from small man pack types to
complete 21-ft systems for NATO.
LAND, SEA,AIR and SPACE- MSDS WILL GET YOUR
MESSAGE THROUGH.

Marconi Space and Defence Systems Limited
A GEC·Marcon1 Electronics Company

Marketing Department,
The Grove, Warren Lane, Stanmo re, Middlesex HA7 4LY, England.
Telephone : 01 -954 2311 Telex : 22616 Telegrams : SPADEF Stanmore.
Printed In Great Britain
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JOIN

THEOTHER
PROFESSIONALS
At Cable & Wireless, we apply the latest technological advances to meet the
expanding telecommunications needs
of our customers around the world.
Although we operate with state of the
art equipment, we are no newcomers,
as we've been in the communications
business for over a century. Today we
provide services in more than sixty
countries. In fact, there can be few
people who know more about working
in the field than us.

We are, though, always on the lookout
for other Professionals to join us - and
that's where you come in. You need an

opportunity to expand and develop
your talents and experience, and we
can provide it. Especially if you've had
several years experience in HF &
Broadband installation systems. Qualifications to C & G B & C standard, or
Forces equivalent, would be an asset.
In return for your skills we can offer
you an initial contract of up to two
years and the chance to earn a salary
approaching £12,500 p.a. tax free, all
found, depending on the country in
which you work.

return air passages.
So if you are about to leave the Service,
contact us and arrange to talk to the
other Professionals. You won't regret it.

Write with full details to:Project Recruitment Officer, Ref AC091
Cable & Wireless PLC
Lion House, 72-75 Red Lion Street,
London WCIR 4NA.

In addition, there is generous leave, a
terminal gratuity, and of course paid
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Although we've never 01et,
you probably know us inside out.
Both your training and exposure to the most
advanced equipment in use today have prepared you to take up a key role in industry, now
that you 're leaving the Forces. And where
better than with one of Britain's most accomplished electronics companies.
Our projects include radio and TV broadcast

Test Engineering
mvolves production testing and fault-finding on a
w1de range of equipment. using the most soph1st1cated test techniques and equipment.

Technical Publication
mvolves workmg as a Technical Author or Circuit

Delineator on a vanety of proiects covering complex
electromc equipment and systems. Vacancies exist
m both Chelmsford and Norwich .

equipment, satellite earth stations, naval
communications, troposcatter, digital and lineof-sight networks .
To meet future order commitments, we 're now
looking for men and women with experience of
Microwave or digital systems or high power
transmitters to work in the following areas :-

Installation Engineering
involves the installation and maintenance of many
of the systems described , both in the UK and overseas . generally unaccompanied.

Systems/Sales Engineering

Throughout the years, the Toyota Corolla has
captured the hearts of serving men in every theatre
of operation.
So how can we set ·about making the world's
most popular car even more desirable ?
Like this: Upgrade it with GL trim, add more
equipment, and create a plusher interior.
How? Introduce velour upholstery, full head
restraints, needle punch carpeting throughout,
a magnificent sounding and looking MW/LW/FM
5-push button radio, 2-speed wipers (with intermittent wipe), tinted glass and a steering lock.
You can enjoy the world's best selling car in a
5-speed manual and a smooth automatic version.
We've also improved the fuel consumption
figures to get an economic 44.9mpg from the
manual at a constant 56mph.
Corolla DX Estate

involves assessing the technical implications of a
sales enquiry and the ttanslation of customer requirements into systems drawings and techmcal notes,
ready to make a formal tender. It's a role whi ch
involves working closely with our customers in the
UK and overseas.

Marconi
Communication Systems

For the military man on the move, car purchase
can offer some very spectacular tax and duty
savings. Unfortunately, without expert guidance
there can also be some pretty spectacular pitfalls!
That's why it's wise to choose a Toyota-cars
of superb quality, reliability and economy made
by the second largest manufacturer in the world.
Firstly, all the paperwork is done for you in your own home if you prefer. You'll be offered
low deposit finance and a competitive insurance
plan. There is also a used car plan. And where er
you take your Toyota you'll find problem-free
after-sales ser ice. All this and a car that is a
pleasure to own and drive. Find out more about
the finest cars with probably the finest tax-free
deal in the world now!Just clip the coupon and
return it to:-

Toyota Tax Free Military Sales,
The Quadrangle, Station Road, Redhill, Surrey
RHI IPX. Or telephone: Redhill (0737) 68585.
OFFlCIAI. GOVERNMENT FUEL CONSUMPTION flGURES GI. SALOON 4 DOOR MANUAi SIMULATED uR8'\N CYuE JO J '.lffi
CONSTANT561o'Pll44.9MPG.GLSALOON4000RAUTO •ULATEDURBANCVCLEJJ. ~"(>CO 14 '"<>
41)4 IPG.

I~--------------.,
I am int rested in the Toyota Corolla 0 I would also like

If you'd like to know more about our work and what we can offer you , write with a brief outline of

your service career to Ken Durnbrell, Marconi Communication Systems Limited, New Street,
Chelmsford, Essex. Telephone : Chelmsford (0245) 353221, Ext.114.

r.::::====THESPECIALTOYOTA=====;l
DEAL FOR YOU.

We then do just one other thing. We go on
calling it the Toyota Corolla. Some things we'll
never change!
So drive it and believe it. The world's most
popular car.

You can get a UK Military saving of up to
27% on the Corolla range.
,
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EDITORIAL

OUR COVER PICTURE

'

Courtesy of ' Soldier' magazine . Mr Paul Haley, who was with the Falkland Islands Task Force, took the
photograph of an unidentified Signaller, prior to the operations at Goose Green.

A Naafi introduction to a dealer can benefit
you with basic price discounts on many makes
of new cars and you can apply to use Naafi
finance whether you use this introductory
service or buy from a dealer of your own
choice. In fact, Naafi will consider financing
the purchase of a new or used car from a dealer
or a used car from another member of H.M.
Forces. The advantage of Naafi finance is that
it is an exclusive service offered by your own
organisation , you're not dealing with an
unknown finance house. It's a wonderful way
to buy a car ... so ring Naofi now!

THE TASK FORCE TRIUMPHED
The Prime Minister expressed the views of us all when she told the House of Commons on 14 June
that the operations in the Falklands had been boldly planned, bravely executed and brilliantly
accomplished. Much will be written in the future to substantiate this statement but we must first
record , with great regret, the brief details of those of the Corps who died and extend to their families
and loved ones our heartfelt sympathy.
21 May-Sea King helicopter
Corporal Robert Bums
Corporal Michael McHugh
Corporal Stephen Sykes
Lance Corporal Paul Lightfoot
(All 264 (SAS) Signal Squadron)
Corporal Douglas McCormack
(Attd 19 Infantry Brigade Headquarters and Signal Squadron)

•Dial 0602 411991
Written details will be provided on request.

28 May-At Goose Green
Lieutenant Jim Barry.
(Attached 2 Para)

5 June-Gazelle helicopter
Major Michael Forge
Staff Sergeant John Baker
(5 Infantry Brigade Headquarters and Signal Squadron)

NAAFl-We're here to help you!
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VISIT BY THE COLONEL-IN-CIDEF TO 1 (BR) CORPS
A MEMORABLE THREE DAYS
The second week of June heralded a three day visit by the Colonel-inChief to units in 1st British Corps. Happily the weather forecast was
fine and there was to be none of the heavy rain that accompanied the
previous visit in 1979. The pro~amme was centred around Herford
and HRH stayed for the three mghts with the CO, 4 Armd Div HQ &
Sig Regt, Lt Col A. F. Eastham.
HRH arrived by Andover at RAF Gutersloh at midday on Tue 8 June
to be met by the Master of Signals and the Commanders
Communications BAOR and 1st British Corps . The first afternoon was
devoted to a visit to 7 Sig Regt in the field and included tours of
Commhd Papa, Commcen Bravo, and lunch with officers and soldiers
of the. regiment. Tha! evening there was a combined 4 Armd Div HQ
and Sig Regt and 7 Sig Regt Sgts Mess Ball held in honour of HRH in
the Schutzenhof, Herford.
The following day the Colonel-in-Chief visited 4 Arrnd Div HQ & Sig
Regt at home in Herford. The day started with a regimental ceremonial
parade, during ~~ich ~ere w~ a .ha~dover of RS Ms, WOI (RSM) A.
E. Ke.enan rece1Vmg hts commiss1onmg sword before marching off to
be relieved by WOI (RSM) M. V. Ledwards. Certainly a memorable
occ~ion for them both. After the parade HRH toured the barracks,
meeting !flembers of the regiment and their wives and visiting the
school, kmd ergarten, Youth Club and newly completed JRC, pausing
at the main gate to plant a magnolia. After lunch in the officers Mess
Princess Anne opened the recently renovated amenities complex, to be
known as the Bradley Centre, in recognition of three generations of the
family who have served in the Division. To commemorate this occasion
~RH unveiled a plaque, in the presence of the Master of Signals and
his son, Maj M. E. Bradley, Green Howards. The visit culminated with
HRH taking tea with Warrant Officers and SNCOs of the regiment.
and their wives, in the gymnasium.
The final day of the visit saw the Colonel-in-Ch ief back in the field,
this time to see 14 Sig Regt in action. HRH was given a complete
demonstration of the regiment's capabilities from forward locations
back to the final product at Corps Main . The visit also included lunch
with soldiers of the Commhd.
As a grand finale to the visit 4 Arrnd Div HQ and Sig Regt opened
their mess for a Ladies' Dinner Night, which was attended by a
hundred and twenty officers and their wives from all units in the Corps
Area; a fitting end to a memorable three days.

A REPORT FROM THE FALKLANDS

We are glad to publish this statement by Cpl A. C.
Reynolds, 30 Signal Regiment serving with the Royal
Signals detachment, 2 Bo Scots Guards. It was written
on a message pad during a night shift.

QE2
On 12 May 1982. the QE2 set sail for the Falkland Islands with 5 Inf
Bde aboard . 30th Signal Regiment provided rear link dets for the 2 Bn
Scots Guards , l Bn Welsh Guards and 117 GR. This is a short account
of events which involved the rear link deployed with the 2 Bn Scots
Guards. The det consisted of Cpl Scotty Reynolds, LCpls Mick Heam,
Steve Feeney, Slgs Jack Hawkins, Norrie Crooke and Mick Weatherley.
After a fantastic farewell and a lot of press coverage (Cpl Scotty
Reynolds and LCpI Mlke Heam duty TV posers) we sailed out of
Southampton . Once at sea training started in earnest . Fitness being the
main objective. With so many troops on board each unit was allocated
an hour per day to run round the deck . From dawn to dusk the sound
of thumping feet could be heard around the ship. There were many
Royal Signals members aboard ship and old times were toasted on the
daily ration of two beers . Our first port of call was to Freetown on the
18 May and we were in the area around the Ascension Islands on the 20
May. At this stage we took men and supplies aboard that had been
flown from UK. This included Maj Baller and the remainder of 2 Sqn
30 Signal Regiment.
ACTIVE SERVICE
After a two-day stopover at Ascension we carried on towards South
Georgia. We were put on active service at 0900 on 22 May. Things
didn't really feel any different but the black out drills were stepped up
as the QE2 would have made a great propaganda prize for the
Argentines if they managed to damage it.

SOUTH GEORGIA
At South Georgia we transferred over to the liner Cambria which had
just survived many air attacks at ' Ajax Bay' . We finally stepped ashore
on the morning of 2 June at San Carlos . When I say stepped- ashore
it was more like thumped ashore as all the det were carrying packs
weighing about 120lbs. These included 320 (radio) spare batteries,
accessones , water , rations, ammo , grenades and spare clothing. The
packs were called many names during the operation and we all pity the
airborne warriors who do this sort of thing all the time .

SAN CARLOS
Three days were spent at San Carlos where we dug in and waited to
be called forward . Our next ship was HMS Intrepid. At this stage we
were beginning to wonder whether we were in the Navy or the Army.
During the early hours on 6 June (Anniversary of D Day) we left
Intrepid in four landing craft destination Bluff Cove which is on the
east side of East Falkland. Our route took us past Argentine
positions so everyone was prepared for the worst. Three hours after we
had sailed the sky was lit up by a star shell and a ship could be seen in

the distance. Immediately the landing craft started to sail in a circle .
As at this time it was not known whether they were friend or foe. An
Artillery Major who was with us informed us that if they were enemy
they would send up one more star shell and then the heavy stuff would
start. GPMGs were mounted along the sides and we prepared for the
worse. At this stage it was discovered that the ship was in fact one of
ours and the troops stopped saying their prayers .
BLUFF COVE
After we landed at Bluff Cove we took over from 2 Para and much to
the disgust of Sgt Willy Granitza and LCpI Mush Mooney (2 Para Rear
Link) we took over the warm bakery in the settlement whilst they
started tabbing towards Fitzroy. A week was spent at Bluff Cove .and
during that time we heard the tragic news that Maj Mick Forge and
SSgt John Baker had been killed in a helicopter incident.
Also during this period the Bn shot down two skyhawk jets which
were returning from the raid on Fitzroy where so many Welsh Guards
were killed. Sig Norrie Crooke swears blind that he got one of them .

The Colonel-in-Chief is seen ••.

TUMBLEDOWN
On 13 June we were flown forward to an assembly area in preparation for an attack on Tumb le Down mountain not far from the capital
Stanley. The move forward started around midnight with Cpl Scotty
Reynolds, LCpl Mick Heam and Sig Mick Weatherley moving with the
forward tac HQ . It was a very long night and the Scots Guards fought a
hard battle against Argentine Marines. Eventually not long before
dawn the positions were taken. The Scots Guards lost 10 men and had
41 wounded some of them losing limbs. At this stage enemy snipers
were causing problems as we tried to get our wounded to a centra l
position. Sig Mick Weatherley had a lucky escape as he helped carry
the casualties, a mortar round landed amongst them most of the people
around Mick were hit but he was unscathed. About three hours later
after the artillery bombardments had stopped and we had managed to
get helicopters in to take our wounded out we heard over the radio that
the Argentines had raised the white flag in Stanley. A Major in the
Scots Guards played the ba~pipes for the dead. There were not many
soldiers without a tear in their eyes or a lump in their throats. The next
day the Bn was flown to Fitzroy .

. With 7th Signal Regiment

IN CONCLUSION
Many lessons were learnt by us on this operation. One of the main
ones being the old cry 'you are a soldier first and a tradesman
secondly' . We have all be proud to have served alongside the Scots
Guards during this operation and our hearts go out to the wives and
families of the soldiers who died in action .
Maj Peter Gurney RA Sigs, and Sgt Alistair Pearson ACC

Extract from Falkland Islands com ms SITREP of 12 July.

'Very few cases ofsunstroke and no trains running today. ·
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· · · With 4th Armoured Division Headquarters and Signal Regiment

LCpl Brian Marks R Tg

Left to right· Lt Col A . F. Eastburn, HRH The Princess Anne LCpl
'
'Flip' Seeley
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Maj Geny Maddren

Cpl Des Davoll, Radio Op

Sgt Allan Cook, R Tg

W02 (SSM) Carl Bellamy

THE WIRE, JULY 1982

W01 (RSM) A . E. Keenan receives his commissioning sword from the
Colonel-in-Chief

FofS Crabb receives his LS&GC

THE WIRE, JULY 1982

HRH The Princess Anne passing a complimentary glance at the
Master of Signals
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... and 14th Signal Regiment

W 01 (RSM) Pete Muxworthy is presented to HRH , Maj James Budd
and Lt Col Bill Roper look on

HRH meets JNCO's and their wives

LCpl 'Jamie' Alleyne - planting Magnolia bush

Colonel-in-Chief

Herford Kindergarten
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Cpl Terry Cooney explains his equipment

in

form, Regimental
understand!

Secretary

doesn't

SSgt Chris Sockett, the Master Chef, explains the field kitchen

W02 John Bailey, Royal Australian Signals, sans corks

The Princess leaving Lister School
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A MESSAGE FROM SO in C

-From our "/n" Tray-

From: Maj Gen A. C. Blrtwlstle CBE

PRINCESS ROYAL DAY
MESSAGES

CORPS DINNER, 12 MAY 1982

The Master of Signals despatched the following telegram to the
Colonel -in-Chief to mark Princess Royal Day (28th June).

"ON THE OCCASION OF PRINCESS ROY AL DAY, ALL
RANKS OF THE ROY AL CORPS OF SIGNALS, SERVING
WORLD WIDE AND INCLUDING MANY ON ACTIVE SERVICE,
SEND THEIR WARM AND AFFECTIONATE GREETINGS TO
THEIR COLONEL-IN-CHIEF AND AN EXPRESSION OF THEIR
SINCERE THANKS FOR THE TIME AND EFFORT HER ROYAL
HIGHNESS GIVES SO GENEROUSLY TO HER CORPS. ON THIS
DAY ALSO, AS IS OUR CUSTOM, WE TAKE THE
OPPORTUNITY ONCE MORE TO REAFFIRM OUR LOY ALTY
AND DEVOTION TO HER ROYAL HIGHNESS AND, THROUGH
OUR COLONEL-IN-CHIEF, TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN."

The following reply was received from The Princess Anne.

"I WAS DELIGHTED TO RECEIVE YOUR KIND MESSAGE OF
LOYAL GREETINGS ON THE OCCASION OF PRINCESS ROYAL
DAY AND WOULD ASK THAT YOU CONVEY MY BEST WISHES
TO ALL MEMBERS OF MY CORPS WHEREVER THEY ARE
SERVING. I HAVE PASSED YOUR KIND MESSAGE TO HER
MAJESTY THE QUEEN."
ANNE COLONEL-IN-CHIEF

A happy smile of greetings from the SOinC, (left) presented to The
Princess by the Master of Signals (right) Maj Gen Peter Bradley.
Centre, the Representative Colonel Commandant, Maj Gen Alistair
Anderson

Dear Sir,
Space in the Wire is precious but I beg leave to replace my face with
my pen and write an open letter to your readers. Anyone who attended
my Conference or the Corps Dinner will recognise my message for the
Corps at this time but they are a small percentage and I want to contact
everyone else.
I wish to thank everyone for the magnificent response to covenanting
subscriptions to Corps funds. The benefits are already clear and , purely
as an example among many uses of these funds, all Corps Sport 1s now
completely supported from Corps fu nd s. The theme for my Conference
was 'The Man (Woman) our most valuable asset' and it covered
recruiting, training and care after retirement. Out of the Conference
came a clear message of the need for the Corps to identify itself as one
family of regulars , volunteers and retired and the value of mutual self
help between the three.
The gradual introduction of the Area Recruiting Scheme will provide
a sound basis for affiliations in this concept of mutual self help .
Regular regiments have been allocated areas of the UK for recruiting
and the aim is to link up with volunteer units in those areas and also
with branches of the Royal Signals Association. In the longer term I
hope this will lead to regulars joining the TA after they leave the
service, some volunteers deciding to try regular service and both
regulars and volunteers to join the Association once they have retired .
This process will ta ke time to develop and it must be without conscious
pressure; doors must be kept open; some regulars want a breathing
space to settle back into civilian life but eventually would welcome the
re-establishment of links with the Corps ; some volunteers already give
as much time as they can to the Corps.
The Corps is once again numerically fully recruited although there
are trade imbalances. You must all be aware that the total size of the
Army, and inevitably all Corps , is to reduce by 1986. Hopefully
between now and then we will maintain our units at full strength but
once the economic situation improves our recruiting will have to be
good to keep units up to strength . Unless we help ourselves in
recruiting matters we could easily slip back to the days of manning
shortages, and with slim establishments that will hurt.
The family home for Corps domestic matters is Regimental
Headquarters Royal Signals at the Duke of Yorks Headquarters,
Chelsea and it is from there that the Association works. There are 63
branches throughout the UK and I leave you to find out how many are
in your Regiment's recruiting area-do you know where that is by the
way-and which TA Regiments , Squadrons, Troops are also in your
area; or conversely, as a volunteer, which regimental KAPE team is
soon to camp on your doorstep; and finally, as an Association member,
which Regiment your 'young' blood is to come from when they retire?
Please ask locally about your affiliations and ensure that we develop
a sure foundation for mutual self help in the future .
Yours sincerely
A. C. Blrtwistle

THE YOUNG OFFICERS
OF THE FUTURE

BIRTHDAY HONOURS
All our readers will wish to JOin us in congratu lating the following
who received awards in the Birthday Honours List:
OBE
Lt Col (QM) P. McNaughton
MBE
Capt (TOT) D. Brown
DEM
W02 (FofS) P. M. Barry
SSgt F. I. Gibbons
SSgt R. G. Hunter
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The Master presents Col John Francis, the Regimental Secretary who
master-minded the dinner. On the left, 2Lt Annabel Stiff, 10 Sig Regt.
On the right, the Countess of Lichfield, Lady-in-Waiting

Many said it was the best Corps Dinner ever! It was certainly the best
attended with about 300 on parade at the London Press Centre. The
attraction was not hard to find, our Colonel-in-Chief, HRH The
Princess Anne. Her Royal Highness attended two receptions at the
Dinner and talked to about 100 Dinner Club members, many of whom
were seen to be in an acute state of euphoria afterwards. It was either
that or the attractions of the bar, perhaps a happy combination of
both! The food was first class, the Corps Band played to an
appreciative if noisy audience, and the company of old friends both
serving and retired really made the eyening. Our special note of thanks
to the soldiers and WRAC of 10 Signal Regiment who did a splendid
job of security on the London Press Centre.
THE WIRE, JULY 1982

From: Lt Col A. R. Balley Royal Signals
Dear Sir,
I am aware that the SOinC has written to you on the subject of the
Corps as a family. One point of particular concern to me is the
recruitment of young officers into the Corps.
· In spite of a concerted effort recently by our recruiting staff there is a
notable lack of response within the family of the Corps in identifying
those young people who have the potential to be our future officers.
These are the sons and daughters of friends and relations, schoolboys
and girls who have shown any interest at all in the Army as a career and
a willingness to serve in Royal Signals . All that is needed is for a name
and address to be fed into the Officer Recruiting and Liaison Cell at the
School of Signals, Blandford Camp, Blandford Forum, Dorset DT11
8RH. This does not apply, of course, to commissions from the ranks
which is covered in Corps Policy Directive 23.
You rs sincerely
A. R. Balley
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VALE
Lt Col K. R.R. BOULDING, LRAM ARCM FVCM BBCM pm
Royal Signals

Keith Ronald Rex Boulding was born at Dartford , Kent on 4 July
1925. He enlisted as a boy soldier at Aldershot on 28 November 1939 in
the RAMC Band.
During the war he served with the Allied Expeditionary Force Band
coming under the baton of the late Major Glenn Miller for a number of
troop concerts in London.
In December 1945 he became a student at the Royal Military School
of Music and graduated in December 1950 when he was promoted from
Musician to WOJ Bandmaster of the Devonshire Regiment. He served
with that Regiment in MELF in 1952. With the amalgamation of the
Devon and Dorsetshire Regiments in 1958 he became their Bandmaster
and served with them during the Cyprus emergency from 1959 to 1961.
In June J 961 he transferred to the Grenadier Guards as Staff
Bandmaster of the Junior Musicians Wing, Pirbright. In July 1963 he
was selected for a commission and took over as Director of Music Rhine
Band of the Royal Tank Regiment.
He was promoted to the rank of Captain in April 1966 and on 18
March 1969 he transferred to Royal Signals and became Director of
Music of the Corps. He is a well known composer and arranger of
military music and has frequently appeared with the Corps Band on
BBC radio and television . He was, as a trumpeter. present at Her
Majesty the Queen's wedding in Westminster Abbey in J 947 and from
this interest he has developed the Corps' fanfare trumpeters who are
now internationally known and have featured in many national events.
The Corps Band under the baton of Keith Boulding has toured
extensively to countries in the Middle East as well as East Africa and to
·most of the European countries.
He has become renowned for his showmanship and expertise in
leading the Corps Band at Eastbourne. the Mecca of Military Music,
where he has an unbroken 13 years of attendance. The town of
Eastbourne were so moved on his retirement that a special Farewell
Concert was arranged and the stage was filled at the Concert's
conclusion with members of the town presenting farewell gifts. The
Band has performed regularly in the Bournemouth Gardens and has
become an institution there.
Keith's composition of50 Years Young which he wrote for the Corp '
Jubilee will be long remembered and is a regular part of many Retreat
Ceremonies. His numerous composition< for the fanfare trumpeters
will continue to be used for years to come.
He was promoted to the rank of Major in September 1972 and to the
rank of Lieutenant Colonel in March 1978. He has. during his thirteen
years with the Corps, played on numerous occa ions for every member
of the Royal Family including the Queen Mother, for whom he
composed a special fanfare for the Corps Trumpeter , to be performed
at the Royal Festival Hall Carol Concert on the occa ion of her 80th
Birthday. The Queen Mother granted a private audience with Keith
after the performance, a tremendous honour.
He married his wife, Elleen, at Dartford in Kent on 2 June 1945 and
she has ably assisted her husband throughout his career being a FVCM
(Fellowship of Victoria College of Music) in her own right.
He retires from the Corps on 3 July 19 2 as the Senior Director of
Music of the Army and the whole Corps will want to wi h Keith and
Eileen a long and happy retirement and good luck in the future.
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THE FALKLANDS

THE GENERAL'S CUP WON FOR FIFTH
YEAR IN SUCCESSION

LORD PROVOST PRESENTS PLAQUE

From: Maj D. G. Halliburton R Signals
Dear Sir,
Please find enclosed a print and photograph of a water colour of 22
Signal Regiment .
The painting , entitled 'Moving In', shows elements of 22 Signal
Regiment setting up in an exercise location.
The artist, Ken Howard renowned for his excellent work and well
known in military circles for his paintings of military subjects. was so
pleased with this painting that he requested that he be allowed to hang
it in the 295th Royal Water Colour Society Show, where it was shown in
March this year.
Copies of the print are available from PR! 22 Signal Regiment at a
cost ofDM 22.00 or £5.25 plus postage and packing.
Yours sincerely .
D. G. HaDiburton
22 Signal Regiment,
BFPO 107.

From: Capt (Tfc) C. N. Lightfoot
Dear Sir,
I would like through the medium of the Wire to thank on behalf of
m elf and my family all those friends who sent us letters of symP.athy
and flowers to the memorial service for our son LCpl Paul Neville
Lightfoot, who was killed in the Falkland Islands. I have replied to
many of them personally but there were many which did not have
addresses on them.
Yours sincerely,
Terey Lightfoot
233 Signal Squadron,
BFPOBOI

Two mixed teams from 242 Sig Sqn, plus Pte C. Nicholas WRAC,
HQ Scotland Army, took part in an Edinburgh 'Evening News' / Odeon
sponsored walk, 12 miles, for Scottish charities last year, with Jimmy
Savile OBE and Lewis Collins. We were awarded a plaque by the Lord
Provost of Edinburgh for having collected the good sum of £200.65.
The photograph shows L-R. the Lord Provost of Edinburgh, Sgt L.
Parker and LCpl R. Reece.
Team members were: Capt W. Cochrane R. Sigs, Capt P.A. Boram
WRAC, W02 M. Thomson WRAC, Sgt P. J. Wykes R Sigs, Sgt L.A.
Parker WRAC, Cpl I. Johnson R Sigs, LCpl C. Roberts R Sigs, LCpl
R. Reece WRAC, LCpl D. Taylor WRAC, Pte D. Cottrell WRAC, Pte
C. Nicholas WRAC, Pte S. Lee WRAC.

From: The Town Mayor, Revd R. 0. Balmer
Dear Brig Alexander.
I write on behalf of the citizens of Blandford Forum to express our
joy that the surrender of the Argentine Forces in the Falkland Islands
and the liberation of its people from armed invasion has been achieved.
We hope and pray that this will mean an end of hostilities in that
area, and that peace will be established and maintained.
We deeply regret the injury and loss of life sustained by both sides in
the conflict. Our prayers have constantly been with those who have
suffered or were in danger, with their dependents who anxiously waited
for news, and with those with responsibility for making decisions which
so deeply affected the lives of others.
The accomplishment of such a military operation against such odds
and with the minimum loss of life showed great skill, discipline and
courage. We congratulate all who have played any part in the
operation, particularly those of your Corps or Garrison , and record our
very deep sympathy with those who have suffered injury or
bereavement. We are relieved to hear that your Garrison has suffered
no losses of personnel, although the Corps has. Our prayer is that time
will show their sacrifice not to have been in vain .
I remain , very sincerely yours,
R. 0 . Balmer, OCF
The Manse,
Salisbury Road ,
Blandford Forum,
Dorset DTI I 7HL.

The Secretary of Corps Golf reports from Royal Birkdale, where the
Army Championships were held, that Maj Gen A. J. (Jimmy) Jackson
won the General's Cup for the fifth year in succession-a feat never
before achieved. In the final, he defeated Gen Sir Timothy Creasey by 5
and 4. We are sure that all Corps Golfers will wish to join us in
congratulating General Jimmy, who is, incidentally, President of Corps
Golf. Our records show that he has won the cup six times in the last
seven y~rs, winning at St Andrews in 1976, Royal Cinque Ports 1978,
Royal Brrkdale 1979 and 1982, Prestwick 1980 and Royal St Georges
1981. Our photograph shows the General driving off in a recent match
against the Variety Oub of Great Britain GS.

PRESENTATION OF THE MERITORIOUS
SERVICE CERTIFICATE

From: BrigJ. 0. C. Alexander OBE
to

The Wonhlpful the Mayor of Blandford Forum
The Reverend R. 0. Balmer
'I am writing to say how very much all of us in Blandford Garrison,
and the Royal Corps of Signals, appreciated your generous letter on the
surrender of the Argentine Forces in the Falkland Islands. An
important factor for the success of any military operation is support
from the community; we have always enjoyed such support to the full
from the Town Council and the citizens of Blandford Forum, and we
are deeply grateful for it. I would be very pleased if you would convey to
them our sincere hanks for their support and prayers which have
contributed to victory in the Falkland Islands.'

40 YEARS BACK
From: Maj Gen A. "E. Morrison CB, OBE
Dear Sir,
I have recently been on a tour of the Holy Land and one day we went
to Metulla, which is on the frontier between Israel and the United
Nations Strip. There were. as you might expect, about half a dozen
Jewish souvenir shops.
When we returned to the coach and had got underway, one of our
party, an ex-Sapper, said to me 'did you talk to that shopkeeper in the
left hand shop? He said he was in the Royal Corps of Signals when we
went up to Syria to fight the Vichy French in 1942.' At this time I was
commanding 3 L of C Signals (later 10th Army Signals) and I had two
Jewish Line Maintenance Sections. So he must have been in the unit.
Unfortunately, the coach had travelled some distance and I could not
go back. A great disappointment! How small the world is and I
reflected that those who served with me some forty years ago might be
interested.
Yours sincerely,
A. E. Morrison
Wesley House,
68 Fairways, Fernclown,
Wimborne, Dorset,
BH228BB.

ULSTER DEFENCE REGIMENT LONDON
DINNER

Headquarters ,
School of Signals,
Blandford Camp,
Dorset DTI l 8RH.

After many loyal years and dedication to the Territorial Army, Sgt
Andy Andrews was presented with his Meritorious Service Certificate
on 17 March, by Baroness Phillips. The presentation was held at the
Duke of York's Headquarters, London.
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A reunion Regimental Dinner for Officers who have served in the
Ulster Defence Regiment is to be held in the Royal Artillery Mess,
Woolwich on Friday, 24 September 1982.
All Officers who served in the Regiment in any capacity, including
Warrant Officers subsequently commissioned, who wi h to attend
should contact the Regimental Secretary, UJ ter Defence Regiment ,
Magheralave Road, Lisburn, Co Antrim, stating the battalion with
which they served.
THE WIRE, JULY 1982

... AND CARTOON

40th (ULSTER) SIGNALS REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS)
A water colour cartoon by local Ulster artist Rowel Frlen. Size 18r x
25f. Prints including po.stage and packing price £3.90, obtainable
from the PSO 40th (Ulster) Signal Regiment (V), BFPO 806. Please
allow 28 days for delivery.

PHILATELIC COVER
10th Anniversary of the Presentation of the Freedom of Krefeld to 16
Sig Regt. 1 t Day Cover to be issued 3 Sept 82. Four types of cover are
available, each with a 15~p Maritime Heritage stamp, unsigned at BOp,
signed by the SOinC at £2.00; signed by the Stadt Oberburgermeister
at £1. 75 and signed by the Parade Commander at £1.50.
Send a SAE (10· x 5") and Cheque/PO to the Philatelic Officer. 16
Sig Regt, BFPO 35, stating type of cover required.
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INFATHER'S FOOTSTEPS
The RAOC are not alone in having running prodigies amongst their
thildren as sugge ted by recent UK press and media coverage. The
Corp ha a fine young runner in Cameron Kerr, aged 10l, son of Lt
Col Ialn Kerr of229 Sig nal Squadron (Berlin ).
Perhap influenced by the heady athletic atn10 phere. the Berliner
Luft and perhap infected by his father 's enthusiasm for ground
pounding. Cameron has proved himself a most capable runner in his
·ear in Berlin . Beginning with weekly Volk laufs and excursions with
the Berlin H3 he rapidly gained a reputation for speed and winning
junior sections of long races . Indeed he has embarra sed member of
the quadron Cros Country Team and numerous civil runners. 1982-'s
dawn in an icy January found him completing a IOOKm series race on
successive Sunday mornings in a very respectable total of 8 hrs 7
minutes.
Cameron's target in Berlin was to complete the 25Km City Race held
every May and organized by the French Sector. He proved himself by
fini hing, in a hailstorm. in 2 hrs 8 minutes. He will recall for many
years the joy of that final lap into the Olympic Stadium through the
pain and icy rain. Cameron is not foolish enough to try for a marathon
yet but hopes to build his obvious long distance running talent over
shorter distances until he matures and can take on the big one.

PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION

THE ROYAL SIGNALS MOTORCYCLE DISPLAY TEAM

First Prize-£50
Second Prize-£25
Third Prize-£10
The ORLO team from the School of Signals tours University OTCs
and School CCFs to give a presentation on Royal Signals, emphasising
the responsibility and variety .o f a young officer's life. The presentation
hinges on some topical comm unications operation but the main content
is a sequence of slides showing the role of Royal Signals units worldwide and the contribution that young officers make at work and play.
Send a portfolio of five colour transparencies that co uld be used in
this presentatio n and you could win one of the valuable prizes. The
competition will be judged on the impact of the series , not the
excellence of a single transparency. Remember that the series will be
used for recr ui ting and so the Corps cap badge must be obvious in some
of the shots. Show the excitement of some of the places that Royal
Signals are serving.
RULES
• The co mpetition is open to amateur and professional photographers.
• An entry must consist of five 35mm mounted colour transparencies .
• A stamped addressed package must be included if entries are to be
returned.
• All moun ts must be marked in some way so that the entrant is
identifiable.
• The organisers reserve the right to use any entry free of charge.
• While every care will be taken of entries while in our possession , the
organisers cannot be held responsible for loss or damage.
• The judges' decision is final and no correspondence can be entered
in to.
• Closing date is 30 September 1982.
• Entries mu st be sen t to ORLO, School of Signals, Blandford Camp,
Dorset, DT118RH and marked 'Photographic Competition'.

A PROBLEM AREA
From: Maj A.G. Hanield

Cameron Kerr 139, beginning his final burst away from father, n1 and
lapping a bewildered German, 630

AN INVITATION
From: Maj (Retd) R. W. Simmons
Dear Sir,
Will you please note the detail of my new address.
If there's space, in 'The Wire ', will you please, also, say that in the
event of any corps or ex corps members heading this way, my wife and I
would be pleased to hear from them.
Yours sincerely,
R. W.Slmmons
' Maygate',
118 S ·camore Drive,
Sunny ook,
Takapuna,
Auckland,
ewZeala nd.
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Dear Sir,
I am writing this letter in my capacity of Corps Historical Officer.
One of my tasks is to write notices for deceased officers of the Corps
and a number of former officers have written letters of complaint to the
Editor of 'The Wire'. I feel I must first point out that the Editor can
only publish the material I supply.
I am certain the system of obtaining information for these notices is
not known by many. My predecessor, Lt Col Denis Dickson , retired in
January 1980. Denis was , because of his pre-war service , able to give
colour to many of the notices as he knew so many personally. This is
now not the case, nor , I suggest, would it be for anyone who succeeded
Denis. We, therefore, have a very real problem . Co-incidental with
Denis retiring the system of obtaining information from MOD records
changed and we are now reliant upon a Ministry department providing
basic detail only.
In an attempt to add some detail to the notices of those officers who
die , I try to trace a person who would have knowledge of the deceased
officer and ask for notes with which to 'colour' my statement. It is sad
to have to record that a proportion of the officers I approach do not
even bother to reply.
The purpose of this open letter in 'The Wire' is Ela in . Jf the Corps
wishes to do justice to the memory of a deceased officer, then in many
cases the remedy is in the hands of his contemporaries and if I write for
information then only your reply can add that human touch to the
notice in 'The Wire' .
I would, however, add in conclusion that many of the former officer
of the Corps I have approached have given most helpful and human
pen pictures of the officer concerned and I am most grateful to them for
this invaluable help.
Any officer who wishes to contact me on this subject will receive my
grateful thanks, and I am sure, that of the Corps as a whole .
Yours sincerely,
Alan Barfield
Royal Signals Museum ,
Blandford Camp ,
Dorset DT118RH .
Tel: 0258-52581Ext413.
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FOCUS ON LAST SEASON- SOME 200 SHOWS
Once again the White Helmets are on the road and the aim of these
notes is to keep the members of the Corps briefed on their activities
though no doubt most will have seen the recent article in Soldier
magazine.
Last seaso n the team performed some two hundred shows in the
United Kingdom , including a heli-borne trip to Alderney in June .
Transatlantic travel was also on the age nda with a week at the
Canadian National Exhibition in Toronto in August. The season was
not without its worrying moments however. The Roya l Tournament was
a magnificent occasion . Although it was alright on the night, we did
have ou r problems during rehearsals. The casualties included riders ,
bikes and the roof of the team car!
By the time the team left Gatwick, Berlin bound, they were ready for
just about anything, even the new Team OC, Capt Tony Roberts, who
had never been astride a motorbike in his lifel The performances were
now immaculate, and the crowds in the DeutchJandhalle really got
their money's worth. And so the season ended, and we said a sad
goodbye to several old team members , Capt David Elson, Cpls Mlck
Mosley, Gus Legrove and John Nicholson, LCpls Remo Williams, John
Grove and Andy Fraser, and Slgs Geoff Richards and Pete Morrow.
We wish them all the best in their new units. Naturally they all needed
replacing so the new Team Corporal, Cpl Dave Duncan was able to
display his more sadistic tendencies during the gruelling two weeks
select ion course in November.
A REBUILD
Also in pro~ress during the two months before Christmas was a
co mplete rebuild of our Triumph Tiger 750's at the Meriden factory,
and the presentation of the BEM to Sgt Fred Alexander by Maj Gen I.
H. Baker, CBE, GOC North East District, in recognition of Sgt
Alexander's excellent services as Team Sergeant.
lt was around the Christmas period that there was an outbreak of
marriage in the team. Sig Taff Jenkins married a Canadian singer, and
Sig Mark Anderson married a WRAC member of his old regiment.
Both team members became husband and bean stealer almost
simultaneously.
The training season after Christmas had its highlights too, with
several people going on holiday in the Duchess of Kent's Military
Hospital. The RSMs convention visit also deserves a mention. since it
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took place on the moors about two hours after the end of their dinner
night. WOI (RSM) Billy Miies of 16 Sig Regt, in particular, decided as
he looked down at the crumpled entanglement of metal that was once a
motorbike, that he would wait a while before trying again.
THE NEW SEASON
Having had a couple of local shows in Catterick and Harrogate, the
season really got started at the National Exhibition Centre,
Birmingham. where we performed twenty times at the International
Motorcycle Show. The new team members were presented with their
White Helmets during the first show. and Sig Nell Penniston was
presented with the Lucas Trophy for the best new rider.
Looking to the future now. we include some of our itinerary for 1982
and before this article reaches print we should have performed in
Holland, Ulster and several stops in between. Unfortunately a BAOR
tour is not financially possible this year, but hopefully a lecture tour
will be undertaken towards the end of the season.
Anybody looking for us in Catterick after October should note that
the nomadic tendencies of the White Helmets should have brought us
to rest in Alma Barracks by then. As usual we will welcome any Corps
member who are passing by.
ROY AL SIGNALS WHITE HELMETS
AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER 1982
AUGUST
1-7
9, 10
18
21
22
28
30

Colchester Searchlight Tattoo (K)
Keith Show (K)
Cromer Carnival
The Ashbourne Shire Horse Show, Derby hire
Walthamstow Show
Eston Playweek
Glendale Agricultural Show. Wooler. orthumberland

SEPTEMBER

4
??
12
13-18
NOTE
(K)

The Orsett Show
Tri Services Day, Yeovilton (K)
Kington Horse Show (not yet confirmed)
HMS Vernon Searchlight Tattoo. Portsmouth

This is a DAR funded KAPE show
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TRAFFIC OFFICER AND YEOMAN OF SIGNALS
NORTH WEST EUROPE CONVENTION 1982

-

The Conventio n wa hosted thi year by 16 Sig Regt at Bradbury
Barracks Kreteld o n 25 and 26 May. It was opened by Maj Gen J. H.
Hild MBE, Comd Co mms BAO R and closed by Col A. D. Lewis, Com d
4 Signal Gp . Th is was the first ti me the convention had been held in the
RCZ and the prog ramm e p redicta bly included presentati ons on RCZ
commun ications and visits to RCZ man ned installat io ns at JHQ ,
amongst top ics of general in terest inclu ding CSSH, T empest, BAOR
CDA and SCAN presen ted by experts from BAOR , wh ilst UK b ased
experts visite d to g ive presen tatio ns on CDCN, Ptarmiga n a nd T rade
training.
The Conventio n photograph was ta ken on the first morn ing in an
attempt to ensure maximum attendance and ob riety before the com bination of total concentr ation during th e day a nd the rigours of the
social events at nig ht could have a detecta ble effect on the participants.
This appears to have been a fa ilure since the photo clearly shows that
SSgt (YofS) Kevin Straw had alre ady nodded-off a nd we seem to have
gained a 'blue job' during the joint social nig ht in the Officers Mess!
The Convention was well attended by most BAOR Signals Units and
allowed an important exchange of ideas, whilst also bringing closer
together the Traffic O fficers and Yeoman ofBAOR, which should help
toward closer liaison a nd understanding between units.

Officers
JUNE19K2
Ranlc and Name

Unit to which poJt~d

~:1/.-/~~:ife

..

Lt Col Carr-Smith
Lt M . Cost
..
2LtM. T. Crook
..
Capt (Tfc) C. M. Eastlan d
Capt J. M. Ferguson . .
.
Lt K. P. Fisher
Capt (TOTI I . Forbes
Maj R. C. Hood
Maj N. A. Honer
Maj N. D. IU man
Maj M. J. Jefferi es ..
Capt (QM) M . Je nn ings
Maj (TOTI P. Jo hnson
Majl.E. Kerr
Capt G. R. Leach
Capt ((Tfc) G . Lile . .
Capt R. H . Mardo

~aA?o\~~~::On

::

Lt Col M . J. Pickard ..
Capt (Tfc) G. Powell ..
Maj P. H. Ridlington
LlCol W . J. P. Robins MBE
Lt I. W . R. Seraph . .
Brig I. R. D. Shapter
Capt N. H. Stewart
Maj J. F. Storr
Maj R. M. Yolland ..
MajW . K . Butler

Tfc Offr/YofS Convention
Back Row (L to RJ: SSgts G. W . Duncan, R. Beebee, J . A . Floyd, A .
J . Cerqua, J , H. Williamson , H. J. Brandt , R. W . Marshall , R.
Coburn , W . Tosh, M . Chapman, W . Wingate, K. Straw, D. Rodgers ~~~.i:::::~~,..;t:·..:A;,.~,..
and P. Tharme
Third Row fl to RJ: W02s D. Waterson, R. Lingard, D . A . Dunbar, A .
L. Hawkins, P. Hockram , R. C. W . Chisholm , D. Wilson , D. G.
~~~~J~~j Weston , J . T. Haycock, B. Greenwood, D. D. Watson , M . A .
~~:;;~~~~
Beresford, G. W . Bartliff, T . J . Taylor
L----...;...""--.......-.....-....,....___. Second Row(L to RJ : W02 A. E. Richardson, W01s G. A . Letori, P.
M . Castle, H. C. Cooke , Capts R. H. Gurr, R. Mansfield, R. A . Baker,
J . T. Nichols OGM, C. Mcloughlin , C. M . Eastland, W01 s R. W .
Badger, D. Gilchrist, B. M cAneny, W . E. A . Clarke, 0 . J . Burrows, C.
H. Birchall
First Row (L to RJ: Capts J . E. Lovell , J . M . Ross, A . J . Whydell , M .
Paddison . Majs J . P. Beasley, K. M . French, D. K. Wallis, R. Finister.
Lt Col D. Hunt. Maj Gen J. H. Hild MBE. Lt Col G. Oakley. Majs J . N.
Clarke, A. Stringer, C. Heaps. Flt Lt J . Elliott. Capts J . M . Ferguson,
J . T. Noon, R. D. Price, J . Morrison
By courtesy of Public lnforma6on HO BAOR
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JULY 1982
Maj 0. R. Bannister ..
2Lt G. D. Baxter
Capt A. D . Beach
Maj R. F . Bin ham
2Lt D . J. Carson
Lt R. M . 0 . Collins ..
Capt D . W . M. Conran
Lt R. F . Cousins
2Lt A . P. Crane
Ca pt M . D. Crowther
Lt P. H . Eaton
Capt A. T. Evans
..
Capt (TOTI A. Field ..
Capt (TOT) 0 . J. Finighan
..
2Lt E . M . Flint
Maj G . R. Fun nell
Ca pt P . J. Grey
..
Ca pt A. J. H. Harrison
Maj (TFC) C. Heaps . .
Capt M . N. Johnston
Maj 0 . B. Jones
Lt A. E. Keenan
..
Ca pt (TOTI W . Lawson
Lt G . R. Leyland
LtS . O . Lunn
Lt I. W . Mackenzie . .
Capt T. S. Maynes
Capt C. McDowall
Maj D. J. Mel.can
Mai J . C. M ilford
..
Capt P. B. Neale
Capt P. T . Nicholson- Taylor
..
Maj I. A. Noble
Lt Col (QM ) F. M. Orr
Capt P . A. Pratley
Maj( QM) J. A. Rose
Capt M . R. G. Stocl<dale
Lt N. Swainson
..
Capt K . Taylor
..
Capt (TOT) R. L. Tricker
Lt P. L. Tu cker
..
Maj (TOTI N. Wal ker
Capt D . J. Wills
..
Maj (QM) M . E . W ilso n
MaJ C. l. G . Wright ..

..
..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..

..
..

HS 11 Sig Regt
School of Signals (HS)
StalT College Camberley
School of Signals (HS)
CS School of Sigs
16Sig Regt
HQ J( BR)Corps
School of Signals (HS)
I Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
30Sig Regt
Project Wavell Mil Team
HQUKLF
Def Adp Trg Cen
39 lnfBde HQ & Sig Sqn
8Sig Reg
HS School of Signals
S Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
1 lnf Bde HQ& SigSqn
Schoo l of Sig nals
HQ N Ireland
l Arm d Div HQ & Sig Regt
R S~nals Manning and Records
21SogRegt

~~~llegt
8 Sig Regt
11 Sig Bde (V)
8 Sig Regt
229 SigSqn
ACGS (OR)
S Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn

HS 11 Sig Regt

3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
233 Sig Sqn
Telecomms & Ra dar Branch
HS 11 Sig Regt
l 6 Sig Regt
HQ AFNORTH ( BAE)
. . 1 Annd Div HQ & Sig Regt
HS 11 Sig Regt
. . CPA Blandfo rd
. . 19 lnfBde HQ & Sig Sqn
School of Signals
. . 2 Arm d Div HQ & Sig Regt
2S9Sig Sqn
. . HS 11 Sig Regt
641 SigTp
School of Signals
22 Sig Regt
10 Sig Regt
HQ BRIGNEPAL
4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
30Sig Regt
39 lnf Bde HQ& Sig Sqn
HS AAC Centre
. . 1 !nf Bdc HQ & Si$ Sq n
Q ueen"s G urkha Signals
School of Signals
22Sig Regt
HQ 1 (BR) Co rps
. . School of Signals
3 Arm d Div H Q & Sig Rcgt
. . 21 Sig Regt
. . 22Sig Regt
8 Sig Regt
School of Signals
16 Sig Regt
School of Signals
7 Si~ Regt
22 Sig Regt
HS I I Sig Regt
HSll Sig Regt - Pending retirement
HS 11 Sig Regt
HS I 1 Sig Regt
H Q BAOR
HQ N Irelan d

WOs and Senior NCOs
JUNE 1982
WO ! G. France
..
WOI M . S. Ol ive
W02 (YofS) A. C. Doane
W02 (YofS) J. Hi ndle
..
W02 (YofS) R. W . Mclaren
W02 (YofS) M . Joh nso n
W02 ( YofS) G . J. Sharp
W02 R. J. Du ffy
..
W02 R. C. Marshall
W02 E. Rose
..
AW02 (FofS) M . A. Provart
SSgt (YofS) J. 0 . Chap man . .
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Manchester UOTC
7 Sig Reg t
Qatar Armed Fon:es
8Sig Regt
IOSig Regt
I ln fB de Sig Sqn
32 Sig Regt ( VJ
16 Sig Regt
School of Signals
22 Sig Regt
UK Sp Uni t SH APE
4 Armd Div Sig Rcg1

·

SSgt(YofS) C. A . E. Copestake
SSgt B. F . Cudd
..
..
SSgt W . R. Martin . .
SSgt 0. J. McG uinness
SSgt S. W. G. Bromidge
SSgt J. E. Sctchfield . .
SS gt I. J. Higgenon ..
ASSgt J. N. J. Celtel . .
ASSgt D. Rawson
ASSgt 0. Bayley
..
Sgt T. I. Abbott
Sgt J.C. McDonald
Sgt I. M. C. Bevan
Sgt A. Vella ..
Sgt A. McCartney
..
Sgt D.S. Chivers
..
Sgt E . G . Dullashan . .
Sgt R. W. Coppinger
Sgt D. A. Rudd
Sgt P. F. Hayward
Sgt S. G. Smedley
Sgt G. P. Cross
Sgt K. E. Oflley
Sgt E. J. Higgins
Sgt T . Jones ..
SgtM. Wray ..
Sgt M. F. Priest
Sgt R. T . Bates
Sgt I. F. Bannigan
Sgt M. J. Tan kard
Sgt A. Llewellyn
Sgt A. Wise ..
Sgt J. W . G raham
Sgt M. P. Winchester
..
Sgt G. Hacl<ett
Sgt S. G . Alex ander ..
Sgtl. Hall
..
Sgt C. Redm an
Sgt R. H. Wrigh t
..
Sgt A. F. Shrive
Sgt C. P. Thompson ..
Sgt J. D . Parish
Sgt J. Tyler . .
Sgt R. H. Wales
Sgt N. Terry ..
ASgt D. J. Best
ASgt K . T ubman
ASgt D . Mann
..
ASgt IC 0 . W . Evans
JULY 1982
WO I I. M. M . Newman
..
W02 (YofS) M . R. Channing
W02 ( FofS) C. L. Priestley ..
W02 (FofS)J. Barrowman ..
W0 2 (FofS) G . W. Canning
W0 2 (Supvr R) R. J. Goddard
W02 I. Borland
..
W0 2 C. G. Francis ..
W02 J. G . Hu mphreys
W02 M . Lavery
..
W0 2J . Preston
..
W02 F. M. Dempster
A W02 P. J. Daisey ..
AW02 W . J. O ' Rourke
SSgt (FofS ) T. J. Sharp
SSgt (FofS) J. F . Shepherd
SSgt M . L . Boor
..
SSgt (YofS) L. J. Bird
SSgt (YofS) R. M . Beebee
SSgt (YofS ) R. R. Burre ll
SSgt (YofS) J. A. Floyd
SSgt (YofS ) D . J. Keig
SSgt ( YofS) A . 0 . T urner
.SSgt (YofS) P. G . C. Tapsell
SSgt M. J. T . Edwards
SSgt S. J. MacDonald
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APRIL 1982
umber of cases assisted fina ncially:
·
Amount spent:
umber of clothing parcels sent:
WAR MEMORIAL FUND
umber of grants:
Amount spent:
MAY1982
um ber of cases assisted fi nancially:
Amount spen t:
umber of clothing parcels sen t:
WAR MEMORIAL FUND
umber of gran ts:
Amount spent:

3S
£6030.38
26

9
£34S.23

fo r this service to any serving member of the Corps (or those retired who
subscribe to The Wire), un less the 'ad' is related to a business interest.
To those ineligible for 'free space', we req uest that their notice be
forwarded to our Advertising Managers, Service Newspapers Ltd , PO
Box 4, Farnborough . Hampshire , GU14 7LR, who will provide details
of charges, on a case- by-case basis. All m atters for publication must
reach the Editor not later than the 12th of every month preceding
publication .

36
£3026.48
37

Crow-Capt (QM) Louis Edward Crow was born in Tottenham,
London on S October 1902 and enlisted into the Corps in September
1925. Af'.ter servi~e in Engl~nd he was posted to Malaya, where he
erved with the Signal Section from November 1927 until February
1931. He returned to the Far East in November 193S and served
with Hong Kong Signal Section for the next 3~ years. He was commissioned as a Lt (QM) in April 1943 and then served with a
number of Reinforcement Holding units. From August 194S until
his retirement from active service in October 1947 he served in
BAOR. He died on 6 March.

MARRIAGE
11
£644. 10

ONE OF OUR CASES
Widow of a Co rporal who served 1932-S4 . She is severely crippled.
and the Association made a grant of £18 1 towards the cost of an
electrically propelled wheelchair to enable her to get out on her own.
An extract from her Jetter is printed below.
ONE OF OUR LETIERS
Thank you very much for your help towards m y powered wheelchair.
I do appreciate it very much , as it will be so nice to get into the fresh air
and be independent. Once again my sincere grateful thanks.
Since the beginning of April, gifts of clothing, etc, have been
gratefully received from the following:Lt Col I.E. Simpson; W0 2(YOS) and Mrs T. J. Taylor; Lt Col B. L.
Belton; Mr and Mrs C. Fry; Brig F. L. Clarkson; Lt Col C. J. Bayfield;
Capt R. M . Ewens; Lt Col G. M. Welsford; Col and Mrs P.R. Davies;
Mrsl. G. Swan; MajJ. F. Bedford; Maj Genl. M. W. Hadcock; Miss
I. L. Smlth; Brig J.C. Clinch; Lt Col S. J. Dagg; 10 Signal Regiment
Thrift Shop; Mrs E. A. Pickard; Maj (TOT) R. Davies; Maj R. 0 .
Edwards; Mrs Brough; Maj D. G. Halliburton; Brig J. D. T. Brett; Lt
Coland MrsJ.J. H. Swallow.

ROY AL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
AND BENEVOLENT FUND
The following donations were gratefu lly received during May 1982.
Mr and Mrs K. Crowther . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £10.00
Miscellaneou s . . . .... . .. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 2.40
£12.40

The foll owing donations were gratefully received during June 1982:
58 (Staffs) Sig Sqn (V) . . .. . .... .. .. . . .. .... .... . . . . . £200.00
35 Sig Regt (V) . . ..... . . . . .... ... .... .. ..... .... .. £150.00
Salisbury Branch , RSA .. ... ... . . .. . . ........ . .. . . . . £ 20.00
Brig D. White .. . . ... . ..... . ... . .. ... .. . . .. . . .. .. . £ 10.00
Capt J. W. Birkwood . ..... .... .. . ..... . . . .... ... . . . £ 10.00
Brig C. G . Moore OBE ... . .... . ..... .... ... . .. ... . . £ 10.00
~ - A . Simons Esq .. .. . .... . . . . . . . . . . ........ ... . . . £ 8.60
apt E. C. Barker ... ... ... . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. ....... . £ 8.30
R. . Hutchins Esq ....... .. ... . ...... . .. . .. .. • . .. . £ S.00
B. Howell Esq ........... .. .. . . ... ... . ·. .... .. . . .. . £ S.00
Mrs F. W. P. Bradford . ........ . ... . ..... .... . .. . .. £ S.00
Maj F. C. Forbes .. . . . .. . . ..... .. ... .... .... ... . ... £ 1.00
£432.90
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should be concise-be th ey related to Births,
A DVERTISEMENTS
Marriages, Deaths or items requ ired or for sale. There is no charge

He relinquished command three years later. Jim was a big man ,
!arger. than life, strong, g_enerous and kind . Always cheerful, his
mfect1ous lau_gh was a tome to all. He l_eaves a wid_ow, two children
and grandchildren to all of whom his many friends send their
sympathy.

The many frie nds of the Curator of the Corps Museum will be
pleased to learn that Maj Leslie John Taylor was married to Dorothy
Hilda Evis on Satu rday 26 June. Dorothy is the widow of the late Capt
(QM) Cyril Evis of the Corps.

DEATHS
Batty-Maj Donald Gordon Batty 'was born on 4 January 191 7 and
enlisted in the Territorial Army. He was embodied in February 1940
and commissioned as a 2Lt in December 1940. He then joined 132
InfBde as the Signal Officer. In May 1941 he was posted to 2 ASST
Bn for service with the Mountain Regt Signal Section. In July 1941
he joined S8 Signals (Railway Signals ) and then moved on to 2
Corps Signals in October 1941. In March 1943 he joined 2 Corps
Signals India and remained with that un it until he joined the CSOs
Branch , 33 Indian Corps in November 1944. In May 194S he moved
to CSOs Branch of 12th Army, and was appointed SO 2 (Signals) in
September 194S. He was mentioned in Despatches in the London
Gazette of September 1946 for his service in Burma . He returned to
the UK and released from military service in July 1946. He died on
29 March 1982.

Bray-Lt CoJJames Arthur Henry Bray, TD was born on 8 March 1921
and died on 14 December 1981 at Leeds . Jim Bray was gazetted 2Lt
on 20 May 1939 in the 49th (WR) Div Sigs (TA) which his father
commanded in 1929-1933. In February 1940 he was posted to STC
India, Jubbulpore , and six months later joined 4 Ind Div Sigs in
Egypt and in October 1940 became SO to 4th Fld Regt RA serving
in Greece and Eritrea . On S February 1941 he was promoted to
A/ Capt and three days later was seriously wounded and evacuated
to Egypt. In May 1941 he had recovered sufficiently to be re -posted
to 4 Ind Div Sigs and attached to X Branch GHQMEF, but his
wound re--0pened and illness resulted from time to time causing
frequent admissions to hospital. These bouts dogged him
throughout his service and a number of postings of short duration
followed from his determination to get back to a job. In September
1941 he was appointed GSO 3 to SOinC as WS / Capt. In May 1942
he was appointed Adj to S (CY) L of C Sigs. He saw service with this
unit for five months before being posted to 13 Corps Sigs where he
stayed for three months. In January 1943 he was appointed Adj to
21 Corps Sigs and served in Syria , Iraq and Palestine where double
pneumonia took him to hospita l again . In July 1943 he was back
with X Branch GHQ PAIC as GSO 3 where in November 1943 he
was appointed GSO 2 with the rank of A/ Maj , then three months
later T / Maj. He saw service in Iraq and Persia . A year later in
December 1944 he disembarked UK ex PAIC and was posted to 61
Inf Div Sigs and appointed 2IC stationed in Belgium . A year later
he was posted to 4 Holding Bn (S) and in May 1946 was appointed
GSO 2 R Signals HQ l Corps Dist at Tonbridge. He was granted
Cass A Release in September 1946, and joined his family business
in Leeds. In all he served during the war in India , Egypt, Greece ,
Eritrea, Iraq, Palestine, Syria and Persia. 49 (WR) Div Sig Regt TA
was reformed in 1948 with Maj Bray as a Sqn Comd. He was
appointed 21 C in July 1951 and assumed command in February
19SS with the rank of A/ Lt Col , probably the youngest TA CO ever.
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Day- Maj William Charles Day was born at Milford Haven on 30
October 1907 and enlisted into the Corps as a boy soldier on 3
November 1922. He joined the ranks as an Electrician W IT in
October 192S and then spent the next three years with 3 Divisional
Signals. In 1930 he moved to India and saw service in the North
West Frontier area with Peshawar District Signals and, during that
time, was awarded the India General Service Medal with clasps for
1930-193 1 and 1933. He was commissioned in 1940 and served with
4, 8 and 10 Div Signals in the Middle East before joining
PAIFORCE Sig nals in 1943. In November 1944 he returned to
India. where he remained unt il March 1947 serving with 'J' and 'Q'
LofC Signals. On his return in 1947 he then joined 32 Indep LofC
Signal Squadron in BAOR and in 1948 serving until hi retirement
with the Berl in Signal Squadron. He retired from military service in
May 1949. He died on 24 April.

Hardy-Capt Robert Duke Hines Hardy was born at Tottenham on
12 May 190S. He enli sted into the Corps during its first year, joining
on 4 November 1920 and on completion of his training was posted
to 3 Div Signals in May 1922. In June 192S he was posted to Rh ine
Command Signals and remained with that unit, thro ugh various
cha nges of t itles, until early 1930. He then moved to Gibraltar and
joined the Fortress Signal Section in Febru ary of that year. He left
the service in 1933 and rejo ined in 1939 and in 1940 joined Western
Command Signal Coy where he remained until he was
com missioned as a 2Lt in February 194 1. After a short spell of
service in the U K he joined HQ Palestine Command and served as
the Signal Security O fficer until December 1942 . Early 1943 saw
him join ing 4 Comm and Sign als an d in the sa me year he moved on
to 10 Div Signals. He then joined 2 War Office Signa ls in
September 1943 and remained there until October 1944. He retired
fro m active service in January l 94S. He died on 16 January.

James- Maj Douglas Frederick LLoyd James was born in London on
1 February 191 7 and enlisted into the Corps in September 1939. He
was commissioned as a 2Lt in February 1943 and joined 8 Corps
Signals . He saw active service in North West Europe serving with
Guards Div Signals. In January 1946 he was appointed Adjutant of
S3 (W) Div Signals and in February 1947 moved to 2 Inf Div Sig
Regt to once again take up the post of Adjutant. After a short
period of civlian life from July 1948 until February 1950 he rejoined
the Corps as a Lt and after 18 months with 3 AA (M) Indep Sig Sqn
he was appointed S03 at HQ 3 AA Group . In December 19S3 he
was posted to Korea and remained there until February l 9SS,
during which time he was awarded the United Nations Medal with
clasp 'Korea' . He then moved to Singapore where once again he
took up a post of Adjutant, this time with GHQ Sig Regt. On his
return to the UK in early 1947 he spent three years with the Junior
Leaders Regiment and then spent a three year secondment with the
Royal Nigerian Military Force, which earned him the award of the
Nigerian Independence Medal.
His return to the UK in 1963 saw him once again filling an
adjutant's post, with S7 Sig Regt and in 1965 was appointed Trg
Major of the TA regiment. His last tour of duty was with 16 Sig
Regt in BAOR and he retired from active service on 14 September
J 968. He died on 11 February.
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Jones- Capt Edward Charles Jones was born in Winchester,
Hampshire on 6 April 1924 and enlisted into the General Service
Corps in December 1943 and transferred into Royal Signals in
March 1944. He served in the ran ks becoming a qua lified
parachutist and attaining the rank of WO t (RSM) in ovember
19SS. He was commissioned as a Lieutenant in the Corps in Jan uary
1966. He then served with HQ Army Personnel Selection Grou p
until March 1970. He continued with this type of career and spent
the next three years with the Army Youth Selection Centre in
Northern Command and then moved on to serve with the PSO
Team attached to 11 Signal Regiment until his retirement in April
1982. He died on 12 April.

Mallett-Capt Bertram Henry Mallett was born in Enfield , Middlesex
on 16 January 19 13 and enlisted into the Corps in Janu ary 1931. He
served in India, with B Corps Signals from 1933 until February
1939. He was commissioned as a Lt in April 1941 and after a brief
spell with 18 Divisional Signals he moved to Iceland and served with
(C) Forces Signal and 49th Div Signa ls. In September 1942 he
joined l LofC Signals and served in North Africa and the Middle
East remaining with that un it until October 1946. On his return to
the UK he joined the Personnel Selection Staff a nd remained with
them until his retirement in November 1948. He died on S
February.

Parsley-Ronald Parsley died in St Lukes Hospital, Plymouth on 13
April. He joined No I Coy 43rd Wessex Signals TA in 1939 and
served in the Cable Section of that unit throughout his career in
France and Germany. He was a Life Member of Southampton
Branch and attended all annual dinners. Old comrades of the 43rd
Division who attended the fun eral were Messrs Griffiths, Cluett,
Austin, West and Green.

Spence-Maj Cecil Albert George Spence was born on IS October
1907. He enl isted, at London , into the Royal Corps of Signals on 22
September 1930. He served with E and D Company, in that order,
during 1931 and then with Eastern Command Signal Company
from February 1932. In 1938 he moved to India and in March of
that year joined Peshawar District Signals on the North West
Frontier. At the end of 1939 he moved to Kohat District Signals and
remained with that unit until he transferred to orthern Command
Signals at Rawalpindi in September 1941. He was commissioned as
a combatant 2Lt in April 1942 and remained in India until July
1944 when he returned to the UK . After ten months service with 48
Divisional Signals he was released from military service. He
rejoined the Corps, as a Captain, in July 1946 and after a brief stay
with Alexandria Signals he joined Egypt Command Signal
Regiment in December 1946. It was during this service in Egypt
that he was promoted to the Acting rank of Lt Col. He remained in
Egypt until October 1949 and then moved on to take up the
appointment of CO of the East Africa Signal Squadron where he
remained until August I 951. On return to the UK he served with
the School of Signals. 3 Training Regiment and Eastern Command
Signal Squadron before retiring in July I 9S8. Throughout his life
Cecil Spence combined to a remarkable degree, an uncom promising mental toughness with great personal kindness and a
most friendly manner. He was never afraid to face unpleasant
situations nor would he ever compromise on matters of principle.
He and his wife Margaret, moved to the Dorset village of Marnhull
in 1980 and in a very short time had established a wide circle of
friends and were extremely well liked and respected. He died
suddenly on 23 February 1982. Tne Corps extends sympathy to his
widow and family .

WANTED
WRAC Mes Kit. size 12/ 14 for medium build S' 7" complete with
pips. 2Lt G. L. Cable c/ o RHQ 34 (N) Signal Regiment(V) , Bramble
Farm, Middlesbrough, Cleveland TS3 OS.
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REPORT FROM ULSTER

Squadron six-a-side Hockey league and in the recent Squadron
Orienteering Competition actually man aged to take 2nd, 3rd and 4th
places, be_ing beaten only by Sgt Tony Strong, our NIRW
representative.
Our fr iendly troop SSgt George Fotheringham has recently retumed
from sunny Deepcut after attempting to achieve a pass on his RQMS
Course! We know how much you love paperwork George!!
The troop managed to get together for a social evening recently and
enjoyed a good meal at a ·1ocal hostelry, only to prove that we do
occasionally get time offi Two of our numbers have recently taken th e
plunge and embarked upon married life; congratulations are due to
Cpl Gary Rhodes and his wife Lorraine and Sgt Martin Wllllams and
his wife Helen- m ay all your troubles etc! We also wish to pass on
congratulations to Cpl Larry McHale and Anne his wife, on the birth of
their son Kleran. Finally, we say welcome to:- Sgt Al 'Tosh'
Hindmarsh, Sue and fa mily, Sgt 'Butch' Cassidy, Cpl Graham 'Eddie
Yeates' Totton, Cpl Steve Sherry, LCpl Gary Legge, LCpl O lve
'Qulggers' Quantlck and LCpl Tom Marlow, and a fond farewell to:·
Sgt Steve Roberts, DI and fa mily, Sgt Al Huggins, June and family , Sgt
Tim Abbott, Freddie and fa mily and Cpl 'Luke' Lucas. All the very
best in their new postings.

8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 807

OUTLINE OF EVENTS

SQNROUND UP

TACTICAL SCENE
With the attention of the news media focussed fully on the South
Atlan tic, the activities of both terrorists and security forces in Northern
Ireland have slipped somewhat out of the public eye. It would be
unfortunate, however, if this lack of exposure were to give the
impression that activity in the Brigade area had decreased accordingly.
A Province wide bombing campaign in April, which resul ted in the
deaths of two civilians, showed the PIRA to be as effective as ever.
April also saw a s~ries of bus hijackings in Londonderry and the
destruction of a large number of buses in Armagh . In May a petrol
tanker bomb at the Hump PVCP in Strabane proved to be more
spectacular than effective, as our photograph below shows . Whilst it
gave our mast there a good shaking, the riggers were pleased to hear
that no antennas had been dislodged. May also brought the first
anniversaries of the deaths of the hunger strikers and a series of
marches and demonstrations, on a small scale, were held in their
memory. Several direct attacks have been made on the security forces
recently, resulting in the death of a soldier in Fermanagh and more
recently the callous murder of an RUC Constable in Londonderry.
However, the terrorists have by no means been having it all their own
way and the security forces have had successes, including several good
finds in the City.

COMMSTROOPREPORT
This has been another busy period fo r Comms T roop with our special
tasks, rent-a-set, vehicle, Alpha 8, again being _deployed i ~ support of
operations in South Derry. On the latest occasion the vehicle was out
for a two week period, with Cpl Mick Wray and Slgs Steve Brown and
'Puck' Puckering in charge. Whilst deployed Cpl Wray was a sk e~ to
instruct a group of Greenfinches, female members UDR , on va no':'s
aspects of communications. How much they learnt we are not certam
but Cpl Wray certa inly seemed to enjoy himself.

SQUADRON ORIENTEERING COMPETITION
To those of you who know our recently arrived OC, MaJ Richard
Farrimoud, it will come as no surprise to hear th at Orienteermg events
have increased both in frequency and popularity! On Wed 19 May, 48
members of the squadron attempted to navigate their way around a
reasonably arduous course set by the OC. Mike Troop won
convincingly, with Sgls John Godfrey, Tony Strong and Al Huggins and
Cpls 'Smudger' Smith and 'Tommo' Thompson excelling!
Unfortunately, theirs was rather more of a team effort than the
organisers intended. Others fared less well and Cpl 'Sandy' Campbell
and LCpl Steve Poole from the Orderly Room enjoyed themselves so
much that they were in the forest for an hou r longer than necessary.
However, a good time was had by all and we look forward to our next
run out.

SPORTS COLUMN
HOCKEY
Our Hockey Team have ju st completed a most successful season,
winning the Royal Signals NI Hockey Tourn ament, Top mi nor Unit in
the Northern Ireland League, Finalists in the Army Cup (NI Section).
We look forwa rd to the next season and hope to win the Army Cup (NI
Section) at least! The team last season consisted of the fo llowing: Maj
Tom Sanford, Capt John McGahan, Capt David Smith, WOI (RSM)
Paddy McGerty (Capt), W02 (FofS) Colin Bachelor, SSgt John
Crooks, Sgt John Godfrey, Sgt Paul Wilson, Sgt Ken Black, Cpl Chic
Wllllamson, LCpl Dave Woolley, LCpl Bags Bagguley. We bid farewell
to Maj Tom Sanford and Capt John McGahan, both of whom served
the team with great loyalty enthusiasm and ability.
UNIT SPORTSMAN'S DINNER
Brig W. K. L. Prosser MBE MC honoured a selected number of the
units Sportsmen by presenting them with Bde HQ & Sig Sqn Colours.
The presentation took place in the Unit Dining Hall , after what can
only be described as an excellent dinner. The evening was a most
enjoyable one, thanks to the hard work and good organisation of SSgt
Tom McKnight and Sgt Fred Bennett.

Cpl Mick Wray and Sig 'Puck' Puckering with AS, posing in S Derry
Our men on the mountain , the Gortin Radio Site Detachment, are
now into their new accommodation. The residents of the Gortin
Heights Hotel no longer have to tramp through the snow for their meals
and now live a life of relative luxury. With the continuing activity in
Londonderry the Heli-Tele team have been deployed several times, with
Cpl Al Holden and Sig Steve Armstrong, amongst others, working
under the experienced eye of Sgt Mick Boyle. Despite all this activity
the troop has been able to take part in sporting and social functions,
with many members receiving sporting colours and the highlight of this
year's social calendar being the Comms Troop Barbecue. This was well
or~anised by Cpil Les Whitaker and Ian Emerson and thoroughly
en1oyed by all those who attended.
This has been a busy period for departures and arrivals in the troop
and we must say a fond farewell to : Cpls Derek Chandler, Walt Disney,
LCpl Taft" Myerscough and Slgs 'Jed' Clamp, 'Taff' Hughes and Steve
Armstrong-we wish them every success for the future. We also extend
a warm welcome to Cpl Dave Clark, LCpl 'Taff' Adams, Slgs Dave
Little and Ian ToDey-we wish them all a happy tour in this squadron.

Petrol tanker bomb blazing outside the Hump, Strabane
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MIKE TROOP REPORT
In the past few weeks the work load for M Troop has been heavier
than normal, with 'jobs' in such famous places as Crossmaglen ,
Forkhill , Ballykinler as well as Armagh and Ballykelly. One of the
slogans is, 'Join M Troop and see Northem Ireland' and FofS Colin
Bachelor thanks the infamous 'crisis' list for his premature greyness.
On the sporting side of life, the troop are presently unbeaten m the
THE WIRE, JULY 1982

Sgt Paul Wilson and Cpl Larry McHale reach a control together,
during the Squadron Orienteering Competition

The Unit Sportsmans Dinner - Friday 15 May
Those featured are:
Back
Row:
Capt
John
Goddall - Cricket,
SSgt John
Crooks- Hockey, Sgt Ken Black - Hockey, Sgt Paul Wilson - Hockey
and Basketball, W02 (FofSl Colin Bachelor- Hockey and Football,
Sgt Nobby Hall - Rugby, Maj Tom Sanford- Hockey, Capt John
McGahan- Hockey, Capt Tony Blanch - Rugby, LCpl Keith
Bagguley- Rugby
Front Row: Cpl Bill Bailey- Football, Cpl Ken Wilson - Football, LCpl
Mike Heelan - Basketball , Sgt John Godfrey- Cricket, Hockey and
Rugby, Brig Keith Prosser- Cricket, Cpl Ian Emerson-Football, Cpl
Steve Levett - Football, Capt David Smith- Hockey, Capt Trevor
White - Rugby
THE WIRE, JULY 1982

COMINGS AND GOINGS
At the end of May we wished a fond farewell to CaptJohn McGahan
RE and his wife Merril, who took a short notice posting to Maidstone.
John however is off to the Falklands in his capacity as a Garrison
Engi~eer to ca~y out tasks, as yet unspecified! We wish them and their
two daughiers all the best for the future . Welcome then to Capt Tre or
Lindsay REME and his wife Jo, who join us.afte_r a t?ur in Osnabruck.
We wish them both a happy and successful time m this squadron.
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3 UDR-BALLYKINLER
Concurrently with the work in W Belfast, a second new Ops room
has been b_uilt for the l!DR at Ballykinler. Though not as complex as
that at Spnngfield Rd , 1t has replaced a very poorly designed Ops room
left over from the old 3 Bde days. A novel feature, just to show how we
care! were the slightly wider and higher positions for the Greenfinch
watchkeepers employed in UDR Ops rooms. A personalised facility to
reduce wear and tear on uniform items ie tights!!

39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn

B.F.P.O. 801

CHARITIES
The squadron has been particularly busy raising money for charities
over the last two months:Slimmers Shed Fat For Cash-take a look at ten former fatties of the
Sqn and their new slim-line shapes. They joined forces in a sponsored
flab fight and for the ten it meant a total weight loss of more than
JSO!bs. At the same time they were supported by sponsors who yielded
£500 towards a scanner for the Royal Victoria Hospital. It was the
slimmers' way of thanking the hospital for successfully treating a
seriously ill colleague. The cheque was handed by the OC Sqn, Maj
Gareth Mann, to Mrs Christine Lynch, Scanner Appeal organiser for
the hospital. The ten slimmers and their individual weight losses were,
Lt Col Fred Orr 12lb, LCpl Stan Matthews 181b, Cpl Mac McDonald
20lb, CplJlll Moffat 18lb, Sgt Pete Woodward, LCpl Andy Irvine, Cpl
Mick Hunt, LCpl Bob Breckenridge and LCpl Maggie Irvine, WRAC,
all shed 14lb, Mrs Julie Taylor lost 12lb.

OPERATIONAL SCENE
The failure of the expected rise in PIRA activity, marking the
anniversaries of the deaths of the Hunger Strikers, to materialize led to
a quieter period over the last two months. However, as foretold in the
last issue, the improved financial outlook has led to the building of a
number of new Ops rooms. Consequently 'A ' Tp and TM Tp have been
particularly busy in the silent hours, replacing and installing both
fittings and equipment. aturally this has reflected throughout the Sqn
in QM and SHQ depts .
SPRINGFIELD ROAD-W BELFAST BN
Our biggest, and most satisfying, task has been the replacement of
the old Springfield Rd Ops room. This had been installed well over 10
years ago and with the passage of time has become a nightmare of
cables, coax's, equipment, dust , dirt, etc. It had been rumoured that
the bones of a long-missing policeman were to be found below the
accumulated debris. After a very satisfying session ripping the old Ops
room out, this was found to be untrue. Whilst the Bn worked from a
temporary Ops room elsewhere PSA, to a design by Capt Lance Byrne
OC A Tp, installed approx £10,000 worth of new facilities.
Subsequently a combined TM Tp and A Tp team are in the process of
installing a completely new suit of comms equipment, much to the
delight of both the user Bo and RUC.

Hands on-L to R: Lt Calvin Ovven, Sig Ian Garrity, LCpl Chris
Belfield, Cpl Steve Harmer, Sig Dave Will, LCpl Terry Taylor, Sig
'Nutty' Squirrel!, Cpl Stan Holden and Cpl Brian Mackey

SPORTS
ATHLETICS
Wed 9 June dawned bright and fair for the Sqn Sports day. Each
year the troops and depts of the Sqn compete for the Lisburn Jewellers
Cup presented by a well known local jeweller. This year a closely fought
competition witnessed the SHQ team winning for the 2nd consecutive
year. 'A' Tp though, were not far behind, gaining 2nd place overall
whilst winnmg the Sqn Tug-of-War competition held concurrently.
This latter had a very exciting finish, with a brilliant recovery by the 'A'
Tp team, inches from defeat, pulling a much heavier Bde HQ's team
into the ground by sheer willpower and determination.

Sig Lewis collects the Lisburn Jewellers Cup, plus a little something
else, for the S HQ team watched by RSM Harry Lund and the lads

Close-down - Sig Chris Alger, Sig Dave Harris, Sig 'Corky' Corkett,
Sig 'Tiny' Latham. LCpl Chris Belfield, Sig Ia n Garrity, Capt Lance
Byrne and Lt Calvin Ovven with the final item
· Tug-of-War Winners - LCpl Chris Hull, LCpl 'Ataboy' Attwater, LCpl
Terry Taylor, LCpl Chris Hobday, Cpl Steve Harmer, Cpl 'Scoupe'
Kewley, Sig 'Corky' Corkett, SSgt 'Fitz' Fitzgerald take the strain, Sig
'Taff' Davies in command

Slimmers' Charity- Sqn OC Maj Gareth Mann presents a cheque for
£500 to Mrs Christine Lynch the Appeal organiser

Out with the old - LCpl Chris Belfield, Sig Ian Garrity and Sig Chris
Alger rip out the old Ops room
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In-coming-Lt Calvin Owen and Cpl Brian Mackey at work on the new
Ops room
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UK DARTS TOUR
On Fri 7 May a six-man team led by SSgt (ORSQMS) Dave Barlow
set out to tour the Maidenhead and District Darts League, in order to
play Darts Matches to raise money for the Stoke Mandeville Appeal.
The Team: SSgt Dave (Baldeagle) Barlow, Cpls Steve (I'm not
frightened) Harmer, Ray (Dago) Martin, Brian (I'll Chalk) Mackey,
Taff (180) Jollf\s and LCpl (Big) Steve Knight, managed to win all their
matches less one, scoring in the process: 1 x 180, 29 x 140's and 198 x
lOO's raising a total of £564.04. During the weeks tour and except for
the fighting over who should chalk, Brian Mackey excluded, the team
received much hospitality and friendship everywhere they went and now
look forward to a return trip next year.
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The Chain of Command Race - Maj Gareth Mann, LCpl Nigel
Wildman, Sgt Pete Woodward coming in all tied up

ATHLETICS
Congryttulations got? the following squadron p~rsonnel in achieving
the placing as shown m the Northern Ireland Mmor Units Athletics
Championships: 800 metres-Cpl Biss 1st, Discus-LCpl Matthews
2nd, Javelin-Cpl Horton 2nd, Long Jump-Cpl Holden 3rd, 5000
metres-LCplJames 3rd.
QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT
One of our highlights, during this recent period, was the marriage of
Sig Billy Bak« in the Lisburn Cathedral on 21 May. He was ably
supported by the troop at the ceremony and the reception. We wish the
best of luck to Billy and Doreen in the future .
A week later the Department had a dinner and disco to say farewell
to Lt Col and Mrs F. M. Orr, at a local hotel in Hillsborough. A good
night was had by all. We wish Lt Col F. M. Orr and family all the best
in their new posting at 8 Sig Reg t, Catterick.
The best of luck to our new Quartermaster, Capt M. Jennings, who
has recently arrived with his family from 22 Sig Regt. Finally welcome
to Cpl Bill Mclncyre and family.
FAREWELL
2LtTlm Wadey has just left us after a two month attachment to learn
the ropes. After completing NIRTI training and working with all the
departments, 2Lt Wadey was finally adopted by 'A' Tp, nobody else
would have him!! Consequently, when it came time for his departure he
was seen out in style on the Power Section electric chair? I
SQUADRON DANCE
After all this exhausting activity through May and June, the Sqn
Comd Maj Gareth Mann suggested? to RSM Harry Lund that a Sqn
dance would be a great idea. As I write this the morning after, please
excuse the shaky hand, may I thank the QC and RSM on behalf of the
Sqn for a tremendous evening thoroughly enjoyed by all .
2Lt Tim Wadey in the chair assisted by Cpl Terry Northedge and LCpl

CONGRATULATIONS
To LCpl Chris Belfield and Alison on their recent marriage. To Sig
Billy Baker and Doreen on their recen t marriage. To Cpl Chris Hobday
on his recent promotion.
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MOURNE WALL WALK
On Sun 6 June WOI {RSM) Harry Lund and his band of merry men,
set foot on the Mourne Wall Walk. The walk takes place in the
mountains of County Down near Newcastle and the aim is to walk 22
miles over rugged mountainous country climbing heights upwards of
10,000 feet and upwards . The members of the squadron taking part
were WOI (RSM) Harry Lund, SSgt 'Fitz' Fitzgerald, Cpl 'Olly'
Holman, Cpl 'Geofr Biss, Cpl 'Mark' Worrall, LCpl 'Tommy' Roe,
LCpl 'Nlge' Wiidman, Cpl 'Gargoll' Murray, Admin and LCpl
'Skinhead' James.
Training had already taken place on previous Sundays around the
mountains so we thought we knew what to expect! Eventually the day
came and at six o'clock, bleary eyed, we set off on the road to
Newcastle. Members who had not been on the previous years walk were
surprised, when arriving at the start, at the numbers of people
attempting it . At least 4,000 people , 3,000 official participants, in all.
After all the weekends of preparation, limbs at the ready and hangovers
from the night before, on we started.
The first Mountain was a mere 1,800 feet high-no problem we
thought, we've done this before. Then at one small village, after 2i
hours of walking, a civilian obviously with a dry sense of humour,
pronounced that we only had 18 miles and 12 more mountains to climb.
Civilians at this stage were beginning to wonder if they knew what they
were in for . We then climbed a string of mountains ranging from 1,500
feet to 2, 700 feet and the noise of people talking was getting less and
less as they saved their breath for the next mountain. Cpl Mark 'I
haven't got a hangover' Worrall and Cpl 'Big Nose' Blas were seen
running past the TOT 233 Sig Sqn and the following conversation was
heard : TOT 233 'Why are you running, enjoy the view.' Cpl Worral
'We've got a guy with crates of Smithwicks beer at Hares Gap, see you
later.' TOT 233 'No comment.'
We got to Hares Gap at various intervals, LCpl 'Baldeagle' James
doing his Steve Ovett hours ahead of everyone else. After a
'Smithwicks' in the mist of Hares Gap, we plodded on , there was only
six miles to go. Easy we thought, agony, we thought two miles later, as
we climbed Slieve Dona rd, all 2,860 feet of it in the thick mist. We did
it anyway and within two hours at intervals, we came in at the end
individually, everyone completing the course.
Everyone got a certificate for their endeavours and a well earned cup
of tea . We all thought it was worth it in the end and an excellent time
was had by all . We look forward to next year with enthusiasm , however
the RSM would like everyone to know that he is posted!
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' Sooty' Attwater. Capt David Clark looks amused

Tara at Hares Gap -looking for the elusive beer can . l to R Cpl Geoff
Biss, Cpl Mark Worral, Cpl 'Gargoil' Murray, and W01 (RSM) Harry
Lund
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GRAND OPENING OF THE NEW PEAKE INN
After months of cajolery, hard work and 'favour asking' on 3 Jun the
Commander Land Forces Northern Ireland, Maj Gen P. I. Cblswell
CBE kindly pulled the first pint to open our new Squadron Club. The
previous evening a Games Night in the 'Old' Peake Inn turned into a
Destruction Derby. The brewery rep's question the next day says it all!
'Were you bombed?' Anyway, it saved PSA the job of knocking the
building down.

233 SigSqn
B.F .P .0. 801

SQUADRON PERSONALITIES

'

oc

Maj Nick Wllllams
Capt Andy Johnstone
Capt Len Jelfery
2Lt Undy Turner WRAC
Capt Matt Campbell
Capt Terry Lightfoot
Lt Grace Harrison WRAC
Capt Roger Courtney MBE
Capt Mike Fisher (He's a Staff
Officer really)
OC Victor Troop
Capt Dick Good
OC Whiskey Troop
Capt Peter Neale
SSM
W02 Dave Hand
RQMS
W02 Mick Longstaff
The list above does not include several Foremen, Yeomen and other
worthy members of the squadron too numerous to mention here.

2IC
Admln Offlcer
Aut Admln Offlcer
TOT
TfcOfficer
OC Comm• Troop
OC Echo Troop
OC Romeo Troop

THESSM DEPARTS
During the early part of May we bade farewell to W02 Ray Marshall
and his wife Chris as they went on posting to the School of Signals.
They both did much for the squadron during their time in Lisburn and
we thank them and wish them good luck in the future. We welcome our
new SSM, W02 Dave Hand and his wife Joan, who have arrived just in
time to organise the Squadron Fete!
McKELVIE TROPHY
The month of May saw the last matches of this year's inter-Troop
Sports Competition for the McKelvie Trophy , a magnificent cup
presented to the squadron in 1974 by the parents of Sgt David
McKe!Yle who was killed in a road accident whilst serving with the
squadron .
From the start of this year's contest it became clear that
Admin/Echo Troop were going to put pressure on Victor Troop,
winners for the past two years. Many claim that Admin / Echo's winning
the competition was due to roulement members of Echo Troop, who
have added their skills to those here for normal tours. But, in reality,
much credit must go to those who organised the teams , and the
stalwarts such as Sgt Eric Doughty, LCpl Dave Tuck and many others.
The winners of the individual sports competitions are as follows:
Rugby-Victor Troop, Squash-Admin/ Echo Troops, HockeyAdmin / Echo Troops , Basketball-Victor Troop, Volleyball-Admin /
Echo Troops, Football-Whiskey Troop, Badminton-Admin/ Echo
Troops, Cross-Country-Admin / Echo Troops, Orienteering-Victor
Troop, Swimming-Victor Troop, Athletics-Admin / Echo Troops.

"
Maj Gen Peter Chiswel! pulls t he fi rst pint in the new Pea ke Inn
watched by a th irsty Capt Len Jeffe ry a nd Sgt Alec Mair
The LS&GC Race with SSgt Do ugie Duggan, SSgt Pete Dyson, SSgt
Dick Russell , SSgt Tony Dark and SSgt Pete Mills

SUMMER CAMP
Th is year the annual Summer Camp was again held at Garelochhead
in Scotland and ran over two weeks. Week one managed to provide one
of the roughest sea crossings of the season and a very subdued party
arrived . This was followed by two days of torrential rain which had a
hidden bonus , in that it drowned the mosquitoes! T he activities were
many and varied and included Dinghy sailing , rock climbing, canoeing
and escaping the goat. Thanks must go to Sgt Alec Mair , who through
his ability to speak the language, made the admin run extremely
smoothly. But the biggest thanks must go to all those who took part,
whose enthusiasm and sense of humour , particularly on the runs at
0700, made the whole camp a great success .
The CLF presents the LS&GC to Sgt Mick Punter

SUMMERFETE
After weeks of planning and the use of what seemed like thousands
of fatigue men, the great day arrived. The weather wa~ glorious and
people turned out in their hundreds eager to spend thell' money. The
Fete was being run under the auspices of the ""'.iyes Oub and the profits
were to be divided between three separate charities.
The proceedings got off not so much with a bang , as a ~plash. when
the opportunity was provided for 'th~ workers' to exact thell' revenge.on
'the bosses', in the form of the Ducking Stool and the Stocks. Mention
must be made of the fact that Capt Len Jeffery managed to sneak away
on leave and that Capt Matt Campbell remained dry all day!! The~e
were 29 stalls in all and many thanks to all those who through their
hard work raised nearly £850 for charity and provided us all with a
marvellous family day out.
Just to prove it didn't rain all the time! One of the rock climbing
parties on Summer Camp

Maj Gen Peter Chiswel!, Commander Land Forces Northern Ireland,
presenting the McKelvie Trophy to SSgt Tony Dark on behalf of
Admin/Delta/Echo Troops
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Sgt Eric Doughty is presented with a GOC's Commendation by the
CLF

"

St Kilda-A Mllltary History
'Soldiers on St Kilda', by R. A. Spackman. The story of the
Army Detachment on St Kilda since 1957, fully illustrated and
with historical detail. £2 a copy, from RA Range Hebrides, Isle
of Ben becula, Scotland P A88 SLN.
The CLF presents the LS&GCto W02 (FofS) Colin Ramsey
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A THEATRICAL REVUE
M~ D. G. McB Overton (ex OC) said-'I've got a good idea Staff',
to SSJt Tony Dark the much maligned Chief, Oerk, '~hy don't you
organise a Theatrical Revue for the squadron ? So a nightmare was
born . A theatrical complex, sound, lights, costumes, make-up , raffle,
bar, buffet, transport , posters. program.Ines , chair , ta.bles, decor ~nd
not least actors and actresses and some uf course smtable material.
Slowly, very slowly, the acts came together. Comms Troop SSgt Dou1
Duggan had to swap his 'Pirbright Posture' for the limp wrist and
pouting lips of a 'Perfect Poofter' and brought the house .down on the
night when he came on to lead off Sig Nell Glu. The dressmg room.was
a show in itself, LCpl Taff Huzz.ey and Sig P~ B!"U• were ?ete.rmmed
to be exhibitionists, both on and off stage and ms1sted on adjusting and
removing their brassieres in mixed company. The aud.ience really came
alive after the interval when they had been well oiled by the hard
working bar team led by SSgts Paul O'Brien and Pete Dyton .
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Dark, still not done his NIRTT course and many thanks for arranging
the Troop BBQ to coincide with the World Cup Football Matches.

The cast of the Theatrical Revue
Cpl John Glbaon was a plucky duck in Commcen Troops version of
Swanlake and really showed us how to flap. Sig Derek Lever finally got
it right when he died on the night by falling in the correct place on cue
and not having to scramble backstage under a closed curtain at the end
of the act. Stage nerves were banished by Sig Dave Merrlcks from
Whiskey Troop, who consumed the best part of a bottle of brandy
before going on and in the 'Diddymans Drill Parade' bumping into
anything and everything during his entire act which had the audience in
stitches. The squadron resident guitarists W02 (FofS) Alan Hall and
Sgt Rick Lewis gave us a new slant on life with their ' Sunny Two Tree
Tree' and LCpl 'Radar' Crawford provided Cpl Bob Evans with slick
and able assistance backstage.
Master of Ceremonies, SSgt (Chlefy) Dark , sadly closed the show
and handed over to Mrs Bernie Fisher and Mrs Karen Evans to
complete their hostesses role with a raffie before Sgt Mo Harkin turned
up the volume from the sound box to finish the evening with a dance.
From a cast and production team of near SO it is impossible to mention
everybody, but needless to say the event was a sound success due to the
tremendous team effort of all concerned. It also went a long way
towards introducing the squadron to the new OC, Maj N. 0. WUUams ,
though goodness knows what his impressions were of some individuals.
ADMINTROOP
Just a few notes from the lemons of the squadron, which consists of
Tabs Cabs and Chippy's Removals , SSgt Bodger O'Brien and his merry
men. the Orderly Room Cpl 'Wullie' Coyne and his helper SSgt Tony
Dark and the boss Capt Len Jeffery: AO-MTO-Fire Officer and
anything else they can find for him.
CONGRATULATIONS
1:0 the Troop ~n winning the McKelvie Trophy and to SSgt Dark for
takmg all the praise for us-Well done, Admin Troop, Delta and Echo,
and the rest of the world. We will win it again next year when the other
10,000 troop members return from the Falkland Islands. It is hoped
SSgt Tony Dark cleans our Cup for the next year.
GOODIES
Sgt Peter Hunter-Just been promoted. Abdul Brading-Rings up
the day before he's due back off leave and asks Cpl Chippy Wood.
·~ my leave finish tonight Chippy?' LCpl O'Sullivan-For bah/
sitting for Sgt Pete Hunter and managed not to stain the carpet-Well
done!

LCpl) Clair Roberts. At the same time we would like to extend warm
greetings to Sgt Ian UnderhUJ, Cpl Dave Toulson and Sig Andy Dowdle
and hope they enjoy their tour in the Province . Also we would like to
congratulate LCpls Kev Robinson and Taff Webb on their recent
promotions .

WHISKEY TROOP
Firstly we must say congratulations and well done to the following for
getting onto the first rung of the promotion ladder- Dee Andrew,
Malcolm Marvin and Kev McCarthy-Good climbing. Also well done
to Tony Playford on getting his second.
On the 9 May we were alJowed to leave our cells and we all went to
Ballykinler for a Bar-B-Que. Everybody was dutifully dipped, thrown,
dragged or just chased into the seal It was so warm that the Squadron
Commander decided to have a small shower instead. We would like to
say thank you to everybody who helped, organised and cooked, put up
and pulled down tents. Jn that case we shall all say thank you to
ourselves. But a special thanks to SSgt Chris Stone.
Needless to say we won the McKelvie Soccer Trophy. But we will say
nothing about the Swimming or Athletics. We can't win 'em all! But a
special well done goes to Cpl Tony Taylor for coming a great 2nd in the
1500m.
CONGRATULATIONS
This seems to be a hectic time for celebrating. We would like to say
happy married days to Martin and Lorraine Littlewood , try and get her
name right Martin. Also good luck to Sig 'Scouse' Shield who is getting
married soon . We have another baby in our family Richard Paul, son of
LCpl Sid Elliott and his wife Denise. Well done!
WELCOME AND FAREWELL
We would like to say hello and say it's too late to get out now, to Capt
Beach, SSgt Mortlock, Cpl Wannsley and Cpl Wardle, we hope you
have a good time.
Lastly it is time for a few sad goodbyes, Capt Peter Neale who is
leaving us in favour of 3 Div-Good luck to him and all the family .
S~gt Chris Stone, this is his second mention! He is off to 22 Sigs, we
wish you art the best. Cpl Paul Massey, he is off on his Tl, but he will
be back and he is not getting another Ulster Soldier and, lastly,
goodbye to me-Michelle Williams-your reporter, fancy having to
write my own goodbye! I am off to sunny Civvie Street-who will make
the tea when I am gone? Bye Bye!
VICTOR TROOP
Since the last Wire Notes the McKelvie Trophy has been the main
attraction. Jn this competition the troop did extremely well in coming
2nd to Admin Troop. The most closely fought battles were in rugby,
athletics, swimming and football.
The rugby culminated in the final between the troop and its only
rival Whiskey, spit, Troop; after a good showing in a hard fought game
the troop came away victorious, the best in the competition was LCpl
Chris Mountain with S trys, LCpl Taff Webb with 4 trys and LCpl Kev
Robinson with 4 trys , all the conversions were taken by Sgt Dave Smlth.
In athletics after a brave attempt in all the events, we came a
respectable 2nd with noticeable success by Sgt Fred Mulr in the 200m,
Sgt Dave Smith in the Shot and Cpl Dave Thomas in the 400m.
In the football the troop fought its way through to the final against
Whiskey Troop who were good opponents and they reversed the Rugby
score by beating us 5-3.
The final event of the competition was swimming. After a struggle
the troop came out on top with a slight lead, of 17 points clear of 2nd
place.
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BADDIES
Sig1 DaYe Johnaon and Snowy Buckley on going out and enjoying
themselves instead of looking after a stall on the Squadron Fete but
never mind, there is plenty of work from them now. Sig Snowy Bu~kley
and Boria for taking 2 hours'toJ>ut a car in the garage and returning 2
fancy dress costumes. Especially when they return with the lot after a
swan around the Ardoyne and the Falls-Never mind . Snowy had the
sense enough to get out on the Falls and ask for directions! Meanwhile
ba~k at the sharp end the hard work continues, and the morale is high
whilst the boss, Capt Len Jeffery takes yet another week off to visit his
wife. But never mind, we are still managing to build a mountain on his
desk, ready for when he returns.
ARRIV~

We would like to welcome our new SSM , Tony Hand and family to
t~e squadron and as an honorary member of the troop. We would also
hke to welcome Sia Tony Cryer and family into our Troop and MT
Section. Welcomes also go out to E Troop , who have also moved up the
the Sharp en.d with the rest of us, bringing uniform and short hair with
them, even 1f they do need more practice at Squadron Parades. A
special mention once again for our star of the month , SSgt Tony
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TECH TROOP
EVENTS OF THE TECH TROOP 'RANGOON 54' CLUB
The Ranizoon Club held a Beach Barbeque aptly run by our three
galloping gourmets , SSgt Pete 'Akhala' Dyson, Sgts Perce 'Harding'
Richardson and Bob Gurkha Hamilton. It was a tremendous success,
or would have been , if they had not forgotten it was the monsoon season
and the tides were likely to be a little different a month after the recce.
The Rangoon 54 Club would like to take this opportunity to
congratulate SSgt Pete Dyson on winning the grandad race in this years
athletics, also for his fantastic effort along with Chris Bond , Brown
Owl , for taking all his young covert cub scouts, Cpl Kev 'The Fluff'
Dale, Sgt Paul 'Lifeguard' Leighton, LCpl Albert 'HG' Switzer, LCpl
Stevie Rogen, LCpl Boggy Graham, Sig Taff Parry, for a well earned
day at the beach. Meanwhile three pads and only three Cpls Bob
Evans, Steve Johnston and Nlgglpoohs Qualle were erecting the
marquees for the Squadron Summer Fete, at which the Tech Troop
stall was another hit with Sgts Henry Hunt and Brian Nevins, tasty
concoctions being sold long before the more reputable wines of the
NAAFI. Was it Sgt Bob 'Gurkha' Hamilton or his daughter that won
the Bonny Baby Prize?
The TOT and Sgt Vincenzo McGarry took part in the Belfast
Marathon , which was televised. Vincenzo McGarry was easily spotted
wearing his Belize holiday suntan ,and the TOT was running in a
Scottish accent. Soon after, Vincenzo McGarry also led a party from
the squadron around the Mourne Walk. It has been noted in high
places that Sgt Vincenzo McGarry has volunteered to ride his PONI to
the Falklands and so to save a certain General's face, surrender leaflets
have been dropped.
COMMSTROOP
This month our wire notes are the product of the HF Section, when
the R TG's decided to practice their joined up writing to impress the
OC Troop! The McKelvie sports season is now over and unfortunately
we didn't do as well as we hoped, due to the high pressure of work. Our
best result was in the rugby Nine-a-Side where we came third and Cpl
Vince Bragg was the most spectacular injury of the day . We had quite a
respectable result in the athletics despite losing Sgt Al Geddes. We
decided that we would go into intense training for the volleyball and
rumours of a 'Secret Weapon' circulated round the squadron. But it
was not to be and we came fifth. In swimming our aquatic abilities left
a Jot to be desired. Despite the valiant efforts of Sig Phil Bria&• we
didn't manage to make the top three. A mention must be made of the
brave effort made by the Old Man of the squad, Sgt Lee Searle who
couldn't quite finish the SOm breaststroke without taking a short
breather half way.
A good effort was made by all who took part and now it all starts
again for next year.
COMINGS AND GOINGS
We would like to bid a fond farewell and wish good luck to the
following: Cpl Ken Barkas now sunning himself in 7 Sigs. LCpl Brian
MeClements now in 4 Div, Cpl Ollie Hollingsworth and Sig Andy Terry
both on their way to 3 Div.
We also say hello to Sgt Stu Thompson, Cpl Sean Magee, Cpl Terry
Males and Sig Dave Emmess.

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
New Regulation Pattern with Straps
Made up as required

EXPORT ..
U.K. inc. VAT
The victo~ious Victor Troop Swimming Team: SSgt Pete Mills, Sgt
Dave Smith, LCpl Taff Williams, LCpl Quasi Davison, Sig Zippy
Hulme, LCpl Taff Webb, LCpl Chris Mountain and Sgt Andy
Anderson

(PootaaeExtra)

112 REGENT STREET
LONDON W1A 2JJ
TELEPHONE: 01 -734 7020

T. FROST (Saddlers) BAWTRY
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COMINGS AND GOINGS
We would like to say a fond farewell to Cpl John and Bernie Fl.sher,
Cpl Steve and Patience Bush, Sig Derek and Julie Lever and Pte (now
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-:-News from Heat/quarters-

On the wate~ AT 'Lucky' Luckhurst proved his ri~bt hand was

~on~er than htS left and spent the
Polly ~erldna continued to attempt

whole day ~oing m circles. AT
to drown himself and everyone
else, while AT Dave Davidson moved with a style all of his own. AT
'Smudge' Smith practiced capsize drills all day-just in case and AT
'Tiny' Tlndale almost proved that you can talk und~rweater.
Orienteering proved to be an activity at which the lads excelled and of
the thirty·two apprentices taking part in the first phase, everyone
completed the course with only seven check points being missed in the
whole week. AT 'The Sprint' Forbes almost broke the College record
and took first place in a time of 39 min. He is now the newest addition
to the College team.
Alas all good things come to an end, the week was over almost before
it began. As apprentices arrived for the handover-takeover war stories
were quic~ly exchanged. ATs Green and Halliday conv~ced that a
treat was m store for them ran to the pool for a quick dip, as Capt
Bruce..Coram an~ Lt. John Haghea prepared for the two day
e~pediti~ns. Exercise H1g~ Fell 82 proved yet again to be one of the
high pomts of an apprentices career at the College. Many new skills
were learned by all, including the instructors. Despite the less than
good weather, everyone enjoyed themselves and now look forward to
the next expedition to the Lakes.

Army Apprentices' College

Harrogate

INTRODUCTION
With the icy grip of a very harsh North Yorkshire Winter now a faint
memory, we have emerged from our three week hibernation fully
refreshed. Now clearly audible throughout the College are the deep
breaths taken by both apprentices and staff as they make ready for the
Summer term onslaught of activity.
Visitors, particularly during the last year, have boosted our ego no
end. They ask the recipe for our ability to pack such a varied
programme of events into such a short period and still achieve success
and above all enjoyment by the participants. Our answer is so very
simple. The Commandant, Col Paddy Verdon has introduced the eight
day week!
An example of the variety of life here is seen in this edition . With the
Summer term only just under way we have already been engaged on a
number of 'fronts'. From the sports fields of BAOR to the hills of the
Lake District we are represented. Domestically, on foot, in the water,
and on motor bike, our numbers can be seen. We even have managed
to fit our subalterns with unusual jobs in far away places.
All in all our College life calls for an active enthusiasm. Dare we say,
what being a soldier is all about.
ORIENTEERING
This term the s~ort has blossomed at the College from a struggling
activity to a full time major sport. Under the guidance of Maj Dick
Hoyle, 2Lt Jonathan Perks and Sgt Ian Lletch it has really taken off.
Training is for one hour long periods, three times per week, with
civilian events for the squad members every Sunday (and occasionally
Wednesdays). Tn the past the Royal Signals Orienteering Club has had
a lack of young runners and now the situation has considerably
brightened.
The College Squad's climax to the tenn was when they represented
the Corps at the International Orienteering Championships the 'JK 82'
held at Bracknell in August this year. Our top runners were AT Cpl
Dougie Row lands 17th, AT LCpl Ian Rutherford 22nd and AT Jeremy
Balley 28th, out of 80 in the Ht &B class. 2Lt Perks also had a good run
coming 7th and then 5th on the two days of the Championship.
We now look forward eagerly to the June Anny Championships.
ASSAULTRACE
The Assault Race has replaced the old 'March and Shoot' in the
Champion Squadron Competition at the College. The basic idea
behind the change is to involve as many Apprentice Tradesmen, (ATs),
as possible in the competition-since the old system was very much a
'Gladiatorial' event.
The race itself consists of a timed course with a number of stands.
There are three skillstands, which vary the skills tested for each
competition , and a Command Task stand, which again will change
each term. Each stand takes a period of five minutes. At the end of the
race is the Assault Course, closely followed by a shoot. AT Squadrons
provide a number of sections (about seven) each consisting of 12
people.
Both the ATs and the PS entered this new competition with
enthusiasm. For many weeks before the competition the early morning
quiet of the camp was broken by range practices, assault course
rehearsals and the healthy noises of running troops. Whilst the ATs
were busy preparing physic lly for the big event, the razor sharp minds
of the Sqn PS were busy looking at how the rules of the competition
could be bent to their advantage!
Finally came the day of the competition. Throughout the morning
the various sections made their way around the course, parts of which
are shown in the photographs. At the end of the day the winning
squadron emerged as Penney Squadron, commanded by Maj Bill Price
Royal Si~nals , ably assisted by W02 (CSM) Dougie Blackford. The
competition proved to be more successful than the March and Shoot,
silencing all the pessimists, who feared that numbers would swamp the
sense of competition.
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SWIMMING
We are now into the first weeks of the Summer Term and the College
Inter-Squadron Swimming Competition has just taken place. In first
place for the third year running we once again have Penney Squadron
captained by AT Sgt Tomlinson and coached by PS Sgts Orange and
Hegarty. Narrow!y beaten into second place by one point was Bradley
Squadron, captamed by AT Beattle, who informs us that in the next
competition they will take the trophy from Penney, Penney take note!
In third place, beaten by seven points was Rawson Squadron who had
the dubious distinction of being disqualified by SSgt Brace Douglaa,
who seems to be making a career out of disqualifying his own teams!
And last, but not !east! was Scott Squadron, captained by AT
Clow111e-the team swunmmg well, but unlucky not to have their share
of College swimmers.

Winning Team - Penney Sqn do it again

EXTERNAL LEADERSHIP-EXERCISE 'HIGH FELL'
While the machinery of the College ground endlessly on, a merry
band of men enjoyed the fresh air and atmosphere of the Lake District.
Exercise High Fell is designed to improve the leadership qualities of
apprentices and introduce many of them to new adventurous activities .
At the same time it tests the resolve and determination of instructors.
The exercise was conducted in two phases. The first students were
from the eighth term technicians, who are now in their second year.
Upon arrival at the base camp, in Grange, tentage was quickly
established. The hard work done, everyone was Vivited to attend a
swimming test and canoeing demonstration. AT 'Smudge' Smith
claims the water was less than warm-this motion was seconded by AT
'Rab' Rabbetts. De~ite brave efforts from AT 'Pole' Riley and AT
'Mac' McRoberts, (;apt Paul Robertshaw remained afloat and was
unable to confirm the temperature of the water. After the delights
supplied by the exercise chief, one section departed for the hills led by
Capt Barry Rees. After two days of wonderful sunshine and fantastic
views the group returned without having lost their able leader. Early
morning PT proved to be a popular feature of the exercise. Driven on
by the enthusiasm of Capt Robertshaw, Lt Rod Thomas and 2Lt Bob
Sharp everyone awoke at 6.30 am and began a number of exercises
much akin to musical movements. This was followed by a short run ,
think of a number between five and ten, double it! Washing and
shaving was made easier by the occasional natural shower, but after a
hearty breakfast, life seemed much better.
At 8.30 am the day's activities b~an, 2Lt Frank Roberts took to"the
hills with another of the section, while Capt Rees bathed sore feet. Maj
Peter (the 'goat) Bowles convinced Sgt 'Blue Tac' Wheatley that l)e
could lead rock climbs although it was heard later that Sl[t Wbeadey
was not sure whether he or the ATs were the more afraid . Maj Bowles,
at P.eace with life added a new verse to the exercise poem each day,
while apprentices kissed the ground at the top of each climb. Lt Rod
Thomas, OIC Accounts, orienteering and exercise PR man appeared to
photograph all and sundry and fears turned to smiles. It took two
climbs to catch AT 'Lew' Lewmdon's best side and as AT 'Glnge'
Johnson leapt from hold to hold too ~uickly, the camera was unable to
capture him in action. AT LCpl 'Jam James was unable to fall off any
rock face despite recent experience in France.
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AT ' Concorde' Allmark, 2Lt Bob Sharp, AT Pete Ruff,- Trust me I
promise

Competitors under pressure - Watch my head!
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'SUBBIES DELIGHT'
On 25 May cheques totalling £500 were presented by Holts Bank to
members of Exercise Jungle Ensign. The prizegiving and lunch was
attended by the Commandant Major General Howlett and Deputy
Commandant Brigadier Perkin of the Royal Military Academy
Sandhurst.
The story goes back to August last year when two Subalterns from
the Apprentices College, 2Lt Jonathan Perks and 2Lt Frank Roberta
helped organise a 10 man expedition to Borneo. Their flights took them
from Heathrow to Dubai, Hong Kong, Brunei and Sabah. Five hot,
steaming days were spent in the Labi Jungle carrying out tracking,
trapping and fine navigation. From there they flew to the Kota
Kinabalu, 14,000 ft, National Park. After the arduous summit slimb
they spent a week in Hong Kong and visited the Queens Gurkha
Signals in Sek Kong and Lantau. It was undoubtedly a most interesting
and rewarding expedition.
THEJOBN PAGE MOTORCYCLE COMPETITION
On the first Saturday of each term the roar of motorcycle engines can
b~ be~d and ~ange booted and helmeted figures appear from all
directions. The mdoor arena takes on the look of a POW interrogation
area _and the main drill square sprouts hordes of bright coloured,
plastic traffic cones. The reason for this unusual activity is the John
Page Motorcycle Safety Competition which is desi~ned to check and
test the safety and competence of all machines and nders in the College
once a term.

AT Randle, AT Carter, AT LCpl Hart, AT LCpl Sleet- celebrating the
Summerterm win
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ZIMBABWE NATIONAL ARMY
Vacancies exist in the Zimbabwe National Army for
retired or retiring qualified Officers, Warrant Officers
and Senior Non Comm issioned Officers in the posts
listed below. Recruitment will be on the basis of a three
year contract with possible re newal at the end of the initial tour. Contract terms
include:
The sending home each month of up to 33 1h percent of
gross monthly salary.
Return airfare for the successful candidate and his
dependants.
Trade and Professional Allowances.
Annual Bonus.
Free medical and dental treatment for candidate and
dependants.
Generous local leave and other attractive benefits.

The idea for the Competition began inn Penney Squadron in May
1981. when it was found that some money was left over from a fund
colle<.ied to purchase a Colours Stand in the Church dedicated to AT
John Page, who tragically lost his life in a motorcycle accident some
months earlier. The competition took shape and, after some
refinement, now consists of inspections of documents, turnout and
equipment .. tests of vehi~le serviceability and riding competence
together with a short highway code exam. The Competition is
compulsory for all apprentices owning a motorcycle and they may have
their machine impounded and their permission to ride removed if
certain tests are not passed successfully. With a lot at stake and with
natural pride in their ~achines the appi:entices take the competition
very seriously and their standards are htgh and getting higher each
term. The current holders of the impressive trophy are Rawson
Squadron and shown below is their summer term winning team.
SOCCER
The Permanent Staff side guided by Maj (QM) Bob Peake, assisted
by SSgt Dave Nixon again won the NE/ W District section of the Army
Minor Units cup. They then defeated the favourites - The Scottish
Infantry Depot, Bridge of Don, and in quarter final saw off 26 Sqn
RCT from Northern Ireland. Unfortunately, as the new favourites they
'froze', at home, to 150 Sqn RCT from Bulford , who went on to win the
competition.
Shruggin~ off that bad day they picked up momentum and finished
runners up m the league, beaten only on goal difference. This despite
our own low goal against total , thanks to superb goal keeping by LCpl
Raylddles.
The climax to the season was the League Cup final against the old
enemy-11 Sig Re~. Played on the Garrison ground, the match was
very tight and with Just seven minutes remaining the opposition scored.

Throwing caution to the wind the team attacked strong! and with Sgt
Alex Hamilton at his best, managed two goals before the final whistle
for a magnificent victory.
The team loses Sgtl Dave Aldous, Davie Arnot, 'M11e' McCarlhy,
'Tep' Teplelow before the new season. To them and the 'Boss' -off to
Blandford-we say thank you and all the very best for the future.
COLTS HOCKEY
A Corps Colts, under 19, team was formed this season by bringing
together the most promising players from Catterick, Ouston and
Harrogate. Following trials at Harrogate and Ouston, a team of
talented and enthusiastic young hockey players was assembled to meet
the experienced Northumberland County Under 19 XI, who had the
advantage of playing together for a number of seasons at lower levels of
County hockey and, indeed, at Under 19 level. This formidable task
was undertaken at Ouston and although narrowly defeated, the Corps
side played remarkably well.
Later in the season, the Colts played equally well against the North
Yorkshire Under 19s, at Harrogate. Having established a Colts tea m,
next season we intend to introduce an extended fixt ure list to include
games against other county sides in the North of England .
The following were members of the Colts XI:- AT Cpl Wood AAC
Harrogate, AT Sgt Hodgkinson AAC Harrogate, AT LCpl Brldgwood
AAC Harrogate, AT Cpl McKle AAC Harrogate , AT Sgt Manhall
AAC Harrogate, AT Reith AAC Harrogate, AT SSM Wllllll1111 AAC
Harrogate, AT Taylor AAC Harrogate, AT Crabtree AAC Harrogate.
JSlg Connor Junior Regt Royal Signals, JSIJ[ Husklssoo Junior Regt
Royal Signals, JSlg Baker Junior Regt Royal Signals, JSlg Drew Junior
Regt Royal Signals, JSig Thompson Junior Regt Royal Signals, Sig
Moorish 8 Sig Regt.

Upper age limit is 50. Posts available are:
Captain:
or
Lieutenant:
Captain:
or
Lieutenant:
W02:
W02/S Sgt:
W02/S Sgt:
W02/S Sgt:
W02/S Sgt:
S Sgt/Sgt:
S Sgt/Sgt:

Technical Officer with Bsc in Electronics or the equivalent.
(TEM)
QM (Technical)
Foreman of Signals.
Radio Technicians-capable of supervision and instruction.
Telegraph Technicians - capable of supervision and
instruction.
Radio Relay Technicians - capable of supervision and
instruction.
Yeoman of Signals.
Radio Relay Operators - capable of supervision and
instructing.
Combat Powerman - capable of supervision and instructing.

Written applications, giving full details of experience and qualifications should
be addressed to:
The Defence and Military Adviser
Zimbabwe High Commission
Zimbabwe House
429 Strand
London WC 2R OSA
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Pennanent Staff Soccer Team before Cup Final with 11 Sig Regt
Back Row L-R: SSgt Dave Nixon, Sgt Tony Singleton, Sgt Les
Brown, Capt Barry Rees, Cpl Pete Trigwell, Cpl Tous Cameron, Cpl
'Ginge' Turnbull, Lt Col Bernard McMahon, Maj Bob Peake
Front Row L-R: Cpl Terry Lofthouse, SSgt Ray Surgeon, Sgt Alex
Hamilton, Sgt Chris Deary, Cpl Kev Robinson. Sgt 'Mac' McCarthy
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GROUP TRAINING WEEKEND
A Group Military Training weekend was hald at Kebworth ranges on
22/23 May 1982 for all permanent Staff.
The weekend got off to a good(?) start on Saturday morning ":ith P'.f
and a trip over the assault course. Most people managed to survive this
pan of the weekend and after a hearty breakfast it was time to board
the coaches and make our way to Kebworth Ranges. There to meet ns
was the Military Training Officer, Capt John Markham with his merry
bunch of instructors led by WOl (RSM) Jim Crannage. Personnel were
allocated to various squads and each squad then visited a d ifferent
training exercise in turn. NBC, first aid, weapon training, map reading
and live firing were the order of the day. The Officers of the Group
ensured that everything was 'ticking over' and in some cases actually
taking part.
SSgt (Yo.fS) Brian Lawrence and Sgt 'Taff' Crowley ensured ~veryo'.1e
was gassed in the gas chamber and sent them on to the Fll'st Aid
instructors, W02 NeD Dye and SSgt Howard Finch , to be resuscitated .
Then on to WOl Jim McDermott and W02 Brian Fergus to find out
how to get lost-map reading. Sgt Dave Pugh and Cpl 'Geordie' Fagen
tau~ht everyone how to take a SLR apart and then f.ut it back together
agam , safely, and finally over to the range itsel . There under the
expert eye of the range staff, Capt John Markham, WOI (RSM) Jim
Crannage, SSgt Keith Salnty and SSgt Jeff Battlsby, the delights of
firing a SLR were enjoyed. The sheep and cattle grazing by the side of
the range obviously had faith in our troops as they never moved
throughout the shoot. It must also be said that throughout the whole
training exercise our WRAC contingent took part and even seemed to
be enjoying themselves.
By 1730 hrs the first phase of the weekend had been completed and it
was time to board the coaches and return to camp, apart from SSgt
Keith Salnty and Sgt Dave Pugh who waited most of the evening to be
recovered when their vehicle broke down. Next day it was back onto the
coaches, but this time the coaches came to a hault 8krn from Kebworth
ranges our final destination. Soon the realization set in that the only
mode of transport available to take everyone to their destination was
their own two feet encased in a pair of DMS boots. Once again small
squads were formed with each group setting off five minutes after one
another. The object of the exercise was to arrive at Kebworth ranges in
the quickest possible time. The squads had been arranged that each
one was approximately the same with regard to fitness and age.
When the teams arrived at their destination they were once again met
by the smiling duo of Capt John Markham and WOl (RSM) Jim
Crannage who led them once more onto the range. The object of this
part of the exercise was to run 100 yards to the Firing Point, re·
assemble a stripped SLR, fire off ten rounds, all within a time frame of
2 minutes. Some found this task beyond them, but no names no pack
drills. The scores were added up and the team with the most points
won. By 1200 hrs all the teams had completed both parts and the
winning teams worked out. The CO, Lt Col John Dobson then
presented the prizes. A team led by Sgt Paul Freeman won the march ,
whilst the shoot was won by a team led by Sgt Paul Wilson. There was
also a prize of a bottle of wine for LCpl Wendy Sharkey, the best lady
shot, who had put a lot of men to shame with her fine shooting.
Once more onto the coaches where this enjoyable weekend was
brought to a fine conclusion by a curry buffet lunch in the JRC Dining
Hall.

What goes where? WSgt Nancy McDougall being shown by WCpl
Pat Hannah
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ARRIVALS/DEPARTURES
We would like to take this opportunity to say farewell to WOI Jim
Hague, on retirement, Sgt Alan Mayfield, Cpl Martin Harrow and
LCpl Charlie Holsgrove. At the same time we welcome to the Group
W02 NeD Dye, W02 (Supvr R) Dave Cleggett, SSgt Dave Bicker, SSgt
(Supvr R) Mick Smart, Sgt Paul Wilson and Cpl RuuJohnson.
2SQN
A 'Pub Lunch' was held in the 447 Oub on 7 May to say fond
farewells to WOl Jim Hague and his wife, Rachael. WOl Jim Hague
has been SMI of2 Sqn for the last 2 years and is now leaving the service
for civilian life. Maj Fred Searle, OC 2 Sqn, after saying a few words
about Jim, presented him with a farewell gift of a Silver Tray. He will
be greatly missed by all of 2 Sqn and the Organisation in general and
we wish him and his wife all the best in the future.

'Who's half-inched my other glove'? - SSgt Charlie Kaye

Photograph shows Cpl Keith Armstrong holding the Eastern District
High Handicap Trophy.
(

Show me the way to go home ... - Lt Col John Dobson, CO, Maj
Steve Bloom, QM, and Capt Bill Clark Adj

GOLF
The Group Spring Golf meeting was held at Lingdale Golf Club on
22 April . The day proved to be very sunny and the 22 com~titors ,
representing all the different departments within the Group, enjoyed 36
holes of golf. At the end of the day, after much talk of 'Birdies',
'Eagles' and enough tall stories to rival any fishing tale the RSM, WOl
Jim Crannage was judged to be the outright winner of the individual
trophy with Cpl Ken Harding the runner up. HQ Troop represented by
Captlohn Markham, WOl (RSM) Jim Crannage, W02 (QMSI) Brian
Pyle, Cpl Ken Harding and Sig Nick Sharp won the team prize. The
prizes were all kindly presented by the CO Lt Col John Dobson.

EASfERN DISTRICT GOLF MEETING
On 7 Apr the Eastern District Golf Society held their spring meeting
at Bury St Edmunds Golf Oub in Sussex. W02 Graham Chard and
Cpl Keith Armstrong entered the competition.
In the individual Stableford round , Cpl Keith Armstrong scored 36
points off a handicap of22. For those who understand these things , the
cries of 'Bandit' and 'Cut that chap's handicap', but not quite in those
terms, as he collected the Eastern District High Handicap Winners
Trophy, were quite justified.
For the record the Eastern District Secretary did cut Cpl Keith
Armstrong's handicap by one stroke. On returning to the Group Keith
found that th.e RSM, WOI Jim Crannage had persuaded the Group
Handicap Committee that what ever Eastern District could do so could
they. The result was that Cpl Keith Armstrong's handicap was cut by a
further stroke!
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ORIENTEERING
Having qualified through the District Championships, it was with
great confidence that both our male and female Orienteering teams
travelled to Sandringham to compete in the UKLF Championships.
The male team had received an injection of new blood in the arrival
of Lt Andy Roberts from BAOR only days before the competition. His
experience along- with that of SSgts Al Hale and John Skipper was
hopefully enough to see us finish in the top five minor units and so go
through to the Army Championships. Alas it was not to be. With all
three runners having runs well below par on day 1, the team could only
manage sixth place and must now wait until next year to redeem itself.
The ladies team , however , did extremely well, with good runs from
Capt Katie Dyer, W /SSgtJo Bolland and Cpl Ann Godbey. They won
their relay event on day 2 and finished overall runners up to the ladies
of3 UDR. We wish them well in the Army Championships.
STOP PRESS
Congratulations to our WRAC team on winning the Army
Orienteering Championships.
HOCKEY- STAFFORD 6's
The Group sent a team to compete in the annual Stafford 6's
tournament. This was the first occasion that the team had played
together as-a six-a-side and so it was with a view to enjoying the games,
rather than winning any honours , that they began their first match
against a team from the Prince Of Wales Division. However. after
winning this game 2-0 the mood changed, as it became apparent that
here was a very good chance of qualifying for the Semi·finals. After two
more wins and a draw , this became a reality and it meant that the
Group had to beat a very good RAF Kyton side in the semi-finals.
After a very good game the Group won and therefore qualified for
the finals. The other team in the finals was RAF Cossford, the team the
Group had drawn with in the qualifying round, but by now the captain
of the side, Sgt Dave Kent, felt that this could be the Group's year to
win.
Although the Group exerted constant pressure in the final, the ball
just would not go into the net. This meant that extra time had to be
played. Still the Group could not score, but in the dying seconds of
extra time Sgt Pete Lang hit a scorching shot and the Trophy was on its
way to Garats Hay.
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OC 2 Sqn Maj Fred Searle presenting W01 Jim Hague with his
farewell gift

SPONSORED WHEELCHAIR PUSH
On 19 May, a party of volunteers from the Group gathered in
Bradgate Park to take part in the annual sponsored wheelchair push to
raise funds for our lo cal Cheshire home. Roecliffe Manor.
lt was a warm, if overcast, afternoon. The Cheshire Home residents,
well tucked into their 'chariots', looked with apprehension at the
'charioteers' who, in the main, appeared dressed and determined to
make a race of it. By 1415, everyone was ready, the iron gates opened,
the Le-Mans start engaged. Patients, pushers, invigilators and 18
chairs poured through onto the 4 mile stretch of tarmac spanning this
picturesque park. After the initial jockeying for position the push
settled down to a leisurely pace. Now was the time to get to know
patients, to take part in the friendly banter, jokes and false threats.
Now was the time to be humbled. Once the half-way turn-around point
had been reached, we pulled into the pits for a welcome cup of tea,
before taking on the return journey to the awaiting ambulances.
Spirits were high throughout the afternoon and the happiness of the
patients infectious. One woman, we were told , was on her first outing
outside the home for three years. A couple of hours on a sports
afternoon-just a short period but how rewarding it was for both
patients and pushers.
The unit collected £220.
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HQ Land Forces Cyprus
B.F.P.O. 53
ARAB PONIES FOR CYPRUS
On 12 Jan an Alia air-cargo liner touched down at RAF Akrotiri with
a most unusu al cargo on board. The cargo consisted of twenty Arab
ponies, three adu lt stallions, a six month old colt , one gelding a nd
fifteen mares. 'Aieed', Fe th,al, a magnificent bay stallion was the gift
of Crown Prince Hassan. 'Jam ille', a chestnut stud stallion was given by
the Royal Jordan Polo Club and the colt by Maj Anmar. The remainder
were bough t from hill farms and desert vill ages in Jordan. As soon as
customs and veterinary formalities ha d been completed at Akrotiri the
ponies were whis ked away to quaranti ne pad docks in Happy Valley
Episkopi. where they remained for one month's isolation. T he speedy
and efficient way in which the RAF movement tea m la nded the ponies
and the veterinary and custo ms officials dealt with the necessa ry
fo rmali ties, belied the complexity of a n operation which had en ta iled
months of plannin g. Without the generosity of our friend s in Jorda n
and the understanding co·oper ation of all concerned age ncies in
Cyprus, this ambit ious project could not ha ve been undertaken .
The committee of the Joint Services Saddle and Polo Club Episkopi
had , for some time, been aware that new blood would be required if the
future of riding and polo in Cyprus was to be assured. Fresh English
ponies would be very e xpensive. Suitable pon ies could not be found in
Cyprus. So with th e encouragement of the Royal Jordan Polo Club, a
pa rty from Cyprus flew to Jordan in October 1981 and scoured the
country for suitable animals. Twenty were even tually selected and
flown to Akrotiri by ALIA Airways. The new ponies were destined to
replace old stalwarts who have, for many years, given their best but
needed to be pensioned off. Some were to be trained for polo, others
offered to other clubs on the island to replenish their stock . The
stallions will be used to cover the better brood mares and breed ponies
for use in future years. One mare was discovered to be pregnant on
arrival in Cyprus and dropped her foal within three weeks of arriving . A
welcome bonus?

HQ Queen's Gurkha Signals,
B.F.P.0.1
FAREWELL TO BRIG A. A. DACRE OBE
AND MAJ P.H . RIDLINGTON
Friday 28 May 1982 was a notable day in the history of Queen' s
Gurkha Signals. It was certainly memorable for those members of the
regiment and our guests , Brig and Mrs Able Dacre and Maj Peter
RldUngton, who assembled at Sek Kong during the late morning of
that day of ceremo ny and festivity.
'
THEREGIMENTALPARADE
Despite various wagers involving Parade Commanders , Adjutants
and champagne, the weather started off miserably and quickly became
worse. Optimistic advice suggesting that the wet weather programme
would not be needed was discounted in favour of the Royal
Observatory's report, wh ich after a great deal of meteorological
gob~ledygook , confirr!led th at ~t would rain all day. They were wrong .
It ramed fo r th e next six days, virtually non stop l The appalling weather
did not, however, dampen regimental spirit and a good representation
from throughout the regiment paraded in the local AAC Sqn's hangar
for the Para de;- the fi rst activity of the day's action packed
programme. Dur in g the Parade, which was commanded by Maj
Mervyn Lee, 3 WO/ SN COs were commissioned by Brig Dacre, Comd

Bde of Gurkhas. In addition the Brigadier presented 13 LS & GC
medals. The following were commissioned as Lt(QGO)s: Sgt
Ratnababadur Pun, W02 Narl>abadur Pun, W02 Santoabkumar
Ral. After the presentation of med als, the proceedings became less
formal with a presentation of gifts from the regiment to both retiring
officers. Incidentally, they have the same birth date, which ind icates
that someone in the APO has their records straight in respect of their
retirement date!
The Commander QG Signals, Lt Col Gordon and the Gurkha Major
Maj (QGO) Balbir T bapa praised and thanked both offi cers for their
contribution to the regiment and the Brigade of G u r kh a~. during their
combined service of 60 years. Brig Dacre received a unique present in
the form of a leather-bo un d book, containing over SO letters from
former and present members of the regiment, to remind him of hi s
happy days in the regiment. Maj Peter RidUngton's present was a teak
side-table, complete with reg imental insignia ha nd carved on its top ,
and is as equally rare.

'Anything to declare'

ENCOURAGING SUPPORT
On average, the ponies were bought for two to three hund red pou nds
each. The expenses of flying them to Cyprus and quara ntine fees added
another two hu ndred pounds to their cost, bringing t he tota l cost of the
operation to over £10,000. The Corps has most generously contributed
£500. This prompted the RAOC to follow .suit. The quest for
sponsorship from local Cypriot businessmen and UK patrons is being
pursued diligently and has so far met with encou raging support.
However, the majority of the cost has had to be borne by the Episkopi
Club and has been a heavy drain on capital.
Old Cyprus hands who know the club in Happy Valley may be able to
imagine the scene today. The paddocks and horse lin~s are full .
Experienced riders are busy bringing on the green ponies, most of
whom were used only to Arab bridles. New lines are being constructed
to stable the extra panies. Some of the more experienced ponies are
already showing aptit ude as polo ponies and are t aking well to stick and
ball exercise. One or two show promise as show j umpers and have
already demonstrated their talent by clearing the 4' 6° hedges
surrounding the exercise paddocks on their own-m uch to the
consternation of the grooms.

The 3 newly commissioned officers.
From L-R: Lt (QGO) Ratnabahadur Pun, Lt {QGO ) Narbahadur Pun,
Lt(GQO) Santoshkumar Rai

' Brig Dacre- This is your life'

OPERATORS
'S o, this is Cyprus?' A pallet load of Arab mares

Leaving the Army Soon?
Then conta ct The Three Tees Agency and let your
Service Skills pay in Civvy Street .
The Three Tees Agency serves 6,000 companies and
deals solely with vaca ncies for Telephone, Telex and
Teleprinter Operators.

FRUITS OF AMBmous PROJECT
Most of the new ponies are now available for general use and so me
are already playing polo. In the future , Signallers looking forward to a
posting to Cyprus and wanting to pursue riding as a pastime can expect
to enjoy the fruits of an ambitious project and make full use of the
cheapest polo and riding to be found anywhere.

You can be assured of a wann welcome and free
advice and gu idance o n e mployment prospects in t he
Commercial world of Telecommunications . If you a re
rusty, we can give you the opportunity to brush up
you r operating and also fam iliarise you with
commercial routines and equ ipment, and then guide

• • •

you to t he right job, pennanent or temporary. In
some cases resettlement courses a re available for
those seeking pe nnanent employment in the Greater
London area.

Cal write or phone:
110 fleet Street, EC4: 01-353 3611
124 Regent Street, W1: 01-734 0365
20 Eastcheap, EC3: 01-626 01111

Jamille, Christmas and Bedouin t he th ree stallions arriving at RAF
Akroti ri
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Maj IOGOl Balbir Thapa presents Maj Peter Ridlington with his
farewell gift. The Commander, Lt Col Gordon looks on

TIPANTAPAN WITHTHEWOs & SGTs
After changing into dry clothing, the Officers, WOs and Sgts
assembled with our guests in the QG Signals WOs & Sgts mess. 'Tipantapan' was followed by the presentation of an ornamental wine jug to
Brig and Mrs Dacre from the WOs and Sgts of the regiment. The
presentation was made by WOI (RSM) Prembahadur Pun who is
well known to the Brigadier, as he was a line boy when Capt Dacre was
Adjtof17 Gurkha Division Sig Regt, in the 1950s.

The Commander again thanked both officers for their contribution
to the regiment over the years and presented them with the traditional
regimental pewter tankard , inscribed with the signature of all officers
present. It was the fifth for the Brigadier and not the first for Peter
RldlinJU>n either.
Earher in the day Brig Dacre had represented his Kukri to the
regiment, to be worn by the Piper Major. Maj RldUngton, after dinner,
r,resented a small statue of a Gurkha soldier to be known as the
Ridlin~ton Trophy' and to be awarded annually to the soldier, who, in
the opinion of the Commander, had contributed ~reatly to the
regiment, but had not received any other formal recognition or award .
Further playing by the Pipes and Drums, was followed by a 'nautch '
organised by the Gurkha Major and appreciated by all. The final evel)t
of the day was the competition for the 'Inter Squadron Tug of War
Trophy' kindly presented by Maj Rldlington. This competition should
have taken place in the afternoon, but was another victim of the
torrential rain. It was deemed that the officers would compete for this
trophy in the ante-room, with aid of a broomstick in the traditional
mess manner. Maj Richard Anderson received the trophy on behalf of
the Hong Kong Gurkha Sig Sqn. his officers having beaten the Gurkha
Fd Force HQ and Sig Sqn officers by two straight pulls.

TO THE FUTURE
Thus ended a day of family union. The regiment had said farewell to
two of its stalwarts, both on the Corps behalf, as well as its own. For the
retiring officers, the day was tinged with nostalgia, however, they both
emphasised in their farewell speech that the regiment should look to
the future as 'the best is yet to come' . We thank Brig Able and Elaine
Dacre, and Maj Peter Rldlington for their contribution over the years
and wish for them the very best in the future, as they have given to us in
the past.

·-·-·-· -.
.•
Technicians in
Communications

I
•

W01(RSM) Prembahadur Pun presenting Brig Dacre with a phulmala.
Mrs Dacre is next in line
Although the afternoon's sports programme was cancelled due to the
weather, some gladiators could not come to terms with this and
resorted to fierce competition on the Sgts Mess snooker table, aided by
their 'real friends'.
AN EVENING WITH THE OFFICERS
That evening Brig Dacre and Maj RldUngton were the guests of the
Officers at a Regimental Dinner. The rain.persisted and plans for the
evening's activity had to be modified. In particular, what was planned
as a formal group photograph outside, turned out to be a rather
intimate photographic session inside the ante-room. No complaints
were heard from the Pipes and Drums, who, at intervals throughout the
evening, played inside the mess. Mention must be made of W02
Jagman Iwaharchan who masterminded the meal and Sgt Khemlal
GUJ'UDg who kept the wine flowing.
The toast to the King of Nepal was punctuated by the ringing of the
mess telephone. Having ascertained who the call was for , the.orderly
duly placed the phone before the Brigadier sahib. The air of curiosity
was shattered by the Brigadier's exclamation on hearing 'This is Kelvin
Kent from Colorado'! Typical of the family spirit that surrounded the
day, Keh-In , ex Major Royal and Gurkha Signals, of expedition fame ,
bad telephoned to bid the Brigadier farewell I
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GCHQ If you are about to leave HM Forces, or have left,
consider a career with us. We are the Government
Communications Headquarters, based at Cheltenham .
Our interest is R & D in all types of modern radio
communications - HF to satellite - and their $ecurity.
THE JOB All aspects of technician support to an
unparalleled range of communications equipment, much
of it at the forefront of current technology.
LOCATION Sites at Cheltenham in the very attractive
Cotswolds and elsewhere in the UK; opportunities for
service abroad.
PAY Competitive rates, reviewed regu larly. Relevant
experience may count towards increased starting pay.
Promotion prospects.
TRAINING We encourage you to acquire new skills
and experience.
QUALIFICATIONS You should have a TEC Certificate
in Telecommunications, or acceptable equivalent, plus
practical experience.
HOW TO APPLY For full details on this and .
information on our special scheme for those lacking
practical experience, write now to
•
Recruitment Office,
-.
GCHQ, Oakley, Priors
• _. • •
~
Road, Cheltenham, Glos. ~ ,..
GL52 5AJ, or ring 0242- '(~ ( '
21491 ext22s9.
I
J
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News from Regiments
1 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt

B.F.P.O. 32
EXERCISE 'FLYING FALCON 82'
After completion of the conversion of the regiment to Clansman
Secure· Speech Harness, CSSH, there was a feeling that the exercise
would be easier than normal-but nothing could have been further
from the truth. A CSSH Trials Team, ably led by Lt John (my hair may
be grey, but I'm not bald) Lovell and consisting of 2Lt Justin Johnson
and SSgt (FofS) Tony Jacklin, set out to test the S,Ystem to its fullest.
This they did, and were pleased with the results, which seem to indicate
more reliability with greater flexibility.
SMALL BORE SHOOTING
During March , the regiment took part in both the finals of the I Div
Small Bore (TR) Competition and the BAOR Small Bore (TR)
competition. The team, led by Lt Pat Fleming RPC, achieved third
place in the 1 Div Finals, but missed qualifying for the second round of
the BAO R Competition by just four points. Our top scorers in this were
Sgt Worgan RMP and Cpl Paddy Donohoe with 383 out of a possible
400.

PAGE TROPHY
On 2 Apr the Regiment's semi-annual Inter Squadron Sports
Competition-the Page Trophy-was held. The day's events included
Seven-a-side Rugby, Cross Country, Six-a-side Hockey, all won by HQ
Sqn, Six-a-side Soccer, 100 Stone Tug of War, both won by 3 Sqn, and
Volleyball, won by 201 Sig Sqn. Overall winners were 3 Sqn
commanded by Maj John Grierson, follow~d closely by HQ Sqn.

HOCKEY
On 5 Mar the re~iment's hockey team went to Herford to meet 3
Armd Div HQ and Stg Regt on neutral territory, for the quarter final of
the BAO R championships. After full time, however, the score stood at
one all, so the teams played for another 15 minutes each way. At this
stage the score had reached two all and so five minutes each way
'sudden death' were played-but still no decision. Finally, penalty
flicks had to be taken to get a result and our own team was very
disappointed to lose 3-2 on penalty flicks-what a way to go! We must
now look forward to the Divisional final, which is to be played on 17
April.
LOOKING FORWARD
With a changeover of CO's in the air, the regiment spent a lot of time
during February and March doing stocktaking Boards, organised by
our QM(A), Maj Eric Herrington MBE and QM (Tech) Capt Alan
Abbott. This involved a lot of scurrying around and searching in the
dark comers of storerooms but eventually all the checks were done and
people began to relax. Not so fast, said our paymaster Maj Bill Hazel
and began handing out Audit Boards for the six monthly audit of all
accounts, to the loud accompaniment of groans from the Officers and
Warrant Officers of the regiment.

201 Sig Sqn Tug of War Team putting their backs into their work

FAREWELIS
In March we had to say farewell to Maj John Beasley and his wife
Pat, who have now gone to HQ Northag. Also, Capt Brian Campbell
was dined out , his last Regimental function as a batchelor, and we
congratulate both him and his wife, Liz, and wish them all the best in
the future.

King Edward Vlls Hospital for Officers
Beaumonl HOLLY., Beaumont Slrecl. London w.1.

(Sister Agnes's)

Patron: Her Majesty the Queen

ing Edwnrd VD's Hospl1al (Of Officers. affoctiOl'ldlely kncn..ii u Si.stet Agnes's, prov~ th~ ~t
medical lllld s~lcaJ facilities e1 lhe lowt I JWJSSiblo al:St It> ofllcers of all three .serv1f:t'S
.
(Including womoo off.14
.serving or retiree.I, whn havo held 11 permanent or temporary Cl>fnmbston
In tht.1 Armed f'orons 11lis lclllly WM> tixt~nds to officers' whX'S. widows and c.k>1>t!Jldcnt children
of not lc.u than 4 y()Qr.<I of ago.
The hospital has both pnV11111 n:>OrN•nd small "ovds.And wcll-equippt'd X· Rav l&tld
Physiotherapy Departmunls. Medlr.:11 r.hod.·ups can bcananged at a mOdenato prioo
Serving officers aru enlillod 10 frefl nursing and maintenance in the sbamd mv.rtlS. Othtlt
J)fltientsarn asked 10 pa)' ttl th., r.11oof £260 pt.'f' wccl. for a pnvalo roomtmd 04!> furoshiU\'ld room or
want l>O<I
.. 1£, howO\'ftrtt J)Qtltint elm pny a um nearer to the actual cost.nfhU. maintenance (now O\'W
£560 per wt:ekl this is muf'.h apptUCla1cd as it helps oth"" C'..oll5Ult&nt s (,~ aro • n\lllll't'" for J'ltf'SOMI
armngomcnl bt.'tw0011 p.1ticn1 and C:onsultanl.Thl're Isa (lt'tWl(lUSIV admlnlstcn:.>d Ocncvolt>nl 1-Und
for those In sltaltened cln.;umstwu:es
Subj8ct 10 age RUPA give friends oflhc H06J>ilal a LS~ nx!uctk>n on their BUPACA.Rt:
su.blcripliona. and PPP and Wcstem Providenl a 2504 n><lucfioo on 1hdr Family MastC111lan and
Supercover policlc5 respeclh·ely. ff payment b: made b)' dimd debit.
Tho hos/lital ls C\UT('. n1ly handling over 2300 ln ·po11t>ntsand 700 OUl·patlentsa Ytlllt 11 l!J !"''
part of tho NI S u.nd la tht•l'f-fnre rclla.n1 on volunu1ry aid via s~1hscripli~lns. donatkins 1Uld ll!garw!.'I
for whtc.h thf!fO ii an lncror&lilng nueJ lhu demtmd fc;>r hod!! mcrciues
If you would like 10 rooolvti lnfonnallon or b;icon11,1a uh8cnhcr 11loo.w wrllo to tho Appt"tlls
Sccrotruy. ( N , & , ). 6 Buckingham l'laco. l..ondon . SWtF. 6HR. orphono01·8l8 H54 Ap~liaulnns
for admfsslon shou ld be ffi4dO to tho Malron on 01·486 4411
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ACTIVITIES
April and May have been very busy months for the regiment.
Regimental competitions held included the Page Trophy, Swimming
Championships, Athletics Competition and March and Shoot Day.
Additionally, the regiment participated in Exercises Hurst Park 8-14
May and Mini Mash 17-21 May. We said farewell to Lt Col S. R. CarrSmith and welcomed our New CO-Lt Coll. H. Fisher MBE.
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Members of the Page Trophy winning 3 Sqn Team
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FAREWELL TO LT COL CARR-SMITH
On 21 Apr the regiment formed up for a final parade for the CO-Lt
Col S. R. Carr-Smith. Following nearly three years of service
commanding 1 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt, Lt Col Carr-Smith now
goes to Staff College, Camberley, as an instructor. Our sincere thanks
and best wishes go with both Nicole and Stephen.

REGIMENTAL SWIMMING
.
16 Apr saw the regiment take to the wat~r for a da~ i:>f aquatic
athletics. The day was filled with many surprises, .as pa!11c1pants n?t
noted for dr · playing field abilities came through with flymg colours m
the water. 0\'Crall winners were l Sqn commanded by Maj Mike
Anderson .

FAREWELL

Asst Adjt Lt Elaine Jackson is a narrow winner over Sally McGrath in
the Ladies 75m Dash
Taking over the yacht

Maj Cart Conlon and W02 ISSM) Dave Turner, OC and SSM of 2
Sqn are congratulated on winning the Swim Chain of Command
' Race. W02 (OMS I) Dave O'Toole in the background right

REGIMENTAL PRESENTATIONS
A number of Regimental athletes recently received their Regimental
Colours. They were Maj Carl Conlon, Capt Jim McGrath, Capt Dave
Chewlns, Lt Justin Johnston, Lt Steve Rlchardson, W02 (SSM) John
Drake, Sgt John Hyde, Sgt Phll Rumsay, Cpl Bos Boscoe, LCpl
Geordie Young.

Initially we had planned to carry out our familiarisation sailing as
soon as possible, However, two events precluded this. Our navigator,
Capt Nigel Oak· Rhine of 32 Ar~d En.gr Rc::gt., discoverii:ig th~t he ~~d
the opportu nity to bribe the Engrneer-m-~h1e! mto allowing hun to Jom
the Fleet in its journey to South Georgia, disappeared to London to
brief the MOD, at least that's what he said. Secondly our Skipper, who
has a reputation for attracting heavy weather. d~cided that the on~y ":"ay
we would appreciate the full value of Storm Sails would be to satl m a
storm. The weather deteriorated immediately, and in what seemed no
more than the winking of an eye Force 9 winds appeared. The High

I
SSgt FofS Stevenson prepared to receive his LS&GC ~~dal from Lt
Col Carr-Smith on his Farewell Para de. Other medal rec1p1ent was Cpl
W ilson. Sgt Pearson holds the medals to the CD's left
SSgt Howard Loates captain of the victorious 1 Sqn Swimmin~ Team
accepts the winners cup from the CO, Lt Col S. R. Carr-Smrth

REGIMENTAL ATHLETICS
The entire Signal Regiment plus many Divisional Headquarters
personnel turned out on a sunny 19 Apr to participate in or witness the
Regimental Athletics Competition. As always, inter-sqn rivalry was
high, resulting in a day full of the thrill of victory, as well as the
character building agony of defeat. HQ Sqn commanded by Maj Bill
Morgan carried the day with an extremely narrow margin of victory
over I Sqn. The winner was determined following the final event of the
day-the Sqn Chain of Command Race . Our partner German Sig
Reft-Femmeldebattalion 1-sent a representative team, which
achieved particularly good results in triple and long jump events.
otable performances were posted by Sig Davidson of 3 Sqn who won
the 3000m Steeplechase in 10:03 time, SSgt Hutcbln1on of HQ Sqn
who won both I !Om hurdles and Pole Vault events, Capt Adams of HQ
Sqn who won both the 400m and 800m events, and Cpl Balley of I Sqn
and SSgt Venus 1 Sqn, who dueled for honours in two long distance
events. SSgt Venus places first to Cpl Bailey's second in theSOOOm run ,
while the positions were reversed for the lSOOm run. Well done to all
participants be they winners or also rans.

REGIMENT MARCH AND SHOOT
To replace our monthly COs Run , Lt Col Carr-Smith decided that
April was a good mon th for a 'change of pace' and instit1_1t~d a day long
March and Shoot Competition. 28 10-man teams part1c1pated. m the
!Okm march followed by a challenging range shoot. On totallmg the
scores , it was discovered that HQ Sqn had taken both the overall and
best 10-man team honours. The winning team comprised ten members
of the Regiment's Catering staff.

This month the regiment bade farewell to one of its civili~n
personalities. Many members , past and present, of the Corps will
remember Frau Gisela Fabrlcus, who was the unit's BFG Documentation Clerk. She worked in the job for the last 23 years and saw much of
the Regimental History in the making. We all wish her good fortune in
her retirement.

EXERCISE 'ROUGH DIAMOND 1982'
There is no truth to the rumour that the Royal Navy decided to move
all its ships into the South Atlantic when it discovered that memb~r~ of
I Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt were to undertake an adv~nture trammg
cruise in British Soldier. It is true, however , that we arrived at Gosport
just in time to see the last of the fleet leaving the Harbour.
A party of 12 all ranks , under the watchful eye of Skipper W02
Winson , took over a gleaming British ~oldier for her first adventure
training cruise this year . We had arrived on 6 Apr and gradually
assembled the crew some of whom had made good use of the long
weekend to visit frie~ds and relations in UK before embarking . Initially
we busied ourselves with taking over the yacht., Every i:iook and cra~ny
of British Soldier appeared to be crammed with equipment, ranging
from enormous anchors to books on do-it-yourself brain surgery.
Eventually all the gear was stowed, rations were collected, our REME
attachment LCpl Haswell was hoisted to the tol? of the mast to check
the halyards, and our navigation equipment was inspected.

OC HO Sqn - Maj Bill Morgan accepts the March and Shoot Trophy
from the CO. W01 (RSM) Hails looks satisfied with the competition's
results
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Sailing in a Storm

winds coptinued and on 8 Apr we, complete with navigato~. list.ened to
the 0015 hrs weather forecast, while tied up at Cowes. With wmd and
rain lashing the boat it was with relief that we heard the Skipp.er an?
Mate mutter 'Gales in all sea areas-perhaps we had better wait until
morning'.
The next day the wind had abated somewhat and we set off for the
Needles Channel and a spanking sail across to Cherbo~rg. The watc~es
settled into their routine rapidly with inter-watch rivalry becommg_
readily apparent. The good natured joshing continued to be a feature of
the trip. becoming vicious only when LCpl Haslem gave the. starboard
watch coffee made with sea water. He swore it was an accident! The
crossing to Cherbourg passed uneventfully and ~fter a night approach
we tied up at 0130 hrs 9 Apr. We left Cherbour~ for Guernsey at 1030
hrs the next morning and had a pleasant sail through the race of
Alderney in the Little Russel and tied. up in St. Peter PoI"! at. 1700 hrs.
On the way over we had a problem w1ih the wmd speed md1cator and
therefore decided to send our REME attachment, John Huwell , up
aloft again to sort out the problem. It was at this point that the
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FINANCIAL
PLANNING

2 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt

B.F.P.O. 46

ITS PURPOSE is to make the be t usc o f Income. Capital
a nd other Assets . to prepare the way for the individual to
achieve financial aims. These may include:
FINA CIAL PROTECTION

FINA C IAL SECUR ITY
HOU

PURCHASE

EOUCAT IO

COMFORTA BLE RETIREME T

Clear Sailing

Harbour Master appeared asking us to move British Soldier to another
mooring. LCpl Haswell was left aloft and suddenly became very quiet
while he watched the preparations for moving. It was so peaceful that
we debated leaving him there for the rest of the trip.
The following morning we reluctantly set sail again, this time for
Weymouth . We had an exciting sail past the Casquets Lighthouse. This
part saw all the budding photographers clicking happily away . Maj
Grierson maintained that he had ta.ken the dramatic shot of water
bursting over the bows , only to discover that he had forgotten to put a
new film in the camera. We had a fast passage over to Weymouth and
tied up that evening in the town.
On the 11 we again set sail, this time for Poole , via Swan age. The sail
was uneventful, save for marooning the photographer, Cpl Paddy
Verdon, in the dinghy to get some action shots of the yacht. We
eventually arrived in Poole and tied up against the piles for a few hours ,
before continuing our journey with a night sail from Poole to Gosport.
the sail started well with us making a steady 5 knots towards the Isle of
Wight. Unfortunately, the wind gradually dropped and eventually
found the starboard watch under Cpl Scouse Jones running an anchor
watch just off Shanklin.
By mid-morning on 12 Apr it had become obvious that the gales of
the early part of the week had blown themselves out with only fluky
little gusts remaining. We decided to head for home for the Joint
Services Sailing Centre at Gosport and prepare the yacht for handing
over. After much cleaning and polishing British Soldier was ready to be
handed over and on 13 Apr, Ex Rough Diamond came to an end. The
crew on the cruise had consisted of:- Skipper: W02 W. G. Wbtson,
does the G Stand for Gales? Mate: Capt N. Oak-Rhind RE (32 Armd
Engr Regt) , Port Watch : Maj J. A. Grlenon, Capt Guthkelch, Cpl
Verdon, LCpl Haslem, Sig Blltow. Starboard Watch: Cpl Jones, LCpl
Baswell, Sig Farrar, Sig Love, Sig Jones.

TRA SFER OF A SETS

GENUINE KIT
•FACE VEILS
•58WEBBING
•DOWNS / BAGS
• O.G. TROUSERS
•PUTTIES
• BADGES

-ugainst the effects
of possessions los t
or damaged
- for present or
future dependant
-immediately or in
the future
-fo r present or
future chi ldren
- based on an
adequate continuing
income backed
up by an adequate
capital reserve
-to the next
generation

WE ADVISE on the use of savings from income. the
inve tment of capital. the use of other assets where
applicable . insurance against ill heal th and the in urance of
possessions. We help clients to lay the foundations of sound
plans. to develop existing plans and keep them up to date.
and then to make the best use o f resources when the time
comes to meet commitments .
GOOD INFORMATION is the ba is of sound planning.
The more clients take us into their confidence the better we
can assi t them. Please let us have full details of existing
resources. your ability to save. and any expectation~. Please
also tell us all vou can about commitments with which vou
expect to have to cope . We . of course. treat all such
information as confidential.
AN EARLY START helps. and we will be pleased to assist
you however modest your resources may be now . If you have
existing arrangements which may need developing . the
sooner you refer them to us. the more help we are likely to be
able to give you.
·
OUR ADVICE is free and does not commit you to any
act ion : we only ask that any arrangements you decide to
make be made through us. It is based on over 34 years of
examining clients' problems. a nalysing them and advising
on them . It is not delivered by persuasive salesmen. but is
given in writ in g for you to study at your leisure .
ARE

• BERGANS
•WOOLLY PULL VS
• PARA SMOCKS
•BOOTS
•BERETS
• SOX

EXPENSES

YOU

MAKI G THE BEST USE OF YOUR
INCOME AND OTHER ASSETS?

WE ARE AS CLOSE TO YOU AS THE NEAREST POST
BOX OR TELEPHO E
LET US SHOW YOU HOW GOOD PLANNING CAN
HELP YOU

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.
MajorT. F. Williams

SAE FOR FREE CATALOGUE PLEASE

SILVERMAN'S (SIG)
MILE END, LONDON E1 .
Tel: 01-79G-5257
Personal callers Monday-Friday
and Sundays 10-1.30
"Almost anything in genuine Govt . Surplus"
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lSQN
EXERCISE 'NORWEGIAN KEY'- PXR
Ex Norwegian Key was a l Sqn Adventure training exercise held in
Norway between 11 and 21 May. The special expedition was supported
by, and based 3:t, the British Outward Bound Centre, BOBC, at
lsefjaer, approximately 20kms from Kristiansands. The party
comprised the following personnel: 2Lt A. Beam, Cpl M. Hellewelf,
Slg M. David, Sig W. Niven, Sig J. Powers, Sig N. Thomas, LCpl A.
Tye.
The exercise consisted of six days hill walking in the area of Hovden
a small town 150km North of K.ristiansand and one day's canoeing o~
the la.ke at lsefj~er. Normally a special expedition would either f:O
canoemg or walkmg. However, we managed to arrange with the Chief
lnstru ctor, Maj R. Reilly A PTC, that we would return a day early from
walking and have one day canoeing.

PRINCE ALBERT HOUSE, 58 SHIP STREET,
BRIGHTON, BNl lDE
Telephone Brighton 28181 (5 li nes)
Member of the British In surance Brokers Assoc iation
Member of the Armed Forces Insurance Brokers
Committee of the B. l.B .A.
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From Left to Right: Sig Geordie Powers, Sig Nick David, Sig Watty

Niven, Sig Taff Thomas, LCpl Al Tye, Cpl Mick Hellewell

JOURNEY TO BOBC
The party travelled by train to Hannover on Mon 10 May, reporting
to the RTO Office on arrival. From there we travelled to Hirstal in
Denmark. We arrived at the ferry terminal at 0500 and caught the 0800
ferry, arriving at Kristiansand at 1300. We were met from the ferry by
staff from BOBC who then drove us to the centre .
WALKING EXPEDITION
After lunch and a general tour of the centre, we spent the rest of the
day assembling kit for the expedition and J?lanning a route for the first
2 day walk. After discus.sions with the Chief Instructor, it was agreed
that we would base our expedition on the town of Hovden , leaving most
of our rations in the basement of a youth hostel, and making two or
three short trips in1D the mountains.
We travelled to Hovden on Wednesday morning, dumped most of
our rations and set off into the hills at about 1400 hrs. Our aim for the
first two days was to visit the mountain hut at Sloaros . These huts are
run by the Norwegian Tourist Board and have kitchen facilities and
bunk beds for overnight accommodation. After being dropped off, we
managed to get high up into the mountains on wnat was left of the first
day, stopping early, 1800 hrs, to give ourselves a chance to familiarise
ourselves with new equipment. We took about three hours to get the
tents up and have our main meal, by the end of the expedition we
halved that time.
The next day we were up at 0500 and we moved off by 0700. The
whole of the area we walked in was still covered in deep snow, right
down to the treeline. After about 1300 hrs each day it became very
difficult to walk, as hot sun melted the surface of the snow. This meant
that we had to make an early start each morning and get as far as
possible while the snow was still hard. We set off in the direction of
Sloaros, but had to detour from our planned route because of bad
going. This detour took rather a long time and we eventually decided
that we could not afford to stay any longer looking for the huts. So we
headed south west and found the path from Sloaros to Hovden. This
made for a long second day and we didn't find a camp site until after
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1900 hrs, by which time we were all virtually exhausted. A good night's
sleep. refreshed !he party and we were moving by 0730 the next
mornmg, the gomg was very firm and we made _good time up to
Krosslosskardet, Concrete Pass. From the Pass it was downhill all the
way and we had a good easy walk down to the treeline, with some
glissading on our karri-mats on one of the steeper sections. When we
came to the treeline the going deteriorated rapidly and we were sinking
into drifting snow up to waist level. It took us about two hours to cover
the last two kilometres.
The first place we visited . in Hovden was the garage, where we
eventually managed to replentsh our fuel supply, we then re-rationed
and ":'alke~ a short distance from the town to camp for the night . It was
at this pomt that Sig Niven started to show symp1Dms of mild snowblindness. The next morning his eyes were too swollen to open for more
than a few seconds at a time. We decided to spend a day down at
Hovden to allow us all to recover from mild sunburn. In the evening of
Saturd~y we paid another visit to the garage and collected the rest of
our rations fr?m the }'.Outh host~I. Niven's condition had improved by
Sunday mornmg, but 1t was dectded that he wasn't fit to come up into
the snow again. He therefore stayed at our campsite outside Hovden
with Sig Powers, who had a badly sunburned face.
The five remaining fit members of the party headed out on the
Sunday morning for Peak 1460 and the mountain hut at Tjornebrothu .
After a long period of steady climbing we came in sight of Peak 1460
and found that it was too dangerous to attempt the climb. The slopes
all around the peak were ripe for avalanches and we would hear the
snow cracking underfoot when we tried walking on it. We therefore
contoured round and bypassed the peak. We reached the hut in the late
afternoon and found it occupied by two Norwegian skiers. They gave us
news of the Falkland Islands and told us that we must be mad wading
through snow when we could ski on it at four times the speed. We had
to admit that after an eight hour climb we could see their point. We
spent a very comfortable evening in the hut and had a good meal on
real china plates sitting on real chairs at a real table. It made compo
~aste al~ost edible. Refreshed in mind and body we set up our tents
Just outside the hut and retired for the night. It rained in the night and
was still raining the next morning. After paying our ten kroner each we
set off back to Hovden . The rain made the snow very soft which severely
hampered our progress. At one point Mr Heam managed to find a gap
between two rocks with a stream flowing between them, this was all
covered by a two foot layer of snow. He disappeared to his chest in the
snow, a very invigorating experience.
We finally reached Hovden late on Monday night and were pleased
to see that both Niven and Powers had recovered from their ailments. It
then came to light that Monday May 17 was the Norwegian National
Day, so we went to a local hotel to join in the celebrations. We were
made very welcome by the locals, but after finding that a pint of beer
cost the equivalent of £2.40 had to leave fairly early.
We realised on Tuesday morning that we would not have sufficient
time for another trip in1D the mountains, as we were due to be picked
up· at 1300 hrs on Wednesday. This being the case we spent Tuesday
morning in Hovden sightseeing and buying postcards. While the rest of
the group started checking and cleaning the kit, Cpl Bellewell and Mr
Beam spent the afternoon recceing some rock climging routes.
Tuesday evening we spent learning the basic theory of rock climbing
and the various procedure and knots required. Unfortunately we awoke
on Wednesday to heavy rain. which made the rock far too slippery to
climb we therefore broke camp and walked to Hovden to await the
arrival of our transport. This arrived at about 1215 hrs and we were
able to make an early start on our journey back. We reached BOBC by
1700 hrs and spent an evening with the staff and instructors, as the
canoeists were still out on their expedition.
CANOEING AND JOURNEY BACK
On Thursday morning we took four Canadian canoes out on the lake
by the BOBC. After Mr Heam had taught the basics of Canadian
technique, we spent the day on various races and finished with a paddle
down to the other end of the lake. Friday morning was taken up with
handing back our kit and at midday we met Lt Gen Sir Nigel BapeU
KCB CVO MC who was visiting the Centre. In the afternoon we packed
our kit for the journey back and in the evening we were all invited to a
barbeque and reception for the General. Our transport left for the ferry
at 2300 hrs and we sailed for Kristiansand at 0200 hrs on Saturday. We
had an uneventful journey back to Hannover and arrived at Bunde just
after 1830 hrs, rather tired but fitter and much better tanned than
when we left.
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co.·cLUSION
Thee. ercise provided us all with some very useful e ·perience in all
a pe'ts of walking in snowy condition. We had a chance to improve
our map reading kills and learnt a lot about the use of the Silva
Campas . There were some initial misgivings about the planned day in
the Canadian 'dug-out' tyle canoes. These in fact proved extremely
popular. if rather tiring. The whole exercise was thoroughly enjoyed by
all members of the part)' and was deemed a complete success. Everyone
in the group expre sed a desire to return to Norway for a canoeing
e. pedition.
3SQN
OC Maj Ben Higson, 2IC Capt Paul Ellis, OC B Tp Capt Albert, OC Al
Tp Lt Peter Gillespie, OC Line Tp 2 Lt Rlcbanl Sparsbatt, SSM W02
Ted Fendley.
The last and grande t Kohima fete took place in Birdl"ood Barracks
on S June. The sq uadron was responsible for publicity and the
provision of three stalls. Line troop , enth usiastic as ever, produced

saturation coverage of the town with posters and ban ners beforehand
and as our programme sales produced DM 4334 the advertising
campaign must have been successful.
Cpl Green, LCpl Green and Sig Everett of Al Tp terrorized camp
with their panzer rides and for the younger children Maj Hlgson's pony
rides were a great success. Both involved a lot of hard work in the
sweltering heat, the panzers requiring a runner in front and the OC
ended up lifting a total of two tons of children onto the ponies during
the afternoon . Cpl Knight, LCpl Fowler, LCpls Joyce, Clark and
Milligan on the B Tp darts stand foiled all attempts at spearing three
cards. let alone scoring 180, but Cpl Ross's air rifle gallery uncovered
some marksmen from the crowds. The most successful stand of the day
was the white elephant stall. It was almost unbelievable how Joanna
Higson and the rest of the 3 Sqn wives managed to con a thousand
marks from buyers at their jumble sale. We intend to start publicity
early for Kohima 1983. so make sure you don't miss this fabulous event
next year in York!

THE FIRST
The first of these is the splendid effort of two members who
represented the regiment and their Mess at the recently held 'L~ndon
Marathon' on 9 May. SSgt 'Snowy' Snowdln and Sgt Dave Holdsworth
RCT paid their own way. plus entrance fees, a total of £JS each, for the
sheer unadulterated pleasure of pounding 26 miles and 385 yards
through th: streets of England's Capital City. Determined to get full
value for his £8 entrance fee 'Snowy' thrashed his 36 year old frame
aro~nd the course to complete the distance in 4 hours 4 minutes,
leav~ng the much younger Dave, 32, to finish 36 minutes later. Both
r:ce1ved. medals for completing the course, although Dave was a little
d1sappomted that the only celebrity he spotted amongst the 16000 plus
field w~s comedian Ke~ny Lynch . The MT office shared by Snowy and
~ave . 1s nowadays httered with athletics magazines and when
mterv1ewed. our heroes were :ictively plan ning to enter the New York
Marathon tn October, provided RAF Indulgence Flights could be
arranged.

WARRANT OFFICERS AND SERGEANTS MESS
Having been appointed Sergeants Mess Wire Member during
somewhat of a lull in Mess activities, your 'Ace Club Reporter' ...
SSgt Eddie Woodtborpe, has been scurrying around like a demented
Hamster trying to find sufficient newsworthy items to merit inclusion in
the Corps Magazine.

, •• AT WHICH
THE SSMs

WERE
INFORMED
OF THE R5
DECISION

TO APPOINT

A SGTs
MES<;.'° ..

Life Assurance
Policies Covering War Risks
for:
Chichn.
Convertible Whole Ufe.
Capital Transfer Tax.
EWcation. Endowm111t.
lnw l:ost ll1d Aexible
Endowmarts for House
l'lnhase.
Mortgages Arn119Bd.
Retirement Policies.

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING
Kit, with cover for Household effects in transit .
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B. E. THOMPSON & CO. LTD.
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11, KING STREET, RICHMOND, NORTH
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Marathon men SSgt Snowdin and Sgt Holdsworth proudly display
their hard won medals

More long distance work was put in by SSgt 'Il' Thompson BEM,
Sgt 'DI le' Dean and Sgt John Walker, who took teams from 2 and 3
Squadrons to partake in the Lippstadt Marathon, a mere 25
kilometres, on 24 April. Each team consisted of soldiers and their
families and both completed the course earning themselves trophies to
bring back to their respective quadrons . Rumours that uch a large
entry was necessary to take turns in carrying 'Il' around the course are
without foundation. as every single member of the regiment has had
ample practice marching over long distances in the run up to, and on
the day of, the ARU in February when the CO, Lt Col Cowan led the
regiment on a dawn jaunt over the hills and far away and back . It seems
more likely that there was such a large contingent to see just what 'Il'
Thompson would get up to next , on a recent visit to BMH Rinteln , as
Mess Hospital Member, discovered that there was the wife of a Mess
Member in hospital who was not on his list. Havin~ distributed flowers
to tho eon his list, Stall Thompson, then, it i said, toured the ward
begging fruit here and there , borrowed a bowl and presented the extra
patient a lovely gift of fruit ou behalf of the Mess.
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In other sporting fields. I would like to report on the recent success of
our Darts Team headed by Sgt Pete Preen, but until they start winning,
I cannot-although there is a rumour that Pete may be nominated
Manager of the Year-by the other managers. It was heartening,
however. to see one of our LMG teams do quite well at the Divisional
Skill at Arms meeting held on 18 May. where the team of SSgt (FofS)
Pete' Bradley and Sgt 'Ray' Haydock eventually finished up in 17th
position, having re-shot two or three times and lodged four or five
objections and won them all, this pair now hope to have equal success
.
talking their way through APWf.
There have been some change,s on the Mess Committee recently,
apart from the new post of Wire Member, WOl (YofS) 'Phil' Castle
took over the duty of PMC from W02 (SSM) 'Ray' Georgeson, and
faces the harrowing prospect of seeing the Mess through the move to
York smoothly, we wish him luck. SSgt Martin Woodbridge has
eventually been persuaded to release his vice-grip on the purse strings
of the Mess and remove his Bentley from the car park; he has been
replaced as Treasurer by SSgtJohn Stnre who has taken advantage of
the past couple of weeks to memorise his tables and break the chair in
the Treasurer's Office trying to look casual. The Assistant Treasurer
Sgt Jack Smart is meanwhile looking into the possibility of getting a
ZX81 to do it all for him, something new for the auditors.

Dunlop was escorted to the Officers Mess for coffee and then escorted
on a tour of the regiment by the RSM, WOI (RSM) Nellllngs, and the
2IC! Ma~ Davies ~o all thos~ places with which he had been dealing
durmg his tour with the regiment, where he met the staff of all his
SQMS's. The tour was followed by lunch in the Sergeants Mess and

A NOTABLE FAREWELL
The Mess was heavily involved in the recent farewell to our QM
(Tech), Lt Col (QM) Stuart Dunlop, who, after 40 years in uniform has
~e~red to take up a post ~ith HQ 4 Armd Div. Lt Col Dunlop, who
JOmed the Army on 9 April 1942, was told to wear his best SD on 23
April 1982 and to expect a Staff Car to pick him up on that day.
Although he may have thought that something was up he had
absolutely no inkling of what it could be, so tight was the se~cy. The
first surprise came when the Staff Car taking the QM to work that day
made an unscheduled detour into a field in the centre of which sat a
Gazelle helicopter. By the helicopter stood the crew, its pilot, the OC of
652 Squadron AAC Maj Mlddledltch, and an Air Stewardess, to our
knowledge the only one with the Air Corps, in the shape of Miss
Cumming~ . ~ho was bearing a try of liquid refreshment to see Colonel
t~rough his fl1g?t and th~ events o~the ~lay . Having been strapped into
his seat and _bnefed on _aircraft exit points by the cabin staff, the QM
was flown dtrectly to B1rdwood Barracks. From the landing pad Col

Lt Col Dunlop proceeded to the Sergeants Mess for lunch, where he
met by the Manager Sgt McQuillan, STAFFORDS, and the
acting PMC W02 (CSM ) Chapman, ARGYLLS. The 21C Maj Davies
and the RSM having escorted the QM around the camp await the
meal with anticipation

B.F.P.0.106

A VIEW OF HEADQUARTERS SQUADRON
Welcome to the world of 'Command it" 'Train it" 'Deoloy it"
'. <;lu~rter in ·~rovide !t,(T).& ~~)'; 'P~y it'; 'C;,ok it and Cure it' ; 'Driv~
tt ; BFI' 1t ; Guard 1t ; Fix 1t and Defend it'. The many and varied
departments of the squadron are, as ever, in a veritable frenzy of omnidirectional support to the 'proper' soldiers in the regiment's remaining
squadrons.

wa~

had certain highlights of his 40 years of service revealed by the RSM in
his presentation. Col Dunlop insisted that he could not remember some
of the more interestin~ highlights as they had occurred 'so long ago' !
An unscheduled surpnse during the lunch was the entrance of the CO,
Lt Col Cowan, who had flown direct from the UK to take part in the
lunch and !he day's a~vities. Upon leaving the Sergeants Mess, Col
Dunlop reviewed a Regimental March Past, a unique feature of which
was the fact that it was completely conducted by the full Corf.orals, th~
SN COs amongst the spectators still recovering from the mea .

'I don't care what you two say, I'm convinced they'll come this
way' . . . The CO, QM and RSM awaiting the arrival of the
Regimental March Past
Dinner in the Officers Mess rounded off the day's activities for the
Quartermaster , the GOC of the Division Maj Gen M. Famdale
attending, to. add his farewells.to those of the regiment. This Dinner too
went e~ceedtngly we~I accord mg to all reports, those episodes of Col
Dunlop s career, which were out of reach of the Sergeants Mess being
given a final airing by the Officers.
We would like to wish Lt Col and Mrs Dunlop every best wish and
happiness for the future.
.

Lt Col Dunlop accepts a revitalising drink, prior to his flight to work

3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt

STOP PRESS I I I
Co.ngratulations to our Athletics Team who for the third year
running have ~on t.he much c~veted Morrison Cup. Full report and
photographs will be m the next issue of The Wire.
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SOME OF THEIR PASTIMES
In spite of our many and varied military commitments time is made
for other pastimes: MT Troop and others sailed at Keil ~nd by repute
'Hauled' many and varied things, the resident mermaid is now on view.
W02 Ron Hughes offers, for sale, the complete kit-parrot, wooden
leg, eye patch, hook and a tape of phrases, non-naughty, but nautical.
W02 (AQMS) Roger Ivey and Cpl John Hodson took part in the
London Marathon and between them raised considerable monies for
charity. W02 Pete Brierley has foiled our attempts to fence him in at
Korbecke and has been seen parrying a variety of thrusts all over the
continent in the last few weeks. The RPC 'Danglers', SSgt Ray Smith
and Sgt Ian Rahilly, have angled their way up the BAOR ladder of
match-manship and are both perched firmly in the top ten, or so.
Sgt Ginger Beverley has been promoted recently and heads for even
greater he!ghts as a member ?f the expedition to the Austrian Alps in
August thtS year. Congratulations to him and all those who helped him
up.
The world of trucking is running a 'wheeled' Maternity Ward, Du
Cooks and Sig Schofield expect happy events in the not too distant
future. Keep on trucking boys!
It is of interest to note that, within the HQ Sqn of this particular
Signal Regiment, no fewer than 19 non Signal's badges are
represented. Such teamwork!
BACK TO BASICS FOR 3 SQN
The last few days of March and the first week in April meant a
complete change of training for the majority of 3 Sqn. The squadron
was organised into two platoons and revised basic infantry tactics and
weapon training in preparation for Site Guard. Use of cam cream,
foliage, grass and straw in personal camouflage resulted in the
appearance of highly professional looking infantrymen. Overnight,
much to the RSM's chagrin, the smartest squadron in the regiment had
taken on the appearance of some close replicas of Worzel Gummidge,
who spent most of their time patrolling, attacking and ambushing
almost anything. Whilst much credit must go to the SNCOs who
supervised the training, in particular SSM Mick Balles, SQMS Don
Holmes, Sgt Chris Wooff and Platoon Commanders, Sgts Bob Hope
and Mick Kindness, the JNCOs and Signalmen merit special mention.
It is a measure of the adaptability and high calibre of the Royal Signals
soldier that he can take on such a role with such apparent ease.
Corporals and Lance Corporals successfully assumed the responsibility
afforded to their infantry counterparts with great enthusiasm and
energy, whilst the keen and mature attitude of the signalmen
undoubtedly made their task a reasonably easy one. Thankfully the
weather during the period of the duty was very kind and despite the
humdrum routine of stagging on, the complete change of environment
and employment made for a relatively happy week out of barracks.
Those off duty were wholly engaged in sleeping, reading, watching
video films or playing a type of coarse volleyball. Several incidents come
quickly to mind and warrant special mention. The ftrst was the
previously unheard of reluctance of men to go to sleep in daylight hours
when off duty; indeed closing eyes by numbers under the direction of
section commanders was the order of the day. Clearance patrols, led in
particular by Cpls Polly Pollard and Phil Barber, were pursued with
such enthusiasm and vigour that the return of breathless and sweatsoaked patrols at first and last light was often met with a reception
comparable to that afforded to the Chindits in days of yore. Call out
deployments of both platoons were especially successful, with
everybody responding urgently and efficiently. All in all, a most
satisfying operation was undertaken in a very professional spirit.

Staff College Demonstration. 'Simple Simon says ... '.CO and OC
206 Signal Squadron get briefed on Laser Target Marker
CO's cross country run and the inter squadron athletics kept people fit
but the running around didn't stop there. Ex Red Douglas was spent
mostly in our NBC 'sauna suits' and with all the activity quite a few
pounds were lost!

The Asst Adjt, 2Lt Kate Munnoch, makes a presentation after the
CO' s quarterly run to Sig 'Eli' Swanston watched closely by the QMSI
and RSM

Ex Moto Frenzy was our own driving skills, navigation aud cross
country driving competition, arranged and run by the MT. It lasted two
days with a night driving stage and was won by 1 Sqn with 3 Sqn
runners up. No civilian traffic accidents either-congratulations from
RoSPA to all participants .
The Regimental athletics coincided with half of t he annual rainfall
on one day, as it usually does, but 3 Sqn emerged winners, after a close
fought battle with 1 Sqn. 202 Sig Sqn won the Tug of War, defeating
206 Sig Sqn in a very soggy and slippery final.

MEANWHILE ELSEWHERE
The past few months have been busy with the usual variety of
activities going on. Whilst Site Guard kept many of 3 Sqn out of
mischief, the Annual Staff College Demonstration at Sennelager
starred 206 Sig Sqn and featured many from other dt:partments. Th
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3 Divs own low level Air Defence System! SSgt Bill Hutton
performing in the Reg imental Athletics Competition

MORRISON CUP 1982
This event took place on 3 and 4 June at the German Army School of
Sport at Warendorf near Munster. This regiment was responsible for
the administration of the event and 1 Squadron, the SCO and his
catering staff and the QM (A)'s staff, are to be congratulated for a job
well done. As this was the last Morrison Cup attended by the presen t
Master of Signals, Maj Gen P. E. M. Bradley CB CBE DSO in his
official capacity. it was an honour for the re~iment to be so much
involved in the arrangements. The Padre also did a good job and the
weather was excellent throughout the competition-perhaps a slightly
lower re~ulo mark would have reduced the temperature to something
more suitable for runners . On the athletics side , great expectations
were entertained after being runners up for the past two years. These
expectations were not fully realised however and the team managed
only third place behind 2nd. and 4th Division Sig Regts. As is a lways the
case with such events some good performances were returned and some
were disappointing when viewed in the light of recent form .
On the firs t day particularly fine performances came from W02
(SSM) Mick Bailes and Sgt Ginger Beverley in the 3000m Steeplechase,
a particularly gruelling event in the heat, and Cpl Brian Rees in the
Shot Putt. The second day saw some general improvement in front of
the dignitaries. Special mentions go to LCpl Suwart Uttle for his
1500m and SOOOm performances, to LCpl Charlie Foster for his 800m
and 1500m events and to Cpl Sammy Green for his 800m and 400m
Hurdles gallops. The 4 x 400m Relay team of Cpls Dennis Prince,
Sammy Green, LCpl Charlie Foster and Sig 'Eddie' Edwards also did
especially well.
So, overall, a slightly disappointing result for the team and perhaps
an even more disappointing event for those who put so much into the
administration , o nly to see such a comparatively small number of
spectators in attendance. Perhaps Warendorf just sounded a long way
away. The athletics team is now looking forward to the 3rd Armoured
Division Athletics Championships and hopefully the BAOR
Championships.

~
4 Annd Div HQ and Sig Regtl ••]
~
B.F.P.O. 15
MEMBER OF REGIMENT HONOURED IN BONN
A Great Yarmouth soldier, Sgt Ian Durrant, 39, attended on Tue 4
May an Investiture ceremony at the residence of the British
Ambassador in Bonn , to receive the British Empire Medal he was
awarded in the New Year's Honours List. He was awarded the BEM for
his dedicated work as training NCO; his contributions to regimental
life and for his work in organising teams for Volkslauf (community run)
events, thus contributing to Anglo-German relations as well as
providing worthwhile leisure activity for many soldiers.
Sgt Durrant was educated at Caister-on-Sea Secondary School and
joined the Army in 1958. Service has taken him all over the Far East,
Middle East and Europe. His off-duty interests include marathon
running, photography and gardening . He is married with three
children and his wife, Brenda, was at the Bonn ceremony with him.

On 7 Apr the GOC 4 Armd Div Maj Gen J. C. Reilly DSO, at the
invitation of Lt Col A. F. Eastburn R Signals CO 4 Armd Di v HQ and
Sig Reg t, arrived at the RHQ Conference Room to present to Joe,
before a selected gathering of the regiment, a farewell present in the
shape of a portable Television/Radio/ Cassette Recorder. All members
of the Regiment wish Joe a long, happy and well deserved retirement.

PS
They came second in the Divisional Championships and are taking
part in the BAOR event as these notes are being written.

LONDON MARATHON
Three members of Herford Garrison took part in the London
Marathon on Sun 9 May. They were, picture d from left to right, Mr
Dave Hedges, SKC Manager, Sgt Ian Durrant and Sgt Les Bennett, of
3 and 2 Sqns respectively. Their efforts were in aid of the Booth 's Hall
Children's Hospital Manchester.
The slower runners among the 15,000t entrants slowed down the
threesome who were unable to catch the winner-that's their story
anyway. Once over the finish line the reaction set in , le~s turned to
rubber, feet seemed to swell and muscles registered their protest at
running over 26 miles. All three runners declared at this time that
London was going to be the last marathon they would tackle. However,
during the Jamboree that followed,. all three took s?ck~rs from the
almost unnoticed Germans subvertmg the crowd wtth tdeas of the
Berlin Marathon in Sep!!

MORRISON'S
ACADEMY
Crieff, Perthshire

LCpl ' Spud' Murphy comments, 'I really find this a very relaxing
position! '. LCpl 'Dwight' Hayes clearly finds it hard to believe

Situated in spacious grounds in beautiful
Perthshire,
Morrison's
Academy
is
an
i~dependent school for boys and girls which,
since 1860, has been equipping young people for
life all over the world . The reputation of
Morrison's is based on sound Scottish formal
education, along with a wide range of sports and
activities. 'O' gra<;le, Higher grade and Sixth Year
examinations are taken while Oxford and
Cambridge A-levels can be added if desired.
Boarders, who form a third of the roll of 8!50
pupils, are accepted from eight years upwards,
and are accommodated in eight comfortable
houses within easy reach of the School and are
under the supervision of a housemaster or
housemistress who is on the Staff of the School.
-A few day pupils are admitted each year to
Primary 1 and Primary 2.
Boarding fees for Session 1982/83 are £880 per
term. The Rector will be pleased to forward
further details on request .

SSgt Bill Hutton receives the Inter Squadron Athletics Cup from the
CO'swife
~2
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Sgt Durrant receives his award from the Ambassador, Sir Jock Taylor

THE REGIMENT SAYS FAREWELL TO A FAITHFUL
FRIEND-JOE VERBIC
A man who within 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt and assorted
Garrison Units, is a legend in his own time, finally retired on 5 May 82
at the age of 66 years. Joe, who originally was a inember of th~ MSO
joining in 1946 and latt~rly was the QM(Tech) ~abourer, has given ~6
years of invaluable service to HM The Queen tn general and to this
regiment in particular.
Many thousands of British servicemen know Joe for his service to the
small arms in 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt. He ha s lovingly cared for
the weapons for the last 22 years. Prior to this he was in the Officers
Mess for a spell and before that the Guard Commander at the Hou~e of
the GOC 4 Div. He arrived in 4 Div in 1952 having spent the preV1ous
few years doing guards at Osnabruck , Munsterlager and Bielefeld. His
presence will be sorely missed, especially by all those Officers and WOs
and Sgts who are now frantically practising the art of cleaning their
own weapons.
He is going back to his native Yugoslavia, to Ljubljana in particular,
to be reunited with his family.
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BORDER PATROL
The 4th Armoured Division is responsible for patrolling a section of
the Inner German Border (IGB). Policy is that as many units from
within the Division I?atrol the border and members of 2 Sqn recently
found themselves on JU St such patrol duty.
The patrol began in Herford with an inspection by the OC Sqn. A
few last points about timings and the route and we were on our way to
Wolfenbuttel. Having drawn weapons we drove to the south of the
section to meet our British Frontier Service guide. After a
comprehensive brief on the history and construction of the border fence
and the do's and don't's the patrol started iu earnest, a bly led by Lt
Keith Durward and his henchman Lt Simon I.owe. Typically the fence
is 3m high mesh. Automatic firing devices an d other assorted amusing
contraptions designed to remove various parts of would-be e capers
make the fence a formidable obstacle.
Interesting sights on the patrol, other than the ever-present East
German guards, armed with AK 47s and cameras, included checkpoint
Alpha and an open cast mine bisected by the border which now serves
two power stations one in the West and one in the East.
ADVEN'IUROUSTYPES
Some people will do anything to get away from Herford ! Lt Simon
Lowe and 2Lt Tho Watts even went to the extreme of attempting to
climb Mont Blanc, Europe's highest peak. Despite coming away with a
deep tan , they were beaten by the weather 1,000 ft from the summit
and had to return. Bruised but not beaten they are threatening a
further attempt later this year.

TELEGRAPHl.STS
TELEPHONISTS
DON'T WASTE YOUR TRAINING

When you have completed your service
with the forces and are settling in the
London area

SPORTS ROUND-UP
The Winter Season has not been an uneventful or unsuccesful one for
the regiment.
. The Boxing team won the triangular Garrison competition, beating 7
St~ Regt and 1 RTR and were only narrowly beaten by l RRF in the
Divisional competition.
The regiment represented by Capt 'Stangley' Hargreaves, WOl
Bcyan Selklrk, WOI Dave Gilchrist, Sgt Syd Hayward, Cpl Amie
Sharpe, LCpl Jim Moore and Cfn Steve Hardie, won the BAOR InterUnit Badminton Championships.
Sticking with the indoor sports, the Basketball side completed a very
fine season by reaching the final of the 4 Div Championships, which

they narrowly lost 46 pts to 42 pts-against 25 Field Regiment RA.
Meanwhile outside, braving awful weather at times, the Regimental
Hockey and Rugby sides both had good seasons. The hockey players
won the Divisional Knock Out Cup. The men with the odd-shaped ball
were defeated in the semi-final of the Divisional Cup in a fine game
against 1 RWF. But an end of season revival won us the plate in the
Divisional seven-a-side competition and the team went on to reach the
quarter-finals of the BAOR 7s, losing to the eventual winners 7RHA.
An Easter tour to Crebeen in Holland also earned the regiment three
cups on three consecutive days, with the team finishing third, first and
first respectively against a host of sides from Belgium, France,
Holland, England and Germany.

GOLF TROOP
Just to reassure you that the eurpose of the Wire Notes is to get as
long a list of names in as possible, preferably with a picture of the
owners, here is a picture containing a list of people and trophies they
have won or stolen over the past year, including such fine ones as the
Inter-troop Drill Cup and Inter-Troop BowUng trophy. And to
accompany the ho to a list of names: Back row left to right: LC pl Guy
Whitfield, LCp Jim Even, LCpl 'Dutch' Holland, LCpl 'Smudge'
Smith, LCpl 'Gulseppe' Johnson, LCpl Dougie Robertson, LCpl
Adrian Woodley, LCpl 'L-C', LCpl John Mills, LCpl Gordon Cooper,
Sig 'Legs' Pengflly, Sig 'Amle' Arnold, Sig Bob Allen.
Centre Row left to right: Sig 'Hutch' Hutchinson, LCpl Pete Bridges,
Cpl Kev Walker, Cpl Colin Hattersley, Cpl Mark Donaldson, Cpl John
Kirkham, Cpl Steve Stevenson, Cpl Stu Johnston, Cpl 'Chippie' Wood,
Cpl Mick Brolan, Cpl 'Glnge' McDermott, Cpl Ian Roberts, LCpl
'Dolly' Dolyna, Sig Taff Price.
Front Row left to right: Cpl Billy Watt., Sgt Jam 'Honeymonster'
Nason, Sgt Jim Rlchardson, SSgt (FofS) George Crabbe, SSgt Phil
Daisey, Capt Paul Moseley, 2Lt Sean 'The Prawn' Dexter, SSgt Stu
Williams, Sgt Mick Cooper, Sgt Pete Searle and last and least Cpl
Geordie Wandless.
Mem hers of the troop not pictured: SSgt Bob McKenzie, Sgt Colin
Estob, LCpl Paul Griffin, LCpl Trev Allen, LCpl 'Gills' Gllflllan, Sig
Kev Redstone, Sig John Whitty, Sig Steve Heathershaw, Sig Pete
Fearn, Sig Pete Maddocks, Sig Andy Partington, Sig 'Willie' Wilson
and Sig Martin Yeardly.

LET TRG FIND YOU A GOOD JOB
WHERE YOU CAN USE YOUR SKILL

f

WHY TRG? well, for a start, we specialise in jobs for TELEX
OPERATORS and TELEPHONISTS: also, because they are exregular servicemen, our interviewers know what it's like to
become a "civvie" and will soon make you feel at home.
For information and guidance about job prospects, training and in certain cases - resettlement courses: ring:-

01-236 2661
THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
53154 King William Street London EC4

LIMITED

CROFT & BLACKBURN
Your LOCAL Dealer
for
Austin Morris-Rover- Triumph
2Lt Tim Watts on the way up

Talbot-Subaru Pick-up
SALES-SERVICE- PARTS
TAX FREE EXPORT SALES
with PART EXCHANGE
SELECTED USED CARS
Call in and see us at:-

14, RICHMOND RD., CATTERICK
GARRISON. TEL: RICHMOND 833219
WALKERVILLE, CATTERICK ROAD.
TEL: RICHMOND 811524/811334
Lt Simon Lowe at the highest point reached
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PRESENTATIONS
Recently the und ermentioned members of the regiment were
prese nted with their LS&GC meda ls by the Com ma nder
Communications 1 (BR) Co rps. We co ngratul ate all participants and
wonder in a number of cases how on earth they got it.

7 Sig Regt

B.F.P.O. 15

SIGNALLERS FIBLD THE GERIATRIC WASPS
aturday 29 Ma and an abundance of antique talent a peared in
Mare field Barracks. home of 7 Sig Regt . On a stifling hot day an
enthusiastic crowd gathered to catch a glimpse of skill , courage and
expenise by past. average age 39 years , and present Royal Signals rugby
player . This annual event masterminded by Capt Geordie Gainford ,
try scorer for the oldie , always proves a highlight of the rugby
calendar. A gutsy and well fought game was witnessed, with the older
side forcing the match until the last 10 minutes, when the gallant
warriors began to feel the pinch. The final whistle blew on a score of24-

The main event of the Ch ampionship was the Master Tournament,
which takes the Top 20 Bowlers overall to find the master for 1982.
SSgts Walley and Shepherd and Sgt Craig qualified and SSgt Walley
ended as Runner-up by the narrowest of margins.
The Team are now looking forward to further tournaments during
the year. Look out for the McRae Group , as that is what the team are
called.
KEN'S COMMANDOS HIT THE BULL
Sgt Ken Fisher has taken the regimental shooting club (Ken's
commandos) from strength to strength. Patience, encouragement and
coaching skill on Ken's part has reached fruition, with the ladies '
section achieving success in becoming winners of the National
Handicap small bore league.
Four ladies in question are the proud owners of the handsome
shooting medals proudly displayed by Ken. Our female hotshots are
(front row left to right) Mrs Joe Bryant, Mrs Brown, Mrs Higgins and
Mrs Hanna Middleton absent having brought a little hot shot into the
world.

Sgt Gig Plumb and Cpl Mac McCutcheon flank the CO as he fills up
the first glass.

Our photograph shows from left to right.
Back row: Sgt Webb, LCpl Crighton ACC, Sgt Craig, Cpl Elkington,
Sgt Holroyd REME, W02 (AQMS) Mills REME, Cpl Cross. Front
row: Mrs Webb, Mrs Crighton, Mrs Craig, Commander
Communications, RSM, Mrs Holroyd, Mrs Miiis, Mrs Cross.

TWENTI FIVE YEARS SERVICE

NO, NOT THE MARESFIELD ESCAPE
COMMITTEE BUT OPERATION 'CLEANUP'
The mole had been working very hard all morning, spring cleaning
his little home. First with brooms, then with dusters, then on ladders
and steps and chairs with a brush and a pail of white wash, till he had
dust in his throat and eyes . .. (my thanks to Kenneth Graham and
Wind in the Willows).
There were plenty of moles in evidence during our recent clean up
drive as part of 'keep your bit of Britain in Germany Clean Campaign'.

6 leaving a somewhat tired and hard pressed regimental first XV
wondering if they will do as well when their turn comes around.
All proceeds from the match and the social evening are to be donated
by the players to the South Atlantic Appeal Fund .

TEN PIN BOWLING
Four members of the Corps recently got together to partake in the
1982 British Forces Germany Ten Pin Bowling Championships, which
were held at Bielefeld on 23-25 April.
The team had never played together before and were extremely
successful, they came third out of 40 teams. SSgt Walley of 2 Armd Div
Sig Regt paired off with SSgt Pete Shepherd of7 Sig Regt , were runners
up in the doubles and the other pair of Sgt Wlllle Craig of 7 Sig Regt
and Sgt Les Bennett were third. SSgt Walley won the Singles. Both
SSgt Walley and Sgt Craig were selected for the BAOR Team to play
RAF(G).

Well done ladies!

BUDDING GYMNASTS
An impressive gymnastic display was recently given by the children of
the gymnastic group of Lister School, Herford. This excellent show was
laid on in the regiment's gymnasium in Herford and aided by two PT
instructors from the unit.
The children encouraged and instructed by one of the teachers, Miss
Jane Radcliffe , gave a very good account of themselves, demonstrating
that potential is there providing it's recognised.

-

,,

A short but touching ceremony took place in the regiment. This was
to mark the occasion of the Regimental barber Herr Herbert Schenk,
known affectionately by the lads as 'Herr Cuts', completing 25 years of
excellent service to the regiment. In appreciation 'Herr Cuts' was
presented with a handsome Regimental Plaque, a framed certificate of
service together with DM 200.00 from the CO Lt Col K. P. Burke.

LIGHTER REGIMENTAL ACTIVITIBS
Entertainment has been this month's theme with the opening of the
Spearhead Club. To prove it isn't all work and no play, two cabarets
were laid on for the lads.
These two excellent evenings entertainment went down well even if
the comedian was outclassed by a terrific audience, proving that our
scriptwriters are every bit as good as theirs.

OPENING TIME
The lads of 2 Squadron have sat patiently eagerly awaiting the
opening of their new squadron club. A lot of hard work and enterprise
has gone into the building of this fine and tastefully decorated club.
Many a Commcen Bravoite have been gagging to try the delights of
Youngers fine brew or the stuff which gets to places other beers do not
reach. At last the day came with the CO kindly carrying out the official
opening and, of course, pulling the first pint.

l-R: Sgt Bennett, Sgt Craig, Mr Gavin Logan (Partner in McRae
Group) SSgt Walley and a very tired SSgt Shepherd
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Budding Percy Throwers lovingly tended the gardens while others
with astonishing poetic licence gave the place a good spruce up. By the
end of the day the camp took on a new image, it was all well worth the
effort.

A SAD FAREWELL FROM HQ SQUADRON
This month saw the departure of the Squadron Commander Maj
Geoff McKle who is off the 'damper climes'. Maj McKle always eager
to give help and encouragement to all members of the squadron will be
missed as will Margaret, his wife.
Still time goes on and we welcome his successor Maj David Stubbs
and wish him the best during his stay with us.
Our photo, over page, shows a rare photo~aph of HQ Squadron in
the shape of the echelon during a recent exerctSe.
'Bon Voyage' Maj Geoff and Margaret it's been nice knowing you
both .

?AJ7

HQ SQUADRON

son Leigh, to Sig Sooty Sutcliffe and Rose on the birth of their son
Daniel and to Cpl Jimmy Coyle and LCpl Ken JIU'Tls on their
promotion.
The year so far has been marked by the winning of a military skills
competition, which formed part of the ARU . The competition involved
March and Shoot, the setting U\) and conduct of a VCP, NBC and First
Aid. In a closely fought competition , Tango Troop won first place from
Hotel Troop, scoring a first and second for 2 Squadron.

FOCUS O N2 SQN

oc

2IC
SSM
FofS
YofS
SQMS
OCH Tp
OC TTp

Maj Gerl Madchen
Capt Richard Thnnton
W02 John Peacock (known as JR)
W02 John Gerrard
W02 Dave Wright
SSgt Pete Bovenber
Lt Nick Bateson
2Lt Kev Thomber

Sin ce our last report a year ago the sq uadron has seen some changes
in the managemen t. W02 (FofS) Micky Banks was posted to 38 Sig
Regt and W02 (FofS) John Gerrard came to us from NATO Forward
Scatter Un it (MMT-A) Ma idstone. W02 (YofS) Keith Finch was
posted to 71 Sig Sqn and W02 (YofS) Dave Wright came to us from
34(N) Sig Regt (V). We hear on the grapevine that Keith Finch may be
continuing his services with the army, by becoming a civvie instructor
with the T rade Training School. Best of luck to Micky and Keith.
The squadron seems to have a good turnover of SQMSs, SSgt Paddy
Crabtree was posted to 1 Div on promotion to W02. SSgt Tom
Thornton came fo r a few months before being whisked away to t he
training side of life. SSgt Pete Bovenlzer finally volunteered fo r the
vacan cy.
We would like to take this opportunity to welcome all new members
of the squadron and offer best wishes to all personnel who have left the
squadron. Now news from the troops.

Back Row: Cpl 'Brummy' Blonde!, Dvr ' Stork' Hobden, LCpl Terry Le
Saint, Cpl Tommo Tomlinson, Cpl ' Chalfy' Atkins, Pte ' Benny'
WaHing
Third Row: LCpl Daniels, Cfn Nichols, LCpl Swann, Cfn Bailey, LCpl
Mick Henderson, Cfn Rowland, Cpl Brian Toon, Ctn Muston, Cpl
Foster, LCpl McEwan, LCpl Griffiths
Second Row: Sgt Geordie Hannant, Sgt Finer, SSgt Robby
Hamilton, SSgt Don Henley, W02 (AQMSl Trev Mills, W01 (ASM)
John Reynolds, OC Maj McKie, W02 (SSMJ Alex KuBu, W02

H OTEL TROOP
Report by Lt Nick Bateson
Lt John ArmJtage left his p osition as OC Troop to Lt Nick Bateson
just before Christmas. Since then the troop has been successfully
fighting its way through the Regimental inspections under the careful
guidance of W02 (FofS) John Gerrard, Sgt Tony Giies, Sgt Gigg
Plumb and Sgt Panl Stevenson, th e latter two technician Sergeants are
able to hold their screwdrivers quite successfully with either a hockey
stick or rugby ball tucked under t he other arm.
The MT side of the troop, who really knows what goes on up there
anyway, is held together by Sgt Fred Green and his assistant Cpl John
Glass, who spend their days looking after the MT shack and acquiring
the impossible.
The troop has had some success in the inter-troop 5-a-side foo tball
we have only lost to SHQ Troop. The troop has some talented
sportsmen and only the commitment of manning the Corps 'Display'
Commcen prevents us from being even more successful.
Many of the troop have managed to enjoy Sn ow Queen and we are
looking forward to Adventure Training in July. These 'enjoyment'
exercises are as vital as the serious communtcations and military
training that we do.

(MTWOJ Bounce Spring BEM, SSgt The Old John Hodges, Sgt
Johns, Sgt Rod Pylee
Front Row: Cpl Brian Carbury, Dvr Lessward, LCpl Buzz Burrows,
Dvr Tony Addey, Sig Rodders Traves, Sig Jel Collins, Sig Gibbo
Gibson, Sig Tojo Kendall

A GOOD CATCH FOR SSAFA

.
f

CROSSCOUNTRYLTCOLCHARLIER TROPHY
Once a year sees the coming together of 4 Signal Regi ments to
compete for the Lt Col Charller cross country trophy. The four
regiments which take part are: 51 RT Regiment France, 4 TTR
Regiment Belgium, 310 PNM Btl Germany, 7 Signal Reg iment BAOR.
Each team consists of thirty runners of the followi ng rank structure:
Commanding Officer , or 2IC, a Major, six Officers of any rank , six
WOs/ SNCOs, sixteen other ranks.
The competition has been run since 1977 with each regi ment hosting
the even t in turn. Prior to this year's race, victories stood at, 51 RT
Regt three wins, 7 Sig Regt two win s. As our hosts this year were the
French, 7 Sig Regt needed to win to draw level and wipe the slate clean
from our defeat by the French in Herford t wo years ago . Now to the
event:
The four teams arrived at the start at 0900 hrs on Wed 2 Jun eager to
go. After a brief flag-raising ceremony we were off. I (W02 (SSM) John
Peacock) had positioned myself out on the course at the two kilometre
mark to try and ga uBe our chances. In the fir st group of five runners we
had two runners LCpl Panl Se:s:by and Lt Nick Bateson followed very
closely by another seven of our runners. At the four kilometre sta~e the
Belgian Sig Regt had started to show in force and started to give us
some problems. The runners required lifting and this is exactly what
they got when they rounded a bend to see LCpl Eddy Tock with the
Unton Jack flying. Two kilometres to go and tfie race was between us
a nd the Belgian Regt. At the line we had nine runners in the top twenty
with LCpl Panl Se:s:by being placed second, Sig Ginge Allen 6th, Maj
Colin Richardson 8th , Sig Eddy Edwards 10th, Sig Wiiiy Wllllams
11th, our first men home. Our Regimental runners were all close
behind and at the end of the day we had won by 300 points. We were
h osted extremely well by our French hosts and we look forward to next
year's event to make it three in a row .
VISIT OF THE ARMY STAFF COILEGE
E x Silver Sabre was more than just a Regimental Exercise. It
included one of t he many annual events which was the visit to the
regimen t of Div 1 of the Army Staff CoJlege. This year it was 2 and 5
Sqn's t urn to host the visitors. The group from Shrivenham included
RAF, Navy and foreign exchange officers. These unusual visitors
always manage to give a slightly different view to problems (or should
one say challenge?) found in communications. 'What do we do with our
rubbish on exercise?' said a certain Naval Officer. What a question to
ask after BAOR Wombling week. The same Naval Officer had shown a
fascination for the administration and sleeping accommodation that we
have in the Field. It makes one wonder therefore what Sgt Mike
Roberts is saying to the group shown below. Meanwhile 5 Sqn stayed in
a wood near the Barracks well dug in with their leaders. Australian flag
flying for part of the day. There is no truth in the rumour that this flag
was removed from underneath the Sgt Major's nose or that the vehicles
were bogged in rather than dug in. That is 5 Squadron's story and they
are sticking to it. SgtMlkeRobem seen showing a few visitors the area.

TANGO TROOP
Report by 2Lt Kev Thomber
The early part of 1982 has seen some changes in Tango Troop. We
have said farewell to CplJohn Waud who has since left the army, SSgt
Gerry Whelan on his promotion to W02 as SSM of 201 Sig Sqn, Gerry
Whelan had been Tango Troop SSgt for 4i years and both he and his
wife Lesley will be missed. We welcome our new SSgt Andy Hickling
joining us on promotion to SSgt, also Cpls Bob Holmes, Tom Johnson,
Tim Cowm and Slgs Kev Waters, CUve Mullings and Kev Jones.
Congratulations to Sig John Mouldbtg and Benita on the birth of their

At a recent ceremony held in the Spearhead Club, Sgt Alec Forbes
BEM presented a cheque to the value of DM 793 .00 to the Comd
CommsBAOR, Maj GenJ. H. ffild MBE. The cheque was donated to
SSAFA as a result of a sponsored charity fishing competition held
within the regiment. Sgt Alec Forbes is a keen fisherman and the main
stay of the Regimenfs Fishing Club.
)
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8 SigRegt
Catterick Gariison

REGIMENTAL VOLLEYBALL
Lt Tim Insbaw this year organised the E District Army Units
Volleyball Competition . Fourteen teams entered the e\'ent and for two
day a very high tandard of \'Olleyball was attained. After much sweat
and hard work two teams eventually made it into the final , 150 Provost
Company RMP and 8 Sig Regt 'A'.
With a place in the Army Oiampionships at stake the regimental
team settled down to play very well to achieve a 3-1 win, in what was a
very entertaining match. The cup having been retained. it was then full
speed ahead for the Army Championships in Aldershot. Despite very
hard training the standard of volleyball at the Army level proved to be
much stronger than that encountered in the local competition. The
team put all their effort into their game and were unlucky to be
knocked out in the semi-final of the competition.
The season has been a very successful one for the team and thanks
must go to W02 (RQMS) Hodge, Sgt Gillett, Sgt D'Silva and team
captain Sig Dolan for all their efforts and hard work to make the team
the success it was.

Winner NE District Army Units Volleyball Competition 8 Sig
Regt
Back row (L to RJ: Lt T. G. lnshaw, Sgt D'Silva, Sgt Gillett, SI
Andrews, Col N. Moss CO, LCpl Toon, LCpl Neave, SAC Goulthorpe,
Coach
Front row (L to RJ: LCpl Shyan Kumar Gurung, LCpl Shiva Kumar
Rai, Sig Dolan (Capt), Cpl Kulbahadur Bura, Cpl Collins
NOTES FROM THE RED SQN
No one seems to remember the last time anything was written about
the 3rd Squadron of 8 Sig Regt so, in an attempt to start an intersquadron battle for publicity, 3 Sqn will start the ball rolling by
highlighting the successes and the personalities involved in this large
set up in sunny Catterick.
FAREWELL AND WELCOMES
Lots of comings and goings in the past few months have resulted in
~han_ge~ and appropriate social functions . A memorable day was spent
m wishing our SSM-W02 Eric Rose, all the best for his retirement
f~m the firing line to 22 Sig Regt. His farewell lunch in the Sgts Mess
will be well .rem~bered. SJt Dennis ~awson has also been forced to
leave these 1dylhc surroundings and will not stop moaning about the
heat in Cyprus at this time of year. Lt John Macintyre has also left us
for the exotic climate of Blandford. We wish them all well. Arrivals will
not take that long-the new SSM-W02 John Carter is now settled in
and Lt Steve Hemhnm, recently arrived from RAF Wildenrath, has
become somewhat elusive, refusing to stay in his office because it is
dark and does not have a telephone.
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10 Sig Regt
Hounslow
HANDOVER/TAKEOVER COMMANDING OFFICERS
On 16 Apr we bid farewell to Lt Col David Miller on posting to a
more sedentary role in MOD , and welcomed our new CO Lt Col Peter
Webster and his wife Jenny fresh from a tour in the School of Signals.
To mark this occasion and despite the Falklands crisis the RSM
WOI Mike Wrlnge managed to assemble 95 Officers and soldiers of
the Regiment for a farewell parade, which considering the efforts of the
Bass and Drummer and Heathrow Airport went very well considering
the practices only started at 1000 hours that morning . All available
members of the unit then assembled in the Bruno Club to witness the
signing over of the regiment, after which all sat down to an excellent
lunch-compliments of the PRI. The day ended with Col David being
escorted out of Camp by the Officers of the regiment atop a
manufactured 'TOR', courtesy of the MT. Our best wishes for the
future go with him and his wife Mary.

SPORT
Sport ha been focu ed mainly on 7-a-side Rugby with Charlie and
Delta Troops both getting teams throu~h into the final stages of the
competition. The squadron cadre team failed to qualify due to the fact
that Sgt Dickie Bird, (who says the Dodo is extinct), twice crossed the
try line but did not stop and place the ball on the ground ? ? ? The
Delta troop team are to be congratulated on winning the final of the
Plate Competition.
On the military front the fight continues and a claim has been made
for the longest SSgt course ever, Sgt Smyth of 'C' Troop started his
course on the 4 Jan and finally got back to work on 23 May.

EX 'WHITEOUT'
As in previous years an exercise called Whiteout 82 was launched in
February in order to introduce some of the trainees to the delights of
skiing. Still shaking from their twelve hour ordeal in the stores
Bedford-CplJames and LCpl Pmsell arrived at the Spey Valley Hotel ,
Aviemore, where the exercise was to take place. There they met Lt Tim
Insbaw and Sgt Bob O'Hara who had travelled up by mini bus (RHIP).
All seemed to be going too well until some observant chap noticed the
lack of snow. The dty weather programme was therefore instigated but
this proved to be tempting providence, for the heavens opened and
covered the area with white powder-some Jumps of land could be seen
though. The exercise was thus limited for the first week , as all falling
over was difficult to perfect , due to the close proximity of the ground.
Cpl Dickensen WRAC always seemed to find a fence to facilitate sharp
decelerations. Anyway things improved and the day that Brig
Sprackling came to visit, the whole area suffered a blizzard of the first
order. SSgtPoser Kauffman assured the Brigadier that all the students
were enjoying them selves ? ? ?
Needless to say the three weeks came to an end far too quickly, but it
was worthwhile, as 30 soldiers had their first taste of skiing. We hope
this exercise will continue next year.

SERGEANTS MESS EXTENSION
At a Mess Meeting late last year the RSM , WOl Mick Stevenson,
outlined his plans for an extension to the Sgts Mess. The facilities to be
enveloped in th is new construction were separate TV , snooker, games
and reading rooms. Even later last year, certain materials became
available at minimum cost which would enable a slightly more modest
but still desirable construction at the rear of the mess.
The labour to build this adventurous construction was to be drawn
almost completely from the paying single living-in personnel and the
bean stealers. W02 (SSM) Phil Welch, super bean stealer, of RSDT
fame, volunteered as project manager, Sgt Eddie Saxton from the same
stable became design engineer, SSgtPete (the Pay) Cashman appointed
himself to quality control and unlimited labour support was provided
by, Sgts (creosote) Ten-y Reynolds and Dukie Forster, Sgt Dave (spirit
level) Henderson, W02 Paul (oh, that's all right) Burdes, Sgt Eddie
(ain't I good) Wlnterburn and, chief on site carpenters , Sgts Trevor
Loughton and Geordie Hanlon. Sgt Stu McDonald's mining experience
was a valuable asset during the excavation phase of construction, prior
to him going absent on site on leave. Sgt Eddle Saxton is the only nonliving in member and his divorce proceedings may start soon, unless his
wife can spend the same amount of time at the mess.
Oh yes-what is the construction? Well, it had to be finished for
summer in Catterick which this year is 4 June, but it was given a trial on
20 May, when it was half built, by the living-in members having a
barbecue. That's right-it is a patio fence of ambitious dimensions,
will it last the winter winds?, and features two gates. The privacy at the
rear of the mess will enable many more fresh air functions, than could
have been en visaged before, to take place.
As a footnote, it should be mentioned that at the end of each
industrious evenings construction, much needed refreshments were
taken whilst discussing all the errors of our ways-of which there were
plenty I
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Formal signing of the Handover/Takeover certificate by Lt Col Miller
watched closely by Lt Col Webster

The manufactured 'TOR' preparing to move out of Beavers Lane
Camp

;

Lt Col Miller chattering to Sgt Rabbetts during the farewell parade in
Hounslow
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Lt Col Mil ler and W01 (RSM) Mike Wringe, obviously in fine spirit,
during the Colonel's dining out in the Sgts Mess
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EXERCISE 'BACKBONE'-23-30 APR
The RSM, WOl Mike Wrlnge, was not a happy man when, due to
scnice reasons, Exercise Evergreen, the annual Regimental training
camp, was cancelled.
Ending a further twelve 'volunteers', and with the help of 4 and 5
Cadet Training teams, the QM and MTWO Exercise Backbone was
quickly put together. On Fri 23 Apr the lucky thirteen set off to Edale
in Derbyshire to trek the first 95 miles of the 19ngest continuous
footpath in England, the Pennine Way. The party consisted of the
RSM, SSgt Pete Coll, Cpl All Hunter, Cpl 'Sean' Mooney, LCpl Paul
Shillito, Sig Andy Cook, Sig Phil Cooke, Sig Grant White and Sig Paul
Fleming. Also included were 4 WRAC, Cpl Rose Borwell, LCpl DI
Amps Pte Lyn Brown and Pte Bev Clews, all determined to show their
male counterparts that they could complete the route.
All was going well on the journey from Hounslow until the mini us
broke down some three miles from Edale. No problems though, we just
added another three miles onto the trek. We started on our way at 0800
hours 24 Apr. The climb from Edale over Kinder Scout certainly
stretched our muscles and gave us a good idea of what the next six days
would be like. The weather was ideal for camping and treking and
everybody was hoping that it would remain that way for the rest of the
trip. Following is a brief summary of each day.

Pa~khorse Inn at Blake Dean shut on a _Monday lunch time. Camp site
beside a graveyard.

DAY4
Cowling to Malham-A very hot day, crossing the Leeds Liverpool
Canal we saw a number of canal barges converted to take
holidaymakers; we thought at that time it was much better way to
travel. Because of the heat there was not too much enthusiasm to go
beyond Gargrave, we found a camp site with showers, had a lie in the
sun and thought of those extra four and a half miles we had to do the
next day to keep on schedule.
DAYS
Gargrave to Horton in Ribblesdale. We went really well after our
rest, the day was cooler, and we covered 23 miles via Malham, Malham
Cove, Malham Tarn Fountaines Fell and Peny-y-Gwent, that latter
being known as the 'Queen of the Pennines'. A total ascent of 10,000
feet over the day. The New Inn at Horton was like an oasis to us on
completing the leg at nine o'clock that evening.
DAY6
Horton-in-Ribblesdale to Hawes. Thirteen miles to do and described
as an easy day. We woke to the sound of rain beating on the tents, but
we were lucky again, as it stopped before we struck camp. We arrived
in Hawes and the end ofour journey about 1630. A rather boring day as
the route followed an old packhorse track and there was very little
variation. However, we had achieved our aim, and somewhat footsore
we started a rather easier journey back to Hounslow.
FOOTNOTE
On 28 Apr we met a young man in Horton-in-Ribblesdale who
started walking from Dover on 1 Apr. He had covered 530 miles. He
had a further 850 miles to go to Cape Wrath in the North of Scotland,
and we thought we had done well II

SWS Troop Stalwarts

DAYl
Edale to Crowden via Kinder Scout, Black Asop Moore, aptly named
with approx four miles of heavy black bog to contend with, then along
Gough Edge and down to a very pleasant camp site at Crowden. No
rain!

DAY2
Crowden to Hebden Bridge via Stand Edge and Stoodly Pike (a
memorial to the Battle of Waterloo) with once again a lot of black bog
which almost claimed LCpl DI Amps, she was hauled out of a bog
having sunk in up to her waist. Camp that night was in a farmer's field
just south of Hebden Bridge. Still no rain!

lSQN
The past two months have been hectic for 1 Squadron, what with a
changeover of Commanding Officers and extra commitments due to
the Falkland Island crisis. There doesn't seem to be enough hours in
the day. We have two girls in the squadron whose husbands are serving
with 3 Para and you can read what it has been like for them a bit
further down the page. We have said farewell to Sgt Keith TumerHawe who is on his way to sunnier climes, again, and welcome to Sgt
Dave James to the squadron.
Even with our shortage of manpower resulting in working a three way
shift, we still managed to take part in the CinC's Cup competition in
tennis, hockey, volleyball and cricket, and have won three out of three
games so far . Not bad eh!

DAY3
Hebden Bridge to Cowling-Although it was a very hard slog out of
Hebden Bridge, the views on completion of the climb were well worth
the effort. A warm day, with some of the walkers wearing shorts, not a
pretty sight! We are still trying to recover from the shock of finding the

WHEN YOUR HUSBAND GOES TOWAR
By Pte ElrlysJones WRAC
. On Fri 2 Apr 82, I heard on the news that the Argentines had
invaded the Falkland Islands. On the following day, my husband sailed
with 3 Para on board the requisitioned P & O Liner Canberra. All of a
sudden, I found myself alone for the first time. The first couple of
weeks they were away, I sat glued to every news bulletin in case they
showed a film of the Canberra and I was able to see him but I never
did. It'.s funny the things you notice when something like this happens.
My neighbours have been really kind offering me help in every way and
the number of cups of coffee I've been offered must qualify me to
become a shareholder in Nescaiel
I found. that I was ~ntitled to help from DOE to get ~y lawn cut and
hed~es tnmmed-bemg only five feet tall, I would have had difficulty
cutting an eight foot hedge!
As a result of this .crisis, I have becom.e a film star. Well not quite a
star, but all of the wIVes of 3 Para were given the opportunity to make a
vi~eo recording to send out to their men. They were filmed at 10 AEC
T1dworth on 26 May and I was so nervous that I don't think I said quite
what I meant to. I must say that I think all the wives think that the
FPCS has be~n marvellous. Considering the distance involved, the mail
has been qmte regular and believe me that is what everybody waits
for-a letter. I can't thank everyone enough for their concern and all I
can do now is wait for my husband to come home safe and sound.

WRAC WINTER LEAGUES
At last the sun is shining and the odd few are beginning to creep out
on to the Tennis Courts and even having a go with the Old Rounders
Bat. A more motley crew has nevet graced the Rounders Pitch. Let's
hope that we are as successful with the Summer League as we were
during the winter months.
1 Sqn combined with 22 Sqn RCT, and WRAC Detachment
competed in the WRAC Winter Lea~ues held throughout South West
District. We managed to take fairly and squarely, some people
disagree, three of the four leagues-the Badminton, Squash and Table
Tennis Leagues. The one that let us down was the Netball, although the
team fought to the final whistle to gain 3rd position.
Our finest moment was when the South West District Cross-Countr}
Cup was in our hands, after three miles of mud and plenty of hills, all
going up by the way, held at Perham Down. Mind you it was all
worthwhile and a good day was had by all.
Congratulations to all servicewomen who competed in any of the
events held throughout the winter to produce some excellent results.

3SQN
ARRIVALS AND DEPAR'IURES
Early in April we bade farewell to Lt Shelagh Quinlan who, having
handed over Alpha Troop to 2Lt Julia Spence, is now Assistant
Adjutant of the Army Youth Adventure Training Unit. With her, but
only on detachment, is LCpl Helen Cliffe. We hope they both enjoy
their time with the Fort George Volunteers.
Later in April our SSM,Jlll Walker left for Hong Kong. We wish her
good fortune and welcome SSM Carole Austin to the squadron.
In May Sgt Rose Wakely left the squadron and we wish her good luck
in civilian life.
ACl1VITIES
Needless to say the Falkland crisis has greatly increased our
workload in all locations. HowevP.r other activities have not had to stop
entirely.

SPORTS
The Rounders season has started with a win against WRAC
Beaconsfield 12:2. On 16 May a sponsored Bounce was held to raise
money for charity. A brainwave of Lt Fiona Dennis, the idea was to
maintain 12 hours of continuous bouncing on a trampoline. Aided by
her Chief Whip, LCpl Sue Sadler, Lt Dennis mustered enough
volunteers, including 2Lt Julia Spence, Sgt Babs Cafferkey, Cpl Klm
Rushton, Cpl Lynn Thomas, LCpl Chm Edwards and Ptes Tracey
Wooch, Linda Mence and 1.ealle Heath. Diverted by an airborne
netball ~oal competition, Radio 1 and curious spectators, the 12 hours
was achieved, leaving the team to collect £200 from their sponsors.

Gill Bridge just north of Cowling
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Cpl Whittaker receiving his LSGCM on 17 May in the Junior Ranks
Club. The medal was presented by Brig McKinnon, Commander
Comms Branch UKLF. Cpl Whittaker is NCO IC MT, 1 Sqn
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OUTING T O RICHMOND ICE RINK
Report by LCpl Helen Cliffe
On 25 Mar seven budding 'Jane Torvills' set out for Richmond Ice
Rink to show off their skating talents to the world.
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Lt Fiona Dennis demonstrates the finer points of sponsored bouncing
while Sgt Babs Cafferkey, LCpl Chris Edwards, LCpl Sue Sadler, Pte
Tracey Woods and Pte Linda Mence look on

Pte 'I don't know how I passed my test' Julie Mees drove us down
there, while LCpl Helen 'I know the way' Cliffe navigated. Needless to
say she got us lost on more than one occasion and suggested at one
point that 'while no one is looking why don't we go down a one-way
street instead of going round in circles?'!!
When we finally arrived and got on to the ice Pte Alison Davis and
Ex WRAC, Signals. Heather Hanlon nee Webb showed us a skating
style and movements never seen by the ice skating federation, let alone
ourselves, although LCpl Cliffe and Ptes Jane Trezise, Lynn Brown and
Karen Hargieaves had had previous experience. By the time we left
Richmond all of us were doing really well. Even Robin Cousins would
have been proud of us and we had had a thoroughly enjoyable evening.

SKIING IN A VIEMORE
Report by Cpl Naomi Catton
I arrived in Aviemore full of great expectations of becoming a skier
like Franz Klamer, but it was not to be.
On the first day I was kitted out with skis and boots, etc, then I was
ready and raring to go. The big day arrived, first day on the slopes,
panic, the weather was 'great', 'just right' I was told-it was freezin~I I
eventually got up to the top of the nursery slopes, then I was struggling
for about half an hour, trying to get my skis on. There were lots of
children whizzing past me, I felt so embarrassed, there's me, I couldn't
even stand up on mine! During the first two days I could not get the
hang of it at all, I was permanently on my backside and got soaking
wet! The rest of the week was great except that I kept coming off the
ski-tow. I fell off going up the White Lady, but determined not to be a
defeatist, I walked all the way up to the top, it was like doing Ten-Tors
all over again II
On Friday they had us doing a slalom race, by the time it was my
turn, last as usual, there were great snow drifts each side of the sticks
and I fell over. Everyone had a marvellous time, I recommend it to
anyone.

2SQN
RADIO TROOP (WEDDING TROOP?)

TWO'S COMPANY
Spring has sprung and the troop has been struck by the marriage
bug. First to succumb was Sgt Murphy who sealed the knot in early
January. The Troop OC then returned after Easter as Lt Rough and
totally confused the whole regiment; even now 2IC Sqn still writes Lt
Carlisle on various instructions.
LCpl Breen celebrated the end of his tour with 10 Sig Regt by_Betting
married-we wish 'the Breens· a happy tour in Germany. LCpl Frqola
is the most recent addition to the 'pads', conveniently arranged so that
he misses the Queen's Birthday Parade-just wait or the Garden
Parties though!
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ewcomers to the Troop include LCpl Nadln hot foot, or hould l say
'hot generator'? from Belize. LCpl Wicking from the same place, ~Cpl
Poulson and Sig Thomas. All but LCpl Nadln have already been bitten
by the marriage bug if omewhat unexpectedly-hey LCpl Wiggins?

ROYAL GUARD
HRH The Princess Anne attended the Royal Signals Corps Dinner at
the London Pre Centre on 12 May. Radio Troop were given the task
of providing the security force for the occasion. This was a somewhat
daunting task ince the Press Centre is a m ulti-storey build ing with
numerou acce points, not only from the street, but also from the
adjoining Pre s Club. Our initial reaction was ' We need the whole
regiment!!'
However. we liai ed with the Metropolitan and the City Police Forces
and al o with the Royal Protection Squad and we devised 'The Plan'
which only im·olved 10 members of the troop, 4 WRAC ticket checkers
from Oscar Troop and HQ Sqn and Sgt Brodie from 90 Sy Sect. The
OC as Security Officer volunteered to check the food at the dinner,
whilst everyone else maintain ed the security! The only incident was
swiftly dealt with by 'the heavies' -a press-man found that the car he
had parked whilst Cp l Potter wasn't looking had been moved SOm
down the road by the time he returned. Under the supervision of a
Chief Superintendent of the City Police members of the troop, who will
remain nameless, defeated a crooklock and 'persuaded' the car to
move. Visitors to the troop beware of parking in the wrong place, we
are experts now in car removals!
After the dinner H RH was introduced to each member of the security
force and spent a couple of minutes talking to each of them, this was a
great honour, much appreciated by the troop who are out on all state
occasions.
As the silly season gets into full swing we flit up and down the Mall in
o. 1 Dress-just think of all the weight we're losing, quickly put back
on again at the Bruno Club.
Inter-Troop Orienteering competitions are the in thing-send off the
OC to recce and set a time fo r the course, whilst the competitors wait
for transport which doesn't turn up-shame! Winner of individual and

team event-Lt Rough who couldn't consume the crate of beer because
she had to drive back.
As light relief Radio Troop are going to tackle the Pennine Way at
the end of June. as if we don't walk enough as it is. Actually we're going
as escort to WOl (RSM) Wringe and W02 (SSM) Davis just to make
sure they find the pubs! No doubt there will be full coverage of 'The
Pennine Way Our Way' in the next Wire Notes.
REGIMENTAL CANOE CLUB
The Canoe Club which normally specialises in Sprint, Long Distance
and Wild Water Canoeing, this year for the first time. produced a team
for the Army Canoe Union, Slalom Championships at Llandyssal,
South Wales in May. The convenient proximity of a permanently
erected Slalom course at Shepperton Wier on the River Thames helped
greatly, as most of the canoeists are based at Hounslow. Unfortunately
the Team Coach SSgt 'Pete' Day was the exception, being based with 1
Sqn at Wilton and with his family home in Cardiff. The Canoeing
Officer is not very popular with his wife.
The Competition course on the River Teifi was at its lowest level ever,
so the 'veterans' said. This produced a technically difficult course
which proved to be expensive in broken canoes as Sig 'Glen' Martin can
testify to. Unfortunately, a camera was not to hand . Capt 'Harry' Ross
got plenty of stick for his cautious approach to the course. You have
never seen so much masking tape on a 'brand new' canoe. That's what
happens when you buy your own. As luck would have it the glorious
weather changed to the prayed for rain on the competition days, much
too late to raise the river but keeping canoeing gear permanently wet.
This did not dampen our spirits and we all found Slalom canoeing
under competition conditions a very exhilarating experience.
The 'A' team consisting of SSgt 'Pete' Day, Sig 'Andy' Cook and Sig
'Glen' Martin achieved 6th place out of 20 teams and also achieved
commendable placings in the individual events. Cpl 'Lenny' Witts and
Cpl 'Graham' Philpott provided the amusement, especially Graham
who swims well. Hopefully, we will be back to Llandyssal next year and
in the meantime all you keen canoeists in the Corps, 10 Sig Regt is a
'really great' unit to serve in, so you know what to do when you fill in
your 'Dream Sheets'.

If it moves,salute it.
Pickfords have won the respect of
the British Armed forces, because we
are able to move you quickly and
efficiently. With professional packing
too,if you wish it.
We have over 160 branches in
Britain, as well as a special Forces
branch in Gtitersloh, Gennany. All of
these can offer storage if you need it.
fur a free estimate, ring us.You'll find
our telephone number under Pickfords
in your phone book. In Gennany,
telephone Gtitersloh (05241) 16344

11 Sig Regt

Catterick Garrison

CORPS JUNIOR SQUASH CHAMPION

Congratulations to Sig Dean Richardson on winning the Corps
Junior Squash Championships at Harrogate on Sat 6 Feb. He beat JS
other juniors from Ouston, Harrogate and Catterick to take the title.
He won the final by three games to nil; 9-0, 9-J, 9-0. We wish him
all the best for the future.
1 SQUADRO N ADULT RECRUIT INTAKES
3TROOP
Recruit Intake No. 8203 passed off on 23 Apr. The Reviewing Officer
was Lt Col Keith Boulding whose last public engagement this was in
Catterick, before retiring from the Army and relinquishing Directorship of the Corps Band. The best recruit was Sig Jordan from Sudbury
and the Best Shot was Sig W iikins from Ribbleton. Lanes.

PKkf2!~
Head Office: 400 Gt. Cambridge Road,
Enfield Middlesex ENI 3RZ.

SERVING HER MAJESTY'S ARMED FORCES WORLD WIDE
3 Troop Pass Off- Best Recruit S ig Jord an
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4TROOP
Intake No. 8204 passed off on 21 May, when we were particularly
pleased to have Brig I. O. J. Sprackllng, OBE Commander Training
Brigade, as our Reviewing Officer. The prize for best recruit went to
Sig Grady from Aberdeen while Sig Turner from Maidstone was Best
Shot.
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4 Troop Pass Off- Bes t Recruit S ig Grady

A BOARDING SCHOOL F OR SONS O F O FFICERS
AND SOLDIERS
THE DUKE OF YORK'S SCHOOL, DOV ER
(FEES: £550 PER ANNUM APPROX)
The Du ke of York's Royal Military School, Dover. i an independent
boarding school for 450 boys aged 11 to 18 years. Officers and Soldiers
bot h serving and retired , who have a min im um of fo ur years' service in
the Regular Army are eligible to register their sons as candidate for
entry to the school. The School is la rgely financed by the Ministry of
Defence.
Entry is at 11 + in Septe mber each year and i based on competitive
examinations and fathe r's ervice. Boys may be registered on their
eighth bir thdays and registration for entry to the School in eptember
1983 closes on I November 1982. Boys wh o a re over 11 years but under
12 yea rs old on 31 August 1983 will be considered for entry in
September 1983. Special cond itions, incl uding a waiver of fees, e i t
for boys in compassionate circumsta nces.
The Sch09l is it uated in beautiful grounds of ISO acres ju tout ide
Dover and offers excellent academic and sporting facilitie . It provides
a norm al secondary educ ation to GCE Ordinary. Advanced and
Scholarship levels and on leaving school the boys proceed to univer ity
or enter the p rofess ions. com merce and industry. To arrange a visit or
to obta in a Prospectus co ntact the Headmaster in writing or by
telep hone (Dover (STD 0304) 203012 Ext 25).
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ROYALSIGNALSSTAFFSERGEANTS'COURSES
Staff Sergeants' Courses continue to be popular. Sergeants are
queuin~ up to join our five week walking and sporting holiday on the
Yorkshire Moors. Photographs of our most recent courses are below.

13 Sig Regt
B.F.P.O. 42
FAREWELL VISIT OF MASTER OF SIGNALS
On Thur 3 June the regiment was honoured by the fa rewell visit of
the Master of Signals, Maj Gen P. E. M. Bradley CB CBE DSO and his
wife. The General was welcomed by the CO, Lt Col Mike Walker, and
introduced to Capt Barney HUI, the Training Officer, and his staff of
the Training Wing and he talked to members of Royal Signals
Detachment Commanders' Course 5182. The Master ~ent the rest of
the afternoon touring the regiment and speaking to soldiers and the day
was completed with a Dinner Party in the Officers Mess, presided over
by the PMC, Maj BUI Cunningham, when the Master and his wife were
presented with a Regimental Plaque.

COMMANDER COMMUNICATIONS HQ BAOR WATCHES
ROTHENBACHRANGERSFOO'IBALLTOURNAMENT
On Mon 31 May, Maj Gen J. H. Hild MBE, presented prizes at an
International Youth Soccer Competition at Birgelen, to the regiment's
own team the Rothenbach Rangers. A good day's football was enjoyed
by all and, a 'summer special' tea was served to the visitors.

RS SSC 187 4 Apr~ May
Back Row L-R: Sgts Rogers, Matthews, Bird, Underwood, Boon,
Armstrong, D'Silva, Childs, Walker.
Centre Left to Right: Sgts Young, Derrick, Colville, Harris, Palmer,
Rudd, Dales, Hagan, Arnot, Martin, Murphy
Front: Sgt Brumfield, SSgt Pinder, W02 Minty, Capt S. G. Cook
DERR, Maj P. H. MacCullcx:h R Signals, W02 Scott, SSgts Licence,
Bell

RSSSC 1864 Apr-8 May
Back Row L-R: Sgts Henderson, Ward, Buckley, MacCrarie, Beach,
W~liams, Starbuck, Toye, MacDonald
Centre L-R: Sgts Bell, Goodacre, Redman, Tarrant, Wise, Flynn,
Cady, Woodfine, Smyth, Pollard, Harley
Front: Sgt Brumfield, SSgt Pinder, W02 Minty, Capt S. G. Cook
DERR, Maj P. H. MacCulloch R Signals, W02 Scott SSgts Licence,
Bell

Maj Gen Hild, Comd Comms BAOR, presents Joey Snailham of the
Rothenbach Rangers with the International Youth Soccer
Tournament Trophy, watched by Mr Gordon Rutter and the CO, Lt
Col Mike Walker

Saudi Arabia, a land of hist.ory and contrast
in which scenes unchanged for a thousand years
co-exist with some of the most modem technology
in the world.
Oneinwhichbarrendesf:rtgiues
way to modem cities, yet where the ~
hospitality of the people never varies.~
It 's here that you'll find
Lockheed Aircraft International, and
with us a wide range of opportunities for
Electronics Technicians.
Especially for those who have served in
HM Forces.
In telecommunications, where we provide
microwave, landline,
radio and message
'--_..&-__J switching facilities
to serve the needs of one of the
fastest growing industrial bases
m the world.
. .
In ground-based aviation
facilities as well. From TACAN,
VorTac and CADF to ATC and
surveillance radars for the
control and security of Saudi
Arabian air space.
We install., test,
calibrate, maintain
and operate. We bring
knowledge too, for
we are also trainers
passing on our skills

to those who will come to regard
technology as a natural part of
their lives.
Building, in euery way, a
better tomorrow in co-operation
with, and on behalf of, Saudi
Arabia and her people.
Building a bright future,
too,for the Technicians who form an integral part ofour team.
In return for their expertise there are high
financial rewards plus a way of life which allows skills and
ideas to expand into the basis of an outstanding career.
One which is developed and advanced through involvement with a wide variety of high technology projects.
Our name is Lockheed
Aircraftlntemationaland,ifyou're
shortly due to leave the Service,
your Resettlement Officer will tell
you more about us. Alternatively,
you can write to, or telephone,
The Senior Recruitment Executive
'

'Lockheed

The Master of Signals meets Sgt Pete Root, as Capt Barney Hill and
W01 !RSM) Paul Glover look on

JAL, Personnel Consultancy

(Lockheed) , Aeradio House,
Hayes Road, Southall,, Middlesex,
UB2 5NJ Tel: 01-574 5000.
Please quote reference L022.

Maj Gen Bradley meets LCpls John Walker and Dick Kilsby of RS DCC

5/82
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VISIT OF COMMANDER RHINE AREA
Brig G. D. R. Ru.ssell CBE, late Royal Irish Rangers, the new
Commander Rhine Area visited the regiment on Monday 7 June. He
was given a brief by the CO and then commenced a tour of the
regiment, to meet as many officers and soldiers as possible.
Afterwards, he changed rapidly into SD to present several awards in
the Sgts Mess. WOl (SSM) John Aaplnall and Sat Phllip Ren received
their LS & GC medals. WOl (FofS) Fred Brown received a GOC's
Commendation for service in Northern Ireland. The Brigadier was
overheard to say, 'I bet you never thought you would receive this award
from an Irishman II'
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W02 (SSMJ John Aspinall receives his LS & GC medal from Comd
RhineArea
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OFFICERS MESS NEWS
ta Ladies' Dinner Night on Fri 16 Apr. Maj Bill Griffin RAPC and
his wife Gunda were dined out of the Army, on the occasion of the
Paymaster's retirement after six years' service with the regiment .
The CO pre ented them with a Royal Signals 'Jimmy' statuette and
the returned the compliment by giving the Mess a fine table lamp for
the ante-room. We wish them well in civilian life in England and
welcome their succe ors Maj Phil Glendlnnlng and his wife Loma
from Rheindahlen. Capt Chris Stevenson MBE and his wife Jane were
also dined out on posting to Cyprus and the CO thanked them for all
their contribution to Regimental life.
1 SQN SUMMER CAMP
Once again the time came for the lads of 1 Sqn to depart on that
'thrice-in-a-life-time' trip to Belgium for the famed l Sqn Summer
Camp.
.
.
'C' Shift O Troop were one of the first sections, mamly made up of
misfits and old age pensioners. With us we had Cpls 'Ashtray' (Give us
a light) Forbes, Legs Bousklll and bis sidekick LCpl (Nini-legs)
Blain-if you could see him you would understand why! Also along for
the ride was LCpl Jacques Cousteau Carter more commonly known as
the fish on the high wire. and Sig Deck Painter another reprobate. We
had a little support from HQ Sqn in the form of Sig Geordie Simpson,
but the real star of the team was Sig Wookle (Hercules) Andrews.
On the way down nothing eventful happened, a bus full of Belgian
women didn't raise much spirit and that just goes to prove how low we
had allowed our spirits to drop! For the men of 'C' Shift and the rest of
the 'Grobbers' first victims, it was kit off on arrival and on with the PT
Kit for the traditional tour of the woods with our intrepid hero and
SSM of the Sqn, the one you all love to hate, W02 John-dare I say
it-'Sprlngbok' Asphtall. After the run just a quick shower, tea and the
brief on how much your body was going to be tortured over the next 36
hours.
Next it was down to the serious phase of the camp, the games night.
This I might add was won by C Shift! surprise, surpri~e. Games night
over with and so to bed for that early nse the next mom mg and the start
of something that we all wish we could have avoided. 'Ere cock-crow we
were on the square in full battle dress to be inspected by the SSM who
handed out extra scrim and field dressings, all of us hoping we
wouldn't need them. Then we departed for the exercise area little
knowing what delights were to follow. First stop on the Agenda was
BC training which consisted of cutting off someone else's suit, rather
dangerous at times, the knife was rather sharp, done in actual
contaminated conditions. No throats were cut but it was reported that a

far away look entered Sig Deck Painter's eyes as young Roy sliced the
cord arowtd his neck , with what, some would say, was a little too mu ch
enthusiasm. After the NBC it was a long walk down to the ranges in
NBC suits-and you could tell how hot it was by the sweat on the cotton
shirts of the statn - but we all managed to fire the SLR , SMG and
pistol in full NBC kit- just try it if you think it was easy!- TOETS on
the weapons were all supervised by such stalwart figures as SSgt (I'm
too nice for this) Bill Metcalfe, and SSgt (Ivan) Crook. After the ranges
another gentle walk with full webbing and still encapsulated in noddy
kit to the-you guessed it-assault course. This delightful part of the
day's outing was highli~hted by LCpl Jacques Couateau Carter who,
early on in the proceedmgs, opted to go scuba-diving from the high
wire, commonly known as the Death-Slide. It seems he made this
decision at the start, where he proceeded two feet horizontally then
fifteen feet vertically . There is no truth in the rumour that operations
were stopped whilst the lake was topped up again.

Sig Keith Henry tackles the Grobbendonk assault course at 1 Sqn
Summer Camp

OC 1 Sqn Maj Keith Danby tries the Grobbendonk Death Slide, or
Water Jump?
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After that experience it was time for dinner, good old chicken curry.
The temperature was in the eighties bursting the thermometer, so you
can guess that it didn't ~o down too well, good old compo-where
would we be without it? Dmner did not last more than half an hour and
it was off again on our merry way for a booby-trap lecture; finding out
how to blow the Sqn Office away can. be quite interesting! The
afternoon soon passed and then came the brief for the night exercise.
Once that was over it was away to put up bashers and get some tea,
before the house clearance. AH went well, we managed to 'declare' the
house safe from booby-traps although there was still one trap never
found. Better luck next time! By now the light was closing in , so it was
nearly time for the ambushes to be set up, two sections took it in tum to
set up the ambush and by one in the morning when it was all over, we
all went away to get a few hours' shut-eye. By five we had to be back at
the assault course for the final brief of the day, on the 'escape and
evasion'. After the brief we deployed to our area to sit it out and see
whom we could capture out of the three other sections. Well, we
narrowly missed two, but we caught one who was swiftly taken back for
questioning. Now the moment we had all been dreading, our turn to try
and escape detection, it all started by having to put on a dirty wet
coverall, then a nice short trip in the wagon to the drop-off point; from
there we had an hour to get back to base. We decided the best ploy was
to split up into small groups so this we did , but 'body-hercules'
Andrews decided to become invisible and go his own way. Jn the end
this turned out to be the best route, as he got back well ahead of the rest
of the group, who took about thirty-five minutes to make the run home;
out of seven starting, one got caught and one took longer than the
allotted hour. Never mind, they have got next year to try again.
Everyone was glad that was over for one year. By dinner time all the
sections had been through, some caught and some not, but I'd just like
to give a mention to one section who all managed somehow to get
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caught. Never mind lads it is only a bit of fun I
Once back in the camp it was shower, dinner and clean up block
before our much looked forward to departure. Not before however a
tr ip to Bobbejaanland and a few drinks to make up for the loss of fluid
over the past day or so. Come five it was time to moun t our trusted
transport home to be greeted by our loved ones so leaving behind that
nice training area and the permanent staff; to start all over again with
the next lotoflucky lads.
C TROOP SUMMER CAMP
W02 Bob White's C Troop were among the first through the new
revitalised 1 Sqn Summer Camp at Olen and Grobbendonk in Belgium
from 25 to 27 May. To this end they were very much the 'Guinea pigs'
for the squadron and some of the other troops may have benefited from
their 'very few' mistakes.
A few interesting points from the camp. Cpl 'Jock' Morton and Sig
Les Vass think it is easier to take your new NBC suit into an NBC
environment to do the suit change. LCpl Dave Carter, of 0 Troop, says
you don't need to use the pulley on the death-slide; he says it's quicker
to drop straight from the top in to the water. One section consisting of
Sgt Terry Buckley Ile, Cpl Jock Morton 21/c LCpl Keith Breen and
Slgs Biily Clayton, Chris Gibbins, Les Vass and 'Jimmy' Saville plus
Cpl Martyn Smith, a guest from 2 Sqn section, came out as top section
on the first camp. They were the only section , out of the 16 takmg part,
successfully to get all their men through on the escape and evasion
exercise. They were also successful in their role as guards, capturing no
less than six out of the eight of the 2 Sqn section trying to get through.
All those taking part thought that the camp was well organised,
interesting and worthwhile. Everyone left having learned something. A
certain SNCO now knows that using a CS gas aerosol to try to repel
mosquitoes in a moving Landrover is not popular with the driver or
other passengers!
BRA VO TROOP'S SUMMER EXPERIENCE
On 27 May, Bravo Troop were invited to take part in tne annual 1
Sqn exercise, 'Spring Away'. Not wishing to decline such an offer in
case we missed anything, we all shuffied off to Grobbendonk for our
three day break.
The first day started with a BFT/run through the Belgian Congo,
just outside camp. We were then lulled into the casual approach for the
games night by the OC Maj Keith Danby. We veterans of last year
weren't fooled by the smiling faces and the cheery dispositions. We
knew! or so we thought.
Up bright and early, paraded at 0715, and on our way to the play
area by about 0745, everything went like clockwork. So well organised
was it all, that we didn't mind going arowtd the ranges on a hot sunny
day , wearing just our combat suit, Noddy suit, respirator and tin battle
bowler. All that was needed was General Jumbo and the scene would
have been set. This comment is for the older soldiers amongst us!
After the ranges and the NBC came the dreaded and I mean that
most sincerely, folks!, assault course. After being burned, booted,
buried and battered, we all had to make like the African water-carrier.
I am now looking for short thick-necked African ladies, who carry 20
litre jerricans, full of water, on their heads. The assault course was
much harder than last year but far more inte~stin~. What with De~th
Slides, Burma bridges, tunnels, and flammg pits, the ex_press1on
'Soldier on' took on a completely new meaning. After our bodies came
to rest, we dined. Chicken curry, compo cake, and tea. All ably
supplied by Sgt Clive 'Slops' Graysban.
Next was a lecture on booby traps. All good fun, we thought,
nodding off. Bang! Nothing like an attention-ge_tter, but 16 weary
warriors, wide-eyed and sitting in the rafters, is a sight to ~ehold_I Now
for the practical, off we set to clear a house, casually brushmg aside an
attack by the baddies. Everything went as planned. We cle_ared the ~t
trap, and then got blown to pieces by the next one. I thmk a special
mention is warranted by Sgt Kev Mulloy, now to be known as Santa
Claus. Not wishing to set off any traps, he sent his men in through the
roof. Fortunately the building was only a bungalow. 'OK' we were told
'You can get some sleep between 0100 and 0400, smirk, but if any of
you feel like ambush drills, be here for 2045. I want four volunteers
from each section.'
Away we went on the ambush, ~reeping down _the road like a
caterpillar on crutches, slow and n01sy. We would hke to thank Sgt
Rick Morris for placing his ambush team so far from the road and
shouting 'Rapid Fire'. It would have helped us a grea! deal had we been
able to run away, instead, we just rolled about laughing. 0430, and the
escape and evasion session. Just a short rwt of l.5km, a paddle through
the lake and home. We knew it would be a nice day as soon as we saw
our coveralls poured onto the concrete floor. Full marks to. Sgt Pete
Cooper for such a quick and comprehensive 'sense of humour' failure.
0502, and eight wet, bedraggled, unhappy POWs were dumped on the
roadside. I was caught. I was caught and ha~angued and the
questioning wasn't nice. At 0600, I was gleefully bemg soaked. I was
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then grilled and even offered a cup of tea. Being cast from the hero
mould, I said nothing, I think being too numb to speak had something
to do with it. After twice being put through this process I suddenly felt
quite light-headed. One more refusal to talk and then it was all. over.
After a hot shower it was our tum to catch the others. Pity or
compassion didn't enter into it. We had been caught and now we were
out for everyone to share in our delightful experience.
After this phase, the exercise was wound up and we all returned to
base camp at Olen. A few had the energy to go to Bobbejaanland, while
others had a quiet ale in the village.
Time for home. Amidst veiled threats, and hints to the next batch of
victims, we left a tired but much wiser group of people. The camp was
extremely well organised almost to the point where we couldn't tell if it
was sadism on the part of the DS, or if things should have been that
way. All in it was a good camp , beneficial to just about everyone. No
doubt the same sort of thing will happen again next year, and that is
when I go on leave, a course, or anything just as long as I don't have to
look forward to all that again.
A TROOP
Sat 29 May and it was A Troop's turn to be put through their paces
at 1 Squadron's Summer Camp.
..
.
The first item on the agenda was the traditional BIT. Rumour has 1t
that the course had been measured in a landrover needed its
instruments checking and LCpl Gaz Kinsey wishing he'd done it in the
landrover.
That evening we had the games night, Cpl Benny Edon learnt his
lesson from the year before, bY'sta_)'.ing, sober and everyone else _followed
his example with the thought of a six o doc~ r_tse the next !Do~mg .
Sunday saw us out in Gro~bendonk Trammg Area bemg mstru<:!ed
in NBC, TOETS, with respirators and steel helmets, hou5t'. cleanng
and booby-traps. All four sections also had to endure a new improved
assault course. Cpl Neb Young completed the double by finishing ~n the
fastest time of 7 mins 42 secs. Sig Chris Hobbs proved that the wire on
the death slide wasn't ta ut enough, while Cpl Dave Chalmers almost
drowned trying to get out of the way of Cpl Steve Shannon. Cpl
Butterfingers Thompson eventually managed to fmd the pulley
amongst the muck in the lake.
.
In the evening each section attempted to clear a house after seemg off
the baddies, with everyone proving how easy it is to get blown up . Next
came patrolling and ambushes followed by glorious sleep for a whole
two and a half hours. After a rise at four o'clock, does that hour really
exist? came the dreaded escape and evasion dressed as POWs in
soaking wet coveralls; everyone tried to avoid being captured or catch
Cpl Nell Bergmeier, depending on what side they were on. H~wever
only 5 out of 40 managed to get through, Cpl Neb Yo~g provmg he
could do it twice for section 10 led by Sgt John Smith, mce try! For the
sake of the squeamish, details of what happened to those captured
won't be published, but to the beast of Birgelen watch your back and
thankfully that was the end of another Summer Camp. It was enjoyed
by all, but we pray that next year doesn't come around too quickly.
DTROOP
Due to the injuries sustained whilst on the Camp! D Troop may be
renamed as Invalids' Troop. Cpl Taff Jones hurt his back, Sig Tony
Cavanagh was limping with a bad knee, ~lg Col C_urtls !ook a ~hort cut
off the rope bridge and landed in a Belgian hospital wtth a dislocated
elbow. Sig Bert Probert and Sig Tony Daft, assisting the OS, were both
injured before the exercise with broken fingers and broken ankles.
Sig 'Shaking' Roberts had a fright when the expert, LCpl Sam
Barraclough, booby-trae_ped his basher, whilst be was in it. .
Under questioning LCpl Dave Wat.en repeatedly gave his number,
rank and name, even when nobody was speaking to him . LCpl
'Dolphin' Roberts Gust arrived) thought the Grobbendonk Beast was a
pervert; first time we heard an SSM called a pervert.
Our David Bailey, Cpl 'Noddy' Norris took some excellent shot_s of
fellow troop members either in pain or paddling in a stream neck high.
ls SSgtMo Emmott really going over to the other side???
In summary, all members of th~ regiment who experienced the
training camp appeared to enjoy themselve~ and expressed
appreciation of the hard work of the DS and organisers, namely W02
(SSM) John Aspinall, SSgt (SQMS) Biil MetcaHe, SSgt Taff Crook, Sgt
Clive Grayaban, Cpl Pete Dennis, Cpl Ivor Balgent, Cpl DaYe
Wiliams, LCpl Sam Barraclough and LCpl Bill Greenwood.
HTROOP
Over this period we welcomed: SSgt Mlck Green, Sgt Dean Allen,
Sgt 'Fadz' Fadzllab, Cpl Paul Hollely, Cpl Kev Jones, Cpl Roy Sharp,
LCpl Dave Astfll, LCpl Rog Longden, LCpl Dave Lovftock, and Pte
Andy Meacock ... and said goodbye to: Sgt '!addy' Sherwood, Sgt
John Tyler, CplJobnny Johnston, LCpl Dbugal Baker, LCplJock Blair,
LCpl Paul Meadows and Pte 'Wlngnut' Nightingale.
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rJSIT OF MAJ GEN HILD COMMANDER
COMMUNICATIONS HQ BAOR
The General made a flying visit to H Troop. Briefings were given by
the OC. Capt Robert Axton and 2IC, Maj David Rawlings. Maj Gen
Hild then met members of the troop in the Club Am Turm. He then
retired for lunch with the OC, 2IC and Warrant Officers .
ANNUAL VISIT BY BRIG A. R. G. MULLENS
After visiting the troop the Brigadier watched members of H Troop
recovering casualties in a imulated NB C environment. Brig Mullens
then opened the new Physical Training Room comprising multi-gym ,
sauna and solarium.
ORIENTEERING COMPETITION
H Troop hosted various teams from the Bundeswehr, Customs and
civilian organisations for an orienteering 'Marsche', with checkpoints
at various stages where competitors had to answer questions in English .
All teams then retired to Oub Am Turrn for English food and German
beer-an excellent combination. The winners were Zoll Hiazacker,
with the troop wives' team a very good fourth. A well run competition ,
thanks to the organisers Cpl Buck and Cpl Glazzard.
ANGLO-GERMAN FORMAL DINNER
The Bundeswehr from Fernmeldsektor 'B' were entertained by the
Officers and SNCOs ofH Troop at a formal dinner.
WIND SURFING
The troop has purchased a windsurfer and were kindly given a grant
from the uffield Trust to purchase a second one. They have proved
extremely popular and two members, LCpl Richardson and Pte
'Richie' Meredith are fast becoming ex.Pert-except when the wind is
stronger than a mild breeze.
PISTOL COMPETITION
The Bundeswehr kindly allowed the troop to use the range at Neu
Tramm to hold an invitation pistol competition. Attending were police,
customs,
Bundeswehr,
several
local
Schutzenvereins
and
Forstmeisters. The standard of shooting was outstanding by the Zoll
(Customs) Hitzacker; the lowest score of a three-man team was 139 out
of ISO, highest score 143.
BAOR VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONS 1982
On ~IS l-:fay ~e regiment took part in the BAOR Volleyball
Champ10n~11?s. which ~r~ ~ontested annually by winners and runnersup of tfie mdwt?ual D1v1s1onal and Area competitions, a total of ten
tea~s m all. Tuts was the third year in succession that the team had
qualified fo~ ~e Championships, having reached the semi-finals in
1980 and fimshmg as BAOR Runners-up in 1981.
A number of seasoned campaigners from previous years, in the guise
of W02 Stan Welah, SSp Tony B1!d and Dave Sauge, Sgt Teny
Wal~ and C~I John Wheater, provided a good deal of competition
expenence which proved particularly beneficial as the competition
progressed.
This ye_ar, as wi_th previous years, the qualifiers were split into two
leagues with the wmners a~d runners-up of each league taking part in a
cross-o_ver play-off to decide the eventual champions. The regiment
foun~ itself !n what proved to be the tougher of the two leagues and
despite. havmg to contend with the reigning BAOR, and UK:
Champ1ons-9/ 12th Lancers, went on to win the league conceding
only one 'set' on the way (sets for-8, against-I).
'
The t_e~m's ~ngth in-depth proved a decisive factor throughout the
competition _with. Cpt. Mick Hill, 'Bergle' Bergmeier and 'Mac'
~aa:leary d1Splaymg the kind of determination and enthusiasm that is
vital m _a successful Volleyb~IJ team. This was particularly evident in
the ~mt-fmals, wh~n the regiment had a comfortable win over 19 Field
Regtment R~ , beating them two 'sets' to nil (15-1, 15-7).
The fin~~ 1tselfw~ by far the hardest game of the competition, with
the opposltton, 21 S1~ Regt, the 'dark horses' of the competition, in no
mood to surrend~r ~1thout a fight. During an extremely hard fought
~ame the enthuStastic support from the 'bench', LCpls Cbrb Lowish,
teve Oliver and Sig Colin Roberts, provided much needed
en,cou~agement to the players on court. The regiment eventually won by
3 sets to 2 (15-9, 8-15, 6-15, 15-3, 15- 12) thus earning the title
of'BAOR Volleyball Champions 1982'.
A sad note was t~e lo~s of three regular players, who were unable to
attend the Champ10nsh1ps because of duty-LCpl 'Tlgger' Howarth
and Slg1 'RltchJe' Maddock and Steve Prow11e. There's always next
year!
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THIRTEEN'SBASKETBALL SEASON
This season the team and fixtures were ably organised and run by
Cpls ~~else Facer and Ellis Page. Coming up against some strong
oppos1t1on, the team managed to fmish a creditable fifth in the Rhin e
Area League. _It must be pointed out here, that in three of the games
there was a difference of only one point, each time in favour of our
opponents. Next season we hope to reverse the scores.
In t~e league knockout we also fin ished in fifth place, being given a
lesson m how _to play the game by RAF Bruggen along the way.
At the Rhme Area stai;e of the BAOR Championships we were
knocked out at the s~m1-final . st~ge; once again only one point
separated the teams. This game did m fact go to extra time and was t he
most exciting of the competition.
SSgt Tony Bird and Sgt John Smith once again represented the
Corps ~is year. in its successful tour , and Capt Rod Maunder kept
everythmg fl owmg smoothly in h is capacity as team manager and
Secretary Rh ine Area Basketball. Other stalwarts of the team
throughout the season were SSgt Bill Metcalfe, Sgts Terry Waites and
Paul Williams, Cpls Pete Gilbert, John Wheater and Steve Young, and
Slgs Shane Knight and Phil Whitehouse. A special mention must also
be made here of Cpl Sue Smith, who travelled to all the games and
championships and ac.ted as chief scorer. She has recently passed her
NATO (Table Offic1al) Badge and so is now full y qualified
Co~gratulations Sue. S_o we look forward to next season and hopefully
an tmprov~ ment on this year's league position, but if we enjoy it as
much as th1S season then we won't mind .
HOCKEY SIXES COMPETITION-A SUNNY SUCCESS
Once ag~in, the time has come to review the hockey season in 13 Sig
Regt. ~~am , we have no great successes to report in external
competlt!ons. Surrounded by giants like RAF Bruggen , Wildenrath
and Rhemdahlen we hope only for an occasional win and maximum
par:ticipation to _refle~ success in providing as many people in the
regiment. as possible with the chance of playing hockey. The fact that,
once agam, we have managed to produce two teams, week after week ,
and t_o stay ~way from th~ bottom of the League tables, by dint of
occasional wms and collection of points from bigger units who default
on fixtures, reflects well on the managers of the two unit teams, W02
Rod ~oddard and W02 Mick Ford. Well done gentlemen. Having now
mentioned the_ work .o~ Tr?OP Comma_nders of Bravo Troop and Delta
Troop respectively, 1t ts time to consider Troop Commander Charlie
Troop, who was the organiser of the Regimental Sixes Competition.
W02 Bob White, ably supported by the many helpers he managed to
coerce, staged a very s1;1ccessful. hockey six-a-side competition on a,
s~~y Sund~y, 18 Apnl. Despite a deficiency of qualified officials
wtthtn the unit, ~e managed to keep the flow of games going at a rate of
o~e everr 15 mmutes from 0930 to 1615, with a slippage of only 20
mmutes m the overall schedule. The efforts of the four available
umpires, which included himself and his wife Joy, were little short of
remark~? l e , in handling no fewer than 26 separate matches during the
competition.
In ~eeping wi_th the fact that Troop Commander Charlie was the
organiser, Charhe Troop were the eventual winners. The first match of
!he da)'.. between 01arlie Troop and the RHQ/ QM team , was a study
m an~1ent expe~se~ versus a mixture of skill and youthful pace,
Charl~e Troop wm~~g by two goals to nil. The competition was
orgamsed ~s four mmt-lea~es _of up to four teams per league, the top
two ~earns m each league gorng rnto the main knockout and the bottom
two mto the Plate ~ompetition . Without going into fine detail, suffice it
to say that the semi-finals of each of the two competitions produced an
all-~ Sqn final. Apart from Delta Troop , who were knocked out in the
semI-finals, e~ch of the 1 Sqn Troops came away with some form of
trophy. Charhe Troop the wmners of the Cup plus a winners' 'shield'
for each me~ber , B Troop with the runners-up 'shield' and lastly A
Troop, the winners of the Plate competition 'shields'.
The food sold out and re-stocking measures only delayed the closure
of_ Lynn Ford's 'noshstall' by about half-an-hour. The beer and
mmerals tent did a roaring trade throughout the day thanks to SSgt
'Paddy' Payne and his helpers and also had to restodk early due to a
coke shortage!
All in all, a very successful day , involving many hockey players past
and present, even though the past don't yet acknowledge the tensei
The CO Lt Col ~Ike Walker, presented the many prizes on a warm
sunny aft~rooon, with a few warm words of praise for the organisers
an~ officials and the exhausted but happy prize-winners departed
vanously, back to their broken shift duties or the canteens to celebrate.
Wor~ had_ to go on but Charlie Troop celebrated their win at a later
date m typical C Troop style.
MERCURY BOWMEN
The start of the year saw the departure of a Mercury Bowman. This
was Sg~ _S tu Blrc~all, who had run the clu~ for the past three years. In
recognition of thtS Stu was awarded Regimental Colours on posting.
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Mercury Bowmen after th~ BAC_)R Spring Tournament (l to R) Sgt
Dave Chalmers, LCpl Tern Davidson , W02 Mick Kippin, Sgt Mick
Moir

The club has since been taken over by W02 Mick Klppln , ably assisted
by Sgt Mick Moir as Secretary and Sgt Dave Chalmen as Records
Officer. This allows Mick Klppln time to get on with being the
Secretary of both the BAOR and the Anny Archery Associations. In
their hands the club has grown considerably and can now boast a hard
core of five Archers making up the Regimental Team, plus a further
four or five enthusiastic beginners, including one Junior, David
MacGregor, the son ofSSgtMacGregor.
The Mercury Bowmen opened the outdoor season by hosting the
BAOR Spring Tournament in Mercury Barracks. Archers from all over
BAOR and our friends from the local German Club in Wassenberg
took part_. The regiment tfien ~nt its team off to Bad Lippspringe to
compete tn Army Champ1onsh1ps on 29, 30 and 31 May. The Novice
Team of Sgt Dave Chalmers, Mrs Jenny Besant (wife of the RQMS)
and WCpl Ann Watson retained the Winchester Novice Trophy which
the Regiment won in 1981 and Sgt Dave Chalmers won the trophy for
the best Army Novice Archer.
Later this year two members of the club, Mick KJppin and Mick
Moir, will be travelling to Odense in Denmark, as part of the BAOR
team taking part in an International invitation tournament.
ATHLETICS
The regiment turned out a somewhat depleted Athletics team to take
part in the main Royal Signals Athletics event in BAOR the Morrison
Cup. The meeting was held at Warendorf, near Gut~rsloh, on the
Bundeswehr' s Olympic Training Stadium on 3 and 4 June in scorching
weather. As it turned out the athletes put up a tremendous
performance and must be congratulated on finishing in a creditable 6th
pl_ace_ out of 11 teams competing. Outstanding were Sgt Les Wood in
Wtnntng the s900m._ and the Hammer Pair ofWOI John O'Kell and Sig
Bod Adams tn takmg second place and LCpl Nigel Antonio for his
perform~ce in ~e 400m Hurdl~s , Long and Triple Jump. LCpl
Antonio 1s sweatmg on two Regunental records as a result of his
performance, the official results having not yet been published.
Special _me,ntions should be given to Sig Glbbo Gibbins, Hero, for
'volunteenng for the 3000m steeplechase and taking a very creditable
~th place and to LCpl Charlie Drake for making a six hour round
Journey ._ comp~ete with family, to be our main-stay in the pole-vault.
Stars aside, this was a very good team effort and an enjoyable two days
for all who took part.

shots we have lost on premature postings out of the regiment in the last
few months.
Cong;r~tulation~ are due to all team members who despite a lack of
competition expenence shot safely and overcame 'Big Match' nerves. A
n1:1mber of our more experienced opponents suffered Negligent
DtSc_harges and were penahsed for other safety faults. The low team
pla~tng does not detract from the performances of individuals, and the
achievements ofLCpl Drake in the Roupell and SMG, Sig Smith in the
Rou~ll and Sig Kavanagh in the pistol are particularly worthy of
mention. All of you carried out unfamiliar practices and faced last
minut~ ~hanges in m atch rules with commendable good humour!
Trammg over the last six months paid off, and it should be pointed
out that at least one of the opposing teams had trained daily for the last
six '."'eeks. <;>perational requirements and shortages of personnel,
particularly m the Guardroom, are not going to allow us to do the
same, but hard work can achieve equally good results.
Finally, don't forget next year. Shooting Tearn training will continue
and you now have a good foundation to work from for the next year's
Rasam.
REGIMENTAL INTER SQUADRON SWIMMING COMPETITION
This year's swim ming co mpetition took place during the afternoon of
T ues 8 .June on a hot and heavy ?ay. Probably because of this, many
competitors were too keen to get mto the water and several false starts
oc~urred. Even so, "".hen they eventually set off for real, all the
swimm~r.s g~ve of their best and many good times were swum. The
cor:npet_1t10n itself was extremely close with 1 Sqn and HQ Sqn running!
swimmmg? neck and neck until the very last race. The Chain of
Command race was superbly swum by 2 Sqn but special mention
should be made of Maj Keith Danby who was the only competitor who
actually paddled, no further explanations-those who did not see it
must remain intrigued until next year!
The WRAC competition was slightly marred because of the lack of
com~etitors only 4 girls entered for the 3 events. Another special
mention should go to WLCpl Sally Johnston who swam in 4 co nsecutive
events-still going strong in the last.
The CO kindly presented the prizes.
The results of the Regimental Competition were:

EVENT
SOm Breaststroke
SOm Backstroke
SOm Butterfly
SOm Freestyle
4x50m
Breaststroke
4 x SOm Freestyle
4 x SOm Medley

WINNERS
LCpl Roberts (1 Sqn)
Sgt Waites (HQ Sqn)
Cpl Ness (HQ Sqn)
SSgt Davies (HQ Sqn)
Sig O'Brien, Sig Falcbney Cpl Facer,
LCpl Roberts (1 Sqn)
WCpl Turnbull, Cpl Downie, Cpl Ness,
SSgt Davies (HQ Sqn)
Sgt Waites, Cpl Downie, Cpl Ness,
SSgt Davies (HQ Sqn)

TIME
37.0
39.0
30.6
31.4

249.2
2.46.0

2.28.9
WRAC SOm
49.2
LCpJJohnston
Breaststroke
WRAC SOm
47.5
LCpl Cwnmln
Breaststroke
WRAC SOm
Freestyle
Cpl Turnbull
41.7
The final scores were: 2 Sqn lOpts, 1 Sqn 28 pts, HQ Sqn 32 pts.

THEWORLDOFTHEROADRUNNER
The Frankfurt marathon was run on 23 May. 5370 started and 4677
finished the 26 miles 385 yards (42kms). The winner's time was 2 hours
12 minutes 54 seconds and the last finisher's time was 5 hours 2
minutes and 8 seconds. Runners from the regiment were Sgt Les Wood
65th, W02 John Bandey 654th , SSgt Rod Meyers 1412th, Capt Chris
Stevenson 2307th, W02 Rod Goddard 3373rd and WCpl Karen
Turnbull 3473th. Conditions were fairly ideal, overcast and cool, 16
centigrade, with a shower at about 2 hours into the race. It was
fortunate that the race was preceded by a day and night of rain.
American forces radio predicted a temperature of 32 centigrade.
Luckily they were wrong.
REGIMENTAL FULL-BORE SHOOTING TEAM
Many thanks to all those who gave their time and energy to be a part
of the Regimental Full Bore Shooting Team in the recent Rhine Area
Skill at Arms Meeting. Although we did not clear the Trophies table we
did prove that with no established Shooting Team at the beginning of
the season we were able to field a 'full side' and participate com(lttently
in a major skill at arms meeting. The team put in a particularly
creditable performance, when it is remembered just how many regular
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The winning team, HQ Sqn, left to right-Sgt Terry Waites, LCpl Jim
St John , LCpl Stuart Marshall, Cpl Dennis Downie, Sgt Ken
Myerscough, WCpl Karen Turnbull, SSgt Bob Davies, and Cpl Bob
Ness
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BIR GELEN BEARS RUFC
i:ne 1981182 season gave. a mu~h reformed team a chance to prove
the.1r. mettle .. Old hands,. mcludmg Sgt Ray Randall, who is still
reststmg rapidly adv?ncmg old . a~e ~nd in~identally recently
represented the Corps Golden Oldies against 7 Sig Regt provided a
firm foun dation on which to build this season's team and the 'old and
bold' have been joined by a number of speedy youngsters . We managed
to fulfil a regular fixtures list despite the winter's onslaught and next
year we hope to expand our playing programme to include a number of
hitherto untried opponents .
Of the 16 games, we broke even - 8 won and 8 lost - a very good
indicator for next season , as we were only narrowly defeated after hard
foug.ht matches against a n1:1mber of strong, successful sides, in
particula r Bruggen . an.d 21 Sig Regt. Our best w~s were runaway
successes at the begmnmg and end of the season against, respectively,
14 TOPO and an en_ergetic German side, Aachen RFC. We hope that
the Aachen game will be the first of many against the rising German
Clubs .
Our playing record in a number of competitions shows the team
consistently reaching the semi-final stages. In the Rhine Area Cup we
played a tough sem~-final match against 21 Sig Regt but we eventually
fell to a stronger side. The sa me pattern was reflected in the recent
Sevens Competition . At the Bruggen Sevens we reached the Plate semifinals and at the Rhine Area Sevens , played at Bracht, we beat some
very good sides before being ousted by the eventual winners, 14 Topo,
fielding a much improved side. As 14 Topowas unfortunately unable to
attend the BAOR Sevens played at Minden , we were allocated a place.
Once again we reached the Plate semi-final, where a late attack by our
opponents eased us out of the competition.
In summary, 1981-82 has been a most enjoyable season with a series
of hard matches and a large measure of deserved success. The team has
shaped up well with a good deal of personal commitment and
enthusiasm combining to produce a really good team effort.
Thanks are due to all those who have played on a regular or
occasional basis, and in addition W02 Bob Carty, SSgt Dave Savage
and Sgt Clive Graysban are thanked for their hard work organising the
fixtures and entertainments. Finally thanks are offered to Terry
Waites, now Sgt, for captaining the team so capably and special note is
made of the much improved performance of Sig (Scouse) Padden. We
look forward to a season of entertaining and enjoyable rugby this
Autumn.

JOIN

THE~,

OTHER
PROFESSIONALS

At Cable & Wireless, we apply the
latest technological advances to meet
the expanding telecommunications
needs of our customers around the
world. Although we operate with state
of the art equipment, we are no newcomers, as we've been in the communications business for over a
century. Today we provide services
in more than sixty countries. In
fact, there can be few people who
know mor<> about working in the field
than us.

We are, though, always on the lookout
for other Professionals to join us -and
that's where you come in. You need an
opportunity to expand and develop
your talents and experience, and we
can provide it. Especially if you've had
seve"ral years experience in HF &
Broadband installation systems.
Qualifications to C & G B & C standard, or Forces equivalent, would be
an asset. In return for your skills we
can offer you an initial contract of
up to two years and the chance to

earn a good salary tax free, all found.
In addition, there is generous leave, a
terminal gratuity, and of course paid
return air passages.
So if you are about to leave the Service, contact us and arrange to talk to
the other Professionals . You won't
regret it.
Write with full details to:Project Recruitment Officer, Ref AC091
Cable & Wireless PLC
Lion House, 72-75 Red Lion Street,
London WClR 4NA.

Cable a nd Wi•eless
Helps the world communicate
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THE DRUNKARD - OR THE EVILS OF DEMON DRINK
by Brian J. Burt.on
For a first play after a long lay-off, and with limited space and
resources currently available, the Phoenix Players made a good choice
of play with this Victorian Melodrama about the evils of drink , the ease
with which it is possible to slide into the pit and the happy ending with
the appearance of the 'born-again' salvationist. Although the play has
been rewritten in recent years to replace no longer used Victorian
expressions with a more modern idiom, it retained the flavour of
bygone times and with the shadowy figure of SSgt Bill Irving as the
raconteur it held out well , if going on rather longer and more slowly
than the author intended.
With little time and back-stage crew available for set construction
the producer and stage manager wisely decided to use only single items
to illustrate locations and allow the actors to present the play. This
most of them did very well. WOI Pete Derrick and Mrs Marilyn
Brown, as the brother and sister, were excellent as was Mrs Rose Foley
as Miss Spindle. Maj Keith Danby as the husband was very credable,
as was Mrs Sue Derrick as his much put upon wife, although perhaps
she could have had more 'attacks of the vapours'. The remainder of the
cast-mother, daughter, barman, housewives and especially the
customers (I) ... and Capt Vernon Merrick as Squire Cribbs-will
anyone who saw any of his performances ever forget them!
Having mentioned that there was very little set to move, the
backstage crew did their jobs, mostly, quickly and efficiently, as did
lights, costume and make-up. All in all a very enjoyable entertainment
increased by the vigour of response from the audience-so necessary in
a play of this nature.

Phoenix Players: W01 Pete Derrick, Mrs Nora Stokoe, Maj Keith
Danby, Mrs Sue Derrick

APRIL FOOL'S DAY RECRUITMENT
It was laughs all round when two of the wives decided to join up for
the day. Mrs Jenny Besant. wife of RQMS Besant and Mrs Nora
Stokoe, wife of YofS Stokoe, decided to play an 'April Fool's' joke on
the regiment, when they dressed up as privates in the WRAC.

April Fools day: Mrs Nora Stokoe, Mrs Jenny Besant

STOP PRESS
DIVERS RECOVER BODY FROM EFFELDERSEE
On Sat 5 June during the afternoon, two divers from the regiment ,
Capt Robert Baxter and Sgt Nal Newman were asked to assist in
searching for a drowned man at Effeld Lake. They liaised with the
Heinsberg Fire Service divers and together with the assistance of two
German civilian divers and an RAF diver made up a ten man search
team. The victim, who was from the UK on hol iday. was a nonswimmer and got into difficulties when he was out of his depth whilst
playing in the water and subsequently drowned. The search team
recovered the body from a dept! of five metres after a search lasting
three minutes.
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14 Sig Regt (EW)
B.F.P.O. 23
DEPARTURE OF THE COMMANDING OFFICER
The departure of a Commanding Officer and the arrival of a new one
i a milestone in any regiment. Each has his pet likes and dislikes which
often change the character of the regiment, but which when added
together over the years make us the strong and very flexible Army that
we are.
The departure of Lt Col Bill Robins marks the end of, amongst other
things. a long run . By the time this is published of course, the regiment
will know that just as much running is still the 'in th ing'. Lt Col Bill
Robins was shown out of the regiment in a fitting way, therefore, by
being made to run the gauntlet; a complete surprise to him. The whole
regiment lined the route from RHQ to the main gate and as he passed
them they fell in behind the ever increasing throng . This photograph
taken close to the main gate shows both the pleasure of the CO, and
those around him. To put names to faces would fill our entry.
At the main gate the surpri es continued, when the 21C Maj James
Budd , presented an album of photographs, cuttings and captions
showing the two years of exercises, social functions, trials and
tribulations of being a CO. The photographs were supplied by all
members of the regiment. The military and civilian members of the
regiment looked on.
Lt Col Bill Robina was then asked to unveil the new Regimental Sign
at the main gate , which he did with a little bit of help from his
·righthand'. A replica hand painted shield of the new Regimental sign
and emblem was then presented. A replica and master hangs in the
RHQ.

Lt Col Bill Robins runs out of the Regimental lines on his departure

performance in the BAOR championships and carried off the run nersup shield, which three members of the team had also helped to win for
13 Sig Regt in 1979. Regrettably, the greatly depleted team which
travelled to Camberley to compete in the Army Championships was
disqualified on the first day, but individual honours went to SSgt Libby
and Capt Hagger who came 3rd and 4th respectively in the M35 class.

BARZ WALKABOUT
In between the BAOR and Army championships nine members of
the regiment took part in the gruelling Harz 'Walkabout' . After two
days, during which the teams covered distances in excess of SO miles in
sweltering weather, the 1 Squadron team, SSgt Edgar, SSgt Fielding
and Sgt Sharky emerged as runners- up, just four minutes ahead of the
regiment's veterans team, Capt Hagger, Capt Cheesman and SSgt
Libby, who came third. SSgt Edgar ran outstandingly well in the
individual event on the second day and took 5th place in a time of 4
hours 23 minutes.
INTER-SERVICES MARAmON
One team of t hree competed in the inter-services marathon on 28
April at RAF Swinderby; they were, Capt BID Cheeaman, Cpl Taff
Winkler and LCpl Pete Gaye.
The day of the race was sunny but cool, with a severe wind blowing
across the flatlands of Lincolnshire. The course consisted of a lap
around the airfield followed by a double loop around the narrow'roads
linking the small villages of Norton Disney and Bassingham . The
original entry of 562 had been cut, presumably by the Falklands crisis
and the more glamorous London Marathon which took place the
following week, to 332. Nevertheless, a healthy enough number for our
first competitive race. The start was fast and the competitors were
quickly split into groups . Lack of race experience led Capt Bill
Cheesman off too quickly , finding himself through 5 miles in 31
minutes instead of the planned 3~. This took its toll in the final 6 miles
which took him 54 minutes to complete, giving him a time of 3 hours 12
minutes. LCpl Pete Gaye ran a splendid first marathon , coming home
in 2 hours 47 minutes and 35th place overall , a good omen for the
future (our loss and 3 Div's gain). Cpl Taff Winkler, the only one to
have run a marathon before, ran a sensible race and beat his previous
time by 10 minutes to get 3 hours 10 minutes. the individual placings
were 3Sth LCpl Gaye , 98th Cpl Winkler, !10th Capt Cheesman. In the
Army inter-unit competition , these efforts bought 4th place out of 23
Army teams, 45 minutes behind the winning team of 1 PWO. All in all
a valuable experience, sadly a trifle belittled by the reduced entry.
ARCHERY
Just for a change from running , we have yet another individual who
finds time to excel. He is SSgt Ray Jones who was Army Champion at
the Rhine Army Summer Show staged competition. Cpl Tony Green of
54 SU , stationed with us, also excels and has qualified to take part in
the Commonwealth Games selection match . Mrs Jones , not to be
outdone, was Ladies Individual Archery Champion .

16SigRegt
B.F.P.O. 35
PICK OF THE MONTH FROM 4 SQN
LS & GC MEDAL PRESENTATION
On 18 Dec 81, Maj Gen W. R. Taylor CB, COS BAOR ,
accompanied by Maj Gen J. H. Hild MBE CSO BAOR and Col A. D.
Lewis Comd 4 Sig Gp, visited HQ BAOR Telephone Exchange. Whilst
there, he presented LS & GC Medals to two members of 1 Sqn , 16 Sig
Regt , Sgt George Furber and Cpl Don Fraser. Sgt Furber, a T E Tech ,
who joined the Army, in Boy Service, in Apr 63, has seen service in 28
Sig Regt; 222 Sig Sqn, LFG Sharjah ; 7 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn , 234
Sig Sqn , Malta and SHAPE. He i presently employed in HQ BAOR
Commcen . Cpl Fraser, another Boy Service entrant, is a DTg , who is
on 2nd tour with 16 Sig Regt . He has also served in Aldershot,
Blandford, Singapore, Northern Ireland and in 3 Div HQ & Sig Regt ,
both in Bulford and Soest.
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DIVING OFF THE DUTCH COAST
At Easter, the Krefeld Station Diving Club under the leader hip of
the Diving Officer W02 (YofS) Allen Hawkins undertook the first open
water dives of the season. Cpl Tony Neal took the advance party
consisting of Sig Jock Crockart and a German member, Christian
Fuchs, a day ahead to set up camp. They did an excellent job and
managed to purchase the mandatory diving permits. The Club
members had been looking forward to the trip for several months and
spirits were buoyant, if that is the right term for use with divers! The
pre-departure flurry of activity, which included loading stores, petrol
and rations, took place in driving rain and sleet. This weather stayed
with us for three days but despite this we continued with th e
programme.
Sig Dave Emmls completed his first three open water dives and we
believe Jacques Cousteau is worri,ed about his job. Congratulations to
our diving Doc Capt Steve O'Brien, Cpl Neal and Chrlatian Fuchs on
attaining BSAC 3rd Class and to Si2 Crockart and Cpl Jan Rennie on
passing their snorkel diver test. Willy Welb and Nk:ky Rk:harcbon
passed the open water test. Jim'll Fix It badges were awarded to our
DO Allen Hawkins, Cpl Neal and Sig Crockart. Pte Steve Davis, fixed
the com po and is welcome the next time.

Back row: Left to right- Sgt George Furber, Lt Col David Hunt, Cpl
Don Fraser
Front row: Left to right- Cheryl Furber, Mrs Sandy Furber, Maj Gen
Taylor, Mrs Hilary Fraser, Gaynor Furber

ARU
4 Sqn had the unique experience on 26 Mar to have an ARU
conducted by the COi Gone were the days of a senior officer looking
around and we prepared for an in-depth review. The photographs show
two of the activities and the inspection was finalised with a Sqn Curry
Lunch in the Jimmy Club, much deserved by all members of the
squadron. We would like to thank YofS Hockram and SQMS Burnett
for organising such a successful and varied day-they both also took
part in the BFT test-greater loyalty hath no man!

One of the diving team showing how it should be done complete with
snorkel and weight belt

We welcomed Sgt Paul Brahblns from 7 Sig Regt who joined us for a
few days. Thanks for your help , cheerful support and leaving early, for
the sun came out the day you departed! Amusing incidents inclu.ded
Cpl Neal's attempt to stay down without a weight belt and entering the
water minus a demand valve, Oh! for a set of gills. W02 Allen Hawkins
having stressed to everyone the virtues of dry suit diving , involuntarily
returned to wet suit diving after holes 'appeared' in his dry suit. Wee
WUly Wells developed a great interest in horse riding which had everyone foxed, until we met the pretty young lady owner. More than SO
dives were undertaken at points all around Duiveland in Zeeland. The
final day at Oudorpe was very plea ant with warm sunshine, no wind,
no other divers and clear water albeit 6°C. Jumps into water in full kit
off the end of the jetty were quite refreshing.

The 21C, Maj James Budd , presents the CO with a ' This is your Life'
photograph album

ORIENTEERING
In a division dominated by the Army champions, 94 Loe Regt RA ,
the 14 Sig Regt team-Maj Robin HID, Capt Martin Hauer, WOl
Andy Roberta, W02 (SSM) Fred Bucroft, SSgt Brlu Libby, SSgt
Gordon Edpr, SSgt George Prideaux and Cpl Graham
Cottlnpon- took a convincing second place, an hour ahead of the
next team, I RHA . Spurred on by this result , the team repeated its

COE CUP
After three years' struggle Team C has won the Coe Cup! 4 Sqn is
only one of the members of the team, but this year we took pride in
organising the events for the group and greater pride in receiving the
cup. Special thanks to Cpl Ian Gelsthorpe for orgam ing the
orienteering, 2nd, Cpl Ricky Sloggett squash, 1st, SQMS Burnett .22
shooting, 2nd , Cpl Angle Gomlay WRAC Table Tennis, 1st, and to all
members of the Sqn who took part.

SSgt Ray Jones in winning form
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Cpl Steve Smith supported by his team, Pte Marie Longhurst, LCpl
Gill Webb, Sig Geoff Platt, Pte Carol Serby during the ARU assault
course race
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VISIT OF LOUGHBOROUGH GRAMMAR SCHOOL CCF
Having arrived in Krefeld after a suitably rough Channel crossing.
the cadets were hurriedly fed and then loaded onto a coach to take
them to an exercise location near Winterburg. Under the supervision of
their own teaching staff the cadets 'enjoyed' six days walking and
orienteering . A tired bunch of cadets returned to the barracks only to
be thrown into a 'soft'!? drinks party with some of the lads from The
Third, sometimes known as 3 Sqn. It was an exercise designed to allow
the lads to tell tall war stories and the cadets to gain some idea of what
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soldiers think of the Army. On Friday morning a bunch of cadets and
teachers. many holding their heads and making strange groaning
sounds, were shown some comms ~"Chicles; taken on the .22 range. and
finally subjected to the assault course. A chain of command team
headed b Maj Tony ' Biggies' Gibb showed just how assault courses
should be run and all in all everyone seemed to enjoy the morning. The
CCF left in the afternoon having hopefully enjoyed themselves . Many
thanks must go to tho e who 'volunteered' to tell the stories at the party
on the Thursday night and especia lly those who gave up Friday
morning, which was actually a day off, to help with t he runnin g of all
the displays.

and opposing teams. They also won a place in the final of the Stayers
Cup against Herford. Side bets put 16 to lose 20-0, as Herford had
won all their matches with a large score. However, with some fine
running and tackling from our backs and aggressive attacking forward
play, the majority of the game was played in Herford's half. The game
was eventually won by Herford 6-3 with two fi ne penalty kicks.
The Dutch hospitality in and aroun d Geleen was outstanding and the
international goodwill and comradeship shown by players and
spectators was second to none. The tears, handshaking and pleas for us
to return were heart-warming. Needless to say we shall return .

3 SQN- THE T HIRD

EX 'ALLOY EXPRESS 1982'
'What i it Sir?' asked a suspicious subaltern. ' Oh just a little
exercise for you to go on' replied the beaming Squadron Commander .
Having een that look on his face before th e subaltern turned six shades
of green rapidly. 'OK boss, what have I got to do this time!!?' Well it
was all explained-"You're going to Norway for three weeks to work
with Bde orth"-' Really-what's the catch' (again t he subaltern on
his guard) 'Oh . no catch ,-except, well it's ·25°C and you're 500 kms
north of the Arctic circle-see you in three weeks' time .' So off I went4 hou rs of travelling took me as far as Oslo. A couple of days
'accl imatisation' -Very necessary with beer at £2.50 per pint- and
then on Monday morning off to the British Embassy for a briefing . I
left there with instructions in a sealed envelope fee ling like 007. After a
3! ho ur flight northwards, I was dropped off at a place called Bardufoss
and taken away to be shown the unit with whom I would be staying.
Well I met t he OC and his crew of some 26 officers-not bad for one
squadron !! and was then taken away and given clothing that made me
look like a cross between Scott of the Antarctic , well (we were close by)
and a Yeti.
The next day saw the deployment of the brigade and all the other
units involved including the AMF complete, 42 and 45 Commando, the
Canadian SF Regiment , and a few more shady characters wearing
beige berets. In the field I saw all these units at work, ca.rrying out a
wide range of operational tasks ranging from beach landings in boats
and submarines, (say no more) and heiicopters, and infantry attacks
and defe nce. The orwegian Signal Company was professional and
coped with the cold cond itions admirably. If the tents on our vehicles
are called Penthouses then the orwegians' must be 10 star hotels.
They have woodburning stones , cookers and much more besides . In
one we even watched the League Cup Football Fmal on top of a 1400
metre mountain in -2CJ'C. We were so warm in our tent we could have
been in the Med.
Well , the exercise finished and so we all returned to our base. Mine
was a hotel where I met some of the 'enemy'. After surrendering to
them, off we all went for a long VE day celebration which lasted quite
some time. The saying ' All good things come to an end' is very true,
and so with great reluctance, 19 days after my arrival in Norway, I was
despatched back to Krefeld to resume my normal post. 'Enjoy it?'
asked the Sqn OC expectantly. 'God it was tough' replied the
Subaltern. lfonly he knew!!
With thanks to Maj Andrew 'Mlcroproceuor' Symmom, without
whose consideration l may never have gone. Who said 'A Subbies Jot is
not a happy one!'
WIVES' .22 SHOOTING
The fir st wives' club .22 shooting evening since the .22 range was
renovated , thank you 3 Sqn , was held on a warm Monday evening in
May.
Ably assisted by W01 (YofS) Dick Rlcbankon and Sgt Ron
WObraham, the HQ Sqn wives quickly , in most cases, mastered the art
of hold ing , aiming and firing the Number 8 Service Rifle. The ladies
were led by Mn Ro.emary Bnnoe, who provided tea, sandwiches and
prizes and still found time to fire. Mn Monique Welll, a first time
firer , gained the highest score; Mn Eileen Bambllng aided the
economy drive by handing in an unholed card; Mn Dee Partridge
provided the light relief, her shooting actually deteriorated when she
found the correct hole for aiming through. Mn Hunt, wife of the CO,
came along to watch , 'had a go' and to her delight obliterated the
centre of a target with five incredible shots. Another first time firer!
The evening look s like being the first of many: challenges are going out
to other squadrons. There is even talk of the Regimental Team having
to look to their laurels!
RUGBY
Th e Regimental Rugby Team spent the Easter Break at the international rugby tournament at Geleen in Holland . 18 teams bad entered
from all over Europe and the Army was represented by two Signals
teams; Herford and 16 Sig Regt.
Alt ~o ugh the weather was wet, cold and miserable the team ,
capt a1_n ed by SSst Andy StarUn1, played with such fire and deter·
m10at10n that they won the support and admiration of the spectators
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DEPARTURES
Firstly, we would li ke to say goodbye to M aj Andrew 'Mlcroprocessor
MoYlng Tin Bat' Symmons, who left us in March bound for Blandford,
where he ca n play with even more microprocessors, and rumour has it ,
design a half tracked four-tonner! All t he best to you, Denise and the
family, you will all be sadly missed. We also say goodbye to Sgts
Graham Snelling, F raser Kerr and Frank Walker, Cpls Billy Tulip and
Tony Jenkins, LCpls Simon L-Ock and Slgs Jock Donnelly, Alan Tuckey
and DHe Emmess. Good luck wherever you are.
ARRIVALS
On a more happy note, we welcome Maj Tony ' Biggies' Gibb, whose
rotary wing flying around the squadron has already p roved to be an
asset ! We hope your stay with the Third will be a happy and fr uitful one
Boss! Welcome to Cpls Duncan and Marshall, Sig Jones and WP1e
Hughes. Enjoy your tour!
MAJOR EVENTS
The bulk of the last few weeks have been a bsorbed by preparations
for both the PRE and ARU, both of which went well . Prior to this, the
Thir d found themselves invo lved in several exercises, including Ex Fast
Buck where FMA supplied communications and stickies to the Staff,
(Lt Tony John10n is still in the Bahamas spen ding the profit,) and
commcen Juliet deployed to the woods.
DEATHSUDE
In fact CCJ seemed more than happy during Fast Buck, as Sgt Gus
Honey and Lt Peter Grogan made an excellent improvised Death Slide
from the Fire Watcher's Tower. Rumour has it that the fire watcher was
convinced that we were trying to pull his tower over! Having got over
that shock , he was again stunned when he saw scores of sold iers
disappearing over the edge of the 120 metre tower. This time it was
abseiling, again under Sgt Honey's watchful eye. It proved to be
extremely popular with all , especially our girls! Pies Snedden and
Curlett wouldn 't buck up fast enough ! The exercise was rounded off
with an excellent 'smoker', where Sig 'Toad' Braun proved himself to
be a lousy barber but an incredibly realistic fem ale impersonator !
SUMMER SALES
Preparations are now underway for Exercise Summer Sales. wh ich is
the major exercise of t he year for the squadron . We'll have to keep our
fingers crossed that all goes well for that .
ENGAGEMENTS AND WEDDINGS
Congratulations to Kim Stokes and Scouse Curlett on their marriage
in March, don 't worry Kim, he'll be back soon ! Also congratulations to
LCpl Magle Senior and Sig Tony Axton on their engagement.
Scunthorpe looks good for September.

CORPS OF COMMISSIONAIRES
JOB VACANCIES
We still have a few residential posts available suitable for applicants
without children.
Urgently needed Virginia Water, Surrey. Husband, firstdass driver,
general handyman, keen on animals and gardening, wife to help in the
main house. Free detached flat available
Log 4
Residential-meals supplied for single applicant. University of
Bristol Hall of Residence. Accounting experience needed. Basic duties
Caretaker at £66 pw.
Secretary (shorthand/typing) for OC London Division. Urgently
needed to work at Crane Court EC4.
Reception / Security. Commercial Street El. Age around 45 with
previous experience. Wages negotiable.
Log 114
Log J 08
Non residential housekeeper. Poultry EC2 . £5,200 pa
Chauffeur. George St. Wl. Wages negotiable.
Log 117
Reception/ Driver/ Mail Room . Park Lane Wl . £5,000 pa
Log 106
Reception. Park Lane Wl. Superior Applicant wanted 8am7pm-£130 pw
Log 104
Commissionaire/ Reception / VIP Car Park. Reading. £5850 pa
Log J 15
Asst Maintenance Engineer (Qualified Plant Fitter). Brook Green
Log 118
W6. £5,000 pa+ rent free flat / fuel, meals (while on duty).
If you live other than in London remember we do have
OUTQUARTERS where you can be given guidance on local
employment. But please note that normally, we only have certain
traditional types of jobs on offer.

CORPS HEADQUARTERS AND LONDON DMSION
HEADQUARTERS
3, Crane Court, Fleet Street, London
London
01-353 1125
EC4A 2EJ
Divisional Headquarters (out-quarten) at:Belfast
War Memorial Buildings, Waring
0232-30031
Street, Belfast 1
Birmingham
Room 53, Guildhall Buildings,
021-6436418
Navigation Street B2 4DB
1st Floor , 87 Park Street, Bristol
Bristol
0272-291414
BSl 5PM
99, Shandwick Place, Edinburgh
Edinburgh
031-2298250
EH24SD
180, West Regent Street, Glasgow
Glasgow
041-248 5131
G24RW
0532-454 293
JO/ 12 East Parade, Leeds LSl 2AD
Leeds
Roo m 20, Venice Chambers, 61 Lord
Liverpool
Street, Liverpool L2 6PB
051-236 7228
2 St John Street, Deansgate,
Manchester
061-834 0807
Manchester M2 4BZ
Half Moon Chambers, 10 Bigg Market
Newcastle
Newcastle NEJ lU W
0632-322904

The Regimental Shooting Squad (minus)

Captain of Shooting, Capt Ray Briant, receives the Pistol Team Cup
from t he Depu ty Comd Rhine Area, Col A . A . F. Robertson at th e
conclu sio n of the Rhine Area SAAM

RHINE AREA SKILL AT ARMS MEETING-10-14 MAY
27 Officers and soldiers of the regiment, split into two teams of 12
and 3 reserves , travelled to Forward Ordnance Depot Dulmen on Sun 9
May to do battle for the many cups and trophies in contention at this
annual meeting. The meeting began well with warm sunshine and dry
conditions, a welcome change from previous years' RASAAM weeks.
Results over the first few days were mixed with 16 Sig Regt 'A' team , 21
Sig Regland 28 Sig R~ teams all in contention for the Major Units
Prize . Regrettably 28 Sig Regt pulled away as the week wore on , to
capture the SMG and SLR team matches; leaving 16 Sig Regt the
winners of the Pistol Cup and LMG 'Team Pairs' Cup . LCpl Evans
scooped the pool as a 'B' class shot winning all B class prizes except the
Pistol Match. Paired with Cpl RJmmer in the LMG match , they not
only won the B Class trophy but the Best Pair tankards as well . That
was the end of our individual success but credit must be given to all
team members who tried extremely hard in the rearranged teams. after
four members returned to Krefeld on 24 hrs standby for duty in the
South Atlantic. The team achieved its aim of a Bisley nomination and
much valuable experience was gained by the many young soldiers in the
two teams.
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Keepyour unit notes
SHORT I
Best LMG pair and best 'B' Class LMG pair: Cpl Rimmer and LCpl
Evans
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EXERCISE 'SQUARE BACKSTOP'
A report by Lt Graeme McNeJU, who took six soldJers from bis Troop
sailing out of Kiel.
DAYI
Crew. Sgt Ron Woodger, Have a brew. LCpl Colln Dennis, I still
prefer motor bike , Sig Titch Anderson, When I go home, Sig.Arthur
Alblson, Have a beer, Sig Bob Banner, Chay Blythe eat your heart out,
kipper Cpl Theo Caderlus van Veen.
After arriving at Kiel to a torrential downpour, we stowed our kit on
the yacht Petasus and then were given a few Do's and Don't's by Cpl
an Veen. We put the kettle on for a brew, one of many. 'Be up and
ready for 0730 hrs' was the order for the next day.
DAY2
At 0730 hrs, after a brew, with the sun shining and clear blue sky,
this was it. Cpl van Veen came aboard and after another cup of tea we
took our first lessons in sail rigging. At this stage Sig Anderson was
finding it difficult to keep his balance, what would he be like at sea? A
quick visit to the NAAFI for a few essentials and we were ready for the
off. At 1025 hr we pulled out of the harbour fairly smoothly. but due to
lack of wind we had to switch on the engine to avoid the German Navy.
With LCpl Dennis at the wheel. I mean helm, we headed away from
Kiel. On the open sea we finally found enough wind to set sail again.
We set a course which we hoped would take us to Rodby. With the sun
shining and the kettle on again we sat back to relax. The sun shone but
the wind didn't blow, so we had to resort to diesel power to keep us on
our way. Finally we sighted Denmark but it never seemed to get any
closer. At 2100 hrs the first watch, LCpl Dennis, Sig Banner and Sgt
Woodger, took the helm, with Cpl van Veen sticking his head up every
half hour to make sure everything was going OK. At 2359 hrs the new
watch. Cpl van Veen, Sig Alblson and Sig Anderson took the helm and
we all disappeared to bed.

DAY3
Rodby was finally reached at about 0230 hrs. We were all up ready to
go sometime the next morning, but yet again no wind and a lot of rain
greeted us. So with the engine running, Sig Alblson going around in
circles discussing the problems with Cpl van Veen, we were all in good
spirits except Cpl van Veen. I think it was the rain, wind or maybe Sig
Alblson. Guldborg Sund was our next aim and then up through the
narrow channel. Alas this was not to be. The bridge at Nykobing failed
to respond to Sig Alblson'• blowing of the horn. Only the swans seemed
to notice him and they fled in the end. Having discovered that no-one
w_as working the bridge we parked up, very yachty, at Nykobing for the
mght.
DAY4
A force 9 gale was blowing the next morning so we weren't going
anywhere, bridge up or not. The wind finally dropped to a reasonable
force 8, so Cpl van Veen decided to leave for Copenhagen. Off we went
and had our first experience of living at 45° . Everyone loved it and we
all had a go at fighting with the helm except Sig Anderson and Sig
Alblson. At about this stage we were half way to Copenhagen. Cpl van
Veen showed us the place where Petasus went aground last year. No
chance of that happening this trip. Needless to say, about three miles

on. yes, we went aground. 'No', says Cpl van Veen 'We weren't stuck
long enough to be aground.' How long does it take? We carried on
regardless all through the night and finally reached Copenhagen at
0400 hrs. We went to bed to the sound of the birds singing the dawn
chorus.
DAYS
A few hours later the other half turned up, they were: Lt Graham
McNelll (our boss) and Sig Alan (1.-0ulgl Merv, Harry) Higgins. The
rest of the crew was to consist of SI& Banner and LCpl Dennis; real
gluttons for punishment. Cpl van Veen decided to stay as well. So at
1300 hrs we said goodbye to Sig Anderson, Sig Alblson and Sgt
Woodger.
Once settled on board we said goodbye to our road party who headed
straight for Copenhagen Centrum. To break in the new members of the
crew. we spent the afternoon sailing around Copenhagen harbour and
learning the new cries. Mind you, there was still the odd cry of 'steering
wheel and where's the break?'. We docked again for the night, as we
had to visit the sail maker in the morning to get the Genoa repaired.
DAY6
After an interesting night of sightseeing around Copenhagen
nightspots, we finally arrived back at the yacht. At 1000 hrs LCpl
Dennis made breakfast, then we sailed up to the sail maker. He was
busy and wouldn't finish our sail until 1600 hrs. Eventually we
managed to get everything ready and sailed up to the Lund Nath to
Heisinger with Cpl van Veen at the helm .

21 Sig Regt
B.F.P.O. 42

AT APACE
18 Sgn RAF helped the Commanding Officer make what must be the
fastest ioumey by staff car between RAF Wildenrath and Minden-205
miles in just under an hour.
.
.
.
Later this year the RAF's new Chmook hehcopter squadron will be
moving to RAF Gutersloh and I Troop will be responsi.ble for providing
communications for the helicopters, when they deploy mto the field.
Lt Col Da"'1d Burton, was visiting the deployment and arrangements
were made for 18 Sqn to collect him during a routine training flight.
Because the weather was unpredictable, it was decided to utilise the
Chinook's carrying capacity as well and the Colonel took his staff car
with him, just in case he had to drive back.

DAYS7/8
Next mornin~ we weren't up early enough and were caught for
harbour fees which the boss paid . Anyway, at 1045 hrs we managed to
make breakfast and prepare the boat for sea and more fun! The wind
was quite strong and a good stint to the next leg, which was a long one.
Cpl van Veen took us out of the harbour and gave the helm to Sig
Banner. After a while Cpl van Veen decided we were getting nowhere
on the Kattegate and switched on the engine. We had a lot of ground to
make up (or should I say water). So it was another night on the high
seas. Cpl van Veen and Sig Higgins took the first watch at 2100 hrs. At
about 2300 hrs the wind was in the right direction and we finally
switched off the engine. The new watch of Sig Banner, LCpl Dennis
and Lt McNelll took the boat around Sjaelands Rev lighthouse into the
Great Belt and made good speed. At around 0430 hrs Cpl van Veen and
Sig Higgins took the helm. During the day most of the crew could be
found below decks passing as green maggots. The wind found us again
and we were herded up the Svenborg Sund, but we couldn't dock at
Svenborg due to foot and mouth on the Island, so we headed for the
Marstal. Coming out of the Svenborg Sund we had a hard time beating
up the Hosestene Lob. After a hard sail we finally reached Marstal at
2210 hrs and then went to explore the night life.
DAY9
After being woken up at 0900 hrs, the Kiel training fleet sailed in for
a flying stop on their way home. Following breakfast and a laze in the
sun, we decided to prepare for sea yet again. The wind was blowing
well, the sun shining and not a cloud in sight as Cpl van Veen took us
out of the harbour. We were storming along making good time and
really getting to grips with the sailing lark. Sig Higgins had made such
a good job of producing the last brew that we let Sig Banner make the
next. We all had a go on the helm, which was a straight course across
the Kieler Bugt to Kiel harbour. Just seven miles out of the harbour the
wind died on us and Cpl van Veen decided it would be a good idea to fly
the spinnaker halyard up the mast. LCpl Dennis volunteered to go up
on the bosun's chair to the top of the mast. Sig Banner and Cpl van
Veen heaved a very worried looking crewman to the top. He finally
regained his colour, when his feet safely touched the deck. Lt McNelll
also had a go to get some good pictures of the rest lying on the deck sun
worshipping. Everything went well and the spinnaker did its job. Once
in the harbour and moored we set to the task of making dinner for
everyone, except Cpl van Veen who had gone home for the night. After
all the washing up we all managed a welcome shower followed by a few
refreshments in the bar.
DAYIO
Next morning we were up at 0645 hrs getting breakfast ready as the
boat would have to be gutted out for hand-over. Sig Higgins won the
wonderful task of scrubbing the hull, LCpl Dennis washing dishes and
cleaning the inside, Sig Banner the cooker and Lt McNelll moving the
kit off the boat. Everything went well and was up to scratch for Cpl van
Veen. The road party arrived with the land-rover into which everything
was thrown . After a few goodbyes we headed off for home.
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After several weeks I still haven't got around to using all the ma~y
facilities on the camp-it isn't the time of year to use the open air
swimming pool but I'm sure I'~I make up for ~hat next year.
Unfortunately no real English Ale m the bar, but I thmk I can adapt,
with some intensive practise. over the next three years of what looks to
be a very good posting. Familiarity seems to make the place a lot
quieter (I can talk on the phone now) but not smaller.
IF YOU CAN'T DO IT THEN POSE IT-2 SQN SKI EXERCISE
There is one thing that differentiates the 'laufers' from t~e 'hill m_en'
and that is brains. (Have you ever seen a shapely Fraulem ploddmg
through a wood on a 15km race)?
. .
The down hill element of the squadron was spht mto five
instructional groups extending from the 'expe~· all the way up to the
'wipe-outs'. The feeling of elation when one is promoted from the
'wipe-out' group to the uncontrollable banzi group _is indes~bable. T?
descend from the top of the slope to the bottom, without falhng over 1s
quite an acoomplishment. The expert group showed the rest of us ~ow
to do it! Cpl Bruce Barnes led a snow plough snake that ended m a
complete wipe-out for the whole group and left S~ Mal (Ne.sh) Forster
complaining of bruised ribs and Sgt Trev Jones wrth a bleedmg leg. Sig
Y ah Jarvis demonstrated some hot dog techniques when, after breaking
one ski. he attempted to control his descent with a one ski snow plough.
The classic instructional quote came from LCpl_T~ McB~de _who on
standing up after a spectacular wipe-out d1sm1ssed 1t with the
statement, 'Anyone can catch a wrong edge'.

The 'wipe out Team' . L-R: RAF Ski Instructor, 2Lt Herstell W02
.
(YofS) Rix. Lt Peacocke, Cpl Murphy

The CO, Lt Col D. T. Burton, supervis!ng the_loa~ing of his Staff Car
onto the Chinook pnor to his tnp
BIG AND NOISY
A YOUNG OFFICER'S IMPRESSIONS OF RAF WILDENRATH
As I drove in one afternoon the first thing that flashed through my
mind was that this is very big-then, ducking as a plane s~ot across my
brow, that it is noisy. Having been in Wildenrath abo~t SL'< hours 1.was
despatched to Sennelager Trg Area to m_eet the Ham~r Force. Thmgs
didn't start at all well. A ferocious roasting from a ".Vr~1g Com;"lander
jaundiced my ideas of RAF personnel, _however, this 1mpress1on was
put right when ten minutes later the Wmg Commander turned out to
be none other than my Staff Sergeant!
. .
. . ,
Ten days later and back in Wildenrath_-still b1~ and noisy its very
difficult to hold a telephone conversation (or tndeed an¥ sor_t ~f
conversation) when an aircraft takes off, . a l~ud v01ce-1sn t
compulsory, but it helps. The big problem is trymg to hold the
telephone and catch the pictures as they fall off the wall.
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Unfortunately only three days of skiing was possible since. SSM
Robbie Burnett's snow pray-ins did n?t do the ~ick. However, m the
short time available the instructors did a good JOb a_nd even Lt Tim
Peacocke managed to remain up-right for some of the time.
What a dilemma; a skiing exercise with no snow. 'It ;"lust b_e an Ops
problem!' A quick appreciation with 0 Gp resulted m a tnp to the
bobsleigh run and ice rink in Winterberg. _The rest of the !ime ~as
spent in apres·ski training. This is an essential part o.f any ski exercise
and different people do it in different ways. The semors trounced the
officers on the Kegelbahn and th~ exhibition ?ridge match was p!ayed
for a mililitre per point. The triumphant wmners downed 6i htres,
many of the points being give~ a~ay ?Y Capt {Banzl Bid) Rowllnsoo
who even went down with 32 porn ts m his own hand.
Special mention must be made of Sig Casanova Doherty, w~o
succeeded on several occasions in breaking curfew. even when Capt (111
catch him) Mlke Stanners was on the prowl.
GLOSSARYOFTERMS
.
Piste
'Condition achieved after much apres ski. Sig
Geordie Strike
Herringbone
'Method of descending backwards down a
slope at high speed' Sig Scouse B!undell
'Banzi with a wiggle of the back 1de'. Yeoman
Parallel Skiing
Les Gereatrlc Rix
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SPORTS ROUNDUP
Squa.sh
This eason the r~iment entered two teams in the Rhine Area
League, The' A' team m Div 2 and the 'B' team in Div 3.
The 'A' team had a very good season and finished as Div 2
champions with the following results.
Played
16

Won
15

Lost
1

Games For
66

Games Against
14

Points
%

The 'A' team had a nucleu of 6 players ranging fro m the veteran
W02 Jim McGovern down to the young(ish) Cpl Barnes.
The 'B' team. although not doing quite as well as expected , still had
a good season under the leadership ofW02 Ian Borland, whose aim for
the season was to give as many squash players as possible , the
experience in playing competition squash. This system worked well and
Ian now has a nucleus of about 15 players, which bodes well for both
teams for the season 82/83.
During the close season the teams say farewell to the following: W02
Less Rix, W02 Jan Borland, Cpl Bracey Barnes.
Even with the loss of two ·A' team regulars the team should still hold
their end up in Div 1, with players coming through from the 'B ' team in
the shape of Cpl Steve Morton and Capt Mike (when I get fit) Stanners
moving up from the reserves.

VOLLEYBALL-AFCENT LEAGUE
21 Sig Regt (AS) have recently become runners up in the AFCENT
Volleyball League. This is a particularly encouraging result, as the
standard in this league has been very high with teams from four nations
taking place. The competition is run on a league and knock-out basis
with the final league positions deciding the seedings. The regimental
ream was not regarded as a 'top' seed and finished fourth in the league.
In the knock-out stage the regiment beat a Belgian team , 13 Sig Regt
and rwo American teams, to reach the final where they were finally
beaten by a very good German team.

RHINE AREA LEAGUE AND CUP
The regimental team qualified for the Rhine Area finals which were
~ntested by 16 Sig Regt , 13 Sig Regt , 14 TOPO Sqn RE and ourselves,
with each team having to play each other, to decide the eventual
winners. 13 Sig Regt, last years BAOR runners-up, were strong
favourites with 16 Sig Regt also fancied as last years Rhine Area
Champions.
In the opening match 14 TOPO Sqn RE easily overcame 16 Sig Regt
to lay the outcome of the competition wide open. The regiment now had
to play the star-studded, 3 Anny players, 13 Sig Regt. After a rousing
team call 'Wicked' the regiment started the scoring, but after much
good volleyball 13 Sig Regt won the first game 15-6. The second game
also started enthusiastically, but 13 Sig Regt having tasted first blood
led easily 8-1. At this moment it was decided to have a 'time-out' and
the team began to consider what was going wrong. From then on our
heads lifted up and we began to creep up on points and eventually won
the game 15-12. Now the pressure was on for the deciding set. We led
by the ~d ~o points all the way in the deciding set and eventually won
2-1. Th!S wm now made us the favourites and we justified that by
beating 16 Sig Reg t and 14 TOPO in two straight sets.
A_ lot of ~ard work was put in by the squad, in their own free time, to
achieve thtS success and we now hope to do well in the BAOR Finals in
May. The Squad consisted of: Sgt Om Chhetri, Cpl Phil Playford, Sgt
Wayne Sweeting, Cpl Ossie Osborne, Sgt Al Dixon, Cpl Tony Bobbs.
GOLF
In the Royal Signals, BAOR, Spring Meeting held at the Royal Air
Force Germany Golf Oub, RAF Bruggen on 22123 April, five members
of the Regiment participated:· Capt (TOT) D. Potter 12, Capt (TOT)
8. Meachln 22, Capt D. Palmer RAPC 6, SSgt (FofS) P. Leach 13 Sgt
P. Walker22.
'
On the morning of 22 and 23 an 18 hole Stableford competition
was held. These two results were then combined to make a 36 hole
Stableford co~petition . The afternoon of the 22 was taken up with an
18 hole Handicap Medal combined with an 18 hole Scratch Medal
Competition.
The main competition was held on the afternoon of the 23 this being
the Regimental 0eensomes Cup.
The result which affected the members of the regiment were: 36 hole
Stableford-2.nd Capt D. Palmer; 2nd Day 18 hole Stableford-3rd Sgt
Walker; Regunental Greensomes Cup-Winners: Capt (TOT) D.
Potter, SSgt (FofS) P. Leach .
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Maj Stotchbury brought the regiment's team home to win the Inter
Wing, Chain of Command race with a very respectable performance.
Sgt Billy Cain and LCpl Charlle Foster came 2nd and 3rd
respectively in the individual competition and at the time of writing
discussion continues as to why the micro-computer used for the event
failed to produce all the results as promised.
It is hoped that our ~F friends wil~ return for more punishment
next year 1f only to provide an opportuntty for the rest of the regiment
to beat M Troop.
DATA TELEGRAPHIST CONVERTS
During Hazel Flute, Sig Trevor Acres was given the opportunity to
hitch a ride in a Harrier, which he gladly accepted. He was taken on a
30 mi nute s fligh t, which he enjoyed, but would not repeat! Sig Acres is
now the only DTG in the Corps, with a Secondary Trade of Harrier
Pilot.

The Bowling Final, Sgt Jones and W02 (YofS) Rix showing the
officers how its done
THE RAF WILDENRATH ANNUAL ROAD RELAY RACE
On Sun 25 Apr the 2nd Annual RAF Wildenrath Inter Section Road
Relay took place in fine weather. The event, run over a 2.1 mile course
around the Station roads, was open to RAF Sections , Army Troop and
dependants with teams of 4. Some 300 competitors took part. This
years competition promised even more ri valry than normal , between
the Army and the RAF . In the only previous running of this event last
year, the regiment took most of the honours and this year RAF Station
Orders called for revenge by the RAF.
M Troop , last years winners, were hotly tipped as favourites again
aft~r many practise runs and pre-race selection meetings to sort out
thetr 5 teams, Capt Brian Meachln narrowly missed final selection ,
entered as an individual.
At 1430 hrs, watched by hundreds of spectators, the first runners of
80 teams lined up at the start. After a desperate first hundred yards
where a narrow road and a large field of determined runners almost led
to mass suicide. M. Troop's first runner, LCpl Ian Godley, took the
lead and narrowly maintained it until the end of the first lap. Of 27
teams from the regiment, N Troop and M Troop's second team were
well placed at this stage. Cpl Gaz Wilson took up the running for M
Troop and opened up a lead of some 600 metres by the end of the
second lap. This lead was extended by WOI Brian Pettifer who on the
third lap, .lapped se~eral slower teams. Sgt Billy Cain ~ho ~cently
ca.me 5th m t_he Pans Marathon, stormed the fmal lap in under 10
mrnutes to bnng home the trophy for the second year running for M
Troop and the regiment by a huge margin. LCpl Charlie Foster ran a
brilliant last leg to gain second place for the RHQ team of LCpl Dave
Seymour, Cpl Mick McGrath and W02 Steve Tucker. N Troop had a
profitable journey from Gutersloh to come 3rd and M Troops B Team
took 4th place.
The regiment entered two teams in the veterans competition
comprising WOl Dick Offord, WOl Brian Pettifer and SSgt Pat
Garrehy and SSgt Taff Gordon in Team A and WOl Dave McGurk,
W02 Les Rix, W02 Jl.m McGovern and W02 Steve Tucker in Team B
winning 1st and 2nd places respectively.
'

The Wildenrath Road Relay Winners. L-R: LCpl Ian Godley, Cpl Gaz
Wilson, Sgt Billy Cain, W01 ( FofS t Brian Pettifer
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Sig Trevor Acres, receiving a detailed briefing on how to work the
' steering wheel'
BANGONTARGET
What consumes 1,212 Hamburgers , 986 cans of Fan ta. 400 Mars
bars and 4 gallons of 'All in stew'? The answer is 21 Sig Regt (AS)
holdin~ a skill at arms meeting . As usual it was held at Arsbeck ranges
and th!S year was organised by I Sqn. A great deal of effort was put in
by the Admin parties in the proceeding days and even the weather cooperated, overawed perhaps by the combination ofW02 (SSM) George
Cook and SSgtTom Harrison.
Over the 3 days of actual competition lOOO's of rounds were fired
(mostly on target) lOO's of protests were overruled by the Chief Umpire
Capt Gordon Platts , who is still telling everyone that he let Lt Helen
Burns beat him in the Pistol Competition and at least once Capt S.
Lockie, the P.A. announcer, got an announcement right.
Eventually the Stats team of Sgt Jevons, Cpl Williams and LCpl
Skinner were able to make some sense of the scores and produced a set
of results that made G Troop overall champions team, while I Troop
took the SMG Trophy on their first appearance at the RSAAM.
Troop won the LMG Competition and B Troop the falling plate.
Amongst the Individuals Sgt 'Dirty Barry' Thome was individual
champion at Arms and Sig Carling of C Troop was champion B class
shot.

Champion Offr Team, 1 Sqn
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FAREWELL VISIT BY THE MASTER OF SIGNALS
We were delighted to receive a visit by the Master of Signals and Mrs
Bradley on the 3 June 1982. The Master's tour of the regiment included
a visit to the Combat Operations Centre at RAF Wildenrath where he
was briefed on the Stations 'nerve centre', K Troop and Third Line
Workshops. The visit culminated with lunch in the Sgts Mess, when he
was presented with a Regimental Shield by WOl (RSM) Dave
McGurk.
Mrs Bradley met wives and husbands in the Community Centre,
whilst SSgt Dennis Brock entertained the children to some Military
Trainin~. Mrs Bradley then visited the wives of H Troop in Mrs Anne
Morgan s home where she was presented with an H Troop Shield.
We all wish Maj Geo an d Mrs Bradley a happy and contented
retirement.

(PRACTICE) MAJOR AIR DISASTER
The time is 1820 hrs on Mon 26 Apr. Suddenly the RAF Wildenrath
Station siren sounds. Soldiers and airmen pour into the camp in
anticipation of another 'no notice' practice alert. However, this is not
the case as the tannoys broadcast that an air trooping plane with 100
passengers aboard has crashed 3 miles away on its approach to RAF
Wildenrath . Fire engines , ambulances, police and reporters rushed to
the scene. Fortunately it is only a practice to test the ability of the
station to deal with such an emergency.
100 members of 2 Squadron had spent the afternoon being expertly
made up as simulated casualties, were then secretly driven to the scene
of the crash, 3 containers were scattered around the area to await the
arrival of the RAF Emergency Services. Lt Tim Peacocke was given the
dubious distinction of being selected as the unfortunate pilot of the
doomed aircraft. 1 Squadron and K Troop supplied the SOP radio
relay and DEL aircrash communications from the scene of the crash to
the outside world. The regiment also provided instant on call
ambulances in the shape of 4 tonnes in order to speed up the evacuation
of the large number of cas ualties. We hope that t his practice will never
become a reality.

LMG NTp

BAOR SMALL BORE COMPETITION 1982
The Regimental team comprising WOl (FofS) Brian Pettifer, SSgt
John Bohley and SSgt Dennis Brock, Sgt Harry Thome, Sitt Des
Ewers, Sgt Ron Hagan, Cpl Tony Teague and LCpl Hockson, won
convincingly the Rh ine Area section of Stage 1 to this competition , with
a tea m average of 9402 from a possible total of 9600 poin ts. The team
total of 9026 placed the reg iment 8th overall in BAOR and thereby
qualified us to shoot in th e Stage 2 shoulder-to-shoulder 'shoot-off
again st 12 other Un its. Additionally Cpl Teague, WOl Pettlfer, 1981
Individual Champ ion, SSgt Bohley and Sgt Thome qualified for the
Individual Sect ion of the co mpetition with placings of 2nd, 6th , 7th and
9th respectively in th e to p 12 shots from BAOR. U nfo rtunately Sgt
Thome was unable to attend the Ind ividual Competit ion but was
availa ble for t he T eam shoot. LCpl Callum Downie was taken along as
reserve (and security guard ).

Champion B shot, Sig Carling, individual SLR

INDIVIDUAL CHAMPION
In the Individual Competition Cpl Tony Teague became BAOR
Champion with a score of 385 from a possible 400, SSgt John Bohley
remained cool throughout and was runner up with 384. Both are to be
congratulated on a fine performance in the face of strong opposition
from lnfanteers , Gunners and Sappers-well done. WOl Brian
Pettlfer was place 10th.

A NEAR MISS
The Team Championship was fired the following day; and , despite
fine performances by all members of the team, victory went to 28
Amphibious Engineer Regt with a total of 1512 from a possible 1600;
th~ regime!1t being placed runners up w~th a total score of 1497 only 15
pomts behmd (sadly there were no trophies for runners up this year!)
All in all, however, a successful season with management and drive
coming from Capt 'Pip' Piper, OC K Troop. Valuable experience has
been gained which should benefit the team neld year.

The Master of Signals and Mrs Bradley being welcomed to th e
regiment by Lt Col and Mrs D. T. Burton

The scene minutes after the ' crash'

The Master of Signals having the intricacies of the 32a jointing sleeve
explained by Cpl Dawson, Sig Barratt and S ig Cannas

-1

.'

.,._

'•

Simulated casualty Sig (4 Div) Shelly in his Saturday pose

Falling Plate Champions, B Tp

Cpl Boyle explaining the problems associated with lead joints. (L-RJ:
Sig Roberts, Cpl Boyle, Sig Bailey
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2 SQN BAITLE CAMP
1:Jte Regimen~ Wire ~otes Co-ordinator tried without success to
decipher the an1cle ubmttted by 2 Sqn covering their Battle Camp.
Howe\·er. perhap thi pictorial contribution tells it all !

22 Sig Regt

B.F.P.O. 107

RSM's H AND OVER
Ma:,: saw the change of Regimental Sergeant Majors in the regiment.
We said farewell to WOl (RSM) T. K. Mumford whom, along with
Mn Mumford , we wis h well in retirement from the Army, and we are
pleased to welco me WOl (RSM ) F. A. Bancroft. We should like to
extend to the RSM and Mn Bancroft our hopes for a happy and
successful tour.

The Trailer Race-part of the Battle PT Training

W01 (RSM) Bancroft - we daren't ask what he' s smiling about

W01 (RSM) Mumford getting 'caddied' away

MORRJSON CUP
The Morrison Cup Athletics meeting for all major and minor signal
units in Germany was held on 3 and 4 June at the Sportschule der
Bundeswehr near Warendorf. The meeting was organised jointly by 22
Sig Regt and 3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt , but we inust say, that
without the use of the magnificent facilities at Warendorf, the meeting
could not have been so successful. It was due to the kindness of their
Commandant, Herr Obent Rathgeber that we were able to make use of
his school at such short notice and all those who visited will no doubt
feel a slight twinge of envy comparing the facilities at Warendorf to
those we have in the British Army .
We must commiserate with W02 (QMSJ) Chalkle White, who was
contemplating playing Russian roulette with a starting pistol , when
after two solid days of events. the last event started I 0 seconds late.
Those who know him well recognise that his organising ability is only
exceeded by his expertise in punishing the bodies of his victims in the
gymnasium .

. The Officer.s of 21 S1gna eg1ment ir upport
Back L-R. Capt R~hnson, Lt Burns, Capt Morgan, Capt Adamson,
Cap.t (TOTI Meachin, Capt . White, Capt Platts, Capt Heath, ca t
Piper, Lt Stock, Capt Lockie, 2Lt Herstell, Capt Kite, Lt Herniman P
Front L-R: Ca~t Dangerfie!d , Maj (TOTI Lund, Maj (QM) Cowe, Maj
Tydeman, M~J Falla , Mai Stutchbury, Lt Col Burton MBE, Capt
Smedley, MaJ Savage, Capt Stanners, Capt (QM) Hope, Capt (Tfc)
Ferguson, Capt Paul
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Sgt Dooris of the LAD looks for the signalman who has just turned
over a TARIF wagon
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Two days were spent in a vehicle borne patrol taking in such sigh!s as
the Bracken Antenna Site, mine clearing by East German soldiers,
mine blowing and the view ing of East German war dogs-which
incidentally only complete a two year tour of duty before they are
destroyed as completely savage.
However even with the greatest encouragement, the handbags of the
squadron ~ow refute the suggestion that they could help the Army by
defecting, you can't win them all.
2 SQN ROUND-UP
GREEN MAGGOT PHOBIA
After a particularly heavy exercise period, involving Ex Sierra
Soldier, Sweet Martini, Flying Falcon, Winter Sales and Crested Eagle ,
the squadron is coping well with the withdrawal symp~oms suffered
from this particular affliction. A 100% recovery rate 1s confidently
expected.
CUISINE A' LA CORDON AND SEARCH
.
In what is fast becoming a 2 Sqn SOP, our gallant cooks ~et agam
provided an excellent Mess Dinner in the field. Special mention must
be made of our new MT NCO, Sgt Steve Major, who took over the
duties of Master of Ceremonies and set new standards for us all to
follow.

28 SigRegt
B.F.P.O. 35

CHANGEOFCOMMANDPARADE .
.
On 5 May, in driving rain, the regiment staged a comprehensive
arade to mark the handover of Command from Lt Col P. Webb to Lt
B. L. Belton. Over 80 guests were invited to ".'atch the parade
including previous Commanding Officers and Regimental ~rg~ant
Majors Those who attended included Commander Commumca~1ons
BAOR Maj Gen J. H. Hild MBE and Commander NORTHAG Signal
Support Group Obent K. O. Rauchmann.

tot

The arade RSM was WOI (RSM) Dick Hamilton, who had taken
wee2IkC frof3m3 ArmWOJ
over asp RSM only the
Ted Banham Capt Banham 1s now
o
On leaving the regiment he took with him , amo~g .ot~er Prt(;!,~'pa
sword purchased by all ranks to mark his comD11sS1o~ mg . .
t ·~
Webb is now working just down the road from t e regimen 1
Headquarters BAOR.

pr~ous

~e~Q), &~7g ~:.

SUB AQUA
.
.
With the coming good weather, the newly formed L1pps~a<;tt St~t1on
Sub-Aqua Qub is starting a programme of open water trammg dives.
The Sqn 'duty fish': SSgt (FofS) 'Jaws' Chaplin, Sig 'Codsroe' KJelty
and Sig 'Glug' Nelson are looking forward to ~he pleasures ~f. cold,
dark German lakes in preparation for the Regimental Expedition to
Norway in July.
SIERRA RULES ••• OKI
News has just been received that Ford are d~oppi~g their _'Cortina'
model name. The new name, intended to reflect quahty, efficiency and
comfort' is ... you guessed it ... Sierra!
4SQN

EX 'HEIMBACH TRIANGLE'
W01 (Supt Clk) Slim Cheetham auditions for the Royal Ballet

LIPPSTADT MARCHES
The Lippstadt Marches this year w~e held over the wee~end of
24125 April. For those who know nothmg of the event the Ltppstadt
Marches are run on the same lines as the civilian type Volkswandertag,
which is designed to be a pleasure walk. The distances involved. are
12km and 25km at the end of which participants are entitled to claun a
Bronze or Silver medal respectively.
.
This year was the fourth Lipp~adt March and the most successful m
the respect of numbers attending, over 2600 people at the end of the
day had passed through our starting area. We were especially pleased
to welcome to the march the marching team of 19 Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
who travelled all the way from Essex to Lippstadt to compete.
The weather, although a little cold and wet at first, soon brightened
up to make the event a very successful weekend. At this poii_it it is only
fair to mention the man who did most of the donkey work with ~gards
to the organisation and advertising, Sgt Taff WDUam1, who IS now
posted to 5 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn. Good luck Taff and thanks for all
your efforts. Any chance of a march starting in~ now? Footnote: the
organisation is already under way for next year's L1ppstadt march on 16
and 17 May 198.3 so watch the stop presses.
ISQN
BORDER PATROL
1 squadron was fortunate in being allocated the task of carrying out a
parrol of the inner German border this spring. Members of both
Charlie and Alfa troops embarked on this venture, wondering whether
Russians and East Germans had two heads and were green. Capt Gm
Garr was heard to exclaim 'Linemen and handbags on the
border-with weapons it can't bel' To his relief all fears of the
squadron lineys starting World War Three were dispelled on our safe
return.
At one point, as the East Germans came to within arms length away
from us, Sia Scome Carwen succumbed to a fit of apoplexy. In a cold
sweat and gibbering uncontrollably he whimpered 'Stop them! They're
coming closer, oooh they're not coming across are they?' To Curwm'•
relief they merely required some photographs of the brave British
Lineman of which Scouae Curwen was such a fine example.
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Thursday morning dawned and things did not look good. I looked at
the driving rain and black clouds and I thought back to SSM White's
weather forecast of the previous day. 'You watch. Tomorrow the SU!J
will be so hot it will be cracking the pavements'. It looked to me as 1f
the paving stones were going to dissolve rather than crack.
We loaded the rovers and departed for Heimbach. After a four hour
drive we arrived at the campsite. By this stage it was snowing! Never
mind we thought, it will be brilliant this time tomorrow, 4 Sqn always
look on the bright side of things! We set up camp and after our first
meal we started discovering the delights of Heimbach.
Early Friday-well alright then, not so early-we set o ut for ~e
rockface and the river. SQMS 'Bonnlngton' Richardson taught ~1s
group the intricacies of seat harnesses, screw gates, descenders , while
SSM 'Weatherman' White taught his group how to try and stay upright
in a canoe . Some heroes such as LCpl Preece, Sig Pickford and Sig
Hanis found it easy, whereas Sig Milli-well he didn't! Meanwhile
back on the rockface 2Lt McGrory kept the rest of the pa~ amused ,
by hanging upside down halfway up the rockface, aft~r co!'lmg across
some technical difficulties, ie he fell offi As you can 1magme remarks
such as 'Hey Sir, just hang around a minute until I get my ca~era' ~ere
met with the appropriate reply. The rest of the weekend continue~ tn a
similar way-as did the bad weather. When Tuesday cai_ne and 1t was
time to pack up and go home we were all sorry to leave Hen!Jbac.h.
Highlights of the Exercise: SSM White saw Sig Lomas with hIS hands
clean for more than ten minutes. Cpl 'Bruno' Brown discovered a new
way of entering a 9' x 9' - through the side.

rGeviewdingMtheBoPbaraBdree:,.F;o~Pl:~a~

The Com:ander Lt Col P.. Webb
R" h . L G Kenyon Mai Frank arro , a)
'
.
ig ~o~or~~nd the c'ommander talking to Sgt Steve McKechme

HE REGIMENTAL OPEN DAY
.
th
T The Regimental Open Day was a success despite thf dismal
and a clash of dates w~h the final of t~e FA Cup. o'i'f ~~ t~~ducking
their luck at coconut shies, ta~t s~oo~n~f ~~~yai Welch Fusiliers
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30 SigRegt

Blandford Camp

ROYAL SIGNALS FREEDOM OF BLANDFORD
On 14 May 19 2, in brilliant sunshine appropriate to the occasion ,
30th Signal Regiment representing the Royal Corps of Signals
'Exercised the Right of Freedom of Entry' and marched through the
T0\\11 of Blandford Forum with 'swords drawn, bayonets fixed. drums
beating and bands pla ring'. This was the tenth anniversary of the
Royal Corps of Signal being granted the 'Freedom of Entry'. the
original honour being conferred in October 1972. The origin of the
Freedom of Cities and Boroughs dates back to the early Roman
Empire, when to be 'born free' as a Citizen of Rome contained many
privileges and rights superior to those of any other city. although it did
not, as is still the case in modern times. secure any exemption from
taxation! The practice of conferring the honour of 'Freedom of Entry'
upon Regiments of the Army in Britain is howe\'er a more recent one;
indeed the earliest grant appears to have been as recent as December
1943 when Sheffield conferred the honour on the York and Lancashire
Regiment.
At 11 o'clock precisely. witnessed by a large crowd in shirt sleeves,
the Guard of Honour under the command of Lt Col R. D. K.
Thompson, preceded by the Band of the Royal Corps of Signals in vivid
scarlet, marched into the Market Place. The Mayor of Blandford ,
Doctor David Davies, accompanied by the Master of Signals, Maj Gen
P. E. M. Bradley CB CBE DSO and Brig P. J. Evans CBE ADC,
representing the SOinC and the Blandford Town Council received the
General Salute. This was followed by an Inspection of the Guard, and
the Band under the newly appointed Director of Music, Maj Gordon
Turner. In bis speech of welcome, the Mayor of Blandford made
special reference to those members of 30th Signal Regiment now
serving with the Task Force in the South Atlantic, further cementing
the bonds which the people of Blandford have always had with their
neighbours in the Garrison. The occasion was marked by an exchange
of gifts, Blandford accepting a pair of benches, manufactured in the
School of Signals Training Aid Workshops, for the Woodhouse
Gardens, whilst Mrs Gwen Lane, the Deputy Mayor, presented
General Bradley with chinaware commemorating the Great Fire of
Blandford.
Under the command ofCaptB. J. Scott-Morton and the watchful eye
of WOI (RSM) J. J. Campbell, there followed a March Past of the
Guard of Honour and a Drive Past of vehicles, including detachments
from the School of Signals, 249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L)) and 63 (SAS) Sig
Sqn (V), representing various aspects of modern communications used
by the Royal Corps of Signals.
At the end of the Parade the Mayor and Dr Joan Davies entertained
principal guests, the Guard of Honour and the Band to drinks in the
Royal British Legion Club: the Blandford Town Council was
entertained to lunch in the Officers Mess and the day was rounded off
"1th full pomp and circumstance at the Mayoral Ball where Dr David
Davies again made reference to the very close ties which exist between
Royal Signals and the town, and toasted the Freemen of Blandford in
the South Atlantic.

32 Sig Regt (V)
Glasgow
CROWDED
The last two months have been crowded with events social,
communicating, backbreaking and ceremonial. The ~O. Lt Col J~~y
Cullen lives out of a suitcase and can be caught bneny as he flies m
from Aldershot before rushing off to Aberdeen or Londonderry most
weekends. The Chief Clerk, SSgtJohn Powles, is becoming an expert at
forging the CO's signature, and making executive decisions with
Brigadiers Highland or Lowland!
We said farewell to Sgt Dave Gamer through an alcoholic haze and
welcome the following, WOl (MTWO) Brian Peel, Sgt Jim Hutchinson
and Sgt Jim Macdonald. The notes this month come from our Glasgow
and Edinburgh Squadrons, but I have been faithfully promised that
Aberdeen and Londonderry will feature in the next issue.
TRADE TRAINING SCARBOROUGH
A small, but elite , element of the regiment converged on STC
Scarborough to carry out trade training and run a WRAC detachment
commanders' course between 29 May and 5 June.

Capt B. J. Scott-Morton leading the Guard of Honour on the March
Past

Brig A. C. Vivien, CBF Belize, using TSC 502 from the roof of
Commcen Belize

The presentation benches and ' makers' - L-R: Mr Ernie Morgan, Mr
Mark Fox, Mr Ian Strevens and Mr Ron Farrent

£300 APPETISER
On 28 Apr a lone runner from 30 Sig Regt ran the three miles from
HQ of the regiment to the centre of Blandford, to present the ~a:,:or
with a cheque for £300 to be given to the Blandford and D1stnct
Disabled Club. The money had been collected by the soldiers of 30 ~ig
Regt during the Year of the Disabled and was part of £1.'4~0 which
came from a number of fund raising events last yea r , the majority oft~e
money coming from a 600 mile sponsored marathon that took place m
the Camp. The cheque was handed over by SSM Mick Nevill who was
one of the original marathon runners.

EX 'MA YAN SWAN'

The Mayor of Blandford, Or David Davies, accompanied by the
Master of Signals, Maj Gen P. E. M. Bradley CB, CBE, DSO and Lt
Col R. 0. K. Thompson inspecting the Guard of Honour
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The SATCOM team fresh from their success in Saudi Arabia had
hardly unpacked and settled back into Blandford before they were
'wheels up' again, this time bound for Belize to test SATCOM from yet
another 'far flung' corner of the world. The team of Capt John Thomas,
Sgt Keith Hibbert, Cpl 'Mac' McMillan, Cpl Gary Barton, Cpl Paddy
Telford, LCpl Gaz Dootson and Sig Tom Brand were fortunate to
arrive three days before the equipment and had time, hosted by 633 Sig
Tp, for 'poolside' acclimatisation. As soon as the equipment arrived it
was set up in Airport Camp on the roof of the Commcen much to the
consternation of the resident infantry battalion , 1 R IRISH, who could
not understand why anyone should put a speed trap on top of a
building.
. The exerc!se was 3: g:reat su~cess with the TSC 502 yet again !?roving
1ts worth m prov1d mg rehab le speech and telegraph ctrcuits,
tenninated on this occasion by the RSRE at Defford and the
Commander British Forces Belize, Brig A. C. Vivien, visited the
detachment during the exercise and tried out the equipment for
himself.
Endex on _4 Apr "'.as followed .by an extended, 57 hours , flight back
to the UK, aircrew sickness causmg the delay! and the team once again
back in Blandford waiting for their next deployment to ... ?
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The trade training, run by Trg Maj Bob Drake an~ YofS Dave
Bartlett, was designed to cram as many ohms and amps mto as many
tradesmen as possible. Our photograph shows Sgt De~k Morris
looking concerned about the response, frequency or otherwise, he was
receiving from Cpl 'B. L.' L1nton.
The week of intensive training was a great succe sand hould tand
the regiment in good stead during the next Brigade exercises.

W02 (SSMJ Mick Nevill being given an orange squash by the Mayor
of Blandford, Doctor David Davies, after handing over the £300
cheque
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WRAC DETACHMENT COMMANDER'S COURSE

Well, where do you start with this lot! Affectionately known as 'The
Wild Bunch' this group of desperados wreaked havoc wherever they
went. Their enthusiasm and determination to go where no man has
gone before, was immense! Battle PT, weapon training, live firing , drill
... you name it ... they were equal to it. The CO was heard to remark
at one point that he couldn't keep up with their social life, never mind
their course activities! The course eventually produced a top student in
Pte Carol Griffin, third from left standing, who just proved to be that
little bit leaner and meaner than the rest of them.
LINEMEN'S JAMBOREE
With their usual refinement and good taste the linemen of 52 Sqn
were sitting in their line shack one night eating after eights and passing
the port, when their OC, Lt David Harvey, quietly suggested that STC
Scarborough would be the ideal place to sort out the Regimental
holding of 10 pair cable. Various comments such as 'Awa an bile yer
can' were muttered into pullovers by the assembled throng, but David
got his way and moved all his 10 pair down south. Our photograph
shows Sig Jo McLean and LCpl John Forbes 'enthusiastically' sorting
things out. Lt Harvey and Sgt Tim Harvey, honestly they are not
related!, trying to supervise.

punch was demonstrated and so they had failed to add any dilutants
and this became apparent when SSgt John Brown, the guard on the
Regimental Silver, slumped hurriedly to the floor after partaking of
some light refreshment.
At the very moment when the officers were being effete, the
remainder of the soldiery, who were not scenery-shifting during the
Audit, were competing at the Army in Scotland SAM and for our first
attempt in recent years, Cpls Downie and Payn, again! Sgt Dracula
Hunter and LCpls Alex Manson and John Reilly came a passable
number of P. laces from the bottom.
Meanwhile the femin ine element of the squadron was leading the
other teams in at Hadrian's Hike in Northumberland. This was a fairly
long hike, of some 60 miles along Hadrian's Wall. The event was
organised by the Junior Regiment at Ouston. Obviously some
enthusiastic walker on the Junior Wing Staff had decided that
following the steps of centurions along the wall would be character
building for the Junior soldiers. The event has grown and evolved into a
well attended event and the Junior Regiment are to be congratulated on
their meticulous administration.
Needless to say our 'Haggis Eater' team from Aberdeen and our
' Stroppy Jock' team from Glasgow added tone to the whole weekend.

33 Sig Regt (V)
Liverpool
EX 'VERNAL MAIDEN'
HQ 11 Signal Brigade (V) held a final co-ordinating Ex on 8/ 9 May
82 to test the Bde communication in preparation for the NATO Ex
Calm Fen~e 82 during Annual ~amp in June this year.
The regiment wa~ deploye.d ID the County of Staffordshire, and with
the benefit of previous Regunental Exercise was able to carry out its
task su ccessfu 11y.

Smile Please- ' You are on Candid Camera' - Officers forgathering for
a CO's'O' Gp
L-R: Capt John Willis, Maj Derek Beckett, Maj Jenny Hindshaw
WRAC. The CO, Lt Col Gavin Mackay

Our photograph shows the 'Haggis Eaters' at the end of the walk.
Talent spotters amon~st you should be made aware of the Regimental
Pin Up, 'Bambi' who 1s on the right of the photowaph. Would the rest
of the Corps please form an orderly queue behmd the Adjt and the
RSM!

'Married-and to the Services'! W02 lSSMl Garry and Capt Heather
Williams of 42 Sig Sqn (V)

61SQN
Report by Lt 'Foxy' Hall
SOCIAL GLITrER
61 Squadron have had a fairly intense time recently. Be~inning our
drive to be rebadged as Yeomanry, we provided commumcations for
the Fife Hunt Point-to-Point in April. Cpls Dave Downie and Cammy
Payn were prominent at the 'bookies' but with regrettably slight reports
of success-so we still have to rely on the Queen for our much heralded
new equipment. The master-mind of this particular exercise, Lt 'Foxy'
Hall had a prior engagement with 52nd Lowland Brigade, but with
animal cunning still managed to attend a number of races and car-park
picnics. A Gordon Highlander of the Brigade event was heard to
remark 'it was too inconsiderate of the Army to clash with a point-topoint', some Royal Signals Officers murmured quietly in support.

RESUME
Terrific weather, good food, hard work . What more could you wish
for? The men behind the scenes cannot go unmentioned and their hard
work made the whole machine run smoothly ... almost!
C11pt Nick Nlcbolu, the Camp Commandant, deserves mention for
rushing into the cookhouse on the first night and, determined to assist
the cooks, plunged the first batch of chips into the nearest vat of
cooking oil. After five minutes the sizzling of pommes frites was
noticeably absent ... closer investigation revealed that he had plunged
his chips into a dixie of lemon jelly reserved for the next day's lunch!
WOl Danes RAPC kept us all on the straight and narrow regarding
financial matters, WOl (SSM) John Gallacher'• patter was as usual
never ending and Sgt Morna Strachan kept her cool throughout the
week ... just! The QM, Maj Ron Acott glowered round the camp all
week, until his replacement, C11pt Colin Markle, arrived for a liason
visit prior to taking over later this year. The QM's spirits rose
noticeably and he was heard to say that the light at the end of the
tunnel was getting brighter by the day.

BUSINESS
That social highlight passed, we descended to the depths of a
Brigade Radio Exercise. Elements of our sguadron discovered that they
had been co-located with the start of the River Forth Raft-Race, at any
rate, in adjoining fields. Thi~ came to light when a lorry load of
portaloos turned up at the location, the driver displaying a quite
natural eagerness to be rid of them. The more laid back sections of the
faithful soldiery, in particular our resident be-slippered cook , CplJock
Meldrum, and his well oiled REME assistant, Cpl Mick Slack, were
duly impressed with the new style of management, this being our first
adventure in the field under the hand of our new leader Maj Ron
McNaught. Hopes were dashed, however, when the rightful owners
drifted by during a rehearsal just as the portaloos were almost in our
hands.

SOCIAL WHIRL
The final event of note was the Regimental Audit held at our location
by public demand. This seemed to centre not around accounts but a
Drinks Party, organised by the Squadron Point-to-Point Committee as
became apparent from the guests invited. This aspect of the party is not
remembered by those in authority, though it transpired that LCpls Jan
ManbaD and Fifi Cowan had not paid attention when the mixing of

EXPANSION
Our late leader, Maj Jimmy Rbynas, has moved, if not to higher,
certainly different, planes, as he has taken over 52 ~qn, to the sound of
wailing and gnashing of teeth from the multitudes of his new subjects.
So far he has avoided signing over his old squadron and is confidently
expected to take over the remaining squadrons in the regiment in the
near future!
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'TA AND REGULAR MERGER'
On Easter Saturday, 10 Apr, Capt J. M. Wlllls, the Adjutant
married Lt Angela Dixon WRAC (V), a subaltern in 33 Sig Regt-A
victory for the 'one Army concept' perhaps! The wedding took place at
Lyrnm Parish Church and was attended by a number of military and
ex-military guests. Capts Nlck Blampled, Miles Stockdale, Nigel
Moore, Martin Shilston RAOC, and Charles Gray, Kings Own Border,
attended as a guard of honour-they also made a splendid job of
fouling the Groom's car prior to the am pie leaving for their
honeymoon. The kipper was not found underneath the bonnet until two
days later! The cou pie went to the Lake District to relax during the first
week and then flew on to Crete for a further week of sunshine.
'A line to the Wire'
L-R: LCpl Fred Ulett, Sig Alan Johnstone, Sig Hopley

'The lonely soldier' . Cpl Larry Knight on solitary vigil at the PUP
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34 Sig Regt (V)
Middlesbrough
Report by Rev Alan Hughes CF

ATHINTRAIL
On a warm day in the last week of May the residents of Brambles
Farm Housing Estate, who surround our RHQ TAC, were alarmed as
word spread of a thin trail of white smoke emanating from the chimney
of the throne room of 34 Sig Regt. More of this later; the next
paragraph is not, however, unrelated.
FAREWELL TO THE COMMANDING OFFICER
Lt Col Bill Illlngwortb has relinquished command of the regiment
after serving as a Troop Officer, Squadron Commander, both in Leeds
with 49 Sqn and Middlesbrough wrth 90 Sqn, 2IC and finally CO. The
old adage, 'if you want a job done, ask a busy man' certainly applies to
him. Combining command of 34 with his civilian employment, as the
Personnel Officer for Middlesbrough Borough Council, required
immense dedication, love for and pride in the regiment and sheer hard
work. Col em has done so much to enhance the regiment's pride in
itself and reputation amongst the communities within which it serves.
The links he has forged between the regiment and the many civic
authorities, the building of garages at Harewood Barracks in Leeds,
new builds in Middlesbrough, re-equipment of vehicles and sets, Ex
Crusader 80 in BAOR, a highly successful Trade Training Camp at
Crowborough, the refurbishing of the Band's dress and equipment and
the LP record, are just some of the high point; of his command.
After being dined out by the Sergeants Mess he retired to bed early.
Well, dinner had started a little late; someone had stitched his mess kit
together. His dining out by fellow officets was a momentous occasion.
Actually it was truly momentous, most officers actually understood one
of his after-dinner jokes for the first time in 15 years! The Regiment's
Honorary Colonel, Col Mike Stewart, paid tribute to Col Bill's
enormous commitment to the unit and then, on behalf of the officers,
presented him with a silver salver, inscribed with the signatures of mess
members. In his farewell address the CO thanked the officers for their
support during his command and paid particular tribute to the regular
staff and PSis, finally emphasising his pride in our regimental Band,
he even said that he had bought their record! Col Bill's present to the
Officers Mess was a splendid framed photograph of The Queen and
Prince PhDJp signed personally by them. It is rumoured that this was
obtained after a deal was struck over some saplings for Windsor Great
Park from Middlesbrough Parks' Department nurseries.
Bandmaster WOl Derek Farrington invited the CO to conduct the
Band on his dining out as a special Saturday treat! Again, and it is only
rumour, it is said that he is looking for something else to fill his
Tuesday nights and weekends. When the Bandmaster and Band return
from Kneller Hall perhaps this early audition will have paid off and the
Corps may have another Job for him-or indeed somethmg else ...

Three Wise Monkeys resplendent in appropriate dress, the
powerhouse of 34th! From the left, 'hear no evil'- Hon Col Mike
Stewart, 'speak no evil' - Lt Col Bill Illingworth late lamented CO 34th
on his dining out and 'see no evil' - Trg Maj Peter Todd sporting
Nelson's glasses! as always
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Bandmaster W01 Derek Farrington heading the 34 members of the
Band of 34th, the only TA Regimental Band within the Corps
MEDAL AND CERTIFICATE PRESENTATIONS
Brig I. O. J. Sprackling, OBE, The Commander Training Group,
Royal Signals, kindly agreed to visit us to present two medals. The
recipients were Capt John Mainwaring-Taylor, the Territorial
Decoration and W02 Yeoman Alan Tlbbett, 1st Oasp to his TA
Efficiency Medal. After in pecting RHQ , 90 and HQ Squadrons'
personnel and equipment, he addressed the soldiers assembled for the
presentation of medals. In addition to congratulating Capt
Mainwaring-Taylor and Yeoman Tlbbett on their ac~ievement, ~e
expressed his appreciation of and for the Territonal Army, m
particular the role filled by the men and women of34.

Hon Col Mike Stewart receiving, on behalf of the Officers Mess a
party gift from fonner CO 34th Lt Col Bill Illingworth TD

Lt Col Bill Illingworth auditioning for a job to fill his Tuesday nights
and weekends. Who knows what the future might bring, should the
Corps Director of Music retire, we may see more of Col Bill. NB he did
not conduct the tracks on the Band recording
It is said that behind every great man is a ~eat woman and in this
context we would like to place on record the highest tribute to Barbara
Illlngworth. She has given him unswerving support over the years and
her quiet dedication has contributed much to the life of 34, especially
amongst the wives. Col Bill and Barbara; all ranks of 34 Signal
Regiment thank you and wish you every happiness in the future.
THE REGIMENTAL BAND
ln our tribute to the CO we mentioned the Band record. Our
Regimental Band is the only authorised Volunteer Band within the
Corps. They have gone from strength to strength under the baton of
WOI Derek Farrington and with the support of Band President, Capt
Tom McMahon, the regimental Adjutant. The Band has reached the
stage of having to turn down engagement invitations and this year's
busy programme includes, as last year, a tour in Germany. They have
just released their first Long Playing Record. Among the fifteen tracks
are the Corps March, and those of the Corps which serve 34, the
Regimental Ayre arranged by Derek Farrington, Minuteman,
Bandology and Instant Concert. The record has been given playing
time on BBC and Independent Radios. Copies can be had by wnting to
The Band President, 34(N) Signal Regiment (V), Brambles Farm TAC,
Middlesbrough-enclosing £4.50 per copy of course! The cover is a
magnificent colour facsimile of one of our music stand banners, on the
reverse is a photograph of the entire Band, which includes four
members of the WRAC, and a brief history of the Band. Buy now while
stocks last; in fact almost 1000 copies have already been sold locally. It
is on general release and should be obtainable at most respectable
record shops on 'Sounds Christian SCR 1'.
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Capt John and Mrs Jacqueline Mainwaring· Taylor after receiving his
Territorial Decoration from Brig Ian Sprackling, Commander Trg Gp
Royal Signals

Brig Ian Sprackling,. Commander :rrg Gp Royal Signals obviou.sly not
happy with something he found 1n a 90 Sqn box body, chasing OC
Maj Fergus Mackenzie
Yeoman Alan Tibbett receiving his first Clasp to the TA E~iciency
Medal from Brig Ian Sprackling, Commander Trg Gp Royal Signals
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Brig J. R: Burrows, Commander 12 Signal Brigade visited
Gateshead to. ms~t the 50 Squadron Detachment based there and to
Kiresent TerrttonaJ Army medal~ . Sgt J. T. Brooklyn, Sgt M. s.
G~~~an~ LCpl R. O'Neill receJVed the TA Efficiency Medal Cpl A
.......
. hts first Clasp to his Efficiency Medal. Brig B~ws w~
accompanied ~y.the <:=O and ~aj John Douglas OC SO Squadron.
D ~other distinguished VISltor, this time to SO Squadron at
arhngton, was C'.ol, Tb~ Loni Barnard, Lord Lieutenant for Durham,
who presented his certificates to members of the regiment in the
presence of the CO.

ARRIVAL OFTli:E NEW COMMANDING OFFICER
The puff of white smo~e? Well I looked, then I heard a voice c
from_ th.e Orderly Room wmdow 'Habeamus Papa! Habaemus Pa al '
was it Habeamus novus commendare'? Next the thin trail 0 { h't
1
smoke began to form words-I write only what I saw
e
summoned. to the ~ner sanctum and was told: 'You ther~,' ow~~!
coll~ed w_nter of Wire Notes, as a tailpiece to your notes I thought as
~~ mcommg_CO, whose experience in command ranges over s~me
eig~t dynamic days' , I would pen a few incidents that I found amusing
urmg my early days here.'
th As a .R~g~ar Officer I asked one of the TA Captains how he viewed
, e arnv ~ a regular commanding officer. His measured re I was
We regard 1~ as a breath of fresh air but hope that we don't gef 0
over by the wind of change!' I tried to reassure him.
wn
On on~ of my takeover visits to a troop, nameless for obvious
:eason_s,
~marked O? the enormous bustle, accompanied b an
mcred1ble dm , surroundmg the loading of some land rovers for exefcise·
: d:en people :were moving in all directions whilst others were folding
en ge and still more were wielding brooms. After watchin this
ferformance for about 10 minutes I asked the troop commande~ how
ong had th.e .troop been working at this pace? His s Iendidl h
answer was smce you arrived!' Finally, during my firstvisit to ~ooo~ei~
~he field, I took some splendid action photographs. I cannot print t~em
er~, .however, as there was no film in the camera! Roll on the next
ramm~ weekend.
E L~ ~ Hugh Bonaker, welcome to 34 Sig Regt and to the North of
ng ~n ; we pledge our support and wish you every success and
h appmess amongst us.
1

t
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37 Sig Regt (V)
Bristol
FAREWELL
Lt Col Mike Jennbtgs left the Ministry of Defonce to take command
of 37 (Wessex & Welsh) Signal Regiment (V) in Oct 1979. Because of
his previous experience with Ghurka Signals he says the shock was
less thai:i might ~av~ been expect~d ~nd he w~s theref~re prepared for
the static organisation. the conv1ct1on that all ideas had been tried
before, t he loyalty and dedic~tion to the regiment, the high morale and
not least the very long memories.
Colonel Mike, th.ough impressed with th_e level of technical expertise
throughout the regiment ha s been dett:rmmed to make soldiers of his
signallers. His efforts, enthu siasm and drive not only got a Regimental
team to Bisley for the first time, but raised the overall standard of
shooting in the regiment to a level where a 60% pass standard in Shoot
to Kill has been accepted with co nfidence.
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The Rt Honourable The Lo d B
d L
a Guard of Honour at The ~ JtrnadrA, ord Lt for l?urham inspecting
sqn. L- R·. s gt Kerry, Cpl Plater,
ra or
rmoury, Darlington home of 50
_Sig Robson, LCpl Cameron, Cpl
Fraser, Sig Bukira

Lt Col J. C. Blackwood TD WRAC (VJ

New CO for 34th at work

WELCOME
The regimen t is delighted to welcome Lt Col Jean Blackwood TD
WRAC as its Commanding Officer. Jean Blackwood is no stranger,
having joined the regiment in 1969 and having recently commanded a
squadron of some 16 officers and 200 R & F before being appointed
2IC of the regiment and now CO. Although , not unaware of the
tremendous interest which the appointment of the first woman to
command a British Regiment has created throughout the United
Kingdom , we were not in the least bit surprised, although we are both
proud and pleased to notch up another 'first' .
Other movements within the regiment include Maj P. H. (Gary)
Grant to 2IC, Maj N. R. (Norman) Haney TD to command S7 Sig Sqn
(V) and Maj M. J. (John) Bosley TD, to command 43 Sig Sqn (V).
The open season for communications exercises is with us once again,
with a programme of nine weekend exercises leading up to an exercise
camp in September/ October. Other weekends are taken up with
squadro n and regimental ranges. and a good performance at the South
West District SAM means that we have a team at Bisley.
Con~ratulations are due to 67 (QOWWY) Sig Sqn (V) on winning
the 2 Signal Brigade Clinch Cup and Gill Salver for shooting earlier this
year.
We are delighted to be able to report that our REME LAD won the
'Workshop Practice' shield during Exercise Westem Approaches in
April and that two of our regular soldiers, WOJ Jim Downie and SSgt
Tony Bowen won the Dinghy Championships at the Royal Signals
Dinghy Sailing competition at Portsmouth in May. Still on a sporting
note, earlier in the year a team from 57 Sig Sqn (VJ came se1•enth in the
West Area TA Cross Country Championships, with LCpl Peter Game
finishing individual third .

CO on Parade- Mayor's Sunday, Middlesbrough

~~d~i~g:· ~at~ie
PSI Clive

t

Kay, the former ' Fireside girl' of the Billy Cotton
heKarlatteh_st release 'Mother of Mine' for
~n,
1e came to help us promote our
Band s new LP record

a1:~i~~fn ~fc~PJ

Unstinting in g1vmg his time, Lt Col Jennings has visited and
involved himself in all training, to such an extent that without
mandatory 'free weekends' Mrs Jennings would have seen her husband
only when they met at Regimental and Official funct ions. His
maintenance of high standards, his enthusiasm and his friendship has
been appreciated by all ranks and we wish him success in his next
appointment in BMATT, Zimbabwe.
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53 (WELSH) SIG SQN (V)

Avid readers of Wire Notes will recall that. when last heard of. S3
(Welsh) Sig Sqn (V) had just celebrated the arrival of our new PSO,
Capt Brian Camey. Brian joined us after long and distinguished service
with the Grenadier Guards and is now well on his way to acquiring
Signals techniques. He was joined in April by SSgtJobn Buckler, our
new PSI, who already had most of these skills. We said a sad farewell to
W02 Geoff Silcox who left us after many years as our PSI, on posting
to RHQ at Bristol.
The squadron had a hectic time in the amazing winter freeze-up
when it assisted the snowbound local community. Lt Gill Jones WRAC,
organised the control centre at the TA Centre, and the squadron
provided two-man land rover crews under Capt Malcolm Lott and SSgt
Mick Chaloner. They were joined by other TA and stranded regular
personnel from all three services and for six days continuously ferried
petrol, delivered medical supplies and assisted the undertakers. They
even managed to get a doctor and technician to West Wales, utilising
an air-sea rescue helicopter when the land rover would go no further.
The squadron spent the early part of the year practising for Ex Hard
Rock. in a series of exercises which included participation by our
new and very efficient CMHQ Troop at Brecon. Here we arc lucky to
have recruited Capt John Insley and Lt Jane Hart WRAC and they in
turn are lucky to have the services of SSgt Keith Allen, whose many
years in the Roya l Welsh Fusiliers have fitted him well for his new role.
Brecon TA Centre must now be the best equipped in the Brigade.
As the Brecon Troop contains many ex-infantry soldiers, our military
skills have improved by leaps and bounds. and in a recent Regimental
shooting competition, S3 Squadron's 'o\' team competed against S3
Squadron's ' B' team to win the prize. o other squadron seems likely to
beat us in the future either!
S3 Squadron has always been well recruited in Cardiff and we are
able to choose our recruits very carefully. The Squadron Commander,
Maj Andy Flint has now selected Andrew 'Fred' Howland as an officer
cadet. and several more star are in the pipeline.
On the social side, the highlight was our annual St David's Day
dinner, held in Cardiff, where we were able to entertain ome of our
friends.
Finally we welcome Capt Ian Thomson who joins us from 38 Regt at
Sheffield to take over the A FHQ Troop from Capt Edward Wldgery
who becomes squadron 2IC.
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38 Sig Regt (V)
Sheffield
VISIT OF COMMANDER IN CHIBF UKLF
We were delighted to welcome Gen Sir John Stanier, KCB MBE
ADC Gen, accompanied by the Com~ander Western District Maj Gen
R. C. Keigbtley to RHQ and 87 Signal Squadron on 17 April at
Swym:ierton. !he CinC spent nearly an hour with us and expre sed
great mtere t m our role: ra~ly have S? many members of the regiment
been ask~d so many penetrating questions by so many Generals in such
a short. ti me. In the photograph Lt Roger Rimmer is pointing out his
transmit antenna arrangement to the CinC.

ORmNTEERING SUCCESS
A team. from . the regiment scored an outstanding success at the
UKLF Orienteering Championships held on 819 May at Sandringham
Both t~~ TA WRAC Relay co mpetition and TA WRAC Tea~
compettt10n were won by a team comprising Sgt Marlon Poulter PSI
Sgt_ Helen ~eades and Sgt Janet Orton. The girls were presented with
their trop~ 1es. by Brig R. C. Middleton OBE, Deputy Commander
~s!ern D1stri~t .. For those interested . the tee-shirts carry the legend
Onenteers do 1t m the forest'!

40 Sig Regt (V)
Belfast
LORD LIBUTENANTS CERTIFICATE-40 (ULSTER) SIGNAL
REGIMENT (V)
At a ceremony at the Officers Mess RAF Aldergrove Her Majesty's
Lor~ Lieutenant for the City of Belfast Loni Glentoran presented
certificates to thr.ee volunteer members of 40 (Ulster) Signal Regiment
(V) who have given prolonged and continuous outstanding service
beyond the normal high standard expected of all members of the
Territorial Army.
The Lord Lieutenan t's certificate of merit is regarded as the highest
honour which can be bestowed on an individual at City or County level.
It is the personal prerogative of the Lords Lieutenant as the Queen's
representatives. The award is second only to an honour bestowed by the
Queen, since the inception of the award three years ago , five volunteer
members of '40th' have received the award.

W01 Andy Evans presents a cheque to Mrs Nichol N Ireland appeals
organiser, Cancer Research Campaign. The contribution to the Fund,
£300 is the result of a sponsored Darts throwing Marathon organised
by W01 Evans and members of the regiment

The WRAC ?rienteering team with their trophies. Left to right: Sgt
Manon Poulter, Sgt Helen Meades, Sgt Janet Orton

The CO, Lt Col Mike Vann, has not disclosed why he was grinning so
much at what the CinC had just said

NE DISTRICT SAM
Sgt Marlon Poulter was again amongst the trophy winners at NED
SAM on the 15/ 16 May, where she won the WRAC individual Pistol
trophy ...A team from 64 Sqn was second in the WRAC team
competition.

Mr Tom Davis is presented with the GOC's Letter of Commendation
by The Honorary Colonel of 40th , Col 81iot Wilson. Tom a popular
member of the civilian staff has been with the regiment for five years
during this time he has given his support and enthusiasm to all aspects
of Regimental life
Lord Lieutenanfs Certificates
SSgt C. Spence WRAC (V)
W02 R. S. Connor

(L to RJ: SSgt J . F. Donaldson

66SQN
Well , Exercise time is upon us again , and since the last Notes, 66
Sqn has completed two Squadron Exercises, Ex Third Front and Ex
Fourth Front.
Ex Third Front was based in N Ireland and shook out the cobwebs in
preparation for Ex Eourth Front in Scotland last May. While both
Exercises were successful in proving our communication skills, the
biggest lesson, which was learnt during Ex Fourth Front, was that the
SSM is of some use occasionally! Unfortunately, on our jaunt to
Scotland we had no cooks, however, we are glad to report that W02 J.
Loveday peels a good spud-an art which he says he perfected while
serving with the Regulars!
CONGRATULATIONS
Our warmest congratulations to SSgtJ. Donaldson of C Tp who was
recently presented with the Lord Lieutenant's Certificate at
Hillsborough Castle for meritorious duty.
Congratulations too, to one of our PS Is attached to 66 Sqn, Sgt M.
Hendley, for successfully completing the London Marathon. He admits
that having crossed the Finishing Line he clasped the hard won Medal
to his chest and scurried back to his hotel as quickly as he could,
because he didn't have the strength to fight off any would-be muggers!
Anyhow, Sgt Hendley and Sgt J. Pearson (another PSI with the
regiment) are now collecting sponsorship money-please note that the
writer has already paid up-and when all has been collected, a total of
£330.00will have been raised for a local school- Well Donel
Spring is also the time for love it would seem, so congratulations also
to those recently married-to name but a few-Cpl Mcfadyen WRAC,
LCpl Karey WRAC, Pte Hughes WRAC and Sig Lemmon.

CinC U KLF is. discussing the virtues of the C41 with Ueft to right) Cpl
Phtl Mellor, LCpl Rob Atkin, and Sig Leo Maddix

Sgt Marion P?ulter receiving the WRAC individual Pistol trophy from
Mai Gen C. P. R. Palmer, CBE., Comd NE District

Cin.C UKLF being briefed. by L~ Roger Rimmer; OC 'i!7 Sig Sqn (V),
Mai Roger Merryweather 1s agam obscured by his subordinate' s elbow

SHEFFIBLD MARATHON 6 JUNE
The regiment had teams in the half and full marathon. We hope to
have photos for th.e next issue. The winner of the marathon used to
belong to the regiment, but sadly his shooting was not up to the
standard of his running.

WELCOMES/FAREWELLS
Welcome to all new members of 66 Sqn, including Capt P. J. Riley
WRAC as OC A2 Tp and Lt N. Beacom R Signals as OC B Tp. Fond
farewells to th. ose who have been posted from the squadron, Maj R. D.
Wymbs WRAC who becomes OC WRAC and Lt G. Flemming R
Signals who moves to Training Squadron . Our best wishes to them both
in their new postings. Farewell, for at least a short while, to 2Lt G. D.
Baxter R Signals who leaves B Tp to go to 2 Armd Div on his SSVC we are sure that he will enjoy himself and learn a lot. Finally, but by no
means least, congratulations to Lt E. A. C. Doods WRAC who takes
over as OC C Tp.
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40th win first place in the N Ireland Field Cookery Competition. Happy
members of the team display their awards Left to Right- Cpl Stanex,
Sgt · Bate, Capt Mitchell, Cpl Dempsey and Cpl Manton. The
competition is an Annual event open to all NI TA Units. 40th last won
the competition in 198:>

Winning 40th team awards presented by Maj Gen Peter Chiswell
Commander Land Forces N Ireland
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SPORTS REPORT
Squadron representative teams have not been idle, but whilst they
have competed with enthusiasm, so far major success has eluded them.
The cross c~antry. team 'Yere runoe.r~-up to 264 (SAS) Sig Sqn in the
W~stern region mmor uni.ts competit~on, both teams scoring the same
pomts b ut the result bemg determmed on the position of the last
runner .. '.fhe team w.ent on. to come sixth in the Army minor units
compet!t!on. The onenteermg teall! were runners-up in the District
compet1t1on and go on to compete m the UK finals this month. The
ru~by team, whilst stronger thlS season than for some time past, met
misfortune both as a result of the move changing some fixtures and at
the hands of 59 Cdo Sqn RE in the District quarter final. The Soccer
team has not yet competed in the new District, but the five-a-side team
plays regularly in the local league. Bde HQ won the bi-annual five-aside co mpetition with a team coached by Maj Alan Holman RE, who
just happens to be the unit football officer! The cricket season is upon
us agam and QM Capt Frank Rogers is making his selection for the
summer; cricket and works services forming the bulk of his
contribution to squ adron conferences. In early May the squadron intertroop ath letics stand ards competition was held, followed by the intertroop ath let ics co mp etition itself, both won convincingly by SHQ
Troop . The troop team winning 12 out of the 17 events in the main
competition. It cou)d be that the O C is reconsidering his decision to
move the techs out of SHQI

. News from Sauadrons

1 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(216 Sig Sqn)
Tidworth
Since la st putting pen to paper t he pace of life has quickened once
again as we move further into the trainin g year. The unit has had a full
programme of exercises, cadres, sport and other activities.
Personalities have changed. lo April we said farewell to Capt Tony
Cud.Up the Traffic Officer who is posted to 10 Sig Regt after returning
from being the Administrative Officer of the Victory Syndicate;
Britain ' s hope in the 1983 Americas' Cup. SSgt John Carter has left us
on promotion to W02 and we wish him and Barbie all the very best in
Catterick. SSgt Alan Bott (latterly attached to 5 Inf Bde in Aldershot)
was SOS in March and we wish him and his wife all the best in civilian
life. Best wishes also go to Cpl 'Scouse' Deegan, LCpl Eddie Butler and
Sig 'Grebo' Gration in their new units. Those leaving can be sure of a
warm welcome home to Tidworth when they visit us in the future.
ew arrivals include SSgt Dave Few, Cpls Bert Huckle and Jim
Mandenon, Slgs Alex Brown, Tony Rickett, Alan Tuckey, Mark Teall
and Andy Knowles, to whom we extend a warm welcome.
Congratulations to newlyweds Cpl Dave Walte and Julia, Cpl Nell
Hardy and Susan, Sig 'Igor' Enright and Chrlstina and Capt laln
Brownlee and Ann.
EX 'FIRST IMPRESSION'
The first squadron deployment of the year took place in early March.
It was a cold and wet week, too cold and wet for the 2IC who decided to
catch an unspecified disease on day one. The OC, Maj Paul White
decided to 'test the system'. Main HQ managed eight moves in 72 hours
and Rear only a couple less! Crews at each location hardly stopped to
catch. a .breath. As a result of t;Jie exercise 'certain changes in
organisation have become necessary fortunately nothing as drastic as
1981! Indeed to some in the squadron it seems somewhat like the 'old
days'.
SEC'llONTRAINING AND THE TURNER TROPHY
Training for the Turner Trophy inter section competition started in
earnest in the middle of M~rch. Teams of eight led by a corporal were
selected from K and L sections A Tp, M and N sections and P and Q
section~~ Tp, two teams from MT/LAD and one team from SHQ. The
competition was held 617 Apr on SPTA. Phase one was designed by
Capt Andy Ward and consisted of a 21 Km tab between five stands
testin~ individual skills in weapon handling, map reading, field craft,
first aid and NBC with all teams finishin~ at Bufford Fields. Phase TI
run by Lt CharUe Miller included the ngging of a landrover as an
und.erslung Joa~ followed by th~ ii!-sertion of the patrol by helicopter
behmd enemy Imes! ~er establishing a patrol base, patrols set up anti
armour ambushes usmg LA Ws and anti tank mines. After, what in
most cases were successful ambushes, patrols withdrew being
themselves ai:nbushed ~nd receivin.g casualties on their way back . Phase
III was a senes of section tasks d1Sposed around a circuit designed by
Capt Iain Brownlee. These tasks included anti-ambush drills , section

The Turner Trophy- A Tp Team in the rain. LCpl Reynolds shouts
encouragement (or something)
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Turner Trophy- The Command task. The stranded man is rescued!

attacks, first aid and a command task, assault course and a section
sho?t including the t:n.gagement o.f a tank target with 21mm sub calibre
devices. The compet ition was designed to be tough and testing. On the
day, teams. competed not only .against each other, but against t he
elements. E1~ht to ten hours of ram per day made the task of leadership
even more difficult. Most teams made it to the finish even after some
dicey moments during Phase II. One of th e control radio detachments
'.ealising he was in the wrong pl!lce decided to move and drove straigh t
mto one of the ambushes , leavmg a truly shocked driver whose little
world had almost come to a sorry end .
Cpl Tom Hall's team from SHQ were the winners but t he
compet ition was ve~y ~lose an? all who took part can co~gratulate
themselves. on a~h1evmg a high standard of military skills and
demonstrating a htgh degree of courage and physical endu rance.
HORSE SHOWS
Tidworth ha~ ~e~er sha~en off its association with the cavalry and
horses. Indeed 1t 1s mterest mg to note that one of the units responsibl e
fo~ the co.nstruction of the Tidworth Polo Ground was 2nd Cavalry
Bngade Signal Troop! The communications for this year's Tidworth
Horse Show were primarily provided by Line Troop. After a rehearsal
of the system at the Ru shall Horse Show, Sgt 'Jock' Selklrk's men put
down a comprehensive cable network , which ensured fast accurate
communic~tions, .expoi:ients of ra~io please note! The organ'isers were
generous with their praise suggestmg that results were obtained at this
event faster than any other in the country. Mention must also be made
of Lt ' Bralns' Hargreaves, who masterminded our contribution to the
event and the unsung heroes of the QM's department who procured all
the stores for the whole show and the cooks who provided the food .
EX 'FIRST DITCH'
~is exercise was billed as a Commex followed by a HQ CPX and it is
belt~ved that.one day'.'- staff officer was seen for lunch . The intelligence
section, obv10usly frightened of bogey men in the woods, actually
completed half ~ move before the bright lights of Tidworth seduced
them back to their warm beds. Such is war in the UKMF! This exercise
saw the unveiling of 'G Eats' , Maj P. R. Richards shudders no doubt!
Th~ together wit~ T~dent ~as b~n one of Britain's major defence
pro1e~ for the e1ghti~s. It 1s believed that 'G Eats' will provide an
effec,t~ve detef'.'ent ':"ell mto the next ~ntury. Covering several acres, 'G
Eats ts a mobile, sic! mess, tent, designed to be erected by six men in a
little under two hours.
During the Com_mex a live enemy operated under command of SSgt
Geoff Barrett. Th1S gan~ of marauders roamed the area destroying
Auto e~changes, am~ushmg convoys and capturing rebros. However,
complamts were received at endex from some members of the enemy
about 'some people taking it all too seriously' perhaps references to Sig
Eric Fuller d-ropping from trees on unsuspectmg pay corporals or Cpl
Donnie Brough and FofS Ben Lawson's rugby tackies.
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Congratulations must go to Sig Perey Robert. of the QM's dept, who
came second in SE Dist Archery final and is currently ranked seventh
in the world amateur ratings. He has been selected to represent
England in the Commonwealth Games in Australia later this year.
FUTURE EVENTS
Planning goes ahead for Ex Coastal Way, in which over 100 members
of the squ adron will take part. The aim of t he exercise is to complete
the first circumnavigation of the English coastline and border by one
organisation. The distance involved is some 3700 miles. The route will
be covered in sections by small groups on foot, in canoes, by yacht and
by bicycle, the latter being carried out by a team cycling from John
O'Groats to Lands End on Army bikes! it is hoped to raise several
thousand pounds through unit sponsorship to assist in th e bui ldin~ of a
square rigged sailin g training vessel designed specifically for physically
handicapped sailors. Anyone wishing to sponsor the unit at 0.1 pence
per mile (or more if so desired) should send their pledges to: Capt I. P.
Brownlee R Signals, 1 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (2 16), Jell alabad
Barracks, Tidworth, Hants SP9 7AB.
Our next report will contain details of ARU fun(!), Lanyard Day an d
our contribution to the war!

5 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(205 Sig Sqn)
Aldershot

CCV

GENERAL
Good Friday and everyone was preparing to go to Block Leave for
Easter. Capt A. Helm acting OC of the Sqn called a conference and
informed everyone that we were on standby to go to the Falkland
Islands. Leave was to continue but be prepared to be recalled. Some
personnel managed to get their leave and on return to camp discovered
that preparations were humming to get the Brigade away on Exercise
Welsh Falcon in the Sennybridge Train ing Area. The exercise
commenced on 21 Apr and before we deployed the en tire Brigade was
Clansmanised. During this period frantic efforts were made to contact
the new OC, Maj M. L. Forge. It was known th at he had left Oman,
but his whereabouts were vague, somewhere between America and
Germany. He was eventually contacted and arrived with a few days to
spare before going out on Exercise Welsh Falcon . It transpired t hat
Maj Forge had popped into Ottawa and met up with our previous OC,
MajJ. C. Young for a brief and run down on the squadron. Surely this
must be the most distant handover of a squadron on record ?
DEPLOYMENT
Our RLDs joined 2 and 3 Parachute Regiments and sailed as part of
the Commando Brigade. We then welcomed to the Brigade, 2nd
Battalion Scots Guards and 1st Battalion Welsh Guards to make up for
the loss of the two Parachute Regiments. The Main Party of the
Brigade sailed on the QE2 with the remainder and stores and
equipment sailing on the Baltic Ferry, Nordic Ferry, Contender Bezant
and MV St Edmunds. A final air party flew out to the Ascension
Islands to join the QE2.
NEWS FROM THE BRIGADE
The following Newsletter received in Signal Message Form from the
QE2 will make particularly interesting reading to those old sweats of
the Trooper Days:
"Brigade Newsletter No 1. Will endeavour to send regular updates
on our progress so that all might learn more than is written in letters.
We were all extremely impressed and touched by the tremendous send
off you gave us, but unfortunately have not seen any newspapers to read
about it. We have made good going and arrived in Freetown 181100Z
May. No-one allowed ashore during short stay but took on fuel, water
and some mail. Crossed equator 191600Z May and HM King Neptune
came aboard to conduct the Crossing the Line ceremony. Commander
had the honour of being presented to His Majesty. During cruise
everybody kept busy undergoing various sorts of training. Crew
bewildered at novel sight of soldiers running and physically training en
masse on the boat deck , which is usually only used for promenading
passengers. Weapon, first aid and other training takes place in
Casinos, Ballrooms and Theatres. Libraries, card and reading rooms
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have been converted into offices. The Cunard Cruise Office is now the
Ships Admin Office. 61 Int Sect has set up office amongst the padded
purple chairs of the Ladies Hair and Beauty Salon , probably the place
one would expect to gather information on a normal cruise! Every inch
of the ship is utilized for some sort of military activity, armoury or
store. Despite the numbers on board everyone is generally comfortable.
The ships crew are most helpful and go out of their way to fulfil our
every need. In fact the Ship's Adjutant has been told that the soldiers
are doing too much and thus are doing the crew out of work. Many of
the crew watch our training closely and would appear to want to join in .
All are volunteers and are enjoying the cruise as much if not more than
other cruises. Normal Cunard menus have been withdrawn. However
we continue to eat excellent food , particularly since we are in field
conditions. A typical dinrrer menu is: Smoked Salmon, Cream of
Mushroom Soup, Fried Fillet of Plaice , Tartare Sauce, Roast Leg of
Lamb, Mint Sauce, Green Peas, Chipped and Roast Potatoes,
Strawberry Pie, Cheese and Biscuits. Fresh Fruit, Rolls and Butter,
Tea or Coffee. If only field conditions were always like this I
The four swimming pools the QE2 boasts are now reduced to two
indoor pools, which have saunas and a small fully equipped
gymnasium. The other two pools are now helicopter decks on which sit
two Sea Kings. Yet another strange site for the crew is to see fully
equipped soldiers training in helicopters on board their luxury liner.
The ship has been renamed Landing Platform Luxury Liner in true
Service tradition.
While we were still in the English Channel the QM of 4 Fd Regt RA
and Spr Hobson of 9 Para Sqn RE, were flown to Truro Hospital as
both had fallen ill . Later in the voyage 16 Fd Ambulance successfully
removed an appendix in the ship's hospital. Rumour has it that the
Doctors were just keeping their hand in and operated on a perfectly
healthy individual! When we are not undergoing some sort of training
or running relentlessly around the deck, films are provided for our
amusement. 63 films have been shown in a variety of places throughout
the ship . Some of us have even takt>n advantage of the few hours ~f
decent sunshine and gained a slight tan. For our further amusement 1t
was decided that everyone of the Brigades 53700 maps should be
scrutinised for errors, as one rogue map was discovered after the initial
issue. The Bde Education Centre have provided £3000 worth of books
for us and they are coordinating all our entertainment. We are also very
grateful to Harrods who provided us with over £1000 worth of games .
So far we have only received Sunday 16 May newspapers and only a few
copies of these, so our daily Brigade Newsheet prepared by the Edn
Centre from the BBC World Service Programmes is a welcome
alternative.
Bands and Pipes and Drums of Scots and Welsh Guards and 117 GR
have entertained both soldiers and SNCOs. Officers Mess entertained
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RN and Cunard Officers to Cocktails at which all three Bns provided
music and the Captain of the QE2 took the Salute. Will continue to
send you these Newsletters as mail collection may become !ess freque~t
as we sail South. We are all too sorry that you cannot be with us on this
rare opportunity of a cruise on this fabu lous ship.
QMDEPQE2
May I start off by introducing the staff: QM- Capt Colin Meredith ,
RQMS- W02 Fred Coleman RE, Tech Sgt- Sgt Maurice Rigley , and
the workers are: Sig 'Alkle' Smith, Sig Matt Phlmlster, Sig 'Budgie'
Burrows, Sig 'Big Fat Mega John' Anglesea, Sig 'Bo Doing' Spring.
Both the QM and RQMS celebrated their birthdays aboard the QE2,
.
combined ages must be at least 150 years!
Work continues aboard the QE2 with the issue of yet more arctic
clothing and equipment. Rumour has it that we will each be gettin_g a
Falkland's sheep to carry it all around! Getting into bo:"es of stores. is a
problem aboard ship, but we have managed to acquire a space rn a
lockable gangway. This also doubles as the ~nit Arm~u_ry, ru~ by Cpl
'Dizzy' Wickens RPC and is a continuous hive of activity a_s _items of
stores and weapons are drawn throughout the day for tramrng. Y'f e
have an official War Artist on board, Miss Llnd_a Kitson, who, _lookmg
through an SOP Kit List asked what a housewife was. On bemg told
needles, cotton etc, she burst out laughing. She thought a housewife
was an item issued to married men only!
ATPQE2
.
.
Well after hectic refitting of vehicles and arctic preparation on then,
we fin~lly find the troop en route for the South Atlantic. _At
Southampton A Tp kept abreast of the rest thanks to an attractive
farewell to the troops from LCpl Pete Leyman's wife Dawn. Life on
board has progressed through the daily training routi ne amidst the
splendour of our transport. The troop has never before feasted
regularly on food such as we have been offered here. Everyone was mo_st
grateful that we were not stopping for more than a few hours m
Freetown as the climate there was worse than the sauna on board the
ship. Soo'n we shall have the troop reunited, as we meet u_p with the
Follow Up Party flying to Ascension Island and see agam the l~ss
fortunate who are heading for this Adventure on board the femes
Baltic and Nordic . Our main disappointment in Freetown was the lack
of the attractive young ladies, who met Canberra when she stopped
there. Did Airborne Troop impress tham so much that all others would
merely be an anticlimax I ask?? Alpha Troop will be going flat-out to
put the AARGH in ARGENTINA anyway.
MTTPQE2
Troop Personalities:- OC/FOS WOI 'Joe' Smith MBE, Troop
SSgt/TE Tech SSgt 'Tod' O'Brien. Radio Section-NCO IC, Sgt 'Ray'
Dudding, Cpl 'Brian' Slattery, Cpl 'Bob' Elllott. TE Section NCO IC,
Sgt 'Archie' Malcolm, Cpl 'Niger Parry, Cpl 'John' H-Walmsley.
ARRIVALS
The radio section has now been reinforced with the attachment for
OP Corporate of Cpls 'Batesy' Bateman and LCpl 'Bob' Clewley from
19 Bde & Sig Sqn.
DEPARTURES
We have recently had departed from our ranks on Tl Courses, Cpls
'Ttny' Clarke and 'Pete' Richardson. To them and their wives we wish
all the best of luck in the future.
THE PLOT
In early May, having spent an arduous two weeks training in South
Wales and Oansmanising the squadron, and preparing for operational
duties not very far from the Antarctic. We are at the present gliding
south westwards towards the Ascension Islands having left
Southampton seven days ago, calling at Freetown in Sierra Leone,
aboard not less than the QE2. What a luxurious way to go to war!
Although in order that the rest of the Corps does not envy us too much ,
we are still inundated with boat drills, PT, blackout and all the normal
rigours associated with Ops. As we don't know at this stage what will
happen we would gratefully ask that Records keep our slots on our
respective Rosters until further notice. See you all in??
CASUAL11ES
It was with deep regret that we received the news that the Officer
Commanding, Maj M. L. Forge and SSgt J. I. Baker were killed in
action on 6 June. O ur thoughts and prayers are with the bereaved
families.
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19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(209 Sig Sqn)
Colchester

~iN PERSONALITIES

2IC
OpsOffr
AdmlnOffr
QM
MTO
OCATp
OVJTp
OCMTp
OCLAD
YofS

Maj Mike Collins
Capt Gordon Shipley
Capt Nigel Moore
Maj de-Bretton Gordon
CaptJohn Richardson
Capt Laurie Dolan RCT
Lt Andy Tuson
Lt David Meyer
W02 (FofS) Graham Atkinson
W02 (AQMS) Alan Jack
W02 (Y ofS) Pat Gethln

But, alas, the exercise came to an en~, and we all headed back to
Verden to pick up our duty frees which the MTO and Sgt John
Walmsley work hard to deliver each exercise. On return to England
some of the Rovers looked more like brewery wagons, stuffed to the
gills with 1Opacks of Herford er and such-like.

R~ow

that summ er is back with us, the squadron RIT is back on its
rounds. After a week at schools aroun_d Hertford - if you can last that,
you can last anything we were told-it was off to Bedford and As_hby
over the Whitsun weekend. Sig Ball wor~ed hard on preparation,
spraying everyth in g in sight so that we were immaculate on departure.
The most remarkable event about the whole trip wa~, that we got there
and back without getting lost, in spite ?f OC_A leadmg. The full range
of Clansman equipment was shown, mcludmg one o! our. one tonne
rebro vehicles, as well as teleprints, telephones.and a l_me display. The
Colchester rear link went down well, especially with the younger
members of the female population. The team was: Lt Andy Tuson, Sgt
Gus Graham Cpl Nick Carter, Cpl Tony Conlan, LCpl Tony _Scolns,
Sig Paddy Br~wn, Sig Alan Daniel and Sig Ian Lines. The rear hnk was
ably led by Sig Guy Broadhurst, supported by Sig John Howe and Sig
Gillett.

Since the last Wire, the squadron has found itself with hardly a
moment to spare, with a trip to Germany on Ex Hurst Park, and
various home grown exercises. One sad event was the departure of the
Admin Offr, Maj Brian Moody RPC to Germany where the whole
squadron wishes him well. His replacement, Maj John de-Bretton
Gordon, has already followed where he left off, querying leave passes
and claim forms.
'HURST PARK 82'
What a name to conjure with in the mind, and what an event! The
2IC was actually going to come on exercise with the squadron after a
years abstinence. But no, it was not to be after readying all the
'Welcome' flags and 'This is an exercise' b anners, a message came
through from the rear party. The 2IC had a fever, it said, and would be
unable to attend and there was great merriment in the land.
The exercise started well enough, but once again Sig Ops were stuck
out in an orchard, in the middle of a village. This time instead of
sinking into the mud , a Rover ~acted sliding off do~n the hill. The Sig
Ops crew again showed therr resourcefulness wrth the matter of
sleeping accommodation. Rather than walking all r~und the ba~ ,
there was a much quicker way in through the wall. This was fine unttl
OC A stumbled to bed in the middle of the night, in darkness, he had
forgotten his torch again, kicking half a dozen sleeping forms on bis
way. After two or three days in this location the RSM WOI Cross
decided that he couldn't stand it any more. and emulated the 2IC,
departing to Hannover MRS. W02 (RQMS) Ron Russell was brought
up from echelon to fill the gap and did a sterling job throughout the
exercise. His favourite pastime was to go into Sig Ol?s, whisper 'St~nd
To' into the watchkeepers ear and then watch _the bram slowly engag!ng
gear. At one location a rumour started that Sig Ops was actually gomg
into a barn on the next move.
When tasked the Reece Offr, Lt David Meyer admitted the fact and
Sig Ops no longer doubted. On arrival howev~r there was one slig~t
problem , the German farmers tractor in the'l1ltddle of~e barn . This
was where Cpl Dave Roberts knowledge of German came m useful and
he determined from the farmer's wife that her husband would be
back- in a few hours. Eventually this was sorted out and the Sig Ops
crew were beginning to enjoy living in a barn when we were crashed o~t ,
back into a farmyard. At this location OC A had a long argument wtth
Cpl Henderson about the colour of the wall ag~inst which Sig Ops "".as
parked-and was wrong. His excuse was that its not easy to recognise
the colour when you 're using a red torch and its pitch dark. Cpl Ken
Golllngs was also having problems because wherever he seei;ied to put
his masts there was concrete six inches under the earth. This was also
the move in which LCpl PhD Groves found a large ditch, into which_he
put his landrover and trailer. It was only the lucky arrival of the MTO,
Capt Laurie Dolan, with tow rope, which got him out so quickly.
Eventually, however, things were sorted out an~ even the Radio Rel3;Y
detachment made themselves comfortable, with the route to their
wagon marked with two lines of stones, with RR in white paint on the
final one.
Meanwhile the squadron echelon was having fun too. Cpl Robert
Remmlngton had a good try at burning down the cookhouse wagon
with a number one burner, despite the valient efforts of the fire fighting
team. There were also rumours getting back to Sig Ops about echelons
moves around the German countryside, often by the scenic route. At
one point it was remarked that you could always tell when a certain AQ
was leading the REME packet, as you could see the coin spinning out
the top of his cab whenever a road junction was reached.
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Maj A. E. Truluck
Capt]. L. Fletcher
Capt R. J. Good
CaptM . J. FlynnQUEE S
Maj (QM) P.A. Noble
Capt W. H. Carter RCT
LtJ. E. Hogan
WOI B.J. Minter

EX 'POT SHOT'
.
,
Exercise Pot Shot was the culmination of this years. ~re ARU
traini ng. The whole quadron moved down to Halter~ trammg area,
including those elusive clerks and store me!I that 11.!rk m dark co~ners
and are rarely seen in the open air. A bivouac site was estabhshed
around a brick built cookhouse and washing building on the edi:e of th~
training area. The four day exercise concer_itrated on, battle dr!lls, antt
ambush drills. first aid, weapon handlmg and map readmg. All
movement around the training area wa~ on foot 3:nd by the end of the
exercise blisters were reaching epidemic ,Proportton_s .. To ensure that
boredom didn't set in at the end of a days hard trammg W~2 (Fo_fS )
La
p oc:tor and SSgt Mick Pawlak arranged a 19km onenteenng
co~ fur the evenings. It was a com mon sig~t to see footsore a~d
bewildered soldiers limping back into the campsite .at 0200 hrs, desp1re
t he FofS' s assurances that just by jogging arou nd it would be over by

1030.

The calm before the storm

LOG EX
.
Cpl Mike King will always remember Ex Pa'! thers Tad VJ a~ the
exercise when the wheel fell off his four tonne~ . Smee he was ca~rymg a
full load of jerrycans i~ was quite an interestmg_ex~nence. Sig Dave
Stalt came out to do some EW and landed up mflatmg rubber tanks
an d being a simulated battle casualty. The squadron only had a small
contingent in control headquarters, but they w~re kept busy for the
whole week A CS Rover had been borrowed and 1t was a treat to go out
with Cpl Allsopp and Sig Hiles on the ir gassing trips. The_ faces at some
of the locations as they took their first lungfulls were a JOY to behold.
The exercise finished in the thickest fog in the area fo~ months. The
convoys crept home at five mph which seemed excessively fast, but
fortunate ly nothing was los t.

Unloading Cpl King's broken wagon
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Sig Alf Bettaney soaking his blistered feet and relaxing after an
orienteering outing on Ex Pot Shot
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gruelling stretcher race organised by Cpl Pete O'Connor and Cpl
Mac Mackenzie enabled the clerks, storemen and other much
maligned trade men to show their true colo,urs, despite a good time by
the DS team, led by the OC. it was an SHQ/ QM/ MT team that beat
all .C?mer . P<:t Shot was p_hysically demanding but a most val uable
ttammg exercise that was enjoyed by all participants.

229 Sig Sqn (BERLIN)

ANNUAL INSPECTION

B.F.P.0.45

The ARU 1:0rthe.U ni~ took the f?rm of a 22k m speed march with the
added attraction of 1t bemg turned mto an inter-troop competition.
Each troop was broken down into patrols of five men with each man
carr 'ing ~·ebbing of mi ni mu m weight of l 71bs. the winning troop being
the one wnh the lowest average time for all it patrols. Despite the fact
that the Squadron Commander re-arranged the sh ift roster in the
~mmcen. ~o ensu re he had the strongest team available in SHQ. he
still couldn I outrun our galloping technicians.
The winning troop wa TM Troop with patrol placings of 1st and 7th
out of 32 patrols. The winning patrol members were W02 (FofS) Larry
Proctor, S~t Mick Pawlak, Sgt Al Davey and Cpl Mark Holden, in a
very good timt; of 2 hrs 38 min s for the 22 km , including scaling the
Teutoberger Ridge.

MARCHING SEASON
The Marching Season for Berlin Infantry Brigade is radically
different to that of Northern Ireland-we do the marching and the
season is over. The Parades in which we are involved are among the
most colourful and spectacular of any in the British Army's repertoire.
The first parade was the Allied Forces Day Parade on IS May, in
which we joined with the French and American Troops in Berlin to
provide an impressive display of seven battalions of infantry marching
down the 'Strasse des 17 Juni' pursued by columns of vehicles ranging
from motor cycles through Land Rovers. lorries, APCs, engineer plant,
ARVs and Artillery to M60, AMX30 and Chieftain Tanks. In the midst
of all this military hardware was a small contingent of the squadron
with Sig Alan Chalmers a nd LCpl Charlie Brown having to drive in
straight lines while Lt MJke Spoors and SSgt Dick Elliott demonstrated
saluting to the right while stood in a moving Land Rover. A larger
proportion of the squadron was involved in administering the Parade
by providing control communications and public address as well as
numerous u shers.

TM Tp - Winners of the Inter Tp Patrol Competition
L to R Front Ro"'! W02 I FofSJ Larry Proctor, Cpl Mark Holden, Sgt Al
Davey, SSgt ~1ck Pawlak, Back Row Sgt Tom Mclaughlan LCpl
Frank Moss, Sig Henry !DickoJ Dickinson, Cpl Dave Thomas: LCpl
Kev Harrod

Brains of Berlin: Left to Right: Cpl Graham Hughes, SSgt (FofSl Mac
McDonald and Maj lain Kerr

Winner of 200m, Cpl Vic Francis receives his gold medal

MORRISON CUP ATHLETICS
With littl7 opportu nity to carry out any effective training , due to
many c?mm1tn:ients, the ~quadron team headed towards t he Morrison
Cu~ Mmor Units competition knowing we could do well. After the first
days events the squadron was in a comfortable 3rd place with fine
performances from LCpl Ian Cowan who won the SOOOm event and
LCp! George Laver!ck, _Sig Andy Slack and Sig Frey Romain all coming
4th, m the shot. h1gh·Jump and long -j ump respectively. The second
days events started well, with Sig Andy Slack coming 4th in the 800m
Cpl Vic Francis winning the 200m and Cpl Mark Holden coming 2nd i~
~he ~OOm . The final event of the Minor Units events left four teams all
m with a chance of taking the championships, 227, 204, 212 Sig Sqns
~nd th~ S9~. All _four teams making up the A final of the 4 x 100 made
tt a na1l -brtmg climax to the championships. The event was won by the
squadron by the fine efforts of Cpl Vic Francis, Sig Winni Winship Sig
Phll Fluck and Sig Spike Forbes.
'
l:Jnf~rt!-lnatel.>: 227 Sig Sqn were able to slip into 3rd place so
ma1~tammg th~1~ 2 po!nt lead, _b ut the squadron came an excellent 2nd
shan~g the pos1t1on with 212 Sig Sqn. Unfortunately this was our final
Mornson Cup competi_tion as the ~quadro~ moves _to the UK next year,
but we hope to do well m next years UK Mm or Um ts athletics.

We entered three teams in the BFBS competition to take on other
teams from the Garrison. The TEATEX, consisting of Sgt Sam
Coomber, the Brains of the squadron, Sgt Rod Fox and Sgt Dave
Walker, stand-in BFBS engineer. They managed to reach the quarter
final of the quiz before being knocked out by the squadron ' B' Team of
Lt Mike Spoors, Sgt Bob West and LCpl Graham Davies. In the sem·
final the B Team were pushed over the end of their wits by the
Squadron A Team of Maj Iain Ken , SSgt Mac McDonald and Cpl
Graham Hughes , proving the principle of war that the best answer to a
problem is that of the senior officer present.
The final was against a team from 26 Signal Unit RAF-the third
team from them that our A Team had met in the competition. The A
Team kept up their winning form and romped home by 29 points to 20
to become the first 'Brains of Berlin'.

Lt Mike Spoors acquiring delusions of grandeur on the Allied Forces
Day Parade

Squadron Athletics Team
Standing: _Cpl Hol~en , LCpl Cowan, Cpl Johnson , Sig Dunn, Sig
Murray, Sig Romain, Cpl Milner, Cpl Miller, LCpl Laverick, W02
.
.
(YofS) Taylor
Kneeling: Sig Forbes, Sig Fluck: Cpl Francis, Sig Winship, Pte Glean,
Sig Loton

The purely Brit ish Queen's Birthday Parade on S June was a
decorous and ceremonial event, which was a contrast from the
overpowering display of three weeks earlier. The Berlin Armoured
Squadron and the three Infantry Battali~ns of the Berlin _Infantry
Brigade were on parade , with. a ~eh1cle _ screen provided by
representatives of the rest of the Brigade mcludmg us. Sgt Barry lseton
and Sgt PhU Cotton under took this role while the re ~t of the squadron
were involved in communications and other tasks m support of the
event. The problems of connecting the Brigade Commander, on his
horse , to the Parade PA System and giving him a personal prompting
service were solved almost as a matter of habit, by Capt (TOT) Jim
PbUllps with his tea'm of technicians Jed by the Foreman of Signals SSgt
Mac McDonald.
This parade was followed by a reception for over a thousand people,
which was arranged by our soon to be promoted and posted , RQMS,
W02 Mick Fogg under the overall direction of th~ C?mmander
Communicatio ns Lt Col Peter Rowland . The most dommatmg feature
of the day was th~ heat. Everyone was overcooked during ~he parade, as
was illustrated by the consumption of over five hundred ht res of orange
juice in the first 20 minutes of the reception .
BRAINS OF BERLIN
. .
,
Last December, BFBS Berlin challenged all the units m the Grosse
Stadt' to find the Brains of Berlin.
.
The job of organising teams to represent t~e squadron.was given _to
SSgt (FofS) Mac McDonald , Supervising Bram. He orga~1sed a. special
quiz at Christmas to find the Bamber Gasqomes . m the
sq uadron-should we be surprised that three of the four finahsts were
technicians?
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TUGOFWAR
The Brigade Tug of War Competition took place a few days after the
Allied Forces Day Parade, on _19 May: There was a ~ood turnout of
teams from both major and mmor umts, amongst which was a tea!'"
from the squadron competing in the 560 kilo Class. The day began m
wet and miserable conditions, as the teams were taken away by coach to
a weighbridge for the Weigh-In , ~is eve~t brightened ~p the day for
the locals, seeing all of the competitors stripped to th~ waist.
After the Weigh-In the teams returned to the stadrnm for the actual
competition. Our teams' first opposition was I Kl GS OW
BORDER who woo by two straight pul!s. This i~itial set-back did ~ot
discourage the team who went on to wm all their ~ther pull , beatmg
the other two major units in the process and becoming the Runners-up
in the competition. Our key participants were the snatch man LCpl
Ronnie Lucas, the anchor man LCpl Doughnut Doughty and our
recently arrived coach Sig Nigel Harris.

Tug of War team in action
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FOOTBALL
At the start of the season we had only four players remaining from
our successful quad of last year. This loss of talent led to first round
exit from the BAOR and 2 Armd Div Minor Units Competitions.
However as the season progre sed new talent arrived on posting in the
shape of Sgt John Boyd, Sig Alan Chalmers, Cpl Garry Duffy, LCpl Ian
Groves. This fresh blood. with the return of Sgt Billy Haslam, from
injury, and Cpl Robbie Davies, from a course gave us a much improved
team. We ended the season as Runners Up in the Berlin Minor Units
league, and holders of the Viscountess Kemsle Cup, as well as winning
our way through to the final of the BAOR Mini Minor Units Cup . 31
Ordnance Company deservedly won that final though the tw ·sides
boih produced spectacular football with some breathtaking moments.
With the season's close, our erstwhile Bill Shankly SSgt (FofS) Mac
McDonald has retired because of his iminent departure for the Army
Apprentices College and Sgt Scouse (Bob Paisley) Jenklns has assumed
the role.
HOCKEY
The hockey tean1 has had one of its most successful seasons.
retaining a few trophies from the Berlin competitions, but increasing
the number of 'outside' trophie .
Since the last mention in the Wire, the team under the management
of Sgt Rod Fox has gone from strength to strength and have not
conceded a defeat. With the expertise of Sgt (now Mr) Alan Reece on
the field. helping improve skills and techniques, the rewards have been
forthcoming with the team winning the following competitions during
the 1981182 season: Berlin Inter Unit Knock Out Competition, Berlin
Inter Unit 6-a-side, Berlin League Champions (Major & Minor Units).
1 Armd Division Champions, BAOR Minor Unit Champions.
On Fri 16 Apr the squadron met Command Pay Office at
RheindahJe,1 for the final of the Minor Unit trophy. The match quite
naturally proved one of the hardest of the season, but we came away
winners after extra-extra time.
Col Desmond Leach of Sixth Sense, named Alan Reece man of the
match, not only for his positioning and play but also his ability to
advise the umpires on their whistling techniques.
After travelling back to Berlin through the night a select 6 turned out
the following morning to represent the squadron in the Berlin Sixes.
They beat allcomers to become champions again , no mean feat after a
14 hour bus journey. The select were those able to keep their eyes open
without artificial aids.
The season ended with Maj Gus Vigurs, Chairman of Berlin Hockey
presenting the Berlin League Cup to the squadron. He was once heard
refusing to turn out against 229 because 'they take their hockey too
seriously and play to win'.
Although mention has been made of one player I have deliberately
not named individuals as it's nearly always that the forwards score and
the goalie who makes that last desperate attempt to prevent the
opposition from scoring, but this season has seen the team play as a
'team'. For the majority of the season the team has been selected from
W02 Brian Wilson, Sgls Rod Fox, George Myencough, Alan Reece,
Cpls Tony Brine, Colin Deering, Garry Duffy, George Fuller, Graham
Hughes, LCpls CharUe Brown, Paul Noble, Sig Colin Williams and on
occasions helped ou~ by Lt Mike Spoors and LCpl Chippy Davies.
We are now lookmg forward to a successful 82/83 season but with
about half the team moving on we are hoping to recruit some new stars.
Would any hockey players like 2 years in Berlin?

....

-

-

Our award win~ing hockey team: Left to Right·
Back Row: W02 Bnan Wilson, Cpl Garry Duffy LCpl Charlie Brown
Cpl George Fuller, Sgt George Myerscough, 'cpl Tony Brine, cp'I
Graham Hughes
Front f!o~ LCpl Chippy Davies, Cpl Tony Dawson, Mr Alan Reece,
Mai lain Kerr, Sgt Rod Fox, LCpl Pau l Noble, Sig Colin Williams

LUCKY7-229SWIMMINGTRIUMPHAGAIN
On Wed 26 May the Brigade Swimming and Water Polo
Ch~m~ionships were held. The ~q u adron was defending the Minor
Umts title for t he seventh consecutive year. The Championships opened
with the preliminary rounds of the Water Polo. We ran out comfortable
winners against 62 Tpt & Mov Sqn RCT (Berlin) 13-0 in the first
round. In the semi-final we met D Sqn 4/7DG and marched onwards
with a 16-0 victory. 1 KINGS OWN BORDER had reached the final by
beating 38 Fd Sqn 7-0 so a promising final was in prospect.
With only the final to complete in the Water Polo , the
Championships moved outside into the brigh t sunshine over the Jahn
Platz for the swinlming. The Minor Units races started with Sig Rickie
Richmond showing a clean pair of heels to the other competitors in the
SO metres Freestyle. LCpl Paul Noble was next in the pool , in the SO
metres Breastroke
With only the final to complete in the Water Polo the
Championships .mov~d outside !nto the. bright sunshine over the' Jahn
Pl.atz for the Sw~mmg . The ~tnor Umts races started with Sig Rickie
Richmond showing a clean pair of heels to the other competitors in the
SO metres Freestyle. LCpl .Paul Noble was next in the pool, in the SO
me~es Breastroke and agam ran out a comfortable winner. The 1003
record was maintained by Sgt Steve Roberts in the 100 metres
Freestyle. Sig Richmond returned to the pool to equal the Berlin record
for the SO metres Backstroke in 32-6 seconds. Sgt Steve Roberts, LCpl
_ Paul Noble, Sig Rickie Richmond and Sig Ricky Ball then won the
medlay relay in a most convincing fashion. The last event was the
Freestyle relay in which LCpls Tony MeUett, NoUy Holohan and Slgs
Ru~ M~tlJ:t and Chris Aspinall were never in any danger of losing and
so ma.mta~ed the 1003 reco:d for the squadron in the
Champ1onsh1ps. After the presentation of the Minor Units Swimming
Shield , the swimmers mo~ed back into the indoor pool for the final of
the Water Polo. After a tight first period in which both teams played
some fine Water Polo, the squadron confirmed our superiority to run
out eventual winners by 9-3 and regain the shield we lost to 1 Gren Gds
last year.

244 Sig Sqn (AS)

R.A.F., Brize Norton

VISIT OF COMMANDER 1 SIGNAL GROUP
On S Apr Col M. Marples OBE Commander I Signal Group paid a
formal visit to t he squad ron. The Commander toured the Unit visiting
all departments, troops and meeting the majority of the personnel.

Sgt Russ Stenhouse R EME, does a neat sideways movement on a
difficult question

PAY SGT CHANGEOVER
Probably the most sought after personnaliry within the Unit must be
the Pay Sgt. 13 Apr saw a change of faces in that department, Sgt Dave
(Moneybags) Meadows RAPC departed the unit for the lane_! of LOA
and in his place we welcome Sgt Mick Wright RAPC, who arrived from
HQBF Hong Kong.
BELIZE
Report by Sig Sean Slnclalr
The squadron has a regular six week detachment t_o Belize, wh~re
two members of the Unit are attached to the RAF co ntingent. working
in the Tactical Air Operations Centre, TAOC. From TAOC Air
Management, Flight Safety and Forward Air .Control etc are.work~d by
a mixture of Army and RAF operat~rs: This detachment 1s. an ideal
opportunity to get a tan, or burnt to bits m some cases. The shift system
is designed to make the most out ~f the sun, a w~ k on, a week off.
Having this time off shift makes ideal opportumt1es for travel and
general relaxation.
The Cayes (pronounced Keys), small islands off the mainland are
ideal for leisure activities, TAOC regularly borrows the force motor
boat and water skiing has proved a great way to see the local wil~l~fe.
alligators mainly. One of the Cayes has had an adventu.rous Trammg
Centre built on it, from where most water sports can be tried.
.
Another regular feature to be enjoyed are the BAR-B-QUES which
frequently turn out to be very liquid and a great way to relax after a
hard day's sunbathing.
.
Belize for six weeks working with TAOC is a very w.:>rthwh1le and
enjoy ab le experience.
NORWAY
In January of this year Alfa Troop took 29 men to orway for the
annual Arctic training exercise, Ex Hardfa/l. The first five weeks were
spent in Southern orway learning to ski, survive and P.a~rol in ~he
Arctic. Those who had been before completed refresher trammg. whilst
those who had not were taken under the wing of Royal Marine
Mountain leaders for a 10 day Arctic Survival Course. This completed,
everybody joined up for continuation training, incl~ding ski patro~
exercises, biathlon , lOkm ski race and Ex Eagles Lair. a five c_lay skt
exercise for all British AMF troops in Norway. After completmg Ex
Hardfall , redeployment to orth Norway in the form of a three day
remarkably calm LSL voyage. for the AMF FTX Ex All'!Y Express . ~I
national elements of AMF joined together to pracnce the Arctic
Warfare role. Here there was less skiing and more communicating to be
done , it had to come some time.
Altogether a long time, 8 weeks .for all an~ more for SO!fle, to spend
in the 'Arctic Wastes' but a rewarding and enjoyable exercise.
TIME TO THINK
.
Lt Neil Couch recently returned from exercise in Wales saymg how
hard he had worked during his time there. An ano nymous
photographer then showed this photograph to the OC.

Sig Rickie Richmond on his way to equalling the Berlin 50m
Backstroke Record
Lt N. Couch at rest

HANDOVER/TAKEOVER
By the time of publication Maj Jim Storr will have taken over
command of the squadron. We wfsh , the very soon to be Lt Col Iain
ai:id Pip Kerr a thoroughly enjoyable tour at the School of Signals. We
will report the handover/ takeover ceremonies in the next edition of the
Wire.

The Commander presented LS&GC medals to: W02 (YofS) Dave
GnmceU and Cpl Rex Hewer REME.
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Points to note: Smoking near to POL. rations stored away from POL.
not lying to attention. The OC now knows what OC A Tp actually doe
on exercise and the SSM is adjusting the duty roster.
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249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
Bulford Camp

After the debrief, twenty or so extremely tired NATO officers were
rewarded with a happy hour. During this, the course officer was asked
by several Italian and Canadian officers ifhe had booked London hotel
reservations. Two days previously, he had asked them if they wanted
rooms , but got a negative response. The NATO officers wanted
somewhere cheap. Smiling quietly to himsel f the course officer Lt
Kevin Flsber, booked them all into the Hilton .

ABOUT THE SQUADRON
.
.
.
For those of you still in the dark, 249 Sig Sqn 1s the Force Radio
Sq uadron to the AMF(L), a multi-national quick reaction force for
deployment to either of NATO's Southl'.rn or Northern flanks_.
.
If you thrive on physical fitness , hke cross-cou ntry .skung, en)OY
eeing countrie ranging from North Norw ay to East Turkey, working
in differing mountainous terrai n and weather conditions to BAOR and
want your trade to have a touch of variet ',why not think about 249 as
your next posting.
KIWI CUTTER RETURNS
In April we were pleased to host.~ Davi~ _McCullen, one of th_e
original Kiwi-cutters. The Bulford K1w1 was or1gmally carved by one of
the ew Zealand Services whilst stationed on Salisbury Plain in 1918. It
was dug into the western slope of Beacon Hill which lies to the orth of
Bulford Camp. Mr McCullen was hosted to lunch by the Squadron
Officers on A ZAC Day and Lt Col Danny Fisher, ex OC 249, with his
wife Stephanie attended. An enjoyable day was had by all and we hope
the \•i it will be beneficial to the up keep of the Kiwi in the future.
Officers and seniors of the six participating nations pictured here with
the Comd 1 Sig Gp and 249 officers and seniors
SQUADRON SPORTS
April saw the start of the inter-troop sports. The footba ll competition
was won by Main Troop amongst great controversy. Suffice it to say
that the final was a formality since both teams were from Main Troop .
It was agreed that Lt Alan McComb had spen t his entire leave
'doctoring' the draw.
In May, Support T roop made a gal:ant effort to win the Athletics,
being pipped by ju st one poin t by Main Troop. Good performances
were given by Sig Sid Payne and LCpl Billy Bentham for ~fain Tr?op ,
whilst LCpl 'Chalkie' Lang and Sig George Alexander put tn fast times
in the sprints and 3000m.

ARU BY CHIEF OF STAFF
The squadron ARU was held on 25 May and the Inspecting Officer
was Col J. R. ComeU CBE, the Chief of Staff. All seemed to be going
well with the briefing by Maj Cliff Walters a11d W02 (FofS) Alec
Taylor, but once in Radio Relay Systems Control the COS met Cpl
Tommy Lorn whom he claimed to have met previously. After several
denials by Cpl Lorn it transpired that during the winter on Mount
Troodos he had 'quite accidentally' run into the back of the Colonel's
car due to the ice on the roads; a small world!
On to Episkopi Troop where Sig Toosh Hadfield gave the COS a
presentation on how to fault find on his home telephone and Sig 'Scum'
Sanderson briefed him on the activities of the Swedish birds (not
feathere d) on Limassol front.
Airfield Troop presented a display of a typical telephone system with
Sig Andy McGarey showing old and new telephones, Sig Ross
Hemlngborough explaining the workings of a house exchange and Cpls
Tony Crampton and Dave Wyldes demonstrating UG cable systems.
Following a visit to the QM's garden, 'Q Gardens' in local parlance,
the COS prevented LS and GC medals to W02 (FofS) Alex Taylor and
SSgt John Davis. We then retired to the Jimmy Club where Sgt Steve
Green , Sgt Eric Clark and Sgt Merv Cox received Army Sports Colours
and the COS presented the rugby team with 259 colours.

The QC on the Squadron windsurfer's maiden voyage on which he
won the novice race in the Episkopi Water Sports Club Regatta . The
windsurfer was purchased as a result of a grant from Corps funds

After the depart ure of the Inspecting Officer , the successful day's
work was rounded off nicely with the OC beating Capt Eric Le Quesne,
Sgt John Thompson and Sgt Keith Tillman at pin-ball .

EX 'TEN TORS'
The squadron once again provided comms for E x Ten Tors between
12-17 May. The we ather was on the side of the walkers, which
accounted for the low fall out of competitors. Main Troop provided the
majority of the Radio detachments, whilst Support Troop provided the
telephone operators for the TOR parties.
.
Comms were going well when LCpl Tony Pope walked tnto the
comrol cell, complaining that his TOR didn't have a telephone,
rumour ha s it he was on the wrong hill. Cpl Pete (TSB) Vowden kept
Radcon happy with sausage sandwiches. The REME Sgt, Mick Ward
ensured that no one woke him up by putting an Alsation dog on guardoutside his tent. Capt Scott Ewing and sidekick Lt Alan 'Tufty'
McComb, budding Tramltas in their own right, provided the
entertainment.
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W02 Alex Taylor and SSgt John Davis photographed with their
families following the LS&GC presentation by Col J . R. Cornell CBE

Cpl J immy Johnston with Mr McCullen. Cpl Johnston who leaves
soon o n an exchange visit to NZ shortly holds the Kiwi Trophy
awarded to the winner of the Annual biathlon event

EX 'CLEAR VOICE 82'
With Mr McCullen departed, the squadron officers raced for three
Amesbury hotels to meet officers from six NATO countries , who were
arriving for a week's instruction on AMF radio/ voice procedure .
The social side of events seemed to escalate from Day 1. Comd 1 Sig
Gp held a welcoming party the first night , followed by a skittles evening
at a 'local' pub. Sgt Pete Malllnson our MT rep, wasn't impressed with
the course officer, when he was informed that 'local' meant 18 miles
away. The week progressed with demonstrations and lectures and
culminated in a 24 hour exercise.

I

259 Sig Sqn

Sig Shags O' Shaughnessy after re-entering the atmosphere, looks for
a suitable tree
WELCOMES
Finally we welcome SSgt Brian Dalton to Support Troop and SSgt
(YofS) Bob Waller 'four years here?! ' to Main Troop.
STOP PRESS
Coming in our next bulletin will be a report of the 1982 KAPE Tour.
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HODGSON SHIELD 1981-82- FINALE
Soccer was the final event of the 1981-82 Hodgson Shield
competition and victory by Airfield Troop, by only one point , gave
them the coveted Trophy ahead of last year's winners Tech Troop. The
Shield was presented to a jubilant W02 (FofS) l.olng by Mrs Sorel
Blesslngton and the soccer trophy was accepted by LCpl Jake
Thackeray. The trophy, being the largest receptacle, was then filled
with vast quantities of KEO.
The new season is already under way and Episkopi Troop have
started well by winning the Athletics meeting with considerable ease.
Mrs Sarah Morrison presented the trophy to SSgt Bob Atkinson. The
outstanding performances of the event were LCpl Mac McNaughton for
SHQ in the SOOOm and Cpl Jim Richardson in the Javelin . Sgt Derek
Payne won the standards event for achieving most standards from 12
events.
ADVENTUROUS TRAINING
Now that the blue Cyprus skies and warm weather are with us , there
is ample opportunity to take up some of the more glamorous
adventurous training pursuits .
Capt Raymond Tricker and SSgt Ian Urquhart have taken to the
speedboat and are teaching water skiing. Maj Cliff Walters is on the
windsurfer, which was purchased from a grant from Corps funds. SSgt
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Ray Smith, LCpl Andrew Turner, Sig Bob Gamble, Cpl Jed
Bridgeford, Sgt Norman Crossley and a few others are already expens
at falling off.
Cpl Tony Crampton SSgt (FofS) Pete Higson, Cpl 'KUJer' Kelly and
a back-up team are into sub-aqua and Quarten:n'aster-of-Horse Eric Le
Quesne has undertaken to saddle a few nags for the potential jockeys of
Signals. SSgt Mick Read and Lt Colin Lawrence are providi ng rock
climbing t uition.
Who says there is no fun, excitement and opportunities left in the
British Army? By the way, we do not want all Cyprus volunteers to
think it is always like this. We still have about 30 km ofUG cable to lay
and some of it lead I Any old cable-jointers still around?

Squadron Headquarters
L-R-Back Row: Sig Paul Baker, Tony, SSgt Ray Smith, Cpl Taff
Roberts, SSgt Pete Wilson
Front Row: Litsa, Maj Cliff Walters, Capt nm Gigg, W02 Brian
Morrison
STOP PRESS
Many congratulations to Cpl M. J. Kelly awarded Comd Land Forces
Cyprus Commendation for meritorious service on 12 June.
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B.F.P.O. 58
CHRISTODOULA MARCH
The Larnaca branch of the Cyprus Anti-cancer Society organi es an
annual Sponsored Walk from Dhekelia to Larnaca. This year the event
took place on Sun 2 May. At 7 o'clock in the morni ng, eight members
of the quadron assembled at the Fairwinds Tavern, just on the edge of
the overeign Ba e, with O\•er 200other members of the Garrison.
SSgt Tom Homby had managed to persuade most of his
Telemech'Llne ei::tion to give up their Sunday mornin g for this
wonhwhile cause. Sig Mick Mottram and Sig Pete Rendell had, it was
rumoured. only returned from Larnaca a short time before, but
everyone set off in a cheerful mood to the music of the Regi mental
Band of 2 Queens: Pte Karen Taylor and Sig 'Wags' Wagner took up
position a rear markers while the 2IC Capt Craig McColvllle took up
position near the front of the column. He had , for some reason best
known to himself, decided to wear kilt. brogues and a deerstalker for
the occa ion and was heard to mutter something about 'the cool breeze
circulates better'. The marchers reached Larnaca in temperatures of
75° F and Sig Colin O' Brien and Sig Spike Hughes went off in search of
a cool drink . LCpl Matt Helm who had driven the ' rescue' minibus was
able to offer a selection of Coke and Carlesberg which was greatly
appreciated.
The squadron raised £70 towards the Anti-cancer Campaign and
helped the Garri on reach a record figure of over £1000.
SQUADRON SHOOTING SCENE
The squad ron con tinues to enjoy a reasonable amount of success on
the shooting scene. Having competed in the Cyprus Services Smallbore
Service Rifle Competition, the ream, consisti ng of won (SSM) Jim
Humphreys, Sgts Keith Bridger, Graham Reith and Cpl Terry Crosby,
also Sgt Ian Underhill prior to posting , were successful in winning not
only the team prize, but Sgt Keith Bridger and won (SSM) Jim
Humphreys taking the individual winners and runners up prize
respectively. Running concurrently with this event was the Smallbore
Target Rifle Competition which was won by the SSM with an average
over five two-card rounds of95.
The Winter Smallbore C-0mpetition is really the forerunner to the
fullbore season and the District SAM to gain entry to Bisley. As all but
the SSM from last year's team had been posted , there was a lot of hard
work to be done to get a fresh team trained. Having whittled away at
the hopefuls and leaving the possibles and probables, the hard training
really started in earnest. At this point it would be appropriate to say a
big thanks to the shooting team widows , who had to endure days of
loneliness coupled with early starts and late finishes.
Finally the day arrived when the nerves became less calm and there
was no second chance. However the team shot very well indeed and at
the conclusion of the meeting were in third place of the minor units
competing and qualification for RASAM was assured. The team was
WOn (SSM) Jim Humphreys, Sgts Keith Bridger, Graham Reith, Cpl
Martin Leighfield and Sig Jim BurgeM and individual results were, that
the SSM finished 9th in the rifle match , having won the Roberts Cup
match and Sgt Keith Bridger finished 18th in the rifle match.
Also firing in the pistol team match , were the OC, Maj Lionel French
and Sgt Roy Isbell who along with won (SSM) Jim Humphreys
managed a creditable seventh position.

BOARDSAILING
This sport is becoming very popular indeed, but it wasn't until last
year that things rea lly got off the ground and onto the water. That was
when SSgt Steve Balles took the reins a nd with the help of a host of
'vol unteers' from MT and Radio Troop . three old boards held by the
squadron and the conversion of an old battery shop into a store for the
boards. that the Boardsailing Club took shape.
Grants from the Corps and Dhekelia Garrison enabled five more
boards to be purchased. In the meantime the number of experts in the
squadron grew and along with SSgt Steve Balles, Cpl Dud Maher
became a qualified RYA Boardsail Instructor. Sgt Mal Geer, Cpl MJck
Swallow, LCpl Sammy Simcox, LCpl Dave Willis an d Sig Simon
'Lightening' Peters gained basic qualifications.
This year alone has seen nine three day and two two day courses held
with many members of t he Squad ron trying their hand. even Mrs Sue
Gentles had a go and managed to stay upright-some times! In the
early stages our OC Maj Lionel French proved most adventurous by
setting off from Dhekelia and just gla ncing the cost of Egypt.

The Boardsailing Club . SSgt Steve Bailes fighting a force 6 between
Dhekelia and Larnaca

LINE SECTION
In May 1980, SSgt Tom Homby was summoned to the in ner
sanctions of Maj (TOT) Cliffe Webb's office and was instructed to
'rewire Dhekelia' . Armed to the teeth with Sgt Ron Thomson and five
tele mechs and as much assistance as they could get from 81 Sig Sqn
(V), they embarked on a series of 14 projects. It was 12 months and 10
projects later the line section man power level was increased, but not
before SSgt Homby and Sgt Thomson developed a little 'snow on t he
roof grey snow? The projects included erecting aerial routes , one of
which was 8000 metres long, replacing old lead V.6 and open copper
routes and the virtual rewire of almost every building within th e
Garrison . So by June 1982 Dhekelia will have all it's line projects
completed.
In the last few months however, time was found for Cpl Steve
Bulllmore to go jumping out of perfectly serviceable aircraft, also Sig's
Mick Mottram and Pete Rendell are soon to go sailing round the Med ,
with Sig Colin O'Brien planning to go to the bottom of it. Strange how
all four watched 'the great escape' together! Sig Taff Treeby managed
to play rugby for the squadron, garrison and Army, Cyprus , this
season , whilst the rest of the section are heavily involved in most sports
at squadron and garrison level.
The final proof that all the hard work has been worthwhile is the fact
that the OC and TOT no longer cringe and hide at the mention of the
word 'telephone' . In fact it has been rumoured that within his 'inner
sanctum' the TOT has been seen smiling.

FSS CAPE GRECO
Since the last article on the CAPE there have been a few change~ in
personnel. won (FofS) John Turvey has now been Station
Commander for nine months, Sgt Rab Gentles and Sgt Graham Reith
joining the technical side and LCpl Kev Maher as a new Royal Pioneer
dog handler.
The nine months have been far from quiet, with two VIP visits, a
~-tation inspectio n, a Mobile Maintenance Team inspection, countless
liason visits and a change of dogs! Our VJP's were CBFC Air Vice
Marshal Davis, and the CLFC Brig Davies.
The annual station inspection came and went and proved if nothing
else Greco people are all expert gardeners and charwomen! The Mobile
Maintenance Team ably led by won (FofS) Harry Watham, escaped
the cold spring of Maidstone, by spending three weeks completely
overhauling the equipment at Cape Greco.
The Cape continues to feature on the sporting scene, with this year
Sgt Dave Kingdom being voted 262 Sqn hockey player of the season.
Sgt Jimmy Seoular has been playing golf so well that he has had his
handicap chopped! LCpl Kev Lees RPC was picked this season to play
rugby forthe Army, against a representative side from Fiji.
won (FofS) John Turvey and LCpl Dickie Bird after their winter's
road run nin g for the Garrison, are now on the track. Sgt Graham Reith
is the new captain of the Sqn shooting team and is off to Sisley this
year. Finally Sgt Rab Gentles, not to be out done by his wife Sue's
boardsailing prowess, has just gained a very high standard on a subaqua course run by the Cyprus Joint Services Adventure Training
Centre.

SWIMMING
27 May saw the Inter Troop Swimming Gala held at the Dhekelia
Garrison pool. The Sqn was split up into two teams, Maint
Troop/Cape Greco and Radio/ Comms Troop. The competition was
close throughout, with the Maint Troop/Cape G~~o combin~tion
coming out on top at the end of the day. The competition was enjoyed
by all with the 'chain of comm and' and wives relays proving to be most
entertaining. The meeting was closed with a fun dive and glide which
was won b y our residen t David Wilkie Maj (TOT) Cliffe Webb , who
proved throughout the competition that the rumours about him being
only 29 years old could be true!

ATHLETICS
The Cyprus Marathon signalled the end of the Cross Country season,
this gave runners a month to recover and prepare themselves for the
track season.
The annual Ayios Nikolaos vs Dhekelia meeting was t~e first .and
kicked off the start of a very busy calendar. The Dhekeha Garrison
team is predominantly 262 Sig Sqn, the regular members being won
(FofS) John Turvey, Sgt Hugh Lovejoy, Sgt Dave Critchlow, Cpl Dud
Maher, Cpl Terry Cr~by, Cpl Sammy Slmoox and LCpl 'Dickie' Bird.
Success so far this year has gone to t he girls, again mostly from the Sqn
under the guise of Dhekelia Ladies. They have notched up four firsts
and a second and the members are SSgt Eileen Hobson, manager, Mrs
(ex Cpl) Sue Catteral, Cpl Fran Forbes, LCpl Babs Statham, LCpl Val
Bamford, LCpl Debbie Withey, Pte Diedre Burrows and Pte Glynis
Ball.

The squadron shooting team at NESAM

Back row l to R: Sgt Graham Reith, W02 (SSMl Jim Humphreys,
Sig Jim Burgess

Frontrowl-R: Sgt Keith Bridger, Cpl Martin Leighfield
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The Line Section- Sigs Jim Burgess and Taff Morgan
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Pte Dierdre Burrows just taking th~ 100m fr~m M~ss Pam Kirkpatrick
in ESBA Minor Units Champ1onsh1ps
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Associoti9n News

FORMER PENSIONERS
Our thanks are due to our Regimental Pay Office, Taunton, who
have reported the recent deaths of the following former Members of the
Corps, who were in receipt of a pension:
02318781
02320720
00744841
6516269
4533090
2328119
2321799
2309039
2310828
2318142
2314596
22515147
2322339

SSgt E. A. Fairhead
SgtJ. T. Hope
LCplE.A.Gee
W02 S. E. Harcourt
CplJ. S. Hartley
W02 D. N. Jones
W02J. I. Johnston
Sig F. W. Oxley
SgtJ. Peters
wot F. A. Smith
Sig H. w _Sowden
SgtJ. Tennant
WOI R. Todd

DORSET BRANCH
Our Annual Dinner was held on Friday 7 May. Some 78 members
and guests attended. We were fortunate once again to have the
privilege of dining in the delightful WOs and Sgts Mess at Blandford
Camp.
Our guest of honour was Brig Alistair McKinnon, Commander
Communications UKLF. We were also pleased to have as our guests,
the Commander School of Signals. Brig J. O. C. Alexander; Lt Col and
Mrs H. A. Morrison, School Regiment; Lt Col and Mrs R. D.
Thompson 30 Sig Regt; Lt Col and Mrs K. R. Boulding,~ and Mn S.
Evans, School Regiment; Mr and Mrs P. Campbell 30 Sig Regt; W02
and Mrs C. Miller.
A pleasant evening was enhanced by the presence of the Corps Band
and trumpeters, who summoned us to an excellent meal with an equally
excellent 'Dinner Call'. Following the dinner the Band gave a short
concert, which delighted and amused all present. Players and
instruments at one stage, appeared to be more numerous than the
diners. It was all great fun.
.
Gen Alistair Anderson in welcoming the guests, took the opportunity
to congratulate Brig John Alexander on being selected to atte.nd the
Royal College of Defence Studies later in the year. He also said how
pleased he was to see that Lt Col Keith Boulding was with us. Keith
Boulding had been an excellent Director of Music. who had done much
for the Band and Corps. He wished Col and Mrs Boulding every good
wish in their retirement.
Brig Alistair McKinnon, in his reply on behalf of the guests, gave us
a most interesting and informative account of affairs in the Corps. He
related how the Corps was adjusting to the ~efence cuts. and al~hough
our recruiting had been severely restncted, . we were m the
advantageous position of selecting the best available. The modem
soldier's efficiency and attitude was excellent and the 'oldies' ~ho had
shown the way, had nothing to worry about as the Corp was m good
hands.
Brig McKinnon also gave us a brief. with limitations naturally, on
the South Atlantic. It was most interesting and showed that the Corps
too was playing its part an~ doing it well ..He said he had been most
impressed by the co-operation he had received from other Arms and
civilian establishments during the 'kitting out' of our units of the Ta k
Force.
Our thanks must go to our Secretary, Maj Leslie Taylor, for his eff?rt
in organising the evening. To Jimmy Wilds also for the attractive
display of flower . We have already conveyed our thanks to the PMC of
the Mess and members of the Staff for the part they played. In all an
excellent dinner and a most enjoyable evening .
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HARROGATE BRANCH

YORK BRANCH

In recent times there have been moves afoot to reactivate the
Harrogate Branch which flourished after its formation in 1951 but later
declined into a state of 'suspended animation'. Initial inspiration came
from Col Paddy Verdon, Commandant at the Army Apprentices
College, who also made most generous offers of facilities at the College
to help to sustain regular Branch efforts.
After some preliminary planning, local ad,•ertising and distribution
of notices and circulars, a re-inaugural meeting was held in the Jimmy
Club at the College on Fri 21 May. Exceeding expectations, over fifty
people turned up giving much encouragement to make good use of the
occasion to get the Branch once again 'in business'. Col Verdon himself
attended and so too did our General Secretary, Lt Col Ron Murray who
made the trip from London to be present. His participation in the
programme for the evening was particularly appreciated.
The small ad hoc party that had been working prior to the meeting
was reinforced by volunteers and the committee thus put together was
formally approved by the whole assembly. The secretary is Mr P. C.
'Chippy' Woods, a member of the College permanent staff and already
proven as more than equal to this job in the Branch ; the Chairman,
Maj Ken Doyle who took up an appointment with the CEGB in
Harrogate on retiring from the regular Corps in March 1979, and
President Col John Davies another Harrogate resident who would like it
to be known that he wishes to retain his membership of the Leeds
Branch, where he hopes by now he has some immovable roots!
Attention was given immediately to such urgent business as drawing up
a membership list, agreeing some subscription income and ensuring a
Branch presence at the forthcoming Catterick reunion. A date was also
set for the first social occasion, namely an informal gathering and curry
supper at the College towards the end of July.
It was a most enjoyable and productive evening. There are happy and
strong indications now that the Harrogate Branch Standard will
resume flying supported by a continuously active membership.

The courtyard of the hi.storic Merchant Taylors' Hall, York began to
fill with limousines as 2000hrs approached on Fri 23 April, the night of
the Branch Annual Dinner, under the Presidency of Lt Col G. R. 'Nat'
Gould. There was indeed a 'general ' air of anticipation as, for the first
time in its history, the Branch welcomed the SOinC as Guest of
Honour. The SOinC, in irrepressible form as always, was accompanied
by Mrs Birtwbtle. Our other most welcome guests included the
Commander Training Group, Brig Ian Spmckllng and Mrs
Sprackllng, and the Association General Secretary, Lt Col Ron Murray
(as an old 'Peterite', no stranger to York) and Mrs Murray. Fortified by
a meal of the usual high standard. the company enjoyed some excellent
speeches from the top table, even a little vocal contribution from youknow-who!.
The scheme for identifying Branch locations at RHQ was outlined by
our stalwart Branch member and Central Committee representative,
Maj George Bolam. Following this, a presentation by our President of a
City of York plaque for display at RHQ , was accepted by Lt Col
Murray.
The customary reminiscing session followed and all agreed it had
been a successful evening, enhanced by the most distinguished
patronage, to whom our thanks for sparing the time. All thanks too to
our President for arranging the Guest List and our Secretary, Tony
Leavesley for the dinner arrangements.
In the passing, last March , ofJ. E. 'Jim' Newton, the Branch has lost
a keen and loyal member. Jim enlisted in the Corps in 1929 and in 1949
was a founder member of the York Branch. He served as Secretary and
later Chairman . He will be greatly missed.
Welcome new attenders at Branch meetings include Lt Col Ralph
Plant, Maj Peter Byers and Maj Donald Butcher.
As always the Catterick Reunion is eagerly awaited and Branch
members are bracing themselves up for the night of the tall glasses and
taller stories ...

· ~Sport
FOCUS ON 259 SIGNAL SQUADRON

SOUTHPORT BRANCH
Report by W .C. Brodie Esq MBE
The Branch meets at the Queen's Hotel, Promenade, Southport on
the third Thursday of each month, at 0830 pm.
At our first AGM, our President, Lt Col Ken Aspinall, reminded us
that this second year of our existence wou ld be one of consolidation.
Towards this, we have joined in some social events. On l Apr the
Branch accepted the invitation from 59 Squadron (V) and a very
pleasant evening was enjoyed by all. We were welcomed by Sgt
Armitage and shown some of the commun ications equipment in use, a
far cry from the Fuller-phones we had cut our teeth on! After a
convivial spell in the WOs and Sgts Mess we returned from Liverpool to
Southport, determined to be back again before long.
A very successful Buffet/Dance was held in one of the Southport
restaurants on 16 Apr. Nearly 80 members and guests had an enjoyable
evening, with a welcome boost to Branch funds. A local trio, The
Mocking Birds, put on a very versatile act free of charge, for which we
are very grateful. They captured the mood of their audience and the
sight of Eddy Amor, our Branch Secretary, heading a march around
the room complete with solar topi and a bugle will live in our memory.
One of our members has had a baby! Congratulations to Mrs Sandra
~w, an ex-WRAC a~ached to 4 Sqn, 16 Sig Regt, a life member of
th.ts Branch, on the birth of a daughter, Nlchola Jayne, in t he BMH,
Rmteln, West Germany on 29 Mar. Her husband, LCpl G. Law of the
ACC at l~ British Corps, will soon be substituting bangers and mash
for the mghtly bottle. Her father, Charles Christian (another life
member) is ~ot only proud of becoming a grandfather, but has just
learnt t~at htS son John has been accepted by the Junior Regiment,
Royal Signals. We will follow John's career with interest and after he
has been presented with his LS & GC medal, we expect him to join the
Southport Branch.
No. less than 22 of the Branch will be attending the Catterick
Reu~ton and we loo~ fo~ard to meeting again old comrades. Two of
us will be a~ the Indian Signals luncheon at Richmond, en route, and
no doubt wilt be exchanging yarns of maidan and jungli postings. One
o.f our mem~, Alan ~owud was General Wingate's personal
tgnaller, so he will be lookmg out for ex-Chindits.

~

L-R- Back Row: Sgt Merv Cox, Sig Franny Francis, S~ Joe
McCalman, Sgt Steve Green, Sgt Eric Clark, Sgt Dave L~ngr~dge
Middle Row: Sgt Derek Payne, Maj Cl~ff Walters, Sgt Kerth Tillman,
SSgt Bob Atkinson

.

.

Front Row: Sgt Paul Baines, WO~ Keith Zoing, Cpl Jim Richardson,
LCpl Chns Hartley

Movements-continued.from page 271
Rank and Name

Sgt H. C. Thome
Sgt W. O' Han:
Sgt R. M. Monton ..
Sgt S. M. Taylor
Sgt A. F. Crilly
Sgt M. L. Drake
Sgt D. J. Manser
Sgt G. C. McAvoy ..
Sgt J. K. Dadsworth ..
Sgt T. H. Toye
Sgt G. T. Bennett
Sgt G. Y. Nicoll
Sgt B. E. Mower
Sgt P. R. Garratt
Sgt A. T. Kidd
Sgt H. Watkins
Sgt M. J. Scull
..
ASgt D. R. Appleyard
ASgt S. J. Baldwin ..
ASgt M. R. Bell
ASgt M. Finch
ASgt A . F. Glover
ASgt M. Horam
ASgt R. L. Secker ..
ASgt A. M. Campbell

Unit to which posted

..

30 Sig Regt
30Sig Regt
36 Sig Regt (V)
28Sig Regt
8 Inf Bde Sig Sqn
4 Armd Div Sig Regt
28 Sig Regt
. . 36 Sig Regt (V)
. . FSS Mossy Hill
. . School of Signals (Cadn:)
.. 30Sig Regt
HQ AFCENT Sp Gp
I Armd Div Sig Regt
. . 3 Armd Div Sig Regt
. . 7 Sig Regt
262 Sig Sqn
.. 633SigTp
. . 2 Armd Div Sig Regt
School of Signals
. . School of Signals
. • 262Sig Sqn
. . 22 Sig Regt
. . 3 Armd Div Sig Regt
34 Sig Regt (V)
. . HQ AFCENT Sp Gp
..
..
..
..

In Cyprus 259 Sig Sqn is renowned for its sporting ability, whic~ id
reflected in the number of sq_uadron sportsmen who have represen e
the Army Cyprus in inter-servtce m~~~eJ;e de loyment of troops, most
Due to the g~graphy of a~P\~s ed at minor"unit level. The squadron
day-to-day sp.ortini;t;~~s de~piie the fact that out-troops are split by
~6t~r~Je;O~t~e~from the 'hub of sporting act~vitie~ti,1l~tt~e p~~~t:~
seasons the squadron has excelled at rug. y,
' a few of
basketball, volleyball, soccer and hockey. Outhne~ob~~v~ %~resented
the outst~ndin~ spoi:tsmenct,. fx:ott.ms ~~~s:~e:fil1s~e~ing in the squadron.
the Army m thetr various a 1v 1e

SIG JOE McCALMAN
· ·
di
He came to the squadron direct from trammg an? deserve Y w~s
selected as the Army goalkeeper i_n his first season. Hts performance ts
also a major factor in maintaining the successful squadron team.

SI~;~~~:e~u~ chara~er.s of Cyprus spo~ a~~ ~isr!Fs~!~~

SGT DAVE LANGRIDGE
Althou h a newcomer to the noble sport o.f arc~ery, Sgt Da .e
LangrldJ represented Cyprus in the RAF cha~p.1onsh1ps. at Cosford m
attonal. 1!1d<>?r
his first season. He also shot in the Bnttsh
Championships and is secretary of the Army Archery Association tn
Cyprus.

the Army as top seed at ta?Je te~ts tn 1981 ~~dt~~81~al table tennis
fyprus hO~en i~:~i;-~~b~~t~~le, !e£!~~~hich is well h~dden by his
dd' .
h plays soccer and cricket to very
eague e is v
fut s uadron teams. He
unassuming nature: A tttona11 Y e
high standards a~d. ts a. mem bWer. of boR~~~c~~\e wfll be missed by the
leaves us soon to JOID Stgna1s mg
squadron and all sportsmen in Cyprus.

SGT STEVE GREEN
.
·
I d tA ,
Sgt Steve Green is well known in rugby crrcles havtng p aye a r~j
d Co s UK level. He was a natural choice for the second row m
~n rus 1981 and 1982 and his .physical performanc~ are revered by
t~~ local rugby fraternity. He ts also an o.utstandmg athlete ~h~
represented the Army in the hammer, for which he was al o awar e
Corps Colours in the 1981 season.

fu
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SGT ERIC CLARK
He is an outstanding all-round sportsman with blistering pace who
e eel at rugby and athletics. He represented the Army at centre for
rugby in 1982 and for athletics in 1981. He was also selected fo r the
Army basketball squad , but could not attend due to injury. His
athletics performance was recognised by his receiving Corps Colours for
the decathlon, an event in which the squadron team won the Islandwide 1981 comp etition with an all tim e record score.
SGT DEREK PAYNE
He is an other speed merchan t who can put his pace to many sports.
He was selected in his fi rst Cyprus season fo r t he Army hockey team at
halfback and we expect him to go from strength to strength .
MAJ CLIFF WALTERS
He is one of the leading lights in Cyprus sport and has represented
the Army at Squash in 1980-81-82, in cricket 1980-81 and hockey 1982.
He is also a keen golfer , who has lifted many of the Episkopi Trophies
at 13 handica p and is one of the Island's top rugby referees. Not
content to confine his influence to the field , he is also Chairman of
Army Cricket , Secretary of Army Golf in Episkopi , Treasurer of the
Saxons Hockey Club and Army Rugby Coach.

who gathers the difficult squadron events, such as athletics and multisport qu adrangular meeti ngs.
SGT PA UL BAINES
He will be best kn own to the Corps rugby fraternity as 'Glnge' but for
medical reasons has not played rugby in Cyprus . Nevertheless , he has
coached the squadron rugby team to an outstand ing record of only
having been beaten once in three seasons, incl uding major units. He is
also a keen soccer goalkeeper, cricketer and athlete and was selected
for Army basketball in 1982. He also led the sq uadron basketball team
to beco me Cyprus All Island Champ ions .
W02 (FofS ) KEITH ZOING
.Again he will be well kn own to the Corps rugby players for his
outstanding performances over many years. It is worthy of note that he
also cap tained the Army Cypru s team in 1973-74 during a previous
tour. He is also a member of sq uadron teams at cricket, rugby and
hockey. In 1981 he represented the Army in athletics at shot putt. He is
indeed an outstanding and versatile sportsman in every sense of the
words and an ambassador of sport in general .

SGT KEITH TILLMAN
He is another keen sporting technician whose excellent stick work
has gained him a place in the Anny hockey team in 1981 and1982. He
is a good all-rounder who also plays in the squadron soccer team.

CPL JIM RICHARDSON
He cam e to the sq uadron fro m the AAC with a well earned sporting
reputation . In his first season he was a member of the squadron Cyprus
Decathlon Champion team and he also represented the Army at the
javelin. He was awarded Corps colours for his performances. He is also
a keen rugby and soccer player.

SSGT BOB ATKINSON
SSgt Bob Atkinson represents the squadron in many sports and most
physically at soccer. He is also a keen 'Walkabout' team member. His
ability in hockey was recognised .in 1982 by the Army, when , with his
upside-down grip, he played at full-back . He is also 'Mr Organiser'

LCPL 'RIPPLES' HARTLEY
He has the disad vantage of resid ing one mile high on Moun t Troodos
where training facilities are meagre. Neverthel ess, he represented the
Army at volleyball in the 1982 season and is mainstay of Troodos sport
in general.

CRICKET
Report by Maj S. A. Coltman, Captain of Corps Cricket
ROY AL SIGNALS v RMA SANDHURST
CAMBERLEY 2JUN 82
Score
RMA Sandhurst
97
R Signals
98-2
R Signals won by 8 wickets
Royal Signals won the toss and put Sandhurst into bat on an easy
paced wicket on a humid afternoon. Cpls (Big H} Glean, 1 Inf Bde HQ
& Sig Sqn and Andy Hill, 8 Sig Regt, opened the Signals attack and
both bowled accurately with the latter moving the ball considerably.
Sandhurst progressed to 33-0 when Cpl Glean broke the opening stand
by bowling the better of the 2 opening batsmen .
The remainder of the Sandhurst batting then struggled slowly
against accurate bowling backed UJ? by good catching and with W02
Dan Taylor, School of Signals, takmg 5-37, Sandhurst subsided to 97
all out. Capt Chris Wright, School of Signals, taking 3 good catches.
Although Signals lost 2 early wickets, some good batting by the
skipper, Maj Steve Coltman MOD, who hit 6600 in an hour, supported
by Capt Chris Wright, 24no, saw Royal Signals to an easy win by 8
wickets.

GOLF
NEWSLE'ITER NO 2
LOCAL NEWS-LONDON DISTRICT
Report by Maj Harry Meekinp, 39 Sig Regt (V)
London District Golfing Society are very fortunate to have the DOPT
as their Secretary, as such he organises all our meeting at the Aldershot
Golf Club . Besides the Spring and Autumn Meeting we have a day's
golf each month . Therefore we are lucky enough to have eight meetings
a year. In April, in the medal competition Maj Harry Meeldngs came
second, with a good round of 76 gross and in the afternoon Capt Alex
Lletch came runner up in the Stableford. So for all Signals golfers in
London District, your presence is requested.
tOSIGREGT
I was delighted to receive an invitation to the 10 Sig Regt's first open
golf meeting. This meeting was very well organised by Capt.I Tony Jonea
and Alex Leitch (commonly called The Bandits) .

The meeting was held at Hounslow Heath GC on 7 April and a very
good turnout of twelve players was recorded. For three players this was
their first time on the course and a very good effort they made. The
morning round was devoted to Stableford and was won by Sgt Jim
Mackh / c24.
At lunchtime a beer tent was organised with hot dogs and beer, to
add spice to the colourful stories being told . Our organisers ruled that
the a,ftemoon game would be a Greensome . Pairing the players off by
high and low scores from the morning round. This provided everyone
with some unusual shots and a very good time was had by all. The
eventual winners were Maj Harry Meeldngs and Sgt Bob Evans with 34
points .
Lt Col David MUler was kind enough to present the prizes after a
most enjoyable day.
As 10 Sig Regt has now started the ball rolling with their own golf
day, I hope to see more unit golf representatives have a go at a day's
golf for everyone.
If any unit require advice or assistance to plan a day please don't
hesitate to contact the Corps Golf Secretary on 01 247 8749.
v RN COMMUNICATIONS
Our annual match against the RN Communications th is year, took
place at Aldershot Golf Club on 30 Apr.
The last time the Corps played at Aldershot was in May of last year
and the changes that have taken place are quite remarkable.
Although there had been no rain for the last four weeks the greens
were in very good condition and the general state of the course is greatly
improved . Therefore the Corps would like to congratulate the
Aldershot Secretary Mr Bob Merry and his staff for a really wonderful
day's golf.
On meetin~ the RN team it was nice to see our friends from last year.
Bearing in mmd that last year's result was a draw both teams were out
to make a result of it this year.
So the two secretaries drew up the order of play and as the handicaps
were fairly close, it was decided to play all the games 'off the stick'. It
has been traditional that this game is for ten singles and with the
course in such good condition some very good scores came in at lunchtime. The Corps had six wins with the best result coming from Cpl Nick
Meakin with 7 and 6. Although having lost four matches it was
unanimously decided that the best excuses for losing came from Capt
Alex Lletch closely followed by Maj Ml.ke Galloway. As can be seen
from the above gaiety, lunch was decidedly a happy one. It was agreed
that the afternoon matches should be St Andrews Greensomes . This is
a normal greensome but one of the team is nominated to take the
second shot on all odd holes and his partner assumes the second shot on
the even holes . The Corps players must have had some good wine for
lunch as they produced some excellent play in the afternoon. Capt Alex
Uetch made up for his mom ing misdemeanours by partnering Sgt Max

Paterson to the biggest win of the after~oon by 5-3. A~I fiye matches
turned out to be very good games with the Corps wmnmg all the
greensomes.
,
All Corps players would like to thank the RN team for a hard day s
golf and their good company.
RESULTS
Corps
Maj H. Meeldnltf
Maj R. Wlndml
Set M. Patterson
Lt Col W . Kennedy
Maj M . Galloway
W02 M. Freedman
Capt A. Lletcb
Lt Col R. Davies
Maj D. Maxted
Cpl N. Meakin

Remits
(5/ 4)
( lup)
(5/ 4)
(5/ 4)
(2/1)

(7/ 6)

1-0
1-0
1- 0
1-0
0- 1 (5/ 4)
1-0
0- 1 (2 u~)
0- 1 (3 / )
0- 1 (5/ 4)
1- 0

RN
Crs W . Wadsworth
Capt G. A. Plumer
Cy A. Euler
Lt G. Aikey
CcyG. Smith
Crs D . Phalter
Crs D . Baynes
LtComdrJ. M . Benson
Comdr G. A. S. O . W U on
Lt Comdr T. ] . W . Sergeant

6- 4

Muklngs/ Kennedy
Windmill / Freedman
Patterson/ Lletcb
Galloway/ Meakin
Davles/ Maxted

(3/ 2)
(21 1)
(5/ 3)
(l u p)
(2up)

1- 0
1-0
1-0
1- 0
1-0

Wadsworth/ Plumer
Euler/ Smith
Plaiter/ Baynes
Aikey/ Benson
Wilson/ Sergeant

5- 0

NEWSLETfER NO. 3
LOCAL NEWS
BLANDFORD GARRISON GOLFING SOCIETY
.
The Blandfo rd Society had their annual golf match agam~ Plessey,
Christchurch on 28 Apr held at Ashley Wood GC. This was an
afternoon fi; ture and the game was blessed by some. real sunny
weather , which is very unusual for Bl a~d.for~ so early m the year .
Although th e match was very enjoyable 1t 1s with a sad heart th a~e
have to report th at the home side lost , by three m~tches t.o two.
e
course cannot be faulted, for Ashley Wood has been 1mprovmg.over !he
last few years, therefore we can only guess that the h and 1capp~na
committee is too severe. However. not to be outdone the hosts prov1 e
t the Club which was a great success because
a very goo d supp er a
•
· ·
h ft
's golf
nobody left before 9 pm . So, alth~ ugh not wmnmg t ea emoon
the Garrison team made a lot of friends .
fixt
The Blandford Garrison has now established a sm~ll annual
ure
list playing both military and civilian teams. So fa r th ts yea~ t~e ~e~~lts
are two wins against their home club Ashley Wood an . mg on
Heath with the two recorded losses against the School of Artillery and
the ab~ve reported match against Plessey . Well done Blandfo rd!
CATTERICK GARRISON
D t
The Secretary, North , .is verh ~ea~ei t~a~~~n: \h atA~re ha~ e!
Openb Fou;;o~:s ~~;itet~~~~als e in athe ewinning team , Capt Davef
mem er
. artner Mr Don Watson, were at the rear o
Sbakespea:fi~~ :~~ ~!d ~ot sta; t until four in the afternoon. Prior to
~h:~?s!:~ a score. of 44 points hakd 1bheen regisete~~~h:ff~~~e~~~~ ~~ri
th
lternattve but to attac
e cours ·
·
~~w~rd~~ aby a score of 46 p~nt~ ~a~~n St~~~~;i:!~t~~:; ~°:i~~=~· t~
must also be reported that ap
er this accident is that he had
hospital with a cut.thro~t · The story to ~ovB t all the local golfers know
~hitsts~~t~o~~h~~~~ 7: 1~~t~ r:~~;: ~fte~ returning 46 points in a
foursomes stableford.

f

sixties and with a gusty south easterly blowing , the game was. ~a~~
much harder. The eventual winner was SSgt Dave Lamb wit
points.
h' ·
Jn the afternoon the St Andrews Foursomes took place. t 1~ is not a
game normally played in Catterick, but was very well received and
enjoyed by everyone. The eventual winners were Maj John lent .and
Ca t Bill Cochrane. The second day was for more se~1~us golf. Th1rtysi/holes of medal play with the same weather conditions as the first
day. The highlight of the morning round was a two scored by Sgt Dave
Price to win for himself £25 in the ball sweep . the ~nly one tf scorcha
birdie on a par 3 hole . The afternoon high ~om.t ~as rom ~ e
Secretary North Mr Dave Snowdon, trying for hts b1rd1e._ he s~ys he
nominated the shot before playing it' . I shall try a Lee Trevino 3 iron to
the 167 yard hole . Well he got his birdie two but a group. of player on
high ground saw the ball hit the ground about ten yards m front ~f the
tee and keep bouncing all the way to the hole . After a hard days golf
th e prizes were presented by the SOinC Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle. ~
A big vote of thanks must be given to .~r Dave Snowdo~ or
organising such an excellent meeting and prov1dmg a w?nderf~l d~P~J
of prizes, helped , as he stated. by the Club Professional r a
Edwards. 'Well done Dave'!
The list of the Prize winners is as follows:First Day
Stableford
SSgt David Lamb
Maj Donna Reed
Lt Col Stan Pavey

35 Points
34 Points
33 Poin ts

Foursomes
Maj John lent/Capt BUI Cochrane
Maj John Elliott/ Sgt Chris Carvetb
Maj Harry Meeldngs/ Maj Robbie Bums

38 Points
37 Points
36 Points

Second Day
Medal 36 Holes
Second Day-Medal 36 Holes
Scratch

Sgt Chris Carvetb
Maj Donna Reed

154
158

Handicap

Cpl Chippy Wood
Sgt Dave Price
Mr Tony Kensley

147
147
148

Regular Officers Cup

Maj Ray Windmill

157

Unit Team Trophy

8SigRegt 'A'Team
Sgt Chris Carvetb
Mr Tony Kinsley
SSgt Ken KOvington
Maj John Elliott

8

ROYAL SIGNALS SPRING MEETING 1982-CAITE~ICK .
Having had the privilege of playing. in tGhe la.st fiv~s~f1ne1~ee~~n1~~
would like to commend the Cattenck arnson o .
excellence of their course . Over the last few years the improvem~nts
have been steady and a lot of thought and hard ~ork h.as been put mto
th e project. The Club were very fortunate , over this )trt~dj· t~~~vet~~~
Alan Yeoman as the President and he was equa Y e ig .
f
Captain of the Club in 1981 whilst still holding the ap.pomtme~\~
President. The Secretary Maj Jim Telford, the Committee an
e
Greenkeepers can be justifia?IY proud off th~cou.rsethe morning a very
The first day of the meetmg was a un. ay m .
' !akin
friendly stableford competi!ion starte.d rthh fi~ty~~~:op:~~e~~y spel~
part . With the course playmg exHcess1ve y sthor V.:eather became a hard
everyone was eager to play well. owever, e .
task master, for. with the hilly. course and the high tem_y:;~~~·e":i~;h
players were overcome by fatigue . The temperature

NEWSLETfER NO 4
Report by Maj Harry Meeklngs, 39 Sig Regt (V)
ARMY GOLF CHAMPIONSHIPS 1982-CORPS SUCCESSE~
The 1982 Army Golf Championships were hel? at ~oya.1 B1rkdale,
near Southport, where next year's Open Championship w1l.l be held.
After the ver dry weather, it was good to find the greens with a good
covering of g~ass and holding the ball. 15 Corps Golfers took part , and
we had some excellent individual successes .
THE GENERALS' CUP
,
, J k1o h
It is with pleasure that we report that General Jimmy ac
n ~
won the Generals' Cup - for the sixth time in the last seven yeab · Thi~
ear it was not so easy, because on the way to Southpo~ •. the. enera
iwisted his back , and played throughout tfe comp~tttt.on m, some
de ree of pain . But true to form. the General suffered m silence . or o
hifcaddie, Col Don Fairman , said! In th e fin al, the General had a fine
win by 5 & 4 over General Sir Timothy Creasey·
BLACK WATCH GOLD MEDAL
The 0 ening day of this competition consi ted of 36 holes medal
I
wlh the best 16 gross scores going forward to a match~ay
k:i~kout . The Corps had three entries- Maj Harry Meeklngs, pt
Len Yates and Sgt Chrla Carvetb . At the end of the first day, ~~!!:
and Carvetb had qualified for the match play . In the meantime -v
Harry Meeklng• was awarded the Black Watch Gold Medal for the best
363
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core returned by an officer in the qualifying round-a fine
performance.
o to the second day and the knockout. Meekings was drawn against
Lt Col ETillls , RHG , in the first round and won 2 up . In the quarter
finals he played LCpl D. Spiller, REME. but was unable to match the
sub-par golf thrown at him and eventually lost by 4 & 3.
Sgt Carveth however made better progress. In the first round he
disposed of Capt M. Allen , RE by 6 & 5, and in the quarter finals he
destroyed Capt A. Copeland RCT by 8 & 7, being two under when the
match ended. So to the semi-final where he met Cpl S. Mariner, REME
an ex-assistant professional. The match was very cut and thrust , and on
the 15th tee. Carveth was two down . However he birdied the 15th ,
Mariner birdied the 16th, and then Carveth birdied both the 17th and
I th to square the match. So down the 19th they went. wh ere Mariner
won and so Carveth had lost for the fourth time at the semi-final stage.
e\·ertheless it was a magnificent performance .

GRENADIER GUARDS CUP AND FUSILIER CUP
These two Div 2 competitions started on the second day, and after
the first 18 holes , both Lt Col Stan Schofield and Maj D. Reed were
well placed. The Grenadier Guards Cup is a scratch cup open to retired
officers with a handicap of 9 or below. The only ex-Corps winner was

RSIGNALS'A'
MajD. Reed
Maj H. A. C. Meeklngs
Capt L. Yates
Lt Col S. Schofield
Maj Gen A.J.Jackson

1-0
9-0
1-0
0-4
1-0
Corps win 12-4

RAEC
MajR.Jones
Capt M. Morris
Lt Col A. Petrie
Lt Col M. Batson
Maj N. Watson

In the semi-final we were drawn against the hot favourites, the
Sapper 'A ' team. They had a v~ry good side with strength in depth , and
after a tense battle the Corps Just lost to the eventual winners. We are
grateful to Brig Jasper Peck, who monitored the tie for us- in fact at
the halfway stage we were level overall-and kept us all informed how
the five games were going. Details were:
RSIGNALS'A'
RE'A'
Maj H. A. C. Meekings
0-1
Capt M. Allan
Maj D. Reed
0-1
Capt T. Jones
Capt L. Yates
0-1
Capt R. Jenkinson
Lt Col S. Schofield
0-1
Lt Col A. Kerr
Maj Gen A.J.Jackson
1-0
Brig R. F. Semple
Corps lost 1-4
Thi~ was a good match, with some high class golf being played on
both sides.
EGYPT CUP
This year we entered two teams for this competition , but both were
knocked out in t~eir first matches . Our 'B' team was strong on paper
and after a bye m the first round , met the Army Air Corps in the
second. Regrettably we were well beaten , and this gave the AAC their
first win ever in the Egypt cup! Details are :
ARMY AIR CORPS
R SIGNALS 'B'
MajJ. Potts
0-5
Maj Cllfton-Morrls
0- l
Maj Cox
Lt Col R. Williams
Capt C. N. Lightfoot
0-1
Lt Col Nunn
0-2
Lt Col Hataway
Maj R. L. Windmill
Lt Col W. Kennedy
0-5
Maj Holton
Corps lost 0-14
Our 'C' team came up against the Sapper 'B' team, who were much
too strong for them, and won 15-2. Details were:
R SIGNALS 'C'
MajJ. lent
Maj M. Galloway
BrigJ. Peck
Col D. D. Flarman
Capt R. Ewens

Gene~ Eric Colt in 1971 , b!-lt this year Lt Col Schofield won it for the

Corps m. fine style. In addition he won the Fusilier Cup, a recent
presentatton by the Army Golf Association, for the best handicap
stableford score over 36 holes. These were splendid performances.

0-2
0-5
2-0
0-1
0-7
Corps lost 2-15

I§

Amontillado Sherry

RE'B'
BrigN. Busk
Brig D. Ross
Maj T. Hutchbtson
BrlgJ. Bridge
Maj A. Comell

CONCLUSION
. 'J!i.is has been a good y~ar at the Anny Championships for Corps
mdlVlduals, but we would hke to see more low handicap players coming
forward,. especially for ?Ur 'B' and 'C' teams. Any players who wish to
be considered for selection should contact the Secretary early in 1983.
In order to help you plan ahead , the dates and venues for the Army
Championships are:
1983 16-20 May Royal Cinque Ports and Princess , Kent
1984 14-18 May Rye and Littlestone, Kent
1985 10-14 June Muirfield and Gullane, Scotland
Any players requiring more information should contact the Corps
Golf Secretary , Maj H. A. C. Meeklngs, 39 Sig Regt (V) , Worship St.,
London EC2.

ORDNANCE CUP
The <;orps entered its 'A' team for this event, which was played at
Royal B1rkda!e. Jn the first round we were drawn against RAEC and we
had~ g~d wm by 12-4. Maj Harry Meeklngs played exceptionally well
to wm his match by 9 holes, while RAEC had a middle star in Lt Col
Bat.on who ca me in 4 up against Lt Col Stan Schofield. Details are as
follows :
364
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There has never been a better
time to buy a Talbot for Export.
The spacious Solara family saloons
and versatile Alpine hatchbacks
represent unbeatable value for .
money with a choice of ~conom1c
engines and luxury equipment.
For example, both l.6GL versions
illustrated feature Power Steering,
Push-button radio, luxury tweed
cloth trim, lan;iinated windscreen and
all-round tinted glass as standard
with optional 5-speed gearboxes.

Talbot value takes you even
further with a 6-year anti-corrosion
guarantee on al I models.
All modelsaretofull UK
specification, with passe~~er door
mirror and rear seat belts fitted.

I

l,)!Jl:ll

CarforuseinCountry _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

Present car
M
Peugeot Talbot Park Lane, 63-67 Park Lane.
LondonWl. Telephone: 01-499 5533
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£306500
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Name

Special Nato Prices for both Solara
and Alp!ne ranges
start at 1ust
•

So contact us now for full details
and colour brochure.
.
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Please send me full details now on
.n•
the Talbot Solara/Alpine and Peugeot/Talbot
range. (Tick as required).
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MSDS-Ieaders in
tactical communications

MSDS military communications are in world-wide
use every day.
The British Army has over 10,000 Clansman UK/YRC
353 sets as its only VHF vehicle radio- designed and built
byMSDS.
SINCGARS-V - the frequency-hopping radio of the
future - MSDS in partnership with Cincinnati Electronics
chosen by the US Army as a contender.
SCIMITAR- an MSDS frequency-hopper for the
armies of today and tomorrow.
GR083 - a new concept in tactical radio relayssimple to operate, versatile and transportable.

hine Army

Su In mer

Show Special!
COMBINED SERVICE PUBLICATIONS LTD
P.O. Box 4, Farnborough , Hampshire GU14 ?LR

Marconi Space and Defence Systems Limited

Telephone: Farnborough (0252) 515891 Telex: 858808
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SCOT - the ship-borne terminal that surpasses all
others - ask the Royal avy!
MARCRYP- a range of high security encryption
systems to suit all forms of communication, even HF
long-range communication.
SATELLITES and GROUND TERMI ALS- M DS has
the expertise for everything.Skynet 2 (for which M DS was
the prime contractor) is still functioning perfectly after
over 6 years in orbit. MSDS has designed and manufactured
ground terminals ranging from small man pack types to
complete 21-ft systems for NATO.
LAND, SEA, AIR and SPACE- MSDS WILL GET YOUR
MESSAGE THROUGH.

A GEC·Marconi Electronics Company

Printed in Great Britain

M ar.keting Department,
The Grove, Warren Lane, Stanmore, Middlesex HA7 4LY, England.
Telephone : 01 -954 2311 Telex : 22616 Telegrams : SPA DEF Stanmore.
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With the installation of a Cashpoint machine at Vimy Barracks, 8th
Signal Regiment is the first regiment in the British Army to have its own
Cashpoint facilities-the first regiment whose Cashpoint cardholders can
draw up to £100 a day, Sam to 9pm, Monday to Saturday, if their account
can stand it.
Lloyds Bank has over 1,250 Cashpoints, so wherever you are in Britain,
you are likely to be near a machine.
Cashpoint will also be available shortly, Sam to 9pm Monday to
Saturday, in a special lobby at our branch at 26 Richmond Road, Catterick
Garrison.
If you already have a current account with us, simply contact your own
branch for a free Cashpoint card
Ifyou haven't, details are available at any branch of Lloyds Bank.

PubJ,.hcd by Lloi·d• Bani< Pie , 71 Lombard Srrcet, London EC3P JPS.
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OVERSEAS KIT
ISSUED EARLYON
VERY SPECIAL TERMS.
~ JOINh
THEP,
OTHER
PROFESSIONALS
;l i~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~<>

At Cable & Wireless, we apply the
latest technologica l advances to meet
the expanding telecommunications
needs of our customers around the
world. Although we operate with state
of the art equipment, we are no newcomers, as we've been in the communications business for over a
century. Today we provide services
in more than sixty countries. In
fact there can be few people who
know more about working in the field
than us.

We are, though, always on the lookout
for o ther Professionals to join us -and
that's where you come in. You need an
opportunity to expand and develop
your talents and experience, and we
can provide ir. E pecially if you've had
several years experience in HF &
Broadband instal lation systems .
Qualifications to C & G B & C standard, or Forces equivalent, would be
an asset. In return for your skills we
can offer you an initial contract of
up to two years and the chance to

~Cable
~

earn a good salary tax free , ali found.
In addition, there is generous leave, a
terminal gratuity, and of course paid
return air passages.
So if you are about to leave the Service, contact us and arrange to talk to
the other Professionals. You won't
regret ir.
Write wiihfu// details to:Project Recruitment Officer, Ref AC091
Cable & Wireless PLC
L ion House, 72-75 Red Lion Street,
London WClR 4NA.

and Wireless A

Helpstheworldcommunicate

~

You must know that any serving
member of H.M. Forces posted overseas
can buy a new car tax free.
But here's a couple of plus points.
You can take delivery and drive your
new car here in the U.K. for a maximum of
six months before your posting, and in
certain cases even longer.
And if you choose a car from the
Austin Morris Rover Triumph range, there's
the added bonus of special price
opportunities available on top of your tax
free privilege. No matter whether you
buy for cash or on terms.
It all adds up to substantial
savings on list price.
All models, from our best selling
Metro to top ranking Rover are available,
including the new Triumph Acclaim and
Austin Ambassador models.
And the deal can be done at any
BL Cars showroom.
Call in and find out more. Or post the
coupon below and we'll be pleased t~ P:1~
you in touch with a local dealer spec1alismg
in Forces Tax Free Sales and geared to get
you on the road fast.

I am interested in the following model(s ) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - for use in the UK prior to posting lo (country)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Delivery required <date) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Initials
Rank _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name
Homeaddress - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - BAseaddress --------------------------------------~

~nil_ _

Tel. day_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Tel. evening _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_
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EDITORIAL
OUR COVER PICTURE
Her Majest y Queen Elizabet h The Queen Mother paid a visit recently to Germ any in
her capacity as Colonel-in-Chief, The Black Wat ch. Our photogra ph reflects th e
very warm recept ion accorded to Her Majesty when she landed at St Sebastian
Barracks to be received by GOC 3 Armd Div, Maj Gen J. N. S. A rthur (left\, Sgt
Hope {right) . {See Page 409 for report by3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt)

Buy finance and insure your
car through Naafi

YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TO THE WIRE FOR 1983
We are glad to advise our readers that. the subscription ra tes for 'The Wire' are to be maintained at their present levels for 1983.
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THECORPSINTHEFALKLANDS
HQ 1 SIGNAL GROUP
TIDWORTH
THE STORY
The sto ry of the Royal Signals contribution to the campaign is told by
Officers and Soldiers who took part .
The communication planning was centered in HQ 1 Signal Group in
Tidworth . Maj Andrew Gale the S02 G3 (OPS 0 & D) opens our
account.
INVOLVEMENT GROWS
The 89 days march to recapture Stanley began as a result of
Constatlno Davidoff entering the pages of history as the first scrap
metal merchant to start a war , when his workmen landed at Leith ,
South Georgia and raised the blue and white Argentinian flag.
This was followed by the Argentinian invasion of the Falkland
Islands on 2 April , which prompted the reply from Lt Col Roger
Thompson when told that his regiment , 30 Sig Regt was 'stood too' that
it was all a belated April fools day joke. It proved to be no joke however
and over the next few months as the armed forces responded to the
Governments reaction , the Royal Signals involvement grew. It was
largely the units of 1 Sig Gp, and in particular 30 Sig Regt , 5 Inf Bde
HQ and Sig Sqn and 244 Sig Sqn (AS). that carried most of the
responsibility to meet the requirements for manpower and equipment ,
and it was these Royal Signals soldiers that were involved in all phases
of the 89 days war.

INITIAL PLANNING
Within three days of the fall of Port Stanley, 24 ships of the Royal
Navy were pulled out of a a val exercise off Gibraltar and despatched
to the South Atlantic as the spearhead of the Task Force. Whilst this
Force moved south, plans were being made to prepare the Royal
Signals equipment and manpawer required for the provision of Satellite
and Rear Link communicattons. This was being co-ordinated through
HQ 1 Sig Gp and provided by 30 Sig Regt.
The first manpower to leave UK left on 2 April , the day Argentina
invaded, when Sgts Macelreavy and Keeping, together with a party of
five (Cpla Cluley, Garrett, LCpl Croft, Slgs Hanlon and Vaughan)
armed with their Tactical Satellite Communications (TSC 502) and
Diplomatic Communications flew to Ascension Island. As a result of
the worsening situation in the South Atlantic , it had been decided to
provide the Governor Mr Rex Hunt with a rear link detachment to the
United Kingdom. As it turned out events overtook their departure and
after a weeks stay in Ascension they finally loaded onto RF A Fort
Aus1in and sailed south to the action. Not so however, because on
reaching the South Georgia area, Fort Austin turned round and headed
back to Ascension. Eventually Sgt Macelreary and his merry band of
honorary mateloes cross decked onto the Euro pie Ferry on 30 May and
finally after 11 weeks at sea and some 25,000 miles later, they stepped
ashore at Port Stanley on 19 June, five days after the Argentinians had
surrendered .
The next planning milestone was the sailing of the Task Force on 5
April together with W02 (YofS) Peter Baron and 18 soldiers on board
HMS Fearless. (Cpla ADlson, Forryan, GDI, Higgins, Hockam, King,
Rowe, Thompson, Thomton-Granv01e, Wllkbtson. LCpl Edwards,
Slg1 Cowan, Crou, Crowther, Humphreys, Kirkham, Main, Milne).
They sailed to Ascension and waited, whilst the Task Force was
strengthened and the troops trained. They were joined at Ascension by
Capt John Thoma and together the group from 30 Sig Regt set sail on
27 April on RFA Sir Geraint. EQuipped with the second TSC 502, an
Initial Contact Link Station (ICLS) and a Clansman 321Z for the
Ops/ Admin net the team were ready to provide the For<.-e with strategic
communications. This they did from 25 May when they landed at San
Carlos Beach Head, until 14 June when they moved to Government
Hou , Port Stanley.
During this period activity within I Sig Gp increased , as new
requirements were identified. As warships and merchant ships were
loaded at Southampton , Devonport, Hull and Immingham , there was a
requirement to link UKLF movement/operations to the dockside berths
with a ecure speech or tele~raph link to control the loading of ships.
Thi was provided from withm the resources of I Sig Gp by 30 Sig Regt,
1 lnfBde HQ and Sig Sqn , 19 lnfBde HQ and Sig Sqn and 249 Sig Sqn
(AMF (L)) all at some time or another.
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Contact with MG RMs staff at Northwood and the Royal Marines at
Lympstone up to this point had been irregular. however it soon beca me
apparent that closer co-operation over commun ications was necessary.
Thus it was that 1 Sig Gp were invited to visit HMS In trepid. with a
view to familiarising themselves with the layout and fa cilities to be
provided for th e two star embarked headquarters. WOI (YofS) Andy
Locke fro m I Sig Gp and SSgt (YofS) David Wright from 30 Sig Regt
spent a day looking over the ship and enjoying the facilities of the
Senior Rates Mess, all of which became very useful later when l Sig Gp
were tasked to write the fir st operation CEI.
On 9 May the No rdic Ferry sailed , together with SSgt Glen Harwood
and eight soldiers from 30 Sig Regt , LCpl Roach , Slgs Beament,
Chuter, Donnelly, Howells, Mllburn, Whitehead and Wightman. With
them they took the 2 TAC Headquarters vehicles four x Rebros and one
GS L/ R, all with t railers . After three cross deckings they finall y ended
up on the RFA Sir Percival and landed with their vehicles at Teal Inlet
on 30 May.
It soon became apparent that a permanent communicator would be
requi red to move with MGRM staff and run the Army communications
on board HMS Fearless in the Amphibious Operations Room (AOR).
This appointment was filled by Maj Keith Butler from 30 Sig Regt , who
flew out to Ascension with the newly designated Commander Land
Forces Falkland Islands (CLIFF!) on 19 May to join the QE2 and 5 Inf
Bde. With the group were a further 61 soldiers from 30 Sig Regt who
were to run the communications in the AOR . Lt Andy Kendall, W02
SSM Miller, Sgts Ashton, Dempsey, Pywell, Cpls Ingram (l Bde)
Mathews (1 Bde) Stevenson, Warnes. LCpls Bannister, Estridge,
Holderness, Jarvis, McLachlan, Reynolds, Tucker, Slgs ADen, Birch,
Burns, Courtney, Craddock, Craig, Eccles, Floyde, Fowler, Ginty,
Harrison P.A., Harrison S.R., Heap, Helsden, Holden, Jones,
Kitchener, Moore, Orange, Page, Parrish ( 1 Bde) Perry, Phillips, Poole
(1 Bde), Roberts, Rushton, Stewart, Tolland (1 Bde), Towle, Webb,
White (1 Bde) Wilkins, Wilks. W02 (FofS) Baldwin was also with this
group but unfortunately had to be casevaced when he broke his leg
cross decking from the QE2 to HMS Antrim.
This was a particularly frustrating time for those involved in the
planning , as the plans changed constantly and no sooner had one idea
been executed than a new one was conceived. This was particularly the case with regard to the siti ng of the Radio Relay
Triffids to support the RAF Radar deployment. The problem has still
not been fully resolved because of the time required to prepare the
ground for the installations, but stations were deployed on 19 May,
along with crews and the line kit necessary to establish the Admin
Control and Medical Holding Unit on the Falkland Islands. Only two
members sailed with the kit on Tor Caledonia-Sgt Kerr and LCpl
Dent. It was at this time that 30 Sig Regt were re-equipped with
Triffids, at the same time as upgunning the D13s to the new 521 station
with a 1772 Receiver and a higher powered 1885 Transmitter.
On 29 May OC 3 Sqn 30 Sig Regt , Maj Nigel Falrley, together with
SSgt (FofS) Cashen and 20 men flew to Ascension to join up with the St
Edmond before sailing south and arriving in Port Stanley on 16 June
(Cpls Boxhall, England, Gritton, Harrlden, Hunt, John, Marston·
Weston, McGloughlan, Sparshott, Wilson, LCpls Hughes, McDonald,
Price, Slgs Banks, Binder, Clarke, Newton and Sasson). The linemen
required for the Admin Control and Med Holding Unit, under Sgt
Franklin, flew to Ascension on 4 June to join the Dunbarton Castle and
proceed south . (Cpls Deeming, Rose, Lcpl Stevens, Sigs Charlton,
Cooney, Griffiths, Luckman, McGlaughlan, Monk, O'Shaunessy, and
Williams).
The final 'stand up sit down' situation developed with the battle as to
who should go, between Lt Col Roger Thompson and the other
members of the Joint Force Si$nals Staff from 1 Sig Gp. The latter won
and departed by air to Ascension on 15 June with the Colonel following
hot on their heels flying all the way to the newly opened airstip at Port
Stanley and arriving on 2 July .

CEI
The requirement for a Royal Signals Officer to accompany MGRMs
staff when they deployed, landed squarely on the shoulders of Maj
Keith Buder and the members of the Joint Forces Signals Staff at I Sig
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Gp. The help was enlisted ofW02 (YofS) Jackson R Marines and after
a briefing at Northwood on 7 May the quartet returned to Tidworth
cl utching their bible , JSP2 the Manual of Joint Warfare , Volume II ,
Join t Tactical Communications, for the uninitiated , and proceeded to
think ; writing began on the next day and continued through Sunday
until a workable document was produced . Agreement as to how a
system should work was open to much discussion and nets like the
CC/ AJN or Comms Coord Anti Jamming Net , Sigs Engr to Royal
Signals took on a whole new meaning.
3 Comma ndo Brigade has already written their CE! and had
deployed wit h the Task Force on 5 April. The ~roblem the~efore wast?
write a La nd Forces Falkland Islands CE!, without altermg m detail
the organisation and working com munications already in existence
with 3 Cdo and the two Parachute battalions afloat. At the same ti me
the CE! had to ta ke into consideration that 5 Inf Bde would also come
under command of CLIFF I. once he joined on board QE2. With this in
mind, we were fo rtu nate th at YofS Jackman was able to produce a 3
Cdo Bde CEI which was used as the basis fo r LFFl CEI.
Once the CEI had been co mpleted in draft format, it was typed up
over Monday. whisked down fro m Tidworth to the reproduction centre
at Blandford on Tuesday and SO copies were produced and ready to go
by Wednesday. At th e same ti me the EMC Agency were busily ru nning
the Freq uency ass ignment and rad io compatability charts for
Clansman rad io . The Frequency assig nment was for two months and
was to ru n fro m the date the Com mandos and Parachute Bns stepped
ashore. By Th ursday everything was completed and ready to go. The
next problem was delivery. Th is was achieved by getting the CE!s upto
Northwood by 7a m on Frid ay, where it was taken and 'wet dropped' to
the 3 Cdo Bde with the Task Force .
NORTHWOOD
Operational Comm and of Corporate was invested i.n CinC. F.l~et
based in the 'hole' at HMS Warrior Northwood. Durmg the m1tt al
phase CinC Fleet (CTF 317) directed Op con of the supply lines and
excl usion zo ne. Understudying CinC Fleet was MG RMs HQ with Maj
Gen JJ. Moore CB, OBE, MC and his staff. Unt il l Sig Gp were
requ ested to provide assist ance with a Communicator. there was only
sporad ic contact with Nort hwood . Afte r HQ 3 Cdo Bde deployed fro m
Northwood on 19 May to fly to Al and li nk up with QE2 and 5 Inf Bde,
a new staff were installed and the HQ became known as Deputy Land
Comd CinC Fleet. The new Comd was Lt Gen Sir Richard Trant, who
brought with him members of his staff. On 28 May. Northwood
requested a Communicator to be based permanently at Northwood.
WOI (YofS) Andy Locke arrived on I June-till 11 June when Maj
John Simpson took over until 21 June, when SSgt (YofS) Paddy Coburn
took over-specially drafte d in fro m 28 Sig Regt (and now posted to
Hong Kong) on 14 June. He re mained our man at orthwood and
pruvided our main link with the outside world via SATCOM , which was
used exte nsively.

THE SLEEPING LION
The slee ping lion , old and grey,
Was thought , by man y, easy prey,
So th ey took their chance. an island taken ,
Thinking that the British . would leave forsaken.
Little did we know of where and why.
Only. for honour , we would fight and die,
So an armada of ships. flesh and bone.
Set forth . with pride. to reclaim our own.
Throughout the days and weeks that followed.
Man and ships names were spoken hallowed .
Broken hulls, the injured. the dying ,
A nation drew breath , its people crying.
No one knew how long it would last ,
But with sabres drawn, the die was cast ,
An army's will and a skill to fight ,
A nation's knowledge that the cause was right.
Surrender came one early morn.
An army vanquished, its men forlorn .
Disbelief and puzzled faces,
Horror of war had left its traces.
An i land of which , so little was known,
Bloody battles were fought and t1own,
With heroic deeds. British honour restored.
111e sleeping lion had awakened - and roared.
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Fraser Kerr
Sgt Royal Signals
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S Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(205 Sig Sqn)
Aldershot

CCV

Maj Keith Butler and Capt Matt Helm recou nt the experiences of 5
Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn .

As the Argentinian Flag was being raised on South Georgia, 5 .Inf
Bde HQ and Sig Sqn, under acting OC Capt Matt Helm, was returning
to barracks from Ex No rthern Lights. We were lookin g forward to
Easter block leave and a well earned rest, b efore preparing for Ex Lion
Sun in Cyptus. However, as we all know, life over the next three months
was to be colder an d more terrifying than a Cyp ru s training exercise.
CONTINGENCY PLANNING
The official Brigade reaction to the loss of South Georgia and the 2
April 1982 invasion of Port Stanley was that there had been no
notifi catio n of 5 In f Bde involvement in th e Task Force and therefore
no reduct ion in readiness to move states. However, contingency
plann ing was started . Staff T ables for light and nom.ial scales were
prepared and lists of O ansman equ ipment fo r rear links and VHF
Command nets were draw n up. Having just returned from exercise the
vehicles only had to be cleaned and repl aced fo r the squ adron to be as
ready as we could be at that time.
PREPARATION
After an initial briefing by the Brigade Headquarters, the Brigade
went on block leave on 7 April. However, after one days leave the
squadro n management was recalled. 566 RLD under Sgt Lllrl?' _Little
was to rep ort to Tidworth , to be attached to 3 Para who were to JOtn the
3 Co mmando Brigade Task Force. 565 RLD under Sgt Willy Granltza
were put on three days notice to move. The Brigade consisting .of2 Para
and 7 Gurkhas was reinforced with 2 SG and 1 WG and 1t was to
exercise its new orbat in Sennybridge from 21-29 April. This it did ,
having been totally re-equipped with Clansman equipment the previous
week.
STORES AND MORE STORES
The re-equipment of the Brigade with Clansman was a QM's
nightmare, but Capt Colin Meredith, W02 RQMS Coleman and SSgt
Gordon Middleton and their team worked night and day. The flood
gates seemed to have opened . Stores that had been out~anding for over
a year, ranging from land rovers to berets, started to arnve!
EX 'WELSH FALCON'
After an accommodation recce by the QM and WOI (RSM) Bill
Hunt, the HQ and Sig Sqn arrived in Sennybridge on 21 April. 'W_e
were complete with a new OC, Maj Mike Forge, who had cut short ~1s
disembarkation leave from Oman to join the squadron . The exercise
was split in to two phase . Phase one being Clansman familiarisation
and helicopter training and Phase two a Brigade FTX.
During Phase one the Brigade had the a istance of the School of
Infantry Clansman training team under Capt Tim DapUn LI. The
trainin g was excellent and soon everyo~e was competen_t. but of c<;>u_rse
lacking in experience on the new eqmpment. The helicopter trammg
was also essential. Under the guidance of Sgt Rog Key the squadron
soon had several well trained rigging crew .
The Brigade FTX wa made a reali tic ~s possible. All the normal
exercise artificialit;es were cut out and umts had to recce and move
realistically. The Green Howards provided stiff ?~position .and FGA
seemed permanently in the ky. It was a good trammg exerc1 e, as the
treeless terrain was similar to the Falklands and all movement had to
be by foot or helicopter. We soon fou~d that movement of the
Headquarters was going to be le.ngthy busmess a.nd 1t took 16 Puma
lifts to get the step-up element mto a new location . A great deal of
emphasis was put on defence and the D & E pl , under Sgt Chris Bunn,
worked long and hard .
Just before the climax of the FfX, the Commander was recalled to
Sennybridge. He wa told that the Brigade was to embark to the outh
Atlantic on 12 May and were to be prepared to either support 3
Commando Brigade or to garrison the island for ix months. eedless
to say the final attack was a rather rushed affair: somewhat
retro pectively very similar to the final a a ult on Port Stan le .
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LOADI G
The quadron was back in Aldershot by I May. Final hectic
preparation were made. Artie kit was issued, landrovers were fitted
\\ith hard top and arctic heaters. The Brigade was still not sure of its
role and planning the two options was very difficult .
Even!ually all \"~hicles and stores were loade.d. The TAC HQ vehicle
went wrth. the main body on the QE2 and the remaining vehicles and
tore spht between the ordic and Baltic ferries. Cpls Slattery and
Smith looked after our interests on these ships re pectively.
FAREWELL
The send off at Southampton was something everybody will
remember for the rest of their lives. Dawn, the wife of LCpl Taff
Leyman, went topless and SSgt Joe Baker, LCpl Blue Mason and others
met Mr John Knott: The RSM had the honour of being Brigade RSM
and therefore the ships RSM . At 1600hrs the QE2 eased away from the
dock and headed down Southampton Water to begin the long tri p
south.

'QE2'
Afte~ <:veryone had got over the shock of travelling in such luxury.
the training programme wa~ ?rganised. As well as briefings on the
Fa.lkland Islands and Argent1111an Forces, the programme included live
finng , map reading. weapon training and survival. We still had no idea
of ?Ur role in the conflict b.ut it was hoped that when General Moore
arnved aboard from Ascens10n Island we would have a better idea.

Smiling faces before first high level bombing at San Carlos
L-R LCpl Boris Ford, Cpl Slick Sayers, Pte Jock Freer, Cpl Beanz
Simms

,
Lt Bradley with Sig Parr on his 18th birthday during the voyage south.
Sig Kirkcup in the background

The Techs Live Firing on QE2
L-R Lt Bradley, Cpl Parry, Cpl Bateman, Cpl Ellion, Cpl Clewley
After seven <;l~ys a.t sea we stopped for resupply at Freetown and then
moved on, a.mving in the area of Ascension Islands on 20 May. King
eptune arnved as we crossed the equator. LCpl Bentley had helped to
butld the pool for the initiation, for those who hadn't crossed the line
before. Most of us escaped this with the exception of Sig Alan
Colem1111. Sig Gary Parr. also cele~rated ~is 18th birthday and was
photographed by the Sold1.er Magazine shakmg hands with the Captain
on the bridge. The QE2 did not make landfall at Ascension but stores,
mail and pax were helicoptered aboard . Our follow up party, led by Sgt
~aff' WUliam'! Sgt ~tev~ Pickwick and Cpl Leon Gay, arrived just in
time for 205 Sig Sqn s birthday party on 20 May. lt made a nice break
and the organiser, SSgt Todd O'Brien, had arranged for us to have
double our beer ration.
We left Asce.nsion on 2? May, much cheered by the news of the 3
Cornman.do Brigade landmgs at San Carlos. Life however became
m?re serious with the sh.iP being completely blacked out, ai~ sentries
being _P?Sted and B.lowp1pe and. 0.5mm Brownings being mounted on
both SJdes of the .bridge. Operational plans became a little clearer, but
of course everythtng depended on 3 Brigade's progress however it was
planned that S Brig~de should be ashore by the end ~f the mo'nth. It
w:15 also state<;! that 1t ~ould .be unlikely that the QE2 would meet up
\\Ith the Nordrc or Baluc. Thts caused great consternation for all units
o.n bo~rd as the Qf? ~as a tr?OP ship only and most stores and vehicles
"ere On the Ferries . In this respect we were quite lucky as we had
managed to.get our TAC.HQ vehicles and a few manpack sets on board
the QE?. F1~al preparat1on.s and briefings took place. On 27 May the
Q£2 R vd with HMS Antrim. Gen Moore and his Staff, the Brigade
Commanders Reece Party , including Capt Helm and W02 (YofS)
'Corky' Corcoran, embarked on this, for eventual transfer to HMS
Fearless and. landing at San Carlos. The QE2 meanwhile, sailed to
South Georgia where everyone was cross decked onto the Canberra or
or/and for onward passage to the Falkland Islands.
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SAN CARLOS
The intention was to set up a harbour area at San Carlos and then
move directly by SH to Darwin Settlement, which had been recce'd by
the. 2IC and YofS on 31 May. On the nights of l and 2 June the Brigade
amved at San Carlos. Off loading of pax began but because of the
shortage of SH, no vehicles came off until late pm on the 2nd.
Headquarters 3 Commando Brigade moved from San Carlos on 3 June
leaving 5 Brigade concentrated around the settlement. We were very
lucky.not to have ~een subjected to the air attacks that 'bomb alley' had
exp~1enced p~ev10usly. However, we still had numerous air raid
w.ammgs and high level bombings. At that time a man's best friend was
his shovel.
~t was beco"!ing obvious that the SH assets available to both
Bngad.es were madequate for. the task o~ off loading and daily
operational talks. Consequently 1t was not until 4 June that the Brigade
Head9uarters was set up and working with a minimum of vehicles in
Darwm. Jbe OC stayed at S~n Carlos supervising the movement of
more vehicles and pax to Darwm . It became clear at this time that both
the Nordic and Baltic had not been loaded for war and we had to wait
for days for essential vehicles and stores to beoffJoaded.

More Bde HQ clerks 'yomping' at San Carlos
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DARWIN
Comms were generally good, with the exception of 2 Para who were
in Fitzroy. They were workable on HF but not VHF .. A manpack RRB
team under Cpl Daughtrey, with Sig Hoppy Hopkins and Sig Clavey
was sent out to Pleasant Peak, with a detachment of Defence Pl under
Cpl Dizzy Wicken, to protect them. The RRB had been proved to
Darwin and to Fitzroy but the second PRC 352 developed a fault after
deployment. Only two PRC 352s had been taken, because there were no
more available, the remainder were 'Oo the Ferries'. The RRB also
reported that as 2 Para were running out of POL they were only going
to use a PRC 320 on the HF Comd net. 2 Para's lack of petrol did not
allow them to use their vehicle radio sets.
The Brigade Commander was concerned about the tenuous HF link
to 2 Para and regarded it vital to have good comms to them as they were
the farthest forward of our troops. He wished for a VHF as well as HF
link in order to give him the necessary control. Maj Forge therefore
arranged a Gazelle from 656 Squadron AAC to take himself and SSgt
Baker (Tp SSgt A Tp), to visit the RRB and 2 Para with the necessary
equip ment and stores to establish the VHF link. (A PRC 352 had been
procured from other sources!!). It was a very clear night and the RRB
was notified that the Gazelle was on its way and it established on the
Comd freq. It took off just before 4am. At approximately 4.15 the RRB
had heard the helicopter in the area, apparently searching for them.
They had moved from their original LS and moved up into the rocks for
better comms and defence. When they heard the helicopter circling
they showed a light but it continued to circle the area. At 4.20 the RRB
reported that they had heard a large explosion and had seen an orange
flash. Comms to the Gazelle had been lost. After some 15 minutes of
trying to contact the Gazelle RRB were ordered to search the area.
They were to keep in contact at all times. It was still dark and nothing
was found. After one hour they were told to return to their location as
the weather was closing in .
At first light on the 6th the wreckage of the Gazelle and the bodies
were found. A board of enquiry was set up and after the wreckage had
been examined, it was concluded that the Gazelle had been shot down .
It is of note that there had not been time for the ground forces to clear
all the high ground between Darwin and Fitzroy of possible enemy
patrols.
Despite the tragic . loss of Maj Forge and SSgt Baker the war
continued and Capt Helm took over as acting OC. The linemen , under
Sgt Williams, were tasked to repair the civilian telephone line to Goose
Green and to do what they could to repairing the line to Swan Inlet
House, from where it was known the line to Fitzroy was OK.
~lso on the 6th a convoy set off to try and move to Fitzroy. A civilian
guide had been found. The tracks were so bad that trailers couldn't be
taken in by SH to Fitzroy. OC A Tp, Lt Mark Edwards, headed up the
co n~oy, with the YofS taking up the rear with the Signal Operations
Vehtcle. The convoy set off at 11.00am. It had eight vehicle .
During the day Cpl Naylor and his RRB crew arrived in Darwin,
along with his vehicle. Cpl Naylor had spent the previous three nights
on a mountain near San Carlos, where they had been mistakenly
dropped by the SH. They were tired and hungry. However, after a meal
and a few hours rest, Sgt Key took Cpl Naylor by helicopter to Pleasant
Peak and recce'd a location for a vehicle RRB. The remainder of the
crew, Slgs Philbrick and Jackson and 3 D & E Pl , along with the vehicle
and trailer, were soon e tablished with good VHF comms to 2 Para for
the first time in two days.
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Meanwhile, the convoy was having problems. Two vehicles had
broken down and they had only travelled 15 miles in five hours. The
guide was now pessimistic about the chances of the convoy proceeding
much farther, as they had not yet started over the bad going. QC A Tp
therefore decided to return to Darwin before dark. It was apprently
reported on the BBC that the Argentinians had reported that the
convoy had turned back , so the enemy Observation Post on Mount
Osbourne (th~high gro.und to the North) was yet again active.
On 7 June 1t was decided that the TAC HQ and other vehicles would
be loaded onto an LCU and the MV Monsunen. a local coaster
requisitioned by the Brigade Command. OC B Tp, Lt Trevor Bradley,
was to be OIC the party. Also on that day Maj Keith Butler arrived
from his job on HMS Fearless to takeover the squadron.
A part of the TAC HQ element was loaded on the MV Monsunen
befo~ last light and they sailed for Fitzroy arriving at 2200hrs. The
re~amder were to be loaded onto the LUC, which we.were told was
gomg to arrive at Goose Green by last light, but didn't. It in fact
arrived by midday and the six vehicles from the squadron were loaded
on. The LCU left at about 1700hrs. There were nine passengers on
board the LCU, who took shelter from the bitter winds in their vehicles
as did the majority of the crew of eight, but they were in the confines of
the v~sel. . At about l 92~Z hours the LCU was attacked by two
Argentine aircraft, later believed to be A4 Skyhawks. Two missiles were
fired , the first missed amidships and the other struck the starboard
quarter. As nearly everyone was under cover the only witness alive who
saw exactly what happened , is Mne Quigley (HMS Fearless) who ~as at
the wheel at the time of the attack. It is understood from him that he
saw the attack coming, albeit in its latter stages, and called the stand to
and as a result the two rear machine guns were manned by three of the
crew, who, unfortunately, did not have time to return fire. The missile
which struck destroyed the engine room and much cf the stern of the
LCU. The radio ro~m and bridge w:re badly damaged. A fire started in
the area of the engine room: Two ltferafts are normally carried on the
stern, but one had been lost in the attack. The LCU was listing towards
th~ st~rboard quarter and had shipped some water and appeared to be
sh1ppmg more at a slow rate.
Soon after the attack, when it was declared safe, the wounded were
gathered in for first aid and care. Then, in order to curb the shipping of
water, the vehicles and trailers were driven and pulled as far forward as
possible, in an attempt to lift the damaged part of the stern away from
the water. Movement of these veh icles was particularly difficult as they
ha.d been loaded in such a way, that it was difficult to open either the
dn~ers ~r passenge.rs door. Some vehicle fire extinguishers were used to
extmgu1sh the fire m the stern and the remainder were used later when
it reignited. The remaining liferaft was thrown overboard and inflated.
but unfortunately , it snagged on damaged metal , which punctured it
and rendered it 1:1seless. Acknowledging the Jack of liferafts, Cpl (now
~gt). Bob Taylor im med iately thought of improvising one from inflated
hfe1ackets strapped to a large tarpaulin. He immediately set about this
task with help from others, as and when it was available. Meanwhile.
Sgt Alec Turner collected together as many rations as he could find
from the vehicles to one place, in case the order to abandon ship was
given. He also set about making a hot cup of tea for the wounded on a
hexamine stove. The wounded were otherwise kept warm by using
sleeping bags draped over them.
The next problem was to secure a rescue. The radios in the radio
room did not funct!on and so LCpb Mair a_nd Davlsion rigged up one of
the Clansman radios aboard and tuned into the 5 Infantry Brigade
frequency and passed a Mayday message. It was fortuitous that only
minutes before the attack the Sk ipper of the LCU had shown Capt
Bowens the Brigade Headquarter's G3 RE the current location and it
was therefore easier to give a rough location. Information was passed
back that two light helicopters would attempt to locate the vessel in
order to pin-point it for a RN Rescue Helicopter. In order to aid them.
a light was to be shone when the aircraft were heard. Unfortunately the
two helicopters did not see the light but soon another helicopter was
heard and on this occasion the light was seen. The helicopter was an
RN Sea King. obviously the one which was to rescue the survivors. The
lig~t was used as a m~ker for the crewman in the rescue operation.
which took about 30 minutes. The two wounded were \\~nched aboard
first, followed by Mne Qulglley. Only one radio was recovered and all
personal equipment was left in the LCU. During the rescue, Cpl
Taylor, aided by Sgt Turner, disposed of all cryptographic material.
which he was carryin~ in his vehicle. Quite rightly, he assumed that
should the vessel fall into enemy hands the whole operation could be
compromised.

F11ZROY
The TAC HQ vehicles that had travelled on the MV Mo11su11e11.
under OC B Tp. had established themselves in the sheep pen at
Fitzroy by fir t light on 8. Maj Butler and other members of the HQ
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moved by helicop ter to Fitzroy. The QM Department had also moved
to Fitzroy from San Carlos. to provide the HQ and Sig Sqn with limited
central cooking facilities and combat supplie . The RQMS and some
eight men remained in San Carlos. to look after the remaining stores
which were still 'On the Ferries'.
During the period 10-13 June the Headquarters remained in Fitzroy.
Comm during this period were good . The RRB on Plea ant Peak was
till being used as 117 GR still had their echelon in Goose Green . All
the rear links we could man were working and HQ LFFI TAC HQ was
al o established at Fit zroy.

30 Sig Regt
Blandford Camp

30 Sig Regt provided the majority of the signallers deployed during
t he campaign of the Falkland Islands , Ascension Island and to various
of HM Ships and ships of the Merchan t Navy pressed into service.
The following reports reflect the diversity of experien ces of members
of the regiment.

QC B Tp Lt Bradley with Pucara at Goose Green

On 12 June the Commander ordered a manpack TAC HQ to be
organised.. On 13 June the Brigade Commander decided to take
forward the TAC HQ onto an area near Goat Ridge. The TAC HQ
consisted of Comd, G3 plans. G3 Int, OC A Tp, Sgt Henderson, Sig
Hopkins, Cpl Stokes, Sig Ferguson, LCpl Bentley, Cpl Daughtrey, Cpl
Bateman, Sgt Massey, Cpl Wickm and Pte Robinson. They left during
the afternoon of the 13th and established comms as soon as they arrived
in location. They were at times the farthest forward of a.II 5 Infantry
Brigade troops and at times came under heavy artillery and mortar fire.
However, from this location the Comd was able to be on the spot to
command the battles for Mount Tumbledown and Mount William.
After hard and heroic battles the 2 SG and 117 GR achieved their
objectives. The Argentinians were pouring back into Stanley. I WG
occupied Sapper Hill and the victory was com piece. General Menendez
sued for peace.
The squadron remained in Fitzroy until the end of June. During this
time A Tp, under Lt Mark Edwards, had cut a 40ft high 205 into the
mountain -side at Pleasant Peak and placed a large wooden cross on the
skyline to commemorate the four lives lost in the helicopter tragedy . In
July we moved to Stanley, most of our Clansman and some vehicles
were handed over to the newly formed 266 Sig Sqn. We were all hoping
to be returning to the UK, but the weather closed in and the airfield
was shut. The squadron joined the Welsh Guards in helping to clear
the runway. It was durin~ this clearance that a Harrier skidded on
takeoff and accidentally Jettisoned it's sidewinder missiles down the
runway. There were 11 casualities, four from the squadron. Sig Davies
lost his right leg and Sig Gary Parr, Sig Geordie Ferguson and Sig
Jackson suffered lacerations to the head and legs. It was tragic that
they should all get through the wa r, without a scratch , for this to
happen. However, we are pleased to report that Sig Davies is recovering
well and coping marvellously. He is now back in Woo lwich and would
be grateful for any visitors.
By 29 July the whole squadron were back in UK. The men , stores
and some of the vehicles that had started out 2! months earlier.
fa·eryone returned much older and wiser than they went out. The losses
of Maj Mlke Forge and SSgt Joe Baker will be remembered by all of us.
Although Maj Forge had only been with us for six weeks, he had won
the heans of the squadron. However, Maj Kelth Butler arrived under
tragic circumstances and fitted in magnificently. We wish him luck for
the remainder of his tour here.
REARPAR1Y
We must not forget the rear party under Capt Denis Cox, WOI
ortney, SSgt Mlddleton and especially SSgt Fowler, the Chief Clerk.
~ey did ste~ling work in looking after the wives problems and dealing
wtth m?untams of stores and paperwork, thus enabling the squadron to
go straight on leave on return from the Falklands.
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Tues 25 May ou r other detachm ent on Sir Geraint a ll got ashore with
all their kit and equ ipment. We were going ashore the following day
but, as we ha d so many air attacks, this did not ha ppen altho ugh we
were on ly 150 yards from th e shore. In the afte rnoon we lost HMS
Coven try and it was d ecid ed to take all the non-w arships ou t of San
Carlos Water as it was too dangerous . Thankfully this ship was not hit ,
two of the LSLs ha d un explod ed bombs in them and al so HMS
Argonaut . but as I write this they have b een defu sed safely. We sailed
o ut of the Falkland Sound and in the early hours of Wed 26 May picked
up the Co ventry survivors, wh o h ave now b een transferred to another
sh ip fo r tra nspor tatio n back to Ascensio n.
W e are now well clear of the Falklands and future intentions are not
known . All t he detachment are well and none the wor e for their
expe riences du ring the last week . Every o ne o f th em fought to protect
the ship and the Co mmodore is very ple ased and thankful for our help.
Due to the pract ice we have had lately we request we all be exempt
An nual Range O assificatio n o n all weapons this year!! All we want to
do now is get on the island and commun icate, the sooner the better!

l

INTRODUCTION
Over 200 members of 30 Sig Regt were dispatched to the South
Atlantic on Operation Corporate. Many of those remaining , worked
impossible hcmrs to ensure that those who went were properly briefed ,
prepared, equipped and supported. No one article could include all the
stories of courage, endurance and resourcefulness or the hardships
endured. The story of the Scots Guards Rear Link Detachment has
already been told in the July edition of the Wire by Cpl (Sgt) Scottie
Reynolds. Some stories such as that of the 3 Para Rear Link
Detachment and the battle of Mt Longden will be told in future
editions of the Wire, but the stories of a majority of those involved will
never be told , nevertheless their contribution was as great as any .
THE BUILDUP
Having guessed that the Argentine Scrap Metal Merchants might be
the portent of something rather bigger, the Ops Officer, Maj Tim
Hallchurch and his crew (Tech Adjt) Maj (TOT) John Bridgeman,
asst Ops Offr, Capt (Tfc) Dave Dyke and CO, Miss Angie Fricker had
been examining the HF and SATCOM possibilities of the South
Atlantic. Despite having been told from on high that 'the Falklands
was purely a Naval responsibility and that no Army involvement was
envisaged' a signal was received on the evening of 1 Apr activating a
SATCOM (TSC 502) detachment with HF (PRC 320) backup to move
to Ascension Island by air on 2 Apr with a party of Royal Marines to
reinforce the Falkland Islands.
Within the next 48 hours tasking had been received for a second
SATCOM det, an ICLS (YRC 310) and a crypto team , to sail south on
HMS Fearless and an RLD with 3 Para who sailed on Canberra on 8
Apr. On 6 Apr the first SATCOM det had boarded the RFA Fort
Ausrin at Ascension Island. By this time Maj John Bridgeman and
Capt Dave Dyke had forsaken their homes and taken up permanent
residence in the Ops Room! Also on 8 Apr a Commcen was flown to
Ascension Island, under OC 1 Sqn Maj Tony Sugdon with 19 men.
This was subsequently reduced to 10 men as there wasn't enough water
on the island! Shortly after this maritime rear link detachments were
provided for the Europic Ferry and the Norland. At the time of writing
LCpl John Barnett and Sig Mlke Winning are still on the Norland and
it is rumoured that Sig Winning wants to join Seali11k!
On 21 Apr RLDs were found for 1 WG, 2 SG and 117 GR. Each det
was six men. After the provision , on 20 May, of a two Star HQ on the
QE2 of Maj Keith Butler and 61 lads and a TRIFFID party under Maj
Nigel Fairley, on 26 May and a CRL (HF) and CDMA party led by
WOl (YofS) Ian Slelghtholm , we were rapidly running o ut of men.
(Can someone please invent instant sold ier seeds?)
PEACE
By 30 June the 'fog of war' had given way to the 'fog of peace' and, if
anything, vi.s ability was more obscured. Lt Col Roger Thompson, our
leader, bravely handed over to the 2IC Maj Barry Rowe and fl ew off to
the south to head the Joint Force Signal Staff in Port Stanley. We have
since heard that he has instituted the Port Stanley Half Marathon (has
anyone invited Jimmy Saville to take part?).
Now that 266 Sig Sqn (South Atlantic) has been formed as an
Independent Sqn, some element of peace and calm has now returned to
the Ops Room. Maj Tim Hallchurch has been posted to 2 Sig Bde and
has been replaced by Maj Dick Wood. Maj John Bridgeman has flown
south to try to work miracles in the mud, Capt Dave Dyke is heading
for Germany on Exercise Bold Guard and the rest of us are wondering
what comes next?
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The Control Tower at Port Stanley Airport showing the Triffids in
position
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Letter from Sgt K. A. Keeping formerly on RFA 'FORT AUSTIN' 29
May82
(It was said of the RFA Fort Austin th at it was the only ship in the Task
Force that ifhit would go up and not down-she was full of explosives.)
We joined the ship at Ascension on the evening of Tues 6 Apr .
During the next two days the ship was being loaded with stores and we
eventually sailed south o n Fri 9 Apr. In the new few days we all got our
'sea leg s' and began to find our way around this 23 ,000 tonne supply
ship .
On Mon 12 Apr we had a RAS (Replenishment at Sea) with HMS
Endurance and during the next week we resupplied the rest of the
advanced fleet. This completed we ret urned to Ascension Island and
anchored at midnight on Tues 20 Apr. Again the ship took on fresh
supplies and in the early hours of Fri 23 Apr sailed south once again.
We entered the 200 mile TEZ (Total Exclusion Zone) on Sun 2 May
by which time we had managed to ' borrow' some GPMGs which we
fitted either side of the bridge. As this ship is unarmed , we are its only
defence. During the next three weeks we had numerous air-raid
warnings and the ship was constantl y at Action Stations.
On Tues 4 May HMS Sheffield. which was about 15 miles away from
us was hit and all the survivors were taken aboard this ship for a week,
before being transferred to a ship returning to Ascension Island. This
ship continued to RAS with the majority of war-ships in the Task
Force.
On Mon 17 May 845 Sqn (Wessex) and 815 Sqn (Lynx) joined the
ship , which has a large hanger and two flight decks aft. We
immediately set up an Ops Room in the Commodore's lounge. In the
early hours of Tues 18 May we all witnessed an historic moment as we
met up with the Task Force , which sail~d fro':" the Ascension lsl~i:tds
on 29 Apr. It was a sight to see. especially with the Canberra sa1lmg
down our starboard side all blacked out.
On Thu rs 20 May we received the message that the invasion was to
take place and at 0300hrs entered Falkland Sound from the North. As
it does not get light in this part of the world until I lam ~here was a~ple
time to get the troops ashore in San Carlos Water which. than~lully .
was unopposed. All the LSLs were in San Carlos Water but this ship
stayed in Falkland Sound along with HMS Antrim and Broadsword.
At 1230hrs on Fri 21 May all hell broke loose; we were attacked by
wave after wave of Argentine 'planes. One did not have time to feel
frightened and we a ll fired everythin g we had at the 'planes. At 1530hr
we moved into San Carlos Water and were joined by half a dozen
warships. All that day we were under co!1stant air attack ai:id we were
all very much relieved when darkness arrived. as the Argentines do not
fly at night, so we were virtually guaranteed peace and quiet between
2100hrs and 1 lOOhrs.
During the next five days we had many many air-raid , ships were
being hit mainly by lOOOlb bombs which fortunate ly did not go off. We
all fired hundreds of rounds at the planes. So much was happening that
we cou ld not take it all in . There were mis iles, rockets. bombs. shells
and bullets all over the place. Lt really is a sight to see a heat-seeking
missile chasing a plane and hitting it. W e saw many 'planes shot down
and have re-named this area 'Bomb Alley'.
Durin g the bombing , mainly by Argentine Mirage jets and
Skyhawks, we lost HMS Arde111. HMS Antelope exploded near .us on
Sun 23 May at night. as the R E Bomb Disposal Team were trymg to
defuse a JOOOlb unexploded bomb in her. that was a terrible sight. On
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WITH THE WELSH GUARDS
On 2 1 April , ACpl Philip Jarvis, LCpl Gary Heam, LCpl Barry
Willmore, and Slgs Jeremy Davey, Jeremy Hughes and Ian Hayes were
attached to I Bn WG as part of 5 InfBde , and deployed ro Sennybridge
for one week of exercise . They sailed w;th the rest of 5 Bde on board the
QE2 on 12 May. Arriving in South Georgia they transferred with I WG
to SS Canberra and moved into the Total Exclusion Zone and were put
ashore in San Carlos Sound on 1 June. Here the Bn dug in and waited
for fi ve days before being put on board .HMS Fearless for the move
round to Bluff Cove.
When Fearless arrived at Bluff Cove , half the Bn were successfully
moved ashore by landing craft with all the rear link detachment. except
for LCpl Barry Willmore. Due to a lack oflanding craft the remainder
returned with Fearless to San Carlos and were embarked on Sir
Galahad, which took them back to Bluff Cove. LCpl Barry Willmore
was one of three hundred men who had been waiting below in the 'tank
deck' all day in Bluff Cove. He was standing chatting to two other men
when without any warning there w~ a r.ushing sou!ld and a Jou~
explosion. followed by a blast of hot air which burnt his face a~d hair
and caused him to get flat down on the deck. Men were screammg, all
the lights were out and nothing could be seen. LCpl Willmore managed
to get up a ladder to the aft flight deck. where he found himself cut off
from a ,rescue boat by smoke and flame . He dived overboard and was
rescued by a Wessex and taken ashore where he, along with 150 other
survivors. was subject to a second air attack. He was then taken to
HMS Intrepid and back to his unit.
Meanwhile the remainder had established a defensive position. The
air attacks on Sir Galahad and Sir Tristram ignored them completely.
but two attacks later in the day hit the whole defensive area. They
stayed in their positions for five days and were subject to sporadic
artillery fire .
From here they marched by night some 12Km to form a reserve for
the 3 Cdo Bde attack on the Mt Harriet positions. Two nights later
when 2 SG and 117 GR attacked Tumbledown Mt and Mt William they
were once again reserve. They got caught in a minefield for seven
hours . during which time they had two men injured. They were ordered
back to their start line and remained there for three hours .
By this time the Argentinians were being routed and 1 WG were
moved by helicopter to a posn three miles west of Sapper Hill where
they were dropped in a minefield. From there they advanced on Port
Stanley but were ordered back to Sapper Hill where they remained
until the surrender negotiations were complete.

WITH THE GURKHAS
Report by Cpl Aslett of his rear Unk detachments involvement with 117
Gurkha Rlfles during the Falklands conOlct
Detachment comprised: Cpl Chris Aslett, LCpl Kev Rattray, LCpl
Taff Crorombe, Sig Steve Mairs, Sig Kev Bolan, Sig 'B-W' Bally-Wood
For the Gurkhas and us. it all began in the delightful surroundings
of the Welsh Brecons , where we had two weeks training and a lovely
little exercise in the rain and hail . After the trip to Sennybridge we had
a weeks leave which was spent setting everything up.
Sig Bally-Wood departed from Southampton on Sat 8 May with our
vehicle, which wasn't seen again, while the remainder of us travelled on
the QE2 on 12 May at 1600 hours . With running around the docks,
weapon training, films, lectures (in Gurkhali), we travelled south
stopping at Freetown, Sierra Leone. We eventually arrived in South
Georgia and five of us transhipped on 27 May to the Norland and made
our way to the Falklands.
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We anchored in Aja Bay and landed at San Carlos, without
incident , on I June. Later that day we were flown to Goose Green.
After about a week at Goo e Green. we advanced to the Bluff Cove area
and then a few days after moved towards Port Stanley.
lo daylight. on 13 June, all Companies of the Gurkhas were flown to
and deplo ·ed around Goat Ridge with the Scot5 Guards. ln darkness,
on 13, the Scots Guard started their attack on Mount Tumbledown.
While the Scots were being held up by snipers and mach ine-gun posts ,
our advance on Mount William was also delayed . However we
advanced while the battle was in progres along the north face of
Mount Tumbledown . The Scots cleared Mount Tumbledown and we
arrived at it summit in daylight and awaited further orders to attack
Mount William.
We then received, on our radio, a mes age saying that the
Argentinians had asked us not to shoot their men in the open on their
retreat to Stanley. The next transmission received was that the
Argentinian soldiers were standing up in their trenches around Stanley.
Soon after, the Argentinians raised a white flag over Stanley.
We then walked up to our objective, Mount William , where we
stayed for a couple of days before being flown back to Goose Green
where we remained until we were picked up by the SS Uganda on 18
July.

THE REAR LINK
A report by Capt J.E. Thomas R Signals
The first indication l had that something big was happening was in
Belize during Exercise Maya11 Swa11 when my SATCOM (TSC 502)
detachment and I were ordered to return to UK on the next available
flight. On receipt of the order. my first action was to inform Force
Headquarters. One Staff Officer having a cotally uninformed opinion
scoffed at my suggestion that the situation might be more serious than
the then recent coup in Guatemala. We flew out of Belize in a Hercules
on 3 April little realising that Sgts Sammy McElreavey and Jim
Keepbtg with another SATCOM detachment had already fl~wn to
Ascension, prior to forward deployment to the Falklands. Their task
was to go to the Falklands for six months to provide speech and
telegraph communications for the Governor Rex Hant. Had th"._y
arrived there before the Argentinians invaded, we would have lost ~
million ofTSC 502 station! Events overtook them and by the ti me they
landed in Ascension, the Argentinians had already invaded.
Consequently they were quickly transferred to RFA Fort Austin which
sailed south towards South Georgia, and the rough seas.
In the meantime back in Blandford the second wave of manpower
and equipment was being prepared. This consisted of another
SATCOM with an HF Initial Contact Link Station (ICLS) as back up
and 321 for forward link to HQ 3 Cdo Bde. I had expected to join this
group, before their departure aboard HMS Fearless on 5 April.
However, this was not to be, as the aircraft went sick in Gander,
Newfoundland and I had to be content with the frustration of watching
them sail on American news film. The 19 man detachment led by YofS
Pete Baron spent the first few days aboard ship getting used to the
unusual environment and finding their way through the maze of
corridors and hatches. They also had to learn the Marine Terminology
like 'X to the bridge at the rush' which means X to the bridge at the
double. They had to contend with the fact that wearing blue berets they
were very much in the minority, but thanks to Cpl Alfie Blrcbs efforts
earlier in the year with SATCOM in Norway, the SATCOM 'Blue
Beret' was treated with respect. The detachment, less YofS Pete Baron
and Cpl Geordie Thompson, was cross decked to RF A Sir Percival, and
did not meet up again until cross decked again onto Sir Geraint at
Ascension some 24 weeks later.
I arrived back in UK and left on 27 April to catch up with the others.
The 14 hour journey, via Dakar, in a Hercules passed comfortably
thanks mainly to my hammock. On arrival in Ascension I was met by
YofS Alf Thomas who was in charge of the Commcen there. We had
only been talking for two minutes when I was tapped on the shoulder by
YofS Val Parnell and escorted to a waiting Sea King. I flew via Fearless
and was dumped aboard Geraint, where they knew nothing about me.
Hearing of my arrival the now suntanned YofS Pete Baron took me to
see the lads in their cramped quarters. Cpls Dave Gill and Greg
Hockbam were on deck trying to repair the TSC 502, after it had been
dropped two feet by a Sea King . They were doing a marvellous job and
soon had the station working again, although due to the roll of the ship
it was not possible to test it through to an anxious RAF Oakhanger.
On I May 3 Cdo less Fearless who was waiting for Intrepid to arrive,
set sail. At best, life on board a ship is monotonous, but in the crowded
conditions with water rationed to one 60 second shower a day, it was
very difficult to relax. Off duty time was spent sleeping, watching films ,
pla)ing darts or cards. Writing letters became another pastime, but
with no mail coming in or going out the motivation to write was
lacking.
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Recognition films were mad7 using the regin:iental videc;i, aVJat1on
magazines and of course Janes. We were all mstructed m the less
familiar weapons like 66mm and 84mm under the eagle eye of
Commando instructors. Weapon testing using targets traili ng from the
rear of the ship was a pleasant relief. Keeping fit was a majoryroblem,
since the only available space was on the forward hellpa_d and
competition for that small area from 29 Cdo Bty and T Bty (Air Det)
was stron~. Cpl Lenny Kln_g and Sig Runs Cowan ma~e sure that the
pain barrier was reached 1f not broken each day durmg PT. As we
headed south the swell got bigger and weather worsened. giving the
option of throwing up below decks, being thrown about above decks or
taking the sea sickness pill and walking round in a dream all day with
an inane smile. The farther south we went th e more tense we became.
always with the fear that we were going to be political pawns left
bobbing around the South Atlantic!
On 13 May 850 NM ENE Falklands, gale force 10-11, temp Cf'C,
waves 15-18ft, wind 76 knots with ship's decks out of bounds, Cpl
Alfred Allison received the joining instructions for a leadership course
on 24 May! By now the cross decking of equipment was completed and
the ships were practising anti submarine procedures. At night the ships
were fully darkened , with the exception of Uga11da who sailed through
in a blaze of lights, but it was difficult to get the Chinese crew to stick to
the drill . Frequently a shaft of light that could be seen for miles arched
out over the sea.
On 15 May it was announced that active service had been declared .
Anxiety increased when, for a few days, the task force in excess of 70
ships was put into a holding patte rn just outside the Total Exclusion
'Zone (TEZ) until the arrival of Fearless. Once Fearless had joined us
YofS Pete Baron and myself were called forward for a full brief. We
were winched off the heaving deck with the memory of the tragic Sea
King accident fresh in our minds, wondering what was in store for us.
To our relief the Brigade had been given the order to go, so that on my
return to the ship I was able to give the detachment a full brief. Final
preparations were made, leaving us with the unanswered questions of
what the Falklands were like, was the landing going to be opposed, and
would the equipment, which had travelled down on the top deck , work.
The plan for the detachment aboard Geraint was that two days after
the landing we would be deployed either to San Carlos or Ajax Bay,
depending on how t he landing went. The overall plan was on the 20 the
Brigade would sail south and feint towards Stanley before turning
north and heading into San Carlos and Port San Carlos waters. For
about two hours we would be in full daylight and vulnerable to enemy
air attack. When it happened the weather was perfect-rough seas and
overcast. After some excellent sailing we silently rounded Fanning
Head into the calmer waters , hearing only the naval gunfire support
and machine gunfire as the Special Forces took care of the enemy
position there. Troops were carried off the ships in the early hours of
the morning by landing craft to Green Beach , Port San Carlos , Blue
Beaches, San Carlos and Red Beaches, Ajax Bay. By first light most of
the Marines and Paras were ashore and the task of offloading the Guns
and Rapiers began. We were all involved; either marshalling or shifting
freight. By the end of the day 29 Cdo Bty, HQ Bty and all but one troop
of T Bty (Rapier) had been deployed , 79 Sea King lifts in all. All of T
Bty would have deployed if they had had enough lifting chains. This
work carried on throughout the day, despite the frequent air attacks by
aircraft that had broken through the Harrier shield. Geraint had some
close escapes, on one occasion being straddled. Throughout the air
attacks we had to remain below decks listening to the anti aircraft fire
and wondering if the ship was going to be hit. That night we were
informed not only of the successes: 17 aircraft and four helicopters shot
down , but also of the tragic loss of HMS Ardent. The pattern of the
second day was similar to the first, except that by now San Carlos water
was being referred to as 'bomb alley'. On the 23 May I managed to get
across and give Sgt Sammy McElreavey and his men their first brief of
what had and what was happening since they sailed from Ascension in
April. On board ship they formed part of the air defence troop, and
were at least able to fire at the aircraft using GPMGS mounted on the
ships rails. There is no doubt that the aircraft flying in at 60 feet met a
considerable barrage of fire from Rapier , Sea Cat, Bofars and machine
guns, although at that height there was a danger that other ships in the
harbour might be hit. The worst offenders for this were the Sea Cat
missiles , which , on more than one occasion, only just missed other
ships. Having waited two hours to return by helicopter to Geraint due
to air raids, I had just climbed aboard the helicopter when we went to
red again. This time I got my first opportunity to touch dry land, where
the helicopter had to be put into a fold in the ground by the pilot.
Eventually I got back to Geraint, but still with no word on when we
were to deploy. That evening the crippled Antelope was towed in to
anchor close by. On 24 she blew up whilst one of the bombs was being
defused. At 1400 hours on 25 May an LCU pulled alongside and at five
mins notice we disembarked to Ajax Bay. We were dropped at Red 1
and not Red 2 some 400yds away and close to our location. Fortunately
I managed to persuade a Sea King to lift SATCOM and the freight
across for us. While the techs ran up the station, the rest of us started
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to dig in. For a chang~ there were no problems with incentive, as we
attacked the ground Iii< dervishes. lt was not long however bef~re we
discovered that it was not go•ng to be easy .. A Sapp7r JCB had to give ~p
digging the complex in order to stop the digger bemg broken . After six
hours and one foot down glorious plans of digging in one landrover and
12 x J2 tent to a depth of fo ur feet had to be shelved . Instead I_ had to
rely on siti ng in the small but deep re-entrant, as natural protection.

CaptJ . E. ThomaswiththeSATCOMTerminal

The links to 3 Cdo Bde and UK were quickly established and the
message traffic started to flow . The next day we were visited by Brig
Julian Thompson, Brig Comd, when he cam_e to speak t? Northwood .
The quality of the circuit soon impressed him, along with the coffee
provided by Cpl Albert Allison. This was the start of what ~ecame a
daily visit by the Brig Comd, and later by General Moore or his Deputy
· kl
Comd.
It had been a great relief to get ashore, but tha.t day we were q_u1c Y
brought back to reality with the bombing of Aiax Bay. The ~1rcraft
came over with very little warning at about 30_ feet , allowmg for
recognition but little e~s~. One of the_ bombs missed '. by ~O yards,
hitting a pile of ammunition, another hit one of the refr1gerat1on. plant
buildings, two hit the Main Dressing station, but fortunately did not
blow up. The ~ammunition continued to explode for the next three
hours , however a whiskey ration for everybody soon catn:ied the nerv~s
and finished the bottle! Sig Alfie Kirkham came out with the classic
comment: 'Cor F ... Hell Sir I saw the parachute come out on. ~hat
one'. We were able to brief Northwood from the prone pos1t1on,
complete with sound effe~t~, soon after the bo.mbs were dropped.
That evening we were JOI~ed by Alan Percival from MOD PR, who,
in order to speed up the dispatch o~ P.ress reports , ca~e directly to
check their scripts before tra~sm1ss1on . when P?Ss1ble. I:Ie was
distinctive in his deer stalker which remamed on his ~ead with and
without a steel helmet . Press reports started to flow , tn fact Robert
Fox's' vivid description of the Goose Green episode was passed over the

c~essage traffic soon built up eventually rising to about 500 '!'essages

a day over a single cct. Sig ~ock ~e tu_med to me on the receipt of yet
another flash, saying that m trammg h.'s mstructor ha~ gon~ through
flash signals stating that t hey were unlikely to see one m their career.
That day he handled 331 There ~a~ a _bottle nee~ of low preced~nce
traffic at our location due to the hm1tations of a Simplex 321Z stat10!1·
this was compounded even more after the arrival of 5_ Bde .. All traffic
passed through us to and from the Bdes. To cope with this we were
given a 321Z from 3 Cdo, enabling u.s to work one to each Bde . O~ the
whole things went well, although I will long remember the anomalies of
HF communications in that part of the world. .
.
.
At one stage we lost 5 Bde for two day~ whilst Mam was movm_g
forward to tac at Fitzroy. The 32 IZ was bemg flown forward when air
raid red was called. The immediate action is for the underslung ~oad to
be dropped, as the helicopter takes cover. After the raid, the heli~opter
could not find the landrover until the next day , whereupon !t was
picked up and moved into toe. The backlog _of traffic was m the
meantime flown forward by HDS. Soon after Fitzroy was taken YofS
Pete Baron went on board Fearless to replace Maj Keith Butler, who
had taken over 5 Bde Sig Sqn on the death of Maj Mike Forge. It was a
solemn occasion when I, along with six of my detachment , att~nd~d
Maj Forge's and SSgt Baker's temporary burial close to our location m
Ajax Bay.
A daily routine had been quickly established, Cpls Lenny King and
Wllky Wilkinson acted as Master Chefs with Cpl Stumpy Rowe as NCO
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IC Water. Water was a particular problem, and we constantly ran
short . Fortunately there was a stream outsi~e the complex where we
could do our dhobi. Although on one occasion Sig Cowan was blown
into the stream by the down blast from a Chinook. Three times
Chinooks managed to completely flatten the com_plex. On_ one other
occasion the pilot hovered low overhead for two mms, despite the f~ct
that he could see 20 men dcsp~ately han~ini: on_to the SATCOM dish
and tentage ge~tic ula t ing at him. The distmct1ve thud o~ th~ rotor
blades in the distance caused people to move faster than on air raid red.
Cpl Lance Thornton-Granvllle was one of the faste~t movers from prone
to tent supporting position, as on one occasion his bed roll ended up
.
.
some 300yds away.
Trenches round the location were contmually modified , but there
was no way to stop them filling with water. It was whilst balin_g o~t the
trenches that we thought of the soldiers roughing it up in the ~Ills m the
freezing cold and howling wind. Relative to them we were m luxury,
although NBC overboots were worn in a_vain effort to ke~p ?Ur feet dry.
One of the main features of our location was the prox1m1ty of a three
man toilet. It was a novel experience to be able to conduct a
conversation as well, all the time praying that air raid r~d w~s n?t
called. I'm sure though that no-one actually contemplated iumpmg m
unless it was an emergency. The matter might have been forced as there
was ammunition stacked 20 feet away. Fortunately the only problems
we had were due to bad water; those we nicknamed Galtieri's Revenge!
as YoCS Pete Baron and Cpl Rowe will testify .
The battle moved swiftly on, and after some marvellous efforts by
everybody concerned, the defences round Stanle_y suddenly cracked, a
wh ite flag was raised and General ~oore and his party went forward,
including YofS Pete Baron, to negotiate the surrender.
I took the opportunity to board Fearless and travel round to Port
Stanley that evening. The next day I met Maj Nigel Fairley who had
travelled down on MV St Edmund. Accompanied by Capt Mark
Stevens RM we flew on a recce to Stanley Airfield, witnessing the look
of desolation upon the faces of the Argentine prisoners ambling
around, wondering if they were going to be ii:llowed home. I stayed
ashore waiting to meet Sgt McElreavey and his detachment, who by
now had transferred to theEuropic Ferry and were being unloaded ?n a
public jetty one mile away. The big problem was to get .them m~o
location. Cable and Wireless came to the rescue. Some 39 trips later m
a short wheeled landrover and the equipment was in situ outside the
Cable and Wireless Building, ne.lCt to Government House, where SSgt
Glen Harwood with Lt Andy Kendall had set up the General's Tac
Headquarters. It was the first time in 11 weeks that the detachment
had touched solid ground!
.
Unfortunately the TSC 502 did not work and despite the hard work
throughout the night of Cpls Garret and Dave Cluley they could not
trace the fault. It took Racal two weeks to solve the problem. As a
result the Ajax Bay detachment was flown forward by Chinook at short
notice. Maj Nigel Falrley, FofS Frank Cashen and myself were at the
Racecourse to meet the detachment as it came in. A double comedy act
was provided by Maj Fairley and FofS Cashen as they ran forward to
unhook the Chinook, tripping over a piece of D 10 on the .groun~ and
falling full length into thick mud. Appropriately enough th1~ was_m full
view of the grandstand, however the two prostrate bodies did not
approve of the laughing onlookers and we ytere lucky not to be thrown
in as well!
A working cct was quickly established , with Commcen remot~d into
the Cable and Wi~eless ~uilding with 3 Cdo Bde, ~ho were, until then,
working the rear link usmg 312Z to Fearless then VJ a Scot to U_K. When
3 Cdo Bde left, we inherited their Mercedes SOS truck and a little more
attention from the girls in Cable and Wireless, well, ~t least Cpl Greg
Dockham did! After a visit to friends in 49 Cdo based m the new Youth
Hostel Stanley, it became apparent that it was .an ideal headquarters
location. Capt Mark Stevens did some fast talking and persuaded the
staff to move. The move coincided with the arrival of a replacement
microwave drawer on the third Hercules into Stanley airfiel_d. As _a
result the loss of communications was only for the fifteen mmutes 1t
took to move the Commcen.
.
By this stage all 30 Sig Regt personnel had been grouped mto an ad
hoc squadron under Maj Nigel Fairley with myself as 2JC/ Comms
Capt, Lt Andy Kendall and SSgt Glen Harwood as Radio Troop. YofS
Pete Baron as Sqn Yeoman and SSM Colin Miiier as SSM, M_TO, QM
etc. The new headquarters was soon into action and by now daily !J'affic
totals on the two ccts were at about the 1000 a day mark . The amval of
5 Bde saw some more changes and the introduction of some new ideas,
the best of which was from a certain Staff Officer who wanted a
dedicated FFR to run power for his 24 volt map lights . By now the
advance elements of the Joint Force Signal Staff. Maj Andy Gale and
YofS Andy Locke had arrived to assist Sqn Ldr Graham Jones. They
were quickly followed by the CO. Lt Col Roger Thompson, who wa
able to start the big task oflong term planning.
With the excitement of the operation over. those involved were
quickly replaced, to allow fresh minds to take over and continue the
hard task of getting a new squadron established from scratch.
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THE AFfERMATH
First report signalled by Lt Col Roger Thompson from the Falklands

244 Sig Sqn (AS)

R.A.F., Brize Norton

244 SIG SQN (AS)
244 Sig Sqn (AS) deployed in the AS role as well as providing men to
support normal communications task .
244 SIG SQN (AS) IN THE FALKLANDS
The following members of 244 Sig Sqn (AS) were deployed on Op
Corporate: Cpl Dale, LCpl Rance, Sig Armitage, Sig Slater Sig
Barker, Sig Kevlns, Cpl Smith, LCpl Hukln, Cpl Denning; Sig
Edwards, Sgt Jones, Sgt Wilson, Cpl Drewett, Sig Bousfield Sig
Taylor, LCpl Schofield, Sig Jude, Sig Pearson, LCpl Robinson', Sig
Heap, Sig Walsh, Sig Lister, Sgt Howle, Cpl McCubbin, LCpl Oliver
Sig Aziz, Sig Britton, Sig McKeman, Sig Nicholson, Sig Owen Si~
Tidswell, Sig Ward, LCpl Rawlinson, 30 Sig Regt , Sig Ditch, 30 Sig
Regt .
C:PI Dale le~ a detachment of six men South on the QE2 (LCpl Rance
taking the vehicle on the ordic Ferry). They were tasked to provide the
Air Liaison _Officer (ALO ) of 5 Inf Bde, Sqn Ldr Rob Tierney with
Support Helicopter (SH) and Offensive Support (OS) Comms once the
Bde had lan~ed on. th~ islands. Once in the South Atlantic LCpl Rance
took the vehicle with Its four VRC 321 radio kit , is this a record ? to
Bluff Cove on the LSL Sir Galahad. The other five members of the
deta~hment were mean"."hile transferred to the Canberra ready for the
landing. Rum?ur has 1t that ~pl Rance was asleep when the Sir
Ga~ahad was ht! and he counts himself as lucky to be winched aboard a
helicopter to safety. The landrover with all the radios and most of the
crews' personal kit was lost , the only casualty of the conflict for 244 .
\)nee landed th~ detachment continued to work using man packs . All
six returnee_! durmg the period 14-16 July .
With thlS 5 Inf detachment went two Mobile Air Operations
Teams (MAOTS). These teams deployed with the Sqn's two Volvo
Sn?wcats and were tasked _with recce and establishing landing sites for
helicopters. once the landmg had taken place. It is believed that they
were amongst the first Royal Signals to land on the islands.
A further three detachments were sent from 244 on the MV St
Edmund. Cpl Mick Drewett and crew was sent to help out ALO 5 Inf
Bde. ~Cpl Mark Schofield and crew were deployed to do much the
same Job for the ALO_ of 3 Cdo Bde and LCpl Robbo Robinson and
crew was s~nt to.establish a tasking and flight watch net for IF Harrier
Sqn, working with the RAF Tactical Communications Wing. None of
thes~ det s were actually us~ for their j?bs and in fact they only got onto
the 1slan~s on~ the fightmg had fin1Shed . On the islands they were
tasked with setting up a commcen at Stanley Airfield to work into the
commcen run by 30 Sig Regt at CLFFI.

The easy way to move a rebro
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The Commanding Office r, Lt Co l Thom pson, ta kes an ' Argy' gun ner's
view of the sit uation

The Triffids are winched into position by Sea King

Since the fighting finished we have landed our lineman Sgt Howle
who travelled on the Ran.gatira, together with a party of telemechs and
operators from 244 and linemen from 30. They are repairing the cables
on the airfield and operating one of the Stanley commcens.

Sig Birch in the Puccara graveyard
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The war is over and many of the Battalions with our rear link
detachments from 30 Sig Regt have started to pull out from the
Falklands. Endex was called but it appears that no one told the players
to fill in the trench es and collect the empties. The place is in a hell of a
mess, Argy equ ipment, Radars, Armoured Cars , Exocet. personal
weapons and all sorts of high price goodies litter the gardens. From the
streets alone eight million ro unds of mixed ammunition were
concentrated on a la rge d ump to the east on Airport Road. As
shambles disin tegrated into shambles, the unglamorous sides of war
are evident and b rough t home to m any the dangers unthoug ht of on the
QE2 and the Canberra, all those days ago.
The advance recce p art ies sco ured the town supposedly looking for a
Hea dq uarters but also secretly on the lookout fo r att ractions such as
Argy Flags , Pict ures, Bayo nets , Mercedes Jeeps, or even the odd
Exocet , of which there were many. It did not t ak e long to fi nd both
souvenirs and a building s uitable fo r a co mbined Headquarters fo r
LFFI and 5 Inf Bde. It was a disused hostel and although the roof was
condemned and lea king badly, it had been used as a hospital and was
now littered with dead. Th e gore of battle and clammy odour of death
h ung heavily, but it was here or nowhere and 30 Sig Regt and 205 Sig
Sqn set about t he unglamorous task of cleanin g up . Maj Nigel Fairley
fo rm ed an Ad Hoc Sqn and together with Capt John Thomas quickly
set up a Headqu arters Mark One, there were many more to co me!
With LCpl, ACpl Local Sgt Sammy McEireavey st ill on his world
cruise with th e fir st TSC 502, th e seco nd TSC 502, fresh from Saud ia
Ara.bia , Belize and Bomb Alley with Cpls David Gill, LCpls ThomtonGranville, David Cluley, Gregory Dockham and Stumpy Rowe and of
course Sigs Colin Milne and George Croft set up in minutes and secured
both speech and telegraph to the UK . SSgt Glen Harwood, Sgts Mich
Ashton and Keith Pyewell set about providing the Force Radio Room ,
whilst SSgt Frank Cashen gripped the Commcen and the Exchange.
Capt Jim Creevy, on loan from 8 Sig Regt , vacated his seat by the side
of the pond and moved the Crypto Cell into the Mortuary. It's no fun
accountin g for BWO and BIS when the curtains (no windows just
curtains) are moving gently, as if by an unseen hand , the wind is
whistlin g and you kn ow the door is locked.
The linies with Cpl Geordie Deeming, Cpl John Roes, LCpl Kev
Stevenson, LCpl Harry Monk, Sigs Stephen McLaughlin, Adrian
Luckman, Oias Charlton and Brummy Williams set about the
monumental task of getting the Headquarters in and cleaning away
Argy lines, when they knew the ground may be mined and the building
boobytrapped. In sub zero termperatures and sleet driven horizontally
by a fifty mile per hour wind , it is possible to report them as every bit as
tough as their forebears .
Local requirements for equipment and stores are increasing daily
and UK is 8000 miles a\vay. With a less than first class mail service, the
oneway home is via the Commcen and Satcom, under the driving care
ofW02 Yeoman Pete Barron. Traffic totals started to mount. rising to
over one thousand a day. Many old tricks were relearned, especially in
the Manual Exchange Room where Slgs David Butters, Peter Griffiths
and Peter O'Shaunessy smooth repartee made calm a war torn staff.
Administration at this stage was vital and W02 (SSM) (<;)RQMS)
(QMSI) Colin Miller took on the additional work of MTO, Paymaster
and Quartermaster. A reasonably full time job, but he failed to make
ships Bunkmaster and assistant Purser, which was given to Sgt Georgie
Franklin. Sir Belvidere had by now been pulled along side for
accommodation and a refuge for having the proverbial two cans per
man per day. Progress is all around us. day in and day out and it
possible to look back at every tage and see some improvement and
gain a sense of satisfaction . Although much remains to be done.
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Forming the Joint Force Signal Staff and 266 Signal Squadron ( outh
Atlantic)
The second report signalled from the Falklands
THE JOINT FORCE SIGNAL STAFF
On reaching the Falklands the two Army members of the JFSS , Maj
An~rew Gal~ and WOl (YofS) Locke were nown off the ship by the
Chmook , which had also travelled down with us . As no one knew where
to g~. we fl~w around fo~ a bit until picking up the flig ht path of the
homing helicopters buzzing arou nd and landed in a torrential rai nstorm in the middle of the racecourse . Eventuall y some kind soul
pointed us in the right d irection a nd we fi nally la nded up in the new
Hostel , the sight of the new HQ . Here we foun d our RAF member of
the JFSS , also without a home a nd a few days later the R member
arrived. With the arrival of CO 30 Sig Regt the Junta had its President
and were ready to start in earn est.
In co njunction with OC 3 Sqn, Maj Nigel Fairley the fir st task was to
ass_ess the requi r~ m e n ts and get some fo rm of telephone system going as
quickly as possible. T he town exchange was an a ncient Ericsson
manual 480 line exchange. which , if touched , would surely fa ll a part.
Though grossly overloaded, a working telephone system was operating
after a few days, and great ~redi t must go to Li nemen of30 Sig Regt .
Th~ JFSS ha~ now been in hot operatio.n fo r seve n weeks, picking up
th~ bits and pieces of war and attempting to cobble without a last.
Bemg good natured cha ps we listened awestruck to all the war stories
stretching the ex ploits of 30 Sig Regt and 205 Sig Sqn well beyond th e
credible. The tell ing of ta les improved with the occasional can of John
Smiths-that stuff gets everywhere.
. The tri - se~vice tea m is now led by Lt Col Roger Thompson, CO , 30
Sig Regt . with Sqn Ldr Graham Jones from TCW Brize orton as
FIASCO (Falkla nd Islands Air Suppott Communications Officer) and
Lt Bob Corfield R as SCORN (Senior Communications Officer Royal
avy) battli ng in the purple jobs. Messrs Gale and Locke have
combined in the Staff Officers Communications Falkland Islands
Cell -known as SOCOMFI for short.

Headquarters Land Forces Falkland Islands (HQ LFFI) in the new
Hostel
The Signal Staff is well set up in the HQ known locally as the Hostel.
The building is condemned, has a leaking roof, a temperamental
female central heating system and blackened windows. Worried about
night attac~ the Argentinians painted the windows matt black , so one
of the first Jobs was out with the razor blades to let in the sun, should it
ever find its way this far south. The Hotel had been an Argentinian
Hospital. but as distinct from the majority of buildings painted with a
red cros~ and stacked to the gun_nels with ammunition, this one actually
had patients. The very worst signs of war and human suffering were
everywhere and a very unpleasant sight. The JFSS task here is two-fold.
Firs_tly to make best use of what we have, including captured enemy
equipment and secondly to plan for the future. which we have taken to
be. u~ to three years for major _project . It is always a rewarding job
bmldmg somethmg from nothmg. and although we are pragmatic
enough_t? re~lise that some fool !"ay wish to change some of our early
plans. 1t 1s still a marvellous feeltng of adventure and responsibility to
start with a clean sheet of paper in one hand, and the Royal Signals
Reference Manual in the other.
THE REBIRTH OF 266 SIGNAL QUADRON
After seven weeks, it is still early days and we are just about halfway
through the complex task of getting the warriors home and replacing
t~em with soldiers from all over the Corps. With the withdrawal of 205
Sig Sqn COf!1plete. and about half of 30 S_ig Regt having returned to
Blandford. 1t has been thoroughly appropnate to form a new unit. We
have ~itnessed the rebirth.of 266 Sig Sqn (Borneo), changing its title to
266 Sig Sqn (South Atlantic) . Lt Col Roger Thompson is apparently the
only one around 'experienced' enough to have been a founder member
of the old 266 and now being associated with the new . The ta ks for
both have a very similar ring - build omething from nothing quick!
That will be the topic of our next 'Wire' note .
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-From our "In" TrayBIRTHDAY OF OUR
COLONEL-IN-CIDEF

VALE
MAJ GENE. J. HELLIBR CBE

The following telegrams were exchanged on the occasion of the
private birthday of our Colonel-in-Chief, Her Royal IDgbness The
Princess Anne.

FROM THE MASTER OF SIGNALS
'On the occasion of the birthday of our Colonel-in-Chief, The Master
of Signals send his personal greetings and the affectionate best wishes
of the whole Corps. We all wish Her Royal Highness every happiness
and good fortune.·

He commanded 24 Signal Regiment in Catterick Camp from 196770. This was a time when wastage was high and it was vital to find ways
of getting the maximum value from every available man. Colonel
Hellier as CO applied all his energies with great success to developing
•every man to get full satisfaction and enjoyment both from his job and
his off duty time.
After a year in the MOD as GSOl (Plans) GS(OR)l he was promoted
Colonel to take on another important straight staff appointment as
AQMGof HQ 4 Armoured Division in Germany. Promoted to the rank
of Brigadier at the age of 43 he assumed command of the Training
Brigade Royal Signals- in March 1973 an appointment that carried the
added responsibility of being Catterick Garrison Commander. During
1975 he attended the Royal College of Defence Studies moving
thereafter to Germany again to take over the exacting post of Brigadier
AQ at HQl(BR)Corps.
In 1978 he was appointed CBE in the New Year's Honours List. In
1979 he was promoted to the rank of Major General and took up his
final appointment as Major General Administration at HQ United
Kingdom Land Forces. He retired from the army in December 1981
and continues his service to the Corps as a Colonel Commandant and
member of the Corps Committee.

RETIRED OFFICERS CORPS
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Recently retired officers may have noted that they have not yet
received membership forms for Corps Subscriptions. This is because
the staff of RHQ is presently working on a new arrangement for all
types of subscriptions prior to the introduction of a RHQ computer.
New subscription forms, to be issued to everyone-including those who
already subscribe-will simplify present arrangements. The new forms
will be designed to provide information for the computer data base. It
is hoped that the new forms will be available in September.

FALKLANDS RECEPTION

THE WHITE LIST 1982

HRH The Princess Anne has graciously agreed to attend a reception
to be held on Wednesday 29 Sep at Blandford Camp. It is hoped that
all those members of the Corps that fought in the Falklands during the
hostilities will be invited to attend, and certain relatives. The widows
and families of those who were killed have received special invitations.
The Reception is being organised by Commander I Signal Group who
has already written to those units concerned.

The 1982 Officers and WOl 's White List is scheduled to be
published in November. as last year. If any of you have corrections to
offer, now is the time to do it.
Those Warrant Officers Class 1 who wish to purchase a copy of the
present list (which shows all categories of WOsl by seniority) should
send £1 to RHQ. Cheques to 'Royal Signals Corps Fund' please.

PRINCESS ROY AL DAY-EXCHANGE OF GREETINGS WITH
THE ROY AL AUSTRALIAN CORPS OF SIGNALS
On the occasion of our Princess Royal Day. the following telegram
was received from the Royal Australian Corps of Signals.
'For Regimental Secretary Royal Signals Cheltenham Terrace,
London SW3. The Director of Communication and all ranks serving
and retired of Royal Australian Corps of Signals extend congratulations
and best wishes on your celebration of Princess Royal Day 28 June 82.
The co-operation and close association between our Corps continue to
strengthen the bonds of friendship as we think of you on this day.'
The Master of Signals sent the following reply,
. 'To Represe.ntative Colonel Cor:nm~ndant Royal Australian Corps of
S!gnals and Director of Communications from Master of Signals. Your
kmd thought_s and good wishes received on Princess Royal Day are
much appreciated by all ranks Royal Signals serving and reti red. We
a sure you of our continued great respect , firm friendship and close cooperation.'

Units and Messes often write to RHQ asking for the loan of Corps
silver. Sadly there is seldom any available. All that exists is already with
units of the Corps.
Silver nowadays is expensive, and good pieces are scarce. The .best
way for units and messes to acquire silver is for batches of new amvals
to purchase an item for presenta~ion. In exc~ange , ~pon de~ai:ture,
individuals should be presented with a small piece of silver. This 1s the
way by which almost all the present Corps silver was acquired over the
years.
.
.
The Corps Committee recently authons_ed a revaluation<;>~ all Corps
silver, and the Regimental Secretary will shortly be wr1tmg .to all
holders of Corps silver about this. It is also hoped to centrahse all
insurance, (at present a unit task) at RHQ under one Company at a
concessional rate . Details soon.
Many units hold silver on a 'regimental' list , .as wel~ as Corp~ silver
on long loan. There is an advantage in transferrmg reg1me_ntal s1lv~r to
the Corps because in the event of disbandment of a umt, the silver
remains Corps property and is not dispersed upon _the orders o.f the
Charity Commissioners. The Regimental Secretary wtll shortly wnte to
all Royal Signals units , asking them to consider this transfer.

CORPS SILVER

Many congratulations to Lt Col R. F. Maynard MBE, formerly
Co~d Comm.s, HQ orthern Ireland whos~ 'Mention in Despatches'
was included tn the orthern Ireland Operations Gallantry Awards List
covering the period ovember 1981-January 1982.
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THE MASTER OF SIGNALS
Maj Gen P.E.M. Bradley CB CBE DSO is presently carrying out
farewell visits to the Corps. He is to retire in ovember 1982, when he
will hand -over to Maj Gen J.M.W. Badcock CB MBE DL.
The serving officers of the Corps will be dining the Master out at the
HQ Mess , Blandford on 18 ovember when his wife Peggy and his
three sons will also be present.

TA COMMISSIONS

FROM THE COLONEL-IN-GHIEF
'I would be most grateful if you could convey my sincere thanks and
good wishes to all rank s' of my Corps for their kind message of birthday
greetings. Anne, Colonel-in-Chief

CONGRATULATIONS

The Memorial consists of wooden panels , beautifully inscribed and
mounted in a corridor inside the main entrance of the RMAS. The
panels list all the units which fought .in each division, and. the main
campaigns. Those of you that may wish to see the memonal should
contact the RMAS (Tel. Camberley 63344) to find out when they may
visit.

Jimmy Hellkr'a great contribution to the Corps and the Army
stemmed in large measure from his make up and his personahty. tte
was irrepressibly enthusiastic and full of energy. Anything worth doing
called for total involvement. In work as in games he went hard at all
times and his effervescence, as well as producing results made him fun
to work with and fun to work for. This is the stuff that leaders are made
from and Jimmy with his wife Margot took the lead in everything they
did .
In the sporting world, where he excelled he has represented the
Corps at soccer, hockey and squash. During his service in the Middle
East (1949-50) he was Army Champion for cross country and at one
and three miles. He is also a keen skier and sailor. He has repaid his
debt to sport as Chairman of the Royal Signals Games Club (1972-74)
and President of the Army Basketball Association for 1981.
Eric Jlm Helller was born on 23 July 1927 at Wedmore, Somerset,
was educated at High Saxon's School and later at Cardiff University. In
1945 he joined the RNVR and served as a Navigating Officer in
destroyers and minesweepers and won the Admiral's award as a
midshipman . He was .commissioned into the Corps on 18 May 1948 and
spent the next eleven years at regimental duty in many parts of the
world. He attended the Staff College in 1959-60 and in August 1966
had the distinction of being selected for the post of DAA & OMG of an
Infantry Brigade HQ in Northern Ireland.
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INDIAN DIVISIONS MEMORIAL,
SANDHURST
In a ceremony at the Royal Military Academy! San~hurst_ in June, at
which Maj Gen David Horsfield repres~~ted Ind!an Signals m_terest~. a
memorial was dedicated to those Britt h soldiers and their Indian
comrades who fought together in the many Indian divisions in World
War 11.
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Officers of rank Captain or below who are leaving, or who have
recently left, the Coips are needed to command men and women in
37 Signal Regiment (V).
Why not retain some links with the Regular Army and continue
to enjoy mess social life by taking up a worthwhile, paid hobby with
the TA?
Write or telphone 37 Signal Regiment (V), TA Centre, Horfield
Common, Bristol BS7 OXL. Telephone: 519898 for vacancies in:Brecon , Bridgwater , Bristol, Cheltenham, Cardiff, Exeter,
Stourbridge and Stratford Upon Avon.

AN OLD SWEAT
From: Ex W02 Bert Howell-' An Old Sweat'
Dear Sir,
Since 1978 I have had the opportunity to engage in a little nostalgic
travel. In 1978 and 1979 I was able to take two holiday tours to Poland
on the 'Stefan Batory ·. the new flagship of the Polish Line, which
replaced the MS Batory which conveyed 49 (WR} Divisional Signals
(TA) to Norway in April, 1940. Several members of the ~rew w~re
originally on the MS Batory , and I soon found out that sentimentality
was not confined to myself.
Jn 1981 my wife, Maureen, and I travelled to Hong Kong. to visit my
son and his wife. It was much changed from when I was stationed there
in 1950. I had told my wife about the dress the Chinese women
wore-the chunsam(?), this had changed to the Western craze of jeans
(pity!). Only on the flight over with Cathay Pacific did we see the
stewardesses dressed in traditional style.
This year we are visiting orway to the v~ryyla.ce where I I.anded in
1940-Harstad in Northern Norway, at the tnvttation of the Director of
the Nordic Hotel there. We shall also be visiting Narvik where on 24
Apr 1940, I was a member of a small Signals detachment in a proposed
landing after a preliminary bombardment by the Royal Navy.
Thankfully, we did not land. Now I will be able to-in safety!
This latest trip inspired me to write up a personal account for the
records of my old unit , which I have just completed. As a direct result I
once again resumed my interest in The Wire after a lapse since 1964
when an article 'Were Royal Signals the last to leave Norway' was
published.
If there are any readers of Branch notes up in Hartlepool , 49 (WR)
Signals, ex members AWC, COMCAN, 'Golden Arrow 11 '.M' (India,
Assam, Ceylon & Singapore (1943-45) and Hong Kong S1gs (1950),
1/120 Army Sigs (TA) Hall Green , and TA at Gateshead, I would be
pleased to hear from you.
Yours sincerely.
Bert Howell. ExW02. (1939-1961)
The Bungalow,
St Dominic's Schools,
Western Avenue, Woodley. RG5 JBH.
Tel: 0734-691606 (after 5.30 pm and all weekends) .

BAOR QMs ASSEMBLE IN HERFORD

RMCS SHRIVENHAM GRADUATION DAY

apt F. Worrall ( Div), apt V. rees
Regt). apt . Hope
(21 Regt), Capt M. Smart (7 Regt). Maj C. Richardson (7 Regt). Maj J .
Haydon (008 Sig Tp), Capt A. Abbott (1 Div). Capt T. Jarrett (4 Div)
Centre: Maj P. Noble (24 Bde). Maj J . Simpson (3 Div). Capt T. Keany
(14 Regt). Maj D. O' Conner (1 (BR) Corps, Capt D. Brown (1 (BR)
Corps). Maj R. Knight (HO BAOR). Maj T. Cran (16 Regt), Maj B.
.
Turner (14 Regt)
Front Maj B. Cleaver (7 Regt). Maj M. Wilson (16 Regt). Lt Col P.
McNaughton (4 Div). Lt Col S . Dunlop (2 Div). Maj C. nmson (28
Regt) , Maj J. Cowe (21 Re gt) , Maj D. Thomas (13 Regt)
Absent Maj J. Thornton (22 Regt}(ln UK)

Rear:

On the lawn in fron_t of B~ckett Librar~ and with the Corps band in
this years crop of Shnvenham graduates with their
·'Al'i1Jt'b;;<. . lw1ves and girl fnends.
Fro"? the left: Alisdair Harrison (with new wife), Neil Swainson,
Paul N1cholson-Taylor, Andy Field, Graham leach, Ian MacKenzie,
Phtlip Pra~ley an? Robin Cous_ins (with the unfamiliar academic pose).
Also ~howmg delight and considerable relief is a strong supporting cast
ofB~g Paddy Evans, Lt Cols Ed Mulley, Tony Willcox and their wives.
Highly placed amongst the honours were Andy Field and Neil
Swainson . with first class honours and Graham Leach and Philip
~ately with upper seconds. We congratulate all of our graduates and
wish them well in their new postings.
~e backgr~und_are

BURYSCOURTPREPARATORYSCHOOL
LEIGH, Nr. REIGATE, SURREY.
FALKLANDS COMMEMORATIVE GLASS PLATE 'TASK
FORCE 1982'
'
Complaint~ have been expi:essed by members of our Corps because a
COf!!memc;>rahve _Plate advertised for sale in the national press in July
wh!ch claims to illustrate the badges of all those regiments and Corps
which took _part, excludes the Royal Signals badge.
The Regimental Secretary has written strong letters of protest to the
firm concerned, and to the artist, Mr David Pelrse.
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Tel: 030 678 372
Boarding School for 7-14 year old boys.
Good academic foundation given to prepare boys
for their Senior Schools.
Very good facilities for science, recreation ano
Sport.
Assistance with Travel arrangements.
Fees £690 per Term.
Apply Headmaster.
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The 'Clarion Call' went out in November 81 proclaiming a QM's get
together on 7 Apr 82 primarily to achieve the aim of: All BAOR R
Signals QM's seeing each other. Keeping abreast with QM changeovers
(a l o TOT equipment manager changeover). Formal / Informal work
discussions. Farewell to Lt Col Stu Dunlop leaving after 40 years and a
few days.
By the end of February all QM 's, including a couple of apprentices
(Worrall, Smart Jarrett) had agreed to appear so the cene was set for a
good day. In the event the only QM who could not attend, due to an
interview in UK, was Jim Thornton 22 Sig Regt. By invitation two
TOT's also agreed to attend, they were the S03 Comms Eqpt l(BR)
Corps Maj Des O'Connor and his successor Capt Dai Brown.
7 Apr dawned dry and clear, didn't stay that way once the bar
opened, and 21 QM's and 2 '.fOT's des~en?ed on 4 Armd J:?iv J:lQ &
Sig Regt (The photo shows iust who) m time for coffee/ biscuits at
llOOhrs. Discussions began immediately and to gather all together to
watch the birdie, (female photographer) and capture for posterity the
THE WIRE. SEPTEMBER 1982

23 who then adjourned to the bar where new discussion groups got
down to busine . The lunch provided by the excellent staff of HQ 4
Armd Div Mess was as ever. superb. grace was said by Worrall of 2
Armd Div who, Dunlop said, was the 2 Div Padre's stand in on Regt
Guest Nights. By the time the speeches by McNaughton, Knight and
Dunlop took place all were in the right mood to listen-who would try
to tell 23 sober QM/ TOT's anything. The discussion continued, until
finally, the resident organiser McNaughton of the 4th saw the last lot off
the premises at 1730hrs.
A most useful informathe informal affair, that. in the opinion of all
who attended, hould become an official. in the loosest term. annual
affair. Before closing all QM's would like to congratulate both Ernie
Webb and Mark Wilson on their selection for Lt Col QM on the
retirements of Canham (April 82) and McNaughton (February 83).
PS-The gathering had a total service between them of 725 years
ranging from the Dunlop 40 years to the Worral 25 year .
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WOs and Senior NCOs
A G ST

-

Movements

Officers
AUGUST
Rattl.:and amr
iaJ M J 1. Aldtn
Capt W . E. Bre~in
Maj (TOTI D Bro~n
Capt T. W. Canham .
Maj C. W. Collier
CapttTfc)A. W.Cudlip
M•j K. G. Danb
•
Maj (Tfc) A. I. D. Da"ics
Cap1 . H. Denning ..
Capt R. 0. . Evans ..
Cap1 (Ton D. J. Frceston
Lt L R. I. Gan'Cl WRAC
Lt S. C. Green
..
..
Lt . D . Kenned)'
..
Ma1 (QM) R. F. Knil!ht MBE
Capt (Tfc) A. uitch .•
Lt Col H G. Ma<'Kinla
Capt (QM) C. Markie
Capt A . M. D. Man·in
Capt J. B. M. Mcleod
Capt (Tfc) I . T. oon
..
Maj (QM) R. A. Peake BEM
Lt B. P. Pettifer
Maj C. J. Ra\'ner
..
Maj A. L. V{ G . Steane
Lt Col A. C. Stutchburv
Col P.A. Talbot
.:
Lt N. A . Thomas WRAC
MajW.P. B.Thomu
Maj C. R. Treeby
Lt T. C. Wadei•
..
Capt A. P.R. White ..
Maj D. A. Wimarns ..
Lt Col H. S. Wilson

SEPTEMBER
Maj (QM) R. Aeon ..
Lt Col K. S. H. All.,right
Lt I. P. Armitage
..
2Lt A. I . E. Ashton ..
Lt B. P. A"ison
..
Maj D . R. Bannister .
Lt P.A. Brov.n
Lt I K. Bucklov.
Maj C. R. C. Bunce
Capt L K . Byrne
Lt R. . Clapp
Maj W.R. Clare
Lt F. I . Connor
21.t A. P. Crane
.
Capt R . M. Crombie ..
Capt R. B. Davis
Lt J. Dryburgh
Lt A. A. E•ell
2Lt E . M. Flint
Lt P. J. Grogan
Maj J. L. E. Gl')'lpeerdt
Lt M . S. Holman
Lt Col A. W . de V. Hunt
Maj E.W. Hunt
.
Cllpt (QM) I . H. Izzo
Lt D. A. tt. Jones
..
Lt Col I. E. KerT
.
Capt!TOTIJ D . Knox
Maj R. l Llo\'d·Joncs
Lt S. P. R. l.O..e
Lt D G. MacAulay
Maj G. A Maude
Maj G. I McKic
Lt D. P. Meyer
Lt C. W .S. Miller
Lt Col J. H . T. ulon
Mai (TOT) D O'Connor
Lt C.R. O..en
Capt (TOT) D. F Potter
Lt S. I Rachardwn
Maj I R. Robert•
Lt l Rov.ley
Capl I K. Ryder
MaJ L R. Smrtb
Lt 1. L. Spoon
LIP Th•atte•
Lt S. P Walli•
Capt! M Wdh•
Lt J P Wilson
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Unil lo wlrfrh postrd

~t~:6GRroup
HQ I (BR) Corp
39 lnfBde HO · Sig Sqn
RSRE(PE)(AE)
JO Sig Rcgt
HSI I Signal Rcgt {Depot)
HQTrg Gp
30Sig Re~t
3 Armd Div HQ & ig Rcgt
21 Sig Regt
CPA R Signals
229 Sig Sqn ( Berlin)
Queens Gurkha Signals
AA Coll HarTOgate
242 Sig Sqn
BMM Saudi Arabia
32 Sig Regt ( V)
ttS 11 Sig Regt
HS 11 Sig Regt
241 ig Sqn
School of Signals
IOSig Regt
16 Sig Rcgt
·21 Sig Regt
School of Signals
DASO
262 Sig Sqn
HQAPSG
22Sig Regt
HS 11 Sig Rcgt
HQ Br Forces Belize
ADP Dev Team UKLF
HS 11 Sig Regt

71 Sig Regt (V)
HS J I Sig Regt (Depot)
AAC Harrogate
HS J I Sig Regt
RM CS ShrivCflham (37 Degree Course)
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
RMCS Sh~venham (37 Degree Course)
RMCS Shm«nham (37 Degree Course)
HQ SE District
11 Sig Regt
RM CS Shrivenham (37 Degree Course)
QAD(Ord)(PE)(AE)
RMCS Shrivenham (37 Degree Course)
RMAS(SGC2)
R.MAS
2 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
11 Sig Rcgt
RMAS(RCC29)
RMAS(SGC2)
RMAS (RCC 29)
HQ2Sig Bde
RMCS Shrivcnham (37 Degt'Ce Course)
33 Sig Regt (V)
HQWDist
36Sig Regt
RMCS Shrivcnham (37 Degree COUNie)
School of Signals
CPA R Signals
School of Signal•
RMCS Shrivenbam (37 Degree CouNie)
RMCS Shrivenham (37 Degree Course)
HQ AFNORTH (BAE)
HS 30Sig Rcgt
Junior Regt R Signals
RMCS Shrivenham (37 Degree Cou=l
SA GCOM
HQ Land Forces Cyprus
RMCS Shrivenham (37 Degree Course)
262 Sig Sqn
RMCS Shrivenham (3 7 Degree Course)
HQ LONOIST R&L Staff
RMCS Shrivenham (37 Degree Cour>e)
31 Sig Regt CV)
Br Conti ngent UNF ICYP CS P Rcgt)
RMAS (RCC 29)
Junior Regt R Signals
AAC Harrogate
School Signals
RMCS Shrivenham (37 Degree Course)

or

Runlr. am/ Name
W02 (Fof'S) A. J. Hall
W02 (Fof'S) J. K. McKay
W02(Yol )A. Knott
W02 (YofS) W . M . Rattra)
W02 D. Brogan
..
W02 . Fendle\'
W02 G. T. elson ..
W02 D. Osborne
W02 H . Sen•ice
WO! T. Sharp
W02 D.S . Sm ith
W02 M . H. Close
AW02M . Gnss
..
SSkt ( Fof'S ) F . I. Rumble
..
Sgt CFofSl R. M . Bradford ..
SSgt (Fof'S) B. L. Rande..an
SSgt ( FofS) G. E. Bh·the
SSgt (FofS) J. Mugford
SSgt (FofS) W . R . Kirkv.ood
SSgt (FofS) J. Mayson
SS gt ( Fof'S) C. Oowie
SSgt (FofS)J . a lor
SSgt ( Fof'S) S . G. Bibby
SSgt (FofSl T. W . Jack
SSgt (FofS) P. J. Martin
SSgt <FofS) D. G. Bailey
SSgt (YofS) M . . Foster
..
S gt (YofS) D. H. Jepson
..
gt (YofS) D . R . McClelland
S gt (YofS) M. J. Taylor
SSgt (YofS) A. D . Turner
SSgt R. W . Davies
SSgt D. E. C. Henl ey
SSgt B. I. Morrison ..
SSgtT. W . Phtlllpi ..
SSgt B. W. J. Ros> ..
SSgt ( up1·r R) M. J. Payne
SSgt (Supvr R) K. B. Smith
SSg1 M . FarTell
SSgt G. Brook
SSgt A. T. Connon
SSgt G. Barren
SSgt R. G . Sargent
SSgt J. Cole ..
SSgt J. Wells ..
ASSgt M. Thomson
ASSgt D. Granville
ASSgt D. A. Hogben
ASSgt D . Root
ASSgt G . T. Ree1-es
Sgt R. R. Christie
Sgt D. T. Thurley
Sgt P. C. Pollington
Sgt M . I. B. Keith
Sgt D. Boyd ..
Sgt A. D. Hav.orth
Sgt R. W. Morgan
Sgt P. Marsden
..
Sgt M . D. McCarthy ..
Sgt W. N. Woodhead
Sgt C. Savage
Sgt W. Henderson
Sgt W . J. Kelly
Sgt P. J. Scales
Sgt R. Standley
Sgt W . S. Brov.n
Sgt L. S. Pilling
Sgt J. D. Taylor
Sgt A. E. Cook
Sgt M. J.E. Wood
Sgt P. W. I. Lee<:h
Sgt E . L. Gallagher
Sgt W . J. Lofts
Sgt T . D. Reynolds
Sgt P. McSorley
Sgr 0. R. He nderson
Sgt I. A. Brown
..
Sgt M. I. La v.·rencc ..
Sg1 A. J. McClumpha
Sgt T. J. El.cy
..
Sgt B. F. Holt
Sgt A . J. Burnett
Sgt D. O. Morley
Sgt D. E. Lilley
Sgt D. M. Gaffney
Sgt W . P. Craig
Sgr G . Helmc . .
Sgt A.G. N. Kirk
Sgt B. Merri ck
Sgt A.J. M. Muir
Sgt N. E. Anderson
Sgt R. J. Knights
Sgt M . J . Blakley
Sgt S. Hall
..
Sgt J. Larley ..
Sgr R. Thomson
Sgt C . Blackburn
Sgt J. Rodgers
Sgt K. J. Cox ..
Sgt M. Wainwright
Sgt P. G. Root
ASgt D. Dov.nie

Unit 10 h'hich p<>$ll'd
HQ AFCENT Sp Gp
UK Sp Unit SHAPE
HQ Trg Gp R Signals and Cattcrick GarTison
I Amid Div Sig Regt
School of Signals
39 il! Rc~t ( V)
81nfBde iRSqn
39 lnfBde Sig Sqn
22 Sig Rcgt
8 lnfBde Sig Sqn
40 Sig Regt (V)
UK Sp Unit SHAPE
J Armd Div Sig Regt
FSS Mo>Sy Hill
School of Signals
School of Signals
JO Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
34 Sig Regt CV)
) Armd Div Sig Regt
7 Sig Regt
13 Sig Rcgt
16Sig Regt
21 Sig Regt
21 Sig Regt
229 ig Rcgt
~ n~~o':f Gurkh• Sig sqn

0

JO Sig Regr
7 Sig Regt
1 lnfBdeSi~ Sqn
School of Signals
. . 30Sig Rcgt
7 Sig Regt
8 Sig Regt
28 Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt ( EW)
13 Sig Regt
8Sig Regt
21 Sig Rcgt
36 Sig Regt ( V)
16 Sig Regt
SS Sig Sqn (V)
HQ AFCENT Sp Gp
16Sig Regt
MODDM(A)
I Armd Div Sig Regt
39 I nfBde Sig Sqn
233 Sig Sqn
HQAFNORTH
IOSig Regt
34 Sig Regt ( V)
240Sig Sqn
3 Armd Div Sig Regt
4 Armd Div Sig Regt
4 Armd Div Sig Regt
J6Sig Rcgt
28 Sig Regt
School of Signals
1 lnfBdeSig Sqn
542 Rear Link Det
14 Sig Regt (EW)
63 Sig Sqn
I Armd Div Sig Regt
8Sig Regt
School of Signals
School of Signals
· t.A College HarTogate
JO Sig Regt
School of Signals
594 Rea r Link Det
HQ AFCENT Sp Gp
HQ AFCENT Sp Gp
8Sig Regt
9Sig Regt
t lnfBde Sig Sqn
Comms & Sy Gp (UK)
I I nfBde Sig Sqn
CPA Blandford
233 Sig Sqn
13 Sig Rcgt
I Armd Div Sig Regt
233 Sig Sqn
633 SigTp
2 Armd Div Sig Regl
HQBAOR
HQAFNORTH
. . 28 Sig Regt
30 Sig Rcgt
. . 642 Sig Tp
HQAFCENTSpGp
259 Sig Sqn
HQ Al'CENT Sp Gp
JJ Sig Regt ( V)
JCTf
242 Sig Sqn
I Armd Div Sig Regl
9Sig Regt
IJSig Regt
Com ms & Sy Gp (U K)
233 Sig Sqn
8 lnl Bdc Sig Sqn
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SEPTEMBER
WOI R . Townsend ..
WOI M . J . Weston
WOI (YofS)J. Isherwood
WOI E. C. Budworth
AWOI A. M . Evans . .
..
AWOI (SupvrR)J . W .Crovcs
W02(YofS)G. W . Bartliff . .
W02 ( FofS) K. V. Bamforth
W02 !FofS) D. Dallow
W02 (FofS) D. Knox
W02T . B. Dodson ..
W02 C. Easton
..
W02 A . I. Halliwell ..
W02D.S . Pimm
..
W02 K. W . G. Purkiss
W02P. J. Welch
AW02 M . L. Rea
SSgt S . Barnett
SSgt I. N. Conlon
SSgt W . J. Henning ..
SSgt M . I. Hill
SSgt I. H. Noble
..
SSgt (Supvr Rl P. G. Friend
SSgt (YofS) D. Coleman
..
SSgt(FofS)M. McDonald . .
SSgt ( FofS) C. S. I. Phillips ..
SSgt (Fof'S) P . A. C. Bradley
SSgt (FofS) K. F. J. Perry
SSgt A. ttambling
SSgt T. McKnight
SSgt B. R. Mumford
SSgt P. A. Ryan
SSgt A. D . Duggan ..
SSgt A. P. Salter
..
SSgt M . C. Braddon ..
SSgt G. E. Andrews ..
SSgt H . C. Hancox ..
ASSgt S. R. Davies ..
ASSgt S. I. Holmes
ASSgt F. McCormick
AS Sgt M. McDermot1
AS Sgt J. A. Pape
ASSgt J. T. Hyde
ASSgt P. J. Cuckow
Sgt K . M . Perkins
Sgt I. Mclaughlin
Sgt I. D. Blacklaw
Sgt K. Mer<:er
Sgt B. Sutherland
Sgt G. Burton
Sgt R. G. Cossou
Sgt R. A. Cooper
Sgt G. L. Crossland
Sgt A. Young ..
Sgt V. G. McGarry . .
Sgt C. I. Lane
Sg1 J. H. Fielding
Sgt C . W . Abrons
Sgt B. R. Sly ..
Sgt R. S. Spink
Sgt G. W . Furber
Sgt W. Cain ..
Sgt D . J. Aldous
Sgt S. Owc.n
Sgt J. 0. Nadin
Sgt D. F. McKay
Sgt A. W. Lythaby
Sgt R. Snape ..
Sgt N. Pearson
Sgt D. A. Beresford . .
Sgt A. A. Muir
Sgt G . K. Lynn
SgtJ . McCormick
Sgt P. B. Mitchell ..
Sgt K. L. Essam
Sgt T. Crowley
Sgt J. E. Wilson
Sgt M. J. Brady
Sgt K . M . Sanderson
Sgt E . R. W. Sadler ..
Sgt M. R. Newman
ASgt G. J . Bailey
A Sgt W. E. Smith
ASgt J. G. Easton
..
ASgt D. H . Brough
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JULY 1982
Number of cases assisted financially:
Amount spent:
Number of clothing parcels sent:

2 A<Tnd Div Sig Regt
Army Dept Radio Branch
.. HQ I Sig Gp
11 Sig Regt
. . I lnfBde Sig Sqn
9 Sig Regt
UK Sp Unit SHAPE
CPA Blandford
11 Sig Regt (Depot Troop)
11 Sig Regt (Depot Troop)
.. 40 Sig Regt CV)
. . 11 Sig Regt
13 Sig Regt
. . 22 Sig Regt
30Sig Regt (V)
4 Armd Div Sig Regt
.. 14 Sig Regt CEWl
AA College Harrogate
RSA Larkhill
14 Sig Rcgt (EW)
. . 7 Sig Regt
. . l Armd Div Sig Regt
9Sig Regt
SOLF
AA College Harrogate
2 Armd Div Sig Rcgt
22 Sig Regt
Gurkha Fd Fon:e Sig Sqn
3 Armd Div Sig Regt
I Armd Div Sig Regt
11 Ord Bn EOD
81 nfBde Sig Sqn
3 Armd Div Sig Regt
11 Sig Regt
7 Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt (EW)
Junior Regt
Junior Regt R Signals
RMA Sandhurst
I Armd Div Sig Regt
16Sig Regt
MODDSSCADl
JS Sig Regt ( V)
39 Inf Bde Sig Sqn
13 Sig Regt
. . 3 Armd Div Sig Regt
21 Sig Regt
.. 22Sig Regt
7 Sig Regt
. . AA College Harrogate
AA College l{arTOgate
9Sig Reg1
IJSig Regt
241 Sig Sqn
I Armd Div Sig Regt
. . School of Signals
8 lnfBde Sig Sqn
641 SigTp
13 Sig Regt
UK Sp Unit SHAPE
229S1g Sqn
. . AA College Harrogate
233 Sig Sqn
28Sig Regt
30Sig Regt
AA College tto.rrogate
8Sig Regt
JS Si~ Regt (V)
240S1g Sqn
. . 229 Sig Sqn
22 Sig Regt
13 Sig Regt
35 Sig Regt ( V)
38 Sig Regt (V)
. . 71 Sig Regt (V)
16 Sig Regt
. . 7Sig Regt
A Cl 0 Liverpool
. . 262 Sig Sqn
. . 9 Sig Regt
9 Sig Regt
Comms & Sy Gp (UK)
RMA Sandhurst
School of Signals
BR Contingent UNFICYP

WAR MEMORIAL FUND
Number of grants:
Amount spent:

WAR MEMORIAL FUND
Number of grants:
Amount spent:
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£220.00

ONE OF OUR CASES
An ex-Signalman who served 1956-58. Owing to ill health. both he
and his wife had been having a very difficult time. It was felt that a
spell of convalescence would get them on their feet again. The Royal
British Legion gave them two weeks convalescence at the Somerset
Legion House and Royal Signals co-operated in the cost.

ONE OF OUR LETIERS
We really do thank you and can assure you we are very grateful and
would like to thank everyone concerned. It was a lovely holiday and we
are both feeling much better. Somerset Legion House is a beautiful
place and I think everyone who goes there must have a very enjoyable
stay.
May we take this opportunity of thanking you all once again for your
help and concern. I would also like to add that it gave my husband a
great deal of pleasure to hear from you and to realise that the Royal
Signals Association are still involved with the Welfare of old members
of the Corps.
Since the beginning of June, gifts of clothing, etc, have been
gratefully received from the following:Mr & Mrs H. Palmer; Capt & Mrs J. Stockill; Royal Signals As n,
Reading Branch; A. Walsh, Esq; Lt Col & Mrs EJ. Beale; Brig R.I.

Stonham; C.H. Storey, Esq; Maj Gen J.M .W. Badcock; Maj (QM)
H.A.C. Meeklngs; Mrs I.G. Swan; Maj Ckn & Mrs E.S. Cole; Mrs
Brough; Lt Col CJ. Bayfield; Thrift Shop Blrgelen.

ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
AND BENEVOLENT FUND
The following donations were gratefully received during July 1982.
200 (20 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn .......................... £244.16
H Tp 13 Sig Regt .................................. £156.50
HQ BAOR , ...................... . .... . ....... .. £ 56.38
Col R. A. Chell T D . ...... . .......... .. ............ £ 50.00
In memory of Lt Col W. MacCulloch ................... £ 35.00
In memory of Maj Gen H . E. Roper CB ............... . . £ 25.00
Lt Col P . McNaughton OBER Signals ......... .. ....... £ 21.03
N. H. Chadwick Esq . .... . .................... . .... £ 20.00
Reading Branch , RSA ........ , ................... . . £ 20.00
W . J. G. Kidson Esq ... . .. . ...... .. ............... . £ 10.00
Jn memory of Anthony Foster ............ ...... ..... . £ 10.00
J. Neville Esq ... . ................................ £ I 0.00
P . M . O'Mahony Esq .............................. £ 7.90
A. P. Powell Esq .................................. £ 2.50
W. Rushton Esq ... .. ...... .. ..................... £ 2.00
Miscellaneous .................... . . - . .. .. ........ £ 6.08
£676.55
The following donations were gratefully received during August
1982:-

Welfare

JUNE1982
Number of cases assisted financially:
Amount spent:
Number of clothing parcels sent

32
£3 ,287.51
76

64
£10,451.99
16

21
£838.92

In memory of Maj Gen H . E . Roper CB ................ £110.50
42 Sig Regt Officers' Club ....... ..... ...... .. ...... £100.00
Blandford Garrison . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £100.00
In memory of Lt Col W . MacCulloch .......•.......... £ 57.00
Bumiston Bks Badminton Club ...........•.......... £ 50.00
Wives Club, 201(22 ArmdBde) Sig Sqn ...... ... ....... £ 47.62
E. Watson Esq ..................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 40.00
Anonymous ........ , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 35.00
In memory of W . J. Hart Esq MSM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 20.00
F. E . Warner Esq MBE ........ ..... ............... £ 10.00
J. L. Hazzard Esq ..........................• ....... £ 7.90
P . A. Drummond Esq ......... . ................... £ 5.00
LtColC.B . MinnsCB ............. - ............... £ 1.90
Miscellaneous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. £ t.50
£586.42
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Classified Section
D ERTISEMENTS hould be concise-be they related to Births,
A
Marriage • Deaths or items required or for sale. There is n? charge
for this service to any serving member of the Corps (or those retired who
sub cribe to The Wue) , unless the 'ad' is related to a business interest.
To those ineligible for 'free space', we request that their notice be
forwarded to our Advertising Managers, Service Newspapers Ltd , PO
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America's Cup, he will be sorely missed by the sailing fraternity
throughout the Army. His interests and pastimes were many and
varied rangin$ from kite flying to collecting badges. In all activiti es
that he participated he brought a rare enthusiasm to bear. He withheld nothing and entered into everything with a determination to
wi n through. He was an extremely likeable person who had very
engagin$ manner. His generosity and gregarious nature won him
many fnends who will miss him deeply. He was always full of life
and was there to provide help and assista nce to those who needed it.
In all matters he displayed a drive and determination which was
tempered with a great consideration for others and their well being.
He went through life with a deep sense of purpose and in any crisis
demonstrated great moral and physical courage. Although his
ta lent s and abilities were great they never overode his natural
modesty. Jim's father also served in the Corps. We extend our
deepest sympathy to both his parents Lt Col Desmond and Audrey

&rry.
BIRTHS
Scott - On 24 Jul at BMH lserlohn to Sue and SSgt Bob Scott a son
Thomas Robert George, a brother for Helen.

DEATHS
Baker-SSgt J. Baker was killed when the helicopter he was travelling
in on a resupply mission was brought down by enemy action on 6
June. SSgt Joe Baker, affectionately known as 'Smokey Joe' , was
born in Countesthorpe, Yorkshire in 1945. He joined the Army in
1960 and spent Ji years at the Army Apprentices College Harrogate
and qualified as a RTg . Posted to 1 Div in 1964 but. in 1966, decided
co go Para. Joined 216 Signal Squadron in Nov '66 and qualified as
Para in Ian '67. For the next JS years he served with either 216 Sig
Sqn or with the Para RLD (2 or 3 Para ). With these units he served
in Malaya, Hong Kong , Malta, N Ireland, Cyprus , UK, Sharjah ,
ocway and Canada. Promoted Cpl in 1973 and Sgt in 1977. Went
to I Div as Sgt in Ian '8 1 where he spent eight months in 2
Squadron as Radio Troop Sgt. Promoted SSgt in Aug '81 on
posting to 8 Field Force in Tidworth. In 8 Fd Fee he was Alpha
Troop SSgt . He moved with 8 Fd Fee from Tidworth to Aldershot
when it was retitled S Inf Bde. It was with this Brigade that he
arrived in Falklands in May '82. 'Smokey Joe' Baker was an
excellent senior NCO and soldier. He had a superb sense of humour
and although of a quiet disposition , he nevertheless exerted a
powerful influence over all under his command. His expertise and
advice was valued by officer and soldier alike. He always kept himself fit and was an outstanding hockey player and cross country
runner. Joe was the epitome of a parachute signaller, fit, reliable ,
willing, an excellent operator and above all , an outstanding soldier.
He leaves a wife, Freda; a son, Lee and a daughter , Nicola Jane to
whom we extend our heartfelt sympathy.

Barry-LtJ. A. Barry. Jim Barry went to Welbeck College and RMA
Sandhurst. He was commissioned into Royal Signals in August
1976. While at Sandhurst Jim was awarded a vacancy on No 34
Degree Course at RMCS Shrivenham but he turned down this place
in order to stay at regimental duty.
On leaving RMA Sandhurst he served briefly with 4 Armd Div
HQ & Signal Regiment and after attending his Communication
Qualifying Course at Blandford spent th.e remainder of his service
in the Corps with 249 Signal Squadron AMF (L). In the time he
spent with that unit he proved to be a talented and sterling troop
commander who had the rare quality of true leadership and
devotion to duty. This was recognised in the award of the Whistler
Trophy in 1980. Jim served with 249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L)) from
December 1977 until September 1981. While with the squadron he
took part in the Whiteshod course at the Norwegian Army Ski
School. He was graded the best student on his course and an
outstanding skier. Once he had become a skilled cross-country skier
he worked untiringly to raise the standard of Arctic training of his
men .
From 249 Sqn Jim was posted to the Depot Airborne Forces and
Parachute Regiment for pre-parachute training and the parachute
course. He was awarded his wings and posted to 2 Para in
ovember 1981 . He sailed with the battalion as part of the British
Task Force sent to the Falkland Islands . He was killed in action
during the attack on Port Darwin and Goose Green 27 /29 May.
Jim was a natural athlete and an outstanding y;tchtsman.
Recently he had been selected for the British challenge in the 1983
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Bastin- Brig David Terrance Bastin, CBE, TD was born at Exmouth
on 20 Ju ly 1904. He was commissioned into the 5th Bn Manchester
Regiment TA on 20 February 1925. He transferred to Royal sig nals
in 1938 and became Adjutant of London Divisional Signals in 1939.
In July 1940 he moved to 2 HQ Signals and remained with t hat HQ
un til January 1941 . He then joined 3rd Air Formation Signals in the
Middle East for a short period before moving to GHQ Middle East
to take up a GSO 2 appointment. In November 1941 he was
appointed to another staff job this time as DAQMG of the Middle
East Provision Office where he remained un ti! May 1942. After a
brief tour of duty as SO to CSO British Troops in Eritrea he was
moved to PAIFORCE first as OC 6 Air Formation Signals and then
as CSO. In March 1943 he became CSO Air Formation Staff, HQ
North Africa. TA F and remained in that exacting post until April
1944. He returned to the UK in April 1944 and took up his last
active service appoin tment in the following month which was CSO
Air Formation Signals TAF, UK . He was appointed CBE in August
1944 and his Territorial Decoration was awarded in 1950. He died
on 23 July 1982.
Burns-Cpl Rab Bums joined the Army Apprentice College at
Harrogate as a Radio Telegraphist in September 1975. He
completed his training in August 1977 after a successful two years
during which he was promoted to A/ T LCpl. In September of that
year he was posted to 244 Signal Squadron (Air Support) at RAF
Brize Norton . He volunteered to serve in Hereford in March 1979,
and successfully completed the signals selection course. After a
short period he was then posted to G Sqn and during his time with
the SAS was awarded the GSM for service in Northern Ireland . Rab
was quiet but happy person with a passion for the bagpipes and was
a gifted piper. He was tragically killed in a Sea King helicopter in
the South Atlantic on 19 May. He will be much missed by his
friends.

Duvivier-Brig Jean Joseph Duvivler was born at the turn of the
century, in 1899, and after his education he was expected to become
a civil engineer but the 1914-1918 War changed that and he entered
RMA and was only halfway through his course when the war ended .
After a year of service in command of a troop of horse drawn
howitzers, he applied and was accepted for secondment to the newly
formed Royal Corps of Signals. In October I 920 he joined a 'Q'
Course at Maresfield and emerged later with an AMIEE. He then
joined the Constantinople Signal Company where he earned a
reputation as an enthusiastic follower of the Mashlak hounds. In
October 1923 he returned to the UK and quickly moved on to India
where he spent the next 12 years. His first unit was 'B' Divisional
Signals at Quetta. He played cricket , hockey and rugby football for
the un it and whenever the opportunity arose he hunted. He was
usu ally found on the largest charger that was avail ab le and was, at
that time , generally the smallest officer in the unit. He then moved
to Jubbulpore and served with the Signal Training Centre where he
took up polo and pigsticking and earned a reputation for his
enthusiasm in both these sports . His last four years in India were
spent with 1st Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop at Risalpur. Towards
the end of his tour in India he m arried Penelope Merriman and
returned to England a well seasoned so ldier and was by this time
known by his nickname of 'DY'.
He joined 4th Divisional Signals and , in 1937, had the unique
experie nce of serving for a month with the German Army filling a
Captain's post in the SOth Abteilung Nachrichten (SOth Corps
Signals). At the outbreak of war in 1939 he was serving as Adjutant
of 56th (City of London) Divisional Signals . He was then tasked, in
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1940 to form a new Signal Regiment for service with 8th Armoured
Divis.ion; his OC 1 Squadron at this time was Maj Richard Moberly.
TI1e unit joined its Division near Harrogate and then moved south ,
first to Chippenham and then to Dorking as a unit to form part of
the defence at the time of the expected German invasion . The unit
under comm and of 'DY' embarked in May 1942 but on arrival the
unit was broken up and the officers and men used as
reinforcements . He was then given command of IO L of C Signals in
PAI Force but in March 1943 moved back to take over as CSO 10
Corps. He held that appointment under three commanders and saw
plenty of active service. He then took part in 'fV!onty's' left ~ooks
from Tripoli to Tunis as well as the Salerno landmg. He contmued
with 10 Corps throughout the advance through Italy via Monte
Cassino and Rome and fina lly ending at Bologna . It was his
extremely hard work and leadership as CSO JO Corps that earned
him his CBE.
On his return to the UK he was given the appointment of
Com mandant of The Depot R Signals from 1945 until 1946 when he
was appointed CSO Carribe~n. He t~en moved o_n to the B.JSM ~t
Washington, where he remamed until 1950 and 1t was durmg this
time that he was able to renew acquaintance with three American
officers he had served alongside in Constantinople .
He returned from Washington in 1950 and took o~er the Sign.al
Training Centre as Commandant. His work at Catten~k Camp will
Jong be remembered and it was he that helped establtsh the Royal
Signals Association annual reunion as a permanent feature of the
Corps ca lendar. John , as he ha?. become known .bY: t~at time, was
an officer with a cheerful disposition and a firm d1sc1plmanan when
the occasion demanded. He retired in I 953 and then was selected
for an appointment with the Foreign Office. He remained there for
some years and was a great success as an administrator and coordinator . A Senior Corps officer writes· ... DY was small dapper
man. with a twinkle in his eye and a dry sense of humour. ~e had
unfailing friendliness and was always delight~ul c.ompany. His ~~y
going personal charm concealed great det.ermmatlon and the abl~iry
to persuade others to make changes and improvements upon which
he had decided. He had a wide knowledge of the Corps and
signalling techniques and was an excellent administrator.'
He died on 18 June.
·
Famall-Lt Col Edmund Lawrence Famall was born at Blackheath on 27 April 1898. He was commi~sio~ed into th~ 2nd Bn SWB
in April 1916 and joined the !st Bartahon. m ~ranee ID June of that
year . Within a month of joining the battalion ID the trenches ~e.had
been wounded and evacuated to the UK. In January 1917 he JOmed
the 7th Bn SWB in Salonika and remained there until August 191~,
when he returned to the UK. In October 1919 he moved to In?1a
with the 2nd Bn SWB and in January 1924 was seconded f~r servi~
with the Indian Signal Corps. He transferred to Ro~al _S1gn_als m
October 1926 and continued to serve with ~eshawar J?istnct Si~als
until April 1928. His next post in India wa;; wtth !st Indian
Divisional Signals at Rawalpindi where he remamed for .a year an_d
then moved on to B Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop at S1alkot. His
next appointment was on the staff of the MGO Branch of GHQ
India where he served from October 1931 until Sept~mber. 1935. lo
February 1936 he joined A Corps Signal~ ~t Karachi .and"? ~arch
J938 moved back to Rawalpindi to reiom 1st Indian D1v1S1onal
Signals . In 1939 he briefly served in Egypt and then returned to t~e
UK. His first war time appointment was as DCSO of 17 AA I?iv
Signals. He then served with 2 Divisional Signals : before bemg
appointed OC 1 STC; this was followed by the appomtment_of OC
3rd General Trades Training Battalion from June 1942 _until June
1945. His final post was as QC 167 POW Camp. He retired on 20
October 1948 and died on 27 February 1982.
Forge-Maj M.L. Forge went to Welbeck College an? RMA
Sandhttrst . Whilst at RMA Sandhurst h~ successfully qua!1fied as a
civilian pilot, a skill he used to both his and the Army s benefit
throughout his career .
.
He was commissioned into Royal Signals on 29 Ju~y 1961 and
attended No. SO 'Q ' Course in Catterick. Hi~ first appomtme_nt was
as a troop commander in 4 Signal .R~gimen~ after which he
commanded the Signal Troop in 24 Missile Regiment RA. It was
during these tours that Mike attended and successfully ?Ompleted a
Parachute Selection and Training Course and _a Basic Free. Fall
Course. After tours in Cyprus and 24 Infantry Bngade H<;l & Signal
Squadron Mike served on the staff of 16 P3;rachute Brigade and
rekindled his love of adventure and para.chutmg . So .much s~, that
when he left the Parachute Brigade for his new appom~ent m the
Army Apprentice College Harrogate, he started what 1s now the
Royal Signals Blue Helmets free fall parachute team . J'.'flk~ sp~t
many hours organising !h.eir displays and part1c1p~tmg m
demonstrations and competitions . He represented. Roy~I Signals on
numerous occasions in the Army Free Fall Champ1onsh1ps .
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He left all this behind to volunteer for service in the Sultan of
Muscats Armed Forces. Whilst serving as a squadron commander
in the Sultans Signal Regiment he was awarded the Dhofar
Campaign Medal. His service in the Gulf was broken when he was
selected for and attended the Army Staff College in 1976.
Immediately after Staff College he ser:ved in 21 S!gnal ~egiment for
two years after which he served for six months ID .Beltze and then
returned to the Gulf this time as a staff officer m Headquarters
SOLF. He was awarded the Oman Peace Medal in February 1981.
Mike took command of S Infantry Brigade Headquarters and
Signal Squadron only one month before they deployed to the
Falkland Islands. He was killed in action on the Falkland Islands
on 6 June. Mike had very many friends within and outside the
Corps; he will be sadly missed by us all.
Hart-Ex WOl(RSM) William John (Tiger) Ha.r t MSM is re~tured
under the report in this issue of the 1982 reumons as a rec1p1ent of
Honour Membership of the Associati~n .. He de3;rlY l~ve? th.e Corps
and diligently served it and it's Assoc1ahon durmg his lifetime. He
enlisted in the Royal Engineers in 1919, aged 17 and transferred ~o
the Corps on its formation in 1920. He subs.equently s~~ed m
Turkey, with S Divisional Signals .,' A' Corps Signals and JOl!1ed 7
Armd Div Signals on its formation m 1939. Tiger then served m t~e
Western Desert Campaign until 1941 and , after Crete, was. m
Palestine. Syria and the Lebanon as a warrant officer. ~fter servmg
for a year in India as WOl(RSM) he returned to Cattenck as R.SM ,
I Operator Training Battalion and w~s a well k!1own and highly
respected figu re until his discharge m 1948. His funeral on 16
August a week after his death . was widely attended by me mbers of
the W~st London Branch of the Association and other Service
Associations.
Hawkins-Col Vernon Willoughby Hawkins .OBE TD was b?rn at
Cardiff on 12 February 1903 and 3;Ppomted as a 2Lt. !n. the
Territorial Army o n 14 June 1923 and_Jomed 53 ~W~lsh) D1V1~1onal
Signals TA. He served in various appomtments withm that umt and
on 1 June 1939 was promoted to Lt Col and assumed command of
38th Divisional Signals TA.
. .
In September 1940 he reli!lquished ~om~and and Jomed 4
Divisional Signals and served wrth that umt until May 1941 when he
joined 4 Air Formation Signals. He served in the Western Desert.
the advance to Tunisia, the Sicilian campaign and t~rough part ~f
the Italian campaign. In March 1944 he w~s ap.pomted CSO A~r
Formation Signals, Middle East and remamed m that post until
August 1945. He was awarded an OBE in February 1944. After the
end of the war he was released from military service and in ~947.
when the Territorial Army was reformed, was appomted
Commanding Officer of 53 (Welsh) Inf Div Sig Regt TA and
remained in command until March 1950.
.
In August 1958 he was appointed Hon Colonel of the. ~~g1m~nt
and continued in that capacity until December 1963. In c1v1han ltfe,
Vernon Hawkins held many appointments such as Secretary of the
Cardiff Chamber of Commerce and Industry; Secretary of the
Cardiff and Bristol Channel Ship-ow ners Association and Secretary
of the South Wales branch of the Institute of Chartered
Shipbrokers; the latter two appointments he held for many years
finally relinquishing them in 1970. In tart.er years he was secretary
of the Shipb rokers Benevolent Fund . He died on 30th June.
Holdsworth-Col Max Ernest Holdsworth OBE TD was born at
Handsworth on 6 November 1895. He was commissioned into the
Royal Warwickshire Regiment as a 2Lt on 24 July 1915. He was
attached to the Signal Service Training Ce1_1tre at Fenny-Stratford
from February u ntil September 1916. Durmg that month ~e was
posted to France and served with l Signal Comp3:n~ RE u1_1til May
1919 He was demobilised in 1919 and commis sioned mto the
Terri.tonal Army in 1921 as a Lieutenant and se!"ed with 48 (South
Midland) Divisional Signals TA where he remamed and eventually
was appointed CO on 11February1933.
In February 1937 he was appointed DCSO TA for Southern
Command and became a Brevet Colonel. In Aug1;1st 1939 he 'Yas
appointed Hon Col of 61 Divisional Signals but m the followmg
month , on the outbreak of war, was embodied as OSCO TA
Southern Command.
After a brief spell in 1941 as CO 42 Divisional Signals he was
made CSO 8th Corps and remaine? with ~hat Corps until ~ebruary
1943. His final appointment on actwe se!"1c7 was~ DCSO m South
We tern District, a post he held until his ret!rement from the
Service in August 1945. He was awarded an OBE m October 1944.
Max Holdsworth died in July 1982.
Llghtfoot- LCpl Paul Lightfoot enlisted in August 1977 and follow.ed
in his father's footsteps when he cho e both the Army Apprentice
College at Harrogate, and the trade of Radio Telegraphist. After
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complecing his apprenticeship in August 1979 he was posted to 11
Sig Regt where he volunteered for 264 SAS Sig Sqn , successfully
completed the ignals selection course in October 1979. and was
posted to G Troop. During his time with the Sqn he gained the
GSM for service in Northern Ireland .
Paul wa a cheerful and popular young man who enjoyed his job
and was keen to pass the SAS Selection towards which goal he was
training hard physically. He was tragically killed in a Sea King
helicopter in che South Atlantic on 19 May. Our sincere
condolences go to his young widow, Julia, and his parents Capt
Terry and Vldenne Lightfoot.
Masters-Lt .Col Anthony James Hamilton Masters was born at
Liverpool on 21June1906. He was comm1 sioned into Royal Signals
in February 1929 and for the first three years of his sen•ic he was
stationed at Aldershot with I Divisional Signals. In April 1933 he
moved to Palestine and remained t here until September 1937 when
he moved to Malta and served with Malta Signal Section. In May
1939 he returned to the UK to take up a GS03 appointment at the
War Office. In September 1939 on the outbreak of war he was
transferred to a Staff appointment with the BEF in France. After
the evacuation he returned to the War Office and was employed as
an Intelligence Officer. From November 1940 until August 1943 he
served with No 4 Intelligence School and was promoted to the rank
of Major. After a short appointment at GCHQ he moved to
Brussels to take up the appointment of SO 2 (CA) with 2 Army
Signals and remained there until January 1946. His next job was as
Deputy Controller (SO 1) of 517 Kries Detachment of the Control
Commission for Germany. In late 1946 and early 1947 he had a
short tour in the Middle East and completed his service in an MI
Branch of the War Office. He died on 28 May.
McCormack-Cpl Douglas McCormack. It is with deep regret that 19
Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn announces the death of Cpl Douglas
McCormack on 19 May as a result of operations in the South
Atlantic. Cpl McCormack was born in Edinburgh on 14 June 1955
and enlisted in the Corps on 14 August 1970. He served with the
Army Apprentices College Harrogate, 6Q2 Sig Tp, 4 Armoured Div,
22 Sig Regt and 7 Sig Regt. He was, at the time of his death, serving
with 603(TACP) FAC and had been with the squadron since 4
February 1981. We extend our deepest sympathy to Karin, his
widow, on her tragic loss.
MacCullocb-Lt Col WiUiam MacCulloch was born at Ballyaston ,
Killaloo, Co Derry on 1December1910 and enlisted as a boy soldier
at Omagh on 31 August 1925. He served forty years with Royal
Signals during which time he rose from Boy Apprentice to Lt Col
(TOT). During his service he was stationed in India, Sri Lanka (or,
as it was in Bill's day, Ceylon), Egypt, Germany and Kenya. He was
a keen sailor and was Commodore of the Forces Sailing Club in
Nairobi, Kenya from 1961 until 1963. His fina l active service
appointment was with the War Office and he retired from that
appointment in December 1965. He spent the next ten years
working as a Retired Officer in signal establishments at Chester and
then at Aldershot.
He finally retired in 1975 and moved to Seamer, Scarborough five
years ago. He served as Presiden t of the Scarborough Branch ,
Royal Signals Association and was also Treasurer of the
Scarborough Branch Civil Service Retirement Fellowship.
To Bill's widow, Joan , and two sons, one of whom is a Major
serving with the Corps we extend our sincere sympathy. The funeral
service, at Woodlands Crematory, Scarborough , was conducted by
the Vicar of Seamer. The Corps was represented by Lt Col A. S. R.
Alfred, MBE, other representatives were Lt Col Nat Gould (York
Branch) Maj W. Richardson (Scarborough Branch and from the
Civil Service Retirement Fellowship and Seamer Parish Council).
Bill MacCulloch, who was also known during his service as Mac, or
Pat , had spent most of his adult life in the Corps. He was a quiet,
modest man, who to the end was still serving his fellow men; he will
be sadly missed by all who knew him.
McHugh-Cpl Mlcbael McHugh enlisted in the Army in Au~ust 1976,
when he was sixteen. He joined the Junior Wing of 11 Sig Regt at
Ouston and after a years training was posted to 8 Sig Regt at
Catterick and completed trade training as a Radio Telegraphist in
February 1978. He volunteered for service with 264 SAS Sig Sqn
and completed the Signals selection course in June 1978 when he
was posted to G Troop. During his time with the Sqn he was
awarded the GSM with clasp for Northern Ireland. Mlchael was a
very fit young man and an excellent downhill skier. He was
tragically killed in a Sea King helicopter in the South Atlantic on 19
May. He was always cheerful and popular and will be sad~y missed
by all who knew him.
Roper- Maj Gen Henry Ernest Roper died sudden ly in hospital on 13
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July 1982. Harry, as he was always known , was born in
Warwickshire in 1923 and joined the Corps in 1941. When he had
completed his recruit training he studied radio for a year at
Worcester College. Oxford and then attended ISL OCTU . He was
commissioned into the Corps in 1942 and saw active service in 12
Air Formation Signals in North West Europe and with 19 Air
Formation Signals in South Asia . His next post was HQ RAF
Burma in Rangoon and this was followed by another staff
appointment in HQ Air Command Far East in Singapore. He
returned to the UK in 1948 and joined the Military College of
Science to study for his BSc . On completion of a very successful
course he joined the School of Signals as an instructor for a year and
then returned to the Military College of Science to attend the final
year of a Technical Staff Course. In 1953. having completed his
technical staff course, he was given a Grade 2 Technical Staff
Officer appointment. He became TSO 2 to the Chief
Superintendant of the Ranges Department of the Ministry of
Supply and remained with that department until 1957. He spent the
next three years at regimental duty. first with 2 ATAF Independent
Signal Squadron in BAOR and then with 51 Independent Infantry
Brigade Signal Squadron in Cyprus. In 1960, he returned to the
Royal Military College of Science. on this occasion. as a member of
the directing staff. After two years on the staff he attended the Joint
Services Staff College at Latimer. He then returned to regimental
duty , BAOR. and served as a Squadron Commander and than as
21C of 7 Signal Regt. In 1964 he assumed command of 30 Signal
Regiment on promotion to the rank of Lieutenant Colonel. In 1966
he was appointed Assi tant Military Secretary in MS6 at the
Ministry of Defence and then in 1967 on promotion to Colonel he
became Colonel GS , Army Signal Equipment. His appointment
only lasted a year as he was quickly promoted to Brigadier and took
over the job of Director of Project Mallard at the Ministry of
Technology. In 1971. he attended the Royal College of Defence
Studies and having completed the course he was promoted to Major
General and assumed the appointment of CSO BAOR. His final
post before retiring in March 1978 was Assistant Chief of the
General Staff. Operational Requirement at the Ministry of
Defence. He was appointed CB in the Birthday Honours of 1976.
He was appointed a Colonel Commandant in 1975 and relinquished
this appointment in July 1980.
Throughout the whole of the latter period of his service , Harry
was in volved in the development and use of signals equipment and
the inter-relationship between the two, which had always been one
of his major interests. On leaving the Army, he joined Standard
Telephone and_Cable but after a comparatively short time moved to
the Plessey Company where he occupied a new senior post with wide
responsibilities for the production phase of the Army's new tactical
a~ea syst~m, Ptarmigan. As with everything he tackled, Harry threw
himself mto this demanding task with complete dedication and
untiring energy. He gained the respect of a wide range of industrial
contacts and will be sadly missed.
He was a leader that everyone who served under his .command
knew precisely what was wanted and knew that having given loya lty
this wou ld be amply reciptocated. He was a first class commanding
officer held in the highest regard.
He loved many sports and was a good all-round games player in
rugger , soccer, hockey and cricket. At various times he had served
as Chairman of the Army Athletics Association , of BAOR Tennis
and President of Corps Skiing. He was a glider pilot and had a great
liking for that sport. His two loves in life were his family and the
Corps and he maintained a nice balance between the two.
The Corps extends sympathy to his wife, Beryl , his daughter,
Debbie and son John. The funeral service was held at St Mark's
Church, Highcliffe, on 21 July 1982 and the address was given by
the Signal Officer-in-Chief, Maj Gen A. C. Birtwlstle, CBE.
Seeley- Sgt P. J. G. Seeley of 40th (Ulster) Signal Regiment
(Volunteers) died in Beaconfield Nursing Home, Belfast on 17 June
1982 after a long illness. Sgt Seeley who was 33 had served with the
regiment for 15 years. He qualified for the TA Efficiency Medal in
December 1979 and was promoted as a Substantive Sergeant in
1980. He was a well-known and popular figure in the regiment , and
was best. known for his running exploits at which he excelled,
representmg the Regiment in the TA Championships. The funeral
was from his home in Holywood and after a service at St
Columbkille's RC Church to Redburn Cemetery, Holywood. The
sympathy oft he Regiment is tendered to the family.
Smitherman-Col Philip Henry Smitherman was born in London on
27 ~arc.h 1910 and was c'?mm~ssioned as a 2Lt in the Royal Signals
Temtorial Army as a university candidate. He joined the regular
army when he was commissioned on 2 September 1932 and then
spe~t. the first two. years of his service after leaving the Signal
Trammg Centre with A Corps Signals at Aldershot. His next
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appointment , although on ly lasting a year was an unus ual one. In
September 1935 he joined the Air Defence Brigade Signals in the
Medite rranean area and a year later join ed Palestine Force Signals
where he remained un til Janu ary 1940. In Janu ary 1940 he moved to
6 Divisional Signals, which wa s la ter ren amed 3 LofC Signals. In
November 1940 he joined Force Yin G reece and in March 1941
returned to 2 LofC Signals and became 2IC.
Hi s next appointment was as Commandant and Chief Instructor
of the Middle East Base Depot and Signal School a post he held
until Augu~t 1942 when he joined 7 Armoured Div Signals as 21C.
In March 1943, still in the Middle East , he was promoted and
appointed to the command of 10th Armoured Div Signals a position
he held until his return to the UK in May 1945. With his
operational experience with Armoured Signals he was then
appointed as Chief Instructor of the Wireless wing. AFV School at
Bovington a post he held until February 1946. In April 1946, he
joined the staff of GHQ INDIA as a GSO 1 but with the prospect of
partitioning imminent he was soon moved on to the command of
Waziristan District Signals on the North West Frontier oflndia . He
held this post throughout the partitioning and eventually handed
over to the Pakistan Army in February 1948. He remained in
Pakistan for a further eighteen months as Commandant of the
Signal Training Centre, Pakistan Army. After his return to the UK
he was given a TSO l (Signals) appointment in IEME and this was
followed by a further period of eighteen months when he was CO
Eastern Command Signal Regiment. His last two jobs were first
GSO 1 at M 18 and then as SO I at the London Communications
Security Agency. He retired from active service on 20. February
1959. After his retirement , PhUlp Smitherman devoted his talent as
an artist to his interest in military history and he was soon having
his work published. In 1962 his book 'Cavalry Uniforms of the
British Army' was published . This book contained prints of
uniforms of the various cavalry regiments, all of high quality and
detail. His talent and expertise was quickly recognised in the
military historical field and between-1963 and 1970 he had a. further
seven books published covering the uniforms of the RA , mfantry
regiments. and the Yeomanry regiments . His Yeomanry . book
included an excellent painting of the Middlesex Yeomanry um form.
His books have become well known and are much prised by military
historians and a number of his prints, from the series of books, are
sold and grace the walls of many Messes and homes. Philip
Smitherman died on 12 June but his memory will live on for many
years in his excellent paintings.
Sykes-Cpl Steve Sykes enlisted originally into the RAC Junior
Leaders Regiment in Septemb_er 1972 w~ere he sef".ed .for a year.
During this period he became mterested m commumca~1ons and at
his own request was transferred to the Army App~nt1c.e ,College,
Harrogate, in May 1973. ln 1975 he completed hts tram1.ng a~ a
R_adio Telegraphist and immediately volunt~r~d for service with
the Parachute Brigade. Unfortunately at this time the Army was
being reorganised and after service with his new unit, for only two
months, 216 (Para) Sig Sqn, was disbanded and he w~s posted to
BAOR to serve with 604 Sig Tp in Munster. Steve sttll hankered
after parachute training however and. in ~ebruary 19?8 was
accepted into the Sig Sqn after undergomg Signals selection: ~e
was posted to G Troop in September 1979 where he ~en:ed until his
untimely death. Steve was awarded the GSM for semce m N?rthern
Ireland and gained the distinction of being top student o~ his RTG
Al course in January this year. He was a keen parachutist, a cross
country skier and runner and ra.n in th7 SA~ Regime~tal ma.rathon
in September ·l 981. He was tragically killed ma Sea Kmg h~hcopter
in the South Atlantic on 19 May. He much deserved his recent
promotion and will be much missed by his friends and
contemporaries.

You

are~roud...

anClsoarewe
It is our pride to have served as
regimental silversmiths for well
over a Century. This silver
statuette is one of thousands
which we have produced to express
regimental pride and loyalty.
Our badge jewellery serves the
same purpose; there is a wide choice
of styles for ladies and gentlemen,
in gold or silver and enamel, or set
with precious stones.
In our charming Bond Street
showroom there is a great deal
more jewellery and fine silver·
ware to show you. We would be
delighted to welcome you on
your next visit to London.

PERSONAL
Peter and Anne Davis (Col P.· S. Davis lately AGI l) regret to ~ell their
friends that their address book was stolen (amongst other thmgs) on
holiday and they would be grateful if letters/ Christmas cards could
provide a current address and telephone number.
FOR SALE
Office Machinery
The following items are for disposal at very moderate prices,
negotiable.
- RONEO electric duplicator
-PHILLIPS desk top dictating machines, FOUR.
Inquiries to LONDIST Extn 373.
WANTED
.
.
One inch Ordnance Survey maps of Great Britain , w~1ch would
otherwise be thrown away. Maj Cocke, 12 Grosvenor Hill , London
SW19 4SA. Tel 01-946 4618.
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REPORT FROM ULSTER

8 InfBdeHQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 807

Back Row: Cpl Graham Tolton , Sgt Paul Wilson, W0 2 (FofS) Colin
Bachelor, SSgt (ORSOMS) John Crooks, LCpl Gary Legge. LCpl
Lucian Brisback Pollington, Sgt Ian Barnes
Front Row: Capt David Smith, Sgt Ken Black, Cpl Chic William~n.
W01 (RSM) Paddy McGerty, Sgt John Godfrey, LCpl Keith
Baggulley, W 0 2 (ROMS) Tony Hancox

OPERATIONS BRIEF
A quiet tart to this period was marred by some sporadic violence
which led to the death of a 2 R ANGLIA soldier during a disturbance
in Londonderry. This lull. however. proved to be short lived as
PIRA I LA ASU's stepped up operations throughout the Brigade.
Their emphasis was on attacking RUC and UDR targets. They
tragically succeeded in killing one ex RUC Inspector and seriousl y
injuring a part time UDR officer. Also a spate of bank robberies ,
attributed to terrorist groups. demonstrated their determination to
gain the necessary funds for their campaign. In response , co-ordinated
action by secu rity forces on both sides of the border resulted in fi nds of
arms and exp losives. Two 'spectaculars· involving prestige weapons
designed to seize pub lic attent ion, no longer pre-occupied by the
Falklands crisis were also successfully countered. As Ju ly drew to a
close and August started, the security forces had several successes. This
resulted in known PlRA and INLA ASU m.embers being arrested and
the find of weapons including an M60.
VISIT OF THE GOC
The General's visit proved a double first. it was his fi rst \•isit to the
Sqn and the first time he had to present a Commanders Commendation
as the Commander. In his wh irlwind tour of troops and departments ,
personalit ies in troduced in cluded Cpls Gordon Tbursfield , Dean
Ward, Roger Robinson, David Little and Mick Wray; Sig Keith
Broughton and Lt BUI Mawer.

The Comd N Ireland accompanied by Lt Bill Mawer meets Cpl Mick
Wray and Sig Keith Broughton

W02 (ROMS) Tony Hanco x, his wife Bridget and son J ohn with t he
Comd N Ireland

SPORTING LIFE
In response to demands by the hard working gladia~ors in t~e Sqn
on , they claim, highly successful teams ; it has been decided to 1~clude
snaps of the soecer, hockey and basketball teams. Notably this was
done before the season starts in earnest.

Back Row: LCpl Mick Heelan, Sgt Paul Wilson, Cpl Dean Ward , Sig
Steve Brown, Capt Nick Corbin
Front Row: S ig Paul Harding, Cpl Stew Read, LCpl Rab Ris k, LCpl
Terry Tyrer

M60 and severa l Arm al ites fo und in Londo nderry
PRESENTATIONS
W02 RQMS Tony Hancox received his Commanders
Commendation appro priately enough fro m th e Commander him self, Lt
Gen Sir Robert Richardson. Tony is due to leave the Sqn soon to take
up life as a civvy after 22 years service. We feel sure hi s presentation
will form one highlight in a successful career.
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Comd N Ireland meets Cpls Dean Wa rd , Rodge r Robinson and David
Littl e
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Back Row: SSgt (ORSOMS) John Crooks, Cpl Tug IJ'.'.ilso~, .Pte Dave
Pearson. Cpl Ian Emerson , Sig Steve Brown , Cpl Chic Williamson
Front Row: W01 (RSM) Paddy McGerty, Cpl Steve Levett, Cpl Stew
Read , W02 ( FofS) Colin Bachelor, Cfn Dave Stewart
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EXERCISE 'MARRAKESH EXPRESS'
May and June tradit ionally for!11 the s9uadron military tr ainin g
period and t~is year was no ex~eptlon . Inflicted by a strange summer
madness r adio operators , technicians , cooks. st ~ ff clerk s and storemen
put aside their typewriters and ledgers. dre s up m b at~le dress and cam
crea m and 'head for them hills'. In th is instance th e hills were the Mull
of Kintyre and we reached them by a variety of means. including
Wessex helicopter and aval Patrol Ship .
.
.
The first few days of each phase were spent on refresher mstruct1on
in basic military skills provided by Lt Bill Mawer, Sgt Nobby Hall and
Cpl Les De-Lara, our tactics and first aid ad_vise,r on lo an fr.o m 2 R
ANGLIAN. The evenings were spent investigating the delights of
Campbeltown . some thirteen mile of rough track aw ~y fro m ~h e
mountain hut in which we were staying. We then set off mto the hills
for a 26 mile walk in two groups . led by Cpl Steve Carr and LCpl Al
Evans; LCpl Evans ftndin~ that heat exhaustion has an a d ~e r se effect
on map reading . After a night in Campb~ltown to .r ecover, tt was back
into t he hills for a three day patrolling exercise. The plague of
mosquitoes and enemy patrols consisting of LCpl Al Evans with Sl(I
Steve Brown, Scouse Hatton and Tomme Thompson proved
particularly effective opposition .
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KIDDIES A TMTIES
Schools out for the summer and hordes of kids have descended on
helpless pa ren ts. To ease the b urden on this hapless gro up . it was
decided to run a summer acti ities scheme. Th e range of options open
ra nged fro m the gen tle a9 uatic to rock climbing fo r the more
advent urous. Somewhere m between, and illustrated by our
photographs, periods of gymnastics were enjoyed by th e children.

39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn

B.F.P.O. 801

OPERATIONS
Altho ugh the Province remains qu iet, witJ:i even 12 July passing
peacefully. our work cont mues. Further operat10ns rooms for the UD R
have been b ui lt. the new LYNX mou nted Heli -Tele has arrived and our
hilltop ta lk-thru s have bee n rejuvenated , wit h the arrival of new
equipment. Even in this peaceful period it is unwise .to relax as there
remai ns the th reat of RPG 7 and shooti ngs. LCpl Tony Artwater one of
our W Belfast telemechs, can testify to the danger having recently
received a fr actured hand a nd kn uckle d uring a short but heavy
bricking.
'What do you mean? It was there last night!'

LIGHTHOUSE VISITORS
The Sq n recently entertain ed Mr John Harrow and hi wife Stella for
the day. Over th e last seven yea rs Mr and Mrs Harrow have lavish ly
entert a ined the members of the Sqn at their Lighthouse on the Mu ll of
Ki ntyre . As Mr and Mrs Harrow are leav in g to retire, the Sqn arranged
to fly them over by Wessex for a tour of our interests and depart ments
cul minating in lun ch at the Horseshoe Club. As Mr Barro~ has over
the years provided a 'wee dram' to our Sqn members 1t wa felt
ap pro priate to respond by supplying a suitable dispenser for future use.

As our cartoon shows, the second phase of the exercise rather
suffered from bad weather, an entire patrol base being washed away at
one stage. However, LCpl Mac McLaugbUn, Sig Ginge Miller and l'te
Scouse Downing, among others, managed to remain in remarkably
good piritis , despite the rain and the mosquitoes.
SOCIAL SCENE
The Sqn Summer Ball got into full swing during the night of 2J Jul.
Entertainment provided included cabaret and a disco. Our thanks to
those who made it all possible, especially the committee Sgt Phil
McSorley, SSgt Tom McKnight and Sgt Mick Boyle. All who attended
had a memorable night.

Rover Group under att ack from 'terrorist' Pte Andy Holloway
Horse play w ith the RSM and his son John assisting

Maj Gareth Mann presents Mr and Mrs John Harrow with a token of
our appreciation

The Deputy Comd 8 Inf Bde arrives at the Summer Ball and is met by
Sgt Phil McSorley and SSgt Tom McKnight
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Pte Bob Ham RPC supervises as Stephen Pigg does a forward roll
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SQUADRON OPEN DAY
.
.
.
Sat 31 July witnessed a tremendous invas1?n by w1v.es, ch.1ldre~ and
girlfriends of our personnel. After much serious co.ns1der.at1on: 1t h.a d
been decided by the Sqn Comd , Maj Gareth Mann, m conjunction with
RSM Harry Lund to place the secrets of our work on display. No longer
could our personnel return home and baffle.their wives or gi~l~iends on
the technical, time-consuming and demandmg nature of their Job.
The display opened with a free fall parac~ute drop fro.m a Gazelle at
8000ft followed by a demonstration of anti-ambush dnlls b y the Bde
Comd~' Rover Group . After these , the families moved around each
department trying their hand at a var~e~y of ~ctiv!ties . MT Troop
allowed , with great trepidation , the dr1vmg ot their 4-tonner~ a~d
landrovers around a short course. We are glad to say that all re1-a1rs
have now been completed! TM Troop displayed .both the old and new
Heli-Tele eqpts providing a candid cam.era serVJce for young and old
alike. The QM department turned Helicopter Han~lers for the day.
with demonstrations of both Gazelle and We sex helicopters. whereas
B Troop initiated a number of people into the mysterie of Commcen
procedures. A Troop p~ovided a variety of interests ,including weapons
displays, tele-mech 'do 1t yourself telephone , ~ C42 speak to mu~1 and
dad ' radio net and the ubiquitous power section fire bell. The display
finished with a visit to the Bde Ops Room where the watchkeeper Capt
George Barkes provided an up to date situation report .
.
After the exertions of the morning the members of the Sqn and their
families or girlfriends returned to the Horseshoe Club for an enormous
Bar-B-Que. Fortunately the weather was fine all day and people could
sit outside to eat and watch the cricket match that followed the lunch.
During the course of a pleasant afternoon the Officers and SNCOs beat
the Junior Ranks team by 63 runs.
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER, 1982

'Right - move along there and cover up that dent'

'That's never me on tele!'
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233 Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 801

'

'Cor!'
'Oh Routing here, Routing there , Routing everywhere'
SAD FAREWELLS
This last month or two has witnessed a number of farewells to
prominent member of the squadron. Sgt Stan Taylor has left ·A'
Troop for the region of BAOR. SSgt Bert Connon has moved on to
Colchester and YofS Alan Knott has left for Catterick. Finally. last but
not least. Capt (TOT) John Knox ha 'retired' to CPA at Blandford.
Thanks for all you have done for the Sqn. Good Luck.

TRADITION
Traditionally , the months of July and August are quiet times for
many units. as leave is taken, and sport and other summer activities
lure people away from work. Since terrorists and staff officers, also.
have holidays it's also been a quiet period for us, and a chance to catch
up with some routine work. However, this also causes problems for
those diligent scribes. the authors of Wire Notes who are hard pressed
to find some anecdote to reflect the activities of the members of the
squadron.
Fir tly. on the operational side, we have had our second generation
of commercial radio installed by the CPA team under the watchful eye
of FofS Terry Crawley. These radios are part of a new equipment buy
and replace ageing sets, which have seen service since the early 1970s.
By the time these notes appear in print we will have also taken a bold
step forward in the radio relay field by bidding farewell to the last of
our C4ls. Unfortunately , we were not able to help the MOD when they
recently phoned to see whether we still had any B70s! If they'd asked a
few months earlier we might have been able to help.
I

tape relay centres, but without the full facilities. Quality control v. as
also a problem, as the unit end of these circuits are not manned by R
Signals personnel. The current system now links all unit circuits direct
to the Lisburn TRC which acts as the hub for all message traffic, and
for access to the DC . This also paves the way for the eventual
automation of the system in the future.
The transfer of the circuits started in Sep 81 and was completed in
Jan of this year. ew micro-chip controlled circuitry was designed and
built by Sgt Vince McGany BEM. ew operating procedure were
developed to cope with PON! message traffic. and the unit commcens
were raised to the status of Army Commcens. A special thanks is due to
CDCN for their patience, while we changed and modified our rout ing
indicators. Our operators have developed new skills, including tact and
diplomacy when dealing with the untrained PO I ops who are
generally Regimental Signallers, Clerks or Ops Room Staff. They do a
good job, but, as you may imagine, there are some problems. The end
result was that by Jan 82 the TRC at Lisburn had taken on an
additional 16 circuits with an increase of 900 messages a day, many
requiring some reprocessing prior to onward transmission. The PO I
Section is now well establistied , and regular liaison meetings between
our operators and tho e from the outstations ensure that problems soon
get sorted out over a pint or two.
SPORTS ROUNDUP
After a year in the doldrums during 1981 the Squadron Basketball
team, under the guidance of SSgt Dick Russell, fought back to become
this year'
orthern Ireland Minor Units champions , a title the team
have won eight times in the last ten years. This season the team loses
two or three of its stars, including Cpl Chris Mountain and Sgt Dave
Smith. However with new talent waiting in the wings we are confident
of another successful year.

' So that's what makes my telephone work'

SPORT
Our congratulations to Capt (QM) Mike Jennings an d his basketball
team who have had some resounding successes recently.

Capt Geoff Cary with farewell presentation for S Sgt Bert Connon

GENUINE KIT
• BERGANS
•WOOLLY PULL VS
• PARA SMOCKS
•BOOTS
•BERETS
•SOX

•FACE VEILS
• 58WEBBING
•DOWNS / BAGS
• O.G . TROUSERS
•PUTTIES
•BADGES

SAE FOR FREE CATALOGUE PLEASE

SILVERMAN'S (SIG)
MILE END, LONDON E1 .
Tel : 01 -790-5257
Personal callers Monday-Friday

and Sundays 10- 1.30
"Almost anything in genuine Govt. Surplus"
' Me and my Ding-a-ling '
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A still-life entry for this year's Army photographic competition,
perhaps. Sgt Brian Nevins in action after someone told him they had
dropped a fiver into a C50

PICKFORDS THE RIGGERS
Those ex- members of the quadron who loyally read all about our
daily deeds may recall that the rigging section under Sgt Al Geddes has
led a nomadic life of late. Well now they're back with Tech Troop and
sharing a kettle with the line section again . Fortun ately Cpl Kev
Fitzpatrick and his linies are busy on SWS projects and so it's not too
crowded.
PONI RIDE TIME
PON! stands for Post Office orthern Ireland and is the name given
to the Province military telegraph sy tern. September 1982 marks the
first anniversary of the current system, and of the quadron' PO I
Section whose operators run it. In that first year many le sons have
been learnt and much energy expended in training. to make sure ~hat
the advantages are not wasted. For tho e who are not aware. a httle
background.
In Sep 81 , as a result of the demi e of 3 Bde . and in an attempt to
save manpower , a rationalisation of the Province's telegraph was
undertaken. Prior to that time Bde HQs had direct secure telegraph
Jinks to their units under command, u ing rented land lines . Each Bde
Commcen was also linked in to the Province TRC as Lisburn , manned
by Commcen Troop. T his system. alth.ough .following tl~e command
stru cture. was unwieldy and manpower mtens1ve. as a typ1~al mes age
within the Province might pass thro ugh two commcen which acted as
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The basketball team in action - Sgt Dave Smith under the opposing
team 's basket
391

organised. even if they are the only ones who think so, by Sgt Al
Kinchlnton, Cpl (now SR{) Dave Bradley and Cpl Alan Warburton.
The day began with 32 entrants attempting to out-put each other .
The first roun d was played over 36 holes stroke play with the best 16
cores qualifying for the next round. Highlights of the round included
Sig Dusty Miller amassing the highest 36 hole of 150, and the OC Sqn
Maj Nick Williams winning the prize for the highest 18 hole score of 76.
"f!1e competition w~s now played over 18 holes match play on a
st~a1ght knockout basis . Progress was made up to the semi-final stage,
with Sgt Brian Nevins and Cpl (now Sgt) Dave Bradley looking as
though they needed snorkel and flippers . At this stage rain stopped
play, unusual in NI at this time of year.
The. foll owing day saw the semis with Cpl (still Sgt) Dave Bradley
defeatm g SSgt Pete Dyson, and W02 (FofS) Colin Ramsay beating Cpl
Alan Warburton. The final outcome was a convincing win for Sgt (not
Cpl) Dave Bradley, and the end of a very enjoyable competition.
PS·. The Cryptolffc /YofS Putting team has reached the Semi-final of
the prestigious Garrison Putting League, more of this next time.

The basketball team at rest. L to R back row: Sgt Chris Bond, Cpl
Dave Metcalfe, Sgt Dave Smith , SSgt Dick Russell, Sig Stu Allen ,
Cpl George Skinner
Front row: SSgt Pete Dyson, LCpl Chris Mountain, Cpl ' Mint' Cobban
and SSgt Dave Sparkes

ATHLETICS
Yet again our strong athletics team has made it through the
orthern Ireland Athletics Championships, the Zone B Final at
Catterick and so to the Army Championships which took place at
Aldershot on 27 July. As the squadron won the NI Minor Units
Champion hips we had high hopes of improving on last year's
Aldershot performance.
Our first point of the meeting came from the 5000 metres with Capt
(TOT) Matt Campbell finishing sixth, out of six , with what must be
considered a fine performance by the veteran of the Championships.
Our best performances came from Sig Steve Robinson who, against
all expectations, finished second in the Long Jump. LCpl Barry
Graham who finished second, with the same time as the winner in the
200 metres, and the 4 x 100 metre relay team of Sgt Ian Anton, LCpls
Barry Graham, Chris Mountain and Sig Steve Robinson who came
first . Other performances came in the 1500m and 800 metres with Cpls
Dave Cresswell a'!d Pete Ridlington respectively having good runs , even
though both fin1Shed fourth. Sgt Dave Smith maintained his fine
record of finishing last in the shot, which he claims he does on purpose
as he doesn't want to spoil his run .
'
General team opinion is that we were suffering from jet-lag as we had
flown from I that morning. However, Cpl Chippy Wood of the MT
said that next year all the team can have a car to meet them at
Aldergrove just like the TOT. which should improve our chances.

COMMSTROOP
At the moment we seem to be in th e eye of the storm , or rather the
gap between the end of one yea r's McKelvie sports and the start of t he
ne~t. Apart from the occasional contingency deployment life is very
quiet. A good time to practice the maxim of 'if it stands still, paint it'
. .. if it isn ' ~ raining of c~urse ! The seemingly never-ending saga of
Combat Radioman conversion training continues . This time it was the
turn of th e Radio Relay Ops to have a week in Catterick on TRC 471.
They say it was hard work , but the rest of us knew it was really a week's
swan away from a paint brush.
. The HF Section is also very quiet . Since we changed from DI 1/ 13 the
sight of an RTG sweating over his set is, alas, no more. In the troop
MT, congratulations to LCpl Bob Grigg for passing his Det Comds
course and also on achieving a ROSPA award for a year's accident free
driving.
Con~ratul~tions also · to Cpls Mitch Mitchell and John Phipps on
gettmg their second tape . Also to LCpl Tony Holcroft on his marriage
and we welcome his wife Jackie to the troop. We say hello to Cpl Bob
Loveridge and farewell to Cpls Jock Waldron and Paul Brickle both
gone to civvie street.

Athletics - Sgt Ian Anton hands over the baton to LCpl Chris
Mountain in the 4 x 100m relay

COMMCEN TROOP
If it s~ems a while since Commcen Troop notes appeared in the Wire ,
we put .1t down .to pressure of work and a changeover of personnel ,
mos~ly 11_1 the m!ddle management. SSgt Brian Robjohn has departed
and m his place we have SSgt Pete Weedon. Sgt Dave Beresford left for
Berlin shortly after successfully leading the Squadron shooting team at
Bisley . His place is taken by the newly promoted Sgt Dave Bradley.
Those former DSOs, Sgts Bany Dawson, Barry Dc>rse and Rab
Anderson have all moved on , and in their place we welcome Sgts Terry
Butters, Stu Baxter and Bob Cunnion.
At the helm , golf permitting, is Capt Terry Lightfoot, and our YofS,
WOl Joe Famdon who, judging by the amount of sailing he does , must
be after the helm. Our girl Friday (or is it Tuesday?) Pie Lorraine
McArdle got married and promoted in the same month , and is now
ki;iown a~ LCpl Lorraine Littlewood, thus promoting inter-troop links
with Wh1Skey Troop where LCpl Martin Littlewood works . Pie Sandy
Mayer has also got married , and Babs Johnson and Anne McNally have
been promoted to Corporal. Our congratulations to them all .
In sport , the troop continues to provide many individuals to play in
the squadron teams. It' s a shame we can't do better in the inter-troop
sports! However, SSgt Pete Weedon must be clairvoyant, because he
keeps saying we will do better this year. Our girls were to the fore in
WRAC sports in the Province, especially in the swimming where Lt
Lindy Turner, LCpl Kim Last, Pies Ellie Garland, Katie Whitehouse
and Lesley Hedley represented the Squadron . In athletics LCpl
Lorraine Littlewood and Pies Katie Whitehouse and Ellie Garland all
contributed to the Squadron's achievements at the NI championships.
Three male members of the troop play cricket for the squadron . They
are Cpl Dave Leyland, LCpl 'Chim' Chlmlczewski and Cpl Al
Warb~ton, whose fast and. furious bowling has terrified many an
opposmg team . Tug of War 1s another sport which is well supported by
members of the troop; our pullers are SSgt Pete Weedon, Sgt Stu
Baxter, Cpls .Mick Brummel, Dave Leyland and LCpl Mick
MeFeely. And m order to show that he doesn't spend all his time
playing golf, the traffic officer Capt Terry Lightfoot also won the
Squadron Squash Competition.

PUITING CHAMPIONSHIPS
The . spo~ing highlight of June was the Squadron Putting
Char:ip1onsh1p held on the Garrison Putting Green on 29 June.
ln1t1~t~d by the Squadron golf pro, Capt (Tfc) Terry Lightfoot, the
competition was run by the Crypto Office. It was extremely well

VICTOR TROOP
. Sint-e our last report it ~as been a reasonably uneventful period for
Victor Troop. We are now m the warm up period for the new McKelvie
Trophy season. Although we are losin~ several of our star players from
last ye~~· we still hope to maintam our high standards in the
competition.
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COMINGS AND GOINGS
We extend a warm welcome to our new Tech SSgt 'Glnge' Gibbons
and his wife Karen . We understand that he is due a couple of events in
the near futu re, namely a new addition to the family and his BEM ,
which should be worth a few pints in the Peake .
We also say farewell to Sgt Bob Knights who is Cyprus bound, LCpl
Chris Mountain to Berlin , LCpl Mick Brooks to AFCENT and Sgt Fred
Muir to 22 Si gs.
Our congratul ations to Sgt Dave Smith who has been accepted for
his FofS course , and will shortly be leavin g us for the delights of
Warcopon his RSSSC.
WHISKEY TROOP
It's been quiet in Whiskey Troop, too. except for the odd game of
hunt-the- testmeter . We welcome our new OC, Capt Dave Beach and
his wife Joanna, and our new troo p staffie , SSgt Trevor Mortlock.
Equall y welcome are Cpl Geoff Bonelle and family, and LCpl Ginge
Atkinson. We congratulate LCpl Steve Gorman on his marriage to
Lorraine, and LCpl Kev McCarthy on his forthcoming marriage . And
inevitably, there are also a few goodbyes. Cpl Bany Smith has gone to
Catterick on his Tl course , Cpl 'Bamber' Gascoigne has swapped the
green hills of Ireland for the white slopes of Bavaria. and Cpl Tony
Taylor who has gone to 22 Sig Regt. Good luck to all of you , and
thanks. And finall y a mention for Sig Kev Allen just beca use he's a
good chap , and incidently wrote th e troop's notes.
ROMEO TROOP
This month we have said goodbye to WOl (FofS) Allen Hall. He has
been with the Troop since last September , when the closure of 3
Brigade found him jobless and with 11 months of his sentence to
compl ete in the Province and no parole to be had . Joking apart, we are
very sorry to see him go , even if it is to bigger and better things and we
wish him and his family a happy and successful tour in 227 Sig Sqn .
Finally his legacy to R Troop could be summed up in these few
words. 'We still may not know what we are doing, but at least we are
doing it efficiently' . Good luck Allen, beware of the trams!
ADMINTROOP
The following notes are based on a translation of an original
manuscript penned by Cpl Chippy Wood, who has been known to melt
biros through over-use.
Our new boys can often cause us a few headaches until we get them
used to our ways. Sig Steve Connolly certainly tried to impress us when
he arrived on the Belfast ferry carrying his Army suitcase, and possibly
drunk . This latter fact assured us he was going to fit in . Sig Geordie
Neal joined us from 28 Sig Regt and is having to adjust to being rough
'n ' tough , too. SSgt Dave Sparkes wasn't drunk when he arrived , but
we soon fixed that. Anyway , welcome to you all.
BADDIES
LCpl 'Basher' O'Sullivan-he made a bit of a scratch on the OC's car
and it had to be written off. He also broke his ankle in the process , but
we're glad he's on the mend and learning all about MT accounts. Cpl
Chippy Wood-three out of ten for spelling.
GOODIES
SSgt Paul O'Brien-for getting the OC a new car so quickly: LCpl
Dave Tuck, Sigs Roy Johnson and Steve Robinson for repre.sentmg the
squadron so well in athletics. Sgt Pete Hunter-for managmg to kee.p
his chin up , even though his wife has gone to Scotland to h~ve their
second baby and for getting promoted and going out on details. Capt
Len Jeffrey-for bringing his son on holiday to work in the sq!-ladron .
Cpl WOiie Coyne-got married to Pat Gore, one of our typists. He
invited the MT boys to the wedding, so they brought £8 worth of
confetti with them to celebrate . Willy and Pat nearly didn't get off on
honeymoon-the car didn't turn up on time, but MT to the rescue!
Congratulations and best wishes to you both.
FOOTNOTES
And then there are those occasions or remarks which certain peop~e
would like to forget : The Traffic Officer Capt Terry L~~tfoot 1s
thinking of changing his employment to MTO, after rece1vmg. four
phone calls about MT details from the uninitiated : : . The As 1stant
Admin Officer Lt Lindy Turner WRAC was adverhsmg on Part One
Orders for volunteers to take part in a wet and dirty weekend (she
meant it to sound differently) ... or Sgt Brian Nevins, who had to call
in to the Squadron Office to check the date of his wedding anniversary
... or Capt Mike Fisher, who managed to lock himself out of his
'company' car and had to get the MT to do a bit of breaking and
entering . . . or Cpl Terry Males who now knows that the dummy load
goes on the AE socket , not 'MOD IN'!
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• First-class, secure career •
I opportunities when you I
• have completed your •
service with H. M. Forces.
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A number of vacancies will be available in
1983/ 84 for suitably qualified candidates to be
appointed as Trainee Radio Officers.
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Candidates must have had at least 2 years' radio
. operating experience or hold a PMG, MPT or
MRGC certificate, or expect to obtain this
shortly.
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If your trade or training involves Radio
Operating, you qualify to be considered for a
Radio Officer post with the Composite Signals
Organisation.
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On successful completion of 40 weeks specialist
training, promotion will occur to the Radio
Officer grade.
Registered disabled people may be considered.

Salary & Prospects
Trainee Radio Officer: £4,357 at 19 to £5,203 at 25
and over. On promotion to Radio Officer: £5,968
at 19 to 0,814 at25 and over. Then by4 annual
increments to £10,662 inclusive of shift working
and Saturday and Sunday elements.
For full details please contact Recruitment Officer
on Cheltenham (0242) 2149 Ext 2269 or write to
the

Recruitment Office, Government
Communications Headquarters.
Oakley, Priors Road,
Cheltenham,
Gloucestershire,
GL525AJ.
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OPENING OF THE 'BATE' COMMUNITY CENTRE
On Mon S July a new Community Centre for the Army Apprentices
College wa. opened at an informal but moving ceremony. The need for
a larger and more comprehensive Community Centre was identified by
the Commandant during his initial tour of the College in July 81. The
question was where to put it, as space was at a premium . The only
building suitable was an old wooden building used as a ailing and
canoe sto re which in previous incarnations had served as a NAAFI and
then a Church for the Apprentice~ College before the rebuild in 1965.
Plans were set in motion to acquire the building and convert it to a
Community Centre by self-help . Maj Jack Boyle, OC HQ Squadron ,
was appointed Director of Operations and given the task of converting
the building under the benevolent guidance of the Commandant. Thus
started a year of fund raising and feverish activity until the Centre was
completed in late June. The Centre. which is housed in a large wooden
building in Hildebrand Barracks. provides modern. spacious and well
lit accommodation for the Wives' Club, Thrift Shop. Youth Club ,
Scouts. Cubs. Brownies, Play Group and the Pottery Oub. It also
contains a large Community Hall which is available to any organisation
within the College for functions , etc.

-News from Heat/quartersAnny Apprentices' College
Harrogate

VJ SIT OF MAJ GEN P .E.M. Bradley CB CBE DSO
1ASTER OF SIGNALS
On Mon S July Maj Gen P.E.M. Bradley CB CBE DSO Master of
Signal made hi last official vi it as Ma ter of Signals to the Army
Apprentice College in Harrogate. At the tart of his farewell visit to the
College he reviewed the Quarter Guard formed by the Senior Tem1
technicians of all four Squadrons, Penney, Rawson , Scott, and of
course Bradley the quadron named after himself. The Quarter guard
was commanded by AT RSM David Richards and the four members of
Bradley Squadron in the guard were AT Sgt Keith Bridgwood, AT Sgt
Du·id Marritt , AT Cpl Andrew Beverley and AT LCpl Paul Mann.
After reviewing the quanerguard the Master paid a visit to the
College ~ergeants Mes where he enjo ·ed one or two pre-lunch drinks
and was introduced to the Sergeant who fo rm the permanent Staff at
the College. Many of the Sergeants needed no introduction as they had
served under the Major General in the past , however, the Master had
plen~y of advice and knowledge to pass on to both young and old. Prior
to h!S departure to the Officers Mess for lunch. Maj Gen Bradley
presented the GOC's Commendation for Northern Ireland to SSM Juii
HodgeBEM.
After l!-lnch in the Officers Mes~ the Master of Signals was present at
the opening of the Bate Community Centre before being whisked away
to th.e Assault Course where he was met by the Bradley Squadron Maj
Patrick Garway-Templeman and CSM Rab Ritchie Scots Guards.
Bradley Squadron was at the time running a n Inter Troop Assault race
and shoot. The Master of Signals was introd uced to AT SSM lab
Harris, , who. in turn . introduced members of the squadron. both
competitors and spectators. The competition ended with Alpha and
Bram !;oop havrng the. same score however as always in these
compeunons the team with the best score in the shoot wins the
e,·ent-in this case Bravo Troop.
The Master then _spoke to the Apprentices on their performances,
furu;e. and about hfe and how much he was going to miss being a
soldier. AT SSM Ian Harris then presented the General with engraved
Brandy Goblets.
The visit ended with General Bradley being towed around camp in an
ope~ topped Lan~rover by the Recruits of Bradley with the Band
leading. The remainder of the College lined the route to the exit . The
General made a last farewell, wished us all good luck and best wishes in
the future .

The Master in the new Community Centre
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COLLEGE CANOE CLUB
Canoeing has once again been re-vitalised in the College with the
arrival of LCpl Andy Eaton REME and Capt Paul Robertshaw R
Signals both Army Canoeists at various disciplines.
An ambitious plan was charted to enter an Apprentice Team in all of
the Army Championships. ie surf. slalom, sprint and long distances,
and white water. At the same time as competing in civilian
competitions up to National Level.
The first major competition to take place was the Army Surf
Championships held at Saunton Sands, orth Devon from JO Apr and
I May. In the Junior Slalom handling competition we had a great result
with four of the Apprentices making the semi-final, Cpl Tony Rathmell
~oing on to take first place with AT LCpl Oscar Wilde second. In the
Junior surf race AT Jim Parson came second. AT Tony Rathmell fourth
and AT LCpl Oscar Wilde sixth. LCpl Andy Eaton came second in
both the open slalom class and the surf race.
From Devon it was back to work for two weeks and then down to
Llandyssul
orth Wales for the Army Slalom Championships.
Unfortunately we had a reduced team due to AT Andy Humphriss
having an unfortunate accident. In the end we were unab le to field a
Junior Team so AT LCpl Oscar Wilde and AT Jim Parson teamed up
with Lcpl Andy Eaton and came a very credible fourth in the Senior
Team event. In the individual competition we had great success with
AT LCpl Oscar Wilde coming first and AT Jim Parson fourth. LCpl
Andy Eaton came third in the open event.
There was a limited period of re-adjustment prior to our assault on
the Army Sprint and long distance Championships at Monmouth over
the weekend 24-25 Jul. We could unfortunately only manage to take a
six man team to the competition. which was a great disadvantage with
our main rivals numbering 20. But we all tried hard and surprisi ngly
managed to come second in the Spring team event, with individual
success from AT LCpl Oscar Wilde and AT Andy Humphriss coming
third in the Junior K2 l,OOOm event. AT LCpl Oscar Wilde coming
second in the Kl l ,OOOm and AT Andy Humphriss third in the Kl
SOOm. AT LCpl Paul Moloney won the SOOm class J event. During
Sundays Marathon event we were not so successful as a team but AT
LCpl Paul Moloney won the 10 mile class J race convincingly with AT
Peter Hodson second.
So at the time of going to press we can look back on a very
encouraging and successful year with a lot more sweat to be lost before
we tackle the Army White Water Championships in ovember.

Mrs Bate opening the new Bate Community Centre

The Master speaking to AT Smith
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The Community Centre was named the Bate Community Centre in
memory of theJate Signal Officer-in-Chief, Maj Gen A.C. Bate OBE
who tragically died uddenly after three months in office. The Centre
was opened by Mrs Pat Bate in the presence of her daughter Phillipa,
the Master of Signals, Maj Gen P.M. Bradley and Mrs Bradley, and
the Deputy Mayor, Councillor S. Cryer. Also present were Lt Col F.C.
Lockwood CBE CO Royal Signals Display Team. Capt D. Bateson RE
representing Lt Col M.V. Stott RE, MrTed Smith Area Works Officer
DOE PSA , Mr Bill Murphy, District Works Officer DOE, Mr George
Rlshworth, DA WO DOE. Mr Ray Anderson, DDWO DOE. Maj
(Retd ) Bill Garbutt, Family Housing and Welfare Service E District ,
Maj (Retd ) R. K.Ing, HQ NE District. Mr Peter Wray, Mr Peter Smilh,
Mrs Marlon Bailey, Wives' Club, Mr Bill Dunbar, Senior Youth Club
Leader, Mrs Jenny House, Play School Supervisor. Mr B. Buck,
District Commissioner for Scouts, Mr David Hope, Scout Group
Leader. Mrs Jill Smith, Brown Owl. Mrs Tricia Ward, Brownie Group
Leader.
The opening ceremony commenced with the cutting of a tape across
the entrance by Mrs Bate , after which she moved into the Centre
through a Guard of Honour provided by the Cubs and Brownies .
Inside. the Commandant made a brief speech in which he thanked Mrs
Bate for allowing the Community Centre to be named in memory of her
late hu sba nd , and the various organisations, among them Ministry of
Defence , HQ United Kingdom Land Forces, HQ orth East District.
the Property Services Agency and the Jubilee Fund. who had o
ge nerously contributed fu nd s to the project. He also paid tribute to Maj
Jack Boyle who acted tirelessly as project officer, to translate an idea in
the mind of the Commandant into actuality and to those who had
helped construct the Centre. chief among whom were C Troop, J
Squadron, 38 Engineer Regiment, Property Services Agency , Roya l
Signals Display Team and th e taff and apprentices of the College.
After unveiling a commemorative plaque and sig ning the visitor
books, Mrs Bate presented the Centre with a picture depicting
Swaledale in Winter painted by herself. A tot\r of the Centre by the
official party of th e va rious activities taking place completed a happy
and nostalgic occa ion.
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1982

SQUASH NOTES
The PS team has had a most successful seaso n with a team that has
consisted almost entirely of WO and Sgts Mess members.
In the NE / W District Knockout Competition we defeated HQ W
District. 8 Sig Regt and 2LI in the final which resulted in a win for the
College 4-1. The result is a poor reflection of the actual games as all
were closely contested. The final result was: SSI Ray Surgeon Won
J-1. Sgt Dave Heinaru Lost J-2. W02 (FofS) Sharp Won J-2, Sgt
Bob Genge Won J-1. Sgt John Barker Won J-2.
The E District league consists of eight reams, including RAF Units,
who play each other twice. We turned out eventual winner with 77
points to our nearest rivals HQ NE District with 73 point .
Without doubt the high light of the season was our very good run in
the Army Minor Units Championships. With victo ries over LI Depot
4-1, HQ W District 5-0. 19 Inf Bde 5-0 and our old adver aries
the Junior Leaders Regt RA by J-2. The defeat of Jl.R RA was
perhaps the mo t satisfying win, as they had beaten us in the se mi -final
the previous year. There were quite a few raised eyebrows after that one
I can tell you!! The final fo und us up against 9 Ordnance Battalion who
were extremely formidable opponents. The tea m consisted of two Army
and two RAOC players who they were just fortunate to have on Unit
strength!! The result was a win for the RAOC 5- 0. The College team
co nsisted of SSI Ray Surgeon, Sgt Dave Heinaru, Sgt Bob Genge, Sgt
John Barker, SMI Bernie White. However things should change next
year with the recent arrival to the College of Messrs Broad and
Robertshaw. Capt Paul Robert.11haw will be taking over as Squash
officer as soon a I've finished these notes and with the most able
assistance of SSI Ray Surgeon, Mr Peter Sharp and Mr Colin Smlth,
we should see a vast improvement in apprentices sq ua h in the near
future.

ATHLETICS REPORT SUMMER
The end of th e 1982 Summer term conclude one of the be t Athletic
easons in recent years. After a haky start the College has won the
Army Junior Athletic Championship for the third year running and
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won th~ Triangula_r _Game Athletics Cul? al o for the third year in
ion. In add111on the older apprentices have formed the major
u
part of the nil enior Athle1ic team that won the Northern Zone
Athleti ~ Troph\ .
·rn.e ea-.on b~gan with the Inter Squadron Meeting . Alw.ays a busy
mee.ung. organised by Maj Dick Hoyle with Mr John Platford
me11culou ly ~oing 1he recording. The result was a win for Scott
quadron Senior Team and Raw on Squadron Junior Team. A week
later .the ollege hosted the Training Group Royal Signal Athletics
Meetmg-, Fortun~lely bles ed with unny weather, everyone enjoyed a
good day athletics. The College Permanent Staff did well to wi n with
Raw ~n quadron in a creditable third place. There have been ~any
tar_ m the team. _but the strength and eventual succe s has bee~
achte\"ed b} a team in depth with each athlete giving his personal best
pet'.ormance. Amo~g t the junior Squad AT LCpl Paul Morton has
ach1e,·ed. exce!lent limes at ISOOm, 800m and 2000m Steeplechase. AT
LCpl Neil Sm11h, ,~·ho leaves the College for l4 Sig Regt in August this
)-ear. ca~1e s~nd m the Arm} Individual Pole Vault Championships.
The htghhght of the eason was the splendid win in the Triangular
Games, where the A1hletics Team won 11 of the JS event . The most
pectacular trnck race was the 4 x 400m where AT Sgt James Duncan
AT Cpl Tony Robinson, AT Spence Robson and AT Cpl Alan Walbur~
led from gun to tape.
1ARATHON RUNNlNG
. Capt Keith Arnold, a Royal Army Education Corps Officer ervi ng
with l~e ?liege .. was '11~ ea y winner of the Army Ma rathon
Champ1onsh1ps w11h a _nme of 2hrs 26mins and 4secs. But,
unfortuna~ely. _on a very wmdy day Keith was narrowly beaten for the
ln1er·Serv1ce 111le by Cpl Watt of the RAF. Th is was a shame as ii
prevented the Athletics Team in making a hat trick of victories-Cpl
Andy Robertson had won it for the last two years.

FINANCIAL
PLANNING
ITS PURPOSE i~ to make the bc~t use of Income . Capital
and_othe_r Ass.els. _to prepare the way for the individual to
achieve f111anc1al a1m5. The. e may include :

ECUR ITY

HOUSE PURCHASE
ED CATIO

EXPENSES

COMFO RTABLE RETIREMENT

T RA SFER OF AS ETS

CHAMPIONS

-again~t the effects
of posse~sions lost

FINA C IAL PROTECTIO

Fl A CIAL

Comms & Sy Gp (UK)

or damaged
- fo r present or
future dependants
- immediately or in
the future
- for present or
future child ren
- based on an
adequate continuing
in~'Ome backed
up by an adequa te
capita l reserve
- to the next
generation

:WE ADVISE on the use of savin gs from income. the
mvc~tment . of capital. the use of other a. set
whe re
appllca_ble. in urance aga inst ill health and the insurance of
po sessions. We help cl ients to lay the fou ndations o f sound
plans. to develop existing plans and keep them up to date.
a nd then to make th e best use of resources when the time
comes to meet comm itm ents.
GOOD INFORMATION is the basis of sound planning.
The mo:e clients take us into their confidence the better we
can ass1 l them. ~I.ease let us have full details of ex is ti ng
resources. your ability to save. and any expectations . Please
a lso tell us all you can about commitments with which you
~xpect l? have to cope. We. of cour e. treat a ll such
1nformat10n as confidential.
AN EA RLY START helps. and we will be pleased to ass ist
you ~owever modest your re.source may be now. If you have
ex1sttng a rrangements which may need developing. the
sooner Y?U refer th em to us. the more help we are likely to be
able to give you.

THE ATHLETIC TEAM
Back Row Left to Right SSgt (YofS) Bria n Lawrence (Team
Captain/ Coach ). Cpl Tony Wall {5000mtrs) , Sig Dave Parvin
(800mtrs). Cpl Billy Freear {Long Jump), Cpl Pa ul Meadows (Javelin),
Cpl Vernon (Reserve Shot). S ig Uwin Hall {400mtrs), S ig 'Taff' Yorke
(4x100 ). LCpl Russel (4x100). Maj Fred Searle {Oi/c Athletics)
Front Row Left to Right Cpl Ricky Goor (Shot), Pte Briggsy Briggs
(Discus). LCpl Danny O' Brien (1500mtrs). Cp l Steve Foster (200mtrs).
Sgt Roy Davis (High Jump)

O~R ADVICE is free and does not commit you to a ny
action: we only ask that any arrangeme nt s you decide to
make_ b.e ma~e th.rough us . It is based on over 34 years of
exa mmmg cl.1ents pr~ble ms . a naly ing them and adv ising
O!l lh~m. I.t .1s not delivered by pcr~uasive sa lesmen. but is
give n in wntmg for you to study at your leisure.

ARE YOU

MAKING THE BEST us~ OF YOUR
INCOME AND OTHER ASSETS?

WE ARE AS CLOSE TO YOU AS THE EA REST POST
BOXOR TEL PHO NE
LET US SHO W YO U HOW GOOD PLAN ING CAN
HELP YOU

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.
MajorT. F. Willia ms

PRINCE ALBERT HOUSE, 58 SHIP STREET,
BRIGHTON, BNl lDE
Telephone Brighton 28 18 1 (5 lines)
Member of the Brit ish Insura nce Brokers Associati on

Capt Keith Arnold at the end of a marathon
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Member o f the Armed Forces Insurance Brokers
Committee of th e B.l.B .A.

The Eastern District Athletics Championships took place at the
Melborne Stadium . Chelmsford on 15 June . This was the second year
the group had entered this event having achieved a closely fought
second place in 1981. Having started training in late April under the
close supervision of SSgt (YofS) Brian Lawrence, the team were well
prepared for their individual events. The teams to watch were 19 Inf
Bde HQ Sig Sqn and the Depot The Queens Div , first and third
respectively last year.
The competitions started well with a first place in the High Jump
going to Sgt Roy Davis who narrowly beat the Signal Squadron·s
competitor. The second event , the SOOOmtrs. was convincingly won by
Cpl Tony Wall who lapped all but the second placed competitor. Sig
Dave Parvin obtained a second place in the 800mtrs after leading the
whole field for all but the last SOmtrs.
By lunch the first three places were Comms Sy Gp (UK) (4pts) , 19
Inf Bde HQ Sigs (6pts). Depot Queens (9pts). The first even in the
afternoon was the Discus, for the group t'te (Brlggsy) Briggs ACC

throwing in his first competition obtained second place . Cpl Paul
Meadows with the Javelin obtained second place. The p0ints ~ap was
closing. A convincing win by Sig Uwln Hall in the 400mtr gave the
teair a much needed breathing space, four more event left. In the 200
mtrs. one of our more promising athletes Cpl Steve Foster, only secured
fourth place in a very closely fought race. Third in the Shot by Cpl
RJcky Goor followed by a first in Long Jump by Cpl Billy Freear and
finally a second in a hard fought run in the lSOOmtrs for LCpl Danny
O'Brien left the group with a marginal lead of three points. The 4 x 100
Relay and double points was the next and last event, we must beat the
Queens Div or not be more than one place behind for victory . The team
in running order Cpl Paul Meadows, LCpl Ruuel , SI& Uwln Hall and
Sig Taff Yorke. After the first leg the group were holding their own
against the Queens after a slow start we handed over neck and neck SI&
Hall gives an explosive third leg giving a good lead, its up to SI& Yorke
with his lead he powered down the last leg finishing with a good 25 yard
lead . Comms & Sy (UK) were Eastern District Champions!
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ARRJV ALS/ DEP ARTURES

We would like to ta ke this opportun ity to say farewell to W02 Brian
Fergus, SSgt (Supvr R ) Bob Hales , SSgt (Supvr R) J1m I.elvers , Sgt
Adrian Barron, Cpl 'Zooney' Clark, Cpl 'Pat' Bums, Cpl Kev
Cunningham , LCpl Mick Goor and Sig Andy Zupplnger.
At the same ti me we welcome to the Grou p W02 Mick Blackett, Sgt
Keith Coomber, Sgt Mick Walnwrlibt, Cpl Alan Long, W / Cpl Kathy
Jaynes, Cpl Peter Brandon, and Cp11'ev Gibbard.

bowling helped by a succession of wides, 23 in all ! Gardener played a
very brisk innings of 43 and was fo llowed by an even q uicker one from
Chris Manhall, putting 80 runs with Andenon and with some hefty
strikes from LCpl Steve Draycott towards the end, the home side
scrambled past the 200 mark. The Colchester Signallers, fielding a
wea k side due to exercise commitments were soon in trouble and only
two bats men reached double figures, eventually being all out for 47. So
it was through to th e District Final yet again .
Scores- Comms & Sy Gp 202 for S (Manhall 61 Andenon SO
Gardener 43). 19 Bde Sig Sqn 40 all out (Kempster 2 for 2 Draycott 2
for S Thlrsk 2 for 7 Hendenon 2 for 9 Crannage 2 for 13)
The Finalists Depot Queen's Division, based in Colchester itself,
meant yet anoth er 4i hour bus drive. After fai ring much better with the
coin th is time, we decided to bat , feeling very sm ug and confiden t with
the retu rn fro m a successful RSSSC of Sgt Stu Parrish, who has been
known to murder some bowling sides! Our confidence was soon
shattered, Stu being caught at mid-off for 3 and Dougie Kempster
already back in th e pavilion ! Withou t resorting to panic, Chris
Marshall and Paul Gardener continued th eir unfinished partnership
from the 1st round game and with some buccolic heaves from Jim
Crannage and some sensible agriculture from the tail , we reached 158
all out , not a large total , but as events proved, far too mu ch for a weak
Depot batting side. Jim Crannage ripped into the early batting and the
flighted spin of John Sinden completely bemused the later batsmen.
Rabbit hunting again , eh !
Scores-Comms & Sy Gp 158 all out (Marshall 56 Gardener 51).
Depot Queens Div 67 all out (Sinden 4 fo r 7 Gardener 3 fo r 12
Crannage 3 for 24)

GROUP WEEKEND
As a main part of the Group weekend , Sat 26 June was to be a ' Fun
Day' organised by two Squadron's answer to David Coleman, Maj Fred
Searle, ably prompted by SSgt Sam Smith. The day started off as all
fun days should . with the 'living in ' lads and lasses being woken by a
dawn chorus from the larks. in this case a grou p of suitably attired
people playing the bagpipes . These were the Grantham Pipe Band
practicing prior to their performance.
Promptly at lOOOhrs the CO. Lt Col John Dobson, got th e show on
the road with the opening address. From this moment on the day never
ceased to fun. right up to the prize giving. On looking around the
sports field it coul~ be seen that everyone had got into the swing. of
things . The competitors for the fancy dress Tug-o-War were parad1~g
in their garish garbs waiting to be judged by the CO , dressed up ID
everything from Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs to a Deck of Cards.
There were stalls all around manned by members of the Permanent
Staff. with eyes like hawks ready to sweet talk anyone out of their last
five pence . All the money taken on the day was to be donated to
charities. Tucked away in the pavilion was the liquid refreshments
room , manned by the Sgts Mess Barman .
All was set for members of the Group , with their families , to do the
rounds of the stalls. This they did with gusto. They threw 'wellies' went
ski -ing . had a drink , had a few goes at putting a golfbaJI , frollicked on
the 'bouncy castle' . had a drink , had a go at archery, plucked a goose,
looked at the wargaming stall , shot at targets on the .22 range, played
skittles and of course had another drink _ At rhe same time other
activities organised by SSgt Sam Smith and his committee were going
on . There was the Tug-o-War competition where men sweated and
pulled for all their worth . The Chain of Command Race was gaining
momentum as 2 Sqn put in a good time, that was never beaten.
Children were not forgotten as they ran races, climbed over obstacles
and thoroughly enjoyed themselves. Lunch soon arrived , and a very
reasonably priced meal was provided by Sgt Eddie Rees and his kitchen
staff. It must have been good for he soon sold out. After lunch the day
continued in fine style. There was the final of the Tug-o-War
competition , which was won by 4 Coy. This was followed by a very fine
skill at arms display by two horsemen from RAVC Melton Mowbray ,
Morris Dancing by a group called the 'Dolphins', and fmally to round
everything off the 'Its a Knockout' competition which was organised by
SSgt'1 Al Hale and Brian Ingll.1, not forgetting Sgt Pete Lang who
appeared to be carrying everything. Everyone was seen to get wet , while
the spectators roared with laughter.
All that was left to do was for the CO, Lt Col John Dobson, to present
prizes to the winners. He also presented flowers to Mn Dobson and
Mn Child for their work and support for the day. A fine way to end a
sunny day. Thanks to some early morning prayers from SSgt Sam
Smith!

THE SECOND STAGE
The second stage of the competition too k us to Mill Hill , the North
London home of the Postal and Courier Detachment RE. The game
was played on a postage stamp of a pitch , orthodox cover point fielding
on the boundary! Having taken lessons from the whole team, on the bus
journey down , on how to call correctly, our skipper must have taken
them seriously and did just that , deciding to bat first. For this game we
were able to call on the services of WOI Andy Peyton, on loan from
Cheltenham . and he and Ian Anderson put on 66 for th e first wicket.
The quick momentum was continued by Ian and Paul Gardener who
despatched the Posties' bowling to aJI parts of the ground. Ian
Andenon, assisted by Chris Marshall and Stu Parrish, event uaJly
reached a superb hundred after giving his team nightmares and heart
attacks after several unsuccessful lunges in the 'nervous nineties'. What
a way to play one's f1Dal game for the Group ! Ian, who is now serving
with AFCENT, has done a lot for cricket here at Garats Hay and will be
sorely missed . Chasing a total of 225 for 4, the Posties got off to a
dreadful start , losing their first 6 wickets for 65 runs. Peten, the No 8
bat , changed the whole game completely with some very free striking of
the ball , putting the London side back up with the clock . But any
chance of a surprise win departed with the fall of his wicket, to huge
sighs of relief from the fielding side!
Scores-Comms & Sy Gp 225 for 4 (Andenon 119 n.o. Gardener 46
Marshall 20). PCD(RE) 177 all out (Crannage 4 for 20, Draycott 2 for
19).

ANOTHERSUCCESSFULCRICKEI'SEASON
After many years of near misses, ifs and buts , Comms & Sy Gp have
reached the final of the UK Minor Units Cup which is to be played at
Aldershot on the I September.
The long haul began on a long-sleeve May day at Colchester, the
opponents being 19 Fd Ambulance. Winning the toss and electing to
bat, the Medics struggled again~t some accurate pace bowling from
WOI Jim Crannage and Sig Chris Yorke. The No 4 batsman, Symes,
changed all this , being particularly merciless on our skipper , SSgt John
Sinden, who after 3 overs yielding 26 runs, decided to take himself off
and let the other bowlers take a hammering! The introduction of Sig
Paul Gardener into the attack witnessed a total collapse by the home
side, who crumbled to 97 aJI out, Paul finishing with S for 9 off 7 overs.
The new opening pair of Sgt Ian Andenon and W02 Dougie
Kempster, rimless spectacles glinting in the sun, put on 40 runs for the
1st wicket in five minutes under the hour. Their departure enabled Cpl
Chris Marshall and Paul Gardener to set up the winning partnership
and overhaul the Medics score forthe loss of just two wickets .
Scores-19 Field Ambulance 97 all out (Gardener S for 9, Yorke 2
for 11 ). Com ms & Sy Gp 100 for 2 (Gardener 32 n.o. Andenon 28,
Manball 19 n.o.)
The next round saw us drawn at home against 19 Brigade Sig Sqn
from Colchester, who won the toss and promptly made the mistake of
the day in putting the home side in to bat . After the early departure of
Kempsler, Ian Andenon and Paul Gardener began to set about the

THE SEMIFINAL
So the Semi-final loomed on the horizon, it being at this stage last
year that we were unceremoniously dumped out of the competition .
Accustomed as we now are to marathon coach trips, the venue this time
was the Brigade of Guards Depot at Pirbright , our opponents being the
Junior Leaders Regiment, RE. The ground, which is situated right next
to the parade ground at Pirbri~ht , prompted the question of the
umpires as to what would happen 1fthe ball went onto the square! Back
came the reply 'Six and out , I should think, no one in his right mind
would dare to go and fetch it'! Winning the toss again and batting first,
we were soon in deep trouble , at one stage being 66 for 6 with all our
top flight batsmen back in the pavilion cursing madly . The innings was
retrieved by a whirlwind 28 from Cpl John Wheater, recently imported
from 13 Sig Regt. The final total of 122 was nevertheless still very poor
and the Engineers must have been fancying their chances. They were
going well at 40 for 3 but a sudden collapse left their innings in tatters
at 56 for 7. The No 7 Emor, h~d other ideas and mixing commonsense
with aggression brought the Engineers closer to a winning total.
Eventually his good fortune ran out and the Group finished winners by
the close margin of25 runs and no fmger nails left!
Scores-Comms & Sy Gp 122 all out (Gardener 30 Wheater 28).
JLR(RE) 97 all out (Parri.b 4 for 35, Crannage 3 for 27, Wheater 1 for
Sin 9 overs).
Remember to place your order for the next issue of the Wire to find
out what happens in the final!
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SHAPE
B.F.P.O. 26
SUMMER82
.
.
Since the last issue of The Wire, all Royal Signals personnel at
SHAPE. be they in SHAPE Signal Group ., CANOE, LIVE. <?AK or
elsewhere, have been variously taking part m Sports ~ompet1t1ons .for
the SACEUR Trophy, getting ready .for summer vacations, or makmg
early preparations for Able Archer m the autumn .. It has, of c.'<!ui;;e.
been th e weather for barbeques. and _t~e Royal Signals Asso_ciation
SHAPE took full advantage of the conditions to stage one of th~tr own .
We had nearly 70 people there and thanks to a fine , warm evenmg and
a lot of hard work by the organisers a good time was had by. all . Sgts
Hugh Sullivan and Charlie Donnelly excelled themselves agam . Hugh
has been in charge of entertainments since January I ?81 and the
fun ctions he has produced have bee!! large!~ responsible for the
dramatic increase in members. Charlie ts a relatively n~w membe.r an_d
one only had to see him swinging throug~ the trees w~th bulbs m his
mouth, to know that he is going to make hght work of 1t. For all those
who had tummy problems afterwards the chef was WOl Jim Rayment.
HAILS AND FAREWELLS
W0 2 Alan Eames and his wife Jean have been pulle_d back ~o UK
where Alan will use his talents in educating 01:1r Jumor soldier~ at
Harrogate. Sgt Bernie Holt and Leslie are off to remforce ~e front lme.
Bernie came from Bl andford and we wish. ~e. were following him. SSgt
Ron Burrell and family will tak~ 2 D~v1s1?n by storm. Cpl Dave
Hartshorne is tryi ng to stop telling lmh Jokes before he gets .to
Londonderry. WOl Mick Weston and Rose have b~n tasked with
sorting out MOD . We will miss all of them as they consistently gave the
Association very good support . T he good news is, we have fresh blood.
W02 Mick Provart, who entertained the children so ably at the
barbecue is available for Christmas parties. SSgt Mick Dixon.
although just off the boat , dragged his wife and children alon?· Among
other new faces were Cpl Walt Disney (really) and Cpl Steve Fish~r. We
are also pleased to welcome into SSG our new Secretary tn the
attractive form of Miss Wendy Bell, who has just joined SHA.PE fro m
UK. Wendy is a native of Ric.hmond and can therefore claim some
distant con nection with Royal Signals. Our furthest travelle~ newcomer
is W02 (FofS) John Barrowman, wh~ journeyed ~rom 32 Stg Regt (V)
to step into the shoes of Allan Eames m SHOC Mamtenance.

LTC Richard C. Bartz, US Army presents W02 .( FofS) Allan Eames
with a well-deserved ce rtif i~ ate of achievement

VISITS
.
SSG were pleased to welcome recently Bng I: R. D. S~apter,
Commander, 12th Signal Group (Volunteers) and ht~ S02 ., MaJ David
Case. Ou r visitors spent two busy days at SHAPE, mcludmg a ~hole
day with SSG , in which Brig S~apter sav.: almost all departments m t~e
unit , no mean achievement , given the s12e of the t~k. and the. ~ay ID
which the Group is sep arated . Perhaps the most ~tgmficant vlSlt. was
that of J I Si'g Regt (V). who came across on Exercise, and very kmdly
hosted a cocktail party for just about everyone, it seemed , at SHAPE. It
was a great success , much appreciated , :ind a ~eat way for Lt Col Peter
Thompson and his men to round off their exercise.

.GIEVES & HAWKE§
of Savile Row
BY APPOINTMENT
TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN
LIVERY & MILITARY TAILORS

BY APPOINTMENT
TO HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS
THE OUKE OF EDINBURGH
NAVAL TAILORS & OUTFITTERS

Officially Appointed
Tailors, Hatters and Outfitters to

The Royal Corps of Signals
In our additional role as Civilian Tailors and Outfi.tters
we offer an extensive range of ready to wear clothing,.
clothing, shirts and accessories for formal and casual occasions.
We are now Stockists of the famous
'BARBOUR' FIELD COAT RANGE
No 1 SAVILE ROW LONDON W.1 Tel: 014342001
1, HIGH STREET, CAMBERLEY, SURREY Tel: 0276 63659
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News from Regiments
Junior Regiment Royal Signals
Ouston
SECOND ANNIVERSARY
The regiment i now two year old, and this wa celebrated on 10
July. although the actual birthdate wa I Au!1 . The celebrations were
based on a sports day, with all the fun of the lair for the whole family.
The wive u ed the event a a foundation for their fund raising for
SAFA with considerable success. Under the careful guidance of Carol
Turner, wife of the CO, the magnificent sum of £232 was raised from,
what at this time of year, is a very small unit.
NEW FACES
The regiment has, as always. been involved in a wide variety of
pursuit from adventure training on the waterways to straight forward
military training in the barracks. The changeO\·er of juniors based on
the pa s out at the end of June and the first half of the 1983 intake,
mean that there i a great deal of fresh faced enthusiasm to brighten
the \'ariable weather of the E. The Display teams have again done us
proud at exhibitions around the country. The commitment which is
alwa} a strain on manpower. is apparently immen ely worthwhile in
keeping the Corps in the public eye.
THEffi OWN STORY
Rather than produce a lengthy dialogue, the pictures will hopefully
tell their own story.

The Static Display Team outside their night patrol tent at the
Aldershot Army Day
Schoolboy Visit

Maj Dougie Pawlow sneaking up on a Junior Signalman at the Clay
Pigeon Shoot

Battleaxe Troop-Winners of the Birthday Tug of War

'Can I really fly' the confidence of LCpl Geordie McDine and Pete
Skeates is infectious
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Ex 'Waterway Chase' Kohima Troop
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Mobile Display Team 1982
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RSM Cartwright wearing suitable protective headgear. 'They are
bricks not sponges'
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B.F.P.O. 32
EX CROSSED FLAGS'
From 13-31 May Lt Jeremy Wilson and five members of the regiment
vi ited I t Canadian Signal Regiment in Kingston as the first phase of
our annual exchange visit. After a weekend 'settling in' they toured the
regiment before pending a very enjoyable three days in Montreal and
visiting Toronto. The next week was spent on a five day canoeing
trip-a new experience for most of the party as it was in Indian style
canoes. The party obviously enjoyed themselves and our thanks are due
to Lt Col Laconik (the CO of 1 CSR) and Capt Peter Parfitt Royal
Signal who organised the trip.
The last two months haye seen Verden almost de~erted. as exercises,
battle camps and summer camps lured us away to frr flung corners of
Germany and Holland.
EX 'SUMMER SALES'
We were joined for Ex Summer Sales by a party of 22 soldiers from
the 1st Canadian Sig Regt as phase II of fa: Crossed Flags. There was a
variety of trades within the party from cooks to TE Techs and they were
employed in every location. The exchange gave both our soldiers and
the Canadians an excellent opportunity to learn about each other's
equipment and Modu Operandi.
During the exercise, 2 Sqn had the opportunity to conduct a live
cordon and search after Sig Mal Crawford had raised the alarm for an
intruder in the rad io village. Having cordoned a nearby farmhouse, a
sweep was carried out and the intruder arrested and handed over to the
civilian police. It took Mal the rest of the exercise to recover!
The exercise included intensive patrolling which was of a varying
standard. One particular patrol, which varied rather more than usual ,
was led by Lt Steve Richardson of 3 Sqn. Together with LCpl Andy
Skerrlt and LCpl Elvis Argent he set off to probe our Echelon's
offenses. The MTO Capt Andy Melklejohn, and Sgt Bob Regan
surrounded and captured them. As if this was not bad enough, the
incident was reported over the Signals Command net , prior to Lt
Richardson's debrief at Sig-Ops.
Stop Press: SSgt Pete Sutherland does not think that OC 3 Sqn looks
like Sgt Joe (you ugly ... ) Peten when he's out of NBC Kit .

l SQNBATILECAMP
Ex Director-Maj Andenon; Ex Controller-Capt Smith; Ex coordinators-Capt Marvin, Capt Stark, W02 Crabtree.
The conditions were ideal, sun shining, not a cloud in sight when the
Advance party departed to the barren wastelands of the Hohne Trg
Area for I Sqn's annual battle camp, piloted bySSgt (SQMS) Taff Cole
and SSgt Alex Guillet and crewed by Cpl Reynolds and a party of eight
men set about erecting tentage, which was to accommodate 130 men .
48hrs later, tired but relieved, the party eagerly awaited the arrival of
the crack force , 'the Main Party'. After the initial shock of a BFT in the
sweltering heat , the party began to settle in . The next two days were
spent familiarising all on Ammo safety, Trg Tests on all weapons, and
being instructed by Cpl Powtt (3 Queens) in the 84mm Carl Gustav,
GPMG, Individual Wpn Sight, the Optic Sight and various Ground
Surveillance Eapt's.
For the second phase the troops were split into equal sections of 10
men. each commanded by a JNCO and DS'd by a Senior NCO, the
sections were then exercised in all forms of Battle Trg, camouflage and
concealment, patrolling, section attacks and culminating in a Pl
Advance to Contact. The Enemy 'a formidable lot' put up a hard fight ,
attacked from the air by the 7th airborn Moskito Division and from the
ground by the 5th lndependant Wild Boar Battalion and supported the
2nd Hell on legs Tick Brigade. Their night attack was a classic, our
position sparsely defended by LCpl 'Wogger' Waugh, who occupied a
most unusual gun position on a dustbin and Sig 'Bennie the' Bolt, who
was perched high in a tree, faced certain defeat despite cries of help
and pigs galore. Our reaction force commanded by Cpl 'if it moves kill
it' Binns and Dn 'Pod' Green were quickly alerted and facing
overwhelmin~ odds fought fiercely and held . This second phase was
concluded with a 36hr escape and evasion exercise. The troops split
into three man patrols, each led by a JNCO, having been briefed and
searched were let loose on an area spanning 18km in length and 6km in
width. The lucky ones, using some very unorthodox methods, got
through. The remainder having been caught were deposited at the start
line and set free again.
Mention must be made of the Life Guards, who, whilst undergoing
operational Trg within our boundaries but totally independant of us ,
were somewhat surprised when Cpl 'I'm not lost' Grinnel and his
motley crew decided to attack Faces blackened they rushed in and the
Life Guards strongly counter attacked. It was said that Cpl Grlnnell's
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section all passed their BFT in their sudden withdrawal.
The final phase of the camp was devoted to exercising the Sqn on the
ranges. The sections competed with each other on the CQBR. IBSR,
night shoot and the grenade range. This was the first most of the Sqn
had fired using the Individual Wpn sight and the Optic Sight.
Tracer was used un til cries of fire echoed across the range from the
control tower and where SSgt (SQMS) Taff Cole was seen jumping
frantically in the air. The fire although minor, was put out by SSgt 'Not
my crash' Taylor and his gallant crew.
On the afternoon of Thur 27 May we packed up and headed wearily
home having completed a very intense but enjoyable I 0 days.
ROVER TROOP SUMMER CAMP 5-15 JULY- DMUIDEN
HOLLAND
After the troop (including the squadron MT Sgt-Sgt Joe 'speedy'
Peters) had settled into the campsite, a friendly relationship with the
local police led to a challenge shooting match on 8 July. Needless to say
they thrashed us on the pistol range , but we got our revenge on the rifle
range. The friendly rivalry continued with a football match the
following day. The fin al result was 1- 0 to the police and we are still
wondering if this had anything to do with the Chief of Police's tactics of
popping around for a quick social visit with his senior officers on the
evening before the match!
On the 9 we were shown round Essel Hoogoven 's Steel Plant- 75%
of their products are exported worldwide with the remainder being sold
in the Netherlands. After the visit , in an effort to restore some pride ,
Cpl Bob Maskell challenged the plant to a game of football. Luckily the
troop won 3-2 but no thanks to the efforts of SSgt (FofS) Al Hooley
who gave away a penalty in the last minutes of the match. Cpl John
Cambridge saved it, only to be told by Sig Nigel Payne (a qualified'!'!
referee) that he had moved before the ball was struck-it was taken
again and John produced the impossible-he saved it again.

Rover Troop loose in Holland

ATHLETICS
By taking second place in the 1 Div preliminary Athletics meeting at
Hohne, the regiment qualified for the main meet to be held in Verden
on the 17/ 18 June, only one week after the end of Summer Sales. We
were also invited to compete in a friendly meeting by our sister unit the
Fernmeldebattalion 1 in Hannover on 16 June.
Led by our athletics officer Maj Carl Conlon and the team captain Lt
Phil Brown, a representative selection gave a very good showing,
winning all the events for which they were entered (including a 10 x
200m!) with the exeption of the high and long jumps.
With this confidence booster under our belts, we presented ourselves
at the Verden Stadium the next day with more than a slight chance of
coming at least second, thereby qualifying for the BAOR
championships. It was a very close run contest, but, despite excellent
performances by our athletes, at the end of the day we appeared to be
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in third place behind 1 RHA and 45 Fd Regt RA . However, a hurried
recount of points showed that a mistake had been made and we were
eventually placed second , three points behind 1 RHA and one point
ahead of 45 Fd Regt.
Noteable contributions were made by Sgt Harry Worth who won the
Shot Putt and Javelin, SSgt Bill Venus, Cpl BUI Balley, LCpl Jim
Brebner and Sig Otis Castro. With the experience gained from this
year's meetings and the enth usiasm within the team, we look forward to
next year with high expectations.
ORIENTEERING
The Regimental Orienteering team had another successful year.
Capt Stewart Swalwell, the ~nly survivor of l~s! year's team, organised
a busy training schedule which was to pay d1V1dends. The team came
third in the 1 Div championships in April , thereby qualifying for the
BAOR Championships in May. These were held on the Deister, but ~he
team had a disappointing first day with only Maj Ted Walcroft putting
in a good time . We redeemed ourselves on the second day helped by a
very fast relay leg by the 2JC Maj Mike Rldllngton.
In June we competed in the Army Finals in the UK but
unfortunately, disappointing runs throughout knocked us down to only
sixth place. The other loyal runners in the team were Maj Rlchard
Tinlin, Lt Phil Brown and Sgt John Hyde.
.
The other noteable highlight of the camp was the non-exemphous
visit to the Heineken Brewery in Amsterdam. The Brewery produces
90,000 bottles per day and we were delighted to ease them of some of
this burden after the tour.
For nine days of the camp, we had brilliant sunshine, bu! ?n 14 July ,
a thunderstorm broke . Not even that could dampen our spmts and the
feelings we have for that great part of Holland, where we all hope to be
able to visit again-even Sgt Bill 'Splash' Wllman, he wants that kept
quiet, agrees!
PAPA TROOP SUMMER CAMP-BOPPARD AM RHEIN
Papa Troop's Summer Camp began on a sunny Monday in yerden
with all personnel departing in various modes of transport, with the
unlucky few travelling in the unavoidable four_tonner and Landrover.
The main body arrived in Boppard in mid aft~rnoon a~d settled
down by a chair lift to study the scenery and await. the a~nval of the
military vehicles. These arrived in the early eyenmg minus a four
tonner which had become poorly on the tnp down . The party
proceeded to the campsite beside a plea_s'.illt little s.tream, more of that
later, and erected the tents in good rruhtary fas~1on, ~efore an_ early
night was had by all . The first morning ~arted with a nice httle Jog up
some hills which had looked very attractive before we started. The rest
of the day was spent finding the swimming p_ools an?. ~ther town
amenities. The following days were spent o~ various actlv1ties such as
canoeing. windsurfing and low key map readrng ..
A boat trip to Rudesheim proved very education.al and o? th~ way
back we were treated to a unique display of danctng by Sig Ritchie
Balckmore and his charming partner Sig Rosie Churchward...
.
The following morning we descended on a bar called Rudi s for w1i:ie
tasting. A few days before, two of the lads had visited the bar a~d. tn
their fluent German , asked for two beers-b~ck came the_ reply. What
yer want bitter or lager? ' Rudi had married an English girl and
conseque~tly understood the English habits.
On the night of the camp barbeque, a sudden ~torm t~ansformed the
pleasant little stream into a raging torrent which: quite apart from
eating away at the campsite , washed away four l~tres of S~ Ro~bo
Robinson's wine. The storm also nearly cancelled his leave as hghtmng
struck the tree under which his car was parked. A branch was torn off
and missed the car by three feet!
The troop thoroughly enjoyed themselves and thank_s ~ust go to
Capt Nick Denning and SSgtJlromy Smart for the organ1Sahon and to
Sgt Robbo Robinson and Cpl Tony Reid-Prescott who kept us all well
fed .

Keepyour unit notes
SHORT I
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B.F.P.O. 46
ROY AL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB BALTIC REGATT A 1982
The Annual Corps Regatta took place in glorious sunshine, from 12
to 21 July . Our regimental boat , Ga11net. was skippered by Capt Paul (I
see no ships) Ellis with the crew of2Lt RJchard (charred bacon is better
than none) Sparshatt, SSgt Bob (stickies) Harrlld, Cpl Mick (honest
my rollie are only tobacco) Belle~·ell and Cpl Kev (mingle) Lodge.
THE FIRST LEG
The first leg of the regatta was the passage race from Kiel to
Copenhagen. After leaving Kiel Lighthouse behind we didn't see a
competitor until Copenhagen. As we approached the mermaid the
feeling was that we were either first by miles or last by even farther. It
was only as we entered the empty harbour that tJ1ejubilation tarted , as
our tactic of keeping to the shipping lanes rather than staying inshore
had paid off. Even Richard Sparshatt struggled out of his sleeping bag
to take in the sight. This victory secured the Mermaid Cup for the
regiment, and now we were all out to win the regatta outright.

WARRANT OFF1CERS AND SERGEANTS MESS
Much has happened within the Mess in the two months since the last
submission to the Corps magazine. In June each year the regiment
celebrates 'Kohima Week ' in memory of the actions of our forebears at
the Battle of Kohima , which stemmed the Japanese advance upon
India during the Second World War. The whole regiment becomes
deeply involved for a week culminating in a fund raising fete and a
Church Parade.
RATHER, SPECIAL
As its part of the celebrations the Sergeants Mess organises a Gala
Ball each year , and 1982 was no exception . However, because of the re·
structuring of BAOR with the impending move of 2nd Division to the
United Kingdom , this year's Ball was rather special as it was the last
time it would be held in our old home of Bunde. Much work was put in
beforehand, in an effort to trace as many previous Commanding
Officers and RSMs as possible , with the aim of gathering them together
with us for one final Kohima Ball in Germany. Unfortunately not all of
those dignitaries who were traced and invited were able to attend, but
we were delighted to welcome back, Lt Col A.M. Willcox, Lt Col (Reid)
J.BJ. Halford, Col P.S. Davis, Brig A. Yeoman, Brig A.D. Brindley
and Maj Gen D.R. Horsfield, all former Commanding Officers, as wen
as, Maj (QM) Cleaver, Maj (QM) RJchardson, Mr C.H. Norris and
WOl (GSM) G.A. Pfeiffer, all former RSMs, who joined us for the
Ball on 3 June .

The first boat to Copenhagen
From left to right: 2Lt Sparshatt, Cpl Hellewell, Capt Ellis , Cpl Lodge,

SSgt Harrild
LEVEL THEN VICTORY
After the next leg we were level with 7 Sig Regt on points, who beat
us into second place at Hundersted by fifty metres. The regatta was
decided on the last leg, from Hundersted to Korsor. We made a bad
start putting us into eighth position, but overnight by staying away
from the shore with the current in our favour, we slipped into our
rightful position in front. Cpl Kev (the depth sounder's knackered , it's
not reading anything) Lodge increased our lead by crossing the shallow
Elephant Ground. Thus we won the last leg, and cleaned up the
trophies at the presentation by winning the Dickinson Telescope for the
whole regatta.

W01 (Supt Clerk) Clive Mason, and his wife Christine looking forward
to our Kohima Ball

ONE IDGHLIGHT
It was an excellent evening for all concerned, and as our RSM WOI
(RSM) Bernie Nellllngs is so fond of saying, there was all the glitter and
glamour which only such a Military gathering can provide. One
highlight of the night came when our GOC, Maj Gen Martin FamdaJe
stood up to announce at the behest of the RSM that our CO, Lt Col
Sam Cowan had been selected for promotion to Colonel; this went
down very well with the assembled Officers and Mess Members who
showed their delight in the traditional fashion.

2 Division Headquarters and Signal Regiment leave the fleet behind in
relaxed style
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WITH ZEST
Following Ex Summer Sales the Mess resumed its activities with zest.
On Friday 9 July we dined out Sgt Phil Lewis, who , having completed
24 years service with the Corps, left us to live in Bavaria . We are certain
that those of us who attended the dinner will remember more of it than
hewiJI.
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THE CHALLENGE
RSM Bernie Nellllngs and the CO agreed that it would make a
pleasant change if the Officers and Senior NCOs could meet and pit
their sporting skills against each other whilst th e good weather held . As
a result on Friday 16 July both Messes met on the Sports fi eld to play a
Cricket Match. Before the match got underway both the teams and
spectators partook of a Barbecue, and made fu11 use of the Pavilion
provided by Sgt John McQulll~n Sta ffo~d s, our Mess Manager. The
'Professional ' players were easily recognisable ... WOl (YofS) Phil
Castle was decked out in full cricketing regalia , complete with white
st udded shoes, as was WOl (Supt Clerk) Clive Muon who wore a
pullover trimmed with the Corps colours and collar turned up so high
that he could barely see over the edges . Sgt 'Bunny' Lloyd RAPC
turned up in white disco pants in the vain hope of selection , whilst
apart from the CO, the officers' dress was genera11y rather less
orthodox. Phil Castle and the RSM opened the batting, Phil gathering
a cracking six from the first ball. Play stopped whilst he and the RS~
toasted each other in champagne and this was repeated for ever~ stx
scored by our Mess until at one stage SSgt Jim Read, RPC , asked 1f he
could be out as he was feeling rather ill, he stayed on to score several
more sixes! Sgt John Leighton our Provost Sergeant .loudly clapped and
cheered the slightest move that the RSM made, until the Officers Mess
secret weapon , in the shape of OC RHQ Squadron , Maj Baker R~ .
took over the bowling. Maj Baker's first ball screeched through the air
and caught the RSM in a very tender spot, which had the RSM
counting the blades of grass for so~e minutes . 'Th_e second ball
unerringly followed exactly the same trajectory and con~inced the RSM
that his visit to the family planning clinic the week preV1ously had been
in vain . The RSM bravely resumed his guard for the third delivery,
W02 (SSM) 'Ray' Georgeson hearing the clapping was heard to ask
'has the RSM been hit again?', 'Thats not funn~', laughed Sgt
Leighton, whilst Sgt John McGurk assured us. that things were not as
serious as they seemed as the ball could be repaired .
The third ball whistled spitefully towards the RSM who bravely.stood
aside and allowed it to remove his bails (bails), and the general hilarity
ceased somewhat, when it became. obvious that the RSM had, bee~
quite badly hurt and had to retire to the Ml Room . ~rs Na~
Nelillngs, the RSMs wife was heard to state that. perhaps 1t wouldn t
have been so bad if he had worn a mask, which brought general
agreement from both teams.
The Colonel's eleven was eventually allowed to bat , the CO obviously
with an eye oh the Buffet was soon out for a duck , from whence the
game stagnated sli~htly du~ ~o the Paymaster Maj. Tweedle RAPC
filling out travel claims for his journeys between the wickets. The score
stood at 108 for 3 for us and 96 for 8 for the officers when ~e
penultimate ball of the match bowled Lt Gillespie, much to the chagrm
of Maj Reed, OC 1 Sqn, who had looked forward to sitting out the
match he had even made a point of telling your reporter to make a note
of the fact that he was not out. OC I took guard for the fmal deliv~ry
which WOl Clive Mason cunningly produced underhan~ . . : havmg
pirouetted several times Maj Reed lost all sense of d1recti?n. and
removed his own bails on his way to the ground. It must be said m all
fairness that although the Sergeants Mess won the match, th~ officers
most definitely can claim a victory at the Barbecue, some making up to
three visits.

DINED OUT IN STYLE
.
.
Finally, on Sat 24 July , the Mess Members and th~ir ~ad1es dmed
out WOl (Clerk of Works) Chris Carpenter RE. and h_1s. ~1fe Jean. Due
to the numbers attending, the RSM of2 Armoured J?1V1sion Transpo~
Regt, WOI (RSM) R. Clark RCT very kindly perrmtted u~ to use his
Mess for the actual dinner, o that ours could be set as1d~ f?r ~he
ensuing entertainment. As Chris was lea.ving upon comm1ss10ning
RSM Nellllngs had decided that the evening should be one t_hat. he
would remember for some time to come. He may have.got some inkling
when the RSM presented him with a silver tray bearing one gaJlon of
dried up paint that he was not to be allowed_ to leave the Sergeants Mess
quietly. The paint however was soon. substituted f<?r a fine Cante~n of
Cutlery, to which Mr Carpenter replied b~ presentm~ the Mess with a
statuette of a Blacksmith as a token of the hard work he had observed
carried out by our regiment recently.
.
.
.
The presentations over, the ladies retired whilst we said f~rewell m
our own way. No sooner had the last lady left, than two dishevelled
'PSA' men in the shape of SSgt Ken Whlllock an~ Sgt DL~le Dean
turned up complete with .wheel~arrow a~d flashing hghts to d~g up the
Mess floor, this was the signal tor the series.of tests and penalties set by
the RSM to begin . The tests were not designed to be passed and the
penalties were invariably alcoholi~, as a result t~e Mess Members
eventually rejoined the ladies trundling before them in the_wheelb~rrow
the semi sober, semi clothed form of Chris, much to the dismay of Jean
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who had hoped to drive to Switzerland th e following morning. The
remainder of the evening was taken up wit h some excellent
entertainment in the form of a Hypnotist and Mind Reader augmented
by the usual very good Disco. Of that ent~ rt ainment nothing mor~ sh~ll
be said except to remind SSgt 'Jeff' Batkm to stay clear of hypnotists in
the fu ture, and to commiserate with Sgt Tony Churchward who went
into an involuntary trance off stage and missed the whole show.

FAREWELL
In th e last two months we have said farewell to quite a few members
who shall be missed , and welcomed several new faces . Those th at have
already left or shall do so very shortly are:- W02 (RQMS) Harry
Service, Sgt Phil Lewis, SSgt Sid Walley, SSgt Dick Sargent, W02
(SSM) Ted Fendley, W02 Pedro Clutson REME, SSgt (YofS) Bob
Beebee, W02 Pete Illingworth ACC, Sgt Lenny Hunt APTC, Sgt
Gordon Townsley, Sgt Ricky Underwood, W02 (CSM) Barry
Chapman A&SH, and those whom we are pleased to have join us
recently are:- W02 Les Soper REME, SSgt (YofS) Appleyard, SSgt
Mal Boor, W02 Tom Callaghan ACC. W02 (RQMS) Pete Drlng, SSgt
(YofS) Burrell, Sgt Steve Walker, whether they came or left the Mess
wishes each of them equally the very best of luck .

212 (12 ARMOURED BRIGADE) SIG SQN
Report from our Comma Troop Correspondent
.
Since my last bulletin the squadron has bee~ even bus1~r. than_usual:
Spring was a hectic exercise period, as we finished exercising with the
2nd Armoured Division and started with our new Division, the lst.

ARU
On 22 Apr the ARU started with a formal parade for the
Commander 12 Armoured Brigade, Brig C.A. Ramsay OBE. The
Parade went very well, due to much practising on the part of the
squadron and much gnashing of teeth on the part of the Sergeant
Major, W02 Cas Francis. After the para~e. the. squadron cha~ged
from umber Twos into DPM for an mspect1on of operat10nal
equipment and personal kit. With the exception of Cpl Dennis <i::tie
Menace) Topley, tying his webbing into knot~ and Papa Group ~me
Det, ably 'directed· by Cpl Mark Salmon, findmg themselves deficient
one Landrover, all went well!
After lunch, Support Troop disappeared in BFT Kit whilst Comms
Troop covered each other in Fullers Earth. ~nocked over traffic
beacons with Landrovers. under the earnest scrutmy of the RMP! and
lost their heads, whilst me_dics from 2 ADF A lost their hands, feet,
fingers ... At the end of the day the Commander awarded the LS&GC
to Sgt Jim Smiley, and subsequently told the OC how impressed he had
been with our performance throughout the day. The OC, Maj Derek
McLuclde, stopped frowning, for a bit, which was all we were really
waiting for.

The Commander inspects Com ms Troop
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WE WIN TH E MORRISON CUP- FOR THffiD SUCCESSIVE YEAR

The 212 Signal Squadron 1982 Athletics Team
The Commander speaks to Sig Chris W ilks, Cpl Dennis Topley (now
untangled) and Cpl Steve Matthews look on

AND FOR OUR NEXT TRICK ...
The following day , 23 Apr , the Corps Commander Lt Gen Sir Nigel
Bagnell KCB, CVO, MC, paid the squadron a brief visit. The General
spoke to many members of the squadron and was especially interested
in the results of the Brigade Squadron self-sufficiency trial which was
then in progress.

THE PRICE TROPHY
In memory of Cpl Stan Price who was tragically killed in March
1981. The squadron held a competition in his name in the second week
in July. Cpl Price's parents stayed in Osnabruck for the week and
watched the competition throughout. The competition involved four
events: A cross-country race. easily won by Cpl Jock Grandison; a
written military test, in which Cpl Steve Matthews 'bluffed' his way to
top place; an assault course competition, in which Sig Paul Watson
scrambled his way to the fastest time; and a pistol shoot, in which the
'Sweeny Crouch' adopted by Sig 'Elsie' Collis enabled him to achieve
the highest score.
On 16 July Cpl Grandison having achieved the lowest number of
place points, was awarded the Price Trophy by Mr Price.
By the time this is printed. the squadron will be at the end of a
comparatively relaxed summer: the Squadron Summer Camp is to be
held on the Baltic coast; news of that in my next bulletin.

The Morrison Cup winners 1980-82 (where were you 3 Div?)

MORRISON CUP-3/4 JUNE
This competition is always a great pectacle and the enforced use of
the Bundeswehr Stadium at Warendorf in glorious sunshine added to
this year's sense of occasion. On the first day Cpl Paddy Klllen won the
Shot whilst our wiry RQMS (Tech) W02 Pete Drlng took the
Steeplechase in fine form. All but one of our sprinters qualified for the
A finals and the officers and seniors were able to report to the Kohima
Ball with glowing optimism. Surprisingly they also reported back at the
track the next day in the same fr me of mind! We also bet on 4 Div to
take second place from 3 Divs grasp. Cpl Klllen stormed in to win the
400m Hurdles. equalling the BAOR record, and Sig Tony Lewis ran an
even more impressive last leg of the 4 x 100 Relay to set the scene for the
last event. This was won of cour e in fine style and the cup was ours for
the third and last year running. We are told that Col Sam wa even
happier with this result than he was with the news from the GOC that
he is to join the' Red Tabs Brigade' in the near future. Meanwhile. OIC
Athletics had found that champagne makes an excellent pain killer.

The Corps Commander discusses a point with SSgt Mick Leitch

AND FROM THE SPORTS DESK .•.
~mmed!ately after the General's departure, the Squadron
Onenteenng Team left for the Divisional Championships at
Hasbergen , where they came second in the minor units class. This
qualified the team for the BAOR finals for the second year running.
The ~9uadron football team won the Regimental Inter-Squadron
t'Ompetl!lon on 25 May. by beating 3 Sqn 3-2. A hat trick by Cpl
Micky Banks.
The Squadron Athletics team excelled themselves in the Morrison
Cup at Warendorf on 3/ 4 June, by coming second equal in the minor
umt e\·ent. Beaten by 227 Sqn and tying with 24 lnf Bde HQ and Sig
Sqn . the squadron was therefore the top Armoured Brigade Signal
Squa~ro~ - All team members performed well; especially worthy of
mention is the team captain, Sgt Clive Gregory and our 200 metre
sprinter, Sig 'IJ:oog~' Buc~or, who gave an exc~llent performance in
coming second m his event. ma field of very good sprinters.

Cpl Jock Grandison is presented with the Price Trophy by Mr Price.
OC Squadron applauds

ATHLETICS
. The CO, Lt Col S~ Cowan, called in his O!C Athletics: 'Last year
m BAOR, last Koh1ma, last chance for Morrison Cup-need I say
more'!' MaJ John Reed, comp.lete with walking stick and painkillers.
hopped to it and assembled his squad: ' We 'll need an extra man this
year as a Discus/ Javelin caddy!

The Master of Signals presents the Morrison Cup to our OIC
Athletics. 'Don't forget to post it back next year!'
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DIV CHAMPIONSHIPS-9 JUNE
This year the lri h Guards, 1981 Army Champion , appeared in the
Division and we knew that the Detmold Stadium meeting would prove
stiff warmer for any further progress. We scored maximum points in
only one event where Cpl Killen and Cfn Mick Nicoll crui ed to smooth
wins in both tring of the 400 metre Hurdles. Sig 'Boogie' Bucknor
also ran a fine supporting B string 100 metres and with three events to
go we were only eight points behind the Gds. The incredible was proved
to be no more than a dram, however, and we were Runners Up to a fine
team .
BAOR (SENNELAGER AT LAST) 617 JULY
The new crack was 'ready' at last and the surface was voted
outstanding by the competitors-'who needs more than 18 inches in
lane one-why lane seven more than makes up for th at with its 40
inche !' We were mi ing Sgt Bird and LCpl Gabb thi year and failed
to contend for the Viking Trophy, this must be the first time since
about 1970 that a Corps unit has not held it. Cpl Killen set about his
400 metre Hurdles Final with a fiery start after losing his heat to Sgt
Hall of 16 Sig Regt. The result was a new BAOR record of54.7 secs and
a well deserved win. Despite other stalwart efforts from the team we
were well beaten into third place by our 1981 rivals the Irish Guards
and 50 Missile Regiment. The remaining 6 R Signals teams trailed
behind us along with 5 Hy Regt, RA and it was sad to see so many other
quality corps athletes denied any further participation in Army
Competition this year.
FUTURE PLANNING
R Signals could undoubtedly achieve much greater success if it were
not for the dilution brought about by Morrison Cup rivalries. ow that

there will be a Div Sig Regt in the UK, perhaps the Morrison Cup could
remain an intense and welcome Championship, whilst at least some of
the stars could serve a tour in York to concentrate our Corps effort
towards more successful participation in the Army Championships.

ARMY INTER UNIT CHAMPIONSIDPS-ALDERSHOT 28JULY
This year's meeting highlighted the increasing standards and efforts
of such units as 50 Msl Regt, 1 Irish Gds, 2 Gren Gds, I PWO and 1
Cheshires in this field and we were hard pressed from the very first
event. Cpl 'Hats' Hellewell broke our pole at 3.60 but went on to clear a
personal best of Jm 80cm in the vault. Our ageing discus pair slipped
from last year's maximum points to a competitive minimum. The high
standards were also felt in the Javelin where despite near personal bests
few points were to be gained. Our sprinters held their own but to our
surprise Sig Tony Lewis was a mere second in the 100 metres. He
equalled the Army record of 10. 7 but lost to a 10.6! At the end of the
day , after an hour's delay for a re-run of the 4 x 400 Relay, we were
happy to come fourth in one of the most competitive finals ever seen at
Aldershot.
ARMY DECATHLON
In addition to our team effort, three of our stalwarts took part in the
Army Decathlon Championship and were placed second, third and
fourth. All three, Cpl Paddy Killen, Sig Tony Lewis and LCpl Andy
Anderson, have been selected to represent the Army in the Inter Service
Decathlon on 516 Aug: a fine achievement by any standard.
VOLUNTEERS REQUIRED
OIC Manning and Records is on his way around our units, place
your bids for vacancies at York ASP!

Appli.cations are invited from former Wa rrant Officers and NCOs of the British Army under 50 years of age to fill the following
appointments: -

FOREMAN OF SIGNALS

(Warrant Officer 2)

Ref. No. 51J

3 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt

B.F.P.0.106

FOCUS ON2SQUADRON
These notes are brought to you through the medium of 2 Squadron ,
the medium in this case being a conscript with a cold flannel on his
forehead.
As for the squadron hierarchy.

oc

2IC
Admin Offr
SSM
SQMS
YofS
FofS
OCOTP
Tp SSgt
OCRTp
TpSgt
Enough said I

Maj Chris Donaghy
Capt Clive Cox
WOl Alan Walton
W02 (SSM) Scott
SSgt Robjobn
SSgt (YofS) Horan
W02 (FofS) Phil Vince
Lt Robin Clapp
SSgtBill Snee
2Lt Duncan McAllister
Sgt Tony Pollard

RENT-A-DET
The squadron has a reputation in the 'rent-a:det' business . HQRA
are the major customers and the road to Hahne 1s a well trodden path.
Mind you the S02 GJ (Avn / Air) is not without his fun trips and Cpl
Tom Holmes and LCpl Andy Campbell recently had fun in the sun
providing the fly boys from NATO .airfield~ with targets and F!--C
comms in the Sauerland. On the hghter side, sorry FofS, veh icle
conversion is too boring to get a mention, Lt ~lapp has whipped ~p
quite a load of interest amongst the squadron in underwater pursuits
and the newly formed Garrison Sub Aqua Club will short~y und~rtake
its first expedition to Holland. A report o~ Ex Dyke Triangle m the
next issue. He also got some of them march mg bat more of that later.
Now on to weightier matters ...

little movement towards them. Commcen Yankee very nearly grew
roots, it was only because the CO moved their admin area farther away
from the complex that they remembered how to walk when they got
back to camp. A combination of steady comms. World Cup Footb.all,
Wimbledon and the Test Match made for a truly memorable exercise!
For some more than others, Sig Steve Maddison seems intrigued by
hospitals- he left BMH Rinteln before the exercise only to end up in
the Stadtoldendorf Krankenhaus after trying to teach a pig how to fly.
Such talented linemen in 2 Sqn.
ATHLETICS
The team continued to perform with some success after the Morrison
Cup, coming runners up in the Dividional Championships. The BAOR
Championships unfortunately took place after Ex Summer Sales and so
the runners and jumpers were not as fit as they might have been.
Nonetheless a good team perfo~mance gaine~ third .Po~ition and some
satisfaction at having redressed the balance with 4 Div Sig Regt.
SURPRISE VISIT
We were fortunate enough to have a flying visit from Her Majesty
Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother. She landed by helicopter on the
square of St Sebastian Barracks on her way to stay with the GOC. Maj
Gen Arthur. A large crowd assembled on a beautiful sunny evening to
greet 'the Queen Mum' and much flag waving, clapping and cheering
saw her happily away to the GOC's house.

EX 'SUMMER SALES'
.
.
After much advance publicity and a Warm Up exercise <.Wex m
local parlancel the exercise got under way at last four days ear her than
originally planned, but, thankfully, as the hot weather eased off.
Fortunately NBC play was notional as ~veil and so the expected t';"O
weeks in sauna conditions did not matenalise. Comms we can happily
report were good and it is assumed we were a pleasure to visit as one
lunch at Div Main HQ attracted a mere nine stars following an 11 star
briefing. Everyone from the Corps Commander to Naval. membe~s of
the NATO UK MILREP's staff came at some stage, making t~e air at
times heavy with helicopters . Well you can always drop m on a
Commcen if you have time to ~ill!
..
Mind you it was a good thmg the visitors came to us as there was

Applicants must have passed a recognised Foreman of Signals Course.

YEOMAN OF SIGNALS

(Warrant Officer 2)
Applicants must have passed a Yeoman of Signals Course.

Ref. No. 51

RADIO TECHNICIANS

Ref. No. 51P

TERMINAL EQUIPMENT TECHNICIANS

Ref. No. 51N

(Sergeants)
Applicants must have passed a recognised Radio Technicians Course.

(Sergeants)
Applicants must be experienced in the repair of telephone exchanges and associated equipment.

These are uniformed contract appointments for two years, unaccompanied, with starting pay equivalent to £11, 750 (W02) or

£9,7~. (SGT) at the current rate of exchange. There is an end-of-contract gratuity of 20% of total pay received; pay and

watu1ties are tax free, normally. Mess accommodation and services are provided free and 20 days UK leave is g ranted three
times per year with air passages paid.
Wh~~ Y<?U have completed your service with the Forces, interested applicants should write, giving brief details of
qualifications and experience and quote the relevant reference number to: - Personnel Officer (M.R.) at the address below.

Airwork
Limited

Bournemouth - Hurn Airport,
Christchurch, Dorset BH23 6EB

(RF: RCITMENT CONS LTANTS)

Cpl Kev Randall being a lineman does th~ heavy st~ff, LCpl 'Griggsy'
Rigg being a technician can always find something else to do

Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother with the welcoming
party at St Sebastian Barracks
Left to Right Mrs Marshall, W01 (RSM) Marshall, Mrs Waugh •. Lt
Col T. I. M. Waugh MBE, Maj Gen J . N. S. Arthur GOC 3 Armd Div
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NDMEGEN
The marching season has progressed successfully with the team led
by Lt R;obin ~Japp. ~~d well encouraged by SSgt Dick Heppenstall
completing their actJvthes for the season at Niimegen .
The season started with regular participation in local. and not too
local , German Volkswanderungs. T hese are walks arranged by vi ll ages
all over Germany and controlled by the In ternational Federation of
!'opu lar .S\'.lort (JVV). :r?e walks vary in length, but the longest make
1d.~a l tram mg opportu111t1es for marching teams in their preparation for
N1Jmegen.

•,

•,

. The Marching Team at Siegen - Achenbach
Left to Right: Back Row- Cp l 'Scouse' McEvoy, S igs 'Jock ' Bain , Alf
Carr, Steve Maddison, ' De l' Wood, 'Jock ' Carty
Front Row- SSgt Dick Heppenstall, Lt Robin Clapp

Rebecca Deacon, daughter of Sgt and Mrs Deacon presents a
bouquet

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE

ROYAL SIGNALS TRAINING GROUP
CATTERICK GARR!SO .

ORTH YORKSHIRE

CIVILIAN INSTRUCTORS
Telecommunications Engineering and Operating
(Line and Radio)
Suit ably qu alified and expcrien<%d persons are invited to a pply fo r appointment as:

INSTRUCTIONAL OFFICER GRADE 3 (ELECTRONICS)
POST~ To tea ch Elect rical. ElectTooic and Telecommun icatio ns Principles to
approximat<:IY l_' EC ~·~I J, a nd later, aft er su itable trai ning. specific
equ ip ments.

telecommu n 1cano n~

P~ 2 To teach .basic_ Electrical and Mechanical Work shop Techniq ues and
assist " nh Electro nic ProJect Work.
POST 3 T? teach Telep~onc Cable Join ti ng Tech niqu es and rela ted External
Tdephone Li nc Plant su biccts.

For post• 1-3. the ~pplica n ts must be prepared 10 teach other
J:~ms Electronics subjects. 1f nece.n:a ry. after su ita ble tra ining/prepara tion

~~~~~:."'for these pom should bequali lied to TECC. C&G Final or eq uivalent

INSTRUCTIONAL OFFICER GRADE 3 (TELEGRAPHIST)
POST 4 To tea ch communications operating skills and procedures 10 Rad io
Telegraphr a nd Data Teleg raphist stu den ts. The ability to send and receive
mBne.at 22 •.pm • nd optta te a telep rin ter key boa rd a1 210 srrik cs per min ute a rc
es\ennal req uLttmcn ts.

Salary Scale- £8758 to £1115.
ptt\loui i~arua~n al c ~ pcricn cc i~ necessary as 1raining will be gi ven.
Shouuablt a pplica nts "'i ll_ be mV1tcd to attend for a wri tten a nd/or practical rest
' n lect ure a nd intervi ew.
Fu ll paniculan a nd a pplicauCtn form may bcobcaincd from:

Area CivHian Staff Manager, Catterick, Home Road,
CATTERICK GARRISON, North Yorkshire Dl.9 4JH .
Tel: Rlchmond8321i21 Ext2005
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INSIGHT
N!jmegen the fo !lo,~in~ notes fro m the team leader give some
ms1ght mto .the event: It 1s diffi cult to expl ai n, to those who have not
taken part m the marches, the atmosphere tha t surrounds Nijmegen
each year . The week st~rts on Sunday evening when all t he team
m~mb~rs from 13 C<?Un tnes that participate visit Nijmegen , which is
alive .Wlth street parties_. Flags are everywhere and there is much joy in
th~ ~1r. Monday. is a qmet day with briefings for te am leaders and a flag
ra1s111g. parade m the big stadium in town where bands from many
c?untr1es play•. ~e most unu sual being the one which played on
bicycles! Then 1.t .1s back to Heumensoord camp , SKm from Nijmegen ,
where all the m1ht ary queue for breakfast ready to start the first 40Km
at ~00 . It is really a marv~llous sight seeing all the countries' military
uniform. Some bear mention : the Swiss have an awful set of combats
wh.ere th~ predominant colour is red , the Danish ladies' teams wore
weird . white ~elmets which looked like upturned potties, t he French
w~re indescribable ~nd the Americans and Canadians, as expected,
tried to swop every piece of their dress and equipment for ours.
The second and third days came and went· the routes can be
extremely bofi?g at tii;i~s with long straight stretches of road where you
cai:i see for m.iles-th1s 1s where the singing comes in . The song 'The
Bnts are commg; Get out of the way: Push! Push!,was very effective to
speed past other teams as the latter part of the days' marches produced
more ache~ and pains. Having survived three days, everyone normally
takes part ID the fourt~ and fin~I day. This consists of J6Km followed
by a 4Km march past m best ki t when everyone forgets their feet and
!egs a~d swaggers to the band in best military tradition. The crowds are
mcred1ble-the whole of the march past route is lined with hundreds of
spectators r.eady to cheer you on, give you flowers , kiss you if lucky
enoug~ , or m the case of the countless number of children-to ask for
souvemrs. After the march-past it is back to camp to collect a well
deserved .medal and prepare for the evening, when again the streets are
packed hke a human sea as all team members with two legs intact
descend. once more to Nijmegen. Many end up in a big disco
appropriately ~amed by marchers 'the blister bowl', end an extremely
arduous but enioyable week.
Som~ say that they will never go again, but for many the magical
attraction d~ws hun.dreds back year after year to meet old friends,
walk more miles or simply to prove they can still do it. Whatever the
reaso!1the6?th International marches at Nijmegen will see at least half
o~ . th1s years team even tho ugh several will have left the regiment.
~•Jmeg~n team 1982: Lt Robin Clapp, SSitt 'Dick' Heppenstall, Cpl
Scouse McEvoy, Cfj- . ' Killer' Kilsbaw, LCpl Graham Neal LCpl
Charles George, Sig Lil' Grierson, Sig Martin E lliot, Sig David Judd ,
Sig Paul Hattersley, Sig 'Air Can'. Our tent orderly was LCpl Paul
Rose and cycle o rderly was Cpl George Crichton.

. <?f
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TO BAVARIA
Immediately Ex Summer Sales was over , the Regimental
Adventurous Training began. The plan was for JO men at a time to go
to Bavaria and, based on the Snow Queen Hut at Petersthal , carry out a
week of adventurous training. The aim was to make the event
physically hard, enjoyable and satisfying. Two days of survival
activities, two days of mountain walking. including a walk to the top of
the Zugsp it7.e, weather permitting and a day each of canoeing and
windsurfing combined to produce each week a tired party of 30
returning soldiers . Eigh t parties made the trip during the Summer and
with few exceptio ns fun was had.
Much credit fo r the success must ~o to the instructors, particular
mention shoul d be m ade of some participants normally found in other
surroundings; the MT O , Capt Ken Blease, had to leave his bike behind
in order to participate and the Traffic Officer, Capt Tony Wbydell, has
definitely imp roved his windsurfing technique and does a good line in
survival tra in ing as well. As for the professional instructor cadre, Sgt
Chris Wooff has walked the odd mile or two. Cpl Mick North has
forsaken h is crim pin g tool for a paddle and LCpl Rob Wilts hi re has
now recovered fro m a short sli de down the mountain. Their efforts and
those of many others, in particular LCpl Scouse R ichardson the cook.
combined to ma ke it a wort hwhile summer pursuit. when the mountain
air had a chance to re fresh those parts that no other air can reach.

I
I
HQ Sq uadro n's team in t he Chariot Race at the Mohne Fest. Metal
fati gue p revented th is h ighly skilled group of non -signallers from
winn ing the final
Left to Right: W02 (QMS I) Pete Brierley, Sgt Ian Beaver and Cpl Paul
Offord

R EGIMENTAL WE EKEND
Just after Ex Summer Sales and before too many peop le had
disappeared for their hol idays, the Moh ne Fest was again staged. This
year the p roceed in gs were sp iced with a visit from the 3rd Divisional
Signals Reun ion Club led by Brig (Retd ) ' Bertie' Brett and shepherded
by Maj (Retd) Derek Roberts . A total of 28 visitors made the journey
and spen t the weeken d show in g the young ones how to enjoy life.
As fo r the Fete-fo r a change the weather was magnificent and the
well ingtons and bro llies of the last two years were replaced with sa ndals
and parasols. Yards of bunting, lots of tents, flags, cups of tea, (what's
that abo ut a Wives Club Slush Fund?) glasses of beer, ice-cream. Miss
Mohne Fest (Kelly Cooper) , chariot races, who sabotaged HQ
Squadron's chariot before th e fi nals?, free fa ll parach uti ng . bratties,
helicopters and of course the Star Prizes fo r the Ra ffi e run by the MT,
two of which were wo n by Dvr Paul Gwynn of MT Troop, all comb ined
to produce a most succ essful aftern oon . It even made a profit!

Does your Adjutant have hair like this? Capt Charles Le Gallais pays
the price in the stocks- all for charity
ALL RANKS DANCE
A rapid clear-up was followed by the All Rank Dance in the
evening , when the Old Comrades again showed the way. The Dance.
organised by I Sqn. was much enjoyed by all except two Reunion Club
members who found the noise too much and adjourned to a local
German hostelry. where they could hear themselves remind each other
about the good old days. Overheard at the bar during the All Ranks
Dance: Young soldier to Traffic Officer: 'Having a good time then?'
Traffic Officer: 'Yes thanks , a good dance i n't ic ' . Young soldier:
'Yes, T suppose you will be back in two years for the next Reunion
outing' . Traffic Officer: 'Look here, I may be grey haired but I'm not
retired yet!·

Spot the old soldier - one of these is the QM (Tech) Maj Jack
Simpson. No prizes are offered for the right answer
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PRESENTATION TO ERNEST BAYLEY
By Sunday the hosts. including the Traftic Ofticer, were looking a
touch worn but the movement continued with church followed by a
Curry Lunch in WOs and Sgt Mess. We were pleased co ha\'e
Commander Commw1ications 1 (BR) Corp Brig C.N. Last OBE join
us for the occasion which was used to mark a special event . Ernest
Bayley, the Reunion Club Treasurer was pre ented with a bronze
tatuette of 'Jimmy' by the CO to honour 30 year of ervice a a
founding father of the Club. For once in his 30 year Ernest wa almost
lost for word . However , he managed a fe>\· :)nd expre sed much delight
and ~ratitude not only for the presentation. but on behalf of all the
Reumon Club for a good weekend. Comment from the crowd of
Reunion Clubbers about it being a pity "e don't have one of the e every
411

weekend w, greeted b barely muffled groans from. by now . very
weary ho ts. The end came shortly afterward , when the Club
reluctanrly boarded the bu for Ostende complete with presentation
Regimental beer mug . bottle of wine and the ubiquitous packed
lunch. 2LI Duncan McAllister breathed a big sigh of relief when they
boarded the boat to Dover, and the rail strike. the next morning and
thi aw the end to the Mohne weekend.
WHAT ELSE DID YOU DO THIS SUMMER THEN?
Well fitne is the thing you see. A few inter squad ron competitions,
laced with liberal doses of cady morning PT by the whole regiment
thrice weekly and stirred with a CO's quarterly ru n have made sure that
the Iron Division's Sig Regt matche up to its name.
I Sqn won the orienteering, not because they are fit but because they
are used to operating in the hills; 2 Sqn won the sailing. with heavy
a istance from HQ Royal Artiller and spurious tacking by the CO
who led HQ Sqn·s team to second place, no truth in the rumour that
two SOXMIS ightings that day had anyth ing to do with talent
reponing for the next Olympics. 3 Sqn won the cross country
competition and with it the Inter Squadron Six Monthly Competition
Trophy. I and 2 Sqns cried 'Foul' because they had too many of their
stars otherwise occupied, Sgt Beverley didn•t mind either way because
he won the indi\'idual trophy for the cross country and helped HQ Sqn
to another second place.
SHOWINGTHEWAY
RHQ 's girls decided all this fitness thing for men was too much and
decided to show a leg themselves. Urged on by the Assistant Adjutant,
2Lt Kate Munnoch, they have taken the BFT for WRAC and are now
out to improve their performance further. Kate is in fact practising for
the arri,•al of WRAC in the unit later this year. Let nobody ask the age
of the SSAFA lady. Mrs Jean TJTie, who can still do the course faster
than some of our male BIT failures! But we· re working on them!
And finally, the word from the wilderness has arrived ...

PERSONALITIES

oc

BORDER PATROL
Once again 202 Sig Sqn set out after their recovery from Summer
Sales to defend the free world by patrolling the !GB. The patrol
consisting of Cpl Graham Charge, Sigs Taff Davies-Williams, Chaz
Fox, Slug Marsden, Shane Hendley, Scroggsy Scroggs and Mick
Wheater, was lead by Echo One Troop's very own one pip wonder.
They successfully managed to visit more 'Bratty• stalls than last years
patrol while incidentally observing the East Germans carrying out
minefield clearance and fence improvements. They would like to thank
Mr Jack Bell from the British Frontier Service for showing them
around.
MARRIAGES
Sig Curtis to Joanne Greenwood on S Jun at Sennelager. LCpl Perry
to Anna Buchan on 1 May at Catterick.

202 (33 ARMD BDE) SIG SQN

2IC
OCEI
OCE2
SSM
YofS
SQMS
FofS

Cpls Jacko Jackson, Scouse Wlkeley and Les Storey, LCpls Barry
Tolllngton and Roy Messenger all performed marvellously throughout
the exercise. (Gosh. who wrote this?) Due to the exercise nature and
role of the HQ we can only say we used up nearly a year's track mileage
in two weeks. We also received a great number of visitors including the
Corps Commander, the Corps Commander (Des) , the MGRA and
Comd Comms J (BR) Corps to mention just a few .
Sig Garth Francis and Sig Stan Burton became quite good al
pretending to be operators on set. Others worthy of mention are LCpl
Knobby Clarke and his REME crew for excellent assistance and for a
memorable night time recovery of a landrover. Cpl Tim Wynn for hi s
dungeons and dragons and Cpl Steve Hodgson for technical assistance
on rare occasions. This report would not be complete without mention
of the Military Assistants to the Corps Comd, Maj Narie Wallace and
hi 'Cocktail Oub' and Capt Charles Le Gallais. Both were with the
TAC in different capacities as reporting officers . Needless to say both
enjo •ed themselve very much and the soldiers enjoyed their company
on the exercise too. Really?
Meanwhile, while Echo 2 Troop stole all the limelight, Echo 1 Troop
were safely holed up in one of the more scenic derelict factories to be
found in W Europe.

Maj C. V. Nind
Capt EJ. Banham
2Lt S. Renfrey
2Lt G.D. Baxter
W02 DJ. Walker
W02 S.G. Watson
SSgt C.M. Lawrence
SSgtJ.W. Oakes

EX 'SUMMER SALES'
202 Sig Sqn were tasked with providing a new trial TAC HQ for the
Corps Comd. The HQ was formed from E2 Troop and commanded by
Lt Fred Connor, ably assisted by Sgt Alan Hibberd. The junior NCOs,

umms

To Bill and Rose Garn a baby boy Philip James on 22 Jun. To Robert
and Anne Pemberton a baby girl Toni on 25 Mar.
We have said goodbye to: Capt Vale, Lt Connor, SSgts Snee and
Farrell, Sgts Bartlett and Rivett, Cpl Rees, LCpl Bertram, Sigs Curtis,
Knight, Haresign, Ptes Ferries and Campbell. We wish them well in
their next units.
We warmly welcome to the unit: Capt Banham, 2Lt Baxter, SSgt
Lawrence, Sgts Bowes, Filer and Reid RPC, Cpls Clark 107 and
Jackson, LCpls Clark 970, Jenno, Winkles and Burns REME, Sigs
Hardaker, Lewis, Terry, Ptes O'Meally RPC and Sandiford RPC.

~
4 Annd Div HQ and Sig Regtl ••
~
B.F.P.O. 15
-

A DAY TO REMEMBER
Readers will have seen the special feature at the fron t of the July issue
of 'The Wire' covering the visit by the Colonel-in -Chief to I (BR) Corps
in June. The pleasure engendered by the visit was such that we have
decided to devote our entire September article to portraying in greater
detail this regiment's portion of the visit on Wedn esday 9 June. We
make use of two sources of information - photographs . with captions.
and extracts from essays written by the children of Lister School ,
Herford. We think both sources speak for themselves .. . !

1

' All the soldiers marched off and then some men popped out of
the tanks and put their hands in the air.'
Donna Marie McDermald
Simply to indicate that all main engines had fired first time we
hasten to add.

BEFORE THE DAY
'For the days before we have been waiting for the day getting
more and more excited because Princess Anne was coming .'
Amy Burke
(Substitute 'months' for 'days' and it might have been RHQ being
referred to , instead of Lister School!)

THE NIGHT BEFORE
'The night before Princess Anne was coming my Mummy and
Daddy went to the Summer Ball and all the ladies had to wear
long dresses and when my Mummy and Daddy came back I said
'Did you have a good time at the Ball?' and they said they did
and my Mummy got a white flower.'
Emma Juggins

THE PREPARATIO NS BEHIND THE SCENES
'My Dad and 19 other soldiers were looking after Princess Anne
to make sure she never got hurt.'
Brian Allen

THE ARRIVAL OF HRH IN HAMMERSMITH BARRACKS
'Princess Anne was wearing a yellow dress and matching hat
and looked gorgeous.'
Kerl Whitworth

Leaving the Army Soon?
Then contact The Three Tees Agency and let your
Service Skills pay in Civvy Street.
The Three Tees Agency serves 6,000 companies and
deals solely with vacancies for Telephone, Telex and
Teleprinter Operators.
You can be assured of a warm welcome and free
advice and guidance on employment prospects in t he
Commercial wor1d of Telecommunications. If you are
rusty, we can give you the opportunity to brush up
your operating and also famil iarise you with
commercial routines and equipment, and then guide

THE REGIMENTAL PARADE
'She inspected soldiers' boots. Their toe cap were extra shiny.'
'The soldiers' uniforms were smart-especially my Dad's.'
Sian Collier

• • •

It is true, Maj Clive Collier did look unusually mart that day!

you to the right job, permanent or temporary . In
some cases resettlement courses are available for
those seeking permanent employment in the Greater
London area .

Cal write or phone:
110 Aeet Street, EC4: 01-353 3611
124 Regent Street, W1: 01-734 0365
20 Eastcheap, EC3: 01-626 OID1

HRH The Princess Anne arrives
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The inspection- The Colonel-in- Chief pauses to speak with Sig
'Robby' Robinson
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3 Squadron led by Maj Clive Collier
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THE VISIT TO LISTER SCHOOL
'When we were all in our places 1 heard some people saying
'She's here , she's here' and, right enough , there she was coming
out of her Rolls Royce to see our school.'
Ann Knought

7 Sig Regt

B.F.P.O. 15

'When the Princess came we were nervous. My tummy was like a
cement mixer.'
Christopher Williams

PRESENTATION DAY
LCpl Glyn Man h (Radar) of HQ squadron was recently presented
with his Basic Youth Leadership Certificate, by Brigadier Qyayle.
'Radar' has worked at the Herford Youth Club for nearly two years.
This certificate goes towards the service he is doing for the Gold Duke
of Edi nburgh's Award . Well done Glyn!
Miss Nyree Greaves, daughter of Sgt Greaves, and Master Andy
Geddes, son of SSM Geddes, represented the Youth Club when they
presented Brigadier Quayle with a cheque for £512 for the Shaftsbury
Society. This splendid sum was collected by Youth Club members
du ring spon sored events thro ughout the year.

'When Princess Anne came to school I looked at her very
carefully. Her face was an oval shape. Her lips were soft and
delicate . Her eyes spa rkled . The expression on her face was
kind.'
Elaine Innes
'I liked the Pr incess. I liked her face. She was pretty and her
hair was up in a b un. I was glad that she came.·
Sasha Paddock

We now look forward to the next season with optimism. One or two
players have joined us in recent weeks but we still have room for more,
particularly centres, so anyone, in the regi ment , who is interested
please make contact thro ugh the correct channels. Personal highlight

'It was nice singing th e two German songs and liste ning to

2 Squadron's ' Panzers' comp lete the parade
Commanders of leading vehicles are: Lt Keith Durward (left) and Cpl
'Brad' Bradbeer (right)

Princess Anne. I think t hat Pr incess Anne enjoyed it even
though she might have felt ner vous like me an d the music felt
like se nding you to sleep.'
Robert Laughlln
' It was sad when she went becau se we all liked Princess Anne.'

Diane Gowlden
THE VISIT TO THE YOUTH CLUB

of the rugby scheme was SSgt Andy Hickllng being awarded his BAOR
Cap, A proud moment for Staff Andy.
OUT AND ABOUT

•,

A young but enthusiastic crowd from Enger School enjoy the parade
The younger members of the garrison are most impressed (see
article)

OPENING THE BRADLEY CENTRE

'En route' to Lister School
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Capt Carl Widdowson explains that he is not the third Bradley
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Picture shows L to R:
Brigadier Quayle (Garrison Commander), Miss Nyree Greaves
(daughter of Sgt Greaves), Master Andy Geddes (son ofSSM Geddes),
LCpl Glyn (Radar) Marsh, and Mr Keith Hanbury (Garrison Youth
Worker).
RUGBY SEASON 1981182
Report by Capt 'Geordie' Galnford
A long, hard and very disappointing rugby season has just ended .
We started the new season in great heart , having had several new
players posted into the regiment, and after showing great promise on a
short pre·season tour to South Wales. We appointed a new skipper,
SSgt Andy Hlckllng and W02 Alex Kubu joined us as coach . Our best
rugby was played prior to Christmas but then , unfortunately. several
games were cancelled due to the severe weather and calls made on our
players for representative games disrupted our team-work . This , I feel ,
contributed greatly to our defeat by 7RHA in the semi-final of the
Army Cup by IS points to 9 (after leading 9- 0 for most of the game ).
However , we finished the season on a high note by winning the
Denmark sevens for the second consecutive year. Cpl 'Chalky' Atkins
and Sig Andy Fife excelled in this tournament. which augurs well for
next season, when a youthful and promising side, all giving 100 %
commitment, could do extremely well.
A Charity game was held on 29 May in front of a large crowd. The
'Ladies' of Herford Garrison . organised by Brenda Galnford, played
against the 2nd XV captained by Lt Steve May. The 'Ladies' team
included players' wives Jenny Atkins and Sue Hendenon and also. ·
joining in the fun, were Capt Dickie Dyer, Capt Dave Poole, Cpl Steve
Stephenson, Cpl Ian Taylor-(all 4 ADSR) Dan Hedges (SKC) and John
Nightingale, NAAFI, who , disguised as ladies, helped gain a notable
victory. A considerable sum of money was collected throughout the
afternoon by Mn Jane Hickllng.
The above game was followed by a 'Golden Oldies' v 1st XV match .
The 'Golden Oldies' , who included such names as 'Jock' Cairns, Jim
Tunney, Dave Higgins, Seel Drlka and Roy Shiner, gave an extremely
good account of themselves with 'yours truly' scoring the opening try of
the match. However the first team ran out eventual winners by 24-6,
Sgt Gus Hailes scoring an excellent try.
In the evening the end of season Disco was held and once again was a
great success.
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Those about to purchase sealink tickets to the UK or rail tickets to
far away and exotic sun soaked spots are well familiar with the Staff of
our Travel Bureau. Always a smile, w en they take your money, ever
helpful and determined to get recognition in the Wire. our two
girls-Mn Julie Dillon-White and Mn Amanda Frazer are alway
ready to give excellent service to the would be traveller.
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THE NEW SPEARHEAD CLUB
Former members of the regiment will remember the building at the
WVS or Weavers Club , somewhat drab to say the least.
. Open~d eadier th is year after undergoing a complete new facelift ,
with maior structural changes in appearance and interior design , th e
new 'Spearhead Club ' has rapidly become a very popular and most
welcome addition to the regiment. The Club is very smart in its interior
decor, and has its own furnishings , fitted carpeting, bar and complete
self contained disco . The regiment now has a much needed centre,
which will provide comfortable modern facilities for entertainment and
military functions held within the regiment for years to come.

WASH AND BRUSH UP

Yet another new building has appeared within the confines of
Maresfield. although it took all of 15 months from taking root to full
bloom. Gone has the back breaking, but enjoyable(?) task of washing
down waggons by hand , Never again wilt we have to beg, borrow and
steal shammy leather, sponges and buckets, not for us rhe soaked
denims and water baby act. Now at last we have an automatic wash
down. just like a well equipped civilian garage. and it can handle four
waggons at once. A great asset to the regiment, it will reduce hours of
the wash and brush routine to a matter of minutes.

Capt Richard Thunton assumed the never ending and busy
appointment as adjutan t in July and we wish h im the best of British. No
st ra nger to Maresfield Capt Thunton had served two years with 2 Sq n
before becoming adjutant.
WOl (RSM) M.S.W. OUve recently arrived from 22 Sig Regt to
assume his new appointment. We would like to wish both him and his
fa mily an enjoyable tour in Herford.

LCpl Jim Kelly , Muter John Canon (son of SSgt John Canon), Cpl
(Big John) Bridgewater, Cpl Don Briant, Muter Robert Donachie (son
of Cpl John Donachie) , Cpl Pete Moon I RTR (twice BAOR individual
Ch ampion ) and Cpl Kev (call me Mr) Kelly (4 ADSR).
Front row left to right , Mn Chrlatfne Moon, Sgt Alex Forbes BEM
(Club Secretary) Cpl John Donachie and Cpl Terry (I'm suave) Mount
(now 1 ADSR).

' POSTIES' FAREWELL

BMH RINTELN PRESENTATION
The Kingfishers also work hard in raising much needed cash for
various charity organisations within BAOR . The club recently
presented a cheque to the value of DM 1,000 to BMH Rinteln in aid of

BRAIN OF BFG CHAMPIONS 1982
7SIGNALREGIMENTSWEEPTBEBOARD
Success at only the second attempt . Having been narrowly beaten at
the semi-final stage in last year's competition, our team of 'Maresfield
Masterminds' were more determined than ever this year to become
'Brains of BFG Champions. Ably led by our team captain Maj Phil
Cooper, and supported magnificently by Mrs Margaret Moreland, wife
of Capt Joe Moreland and SSgt Mal Boor, the team surged from one
triumph to another . until they deservedly reached the final of the
competition. The final of the competition was held at this year's Rhine
Army Summer Show at Bad Lippspringe , a very fitting venue indeed
for our team of military superbrains to at last realise their ambitions
and become champions of BFG.
'
Their opponents, in what turned out to be a very tense and exciting
final, were HQ 2 ~md Div and Sig Regt. After a somewhat shaky
start, our team ralhed well, an? eventually overcame their opponents,
to become a very worthy champ10ns , Magnus Magnusson beware!
The photograph clearly depicts the pride and the pleasure of our
team , as they display the championship Trophy back home at
Maresfield Barracks.

A CREDITABLE LINE UP
Not to be outdone by Signallers. who's magazine is it then? Our
overworked paystaff seek their just recognition. As the sun reaches its
zenit~ in the midday sky and signallers sally forth out of camp to take
part m a dozen sports and other interesting activities , what are the lads
of the pay office doing? Working mate, looking after your hard earned
dough . paying your bills dishing out claims with gay abandon. ot for
us rhe Slln tanned bodies of the radio squadrons , no , just worry, work
and cold coffee. OK fellas, you've proved your point we do appreciate
your efforts!

In a recent short ceremony held in the barracks, CplJlm Brookes was
duly labelled and posted and handed over the stamps and float to LCpl
Trev Wright. 'Brooksle' to his friends. will shortly come to the end of
his career which spans 26 years. He started life as a 'Scots Guardsman'
and then transferred to the Corr,s. He has taken local discharge and
now lives in Herford. He hasn t however gone far having gamed a
position as SSO's clerk in the Garrison . Best of luck Jim in your new
job.

the new baby unit. The photograph shows Kin~her Cpl John
Donachie looking very proud and contented having JUSt presented the
matron with the cheque for DM 1,000. Well doneJohn.

ANGLING
THE MAGGOT TROPHY
This very popular event is held annually, and is open to both present
and past members of the Regimental Angling Oub, the club known
throughout-BAOR as 'The Kingfishers'. The match this year was held
on 28 July and was fished on the River Weser at Vlotho. Unfortunately
the river was very low and running very fast, because of these
conditions, the fish were very sparse. However a most enjoyable day was
had by all who attended! The individual winner was Mn Chrlsdne
Moon whose catch weighed 2,100 grammes. Runner up was LCpl Tony
Poole, Cpl Terry Mount was third , and Sgt John Atherton REME
fourth.

NDMEGEN MARCHES
The photograph shows some of the members of the Regimental
Marching team who recently completed the Nijmegen Allied Marches.
While in Nijmegen we were the guests of the Dutch army at an allied
forces tented camp in Heumensoord. The team marched 40km per day
carrying IOkg in 58 pattern webbing. This was Sig Reid's fourth march
and he can be seen displaying the team medal which represents a 100%
completion route. Sgt Bill Pounder and LCpl Taff Owen were also
marching for the second time. Srouse O'Connor has only been wearing
those slippers since he came back.
Including training and other events, the team have marched some
450km.

Left to right: Maj Phil Cooper (Captain) Mn Margaret Moreland, and
SSgt Mal Boor.
TWO IMPORTANT CHANGES

Rear Rank: L to R: Pte Ozzy Osbourne, Pte Mike Gray, Cpl Steve
Duncan, Cpl Ray 'got a fag' Bailey

Fro'!t Rank: L to R: Maj Edmundson (TAVC) visiting, Maj Ian
Whrttaker (paymaster), W02 SQMS Dave (Habal bound) Goult Cpl
Doc White
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Two _very importan.t changes have recently taken place-namely a
new adjutant and Regimental Sergeant Major.
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Shown in all their ~lory are:
Standing left to right are, LCpl Tony Poole, Sgt Dave Higgins, Cpl
(Speedy) Speed, Cpl Charlie HUI, Sgt John Atherton, Cpl John Fox,
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1982

Rear L to R: Sgt Bill Pounder, LCpl Darlow, Sig Lew Lewis, Cpl Jim
Davies, Sig Scouse O'Connor, LCpl Taff Owen, Lt J. Dryburgh

Front L to R: LCpl 'T' Gracie, Sig Geordie Reid , Sig Toe Bartlett
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SQNNOTES
lSQN
The squadron has had many comings and goings over the past few
weeks and we would like to say a fond farewell to our OC Maj Roger
Pickard who has left to take up an appointment at Blandford.
Congratulations also to W 0 2 (SSM) Dave Smith on promotion to RSM
of 40 Sig Regt (V). We welcome into the squadron Maj Willie
Robotham (the correct pronunciation is Ro-both-um!).

8 SigRegt
Catterick Ganison

SSMHOOKED
W 02 (SSM) Barry Williams relinguished both his post as School
Warrant Office r and Corporals Mess Supervising Warrant Officer to
take up the position of SSM 1 Sqn. In appreciation for his outstanding
work in the Corporals Mess he was presented with a fishing rod.

ALLOVER
By the time t hat these notes. compiled in July, are published the
short Catterick summer will be over! There has bee n plenty of activity
10 uit all tastes. In addition to the sporting events reported later in this
article , we have once again played our part in hosting 600 Old
Comrades on their annual reunion. We are now beginning to think
about winter activitie as the goal posts re-appear on the playing fields.
Jn the background trade trainin g has continued and it is with a note on
developments in this field that we begin.

____

THE FIRST OF A NEW BREED
The Trade Training School is experimenting with a new training
sy tern called Fixed Mastery Variable Time (FMVT) in which each
trainee proceeds at his or her own speed. The system is being tried out

2SQNREPORT
During the weekly conference the Squadron Commander, Maj Judy
Ball WRAC, commented that it would be a good idea if a photogra ph
was taken of the Squadron Cadre personnel, the resu lt of which is
shown below. Now, only three months later, seven of the 14 military
personnel have already left the squadron and two more are goi ng in the
near future. Lt Ann Belsley WRA C is joining the rat race in civvy street
and Cpl Jane Stewart is migrating south to Lui worth on promotion. We
wi~h both of them every success.
Staying behind to look after the troops we welcome Lt Ian Serap.h
who now commands A Tp ably assisted by SSgt Goldie Peten, who 1s
expecting yet another, albeit unexpected, addition to his 'tribe', and
Cpl Steve Osman who arrived in May.
Holding the fort in B T p is Lt Ann Belsley WRAC an d that scourge
of the WRAC, Sgt John Salter. It was whilst he was on leave recently,
that his somewhat ancient Ford Cortina decided to breathe it's last and
unceremoniously die. He has now acq ui red alternative means of
transport with ancilliary eq uipment. Anyone goi ng down the Al on _a
Friday night is cordially invited to call up BOGRAT whose repartee 1s
the envy of all CB enthusiasts.

_,

I

Maj Jack Fiske! , QC 3 Sqn, Master of Signals, Sig Robertson , LCpl
Burkey, Sig Woods, LCpl Glenn , LCpl Wharton, Sig Rea

I

I
I

0 ;

Sftting L-R: Mrs Thompson, 2Lt Farrant WRAC, Capt Ladds, Maj Ball
WRAC, W02 (SSM) Escott, Lt Beisley WRAC, Mrs Galliers. The dog
is called Monty
Standing L-R: Cpl McConnell, Cpl Worswick, WCpl Marr, Sgt
Salters, SSgt Peters, Sgt Wroe, WCpl Stewart, Sgt Luck, Cpl
Tempest BEM

l

"

'
" YOUR
on basic Data Telegraphist training. Our photograph shows Sig
CharU.h, the first student to complete FMVT training, being
congratulated by Lt Col David Dudley. Sig CharU.h, now at 30 Sig
Regt, completed a course, which normally takes 17 weeks, in 13 weeks,
which illustrates the savings in time that might be possible for many
students in the future.
VISIT OF MASTER OF SIGNALS AND GOROONS CUP
COMPE'ITIION
Towards the end of May it was decided to hold the 1982 Gordons
Cup , Assault Course, Competition to coincide with the farewell visit of
the Master of Signals. General Bradley took a keen interest in the
Competition and spent the afternoon meeting competitors and
spectators before presenting the prizes.
The competition consists of a run of about 700 metres, then over an
assault course . regrouping on the sports field for a two minute break
and then over another obstacle course. A final two minute break and
then out onto the moor, up to the cairn, down , round the sports pitch
418

Winners of the Gordons Cup Competition
A Tp2 Sqn
Standing L-R: Sig Evans, Sig Ashton , Cpl Kirkpatrick, Sig Sprange,
Sig Hughes
Kneeling L-R: W02 (SSM) Escott, Cpl Hutton , LCpl Pellant, Sig
Wallace

and a final 'sprint/ stagger' to the finish . To remind the teams that it
was a military competition , the dress for the day includes webbing and
whoever heard of a run at Catterick where you did not have to carry a
log!! All in all, a very demanding race which requires a high level of
fitness and good technique. The teams that had trained hardest easily
occupied the top positions and an interesting observation was , that
despite a lot of the obstacle crossing techniques being practiced in
relative secrecy, on the day the methods chosen to cross 'critical
obstacles' were almost identical.
At the end of a fiercely contested , hotly disputed competition , A Tp
of 2 Sqn were declared the winners closely followed by Training
Support Group of HQ Sqn. 3 Sqn the holders for the last two years
finished 3rd , 4th and 5th .
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WELL DONE
In training we are pleased to report tha~ two .students. ~ave bei:n
awarded A gradings on the completion of their Rad to Technicians basic
course; Sig Fleming 977 and Sig Cooper 209 have worked extremely
hard to achieve these results.
1 Sqn has also triumphed on the sports field and our ath l~~ics team
run by the outgoing SSM won the lnter Squadron Compettt1on. The
whole team is to be congratulated on a fine per~ormance. The fact
that the OC Squadron is athletics officer and organiser of the event has
no bearing on the result!!
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3SQN
Since we last wrote, 3 Sqn has gone through many changes.
Promotions , postings and wars have all added to the day to day
uncertainty , which has become a feature of the last few weeks. In the
short space of three weeks, Maj Jack Fiske! ended up in hospital with
appendicitis . Capt Jim Creevy arrived as 2IC to help out, but within
three days decided a trip south to Port Stanley was a much better idea.
The Admin Officer attempted to get some leave in, but was hastily
recalled to SHQ where he found that in sheer desperation Lt Tim
Insbaw had become Capt lnshaw. A new broom always sweeps clean
and a new system of management became evident with the motto
'Subbies are always right' .
The crisis of SHQ went just about unnoticed at Troop level. Lt Steve
Hernlman kept the pressure on the Gordons Cup Team training and as
the weeks went on so the casualty list grew. SSgt Witherington found it
a lot easier to nm Delta Tp now that his Troop OC was his new
Squadron Commander!! Sgt Dickie Bb:d maintained his success on the
athletics field and SSgt Phll Lee finally beat his Troop OC at squash.
In the near future , we say goodbye to several members of the Cadre
to places far and near. Sgt Dickie Bb:d is off to Schemes Troop, Sgt Joe
Busuttil (Maltese Joe) and Sgt Bob O'Hara are off to cause Havoc
el e~ here. We thank them for their hard work.
INTER SQUADRON ATHLETICS
On 19 May the whole regiment flocked to the Leyburn Stadium in
Catterick to witness the battle of the athletic gladiators. With the
weather uncharacteristically fine, the crowd settled down for a very
good afternoon's sport. The events started with the SOOOm and this
strenuous event was made even more difficult by the heat of the day.
The winner was Sig Griffiths of I Sqn who fini hed in the creditable
time of l 6min 12secs. It is not the intention to relate all the result in
this article, however. a number of athletes stood out . 3 Sqn turned out a
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9 Sig Regt

represented the WRAC in the inter services skiing. A lot of her time is
spent organising sport for the 80 or so WRAC-girls in th e Regt. The
RSM , WOl Mick Stevenson smiles in ad miration .

very strong team led by Sgt Dickie Bird who personally won no less than
three event . Sig Brown 148 also put up a good performance, gain ing
two first and two second places. The overall Squadron competition
turned out to be a very close fight between 1 Sqn and 3 Sqn.
Throughout the afternoon the leadership changed often and the fin al
result was decided by the outcome of the last event the 4 x 400m relay.
The final position were 1 Sq first and 3 Sqn second.
The competition was a great succe.ss with a high standard of
athletics. A word of thanks is due to the PT Staff for providing an
excellent programme and assistance in training all four team

A GOOD DAY OUT
1t started like most good ideas-over a beer in the mess. Capt David
Shakespeare, who has been a member of the over 40's club for more
years than he cares to remember, was discussing the youth of tod ay
with Capt Norman Ladds, who is also well past the point of no ret urn in
life' span . They had both completed their BFf with time to spare and
on a wave of Sam Smiths de"cided to enter the.Great North Run. The
run i a half marathon organised by Brendan Foster and is run from
Newcastle to Sout h Shields. Additional interest was shown by WOI
(RSM) Mick Stevenson, W02 (SSM) Gavin Escott and W02 (SSM)
Mick Stevens so an application was submitted under the team name of
Pebblecrushers.
The organisers limited the entries to 20,000 runners and we were
unlucky enough to be selected from the 25,000 entries that arrived on
the first day. The proceeds from sponsorship of the team was to go to
the Oak Tree House Childrens' Home in Richmond. Training began in
earnest and the final few days of trainin~ took place in torrential rain .
Race day however, was better-it only rained steadily. Despite the early
departure from Catterick and Mick Stevenson' s decision to complete
!tis training with a pre-race night wedding anniversary party, the 'fab
five ' arrived at the start , damp but not dis-spirited. No doubt
individual stories of the race will be told down the ages , but suffice to
say all completed the course. At the finish the present RSM showed the
ex RSMs that style is still apparent in the youn~er generation and
prod uced a welcome bottle of bubbly. Sponsorship raised a total of
£257.50 for the Childrens' Home which made it all worth while as well
as a good day out.

PRESENTATION OF COLOURS

B.F.P .O. 58

THE NEW LOOK
With t he increase in temperature (within and without the regiment)
and the sa nd having now firm ly encrusted my body. I, the new
Regi mental 'Wire notes' editor have been moved to inform the Corps at
large of the excelle_nt hea lth the regin:ie!1t is curr_ently enjoying. Th~se
havi ng problems, hk e myself, of obtammg contnbutto ns for the Wire,
may like to kn ow that people are remarkably co-operative under threat
of a visit fro m the SOinC or O IC R Signals MRO.
PRESENTATIONS
Our latest cro p of presentations took place in the WOs and Sgts
Mess on 10 Jun . T he presentations were made by the Commander
British Forces Cyprus, Alr Vice Marshal R.L. Davis RAF, with the
fo llowin g members of th e regiment receiving their awards: Sgt Dave
McNulty- BEM, Sgt Ray Francis- Mention in despatches, Sgt Ginge
Rose-Comm ander Nort hern Ireland Certificate of Commend at ion,
SSgt Iain Haldane-Long Service and Good Conduct Medal.
Our congratulations are extend ed to th em.

The CO presents sports colo urs to Lt Brid get O'Hara WRA C. Lt
O' Hara has represented the Regt in a number of sports an d has
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S Sgt lain Haldane receives his LS & GC
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Sgt Ray Francis receives his M ention in despatches
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FIRE FIGHTING IN ALPHA TROOP
Fire fig hti ng and rescue operations in the Tech nical Building of9 ig
R~t are the responsibility of a _team from ea h troop . who _regularly
tram with the Garrison Fire Statton ta ff, under the expert gu idance of
Station Fire Officer Peter Watts.
In Alpha Troop. the RAF undertake thi task and ca n be _een in the
photograph fitti ng breath ing appa ratus under the aretul e e of
Fireman Glaskos Havjlchrlstovoulou. o amount of cla room \\Ork
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can ub titut e for the real thing a nd in an underground complex the
irmen experience the heat and moke they would find in a live
condition. Taking part were Cpls Clive Micklefield and Keith Barton
\\ ith SACs Dale McAllister, Adam Lightowler and Gary Warner. So as
not to be outdone b · the younger Airmen . Flight Sergeant Tom Keay
al o donned the BA Equipment , and having experienced the smoke
vowed never again!

Everyth ing went smoot hly, after 30 minutes. Chris was replaced by Sgt
Mick T ucker, then Cpl Mick Honeyman, Sgt Dave Rutter, Capt Mike
Podmore and fin ally th e last of the six runners Sgt Graeme Wood.
Troodos was sched ul ed as a resupply point. here we were to pick up a
hot meal and a n urn of tea at 6pm . Our calculations soon proved to be
wrong. T he dista nce from Episkopi to Troodos is 33 miles, most of
whic h is uph ill. M t Olympu s is a fu rther three miles on , at a height of
6,400 feet above sea level. to our surprise we were posing for
photogra phs on top of Mt Olympus at 2.40pm fro m then onwards it
wa literally all downhill. Instead of ta king the main road th rough
Nicosia we detoured t aking th e quieter bac k roads thro ugh the villages.
wh ich was fin e until d arkne s fe ll when seei ng our way became
difficult. T his problem was overco me by Capt David Colllns a nd SSgt
Tom Ginty drivin ~ behind the runn er thu s lighti ng the way. So it went
on all night , covering a dista nce of a bout 40 miles drivi ng no faster th an
six miles an ho ur , but enabling us to see where we were going.

. Th e fu!ure looks good for the group . A lot of the singlies a re getting
1Dvolved ID one way or anoth er. Al rea dy we are pl annin g three more
productions this yea r . With the construction project at the sam e time,
th ere's a lot of work in sto re; a nyone coming back , please get in touch .
We are still appealing fo r past members to lend or give us any material
they may hold from the past in an effort to build up o ur historical fil es.
We've had a good response so far , but there are gaps . so please do
check your boxes. We'll return anything yo u would like back. Ju st
~ddre sit to MTG , 9 etc. Apart fro m anything else we'd enjoy hearing
from past members .
TM TROOP SPONSORED 24 HOUR RUN
'How do you fancy going for a run ?'. ' Fine· I replied , 'how far'!'
'.About l~O mile~ · was the ~nswe~ I received , wh at had I let myself in
for. oth1Dg _qm!e a drasac as 1t had sounded . the plan was for six
runn~rs ru~nlDg ID relay to run ~ro m _
H Q LFC at Episkopi to 9 Sig Regt
at _A}'lo N1k.olaos, the. ro~te go1Dg via Troodos. Olympus (the highest
pomt on the 1sland). N1cos1a , Larnaca and Dhekelia .
The six runners and one reserve. all volunteers, embarked upon a
fitnes programme. five days a week starting at 7am , with distances
ranging from 5 miles to JS miles daily. More than .once the remark was
heard, through clenched teeth. is it all worthwhile.

SAC Lightowler gives the thumbs up to Cpl Keith Barton prior to live
practice

Loyal support was pro,~ded by Troop Commander W02 Dave
Luckett who took the photograph, but declined the invitation to join
the party.
FOCUS ON TRAINING WING
ot a lot is written or known about the Training Wing 9 Sig Regt,
but let me assure all our readers that we do exist and when not
employed on RPC upgrading courses, cadre courses, unit coaching
courses. WRAC weapon courses, range weeks. six weekly shoots and
Battle Camps, the regiment (to stop us getting bored, so they say)
employ the wing on other additional jobs. for example: Lt 'Bob' Mills
PR! Officer and runs Training Wing in his spare time. SSM 'John:
Wallace BEM, Treasurer Gliding Club, OC Harewood Club and
advertises hi new Honda Accord in spare time Sgt 'Mick' O'Hare
Capt Regimental Football team. Manager 1 Sq~ Football team and
teaches weapons in his spare time, Sgt 'Taff' Powell, Manager
Famagusta .Saddle Club, SQMS, Entertainments Committee. OC Sgts
Mess. budgie cage and teac~es drill in his spare time. Sgt 'Mick'
Herb~n, wh~n not on vanous courses, comes in quite handy in
convertlD,g p_amt stores to accommodation stores, he also teaches
weapons ID hts spare time.
Finally, we end on a sad note by congratulating and bidding farewell
to Sgt 'Mick' O'Hare who has been posted to 1 Div in his new rank of
SSgt. We wish both Mick and his wife, the lo\•ely Marion, all the best
for the future.
MERCURY THEATRE GROUP
For any old, MTG _hands the news is that the Group is still going
strong. It wont surpnse you to learn that we've moved again, this time
from .the School Hall to the shed behind the Mercury Cinema. Our new
prem1_ses have beco~e known as 'The Silver Barn' for reasons too long
to go IDto. here. It's ht~ral!y a shed with a small building inside, power
~n~ noth1Dg else. We re m the process of building a new clubhouse
1D_s1de with all the normal facilities and staging productions on the
Cmema stage by next Christmas.
L_ast June saw our 25th Jubilee which we celebrated with a small
festival. We put on 'A Short Day' for the event. written a nd produced
by !"fn Joan FarbW1, plus 'Mother Figure', a short Alan Ayckbourne.
Ep1 _came down with 'Infa ncy' by Thornton Wilder. We had a go at
gett1Dg an evening of Victorian Melodrama off the ~round, but a las the
demands of work and so many activities at 'Ay Nik' killed it. A good
proportion of our members are shift workers which makes things
difficult. At Christmas SSgt Eddie Grlsedale and SSgt Jim Kelly
produced our pantom11_1e. 'Q~~n of Hearts' which drew good crowds
and restored our financial pos1hon after a low period.
We ente~ed the Cyprus Drama Festival in March with 'Antigone' by
Jean Anouilh, _produced by Mn Elsie Armstrong, wife of W02 Ray
Armstrong. Without a stage ~four own, the UKBC Club very kindly
!OOk U\ ID. We drew poor audiences but a lot of appreciation-culture
1s not dead!
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SUCCESS
By 3.30am Mon we had entered th e outskirts of Larnaca and it
beca me obvious tha t we were going to reach Ayios Nikolaos by 5.30am ,
way ahead of schedule . It was suggested . a nd agreed . to take a slight
detour via Ayia Napa and Ca pe Creco , so off we set , only later to
discover th at the reason for this suggestion was because Capt Mike
Podmore did not want to run up 'the Snake' at Dhekeli a. Our detour
did indeed take up the remaining time and we arrived at Vrysoulles
village at 9.SOam where upon the remaining one mil e to the guardroom
was run by all six runners , followed closely by the support vehicles. At
9.56a m we arrived home. having covered a total distan ce of 188 miles in
fo ur minutes short of24 hours.
The fact th a t all the runners finish ed the run in such good condition
was due to our physio and sponge man Sgt Jack Hunter RAOC, who
not only kept us in shape. but with th e help of Jim Abernathy, fed and
watered us as well . He would greet each runner as he finished with a
bottle of squash , a cup of coffee, a plate of stew, a towel and something
warm to put on , and if you have never tasted his stew you don't know
what you are missing. Although injured , Sgt Toby Martin-Law did
accompany us. organi ing the runners and map reading. He also had
the unenviable task of collecting all th e money in . Last , but not least ,
our two drivers SSgt Iain Haldane and SSgt Andy Melville, who not
only shared the driving , but found time to stretch their legs along the
route as well. It should not be forgotten that Andy Melville loves to rally
four tonners.
Eventually all the money was collected , some £CYl400 in all , our
thanks go to all the people wh o sponsored us, especially those who
contributed to the cause during the run when the sum of £CY 75 was
collected from the local inhabita nts , and the phrase Highway Robbery
took on a new meaning.
It was decided that a Mini Bus would be bought for the Larnac
Thalassiemia Society to be used as a mobile blood donation unit,
travelling around the outlying villages collecting blood . A
Thalassiemia is a disease which affects the blood , a vehicle of this
nature is essential in helping to combat the problem of ensuring that a
ready supply of blood is available for transfusions to those suffering
from the disease.

THE CONCEPT
ow that we had decided to do the run. the idea was put forward to
combine the run with a charity. in particular the Thalassiemia Society
here in Cyprus . The troop having already completed one charity event
for the society-a one jump parachute course for members of the troop
and their wives.
The idea wa agreed and the operation put into motion. Application
forn1s were submitted to HQ LFC for clearance. a date selected. forms
for sponsorship printed and an advertising campaign commenced.
obody was allowed to escape the net. People were caught at work , at
home. even at play and firms in Larnaca and Nico ia were approached
for financial support. Support of a different kind was obtained from
the t~~ brewerie on the island , as running is thirsty work. large
quai:it1t1es of refreshments were supplied by them. Transportation and
feedmg of both runners and back up crew was achieved by titting out a
four conner with one half containing six bunk beds and the other
containi.ng a kitchen area. Many thanks to LCpl Colin Kiel for
scroungmg all the equipment required and for titting ou t the vehicle.
NEAR DISASTER
Two days before we were due to start, disaster struck , Sgt Toby
(We' ve bought the bus) Martin-Law whose idea prompted the run and
wh? had done all the organising , twisted his ankle doing the high jump .
This meant. of course, that he could no longer take part and so our
reserve Sgt Graem~ Wood was thrust into the limelight. a new reserve
was therefore required and Cpl Jim Abernathy stepped in to till the
gap.
Saturday I May and all the last minute items were stowed away on
the wagon and we set off for Episkopi intending to have a lazy day
before starti ng the run at IOam on Sunday.
THE START
Sunday .2 May dawned clear and bright and as IOam approached we
moved oft to HQ LFC for the start. It had been decided that each
ru.nner woul? run for a distance of three miles, or for a period of 30
m1Dutes. whichever was the longer. Cpl Chris Laycock had the honour
of st.arting us on our '!'ay and at J Oam was set off by Capt (TOT) David
Collins on a run which was to take us across the island and back to
Ayios Nikolaos, chasing our total of over £CYJ 000 in money pledged .

HELEN'S BUS
On Saturday 5 June a ceremony was held in the ground of the
Larnaca Hospital where the keys to the bus were handed over to Mr
S.T. Katsellis, Minister to the President of the Republic of Cyprus, who

·p

left to right: Cpl Chris Layco~k, Sgt Mick Tucker, Sgt Graeme Wood ,
Sgt Dave Rutter, Cpl Mick Honeyman, Capt Mike Podmore
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Standing, left to dght Capt (TOT) David C~ll ins, Mr S. T.
Katsellis - Minister to the President of the Republic of Cyprus, Mr
Olymbius - Chairman of the Larnaca Anaemia Society, Sgt Dave
Rutter, Sgt Toby Martin-Law, Mr Demitr!ous Kouppa
.
Kneeling, left to right Sgt Mick Tucker, Cpl Mick Honeyman, Miss
Helen Kouppa, Sgt Graeme Wood, Cpl Chris Laycock
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accepted them on behalf of the T halassie mia Society. The bus is called
Helen's Bus. Helen, a Thalassiemia sufferer, is the daughter of
Demltrlous Kouppas, a carpenter who works for TM Troop. For the
past two years th ree members of the troop have donated a pint of blood
each month to enable Helen to have the blood transfu sions that she
needs to stay alive. So with all that blood in her, technically she is one
of the troop, and it was decided th at we should name the bus after her
in recog nition of the suffering she has to go throug h each month to stay
alive.
SPORT
A resume of the winter sports fix tures reveals continuing success for
the regiment :
FOOTBALL
T he Regi mental team were beaten fin alists in the Carter Floodlit
Cu p , ext ra ti me in the final saw the end of a tremendous game against 3
LI and a fin al scorelin e of 6-7. At th e end of a tiring season the
regi ment were aga in beate n into second place by 3 LI , by one point in
the Major Units League . The regiment pro\1ded seven players for the
Army Cyprus Squad , namely, SSgt John Kirk, Sgt Mick O'Hare, Cpl
John Richards, Cpl John Robertson, LCpl Scouse McDonough RPC,
LCpl Mick Ward ACC. LCpl Chris Moye.
As with all success, the 'back room boys' deserve a mention, or so
they claim . fo r the time and effort provided . At regimental level, the
manager, W02 Bob Lockwood; who we believe originates from
somewhere near London . added a new dimension to talks by refraining
from swearing. Soon to be posted to 33 Signal Regt (V) in Liverpool, as
understudy to Bob Paisley. W02 'Mac' McBimey, the coach. now
grows and trains tomatoes during the close season and who. it is
believed , is the only qualified, 'ex 216' Army coach . to have his bike
fitted with stabilisers.
With so many people leaving or having left before the new season
commences the balance of power may well shift. Hopefully. not too far
from where it now rests .
Farewells before the coming season to Sgt Mick O'Hare on posting to
I Div HQ & Sig Regt as SSgt (how. we don't know) where his blinding
speed should be used on the wing. LCpl Mick Wood ACC 'volleyer
supreme', LCpl 'Dancer' McDonough RPC the Fred Astaire of the
pitch. Sgt Gordon (Max) Lynn who was nearly as good as his fellow
centre back, Cpl Dave Boes, who joined the wrong service. W02 Frank
(The Cat) Dempster who retired more times than Frank Sinatra and
will doubtless do the same for 11 Sig Regt. Chief Tech J J. Jackson who
had surprisingly informed and sensible football views for someone in
blue.
On the Sqn scene. I Sqn dominated the ESSA minor units
competitions by winning both the league and cup, just missing the
treble when beaten 2-3 in the final of the Olympia Seven-a-Side
competition. 2 Sqn were runners up in both league and cup and semifinalist in the Olympia Sevens.
The Regimental Inter-Troop footba ll league was won by RHQ with D
Tp 2 Sqn runners up in a keenly fought competition.

IX RUFC
Another Rugby season has ground to a close and IX RUFC in the
guise of two fifteens: The Stags and The Hornets and sometimes when
pu hed. The Stomets. have achieved their usual high standard: Played
many. won few. lost a lot. drawn none but enjoyed them all. Our own
Inter Troop Sevens. The Fairways Colt Cup was won by the visiting
Infantry company, A Coy 1 Green Howard . Admittedly the plate was
won by our own omads in the colours of the Old & Bold, ab ly
captained by SSgt Davy Bicker. The Keo Cup went to Episkopi RFC
and the Keo Plate to 3 LI. As the season progressed and the Levant
League fixtures came and went we realised we were not going to win all
and sundry as we so earnestly believed back in September. Our Captain
Cpl Col Atkins was injured in a disastrou match at 3 LI so much, he
hasn't played again this season and missed the Cairo Trip.
The Cairo Tour-that's another story be t told by one who went. One
point worth mentioning thoug h regard ing that tour, it was set up and
organi ed throughout by our indefatigable secreta ry W02 Denny
Byrne. The tour party showed their thanks to him by presenting him. at
Cairo Airport. a hookah-the smoking variety.
The ocial side of the sea on ended with the Second Biggies
Memorial Dinner in the Ruck and Maul. A grand night was had by all.
to bid farewell to W02 Denny Byrne, SSgt Davy Bicker and to add to
the alliteration. Sig Bram Bramhall. The highlight of the night was a
new game to us The Cairo Boat Race, a giddy relay-be t played on a
gras Rugby Pitch-where all and sundry end up running into the
ground at 45 degrees.
The add est part of this end of the ea on i that we hall see no more
of: W02 Denny Byrne-who will cook the book and see to the
structure of the Club now? SSgl Davy Blcku who has played more
matches for IX RUF than Biggies had bit off his aeroplane. Cpl
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Stel"e Teggart . rum half extraordinaire and latterly Captain and his
trio of female upporter -Sue, Rebecca and Rachel, we'll miss you .
Sgt Mick Tucker and Sig John Bower our Club Manager for the last
two year - we'll miss your miling faces behind the bar.
Well that "as the eason that was, our thanks go to Cpl Owen
Chamle) for coaching, QMSI Norman Carter for physical torture
training. SSgt Ian Haldane for showing for once what three quarter
play should look like . Cpl Mo Eyre for the tr • of the season. whilst
pla ing for Dhekelia Barbarian and in the ame match Maj Ken
Collins trick of hats a o winger. To LCpl Ian McNelly for showing us
what the ground i really for-lying on. Our sympathy to Cpl Col
Atkins in his injury and missing so much rugby. To Sgt Tom Keay and
all the referees. without whom there would be no rugby. To anyone el e
who has helped IX RUFC in 1981- 2. Roll on the 2183 ea on-that
'\\ill be our year.
VARIOUS
Of the various inter troop l Sqn competition th e following come to
mind. if only becau e RHQ are mentioned so often. Squash-Winners
C Tp 2 Sqn. Runners Up RHQ; Swimming-Winners 1 Sqn A
compri ing RHO. TM Tp. Comms Tp. Runners Up 2 Sqn B
comprising C & D Tps; Cross Country~ Winner L Tp 3 Sqn, Runners
Up RHQ. ESBA Dart -League 1, Winners Nomad (Regimental
Select). Runner Up A Tp 2 Sqn ; League 2, Wiru1er RHQ. Runners
Up B Tp 2 Sqn: Cup winners, omads, Runners Up RHQ.

individual placings were: Cpl Chris Laycock- first. W02 John
Turvey- econd, Cpl Mick Honeyman-eighth and LCpl Eric
Clee-ninth.
It was not surprising to see S Royal Signals runners in the Army
(Cyprus) team for the Inter-Services race. A successful Army team
including W02 John Turvey and Sgt Hughie Lovejoy from 262 Sig Sqn
and Cpl Chris Balley, Cpl Chris Laycock and LCpl Gary Zanelll from 9
Sig Regt scored a convincing win over the RAF. Unfortunately, LCpl
Eric Clee was unable to run due to injury. otherwise he would have
made the Army team.
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Policies Covering War Risks
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ROAD RUNNING
The Inter-Services race brought the cross-country running to an end
but road-running soon started, with all efforts now geared towards the
marathon. The first road race, The Waterloo 8 held at Dhekelia, saw
the 3 Sqn, 9 Sig Regt team consisting of Ml\I Peter Chandler RAEC ,
Cpl Chris Balley, LCpl Andy Marjorlbanks and LCpl Gary Zanelll
take first place with individual successes going to Cpl Chris
Laycock-second, W02John Turvey-third , LCpl Gary Zanelli-sixth
and Cpl Chris Balley-seventh. The next event, Akrotiri 10. saw LCpl
P~ul MacNaughton from 2S9 Signal Squadron finish in second place
with the team from 3 Sqn. 9 Sig Regt in third place . Individual honours
continued in the Ayios ikolaos to Dhekelia IS mile race where W02
John T~vey finished first; LCpl Paul MacNaughton second, Cpl Chris
~alley s1x!h, LCpl Andy M.arjoribanks seventh and Sgt Hughie Lovejoy
e1thth whilst the 3 Sqn, 9 Sig Regt team finished as runners-up.

LONDON MARATHON 1982
Four 9 Sig Regt runner were fortunate in having their appl ications
accepted for this year's Gillette London Marathon . ln only its second
year since inception, this event has become a fiX1ure for world class
runner and a key tourist attraction. guaranteering crowds all along its
26.2 historic miles. one of the four from Ayios ikolaos quite fall into
the world class catc:gory •et, but very respectable times were logged in
this their econd marathon this year. Katrina McLean no doubt caught
the attention of selectors by attaining an incredible 2hrs SOmins, which
puts her well into the top ten UK ladies. LCpl Andy Marjoribanks
having taken time off from his successful boxing and karate activities
crossed the line in 2hrs 52mins. Maj Peter Chandler and Cpl Barry Hill
adding road-running to his already established Army tennis prowess.
registered Jhrs l lmins and 3hrs 2Smins respectively-both times
considerable slower than ~n the Cyprus Services Marathon in March ,
but excuses abound rangmg from unbalanced ' ew Balance' shoes,
poo~ly programmed carbohydrate loading and insufficient supplies of
Algipan.
This event marked the end of a very successful season for 9 Signals
c.ross Country teams. having done particularly well in the longer
dtstan~ ra~es over 8. 10 a!"d JS miles and having fielded LS
compeuto.rs. in th.e Cyprus Services Marathon. The superb engineering
and admin1stratton of the London Marathon not to mention the
cheering crowds and electrifying atmosphere on Westminster Bridge,
certainly stimulate~ the 9 Signals entries into wanting to apply again
next year and even tf that were not possible. then to continue marathon
running. improve upon personal best times and encourage others to
accept the challenge.
CORPS R NNERS DOMINATE CROSS-COUNTRY EVENTS
The All Island .cy~rus.Cross Country League, which consists of eight
league race~ varying in distance from~ to 8 miles, started the running
season off m early October . Final team and individual successes are
detei:m.ined from the best six races out of eight. The 262 Sig Sqn team
cons1stmg of W02 (FofS) John Turvey, Sgt Hughie Lovejoy, Sgt Jim
G~ley. an~ .LCpl Matt Helm finished a very creditable overall fourth,
w.h1lst md1v1du~ . uccesses went to Cpl Chris Laycock, I Squadron, 9
Sig Regt. who finished overall first, having won six races outright and
W02 (FofS) John Turvey as runner-up.
In early o.vemb.er, the Dhekelia f?ash, an annual IS mile road relay
race from Ay1os 1kolaos to Dhekeha , took place. Each team consists
o~ IS runners. each running a one mile stage. Although the overall
winners were SWEDCON, a guest team, the actual Dhekelia Dash
Troph~" which presented to the winning team from the Eastern
~vere1gn Base Area. went to the third overall team , namely I Sqn, 9
Sig Regt . led by Capt Mike Podmore.
The . ew Y~ar started off with the Major Units Cross Country at
Dhekeha. ? Sig Regt took the runners-up position with individual
honours going to Cpl Chris Laycock-first and LCpl Eric Clee-sixth
"•th W_D2 John Turvey of 262 Sig Sqn in second place. The gir ls were
determmed not ~o be ~eaten by the men and the Ayios Nikolaos ladies
too~ first pla~~ m .their .event. Success continued in the Army Minor
nits competmon m which 2 Sqn, 9 Sig Rcgt team, consisting of LCpl
Er~ Clee, Cpl John ~ower, Sig Paul Edon and Sig John Delanle
fini~hed runners-up with I Sqn, 9 Sig Regt in third position. The top
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THE MARATHON
The final event of the running sea on wa the All Island Cyprus
Marathon in which 24 members of Royal Signals Units took part.
Individual honours went to LCpl Paul MacNaughton who lini hed in
first place, in a very creditable time of 2hr 29min ; W02 (FofS) John
Turvey in third place in 2hrs 38mins and LCpl Andy Marjorlbanks in
thirteenth place in 2hrs Slmins.
The 262 Si~ Sqn team finished in overall fourth place , whilst the 9
Sig Regt 'A and 'B' teams finished in fifth and ixth places
respectively. Special mention mu c be made of C-pl Sue Catterall
WRAC from 262 Sig Sqn who succes fully completed her first
marathon .
After a very succe sful season for Royal Signals runner , we are now
looking forward to next season under the organisation of Capt Mike
Podmore and W02 (FofS) John Turvey as Chairman and ecretary
respectively of the All Island Cross-Country.
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JSQN
June. and Jul.Y have seen little respite for us in I Squadron with three
way shift working, but we have managed to combine it with a few light
moments. We welcome Sgt Stephen Smedley from HQ AFNO RTH and
hope that he enjoys his tour with us. LCpl Sandra Pevreall and Pte
Carol Phllllps took time off to help out at the Aldershot Army Display,
in the Communication Centre with the Royal Signals Display.
Their impressions are given below. Capt Pauline Binnie was also at
the Aldershot Ar1?1~ Display, but ~as in disguise .. She was helping out
on the Army Ghdmg Stand havmg been a Glider Pilot and more
recently a Hang Glider Pilot.

10 SigRegt
Hounslow
A SPECIAL PRESENTATION
On 24 Ma y the regimen t became the proud owner of a hand carved
Jimm y. The statue was presented to us by Mr Erle Hobson, a wood
carver by trade, who served in the Corps from Feb 31 to Nov 45. Mr
Hobson made the carving from holly wood using a photograph of
Jimm as a model. The carving is JS" tall and 1 a beautiful example of
carving. Mr Hobaon was then commissioned to carve a replica of our
mascot Bruno. The quality produced was excellent. Any other Royal
Signals unit interested in using Mr Hob10n'1 unique carving skills can
contact him at the following address: E. Hobson. Wits End, Barley
Mow Lane, Knaphill, Woking , Surrey.

FEMALE COMES OUT TOPS IN 1 SQN CANOEING
1 Sqn helped the regiment to get a well deserved second place in the
Army long distance and sprint Canoeing Championships on 24 and 25
July.
Our Sqn team, consisting of SSgt Pete Day, Cpl Alan Humphrey and
LCpl Julie Maycock, departed for Monmouth on Mon 19 July for a
quiet restful week canoeing the river Wye or so we thought. After
travelling and setting up tents on Monday, we were rather surprised
(horrified) to be woke n on Tuesday at 0700hrs for a short run before
breakfast! After a typical Compo breakfast, it was down to the river for
a spot of long distance training. LD training consisted of a very hard
flog of about 4i miles up river only to be told to tu m round and paddle
back to the start. The only thing that kept us going was the thought of a
Pub lunch at the end, but first a quick word from the team coach ... It
was quick too!-No Pub lunch-we are in strict training!
Back to the tents for a good old compo lunch, a rest , but no beer to
refresh the parts that need refreshing. After lunch , we start spring
training. This is made up of five or 6 x 250m sprints followed by about
the same SOOm sprints. Really good fun! Is that the session over coach?
No chance. We then move on to the doubles canoes and start all over
again. I had the pleasure of paddling in the mixed doubles with LCpl
Julie Maycock. Did I say pleasure? Although a driver by trade, she
cannot steer or aim a canoe even with a rudder. The only thing we did
not manage to do was to hit both banks at the same time, but we had a
good try. That was our daily slave-driving quota and when it was dark ,
and the coach was asleep, we cou ld steal away for a furtive shandy.
The sprint competition was on the Saturday and of course 'Wonder
Woman' Maycock picked up two firsts, we mere male mortals only
managed a fourth at best. The long distance on Sunday was, of course.
a repeat with a first for her and a third or fourth for us males. What
happened to sex equality?
All in all, it was a very enjoyable week. It could have been better if
t he coach had not been 'teetotal'. The week may have left the brain a
bit weak. but it certainly made the back strong. (Written by SSgt Pete
Day and edited by Capt Pauline Blnnle).

Umbrellas at the present during the Band Concert on 23 June
ARRIVALS AND FAREWELL
RHQ bade a sad farewell to the Operations Officer Capt Alec Leitch
on posting to 242 Sig Sqn in July , we wish him every success for the
future. We also welcome his replacement Maj Colin Heaps from l(BR)
Corps and wish him a very happy tour.

Mr Eric Hobson presenting the carving to the CO lt Col Peter Webster

PRAISE INDEED
The following is an extract of a letter from the USAF at High
Wycombe endorsing Anglo American co-operation at its best after a
high successful adventure trainin g weekend:

'Subj: Exercise Breakaway
Witlz regard w your most recent Breakaway Exercise, I lzave been
informed by our two representatives. Capt Taylor and MSgt Smith, of
tlz e outstanding success of the three day adventure. The exercise
apparently mec all announced expectations and objectives.
Capt Taylor and MSgt Smith fo und tlze camaraderie. instruction and
tlz e total experience botlz highly enjoyable and enlightening . Both of my
people were highly impressed with the exceptional calibre of
professionalism displayed by the officers, men and women of the
British Armyjoin i contingent. Please accept our heartfelt gratitude fo r
tlze oppon1111ity affo rded both our people to join you for a
professionally planned and exec wed exercise.
You have every reason to be a proud co mmander ofyo ur troops!
Sincerely
Stephen E. Mowry Major USAF
Commander '
COMD PRESENTS ISM

Bruno
BAND CONCERT
With a little drizzle about and the threat of heavy showers, the Corps
Band played Retreat on the Green in Cavalry Barracks at 1900hrs 23
Jun. This was followed by a Cocktail Party in the Officers Mess . Our
photograph shows Maj Gordon Turner asking Counclilor Price, Mayor
of Hounslow for permission to march off after a most entertaining and
very well performed musical programme. The CO, Lt Col Peter
Webster, the SOinC, Maj Gen Archie Blrtwltde, and the GOC
Londist, Maj Gen De11DOnd Langley are also shown. Q Tp with
assistance from others and direction from the QM , Capt Tony Jones,
were kept dodging between showers, as they ?layed musical chairs on
the Green prior to the guests arrival. We all enjoyed the company of our
own officer and their wives up from Dover, Aldershot and Wilton and
that of our guests from Hounslow , the three southern military districts
MOD and HQ2 Signal Bde.
'
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Presentation of Imperial Service Medal (ISM) to Mr A. C. Langford,
until last year the Supervisor of the Blandford Military Exchange, by
Brig J . 0 . C. Alexander OBE on Thursday 3 June
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re-painting these fences until Thursday when the display was open to
schoolchildren. The children found the field exchange fascinating once
they had learnt how to use it and they enjoyed talking to each other on a
'back to back' teleprinter circuit, once they got used to the idea of not
being able to see what they were actually typin g. Our main function was
to send greetings telegrams to friends and relations serving in HM
Forces in UK or BAOR and people waited until they had seen their
particular telegram typed up and sent to Aldershot Commcen. We were
busy most of the time, but especially when it was raining, which was
often!
We all enjoyed ourselves and a coup le of us even said that we
wouldn't mind doing it again. Mind you, I will have left the Army by
then!

Married WRAC help the South Atlantic Fund- LCpl Karen Bassey
(left} and Cpl Naomi Catton counting the money they raised in aid of

the South Atlantic Fund

On 3 July , we held a Squadron Barbeque. The music was provided by
a local well known group called SAVRE and the food, once they got the
charcoal lit , by the ACC. The 2JC, Maj Ray WindmlII and his wife
Loma joined us for the evening, which luckily tu rned out to be warm
and dry. There was also a raffie organised by Cpl Naomi Catton and
LCpl Karen Bassey, in aid of the South Atlantic Fund , which raised
£61. Both are married to Paras. Cpl Catton's husband is serving with l
Para in NI and LCpl Bassey's husband was in the Falklands with 3
Para.
There was much rejoicing when our two married WRAC were
reunited with their husbands from the Falklands, Pte Elrlys Jones's
husband with 3 Para arrived back on 16 July. Unfortunately, LCpl
Bassey's husband stepped on a land mine and ha s lost his left foot . He
is now recovering in Woolwich Military Hospital and we wish him a
speedy recovery. Mind you, we haven't escaped completely, as Pte
Karen Bradley's husband who is with 1 QOH went out to the Falklands
on 4 July for six months.
THEAAD
Report by LCpl Sandra Pevreall
The AAD began for J Sqn on Fri 18 June. I went along with others
from all three squadrons to help set up the Message. Centre. I.t ~arted
raining while we were putting up the tent and earned on rammg for
most of the week prior to the display. By Saturday afternoon, we had
t he message centre set up and were waiting for the GPO to ~onnect our
circuit to Aldershot Commcen. Rather than have us standmg around
doing nothing, we were put on a pai!1ting d~ail! lf!side the Royal
Si&11als compound were yards of wh_1te ~enc1!1g which. needed repamting and so we set to work. That night 1t ramed heavily and when
we went back t he next day , all the paint had washed off the fences . We.
were told to paint them again I We spent until Wednesday painting and
THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER, 1982

2SQN
RADIO TROOP
The troop has completed another summer season of public
duties-they seem to multiply each year. Lt Loulse Rough has made
great inroads to the male chauvenist world of the Household Division.
The Prime Minister cenainly approved as Loulte found out at one of
the Buckingham Palace Garden Parties. The troop greatly benefitted
t his year from being completely re-equipped with modern commercial
radios. Those who have served in the troop will be pleased to hear that
the old 'Whiskey 15'0" and 'Pye PF2 pocketphones have been replaced
with the latest 'Pye Pf 5000 pocketphones' and the 'Project Mould Pye
Pegasus' radios . Gone are the days when a Signalman in No I Dress has
to lug a heavy radio slung in a satchel bag while trying to march smartly
beside Guardsmen in London's sweltering summer weather. ow he
has a smart pocketphone fitted to his black plastic belt which actually
looks ceremonial. It works better too!
The troop reached its highest str ngth ever, with one officer three
Sgts and 19 soldiers, but it didn't last for long. Cpl 'Steve' Dixon, LCpl
'Pete' Poulson and LCpl 'Dave' Smith drew the short straws and are off
for sLx months in the Falklands.
TENNIS
Tennis looks like giving canoeing a run for its money, a the
regimenfs summer sport, with the arrival of our new CO Lt Col Peter
Webster, Wimbledon's answer to John McEnroe! Four girls entered the
London and Eastern District Championships in June and in spite of the
heatwave played well. Cpl 'Viv' Cadman reached the quarter final and
Cpl 'TC' Rees won the Plate.
Inspired by their achievements, the men joined in for the Royal
Signals Tennis Championships at Blandford. Lt Col Webster won the
Plate, but unfortunately the rest of the budding stars failed to live up to
their earlier promise.
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CANOEING
The Regimental Team spent an enjo •able week under canvas at
Yau ·hall Camp Monmouth , training hard fot the Army Sprint and
Long Di tant Championships. Our effons paid off. resulting in the
team coming runners up to 16 Sig Regt in both championshi ps.
Perhap having Sgt 'StC\·e' Jackson back in th e team helped a little, he
won e\'ery event entered. Other good performances came from Sig Glen
Martin and Sig 'Andy' Cook, our dynamic K2 partnership. They might
e"en win next year if the cut out the ' Rabbit' . SSgt 'Pete' Day, this is
not my cene. l do slalom, actually came third in the Class 3 Long
Distance as did Capt Harry Ross in the Senior C K2 long distance. Cpl
'Lenny' Witts and Sig John Leach came second in the Touring Doubles
long distance. Must mention LCpl Julie Maycock, she won all her
races . Lets hope more WRAC girls enter in the future. even if it is with
Royal Signal upport.

3SQN
In Jul y we said fa rewell to Cap t Jayne Petty our 2IC. We wish her
well a S03 in Rheindahlen and we welcome Capt Dorothy Ryder to the
squadron and hope that her to ur with us will be a happy one .
Ptes Chris Dixon, Sharon Wrega and Tracey Woods all left the
quadron in July and we wish them happiness in civilian life. We
congratulate Lt Fiona Dennis on her marriage to Capt Graham Leach
Royal Signals, Co mms Officer of 5 Inf Bde Sig Sqn , and Pte Jayne
Trezise o n her marriage to Cpl Paul Hayhurst of 11 Field Sqn 38
Engineer Regt.
The Falklands crisis having come to a successful close, we have been
able to turn our attention to more relax ing activities like an eveni ng of
' potted sports' arranged by Cpl Lynn Thomas our PTT, on Mon 12 July.
The gymnasium in the D uchess of Kent Barracks echoed to the cries of
people riding bicycles round, and in some cases through, obstacles;
imitating Tarzan (or Jane) on ropes; picking up plastic cups in their
mouths and generally having an interesting time. The battle was
between one team from the exchange, two from the Commcen , one
team from the MT Section, the male team as it became, and one team
from SHQ . The Exchange team won with the MT Section in hot
pursuit.
THEARMY ALDERSHOTDISPLAY
It was a very wet and windy Friday morn ing with 10 Sig Regt moved
in to Rushmoor aren a to set up a field Commcen and telephone
exchange ready fo r the display. LCpl Danny Vardon WRAC now tells
the tale of AAD ' 82 from th e female point of view!
With the basic equipment of fo ur twelve by twelve tents , we were on
our way. YofS Foulger introduced himself to the girls of 3 Sqn and
three cups of tea later, the girls of 10 Sig Regt moved in to show the
men how tents should be put up and lashed together. With the rain
pouring down and the men hiding, the girls continued to work! Ptes
'We can't get any wetter' Shirley Garvey and Sandy Geddes started to
bring in the duckboards, which believe it or not were even wetter, with
Pte Jayne 'I can carry two carpets' Trezise (now Hayhurst) following
behind , and LCpl Danny 'Well carry on' Vardon looking on.
Meanwhile LCpl Jane 'Who's a lemon' Halligan helped to unload the
wagon of teleprinters, with the help of Sgt 'Dinky' Duncan and Cpl
'Potty' Potter. There were lots of other little goodies like blackboards,
tables. chairs and all other luxuries of a Commcen except kettle, tea ,
coffee, rich te a biscuits, chocolate cake-well you know, don't you! Lt
Fiona Dennis, now Fiona Leach, proved that there is no harm in
climbing on top of a tent, which had been erected by females, one week
before her wedding and actually claimed no broken bones!!
What with Cpl Ron Potter confusing everybody, including himself,
the Commcen was beginning to take shape. It's not very often you find
a Royal Signals motor bike parked righ t in the middle of a tent r with
the proud owner Sig 'Isn't it super' Whales standing near by, grinning
from ear to ear. Also standing behind the bike was a Royal Signals
dummy, say no more. Ptes Clewes, Sturman, Phillips and Emery had
meanwhile been reallocated to a different line of work- painting the
fences and each other! (LCpl Pevreall win ning the first prize as The
Painted Lady) .
Five days later the show was about to begin . All the WRAC looked
very smart, of course, in the Lovat Green No 2 Dress with three inches
of mud on their shoes and the smiles stayed on their faces throughout.
Even when groups of children came in and playe\) with everything and
asked lots of questions and made lots of noise, their smiles remained!
Hopefully we'll all be posted before AD '84 comes around!

TELEGRAPHISTS
TELEPHONISTS
DON'T WASTE YOUR TRAINING

When you have completed your service
with the forces and are settling in the
London area
LET TRG FIND YOU A GOOD JOB
WHERE YOU CAN USE YOUR SKILL
WHY TRG? well, for a start, we specialise in jobs for TEL EX
OPERATORS and TELEPHONISTS: also, because they are ex
regular servicemen, our interviewers know what it's like to
become a "civvie" and will soon make you feel at home.

Fly me- I'm Pauline
Capt Pauline Binnie (i n disguise) trying out one of the powered Hang
Gliders or Microlights at the Aldershot Army Display

For information and guidance about job prospects, training and in certain cases - resettlement courses: ring:-

VISIT TO THE GURKHA MUSEUM
Report by LCpl Karron Moss
As part of ou r military training 3 Sqn 10 Sig Regt visited the Gurkha
Museum at Church Crookham. The museum was opened in 1974 and is
steeped in the early history of the Gurkha Regiments. While we were
there, we were able to see fine collections of uniforms, maps. badges
and i~signias of aJI the Gurkha Regiments, and while wandering round
I noticed many old weapons including the ' Kukris' which is the
national weapon of the Gurkhas. During our visit we became very
aware of the strength of the ties between the British Army and the
Gurkhas. The museum is well worth a visit. It is open Monday-Friday
an. day with free car parking and admission. It is situated at Queen
Ehzabeth Barracks, Church Crookham , Near AJdershot, Hampshire.

01-236 2661
THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
53154 King William Street London EC4
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THE HEATH TROPHY SAFE AND SKILLED DRIVING
COMPETITION
LCpl 'Tiny' (AJI 6 foot 5 inches of him) Murdoch, Pte 'I'll Flash my
Baby Blue Eyes at him' Gari.ell and Pte Tm sick of this place' Little
were 3 Squadron's entrants for this year' Heath Trophy Competition.
The day got off to a great start, when Pte Jeanine Gartell tried to get
out of the competition, by saying she couldn't change a wheel. All her
attempts failed and proved that she could change one quite well! We
arrived at Hounslow and were welcomed to the competition by W02
(MTWO) Buckley and our part of the competition began . The first part
was a highway code test but the second part was harder . LCpl Terry
Murdoch was the first person to try and negotiate the marker Cone
Course, PteJeanlne Garttll second and Pte Lorraine Little Third. Sadly
we finished last in the competition; perhaps because we were first team
round the course and everyone else learnt from our mistakes. Ah well.
it beats being disqualified, and there is always next year!!
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F]allraven now avallable by post. Access, Barclaycard and Visas Holders welcome.
Please allow 7 days for delivery. Money or goods refunded if not at>solutely
delighted, simply return to us unmarked within 7-10 days.
Make cheques payable to: FJALLRAVEN SPORTS EQUIPMENT (UK) LTD.
Post to: P.O. Box s, Dallamlres Industrial Estate, Ripon HG4 11W.
SIZES: 34•136•, 38"/40". 42"/44•, 46"/48". Colours: Green, Sand & Navy.

~-----------------------------------------

Please send me ........... Greenland Jacket(s). Slze(s) ...........Price(s) ........•.. COlour.......•...
2nd Choice .......... ........ Please send me your 1981 colour orocnure (tick If required)............•....•
Access, Barcleycards and Visas welcome. If paying by credit card please ensure that the
address given is the same as the card holders I enclose cheque/PO for ..............•......•.....••.......
Please debit my Access/Barclaycard no ..•.............. ...................•......................•..•...•...•.............•
Name .••.•.•..............................•.•.....•..........................•....................................................................
Address .•.. ....••.•..•••......................•..•..•.•.. .......................•...•...................••.....•........•..................••...
............. ................. ................ Signed .......••..........................•.............................•........••................

READING BRANCH
BRANCH ANNUAL DINNER
Sat 23 October 1982
Details from :
Alan E. Foot
96 Chiltern Crescent
Earley. Reading , Berk

~:i\~~1~~.~~~~t~~~~;.:i~'. ~~~~ ~a~M· s.
1

LCpl Julie Maycock, 1 Sqn, after her success in the Army Canoeing
Championships
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3 Squadron Aldershot Display Team
LCpl Danny Vardon, Lt Fiona Leach, Pte Jayne Hayhurst, LCpl Jane
Halligan
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Tel: Ripon (0765) 5363 - 24 hour service
B.D.M.A. Member. Reg. No. 1032024.
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BOOK REVIEW
THE WINGED MESSENGER, by Pierre E. Hall. Published by The
Regency Press Ltd, 401 pages, illustrated.
There have been biographies written by many officers of the Armed
Services but very few published by those who did not reach
commissioned rank . This book is therefore believed to be unique in
that it is the story of a soldier who enlisted at the age of 17 and had
reached the rank of RSM when he left the Active Army after 24 years'
service. It is also, so far as is known , the only biography published by
an 'Other Rank' of the Corps.
~hen. the ~uthor was 10 yea~s old , a Regular NCO of the Corps came
to hve with his parents as a paying guest and regaled the young boy with
tales of life in the Army and on the North West Frontier oflndia, which
fired him with enthusiasm and a determination to become a regular
soldier, preferably in Royal Signals. This enthusiasm for and
dedication to a Military Career never left him throughout his service.
Accordingly when he was 14 he jointed the Territorials as a Boy in the
Royal Engineers and on reaching the age of 17 enlisted in the Queens
Royal Regiment transferring to the Corps on completion of his Recruit
Training. This book describes in great detail his life, experiences and
impressions in the Corps and afterwards with the Zambian Army and
with a civil engineering firm in Nigeria, Malaysia and Indonesia. It will
bring back nostalgic memories to those who served at the same time
even though some may query the validity of some of the facts and
disagree with some of his opinions. It is none the less an interesting and
readable book which should appeal to those who have never served in
the Army as much as to past and present members of the Corps.
De luxe hard cover edition, signed by author. Cost , including
packing and postage is £9 .50. Cheques to:·
MrP.E.A. Hall
'Kohima'
1030 Harrow Road
Wembley, Middlesex
HQ02QT.

13 Sig Regt

B.F.P.O. 42

OFFICER MOVEMENTS
Capt Len Yates, our new Traffic Officer. and h' wife Margaret,
arrived in May to relea e Capt Geoff Powell and his wife Jean, who have
moved the short distance to 21 Sig Regt.

Capt (Tfc) Geoff Powell receives a Regimental Plaque from his
outgoing Squadron Commander, OC 1 Sqn, Maj Keith Danby

The departure for BMH Rinteln in June of our last MO. Capt Ian
Crate, and his wife Sue, has made way for the arrival of our lady
doctor, Capt Hilary Hodgson RAMC; she occupies the space in the
Officers Mess vacated by our last OC WRAC and Assistant Adjutant,
Capt Sue GaJe WRAC who is now a WSLO in London District. Capt
Ann Brownlee has arrived to represent the WRAC's interests, and the
arrival of the new OC 1 Sqn Maj Tun Smith and his wife Bobby, has
released Maj Keith Danby; he goes after marrying our retiring
Blandford School Acting Deputy Head Teacher, Miss Jennie Hale, on
posting to Brunei in October. after a spell in RHQ ; while the Adjutant
Capt Bob Baxter celebrates passing his PQS2 exam with a summer
vacation at JDSC Warminster.
A welcome addition to the Officers Mess strength in June and July
was Lt Gordon Rafferty, here on a month's attachment from RMCS
Shrivenham. He spent his time usefully with the Mi litary Training
Wing , assisting on a Regimental Training Exercise and visiting
Grobbendonk with the Detachment Commanders' Course.
WO AND SNCOs MESS NEWS
The Sgts Mess was the venue for a Ladies ight on 26 June to dine
out OC 1 Sqn, WOl (YofS) Harry Cooke and W02 Rod Goddard and
his "~fe Janet. SSgt Tony Bird's disco was used to good effect for the
after dinner dancing.
WOl Harry Cooke and W02 Terry Wells received their formal
dinings out on 23 July at a dinner night presided over by WOl (RSM)
Paul Glover and the PMC , W02 (SSM) John Aspinall. Tributes were
paid t? Yeoman Cooke's services to Hockey and lately, the Mercury
Bulletin and to W02 Wells' efforts for the local saddle club.
3SQNREPORT
The squadron since last going to print has had its share of visitors,
including the new Brigade Commander, Brig A. Makepeace-Warne
MBE. Brig L.A. New CBE, Rear AdmlraJ T.K. Robertson, and Brig
R.M. Koe OBE, who kindly presented LS&GC Medals to two members
of the squadron. SSgt Keith Hall and Sgt Maurice Farquhar. The
presentations were followed by an entertaining speech by the Brigadier
and a families' Lunch, with appropriate beverages to wet the medals.
Congratulation~ to both recipients .
MILITARY TRAINING
The month of May saw the Regimental Training Team arrive to put
us through ou.r pace~ , and pr'?vide Oscar-winning performances during
the ca5ualty s1mulallon exercises. We, the squadron, think we did well
and the stains on the noor have now been removed.
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PHOENIX PLAYERS PRODUCTION OF 'CAUGHT NAPPING' BY
GEOFFREY LUMSDEN
Those people who failed to take a trip along to the Quicksilver Bar on
6, 7 or 8 July missed one of the funniest nights out for years. The pen of
Mr Lumsden surely has produced a masterpiece of comedy, ideally
suited to the sma ll stage and homely atmosphere of our own playhouse.
One becomes used to suppressing a shudder at the mere sound of the
dreaded express ion 'amateur dramatics', having suffered terrible
assault and battery over the years by keen , but incompetent , 'players'.
However, this time we were 'caught napping ', by a play that will stand
the ravages of time without effort.

Phoenix Players' production of ' Caught Napping': Cpl Graham Ross,
Mrs Sue Derrick, Mrs Rose Foley, Maj Keith Danby, W02 (RQMS)
· Mick Besant and Sgt Andy Livesley

Brig R. M. Koe QBE, with the two LS & GC Medal recipients, SSgt
Keith Hall and Sgt Maurice Farquhar

RANGES
The annual APWTI APW A tests are well in hand and we must
mention a first. We sent our Foreman of Signals into hospital to get a
new ear drum. When it was healed, out to the ranges he came, after
being shown on a map how to get there, and passed the SLR APWT.
He is quoted as saying 'It's a lot easier to shoot when you can hear
properly'. A new addition to the marksmanship principles?
ATHLETICS
The Brigade Athletics Meeting was held in June, when the squadron
team put up a creditable performance and two of o ur athletes set new
Brigade records. Cpl Warnecke in the Javelin and LCpl Abernathy,
now back at the Regiment , in the High Jump . This record he took from
LCpl Ranier, who set it in last year's meeting.
CRICKET
The squadron team have at last, after trying for three seasons, won
two cricket matches. We defeated the RMP Berlin by five wickets, after
they said they were going to try for their highest score of the season.
The team is now off the bottom of the league and is racing for the top .
We are also expecting a spate of parking tickets. We have also defeated
Ordnance Services by 32 runs.
BASKETBALL
The squadron, as well as winning the league as last reported, entered
the Berlin major / minor units Knockout Competition. The squadron
team won the minor unit competition and, in doing so, also defeated all
the Army major units and were finally defeated in the overall
competition by RAF Gatow in the final by one point after extra time. A
very creditable performance .
WELCOMES AND GOODBYES
The following have arrived in the unit and we hope you enjoy your
tour; Cpl Charles Patchett, LCpl Phll Stringfellow, SSgt Robby
Seaword, Sgt John Webster, W02 Brian Ward, LCpl Phil Ashworth,
Cpl Richard Auton, LCpl Phil Bracey, Cpl Tony Gilbert, LCpl Harry
Binns, Cpl Kev Balley and Cpl Ginge Woodward.
We say goodbye and good luck to: LCpl Dave Richards, Cpl Dave
Street, SSgt Paddy Heyland, Capt John Gosnell, Cpl Dee Lidstone and
Sgt Steve Lidstone.
PROMOTIONS
Congratulations to the following on their promotion: Cpl Vollentine
(To Sgt), Cpl Calland (To Sgt), W02 Anderson (To WOI ).
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The Falkland
Islands
Victory Mug
To commemorate the success
of The British Task Force and
the end to hostilities in the
South Atlantic A Contribution
from every sale will go to the
South Atlantic Fund. Made in
Fine English Bone China
PRICE £9.95

+ £1 p&p

Allow 28 days for Delivery
The Peter Jones Collection
P.O. Box 10, Cron Street, Wakefield, WFl 3AB Telephone (0924) 362510
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ORDER fORM To , The Peter Jones Cotlecuon P.0

Box 10. Cross Street.

Wakefield. West Yorkshire. WFI 3AB. Te1(0924)362510
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VICTORYMUG 9.95 1.00
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The able directing hand of Capt Vernon Merrick could be seen
throughout the performance, but without the combined efforts of all
concerned. a successful production could not have been achieved.
Sterling performances by W02 (RQMS) Mlck Besant, who didn't need
to run around in his PT kit to get a sweat on. WOl Pete Derrick as the
bookie and Sgt Andy Livesley as the archetype General (did he have to
study the part or not?). set the scene for a smooth operation.
Knowing how difficult it is to generate interest among people in
small units, it was particularly pleasing to see so many newcomers to
the stage from the Phoenix Players' last performance still there,
prepared to give their all. Mrs Nora Stokoe is one who springs to mind
and I'm pleased to say that she really is coming on and learning fast.
Cpl Graham Ross without words to speak, but with plenty of
descriptive action to do as the dumb tick-tack man, gave a very
plausible performance to his part , but surely pride of place to the
newcomers must got to Allen Brookes for a riveting demonstration of
how to be a mad butler. The sight of him coming in to bang the dinner
gong, whilst the guests were at the coffee stage, is a memory that will
linger for many a year. Every morning we now look for the fairies at the
bottom of our garden Allen, and birdies. eagles and albatrosses as
well?
Mrs Sue Derrick as Mabel the maid, Hayley Merrick as JUI and Mrs
Rosemary Foley as the Matron, provided the necessary personality
balance with competent portrayals of their linking parts, and together
~th Maj Keith Danby as 'The Head', they gave the play the flow that
all shows require. They. together with Cpl Nell Bergmeier and LCpl
Chris L-Owish showed that the principle of motion , that is so necessary
to stop individual performances looking wooden. had been learned and
carried out nicely . Here surely was the guiding hand of the director.
- Last to be mentioned comes the person who made the whole night for
u . Stand up and be counted Mrs Joy White. The style of playing the
dotty wife of the General, carrots, wheelbarrow and all, left us helpless
and and in pain with laughter. Come back the good old days of
tockings, suspender belts and the giggle line.
Although the whole show was contained within one set on the small
stage. the hardworking backroom boys and girls de erve not to be left
out. Well constructed, it was amazing that you could get five doorways
into that small space. and nicely laid out. the correct etting was
pictorially displayed . One does wonder though whether the dynotape
sign saying. 'Pull not Push' on the closet door, hides another story-or
whether the co t of production meant they could only afford one cigar
(broken) in the box on Thursday night-and did Scottie really boil si
tea bags for three hours trying to make herry and coffee? ever mind
folks. at least the clock worked eventually. With some uperb
throwaway lines, good motion by all players and competent
organisation and planning, even the heat and humidity of the
auditorium couldn't poil the evening. It bode well for the next
peformance, players.
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RHQ EWS
Perhap the headline ~hould have read 'Under ew Management'.
Anyway. Lt Col W. Roper now has hi feet fairly and quarely under
the table and with the departure of WOl (RSM) Pete Muxworthy and
the arri\'al ofWOl (RSM) Mick Fogg, it eem that life at the top after
a hon upheaval i about to ettle down again.
The previous management urvived on running and kiing; the new
order i ailing and squash. Royal Signal Manning and Record Office
nO\\ eem determined to bring our crews up to strength as soon as
po sible and QM(G) has begun to tockpile wellington boot and ropes.
The propo al to redeploy the regiment to Lake onstance was,
ho"·ever. defeated.
Congratulations to our Postie, LCpl ( Radar) Derek Moray, who was
married on at 31 July at Hohne to Teresa Boyd, Manageres of the
MCA at Bergen-Holme. We wish them both best wishes for the
future.
ESCAPE AND EVASION
Swemy Palm wa the regiment's escape and evasion exerci e which
took place in July and wa based on Scharfoldendorf camp. Tho e
lucky(?) enough to be on the exerci e pent a fairly relaxed first week.
apart from the early morning PT followed by a cold hower . during
which they learned ho" to live off the land. how to navigate with no
aids. how to light a fire without matches and a whole host of other skills
which have been lost due to the ease of life in a technological age. As
well as the basic art of survival. the student were al o given instruction
in how to evade a pursuing enemy and what action to take to avoid
guard and rracker dog . run like hell, lads! It wa also during this first
week that there was a most fascinating talk given by Capt Storie·Pugh.
now a retired officer. who told us of his experiences and his attempted
escapes from the legendary Colditz.
During the second week the lads had the opportunity to put all they
had learnt into practise-except that this time there was a live 'enemy'
who were searching for them. The 'runners' had the odds stacked
heavily against them. as the only thing they were allowed to take with
them was a map! So not surprisingly the 'enemy' managed to capture
some. whereas other groups came in complaining about the fact that
they hadn't even seen the 'enemy'. They soon changed their minds after
listening to some of the experiences of those who had been captured!
So a week later a lot of very tired, hungry and dirty soldiers returned
to camp thankful that it was all over, but now confident that they are
capable of looking after themselves even in the worst possible
circumstances.
KAPE IN THE WEST
Once again 14 Sig Regt (EW) took on the responsibility of a KAPE
tour in the West of England. Several of the tea m came from the West
Country. including team leader Capt Denise Ashton, whose parents live
near Bodmin in Cornwall. The tour included visits to town centres,
schools and shows. with a mobile display showing 14 Sig Regt and its
role-to provide electronic warfare support for 1st British Corps. The
tour was designed as a low-key public relations exercise and to attract
potential recruits.

Capt Denise Ashton makes a presentation to Deputy Mayor,
Councillor Kevin Wigens after the Anglo-German radio link-up at
Tavistock, during which Councillor Wigens exchanged greetings
with the Oberbergermeister of Celle, Herr Helmuth Horstmann
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The di play was set up at Tavistock Comprehensive School. where a
radio teleprinter link allowed Deputy Mayor. Councillor Kevin Wi2ens
to exchange greetings with Burgomeister Helmuth Horstmann back
in Celle. The towns have been twinned since 19 3. one of the oldest of
such partnerships and regular visits are organised to continue and
improve the relationship. After the link-up, Capt Ashton presented
Councillor Wigens with a bottle of wine and a statuette of a horse. the
emblem of Lower Saxony.
THE TEAM
OC

Capt Denise (The Graduate)
Ashton
Buckshee
2Lt Andy (Exocet) Goff
2IC
SSgt Kit (Wingsl Hall
Duty Tech
Sgt 'Sugey' Hugill
The 14 Sig Regt quoffing team: Molly, Stretch, Young Andy, Jack,
Pastie Bob, Jean Baker, Frenchie Whitehouse, Muppet, Bonaparte, Sy
and Livewire Paul also came from I Sqn!
After a marathon drive acros Europe (including a round tour of
Dortmund) the team arrived in Blandford on 8 July. As if by chance we
got there just in time to see SSgt Kit Hall doing hi one man air display
over the Blandford (so this is Mecca?) Bowl .
The team' first port of call was Plymouth where we made our debut
on the Hoe at the air show. It was a very successful day for recruiting
and we were visited by some 35,000 people many of whom met Cpl Pete
(I'll give you a sticker if you tell me a joke) Whitehouse. An interesting
display was given by Talbot cars which included six leggy lovelies. The
outcome of the display was Lt Andy Goff is now trying to sell four cars!
On day two, 11 July. on returning from a display, the people of
Plymouth lined the streets to welcome us back which really made us
feel welcome and we vowed to return again. However one question
remains unanswered 'who were all those coach loads of men with green
berets? '
The majority of time in the area was spent at various schools where
we received a very encouraging reception. mainly by the teachers who
enjoyed offloading their charges in the last week of term. One school
was so rough we had to form the wagons into a circle with the I Sqn
lads in the middle. Despite a united effort by the discos to erode NRSA ,
the team held out for nine days until the advance on Exeter. 'Exeter is
to night life what Gengis Khan was to democracy' Anon. It was at
Exeter that LCpl Dave (Muppet) Labdon made hi entrance into the
Guinness Book of Records for fitting seven young ladies into the back
of his vehicle and lecturing to them at the same time! The interest
generated by the display was very encouraging. especially the GMM on
top of the rover and the area again provided us with a large number of
serious enquiries.
Phase four of KAPE involved displays in and around Gloucester.
The Regt has the freedom of the city so, to celebrate, a comms link

between the Mayor and the CO at Scheuen was set up. After the
exchanging of pleasantries and gifts ( 14/ I / I) the Mayor was instructed
in EW (14/ 112). Then Miss Gloucester arrived on the scene. Helen was
responsible for a sharp rise in morale amongst the troops through her
wit, intelligence and sparkling blue eyes (or was it the mini-skirt?).
After two nights in Blandford (!) the convoy boarded the ferry at
Dover and the team bade a tearful farewell to loved one and looked
forward to getting back to Landkreis Celle once again .
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VISIT OF THE MASTER OF SIGNALS
On 2 June , 16 Sig Regt was very pleased to receive a visit from the
Master of Signals , Maj Gen P. E. M. Bradley CB CBE DSO and his
wife, Peggy. After a short briefon the regiment 's role. the Master went
on a tour of the unit during which he seemed to talk to everyone in
sight. In the evening , the Master was entertained by the Officers and
Warrant Officers at a bar-b-que in the Officers Mess.

And finally to the clothing store, surrounded by some of SSgt
Dyson's cap badge collection
From left to right: Cpl Liz Windows, Maj Gen Bradley

The Master of S ignals arriving at RHO being met by the CO 16 Sig
Regt Lt Col D. Hunt
From left to right: Mrs Peggy Bradley, Sgt John Berry, Maj Gen P. E.
M. Bradley, Lt Col D. Hunt

Maj Gen Bradley learns about the Regimental servicing bay
From left to right: Lt Col Hunt, Maj Gen Bradley, SSgt Harry Wells,
Sgt Denis Tope
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EXERCISE 'SUMMER SALES'
Not the sort of thing we in 16 Sig Regt normally get involved in , but
this year we took on the task of providing the Control HQ in Hameln
with its control and player comms. We were ably assisted by 204 Sig
Sqn who provided all the net radio detachments , Commcen Echo, who
were the control commcen. and various dets from the Corps Sig Regts.
Piecing together a network of requirements and resources is not always
easy. In the end we had a complex of 19 vehicles and that did not
include the message centre which was established in a marquee, or the
radio village. The linemen bore the brunt of the hard work deploying
ahead of everyone else. Under the command of Lt Peter Grogan and
Sgt Gus Honey, they seemed to be in their element covered from head
to toe in dust-and that's not a figure of peech. Besides wiring in over
200 telephone extensions off three auto exchanges they also laid SO
miles of secure quad. By the time the staff arrived luckily everything
seemed to have settled down . It was now the turn of the Staff
Pacification Team in the shapely form of Capt Catherine Sneddon,
Capt Diane White and Lt Helen Thompson, who did the rounds of the
cells trying to explain the systems to the ever·changing staff officers, to
say nothing of filling their social calendars with Summer Balls and
parties for the rest of the year. The end of the exercise saw what can
only be described as 'a mass exodus·. One minute the camp had over
2.000 people in it beavering away at their various tasks, the next they
had all disappe.ared leaving only the 'Linies' to clear up their miles of
knitted cable. This they did in three days-a job which had taken 12
days to lay .
DWRAC VISITS THE REGIMENT
During the econd week of July. Brig H. G. Meekle, Director
Women's Royal Army Corps. left the chaos of rail strike bound Britain
to undertake a tour of BAOR to meet the servicewomen of her Corps.
Her stay in Germany included a vi it to all squadrons of the regiment.
but one of the first events on the programme was to call in to the
WRAC WOs and Sgts Me sin Rheindahlen where, in front of all the
members of the Mess-including many who had specially returned
from military training at Ar beck-Brig Meekle presented the
Meritorious Service Medal to W02 Agnes Doig WRAC, SSM of I
Squadron. It was apparent that this presentation gave the Director
particular pleasure; he having known and served with W02 Doig for
many of the 27 years 353 days which merited the award of the MSM for
loyal and devoted ervice. The following day the Director visited the
regiment, commencing with 1 Squadron where she saw the duty shifts
in both the HQ BAOR Telephone Exchange and Commcen. WCpl Ann
McKenna drew the short traw and escorted the Brigadier and gave her
an instant lesson in how to operate the exchange. WCpl Kann
Bradshaw parried ome searching questions in the new Directory
Enquiry Computer Room and demon trated the capabilities of the ne11.
'beast' which i about to become operational. Capl CoUn Eastland,
newly arrived from pushing paper in HQ 4 Signal Group. decided that
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precision . A a matter of interest we were told that the temp reached
95. In fact one squad member reckons he lost half a stone! Needless to
say, no one fainted from t~e British contingent. a~though with a
temperature like that the gomg wa tough. I would hke to thank Lt
Graham McNeUI, OC of the squad. for getting the words of command
righ t and only sinking up to his knees in the shale whilst doing about
turns on every word of command. also thanks to Cpls Randle,
Howland, Cornfield and Hutchinson for looking after the squad when I
was not available in Heidelberg and to Slgs Thompson and Mortlock
for getting us to Heidelberg and back in one piece; plus taking part in
the parade. and finally to the rest of the squad : Cpls Duncan and Prior;
LCpls Davie, Holt, Marshall, McCormick, Polmear and Pomeroy and
Sigs Bryan, CauldweU, Collins, Brudenhall, Hughes, Naylor, Pollock,
Rigby and Smoothy.

DWRAC meeting girls from the field squadrons
From left to right: LCpl Shona Rennie, LCpl Di Flake, LCpl Terry
Cook, Brig H. G. Meekie
the staff on hift were more than qualified to show Brig Meekie around
his Commcen and let them do just that. His decision wa fully justified.
Maj David Sirong the 2JC, and WOI Bill Miles the RSM , who had
been in attendance. slid quietly away at this stage and dashed back to
Krefeld in time to meet the Director and ADWRAC, Lt Col Audrey
Smith, when they arrived to visit the Krefeld Squadrons. Br~g Meekie
had the opportunity to meet and talk to some 20 01: so servic~women
and howed panicular interest in their employment m the Regimental
Pay Office and in the Field Squadrons . Three days later it wast~~ turn
of 4 Squadron to host DWRAC in Bielefeld . The success of the visit was
assumed when W02 (SSM) Barbara Bloomfield announced it was her
birthday (Hands-up the officer who had to dash out for a card, and the
officer Y.·ho sent her!) Brig Meekle visited the new Commcen, now fully
operational; the exchange, where rhe operators were suffering the
sound of contractors drills outside the building; and the Squadron
canteen where she joined a number of off-dury servicewomen. who had
come in specially to meet her. After lunch the Brigadier headed for
Lubbecke to seethe Commcen detachment, on her way to Berlin for the
remainder of her iour.
43 SIGNAL BA IT ALI ON CHANGE OF COMMAND PARADE
HEIDELBERG 13-14 JULY
Report by W02 (SSM) Coffill 3 Sqn
It all seemed to start after a very successful Ex Summer Sales for the
regiment. We had returned back to Krefeld and were adjusting to
being back in barracks again. As usual for the RD 'Wallahs' the
regiment had their normal run around making the well oiled clock tick
again, of course starting with an RS M's conference. This is where I got
the 'good news', in WOI (RSM) W. V. Miles' words 'it's only a small
parade of yourself. one subaltern and 21 men. a piece of cake, just read
these instructions they will teU you exactly what is required'. The
instructions were in book form about as thick as the Encyclopedia
Britannica, after much soul-searching and deciphering I managed to
reduce it to a page and a half, in joiny up writing. 43 Sig Bn has strong
links with 16 Sig Regt over the past years. The change of command is
when CO's hand over to CO's every 30 months . They specially
requested a representation from 16 Sig Regt, for the handover between
Lt Col Frank Eisele (outgoing) and Lt Col Steven C. Harman. Training
started the week before the event, which was to be 14 July, after lots of
shouting and foot stamping the squad of 2l were finally ready. We
travelled down to Heidelberg on 13 July ; on arrival we were met by
CSM (Command Sergeant Major) Gene Carpenter, US Army Signal
Corps. All the soldiers were hosted throughout the visit by families of
43 Signal Battalion. and extremely well looked after and we thank all of
them for their kindness. On the morning of the parade. the squad were
run through their paces on the parade ground in Campbell Barracks ;
this wa carried out to practice the parade and in case some of the
squad did not like to offend their hosts the night before (hie!!) also
the temperature in the morning was creeping up to the 90's
(Climatisation). The arade was unusual to the British Contingent, due
to the fact that each parade word of command is given in sequence,
company by company, so you have a weird chain effect likened to an
echo. Also our American cousins do not shout their word of command
as we do. we also had weapons on parade they did not. The parade was
a tremendous success and the squad from the regiment did us proud ,
our American cousins were extremely impressed with our drill and
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VlSIT TO KREFELD POLICE
ln preparation for the forthcoming Freedom Parade. the CO, Lt Col
David Hunt, led a party of officers and warrant officers to the Main
Police HQ in Krefeld. After a welcoming briefing by Herr Nordbeck,
the head of the Polizei in Krefeld, the party was taken on a tour of the
main station. Firstly to the ops room where the police duty officers
handle the emergency calls from the public. control the various police
vehicle and 'beat personnel', and liaise with the other police agencies.
From thi room they are also able to control all the traffic lights in
Krefeld. a job they will undoubtedly have to do during the parade in
September. After a quick look at the data terminal where the CO
discovered that his car was 'clean'. it was outside to the compound to
look over a mobile data terminal and the various facilities available in a
Polizei car. Lastly the party repaired to the indoor range to be hown
the full arsenal available in Krefeld-all used as a last resort. Everyone
was able to fire the new R6 pistol on the moving target range. The
target was on film although attempts were made to make certain young
officers volunteer as targets.
Footnote: For those listeners to BFBS in Germany there is no truth in
the rumour that the CO won the Caption Competition with his police
photograph in Sixth Sense.

Herr Held, Chief Inspector of Krefeld Police~ explains the working of
the main console in the Krefeld Police HQ to a group of Officers and
Warrant Officers from 16 Sig Regt , with the CO, Lt Col David Hunt on
the right
SUMMER TRAINING- I SQUADRON
For a whole week, I Sqn data telegraphists, our chief clerk-Sgt
Irene Lockwood and SSgt Nerys Owen - Switchboard Supervisor, plus
a few from 68 Sqn and 29 Coy WRAC, were all dispersed to glorious
'Arsbeck'. to begin our dreaded Summer Training.
Thoughts ran through our minds about having millions of blisters
and writing 'Dear mother' letters . Our instructors were W02 Shella
Mcintyre and Sgt Gill Tulley. Every morning we eagerly got up to go
for a run. Even our ageing SNCOs , these were mostly from 29 Coy
WRAC. Mind you, they nearly showed us up . On the ranges. Sgt Irene
Lockwood and Pte Joan Scarratt did extremely well, both getting a top
score. They shocked themselves and stunned everyone else. We then
had an ' It's a Knockout Competition', against the men. We simply
showed them up, as we were expertly trained by our two instructors.
Unfortunately, 'rain stopped play', that was the only time it did as it
was beautifully hot all week. The biggest laugh on our behalf, was the
orienteering exercise on Thursday. ·me record time was 4 hours 22
minutes by Pte Mandy Hayward and that was only because Sgt Tulley
came to the rescue. Cpl Chris Marshall had just come in I 0 minutes
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ea rlier . She decided to visit ' Holland ' and considering we were not
supposed to be any where near there- that was not bad. The best time
was by SSgt Owen, Sgt Annette Goodeue from 29 Coy and Pte Debbie
Kay, something like l hour . Everyone came back smiling and looking
forward to the barbecue, which turned out to be excellent. So this
camp. to everyone 's amazement. was an incredible success. The
in structors were 'super'. the SNCOs were fun and everyone joined in .
No one can wait until the next one or can we???

FOCUS ON '0' TROOP

oc

Capt C. M. Eastland, R Signals
W02 Waterson
W02 S. M. Sims
SSgt M.J. Wade

YofS
FofS
Tp SSgt

SUMMER CAMP
Far away from the 'Biggest House' on Rheindahlen Garrison, 0
Troop all made their escape to the Mosel. All the shifts went week by
week especially weak after all those strenuous hikes to find the Wine
Festivals. However, we did walk or should I say stagger, up to the tops
of enormous hills. Unlike normal people, who took the chairlift. It was
all good hard fun, Cpl Chris Marshall decided to show the local
Germans that there were fish in the Mosel river. Armed with one large
stick, worm, string and wading in knee deep water. However. strong
waves would appear when barges passed . After this, it was not ju t knee
high!!
FAREWELL AND WELCOMES
We say farewell to Capt Tedd Noon, mind you, we did send a signal
to Donnington, warning them what they are in for!! Sgt Gloria Smith
and W02 Agnes Doig also leave us. We then welcome Capt Colin
Eastland, our new Tp QC. We hope he does not get grey hair too
quickly. Finally we also say welcome to W02 (SSM) Phillips.
ATHLETICS
This summer saw 16 Sig Regt taking a keen interest in athletics.
starting with a complete conversion of West Park. Those of yo~ who
know this famous park within Bradbury Barracks and remember 1t wa
either a cricket square or a rugby pitch will be able to visualise the
change needed to convert it into an eight lane athletics track. It was on
Ascension Day and, being both a German and BFG holiday. the whole
regiment mustered for the regimental sports day. The eight troops
contested the men's events with results going to the ever-running
Leicester Trophy Competition. Here Alpha Troop just pipped Kilo
Troop for first place with the LAD third. The Victor Ludorum for the
best male athlete went to LCpl Bob Banner from Romeo Troop. In the
Women's competition, I Sqn from Rheindahlen took the trophy. with 3
Sqn and HQ Sqn taking second and third respectively. 4 Sqn from
Bielefeld were ahead of2 Sqn who, despite having very few gi~ls, put up
a spirited performance . The WRAC Victor Ludorum was a he between
Cpl Meg Barnard and Pte Leona Hughes both from 3 Sqn. The
following week saw the women's team take part in the BA~R women'
services finals at Rheindahlen. They were narrowly beaten into second
place but achieved some fine performances. Cpl 'Taffy' Allerton 1500m
1st (New Army record), Cpl Faith Neville 800m 1st, Pte Leona Hughes
400m !st. and High Jump 1st . Cpl Meg Barnard 200m 2nd. and Long
Jump~d.
.
.
.
All four athletics qualified for the UK Army Champ1onsh~ps m
Aldershot. At the same meeting the regimental team took part m the
Rhine Area Championships, where they qualified for the BAOR finals
and achieved some notable performances.

Cpl Phil Lee
Sgt Steve Hall
LCpl Bob Banner
Sig Jimmy Hayes
Sgt Fred Payet
Sgt Andy Hyde
Cpl Phil Lee
LCpl Precious Wiltshire
Sgt Steve Spinks
Sig Jim Strickland
LCpl Bob Banner
LCpl Davey Beggs
Sgt Steve Hall

l
l
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IOOm (B)
and 200m (B)
200m (A)
and 400m (A)
400m (B)
800m (A)
Pole Vault (A)

!st
1st
!st
!st
!st
!st
1st

4 x IOOm

!st

4 x 400m

1st

Sgt Steve Hall and Cpl Phil Lee also went to the BAOR individual
Championships and both qualified for the UK Army Championships in
Aldershot . ext came the Morrison Cup organised by 22 Sig Regt and
held in perfect surroundings al Der Sportschule Der Bundeswehr in
Warendorf. The Regimental team achieved a very creditable 4th place.
Sgt Steve Hall had an excellent day gaining first place in both 200m
and 400m. Cpl Phil Lee had a second in the IOOm and a third in the
200m. Also in the medals was Sig Jimmy Hayes with a third place in
both the 800m and the 1500m. LCpl Pete McCormick was third in the
High Jump clearing the same height as the winner and runner up but
being placed third on the count back. and so to the BAOR unit finals at
Sennelager. The Regimental team was very plea ed to gain 6th place in
such august company. Our most memorable event at that meeting was
the 4 x 400m relay at the end of the first day.

CANOEING
The Regimental canoe team has this year continued its previous
successes. thanks to the hard work of the trainer Cpl Bob Story and the
dedication of the individual members. They have spent long hours in
training on the local quarry and on the canals. It has all paid off
handsomely with an excellent set of results in the BAOR Sprint and
Marathon Champs held at Hameln on the River Weser on 3 14 Jul. In
atrocious weather conditions, when the spectators received more of a
soaking than the paddlers; With six I st prizes and three 2nd prizes in
the sprint events, the team then cleaned the board in the marathon
event. In the slalom class over 12 miles Sig John Palllster beat Sig Karl
Carr for first and second places. Cpl Andy Trivett won the White water
racer class over 22 miles, beating LCpl Colin Dennis who took fourth
place. In the doubles Sig Kev Potter and LCpl Kenny Primrose took
first place. followed into third ptace by Cpl Mick Scott and Cpl Taff
Williams. In front of the whole field from start to finish however. was
Cpl Bob Story showing the younger paddlers how to do it. The 3 Div
white water race at Hohenlimburg in the Saarland was really only a
training event before the Army championships, but, once again, the
team came out on top notably taking both first and second places in the
3 men open teams and first place in the Slalom team. ln the Army
Sprint and Marathon Championships held at Monmouth on 24125 Jul
the team were again unbeatable. The individual placings are too
numerous to list. but in the Sprint events the team gained I 11 pts ahead
of 10 Regt with 38pts. In the Marathon we again gained the unit prize
with 78pts ahead of I 0 Regt with 28pts. Seven out of the nine paddlers
have been selected to represent the Army in the Inter Services
Championships at ottingham on 11 / 12 Sep.

CORPS OF COMMISSIONAIRES
JOB VACANCIES
Resident factotum (to include driver) £4.250 + free self contained
flat-husband and wife-no children . Cavendish Street. WI
Log 153
Resident Caretaker. Age 40-50-fit knowledge of air conditioning
plant-mechanical ability. £5.124 + free 3 bedroom flat . London
Bridge SE!.
Log 151
Reception / Security . Negotiable salary. Gatwick Airport. W. Sussex.
Log 154
Post Room / Messenger wanted December 82. £4,000-£5,000 + 5%
bonus etc. Lime Street EC3.
Log 147
Night Security. Knowledge of first aid an advantage. £5,200 +shift
allowance . New Fetter Lane. EC4.
Log 150
Reception / Security £70 pw negotiable. Shepherdess Walk. NI .
Log 149
Commissionaire/Reception/Driver £5,500. Park Lane. Wl. Log 106
Reception -Security I 0.30am-7 .30pm £90 J?W Dean Street. WI.
Please note that despite current economic problems we do have a
steady flow of jobs on offer so do record your requirement and we will
try to help.
The Corps of Commissionaires
3 Crane Court
Fleet Street
London EC4A 2EJ
Tel: (01) 353 1125/617
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SWIMMING AND WATER POLO
Having lost four high quality players and swimmers varying from
Combined Service, Army and BAOR standards during the winter, a
quieter than usual season was anticipated. Once again both the
swimming and waler polo teams came from one squad and again
dominated the Rhine Area Championships qualifying for the BAOR
Championships in Berlin. After some 'fairly hard' training the squad
was ready to give the much fancied Gunner & Sapper teams, 7 RHA &
21 Engr Regt, a run for their money. In the water polo the regiment
had an excellent match against 21 .Engr Regt coming out on the wrong
end of a 12-7 scorelin e. The team felt that they had played to their very
best in this match. This left us to play a semi-final agamst 7 RHA who
went on to win the championships after defeating us 12-2. An
interesti ng 3rd and 4th place play-off between us and 229 Sig Sqn
resulted in t he renewing of certain old friendshil?s and a win for 16 Sig
Regt. The Major Units swimming championships resulted in 7 RHA
and 2 1 Engr Regt proving that six months hard training pays off by
being within one point of each other, 7 RHA being the winners.

However, we took third place rather easily and broke a couple of
records along the way. LCpl Pete Taylor won the IOOm freestyle in 58.9
seconds. obviously a swimmer of much potential and worth watching in
the future. The other record breakers were the 4 x 50m freestyle tea m ,
namely Sig Roger Bradley, LCpl Henry (or is it Simon) Newton, LCpl
Peter Taylor and Sgt John Chapman, who knocked over 4 seconds off
of the BAOR record and this time of 1 min 50.3 seconds should prove
difficult to break in the future. So, 3rd in the water polo, 3rd in the
swimming and two records can be deemed to be a fai rly successful
season. We would however , welcome any swimmer or water polo player
into the unit, so all interested parties should apply on the preference of
posting proforma through normal chan nels. The season was not all
serious hard work so here. as a footnote are a few quotes:
'Don't forget, coach. I'm nearly 27!'
- Sgt John Chapman
'Have you seen the body on that white No. 3!' - RQMS Marsh Davey
'I stuck to him didn't I?'
- SSgt Pete Dunnings
- LCpl Peter Taylor
'My middle name is Bwian!'
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The victo rious swimming / water polo team
From left to right, standing: CO 16 S ig Regt, Lt Col 0 . Hunt, LCpl
Dave Young , W02 (ROMS) Marsh Davey, Sgt John Chapman, Sig
' Chalky' Meek, LCpl Pete Taylor, Sig Andy Price, LCpl 'Jock'
Hamilton, LCpl Simon Newton, Capt Nick Harries
Sitting: SSgt Pete Dunnings, Cpl Paul Goddard, Cpl Gary Quick, S ig
Roger Bradley, S ig Karl Daggers
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our squadron patrol race in November-the details of which the OC is
keeping to hi~self. How~ver'. he is often spotted emerging from his
office with a Wlcked look m his eye and a grin on his face and we are
wondering what sort of torture he is planning.

22 Sig Regt
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THE CH NGE GOES 0 !
We ha"e said goodbye to the 21C of the regiment Maj Rodney Oare,
0 I Sqn Maj Derek McLean, Maj Mike Alden, our Pad re Rev Alistair
Heagert) , OC Echo Troop Capt Nick Ferriman and OC Line Troop, Lt
Peter Tucker. We are plea ed to welcome our new Second in Command
Maj Craig TreebJ, OC I Sqn Maj Ian Noble, Capt David McDowaU,
Capt Alistair Harrison and Capt Kevin Taylor.
2 Q BATTLE CAMP
'F' TROOPS CONTRIB TION
Report b) Cpl A. Dingle
'A oldier fir t. a trade man econd '. That is the message drilled into
all of us during our basic training and that too was the theme for the 2
Sqn annual Battle Camp. The aim of the camp was to instruct and
practise junior NCO and soldiers in the squadron in all aspects of
ba ic oldiering and military skills. also. for all member of the
quadron to complete their mandatory year ly and half-yearly training
(ie BIT. PWT, Gas test etc). To achieve this end, the camp was split
into three main phases: Phase one. which was held in Barracks over a
period of four days. during which all members of the squadron
completed their mandatory training. It was during this initial phase of
the camp that all rhe 'Tom 'of the squadron were divided up into 10
sections, each led by a full corporal section commander, and from this
point on all training. sports and any testing was carried out in a highly
competitive inter-section manner that would culminate in an intersection patrol race. Section Bartle drills were also brought under the
guidance of W02 (SSM) Keith Purkiss, on the totally unreal venue of
the garrison sports field!
The second phase began on Sunday afternoon with a move out of
Barrack to Sennelager Training Area , where we were to 'bivvy' for the
next foe days. The daily programme was now an early start with a run.
followed by military training for the remainder of the day-this tuition
wa given by the squadron S COs. who seemed to be acclaimed experts
in all military skills and therefore required no training themselves at
all!!
Phase three of the camp was the final and most important part and
was to last for 48 hr . during which all JNCOs and soldiers were to be
tested on everything that had been taught over the past week and a half.
It started on Wednesday evening with a 2Sk.m forced march in very
hea,·y rain and thick fog. dressed in full fighting order. The march was
to be completed in a 'bogey· time of four hours. and depending on the
time actually taken for the march. points could be awarded or
deducted. Those who had not taken notice during the map reading
lectures were soon to regret their actions, Cpl Dusty Miller was voted
the least popular person of his section as he led them into the final RV ,
hours overdue, having marched them miles in the wrong direction !!
At 0700 Thursday morning the testing started. It took the form of 10
'stands' with each section visiting each stand in rotation, points were
a":arded acc?rdingly a~ each sec~on was tested on everything from MT
kills to Soviet recognition . unul at 1600, all the results were in and
totalled up. the CO was asked to present prizes to the winning section
led by Cpl Bruce PaJne who narrowly beat Cpl Andy Dingles section
and Cpl Bob Cooks section, who came third . There were also prizes for
the best individual soldiers. The next morning the squadron broke
camp and moved back to Lippstadt. The exercise was successfully
completed.
ECHO TROOP
The Lads in section 4, including myself, started off thinking
B~t.tle Ca~p 82 wa~going to be another of those ordinary , non-eventful
m1htary skills exercises, as things turned out, we were quite wrong.
The top management had designed all the training to prepare us for
a gruelling patrol race over 2Skm, which was to take place during the
last two da ·s of Battle Camp. During the final build up to the start of
the race fierce competition grew between the 10 sections involved. As
'H' hour approached we completed our final preparation , checking and
double checking things like personal cam. etc. Sig Maddness Young,
who was to be our radio operator for the night, not bad as he's a liney ,
made sure his A41 worked OK , it did!
We cr?ssed the start line at 2300hrs knowing the first checkpoint was
se'en miles on . we covered the distance in I hour IS mins, our only
problem being that LCpl Riley had a blow out in one of his boots. After
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CONCLUSION
The la~t three !11onth~ have been busy ones for the squadron with
many maior exercises, Site Guard, RSIT Inspection and Battle Camp.
We now move into the main leave period and look forward to
Adventure Training and Summer Camp in Bavaria.

passing through two more checkpoints. and taking an unplanned
detour in a small town. we completed the remaining nine miles to finish
in the early hours of the morning.
The econd phase of the competition was a series of stands each
awarding points depend in~ upon the performance of each section. At
the end of the day the winnmg section wou ld be decided by the one that
had cored most point .
As we plodded off towards our first stand, the spirit in the section
remained high although Sig Ralph Richardson had some excellent
blisters, which almost led to a complete sense of humour failure. As the
wet day wore on, and fatigue set in, we thought we had done fairly well
as we approached our final stand. We had already been tested on first
aid. NBC, surivival and others. Now it was to be ambush drills. After a
briefing by Capt NJ.R. Ferriman we set off in two landrovers to battle ,
of course the place where they ambushed us was straight out of the text
book . After the dust had settled, we were debriefed and sent on to the
final RV where the results of the competition would be announced.
Echo Troop came out of the competition very well. LCpl Paul
Bawor' s section came seventh. Cpl Bruce Payne's (that's me) section
came first, and proud of it we are. LCpl Graham Riley also won the
best individual soldier award. After the prize giving everyone who took
part celebrated with a well earned bottle of beer, so 'cheers'-till next
year.
3SQN
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OC
2IC
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A FOCUS ON 4 SQN
PERSONALITIES

oc

2IC
SSM
OCBTp
OCKTp
FofS
YofS
SQMS

Maj D.F.M. Collyer
Capt A.G.C. Adams
W02W. White
2Lt C.D. McGrory .
OC J Tp Lt P .J .D. Moloney
Lt M.C. Gilyeat
W02 W. Duncan
SSgtTosh
SSgt Richardson

Sig 'Geordie' Martin le ading the way

EX 'EIFFEL TRIANGLE'
'Welcome to camp Heimbach' were the words of W02 (SSM) Bill
White as he met the first of the courses to go on 4 Sqn's Summer Adv
Trg, and what a welcome. Four days canoeing in glorious sunshine and
picturesque surroundings. The SQMS , SSgt Ken Richardson, had
certainly got his demands right.

Maj P. Williams
Capt AJ. Bowering
LtE.K.JacksonWRAC
2Lt M.P. Wise
W02 Nelson
SSgtJ. Gadson
W02 D.P. Jackson
SSgt D. Rodgers

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
The last three months has seen a considerable turnover of personalities
within the squadron: Maj Peter· Williams replaced Maj Mlle Alden as
OC 3 Sqn in May. Capt Kevin Taylor arrived in July from his TEM
course at Blandford and he will eventually replace Capt Andy Bowering
as Sqn 2IC, and Lt Elaine Jackson replaces Lt Bob Williamson as QC
G Tp. W02 (SSM) Maurice Nelson succeeds W02 (SSM) Brian Eason,
who leaves the Army after 22 years service. SSgt (SQMS) Jimmy
Flockhart and Sgt Tony Couper (MT Sgt) also left us in July and we
welcome SSgt (SQMS) John Gadson and SSgt Russ Thompson, who
replace them.
BIRTHS- MARRIAGES
We congratulate Maj Wllllams, Cpl Lennox, Cpl Alford and their
wives on their recently arrived new babies and congratulations also go
to LCpl Wilkinson, who got married during Ex Summer Sales. Any
excuse to avoid an exercise!
3 SQN BATILE CAMP-17·28 MAY
The Squadron Battle Camp was held at Freienhagen, and was run
under the watchful eye of Maj Williams, our new OC. The advance
party led by Capt Andy Bowering welcomed the main party to the camp
and immediately organised the half-annual BIT which got the camp
off to a flying start. Over the duration of the camp, all mandatory tests
were taken and the majority were passed successfully. Other activities
included map-reading, command tasks, orienteering, night exercises,
ambush and patrol drills. The soldiers were given a realistic taste or
how the infantry work and live , under the watchful eye of Sgt Jackie
Snaith-most of them spent the rest of the camp recovering from this
experience! A number of football matches were organised against local
teams . The Sqn did very well and won most of the
competitions-thanks to the tactics ofSSgt (SQMS) Jimmy Flockhart.
All in all, the camp went very well and was enjoyed by all concerned.
The success was due to the instructional ability and enthusiasm shown
by those involved. We now look forward, with a little apprehension, to
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Sig ' Radar' Lomas bursting with confidence

Cpl Colin Mackay, Sigs Jack Pickford, Geordie Mills, Tommo
Thompson and LCpl Arthur Weston prepared to board the Puma
For 12 days Cpl Colin Mackay, assisted by SSgt Ken Richardson,
instructed basic rock climbing skills whilst W02 (SSM) Bill White and
Lt Mike Gilyeat tau~ht basic canoeing skills , helped occasionally by
students demonstrating how not to capsize, some even gave repeat
performances.
Highlights from the training are many but some to be remembered
are: Cpl Fred Worgan showing if you try to paddle through rocks you
fall out of your canoe, Cpl Paul Ratcliffe having missed the same rock
head butted it as he went past, probably to get even with the rocks for
the day before . Finally on the canoeing, anybody in the Heimbach area
who decides to swim in the River Ruhr , if you find a training shoe
please return it to LCpl John Symonds. Most of the course had a look ,
involuntarily , but had no success.
Highlights on the rock face again were numerous and included LCpl
'Stepps' Steppens falling six times in an attempt to reach the top , W02
(SSM) Biii 'White' dismantling the climb on his way up and finally the
OC Maj David Collyer having slight heart failure, when the SQMS
appeared underneath him on the climb. It was something to do with the
SQMS holding the safety rope from above. The exercise was a great
success, the instructors and students thoroughly enjoying themselves,
including the base camp NCO LCpl Graham Preece who did a good job
keeping the transport on the road, Just!!!
SQN BA TILE CAMP
We prepared to go on our Squadron Battle Camp, on Sunday 6 June.
when the officers being absent on a Mess Barbecue made for a smooth
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and uneventful start to the proceedings. We were greeted on the
Haltem training area by W02 (SSM) Bill White and his advance party.
accompanied by a cloud burst, providing the only rain there had been
for two weeks. 'Helps keep the dust down' says the SQMS SSgt Ken
Richardson, treading water in a nearby puddle.
We were quick to settle in to a busy routine and soon found this
camp no different from all the others, with our resident PT! LCpl John
Sweeney having his sadistic pleasure as soon as it became light.
The squadron was split into 3 Platoons by the QC, each commanded
by a Subaltern. The platoons were further sub-divided into three
sections each containing two bricks led by a J CO! For the first three
days SSgt Ian Dolby and SSgt Schizo-Reid-Roberton, who with the
able assistance of members of training wing, organised the ranges.
They managed to get one platoon daily through their PWT, APWT.
NBC Drills and TOETS. The remaining two platoons attended lectures
on mandatory training and mil skills at Base Camp.
On the fourth day the squadron reorganised into two platoons to
complete the remainder of the mandatory training and prepare for the
exercises. Our OC took the soft option on Thursday 10 and beetled off
to Herford to attend a dinner in honour of our Colonel-in-Chief HRH
Princess Anne. During his absence we had potted sports in the form of
an inter-section competition. We were thoroughly entertained by a new
dance routine. when Sgt Keith PbJlllps of the DS team, confused by his
own speed, fed his finger into the breech of the LMG during the
stripping and reassembling race. He lost 10 points for making the
weapon dirty.
The OC returned on Friday together with the CO, Lt Col P.E.A.
Chaddock, the Adjt, Capt John Hudson and the RSM , WOI Fred
Bancroft in a Puma to take part in Ex Flying Wanderer. This was to
test our emplaning/ deplaning drills, map reading skills and allow u to
throw grenades as background activity. Sig BJ. Quick proved a dab
hand at the latter, twice hitting the target put out by SSat Ian Dolby
who ran the range.
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SHOOTING TEAM
This year saw the regiment represented at Bisley for the third
con e utive year. Although, because of the Falklands operations. many
of the regular individuals and teams were missing. the standard of
shooting was as high as ever.
The team of Lt Col Peter Chaddock CO, W02 (SSM) Charlie
Manning, SSgt John Mountcastle Team Captain / Duty Gopher. Cpl
Trevor Keates, Cpl Andy Mabon, Cpl Stan Sudron, LCpl (Muppet)
Wilcock, LCpl (Dagenham) Ford and Sig Mark Leigh was a mixture of
the young and the not so young, the experienced and the not so
experienced. o-one is suggesting that the CO is getting on in years.
but he was overheard telling the younger members of the team that the
last time he shot at Bi ley the scoring system was bulls, inners. magpies
and outers.
The shooting team did the regiment proud by winning the Bisley Cup
for the best Roval Signals Unit for the third consecutive year. Winning
the cup was not easy. but thanks to a good team effort, we held off
strong challenges from the School of Signals and 16 Sig Regt. Because
of the very high standard of shooting, individual prizes were very hard
to come by, although some members of tbe team came close. The one
exception was the CO who won a bronze medal and bar in the
Whittaker Trophy. This could be classed as beginners luck, as it was
the first time he had ever fired in the moving target match !
One of the highlights of RASAM is the Methuen Cup and the
regiment was pleased to have two individuals selected to represent the
Corps shooting team. Lt Col Chaddock was non firing team captain
and W02 (SSM) Manning lent his weight as a team member. Although
the corps team shot well, they were no match for the strong infantry
teams.
There was no firing on the ranges on Saturday 12 and this allowed
W02 (FofS) Biii Duncan to carry out the orienteering course. Sgt Bob
Nicholson, without assistance, found the gate at the start point with bis
Mk2 GT Silva Compass with the 'Go Faster' needle.

The Shooting Team Bisley 1982

Sigs Gooba Weavers, Lugs Lomas, LCpls Steve Marshall , Dutch
Holland and Cpl Paul Ratcliffe leaving the First Aid Stand with Sig
' Really' Toughey as the stretcher case

The camp was rounded off in the usual 4 Sqn manner with a couple
of beers and a barbecue. Each section put on a skit, which could only
be loosely described as entertainment. Next morning we were packed
off back to camp by the SSM to turn our kit around for Ex Summer

Sales.
Next year will see most of this years' shooting team still available for
selection , so with lots of hard work and a little bit of luck we hope to do
even better.

Our photographs show Cpls Stan Sudron and Trevor Keates well
pleased with their performances, and the pistol tiles team of W02
Manning, Cpl Keates and the CO eager for action.
Cpl Sudron, Cpl Keates, Cp l Mahon, LCpl Ford, LCpl Willcock, W02
Manning, Lt Col Chaddock, SSgt Mountcastle, Sig Leigh

Sigs Gerry Ahmed, Andy Brown and Moss Fisher making good time
round the orienteering cou rse

ROYAL SIGNALS STABLE BELTS
New Regulation Pattern with Straps
With darkness came the start of the night map reading exercise and
everyone returned a respectable time for the course. The OC having
worked up a thirst for night navigation the first time round decided to
go round backwards-only to find the checkpoints had been collected
in.
Sunday was the day we had all been waiting for-the lSkm forced
march with check points and stands to test our military skills. There
aren't many hills on the Haltern training area , but we managed to
climb most of them on our way to the last stand. Here we were greeted
by the SQMS SSgt Ken Rlcbanl10n who had staged a nasty accident.
Having dealt with the accident one member of the section broke a leg,
there was a lot of it about, and we were invited to make a stretcher and
carry him the last kilometer back to camp.
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THE REGIMENTAL SHOOTING TEAM
Despite th e loss of several of the shooting 'stars' this season, the
team ., under the Captaincy of W02 (SSM) Derek Brown and the
coa~hmg of Capt Kel~h Goo~ello~, equalled the previous season's
achievement of champion major umt at the Rhine Area skill at arms
meeting.
With t~e Rhine Area f1:1eeting ?ver, the next stage was the Regular
Army Skill at Arms Meetmg at B1sley. This year the team arrived well
prepared an~ without falling fou~ of the customs. Although there were
no outstandmg team results agamst the very high level of opposition ,
there were several good invididual performances. Sig Tug Wilson was
the best overall shot from the team, he easily qualified for the second
stage of the Rifle Championship and was a bronze medal winner in the
Whitehead Rifle Match.
Th~ team's serious shooting ended with a multi-national shoot
orgamsed by a German Reserve Unit near Bitburg in the Eifel.
Alth.ough the team were using unfamiliar weapons, they managed
placmgs of I 0th and 11th out of the SO competing teams from the
German Army, and guest teams from four countries. Capt Keith
Goodfellow equalled the top score, but was counted out of first place.
So o~e~~ll a succ~ssful a1,1d satisfying season's shooting marked by the
acqu1s11!on of an 1mpress1ve display of trophies.

28 Sig Regt
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CEREMONIAL ACTIVITIES
The 2 (BR) Signal Regiment ( ORTHAG) barracks was the
location elected for the 20th Anniversary Parade of the NORTHAG
Signal upport Group on 2 July. The regiment i one of five units
within the Group. commanded by Oberst, K. O. Rauchmann GEA.
The mi ion of the group is to provide, operate and maintain the
communications facilities. to enable the Commander of the Northern
Army Group to exercise <:0mmand and control in time of war and to
practise for war in peace.
.
.
.
.
The group consists of the following umts. all of which provided a
Guard of I officer and 30 soldier :
13 (BE) Cie TTr-provides H F Radio;
840 (GE) Signal Bn-provides Radio Relay;
I ( L) Sig Sq n-provides cable and courier ;
2 (BR) Sig Regt-provides terminal equi pment and Com munica·
tions Centres (Switches);
Air Support Radio Sqn-provides the termination of nation ally
operated ground to air commun ications.
The parade marked 20 years of successful com municating in an
international environ ment. Lt Col John Swindells, Deputy Com man der
of the Group commanded th e parade. The 28 Sig Regt G uard was
commanded by Lt Guy Kenyon. Th e p arade was inspected by the
Chief-of-Staff, Headquarters Northern Army G rou p, Maj Gen C.
Schuneman GEA. It was not without interest, as national drills had to
be compromised to produce a march past, saluting a nd presenting of

arms in an international soldier-like manner! All had been previously
rehearsed under the gentle guidance of WOI (RSM) Dick Hamilton,
the Parade RSM and apprentice diplomat!
The march-past in differing national dress was made the more
impressive by the Band of the King's Own Scottish Borders in full
Dress Uniform. There were many distinguished guests present, among
them M aj Gen J. H. Hild , MBE Commander Communications BAOR
and the past Commanders of NSSG.
THE OSGOOD BLOCK
The regiment's affiliation and affection for members of the Royal
Hosp ital Chelsea was marked c:m the 21 May, when the Comd, Lt Col
B . L. Belton formally opened the new annex to the WOs and Sgts Mess,
'The Osgood Block'. The building was named to commemorate the InPensioner Dick Osgood who visited the regiment many times and sadly
passed away whilst a guest of our WOs and Sgts Mess in Christmas
1980. The photograph shows the Comd with In-Pensioners Tom
Goldsmith and Harry H ume after the unveiling of the plaque.

The Comd w ith in-pensioners Tom Goldsm ith and Ha rry Hume after
the unveiling of the plaq ue

Lt Guy Kenyo n presents the 28 (BR ) S ig Regt Guard to Ma j Gen C.
Schuneman GEA , COS NORTHAG . Oberst K. 0 . Rauchman GEA.
Comd NSSG monitoring the s ituation

The 28 (BR) Sig Re gt Guard approaches the Saluting Dais followed by
ASRS

PRESENTATION
Th e Comd Lt Col B. L. Belton p resented Sgt Gordon Sinnott ACC
with h is LS and GC on Wed 30 Jun . Having spent most of bis 15 years
service in gunner units, he has fi nally seen the light an d is enjoying his
tour with the regiment. His wife, Lal Hung was presented with a
bouquet of flowers to mark many years support, part icularly in always
ensuring Sgt Sinnott got up for 'earlies'.

The Rhine Area Skill at Arms Competition Champion Major Unit
Team - 28 (BR) Signal Reg iment INORTHAGl
From left to right: W02 (SSM) Derek Brown (Team Captain). Cpl Taff
Carr, Cpl Bob Crossley, LCpl Mitch Mitchell, Sig Tug Wilson, Cpl Ted
Edwards, Sig Geordie Westlake, Sig Colin Usher, Sgt Dave Mathews
LCpl Bill Jones, Cpl Russ Dodd, Cpl Nick Horn, Cpl Pat Keating , Lt
Col B. L. Be lton, Capt 'Superstar' Keith Goodfellow, Sig Al Wiggins ,
Sgt Mick Whitehouse

Sgt Sinnott ACC shakes hands after the presentation
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VISIT OF BRIG T. N. M cMICKING
On 24 June the Assistant Chief-of-Staff G3 NORTHAG, Brig T . N.
McMlck.lng spent a day with the regiment. Having received a brief on
the regiment. he took time to wal k around the regimental vehicles set
up in barracks.

33 Sig Regt (V)
Liverpool

Director WAAC Brig H. G. Meechie Hon ADC talks to Pte Audrey
Oyer

McMicking e njoying a joke with Maj J udy Griggs the
Brig T.
Commander 1 S qn , in the b<lckground fro m left to right S gt Bob
Pratten, Ca pt Keith Goodfellow, W 0 2 (FofS ) Paul McGinn, Lt Col B.
L. Belton, S Sg t (YofS ) Dave Turner
VISIT OF BRIG B. G. MEECHIE, DIRECTOR WRAC
The Director W RAC, Brig H. G. Meechle Hon ADC, visited the
regiment on 13 July, accompanied by the Commander WRAC BAO R
Lt Col H.J. Smith. Brig Meechle and Lt Col Smith were entertained to
lunch in the Officers Mess and in troduced to M aj J udy Griggs, O C 1
Sqn. Capt Mary Piers, Victor Troop and WRAC Advisor and Lt
Carolyn WDdlng, Troop Commander Papa Troop, as well as to the
mere male Officers of the regiment!
After lunch the Director and Lt Col Smith were escorted to M Troop ,
where all WRAC employed at St Tonis, were gath ered to meet the
Director. The Director was met at M Troop by the Troop Com mander.
Capt (TOT) Bob Kelble and WOI (FofS) Rm Bough. Brig Meech.le was
then introduced to five WRAC TE Techn icians , who were carrying out
a variety of tasks on TlOO telepr inters and crypto equipment. The
Director showed great interest in wh at the tech nicians were doing and
praised the manner in wh ich they explained their tasks . Those
in troduced were Cpl Yvonne Lovatt, Cpl Gillian Raistrick, LCpl
Carolyn Barber, LCpl Pauline Root and LCpl Joann.a Cooke. Also
introduced to the Brigadier was Pte Audrey Dyer, who is employed in
the St Tonis Military Exch ange.
On completion of her visit to St Ton is Brig Meechle travelled to
Rheindahlen, visiting the HQ NORTHAG/TWOATAF Joint
COMMCEN accompanied by the Troop Comma nder, Capt Mary
Plen. Here the Brigadier met the Comms Chief, Capt John Morrison,
WOI Elaine Willacy, SSgt Jill Campbell plus the WR AC D Tgs and
Switch Board Ops on duty, as well as Royal Signals and Royal Air
Force personnel em ployed in the Commcen.

W 0 1 Elaine W illa cy explains the switchboard to Brig H. Meecn1e, Lt
Co l B. L. Betton and Capt J ohn Morrison look on. Operating the
board a re LCpl Elaine Sherwood, Pte Anne Suttill and Cpl Karen
Taylor superv ising

THE NORTHAG SIGNAL SUPPORT GROUP
'IT'S A KNOCKOUT'
The annual 'It's a Knockout' competition traditionally organised
within N SSG by 28 Sig Regt , took place on 25 May. The task was given
to our Light Aid Detachment. Capt John 'B' Smith REME , the
detachment commander, made the production of the games' command
tasks for h is potentia l artificers. In all six games were produced. The
competition had a truly international flavour , wi th teams from 840
(GE) Sig Battalion, 16 Sig Regt, 1 Netherlands Sig Sqn , the Air
Support Radio Sqn from T ongeren in Belgium, the local town of
Tonisvorstand a team from each of the regiment's 3 Squadrons .
The games involved much water and required great st rength and
animal cunning. The judges, under the supervision of Capt Dennis
Rimmer RPC, were kept very busy as the competitive spirit ran much
higher than the participants command of a mutual language. The
Recorder, Capt David Sharpe RAPC, was carefully scrutinised as he
added up the scores. Activity in the arena was described by SSgt Barrie
Pottinger who hardly needed the PA system. The winning team at the
end of a long hard but enjoyable afternoon was Support Squadron , 28
Sig Regt, who made good use of their joker on the final game.
TH E REGIMENTAL SUMMER CAMP
The Sum mer Cam p took place in superb weather for the first time in
living memory. The location was in the Eiffel above the town of
Birresborn. Birresbom is a spa town resting on the River Kyll. OC
Su pport Sqn Maj Dick Stokes was Cam p Commandant and had a staff
of willing volunteers who spent three weeks of July living in the
beautifu l Eiffel cou ntryside .
The aim of the cam p was to get t he regiment away from the flat and
industrialised area in which our barracks are situated and to enjoy the
fresh air. The Trg Wing under Maj Brian Roblnaon wanted to .test the
leadership and end urance and the initiative of the JNCOs and
sig nalm en.
Relations with the locals were excellent, the Burgermeister p resented
a large pewter plaque to commemorate the visit. 2 Sqn being the final
pa rty t hrough the camp were given 60 litres of the local b rew in
appreciation of assistance given to the Forstmeister .

Summer Camp- Sig Yorky Richards demonstrates prowess at
canoeing
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ON OUR WAY
Despite st range rumours that the Norstar was off to join th e Norland
we did tu rn .the righ t way and arrived without fuss in Europort . The
deployment mto a harbour area at Roermond was given added reali m
by the thunderstorms, which accompanied us off and on for several
days. Still the short , sha rp and at times violent howers made a change
from the steady down pour of the previous Calm Fen ce Exercises. After
the briefest of delays in the harbour area for refuelling. regrouping and
20 winks th e squ adrons were on their way South over the familiar
territory of the Elsenborn Ridge and into the Eiffel, hotly pursued by
the RCP.

COMMANDER AT BAY
Enco uraged by his fa ilure to lose the regiment on the Yorkshire
moors last year , th e CO , Lt Col Gavin Mackay, determined to shake us
off prio r to the FFR insp ection by the GOC North West District, Maj
Gen W.M.E. Hlcks, CBE, led the regiment's two Switches, four
Commcens and two PUPS a merry da nce on the pretence of
familiarisation with our new equipment, the C70. Despite another
narrow fa ilure , he d id succeed in keeping the new Brigade
Comm ander , Brig Ian Shapter at b ay for several hours . The retiring
Bde Comm ander , Brig Godfrey Curl min d ful of previous Calm Fe11ce
experiences wisely stayed to keep a n eye on Bde HQ!

The Deputy Commander in Chief Central Europe, Air Chief Marshal
Sir J ohn Gingell , KCB, CBE, presenting a Commendatio n by GOC
Northern Ireland to Sgt Vincent Skinner fo r his outstanding work as a
Radio Technician during his recent two years service in Belfast
I By courtesy of So uth Lancashtre Newspapers)

VISIT BY D CINCENT
T he visit of D CINCENT Air Chief Marshal Sir John Gingell , KCB ,
CBE, gave us all a few hours peace, and provided an opportunity for
the presentation of the GOC orthern Ireland 's Commendation to
Regular technician Sgt Vincent Skinner.

DISAPP OINTMENT
By this time 59 Sqn's footb all team , trained to perfection on compo
and ale, were deployed at Diekirch masqueradin g as Commcen Yankee
2 in anticipation ofa challenge match against the Luxembourg Army.
Unfortunately the hosts were unable to play due to more pressing

Deputy Commande r in Ch ief Central Euro pe , Th e Air Chief Marshal
Sir John Gingell KCB , CB E, enjoying th e repa rtee between t he CO Lt
Col Gavin Mackay and ACOS C & E Div HO AFCENT Brig Gen Van
der Sta l, whilst Brig Godfre y Curl Comd 11 Sig Bde (V) keeps a
listening watch!
I By courtesy of South Lancashire Newspapers/
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commitments . much to the disappointment of the devotees of the KOP,
and indeed the whole regiment.

AT APACE
So to the weekend and start of the Brigade Exercise. during wh ich we
were hoping for some slight slackening in the pace . However this was
not to be. with Brigade HQ keeping up the pressure before, d uring ,
and after visits by the SOinC, MaJ Gen A. C. Birtwiltle CBE, CSO ,
BAOR, MaJ Gen J. H . Hild, MBE, and GOC NW District. After more
sapping moves . rumou rs that ' Ming the Merciless' had retired a nd
several premature celebrations of the recapture of Port Sta nley, and the
very welcome visit of our Honorary Colonel. Col Stanley, MBE, DL,
during the final phase of the Exercise. we thankfu lly received 'Endex '
on Wednesday morn ing.

The Hon Col, Co l Mic hae l Stanley, listens attentively to SSgt Mike
Hull's expla nat ion of 42 Sig Sqn's communicating achievement . Lt
Ch ris Cummings awaits the ve rdict
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Headquarters & Headquarters Squadron based at Huyton, 59 Sig Sqn
at Edge Lane, Liver pool. and 42 and 80 Sig Sqns at M anchester and
Chester, were ta king part in a com bin ed commu n ications and infantry
skills competition over severa l locations in the North West. Code·
named 'July Beetle' . th e competition was the regiment's biggest event,
ince their recent return fro m a fortnight's an nual camp in West
Ger many and Luxem bourg. where th ey took part in Operation Calm
Fence. T h e weekend's exercise gave the regi ment a ch an ce to sh arpen
up a variety of kill s, ranging from com mun ications support to heavy
veh icle driving an d included first a id , shootin g practice and a night
navigation exercise.

NIGHT NAVIGATION
A slap-up meal and a couple of hours' rest were well deserved before
squadrons set out on a five hour night navigation exerr;<e in Cheshire's
D~lamere Forest. Main aim of this task was to prv •• neir navigation
sktlls using map and compass.

Part 2
Day two saw squadrons move to a new location at RAF Burtonwood
~ear Warrington for part two of the competition. where the day's events
include~ marching ability, driving, camouflage, a log race.-a chance
for the signallers to come into their own-a communications exercise.
Aim of the signals exercise was to test teams' ability to wor k rapidly
under ba.ttletield conditions. Each team accordin g to the scenario,
rep res:ntmg a forward ignals section under heavy fire, had to set up a
radio hnk back to the main force. Proof of a successful mission v.as the
accuracy with which a message was sent 'down the li ne'.
. Overall winners in the competition were 59 Sqn, who were presented
with a silver trophy by the Regiment's Honorary Colonel, Col Michael
Stanley.

FIVE TEAMS
The CO designate , Lt Co l Tony de Vere Hunt and Ca pt John Wi lli s
about to set off w ith t heir driver Sig Mic k Powell fr om their base cam p
to visit the reg iment in the Eiffel

COMMANDER DINED OUT·
Pau ing at Rheindahlen o nly to shower and swap comb at for lo unge
su its. the officers then departed fo r the bien nia l reception at the
AFCE T Officer Club at Brunssum. to greet friends and colleagues
old and ne\\. The high point of the evening was the supper following the
recept ion. when the Regi mental officers were joined by th ose of Brigade
HQ . the senior officers of 31 and 3r regiments . a nd the Hon Cols of all
three regiments to d in e out Brig Godfrey Curl. This event marked not
only the end of the Commander's tour with 11 Sig Bde (V). but also his
retiremen t after a distingui hed career and it was fitting that he should
be presented with a h an dsome gold watch by the Depu ty Bde Com d.
Col J. Greenhill , TD, closely supervised by the trio of Hon Cols . W e
v.ish him and Valerie a long and happy reti rement.

THE OLD QUESTION
T he weather remained kind for those fortu nate enough to h ave a day
off. and following an uneventful sea trip , and. fo r once , a pa inless
passage through H M Custo ms, there only remai ned ' T he Great Race'
down the M62 to be greeted by our loved ones with the usual cry of 'D id
you enjoy our holiday!!! '

W ith temperat ures up in th e 70s th e five teams. each at least 16
strong , moved into the wooded hills of Bickerton T raining Area in
Cheshire fo r Day One of th e competition. which tested them in fo ur
separate event s in rapid success ion . Liverpoo l provided no fewer th an
three of the team s. including two tea ms from 59 Sqn - whose
enthusiasm was amply rewarded when they came away with first prize
of a silver trophy-as well as a team fro m Huyto n based HQ Sqn .
Chester b ased 80 Sqn and M anchester b ased 42 Sqn p roved worthy
o ppon ent s.

ENTHUSIASTIC TURN OUT
. The regiment's commanding officer. Lt Col Gavin Mackay, who is
himself about to leave the regi ment for a staff posting in London.
co ngratu lated all tea m members on such an enthusiastic turn·out so
soon after annual camp.

GRUELLING
First day' s events in the gruelling programme were a steep hill climb,
a casualty·evacuation exercise. a skill at arm s and fie ld·craft test , and a
five mi le battle fitness march - all carried ou t u nder battle conditions.
For added interest tea ms were tested out in the use of Nuclea r ,
Biological and Chemical Warfare.
59 Sq n 's A Team were first in lin e for the hill climb, led by OCdt
Susan Hartley and Sgt Steve Donaghue . T hey had to struggle severa l
yards up a steep hillside , while carrying a co uple of heavy tyres and
even heavier log simulating an Artillery Piece, for good measure.

MAMMOTH COMPETITIO N
Report by Nigel Sargeant. PIO Norih West District.
IN FORCE
Liverpool's own Territorial Army Sig Regt were o ut in force for a
mammoth regimental competition . 33 Sig Regc with Regimental

80 Sig Sqn (V) team unde r command of 2 Lt Dia ne Molyneaux WRAC
and SSgt Roger Bracey nearing th e end of th e Endurance Marc h
I By courtesy PIO North West District!

THROUGH THEIR PACES

S ig Garry and Pte Lorette Booth get together in 80 S ig Sqn (V)
switchboa rd vehicle during a brief lull in t he exe rc ise
I By courtesy of South Lancashlfe Newspapers}
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Meanwhile 59's B Team were bein g put thro ugh th eir paces in t he
fi eldcraft event. Des igned to test their b as ic infa ntry skills, th e team led
by Capt Len Hinds had to id entify ta rgets b efore stagin g an attack ,
while supposedly ' under fire ' . Explai ned umpire Maj Chris Clark, Sqn
Commander of 42 Sig Sqn , ' As a Signal regiment our technical training
doesn 't leave much time for infantry tactics and this is a chance to
pra ctice them '. First aid skills, another part of th e modern soldier' s
trainin g , were ex amined when tea ms were quizzed on th eir knowledge
and then had to treat a 'casualty' b efore evacuating him b y stretcher .
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OCdt S usan Ha rtley and Sgt Steve Donague w ith the w inn ing te am
from 59 Sig Sqn (V)
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34 Sig Regt (V)
Middlesbrough

FOCUS ON HQ SQN
OC

Maj David Bodycombe R Signals
(V)

Scimitar cuts all other
frequency hopping radios
down to size.
Digital and analogue. frequency
hopping and fixed frequency, the Scimitar
family of radios covers VHF and HF bands
with a comprehensive array of manpack,
vehicle and hand-held systems.
.
The specifications have created
standards by which all other frequency
hopping combat net radios will be judged.
flequency hopping ahead of Its time without price penalty
Unlike other systems, Scimitar M
can hop between any number of the 2320
channels (at 25kHz spacing) in the full
transmission band of 30 to 88MHz.
Jamming is therefQre virtually impossible.
Half the complete transmission would
require CJi>literation to take any of the
Scimitar nets out of action, and it's also
impossible to locate with direction finders.
That's Scimitar security- plus. of
course. high grade cryptographic
protection.

Orthogonal or non-orthogonal choice
In contrast with other frequency
hopping radios, Scimitar can hop
orthogonally (as well as
non-orthogonally). In the orthogonal
mode the pseudo-random progression of
the hops from one frequency to another is
programmed to avoid any two
conversations using the same frequency
at the same instant
Thus, unlike non-orthogonal
hopping, there is no possibility of mutual
interference.
Selectlve calllng
The high security of the
cryptographic key generator allows private
frequency hopping sequences to be used
between pairs or groups of user stations
separately from and simultaneously with
the main net It also makes it possible to
prevent the use of a captured radio by the
enemy for jamming or intercept purposes.

Scimitar's specifications feature the
latest state-of-the-art technology.
Cryptographic protection, large scale
integrated circuitry, microprocessor
control, built-in test equipment and
modular construction combine with
outstanding combat net capabilities to
signal this as the combat net radio of the
future.
That's what gives Scimitar the edge.
And cuts the others down to size.

Space & Defence Systems
Marconi Space and Defence Systems Limited
Marketing Department, The Grove, Warren Lane, Stanmore, Middlesex HA7 4LY, England
Telephone: 01-954 2311 Telex: 22616 Telegrams: SPADEF Stanmore ·A GEC-Marconi Electronics Company

21C
Lt Judy Walker WRAC (V)
RMO
Maj Mary Sklllen RAMC (V)
PMR
Maj Jim Smiles RAPC (V)
TOT
Capt Ron Willlams R Signals (V)
Tfc Offr
Capt Benny Newell R Signals (V)
OCLAD .
MajJim Storey REME(V)
SSM
W02 Barry Durrant
SQMS
Sgt Peter Grove
HQ Sqn tends to be the one sub-unit which is so compartmentali~ed
that it's squadron image is blurred. We started to put this right last
year at Annual Camp in Crowborough by working on our 'corporate
image' . In the Regimental Sports we competed in every event and won
the football plate. the rounders plate and the tug of war shield. Later in
the year we took part in both the Stainton Chase and Maiden Scurry
competitions on Catterick Training Area. The men were commanded
by Cap t Benny Newell with Sgt Grove as 2IC and the women by Cpl
Jackie Waugh with Gill McGuire as 2IC. Neither team won but both
put up creditable performances.
The early part of 1982 saw many of the squadron involved in the
administration of the Royal Signals TA Officers' promotion
examinatio n . The stewardesses under the control of Sgt John Braven
made up all the beds for the arrival of the candidates; this had proved
necessary as the Regiment's Quartermaster, Maj Dia Rees, stated that
officers cannot make their own beds!
Other functions have been organised throughout the year with a high
standard of turnout being maintained. For example, the services of our
stewardesses and band were requested by the Royal Signals Mess at
Catterick for the Dining In of the new GOC NE District.
Exercises? Oh yes, we do those too! The regiment takes co the field
about once a month and we have an element with each operating
squadro n. We have supplemented this leavening of the lump by having
an identifiable HQ Sqn location as well. On Ex Fast Pace in July, all
departments were in the field simultaneously for the first time in 10
years! HQ itself was sited in an old bomb dump at RAF Leeming. We
had the POL, Transport. QM, Pay, Medical, Tels Repair and LAD
sections also t here. When we arrived we found a nest of housemartins
complete with you ng. The parents immediately stopped feeding, so
WOI Brian Davies, the MTWO , ever a generous man, shared his
fishing maggots-which he just happened to have with him-with
them; the parents knowing they were onto a good thing, soon returned.
Attendance on Fast Pace was slightly affected by the wedding of
stewardess Irene Fyfe , who got married to Craftsman Garry Miller of
the LA D . An other recent wedding was that of LCpl Linda Fox and Mr
Leslie Grace. Linda has now persuaded him to join the regiment. The
MTWO did get a little fishing in-well he dangled his line but caught

SSgt Brian Cudd, the incoming Chief Clerk (On Exercise ????) W:ith
Sgt Clive Blackburn ' retiring' PSI HQ Sqn and MTO W01 Brian
Davies planning a spot of fish ing , with rod , hamper and
thunderflashes
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nothing-however, on his return the QM took pity and signed out a tin
of pilchards. When the OC, Maj David Bodycombe, arrived on.site, he
moved into an empty area to lay his weary head. When he awoke, it was
pointed out to him that there was a sign over his billet saying 'WRAC
Toilets"-his comment was 'either I was fast asleep when they called or
they were unusually quiet'.
Our friends at Scarborough STC will be interested to know that we
eventually found a belt for RQMS Dick Richardson. The RAF came to
our aid with some kit from their stores-someone muttered something
about spare helicopter slings.
The Regiment's Band, under rhe baton of WOl Derek Farrington ,
recently attended their Annual Camp , which this year took place at the
Royal Military School of Music Kneller Hall. It was an experience,
which they all say they enjoyed very much and they were very fortunate
to be given individual lessons by such famous musicians as Trevor
Sharpe, Rod ney Bashford and the present School Director of Music Lt
Col George Evans.
TAILPIECE
One of the Regimental personalities. Mrs Irene Parkin, the Clerical
Officer of 90 Sqn, had another of her many visitors the other day. In
popped her old adjutant of some 25 years ago- Maj Gen C.R. Grey,
the Chief Engineer BAO R. What it is to have friends in high places.

Mrs Parkin - Regimental personality
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could be found on some links . Co-operation. not normally seen on
weekend exercises, became commonplace and it actually worked .
Everyone was both surprised and pleased at the results . Among these
was the 2IC, who four months previously did not thin k it woul d
happen.

35 Sig Re gt (V)
Birmingham

DEPARTIJR ES
QC 95 Sqn Maj Brian Elliot-WUliams, who ran the 89 Sqn HF site
for much of the exercise, was on his last exercise with us. We are sad to
lose him to Sa udia-Arab ia and we wish him every success in his new
job.
Our o ldest member is Maj George Harrell, who retires as QM(A)
after 41 years service. Th is must be nearly a record. For the next year ,
he wlll be supervising the rebuil d of the new TA centre at Sutton
Coldfield where, hopefully RHQ and HQ Sqn will move in August
1983. Everyone will miss George and especia lly those privileged few
who were allowed a dip in the sock bag. The tradition will hopefully
contin ue.
Many others too n umerous to mention have left us fo r pastures new
and we wish them all good luck wherever they may be.

SUMMER CAMP
The 19 2 Camp in June was a memorab le e"er:i t as it .not o!11Y
e\·en tually took place in Germany but was the fir st .major ITX mvo lvmg
our ister regimen IS 31 and 33. as wel.1 as the w1d.es pread use of our
newly acquired. but not new, C70 radio. ~l ay eq~1pme r:it~. For. some
reason, a vast hord e of very sen io r VIP v1S1tors paid. us v1S1ts whilst we
exercised in th e beautiful woodland of t he orth Eiffel. One of these
wa the SOinC, Maj Gen Archie Birtwwtle and we were very pleased to
h3'·e him with u

HQSQN
HQ Sq n conducted its particular war in its inimitable calm and
efficient manner: feeding the battle-weary troops to an haute cuisine
sta ndard; replaci ng their worn-out boots with a cheery 'sign 'ere chum .
Wan na b uy a ton of Intervention Bu«;er?'; swapping ~heir empty jerry
cans for full ones. who could comptam at DM 5 a ptece, I ask you?;
paying them morn in g, noon and night without a murmur (perhaps,
with hi ndsight, Deutsche Mark s would have been handier than
Roubles-b ut at least the lads didn't fri tter their money away);
screwing new bits o n their lo rries and plugging up the leaking ohms (or
is it decibels?) in their radios.
Capt Pat Smith, the MO, who, for some as yet unexplained reason,
was doing a second penance camp with 35, I suspect some awful
in discretio n in th e operating theatre! Temporary loss of balance
induced b y a s urfeit of Am stel, I expect. Anyway, we've taugh t her to
swear , and she's promised to come a_gain next time. It all went very weli
actually , although as Cpl Ginger Thomas was overheard to say: '!t
would have been a sight easier to do it all in the Forest of Dean, get thetr
permission to drive on the right. and take a few packs of Pils with us!' .
Busiest of all was the OC's magic dressing down. with its miraculous
curative powers, which was in constan t use sorting out acute cases of
Herforder Head . However-Hodie pax nobis redita est et respublica
oiim flo reat-so here's to the next time.

SOinC making a point with LCpl Lynne Tucknott with Hon Col, Col
Mike Haycock and Maj Alec Peebles looking on

'Where is my LS & GC?' SOinC having a word with SSgt Stan Adams
on medals and regimenta l entries

SOinC discussing the finer points of food with Cpl Stephanie Gibbons
and Pte Linda Yeubury
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The Falkland crisis created a movemen t headache for the Adjutant
Capt George Clark and the MTWO WOI Haugbie. Up to ten days
before we left the UK , we were not sure if we were leaving via Hull or
Dover, or a mixture of the two. On the return journey the movers got it
right, half the vehicles from Zeebrugge and half from Europoort but
most trailers from Zeebrugge. A nightmare to sort out.
The Advance and Air party moved to St Tonis Barracks a few days
early, where much assistance was given by 28 Sig· Regt . Our thanks
especially to the QM(A) Maj John Dean (Retcl). When eventually all
150 plus vehicles arrived in Germany, we moved south to the_Eiffel.
Dense forests awaited us and sites that Maj Rollo Rumford, the Trg
Major, had reconnoitred in March looked somewhat overgrown and
not so inviting. The fine weather that had lasted for the previous three
weeks ended and several rainstorms reduced our nice sites into mud
baths. We soon began to curse having CLs in our vehicle fleet,
especially as line vehicles!
The efforts of the 2IC Maj Bob Titterington and the Tech Adjutant
Capt (now Maj) Bob Heath, in producing a detailed CEI were
rewarded. The radio relay net-work came in over distances and terrain
that surprised even the operators. Some unlucky souls had difficulty
but then the C70 does not really like being 'shot' straight into a tree! An
evaluation of skills conducted by the Trg Maj and the PS J's of all the
Radio Relay Troops concluded that V Tp had won by a short ohm and
they were consequently awarded the Woodbridge Trophy. The troop
QC Capt Derek McConnell is justifiably proud of his troop and the
standards it has achieved. 48 Sqn also proved themselves adept at
hiding their Switch CP and it was frequently conveniently placed away
from the RCP and close to the WRAC lines; the influence of Capt
Charles Brotherton Sqn 2IC and QC WRAC Capt Toni Lee was
evident. The 24ft x 24ft Mess tents, the RSM's Bete Noires , hac
acquired blackout curtains after much adverse comment on light
discipline-well done the SQMS!
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Manning the exchange Cpl Carol Garner and Pte Lin Murray

HF RADIO
The recent arrival of th e YRC 321 and Clansmen ATRs has enabled
B Troop to take a leap into the 80's and throw away its older, bulky but
still faithful Dlls. The YRC 321 proved an instan t success and
provided 24 hour a day communications almost t?O easily. ~link w~s
even successfully 'netted' with the highly professional Belgian 13 Cte

TTR.

SSgt (FofS) Tony Jacklin and his fit marathon running technicians
are now the proud owners of an ERV-a highspot of all visits.by VIPs .
It's quiet generator was also the envy of all the Powermen . With only a
handful of Clansman radios to repair , Sgt Colin Sobers used some of
his time to continue his OU studies in peace and quiet.
The 48 Squadron C Troop worked very hard and by the end of the
exercise OCdt Jeannette Bell WRAC and Sgt Rlck Richards were
boasting that one length of cable had ov7r 70 joints in it . They ha.d
literally run out of cable and used spare bits to make up length . Tuts
somewhat tenuous telephone link to Echelon some 2!km away from
Switch at one location was via a mixture of carrier, Lt Wt quad and

DlO.
After a week of exercising by ourselves, we_joined up with 31 a.nd 33
Sig Regts as part of 11 Signal Brigade Exercise C'!lm Fence. This was
an interesting and unique experience for us as Radio Relay Troops were
broken down , and detachments from a variety of troops and regiments
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As Annual Camp was held in Germany this year , the squadron
thought it wo uld put people in the right frame of mind by holding a
Bavarian evening for its pre-Camp dance-the oompha band, the
comedian telling German jokes and copious flaschen of Moselwein
made the evening a great success and whetted the appetites of those
who had not been to Germany before and didn't know that German
forests are remarkably like English ones.
The logistics went slightly awry on one occasion, in that some
detachments were issued a week's worth of Pack B Compo
rations-Cpls Geoffrey Harriman and Pete Myatt's answer to this. w~s
the good old tradition of an all-in stew to those of you who don't hat!
from the Potteries. The ground must have been hard or the lobby good ,
as several shovels were declared BLR.
MISCELLANEA
Sig Tony Jones is to be congratulated for being the Best Recruit and
Sig Nigel Knowles the Best Shot at Catterick-seems to be a squadron
tradition . Recent promotions are SSgt Keith Spencer, LCpll Mick
D1uber and Garry Scott. Phillp Childs has passed his District Board to
become an Officer Cadet. Sgt CoUn Bermingham has received the
Efficiency Medal. Congratulations to them all.
We have three weddings to announce-those of Sig Shaun Wilson,
LCpl Peter Whleldon and LCpl Mick Durber who kept it in the
squadron when he married PteJackle Forrester. We wish them all every
happiness.
We are delighted to hear that we are going to be able to keep SSgt
Geoffrey Robinson as Squadron Pay Sgt on his transfer to the Pay
Corps.
We have donated £200 to the Royal Signals Benevolent Fund towards
holidays for widows and orphans of ex Royal Signals per onnel, by dint
of much betting, sponsoring and swearing.
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WAR COP TROPHY
0iPt Ch~rle s . Cartwrlgh t'a LAD team ca ~e back with their flag
flymg, makmg eighth place out of seventeen which was creditable.

36 Sig Regt (V)
Wanstead
ADMIN OFFICER CAPT BOB THOMPSON
Ex RE. as he keeps on telling us , but this is not held against him .
Runs the Sqn despite constant interference from OC, 2IC etc etc.
Normal recipient of OCs 'carry on' . Favourite saying 'I've already done
it', known as little Bob.

44 SIG SQN PERSONALITIES

OC MAJ IAN L. CHRYSTIE
Has recently returned to 44 Sqn after six years at RHQ as 21C HQ
Sqn. Asst Ops Offr and Ops Offr: he was gh-en two years remission for
good behaviour. Unfortunately there are still those in the Sqn who
remember a slender Lt Cbrystle-RHQ obvlou ly feeds you well! Is
good at asking awkward questions and occasionally gets answers.
Favourite sayings 'sit" and 'carry on ... ' Known as Sir.
2IC/TRG OFFR/ OPS OFFR CAPT SARAH MAUDE, WRAC
Female, ex London UOTC but despite such handicaps still manages
to make a good cup of coffee and is taking dog walking lessons, see
later. Has a good sense of humour and needs one! Favourite saying 'a
whisky please'. Known as Maam by most , as OCs PA by Adjt and as
'who's that bird who keeps ringing you up' by OC's civilian work
colleagues.

NOTTIN GHAM 'LINK UP 82'
Sgt Heather Hayes and her gang, led by SSgt Dave Brooker put on a
fine show in support of th is police sponsored exhibition on 17 July .

WHISKEY- OC's SOFT COATED WHEATER TERRIER
(A large hairy (very) dog for the uninitiated.)
Qualified for Crufts for last two years. Qualified to create mayhem
on Officer Training TEWTS, recces etc . Favourite saying 'Woof,
Woof , which has to be the most intelligent comment you' re heard to
date. Known as 'that . . . dog' by all .

MOULD BRIEFING- 8JULY
W02 (FofS) Mike Banks (who rejoices in the technicians radio net
appoin tment t itle of Senn apod-so distinguishing him from the
volun tee ~ _fofS s (they' re not regular!) gave an excell ent briefing to
severa l v1S1tors and all PS!s. Even though it was a Thursday morn ing
we had to put in an extra row of chairs to accom modate the large
nu mber of volunteers who managed to get away from work to attend .
Than ks are due to FofS Shone of CPA whose presence on Video helped
us fo llow t he difficult bits.

MBEAWARD
The photo~aph shows Maj Pat Ruston, WRAC, who has known
many generations of Royal Signals , proudly displaying her MBE which
was awarded in the New Year's Honours List. Maj Ruston still soldiers
on as the Administrative Officer of 54 Signal Squadron (Volunteers),
based in Cambridge.

REGIMENTAL BRIEFINGS
We have been glad to see on various occasions Lt Col Alan Walpole
MBE, RA, CO Leeds UOTC, Squadron Leader Dennis Barber RAF
OC Yorkshire Universities Air Squadron , Brig David WUson of
Yorkshire and Humberside T AVRA and Maj John Palmer REME of
M04 .

June Cocktail Party- Before the Guests arrived
Left to R(qht Capt (QM) ~eith Headleand, Capt Cyril Johnson, Maj
ITfc) Toby Seymour, Mai John Wardley, Capt Charles Cartwright
REME (VJ

SPORTS AND SOCIAL
SHEFFIELD MARATHON- 6JUNE
Capt Terry Lea, Sig Tony Hindmarsh, LCpl Mark Gardiner and
Capt Ruth Dorries all completed the full course in blazing sunshine,
others ran the half marathon .

OC 747 (COMMCENTROOP) CAPT RON WILKINSON
Has recently organised an adventu re training weekend which kept
eight officers and S COs 'amused' . They liked nettle tea. lighting fires
by rubbing two sticks together and walking miles in mid winter.
Intends to inflict similar weekends on other Sqn members as soon as
the weather deteriorates sufficiently enough. Favourite saying 'if you
think about this logically'-which with three female officers in the Sqn
is a fairly futile remark. Known as Sir-especially by those wishing to
remain warm. dry and wet fed .
OC 816 (RADIO RELAY) TROOP LT KEN FICKLING
Has recently acquired his 2nd pip, while OC was on holiday we note
Ken! was grey before Sandhurst. Occasionally leaves generators in
woods on the off chance that his troop will be located there next year.
Favourite saying 'what's a misogynist' known as 'no-he's not with us'.

The CO, Lt Col Mike Vann welcomes the principal guests The Lord
Mayor and Lady Mayoress of Sheffield, Councillor and Mrs Gordon
Wragg (LJ and The Master Cutler and Mistress Cutler, Mr and Mrs
James Eardley(RJ

OC 748 (LMC) TROOP 2LT LIZ PAYNE
Female, holds or has held numerous Sqn appointments. Can often
be seen at local shows , fetes etc with 44 Sqn recruiting stand. Favourite
saying 'I'll get some from work' known as Lizzie.
2IC 747 TP 2LT SHARON BARKLEY
Female, for those of a mathematical disposition that makes three
female officers , and recent addition to the Sqn . Spends her spare time
chasing or being chased by men around woods, she calls it orienteering.
As the clerk of the court says 'Nothing known' yet!

(By courtesy of Cambridge Evening News)

38 Sig Regt (V)
Sheffield

Sheffield Marathon
LCpl Ken Gilbank (2nd from the left). Sgt Helen Meades and Sgt Mick
Reid (both waving) before the halfway mark

SHEFFIELD COCKTAIL PARTY -26 JUNE
We were delighted that our Honorary Colonel. ColJohn Francis and
Jean and our Brigade Commander. Brig John Hart and Diana were
able lo be with us when we entertained some of the people in the local
community from whom we receive so much support. W02. Paddy
Connon ACC (V), third cousin to Jimmy Connors, and h!S team
produced excellent eats and the mysterious potions mixed by Lt Rick
Ludlow and RQMS Joe Hodgson had just the right effect. It was a good
party.

SOUTH ATLANTIC DETACHMENT
We have had our eyes carefully watching the press follow ing the
movements of a special element around the South Atlantic. Anxiety has
been replaced by anticipation of the eventual welcome home party.
SHOOTING
Squadron range weekends have now all taken place, although diary
forces made the excellent Regimental Skill at Arms meeting run by the
2~C Maj Nick Bradley follow Sisley, (where we were placed in the
p1 toll. and ED SAM was ages ago! The butts at Totley look just as
they did in 1956- just a bit tidier perhaps.
The Heavy Gang relaxes at Totley Ranges
Back row (left to right): Sig Graham Blyth (partially obscured) Cfn
Pete Jenkinson, LCpl Baz Bastow, Sig Rob Blunt, Sig Mark Todd, Sig
Arnett Mee, Sig Martin Delany
Front row (left to right): LCpl Paul Fletcher, Cpl Nev Morton, Sig
John Delaney
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On 27 June after the Sheffield Cocktail Party, Mrs Jean Francis (on
the right) much loved wife of our former CO and present Honorary
Colonel, Col John, recalls a comical moment for Jan Vann
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ERG ANTS ME S Ul\.tMER BALL-16 JULY
Thi highlight of July wa~ held at the Emba y Ballroom in Sheffield
and later in the gt · Me . It wa an outstanding ucce .

71 Sig Regt (V)
Bromley

40 Sig Regt (V)
Belfast

BACK INTO PRINT
The regiment has been silent for sometime in this forum but the time
has come to remind you that try as others may they can't keep the
Yeomanry quiet for too long.

The Sergeants Mess Summer Ball , was quite a wow. Having given a
new lease of life to some formerly drab black ties are (left to right) Sgt
Alison MaGowan , Sgt Helen Meades, W02 Gwen Stabler, Sgt
Maureen Lovell

LYKE WAKE W ALK-31 JULY
42 mile . if you stick to the shortest route. acros the

orth
Yorkshire moors. Start in the middle of the night (I.JO am ) take 143
walkers of whom 5 are civilian guests. th e rest are in teams of nine
(remainder four!). Add rain, fog. wind and about 15 hours. Reach the
tented base camp built by W02 Dave Warburton and the ' Heavy
Gang'. Result: a thirst worth a fiver and severa l recruits for t he
regiment. WOI Derek Sivell organised the event again this year and an
excellent job he and hi team made of it.

THE LONDON MARATHON
Sgts Mike Hendley and John Pearson of 40 (Ulster) Sjg Regt (V)
decided that they needed a little exercise. Holywood Nursery School
needed a new playground climbing frame. The London marathon and
spon orship seemed the ideal solution. So into training and the
mounting of a sponsorship programme within the regiment and by the
pupils of the Holywood Nursery School.
The marathon took place in London on Sunday 9 May over a cour e
of 26 miles and 385 yards, both Sgts finished the course in ~ hours,
and received finishers awards. They ran in good company. many well
known personalities taking part includ in g: Jimmy SavilleJ. Suzanne
Dando, Alan Minter, Lennie Bennett, Kenny Lynch, BBL TV Blue
Peter and many international athletes. As a resu lt of the splendid
efforts of Sgts Hendley and Pearson suflicent funds were raised for the
purchase of the climbing frame (£358.00).
.
At a short ceremony at Holywood Nursery School on Thursday 3 June
Lt Col Allen deBretton Gordon, CO of 40 (Ulster) Sig Regt (V)
presented the cheque to Mrs Patricia Dunseath , Principal of the
Holywood Nursery School. After the ceremony pupils of the school met
Sgt Mike Hendley and Sgt John Pearson who told them about their
experiences on the marathon.

TRAINING
We had a very busy winter training programme with Regimental
weekends at Crowborough camp in Nov. Jan, Feb and Mar and a Det
Comds course in Mar as well. The first three weekends were spent trade
training and the last, trade testing. The training arrangements for the
weekends were undertaken by YofS Keith Finch. Rather than face the
horrific organisation problems again, he has sensibly left the Army for
sunnier climes! Each of the squadrons took it in tum to act as the duty
squadron and to run the more important admin arrangements like the
disco and bar. We all send our congratulations to PSO 70, Capt Jack
Hatton, who made a profit this year and our commiserations to the
squadron who ran out ofbeerl
PRESENTATIONS BY COMMANDER AND HONORARY
COLONEL
During the Jan weekend Comd 2 Sig Bde Brig J. P. Hart OBE,
visited us as a final part of his ARU inspection and during the Feb
weekend the Honorary Colonel, Maj Gen J. M. Sawers CB MBE,
visited and presented several Efficiency Medals and an LS and GC to
Sgt Roy Sparrow.
The first of the summer exercises Ex First Phoenix and Ex Spring
Canter have passed b y without too much incident. We are all building
up towards annual camp.

SSgt Danny Farmer not quite sure what Sig Mark Penny is up to

Maj Gordon Giles, the Tfc Offr, manning the RCP by himself again

The Misses B, C and D Sykes. Three members of the British Steel
Corporation team in the Reg imental Lyke Wake Walk

Lt Col Allen deBretton Gordon, Sgt Mike Hendley, Mrs Patricia
Dunseath, School Principal and Sgt John Pearson and pupils of
Holiday Nursery School. After the cheque for £358 .00 was presented
to the school for the purchase of a climbing frame. The results of the
sponsorship of Sgts Hendley and Pearson in the 1982 London
Marathon

265 (KSY) SIG SQN (V)
The squadron has had several personality changes and no
dt;_partment has been more affected than the Quartermasters . The
departure of Maj John Clark and W02 Jimmy Richmond after many
years service was a sad loss. A poem to Maj Clark was especially
composed by the Squadron bard and is reproduced below:
There are all kinds of Majors,
from all kinds of nations ,
Major Disasters, Major Operations,
Major Repair and Major Error,
But the one in the Q Stores just fills us with terror.

907TP
With the onset of the 'silly season' and the thawing of the River
Chelmer, some local publicans decided to hold a charity event to raise
£1 ,000 for the local ' Muscular dystrophy' group.
The outcome was a raft race at which the public was allowed to throw
soot, flour and eggs. The troop did really well , beating several other
fancied teams that either sank or didn't finish. The team consisted of
Sgt Mick Denton, Cpl Pip Pieper, Cpl Bob Lodge, Cpl Don Beatty,
LCpl Money Spider Dodd and Pte Black Amis.

The Major we talk of is our Major Clark
and some say his bite is much worse than his bark,
But I don't believe it and I'll tell you why
Next time that he's shouting, just look in his eye.
He'll tell you some stories, he'll tell you a score
of the Battle for Arnhem , the Greek Civil War
With the Greek Civil War he has a nice touch
I feel I was there, I've heard it that much.

Winners of the Regimental Lyke Wake Walk Competition 1982
Completed the course in 11 hours and 53 minutes
64 Sig Sqn (V) A Team
Back row (left to right): Sig Mark S lack , Sig Antony Jakins, Sig David
Hamsom, Cpl Mick Hinchliffe, LCpl Ian Wilson
Front row (left to right): OCdt Simon Blagden, LCpl Mark Gardiner,
Cpl Sam Abdulhusein, Cpl Roy Szulakowski (Smithskill Sig Stephen
Collins
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But then he's entitled, he really was there
Not issuing webbing for soldiers to wear
For that's how you know him, but always recall
When you talk about jobs, that he's done them all.
Courtesy visit to Lord Mayor of Belfast by Honorary Colonel 40th
(Ulster) Signal Regiment (Volunteers) on appointment
L to R Lt Col Allen deBretton Gordon , Commanding Officer, Lord
Mayor Councillor Grace Bannister and Col Elliott Wilson, Honorary
Colonel 40 (Ulster) Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
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Signalman, Corporal and all the way through
Middlesex, Para and Yeomanry too and now he's
retiring, I'll give you a toast
there are some who have soldiered, but he's soldiered the most .
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A quiet Sunday cruise on the Chelmer
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Signals, was killed near Escoville in ormandy shortly after D Day in
1944. Today, the squadron, together with the Airborne Troop of S Inf
Bde HQ & Sig Sqn, still has the distinction of wearing this lanyard. In
recognition of this unique feature the squadron annually holds a
celebration . This year Lanyard Day was held on 11 Jun.

News from Squadrons

THE PARADE
The day started with a parade of the squadron with the Corps Band .
The squadron paraded in four troops. two dismounted troop5 in o 2
Dress and two troops in combat kit ma selection of vehicles. The salute
was taken by Brig J.O.C. Alexander OBE, the Commander of the
School of Signals. Included in the line up of vehicles and in the drive
past were four motor cycles, ridden by despatch riders complete with
blue and white arm bands; the first time for many years that these have
been seen on parade with the Corps.

1 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(216 Sig Sqn)
Tidworth

THE OVERSHADOW
The period from May to July has been overshadowed by events in the
South Atlantic. but life 'in defence of Salisbury Plain' has continued
apace. The repercussions of Op Corporate have limited the scope of
some exerci es since a large proportion of I Inf Bde unit were deployed
with 5 Brigade. Our own manning for exercises was reduced, because
of the deployment of elements of the un it to the South Atlantic . in
upport of MGRM 's HQ and the need to contribute to the
communications effort within the UK.

IN AND OUT
During this period there have been a fair number of movements in
and out. We welcome Capt George Lile and Peggy, WOI (FofS) Mick
Johnson and Kath , SSgt Eddie Dewar RCT. Cpls Steve Slimm and wife
Amanda, Chris Heeles and Derek Noon, LCpls Tom Malcolm ACC,
Dean Gosnold , Eddie Canale and 'Jock' Kemp RCT; Ptes Bernie
O'Da), Paul 'Two' McMahon, Paul 'Three' Davis, Graham Andrews
RPC (3 Pauls in the Guardroom!) , Steve Bennet and Steve Patterson
ACC (Here we go again) and Sig Paul Williams, Phil Day, Derek
Davidson.
Farewells have been said to Capt (TOT) Ben Lawson and Pam, Sgt
Roger 'Kojak' Smith, Cpl Pete ' Action Man ' McElwee, Cpl Paul
Edwards, Sig Danny McMillan and fmally o ur trusty Pioneers. Ptes
Frank Whitton, Kev 'Nose' Delahaye, Joe 'Me bands am blue with de
cold' Whiteman and Kev Balling. We wish them all well in their new
units. Our congratulations to newlyweds: LCpl Steve Edmonds and
Ruth , LCpl Shaun Simpson RCT and Carole, LCpl Duncan Bawn RCT
and Frederica, LCpl Gas Paimer RCT and Angela, LCpl Ian Crawford
and Judy and finally Sig John Knowles and Janette.

Commander. Col B. K. Warner who promised an 'interesting and
varied day'. The secret of the day's activities was reasonably well kept ,
though the odd piece of 'intelligence' leaked out. Our first task was to
mount a formal parade with the band of 3 LI. All ranks. including the
QM. were on parade. Afterwards. we were required to participate in a
number of activities including T's OET , Assault Course. BFT and a
vehicle inspection. As a background activity all ranks were tested in
AFV recognition, NBC and Signals, the questions of the latter subject
being set by Capt Ian Grant, S03 Comms from the more obscure
sections of the Voice Procedure Manual!
The published resu lts made interesting reading. certainly the brigade
armoured recce regiment are going to keep as far away from us as
possible in the future! Lunch for the Inspection Team , Officers and
Warrant Officers was held alfresco at 'Den's Diner' a bijou eating
house in sylvan surroundings presided over by that master of maitre
d'hotels Capt Denis Bentley of the Life Guards who, in his spare time,
is our Admin Officer . The organisation of this feast was the Admin
Officer's personal task for the day. The QM, Capt (now Maj) Frank
Rogers , was given a task close to his heart and easily within the
compass of his vast experience. It's not that I'm crawling to the QM,
it's just that I want a new pair of trousers! He had to organise an inter
troop sports meeting. Teams from all troops competed at hockey,
football , basketball, swimming and tug-of-war. The day was a success
and the sporting finale served to make what could have been a tedious
event into a day enjoyed by all ranks.

Lanyard Day- Capt Cedric Burton leads the drive past

TheARU - Up, Up and Away

THEARU
The ARU was postponed until 21 May because of exercise and Horse
Show commitments. The inspection was cond ucted by the Deputy

The ARU - A Tp, coached by Sgt 'J ock' McKenzie, pulling its wire!

The Turner Trophy team, left to right-Cp l 'JB' Boland, LCpl Paul (I
wanna be a Marine) Bell , Cpl Tom Hall and LCpl Tim Roberts
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The ARU - The Dep Comd, Col 'Will' Warner, talks to the linemen
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LANYARD DAY
Some readers may know that 216 (Para) Sig Sqn had the distinction
of wearing a green and brown mottled lanyard. This lanyard was worn
in memory of Lt Col Smallman-Tew who, as the CO of 6 Airborne Di~
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Lanyard Day - SSgt (YofS) Pete Tapsell receives the Inter Troop
Shooting Trophy from Brig Alexander
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squadron well in its new role and expressed his pleasure at seeing t he
old family spirit alive and well. Capt Cedric Burton gave the Lanyard
Speech which highlighted the units proud history and the responsibil ity
of all who serve in the squadron today for maintaining the traditions
and qualities which go with the lanyard . He also expressed the sincere
sense of loss felt by all present at the tragic deaths in the Falklands of
Maj Mike Forge and SSgt Joe Baker of S Bde, both ex members of the
squadron. The evening continued in riotous fashion with the last diners
staggering home at 0500.

Lanyard Day- Lt Charlie Miller receives the Bardies Cup from Brig
Alexander

TUEL NCH
After the parade there was a lunch for all ranks and their families in
the cookhouse. A magnificent effort was made by the cooks, who once
again demonstrated their expertise and professionali m. During the
lunch the new lanyard badge wa unveiled, in the presence of no less
than four former squadron commanders. The idea of a new badge
crystalised when the Pegasus , for so long associated with the unit, was
replaced by the current uniquely uninspiring red triangle as the
formation sign. The lanyard badge was designed by Mr James Hockey,
an artist of some note, who has completed many military commissions
in hi career. The original is painted on vellum in water colour.
illuminated with English gold and aluminium. It now hangs proudly in
the Turner Room along with the badge of 2 Para Bde Signal Section,
our mo t direct ancecedent.
THE DISPLAY

During the afternoon an arena display together with side shows was
mounted, funds raised being donated to the South Atlantic Fund. The
display included a dug-in rebroadcast station complete with 30 inches
of overhead cover. a radio detachment race. line laying competition ,
motor cycle display and a mock battle .
THE DINNER
In the evening the Officers. Warrant Officers, S CO's and old
comrades gathered for the Lanyard Dinner in the Jellalabad Officers
Mess. The function was masterminded by WOJ (FofS) (now Capt
(TOT)} Ben Lawson who had decorated the mess with the museum
cases. scrapbooks, pictures and memorablia which depict our heritage.
After a memorable meal the OC, Maj Paul White proposed a toast to
the Old Comrades: in reply Lt Col (Retd) Robbie Laing wished the

Lanyard Day- The Dinner, left to right- Sgts 'Jock' Selkirk, Stu
Huntington, Tim Payne and Mick Boxall
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THE OLD COMRADES ('Not IO much of the 'old" said one)
lt was a great pleasure and privilege to welcome to Tidworth so many
'Old Comrades'. Thirty five former members of the unit and their wives
af1:ending the days activities with fifteen staying on for the dinner and
out distancing most of the 'young' comrades. Many more sent their
regrets and not a few sent money for the South Atlantic Fund . Their
contribution to the day was tremendous. Their experience stretched
from the formation of Airborne Signals till the present day and.
although the unit no longer has ties with operational parachuting. to a
man, their regard for the squadron as home is undiminished. We
sincerely thank all those who came this year and look forward to next
when we are promised an even greater attendance!

EX 'COASTAL WAY'
The great trek was underway. Starting on S July 140 members of the
squadron marched, cycled , canoed , rafted and sailed round England,
all 3700 miles of it. At this time a full report cannot be given, that must
wait until the next issue, but some facts are known. Cpl Andy Rimmel's
team on Offas Dike averaged about 28 mile per day for four days. Cpl
Kenny Colbeck 'rested' in a chalet on the Northumbrian coast. Lt
Charlie Miller and Sgt Jock Selkirk 'lost' their raft after a night in the
Hereford Rowing Club. LCpl Gas Palmer of the MT admitted to taking
a lift during his leg. However, it was in a yacht! The sponsorship and
collecting cans appear to be successful, but whether the OC's target of
£5000 is reached or not. only time will tell. The 2IC's suggestion for a
prize for the team collecting the most money seemed, at the time to be
somewhat tarnished, a British Rail Weekend Break Away! Read all
about the great trek in the next months feature packed Wire[

THE FALKLANDS
With the war now over most of our soldiers, who were deployed , are
returning from the South Atlantic. Our contribution, though
undoubtedly important, cannot be compared in the terms of scale with
the magnificent efforts of our 'sister' brigade, S Brigade, whose efforts
we all admire and inevitably to some extent envy. In the early days of
April some of us thought that the 1st Brigade might have been chosen
for the task and it is rumoured that maps of the Islands were seen on
the walls of a certain office within the HQ. However, it was not
to be and although a substantial element of the formation's
supporting arms and services were deployed, our own contribution was
limited. The following were deployed towards the end of May: Cpl
Mick Ingram, Cpl 'Dal' Matthews, LCpl Bob Estridge, Sig Al Floyde,
Sig Mick Parrish, Sig Dean Poole, Sig Ian Tolland, Sig Dave White,
LCpl Dave Reynolds and Cpl Dave Waite.
The operation placed an additional load on the UK communications
network and we were called upon to provide operators to commcens
around the country in support of 2 Signal Brigade. Additionally ,
certain special communication links were required from HQ's to dock
areas. These links were provided by the squadron and although they
lacked the glamour of actual active service, the response and
professionalism of the operators, technicians, powermen and drivers
was in the highest tradition of the Corps. All realised that these tasks
were in every way 'real'. The deployment of 30 Sig Regt to the South
Atlantic removed their ability to fulfill the many standby tasks which
that regiment has . The squadron took over these tasks and had
elements at varying degrees of notice to move to a wide variety of
locations. These tasks have placed a heavy load on certain trades within
the unit . For example we have continuously fulfilled the major part of
the communications element of the Spearhead Group from May until
September. This has disrupted the leave plans of many soldiers and it is
unlikely that the deficit will be made up. However , all ranks appreciate
that such disruptions are an inevitable by-product of the 'shooting' war
and have responded with the professionalism which is a hallmark of the
Corps and particularly 216 Signal Squadron.
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SQNl:fQ
The new organisation of the unit's SHQ has been under way for
almost a year now. The Personalities within the SHQ are:
OC
Maj Mlke CoDlns R Signals
Capt 'Flash' Shipley R Signals
2IC
AO
Maj John de-Bretton Gonion R
Anglian
Ops Offr
Capt Nigel Moore R Signals
RSM
WOl A. Cross
W02 Pat Gethln BEM
Yeoman
Chief Clerk
SSgt Graham Fuller
Training SNCO
SSgt Colin Thackwell
PRI
SSgtJohn King
Pay
SgtJim Loftus RAPC
Cpl BasU Glossop
NCO lie Engine room
NCO I/c Beasting Wing
Cpl Steve Allsopp
and a special mention to Sandra, Pat and Marie who provide the coffee
and cleaning facilities.
NORWICH TO COLCHESTER MARCH
During May Cpl 'I can march anywhere' Allsopp organised the unit's
first march for its newly formed marching team. The march was in aid
of the Variety OubsofGreat Britain National Sponsored Marches. The
team, with the aid of 156 Pro Coy and 1 Sqn RCT, managed to raise
well over £500 for charity, on completing this hard SS mile march in
twelve hours. The final miles of the march were through Colchester en
route to Castle Park where medals were presented to all teams by the
Mayor and Mayoress of COichester. A further march in
pstadt was
completed over a course of 25kms, the team coming in at hr 40mins.
There are too many names to mention in full but a few notable
characters are: Sig 'Warts' Street, Sig 'Georgie' O'Neill, LCpl Andy
Wise and Sgt John Taylor.

Lif

E NTERTAINMENTS AND SPORT
The SHQ challenged our friendly Staff clerks in the next building to
a games night, needless to say we won hands down , literally, and we are
awaiting the return match. It must be noted that our Chief Oerk , SSgt
Gnham Fuller, is a dab hand at dominoes and boat racing amongst
other hidden talents. A Sqn Individual Boxing Tournament was
arranged by SSgt John King and Cpl BaaU Glouop, after weeks of
preparation, blackmail and bullying people into competing (there are a
lot of cowards around this unit), the day finally arrived for the quarter
finals ; all were assembled in the Garrison Gymnasium preparing tor
battle, flexing muscles and one or two hiding in corners when the magic
words 'Final Medical' where uttered . Disaster, the whole Tournament
was caUed off. Well we nearly got there at our first attempt, hopefully
we'll make it in the forthcoming season if exercise commitments allow.
C'ongratulations are in order for the following sporting achievements
in SHQ: SSgt Colln Thackwell for completing his first marathon, Capt
'Flash' Shipley for doing something in orienteering, Capt Nigel Moore
for learning to windsurf.
' SUMMER SALES' 82
Summer Sales has come and gone once again, and the less said about
it the better. The majority of the squadron spent a very muddy two
weeks on the Deister, with intermittent rain virtually every day. Lt
David Meyer, on his fu13l exercise as Sqn Reece Officer, as he is shortly
off to Ouston , picked a pearler of a location, for which he was
nominated for a squadron tie. The first packets arrived at eight o'clock
in the evening, and the final vehicles were towed into location by
Panzers of 7 Armd Bde at four o'clock the following morning. Lt
Meyer arranged a swimming trip twice a day to the local sportsplatz,
ostensibly for the swimming team to continue practising, but the
Foreman, W02 Graham Atkinson, was seen disaE>pearing in that
direction each day. One notable event on the exercise was that the 2IC,
Capt Gordon Shipley was there, though nobody in Sig Ops is quite sure
what he actually did. The Sig Ops watchkeepers crew was bolstered up
by the addition of Lt Mlke Tucker from Shriven ham for the duration of
the exercise, so that for the first time in his army career, Lt Andy TIUon
didn't do permanent nights. The Comms offr, Capt Nigel Moore had
his birthday during the exercise, and it was duly celebrated in Sig Ops
with a cake and wine, borrowed from the 2IC's private supply!
Unfortunately Capt Moore ate something that disagreed with him and
was duly carted off to the MRS. The golden blanket award was awarded
to Sgt Fred Tedby for his hard work in the long-term testing of the
army camp bed. The only occasions he was seen, was at meal times,
pacing up and down outside his tent waiting for LCpl 'Chippy' Wood to
relieve him. The 'I caused the most damage' award went to Sig Sid
Perks, who returned from working with l Div, where he was used as an
LO driver, with a virtually-demolished trailer. He even managed to
bend the towing pin. His excuse was that it fell off as he was crossing a
railway line. Then as he went to retrieve it the barrier started coming
down ... Sgts Jimmy Steel and John Lawson of LAD were quite
incredulous when they saw the damage.

The Short and the Tall
Sg1S Dixie Dean and Fred Tedby

EXERCISES
SHQ has had a busy exercise period this year, starting with good old
Flying Falcon and going onto Hurst Park and Summer Sales. During a
two day break in our local woods, doing yet another exercise, it was
announced that the majority of the squadron would deploy to Cyprus
on Ex Lion Sun 8 for a month. four days after returning from Summer
Sales. After consulting.. their wives and solicitors Uust checking up on
the divorce rate), the squadron deployed on this memorable exercise.
Cpl 'Allslopp' Allsop was to be employed as the armourer. Cpl Basil
Glossop, who hasn't seen his beloved orderly room for almost four
months, was made two section commander in 2 Platoon . While
intruder Cpl Des Wheatley took over Cpl Glossop's clerical duties, the
OC and 21C directed the exercise, or so it's rumoured. There were
many memorable moments during the month, but a special mention
must go to Cpls Allsop and Glossop for findin~ the cheapest car hire
firm on the Island , £60 for five minutes after midnight. There are still
two more exercises to complete at the time of writing; is there any end
to it, one wonders?
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Working hard
Cpl Glenn Henderson in Sig Ops

CYPRUS
The squadron arrived back from Germany on Sat 3 July and flew out
to Cyprus for &x Lion Sun 8 the following Thursday. The thrilling story
of this month-long exercise will be featured in the next Wire.
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PROMOTIONS
Congratulations are due to Sgts Wilson and Tanner who have
received their third stripes and entered th·e Sgts Mess. Sgt George
Wilson is quite well known for his loud taste in clothes. but so far has
managed to conform. Sgt Brian Tanner is shortly off to Ouston. but is
presently a member of the squadron shooting team so no one has
actually een him for weeks.

24 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
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RIT

The Regimental Information Team was out again over the Bank
Holiday, and a good time was had by all. Two days were spent at the
Bedford River Festival, followed by a day at the Ashby Carnival at
Ashby-de-la-Zouch. The stand created great interest, why aren't you in
the J:-alklands? and due to the excellent weather , attendance was high
at both shows. The full range of Cansman radios was on show and the
rear link to Colchester went down well. The team was: Lt Andy Tuson,
Sgt Gos Graham, Cpl Tony Conlan, Cpl Nick Carter, LCpl Tony
Scoins, Sig Paddy Brown Sig Lines, Sig Alan DanJels. Unfortunately
operational commitments caused other planned shows to be cancelled,
but the RIT should be out and about again next year.

FAMILIES.IN THE FIELD
Whilst elements of the squadron were taking part in Exercise
Summer Sales. the remainder of the squadron deployed on Exercise
Ramro Khana. Apart from practising our communicating drills , we
took the opport un ity of spending the weekend on Achmer Training
Area. The families were invited to visit the squadron in the field. It
started in bright sunligh t with a demonstration by Sgt' Alf' Ramsey and
'Ramsey's Roughnecks' showing us how to set up our 'G' Complex in
under six minutes. The fa milies were then conducted on a tour of the
exercise location where various demonstrations were taking place. The
most popular stand was the field kitchen, where our master water
scalder Sgt Jim Hayton was showing some of the younger wives the
delights of field cooking. Whilst holding up a ten man compo box one
young boy was heard to shout 'look Mum we've got lots of those in our
cellar!' This amused every one except one red faced SSgt who will
remain nameless. Lunch was an elaborate affair with one of Sgt Jim
Hayton's famous 'all in stews', and was finished off with ice cream and
bananas . The day was rounded off by the Sqn fighting off an attack by
fantasia n ban dits led by Cpl Vic Francis. It was a tired but happy band
of families who finally boarded the coaches and returned to the
comforts of Married Quarters.

'TRIGG ER HAPPY'
To prepare our~elve~ for our forthco ming live tiring at Vogelsang.
mo t. of the . Sq~ s p~n. t two sunny days on Achmer Training Area
carryt.ng out dry traint~g on the numerous weapons we were shortly to
be firing. The culm!nat1on of the training being TOETs on the SMG.
SLR and LMG . It ts rumoured that 'Stop. cock and look' was being
muttered by. everyone in th.eir sleep for days after!
The tratntn~ was. o.rgant~ed by ~ur illustrious and ever hardworking
(or so they say.) tra.ining wing consisting of Cpl Pete O'Connor, Cpl Jeff
Un~erwood a nd Sig Mac Macgregor. On the humorous side. it was
decided ~o carry out the exercise 'out of camp' to prevent 'distractions'
from taking pla c~. Well. we ~ll d~ly arrived at the training 'stands' and
wa. then entertained by Ch1efta1_n tanks an~ FY 432s demonstrating
their cross country, .smoke. making and noise emitting qualities for
most of the ~ay. Hav1_n ~ decided that day one was perhaps sighted in a
~ess. tha~ an ideal postt!O!l· day two was moved to the glider airfield in a
quieter p~rt of \he training area. Well, yes you've guessed. who should
d~ctd~ to .share o~r new area but a German Air Force 'Jolly Green
Giant _heltcopter with a 4t underslung load doing circuits and bump
every ~tve ~ltnut~s . Apart from t.hese 'quiet' moments everyone became
profic ien t 111 thetr weapon handltn g and a good time was had by all .

249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
Bulford Camp
MOUNTAIN WARRIORS
So here I sit basking in a Mediterranean sun sipping my Tequila
Sunrise and w_atching the Maltese.peasants slowly trudge the well-worn
pat~ to the village u~der the .weight of their heavy loads. The sight
re!'°m~s me of happy times during the last few months. How similar the
bhstering heat compares to the weather in Scotland during Ex Heather
Mu:tur~ (!!) Wha~ fond memories I have of tripping my way across
~lymptan mountam tops wreathed in cloud, in fact we were wreathed
m cloud for five days solid, sustained by manna from heaven (otherwise
known as a heavy air-drop of compo), and the nectar of the Gods;
multiple brews.
It was freak fun !eally: practising our infantry skills against l PWO
amongst the Scottt~h Highlands. The squadron formed an infantry
compan.y, wh~ valiantly e~rned themselves a reputation as hard
~o~nt~in warriors and the nickname 'Heroes of the Brack '. By the way
s1m1lar1ty between SSgt 'Stretch' Dalton and a tree trunk is purely
rumour(ish).
SAFETY COMMUNlCATIONS
Digging further into the memories I am reminded of other desolate
landsca~s . as
the squadron partook in providing safety
communtcattons for Te11 Tors 82. The squadron pro·tided checkpoints
on top of most of the Tors and successfully guided the youngsters
a~ound ~he moor. Sig Phil Sowman is reputed to have been a dab hand
wtth ~utdes an? LCpl Tony Slaney appears to have gained a brother
Captam (!?)Tab Slaney (the rank being local, unpaid , and untrue).
KAPE IN THE NW AND ALDERSHOT
In terms of publicity the squadron has done well in the past few
months. Capt Ian Foxley and Sgt Barney Barnard led a successful
KAPE Tour round NW District visiting such picturesque sites as
~umle.y, Blackburn and Blackpool. A good time was had by all-if you
hke children and hordes of young teenage admirers that is!!
On the return of the KAPE Team Lt Alan McComb and his intrepid
band of followers then took the Squadron Arctic display to the
Aldershot Army Display- more children and hordes of young teenage
admirers. Gosh. life can be so hard! The crowds on the Saturday
seemed to come through the Squadron stand at one time or another.

Recruiting them young
Sgt Gus Graham and friend at Bedford

SSgt John Moody points the way for Cpl Steve D'Aubrey (Note the
absence of red face)

ATHLETICS
The athletics team put up a spirited performance in Chelmsford to
defend their Eastern Area Minor Units Trophy, but unfortunately were
beaten by Comms Sy Gp (UK). Sgt Fred Tedby had a good day winning
the shot putt outright and Sig 'Big Bird' Fodeu literally walked away
with the 800m. However the other events weren't quite as successful
and the trophy slipped from our grasp. Thanks are due to SSgt Colln
Tbackwdl who gave a lot of time to help train the team .
THE SQUADRON SHOOTING TEAM: RASAM 1982
THE TEAM
SSgt (<lteck 7.ero) Bankl, Cpl (Who'• Paying) Drake, Sgt (Wet
Weather) T•mer, LCpl (Pool Bull) Rahman, LCpl (Lend us a .•. )
Sherwin, Admln Sgt (Kettle) Malseed.
After qualifying for Sisley at the Eastern District Meeting, the team
made good use of any ranges in the area, together with the team from
the MCTC to ease the loan on butt marking and safety etc, before
departing for Sisley.
Despite world events the number of entries was up in both major and
minor units and we found ourselves competing against 39 other teams
at minor unit level, six of these being Signals. The squadron team
finished as second Signals Team behind the Ghurka Field Force and
fourteenth overall.
All four riflemen reached the Army 400, SS&t Banb and Cpl Drake
receiving bronze medals for the Roberts Cup and The Association Cup
respectively . Cpl Drake was selected as reserve for The Corps Methuen
Team and went on to shoot for the corps in the national meeting where
he won a silver Med al and six bars. No doubt his corps colours will
follow.
A strong topic of conversation at both major and minor unit level
among the corps teams , was the subject of the corps SAM, or lack of it.
Let's hope something can be arranged for the future; it is certainly
needed.
As a footnote the wife ofLCpl Sherwin produces an excellent line in
corps jerseys white with corps colours banded at waist level and on the
sleeves. The cost is very moderate. Anyone interested (particularly
cricketers) contact LCpl Sherwm at this unit.
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Cpl Derek Hopcroft thin king: 'It's a ll ve ry well for them to say make it
lo ok like a brick wall'
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VOGELSANG 1982
I returned from five weeks of 'pounding' Buller Bks to find 1 was in
charge of a section . We were to take part in the squadron's Get Your
Own .Back on the Soldiers exercise! The 2IC. Capt Jo Fletcher, i now
howtng his true colour since his SS Course. he has been voted by all as
the most popular man to go on an Irish mine detector course!
The section consisted of myself (TCWO ). my 2IC, the pay staff SASS
(Sat and Sun soldier) who on donning his 'can't see me suit' became an
instan~ killer and si nce returning to base it ha been impossible to get
near his office because of his defence system. Cpl Dave Nurse was '3 IC'
our Combat Powerman , a big title for a wee man . He tand S ft
"?thing in ba~e feet a1~d S ft 6 in in double ole DMS . Killing people
with bullets ts not hts forte - he prefers electrocution ! Cpl Paul
Coupland our gun expert was 4IC although the section only managed to
get 10 rounds per man . A muttering of 't he 2IC would make a good fig
11' was heard along the line. Our SIC was LCpl Slasher Green RCT.
T.ry anything will our lasher! - He came up with a unique way of
ktlling himself. On jumping from an obstacle he tried to push the
barrel of his SLR up through his stomach and out of his throat - must
tell him bullets come out of the barrel! Dvr Titch Marshfield RCT (61C)
practised being a drill pig and thoroughly enjoyed marching the section
around. He is even mailer than Cpl Nurse! There' a moral there
so mewhere! Last. but not lea t , 71C Dvr Martin Paine RCT-our
resident pessimist who kept u all in good spirits on the line advanced
t~ contact with comment such as 'We are all going to die'. The
highlights of the whole training period was coming back. going to the
fl:iess, using a proper loo! . having a bath and sleeping olidl for at lea t
eight hour .
Highlight of highlights-2JC running back a nd forth - 14 time on
the obstacle cour e.
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NARROW MARGIN
i=:inally to sport . The Squadron Inter Troop Athletics was won by
Mam Troop by a close margin of two points and £5 to the Chief
Umpire . Main Troop YofS SSgt Bob Waller.
So !low I'll jus! leav~ the memories to flow as I bask in this pleasant
sunshme-1 cant watt to get back I just can' t stand all this lying
around on beaches doing nothing. oh really!

Cpl Andy Dawson raises the Athletics Trophy aloft as SSgt Bob
Waller and Mrs Barbara Shaw look on
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explained how Epi Troop would repair a fault on his 'phone. The COS
then met members of the SHQ / Support Troop and Epi Troop before
going on by helicopter to visit Airfield Troop.

259 Sig Sqn
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GOODBYES AND HELLOS
June Jul · have een three major changes in squ ad ron personalihc .
The quadro n said goodbye to SSM Bdan Morrison, wife Sarah and
family. headed for Sig Regt; lo SSgt (SQMS} Tom Phillippi, wife Val
and family. going to 8 Sig Regt , and to Capt (TOT) Raymond Tricker
(he of the magnificent moustaches!). wife Claire and fa mil y, who are
heading for SA GCOM . Good luck to them all in their new postings.
We welcome in their places. SSM Ian McSherry wife Marie and
family. SSgt (SQMS) Kil Celtel and Capt (TOT) Dave Finighan wife
Rosemary and family . We hope they will enjoy their tour with the
squadron . The ' Management' list now reads as follows :

oc
2IC
TOT
QM
OC Airfield Tp
OC Episkopi Tp
OC Mountain Tp
SSM
FofSCo·ord
FofS Afd Tp
FofSMtnTp
SQMS
Chief Clerk

Maj C. J . Walters
CaptT. J. Gigg
Capt (TOT) D. J. Finighan
Capt (QM) E. H. Le Quesne
Capt T. J. Gigg
Lt A. M. Jenkinson
Lt C. R. Lawrence
W02 (SSM) J.B. McSherry
W02 (FofS) A.G. Taylor
W02 (FofS) K. Zoing
SSgt (FofS) C. P. Higson
SSgt (SQMS) W. J. Celtel
SSgt (ORSQMS) R. Smith

EXERCISE 'VENUS ROCK'-AIRFIELD TROOP
Exercise Venus R ock is the bi-annual all-island internal security
exercise which took place from 5-9 July. All parts of the squadron were
involved. but Airfield Troop, who work with the RAF at Akrotiri were
the most heavily committed. The exercise meant that the whole troop
was confined to camp, guarding the troop lines and the exchange
building. The troop also provided an infantry section. led by Cpl Tony
Crampton, who took time off his diving to come back to work. Sig
Geordie Richardson and Sig Tommo Thompson helped to drive back
the terrorists and the situation has now returned to normal! Airfield
Troop's latest venture is tug-of-war training in preparation for laying
three miles of lead cable around the airfield. Any newcomers to the
troop will be guaranteed rippling muscles and a superb suntan.

tote t initiative, map readin'g and infantry kills. The enemy. provided
by 34 Sqn RAF Regt. began the Exercise by layin g in wait for and
capturing the sections as they set off innocently from the dawn briefing.
However. all did not go accord in g to plan as Cpl Tam Tulloch and Sig
John McElroy managed to escape the snatch squad and fled in to the
b undu to disappear from human ken. 3 ADTU also assisted in the
exercise. and Cpl Tommy Lorn discovered at first hand the joys of
being fe lled b a hurtling guard dog! By the way. er-Cpl Tulloch?
Please co me back. all is forgiven ...
SQUADRON FETE
The day after July Sales the squadron mobilised all resources.
fami lies included, to provide a fete on Sat 24 July in Dodge City, the
local Episkopi Shopping Centre. Attractions included the bottle stall,
run by SSgt Eugene Dullaghan , which was sold out by eleven o'clock.
must be omethi ng to do with the gill of the gab!, the bookstall run by
SHQ , and the White Elephant Stall. Delights for children included
'Hook a Lucky Duck' by Airfield Troop, ' Hunt the Missing Rover',
Karting . Welly throwing . supervised by SSgt Jimmy Neil, Model trains
with Sgt (Best train Tech in Cyprus) Dave Langridge, and the Amazing
Dambusters Aeroplane piloted by Sgts Derek Payne and Minnie
Minton. Entertainments were provided by the Amazing Headbangers
Morris Men and a guest group of Cypriot Dancers. A star was born
with the debut performance of Ms Martina Hadfield , who successfully
solicited visitors into parting with their mil coins to form a mile of
pennies, ably assisted by Sig Graham 'Andy Pandy' Complin. All in all.
a busy. enjoyable and successful morning for all. Over £500 was raised
fo r distribution to Service and Cyprus charities. Well don e to all tho e
helped in the setting up , taking down and on the day!
COS VISIT
The fete had scarcely been dismantled before the sq uadron was
preparing and polishing for the visit of the new COS LFC, Col W. T.
Dodd OBE. Col Dodd joined the Officers and Seniors of the squadron
fo r a buffet lunch at the Squadron Jimmy Club. before visiting the
Squadron lines . Here , he presented the Commander Land Forces
Cyprus Commendation fo r Meritorious Service to Cpl Mick 'Killer'
Kelly of Epi Troop. Congratulations to Cpl Kelly. The COS met
members of Tech Troop in the Radio Relay terminal and then visited
Line Faults Control where Sig 'Toosh' Hadfield (Yes, him again) ,

QUINQUANGULAR SPORTS MEETING
20 July saw the start of a hectic seven days for the squadron .
especially those personnel based in the Episkopi Area. There was great
industry and much planning while 259 prepared to reach new heights in
Cyprus Inter-Signals Sports Meetings. Following the success of the
Triangular and Quadrangular meetings held earlier in the year, the
OC, Maj Cliff Walters, decided to take advantage of the presence in
Cyprus on Exercise of 19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn to go one better.
Enter the Quinquangular Sports Meeting! (Or should it be
Pentangular, or was it Pentagonal ... or should we just settle for fivesided?)
The event took place in Happy Valley, Episkopi, in brilliant
sunshine. 259, 262, 254 (UNFICYP) , I Sqn 9 Sig Regt. and 19 Bde HQ
and Sig Sqn contested the honours at football. hockey, volleyball , tug
of war and the Obstacle Race. The 259 tug of war team proved that
they will be a new force to be reckoned with in Cyprus this year,
anchored by newcomer LCpl 'Hannibal' Heyes, and fronted by Sig
(Mighty Mouse) Toosh Hadfield. 259 narrowly beat I Sqn 9 Sig Regt to
be the overall winners. Industrial quantities of beer were supplied as
prizes and these disappeared very rapidly as thirsts were quenched! The
Quinquangular was organised and co-ordinated by SSgt Bob Atkinson
of Epi Troop, who is becoming something of an expert at these events.
His experience and hard work produced an excellent afternoon's
entertainment for competitors, spectators and families alike . Thanks,
Stam
EX 'JULY SALES'
ot content to rest on our laurels after the Quinquangular sports, the
sq~adron swept straight into the effort and excitement of Ex July Sales.
This was an escape and evasion exercise organised by 2IC Capt Tim
Glgg, and Training NCO SSgt Pete Wilson. The Exercise was designed
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HODGSON SHIELD
In between these major events, normal work and maintenance and
preparation fo_r so me major Line projects has been going on apace. The
Hodgson Shield, the Squadron's annu al Inter-Troop sports
competition h ~s al~o been making progress. Four events have now been
played. Athletics, in May. was won by Epi Troop; cricket, in June, was
won ?Y Tech Tr?OP· July. saw_the swimming competition, which was
held.m Berengaria open-air swin1ming pool. QC Epi Troop proved that
she 1s no water baby. by doing her infamous imitation of a stranded
whale in the 4 x 50m relay. Tech Troop were listed as 'also swam' in
several events and fi~i.shed. most unusually for them. in last place
overall. The compet1tion was won by Mountain Troop-must be
omethi ng to do with all that rain up there!
Mountain Troop also won the orienteering comperirion. held in the
~ol of the mou~tain s at the beginning of August. They were helped
shghtl ~ t~ this victory by_ last year's previous winner . 21C Capt Gigg,
who this time collected minus 200 points!
After four events the current scores are Mountain and Epi Troops 14
points. Tech 13. Afd 12 and SHQ / Support 1J, so the competition is
still wide open.
MISCELLANEOUS- MAINLY EPISKOPI TROOP
P~eparati?n for the Squadron's Annual Battle Camp in eptember
continues with S~g_t Bob AtkinSCJ!' leading Epi Troop ever deeper into
the bundu on tra,ining runs: Despite the n~w .nicknan:ie of 'Kepi Troop'
and new motto Run or die, Run and die! , there is no truth in the
rumour that the troop is soon to be seconded to the Foreign Legion.
Cheer up lads, only another 20 miles to go!
THE DREADED GREEN MEMO!
. The paragraph below_ containi ng not~s from Mountain Troop nearly
did not make the deadhne, as Mountain Troop Sgt Owen Evans, till
~e7ove rin g from the troop's.victory in the Hodgson Shield Orienteering,
tailed to get them on the daily admin run . However. communicators are
never stui;iped for long. Sgt Evans dictated his notes over the phone
and thus inadvertantly launched the ERA of the Bright Green Memo.
The dreaded green memo is Sgt Tony Dubois and Sgt Roly Thompson's
answer to the sheaves of memos sent out by Tech Troop. since the
advent of FofS Alex (why use a phone when you can use a memo?)
Taylor. Working on the principle that if you can't beat them, join
them , but do it better! The Epi Troop Line Sgts are going into battle
with the hangover-hurting green memos. Oh. Sgt Evans , if you only
knew what you'd started!! And finally .. .
NOTES FROM MOUNTAIN TROOP
During the past few weeks Mounta in Troop have been busy cleaning
up the Apres-snow da_mage. Cpl Paul Jennings has at last managed to
get all the troop Telemechs together in the same place at the same time .
with all the necessary bits and pieces. and has finally repaired the
damaged cables. Sgt Chris Bough and his Radio Relay techs have been
working with the CPA Blandford team on the final stages of the Radio
Relay replacement project.
On the sporting side the Troop has been participating in the
Hodg on Shield inter-troop competition. We prefer to forget the
cricket . but have managed to win the wimming and the orienteering.
Lastly , congratulations to LCpl Kev Pallister and his wife Sheila on
the birth of th eir daughter Jenny on Wed 28 July.

262 Sig Sqn
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Cpl Kelly having just been presented with the CLFC's Commendation
for Meritorious Service. Also shown are Mrs Kelly and daughter
Stefanie and his parents-in-law Mr and Mrs Kavanagh
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ALL GO
The last couple of months have been a busy time for the squadron,
and now with two major exercises out of the way everyone is eagerly
awaiting Battlecamp '82. Rumour has it that the 21C. Capt CraJg
McColvUle, might even take a break in his leave in order to put in a
personal appearance!! Look out for a full report on Battlecamp in the
next issue of 'The Wire' .
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LEBANON EVACUATION
Radio. Section have been kept on their toes recently. ot content with
~n exercise or two to keep them out of mischief, they have been involved
in the reception of boatloads of refugees from the Lebanon. LCpls Dave
Wlllls and Eddie Grattldge were part of the reception parties at
Larnaca Port and Airport, _w.hilst SSgt Steve Bailes and Cpl Terry
Crosby took to the water with 10 Port Sqn RCT and sailed to the
Lebanon to collect those British and friendly nationals who wished to
be evacuated. The whole operation ran smoothly, and it was a fine
chance to test the Section's skills in a real-time situation.
SQN BEACH BBQ
A series of 'fu n' events, such as the Inter-troop It's a Knockout, and
the Sqn Treasure Hunt, recently culminated in the annual Squadron
Beach BBQ. Once again the event was ably managed by W02 (RQMS)
Rod Gladwin, Sgt Bob Bassali and their Department. The sq uadron
spent a pleasant afternoon on the beach, with various activities to keep
everybody amused. The braver elements of the squadron tried their
luck on the Jet ~ki, whilst n:iore seda.te, members opted fo r the pedaloes
or canoes. Dunng the evenmg a dehc1ous BBQ was served, which was
followed by the Sqn Disco , playing until midnight and time to return to
Dhekelia.
BOARDSAILING
On Fri 4 Ju_n, while most people were at Hap py Valley Episkopi for
the Queen's Birthday Celebrations . three RYA Boardsaili ng instructors
of the Dhekelia Boardsailing Club were preparing to sail from Akrotiri
Mole 75 miles to Alexander Beach Dhekelia. The three were Sgt Alan
Y_ates REME, Cpl Dud Maher, 262 Sig Sqn, and Sig Andy Shepherd, 9
Sig Regt.
.
. At OSOOhrs on Sat 5 Jun the three prepared their sailboa rds for the
Journey. After a hearty breakfast. compo, the boards were taken down
to the water's edge inside the harbour. Tied up in the harbour was the
Theofano · a 45ft motor yacht owned bv Mr Peter Scott, 'The Safety
Boat'. The sailing got underway at approx 0640hrs and stopped at
0635hrs for some ·pose' photographs at the mouth of the harbour.
Eager to be on their way. the trio set off again after the cameras started
to get 'white hot' and in a light breeze followed in the wake of the
!h~ofa110. At about 0800h rs the wind died away and o the three were
mv1ted aboard the safety boat for a cuppa and a smoke to await the
return of sailable wind.
PROOF REQUESTED
During the break which lasted about one hour Cpl Dud Maher was
heard asking Peter Scott ifthere were sharks in the Med. Yes! was the
rep ly. but no one's been eaten yet! A couple of minutes later three
dorsal fins were sighted off the starboard bow!,*?l-said Dud Maher
end e~ . The er~"; ,of t~e !heofa1:0 howled with merriment 'They're
dolphins you twit ! OK said Dud fetch a hoop and prove it' .
The faint murmur of a possible breeze was enough to waylay any
further fear and once again the three were on their way. The next stop
was. made 10 miles of!Cape Gatta after crossing Limassol Bay. A good
all-m stew was provtded by the safety boat and after a cigarette or
three. the next stage of the journey was started . This proved to be the
lo_nge~t and ~ard:st . Sailing from Cape Gatta to Cape Kitti with the
wmd mcreasmg light to moderate the boardsailors were making five
knots. Due to the wind direction it was necessary ro 'Run Wirh The
Wind '. to those unfamiliar with sailing terms , and indeed . with
board ailing. this meant that the sail had to be kept at 9ff to the board
with the sailors standing 'at ease', arms outstretched behind it, staying
on the centre of the board. This is the hardest position in boardsailing
to maintain .
Shortly before reaching Cape Kitti , S(g Andy Shepherd ran into
difficulty. The board he was sailing was proving to be stubborn and
Andy had his hands full trying to stop it veering off course. It proved to
be too much and Andy, after fighting for hours against, not only the
weather but also a very difficult board , called it a day, disappointed at
not being able lo continue but definitely happy that the safety boat was
the,re. Cpl Dud Maher and Sgt Alan Yates decided to press on and
fimsh the last leg from Cape Kitti to Alex Beach. After 13 hours on the
wate~ it was ~ joy to ~ee the slope of the Dhekelia Boardsailing Club
loonung up in the dt ranee and the final run into the beach was
accompanied by 'SSgt Steve Balles' 262 Sig Sqn. Senior Beachmaster.
manning the club's own small safety boat. The two hit the beach
together, did a quick '10 pres ups' then strolled up to the club to be
welcomed by Col D. G. McCord MBE, Garrison Comdr, Maj Lionel
French R Signals, OC 262 Sig Sqn. Club Chairman. Capt Craig
McColvUle, 21C 262 Sig Sqn. Club Trea urer. Mn Chrbl Balles with a
bottle of 'Champers', Club Secretary and last, but no means lea t,
wives. families and club members. On a clo ing note the boardsailors
themselve would like to thank all the back up team and everyone el e
who made it possible.
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- - News from Troops - 633 SigTp
B.F.P .0. 12
VISIT OF GUARD SHIP
Since the last time quill was put to parchment , th e troop has been
busy playing its full part in a defence exercise and a hurricane exercise.
It al o provided ship- hore communications when , in June. the
Caribbean guard ship HMS Rothesay called at Belize . The troop
provided two signallers in the {substantial) forms of Cpl Graham Heal
and Sig Jock Ford as well as the Force Liaison Officer in the
{handsome???) form of Capt Ian Bingham. For six days we supplied a
voice and teleprinter link between Airport Camp and the ship. as well
as organising several 'liaison' visits for members of the troop in order to
improve Royal avy/ Army relations. One such visit led to Sgts Derek
Thurley, Phll Newman and Mick Jones, Cpl 'Jed' Keegan and Sig
'Loulgj' Dedman glowing with pride-or was it draught Courage
Special Bitter? Shortly after HMS Rothesay sailed for her next port of
call in the USA , the troop was able to pass on the news of the birth of
Prince William of Wales and thus enable the crew to be. possibly . the
first ship to splice the mainbrace in order to drink the baby's health .
But that's all part of the service!
A CLOSE THING
From the sports page our roving reporter has informed me that
recently the 'Management' challenged the 'Workers' to a football
match. Ably captained by Sgt Frank McCormick the management
played a style of football that won England the World Cup in 1966.
Experienced players like Maj John Graham, W02 (FofS) Les
Lightfoot, W02 (YofS) Geoff Gibson, Sgts Dave Gaffney and Dennis
Morgan and more youthful members like Cpls Pete Hewitt and Brian
Durllk blended together to form a formidable team. The game was
played at a furious pace and well into the second half the
'Management' led 4-2. However age and fitness began to take its to ll
and the 'Workers' captained by Cpl Dai Jones and including Cpls Brian
Walkden and George Hunt, LCpl Craig Wright and Slgs Joe Cresswell
and 'Roscoe' Tanner came back strongly. The introduction of LCpl
Steve PhiUpott was the telling factor because he scored two late goals to
snatch victory by 5- 4. However some credit must got to the
management for holding out well. Let's do it again sometime!

troop, Sgt Rice has proved a superb tradesman and tine ambassador
for the Corps and undoubtedly earned his commendation. He has now
been posted to Canada and BATUS's gain is surely our loss. We wish
him well.
COMINGS AND GOINGS
Finally we must say farewell and welcome to those members of the
troop who have either left or joined us. The 'Gozomies' include Capt
Bernie Hewitt, W02 (YofS) Mal Channing, Sgts Ian Short, Paul
Marsden, Chris Lane, Rick Forster, Jock Rice, Tony Cantle, Cpls Nigel
Harwood, Stevie Woodford, 'Shuggle' Barclay, Chris Cousins, LCpls
Mal Barrett, Roy Emblen, Slgs Bob Akehunt, Taff Twohlgg, Taff
Donovan and Roy Knight. Apologies to those we have forgotten to
include and thanks to all of you for your hard work. Moonies include
Capt Ian Bingham, W02 (YofS) Geoff Gibson, Sgts John Tyler,
Dennis Morgan, Mick Scull, Cpls Mark Andrews, Gary Gillings, Pete
Hewitt, George Hunt, Greg Peddle, LCpls 'Scouse' Matthews, Al
Cowie, Craig Wright, Mick Luckes, Slgs Keith Lyons and Ned Kelly.
Welcome and remember .. . 'nobody's got that long to do!'
THE CHALLENGE
The challenge was issued one evening over a pint. 'The RCT can
thrash the Signals at Rugby'. In the next fortnignt preparations went
ahead for the match. Sig Jock Ford was nominated captain and the
hunt was on for 15 men. Training sessions were held , positions finalised
and at last the great day dawned.
The match kicked off in temperatures and humidity that would have
sorely tested most men-but not 633! After slowly gaining the upper
hand the breakthrough came when Sgt Phil Newman won a line out on
the RCT 22m line. The ball was spun out to Sig Jock Ford who made a
brilliant inside break. LCpl Fozzy Foster was alongside to take the
scoring pass. Sig Jock Ford added 2 points for the conversion. 6-0.
We maintained the pressure but just failed on four further occasions to
cross the lin e. Then just before half time Sig Jock Ford was on hand to
convert a penalty. 9-0.
The second half was a story of RCT pressure and stout Signals
defence. No tackle was missed as wave after wave of RCT attacks
foundered before they reached our line. At last the final whistle went.
The troop had won. Afterwards we even went on to win the 'third half' .
Since that match Cpls George Hunt and Scottie Scott, LCpl Fozzy
Foster and Sig Jock Ford volunteered for a trial held to select a Force
team co play HMS Achilles. All four were selected and helped the Force
to gain a 28-3 victory.

In June, Sat Jock Rice received a commendation from Brig A.C.
Vivian CBE for outstanding service in Belize. During his tour with the
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DEPARTURES/ARRIVALS
Smiling faces that boarded the VC !Os leaving Belize recently
included Sgts Frank McCormick, Dave Gaffney, Derek Thorley, Cpls
Steve Adams, Brian Durllk , Graham Heal, Brian Walkden, John
Hancock, Bill Mackle, LCpl 'Doc' Doherty, Slg1 'Fletch' Fletcher,
Bruce Leigh, Lou Gerrard and Blll Simmonds. Good luck for the
future.
White faces that have appeared of late include Sgt WUI Wedge, Cpb
Bob Nixon, Scottie Scott, Gary Prince, Scouse Murphy, S (Fridge)
Ogburn, Michael O'Crowley, LCpl Dave Bourne, Slgs Nell Nixon and
Pete Foley. Welcome especially from the guys you were relieving.

639 SigTp
B.F.P.O. 23
THE 'MANAGEMENT' TEAM
OC/ Tp SSgt
SSgt Brian Howe R Signals
Troop Cpl
Cpl 'Chippy' Wood
Cpl 'Legs Eleven' Bob Dlllet
Radio Cpl
Stores Cpl
Cpl Dave Cooke
As you can see a very small team, but we are assisted from time to
time by Maj H. Smith RA , W02 (TSM) Alex Crawford and Bdr John
Lindley, clerk, in our struggle for survival.
From the photograph readers will have worked out by now that we
are a troop formed to support 94 Locating Regiment Royal Artillery.
We are established to provide a DA10 rear link for the three locating
Batteries in the regiment. They are 57 (BHURTPORE), 73 (SPHINX)
and 156 (INKERMAN), in addition we provide range safety nets and
secure nets for DRONE fire missions.
All the troop members are Radio Ops and included in the
esta blishment are six LCpls and nine Signalmen , all highly motivated
and switched on, anxious to prove their worth alongside the slick
operators of the Royal Artillery.
Readers are asked not to take the facial expressions of the troop as a
sign that all is not well. It's merely the arrival of a new SSgt from
Harrogate that has left a somewhat dazed look among them . SSgt
Brian Howe took over from SSgt Mick Kenning who left us for 34
Signal Regt TA for his final service in the Army. A special mention is
made at this point to Mick aud wife Margaret to say farewell and a
happy prosperous future. A warm welcome goes to Brian and wife Sue,
we hope that you have an enjoyable tour in Celle.
RECENT EVENTS
Recent events include a fishing trip off the coast ~f D.enma:k . To
everyones great surprise the boat boasted a bar, resulting m an intake
of nuids, no fish being caught and a few stomachs being lost, mainly on

SEE THE WORLD
Since our last notes , members of the troop have continued to travel
the length and breadth of the Americas. Sgt Paul Mlll!iden organised a
Cayes trip, to English Cay, for 30 members of the troop. Cpl Brian
Walken and Sig Dave Whlppy visited Los Angles , Cpl Paul Barrett and
Sig Bruce Leigh headed for Costa Rica and Honduras whilst Cpl Reg
Whitehead and LCpl Bob Bastow descended upon Fort Lauderdale.
Sig 'Sia Snot' Walter, meanwhile , is off to visit the home of his idol
Elvis Presley, with Sig Paddy MCuUough, so if you want to see the
world why not join us?
COMMENDATION

PRESENTATION
No sooner has Sgt John Tyler stepped onto Belizean soil than he was
infor~ed that he had been award7d the LSGCM. Sgt Tyler is the Troop
Technical Storeman Sgt, and he 1s paying his second visit here. He has
had a varied career serving in Belize , BAOR, Cyprus and NI. He says
he now fancies a stint in UK followed by Hong Kong! Records please
note.
Sgt Tyler was presented with his LS&GCM by Brig A. C. Vivian CBE
at the Sgts Mess and after the ceremony took the opportunity to well
and tru ly wet it.

the RA side we hasten to add, a score of 10-2 in our favour.
In another attempt to upstage the RA , Stg Danny Hart {Scouse)
volunteered as a hypnotist's assistant during a recent AAFl club
evenings entertainment. Unfortunately in the process of being
hypnotised he fell off the stage, partially demolishing a speaker and
microphone 'en-route'. The recovery in BMH Hannover took a great
deal to persuade the doctors as to the cause of his admittance. Despite
vicious rumours throughout the troop that his mental capacity has
increased since the accident, he appears none the worse for his injury.
On the sporting scene the troop has managed to provide the regiment
with three first team footballers in the form of LCpl Tayne, Sig
'Benson' Whyte, and Sig Pete 'Abdul' Yasin. In the recently held
Regimental athletics meeting, the troop showed its sporting nair when
Sig Whyte won the 200m in fine style SSgt Howe finished second in the
3000m behind the regiments 'GB' skier Sgt Mick Goode and LCpl
Paddy Elliot (newly arrived from 1 Armd Div) also finished second th is
time in the high jump. SSgt Howe has now started planning for next
years 'Morrison Cup' the first time that a Signal Troop has managed to
enter.
A quick hello to our lads on their upgrading courses and ::re
subsequently missing from the photograph , they are, LCpl 'I've done
everything' Swift and Sig 'Spikey' Dyke.
Congratulations go to Cpl 'Chippy' Wood on his recent marriage and
to LCpl 'Scouse' Collins on his engagement, our commiserations go to
their respective ladies. Farewells go to LCpl Andy Patterson {settling
down locally), Cpl Paddy Irwin and Sig Pete Yasin good luck. Arrivals
LCpl Paddy Elliot and wife, and LCpl Blake. Finally we hope that Wire
notes from '639' will feature more regularly , any R ops that are keen
on sport especially in athletics and eager to demonstrate their
soldiering and communicating skills to the Royal Artillery, get your
preference of posting forms into records.

633 Rugby Team
Back row Left to Right: Sig Roy Hallam, LCpl Scouse Matthews, Sgt
Phil Newman, Cpls Mark Andrews, George Hunt, Capt Ian Bingham,
Cpl Brian Walkden, LCpl Fozzy Foster
Front row Left to Right: LCpl Bob Bastow, Cpl Brian Durlik, Sig Jock
Ford (Capt), Sig Joe Cresswell, Sgt Mal Sharrond REME , LCpl ' Pops'
Ashley
CRICKET
Although we are probably the smallest unit within the Force we have
won the title as undisputed cricket champions-for the present at least.
RCT, REME, RAOC , RAMC , RAF and 3 R ANGLIAN APC CT and
HQ Coy have all fallen to the troop in recent weeks.
The team's strength comes from bowlers such as Sgt Frank
McCormick, Cpls Dal Jones and Mark Andrews, LCpls Mick Luckes
and Scouse Matthews and Sig Roy Hallam, and all round batting , with
Sgt Frank McCormick and LCpl Scouse Matthews leading the
averages. Together with our fielding we therefore present a
considerable 'tour de force'. However it remains a mystery that only Sgt
Frank McCormick and Cpl Dal Jones have gone on to represent the
troop in the force cricket team.
But now that we are the champions we must surely get a bigger
representation .

Front row, le~ to right' LCpls Gary ' Scouse' Collins, Paddy EUiot,
Rigsby Richards, Cpl Bob Dillett, SSgt Brian Howe, Cpls Chippy
Wood, Dave Cooke, Sig Danny Hart
Absent, LCpls John Tayne, Tony Swift, Sig Spike Dyke

Back row, left to right: Sigs Pete Yassin, Jock Mcintyre, LCpl 'Lurch'
Oakley, Sig Benson Whyte, Ted Stuart, Geordie Bulmer, Keith' Adolf'
Curr, Simon Foote, Dave Winlow
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THE ROY AL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
MINUTES OF THE THIRTY -SEVENTH
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING HELD AT
CATIERICK GARRISON ON SUNDAY 4 JULY 1982

Association News
THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION 1982 REUNIONS
Ou r rovi ng ca mera capture a small component of two su perb
Reun ion . Blan dford on 16 May and Catterick 3/ 4 July 1982. In spite
of the rail strike atte ndance was high and tho e who attended these
memorable events pl ace on record their sincere appreciation to the
Comm ander School of Signals a nd Co mm an d er T raining Grou p and
all those- old ier and civilian-who do so much to set it all up.

Pity we ~a nnot see t he fu n ny side of this, it was out of range . (L to RJ
J a net M1 d d le hu rst, Dave.Tupper (both Brighton Branch); Brig P. J .
Evans CBE AD C (DSOinC) and Len Parrack (Brighton Branch)
e njoying it , anyway

PRESENT
M_aj Gen P. E . M. Bradley, CB CBE DSO , Master of Signals and
President; Maj Gen J.M . W . Badcock, CB M BE DL, Chairman; Brig
P. 1: Evans, CB ADC, Depty SOinC; Col L. W. Wright, TD, ViceCha1rman ; Lt Col R. L. M urray, OBE, General Secretary and some
148 Members of the Association .
The Chairman opened the meeting by extending a special welcome to
th e Master of Signals and reminded members that Maj Gen Peter
Bradley had succeeded the late M aj Gen Sir William Scott as President
of the Association in 197~ ~nd gi~en outstanding support and
e nc~uragement to the Assoc1at1on dunng the past twelve years. The
Ch airman , also , welcomed specially Brig P. J. Evans, CBE ADC,
Deputy SOinC and thanked Brig I. O . J. Sprackllng, OBE, his staff
and th.e .~any seen and unseen members of the Train ing Group , sold ier
and c1vihan , who do so much every year to make the Reun ions so
memorable.
The Chairman went on to congrat ulate Members on a good parade .
following the Reunion Service .
MINUTES OF THE 36th ANNUAL G ENERAL MEETING
Th es~ were approved unan imously by a show of hands and signed by
the Chairman .
CHAIRMAN'S REPORT
BRANCHES
Due largely to the efforts of Mr Jewell, (Plymouth Branch) the Exeter
Branch has been re-estab lished since we met a year ago. We are now
based on 63 Branches .

Taken at the Blandford Reun ion (16 May) shows: (L to R) 'Tiger' Hart
{West London Branch); Ma j Ge n J. M. W . Badcock CB MBE DL
(Chairman, Royal S ignals Association) and Maj 'Mac' McOuade
(West London Branch). 'Tiger' and Maj ' Mac' (both ex RSMs of the
Corps) were awarded Honour Membership of the Association in May.
It c ame as a pleasant surprise to Maj ' Mac' that his Honour Members
badge was presented to him in one of his first loves - a WOs and Sgts
Mess - during the morning session at Blandford by his Branc h
Chairman, Maj John Daw, BEM with many Members in attendance .
As 'Tiger' Hart was well known in Catterick it was deemed appropriate
that his ' Honour Members' badge should be presented at the Annual
General Meeting in Catterick on 4 July. This was indeed the case and
the Chairman of the Association, Maj Gen J. M. W . Badcock made
the presentation at the AGM

MEMBERSHIP
We have gained so me 187 new Life Members and 25 Annual
Members. through Branches, during the year. I , also. report with
regret the known dea ths of some 82 Members . Amongst these was Mr
Jim Robson , an Honou r Member. who served as Secretary of th e
Newcastle-upon-Tyne Branch for many years and attended nearly every
Catterick Reun ion.

The S aturday Evenings Ente rta in me nt in the WOs & Sgts Messes
Warrant Offic ers ' Past and Presen t' (L to RJ W01 Geoff Grover (Royal
Signals Band ) CSM Tom Nash (Chelsea Pensioner); Sgt Harry Hulme
(Chelsea Pensioner) and W0 1 (RSM) Tom Friend (11 S ignal
Regiment) . No prize for guessing the volume of liquid that has passe d
through these lips

Chu rch Parade Sunda y 4July 1982
No 1 Squadron marche~ oft'. to Church commanded by Maj George
Bolam (York Branc h) with right marker SSgt Gordon Pic kard MSM
and left marker In Pension e r Alfie Knox (Chelsea Pensioner) . Both of
the markers , by c hance, happened to be ' Ex Boys'

WELFARE SECTION
Miss Margaret Cook, our Senior Welfare Officer and her assistant
Mrs Doris Ward have coped well with a demanding year. During 1981 '.
some 738 grant s were made. involving expenditure from our Benevolent
Fu nds of some £56.400. I thank many serving and ret ired Members of
the Corps who despatch or deliver clothing to Chelsea and enabled us to
despatch some 474 clothing parcels during the year.
FINANCE
Our Accumulated Funds at 31 December 1981 were some £408 300
against £.392,200 a year previously. The book value of our investm~nts
were some £3 76,400 with a market value of some £578,800. This is a
very ~atis_factory situation , b~ought about largely by the magnificent
cont.nbut1ons from the servmg officers and soldiers of the Corps.
Durmg 1981 the Association received some £136,000 under the One
Day's Pay Scheme and I know you would wish me to place on record
our most sincere appreciation of this very substantial support .
THE WIRE
The costs of pr~ducing and distributing The Wire rise, needless to
say. The subscription rates have been kept at their present level since
1978. The deficit , borne by Association Funds, was £14 ,900 in 1981.
(£1 2,900 in 1980)

CATTERICK
The ' hard workers' of the Reception Staff fl to RJ: Sig Keith Ritchie,
Pte Gillian Fail, W02 Mel Watson and Sgt Robin Fenton . Your
valuable support is greatly appreciated by all members attending the
Re un ion . The ' regula rs' of the HQ Staffing in the Reception Centre
(not shown in the photo) were Mr Dave Greenbrook (HO) ; Ms Lesley
Filmer (HQ Training Group Representative) ; Mr Alan Foot (Reading
Branch) and Mr David Tupper (Brighton Branch) and last, but not
least, Mr ' Chad' Chadwick (worthy volunteer)
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They are not all 'Old' Comrades that attend the Reunions as shown by
this photo of a group from our Cardiff Branch

THE WIRE, SEPTEMBER 1982

Our final photo shows Mrs Mary Edwards (Leeds Branch) ; Maj Gen J .
M. W . Badcock (Chairman) and Maj Bob Edwards (Leeds Branch)
taken on Sunday afternoon . Mary and Bob have been regular
attenders at the Catterick Reunions over the past 23 years and, as
mentioned in the July 1980 issue of 'The Wire', Bob celebrated 21
years of carrying the Cross before the choir at the Reunion Service in
St Martins Church, Catterick. Mary has been unwell recently and it
was good to see her. Hope your recovery is complete, Mary
THE WIRE , SEPTEMBER 1982

OUR MEMORIALS
A year ago .I t?ld, you that both t~e Royal Signals Corps Committee
and the Association s Central Comnuttee were to exa mine the form and
location of the Memorial to o~r 'dead comrades' . I am happy to tell you
of real progress_. O~r Memonal <;hapel-as you saw this morning-is
well towa~ds bemg mcorporated mto the Memorial Church. Catterick
and we will see all the work complete prior to our 1983 Reun ion . A
Memorial Porch is to be constructed during the coming year for the
Blandford Chapel which will hold a second copy of our Book of
Remembrance , containing the names of the dead of the Second World
War and, also , a Roll of Honour containing the names of those who
died in operational theatres since 1945.
COLONEL-IN-CHIEF
You will all know from the Press and The Wire of the most succe sful
visits of The Princess Anne to the Corps at home and overseas. (Berlin ,
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orthern Ireland and 1 (BR) Corps). Telegrams were exchanged with
The Princess Anne on Princes Royal Da . 28 June.
b.
STAFF
The taff of A o iation Headquarters was reduced by one from
April of this year. Looking ahead to April of next year. we will sadly be
aying farewell to our Senior Welfare Officer. Miss Margaret Cook on
retirement.
PERSONAL NOTE
I end on 11 personal note . It is a great honour for me to succeed G~n
Petn Bradley as Master of Signals in ovember and from then I will
maintain m strong link with the Association as its President. I
succeeded Gen David Price as your Chairman on l July 1979 and would
like to express my mo t sincere thanks to Branches and Members for
their support and kindness to me over the past three years.
ROY AL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION & BENEVOLENT FUND
Col L. W. Wright, TD (Vice-Chairman ). proposed that the audited
accounts of the Royal Signals Association Benevolent Fund be
apprO\·ed. (See pages 474 and 475). The proposal was econded by Mr
H. Harper (Scarborough Branch ) and approved unanimously by a show
of hands.
ELECTION OR RE-ELECTION TO THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE
The Meeting elected or re-elected the following to the Central
Committee unanimously:·
.
Chairman & Treasurer : Maj Gen A. A.G. Anderson CB (Elecnon )
Vice -Chairman:
Col L. W. Wright, TD. (Re -election)
Vice-Chairman :
Brig P. J. Evans, CBE ADC. (Election)
The Chairman reminded Melnbers that Brig Evans had succeeded
Brig T. I. G. Gray who had served as one of the two Vice-Chairmen
since July 1975. He went on to thank Brig Gray for his support and
advice during the past seven years.
ROY AL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION BENEVOLENT FUND
The Chairman informed Member that three funds supported the
activities of the Association in the Benevolence field. The War Memorial
Fund's assets were comparatively small (£8, 124 at 31 Dec '81). It was
noted that this fund is to meet a high component of the expenditure for
the new Memorial Chapel in the Memorial Church, Catterick and part
of the cost of a new Memorial Porch for the Blandford Chapel. When
these are completed in 1983, the Fund will close.
.
The Chairman went on to explain that both the Corps Committee
and the Associations Central Committee had concluded that the time
was right to rationalise and simplify the administration of Benevolence.
The Corps Committee had approved the transfer of the assets of the
Officers Benevolent Fund (some £41,000) to the 'Royal Signals Association Benevolent Fund' -a new Fund with a new Trust Deed-which
would cover, in the future, Benevolence for all ranks of the Corps.
present and past . The assets of the existing Royal Signals Association
& Benevolent Fund, would, also, be transferred to this new Fund. The
Chairman went on to draw attention to the terms of the new Trust Deed
which was available to the Meeting . He concluded by stating that it was
proposed, for administrative purposes, that the transfer of assets, to
which he had referred, would be carried out on 1 January 1983.
It was proposed by Mr F. Elwood (Sheffield Branch) and seconded
by Mr C. E. Moon:, (Catterick Branch) that The Royal Signals
Association Trustee Limited or other the trustee or trustees of the Trust
Deed dated the 15 May 1953 (declaring the trusts on which The Royal
Signals Association Welfare Section is held) be hereby authorised to
pay, apply or transfer the whole of the monies and investments from
time to time comprised in The Royal Signals Association Welfare
Section to The Royal Signals Association Benevolent Fund to be held
and applied for the charitable purposes thereof declared in a Trust
Deed dated the 13 May 1982 (a copy of which signed by the Chairman
was produced to the Meeting) and that the trusts declared in the Trust
Deed dated the 15 May 1953 be varied accordingly pursuant to clause 5
thereof. This was approved unanimously by a show of hands .
AMENDMENTTO RULES
The Chairman explained that it was necessary to amend the Rules of
the Association to take account of the terms of the new Trust Deed .
The following amendments to the Rules were approved unanimously,
in accordance with Rule 26.
a. The definition of the word ' Signalmen' in Rule 3 shall be deleted
and the following definition substituted in its place :·
'Signalmen' means all Commissioned Officers , Warrant Officers ,
on·Cl')mmissioned Officers and men and women serving or retired
or discharged who are members or past members of the Corps or
the Signal Service of the Corps of Royal Engineers, or who were
members of the Indian SiRnal Corps before the partition of India in
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c.

d.
e.

1947 whether Regular Supplementary Reserve Army, Emergency
Re erve Territorial Army, Territorial and Army Volunteer Reserve ,
National Service or otherwise.
Section (1) of Rule 5 shall be deleted and the following section
substituted in its place:·
(1) The Welfare a11d Employment Section is responsible for th e
·expenditure of The Royal. Signals Association _Be~ evolent
Fund for the following charitable purposes set out m its Trust
Deed :
(a) the maintenance and improvement of the physical
efficiency and morale of the Corps
(b) the relief of poverty including in particular (but not so as
to limit the generality of the foregoing) financial relief in
case of need by the grant loan or expenditure of sums of
money to or for the benefit of
(i) Signalmen their families and dependants ~nd
(ii ) the families and dependants of deceased Signalmen
(c) the payments of donations or subscriptions to charita.b le
organisation concerned with the employment or wellare
of Signalmen and their dependants
The Welfare and Employment Section also seeks to place members
in employment through various contacts and organisations.
Section (4) of Rule 5 shall be deleted and the following section
substituted in its place:(4) The Accounts Section maintains the accounts of the
Association . The Royal Signals Association Benevolent Fund
and the War Memorial Fund. It also maintains the accounts
of any Minor Trusts which may be handed over to the
Association .
The words 'and men of the Corps' in Section (a)(ii) of Rule 6 shall
be deleted and the words 'and men and women of the Corps'
substituted in their place.
Rule 20 shall be amended by the deletion of the words 'The Welfare
Section' and the substitution of the words 'The Royal Signals
Association Benevolent Fund' in their place.

HONOUR MEMBERSHIP
The Chairman reminded Members that the award of Honour
Membership was reserved to ordinary Members who render
outstanding service to the Association whic~. it is felt. merits spec_ial
recognition. Gen Badcock, after referring brtefly to the notable serVIce
of Ex RSM W. J. (Tiger) Hart, MSM with the Corps from 1920 to 1956,
underlined his unstinting and dedicated support to the London Branch
(now the West London Branch ). In presenting the Honour Member
badge, the Chairman stated that it was particularly fitting that it
should be received in Catterick, where Mr Hart had been so well
known.

The Chairman went on to pay a special tribute to the President,
pointing out that no individual could have done more to promote the
objects of the Association than Gen Bradley . Gen Badcock presented
Gen Bradley with the Honour Members badge and an inscribed bronze
.
.
Jimmy from the Members of the Association.
Geo Bradley thanked the Chairman and the Membership for their
most generous presentation of 'Jimmy' and went on to say how proud
he was to receive the award of Honour Membership. He then referred
to the Corps, its professionalism and dedication to duty which had be.en
so recently exemplified in the Falkland Islands where our casualh~s
were a sad reminder of the vital role which the Corps always played m
support of operations. Gen Bradley expressed the deepest sympathy to
the wives , parents and loved ones of the eight Members of the Corps
who had died. The President concluded his statement by referring to
the very high standards of the Corps and its Association.
The statement was received with warm applause and the Chairman
having called for 'three cheers' for its President declared the closui:e of
the Annual General Meeting, reminding Members of the dates fixed
for the 1983 Reunions: Blandford 15 May, Catterick 25/ 26 June.
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SHAPE
Report by Secretary WOJ J. Doherty
The words 'I think this is the first time we've been in The Wire' , are
g uaranteed to produce a flood of letters giving details of previous
appearanc~s. ~evertheless, I'll risk it , since I personally have never
seen anythmg m our Corps magazine concerning the SHAPE Royal
Signals Association .
With my heart in my mouth I now proceed to my next controversial
statement. We'r.e a pretty uni_que branch in that only four of our SO
members are retired, the remainder are serving officers and men of the
Corps. Our retired members are Mr Robert Marsh, Keith White, Peter
Hillier and,Chrill Evls.
_Born in 1974, the _first _meeting was held on 7 May in the United
Kmgdom Support Umt. It 1s not clear who the driving force was but the
reco~d shows K. H. Allen as the first secretary, Brig Jackson as the first
pres1de_n_t and R~M Keaney and Foreman Crawley making the first
propos1t1on. We ve had some lean times but unlike our pioneering
founders we've always had a good meeting place. The record for 27 Oct
1_974 shows 20 _members attending . The President apologised for the
size of the meetmg place and than ked the RSM for the use of his office.
Anybody who knows the office concerned will admire the fortitude and
dedication of the tw enty people who squeezed in there. Our branch has
been very active o~e_r the la~ year our social functions culminating in a
farewell to o ur retmng President Brig R.G. Phippard and dining in our
new President BrlgJ.F. Blake, his relief.
We send our regards to all previous members and we hope to be back
with some pictures for the next issue of The Wire.

SOUTHPORT BRANCH
Report hy W .C. Brodie Esq MBE
Meets at the Queens Hotel , Promenade , Southport on the third
Thursday of each month at 8.30pm. All Association members visiting
Southport are welcome to drop in .
Tributes to the organisation of the 1982 Conference and Reunion
will, no doubt appear elsewhere in the pages of this journal. Can we, as
a fairly new branch of the Association , convey our thanks to all ranks at
Catterick for the welcome and hospitality so generously given to us. as
visitors. The friendly atmosphere is apparent as soon as one passes the
first guard and it is maintained for the whole week-end by everyone one
meets and must be the main ingredient for making this annual get·
together the unqualified success it always is. It was a bit disconcerting
to be addressed as 'Dad' in the Corporals Mess but when it was
discovered that the Chelsea Pensioners were younger than some of our
members even this can be forgiven.
Our branch goes from strength to strength and we are still drawing in
new members. We recently held a Church Parade at the Unitarian
Church in Southport, where ou r Padre is Minister. The Reverend John
Roberts is an Association member in his own right, having performed
his National Service in the Corps. It is understood that the Association
has many ordained members and even boasts of a bishop in its ranks . I
must confess I cannot remember a great deal of piety when l served,
but it must have been there. Anyway . we have been welcomed by the
Unitarian Church Council a nd look forward to maintaining close links
in the future .
Maj Gen Birtwistle's letter in the July issue was read with interest
and his s u~gest ions for augmenting membership of local branches were
very practicable . One area of recruitment he did not mention is the
dormitory and retirement town , of which Southport is a good example.
Not all of these are by the sea, Camberley and Tunbridge Wells come
readily to mind. It is up to enterprising branch secretaries to cast their
nets and give local branches the upmost publicity through the
_provincial press . We find the local 'give away' papers a rich source of
publicity and recommend their use to attract new member . Our
membership now ranges from serving Royal Signals personnel to our
oldesr member , Alex Shields who served in the Royal Engineers Signal
Service in World War I. We even have a member, Eric Grimshaw, who
lives in the wilds of Cumbria and we extend a hearty welcome to any
'unattached' Royal Signals 'bod' who wishes to join a lively branch .
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WEST LONDON BRANCH
Report by Mr E. W. Vlgun
It is very gratifying to announce that the West London Branch. now
removed from 10 Sig Regt Hounslow, has risen like a Phoenix from the
ashes. Under the continued guidance of MiV McQuade, and with the
sterling efforts of CUff Wood our secretary. John Daw BEM our
Chairman ~nd not forgetting Treasurer Dusty Miller. We number 34
~m.ostly achy~) mem?ers and we are solvent too! Our new meeting place
1s m t he British Legion Club, Chesterfield Road , Ashford, with whom
we now have very strong ties, chiefly through John Daw. Two visits have
been arranged very successfully th is year . First to Bland ford and
recently to the Tower of London. Our lady members render sterling
support and work very hard for our cause. Arrangements are in hand to
hold our annual dinner on 15 Oct at the' Masonic Hall , Staines. Sadly
we haye just received news of the death of ex RSM BUI (Tiger) Hart
followmg a heart attack. Bill was one of our two Honorary Members in
the Branch, the other being Maj McQuade. He will be greatly missed
by everyone.

VISIT OF 3RD DIVISIONAL SIGNALS
REUNION CLUB TO 3 ARMD DIV HQ & SIG
REGT
Report by Ernest E. Bayley
When I got to Victoria station at 8pm on the evening of the 8 July I
found all but two of 'the gang' there and it wasn't many minutes before
the missing two ie Nobhy Hughes and Tim Kelly emerged from the
liquid refreshment area on this hot evening. Derek Roberts and I
contacted the Sealink representative and he said get all your chaps into
Hudson Place where the coaches were assembling to take people to
Dover and Folkestone etc. We were booked for the 9.44pm train to
Dover but, alas, no trains due to industrial inaction. A great relief to
board the coach at 9. 15pm for Folkestone. /\t last we were on the move
for a great weekend , which had been looked forward to over two years.
Folkestone was reached at 11.15 and we were soon aboard the Pri11ce
Euge11e. a Belgian Sealink Ferry for Ostende. Any chance of trying to
~ettle down for the rest of the night and preparing to face the long
JOUrney to Soest was shattered by the children on board who had
endless tapes of recorded pop music , if you can call it music and
shattered veterans of the 3 Div disembarked the next morning. I guess
those in charge of the children had settled down for the night in the
cabins , as none were available if you wanted to get away from it all.
Ostende at 0530 local time and our escort with Army Bus ready to
meet the soldiers of yes1er year with average age of 67 Joe Cotterell
the olde t at nearly 81. Sparky Blackford from Swindon at 79, Porky
Edwards, Snowey Thompson, Bramley, Pedlar PaJmer, whose ages
pushed up the average. Ostende to Antwerp Emden Barracks to change
the driver and on to Rheindahlen arriving at 1030 where we changed
from an uncomfortable Army bus to a luxury coach for the rest of the
journey. The regiment had provided us a pack of goodies and this was
enjoyed with a large cup of coffee. It was a hot and very humid journey
as we passed through the frontier at Roermond and sped through
Boch um, Dusseldorf and Dortmund before heading along the Wickede
highway to Soest and Korbecke the end of the line. l .30pm and at
long last we disembark and are received by Lt Col T. I. M. Waugh,
RSM Marshall and other members of the regiment, signing the visitors'
~ook and dispersing to the Officers and WOs and Sgts Me ses. That
Journey was thirsty work and this was quenched with lar~e glasses of ice
cold lager. A welcome lunch and billeting , some of us bemg hosted out,
!O memb~rs living in _m arried quarters. Being hosted out after a long
iourney did not make 1t easy. as one had to get to know your family and
then after a cuppa have a short rest after a wash and shave. At 7pm
both hosts and guests boarded the Army bus to the WOs and Sgts me s
for a Barbecue evening, which was most enjoyable and 1.30am before
both hosts and gue ts were able to return to 'the patch' and dismiss the
babysitters where these were involved .
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Phe" . it was a hot and sticky night and one had to try and fit in with
family plan . A visit to the AAFI and instead of visiting to hop in
oe t. 1 requested m · host to let me ee I erlohn again. a I had not
een it ince I 946 . I wa in for quite a urprise a the mental vision of a
delightful town cherished over the year was rud.ely shattered when you
see that the place had grown into a fairly large town, the delightful
cobbled square gone. replaced by motorways etc. Did not linger here
long. as it was back to my ho t's home for lunch and on to the regiment
for the Mohne Fest, a fair he ld annually to raise funds for charities. A
hot and sunny afternoon, a well-patroni ed fair with parachute free
fall . chariot race and at 1645 the grand draw for a Mini a the first
prize. The Fe t clo ed at 5pm. Back to the patch to prepare for the
eveni ng' progra mme. which consisted of a get-together at the Officers
Mes and then an All Rank Dance at the Mohne Halle. It was a Disco
affair which was ear- hattering but this ort of thing goes down with the
young who stand around and shake about. not like dancing which I
have been u ed to like waltze , foxt rots, two steps etc. That was
dancing. this 1 could not under tand. The young chaps of the regiment
were intere ted in us old un and I had to emphasi e that it was an
honour to have erved with the Jrd, formed by the Duke of Wellington
and commanded by Montgomery. I hope that they will become
member of the Reunion club and contin ue to enjoy the comrade hips
formed in thei r Army life.
Back to the patch and bed. shattered and I guess by now beyond
sleep. As there was a hindig ~oing on in one of the q uarters till 4am 1
eventually dropped off. Break fast at 9.JO followed by a lovely bath and
after attending morning service at Salamanca Barracks at which the
club gathered . we were d riven to the Korbek ke hav ing b id goodbye to
our host . A reception at the WOs and Sgts Mess attended by the
Officer and WOs and Sgts fam ilies was held for us old codgers.
A presentation was made, Brig Brett presented the regi ment with a
cheque given to us at the Annual D in ner in Lon don by the widow of the
late SSgt Legg in memory of her husband a member of the Reunion
Cl ub. I had an unexpected surprise and felt moved to tea rs when l was
called upon to accept a statue of 'Jim my' to mark my JO years as
Secretary of the Reun ion Club since its foundatio n . I only soug ht to
preserve the tradition and fellowship fou nd more so during the war.
and in this I thank all those who have supported me and they all
deserve a tro phy not just me. I built bravely and witnessed humbly and
quoting from the prayer of St Ignatius Loyala 'To give an d not to count
the cost, to labour and not to ask for any reward' has always been my
target in life.
A curry lunch. a bottle of wine, a tan kard to each and a roundel of
the Div Sign, a tired. grateful and happy band of old com rades were
given a rousing send-off by members of the regiment. It was an Army
Bus all the way with a change of b us at Rheindahlen eventually gettin g
to Ostende at 11.JOpm. We sailed on the He11gis at l.JOam and
reached a fog bound Folkestone at S.JOam. Coach to Victoria which we
reached at 9. 15am and dispersal and so ended a very successfut,
memorable weekend and thank you to all in J Div fo r the wa rmness of
your friendship.

CORPS
Maj H. Meeklngs
Maj Gen A. J. Jackson
Sgt J. Lander
Lt Col R. Williams
Lt Col W. Kennedy
Capt A. Leitch
MajD. Burt
CaptJ. Meehan

Sport
GOLF

UNIT GOLF REPRESENTATIVES
Now that our new letter is established, we would like to hear from
unit representatives what is happening at unit level. This need only be a
telephone call to the Golf Secretary Maj H . Meeklngs, telephone 01-247
749. We can write the report but we do need the information !Tom
you. Any comments will be welco me and any golf match or competition
i worth a mention.
CORPS V ROY AL ENGINEERS
It is always a plea ure to visit Hankley Common Golf Course in the
early part of the year. This year the course was in a lovely condition and
the growth of gras and wild flowers is a delight to see. The Corps Golf
Team were there on 25 May in order to do battle with the Sappers. As
Secretary I must give a vote of thank to Lt Col Ron Mm ray, Maj Bruce
Beattie and WOl George Coles for coming in at the last moment due to
some of our players departing for a cruise to the South Seas. or
omewhere like that.
After sorting out both the teams it was found that the handicaps were
about level so the whole was played off the stick . There were some good
matches. with our experience and more mature players coming in with
some good wins. At lunch the score was Si-~ in the Corps favour.
Lunch as ever at Hankley was very good and a few bottles of wine
were an added bonus.
The afternoon aw us playing St Andrews Greensomes, much
enjoyed by everyone. The Corps were again successful and won three of
the four afternoon matches. A very good day's golf in enjoyable
company.

211
413
8/ 6

412
S/ 3

1-0
i-4
J-0
1-0
0- 1
1-0
0-1
1-0

5/ 4
2/ 1

RE
LCpl Brownrigg
WO l FuHord
CaptRoilo
Capt Chadwick
Lt Col Sandy
Sgt Murray
Cpl Hopkins
Sgt Quinn

Si-2i

ST ANDREWS GREENSOMES

FORMER PENSIONERS
Our tha nks are due to o ur Regimental Pay Office, Tau nton , who
have reported the recent deaths of the following former Members of the
Corps, who were in receipt of a pen sion:
02326889
023 14379
01853012
229 JJOJ
05486557
02549487
02312438
02322195
02340 152
02586445
03 183825
0232364
02309848
023239848
04450117
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SSgt S. Harding
Sgt G. W. Hayden
W02 W. H. Hobby
SgtD. McKay
F.J. Bunn
SSgt D. K. H. R. Wilkins
CplR. Riley
SSgt L. A. Bickmore
SSgt A. M. Lawson
SSgt J. L. Irvine
Pte S. Gladstone
W02 G. A. Chilcott
Sgt W. A. A. Wright
WOl D. C. M. Royall
Sgt W. Smith

Meeklngs/ Windmill
Coles/ Schofield
Beattle/ Dixon
Leitch / Murray

211
2/ 1
J up

0-1
1-0
1-0
1-0
J-1

I up

312

Win for RMAS

NEWSLETI'ER NO 5
Report by Maj Harry Meekings, 39 Sig Regt(V)

CORPS
Singles
Maj H. Meeklngs
Maj R. L. Windmill
W02G.Coles
Lt Col S. Schofield
Lt Col B. Beattle
Capt A. Leitch
LCpl S. Dixon
Lt Col R. L. Murray

5/ 4
2/ 1

Brownrigg/ Fulford
Rollo / Chadwick
Sandy/ Quinn
Murray/ Hopkins

Cor ps wi n 8i -3i

CORPSVRMAS
The RMAS match took place at Aldershot Golf Course on 26 May.
Aldershot was in good cond ition and the weat her was dry. T he RM AS
Team turned out to be all young officers and after t he parin g were
made the tea m Captains agr eed to play off han dica ps. Lt Col Roy
Williams (9) played a fu ture officer of the Co rps 2Lt Mark Eaton. Col
Roy was delighted with his round , sco ring a good 77 gross. However.
young Mark, pl aying off 12, shot a 75 gross. T he Colonel was not
amused! As the last pair ing came to the 18th , unbeknown to them , the
match was un decided . Capt John Meehan (20) was pl ayin g very well , he
was on dormy wit h his second shot on the green , his opponent in the
bun ker. John with a twenty foot pu tt holed it fo r a birdie. His opponent
holed his bunker shot! Hard luck John.
So ended a very good afternoon 's golf against some potential Army
pl ayers of tomorrow.
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1-0
J-0
0- J
0-1
1- 0
0- 1
0-1
0- 1

2/ 1
2/ 1
5/ J
5/ 4
J up

2LtN. Wiles
LtG. Wood
2Lt A. Wright
2LtM. Eaton
Lt S. Davies
2LtJ. Galt
Mr J. Marsden
Capt G. WUson

3- 5

NEWSLETI'ER NO. 6
Report by Maj Harry Meeklngs, 39 Sig Regt (V)
REPRESENTATIVE HONOURS
The Committee wish to congratulate Maj Harry Meeklngs and Sgt
Chris Carveth on their selection for the Army Golf team. Two matches
have been played, the first against the TA at Aldershot on IJ June . The
Army team was very strong and won by 12- 0.
T~e second wa_s the International against the Belgian and French
Armies. }he British were the hosts for 1982 and the competition was
held at Little Aston Golf Club Nr Sutton Coldfield. This is a stroke play
team event and was easily won by the British Team. An added bonus
was for Chris Carveth to win the Individual competition with a score of
75+ 73 = 148.
CORPS V R AF SUPPORT COMMAND SIGNALS
In a week of heavy rain and thunderstorms over Catterick, the
match played against RAF Support Command Signals on 11 June as
part of the annual Sports Day was fortunate in having dry weather.
apart from a light shower early in the morning. The Catterick Garrison
Course was in superb condition and all credit must go to the Green
Staff. The format of the match was teams of eight playing a 4 ball
better ball matches in the morning and 8 single matches in the
afternoon. The RAF produced a strong team with seven of their 8
players having single figure handicaps.
The morning matches started in front of a high powered audience
which included the SOinC. The Air Commodore RAF Support
Command Signals and t he Commander Training Group R Signals. The
latter attending, in part , to gain some useful tips on how the game
should be played! The Corps Team gained a convincin~ lead of 4-0 in
the morning, which, as it turned out, was most fortuitous. The most
notable result was a 6 and 5 win by Maj Harry Meeklngs and Capt Dave
Shakespeare.
The afternoon matches proved much more interesting. After an early
win by Maj Harry Meeklngs, the next four matches were all won by the
RAF. At this stage it looked as though the RAF might snatch enough
matches to gain an overall halfresult (or horrorofhorrors even a win).
However we were saved by our stalwart back markers in the shape of
Capt Dave Shakespeare, Sgt Andy Fulton and SSgt David Lumb who
put their considerable course knowledge to good use to win the
remain ing afternoon matches. The Corps team eventually ran out
winners of the overall match by 8 to 4.
A word of thanks must go to the Golf Secretary for the North. Mr
Dave Snowdon who made all the arrangements and organisation. Well
done Dave and thank you.
RESULTS
Singles
Maj R. L. Windmill
Maj H. A. C. Meeklngs
Sgt D . Price
Maj M. Galloway
Sgt D. Kllvlngton
Capt D. Shakespeare
Sgt A. Fulton
SSgtD .Lumb

(4 / J)

(J / 2)
(J / 2)
(6/ 4)

0-1 (2up)
1-0
0-1 (4/ J)
0-1 (211)
0- 1 (!up)
1-0
1- 0
1-0

CP Capt Goodwin
Flt Lt Hickman
Sac Baker
F. S. Warnes
C. Tech Porter
Flt Lt Fanner
Cpl Tapping
Sgt Sprlngthorne

4- 4

Four Ball
Carveth / Lumb
Meeklngs / Shakespeare
Kllvlngton/ Galloway
WlndmUI / Prlce

CORPS v ROY AL CORPS OF TRANSPORT
. Over the last couple of years the Corps has registered some very good
wms over the RCT in our annual matches. This year their Secretary
Maj Dereck Moorcroft, produced a team list and we partnered off
teams. The match is always played off the stick and the competition
started. By lunchtime we knew we were beaten! The highest handicap
in their team was a nine, playing our back marker off 18. Two very fi ne
wins by Gen Jimmy Jacbon and Cpl Steve Dixon and a half by Maj
Harry Meeklngs were all we could achieve in the morning.
In the afternoon we did much better by winning two of the four
greensomes with a particularly good win by Brig Juper Peck and Capt
Alex Leitch, Alex excelled himself by sinking a 45 foot put on the
fourth green for a very good birdie for his side. We would like to
welcome Col Jack Watlake for his first game for the Corps and
although not winning did enjoy himself and I am sure we will see him
again.
SINGLES
Maj H. A. C. Meeklngs
Maj Gen A. J. Jackson (S/ 3)
Maj M. Galloway
Lt Col A. M . Willcox
Brig 0. J. Peck
Capt A. Leitch
Cpl S. Dixon
(4/ 3)
ColJ. Westlake

i-4
1-0
0-1 7/ 6
0-1 413
0-1 !up
0-1 7/6
1-0
0-1 5/4

Capt Murray
Lt Co!J. Groombridge
CaptJ. Hagenbugh
Maj D. Moorcroft
Col D. Radford
W02J. Parry-Jone1
Col G. WDllam1
Brig K. Davis

2i-5i
GREENSOMES
Meeklngs/Jackson
Galloway /Wlllcox
Peck/Leitch
Dlxon/W estlake

7/ 6
2/ 1

1-0
0-1 6/5
1-0
0-1 J/2

Murray I Groombridge
Hagenbugh/ Moorcroft
Radford/ Parry-Jona
WUllams/ Davls

2-2
Corps lost 4i- 7l .

CORPS AT TH E INTER CORPS MEETING 1982
This year the Inter Corps Meeting was played at the Army Golf Oub.
Aldershot on 2-4 Ju ne.
Previously the competition has always been held at the Tidworth Golf
Club. This has now been changed to three venues. this year at Aldershot, 1983 at Catterick and 1984 back to Tidworth . This rota system
will then continue. Ald ershot Golf Club has very much improved over
the last three years and it was in superb condit ion for this competition .
The Secretary, Capt Bob Merry and the committee have worked hard
and long to ach ieve the course in such fine condition .
The Corps had to go to BAOR in order to obtain the four low
han dicap players. Besides having Sgt Chris Caneth and Maj Harry
Meekings fro m UK, we welcome Lt Brian Young (almost Tom Thumb)
and SSgt Dave Ainge.
In th e first round of the Royal Irish Rangers Bowl the Corps were
drawn against the RAOC 'B' Team. RAOC had two very strong teams
th is yea r and our match proved to be a very hard game. Chris Carveth
and Harry Meekings were no strangers to the course and took full
advantage of it, coming in 5 and 4 up respectively. Unfortunately our
two BAOR players were not used to the high pressure of the
competition and the Corps lost by the odd two holes.

CORPS
Sgt C. S. Carveth
Maj H. A. C. Meeklng1
SSgt D. Ainge
LtB. Young

5- 0
4- 0
0-5
0- 6

R OC'B'
Maj R . A. Swlndley
LCplA.Bruh
Lt Col M. Watta
Capt M. Prle1dey

9- IJ
(J/2)

(6/ 5)
(2/ 1)

(413)

1-0
J-0
1-0
1-0
4- 0

Corps win 8-4
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Hlckman / Sprlngthome
Goodwin / Farmer
W ames/ Tapplng
Porter/ Baker

The eventual winner of the Royal Irish Rangers Bowl were the Royal
Engineers. As we had lost in the first round we were now placed in the
Singapore Cup (Plate Competition). After the disappointment of the
morning the team Captain spoke strongly to our tail end playct! Lt
Brian (Tom Thumb ) Young reacted very well by taking his hate out on
his opponent and destroyed him by ll up . Sgt Chrt. Carveth and M~
Harry Meeklnp had two steady rounds and al so won .
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SINGAPORE CUP-lST ROUND
CORPS
Sgt C. S. Caneth
Maj H. A. C. Meeklngs
SSgt D. Ainge
Lt B. Young

10-0
8-0
0-1
11-0

SAPPERS
Lt Coll. Hathaway
MajB. Cox
Maj S. Holtom
Maj S. Fogdon

29-1
In the Semi Final we were drawn against the Royal Army Dental
Corp . We again did very well with three win . with another sparkling
performance from Brian Young.
CORPS
Sgt C. S. Can·eth
Maj H. A. C. Meeklngs
SSgt D. Ainge
Lt B. Young

7-0
5-0
0-0
8-0

RADC
MajJ. Durie
Lt Col G. Smart
Maj S. J. Poole
Brig C. Smith

20-0
The final against the UDR was much harder than the score suggests.
This was the first time that the UDR had ever entered the Inter Corps
Competition and for them to come through to the final of the S!ngapore
Cup was a very good achievement, we now look forward to seemg them
regularly in all the Army Competitions. In this match the fourth
member of the team. Dave Ainge had a hard fought win of three holes
up. The remainder of the team had wins to finish the competition on a
high note.
SINGAPORE CUP-FINAL
UDR
CORPS
Cpl D.R. Cromie
9-0
Sgt C. S. Caneth
W02J. D. Linton
2-0
Maj H. A. C. Meeklngs
PteR. Reid
3-0
SSgt D. Ainge
CSgtJ. H. Tlnnion
6-0
LtB. Young
Well done to the Corps tl'am and especially to our visitors from
BAOR.
CORPSvRAPC
Report by Maj R. L. Windmill
ihe fine morning of 17 June saw our Corps Team on the steps of
Worplesdon Golf Course awaiting the arrival of the RAPC Team for a
0900 tee off.
either team were very pleased to find another society and a ladies
day also booked to play! We. therefore, elected to play the singles in the
afternoon as we were to follow the society off in the morn ing. They did
delay us and caused some complaints to be made to the Secretary , who
gave us a better start time for our afternoon singles matches. The
weather was ideal and this enabled some fine golf to be played on the
course. whose greens were not at their best and the bunkers in my
opinion lacked sand. In _s_pite of going into lunch 3-1 up, the day was
lost on the final match ((>i-5i). On paper the RAPC were the stronger
side and they were somewhat surprised not to have won by a greater
margin. Viciory might have been ours if we had not lost one player to
the Falklands and another last minute change required a 9 handi·
capper to be replaced by a gallant tryer, Alex Leitch, off 16.
RESULTS
SINGLES
CORPS
Maj Gen A.J.Jackson
Lt Col W. Kennedy
Maj R. L. Wlndmlll
SgtJ. Lander
Maj M. Galloway
Capt A. Leitch
MajE.J. GUI
Maj D. Maxted

Foursomes
Jacluion/Glll
Kennedy/Maxted
WlndmDl/Leltch
GaDoway /Lander

(!up)
(!up)

(7/6)
(2/1)
(211)

RAPC
MajJ. Law
1-0
0-1 (312) W02 A. Brooks
Maj P. Plenderlelth
1-0
0-1 (!up) W02T. Oliphant
0-1 (715) Maj H. Jackson
0-1 (6/4) Capt M. Jones
W02J. Thompson
!-1
0-1 (413) Capt M. Ellis

1-0
0-1
1-0
1-0
3-1

RAP won
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Si-bi

Brooks/Jones
(5/4) Low/Jackson
Prenderlelth/Ellls
Oliphant/Thompson

HOCKEY
HOCKEY-THE 1981/82 SEASON
Report by Capt D. Proctor, Secretary
.
During the season the Corps played a total of 10 games against other
Corps. These matches were organised into three groups so as to ease
team selection and individual travel problems. Overall the team had a
great deal of success with only one lost match. This was against the
RMCS when only 10 players were available, one was injured in the first
few minutes. 4 of the RMCS side were R Signals and the lone umpire ,
Capt David Lynem, was both R Signals and on a course at the RMCS ..
Early in the season revenge for the Inter Corps tournament Sem1Final was achieved against the RAPC with a 2-2.d raw.
. .
The game against the RAC was a little one-sided, as the maJOrtty of
the RAC team could only be selected from the Training Centre at
Bovington. However. they reproduced their tank tactics on the field as
Lt Steve Wallis will undoubtedly not forget being continually bowled
over by a rather aggressive RAC inside forward. The game against the
REME produced our only hat trick of the season and this was scored in
style by Cpl Andy Marston-Weston.
.
.
All the ~a mes were enjoyable but two deserve a special note. Finally
the 2-1 wm against the RMAS showed us the talents of two future
Royal Signals officers; 2Lts Gordon James and Nevil Thompson. The
latter has also had the honour of being Captain of the Army Under 21
side throughout the 1981 / 82 season. In addition we must thank Maj
John Neeve and the members of the Academy Signal Wing for the
raucous but loyal support'. The second game was against ~he RAOC at
Blackdown. This was played in glorious sunshine on a pttch that had
survived the snow, thaw and rain. Unfortunately the Corps had to
borrow an RAOC player who revelled in playing against his own team.
Although one down at half time, Sgt Steve Farrar provide~ an excellent
equaliser after some simple two touch play from a free hit on the half
way line via Wallis, Proctor, Crane and Smlkle. But the glory must go
to Sgt Colin Campbell, who, with the very last hit of the game, scored
the winning goal but broke his stick.
RESULTS
R Marines
RAPC
RAC
RMAS
RCT
REME
RMCS
Staff College
Welbeck College

2-0
2-2
7-2
2-1
2-0
5-0
2-3
3-0
5-0

Won
Drawn
Won
Won
Won
Won
Lost
Won
Won

ARMY INDOOR COMPETITION
The Army Indoor Hockey Competition was held at Aldershot on
Thur 8 October 1981 . This was the day before the outdoor tournament
and as a result the Corps had a large pool of players to choose from. In
addition Sgt Alan Reece had flown back from Berlin to support the
cause. Sgt Brian Mower from Ouston co!lched and managed the tea.m,
a job he also does for the Army team. With these t':"o characters actmg
as the linch pins the Corps successfully made their way to the fi~als.
The result against the Infantry in the semi-finals was especially
rewarding as they were a very energetic team. Unfortunately Sgt Reece
departed to catch his plane minutes before the final, however, the score
was 2-2 for much of i.:ie match and two momentary lapses of
concentration in defence gave the RE a 4-2 win. The Corps can only
blame itself for the result as we created many many chances but alas Lt
Paul Wilkin was not in his usual good scoring mood .
RESULTS
vRAOC
vREME
Semi Finals v Infantry
Finals
v RE

Draw
Won
Won
Lost

5-5
4-1
9-4
4-2

ARMY OUTDOOR COMPETITION
This competition was held over the period 9-11 October 1981 at the
Officers' Club ground Aldershot. The Corps started with an excellent
1-1 draw against the RE. As it turned out w~ ':"ere the only team to take
a point off the RE throughout the competition. Over confident after
this first game the Corps then approached the game against the
RAMC/ RADC with their minds in neutral. As a result we were beaten
4-2, after being 4-0 down . This knock to the ego ~as enough to produce
two excellent results against the RAOC and lnlantry. Both were won
1- 0. The latter game was played at a hard and fast pace and was only
dampened by the odd burst of hailstones from the sky.
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This qual!fied the team for the Semi -finals where we met the RAPC.
For a long ttme th 1s team has been one of the strongest in UK and the
match t.hat was. played was exceedingly skilful considering the
ha mmermg the patches had now taken , and to a certain exten t one felt
we had been robbed when the final whistle was blown. Firstly the ball
in the opposition's circle would not bounce our way even after ~xcellcnt
play from Sgt Steve Farrar and Lt Paul Wilkin in the forwards .
Secondly, the defence played very well, especially Lt Steve Wallis 1 SSgt
Stuart Brornidge and Sgt Br!an Mower. Th~ latter unfortunately had a
penalty awarded against ham after a brilliant reverse stick tackle
outside the circle. I wonder who pays the umpires! (Pun intended).
RESULTS
Leagu e
v RE
v RADC/ RAMC
vRAOC
v Infantry
Semi Final v RAPC

Draw
Lost
Won
Won
Lost

J. J
2-4
1-0
1-0
1-2

BOURNEMOUTH FESTIVAL 9-12 APRIL
Unlike the 1980/ 81 season the Corps were able to enter a team for
the Bournemouth festival, even if only to become a daily entry in the
Telegraph Sports page for the Easter weekend. All the players came
from units in the South of England with Cpl Taff Carter the only
representative from North of the Trent.
As the results show, the team had a successful tournament with 4
Won and 1 Lost. The first game against Basingstoke provided a 2-0
result from penalty flicks, both were taken by Capt D. Proctor, after he
failed to find a suitable volunteer. The next three games were all won by
the odd goal. The.goalscorers were Capt Proctor, Ian Bassali and Capt
J. Evans respectively. The last two goals were exceptionally good
individual runs ·and after quick clearances from the defence Ian Hassal
was unfortunate not to make it two goals after he hit the crossbar with a
blistering shot. To be fair to the opposition the Corps team spent much
of its time defending in these last three games and only hung on due to
lady luck, determination and a great deal of encouragement to one
another. Unfortunately during the last game against the Gypsies this
was not enough, although we equalised with a goal from Capt Proctor
after a good run through the middle of the field from the inside
forwards. Our defence learnt the lesson that the full backs must stay
out of the Keeper's line of sight and be prepared to clear the line after
he has taken the impact of the shot on his pads. All three of the
oppositions goals came from this mistake. Note to Capt David Beach , I
think that was what you said to you r fullbacks after the game.
However, no one had any complaints about the almost constant
sunshi ne and large jugs of beer which arrived before and after the
games. The Corps also found a talented inside forward in Capt J. Cook
who enjoyed attacking from his right back position. The Noilers,
Belper Hockey Club, would unofficially like to thank Cpl Taff Carter
for making the numbers up on the last day, even if he did only score one
goa l, make one and miss two sitters. Also Capt D. Proctor who played
the first half of the Noilers game and umpired the second half!
The following played: Capt Proctor, Capt Beach , Lt Hunt, 2Lt
Turner, WOI Bassali, SSgt Budd, SSgt Bromidge, School of Signals,
Capt ~ook, CaptJ. Evans, Army Staff College. Lt Wallis, Lt G. Smith ,
244 Sig Sqn , CaptJ. Thomas, 30 Sig Regt, Cpl Carter 8 Sig Regt, Mr
Ian Bassali son ofWOl Bassali .
RESULTS
Fri 9 Apr v Basingstoke
v Tinkers
(Bournemouth)
Sat 20 Apr v Composts
(Merton)
11 Apr v Hovermen
(British Hovercraft
Corporation)
Mon 12 Apr v Gypsies
(Epsom)

Won

2-0

Won

1-0

Won

1-0

Won

1-0

Lost

1-3

HARROGATE HOCKEY FESTIVAL 2MAY1982
This festival was the final run out for the Corps side of the 1981 / 82
season. With the problems of distance and the fact that it was Bank
Holiday weekend, a fairly mixed bag of players, some of whom had
supposedly retired, met on Saturday lunchtime at the Army
Apprentices College Harrogate. The tournament was the Twelfth
Annual Crawford-Porter Tournament and the Corps had been asked to
compete for the first time, as a result of the close ties between the club
and college.
To allow our team the satisfaction of saying we had played together
once before the Sunday tournament, the Corps played Maidenhead on
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Saturd~y afternoon. '.he match was played on the College's bumpy
grass patch m strong winds. Before Maidenhead had recovered from the
long journey, the Corps found itself ahead from a well taken penalty
corner by Maj G. Allen. Maidenhead, however, proved to be a much
younger and skilful side and ran out winners by 3 goals to I.
~~fo.rtunately Maj J. McLuclde and Maj T. Stoddart suffered leg
inJunes, which were later to prove expensive.
Sunday's tournament was played on a day of wind, rain and sunshine
(end of weather report) . The first match was against FurneS5. To be
honest, we initially started with a desire to keep the score low and
probably get the odd goal ourselves. However, as a result of placing Col
N. Moss at centre half we realised by half time with the score at 0-0 that
the team was playing with a great deal of determination and skill.
Furness at th is stage were a little perplexed and angry at their failure to
score, as we were undoubtedly the under dogs. Determined attacking
by Majs Allen and McLuckie and brave goalkeeping by Sgt Butch
Maycock brought about the just reward of a 1-0 win, after a penalty
flick had been converted by Capt D. Proctor.
Elated by this result, the second game was played against Harrogate
on the College's tarmac pitch. The Corps side used the familiarity of
tarmac pitches to its advantage and ran out 2-1 winners with goa ls by
Allen and Proctor. This meant our final game in our league could be
drawn to gain a place in the semi finals. A 1-1 result against Beeston on
a dust bowl of an all weather pitch was enough. The semi final was
played against Maidenhead and although we held them off well into the
s~cond half, they finally won 2-0. They were eventual competition
wtnners.
This had been an excellent tournament and all the players deserved a
mention for their efforts. Everyone enjoyed the high standard of hockey
played and any Corps players worth their salt should pencil the !st
weekend in ~ay I 983 into their diaries as the Harrogate Festival.
The following played: Col N. Moss, J\IJ;aj T. Stoddart, 8 Sig Regt. Col
P. Verdon, Maj G. Allen, Maj J. McLuckle, Sgt Letchford, AAC
Harrogate. Sgt Mower, Sgt Maycock Jnr Regt Ouston , Capt D.
Proctor, School of Signals. Lt S. Wallis , 244 Sig Sqn , Cpl MarstonWeston, 30 Sig Regt.

AWARD OF ROY AL SIGNALS HOCKEY COLOURS 1981182
Maj R. Symonds
SS Sig Sqn (V)
Capt D. Proctor
School of Signals
Sgt S. Farrar
Army
Apprentices
College
Harrogate
RE-AWARDS
Lt S. Wallis
Cpl A. Marston-Weston

244 Sig Sqn
30Sig Regt

CONCLUSION
Once again we can look back upon a highly successful season. with
good results in friendlies. Army Competitions and festivals.
Unfortunately no cups were won but taking part and enjoying one's
game has proved the most important.
The 1982/ 83 season will see a shift of control to the North of
England, as the Corps strength in numbers and players is now in this
area. This will be further enforced by the arrival of 2 Armd Div HQ and
Sig Regt in York in early 1983.
The next season will get underway with the Corps trials on 25/26
Sept at Blandford. Although letters will be going to all units, anyone of
Corps standard can contact the Secretary Royal Signals Hockey. at the
School of Signals , Telephone o: Blandford Mil ext 262.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS (OUTDOOR)
Played 24 Won 15 Drawn 3 Lost 6
Goals: for 49 Against 25.
ROY AL SIGNALS GLIDING CLUB
Royal Signals glider pilots. qualified or under trammg. should
forward their individual claims for grant from the Games Fund for the
period December 1981 to November 1982 not later than 20 ovember
1982 to: Maj R. W. Stark Royal Signals. Secretary Royal Signal
Gliding, 8th Signal Regiment , Catterick Garrison. orth Yorkshire.
DL9 JPS. The following details are required:
Flying fees paid in the period (NO other expenses) le s any sum
received from other ource in th is respect .
Number of launches in 1981 and total launches.
Cross-country Kms flown in 1981.
Results of competitions or badge attempts.
Qualifications held.
Full address of claimant including Regimental Number.
Details of UK bank and account where cheque i to be paid .
Do not be deterred from claiming because you have only just tarted
gliding. All members of Royal Signals and WRA erving with Ro •al
Signals are eligible.
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ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION & BENEVOLENT FUND

Income and Expenditure Account for the Year ended 31 December 1981
1980

£

Balance Sheet- 31December1981

£

£

BENEVOLENT FUND
INCOME

1980
£

£

344.641
5

6.823
6,020
27.397
8.557
3

4.5-01

Individuals and local branches
Regimen ts and Squadrons. Royal
Signals
..
..
..

4.960

LOANS TO SERVING SOLDIERS

5.667
1.289

30.256
13.712
33,000
5.359

59.546
Sundry creditors and accrued charges
36.162

38.359
l.93S

32 .687

26.859

NET CURRENT ASSETS

13.486
467
697
586

£408.294

£392,223

1.223
2.592
809

Benevolent grants refunded

EXPEND ITURE
Benevolent Grants
Royal Signals Games Cl~b gra~t·
Royal Signals Yacht Club grant
Donations:
Army Benevolent Fund
Other ..

Convalescent Holidays . .
Administration Expenses:
Salary costs . .
..

Pension for former emplO)'~
Postage of Welfa"' parcels
Sundry expenses

15.236

Represented by:
£392.223

1.369

121.827 TOTAL INCOME

6.835
7.247
S,923
36.746
2.749
46

LESS: CURRENT LlABtLITIES

18,440

134,040
Donations:

1, 166

54,602

21,592
112.448

114.87 1

376.475

CURRENT ASSETS
Stock at lower of cost or
net realisable amount
Sundry debtors and prepayments
Income tax recoverable
Deposit accounts at bank
Current account at bank
Cash

5,802

18,200
96.671 Other ranks

376,470

344,646
ll.415

ReQW,c~~rom C~rps Fun~ :

£
INVESTMENTS AT COST
Listed (m rket Y&lue £586.468. 1980 £524.636)
Unlisted - Royal Signals A ociation
Trustee Limited

£408.294

ACCUMULATED FUND

£22.329

---

Chairman : J.M . W. Badcock
Stcretary: R. L. Murray

137,441
44.500
15,909
I0.000
34.000
11.755
45.75!j
2,635
14 ,24 1
720
820
1.017
16.798

EXCESS OF INCOME OVER
EXPENDITURE

£ 1,844

---

AUDITORS" REPORT TO THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOOATION
CONCERNING THE ROY AL SIGNALS ASSOOATION AND BENEVOLENT FUND

We have audited the accounts in accordance with approved A1;1diting Standards . In ~)Ur opinion , the ~cc;ounts
11t·bich have been prepared under the historical cost com'CfltiOn give. under that convention. _a true and fair view of
the state of the Fund's affain at J t December 1981 and of its excess of income: over expcnd1ture for the year then
ended .
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO.
Chartered Accountants

Notes to the Accounts - 31December1981
ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Income from lnYC1tmen1<
Dividen_d and other investment income is included only to the extent to which it has actually been received
and no income other than interest on deposits i~ accrued. Franked income includes imputed tax credits.
(2)
ln•.. tm•nlr
Investments are carried at cost and no pr6vision for any shortfall between market value and cost is made
unless there has been a permanent impamnent ofv:ilue.
The market value of investments is based on the middle market value prevailing on the baJance sheet date.
The market value of investments listed O\'trseas is translated at rates of exchange at the balance sheet date .
(3)
Penllom
The Royal Signals Association and Benevole nt Fund provides pensions for certain of its employees and
former employees. The pensions are provided by single premium paymenls to the Life Assurance Sodety to
purchase annuities for the pensioners and supp lementary payments by the Fund. These premium and
supplementary payments are charged against income in the yea r in which the payments fall due.

12 May 1982

(I)

Income and Expenditure Account for the Year ended 31December1981
GENERAL

£

1980
£

£
INCOME

60
238
36,737

£

Receipts from branches
Sundry income ..

32 ,492
4,030
355
62
29

TOTAL INCOME

36,968

Investment income
Bank deposit intettst
585 Subscriptions

30,45-0
5.404

EXPENDITURE
Contriliution to costs of publications
Administration expenses
Pensions to former employees
Salaries ..
Cost of Association Reunions

12,953
6,080
742
1,561

2.405

4.359

23,741

28.097

12 ,996

8.871

9,653

Profit on sale of investments

22.649

EXCESSOFINCOMEOVEREXPENDITURE

22,329

ADD EXCESS OF INCOME OVER
EXPENDITURE FOR BENEVOLENT
FUND

~
£392,223

5,356
14 ,227

1,844
16,071

44,978

474

14,887
7,643
1,208

ACCUMULATED FUND BROUGHT
FORWARD AT I JANUARY

392.223

ACCUMULATED FUND CARRIED
FORWARDAT31 DECEMBER ..

£408.294
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THE ASSOCIATION OF SERVICE NEWSPAPERS ADVERTISEMENT PAGES
PO BOX 4, FARNBOROUGH, HAMPSHIRE. GU14 7LR. TEL 0252 515891.

r------ -- - PEUGEOT _ __ _ __

t/FAMOUS DRINKS'

Goods Available from Association Headquarters

~

The following items are available from the Association

Any telephone enquiries to Chelsea Military extension 375, please.

~

Ruthedocd • nd Mil~

~

OLD
__ ,__ .
TRINITY " --~-
HO USE M~a:lra

The 1983 C~rps Diar~ - This i~em is again. produc~d i~ Planner Style . The outer cover is in flexible blue vinyl,
embossed with a gold J IMMY . Included with the diary is an address and telephone insert. OVERSEAS 75p . HOME
90 p.

'Jimmy' in bronze . Height 11f' inclu ding plinth.
Produced by Peter Hicks for the Association

IN YOUR MESS

Overseas

UK

£

£

35 .30

40 .50

Royal Signa~ stick pin , !or ladies wear. Sterling silver with spring safety stud,
complete in presentation case
. ..
. ..
. ..
.. .
. ..
. ..

6.50

7.50

Mens Calf leather wallets . ..

6.00

6.90

Corps table mats (set of six)

23 .10

26.30

Corps cocktail mats (set of six)

6.30

7.20

Corps wall plaque (scrolls 'Royal Corps of Signals' or blank!

7.40

8.50

Corps cuff links (revised pattern)

3.40

3.75

Framed, illuminated Corps badge 4i" x 4f'

1.65

1.80

Blazer badge (as approved by the Corps Committee) (on navy or black background)

3.80

4.35

Crested glass ash trays

1.35

1.55

Corps ties - terylene ~ ..

2.30

2.60

Car badge-square, acrylic

3.40

3.75

Key ring with Corps badge tag

0.70

0.75

Corps clipper board folders in blue vinyl with crest in gold

2.70

3.00

Corps transfers-large (10" x ~")

0.85

0.90

medium (7~" x ~")

0.80

0.85

small (3" x 2f"l

0.75

0.80

Q

'

The style is
Vintage hut not
the price

~

II
D~ie 2
\

THE LIQUEUR Y.OU PREFER TO BE OFFEREO

.

'

Identity card holder

0.25

0.30

Blazer buttons - large

0.50

0.55

~
~

The Brandy of Napoleon

ly

COURVOISIER

,ped1c. t•1ne
De oo·M6·
~

::j
t.

, c ,,,n,/, _/},,.,,,
. ,,; ·. -;,,,,.,,,,,;. ..... ,
J,,,'/
~

small
Association lapel badge (new pattern, members only)

0.45

0.50

0.40

0.45

Vinyl "coasters" with Corps Crest (set of six)

1.45

1.55

Calf leather comb case complete with comb

0.45

0.50

THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE VAT, POSTAGE AND PACKING

'\PIMMS
I cont~:'y::,::.:.:::F/.
~

There is nothing like a

. 6

'

104·305·504·505·604

r - - - - - - - -TALBOT- - - - - - -

SA M8A · HORIZON
ALPINE· SOLARA ·RANCHO
MURENA · TAGORA
Saloons, hatchbacks, estates, sports and
luxury executive models .. . only Peugeot
Talbot can offer you such a choice of cars all
under one roof.
Inspect them at your local dealer, or here
at our Park Lane showroom.
Alternatively, complete and send off the
coupon below and we'll send you a selection
of colour brochures. Special Nato Prices

Peugeot Talbo.!
~ParkLane®

PERSONAL EXPORT DIVISION TALBOT MOTOR COMPA 'Y LIMITED

Please send rre further information on the Peugeot -

ITalbot range. Tic as required
I 1A{ 1M{·ji I
:r:.
I Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I Car for use in country._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I Present car
~1geot Talbot Park Lane. 63-67 Pzrll Lane. L:r~on :. ; -

-

,

I

SM

I

~

c: . ; _ _

---- -----~
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Although we've never inet,
you probably know us inside out.

AND1HE
24-HOUR

CASHTILLTO
PAY FOR
1HEM.
To pay for most 24-hour services
you need 24-hour cash. The NatWest
SERVICETILL provides exactly that.
. It's called a SERVICETILL because
1t not only offers you cash, it will, ifyou
wish, send an up-to-date statement of
your account or a new chequebook.

«~

Test Engineering
involves production testing and fault-fmdmg on a
wide range of equipment, usmg the most sophisticated test techniques and equipment.

Technical Publication
involves workmg as a Tech meal Author or Cucu1t
Delineator on a variety of pro1ects covering complex
electronic equipment and systems. Vacancies exist
in both Chelmsford and Norwich.

equipment, satellite earth stations, naval
communications, troposcatter, digital and lineof-sight networks .
To meet future order commitments, we're now
looking for men and women with experience of
Microwave or digital systems or high power
transmitters to work in the following areas :-

lnstallation Engineering
involves the installation and maintenance of many
of the systems described, both in the UK and overseas, generally unaccompanied.

Systems/Sales Engineering
involves assessing the techmcal imphcat10ns of a
sales enquiry and the translation of customer reqwremen ts into systems drawings and technical notes.
ready to make a formal tender. It's a role which
involves work.mg closely with our customers m the
UK and overseas.

If you'd like to know more about our work and what we can offer you, write with a brief outline of
your service career to Gordon Short, Marconi Communication Systems Limited, New Street,
Chelmsford, Essex. Telephone : Chelmsford (0245) 353221,

During the working day, you can
even get a check on your balance on
the spot.
Why don't you ask for details at
your nearest NatWest branch?
The NatWest SERVICETILL. You can
makeitworkallhoursforyourmoney.

Marconi
Communication Systems

National Westminster Bank

SUPPLEMENT No. 1- PAGE FOUR

Both your training and exposure to the most
advanced equipment in use today have prepared you to take up a key role in industry, now
that you 're leaving the Forces . And where
better than with one of Britain's most accomplished electronics companies .
Our projects include radio and 1V broadcast

Printed !n Great Britain

November 1982

THE

What serving soldiers
should aim for

unrestricted worldwide. So wherever you serve, we
can serve your needs.
That applies to Northern Ireland as well.
Normally we apply no loadings to life assurance
premiums on those called to duty in the province.
Clerical Medical was established in 1824 and has
long been one of the more consistent high performers
in the fields of with-profits life assurance.
Because we know the armed forces so well, we
Financial protection for the ~'Professionals" is an
don't treat you unfavourably just because you're
important part of our business. If you want a
involved in an active, physically demanding profession. professional approach to your affairs, and those of
For example, the extent of the cover we provide is your family, report to us soon.

Clerical Medical has been a long-serving ally to the
Army, in that we have been helping to provide
financial security for serving officers and other ranks
for very many years.
Security in the form oflife assurance, with-profits
endowment assurance, plans for investment, policies
for mortgages and pensions, permanent health
policies, school fee policies and so on.

Clerical Medical
& General Life Assurance Society
15 St. James's Square, London SWlY 41..Q Telephone: 01-930 5474
Incorporated

in

England by Att of Parharn<m w11h hnuied l1ab1hry No Zl9}

46 branch offices around the UK and in Minden, West Germany.
Produced by the Publishers. THE ROY AL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION. Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea. London SW3 4RH (Telephone Ol ·930 4466. Ext : 371)
in eonjunction with COMBINED SERVICE PUBLICATIONS LTD, PO Box 4. Farnborough . Hampshire GU14 7LR
Printed in Great Britain by Holbrook & Son Ltd, Norway Road , Hilsea , Portsmouth, Hants
Advertisement Managers: SERVICE NEWSPAPERS LTD. PO Box 4, Farnborough , Hampshire GU14 7LR(Telephone0252515891)
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GIVE THE PRESENT
THAT COULD BE
WORTH £250,000
-AND COSTS
AS LITTLE AS £5.
----

ThePremiumBondGiftToken.In£5valuesupto£30.
It's a card and a present and a flutter and some savings
-all in one. You buy it at your forces post office, write
your own message inside, and give it or post it. Easy!
Lucky old someone, who receives it, exchanges the
token for Premium Bonds. There are prize draws every
week and every month. And even when a Bond has
won a prize, it stays in the draw, and can win another
prize, right up to £250,000.
Also on sale- National Savings
Gift Tokens, for Savings Certificates
or a Savings Account.
All in beautiful cards - and the
cards themselves are free.

SO EASY TO SEND,
SO GOOD TO GET.

~

'dtJ

NATIONAL
SAVINGS

01/EISEAS KIT
ISSUED EARLY011
I/firSPECIAL TERMS.
You must know that any serving
member of H.M. Forces posted overseas
can buy a new car tax free.
But here's a couple of plus points.
You can take delivery and drive your
new car here in the U.K. for a maximum of
six months before your posting, and in
certain cases even longer.
And if you choose a car from the
Austin Morris Rover Triumph range, there's
the added bonus of special price
opportunities available on top of your tax
free privilege. No matter whether you
buy for cash or on terms.
It all adds up to substantial
savings on list price.
All models, from our best selling
Metro to top ranking Rover are available,
including the new Triumph Acclaim and
Austin Ambassador models.
And the deal can be done at any
BL Cars showroom.
Call in and find out more. Or post the
coupon below and we'll be pleased to put
you in touch with a local dealer specialising ·
in Forces Tax Free Sales and geared to get
you on the road fast.
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I am interested in the following model(s)---- - -- - - - - - - - -- ---for use in the UK prior lo posting to (country) _ __ _ __ _ Delivery required (date) _
_ _ __
Name

Initials

- - - --

- -- --

- - - --

Ilome address
Base address -

-
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- -- --

~1i_L_ _ _ _ _ _
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OUR COVER PICTURE
A decade ago the Freedom of Herford was bestowed on 7 Sig Regt and it was
fitting that both the Master of Signals and Signal Officer-in-Chief- both past
Commanding Officers of the Regiment-were present on 10 Sep to mark the
10th Anniversary of this Honour. A full report of this memorable day is included
on page 523 . Our cover picture features the Scroll Party during an impressive
parade.
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As General John Badcock bas only just succeeded me as
Master of Signals be bas especially asked that I send this
Christmas message.
On behalf of us both and our wives I send to you all, men
and women, serving and retired, and to your familles our fond
thoughts and warmest good wishes for a joyful Christmas and
for a very happy and successful New Year. At this time our
thoughts and the thoughts of the whole Corps are especially
with those separated from their loved ones because of service In
.the South Atlantic, In Northern Ireland or elsewhere. In
particular this year the loving thoughts and prayen of us all go
out to the families of our comrades In the Corp1, who 10
recently gave their lives In the service of their Queen and
Country.
Mrs Bradley and I are grateful for this opportunity to thank
you all most warmly for the kindness and the hospitality we
have received In such great measure, not only during this but,
for us, exciting year, but constantly during the yean that I
have been privileged to be Master.
As Master, I thank you for the great loyalty and support that
I have Invariably received from the whole Corps. I have been
Immensely proud and greatly honoured to have continued to
serve with you and to have been able to share In 10me small
measure In your succeu. I have ab10lute faith In the future of
our Royal Corps and In the high military and profe11lonal
qualities of Its men and women.
I know that you will give to the new Master the same loyalty
and support that I have been privileged to enjoy and may I
express to him and to each one of you my warmest good wl1.bes
for great happiness and eYery success In the yean to come.
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coniGR083.
First off the 111ark,
fast into action.
Introducing a radio relay system that runs rings
around the competition.
Marconi GR 083.
Designed, developed and produced especially for
speed and reliability under gruelling combat conditions,
this no-frills unit has been stripped for action to comprise
just two units- RF and Baseband. The RF unit features 400
duplex channels which may be situated anywhere between
225 and 1250 MHz.
Underneath the GR 083's simplicity, however,
lies a sophisticated heart.A microprocessor control that
handles frequency and mode selection and continuously
monitors its own performance.
We think you'll find it difficult to fault the GR 083.
If any problem should occur, GR 083's continuous
microprocessor monitor will find it- and inform you

via audio alarm and LED display.
The ability to keep your head down on the
battlefield is vital to survival.The GR 083 does it superb!)\
thanks to antennas that are smaller, lighter and simpler
than usual.And therefore less liable to be observed by
helicopter or low-flying aircraft.
You can add a modern multiplexer, digital bulk
encryption and line termination units to give all the
facilities you need, in a very small space.
GR 083 radio relay system is an integral part of an
extensive pattern of military communications equipment
from Marconi Space and Defence Systems, including
multiplexers, Marcryp digital encryption equipment and
Clansman YRC 353 vehicle radio.
For more information, contact MSDS.
And tune into GR 083 for yourself.

• .• AND THE
SIGNAL OFFICER-IN-CHIEF

For the third time, a fair share for any SOlnC, It gives me
enormous pleasure to send Christmas greetings from me and
my famUy to you and your famUles.
In this edition Is Major General Peter Bradley's farewell
Christmas message and it fills me with pride to know that all
that he says about the whole Corps is correct. I am sure that
you would all, serving and retired, wish me to say ln return to
General Peter and Peggy, how sad we are to be losing them as
head of our family. It Is impossible to express our thanks for
all that they have done during Peter's 12 years as Master of
Signals but if we can be proud of what we have done then much
of It has been achieved with his guJdance and IeadershJp and
their exemplary loyalty.
On your behalf I wish them a contented and enjoyable
'eventide' and we know that they wiJJ continue to follow our
progress wlth Interest.

YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TO THE WIRE FOR 1983
In case any of our Individual subscribers did not focus on the Editorial of the September issue, it is repeated below.
We are glad to advise our readers that the subscription rates for 'The Wire' are to be maintained at their present levels for 1983.
Our Individual subscribers wffi recall that subscriptions are renewable annually on 1 January. If you pay by 'Bankers Order' you will receive a letter
shortly from the Corps Treasurer and no action is needed meanwhlle.
.
Many of you, however, renew your subscription by making a payment each year to the Association by cheque or postal order. If yoo are in this
category, wnI you please return the counterfoil below, with your payment, by 31December1982. We require to define our printing commitment for
the January issue by this date and your co-operation in meeting this request wm be most helpful.

The Editor,
The Wire,
Royal Signals Association,
Cheltenham Terrace,
Chelsea,
LONDON SWJ 4RH
I wish to receive 'The Wire' in 1983 and enclose my subscription of £2.10 .
I am an existing subscriber"'
I am a new subscriber"'
I wish to pay my subscription by ' Bankers Order'. Please forward a ' standing order' form to me*
Date

Signature

Name in block letters
Address in block letters

Marconi
Space & Defence Systems
Marconi Space and Defence Systems Limited
Marketing Department, The Grove. Warren Lane, Stan more, Middlesex HA7 4LY. England
Telephone : 01 -954 2311 Telex : 22616 Telegrams : SPADEF Stanmore ·A GEC-Marconi Electronics Company·

........... . .. ... .. . ......... . . . . .. ... . ..............· ................. . .. . .... .. ......... .
*Delete as appropriate
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GENERAL HADCOCK SUCCEEDS GENERAIBRADLEY AS MASTER OF SIGNALS
MAT OR-GENERAL P. E. M. BRADLEY CB CBE DSO
On 26th November 1982 Maj Gen Peter
Bradley completed an immensely successful
twelve year tenn of duty as Master of Signals.
The second holder of this office, he took over
from Maj Gen Sir William Scott on the 1st
August 1970.
It goes without saying that each new Master of
Signals brings an array of talents to the task.
Peter Bradley was essentially a regimental
officer of the highest order and the qualities
developed when working directly with troops
remained strong and prominent throughout his
service to 1970 and as Master of Signals for the
ensuing twelve years.
He showed an engaging warmth of character
and so many attributes which were to make him
an ideal head of the Royal Signals family; for
this is how he saw himself. He unashamedly held
a strong emotional bond with his Corps and
those who served in it, thereby contributing to
high morale. He was immensely proud of the
high quality of our officers and soldiers and
their achievements and knew he could rely on
bis military family to set and maintain standards
worthy of his leadership. The lift he gave to
others inspired them and this in tum gave him
the enjoyment, energy and sparkle which was
the hallmark of his visits to units. He was
helped, and the Corps was helped too, by the very significant contribution from Peggy, his wife, so that
the involvement of both was total. How lucky the Corps has been.
The Master of Signals bas duties unseen by many serving in the Corps. He represents the Corps both
in and outside the Army and to a degree personifies it. He is Chairman of the Corps Committee which
runs the Corps domestic affairs and controls its finances. Here Peter Bradley brought wisdom to the
task of directing numbers of able people. He bad a flair for selecting people with appropriate
specialised knowledge, experience or talents for any particular task. Having done so be would leave
them to get on with it, though ever ready to help if bis advice was sought.
It was during Peter Bradley's period in office that Her Royal Highness The Princess Anne was
appointed by Her Majesty The Queen to be Colonel-in-Chief of our Corps. He saw the task of
introducing the Corps to its new Colonel-in-Chief as the most important of bis responsibilities and it
was clear to all that it was one of the most enjoyable. The meticulous planning of each visit, all
personally supervised by him, proYided the setting for Her Royal Highness to display that special
charm and interest which we have all come to know so well and to admire.
For the record book Peter Bradley was born into Signal Service, as his father, Col E. de W. H.
Bradley CBE DSO MC an infantry signal officer was first seconded to the RE Signal Service and then a
founder member of the Corps. The retiring Master can therefore claim 68 years with Signals, 48 of
them directly in the service of the Corps. Few will come near this record.
The word retirement has no real meaning for active and energetic people like Peter and Peggy
Bradley. They will continue to follow our interests and we hope that we shall se~ them on many
occasions. We thank them with all our hearts for the superlative contribution that they have made and
pray that they will enjoy the future as much as they have so evidently enjoyed the past.
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MATOR-GENERALJ. M. W. HADCOCK CB MBE DL
Maj Gen John Badcock served in the Regular
.i\.rmy from 1941 until 1977 with great
distinction. During World War 2, he was with
35 Tank Bde Sig Sqn and later in France and
Germany with 79 Armd Div Sigs. He was GSO 2
(Signals) 2nd British Corps during the Suez
Operation in 1956 and commanded 251 lndep
Inf Bde Sig Sqn in Cyprus and The Oman. He
was subsequently GSO 2 M03 and a Company
Commander at RMA Sandhurst. He commanded 4 Div HQ a~d Sig Regt from 1964 to
1966. He then joined the DS at the RCDS and
on promotion to Brigadier commanded 2 Inf
Bde and ffiled the appointment of Deputy
Constable of Dover Castle. His next
appointment was as Deputy Military Secretary
prior to bis promotion to Major General as
Director of Manning. His last appointment was
that of Head of the British Defence Liaison Staff
in Canberra, Australia.
Since bis retirement from the Regular Army
in 1977, be bas been most active in Corps affairs
as the Chairman of the Royal Signals
Association and as a member of the Corps
Committee. He has also achieved the distinction
of becoming a Deputy Lieutenant of Kent and Chairman of the South East Territorial Army and
Volunteer Reserve Association.
The reputation he bas established both within and outside the Corps is of the highest order and there
is no doubt that be has done much to further the Corps' interests in the many influential posts he has
filled. He continues to display bJs own distinctive blend of persuasive charm, decisiveness and panache
which has endeared him to all those with whom he has been associated. He has handed over his post in
masterminding the fund raising activities of The Cancer Research Campaign to enable him to devote
himself to the duties of Master of Signals and is in every way a most worthy successor to his two
eminent predecessors. The Corps wishes him and his charming wife, Gill, a successful and happy tour
in the years to come.
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CAN WE IMPROVE THE CONTENT AND
LAYOUT OF 'THE WIRE'?

-From our "In" Tray ·-

FALKLANDS HONOURS
Our most sincere congratulations to those named below whose
awards and mentions were included in the supplement to the London
Gazette covering the operatio ns in the Fal kland .

APPOINTED CHIEF YEOMAN WARD ER
IN THE TOWER
From: Alan Copestake, Yeoman Warder

MM
Sgt (now ASSgt) J. G. Mather
Cpl (now ASgt) T. Brookes

MBE

Dear Sir,
William John Russell, RSM R Signals 1936-1965, takes up hi s
appointment as Chief Yeoman Warder of Her Majesty's Tower of
London on 8 November th is year .

All of our ~eaders will appreciate t~at a very high component of our
Corps magazme comes from the Serving Corps. It is they that somehow
find the time to contribute the material which to those of us retired
reflects a snapshot of Corps history in every two month cycle.
It is the privilege of the Editor and Assistant Editor to present this in
the form they ju dge best and most appropriate to you . our readers and
subscribers.
We wou ld welcome con~tructiv~ comme.nt~ and suggestions bearing
on content and layout which you Judge will improve 'The Wire' . Wi ll
you please make these in writing to:The Editor
The Wire
Royal Signals Association
Cheltenham Terrace
London SW3 4RH

BEM

THE RECORD STRAIGHT

Mention in Despatches
Maj W. K. Butler
Cpl (now ASgt) R. C. Taylor

From: W02 M . KJppbt
Dear Sir,
Can I point o ut an error in the notes submitted by 14 Signal
Regiment (EW) in the July edition of the Wi re. On page 324 it was
stated th at Mrs Jones (wife of SSgt Jones) was the Ladies Individual
Champion at the Army Archery Association 's Annual Championships
held at Bad Lippspringe earlier th is year. This wa s not, in fact , the
case. Althoug h Barbara Jones was the Lady Champion in both 1980
and 1981 ; Carol Donnelly (wife of SSgt R Donnelly, 16 AD Regt RA)
was the 1982 Cham pion with Barbara Jones in second place.
I hope that this puts the record straight, without ruffling anybody's
feathers.

SUBALTERNS SUCCESS AT
SANDHURST

Yours sincerely,
M. Kippbt
Secretary,
The Army Archery Association
2 Squadron,
13 Signal Regiment,
BFP042.

From Left to Right the personalities are as follows : 2Lt T . M. Burgess;
2Lt A.H . Mullan; 2Lt A. W. James; 2Lt J . E. Harris

The four subalterns shown (above) are all coming into the Corps and
were until recently attending the Regular Careers Course No 28 at the
RMAS . Between them they won seven of the Academy's prizes
including the Queen's Medal which is probably a record for the Corps.
Prizes awarded were as follows:2Lt T. M. Burgess
2Lt A.H. Mullan
2Lt A. W. James
2LtJ. E. Harris
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Queen's Medal
Brian Phillpotts Memorial Prize
Communications Prize
Agar Memorial Prize
Narrien Cup (!st in academic
order of merit)
Director of Studies Prize
Swayne Memorial Prize

He enlisted in the Corps August 1936 and trained as an Operator
Wireless and Line, and was posted in 1938 to Egypt to commence a 14
year attachment to 11th Hussars ('Cherry pickers') in Palestine,
remaining with the Regiment throughout the Desert Campaign , Italy
and NW Europe. Further service followed in Korea. Malaya and again
BAOR. Promotion took him to I Corps SR (with Master as CO) also 13
SR. He was discharged 1965 to join Body of Yeoman Warders HM
Tower of London , appointed Yeoman Clerk in 1977. The supervisory
post of Chief Yeoman Warder from 8 November 1982. He considers hi s
new appointment not only to be shared by his family and friends but
also an honour for his Corps.
Nobby's life is shared with his wife , Florence, who brings a breath of
Devonshire freshness into the grey walls of the Tower . He has a
daughter in the Nursing professio n and a son at London University,
who is a member of the University OTC .
His new duties will, among man y, be the arrangement of duties of
the Body of Yeoman Warders and the control of millions of visitors
each year. The arrangement of ceremonial duties and other functions
and supervision of many important events in the calendar of the
Tower's busy year. His friends and readers of the 'Wire' will , I am sure,
join the Body of Yeoman Warders in wishing him congratulations and
every success, in his new appointment. Well done 'Nobby'!
Yours sincerely
Alan Copestake
Yeoman Warder

THEWIRE, NOVEMBER1982

In response to popular demand the Secretary Royal Signal s (BAOR)
FA has obtained sweaters for past and present footballers who have
represente d the Co rps (BAOR) at foot ball .
The sweaters are light blue, long sleeved , V-neck with the Corps
badge and BAO RF A o n the left b reast.
The cost is DM 35.00 or £8.3 0. Send cash with order, stating chest
measurements, to:
Capt T. Guest R Signals
Secretary R Signals (BAOR) FA
16th Signal Regt
BFP035

A SMALL WORLD

Maj A. R. Gale
MajJ. R. Stuart
Maj M. G. Taylor
W02 R. C. Yeomans
SSgt R. L. Griffiths

ROYAL SIGNALS (BAOR) FA- SWEATERS

From: (Ex Cpl) Christopher Sandford
Dear Sir ,
Whilst on holiday in Canada during October I entered a Toronto
Marathon . There were about 4,200 runners , plus hundreds of
spectators , organisers and offieials, so meeting anyone would be nigh
impossible.
1 had fini shed my race preparations and was walking towards the
start when I vaguely recognised someone coaching a group of runners
some six feet away from me. As I approached I heard his strong scouse
accent , and knew it could be no-one else but Bernie PhlUlps, who I had
served with in 229 Signal Squadron, Berlin some ten years before.
What a small world it must be to have met by chance across the other
side of the Atlantic.
After the race we had a really good chin-wag over a meal and a few
beers . He has been in Canada for about eight years with his wife Pam
and two children , Michael and Samantha. Bernie has moved from
telecommunications into the prison service as a warder. He coaches a
local soccer side and a most successful running club in Toronto. Pam
has been to college and qualified as a nurse and seems to enjoy the work
and independence.
They have both unfortunately let old friends in the forces drift away
and would dearly like to hear from any friends or ex-colleagues who
may remember them.
Their contact address is:
J 79 Indian Road
Toronto
Ontario M6R 2W2
Canada
I would be most grateful if you could publish parts of this letter in rhe
Wire magazine.
Yours sincerely
Christopher Sandford
59 Marton Rd
Ch ilwell
Nottingham

ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
Annual Dinner. Th e Annual Dinner of the Royal Signals Yacht Club
will take place in London at the Officers Mess , 68 (Inns of Court and
City Yeomanry) Signal Squadron on 14 January 1983. Cost, excludin!'l
wine, will be £8 per head. The dinner coincides with the London
International Boat Show. All past and present members of the Club
and their Ladies are invited to attend. Application forms may be
obtained by writing or telephoning the Hon Secretary.
Ties. Ties may be obtained from the Hon Secretary at a cost of £3.50.
Cheques should be made payable to the Royal Signals Yacht Club.
Hon Secretary
Maj R. A. Wright Royal Signals
ST AN OC Centre
Larkhill
Salisbury
Wilts SP4 8QB
Tel: Army Network: Larkhill Military
Civil Network: B ulford Camp 3371 Ext 5668
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PEN PAL
From: Miss Amanda Pratchett
Dear Sir,
1 would be grateful if you could pur me in touch with a pen pal who is
serving in the Army.
Yours sincerely
Amanda Pratchett
I Uxendon Hill.
Wembley, Middlesex.
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Officers
OCTOBER 19 2
Rank. and Namt
Lt W. M . Campbell
Capt G . D . Corbet
Lt D. A. Crawford ..
Maj K . G. Danby
..
LI l. R. Edwards WRAC
Maj W. J. L Fiske! ..
Lt N. D . Gibson
ColM.l.Hales
LIJ . E. Hall •.
..
Maj D. G. HalliburtOn
Capt A. D. Hewett
lit P. J. Holliday
Capt R. R. Holmes
Lt S. E. Holt WRAC
LIM . C. Hoskins
lit A. P. Hudson
LIS. P . Hunt ..
Capt A. J. R. Kit<
Lt G. M. Lumley
..
Lt Col G. D. A. MacKay
Maj A. P. H . Marley .
Lt S. K . Recd (WRAC)
Lt P. D . Robinson
..
2Lt B. H. Rose
2LI S. Roston (WRAC)
Capt). M . Shaw
Lt C. H . Turner
21.t I. Turner ..
LI 0 . S. Vannan
Maj R. J. Westerman
NOVEMBER 1982
Col B. F. Allen
Maj E .T. Bolt
..
Capt (QM) R. C. Brodie
Capt I. P. Brownlee
Maj W . K . Butler
Maj W . R. Oatt
Maj F. Cooper
Lt W . P . Coupland . .
Lt Col C. J. Crow
Maj S. G . Falla
Maj F. J. Garrod
Maj C. B. Greig
Maj J. D. Heck
Maj P. T. Innocent ..
Maj(TOTI B. A . Kimber
Capt F. R. Lee MBE ..
Col A. D . Lewis
Lt W . A. Locke
..
Maj (TOT) R. Lund ..
Maj (QM) E. J. Mann
Maj M. L. Martin
..
..
..
..
Maj G . J. McKie
Lt Col (QM) P. McNaughton
LtColW. J. M.Michie
..
Col K . H. Olds
Capt D . G . Proctor
Maj J. Radford
..
Maj M. A. Rice .
Capt A. P . R. Roberts
Capt J. W . Rollins . .
LI Col M . P . S. Shaw
Capt J. A. Shepherd ..
MajJ. R. Stuan
..
Capt J. A. Torrington
Col M . R. Topple
..
Maj <TOTI R. L. Tricker
Maj(TOTIC.G. Webb
..
LI Col (TOTI K. J. West MBE
Capt A. P. R. White . .
..
Capt C. D. Wilding (WRAC)
LIS. P. Windsor-Brown
..

..
..
..
..

..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..

Unit ro ,..·hich posted
30Sig Rc~t
4 Armd Dtv HQ & Sig Regt
2 Armd Di" HQ & Sig Regt
LSP Brunei (RBMR)
7 Sig Regt
21 Sig Re (AS)
3 Armd DiY HQ & Sig Regt
4 Sig Group
244 Sig Sqn (AS)
8 Si,!! Rcgt
40 Sig Regt (V)
249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
11 Sig Regt
Leeds Unil·ersity OTC
259SigSqn
39 lnfBdc HQ & Sig Sqn
1 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
22Sig Regt
3 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
DSS (AD)
HS School of Signals
I Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
4 Armd Di" HQ & Sig Regt
7 Si~ Regt
28 Sig Regt (NORTHAG)
HS RMCS Shri"enham
2 Armd Di" HQ & Sig Regt
4 Annd Di• HQ & Sig Regt
2 Armd Div HQ & Sig Rcgt
D Mo• (A)
lMS Brussels
School of Signals
I Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
16Sig Regt
School of Signals
266 Sig Sqo BFFI
HS School of Signals
8 Sig Regt
OMO
34 Sig Regt ( V)
HQ I (BR) Corps
Project Bates Mil Team
28Sig Regt (NORTH AG)
249 Sig Sqo (AMF(L})
Log Executivc(Army)
APSG Sutton Coldfield
Misc LSP ApptS
30Sig Rcgt
IO Sig Regt
31 Sig Regt CV)
37 Sig Regt (V)
30Sig Regt
HS II Sig Regt
HS 11 Sig Rcgt
2 Armd Div HQ & Sig Rcgt
2 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
22 Sig Regt
HQ Fwd 2 Div
HS 11 Sig Regt
1 lnfBde HQ & Sig Sqn
RMCS Shrivenham
I Annd Div HQ & Sig Regt
S Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
8 Sig Regt
School of Signals
SANGCOM
21 Sig Regt
HS 11 Sig Regt
IO Sig Regt
IOSig Regt
AA Coll Harrogate

WOs and Senior NCOs
OCTOBER 1982

Rank and Namt
WOI G . J. Philbrook
W02 G. J. G . Coude
W02 P. Gallagher . .
W02 S. Gray Cowan
W02 C. M. Harrison
W02 H. C. Johnson .
W02!YofS)J . T .Cowcn
..
W02 (FofS) F. W . Gardner ..
W02 (fofS) C. W . Payne
AW02 W S. St<wan
SSgt J. A. Tope
SSgt R. J. Sims
SSgt P . B. Walker
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..

..
..

Unit to wlriclr post~d
11 Sig Rcgt
8Sig Rcgt
19 lnfBde Sig Sqn
SlnfBdeSigSqn
I lnfBdc Sig Sqn
HQ BR Forces Hong Kong
229 Sig Sqn
233 Sig Sqn
16Sig Regt
7 Sig Regt
NORTHAG Air Sp Radio Sqo
8Sig Regt
2 Annd Div Sig Regt

Movements

SSgt (YofS) K. J . Graham
SSgt (YofS) A. R. Tait
SSgt (FofS) P . Leach
SSgt (FofS) D. Wolfenden
SSgt (FofS) K . G . Preston
SSgt (FofS) M . W . J. Shaw
SSgt (FofS) R. Wil son
SSgt (SupYT R) D . M . Cook
SSgt D . ixon
SSgt C. Lawrence
..
ASSgt R. K. Stanley ..
ASSgt D. M . Cloakc • .
ASSgt R. A . P . Pylee
Sgt S. T. Manders
Sgt H. Ridley ..
Sgt A. C. Sargison
Sgt A. R. Bruce
Sgt D . Watson
Sgt A . E . Egan
Sgt R. Millward
Sgt G . J. Rohens
Sgt R. W. clson
..
Sgt M . l. T . McLean ..
Sgt P .A . L. Sales
Sgt T . Connor
SgtW . F. Townson •.
Sgt P. R. Lumb
Sgt I. J. Robin son
Sgt S .J . Hcmmings . .
Sgt K . Enefcr
Sgt R. Richardson
Sgt R. J. Gipson
Sgt L. Wood ..
Sgt R. W . Skene
Sgt R. E. Bolt
Sgt M. Th urman
Sgt P . R. Smith
Sgt J. E. Peal-son
Sgt B. Nesbitt.Clarke
Sgt K. L. Essam
Sgt M . J. Panridge ..
Sgt D . E. Murray
Sgt D . F'!Sher . .
Sgt F. Grant ..
Sgt J.M. Kirk patrick
Sgt J. Armstrong
..
Sgt W . J. Wilson
Sgt G . 0 . Thomas
Sgt R. T . O"Hara
..
Sg t C. A.H. Kerrigan
ASgt M . K. Tiffany ..
ASgt M . Wright
..
ASgt H . W . Harding ..
ASgtG. A . C. Cottington
ASgt K . E. Reeves . .
Sgt P . L. Stephen>0n

NOVEMBER
WOI J.M. Downie . .
WO! (FofS) R. Scriven
WOI (YofS) J. Doherty
W02 P. C. Bowden ..
W02 G . C. Northey ..
W02 M .A. Spring . .
W02 (FofS) J. McNaughton
W02 (FofS) R . G . West
W02 (FofS) C. Ramsay
W02 (YofS) B. J. Alway
SSgt N. Whaley
..
SSgt (fofS)J. W . Oakes
SSgt (FofS) M.A . Flanagan
SSgt J. G. Campbell ..
SSgt J. F. Smart
..
SSgt J. M. Mel nnes
SSgt R. F. Hennrie
SSgt C. W . Peach
SSgt B. F. Temmen ..
ASSgt R. Wyse
..
ASSgt R. G. Whitfield
AS Sgt G . L. lf~arty ..
ASSgt L . P . Smith ..
ASSgt R. T. J. Russell
ASSgt M . J. Harkin ..
ASSgt R. S. Frith
Sgt N. A. Whittingham
Sgt P. R. Oarke
..
Sgt A. Morecroft
SgtD. G. Still
..
Sgt J. Ke rr
Sgt D. J. Purnell
Sgt R. G . Cartwright
SgtC. Weir . .
Sgt T. R. Smith
..
SgtW.J.M.Kemp ..
Sgt E. Foggin
..
Sgt A. C. Thompson . ,
Sgt B. T . Izzard
Sgt W.M . Gam
Sgl C. C. Webb

..
..
..
..
..

..

4 Armd Div Sig Regt
633 Sig Tp
AA Coll Harrogate
CPA Blandford
8 Sig Regt (Ca dre)
HQ 4 Sig Gp
HQ AFCENT Sp Gp
School of Signals
633 SigTp
3 Armd Div Sig Regt
School of Signals
2 Armd Div Sig Regt
Army School Mechanical Transport
School of Signals (Courses)
School of Signals (Courses)
School of Signals (Courses)
School of Signals (Courses)
240 Sig Sqn
259 Sig Sqn
37 Sig Regt (V)

Sgt T. P. Delancy
gt P. Holder ..
Sgt D. W . Tu ngate ..
Sgt D. W. Smith
Sgt D. J. Ross
Sgt R. A. Beall
SgtW. Kirk . .
Sgt D. C. Kerr
Sgt A. R. Sxgrove
Sgt G. M . Horan
Sgt P. Stanger
Sgt W . J. Bogie
Sgt M . Knight
Sgt R. J. Lewis
..
Sgt R. P. Moren
Sgt P . A. Woodward .
Sgt D. J. Faheny
Sgt D. W . Bone
Sgt R. Oyer .
Sgt W. Brennan
~gt R. R. Grant
Sgt D. Arnot . .
Sgt M . Hendley
Sgt C. Elstob ..
Sgt D. Rutter ..
ASgt P. Hunter
ASgt C. Sinnett
..
.\Sgt C. M. Thompson

..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..

..

ROY AL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
AND BENEVOLENT FUND

233 Sig Sqn
UK Sp Unit SHAPE
UK Sp Unit SHAPE
16SigRcgt
608Sig Tp
633SigTp
40 Sig Regt (V)
3 Armd Div Sig Rcgt
School of Signals
8Sig Rcgt
33 Sig Regt (V)
28Sig Regt
HQAFNORTH
7 Sig Regt
259 Sig Sqn
9Sig Regt
39 lnfBde Sig Sqn
9 Si$ Regt
13 Sig Regt
Comms&SyGp
7 Sig Regt
40 Sig Regt (V)
I Armd Di• Sig Regt
22 Sig Regt
2 Armd Div Sig Regt
22 Sig Regt
I Inf Bde Sig Sqn
8 lnfBde Sig Sqn

The following donations were gratefully received during September
1982.
In Memory of Maj Gen H . E . Roper CB ..... . .. . ... . . . .. £235.00
7 Sig Regt ......... ..... .. .. .. ...... . ......•... .. £233 .64
13 Sig Regt .............. . .......... .. ..... ...... £178. 92
Scarborough Branch RSA ...... ... ..... .. . .. ........ £135.00
In MemoryofW. J. Hart Esq MSM . ... ..... ... . .. .. . .. £104 .00
ITI Business System s ......... . .................... £100.00
J. W . Railton Esq .... . ....... . ........ ... ...... . .. £ 50.00
Maj R. H. Blizard ............... . ...... . ..... . ... . £ 50.00
'The Farquharson Arms' .. .. ........ . ............. . . £ 10.00
J . H . Westaway Esq .. .. . ......... . ......... . .. ..... £ 7.90
In Memory of Lt Col W . MacCulloch ..... . ............. £ 5.00
Miscellaneous .. ... . . . ..................... . ... ... £
.SO
£1109.96

~op~\~~;dford
..
..
..
..
..
..

..

..

..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

CPA Blandford
21 Sig Regt
ACIO Glasgow
2 Armd Div Sig Regt
39 lnfBdc Sig Sqn
63 Si~ Sqn (V)
233S1g Sqn
4 Armd Div Sig Regt
Hong Kong Gurkh a Sig Sqn
641 SigTp
HQ AFCENTSp Gp
UK Sp Unit SHAPE
16 Sig Regt
5 lnfBde Sig Sqn
21 Sig Regt
31 Sig Regt (V)
40 Sig Regt (V)
71 Sig Regt (V)
16 Sig Regt
School of Signals
16 Sig Regt
Hong Kong Gurkha Fd Fee & Sig Sqn
2 1 Sig Regt
22Sig Regt
AA Coll Harrogate
22 Sig Regt
7Sig Regt
ACIO Finchlcy
7 ·Sig Regt
HQ 1 (BR) Corps
19 lnf Bde Sig Sqn
I Armd Div Sig Regt
Junior Regt
Junior Regt

School of Signals
11 Sig Rcgt (Depot Troop)
16Sig Regt
4 Armd Div Sig Regt
21 Sig Regt
233 Sig Sqn
School of Signals (Cadre)
13 Sig Rcgt
BR Contingent UNFICYP Sp Regt
28Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt (EW)
CPA Blandford
4 Armd Div Sig Regt
233 Sig Sqn
40 Sig Rcgt (V)
30 Sig Regt
22 Sig Regt
262 Sig Sqn
I Armd Div Sig Regt
I Armd Div Sig Regt
33Sig Regt(V)
22 Sig Regt
NORTHAG Air Sp Radio Sqn
7 Sig Regt
7 Sig Regt
38Sig Rcgt(V)
10 Sig Regt
240Sig Sqn
242 Sig Sqn
242 SigS~n
4 Armd Ow Sig Regt
21 Sig Regt
Hong Kong Gurkha Sig Sqn
HQ AFSOUTH (BAE)
259 Sig Sqn
CPA Blandford
DNBCCentre
School of Signals
36 Sig Regt (V)
40 Sig Regt (V)
71 Sig Regt (V)
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The following donations were gratefully received during October
1982.

Welfare

AUGUST1982
Number of cases assisted financially:
Amount spent:
Number of clothing parcels sent:

11

33
£3 ,167.30
22

WAR MEMORIAL FUND
6
£398.87

Number of cases:
Amount spent:
SEPTEMBER 1982
Number of cases assisted financially:
Amount spent:
Number of clothing parcels:
WAR MEMORIAL FUND
Number of cases:
Amount spent:

52
£4 ,355.55
37

259 Sig Sqn .. ..... . ... ... . ........... .. . ... .. .... £227.00
Catterick Garrison Church Fund ............... .. .. . .. £160.00
Glossop & District Branch RSA ...... ....... .......... £ 25.00
Sgt D. L. McMillan ... . . ...................... . .... £ 25.00
Capt B. T. Lord MSM . ...... . ......... ...... • ... ... £ 20.00
30 Sig Regt .. ....... .................... .. ....... £ l 9.67
Lincoln Branch RSA .. . ....... . . ...... .... .. ...... . £ 15.00
Miscellaneous .......... . ..... ..... . ..... . . ....... £ 11.30
35 Sig Regt (V) .. .. .... . ... .......... .. ........... £ 10.59
In memoryofW. J. Hart Esq MSM ......... .... ....... £ 10.00
F. E. Foulds Esq ........ ..... ..... . .. ............ . £ 10.00
MrsJ. Watson ... ........... ....... .............. . £ 10.00
M. J . Spenrer Esq .. .. . ..... . ...................... £ 10.00
262 Sig Sqn ...................................... £ 7.50
G. C. O 'Shaughnnessy Esq . . . .. . ... ................. £ 5.00
G. M. Lewis Esq ....... . .......................... £ 5.00
Lt Col D . A. Dickson ... ............... ...... ...... . £ 3.30
H . A. Simons Esq ..... . . . ......................... £ 3.10
In memory of Maj Gen H. E. Roper CB ....... ...... .. .. £ 3.00
R. L. Cartwright Esq ............................... £ 3.00
G. A. Jenkins Esq ... ..... ........ .. . .............. £ 3 .00
Capt H. R. Steele ................................. £ 2.90
G. E. Grimshaw Esq ............................ . .. £ 2.90
R. G.JonesEsq . . ................................. £ 2.90
Maj R . G. Aitken R Signals .......................... £ 1.10
W. A. Chambers Esq ......... .. . ..... ...... . .. .... £ 1.00

8
£674.36

ONE OF OUR CASES
Mother of a Lance Corporal killed in action in North Africa in 1943.
Aged 86 and nearly blind, she still looks after herself in her own home,
and the Association made her a grant of £100 for fuel. Her letter is
printed below.
ONEOFOURLETIERS
l cannot put into words what l felt when I received your letter. The
money will be a great help to me during the cold winter months for coal
and oil and anything to keep warm . I wonder what my dear Son would
say if he knew of the help the Corps are giving to his mother.
Since the beginning of August, gifts of clothing, etc, have been
gratefully received from the following:
Mr A. Weedon; Mrs I. G. Swan; Maj & Mrs L. J. Taylor; Mrs C. A.
G. Spence; Maj Gen C. E. Page; C. A. Burgess, Esq; Mrs H. D. Eade;
Lt Col A. Howard; Mrs K. N. Smartt; Miss I. L. Smith; Mr & Mrs H.
W. Palmer; Mrs J. R. West.
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Classified Section

LOOKING BACK

A DVERTISEMENTS should be concise- be they related to Births,
Deaths or items required or for ale. There is no charge
for th is service to any serving member of the Corps (or those retired who
ubscribe to The Wire). unless the 'ad' is related to a business interest.
To those ineligible for 'free space', we req uest that their notice be
forwarded to ou r Advertising Managers. Serv ice Newspapers Ltd, PO
Bo 4, Farnboro ugh, H ampsh ire, GU14 7LR. who will provide details
of charges, o n a case-by-case ba is. All matters for publication must
r.:ach the Editor not later than the 12th of every month preceding
publication.

PICARDIE, HELLS FURY ON EARTH

~ar r iages .

A BATILEFIBLD TOUR
Report by Capt M. C. K. Smart R Signals
(BAO R representative of The We stem Front Association )

ONCQUEVILL
.

DEATHS
Myddleton- Maj John Edward Myddleton. Born in Roxburghshire on
28 June 1908 he enlisted into Royal Signals as a Boy soldier on 5
June 1923. He joined man's ervice on 28 June 1926 and then served
with 2 Divisional Sign als until Janu ary 1929 when he was posted to
India . He jo ined L Coy Signals in India and rem ained with that un it
un til October 1933. After servi ce in the UK , he ret urned to the
same unit in Ind ia in March 1938 and rem ained there until March
1941 when he was posted to 9th Indian Divisional Signals at
Singapo re. He became a Prisoner of War at Singapore an d was
eventually repatriated in ovember 1945. He wa s commissioned as
a Cipher Officer o n 16 Decern her 1948 and then served with 3 GHQ
Sig nal Reg iment MELF until April 1952 when he return ed to the
UK and joined Scottish Command Signal Regiment. In August
1959, he joined 19th Army Group Signal Reg iment in BAOR wh ich
was to be his last full -time service unit . He retired on 28 June 1961.
John Mydclleton d ied on 16 Ma y 1982.
Stokes-Maj Ra}mond John Richard Stokes was born at Wo lferton .
Norfolk on 4 May 1922 . He enl isted into the Territorial Army in
1939 and was commissioned as a 2Lt in the RA in 1941. He spent
the war years se rving with various RA reg iments and batteries in the
UK and in India . He served at HQ2 Ech ALFSEA fo r a year before
returning to the UK in May 1946 when he was released from wartime service. He was appoin ted to a regular commission in the RA ,
as a Lt, on 17 October 1946 and then served wi th \•arious RA
regiments in the Middle E ast and West Africa. He was a Staff
Captain Gold Coast Military Forces from April 1956 until January
1957 when he returned to the UK. He transferred to Royal Signals
on 24 November 1964 and then served with 225 Signal Squadron
and 2 Div HQ Signal Regt before taking up the appointment of 2IC
SHAPE Support (BAE) UK Nat Posts in February 1969. In June
1970 he joined 16 Signal Regiment and remained with that unit
until September 1972 when he returned to the UK for retirement.
He died on 29Ma y 1982.
Vuiyale-Cpl Matereti Bullsuvasuva. It is with deep regret that 201 (22
Armoured Brigade) Signal Squadron announce the death of Cpl
Vuiyale, known affectionately throughout the Corps as Buli . He
enlisted in his native Fiji on 13 November 1961 . After basic training in
Cartetick he served throughout his service in BAOR until his death on 6
August , with the exception of a three year tour in Cyprus from 1967 to
1970. He leaves a wife , Lela, and four children to whom we extend our
deepest sympathies and best wishes for their new life in Fiji . He was a
highly respected member of the squadron and will be sadly missed .

FOR SALE
R Sign als Khaki SD Cap by Gieves and Hawkes, size 6¥.. Embroidered
bad ge for beret and Stable Belt. All new. £20 the lot. Phone: Major
Hall: 07 -62049.

WANTED
The Curator of the Royal Signals Museum at Blandford is anxious to
acquire aerial bases for some old wireless sets (No 19) both the A and B
set mountings.
Will anyone who can help please contact Maj L. J . T aylor MBE, The
Royal Signal Museum , Blandford Ca mp , Dorset DTI I 8RH .
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REGULAR FORCES EMPLOYMENT
ASSOCIATION
O ur tas k. as part of the Forces Resettlement Service. is to assist all
non-comm issioned men and women of the th ree Services with a ll
aspects of their civil ian resettlement, but particul arly in helping them
to find employment.
Our services are free. and ex-Regulars may use them as often as they
wish t hroughout their working life.
The Association's network of forty Bra nch Offices covers the United
Kingdom and their addresses and tele ph one numbers can be ob tained
fro m Unit / Ship Resettlement Officers; Corps; Regimental and Service
Associations; Post Offices, Job Centres and local telephone directories .
Our Employment Officers, all ex- Regul ars, maintain close contact
with local em ployers, housing authorities etc, and with officia ls of the
Employment a nd T ra in ing Divis ions of the Man power Services
Commission.

SOMME 191 6
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APPROX MILES

There's t19,400 tax-free
on the line with Lockheed
If you are shortly leaving the Forces as a qualified
Class I Terminal Equipment Technician you'll soon be
ready to earn a high , tax-free salary with Lockheed
Aircraft International in Saudi Arabi a.
Lockheed needs men with your background to
admin ister and supervise O .J.T. programmes for
RSAF personnel to maintain conventional and
electronic PABX , electronic and mechanical
teleprinters, and modems and multiplexers.
As well as the two-year salary we've quoted , you'd
get the full advantage of the Lockheed benefits
package - free bachelor accommodation , food and
laundry; medical care and life insurance; three paid
leave periods a year with free return flights to the UK;
excellent sports and social facilities.
Don't miss the chance of a job thafs tailor-made for
a serviceman such as yourself - talk today to the
Senior Recruitment Executive (Lockheed) , IAL,
Personnel Consultancy, Hayes Road , Southall,
Middx, UB2 5NJ . Tel : 01-574 5000. Please quote
147

.·.....
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MUD AND FILTH
Th e tw entieth centu ry was but fourteen years old when civilised man
plunged into a conflict more terrible , mo~e devastati.ng and bl<>?dY than
ever before. Great machines of destruction were pitched against man
and animal alike reducing both to the same level. Military
commanders well versed in th e strategy of the square and the hell for
leather charg'e, were temporari ly at a loss to cope with the principles of
modern siege warfare.
.
Ma n had taken to the skie fighting in flimsy and unstable aircraft.
Death lurked beneath the high eas as the waiting wolf-packs of

submarines stalked their surf.ice prey. Enthusiastic young men eager to
join before it was a ll over flocked to the colour as part.•of the _ne~
citizen army. Thousands of the same young men , fired with patnot1c
fervour and motivated by romantic visions of military glory, ank in the
mud and filth of the Western Front . They peri hed by the thou ands.
the ravages of war denied many of them a~y known and hono~~ed
grave. Thi Teutonic incited Armageddon, this bloody war of attntton
had to be ended if Europe and the world were to be returned once more
to peace and anity .

-=,,/Lockheed I~'~
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THE STAGE SET
It i February I 916 and since the outbreak of war great armies had
faced one another along a th in ribbon of entrenchments running from
the Belgium coast to a little short of the Swiss border. Offensive great
and mall had been mounted by the belligerents as they battled in the
hope of breaking the awful deadlock. Still no breakthrough came and
o the terrible co nditions of trench warfare continued . On a cold and
dry morning of that month a violent ear-splitting bombardment opened
against the French fortified line forward of the Meuse. The German
offensive was centred on a little known city in Eastern France soon to
become immortalised. The stage was et. the artillery overture struck
up and the curtains draw back on the battle of Verdun. As the battle
raged the area became unrecogn isable as it was systematically laid
waste by German gunners. The bleeding white of the French army was
by now well in hand. In response the heroic French retaliated by
pouring in battalion after battalion in a determin ed endeavour to check
the German advance. An equally determined enemy did likewise
pres ing home their attacks with such ferocity that a cry of help came
from the French. So the 'mincing machine' of Verdun took its
gruesome cour e and continued on through the year. If France was to
survive . pressure had to be diverted from Verdun . An allied counter
offensive was desperately needed.
The com bowed gracefully under a whisper of breeze as dawn broke
and prophetised a stifling hot summer day. A melancholy chorus of birds
greeted the sweating troops as they stood ready on start lines amid the
undulating oountryside of Piccardy. In contrast to the web of ugly
trenches and battle paraphernalia hosts of crimson poppies waved
peacefully across the war-weary landscape. But for the sorrowful
singing of the birds , an uncanny and uneasy silence blanketed the
battlefield as time ticked on toward 0730 hrs on 1 July 1916 . Bayonets
are silently drawn from scabbards, the eighteen inch blades reflect the
sunlight as they are noisely fixed to rifles. Chalk-caked young men
tightly grip rifles with sweating hands and press their young bodies
hard against trench walls. Mouths are dry, hearts begin to beat faster ,
a comforting wink is exchanged. Straps from heavy and uncomfortable
webbing bite into shoulders. Equipmen t festooned about bodies
restricts movement in the overcrowded <onfines of the trench lines.
Young lieutenants, mere boys. cautiously edge forward over the
parapet straining for better observation of objectives which lie ahead ,
... objectives that they have been ordered and are determined to
capture.
AWFUL CATASTROPHE
Senior officers, the strain of command showing in their faces , check
timings and mentally relate orders over again. Bombing parties and
trench blockers well aware they will shortly become prime targets
carefully adjust the weight of their lethal grenade-filled packs. Time
ticked on as 60,000 British soldiers along the 18 mile front wait
patiently to go 'over the top'. Another 40,000 men in reserve recheck
equipment ready to move forward. As a gentle twilight thankfully
rolled across the smoking battle-tom front at the close of that first
horrific day, 57470 men had beoome casualties. Of that frightening
number 20,000 Jay dead . The exhausted and confused survivors, many
of whom were still in their own trenches stared in bewilderment across a
corpse strewn and bleeding no-man's land. So ended the first days
battle Of a series of battles which were to continue on for a further one
hundred and fourteen days. This awful catastrophe, the greatest single
offensive ever mounted by the British Army has taken its awesome
place in history. Collectively named The Battle of the Somme , it well
matched the slaughter being meted out at Verdun.
ENORMOUSLY STRONG DEFENCES
What had gone wrong?
In retrospect a series of reasons can be described as responsible for
the unparalleled disaster. Firstly, surprise was almost impossible in an
offensive of such magnitude. An inflexable initial plan which lacked
imagination was to prove disastrous. There was a severe lack of heavy
British artillery although there was sufficient smaller calibre pieces in
action. The artillery battle had to be won before any assault was
possible. This was not achieved . Due to the Jack of 'heavies', the six day
pre-bombardment failed to destroy the main German positions. When
the barrage lifted the enemy emerged from their deep fortifications
dazed and shocked but very much alive to man the parapets. The
numerous mines fired prior to the assault failed , in the main to achieve
the destruction envisaged. The area offers very little cover and it would
seem hardly any smoke was used , and the initial assault went in at
0730, in broad daylight. The enemy defence positions were enormously
trong and in great depth . They held most of the high ground along the
battle front and had oonstructed deep ferro-concrete shelters which
proved to be almost indestructible against artillery. In the main our
troops had the ominous task of an uphilt assault against the almost
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unassailable. Enemy machine gun ners, well hidden behind thick belts
of barbed wire played havoc amid the tightly packed waves of
advancing infantry. There was certainly no lack of courage, but mere
flesh and blood is no match against such ob stacles. Our troops lacked
sufficient training. A h igh percentage had been soldiers but a short
time and therefore lacked certain basic sold iering skills. It was for
many their baptism of fire. Fina lly the dogged and brave resistance of
the enemy was g ravely und erestimated.

UNBELIEVABLE STATISTICS
Those who see fit to question facts without statistics. may well find
the facts of the first days fighting almost unbelievable, even with the
availability of numerica l representation. 60,000 men, some thirteen
divisions advance sim ul taneous ly along an 18 mile front. 40,000 are in
reserve. A six day prior bombardment is delivered with an artillery
piece for every I 7 yards of fro nt. Two million shells are delivered over
an area of 18 x 2 miles. Fifty-s ix shells per sq uare yard crash onto the
enemy positions. Eleven mines are fired to coincide with the attack.
The largest, known as the Lochnager mine , held 60 thousand pounds of
amatol and left a crater 90 feet deep , 300 yards in circumference with a
lip IS feet above the ground. The firing of the mines and the
bombardment was easily heard in the south of England was just
audible in the Midlands. In the 16~ hours on that first day the British
army sustained casualties of an alarming rate. Two battalions per hour
or 20 men a min ute were killed. The wounded lay in no-man's land
mad with thirst from one to five days before receiving help . Many dead
were not recovered for 12 months , thousands were never recovered , a
few are still recovered more than 60 years later . As the battle raged
incessantly through July until Novem ber lessons were learnt, albeit of
high cost. Tactics changed accordingly and the situation began to
improve. Our troops learnt their trade the hard way and well a battered
but ever resolute enemy began to realise it.
AUTUMN CHOICE
CHOOSE ALBERT AS YOUR BASE
This typically French rural town dominated by the immense
structure of the Basilica offers a number of reasonable hotels together
with an acceptable camping site. The town is located centrally within
the oonfines of the old battlefield where the northern flank rested on
Foncquevillers and the southern on Maricourt. The broad but shallow
Pozierer ridge , the main objective during the battles , is easily
recognisable when leaving the town in a north easterly direction. Soft
and rolling in .a ppearance the area is not unlike southern England with
its heavy chalk base soil and rich pasture. The local tourist board are
well familiar with battlefield explorers and can offer an excellent
variety of maps and informative pamphlets. A visit to the local
Commonwealth War Graves Commission office is highly
recommended. The dedicated staff are always pleased to see you and
will gladly give invaluable assistance. Strangely the town does not house
a war museum, although it can be said that the whole area is one vast
museum . Much of the battlefield is now private but providing property
is respected, permission of access is obtainable from the Hotel de Ville
in Albert. The would -be explorer need not look far for the evidence of
the great battles for the entire place is literally criss-crossed with
overgrown trench and gun lines. Danger still lurks in the now peaceful
countryside. You are well advised not to touch any of the rusting shells
and grenades that can still be found !yin~ around. Extra caution should
be observed when picking your way m and around the numerous
woods. Autumn is perhaps the best time to visit the Somme. The crops
will have been gathered in, and the fields ploughed, as a result , the
chalk slicks that were once trenches can easily be followed . Situated
within the boundaries are over 150 cemeteries and memorials
reminding one of the great sacrifice of those now forgotten men .
It would really be unthinkable to explore the old battlefield without
some work of reference other than locally purchase brochures.
Valuable information and recommended routes can be found in any of
the following excellent books which should be available at your local
library: Before Endeavours Fade-by Rose B. Coombs , The Somme
Then and Now-by John Giles or The First Day of the Somme- by
Martin Middlebrook.
I have visited the area on numerous occasions , and each time I still
consider it to be an unforgettable experience. Traversing the location
one continually stumbles across long forgotten places where desperate
actions were fought out all those years ago. Names on maps come alive,
the whole atmosphere begins to bite as the ground becomes familiar . A
tremendous insight into the battle can be gained by following the
course of anyone of the Divisional advance routes. It is an extremely
unemotional and unimaginative person who is not inspired and
saddened by the exploits of that generation- A generation made of very
stem stuff indeed!
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The 36th Ulster division attack on the Schwaban redoubt at Thiepval
where the Irish went in to the stirring shrill of the war pipes. Very few
prisom:rs were taken, no quarter was asked or given. Located close by
was the Leipzig Salient and redoubt where Sgt Turnbill HU won his
Victoria Cross when leading a bombing party. Sadly, the brave soldier
was killed later the same day leading yet another attack.
At Beaumont-Hamel a bronze caribou now looks mournfully across
the Newfoundland Memorial Park keeping its solitary vigil over her lost
sons. The Newfoundland regiment sustained 91 % casualties in 40
minutes at Beaumont-Hamel. The Essex Regiment in support
experienced little better punishment. An impressive kilted Highlander,
a symbol to the 5 !st Highland Divisions successful assault later in the
year. now stands guard over the dreaded Y ravine. The Quadrilateral
redoubt near Serre where black and green were certainly the finest
colours ever seen, as the Rifle Brigade and Somersets put the enemy
into panic-striken flight. Journey on to the Gommeoourt Salient and
the sacrifice of the 46 North Midland and 56 London divisions in
creating a diversion during the battle. Farmers peacefully plough and
reap the ground which was once Danzig Alley. There was no
ploughman when the Welsh took this stronghold, only a deadly harvest
was reaped. No mill now stands on the Poziered ridge. In its place an
epitaph remains to Australia, 'where her blood lay thicker than in any
other battle she had or would take part in' . Pozieres ridge boasted the
longest German trench on the Western Front. The Regina trench ran
the entire length of the feature and was considered impregnable. After
days of desperate and bloody fighting the Maple Leaf flew proudly over
the trench. And so one continues on, Delville Wood and the South
African stand. The evil redoubt on the Battle de Warlencourt which
marks the limit of the advance with its simple wooden cross on the

summit. Of all the ominous places that I have explored during my tour
along the western front, the Butte fills me with forebodings. Innocent
enough from a short distance, but under its veil of trees and
overhanging bushes lies trapped a dank evil atmosphere. The place
emits a strange musty smell which sticks to throat and nostrils. Picking
ones way around the base, one notices the spongy loose unnatural top
soil impregnated with shrapnel and twisted rusting oorrugated iron
sheets. This abominab le man made knoll continues to possess its
forbidding characteristics. High Wood , Trones Wood and the machine
gun swept Guillemant Road . The debut of the tank at Fiers, the
Guards fight at Lesboeufe, and the New Zealanders desperate struggle
near Largueval. Scores of place names , numerous proud regiments all
had their share in the glory and the slaughter. In the conditions that
prevailed no victory was possible. Both sides fought with fierce tenacity
in the attack and remarkable unflinching resistance in defence. As
result pressure was diverted from Verdun thus allowing the French
breathing space ... but at what cost? It must however, never be
forgotten that those untrained youthful allied soldiers fought a
determined and brave enemy to a standstill on the Somme.

NO MERCY
Of that war, a war to end all wars , th is must surely have been a battle
to end all battles, where no mercy was shown by either side. Tragically
it was not. The whole bloody business continued on until November
1918.
As for history, I leave you with the words of Sir Winston Churchill,
who said of the battle: ' .. . to the very marrow of my bones I have a
horror of the offensives of the Somme.'
You must visit the place.
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REPORT FROM ULSTER

SHQ TROOP REPORT

RADIO WORKSHOPS
In recent weeks. there has been some feverish activity in one comer
of the Tech Workshops. The reason for this is a small radio which has
suddenly appeared . courtesy of the CPA installation team, who have
now supplied a new Brigade Insecure Net. It is a new system designed
by Pye Telecoms, affectionately called 'Mould'. Hardly an inspiring
name to give to a new equipment. We are lucky to have two radio techs
who have suffered the rigours of a civilian course to learn the intricacies
of the system. They are Sgt Al 'Concorde' Hindmarsh and Sgt Nell
'Overtime' Duncan who have managed to put in a few hours of extra
work. The equipment has now 'settled in' after a few teething problems
in the beginning. Its main feature is a 'Se! call' which enables the
control station in the workshops to interrogate any of the sitl;s in the
system , to check on the condition of all equipments. This, although a
boon at times, can be annoying as it has been known for sites not to 'be
quiet' when told (sounds like some of the Techs, was the Foremans
reaction).

8 InfBde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F .P .0. 807

OPERATIONS SUMMARY
A quiet start to this period, reflected a lull in terrorist activity as they
took stock of the situation, after the SF successes outlined in our last
summary. The lull was particularly welcome in Londonderry where the
marching season drew to its climax with the Apprentice Boys Parade on
12 Aug. The event passed peacefully. However, the surface calm
spanned the planning stages for an operation in Londonderry, which
was later to be described as the biggest since Motorman. Early on 24
Aug several hundred RUC supported by elements of the Regular Army
swooped in search of terrorist suspects. During the operation 32 arrests
were made, includin~ several high ranking PIRA officials. Predictably
the PIRA reacted with bombings, and daily 'aggro' became familiar
again in Londonderry. Howe"er, an encouraging sign, with the
approach of the N Ireland Assembly Elections on 20 Oct. is a clear
attempt by the political wing of PIRA to challenge for political
credibility. This, they hope to achieve by fielding well known 'local
personalities' in the election against SDLP candidates.

It would not be possible to end this report without mentioning the
departure of WOl (RSM) Paddy McGerty. The RSM left the Sqn and
the Army after 22 years distinguished service. We wish him and his wife
PauJa all the best in their new career in civvy street. Hello! then for the
'new' RSM , WOl (RSM) Geoff Nelson and his wife Annette. We wish
them a successful time with the Unit.

Drum Major Terry Cooper of 1 CHESHIRE salutes Mr James Prior
flanked by Brig and Mrs Prosser
Secretary of State NI. All those who attended were entertained by a
glittering display. which was floodlit by the lads of Com ms Tp.
NORTHERN IRELAND FIRST AID COMPETITION
Brrr, Brrr ... Brrr, Brrr ... 'Comms Troop, Mr Mawer'. 'Hello Sir
this is the training Sergeant. I'm sorry to ask you at short notice but
there is the Northern Ireland First Aid Competition on Saturday and I
was wondering if . . .''No' 'Ah , go on. Sir. I'm sure you are just the
man for the job' . 'No' 'The OC agrees with me' 'Well OK then'.
Four days later the hastily assembled team arrived in Ballykinler,
after a quick refresher course from Cpl John Archer in bandaging
splinting and stretchering behind them. A quick brief from the team
Captain, ' Right lads, take It calmly and if you get something you don't
know how to treat, don't ask me', we then went in search of our six
casualties. Twenty minutes and about thirty field dressings later, it was
all over. To our delight, we heard that we had out bandaged several
Infantry Battalions to win the General Sir Frank King Trophy for the
Regular Army, which was presented by the Commander Land Forces.

The SHQ Team:
Back row: W02 (YofS) Dave Bowden, Maj Richard Farrimond, Capt
Trevor Lindsay REME, Cpl Neil March, LCpl Steve Poole, W01 (RSM)
Geoff Nelson
Front Row: Capt Danny McConnell, Sig Martin Rowley, Ann Kelly,
Ann Whitehead, Sig Ginge Miller, SSgt John Crooks

FAREWELLS
Cpl Dave Little to 8 Sig Regt (Tl Course). Cpl Larry McHale to 4
Armd Div. Cpl Dean Ward to 7 Sig Regt.

Over the past few months , SHQ has been below strength as notable
persons took their share of summer leave, some more than others as Sgt
Phll (The Pay) Cannlngs is quick to point out . Still, it all depends on
your point of view and those of us, Sig Martin Rowley, left behind yet
again , met the challenge in the Orderly Room while the others faltered .
Must dash, back bone of the British Army, the clerks. was it coffee the
OC wanted? . . . As part of the annual cycle of unit events, that
perversely titled 'Tickle Competition' is with us again. more
particularly the BFT bit. In a frenzy of anticipation that ghoul of the
BFT circuit , Sgt Fred (BFT) Bennett in his 'once a month for everyone,
orgy' has threatened to considerably increase the unit mortality rate.
Still it must have had some effect we hate to boast but; The troop did
get a 100% pass!
·
'Is anyone there?' the voice from the Stentofon in the Orderly Room
echoes eerily through the deserted room. There is no basis to the
rumour that the Chief, SSgtJohn Crooks or Cpl Neil March will not be
with us much longer, due to a prior commitment with a London based
football team. LCpl Steve Poole and Sig Glnge Miller have so far
resisted the enticing call to the park.

CONGRATULATIONS
To Sgt Wilson and Debbie on the birth of their son Scott. To LCpl
Gary Hill and Gillian on their recent marriage.

ARRIVALS
Cpl Roger Robinson from 13 Sig Regt. LCpl Gary HID from 8 Sig
Regt.

GENERAL NEWS
The workshops have just been re-decorated which has caused
problems for the 'minions' at the end of each day. SSgt George
Fotheringham's idea is that if the walls are all glossy then the floor
should be. Much interest has been shown lately in LCpl Clive 'Quigley'
Quantick's top lip. It was rumoured that even the RSM had noticed the
three week growth.
TE WORKSHOPS
Since the last time of writing 8 Brigade has seen a much depleted
Cypher Workshops-with a couple of new arrivals and members going
on courses. The two new arrivals are Cpl Colin Jones from 28 Sig Regt
and Sgt John Fielding from AFCENT. Cpls Steve Sherry and John
Ferris have recently completed EPC's. Recent 'jobs' done by the
workshop, apart from the usual faults, have been the 'pullout' of the
Engineers from CastJedillon and the move of the Dungannon Commcen
from CastJehill to Killymeal, which was completed by Sgt Ian Barnes
and LCpl Gary Legge.
LINE SECTION
In the past fe~ months since our last notes in the 'Wire' we had to say
goodbye to Al and June Huggins and family and welcome to Butch and
Maureen Cassidy and family to our Section from Harrogate. Present
members of the Section are: SgtJohn Godfrey, Sg1 Butch Cassidy, Cpl
Tommo Thompson, Cpl Nell Buckingham and LCpl Ian Marlow.
Workwise, we have installed new Intercomm Systems in Armagh,
Dungannon and Gort in and are in the process of also installing systems
at Clooney Base and Omagh.
Leaving the section in the near future are 'Tommo' for 'Officer
Training' at Sandhurst and John for a 'Sun Tan' in Cyprus. We all wish
them well at their new units and thank them for all their work here in
L-0ndonderry.

Out front in Apprentices Boys Parade the Rev Paisley marches in
Londonderry

UNIT CHANGES
In South Armagh, 2 LI have left the Bde and have been replaced by I
Coldm Gds. They have unfortunately had their first casualty who
received wounds from a blast bomb at XMG. The Bde also welcomes 3
LI in Fermanagh who replace 1 PARA, and bids farewell to 32 Fd Sqn
RE from Castledillon, the last roulement Engineer Sqn in the Bde.
ANNIVERSARY OF BDE AMALGAMATION
On the IS Sep 81, 3 and 8 lnf Bdes amalgamated , the new 8 Inf Bde
has responsibility for two thirds of the Province. The Anniversary was
commemorated by a display by the massed bands of the Brigade held in
Ebrington Barracks Londonderry, the home of Bde HQ. Among the
several hundred guests, the Bde Commander, Brig W. K. L. Prosser
MBE MC, was particularly pleased to welcome Mr James Prior the
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KEEP NOTES SHORT AND TO
Congratulations to the team of (from left to right) Cpl John Archer
(Team Coach), Cpl Chris Malbon, Pte Jock Beaton, Cpl Tiff Tiffany,
Lt Bill Mawer, Sig 'Shep' Sheppard, Cpl Graham Tolton, Cpl Joe
Tetley and Sig Alan Jenkins.
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THE POINT PLEASE
The unit changes hands - on the right RSM Paddy McGerty hands
over to RSM Geoff Nelson
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233 Sig Sqn
B.F.P.O. 801

39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
B.F.P .0. 801
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THE MANAGEMENT
Th e la t few months have seen much coming and going . For the
record the 'management' is now as follows:

oc

2IC
AO
OCATp
OCBTp
OCTMTp
QM Capt
RSM

Maj G. J. Mann
Capt G.J. Cary
Capt D.J. Clark RAOC
Capt T. W. Canham
2Lt A. P. Hudson
Capt (TOT) W. Lawson
Capt (QM) M.Jennings
WOl (RSM) D. Osborne

We must also welcome SSgt Pete Cuckow our new 'Chief and W02
(YofS) Pete Tapsell who enters the dreaded Ops Cell.
OPERATIONS
Again the Province has been largely quiet. Unfortunately. the period
of calm was haltered at the end of September when terrorists killed
three soldiers of I WFR in separate incidents. The squadron had,
however , put the respite to good use and had carried on a programme
of training and maintenance work. In particular Cpl 'Fossil' Raistrick
ably assisted by LCpl Dave Blight, Sigs Chris Alger, 'Gaz' Garrity and
'Flid' WUI put in the new Ops Room console at the Bde Tac HQ in
RUC Castlereagh . The new team has been getting about to see where
everything is. The RSM, WOl Dave Osborne, became the most
decorated Warrant Officer in the British Army after encountering a
paint bomb during his first ride in a 'Pig'.
TRAINING
In August the squadron booked the ranges at Ballykinler for training
in patrolling. This included some first aid training with the help of a
few CASS IM special effects. Cpl Steve Harmer, LCpl Stan Matthews
and Pte Dal Vaughan volunteered (?) to be the victims and deployed
themselves around the CQBR (U) to aid the rise of panic in brick
commanders.
A number of worthies went adventurous training near Aviemore .
Run by Capt Lance Byrne, a good time was had by all except perhaps
Sgt Tony Moses who managed to get himself a war wound outside the
Province!

Cpl Ma rtin Bamford and LCpl 'Chewy' Gumm treat 'casualty' Cpl
Steve Harm er

GIVE US T HE MONEY
September was picked as the month for raising money for various
charities. All sorts of different events were held , with sponsorship being
the main way of raising money. First off was a tower- climb by
nineteen members of the sq uadron u nder the guidance of SSgt Pete
Dyson. In all , 180 climbs were made of the 168ft high anten na tower ,
making a total height climbed greater than that of Mt Everest, a nd it
only took six hours! T he money raised was fo r the RGJ Band Fund . The
same charity also benefited fro m the next event-a 24 hour marathon
swim . Cp l Jim Vin cent of Tech Troop was the o nly man in the team,
lucky chap! After the swimm ing , came a 36 hour trampoline bou nce,
organised by LCpl Gillie Walker W RAC. The bouncing was started off
by the Squadron Comman der, Maj Nick Williams, who demonstrated
h is skill at keeping his balance under abnormal circumstances. The
bounce marathon proper then started , and lasted through the
weekend . Spirits were h igh throughout, aided by copious tea . coffee
and sandwiches, b ut b y the end all involved were happy to get some
sleep in a real bed that didn 't go up and down . This time the money
raised was for the Northborough Leukaem ia Fund and the Northern
Special Relief Fund . Other money ra isin g activities such as pu tting Sp
on the price of a ll d rink s in the Squadron Oub for a month and a
raffle , raised a dditio nal money which has been dona ted to SSAFA.
The 36 hour bounce- Cpl Lyn James practises her levitation, while
Pte Dawn Rutter finds it all very funny

NEW ARRIVALS
No this is not a repeat of the first paragraph. September has seen a
spate of more junio r arrivals . Sig Ta.ff Davies' wife Wendy gave birth to
a daughter on 28 Sept. This was a double celebration as Wendy is the
daughter of Cpl Terry Northedge who also serves in the squadron . A
new set of parents and grand-parents for 39 all at one time. We must
also congratulate the 21C's wife , Ann Cary, on producing a son . This
news only just made these columns as Cary minor did not seem too keen
to enter the world on time. Perhaps he had heard about the local
weather!

FIRST AID COMPETITION
Sat 25 Sep was the date of the N Ireland First Aid Competition, an
annual event which always attracts lots of competing teams. The
squadron was represented by Sgts Brian Hair, John Bishop, Alec
Annstrong, LCpls Geordie Holt, Steve Brand, 'Glnge' Atkinson and
Slgs Steve Robinson and Drew Collins who all did very well despite the
rain, and came second in the Sir Frank King Trophy for Regular Units.
This means that if you wish to break a leg or electrocute yourself. 233 is
one of the better places to do it and survive.

CASREP
The QM 's department suffered a casualty on 10 September. Sig
'Sniffer' Stevenson managed to jam a vital part of his anatomy in his
trouser zip. Painful you might say and so did he , or at least words to
that effect . This in itself, of course does not merit comment in the
'Wire' but 'Sniffer' had a further problem ; he could not extract
himself! After a short visit to the medical centre he was rushed to
casualty at Musgrave Park Hospital where he was operated on. A few
days later he was returned to us . . . intact .

GENUINE KIT
• BERGANS
•WOOLLY PULL VS
• PARA SMOCKS
•BOOTS
•BERETS
•SOX

•FACE VEILS
• 58WEBBING
• DOWN S I BAGS
• O.G . TROUSERS
•PUTTIES
•BADGES

Cpl Jim Vincent due for an early bath at the hands of fellow marathon
swimmers, from left to right: Pte Linda Barker, Ptes Ellie Garland,
Lynda Hedges, Vicky Simpkins, Lt Lindy Turner and Cpl Kai
Budworth

SAEFORFREECATALOGUEPLEASE

The CQBR ( UI at Ballykinler

SILVERMAN'S (SIG)
MILE END, LONDON E1.
Tel: 01 -790-5257
Personal callers Monday-Friday
and Sundays 10- 1.30
"Almost anything in genuine Govt . Surplus"
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The Sqn First Aid Team. Back row L to R: Sgt Alec Armstrong, Sgt
John Bishop, LCpl Geordie Holt and Sgt Brian Hair. Front row: Sig
Steve Robinson, LCpl Ginge Atkinson, Sig Drew Collins and LCpl
Steve Brand
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McKELVIE T ROPHY COMPETITION
T he new McKelvie Sports Season is now well under way with the
football , hockey and ba ketball already decided .. and rugby , .22
shooting and badminton taking place soon . Admm / Echo won th e
football and established a lead. just ahead of Tech Troop who won the
hockey and Victor T roop who won the basketball . Commcen Troop
ha,·e amazed the pundits and themselves, with their performance in the
ba ketball and we hope to see more of the same in the other sports.

ADMIN TROOP
No goodies or baddies this tim e. Just a warm welcome to W02
'Bounce' Spring, Sgts Bob Rack, and Dave Aldous and Cpl Terry
Males. And farewell to W02 (RQMS) Mick Longstaff and Sgt Pete
Hunter- two of th e hardest work ing and most respected members of
the sq uadron. Good lu ck to you both in the futu re.
FOOTNOTES
Here are a couple of modern day fables , t he lessons from which we
leave th e reader to decide.
Sig Wally Rowden thought that after years in the squadron , it was
ti me for a move. He waited until a Whiskey Troop party to bend the
Squadron Commander's ear on the subject, 'I bet you SOp , sir, that you
can' t ~et me a UK posting by the end of the week' said our Wally.
'Done said the boss. That Friday Wally was informed. in front of the
assembled squadron , that he had indeed got his UK posting .. . to 632
Sig Tp Benbecula . Don't forget your wellies!
The second story concerns the Officers' !eave board on the Adrn!n
Officer's wall ; it reads '2IC , three weeks m Cyprus ; OC 10 days !n
Tunisia; OC WRAC , seven days in Morocco; AO long weekend m
Inverness' .

DWRACVISIT
At the end of September the Director WRAC Brig H. G. Meechle
visited the squadron and met some of the girls who are employed
throughout the squadron in five different trades. pie Brigadier s~med
to be impressed by the hard work done by the girls and the vanety of
their work.

Commcen Tp in action L to R: Cpl Anne McNally, Sig Smudge Smith,
LCpl Kate Whitehouse, Sgt Bob Cunnion. Background: Sig Kev
Bellam and S ig Andy Darnen

As seen on Police Five, the boys of Admin Tp: Backrow L ~o R: Sgt
Pete Hunter, Cpl Chippy Wood, Sig Snolivie Buckley, Cpl Chick Ross,
Cpl Willie Coyne, Sgt Alec Mair. Centre Row: SSgt Tony Dark, LCpl
'Radar' Crawford, Cpl Terry Males, Sig 'Tex' O'Sullivan, Sig Steve
Robinson, LCpl Dave McKinnel, Sgt Bob Rack, Cpl Terry Skee, SSgt
Paul O'Brien. Front Row: Sig Dave Johnson, Sig Roy Johnson, WD_2
(ROMS) Mick Longstaff, Capt Len Jeffery, SSgt Dave Sparkes, Sig
Steve Connolly and Sgt Dave Aldous

Congratulations to LCpl 'Psycho' Ward and LCpl Kate Whitehouse
on their recent promotions, to Pte Mary Amiot and Cpl 'Mint' Cobban
and to Pte Leslle Young and Cpl Steve Bushby on their respective
engagements. We bid farewell to Cpl Al Warburton and family, and to
LCpl Geordie Holt and his family .

The Sqn WRAC Orienteering Team:
L to R: Pte Ellie Garland, LCpl Kate Whitehouse and Pte Debbie
Horton
AROUND THE TROOPS
VICTOR TROOP
The troop has been so busy and so understaffed recently, that we've
only got time to say some hellos and goodbyes. Firstly, farewell to Sgt
Eric Foggin who's off to instruct at the NBC Centre at Winterbourne
Gunner, Cpl Dave Thomas who leaves us to go to 1 Div on promotion,
W /LCpl Heather Geddes who is off on her Bl and then to Cyprus, Pte
Sue Dyer also off to Cyprus and Cpl Dave Toulson who has moved to
Commcen Troop. We welcome Sgt Steve Hemmbtgs and family, LCpl
Jock Raebum, Slgs 'Jack' Frost and Chris Cork, and lastly Cpl
'Scratch' Skinner from Comrncen Troop.
COMMCEN TROOP
It all started when the OC found a cup in the display cabinet for
'Miss Telephone Voice', which seems to have been last presented in
1973. A competition was arranged to find the most efficient and polite
switchboard operator on the HQ N Ireland exchange. The staff of HQ
N Ireland were all asked to vote, using the operator's numbers. When
the votes were counted No 24, Pte Joy Wood, was the winner by one
vote. There's no truth in the rumour that her husband voted three times
for her.

/

Pte Joy Wood receives the Miss Telephone Voice Cup from the Sqn
Commander Maj Nick Williams
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WHISKEY TROOP
The most enterprising event of recent months has been the formation
of the Whiskey Troop Fishing Club , founded by our resourceful Troop
Storeman , Sgt Bm Henvey. Almost every week for the past few months,
the troop 's budding anglers have visited various fishing spots around
the coast, with some quite good catches. Apart from em Henvey, the
most valuable member has proved to be W02 (FofS) Brian Blllsberry
with his generous offers of ground bait whilst afloat . Another
successful event was the Horse Racing Evening held in September,
during which Capt Dave Beach's talent for auctioneering became
apparent, as he sold off the horses prior to the racing. Obviously he's
spent a few hours down at the race track at some time. The evening was
organised by Sgt Brian Hair (it's getting to be a habit) and Sgt Alan
Smith, whom we thank for their hard work.
We say goodbye to Cpl Geordie Jones, LCpl Steve Gorman and Sig
Kev Crossland, and hello to Cpl Geoff BoneUe, LCpl Dave Atkinson
and Sig Dave McKlssock. Congratulations to LCpl Kev McCarthy and
Carollne, and to LCpl Mark Strangways and Jolie on their respective
marriages.

BOOB OF THE MONTH

COMMSTROOP
We know the boys in Comms Troop have been working hard
recently, but when we discovered a tunnel leading from the Radcen, we
knew we had to find the Escape Committee quickly. However, all was
revealed when the PSA came along to put in a new drain. That should
improve the smell!
We recently said farewell to SSgt 'Duggle' Duggan and his wife
Carol, and to LCpl Stu Aston. We welcome SSgt Pete Root and
Georgie, and LCpl Bob Estridge, fresh from the Falklands.
We hear Lt Grace Harrison, our Troop Commander, intends to
spend a whole fortnight in the office before Christmas; she must have
run out of warrants!
TECH TROOP
The Radio Relay Section consists of eight hard working and happy
souls under the steely grip of SSgt John Setchfleld, while the power
behind the throne rests with the wily Sgt Brian Nevins (so he says}. The
boys of the section , when not burdened down with work, guards,
fatigues and more work, are renowned for their sense of humour and
liking for practical jokes. Some say that's the only practical thing they
do. The lads of the Radio Section are renowned for their sartorial
elegance, as demonstrated by LCpl 'Brahms and' List. When recently
promoted, the OC Squadron presented him with a woolly-pully with the
stripe already sewn-on. Before he could put it on , Nigel List had to
remove his own pullover to reveal . .. nothing but a shirt collar! Saves
on washing, doesn't it? Perhaps now he'll be able to afford a shirt with
his pay rise. Systems Control reckon they only have half as much work
to do now, since they've sawn the console in half. As for the riggers and
linemen, not content with working down cable pits, climbing in the air
and applying the principles of marksmanship, some even volunteer to
work m their spare time on ROPs. What professional soldiers they are!
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-News from Heat/quarters-

WHO HANDLES OUR INDIVIDUAL TRAINING AND PLANS
OUR COURSES?

Ministry of Defence
Whitehall

FOCUS ON THE SIGNALS DIRECTORATE
THE MOLE
In this edition of the pan-galactic newsletter, we bring you a
journalistic scoop-a daring expose of The Signals Directorate by our
special correspondent called ·n1e Mole.
Firstly this Mole should not be confused with a certain other
unknown person who was im•oh·ed in the political arena. No, this Mole
really does have access to interesting information; he wears a Jimmy
capbadge but not always in his dark business suit, has supposedly
benefited from a wide and haphazard technical education and is more
commonly known a amongst 'They' and 'Those' who know, as
Mole-cular. His conscience has got the better of him and has heeded
the pleas of RHQ for Wire material by bringing you the answers to the
baffiing question-Who Are 'They'?

Sigs 32a in the· form of Maj Stewart Law (on the right) and Maj
(Retd) Pip Mott manipulate the School of Signals and the Training
Group to ~ve as many people in the Corps trade and military courses.
These are They' who cancelled your upgrading course and also ensured
you could be qualified for promotion.

THEM
You. genrle reader have come across Them, those supposedly faceless
wonders in the Ministry of Defence who live one stop beyond Heaven on
the Jubilee Line, in a land called Cloud Cuckoo. They are the ones who
answer your questions-'They" have cocked it up l They' haven't done
their sums properly! 'They' don't know the realities of life in a
regiment! 'They' are those faceless members of the Corps who spend
hours deli_berately engineering inconvenience, orchestrating mix-ups
and plannmg chaos for the Corps that you brave front line soldiers have
to sort out. The rime has now come for them to put away their 625 line
microprocessor driven crystal balls and face the electronic music. The
originators of Murphy's Law shall now be exposed and 'They' shall be
named. This expose will tell you who 'They' are and where 'They' live.

Maj (Retd) Don Reed has recently adopted the mantle of
Co-ordinator within the Directorate so at present he has not had much
opportunity to forget everything about anything-except golf.

WHO CONNED YOU INTO
SHILLING? SIGS32b!

ACCEPTING THE QUEEN'S

WHO TRIES TO THINK BEYOND THE NEXT MANPOWER AND
TRAINING CRISIS?
He does-Mr Signals 32!

WHERE DO 'THEY' LIVE?
~e overlord ?f the first. floor Col Jack Westlake sits in high
omnipotence, seemg all. heanng all and saying all in the co-ordination
of all Corps Matters and meeting real-time Communications problems
as they bomb in.

Capt (Retd) Ron Wilford joined the Corps when Methusela was a
Junior Signalman and knows all the wiles, tricks and wherefores of
recruiting and the art of the Press Gang. He spends most of his time
scrounging. cajoling and doing anything to help the Corps recruiting
effort-he tells me.

Firstly-this is the House that Jack built-Sigs 31/32/33
WHO DECIDED WHAT JOBS ARE TO BE DONE?
1:1Jey do-Sigs 31 ! Lt Col Jim Crow and Maj John Kirby (seated)
dec1~e upon .all Ops/S~ matters a~d therefore decide upon who should
be given the JOb of meetmg Royal Signals commitments. They won't tell
you though who really does the work-that's our Staff Assistant (on the
left) WOI Bob Sheldon. They are the sponsors of the famous
Steeplebumstead Si~ Sqn (V) and presenters of the BFG TV Drama
awards. The operational problem of the moment is the decision on
whose turn it is to use the telephone.
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Lt Col Adrian Bailey quietly thinking about the Corps training,
recruiting and manning problems of the future. seen here looking for
inspiration in his pipe smoke.
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WH ER E H AVE ALL THE SOLDIERS GO NE? INTO SIGS 32c!

WHO PINCHED MY 4 TONNER?
Ala~ our B Vehicle specialist Maj Tim Mountford made a tactical
withdrawal to 36 Sig Regt (V) but when he was here he was responsible
for the vehicles. He cut them last year! Now Maj Merrick just sits and
muses about them.
WHERE DID MY RADIO GO?

We the willing
Advised by the unknowing
Are doing the impossible
For the ungrateful
Having done so much
With so little
For so long
We are fully qualified
To do anything
With nothing.

The present scribe, Maj Arthur Merrick (left) shown here wit h his
op posite number in Sigs 36c, Maj Gordon Howard.

He knows where they have gone-Mr Manpower is Maj Mike Carson
who has nothing to do all day but play with his Action Man and make
model soldiers for Records to post. He is a j uggler extraordinaire to
some and a fixer to others.
He took it! Maj Arthur Merrick is responsible fo r getting authority
for your radios. When you say you want a radio he has to d ream up an
official reason and not just one so that the SQMS can tell when the CO
is coming visiting. Just now he is looking for the radios in hi s issue brief
case.

WHO GOT THE ESTABUSHMENT ALL WRONG?

S hh! you know who-Lt Col Bob Siderfin

WHO R EALLY DO ES ALLTHE WORK?
This is a group of underpaid workers who strive valiantly to prevent
their bourgoisie and imperialisatic staff officers making a hash of
things. These are 'They' who rea lly look after your interests, get you t he
right kit in the right place at the right time with you to go with it. The
'ansome fella is WOI Sheldon who shepherds th is fl ock with the art of a
Pomeranian Blacksmith.

This branch is led by Col David (Master Mind of the ATCC)
Whitehead. There is no truth in the rumour that the emphasis of this
illustrious committee revolves around the requirement of 4 Armd Oiy.
His task is to plan and co-ordinate all arms communications equipment
req u item en 1S.
WHO LOOKS AFTER SSH!!
First in the firing line comes Signals 36a which is in a comer talking
a cryptographical language all of its own and comes out twice a day for
coffee. Maj Graham Elliot a tall officer with the plum coloured
smo king jacket is one half of the section, whilst bringing everyone else
down to earth in answering practical communicating problems is Lt
Col (Tfc) Geoff Oakley. They have been known to work and do not
spend their entire time jousting with ru lers, metre, clear plastic or
otherwise admiring their clerk's (Mr Don Jones) pictures of USA.
WHO ARE THE BIGGEST WHATSITS?

They did-Maj (Retd) Des Duncan and Sgt Andy Younger looking
very pleased with themselves having just successfully sharpened their
quill pens. These two between them handle the Royal Signa ls
establishments and are past masters at taking out rather t han putting
back.
WHO SAID WE NEEDED THIS KIT?
They-Sigs 33--<lid! Coming into Sigs 33 is a paradox as no one, not
even the incumbents really know what they do. But how well they do it,
sitting in their penthouse suite and staring at a brick wa ll six feet from
their window. otwithstanding anything involving communications,
policy is dealt with here. But who lives in Si gs 33 then?
EW matters, NATO policy and Information Transfer (word
proces~o rs) are handled delicately by Lt Col Bob Slderfln leaving Mr
Ptarmigan- Lt Col David Mullineaux to oversee our future commu nications system and make the coffee from fresh Cyprus oranges.
The principle task in Signals 33 however, is the maintenance of the
General Radio Fixed Frequency Tntegrated Tactical Interface (graffiti)
board . Following a notable Oriental gentleman who relegated his
sayings to a little red book , the Directorate misem ploys high grade
ofticers to record the unfortunate utterances of members of the
Directorate for posterity.

Left to right: Sgt Andy Younger, Miss Susan Griffiths, W0 1 Bob
Sheldon , Mrs Annette Bellairs, Miss Dorothy Dan iels, Mr Melvin
Absalom, Mrs Grace Blackler, Mr John Parker, Miss Berney Perkins

SOWHOMANAGESTHEEQUIPMENT?

Mr Ptarmig an
Lt Col David Mullinea ux
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If th at i not enough there is more to come! !-we now come to the
House of David and Signals 36 who are our equippers. They hand le all
t he communications equipment which is in-Service. Their contribution
from Whitehall comes by courtesy of Magpie-a mole with a worms eye
view ta ken from on high . He has neatly summarised Signal 36's efforts
as follows:
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Sigs 36b. largest ection in the Direc-torate, is ometimes organised
(and more by luck than judgement) by Lt Col Mike (this is far too
difficult) McCann. He sits in splendid isolation up on the third floor
whilst pulling the strings of his puppet down below on the first floor
workshop. Let u now admire these puppets in their branche..
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PUPPETS3.

PUPPETS 1.

Organi ed by Maj Chris (Pinnochi~) Melhulsh this section is the
ma ter scaling branch for communications equipment throughout the
Arm . He pends hi day u ing his Welsh charm. convincing trusting
ponsors that the)' really haven't got a problem. In this he is ably
assi ted by Maj (Retd) Gerry (hat-trick) Clarke who is Methusela. His
fmourite film i 'On Golden Pond' where he can identify with the stars.
The taff QM i Maj Sid (I've got a year to do) Howard. Here is the
rea n "hy your Equipment Tables are way out of date (Tel No-MOD
Main Building ext 060J).

This is led by Maj Graham (Crystals) Campbell who is responsible for
your commercial radio and is ably assisted by Maj Stuart Read who
knows a lot about SECS (the Signals Equipment Computer System in
c:i c your diction. gentle reader. is not what it shou ld be) and is also a
Rear Commodore in someone's private navy. Maj Tony (call me
Clansman for short) Murray who is in the inevitable position of being
hoist by hi own petard by having to implement the plans for the
deployment of all Clansman radio which he had made up over the past
two years. These officers are actually controlled by Sgt (never use one
word when ten will do) Harmsworth and LCpl (the computer is no
problem) Thomas.

SWS, is not just Signals Works Services but Smooth Wistful and
Suave-Maj (Retd) David Martln. He keeps the equipment requisitioning and SWS projects running smoothly and his best contribution
to the Graffiti Board mentioned elsewhere in this expose is 'sometimes'
the quality of the answer is determined by the quality of the question'.
His side-kick is F-Mr Don McQueen who compiles the Long Term
Equipment Programme and is the Directorate Financial adviser.

Majors Chris Melhuish and Sid Howard

PUPPETS2.

THE SECRETARIES TWO!

Maj Murray in between Sgt Harmsworth (left) and their clerk Mr Paul
Lebby

WHO FIXES THE FIXED COMMUNICATIONS?

Mr Don McOueen

Chief Puppets in 82 is Maj Mike (Trunk) Cartwright. His hobby;
when n~t aili~g. is making low level teleprinters in his garden shed.
His marn ta k 1s to nurture the Triffid programme and tend to Bruin.
He is ably assisted by Capt Wally (You want, what! when!) Hammonds
who specialises in the provision of Test Equipment.
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PS to SOinC Miss Jean Grotton

That's Signals 36c-yes that's Sigs 36c Pol , SWS and F to give them
their full credits. Pol is Maj Gordon Howard who is the hairy legged
runner who always appears to be off to or coming back from Hyde
Park. The photograph has caught him in a rare moment fixing these
fixed communications worldwide- from micro-wave in Hong Kong to
digital telephone exchanges in Cyprus and Gibraltar.
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THE ELDERS
Thi expose would not be complete without identifying the Elder of
the Tribe and the Buck Stopper. These are code names for the more
celebrated and renowned members of the Direccorate. The Elder of the
tribe i Brig Paddy Evans who is the Chief overseer of all Corps Matters
and n w known as the Deputy Signal Officer-in-Chief. He keeps the
young thrustin~ and over zealous Staff Officers in their place and
allows the Chief Buck topper (seen here with his Australian
counterpart) to continue stopping bucks. Our Leader and Lord High
faerything Else has a well known face and cannot be considered as a
'They'. He i well known and answers to the call of the Signal Officer in
Chief.

GENERAL STAFF (OPERATIONAL
REQUIREMENTS) 35
THE CHIEF
Editor's Note: For the u11initiated. we should emphasise that
GS(ORJJS is not a compone11t of the Signals Directorate. We are glad
w incorporate their contribution. albeit their final one.
FffiST AND LAST
There are. I ~uppose, three reasons why GS(OR)35 appears in this
edition o~ 'The Wire'. Firstly, because to our knowledge it has
seldom-if never-appeared before: Secondly because it is highly
probable that the majority of readers will never have heard of us-or
have any idea of just what we do: and thirdly, because GS(OR)35 is
about to disappear as a part of the overall 27% cut in MOD
establishments, and is to combine with its sister branch GS(OR)37
tmder the leadership of Col Bob Cook in the new GS(OR)22. To
celebrate our imminent demise then, we decided that we'd try to
educate the Corps about what we do, and how we have a fairly crucial
effect on the Corps' future equipment.

Olief Buck Stopper (Maj Gen Archie Blrtwlstle) and his Australian
counterpart, Col Evans during the latters farewell visit.

Lite Assurance
Policies Covering War Risks

THE VERITABLE MINEFIELD
GS(OR)JS is the branch of the Directorate of Operational
Requirements that deals with Trunk Communications and ADP
ystems. The role of the OR branch is to sponsor equipment, that is it
specifies the original requirement in writing in the form of a General
Staff Target (GST) and General Staff Requirement (GSR), gets the
requirement through the appropriate MOD committees who approve
expenditure, places a requisition upon the Procurement Executive (PE)
to develop and purchase equipment to meet the requirement,
eventually it organises the purchase of the right quantity of equipment,
organises User Trials and formally accepts the equipment on behalf of
the Army for service and as meeting the original requirement.
These brief sentences cover a veritable minefield of lengthy
committee sittings-detailed preparation of verbal and written briefs
and papers, Requisitions, Long Term Equipment Programmes (LTEP)
and Long Term Costings (LTC). GSTs and GSRs, but they do give an
overview to the uninitiated. Like all OR branches however, we also have
our international commitments. Col Bernard Allen sits on EUROCOM
and ABCA Al, Lt Col Neil Walter on ACCISG and TSCGEE, Maj Bob
Hussey on ABCA COMMS and FINABEL, Maj Dave Connors on
FINABEL. and Lt Col Pat Massey is the branch Point of Contact for
ABCA matters. We can at least claim that travel is a part of the job!

for:
Convertible Whole Life.
Capital Transfer Tax.
Education. Endovwnent.
LDw Cost md Rexi~

Tel: 030 678 372
Boarding School for 7-14 year old boys.
Good academic foundation given to prepare boys
for their Senior Schools.
Very good facilities for science, recreation and
Sport.
Assistance with Travel arrangements.
Fees £750 per Term.
Apply Headmaster.
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as
Based at Grangetown, Cardiff
Up to £7,405 (currently under review)

To be responsible for the installation, maintenance and
repair of VHF UHF Microwave Radio and Wideband
Systems throughout South Wales including first line
servicing of Data Transmission Systems and VDU
Terminals.
Candidates should be qualified to Intermediate City and
Guilds in Telecommunications or equivalent and have at
least four years practical experience in a related field .
A current driving licence is essential.

&ulowmerrts for Ho'use
Pt.rchase.
Mortgages Ar1111ged.
Retirement Policies.

BURYSCOURTPREPARATORYSCHOOL
LEIGH, Nr. REIGATE, SURREY.

BLAME OR PRAISE
So-we have attempted in this short note to tell you who we are, what
we do, and how we will be organised in the future. It is unlikely that the
vast majority oft'he Corps will ever serve in an OR branch, but you will
at least now know what we do. and who to blame (or praise) for your
future equipment.

Communications Technician

Chihren.

Deputy SOinC Brig Paddy Evans

FAREWELL
On disbandment, the branch is saying goodbye to the erstwhile Col
GS (Now simply Col) Col Bernard Allen who moves on to a ATO
appointment in Brussels. We wish Col Bernard every good fortune.
Capt Richard Mardo has already left the branch, having passed his
Staff/ Promotion examination, and is currently an instructor at the
School of Signals. Maj Dave Connon, our tame Canadian, who deals
with Wavell, Triffid and Bruin will stay with the branch for a bit lon~er,
but will, alas. not be replaced. That leaves the three stalwarts who Join
OR 22 as full members; Lt Col Neil Walter as SO I, overall responsible
for Trunk Communications and tactical ADP, Maj Bob Hussey,
covering Ptarmigan and the Ptarmigan peripheral equipment, and Lt
Col Pat Massey who deals with a multitude of things from battery
charging to lntercomms and non-Ptarmigan teleprinters.
The clerical staff, Mrs Mollie Merritt the clerical officer, Miss
Leonora Goodridge and Mrs Mary Applet.on the clerical assistants will
all move on the GS(OR) 22 with us.

EVERY INSURANCE INCLUDING
Kit , w ith cover for Household effects in transit.
Home Insurance with full cost replacement.
Motor Competitive rates Home and Foreign.

B. E. THOMPSON & CO. LTD.
INSURANCE BROKERS

11. KING STREET, RICHMOND, NORTH
YORKSHIRE DL10 4HR. Telejilone No. 2308

Maj D. E. Connors, Miss M . L. Goodridge, Capt R. H. Mardo, Maj R.
M . J. Hussey, Lt Col N. A. Walter, Mrs M . Merritt, Col B. F. Allen,
Mrs M . Appleton, Lt Col (Retd) G. S. Massey

If you are completing your service with the Forces, please
write or telephone for an application form to The Area
Personnel Officer, Wales Gas. South Area Office,
Ferry Road. Grangetown. Cardiff.
Tel: Cardiff42601, Ext3355 .

Members of 1he British Insurance Brokers Assoc1a1ion
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Starting salary between £6,250-£7,405 depending on
exp rience. Other benefits include a contributory
pension scheme, sick pay scheme, free accident
insurance and re-location expenses where
appropriate.
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Army Apprentices' College
Harrogate

EXERt::ISE 'SEA LEGS 5'
Report by AT PhUllps
Sea Legs 5 was a tw~ week sailing exercise in the Baltic . The College
crew was Ian Wade, Jim Lloyd, Biiiy Paterson and myself with Maj
Bob Grab.a m as 'the mate'. We travelled by ferry to Hamb~rg and by
road north to Kiel.
The skipper. Lt Col Townsend (Retired) met us at his berth in the
British Kiel Yacht Club (BKYC). We were in good hands as he has 28
years experience of the Baltic. For 12 years he was Commodore of the
Club.

HEAVILY INVOLVED
In the period since our la t 'ew letter we have been extremely busy.
The apprentices heavily invol ed in a variety of activities: the Freedom
Parade. Exerci e Sea L egs 5 in the Baltic and tenni . The permanent
staff highlight concerned orienreering and th Officers Mess and
Sergeants Me Summer Balls.
FREEDOM MARCH
Report by AT SSM Griffin
To celebrate the rights of the Freedom of Harrogate, the College
marched through the town on Fri 30 July. This year the parade took a
different format. in as much that each quadron marched through the
town howing different aspects of the military and sporting life within
the College.
The parade was led by the College band followed by Bradley
Squadron dre sed in full No 2 Dress with bayonets fixed . They were
following by Scott Squadron who were dressed in sports kit which
ranged from ub-aqua (less flippers) , tennis. squa h, football, rugby.
in fact all sports in which the College involve themselves in . After the
mixture of sports clothing. Rawson Squadron followed dressed in full
battle order, which looked very impressive as there were even the odd
bandolier being worn. Bringing up the rear were Penney Squadron who
were vehicle mounted dressed in NBC kit.
The parade started at 1530 hrs with the Deputy Commandant Lt Col
Pickup taking charge, with each Squadron Commander and Squadron
Sergeant Major leading his squadron.
The Police were controlling the traffic as we marched through the
streets, and as we approached the saluting dais at the Queen Victoria
monument the crowds grew. Eyes right was given and the salute was
taken by the Mayor of Harrogate, Councillor F. Pickles. The parade
marched a further half mile and ended with the feeling by most that it
was over far too quickly, it was. however. a proud day for all concerned.

BEAT THEM ALL
The first day we brought in supplies and the skipper then showed us
around his yacht Ragna R . W~ were taught about sheets and warps,
knots and halyards. Ragna R 1s a 53ft Class l Ocean Racer built in
1938 br craftsmen. It has a teak wood interior and hand carved panels.
The skipper made sur.e.we kept it in good condition. The second day we
~et off for 12 dll;YS crmsmg around the Danish Islands. The yacht's hull
1s very modern m design and kept us moving fast in all weathers, which
ranged fro~ very hot and sunny with light winds to gale force seas and
col~ Easterhe,s. On ~good day .we would slip moorings at Sam and sail
unttl 6 or 7 o clock tn the even mg. We once did 80 miles in 12 hours.
We often 'raced' against other large yachts and beat them all.

Maj Pete Bowles leading Scott Sqn

A very professional looking Maj Dick Hoyle leading Rawson Sqn

Band SM Bob Thompson and Pipe SM Stuart Burns leading the band

An unknown member of Penney Sqn

Maj Patrick Garway-Templeman leading Bradley Squadron under
CSM Ritchie's watchfu l eye
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STORMBOUND
We were twice storm bound and could therefore not get to Sweden.
Places of interest were visited such as the Viking Castle at Nyborg.
Royal Palace at Egeskov, Cathedral in Aarhus and tall ship sail trainer.
Late starts the next day meant we could stay out at the local disco. The
DJs were nearly always English. It was especially good at Aarhus where
they were having the annual festival week. The cooking on board was
done by the skipper who was a very good chef. The crew all agreed that
every meal was enjoyed.
Finally it was time for us to sail back. The boat was cleaned out
thoroughly and the skipper was presented with a small gift of thanks.
He had made us work hard when sailing and would have a go at us
when we alowed things to go wrong. He had taught us a lot and looked
after us well.
TENNIS AT THE JUNIOR ARMY CHAMPIONSHIPS
Report by AT SSM Griffin
The Championships were held at the Officers' Club Aldershot. Lt
Karen Ibbotson had entered seven of us for the competition, SSM
Lucas, LCpl 'Scoose' Evans, LCpl Bob Howes, Sgt Georgie Best, LCpl
Kev Simmons, myself and last but not least AT Boston. As we were
travelling down to Aldershot we didn't think that we had a chance of
winning anything with the exception of Georgie Best, so we thought we
would be travelling back pretty quickly .
We were staying with the cooks from the AAC at Aldershot and the
accommodation was quite good, but the food was not up to our
standards! So I decided to go and stay with my relatives who happened
to live nearby.
On Thursday morning the competition started and in my first match
I got beaten 6-3, 6-2 and so that was me finished in the singles, this
also happened to Lucas and Scouse Evans. Boston and Kev Simmons
managed to get through to the second rounds but eventually got
knocked out. Georgie Best managed to get further than any of us. The
people who were knocked out in the first round of the singles were then
entered in the Plate Competition and Tony Lucas and myself made it to
the final quite easily. The final was played on the following Sunday
morning and I beat him after a hard struggle.
The doubles competition was where the College did well. The pairs
were George Best and myself. Tony Lucas and Bob Howes and Scouse
Evans and Kev Simmons. George Best and myself got through to the
semi-finals only to be beaten by the losing finalists. Bob Howes and
Tony Lucas also did quite well.
I would like to say thank you to Lt Karen Ibbotson WRAC and Mr
Peter Connor, a civilian in tructor who took us down to Aldershot in
their own cars due to the rail strike.
COLLEGE ORIENTEERING (PS)
Report by Sgt Pete Prob in
With the guidance of Maj Dick Hoyle the College PS entered on to
the orienteering circuit feeling quite confident of doing well.
Our first event was the Northern Army Orienteering Championships
which was on Sun 18 Apr in Scotland. The team wa Maj Dick Hoyle,
Maj Peter Bowles, Sgt Pete Probbt and Sgt Ian Leitch who was the
reserve. We set out for Scotland on Saturday afternoon at 1400 hrs
arriving at Edinburgh around 2000 hrs after a couple of 'pit stops'
which were brilliantly handled by the mechanical prowess of Maj Peter
Bowles. Sunday. fir t man away was Sgt Pete Probin who after four
checkpoints lost his punchcard, eventually finding it after forty
minutes, much to the pleasure of the other team members.
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A GOOD RESULT
Th~ College won the Minor Units Trophy for the first time, by the
mar~m of one hour, Maj Dick Hoyle finishing 3rd individual, this
9uahfied us to run in the \.!KLF Championships, which were to be held
tn the Colchester area durmg the weekend 8-9 May. The team for this
championship was Maj Dick Hoyle, 2Lt Johnathan Perks and Sgt Pete
Probln. Nobody had brilliant runs over the two days but our results
were good enough to finish in 3rd place behind 22 Bty RA led by Capt
Glen Grant RA, who finished first individual. We had now qualified
for the Army Championships to be held in the Aldershot area weekend
5-6 June. The team was the same as for the UKLF Championships . We
en~ered the competition with open minds hoping that we might be able
to improve our UKLF result. After the individual event on the first day
we were lying in 3rd place approximately 30 minutes behind the 2nd
team, then ca'!le the relay even ton the second day. Maj Dick Hoyle had
a good run, with 2Lt Johnathan Perks and Sgt Pete Probln giving him
good support and much to our pleasure we ended up as Minor Units
Runners-Up in the Army Championships. A very pleasing result in our
first year as a PS team.
OFFICERS MESS SUMMER BALL
The Mess took on the appearance of a German street scene this year
under the diligent leadership of Maj Bill Price PMC and Capt Wally
Lockwood, Entertainments Member. Mess members worked hard in
the t!ansfor'!1ation of the Mess, Capt Annette Jordan and Lt Sue Blythe
looking particularly at home working in the sleazy Night Club. Music
and entertainment was provided by 'Kaiser Bill's Bavarian Roadshow',
who dropped in for the night in the middle of their famous world tour.
Members of the Mess such as Lt Col Eddie Pickup who preferred a
slower, quieter type of music could be accommodated in the Sleazy
ight Club. Sgt 'Bank' Hankins produced a superb buffet. and later,
breakfast, for those still conscious at 0330. It was noted that half of
Capt Commando Buckley's table was absent from this meal. A good
evening was had by all and it is hoped that next Summer's Ball will be
as good as this.
SERGEANTS MESS SUMMER BALL
Report by CSM R. Ritchie SG
The Sergeants Mess Summer Ball was held on 7 Aug with the initial
plans and work programme being formed very early in the year. RSM
Lionel Bailey COLOM G DS chose as the President of the Summer Ball
Committee CSM Robert Ritchie SG to be ably assisted by Bradley
Squadron's Sergeants Mess Members. Outside help was called for in
the form of W02 Tim Feldon the MTWO. Master Chef SSgt Rod
Dinsdale and SSgt Brian Aldridge who helped organise the buffet tents
at the rear of the Mess.
Things were happening throughout the week prior to the Ball. The
patio was being tidied by Regimen tal Police Sergeant Jim Hackberry
and his team of apprentice tradesmen who chose that week to be on
Restriction of Privileges. The patio was to be the meeting point for the
guests to chat and enjoy a glass. or several, of Basil's beautiful
concoction- Bucks Fizz. whilst the College Band provided the
background music under the direction of BSM Bob Thompson. Three
days before 'D' Day a fresh breeze decided to come of age by turning
into Hurricane Hetty, compelling the living-in members to leave their
evening meal to practise hang-gliding-SMI 'Legs' Carraher and SSgt
Dave Nixon were seen flying at 3,000 feet desperately hanging on to our
tentage. However all good fairy stories have happy endings and this is
n·o exception.
Tents in place, civilian Mess staff turning purple through their
efforts to get everything ready on time. At 6pm everything was ready,
the committee rushed off to collect their gue ts. including Col and Mrs
Verdon. The ladies had quite a surprise. standing on the patio in thin
or sleeveless dres es when the warm scirroco became the cold north
wind and proceeded to chill them to the marrow. However soon the
warmth of the Mess beclconed and we were all inside being fortified
with good wine and food. The entertainment was provided by the
Rendezvous Band with the Beehive Disco as backup. The buffet was
superb with many thanks due to the Master Chef and the men of the
Army Catering Corps. Transport was laid on from 2am but it was after
the champagne breakfast before most people took advantage of this.
Thank you to everyone who helped in any way, large or small to ensure
that the Summer Ball was an enjoyable evening for all.
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BEFORE

FINANCIAL
PLANNING
ITS PURPOSE is to make the best use f In come. Capital
and other Assets. to prepare the way for the individual to
ac hieve financial aims. These may include :
Fl A CIAL PROTECTIO

Fl A CIAL SECURITY
HO SE P RCHASE
EDUCATIO

EXPE SES

COMFORTABLE RETIRE ME T
Sgts Mess Before

TRA SFER OF ASSETS

AFTER

-agai nst the effects
or possessions lost
or damaged
-fo r present or
future dependants
- immediately or in
the future
-for present or
future chi ldren
- based on an
adequate continui ng
income backed
up by an adequate
capital re ervc
-to the next
generation

WE ADVISE on the use of savings from income. the
investment of capital. the use of other assets where
applicable. insurance against ill health and the insurance of
possessions . We help client to Jay the foundations of sound
plans. to develop existing plans and keep them up to date.
and then to make the best use of resources when the time
comes to meet commitmen ts.

GOOD INFO RMATION is the basis of ound planning.
The more clients take u into their confidence the better we
can as isl them. Please let us have full details of existing
resources. your ability to save. and any expectations. Please
also tell us all you can about commitments with which you
expect to have to cope . We. of course. treat all such
information as confidential.
AN EA R LY STA RT helps. and we will be pleased to a si t
you however modest your resources may be now. If you have
. exist ing arrangements which may need developing. the
soo ner you refer them to us. the more help we are likely to be
ab le to give you.

Sgts Mess After

OU R A DVICE is free and does not co mmit you to any
ac tion : we only ask that any a rrangements you decide to
make be made through us . It is based on over 34 years of
exa mining clients' problems. a naly5in g them and advising
on them . It is not delivered by per. uasive sa lesm en. but is
given in writing for you to tudy at your leisure.
ARE YO

MAK ING THE BEST USE OF YOUR
INCOME AND OTHER ASSETS?

WE ARE AS CLOSE TO YOU AS THE NEAREST POST
BOX OR TELEPHONE
LET US SHO W YOU HOW GOOD PLANN ING CAN
HELP YOU

R. T. WILLIAMS LTD.
MajorT. F . W itliam sF .8 .1. B.A.

PRINCE ALBERT HOUSE, 58 SHIP STREET,
BRIGHTON, BNl lDE
Te lep hone Brighton 2818 1 (5 lines)
Member of the Bri tish Insurance Brokers Association
Councillor Fred Pickles, Mayor of Harrogate presenting Pipe SM
Stuart Burns with the Yorksh ire Banner at the Yorkshire Show
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Member of the Arm ed Fo rces In sura nce Brokers
Comm ittee of the B.1. 8./\.
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Comms & Sy Gp (UK)

BECKINGHAM SUMMER CAMP
Once again, members of the group were invited? to sample the
delights of a weekend at Beckingham . Various delightful activities had
been arranged by Capt John Markham and his merry men, to ensure
that everything went with a bang ... from map reading to first aid,
NBC to live firing. groups could be seen hustling and bustling around
the camp area. The climax was a night exerci e, the scenario cunningly
written by Maj Fred Searle, and supervised by various members of his
staff. The following account of this exercise, as seen from one
viewpoint. is true, only the names have been changed. to protect the
innocent.
SMOKE GETS IN YofS EYES
By Sig Jordon
At the recent training weekend at Beckingham Camp part of the
instruction given, was on NBC warfare by the Yeoman of Signals. SSgt
Brian Lawrence. This particular aspect of training it transpired, was
the Yeoman's forte and he took great delight, in having us drink water
in the gas chamber, simultaneously getting mouths full of Fullers earth.
which had been used as a decontaminant. Once finished, everyone was
pleased to move on, glad tha.t they had escaped. his clut~hes. How~ver
their joy was to be short lived , as that evenmg, dunng the ntght
exercise . he was to strike again with simulated chemical attacks. I was
informed that I was to accompany SSgt Lawrence on his exploits and
felt myself very fortunate.
At 2100 hrs the exercise was due to start, but due to a 4-ton truck
having an argument with the camp gates, the place was not .vacat.ed
until later. Shortly after. the two of us, armed to the hilt with
thunderflashes. blank rounds galore, smoke cannisters. CS gas sticks
and flares, set off for our first target. The night was clear and a very
light breeze blew, ensuring the while the distribution of the gas or
smoke would not be rapid , its dissemination would be slow.
We soon located the bridge with its attendant defenders and began a
slow and stealthy approach. As we were about to launch our unpleas~t
cargo. an incoming section appeared behind us. We latched on to their
rear. and their leader, believing we were two 'lost ' members, began
briefing us about their actions. He soo!1 discovered who we '~ere and
our opportunity was lost. Hopes were raised when we crossed with them
to join their comrades who didn't expect us, but Maj Searle appeared to
inform us that we were about to attack the wrong forces!! Our target
was a mile or two away and our attack to take place 5 minutes hence.
We departed rapidly. thankful that we'd get a chance at our recent
companions later on.
.
As we neared our new objectives we were challenged by a firm vo 1 ~e.
which received a few rounds and a thunderflash as a reply. With
surpri eo n our side we attacked , but unfortunately and_not for the only
time that night , the igniter on the gas sticks took s~me time to flame, by
which time the rapid tearing ofvekro had aurally mformed us that our
intended victims had masked up. However. we gassed the area and a
few minutes later. moved again to the rear to hit the defenders. and
retiring personnel around the objective. Gl~d .at our su.ccess, we qu!c~ly
left the scene to avoid the wrath of the v1ct1ms but m the fast nsmg
mist. failed to distinguish our own gas cloud . For~unately. t~e Yeo.m an
was ahead of me and blithely stro lled unmasked mto the thick of. it. A
few spluttered oaths indicated this sad occurrence and acted as a t1!11ely
warning for me to don my respirator. The Gasmen of the Year hoisted
by his O\\_'.n petard?
.
After this setback, a tearful but determmed Yeoman was bent upon
saturation of our previous. but as yet. ungassed targets. In a clever
move, we cncoura~ed the resident ~ovine populati.on towards our
intended victim still ~uarding the b1:1dge. thus movm!l under cove~.
Once within gassing distance, we agam crawled stealthily up. to their
positions, where they sheltered behind a small levee above the r.1ver, and
also ahead of us. Again , the gas refused to light at first, the noise of the
strikin~ Yeoman being met by a crazed chorus of 'Gas . Gas, Gas!' . but
once ahght, thick blanket of fumes drifted towards them. Our presence
was welcomed by a barrage of thunderflashes and tl ares and blan.ks.
but some skilful smoke distribution and fir ing caused such confus ion
amongst the defend.:r that they began a firefight between th ems~lves,
whilst we slipped away. Our work ~oncl ud~d apart f~o m conventional
attacks for 'nuisance va lue', but still amusmg, we witnessed the fi nal
fight of the exercise. before retu rn ing fo r a debrief and bed. albeit at
0430 hrs on Sunday morning.
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THE CHICHESTER MARCH
On 31 Jul a few intrepid walkers. ably led by Sgt Cruickshank and
Lang. set forth for deepest Sussex and in particular Chichester. to take
part in the Annual RMP and City of Chichester March. Arriving the
night before, the party were greeted by a gathering of local inhabitants
and various nationalities. all taking part in some tribunal customs
which involved the drinking of vast quantities of pale brown coloured
liquid, which had the affect of producing a longing to partake in
various silly activities, which in these civilised surroundings seem
unthinkable. Surviving these rites, it became clear that there were
certain members who had a natural flair for the brown liquid. namely.
Sigs Russell and Breaker and of course the party leaders. Retiring to
the comfort of tents minus sleeping bags (left behind because of the
hardiness of the party) we slept soundly for hours (2 or 3 at least).
The details of the next day are vague but are highlighted by the
memories ofthousahds of people with green faces and red eyes trudging
round 42km in absolute agony, lying to one another about the beauty of
the countryside and how nice this stroll was. At the end of the day, with
complexions much improved, clutching st range bangles issued by local
tribunal chiefs. the party boarded the bus for home!; accompanied by
the aroma of pale liquid consumed the previous night and socks. In
passing. it must be said, that all who went obtained a strange
enjoyment from it. a medal, and a strange liking for pints of pale brown
liquid.
GROUP SlX-A-SIDE HOCKEY
May saw the commencement of the groups first 6-a-side competition.
To give some encouragement to the less able teams. it was decicled_ ~hat
the top four in the league would compete at the end of the competition,
in a play off to decide the eventual winners.
After a slow start. the league positions started to sort themselves out
and by the midway stage it was apparent that the first two places in the
league would fall to 213 squad a 2 Sqn trainees team captained by Sig
Pete Willett and the teams from 2 Sqn instructors captained by Sgt
Pete Lang. The other two places for the semi-final play off was to be a
much more closely contested affair. Although many of the players at
the beginning of the competition had very little experience or
knowledge of the fundamental rules of hockey. as the games
progres ed, most acquired a budding enthusiasm for the ga~1e, thereby
giving hopes for a successful group hockey team for the com mg season .
By the end of Aug the four finalists had sorted themselves out and it
was to be 213 Sqn v Spa in one semi-final and 2 Sqn instructors V HQ
Sqn, in th e other. Both semi-finals were extremely hard fought and
produced a high standard of play, with the two favourites 213 Squad
and 2 Sqn instructors winning through. As the whistle sounded for the
start .of the final, 2 Sqn instructors started very confidentally, as they
had already beaten the trainees team twice in the league, but ~ the
instructors failed to capitalise on their chances, so the game shpped
a\vay from them . The trainees started to play some excellent hockey
and two very quick goals finally saw off the instructors team. 213 Sqn
finished up 3-0 winners and all that was left was for Lt Col John Dobson
the CO to present the prizes to the win ning team.

(Colour) The two teams that contested the 6-a-side Hockey Final
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CRJCKET: MINOR UNITS CUP FINAL, ALDERSHOT I SEPCOMMS & SEC GP {UK) V DEPOT, PRINCE OF WALES
DI ISIO
RAIN RUINS CLOSE FINISH
On a damp. overcast Wednesday (the fi rst for weeks). the final
competith·e game of the season got underway on t ime at the Officers'
Club ground in Aldershot. Comms & Sy Gp skipper SSgt John Sinden,
at sixe and evens a to what to do should he win he toss, was saved,
all of this by calling wrongly and was put into bat by the Prince of
Wales' caprain. WOI Andy Peyton and Sgt Cbris Marshall
succes fully weathered the initial onslaught of the opening bowlers.
putting up 25 for the first wicket. On Chris's departure, SSgt Stu
Parrish quietly set abo ut compiling a big score , in the process, seeing
up the fifty in the 20th over. The midd le order continued to score
steadily and it soon became apparent that the Prince of Wales's bowlers
were not going to complete 40 overs by the scheduled tea interval. With
this in mind Cpl John Wheater was promoted in the order to push the
scoring along and after 36 overs the Loughborough side reached 125 for

THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH VISITS 2 SQN
As with the rest of the Group, 2 Sqn had the pleasure of a visit from
HRH The Prince Philip. The visit covered training, where HRH saw
how the trainees were taught typing and morse. From there. HRH went
on to see some of the more specialised subjects and their associated
equipments and the Operations Room and T Section.
Throughout the visit HRH seemed very interested an d the scheduled
visit lasted longer than planned. Some of the personalities of the Sqn,
presented to HRH were Maj F. P. Searle OC 2 Sqn , Mr H.B. Hedley
the Senior Civilian Instructor, MrJ. J. Griffiths and Sgt T. C. Frize. In
Ops, HRH met W02 R. G. Watson and WOJ D. Smith along with
sever al members of T Section . The visit was a great success and the
squadron can take great store from this first Royal visit, with the hope
it won't be too long before the next one!

... SERGEANTS MESS
After completing his visit to 2 Sqn, HRH had the opportunity to meet
some of the families as he walked the short lined route that took him to
the Sergeants Mess. At the entrance to the Sergeants Mess HRH was
met by the PMC W02 (FofS) Pete Coleman, who invited Prince Philip
to sign the visitors book. The RSM, WOI Jim Crannage, then escorted
our Royal Visitor into the Mess to meet some of the Group's SNCOs.
His Royal Highness soon put everyone at their ease, and the visit,
although only short was a resounding success.

5.
After tea. it immediately became obvious that a score of 125 was not
goin g to be anywhere near enough. as the Prince of Wales's openers
Jackson and Elkin proceeded to take the bowling apart. After only 10
overs 80 runs had already been put on the board and the many
upporters from Garats Hay had retired inside the pavilion to drown
their sorrows. Rapidl y running out of ideas. skipper John Sinden
brought himself on and with the final ball of his first over bowled Elkin.
One or two supporters ventured back outside to see what all the noise
was about! The very next over witnessed a Double Wicket Maiden from
Stu Parrish, his chief victim being the dangerous Jackson who was on
the verge of winning the match off his own bat, caught behind for a
superb half-centu ry. Sinden then brought back John Wheater and he
and Stu Parrish proceeded to rip through the middle order batsmen. A
glance at the scoreboard tells the story: from being 83 without loss the
Prince of Wales's side slumped to 95 for 6. their innings in total
disarray. ow the tale of woe begins with the rain getting heavier and
umpires, Cussons and Colboume quite rightly decided to go off. With
the light becoming gloomier by the minute it came as no surprise when
the umpires, delayi ng the inevitable until half past six, called off the
match leaving the Prince of Wales's team winners by a faster scoring
rate. How the game would have finished is pure conjecture, but as I sit
here on 17th Sept writing this report , the sun is beating down through
the office windows-come to think of it, there hasn 't been a drop of
rain since 1st Sept!
It has, nevertheless, been a highly successful season here at
Woodhouse and all players, umpires and scorers, are to be
congratulated on their achievements.
THE GARATS HAY STROLLERS 'YOMP' FOR CHARITY
On a moderately sunny Sunday in Aug, the more insane members of
the group (2 Sqn). supposably sound in body and mind , entered a team
for the Loughborough half marathon ; a fun jog of around thirteen
miles of the local countrys ide.
The marathon itself was in aid of a local man , who had been injured
playing rugby and as a result of the injury was now wheelchair bound.
While the entrance fee of £2 went to this worthwhile cause, the team
from 2 Sqn , Sgts Tam Frize, Paul Freeman and Pete Lang with LCpls
Procter and Jarrat and Sigs Adams, Brunt, Grave and Sandford, ran
the maratho.n on a sponsorship basis for the South Atlantic Fund.
With over 1,600 participants, loc al support was good and the event
was very well managed . All the competitors finished within the time
limit and thoroughly enjoyed themselves. A grand total of £151 was
collected in sponsorship money and donated from the group to the
South Atlantic Fund .
DEPARTURES/ ARRIVAL
We would like to take this opportunity to say farewell to SSgts Pete
Shepherd, Stu Parrish, Qiff Davey, Sgts Tam Frlze, Taff Crowley, Tom
Hannon, Cpls Ken Harding, Colin Samuels, Terry Fagen, LCpl Scouse
Catterall. At the same time, we welcome to the group, SSgt Dave Foley,
Sgts Ala" Brown, Bob Deeming, Alan Meir and Derrick Poyser.
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TRAINING ADVISORY AND CONTROL TEAM
CATIERICK
SEND OFF IN STYLE
'Right' said our SOI , Lt Col Maurice Flynn, handing me his grubby
white mac, 'it's about time we exposed ourselves'.
The Training Advisory and Control Team , (TACT), which was
earlier known as The Training Evaluation Team (TET),-still with
me-is a small team of six officers, four Warrant Officers, a Corporal
Clerk, Steve (British Legion) Swann, and three civilian clerical/typing
staff, all based at Catterick. This brief report is not to publicise the
function of the Team, we hope most people will have seen us at
sometime during our visits to units, but to record the retirement of our
cleaner Mrs Loma Todd, who has worked for TA CT for the past eight
years.
Previously to that Loma had worked for other MOD units. having
served a total of 20 years in Catterick. She retired in July and we
decided that her meritorious service deserved a send-off in style. We
wrote to all past members of TACT, who most generously offered
donations for her reti rement gift. Many of them also travelled long
distances, one from as far away as Guildford, to attend her farewell
Dinner .
Loma and her husband Dennis were welcomed to the Catterick
Garrison Sgts Mess by Lt Col Flynn and some of the Team members
and their wives. Apart from being an evening for Mr and Mn Todd to
remember in their retirement, it also gave past and present members a
chance to meet and discuss all the changes that have taken place over
the years. She will be 5orely missed by the Team, but we wish her and
her husband every happiness in their retirement.

HRH Prince Philip talking to SSgt (Supvr R) Charlie Kaye
HRH PR INCE PHILIP VIS IT
HRH Prince Philip w ith the CO Lt Col John Dobson and W01 (RSM)
Jim Crannage

UNITED KINGDOM DELEGATION
LIVEOAK
BFP026
... AND 3 COMPANY {TRAINING)
As part of his visit to Group on 16 July, HRH The Prince Ph11:1P· was
with 3 Company for 20 minutes from 1100 hours . HRH was given an
initial brieftng on the work of the company by Maj Michael Oowse~,
OC. followed by a presentation from WOJ J. McDermott on t~e bas~c
training syllabus and a brief tour of a classroom of students tn therr
eleventh week of training. Prince Philip evinced some interest in a
technique being demonstrated and suggested that the accurate
resolution of the problem should be followed by a loud shout of
'House!'.
Following this. HRH was taken by the OC to the language wing
where he was introduced, in seq uence, to Maj Donald Camerson RAEC
(sen ior instructor), Mr Philip Tromans (our tame Burnham lecturer)
and SSgt Clarke-all of whom have short presentations on the most
important aspects of their work in 3 ~o~pany . :8RH.spoke to s?v?ral
students en route and again showed his interest m their trade trammg.
Lt was a short visit amidst a closely detailed programme, but 1t was
enjoyed and appreciated by all members of staff and students alike; we
can only hope that some of the photographs taken ?Y W02 ~lark will
capture this visit in a form suitable both for posterity and display!

HRH Prince Philip meeting the Adjutant Capt Bill Clark

CHANGED YOUR ADDRESS?
..• THE SPA
HRH The Prince Philip was given a short, but comprehensive brief,
on the role and function of the Special Projects Agency by its OC Maj
Clive Arthur and by WOI Tony Lowry. During his visit to this section ,
Prince PhDlp also met Sgt Bill Emery and Mr John Cassells.
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HAVE YOU INFORMED 'THE WIRE'?
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MANY CHANGES
News from Live Oak! Although we perhaps still continue to hide our
light under a bushel (or should that be an Oak tree) our loyal readers
will be glad to hear that our activities continue unabated.
There have been many changes in personalities since we last
appeared in print. We said farewell to WOI (YofS)John Lovell who ~as
now joined 1 Div Sig Regt as Traffic Officer. His capacity for telltng
scouse jokes was legendry among our international friends-they didn't
worry us Brits though-we just didn't understand them! W02 {FofS)
Paddy Huey was also forcibly removed from Like Oak to assist the
Corps in Blandford (and now the Falklands we understand). It was
heartrending to see such a dedicated soldier sever so many important
·ties-LOA. Duty Frees, Cheap diesel. teleprinter oil ... etc. However
his pitch has been taken by that great hearted individual SPS Jones,
whose knowledge of the horseless carriage has to be seen to be believed.
These two stalwarts have been replaced by WOI {YofS) Jim Rayment
and W02 {FofS) Blair Smart, who both seemed set for Corps Sailing
Colours until it was discovered that their frequent weekend sailing
activities were in fact courtesy of Townsend Thoresen-Dover to
Calais!
Other more recent Royal Signals departures have been: SSgt (YofS)
Ron Burrell to 2 Div Sig Regt. Sgt Tom Delaney to 233 Sig Sqn, Cpl
Dave Hartshorne to 8 InfBdeSig Sgn .
Arrivals have been: SSgt {YofS) Tommy Baldwin from his YofS
course, Sgt Steve Spink from 16 Sig Regt, Cpl Pat Bums from Comms
and Secy Gp. We a1e also about to say au-revoir to Sgt Chef
Jean-Michel Boulet FR AF, and welcome in his place Sgt Terry Aubry
FR AF.
Our congratulations go to: Sgt Jackie McQellan on her recent
marriage, Mrs Dawn Delaney on the birth of a baby girl, Mrs Caroline
Hartshorne on the birth of a baby boy.
Well done girls!
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UNITED STATES ARMY SIGNAL CENTER
FORT GORDON
FLYING THE FLAG
Report. by WOI (YofS) John Isherwood

Staff of the Quadripartite, United Kingdom and French Deleg_ation
Commcens- Seated : Adjt Chef Bernard BiRJ!OD FR A, WOl (YofS)
Jim Raymmt UK A , Lt Col D. M.A. Burridge, Royal Signals, W02
(FofS) Blair Smart UK A. Adjt Oief Jean-Claude Preniere FR A.
Standing: Sgt Chef Jean-Michel Boulet FR AF. OFw Dieter Reichel
GEAF. Cpl Taff Rumble UK A, SgtJaclde McClellan US A, Sgt Mick
Rlcbards UK A. SSgt (YofS) Ron Burrell UK A, Sgt Gary Peck USAF,
OFw lngolf Weste GE AF, SPS Steve Jones US A, Sgt Tom Delaney
UK A, SgtRJck Rickard UK A, SP4JamesLockett US A, Adjt Daniel
Batisti FR A, OFw Jupp Botyen GE A, MSgt Ernie Faison USAF, Sgt
Chef Dominique Monte! FR AF.
Absent : Cpl Tom WUUamson UK A, Cpl Pat Burns UK A. Sgt Alby
Talbot UK A. SU Achlm Elsenblaetter GE A. MCPO Claude Burbeau
FR .

Fort Gordon, Georgia is the home of the American Army Signal
Corps. It is situated some eight miles south of Augusta (golfers please
note). and provides t he facilities of Catterick and Blandford Joined
together in one area to train a Signal Corps approximately six times the
size of ours. It is a camp of some 27,000 soldiers, civilians and
dependents. Of these 27,000 souls there are three Royal Signal soldiers
(one Lieutenant Colonel and two Warrant Officers) serving in
Exchange positions, flying the flag for our Co!',PS. The present
incumbents are Lt Col Gordon Young, WOl (YofS) John Isherwood
and W02 (FofS ) Chris Payne. The length of to urs here are three years
for Lt Col Yowig and two years for the YofS and FofS. At the time of
writing FofS Chris Payne and YofS John Isherwood have completed
their two years and are departing for 16 Sig Regt and 1 Sig Gp
respectively. W 0 2 (FofS) Chippy Canning and family have arrived and
W02 (YofS) Trevor Evans is due shortly. Lt Col Young has yet to
complete his first year, he has now got his knees brown and is learning
to speak Georgia!

FofS Chris Payne and YofS J ohn Isherwood compare National flags
with Sgt Maj Glenn Swann at the farewell luncheon given in their
honors. FofS Chip Canning looks on
Photo courtesy of Semaphore. Fort Gc>rdon

training courses to Pre-Commander's courses. The job has now been
finished and decisions now lie with the financiers in Government, (yes,
money is a problem here as well). Col Yollllg is also responsible for the
Pre-Commander's course which is designed for officers to attend, prior
to taking over command of a Signal Battalion or Signal Brigade. As you
can imagine. this requires nimble brain and feet.

YofS Isherwood spent his first 18 months as an Instructor in the 31Z
course. This is the American version of the Yeomans course, where
students at Staff Sergeant level are exposed to all the operating trades.
For the last six months of his tenure he assisted in the re-designing and
re-writing of this course, so that it will include those staff sergeants who
have received all their prior training and experience as the Regimental
Signallers of the Armour, Artillery, and Infantry.
FofS Payne spent his two years at Fort Gordon designing and
developing basic electronic ~rtions of the maintainers courses. Prior to
his arrival very little 'basics as we know it, was given to the equivalent
of the class three maintenance man (or maintenance person). They are
now well on their way to teaching 'basics' once more on their co urses.
AJI trades or Military Occupational Skills (MOS) are open to female
soldiers and in some units over 30o/o of the soldiers are women.
There has been ample opportunity given to us to travel and see some
of this remarkable country. FofS Payne, flush with the joy of buying a
new car, set off with wife Mavis and children, Alex and Johnathan, on
the long trek across country to California. YofS Isherwood with wife
Susan, Mark and Joanne invested in a second hand van and headed
north to Canada. The Colonel has yet to embark on his safari but has
already had practice ru ns to Washington and Florid a. All three families
have visited the Space Station at Kennedy and of course Disney World,
not to mention various duty visits. On one of these the Yeoman and
Foreman ta lked themselves into a trip to ew Orleans!
Throughout all this there is the usual social and sporting occasions
and military training (PT tests!) to which we are accustomed to in our
own world. It is all very in teresting and while we may miss our own
Regimental Mess way of life we have found the American alternative a
most rewarding experience.
We would like to close by than king our American hosts for their help
and warmth of their friend liness in making our stay in t heir country so
enjoyable. We hope our counterparts at Catterick and Blandford have
an equally rewarding tour wit h t he Corps.

SPORT
On the sporting front Sgt Tom Delaney has continued to play for
SHAPE at both hockey and football. Cpl Taff Rumble is giving broad
support as number 8 in the SHAPE rugby team, and we welcome Sgt
Steve Spink to the Club. Our bowlers contin ue to do well with the
1981182 league champions team containing two Royal Signals
members-Sgt Tom Delaney a nd Sgt Mick Richards. W02 (FofS) Blair
Smart looks like picking up the name Biggies, after his successful
transition to solo flight at the SHAPE gliding club.
CULTURE
On the cultural side Sgt Rick Rickard treads the boards in our local
drama society, and also sings in the Barber Shop Quartet-Que! talent!
Our Live Oak team also won the Brains Trust competition at a recent
Royal Signals Association hooley at S.HAPE. We also have a budding
Picasso in the person of W02 (FofS) Blair Smart whose expertise on
canvas has received considerable acclaim in t he art world. Finally the
Staff Communications Officer is determined to improve our knowledge
of North West Europe by both 'slightly physical' and enjoyable means.
We are all a little suspicious to discover what he means by the former !
Watch this space.

At last 1.Ve've found 1.Vhere
to get the best technical
trainers in the 1.Vorld.

TIRED
As a parting thought, it may be of interest to know that all those
problems th at are encountered with T ARIFs and T AREs are not
always as technical as they seem . SCO--Why did the TARE go down?
Sgt RJck RJckard-It was tired Sir!

The Last Farewell - Foreman and Mavis Payne, Colonel and Janet
Young, Yeoman and Sue Isherwood outside Signal Towers, US Army
Signal Center Fort Gordon
Photo couttssy of Semaphore, Fott Gordon

Keepyour unit notes
SHORT I
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All three posts are accompanied and family quarters are available.
This is an important aspect of the Exchange programme, it is as much
a cultural exchange as a learning one. We have all been totally
immersed into the American Army and the American way of life.
Lt Col Young hold s the position of Special Assistant to the Director of
the Officers Department. This department has the responsibility of
training Officers, Warrant Officers, and NCOs. He has spent much
time and labour on the thorny subject of dedicated equipment for the
school, no mean task as all equipment here is shared through basic
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Most people wouldn't arg ue with
the idea that Britain's forces are
probably the best trained in the
world.
And it's an idea that certainly
hasn't escaped us here at Lockheed
Aircraft International.
The subject of training is very
much on our minds a t the moment.
As part of our continuing
involvement in Saudi Arabia, we're
planning the next phase of a
training programme that's designed
to boost the RSAFs ability to look
after the navaids, line
communica tions, ground radar
and radio, computer and ATC radar
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systems we've installed throughout
the Kingdom.
As part of our plans, we
need more highly experienced
electronics technicians to pass on
the benefit of their skill and
experience to RSAF personnel.
And we figure probably the
best place to get them is from
among the men whose time in HM
Forces is coming to an end.
We know we'd never persuade
practical, hard·headed technicians
to join us on the strength of a bit
of flattery. So weve devised two
more powerful inducements.

£20.000 for a two-year assignment.
A benefits package that includes
free bachelor accommodation, food
and laundry; three leave periods a
year with free return flights to the UK;
medical and life insurance; excellent
sports and social facilities.
Together with the kind of com·
radeship you probably thought would
fmish the day you turn in your uniform.
If you'd like to find out more, talk to
your Resettlement Officer, or contact
the Senior Recruitment Executive
(Lockheed1 lAL, Aeradio House,
Hayes Road, Southall, Middlesex
UB2 5 J. 1elephone01·574 5000.

Tux·freeearningsofover ~l~ckhe~d· rm
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News from Regiments
2 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt
B.F.P.O. 46
Junior Regiment Royal Signals
Ouston
HQ SQN'S LATEST RECRUlT

HI E OF ACTIVITY
The regiment ha\'ing now recovered from the long summer break is
back t? it normal hive of activity. The new troops are at last able to
co-or:dmat~ anns and legs and the inel'_itable feelin& of ~tra ngeness is
~·eanng oil. The power house of the regiment, in thetr opinion anyway,
IS ~nder new management W02 (ORQMS) Robin Hancox, having
rehe\'ed W02 (ORQMS) Harry Johnson as chief clerk. We wish both of
them the very best of luck in their new appointments.
Over the next few issues we hope to spotlight each of the troops in
turn and in this article it is the turn of Beaufighter. But. before that. an
event which has changed the face of the ~orth Ea t and Albemarle
Barracks in particular. The Regimental Golf Club has now got its own
course.

MUCH APPRECIATED
Twelve members from 56 Sig Sqn (V) were attached to us for training
and familiarisation during the exercise, they were fully integrated and
employed according to their trade either on Radio Relay dets or within
the Commcen Complex. They participated in all activities including
patrolling and pan bash and left us at the end of the exercise as very
competent soldiers and tradesmen , we look forward to seeing them
again next year, hopefully with their own Triffids.
As mentioned earlier our visitors included the Comd Comms l(BR)
Corps, the CO designate Lt Col Mike Taylor and the Comd Comms
BAOR Maj Gen J. H. Hild MBE who had their first opportunity to see
the new look Foxtrot.
Our close liaison with 22 Sig Regt prior to. and during the exercise,
proved once more the value of personal contact . The assistance and
understanding shown us by Commcens uniform, Sierra and Commhd
November and not least the staff of CP 22 was much appreciated.

Hilt.o~ APTC and Cpl Jim McKendrick of
Tramm~ Wmg. Meanwhile the troop cadre

the Regiment's Adventure
Sgt Bill Richardson Cpls
Bill Tul~p, Dougie 'The Tartan Terror' Wright, Trev Cartledg~ and
Paul Bruley ACC attempted to operate a safety boat in the submarine
role.

ALBEMARLE GOLF CLUB
On Sun 26 Sep with the wind a mere 'light air' the CO Lt Col K. G.
Turner MBE opened the Albemarle Golf Course by driving off in single
figures handicap style towards the first green. He was closely watched
and soon to be followed by 20 more founder members of Britain's
newest 10 hole 3, 125 yard par 38 golf course.

NEW ARRIVALS
We extend a warm welcome to Sig Phil Maddocks, who has joined us
fresh from an extensive holiday with 4 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt.
SSgt Mick Lloyd-Williams from 204 (4 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn, SSgt MaJ
Boor from 7 Sig Regt and last, but not least, SSgt (Yo(S) Ron Burrell
from 'Live Oak' who has already managed to win not only the
'Platinum Blanket' award on his first exercise, but also ' Smoker of the
Year'! No doubt SSgt Boor will give him a better run for his money next
exercise.
JSigs 'Spud' Bannatto, ' Spike' W ilcox and 'Eggy' Cox carry out a
well practised drill
MajR. F. Rutherford welcomes Cpl Salvesen as a new member to the
Royal Corps of Signals. Cpl Salvesen transferred from the Grenadier
Guards on 1 Aug and is now employed as a clerk in SHQ . We wish Cpl
Salvesen and his family all the best for the future.
FOCUS ON 1 SQN
OC 1 Sqn
2IC Sqn/OC Commcen Foxtrot
2IC Commcen Foxtrot
OC Echo

SSM
SQMS
Lt Col Keith Turner MBE and W02 Stewart Waring on the first tee
Th~ course wa~ truly open~d wh~n Cpl 'Wo~y' Woodgate RAPC
(rechr~stened Cpl Smasher Window) tried to chip the library building,
he f~1led, h~s ball entered the unopened window and landed,

fonunously, m the sports section. The handicap committee W02
(R9MS) Stew Waring and Sgt Dave Mann, were congratul;ted on
fixing the strokes per player and but for some minor adjustments
appear to have got 1t about right. The competition on the opening day
was ~on, to the surprise of everybody, by the RQMS , (did we say the
handicap was honest?). Some say he has plenty of time to practise, with
a net score of 40. Second was Sgt Steve Armitage with 43 and third with
44 was the QM Ma~ Roger Breese (he claims his 2 iron was not in
working order). Having got the .c!ub start~ we hope it will go from
stren~h to st~n~h. When you v151t the regiment bring your clubs for a
very mterestmg and enjoyable round of golf and who knows in a
couple of years it might be 18 holes.
SPOTLIGHT ON BEAUFIGHTER TROOP-EXERCISE 'DAMP
CO RSE'
On a .rainy day in Sept~mber Beaufighter Troop arrived at a riverside
camp. ~lte on ~he outskirts of F~rt William. After spending a day
practising capsize and recovery drills, the troop began the journey by
water to lnveme ~.
Despite the occasional day of rough weather and being blown onto
the s~ore of Loch Lochy, good progress was made. A base was
established at Dores o_n the sh~r~s of Loch Ness for the final three days.
The constantly changm~ cond1t1ons gave the troop experience in calm
and rough water canoeing, under the expert supervision of SSgt Alf
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JSig ' Eggy' Cox decides he prefers to canoe the usual way up

Maj V. J. Reed
CaptM.J. Dent
2LtA. P. Hearn
Lt M.A. Coupar
W02 (SSM) R. Georgeson
SSgt (SQMS) J. Batkin

ALL WENT WELL
The Sqn has recently returned from Ex Keystone which was the first
opportunity for Commcen Foxtrot to practise its new role as a Rear
Corps Commcen with a full complement of manpower and vehicles,
albeit some being simulated by members of Commcen Echo. A great
deal of work had been done in a very short time by the Foreman, SSgt
(Fo(S) Frank Rtmnlng, and his techs. prior to the exercise, to ensure
that the new vehicles were re-wired and that all modifications were
completed, tested and actually working. The big test was the exercise
and we are pleased to report that it worked well, for most of the time
anyway!
As it was an FTX our military skills were tested to the full and 2U
Adam Hearn organised our defence to take account of our vulnerability
and our critical position in the comms plot. On most occasions we
managed to keep one step ahead of the enemy, but .once we were
attacked by a platoon of Infantry but our tight defence and a spirited
counter attack proved too much for them and led to the annhilation of
the attackers; we then discovered that they were friendly forces and had
attacked the wrong location and were in fact supposed to be defending
our area, the Platoon Commander was seen to leave the location with
head bowed watched by the Commcen Commander, Capt Mike Dent,
Comd Comms !(BR) Corps. Brig C. N. Last OBE and CO 22 Sig Regt ,
Lt Col Peter Chaddock, the latter who were visiting at the time. The
untimely visit of the so called enemy compromised our location and
meant us having a quick night move, which again gave us the
opportunity to prove to everybody our slick drills.

PROMOTIONS
Congratulations to LCpls Braid and Szeremeta on their promotion to
Corporal and Sigs Allen, Jenkins and Tye on their promotion to Lance
Corporal-well done!
FAREWELLS
The Sqn recently said farewell to some long serving members. Lt
Adam Ewell, who has moved to the hallowed corridors of RMA
Sandhurst to complete his RCC. SSgt Tony Spray has gone to 204 (4
Armd Bde) Sig Sqn as SQMS , after gaining an 'A' grading on his
CQMS/ RQMS Course. Cpl Mick Hellewell to 633 Sig Troop Belize and
finally Lt Graham Leyland who has gone to learn to fly for 'Teeny
Weeny Airways' at Middle Wallop.
2SQNREPORT
SQUADRON FAREWELLS
It seems that not only is our role changing but most of the squadrons
personalities are as well. So it's 'Bon Voyage· to the following: Lt Bruce
Avison posted to Shrivenham. Going on a well-earned rest. W02 Pat
Gallagher to 19 Inf Bde on promotion (beware white light users). SSgt
(Fo(S) Pete Bradley to 22 Sig Regt on promotion. (lock up all your
compo.) Sgt Frank McCormick to Ciat Team on promotion well
suntanned from Belize. Sgt Jim Taylor to AAC Harrogate 'Show the
lads the way'. Cpl Bob Reid to 30 Sig Regt, (more fishing). Cpl Dave
Bullen to 30 Sig Regt, no more radconing.
NOTABLE LAST
The budding cartoonist will always appear given a quiet moment and
a personality or event to draw. Ex Bronze Key. the last armoured
Exercise for this Sqn was no exception. The pencils of Cpl Lamblrd and
Cpl Davis with plenty of ideas from Sqn members) never stopped.

'Arrest that Monster!' OC Tp L1 Dave Vardy 'enco urages' JLCpl
Shanahan to enter Loch Ness
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programme for us. The Home Guard are directly descended from the
Danish Second World War Resistance movement and equates to our
TA, except our TA do not keep their weapons and ammunition at
home! The Home Guard School has facilities to match our best training
establishment and all military subjects are taught there. Whilst firing
Danish weapons we used their automatic range where not only does a
display unit tell each firer what he has scored, where his shot landed
and give a total score but gives a print out too! It even reacts to the
Gpmg rate of fire . We made full use of this and their battle shoot
range.
TOTALLY FULFILLED
A visit to the Combined Infantry Armour training school at Oxbol
gave opportunity to examine Leopard and Centurian tactics and look at
the accommodation for the regular Danish soldier and after discussion
with soldiers on their work hours and pay, the main question was , 'Can
l transfer'? This was reinforced on our visit to an Artillery Unit at
Yarde to play with their Green Archer locating radar. However, after
being told of the level of tax in Denmark our ideas changed.
The weekend was spent with the 3rd telegraph battalion at
Fredericia, who had an open day that enabled a full view of a Danish
Divisional Headquarters with its Signal Support, plus various military
equipments and a combined Armour Infantry attack with air support.
All things considered, the aims of exchange training were fulfilled
totally in the use of other armies equipments and techniques and to
meet the man who normally uses lhem. Our thanks must go to Lt Col
Mathieson and Maj Jensen for organising a worthwhile stay with the
HjemmC\aernsskolen ymindegablejren. (I can't pronounce it either).
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EXCHANGETRAININGINDENMARK
For those of you who do not know that there are 2 six o'clocks in a
day , there are! And for those who do, it was the early one on 10 Aug
that 1 officer, 19 other ranks and one unsuspecting attached Officer
Cadet, set off by road for Denmark for Ex Odin Home an exchange
training exercise.
After a tedious 15 hour journey we arrived at Nymindegab in West
Jutland and were immediately welcomed by the Danes and forced to
partake in sampling local ale and food. Curried herring after several
different types of Carls brew is a novel experience. I will not dwell on
the social aspect of our visit to Denmark, suffice to say that the Danes
social hospitality never faltered.
The military aspect of our visit proved full and varied too. We were
hosted by the Home Guard School, who had arranged a very full
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BIITERLY DISAPPOINTED
Plans to take a 2 Sqn expedition to Kenya began a year ago, when Lt
Marie Perry and SSgt (YofS) Nick Hammett arrived in the squadron.
The expedition had the simple aim of transporting fourteen men to
Kenya in order to climb to the third highest point on Mount Kenya .
Planning went smoothly despite various worries about the Falklands,
finance and equipment, thanks are due to the Corps Fund for agreeing
to help us out financially.
The day arrived when we flew to UK and had organised a weekend
stopover in London (courtesy of 10 Sig Regt) t? get off in the right
spirit. Civilian fligh ts had been booked and paid for Sun 1 August:
Blissfully ignorant, the intrepid fourteen packed their kit (enough to
fill a plane!) and set off for Heathrow to be gri;eted wit~ t he ~ews that
all flights to Nairobi had been cancelled. Bitterly d1sappomted we
returned to Hounslow and on Monday began to negotiate fresh
bookings. After a lot of struggle and phone calls we were booked ont? a
Thursday flight , but flights were again cancelled. Time was runnmg
out and the expedition had to be cancelled or perhaps only postponed
till next year .
However, things had been organised at Bunde to get seven of us away
to Norway to do a small trekking expedition. This time we were more
successful and spent a happy two weeks walking and fishing in the
mountains of Horden: a favourite spot for BOBC Kristiansand. It was
much appreciated by the seven . as it helped to offset the
disappointment of not going to Kenya. We also mt sed the. wors.t of the
taunting about 'Heathrow Safari' and 'Elephants at Piccadilly Crrcus'!
FISHING COMPETITION
As a gesture of his sorrow at leaving the qu~dron last J~ne , Cpl
Dennis (the menace) Topley-now of 1 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt.
organised a fishing competition between his own _unit and t~e
s,quadron, on 25 September. Fishing from the River Hase, m
Osnabruck, the eight man team from Verden were no match for the
(previously unheard of) Squadron Rod and Reel Club, led ?Y Capt
Frank Atkins. Never mind Dennis, we'll be a part of your regiment m
January ...
AND FINALLY ...
Congratulations to Cpl Steve Matthews on his .promotion, and to the
following for their promotion to Lance Corporal: Rick Cookson, Mack
Parker, Phil King, and Ian Johnstone.
STOP PRESS!
The four man Marathon Team have just returned from the Berlin
Marathon which was held on Sun 26 September. All four
distinguished themselves with the following time~: Cpl Jock
Grandlson-3 hrs 40 mins, Sgt Roy Smith-3 hrs 50 mms , LCpl Ken
Turley-3 hrs SO m ins. Sig Geordie Hagan-4 hrs 30 mins.

the name given to the sqn summer camp, by the 2IC CaptJohn Ewbank
(he of the CEI amendments!).
In mid·Aug. the sqn took over a Bundeswehr barracks at Todendorf,
on the Baltic coast. Apart from searching for the pet skunk (she's quite
tame and de-odou rnized) that belonged to the Commander of the Arrny
detachment next door; the 'Oms Dawn Chorus'-courtesy of Cpl Jock
Grandison-the sqn pursued such harmless activities as: Off hore
sailing Sgt 'Salty Dog' Jimmy Smiley, dinghy salling LCpl 'Jock'
Strapp, canoeing LCpl ' Smudge' Smith-courtesy of 2 ADFA ,
windsurfing, 'I thought there were only three bits'-Slg 'Wee Jock'
Govan, map walking, Sgt Clive Gregory and orienteering Lt Patrick
Windsor Brown.
Having thoroughly amused the local Germans for two weeks, we
returned to Osnabruck in time for the Garrison Summer Sports
Day-which featured such delights as a seven mile cross-country (no, I
didn't think cross-country was a summer sport either!).
SAILING CHAMPIONS (AGAIN)
The Squadron Sailing Team entered the Corps Regatta at the
Mohnesee on 26 and 27 Aug, and distinguished themselves for the 2nd
year running. The three crews which comprised the team were: the OC
and 2IC-Maj Derek McLuckie and Capt John Ewbank, Cpl Steve
Matthews and LCpl Mack Parker and LCpl Simon Strapp and Cpl
Nick Tecza. After winning the Minor Units competition (again) the
three crews went on to come 2,nd in the BAOR League event. sailing on
behalf of the regiment.
FAREWELL TO THE MASTER OF SIGNALS
On 14 Sep the squadron and 210 (24 lnfBde) Sig Sqn said farewell to
the Ma ster of Signals, Maj Gen P. E. M. Bradley CB CBE DSO. The
Master watched an inter-squadron competition, consisting of a pistol
shoot, an assault course, and an obstacle course.

The Master of Signa ls on top of the situation ... OC 210 Sig Sqn
poses for the camera whilst the 212 Sig Sqn contingent on the right
show just how easy it is .. . !
At the end of an entertaining afternoon (210 just beat us in the
competition!) the Master was towed out of t~e barracks by the officers
and senior COs of the t:wo squadrons (wrth a httle help from Cpl
Geordie Blncllffe-at the tillers-and 6.57 litres of Rolls Royce)
reclining on top of the 212 Sig Ops 432.
OSNABRUCK GARRISON OPEN DAY
On 18 Sep 1 KINGS took their lives in their hand and opened their
gates to a sizeable portion of Osnabruck's 56,000 inhabitants. Needle~s
to say, 212 were in the thick of it. The Germans. not renowned for th.e1r
sen e of humour. were treated to the sight of members of the Lme
Section-namely Slgs Steve Johnson, 'Boogie' Bucknor, Mark Flo!d,
Paul Watson and 'Smudge' Smith (of the SQMS department)-gettmg
soaked on a stall entitled 'The Waterfall'. Enough said ...
On a more serious footing, SSgt Mick Leitch headed a detachment of
two 432s from Comms Troop, crewed by: Cpl Steve Matthews, Slgs
Steve Firth Andy Green, 'Elsie' Collis, 'Charlie' Challinor, Andy
Newbold and 'Mad Hutch' Hutchings. The 432s were appreciated. not
only by the Germans, but also by the squadron wive who found that
they just had to rest their feet! ...

212 (12 ARMOURED BRIGADE) SIG SQN T~ THE BAL~C
Contrary to popular belief that this was a special par~chut111g ~ourse,
featuring High Altitude, Low Opening-Halo Locksmith was, m fact.
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F REWELL ISIT OF T HE MAST ER
The highlight of this part of the year for the Reg iment has been the
farewell ,·isit of the Master of Sign als, Maj Gen P. E. M. Bradley CB
CBE DSO who was accom panied by his wife, Peggy.
Throughout. it was a fri endly in fo rm al visit with much emph asis on
meeting all ranks and their fa milies. Afte r lunchin g with the CO Lt Col
T. I. M. Waugh MBE. the Master attended a garden party given by 206
Sig Sqn . This was foll owed by d rinks in the Officers and Sergeants
Messes. and a bar-b-q ue in the Prison Annex!

202 (33 ARMD BDE) SIGNAL SQUADRON
At long last the squadron has a photographer, and is th us able to
produce more. and hopefully. more i nterestin~ Wire notes.
The visit of Comd Comms 1 (BR) Corps which took place on 15th
June was very successful. T he visit was written up in the last edition of
t he Wire and the photograph s appear in this!
Capt Charles Le Gallais centre, really impressed showing the staff
college students around Tac HO. The Irish coffee was good!! Thank
you, from Div 2 students

NOTES FROM THE QM(T) DEPT
The QM(T) Dept has decided that, as they have not been in print for
a long time, it is time to correct matters. The Boss, Maj Jack
Simpson , was recently serenaded by the whole of RHQ with a tear
jerking rendition of 'Happy Birthday', and presented with a cake to
mark his 21st and-a-bit birthday.
The department claims to be the fittest group in the Regiment (don't
we all after recent months of early morning PT?} The driving force
behind the claim is W02 (RQMS) Vic Shilfingford who is seen daily
'beasting' the dept around the g.>'.m or the camp (we don't envy them!)
Just to show their claim is justified . here is a list of the department
members and the sports they play at Regimental level:
Squash
Maj Jack Simpson
W02 (RQMS) Vic Shillingford
Basketball, Golf and Cricket
Golf, Basketball and Football
Sgt Robin Stanley
Sgt Dave Rogers
Football
Cpl Don Cunningham
Football
LCpl Mal Brooks
Walki ng (main ly for charity)
Sig 'Bronzo' Warde
Cricket Umpire (very energetic
stuf!)
The remaining members are Sgt Dougie Ward, Cpl Phil Jones RPC
and Sig John Morgan.

NOTES FRO M I SQUADRON
Personalities:

oc

21C
SSM
SQMS
X-ray Troop:

oc

FofS
Tp SSgt

Brig Last ta lking to LCpl George McHugh and Cpl Jimmy Blair (deep
in thought) with QC 202 Sig Sqn and OC El Tp 2Lt, now Lt Simon
Renfrey looking on

FOS'TS' ingrossed in a technical conversation with the Master OC 1
Sqn Ian Morris looking on wishing he understood

GOC 3 Armd Div talks to members of E2 Tp line det: LCpl Steve
Edwards, Sig Macum Edrninson and ' Polo' Robinson

The following morning was overcast and misty and so the planned
freefall drop was unfortunately cancelled. Despite this 0745 hrs found
the Regiment on parade to pay a final farewell tribute to the Master. As
a parting gift he was presented with an engraved scene of Soest by Sig
Paul Connon the youngest soldier on parade. The final address was
listened to attentively, not only for the gems it contained, but because
of 'General's voice' induced by the enjoyment of the previous day's
entertainment . Three rousing cheers preceded the departure from
Korbecke .

OC 202 Sig Sqn Maj Chris Nind , 'Brigadier what about a grant to
enable my SSM (W02 John Walker / to buy a pace stick?'

VISIT OF GOC
The General Officer Commanding 3rd Armoured Division , Maj Gen
J. N. S. Arthur visited HQ 33 Armd Bde on 23rd August. During his
visit he met members of the squadron prior to lunching with the officers
of the Bde Staff and Sig Sqn.

Tp Comd, Lt Simon Renfrey looks on as the GOC talks to Cpl Bob
Pemberton (bee swatting!) and LCpl Pete Fitch

Maj Ian Morris
Capt Peter Neale
W02 'Illy' lliingworth
SSgt Pete Whitbread

Capt Keith Pritchard
W02 'TS' Threlfall-Searson
SSgt Duggie Duggan

Yankee Troop:
OC
Capt Ken Wilson
FofS
SSgt Phil Berry
Tp SSgt
SSgt AJan James
In an effort not to be forgotten , we in Salamanca Barracks have
produced these jottings on a few of the humorous events of the past
couple of mont hs:
At your service Sir! . ..
On 27th Augu st the GOC, Maj Gen J. N. S. Arthur visited the
squ adron. Whilst t alking to FofS 'TS' Threlfall-Searson, the GOC who
will depart shortly was heard to say, 'Now he's an out-spoken chap, I
ought to take him with me'. The Foreman regrets not asking when he
wanted him !
Bomber Gray strikes . ..
Sgt Gray caused a stir recently when he received a package from an
unknown source. After evacuating the workshops an expert from 6 Bde
was called in . He promptly declared the package unfriendly and carried
it to the square, The ATO and RMP were duly called in but when the
ATO opened the package it was found to merely contain Sgt Gray's
neighbour"s car keys. Sgt Gray was last seen making 24 cups of coffee.
o technical qualifications needed .. .
It is strongly rumoured that the two FofS (or is it a spare pair of
Foremen?) are taking to the stage as a comedy duo. This is after FofS
'TS' fell off his bike when t-he front wheel failed to respond to the
handle bars, and FofS Phil Berry for catching 'Boom Rash', when he
fell out of his boat. (Being a FofS is as easy as falling off a log).
O'Grad y says ...
The quote for the period was made by the OC in his exercise 'O'
Group:
'During Exercise Keystone, vehicles are to be tactfully sited'.
Please Sir. may I have leave to laugh.
Just to show that fun is also to be had in the prison. the following
comment was made by Sgt Ronnie Allen during the CO's inspection of
2 and 3 Sqns: 'If you stood still for longer than five minutes you would
probably end up being painted , shampooed. circled with minetape.
polished.placed in a dustbin. burnt. pinned to a notice board . serviced ;
and then painted again' (another colour of course). Anyway the
inspections were in a ~ood cause &nd the results were worth the effort.
(Not Ronnie Allen's.view perhaps).

The Master biddi'lg the RSM W01 (RSM! Steve Marshall farewell
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PORT
\ e h3ve two report this month. Firstly an account of 2 Sqn's 'Trip
to Death March' and econdly a report from the 1 RHF Rugby Sevens.
The Trip of Death March' wa held at Bomem in Belgium on 13/ 14
ugu t. Six members of 3 Sqn got together and formed a team. This
con isled of U Robin Clapp. Cpl Tom Holmes, Sig Jock Bain, Sig
Douggie Douglas, Sig Neil Catterall and Sig Alf Carr. Over 3000feople
started the walk, of which only 2000 finished, including most o the 2
Sqn team.
It rained right from the beginning which made life rather tedious and
more exhau ting than ever for the marchers. Lack of sleep and the long
di tancc walking reduced many to the level of zombies but ail except
one of the team completed the course in under 24 hours. The best time
in the team was eight hours put up by Sig Jock Bain in the
also
walked.
THE 1 RHF RUGBY SEVENS
The Regiment was in\'ited to play in the l RHF Rugby Seven which
were held on 22nd September. As most of the Regiment are already
deployed on Ex Keystone. only one team was entered. The players were
Capt Keith Pritchard (Capt), Sgt Elton Prince, Sgt Dave Tarrant, Cpl
Ste\ie Lodge, Cpl Andy Mcher, LCpl Tye Elliot and LCpl 'Fixit'
Pritchard.
In the first round. the team narrowly lost to 3 RTR the eventual
competition winner and so moved into the Plate Competition. The first
game again t I RHF officers was a close fought contest ending in a
I0-10 draw.
In the sudden death extra time, Sgt Elton Prince sealed the issue with
an excellent rry. In the next round the Regiment convincingly beat SO
Missile 'B' ream 18-6. The final of the Plate Competition gave SO
Missile 'A· their chance to get revenge. The game was hard fought with
both teams conceding a goal in the opening minutes. The game then
became deadlocked which was only broken when Capt Keith Pritchard
con\'erted a penalty kick. After that the game became a runaway victory
with trie by Capt Keith Pritchard, Cpl Stevie Lodge and LCpl Tye
Elliot. The final score was 24-6. Congratulations to the team on
winning the Plate Competition.
EXERCISE 'KEYSTONE LOGEX'
As I write, the Regiment is heavily involved in Control HQ and
Control communications, for Exercise Keystone/Logex; as we go to
press the exercise is entering its second week, our third in the field. I
and 2 Squadrons are providing control comms and with HQ Sqn, 2 Sqn
is providing the Control Headquarters in Catterick Barrakcs, Bielefeld.
3 Sqn are getting their act together as the saying goes on the umpire
comms, while 206 Sig Sqn are providing the enemy comms and some of
the enemy.
The nature of the exercise lends itself to visits and many a VIP has
taken the opportunity to drop in. So far the Regiment has been visited
by: the GOC Maj Gen J. N. S. Arthur, the GOC 2 Inf Div and Corps
Comd designate Maj Gen M. Famdale, the CRA Brig M. Jones, the
Comd Comms J ~BR) CO!'J>S Brig C. N. Last and many others too
n~m~rous to mention. Sutltce to say they have all left most impressed
with t.he Control HQ and the communications, all it takes is years of
practice! As with all basically static deployments time has been heavy
on many hands. This has led to a rash of jokes being played on various
people. The CO and RSM were instigators of one on Sgt Pete Bradbury.
After calling him down from the Commcen, they proceeded to tear off
many a strip. The CO finished up by telling him he was posted. Sgt Pete
Bradbury knew by now his career was in ruins. However the CO added
after a short pause that the posting was to 206 Signal Sqn as a SSgt!
Congratulations on your promotion Pete.
2 Sqn were extremely impressed by the 'bravery' shown by Sgt
Ronnie Allen and Cpl BUI Thompson who leapt to defend the rebros
who they thought had been 'captured' by the enemy forces. The
perpertrators of the hoax, SSgt (YofS) Mick Horan, Cpls Andy Mciver,
Georg~ Greig a~d LCpl 'Manny' M~, stopped them before they
committed any violence on the unsuspecting rebros. Many more violent
acts ha\•e been committed and yet more are planned with 206 Sig Sqn
and elements of all squadrons getting hooked on enemy ploys. It all
!"a.kes a good chan~e from the conventional role and any further
mc1dents.from Exercise Keystone will be reported on in the next edition
of the. Wire. Suffice to say now that the base rats have been doing a
great JOb, the food has been outstanding and the subject of only one
complaint-its too inviting and I'm getting fatter daily or would be but
for frequent runs to he top of the Teutoburger Ridge. (Does a lost ring
count as treasure trove when found, Richard?).

THE LAMENT
To end this month's Wire notes here is 'The Subalterns Lament'
(tune: Let it Be) written by Capt Richard (I've got to buy another ring
now but I think my insurance is OK) Evans and Lt Dunky McAllister.
(The original boy soldier!). This was first performed in public by the
Regimental Subby (Lt McAllister) and the other officers of 2 Sqn at the
Regimental Dinner Night on 14 Sep before an enraptured audience
including Brig E.Jones (late RGJ). For the principle guest and our QM
(Admin), Maj John Lane also RGJ, the real high spot of the evening was
the Corps Band playing their Regimental Quick March at precisely the
right pace. Nice to see you fellows.
And now for the song:
When I find myself in time of trouble
The Adjutant will summon me
He'll speak words of wisdom
Take three , take three
And thou~h I may be broken hearted
There's still a chance that I might be
Taken off the roster, Katie
Save me, Katie, save me, Katie
Hear my cry of plea, save me.
But in my hour of darkness
The Ack Adj cannot help me
The Adjutants still raving, take three
I go back to my OC Sqa, hoping for
some sympathy
He wakes up and says to me, take threr., take three
Help me, take three. help me. take three
No help from the OC, I've got three.
The number's now increasing quickly
And I have taken two times three
Late for CO's orders
Makes it three times three
The Regimental Officers are feeling very pleased with me
The only name on the roster's, Dunky.
That's me, Dunky. that's me, Dunky
The only name on the rosters, that's me, Dunky.
I had a bright idea one morning
A prisoner to work for me
forgetting to ask the Adjutant
This time it's more than three
My popularity's increasing
October is the month for me
I'm the Regimental Subaltern of three.
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FOCUS ON 2 SQN
TO DENMARK
On Sat 10 July , during the l<egtmental Battle C~mp, 2 Sq_n
disappeared to the NW comer of V~gelsang to tram f~r their
forthcoming trip to Denmark. Ex Thor s Hammer was designed to
prepare the Sqn for its role as a WP Para Coy who would act as enemy
against a Danish Bde.
The squadron moved dir~c.tly fro~ ?arracks a!1d 'bashered . up'
before starting two days revising baste infantry sk.ills ..The evenmgs
were spent keeping up with the World Cup, or h_stenmg to a very
interesting lecture from Capt Chris Williams RA Signals and Lt Ian
Condie on jungle warfare. Armed with renewed knowledge and
enthusiasm SSgt Danny Harewood, Sgts Jock Letf~rd, Skip Redman,
Jeff Armstrong led their platoons ooto the ex_erc1se proper. A Ion~
march with full kit soon dampened their enthusiasm, particularly as rt
was followed by an ambush , but the sight of the OC, Maj Ml~e Thome
and SSM Mick Kerr trying to dig a trench. soon put the smiles b_a~k.
Two nights were spent in the trenches sendmg out patr~ls and w:i-1ttng
for the attack. The recce patrols brought back valuable mformat1on as
well as unsettling the enemy, but the thought of Sig Willy Wilson, LCpl
Dlds Adcock and Sig Dick Tredwdl creeping around would unsettle
anyone! The climax came when Cap~Jlm Coffey and Sgt ~b Barfield
led the Pioneer Platoon gallantly agamst the s9uadron pos1t1ons, where
their slaughter was witnessed by the CO, AdJt and RSM. The. attack
brought a very worthwhile end to a week of very hard and enjoyable
training.

'Look here lads it's him you wC11t not me'
The 21C briefing Lt Simon Lowe

UNDERWAY
On 23 Jul 2 Sqn plus 2 Lynxs from 4 Regt AA~ departed ~or a two
week visit to Sjaellandske Livregiment at Slage1se on the island of
'.Zealand, spurred on by the stories of 3 .Sqn's yisit of the year bef~re;
hopes were high for a sundrenched holiday with lots of topless girls.
Things did not quite work out that way. True the first Saturday
afternoon was spent on local beaches, where Sig 'Wll~y' Wilson
entertained his compatriots with his telescopic camera which looked
like a NODA.
On Sunday the training started in earnest, with the Sqn .deployed on
the Danish ETR computer controlled Ranges at Jaegerspns. From ~he
Ranges the Sqn Officers and SNCOs departed by Lynx to the Damsh
Training area at Ronnebaek. The rest of the Sqn went by road under
the command of Cpl 'Nlge' Sloane backed by all the other Corporals
watching to see that he didn't get lost. Digging was the order of the day
and by am Mon 26 the Sqn was dug in.
THE ROLE
The role of the Sqn was to simulate a WP Para Coy and act as enemy
to a Danish Bde. With the aid of the 2 Lynx, commanded by SSgt
'Biggies' Bell (ex R Signals), four heliborn assault.s were planned. The
first proved to be a. spectacular as.sault on a bndge, where .the two
helicopters swooped mto the attack Just as a Sqn four tonner disgorged
Lt 'Sapper' Lowe and his merry men on top of the bemused Danes.
Equally spectacular was the recovery of W02 (SSM) 'Mlck' Kerr and
LCpl Andy Young, who had been manning an OP within 50 metres of
the Danish Platoon all day. The other three assaults were no l~ss
spectacular but were not really acts of war, consisting of 1.6 men .bemg
dumped at one end of a village held by a Danish Coy, battlmg their way
through to the other end where they were picked up.
.
The next day two of the platoons set up an ambush for the advancing
Danes, who were a little concerned over the way the Sqn planned (and
started to execute) the road block. Unfortunately the amb~sh was
sprung a bit too early and the platoons had to be extracted quickly by
air, leaving the pick up party, under Cpl Al Marsden to be captured
four times by the Danish Vanguard. The actual attack on the def~nded
positions was a bit of an anti-climax, with at least one platoon.havmg to
stand up to show the attacking Danes where they were. Fmally the
battle came to a close late on Wednesday.

'You really do need a wash'
The OC Maj Mick Thorne with the Danish LO Maj Frimen Jensen
·
returning from the bridge attack

'No I am not a viking'
A Danish Home Guard soldier called Thor guarding the Cage
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CHANGES
It is now about a year since news was leaked to the outside world and
in that time there have obviously been postings in and out . SSgt (FofS)
Dan Matthews left us and handed over the golden Avo meter to SSgt
(FofS) Doug Rackham who now issues diodes and transitors from his
new smaller premises (miniaturisation is marvellous) .
SSgt (now W02) Paddy Gass has made room for SSgt Nobby Hall,
who now understands why the former was so happy to hand over A
Gauntlet to him and take on a nice quiet Si¥nal squadron in Soest.
The hockey team's loss is the rugby teams gain.
By the time this goes to press, Lt Keith Durward, Ex 2 Sqn, will have
left the sanctuary of Herford to relieve (no pun intended) Lt Mike
Holm an who is reporting to Shriven ham to be issued with a brain-very
dangerous. It is also likely that Capt Bob Holmes will have left as you
read this , to become Adjutant at 11 Sig Regt and his replacement is
Capt Gerry Corbet whom we welcome. We hope that the outgoing 21C
enjoys the comparative simplicity of wearing one, rather than three
hats!
We congratulate Lt Frank Riley who left the squadron as Corporal
and who now, along with Lt Mike Cost, makes two candidates from the
squadron in as many years: perhaps a hat-trick ...

OBLIGATORY CALL
Thursday wa spent cleaning up after the exercise and Friday visiting
Kobenha\n and the Carl berg Brewery. almost obligatory for all
,;siting British oldiers. An excellent time was had by all thanks to Cdr
Jack Nielson Ex Royal Dani h avy. who ensured that the beer flowed
like" ater and none of the sights were mis ed. Although the bulk of the
qn managed to return that night the remainder all made it back neA1
day. Cpl 'Geord ie' Petty distinguished himself by calling a Stand To on
Kobenhavn station at 0600 hours to the surprise of the drop-outs who
were a Jeep there.
EXACTING AN D ENJOYABLE
To help the Sqn overcome its strenuou time in Kobenh avn, a
lightheaned e cape and evasion exercise was arranged , which started at
0400 hours on Sunday morning much to the urprise of those
participating. The runners surprise was compounded by the speed and
efficiency with which the Dan i h Home Guard operated and some 60 of
the 70 runners were caught. Many of the soldiers thought it unfair that
the Danes used p rivate cars. Most of the sold ier s experienced the
delight of the cage. holi day ca mp. that had been set up and mo t were
pleased when it fin ished. The Sqn returned, relu cta ntly in some cases,
to Herford o n Fri 6 Aug having had a very full. exacting two weeks in
Denmark. Our tha nks mu st go to 2 Sq n II / Sjaellandske Livregiment
for looking after us so well .

'Some of us just do n't need cam cream'
Cpl 'The Plum' Plu mmer waiting in ambush

THE FAMILIAR ROUND
The familiar round of Exercises arrived on schedule to keep us on
our toes and ready for this year's 'Big One'! The Regimental annual
Battle Camp, Exercise Hard Nut . was held at Vogelsang camp this year
and we proved that absence from the regiment is no disadvantage from
the military skills aspect.
Ex Harz Ease and Ex Ammersee Amble were squadron Adventurous
Training weeks run in the Hartz and Munich areas respectively. The
weather was superb and the interest in Adventurous Training, which
the five days of activities stimulated, was very gratifying . Rock climbing
in particular, now has a very good dedicated following in the squadron
with groups going to Extemsteine, the Ith and Hohenstein at weekends
an d o n sports aftern oons .

FOCUS ON
200 (20 ARMD BDE) SIG SQN

oc

' Anybody seen my guide dog?'
SSgt (YofS ) Tony Tait explaining The Geneva Convention

2IC
OCA
OCB
SSM
YofS

MajR.J. HolmesMBE
Capt R. R. Holmes
Lt R. L. Hamden
Lt M. S. Holman
W02 (SSM) J. Bonnett
W02 (YofS) R. L. Bolt

The Squadron prepare to thwart yet anot her attempt at goa l durin g
the 4 Arm d Div Min o r Units Ho ckey Leag ue Final
SAILING
With what was a f~ irly h u rriedly assembled team , t he squa dron
entered three pairs to take pan in the 4 Div Regatta at the Dummersee
on 28 July. We finished fifth ou t of eight teams and Sig 'Ned' Needham
and W02 Bob Bolt put in a partic ularly good performance.
ATHLETICS
The Morrison Cup Ath letics competit ion for th e Royal Signals gave
the squadron an oppo rtun ity to compete in yet another sport and two
remarkable performances were returne d with Cpl Andy 'Spear
Chocker' Lidstone an d LCpl Jwiior White t aking second place in the
Javelin and Shot respectively.

' Come on get in I am not staying here '
Stop groups being airlifted out
INTER SQUADRON BADMINTON TOURNAMENT
This to urna ment was held on I 5, 16 a nd 17 Se p in the gymn asium of
Hammersm ith Barra cks. Five team s of nine men , plu s reserves, spent
2~ days tryin g to beat th e life out of a poor little shuttlecock (and
possibly succeed ing!).
The cl imax of t he to urn a ment ca me d uring the fi na l session on
Friday afte rnoon . HQ an d 2 Sqn were trying fo r first place, both having
won all their prev ious matches. HQ Sqn had the strength in t he doubles
but 2 Sqn fa ncied that they were the strength in the singles. With all th e
doubles pl ayed the score was 6 to HQ and 2 Jo 2 Sqn with 1 game
hal ved. The singles m atches them becam e critical but HQ Squad ron
man aged to win 5 of the 9 games to beco me In te r Sqn Ch ampions for
1982. Fo r those in terested in statistics, du ring the S sessions 45 players
too k part, 180 games were played of which 20 went to the best of 3
ga mes, S games were set at 13 a nd 8 at 14. 8,090 points were scored and
102 shuttles were u sed.

HOCKEY
The hockey team had a very good season indeed, which ended with
the match at Herford against HQ 11 Armd Bde and Sig Sqn, which was
the final of the minor units league and which we won 4-2. It was a just
reward for all the hard practice put in by the staff and squadron alike.

Cpl Rob Young resigns himself to a roll by Pte Shelly Shallcross on Ex
Harz Ease
SPORT
CROSS COUNTRY
An oth er good season fo r th e running team. which was unfortunately
ham\>Cred yet ag ain b y exercises. making it impossible to attendenough
meetings to gain a place in th e Division al minor units league. The team
was led by Lt Mlke Holman and Sgt John Thomson; superb
performances by Pte Dave Lonnen and LCpl Paul Sadler kept us in the
first three virtually every time we ran .
MARATHON MANIA
After Biele feld , th e more m asoch istic members of the squadron who
have tried ' Volksla ufing' have donned their Adidas on other occa ions
and a group ran in th e Berlin 25km city run which included Sig Dicky
Bird, late of 229 Squadron . who completed the course and acted as
guide throughout the visit . A simil ar group will run the Berlin
Marathon very soon so it must ha ve been enjoyable.

Cpl Andy 'spearchuker' Lidsto ne receives his award for 2nd place in
the Mir.or Unit Javelin Competition from Mrs J . H. Hild at Warendorf
during the Morrison Cup
FISHING
This new sport, from th e Arm y's poin t of view, has a good fo llowing
in the squ adron and they have already achieved some success.

CRICKET
A very good cricket season ended with the squadron / brigade
Headquarters team becoming runners up in the Divi ional minor units
cricket league. We lost by seven runs to 20 Electronic Workshops
REME in a very close. enjoyable game.
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7 SigRegt
B.F.P .O. 15
CCF ISIT
Report b.} 2Lt Holland
The fir t thing to hit the fourteen cadets who arrived on 21 July was
the sweltering s- degree heat at Dusseldorf airport. They were
certainly lucky with the weather. A couple of trips to Herford swimming
pool en ured that they went home with a sun tan. The age spread went
from a couple of youngsters of 14 through to a couple of eighteen year
olds. Indeed most of them were the same age as the soldiers they were
to meet. It became obvious right from the beginning that our junior
COs relished the task of escorting the. e attached personnel.
During their tay. they visited \'arious departments in the regiment.
getting to know how it is organized. They stayed in 5 Sqn for a couple of
days working with lineman, telegraphists, technicians and Re fitters
and electricians. One day of this was taken up with a plug up and test
exerci e. They visited 15/19 Hussars in Paderborn, where they drove
around in Spartans. They also went on a border patrol escorted by 2Lt
Kevan Thomber. To end with a bang they did a march and shoot on the
last day. The march was an old fashioned beastin~ by Cpl Busklngham
and LCpl Owen of 5 Sqn. The cadets said they en1oyed it but were glad
to ride back in a truck. The shoot involved SMG and 9mm pistol,
weapons that they never use and were glad of this opportunity.

_JR

.•.

competition before leaving the service Ken has won the coveted
Blandford Cup for being the highest placed Royal Signals shot. He
scored 591 out of a possible 600 points. 'I've been after that for years,'
said Ken on seeing his name engraved on the handsome trophy.
Ken, the guiding light and driving force behind our successful small
bore shooting club. will be missed within the sportin~ circles of the
regiment. His drive, enthusiasm and hard work in building up the club
to where it proudly stands today illustrates his total dedication to the
sport. He and his wife. Inge, leave us shortly to take up a new career in
the street called civilian and may we all , who have enjoyed his expert
instruction and good natured humour. thank him for his service.

ROWING REPORT
Out and about with 7 Sig Regt. our intrepid reporter and scoop
cameranian snapped a few pictures during a recent visit to the
regiment. This busy band of Signallers, although seemingly never off
exercise. do find time to relax, play sport and generally enjoy
themselves.
The Regimental Annual Fete in August was for once blessed with a
beautiful day. The sun beat down on hundreds of milling people
determined to enjoy the sunshine and entertainment. As a result of the
excellent day over DM 13000.00 was raised, which will subsequently be
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donated to both British and German charity organisations. Our picture
shows the 'ducking pond' with Lt Jim Dryburgh about to take the
plunge.

They left early on the morning of the 30th full of thanks and , no
doubt. stories for those back home who couldn't come. No thanks
necessary. We enjoyed having them.

SSgt Andy Hickling and Cpl Dave Wood have recently been awarded
BAOR rugby cup caps. This award is all the more unique in that only
two caps were awarded this year. both to members of the regiment.
These two intrepid sportsmen are, of course, well known in the rugby
circles, with Cpl Dave Wood having played for the BAOR first XV for
no less than four seasons and SSgt Andy Hickling for two. Andy has
also skippered that dynamic side. Congratulations gentlemen , and it
must be ... 'if the cap fits, wear it'.
IN DAD'S FOOTSTEPS

FOCUS ON SPORT
CONGRATULATIONS AND FAREWELL

Left to right: Capt Mal Smart, Mrs Joe Briant, Cpl Don Briant and Cpl

McGill

Sgt Ken Fisher well known in the Corps and indeed army shooting
circles, has at long last filled one of his shooting ambitions. ln his final
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At a recent ceremony held in the regiment, two sons of serving
members were enlisted by the CO. Chris (4th left) son of Capt Mal and
Ann Smart is off to Harrogate. James (5th left) son of SSgt James and
Pat Lees is off to Arborfield. The best of luck to them both in their new
careers.
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In the easy and warm atmosphere of the back room of 6 Squadron
club (our thanks to OC 6 and his boys) a friendly gathering of shooters
and coppers said a fond farewell to Cpls Don and Joe Briant. This most
enjoyable and unique get together of members of our shooting club and
Regimental Police staff (what a mixture) were there to say goodbye to
the pair.
Don , a member of the RP Staff, received, amid many a choice and
hearty wisecracks, a most handsome wall clock, to--added his
mates- get him up in time for work. Joe, on the other hand, was
presented with a fine glass domed carriage clock in order, remarked the
shooters, to get Don up so he could see his clock to get him to work on
time.
Amid the happy and innocent banter Don was heard to remark ... 'I
can't watch any more, th is type of thing really winds me up. don't think
I can face leaving ... ' In the background the dulcet tones of the
barman was calling ... 'Time gentlemen please'. Best ofluck both. you
leave a lot of friends behind.
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deserved and welcomed by all our better halves. Our picture shows. the
Garrison Commander Brig Quayle about to cut the tape and hopefully
plug in the first kettle at the official opening, flanked by Mrs Burke
(right) and Mrs Brown (right).

TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE FREEDOM OF HERFORD
The atmosphere that gripped Maresfield Barracks on Fri 10 Sep can
only be described as electric. As the first rays of sunshine pierced the
dawn sky heralding a beautiful day the regiment was up and
breakfasting. Everyone. but everyone, seemed to be busily doing
something or other, putting that final shine on those boots, moving
equipment or generally making ready for a truly great event. Military
music could be heard in the background as the Director-Maj Gordon
Turner put the Corps band through its final rehearsal. W0 2 (SSM) Ian
Cairns-parade Warrant Officer-could be seen resplendent in
uniform giving the boys a final pep talk. For on that memorable and
most successful day the regiment celebrated the 10th anniversary of the
Freedom of Herford.
The honour was bestowed on the regiment by the burghers of
Herford in September 1972 and was about to be relived. Elements of
the regiment together with the Corps band were to parade through the
town with bayonets fLxed, drums beating and full ceremonial. in
accordance with the tradition to exercise that particular right and
honour.

A FOND FAREWELL

The four Signalmen - Sig Smudger Smithson, Sig Moses Moles, Sig
Wobot Turn bull and Sig Gaz S keels, plus all the cadets

A PLACE TO CALL OUR OWN
A well overdue garrison wives club coffee room and meeting centre is
now available for use to Hereford wives. This spacious and well
furnished facility is located in the Families NAAFI complex in
Herford and is to be shared between the resident unit stationed in
Herford. Perhaps fittingly but unofficially called the 'Tenko rooms',
my apologies to the BBC, will prove to be an asset and certainly

A FITIING FRAME
A fitting frame for the splendid and glittering picture was the
forecourt of the ancient and picturesque Rathaus where that parade
was to be inspected by the Burgenneister-Herr Doctor Schrober.
Appropriately the Master of Signals accompanied the Burgermeister,
for it is he who holds the unique distinction of being the first
Commanding Officer of the regiment's initial occupancy of Maresfield
barracks back in 1952.
As excited crowds formed around the Rathaus forecourt, a number
of Corps personalities were immediately recognisable. The SOinC,
together with a number of past Commanding Officers took their seats
as the band and markers marched on in fine style.
A tirring silence enveloped the ancient parade grounds as the
echoing words of command were given by the parade commander Maj
Da\•id Palmer. To the inspiring beat of drums the parade marched on
with No 1 Troop leading and commanded by Capt Peter Smith followed
by o 2 Troop commanded by Lt John Kirkman. The Freedom scroll
party, resplendent in blues, took up a central position with the honour
of guarding the document being afforded to Lt Mike Hancock flanked
by four SNCO escorts.

5Z3

CLOSE ASSOCIATION
With the in pection over, both the Burgenneister and the CO Lt Col
K. P. Burke gave very fitting speeches emphasising the close association
between the noble town and the regiment. Soon the parade was making
its proud way through the streets of the town much to the delight of the
crowd of spectators and shoppers. On return to barracks an e.xcellent
buffet lunch had been laid on in the Spearhead club, under the expert
ere of the SCO Capt Bob Shearsmith ACC.

HAPPY CROWDS
Throughout the afternoon visitors enjoyed a static equipment display
and towards early evening the Corps gave an excellent performance of
'Playing the retreat' on the regimental square. Early evening saw
cocktail parties in both the Officers' and Sergeants' Messes and by then
of course everyone was justifiably elated with success and enjoyment
was certainly on the cards. A sensational junior ranks cabaret had been
organised by the Spearhead club management, namely Mr Peter
Stubbs NAAFI Manager and Capt Mal Smart 01/C PRI.
Finally the weary but happy crowds made their way back to quarters
or barrack rooms bringing the curtain down on what must surely prove
to be the most memorable day of the year.

8 SigRegt
Catterick Garrison

BIG AND ACTIVE
8 Sig Regt is a big unit and there is always plenty going on. The past
few months have been no exception and highlights have included great
activity in the sporting field and a unique happening in the opening of
our very own 'Cash Point'.
650+AHORSE
The advent of the winter sports season has caused a flurry of activity
in the form of preliminary Competitions . Everybody has been involved
and in the case of cross country no less than 650 competitors and a
horse turned out.
IT LOOKS GOOD
The Regimental lines, which must be well known to almost everyone in
the Corps, have now been take n over fro m the contractors after a
lengthy re-build programme. Trees, grass and flower beds are back
under control and those returning to up-grade will hopefully appreciate
all the hard work which has achieved this. It looks good and in the
spring it will look even better.

The parade marches through Herford where the scroll party can
clearly be seen. Capt Peter Smith and W02 (SSM) Ian Cairns can be
observed marching behind the Parade Commander
One of the acts of a cabaret which proved to be tremendous

THE ROYAL SOLDIERS'
DAUGHTERS' SCHOOL
HAMPSTEAD, LONDON NWJ

The Burgermeister inspects 2 Tp escorted by Lt John Kirkman. The
parade Commander Maj David Palmer is directly behind

/
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The School is fo r the daughters of serving and ex-service
soldiers, catering especially for their needs and providing
continuity of education through to Advanced Level. It is ideally
situated in a pleasant part of London and at the centre of air,
rail and road communications; younger girls are escorted to
and from all London termini.
Academic education takes place at selected Inner London
Education Authority schools; homework is done under
supervision at the RSDS where there are good facilities for outof-school activities.
Entry ages are normally from 6 to 14, but older girls may also be
accepted. Serving soldiers are eligible for Boarding School
Allowance, the fees being set not much above it . Bursaries are
available for girls needing them for compassionate reasons,
and may also be awarded so that a girl may complete her
education at the RSDS if it has reached a critical stage when
her father leaves the Army.
Applications for places in 1983 are invited
Applications for places for girls who have started, or are about
to start secondary education in 1983, should reach the
Secretary before 31st December 1982, but later applications
will be considered.
Applications for girls of primary school age may be submitted
at anytime.
The School has sixteen ROYAL SIGNALS daughters here at
present and wou ld be glad to have some more.
Please apply to the Secretary, The Royal Soldiers'
Daughters' School, 65 Rosslyn Hill, London NW3 5UD.
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lSQNREPORT
With great regret we say goodbye to our Admin Officer, 2Lt Jill
Oakley WRAC who leaves us for Germany and Sgt Steve Owen who
also qualifies for some LOA.
As always in 8 Sig Regt the sporting scene has been hectic and 1 Sqn
has been collecting the odd trophy. Sgt Steve Owen trained all three of
our teams for the football competition and by hook or by crook two of
them made it to the final. T Tp 1 Sqn won the competition! In the
hockey competition the squadron was represented in the final by T Tp
who played extremely well against 2 Sqn. With two goals from Cpl
Dave Meggitt and one from Cpl Mark Hardy the trophy came our way
by3-2.
One urgent appeal through the media: This Squadron has the job of
training Tl Techs which leads to a lot of Corporal/Sergeant
promotions. There is always a demand cor Mess Kit so if you possess
any that you wish to sell or give away contact us first. Many thanks.
CHANGES IN 2 SQN
Since our last report it's been all change. Maj Judy Ball WRAC
handed over command before moving to the WRAC Depot, Lt Anne
Belsly retired and W / CplJane Stewart went quietly to COD Bicester.
New arrivals include Maj Joan Roulstone WRAC, 2Lt Jane Boxell
WRAC, Cpl Mlke John and W /Cpl Lee, all of whom we hope will have
a happy tour in the Regiment.
Of late we have had our taste of sporting success. We won the InterTp and Inter-Sqn Cross Country Competitions. We failed to assert
ourselves in both the football and the rounders but with orienteering
and boxing on the near horizon we should be in the medals again .
B Tp provided an honour guard for the visit of Comd NEDIST, Maj
Gen C. P. R. Palmer, when he visited the regiment and were not only
splendid in their performance, but in the way they carried off a
complete change in programme without a practice. What wet weather
programme Sir?
COLOURFUL3SQN
Very rarely do 3 Sqn Cadre appear in public together and a group
photograph to grace the pages of the 'Wire' was hard to come by.
However, an almost complete group photo has been produced to
illustrate the colourful characters. Most are soon to be posted
(understandably from the photo) , but I am sure the 6 or 700 students
who have passed through either Charlie or Delta Troops will recognise
one or two faces.
A run. down of our sporting achievements over the past few weeks
highlights the amount of talent that passes through.
LCpl John Tayne trained a very useful football team that almost
made it to the final , but unfortunately fell at the semi-finals. The
manager, Lt Steve Berni.man , managed an all time record of 18
cigarettes during the semi-final!!! The hockey was a little less
successful and in the preliminary rounds the team did not win a game.
With 11 changes in the team, to give the Cadre a sports afternoon, the
team defeated the WRAC 2-0 to win the Plate Competition.
The downfall of our 2IC Capt Thn lnshaw continues. Promotion to
Captain was the first step, but now he has become a 'Pad' .
Congratulations to him on his marriage and all wish him and Sally
good luck for the future.
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3SQN CADRE
Back Row fl to RJ: AO-W01 Geoff Lumley {soon to be Lt), OC

Sqn-Maj Jack Fiskel {Posted), SSgt Tom Witherington (Posted),
Cpl Jim Pattison {Posted), Sgt Chas Ward {a cardboard cut out),
W02 (SSM) John Carter (ex Tech)
Front Row fl to RJ: SSgt Ph~ Lee (Huuummmm). Lt Steve Hemiman,
Sgt Bob O'Hara (Posted), Sgt Paul Smyth (tel: Catterick 1234), Cpl
Jim Hillan (can accommodate anyone)
SSgt Tom Witherington has suggested a write up to emphasise the
variety of tasks that llis band of Deltroids are set from time to time.
(Deltroid - noun, one pertaining to D Tp). In the past and near future
his men have erected 95 tents for numerous functions, painted red
crosses on dead trees, built a 5-a-side football pitch from a left over
tennis court, laid a road for a canoeing championship, appeared at the
Royal Tournament, chased sheep off the sportsfield and demolished a
bus shelter for the local council. As well as all this, Driver Training has
also been completed by countless students.
NEDIST WRAC ROUNDERS TOURNAMENT
In the inter-zonal rounders competition held at Catterick , the girls of
8 Sig Regt played very well to beat 3 other teams from the district. The
team has now progressed to the Army finals to be held in Aldershot.

Back Row fl to RJ: Pte Sue Lisle, Cpl Chris Whitewood , Pte Sue

Ward, Cpl June Rigby, Sgt Pat Stanton , W01 Jan Hagon
Front Row (L to RJ: Pte Dawn Williams, Pte Lisa Gras, LCpl Joy Von

Weilligh, Pte Linda Bailey
STOP PRESS
Our 2IC is now OC Sqn. Who says promotion is slow at 8 Sig Regt ?
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INTER TROOP HOCKEY
Maj Tom Stoddart ha d the task of organising the Inter Troop
Hockey with the aim of identifying players for the Regimental Team.
Two leagues of four teams were played off in a first round and the top
two teams from each league then met in semi-finals.
All the league games were played during the evenings and a word of
thanks is appropriate for the umpires , who gave u p so much of their
time. After a week of play the teams for the final stages were selected. T
Tp and TTS played in the first semi-final and after a long hard battle
the superior fitness of the technicians defeated the slight ly older ITS
team.
As in all good semi-final games the HQ and 2 Sqn game ended in
drama when it wa to be decided on penalties. With a place in the fin al
at sta ke the CO, Col Moss, scored with his first attempt but
unfortunate ly the rest of his team cou ld not follow his example and 2
SqnjoinedTTpin the final .
While the two tea ms waited for the final game the large crowd was
entertained by a special match between the WRAC and 3 Sqn . In the
league games neither of these sides had won a match . but both now
played stylish hockey. 3 Sqn having made 11 cha nges to their usual
side, were the eventual win ners.
The fin al proved to be a classic. Neither side really domin ated and
th e actio n flowed from end to end. T Tp opened the scoring early in the
~~me and managed to hold on to the one goal lead to fi nish the game 3-

CASH POINT

\\CASH INC 11'1 " ON
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THE WINNING 2 SON TEAM
Back Row (L to RJ: W02 Escott , Sig Inglis, Sig Cla y, LCpl Pellant, Cpl
Kirkpatrick, Cpl Hutton
Front Row (L to RJ: Cpl Boyle, S ig Sprange, LCpl Little, LCpl
Wigglesllllorth
THE BELL TROPHY
T he Bell T rophy is t he Inter Troop fo?tb all Cup and this year it was
organised by Maj John Elliott, the Regim ental Football Officer , who
must have been t he only person to understand the ru les.
With a large number of Upgrading students, the standard of play
was very high indeed. Many Corps and a few Army playe~ t urn~d out
for their respective troops and pl ayed alongside basic tramees.
Hopefully future Corps team s will benefit fro m the experienced pl ayers.
A total of 17 games were played , with each team playing at least two
games. The two teams who contested the final !lame w ~r~ from 1
Squadron who held the might of talent amongst their techmc1ans. The
experience of the Upgraders , T Troop, proved too mu ch for the
younger counte~arts - Basic Technicians, P T roop . The score hne of
4-1 to T Troop did not reflect the closeness of a hard fought final game.

'' CASHPolNT C1-1RR LIE "

8 Sig Regt made history on 26 July when the SOinC Maj Gen A. C.
Blrtwisde CHE opened the Army's first unit Cash Point.
With more and more soldiers now being paid through a bank, rather
than over the table. it had been a matter of some concern that it was a
long walk to Camp Centre to get money. The offer of a Cash Point came
from Lloyds Bank Ltd and with remarkable ease, the technical and
administrative difficulties were overcome, to allow the installation to
take place in the wall of the unit Guardroom.
The grand opening took place in the presence of a group including
senior representatives of the Bank and from all ranks in the regiment .
The SOinC inserted the first card and deftly tapping out the 'secret
code' received in return a generous contribution for donation to
SSAFA.
The Cash Point opened , the assembled party adjourned to the inside
of the Guardroom for yet another unique happening - champagne,
courtesy of Lloyds Bank Ltd and a look, hands in pockets , into the
back of the machine, which , since, has given £5 notes to all who want
them - provided of course they have an account and something in it. A
good service for us and probably good business for Lloyds Bank.
Everyone is happy!

PRESENTATION OF IMPERIAL SERVICE MEDAIS
The CO Col Noel Moss, is seen here presenting two Imperial Service
Medals to ~embers of the civilian staff. The Imperial Service Medal is
awarded for 25 years of meritorious service.
Mr Ken Coates has been serving in ITS as a Supervising
Instructional Officer since its opening in 1971 and prior to that he
served with 24 Sig Regtand 3 Trg Regt. .
.
.
.
Mr John Terry has been serving as a sign wnter with Royal Signals
since 1959. Prior to that he has worked with REME.

WINNERS OF THE INTER TROOP HOCKEY
TTROOPl SON
Back Row (L to RJ: Cp l Turner, Cpl Richardson , SSgt Smith , Cpl
Massey, Cpl Smith , Cpl Simpkins
Front Row (L to RJ: Cpl Johnson, Cpl Hall , Cpl Davies, Cpl Hardy, Cpl
Meggitt, Cpl Mackenziq

INTER TROOP CROSS COUNTRY
The Commander Training Group Royal Signals, Brig SprackJing
kindly consente d to officiate a s starter for th e Regimental Cross
Country run on 18 August , which all without a very good excuse took
part.
The Ladies Race of 3 miles for the WRAC was won by W /Cpl June
Rigby , HQ Sqn, in a very good time of 21 mins 45 secs. For the men, a
race of 5 miles attracted some 650 entries and LCpl Titch Little came in
first , in 29 mins 17 secs, closely followed by LCpI Ead Wigglesworth
and Cpl Eddy Boyle. All three are from 2 Sqn.
In the Veterans Race SSgt Carl BrownhUl, HQ Sqn then , but now a
civilian, sprinted home in fine style to force the CO, Col Moss, into
second place.
The Inter Troop Competition was won by A Tp (2 Sqn) and 2 Sqn
also won the Squadron Cup.
Chief Judge for the occasion was the 2IC, Lt Col Mike Deverill who
said he was far too old to run and turned up on a horse! His claim to
being 105 years old has however now been discounted as totally false apparently he is only 103.
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L to R: Mr Ken Coates, the CO, Mr John Terry

NEW COMBAT-CHAUFFEUR COURSE

. .

The T rade T raining School ran the first of _the ~e~-style_ dnvmg
courses recently. Aimed at the more _mature dnver,_1t IS d~s1gned to
promote careful_ and p~cise ~andhng of e:"pens1ve vehicles. The
trainees are required to brmg therr own cars which should preferably be
more than twenty years old and must be manufactured by Rolls-Royce.
The course lasted two hours, the top student received a prize of two
bottles of wine and everyone ended up in the Officers' Mess for !Unch.
(You m ay have guessed that this was not actually a course. It_was m fact
an outing of the NE Section of the Rolls-Royce Enthusiasts Oub,
hosted by the regiment. The cars were p~t through a number ~f
not-too-serious driving tests and a good time was had by all-it
certainly added a touch of class to the barracks!)

WINNERS OF THE BELL TROPHY
TTP 1 Sqn
Back Row (L to RJ: Sgt Owen, Cpls: Taylor, Welham, Skelton,
Wayne, Ridley, Smith, Mackenzie .
Front Row (L to RJ: Cpls: Hardy, Barclay, Hall , Farrington , Mullen

The trainees and their veh icles-yes, that does look a lot like Lt Col
David Dudley nearest the camera, with his 1933 Phantom 11
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10 SigRegt
Hounslow

A stately 1930 20/25 HP Laundelette has successfully reversed round
the comer under the eagle eye of Sgt Spud Taylor but Cpl Zif Iqbal
will dock points for the rear-end sticking out

This 'trainee_' has judged the height of his car pretty well. LCpls Dave
Shaw and G1nge Mc Donaugh will give him one penalty point for every
inch too much

If it moves,salute it.
Pickfords have won the respect of
the British Anned forces, because we
are able to move you quicklyand
efficiently. With professional packing
too,if you wish it.
We have over 160 branches in
Britain, as well as a special Forces
branch in Gtitersloh, Germany. All of
these can offer storage if you need it.
For a free estimate, ring us. You'll find
our telephone number under Pickfords
in your phone book In Gennany,
telephone Gtitersloh (05241) 16344

PKkJQ!Q9

CONFESSIONS OF AN ORIENTEER (FAILED)
By WOJ (YofS) Bob McLaren
The venue was Bracknell, out Sandhurst way, my old patch, and
although never having been conned into this 'thought sport' in twenty
years (which takes .some real thought), I was, in my innocence, looking
forward to a day out. As I've said, my old patch, like the back of my
hand, never been lost in all my years, etc, etc. Got a lift in the Staff Car
which really started the day off well, it's great waving to all the civilians
who throw themselves to the ground at my passing.
Anyway. somewhere in Bracknell woods, I met the organisers, Lt
Louise Rough and SSgt Peter Coll and was given a brief but superb
chat on what it's all about. As a master of mapcraft I listened, just to
humour them, and also pick up some of the 'OK' phrases such as 'pick
up a line' and 'attack a point',- fascinating stuffl Brief over, stood
around with the rest of the, by now, soaked competitors, waiting for the
start. Apparently, it's not a real meeting unless there is a constant
drizzle.
Suddenly, my newness to this sport of the intellects began to grow on
me, I didn't have a tea-cosy, sweat band, or bobble hat to cover my
head; I wasn't wearing my socks outside my track suit bottoms and I
hadn't nipped off the sleeves of my top. l sorted my socks out but left
the other things, as l was sure that this was my sport.
Eventually, my name was called, 'Two minutes', good warning that,
two minutes to go before I step into the 6 minute waiting gate. Time
passed and there I was, next to go. l had been handed a map earlier, on
which I had pointed out to SSgt Peter Coll that the colours were all
wrong-'That's the way Ours are!' I accepted this, just in case there
was a waiting area specially for trouble makers. I had, with the aid of
this very small piece of map, worked out by direction, to check point
one (CPl). Down the track in front of me (where all earlier contestants
had gone. GoCPl-easy, like falling off a log, which I did in my keenness to get
this over with. I got it much quicker than I thought I would (must be
the excitement of it all) and Punched ' my card. This is the thought
sport! Then onwards to CP2, passed all the girls having a natter and
walking back to CPI, (one of them must have missed it).
l got to the general area of CP2, (absolutely soaking now) and
gathering momentum with every stride, ran in ever decreasing circles
looking for the punch. l was just about at vanishing point when a voice
broke the woody silence-'Further in'-pausing only to ascertain this
remark was directed at me I complied, there, ten yards hence-the
Punch .
EASY
CP3 and 4 were easy and I was beginning to believe I had the whole
thing cracked. Onwards again to CPS. 'Top of hill' indicated the map,
so up I went. there was a sort of spider effect issuing from the top down,
the ferns had been crunched by previous competitors in their progress
up and down, leaving a clear picture of all the legs taken to the top;
follow any one. The actual top bit. was not far akin from a disaster
area, bushes and ferns crunched everywhere. No punch though, I
searched everywhere and lost lots of time. Stood there, near defeated. I
looked to the skies for some guidance and there, at head height (not
waist height like all previous) was the punch. Stupid sport!
CP6 (happily) was as it should be and it certainly restored my faith.
I'd been out lhr lSmins by now and still had four to go. (The eventual
winner, Maj Ray Windmill 21C Regt, finished the whole thing in lhr
9mins).
To CP7. I was getting tired, I had been running, jogging and walking
for some time. Found the track l wanted, but the power lines 'on the
ground' were not 'on the map'; double checked it must be the right
etace. All the others who had gathered thought so too. But we couldn't
fmd the punch. There were seven competitors now, all searching but to
no avail. Individual effort, group effort, nowt! Dim recollections of the
briefing-'if nowt go back and come in again'-back I went. (Wouldn't
it be great to find it in front of all these impressionable young lads).
Nowt!
It was at this point that I took a fateful decision. indeed it could be
said I lost my presence of mind. Whatever is said, I certainly managed
to lose me.

TO PASTURES NEW
'Go West young man '. Off I went to pastures new, the reasons for
this sudden inspiration are too numerous to mention here. Searching
all the 'look alike' areas I ran off with a new vigour. I failed to notice
that the sound of voices, so prominent at CP7, had receded into the
forest (what a natural leader).
Ever onwards, my legs cried for relief. Pause-never! l only stopped
when I hit a well cultivated veg patch in an establishment I immediately
recognised as Broadmoor Hospital. I knew where I was, as I had once
been offered a place there, but they wanted quantity not quality, so two
Foremen of Signals were taken instead. l also knew the hospital was not
on my map and I was miles from the woods where I should be. I'd been
out two hours by now and rather than have everyone search for me, I
decided to get back to the start/finish without delay. Stepping quickly
back into the darkness of the wood (after all you never know whose
onions I stood on) I plodded East.
THE RIDE
It worked, CP7 again. No. Some construction workers were laying
new sewage pipes into a ditch into which l immediately fell. With all the
dignity I could muster, l bade one and all 'Good afternoon '. 'Any
chance of a lift to civilisation?'. The somewhat surprised workers, after
ensuring I was legally free to wander around looking and feelin~ like a
lost and demented castaway, gave me a lift back to the start line m their
most stylish vehicle-the cement mixer. They wanted to drive me right
into the wood, but no, l had my pride; I'll run the last bit, I
thought-who need know? When I saw all the girls were in and most of
the lads. I had to admit my shortcoming, so as not to detract from their
efforts.
THE HONOURS
The honours went as follows: Male: 1st Maj Ray Windmill RHQ,
2nd LCpl John Skelton, 3rd Cpl John Griffiths. Female'; 1st LCpl
Eileen Renwick, 2nd LCpl McQullter, 3rd LCpl Ruth Yotmg. Chain of
Command: Maj David PodeTln, 2 Sqn: Sig Dick Borek. Sig Zip Brown.
Female Team: LCpl Eileen Renwick; 1 Sqn: LCpl Anne McQullter,
LCpl Ruth Young, Pte Lynn Beech; Male Team: LCpllohn Fragola; 2
Sqn: LCpl Dave Nadln, Sig Geonlle Brown 868, Sig Blah Bishop.
Riding back, body aching, cream crackered, wet. reflected, I really
did enjoy it, do it again, not tomorrow, but soon. Only smiling faces at
the end. Must get down to Oxfam to see if I can buy some of the gear.
SWS TROOP, 2 SQN, HOUNSLOW
I doubt, that many are aware, that this troop provide Public Address
for major military events throughout England and Wales. Each year,
the tasks seem to grow, in both size and numbers-Records & Mann ing
please note!-and this year, again, we scored two firsts.
We put on our largest PA job yet, at the Army Air Display at Army
Air Corps, Middle Wallop. This was the 25th Anniversary of the AAC
and entailed twenty five lOOW amplifiers, with 125 loudspeakers,
mostly mounted on 20ft poles. The 'Flight Line', along which the flying
display took place. was 1400 metres long, and took 60 cabinet speakers
on poles. The whole effect was enhanced by professional media
commentators. and included a live commentary from an airborne
helicopter pilot over the whole PA system.

Head Office: 400 Gt. Cambridge Road,
Enfield Middlesex ENI 3RZ.
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Our other 'fir t'. was to provide the sound ystem for the Colchester
Searchlight Tattoo; a new technique learned here was to ra!se our
cabinet speakers over the rear of the spectator stands. By putting our
pole in 'serie ', we finished up with a string of 30ft poles. During the
how. we provided an audio feed to Anglian Television. a Police
commentary with pecial sound effects. and provided a 'Roman
Centurion' with a radio microphone. With this. he gave his orders, in
latin. to his legionaries. The microphone was stuck through his belt,
over hi am1our. and looked amazingly like a part of his Roman
unifom1.
THE DRIVING FORCES
The driving forces behind the PA standards are an ex-FofS, Colin
Hatcher and Oiff Bird. Colin has been with the regin1ent as a ivilian
officer for eight year since leaving the Corps. and still goes round
muttering. 'I hate civilians'. Cliff has been with us for 12 years. and
single-mindedly raises his standards ea.ch y~ar, to the utter dismay <?f
our young soldiers. These, of course, arnve with the concept that Pubhc
Addre con ists of putting four horn loudspeakers on tripods,
attaching an amplifier with the gain fully up, and going to the NAAFI.
How· little they know! Our permanent PA driver i 'Yorkie' Bird, who
not only does wonder with our white vans, but heaves a mean pole. The
combination of Cliff and Yorkie on the team, at first causes distress
amongst wives, when a soldier tells her he has just been to Wales (or
where\•er) with two Birds!
NOT JUST PA
Our tasks are already coming in, nation-wide, for next year. If you
fancy a life on the open wave {of sound) then put in your bids for a
posting. It's not just a PA. you know. The TE Techs cabby around
London and the South East of England. and could all make a
contribution to the 'Pub Grub' Guide. The Show communications for
the Royal Tournament at Earls Court are installed and run by our TE
Techs and Tele Mechs. This year, Cpl Glynn Brayley was IC Party, and
Asst Producer, and Cpl 'Shamus' Moonej'. manned the sound effects
box.
It has been an exciting (terrifying?) year for the Radio Techs.
Security, parricularly that of the Royal Family, has overshadowed all
el e. Their visits to Buckingham Palace, St James, The Tower of
London. and Windsor Castle have all been stepped up. Our masters of
the exotic in this field are Sgt Alec Harper, Sgt Steve Jackson (yes,
that's right, the Army Canoeist) and Cpl Steve Jordan. They could all
three become London Cabbies, with their acquired knowledge of
routes.
The TOT, Maj Phil Johnson, has become a devotee of the Household
Division. He may not know much about digital circuits, but is a wealth
of information when it comes to the colour of a bearskin plume, which
side of the headdress it is worn. and grouping of buttons on a scarlet
tunic. As for the Household Cavalry, he has even been seen, by a select
few. wearing a Blues & Royals Major's tunic and helmet, and later
astride an officer's charger.
Finally, we all here send our deepest condolences to Sgt Alec Harper
and his sons, Derek and Dennis, on the sad loss of his wife, Isabel.
3SQN
A CELEBRITY FOR A DAY
Report by Cpl A. J. Mason
On the night of 18 July some 60 or more soldiers representing the
Regiment and Corps involved in the Falklands, plus many more of
stage and screen, paid their personal tributes, in the presence of HRH
The Prince of Wales, to those who fought, and those who gave their
lives, in the South Atlantic.
WOI Newbold from The Parachute Regiment Depot was in overall
charge of the military and shepherded us from theatre to theatre;
namely from the Adelphi, which was our base, to the Coliseum, where
the show was filmed live by London Weekend Television. Also included
amongst the service representatives were members of the Roya l Navy,
the Royal Marines, the Merchant Marine and the Royal Fleet
Auxiliary.
We. the servicemen and women, rehearsed our two appearances over
the weekend and also gained some insight into how the theatre works.
It seemed odd to be almost rubbing shoulders with people like Harry
Secombe, Twiggy, or Tommy Steele; people who had only existed
before. on celluloid. During the rehearsals we had ample opportunity
for autograph hunung and 'Spot the Star'-ie 'Who's that?' 'Anthony
Andrews'. 'Who?' . .. and so on.
. Our appear~nces were at the beginning and end of the show, and
mvohed very httle legwork, but they were nerve-wracking enough. The
first appearance wa introduced by Sir Laurence Olivier, and each
Corp • Regiment. and Service was announced by him in turn; including
the SAS, who were there 'in spirit'. The Paras , Welsh Guards and
Gurkhas drew the greatest applause. These introductions were followed
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by a stirring rendition of 'Rule Britannia'. which dimmed an eye or two.
There followed appearances by many artists, including comedy.
singing. magic and ballet-quite a mixed selection. Unfortunately we
did not get to see the whole show. either in rehearsals or live, although
we managed to see some acts on screen at the Adelphi, where we filled
in the time until our econd and final appearance. Then we had our
moment to see everybody together on stage in the finals. We walked
across the stage in single tile, each Service, Regiment and Corps
alternating with a celebrity-the Army girls (WRAC and QARANC)
escorted John Inman (to prevent him. it was rumoured, from chatting
up any soldiers).
We all came back on stage-servicemen and women, actors, singers
and dancers. en masse. for the moving and patriotic 'Land of Hope and
Glory' (not a dry eye in the house) led by Dame Vera Lynn, and finally
the National Anthem. before HRH The Prince of Wales. We remained
on stage for some time after the theatre audience had left. in order that
Prince Charles might meet the cast and stars (including us!). Naturally,
he had a special word or two for the generally acclaimed heroes of the
conflict.
We left the theatre, tired, but feeling as though we had contributed
something to the Salute to the Falklands Task Force. Travelling back
to Alders hot to carry on with our normal duties, supporting the Services
in peacetime and in times of conflict, having been stars for a night.
CHICHESTER MARCHES
Report by Sgt Jan Pepperell WRAC
The day we had all been waiting for, finally arrived. At 6.30am on
Sun l Aug, we set off armed with 'Bacon Samies' that Lt Fiona Leach
had persuaded the cook to give us for sustenance on our long march.
We arrived in Chichester about 7.4Sam and made our way to the
starting point. where everyone obviously couldn't wait to get going, and
at 8.30 we got our marching orders. All was going very well and at
Checkpoint One we were met by Maj Andrew Briggs, QC 3 Sqn, who
gave us a warm welcome and refreshments, which were definitely
needed by that time, as the sun had been beating down on us and made
life very sticky indeed. After a brief break, we set off again, still full of
the joys of Spring, to checkpoint Two. By the time we got to the third
checkpoint, there were several of us who had a slight limp, but we still
had another 11 or 12 miles to go! Checkpoint 4 was lunch time, so we
had a good 20 minutes break before setting off on the next stage of our
route. However, it was not long before we were confronted by two hills.
At this time. they resembled something like Everest but with the help of
LCpl Nigel Richards and his rucksack carrying supplies, we made it to
the top, and with one more checkpoint and the end in sight; who was
bothered! We eventually hobbled back into Chichester at Spm, where
we all had a well deserved beer and decided it had been a great day.

11 SigRegt
Catterick Garrison

VISIT OF MASTER OF SIGNALS
Maj Gen P. E. M. Bradley CB CBE DSO made. his far~well visit. to
the regiment on Tues 6 Jul and spent a full and .mte~esong !Ilom~ng
with the regiment. He met. a large number of soldiers m Cont1:'1uahon
Training, who had just arrived ~om Ouston, and. who we!e. takmg part
in a Patrol Race and undergoing Combat Survival Trammg. He was
also able to meet the current .Staff Sergeants Course, TA Detachment
Commander Course and a Pre-RCB Briefing Course. On the social side
of things he met the Cadre in the .Cad~e Families Club, an? w~
entertained to lunch by RSM Tom Friend m the Sgts Mess. Cpl Rlvet
Justice had the honour, in the Cadre Families Club, of being presented
with his LS and GC medal by the Master.

VISIT OF MRS PAT BATE
Mrs Pat Bate, wife of our late SOinC, was invited to Helles Barracks
Bate.
on 7 Jul to plant a tree in memory of her husband, Maj Gen
She was accompanied on her visit by her daughter Philippa.

am.

The tree in memory of Maj Gen Bate
Left to right: Maj Bill Barnes, his wife Ellen , RS~ .Tom Friend, ~r Ray
King our Head Gardener, Mrs Pate Bate, Philippa Bate, Brig Ian
Sprackling, Lt Col Andrew Carter
The Master is met at the Guardroom by the CO Lt Col Carter, W01
(RSM) Friend and Provost Sgt, Sgt Thomas
THE NORTH TYNESIDE PEOPLE'S MARATHON
A team from the regiment took part in the North Tyneside People's
Marathon on 11 July. The team comprised of Sgt Pete Butcher, Cpl
Dave Hopper, Sgt Tommo Tomlinson, SSgtJohn Mawhinney, Cpl Bud
Flanagan and Cpl Pop Waddingham. The tea~ as a ~esult of
sponsorship, in the main from members of the regiment, raised over
£350for charity. Well done lads!

Members of 3 Sqn at the start of the Chichester March
Congratulations to Lt Fiona I.each, LCpl Nigel Richards Royal
Signals, Cpl Linda Williamson, LCpl Danny Vardon, Pte Sandra
Mainwaring, Sgt Jan Pepperell and Pte Viv Bancroft, who successfully
completed the 25 miles march. This was also a sponsored event which
so far has raised approximately £200 in aid of the charity SSAFA .

11 Sig Regt Marathon T earn
Back Row left to right Sgt Pete Butcher, Cpl Dave Hopper, Sgt
Tommo Tomlinson, SSgt John Mawhinney
Front Row left to right Cpl Bud Flanigan, Cpl Pop Wadding ham

The Master presents Cpl Justice with his LS and GC medal
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STAFF SERGEANTS COURSE
Sergeants continue to pass through on our Staff Sergeants Course at
a steady rate, and photographs of our two latest courses are shown
below. We are particularly grateful to Sgt Taylor of 30 Sig Regt. He
served with 3 PARA in the Falklands and was able to advise our
instructors on the merits or otherwise, of our Battle Training Camp in
relation to active service in the Falklands.

+
THE OFFICERS MESS
The month of September heralds the Annual Regimental Cocktail
Party and this event was held on Tue 7 Sep. This year, the function was
greatly enhanced by the presence of our Corps Band that played
superbly throughout the party. The Mess staff, augmented by several
members of the Regt and under the able direction of Sgt Mathieson,
produced an endless supply of suitable refreshments. For a graphic
description of the event from the guests point of view , the article that
follows, taken from one of our local newspapers, tells it all:
'LOKAL-NACHRICHTEN
ROYAL SIGNALS-FRIENDLY AND ATTENTIVE HOSTS
Traditional Regimental Party in Rothenbach Barracks.
Kreis Heinsberg. The traditional Regimental Party of the 13 Sig Regt
took place last Tuesday at Mercury Barracks in Rothenbach near
Birgelen. The officers' wives had decorated the entrance hall and ante
room with splendid flower arrangements. The band of the Royal Corps
of Signals had come from England to Rothenbach. As is usual at these
international gatherings, the kitchens and cellar gave of their best. The
CO, Lt Col M. P. Walker, and his wife, Paallne, were attentive and
friendly hosts.
The guests were high ranking officers and military officials from the
Headquarters at Rheindahlen and other units. Member of the Landtag
Dr Karl Fell led the German group amongst whom, besides
Biirgermebter Jochen Schumann and Stadtdirektor Walter Wlndeln
from Wassenberg, were Fint Pollzeibauptkom.mlssar Strlckstrock and
Pollzelbauptkommlssar Pude.rbach. Other German guests included
Notar Bruno Zlmmumann and Christian Poscben from the DeutschEnglisch Oub and the manager of the local branch of the
Kreissparkasse, Hans Leo Dobmen. '
Those who know these regimental parties from previous years,
particularly the German guests, noticed that a number of changes of
personnel had taken place in Rothenbach. The Officers Mess consists
mainly of very young men most of whom understand some German .
The new Liaison Officer, David Henry Jarman, took this opportunity to
introduce himself and his wife, Monika, to the German guests. Capt
Jarman affirmed that he would endeavour to maintain the present good
relations between his regiment and the German authorities. He and his
wife would welcome wider local contacts. It was arranged with the two
representatives of the DEC Wassenberg that talks would take place in
the near future. The annual Christmas entertainment of sixty old
people from the Wassenberg area has been arranged for Tue 7
December when they will be invited to Rothenbach for a traditional
Christmas dinner.
This year's Royal Signals event again proved a harmonious occasion
and is evidence of good neighbourly relations.

RS SSC 190
Backrowlefttoright· Sgts Davey, Hawley, Hattersley, Taylor, Sykes,
Bowman , MacRorie, Fulton, McCarthy
Centre: Sgts Brown , Easton, Wykes, Gamble Wood, Pickersgill,
Pilling, Bovall , Lartey
Front: Sgt Brumfield, SSgts Bell, Licence, W02 Minty, Maj
---~----------'
MacCulloch, Capt Cook, W02 Bentley, SSgt Pinder, Sgt Logan

13 SigRegt
B.F.P.O. 42

C AND D TROOPS
From this department, we have a rip-roaring sporting co ntribu tion ,
which comes under the title of, The Regimental Softball Competition
1982.

LCpl Tigger Howard extending a helpful hand to W02 Bob White
after a superb slide onto second base
OTROOP
Just a few lines from the lads and one girl behind the security grille
doors. Besides the continual pressure and slog of work we lost our OC
too, by saying farewell to Capt (Tfc) Powell (complete with pipe) and
hello to Capt (Tfc) Yates {complete with golf clubs). Oh , nearly forgot.
I would like to announce to the rest of the Corps that WOI (YofS)
Harry (I've been here five and a half years) Cooke has actually left and
slunk back to the UK .
HTROOP
25TH ANNIVERSARY DINNER AT NEU TRAMM
17 Aug was the 25th Anniversary of the local Bundeswehr camp at
Neu Tramm and the Officers and Warrant Officers were invited to a
church service in the morning, followed by an Anniversary Dinner . The
troop presented them with a statuette of 'Jimmy' which was received by
the Commandant. Maj Schauet'. who thanked us for the generous gift .

JSQN
Here I am fresh into the chair eagerly awaiting the onslaught of input
for 'The Wire' but, probably because it's that time of the yea r, onlr. a
few slid under the door. Before we get down to the 'Troops', I'd just hke
to mention that we have lost Maj K. Danby as OC, who has
disappeared off to Brunei and have gained Maj J. T. Smith, who is to
look after us for the next couple of years.

DINING OUT OF THE OPERATIONS OFFICER
23 Jul saw the dining out of Maj David Rawlings. After the dinner,
the departing Ops Offr decided to say a few words . Needless to say he
came out with one of his famous jokes which had everybody instantly in
stitches- well some of us anyway. He was presented with a set of crystal
glasses by the members of the troop.

BERLIN MARATHON
Some of the sqn took part in this event which is covered later on.

CONGRATULATIONS
Many congratulations from members of the troof. must go to Cpl
Paul Glazzard and Connie on their marriage on 291 u .
ANGLO GERMAN COCKTAIL PARTY
This event was held on 21 Aug and dignitaries invited, included two
Burgermeisters. local Polizei, Zoll and many business people from the
local town. A very successful occasion where everyone enjoyed
themselves. It also gave the novices a chance to practise their German
(Guten abend Herr Spiesse).

RSSSC 191
Back row [ef! to right: Sg~ Doubtfire, Green, Gibson, Walker,
Whrttmgham, Mountain, McKechnia Richards, Smith
Centre: Sgts Harris, Nicholls, Giles, BCl"on, Tennick, Dobson,
Kerrigan, Hibberd, Cullen
Front: Sgt Logan, SSgts Pinder, Licence, W02 Minty, Maj
MacCuloch, Capt Cook, W02 Bentley, SSgt Bell, Sgt Brumfield

KEEP NOTES SHORT AND TO
THE POINT PLEASE
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SHUTZENFEST SEASON STRIKES AGAIN
This year. members of the troop took part in fo ur Shutzenfests. The
ones that struck th is year were Breese in der Marsche on 20 May,
Dannenberg on 24 Jun, Gorleben on 24 Jul and Hitzacker. but nobody
seems to remember the date of this one. I wonder why!
TENNIS TOURNAMENT
The weather was cloudy and everybody was wondering 'will it be
fine?' a the annual tournament got under way. The spectators were
treated to an English Tea with strawberries and cream. The Bjorn Borg
of H Troop thi year. was the OC Capt Bob Axton who walked off with
the men's singles trophy. In the men's doubles , the competition was
very fierce but .the H Troop Bjorn Borg strikes again with a budding
John McEnroe as partner. namely SSgt Nell Mapp. In the mixed
doubles. the winners were John and Chris Evert-Lloyd in the guise of
LCpl Kev and Mrs VaJ Sargent. Well done to all, for the sporting
entertainment.

Presentation of 'Jimmy' to Maj Schauer of Neu Tramm

FAREWELL VIS IT OFCOMD SOLTAU GARRISON
On 19 Aug the troop said farewell to Brig A. R. G. Mullens OBE and
Mrs Mullens. The Brigadier arrived at 1100 hrs and was met by the OC
Capt Bob Axton and the SSM W02 Dave Hooks. The Brigadier was
then given a tour of the camp while Mrs Mullens was entertained by the
OC's wife Mrs Lindsay A ton. The Brigadier saw the Operations
Complex, where he was met by WOl Pete Westwell the Ops Warrant
Officer. Then he proceeded to the Technical Workshop where he was
met b.Y the FofS W02 Pete Downie. After the Operations Complex he
was give n a tour of the ca mp , ending up in the Clu b Am Tu rm, where,
at 1230 hrs, he was joined by Mrs Mullens, Mrs Lindsay Axton and the
Warra nt Officers' wives, Mrs Kath Hooks, Mrs June Westwell and Mrs
Iris Downie. There. they had a cold buffet lunch which gave the
B~igadier a chance to tal k to other members of the troop. Before he
sa1? farewell, he. was presented with a framed picture of the tower and
tnVlted to have his photo taken with members of the troop on the patio.
Saying far~well at 1500 hrs. he tha nked everybody present for the
wonderful nme he always had when he visited the troop .

SCHLUGBOOTF AHRT
Members of the troop were invited on 22 Jun to the local Bundeswehr
~amp for a game of football with a difference. The first thing being
gtven , a boat, then a stretch of water, namely the River Jeetzel. The
football team had to row 5_kms along the river, play a game of football ,
and then row back the way they had come. The things players will do
for a game of football!
LIVING IN DINNER
On 5 Aug the Chefs speciality (Beef Wellington) was served in the
shape of a wellington (it was a real one). These were W02 Mick Green,
Cpl PauJ Smiley and Cpl Farmer Vaughan. The latter having a good
stomach for most things, stated that the wellington was very tasty as it
gave him a 'bit of bounce' (poor joke).

HARRIERS
The highlight of the summer has been the Berlin Marathon . Prior to
this. we entered teams in the JHQ 2Skm road race, coming home 13th
and 34th out of 94 teams-notable efforts being that of Sgt Terry
Waites finishing 72nd in his first road race.
Participants in Berlin were W02 John Bandey 197th, Sgt Steve Ible
534th. Sgt Terry Waites 536th, Cpl Dave Gamble I l 71st, WOI Fred
Brown 1247th , Sig Chris Gibbins 1433rd , Sgt Terry Buckley 1486th,
followe d by Cpl Ray Joughln, SSgt Dave Savage, Cpl Melvin Hough,
Cpl Kev Page, Mrs Marrlanne Savage, Sig Bod Adams and Sig Gri(
Grlffi.n .
Orienteering is getting under way with W02 Bod Winstanley putting
all the team through its paces. Rothenbach Marchers are still being
marshalled by Sgt John Mathieson and this year, the Cross Country
gets off to a good start with us entering a ladies' team as well as our
men's team.
Finally, we say goodbye to Sgt Les Woods- inspiration to all wou ldbe runners-and thank him for his help and encouragement.
CRICKET
The Regimental team had yet another outstanding season despite a
shock defeat , by I wicket , in the 1st round of the Army Cup
Competition. The team won the Rhine Area !~ague in fine s.tyle,
winning all 11 matches . The best performance was m the League Fmals
held on 28 Aug , when we beat Ord Depot Viersen in the morning and
28 Sig Regt in the afternoon : Scores-13th Signal Regiment 155 for 4
wickets, Ord Depot 36, 13th Signal Regiment 157 for 5 wickets, 28 Sig
Regt 60.
The season's leading averages were as follows:

BATIING
Maj Conway
Sgt Emmott
Capt Merrick
Maj Radford
Cpl Young
Cpl Greenwood
Cp!Allwork

Innings
9
18
15
12
7
12
14

Runs
309
704
310
332
168
109
230

Highest Score
102•
81
69*
60*
43
31*
36

Averafe
64. 8
46.93
34.44
30.18
28.00
21.80
16.42

BOWLING
Cpl Wheater
Mr Todd
Cpl Greenwood
Maj Radford
Sig Gibbins
SSgt Enimott

Overs
58
74
79
56
83
124

Wk ts
15
20

Runs
66
142
311
161
255
355

Average
4.40
7.10
8.40
8.47
9.81
9.86

37
19
26
36

The season's results are reflected in the averages. and the depth of
both batting and bowling became obvious as the season progressed and
players were posted.

AR CHERY-THE MERCURY BOWMEN (AND WOMEN)!
Since the last notes were written, the Mercury Bowmen have
increased dramatically in number. We can now boast 13 shooting
members of varying degrees. During the summer months the team have
been able to retain all of the Trophies won last year. The Regimental
Novice Team (Sgt Da ve Chalmers, W /Cpl Ann Watson and Mrs Jenny
Besant) retained the Winchester Novice Trophy at the BAOR
Championships held at Bad Lippstringe, in May. At the same event,
Sgt Dave Chalmers won the Kevin Bates Memorial Plate for the best
Army archer (a trop hy won last year by another Mercury
Bowman-W02 Mick Klppln).
Two co mI?etitions have been held at Mercury Barracks during the
year. In April , the club hosted the BAOR Archery Association's Spring
Tournament in whic h the regimental team took a bronze medal. In
September, the Club hosted another BAOR competition. This was for
the Mer.cury Plate which now stays in Mercury Barracks for a second
yea~ . It 1s hoped to hold a BAO R indoor competition in the gymnasium
durmg the wmter months and we look forward to shooting indoors with
our local .German fr iends. There are also a number of postal events to
compete m.

Comd Solta u Ga rrison, Bri g A. R. G. Mu llens OBE, with members of
H Tp and their wives

SUMMER CAMP
Eight members of the troop were invited to attend the summer cam p
held by 207 Si~ Sqn at Bernkastel on the. Mosel. The troop had to get a
complete sectJon together. Strange as 1t may seem the section was
commanded by a 'Blue Job' Cpl Steve Buff RAF fro m 54 SU at
Gutersloh. The other mem hers who took part were Cpl Micky Dighton
Cpl.RJck,(Yogi) Yeomans, LCpl Panl Gittins, LCpl Billy (where's my
denims I ve got my boots and puttees on) Furey, LCpl PauJ (Super
Cook) McLoughUn, Pte Richie (Sailboard) Meredith and Pte Mark
(Baked Beans) Gould. It was a great success, but the Bl ue Job could
n~t u.nderstand why they woke him at six in the morning for a quick six
mile Jog before breakfast. ever mind King Penguin.
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REGIMENTAL CRICKET TEAM
WINNERS OF RHINE AREA LEAGUE
Back Row L to R: Mrs Wh ite, Cpl Facer, Sgt Emmott, Maj Radford,
Cpl Greenwood, Sig Gibbins, Cpl Foste r, Mr Todd .
.
Front Row L to R: Cpl Allwork, Sgt Endean, Capt Merrick, Sig
Watton

The M.ercury Bowmen from left to right: Master David MacGregor
Sgt Mick Moir, '!'J02 Mick Kippin, W / Cpl Ann Watson, Mrs Jenny
Besant, Mrs Elaine Cawley, Sgt Gary Euington, Sgt John Mathieson
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16 Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt (EW)

'

B.F.P.O. 35

B.F.P.O. 23

FREEDOM PARADE
1982 sees the tenth anniversary of the granting to the regiment of the
Freedom of the City of Krefeld. It is also the 25th year in which we have
been stationed in the city. Of course 25 years ago Bradbury Barracks
was outside the city, now with the spread of suburbia we are well inside
the built up area and the Stadt make the regiment feel a part of the city.
TjJe parade was commanded by Maj David Strong with officers and
men of 2 and 3 Squadrons. The lance party was drawn from WRAC
and male members of HQ Squadron. The citation party was
commanded by Lt Graham (I've just got engaged) McNeil.
The parade was in front of the Rathaus in Krefeld; then with swords
drawn, bayonets fixed and drums beating, through the streets of the
shopping centre. We were extremely lucky this year, both to have good
weather and the excellent music of the Corps band under the baton of
Maj Gordon T urner. A great deal of hard work by the RSM, WOl Bill
Miles (whose voice didn't quite disappear). the SSMs: W02 Keith
Russell, W02 Roy Coffin and W02 Greg Robertson and all those
taking part, ensured that the parade was a great success. The German
population turned out in large numbers and seemed most impressed.
The parade was also watched by the Mayors of Krefeld and Leicester
and by the SOinC Maj Gen A. C. Blrtwistle CBE. During the parade,
members of the regiment, who had run from Leicester (Krefeld's twin
town) to Krefeld for charity, arrived and delivered a message from the
council of Leicester.

THE WHITE NIEDERSACHSEN H ORSE
Readers will recall the Regimental emblem that wa taken into use
on 2 May. It is gradually being adopted throughout the Regiment as
emblems come up for renewal. and new sign are produced. The Junior
Ranks Committee adopted it as the name of the JRC, which has
recently undergone a remarkable overhaul. ames like the 'acocalipse'
had been found wanting. and the inauguration of the Niedersachsen
horse was gra ped as an opportunity to improve the tone! A lit sign was
produced by a manufacturer, and the CO. Lt Col Bill Roper, took
much pleasure in unveili ng the sign in front of the assembled
mult itude. The AAFI regional manager, Mr David Newman, and the
area manager. Mr Barry Lodge, were in attendance, and have put a lot
of much ap preciated effort into our facilities. A 'finge r buffet' foll owed;
the junior ranks are still wondering where the fingers went.

Lt Stuart Hodges {centre) presents th e message from the Leicester
City Council to the Oberburgenneister of Krefeld Herr Putzhofen

NEWS F RO M 1 SQN
Most notab le event this month was the outstanding achievement of
SSgt Paddy Heyland in taking second place in the Hohne Ten, a ten
mile road race. The first man home was the Dutch European
Champion in a time of just over SOmins; Paddy followed closely on his
heels with a time of 5 lmins 7secs. A very creditable performance.
Congratulations also to SSgt Jeff and Mrs T homas on the birth of
their da ug hter. Ceri Wyn, at BMH Hannover on 8 Oct.

KAPE TOUR POSTSCRIPT
The regiment had its usual stimulating KAPE tour in July (see last
edition). The area of operation for 14 Sig Regt is t he South West of
Engla nd an d d ue to o ur unu sual eq uipment and our role within 1 (BR)
Corps a wa rm welcome is always assu red. This year was no exception .
Many old friend ships were renewed and many new fr iends were made.
The regi ment was particula rly lucky to be hosted by Schoo l of Signals
early on where the photographer, an d the EW department proved of
considera ble help in getting the display put together, and our thanks go
to them and to everyo ne else involved fo r helping to make it such a
'
s uccess.

CANOEING
A_s a_ result of the in terest shown for canoeing on summer camp
earher m th e year , a canoe club has now been formed within th e unit.
Due to exercise commitments we have not been able to attend as many
BAOR competitio ns as we would have liked , though a few notabl e
resu lts ha ve been ach ieved: 14 Sig Regt (EW) are the 1st Armd Div
Downriver Racing Champio ns. SSgt (FofS) Chris Fielding the 1st
Armd Div Canadian Singles Champion. Sig Mick Harman has been
lent a BAOR Canoe Association White Water racer as a result of the
promi e he showed at the BAOR sprint and long distance
cha mpionships.
The club uses the purpose built Slalom Course at Hildesheim
whenever possible to p rogress members from the level reached on
summer camp to that of proficient wild water paddlers. Worthy of
mention are Sgt Dougie Laing and LCpl Geordie Graham who seem to
perform an underwater survey of the course wheneve r they paddle
there. The club members hope to further their skill s over the winter
eason and perhaps gain better results in next year's competitions.
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3 Sqn led by Maj Tony Gibb, Lt Ron Collins and Capt Martin
Studdert g ive an 'eyes right' as t hey pass the Rathaus
The SOinC signs t he Krefeld Golden Book watched by Herr Dieter
Putzhofen and the Mayor of Leicester, Councillor William Page

The Citation Party present arms. Left to right Sgt Lee Johnson , Sgt
Paul Staynings, Lt Graham McNeil, RSM W01 Bill Miles, Sgt Kev
Livennore and Sgt Tony Hancock
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EX DUCKS PROGRESS'
By Cpl Karen Bradshaw
Ex' Ducks Progress' was X Tp, l Sqn, 16 Sig Regt Summer Camp for
1982. It was held in the Hartz Mountains at the Army Mountain
Tra ining Centre h ut a t Sonnenberg. The aim of the_ camp wa~ to
introdu ce th e WRAC and WRAF members of the unit to canoemg,
sailing, wind surfi ng and abseiling.
Capt Catherine Sneddon WRAC. Cpl James Gooch 3 Sqn and Sig
Ian Donald 3 Sqn made up the advance party, who were busily trying to
get the sol id fuel cooker going when the fi rst weeks course of nine
WR AC and two WRAF arrived. Amongst them was Pte Sonia Fleming
who was to stay for two weeks as resident cook. The two WRAF girls
were SACW Dawn Radford and SACW Lana Murphy who work in the
JHQ Telephone Excha nge with X Troop.
The weather was extremely hot , so the first few days were spent at
the Oderstausee, a nearby lake, sailing, canoeing, windsurfing and
sunbathing, and LCpl Fran Ferris saw rather more sun than others. Pte
'KB' Buckingsham took to windsurfing like a duck to water whilst Pte
Sue Kynaston was up and down the lake all day in a canoe-it was the
only time during the camp when she didn 't have an ice cream in her
hand . (Recognizing her without one was difficult.) Meanwhile LCpl
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'F1e1cb' flelcber spent most of her time coverin~ up to prevent
· unburn'. Capt Sneddon sailed off down the lake m a dinghy and
uddenly through un tan filled eye somebody noticed that she'd
cap ized. Cpl James Gooch assured everyone that the 'OC' knows what
he' up to so e,·erybody went back to worship the sun. Half an hour
later the OC returned after capsizing th ree times more. drenched and
much the worse for wear. After many enjoyable hours at the lake the
lobsters returned to ba e for a sample of 'good home cooking' Pte Sonia
F1eming wa upplying. she quite surpassed her elf with her barbecue
auce.
A vi it later on in the week took the girl to see the East German
Border with strict instructions not to wave at the command posts. LCpl
Fran Ferris said she was only scratching her head! Thanks to LCpl
Dodds 113 Provost Company. the girls had a ·onderful morning,
hanging off rock faces abseiling, an activity that many participated in
for the fir t time. After a thoroughly enjoyable week the first course et
off back to Rheindahlen JHQ exhausted, sun tanned/burned and in
good pirit : later to be doused by the breakdown of two landrovers on
the Autobahn. Assistance came in the form of German mechan ics, who
after 45 minutes found one of the landrovers to be out of fuel and the
other one started straight away. They didn't seem very impressed with
the ofter of Opal fruits and disappeared into the distance very quickly.
The arrival back was greeted with the first fall of rain that week, just to
remind the girls that it really was Rheindahlen .
ALPHA TROOP SUMMER CAMP-BAVARIA
By LCpl Brummie Booth
It all started early on the morning of Sat 4 September. The lads
appeared in dribs and drabs, bleary eyed ... but happy. So, off we set
and immediately we were out of camp Sig 'Shirley Lawton, as if by
magic, produced a bottle of wine, it would have been greatly approved
of . .. if we had had a cork screw that is. Eventually we arrived at our
home for the week; the RMP Ski hut near Sonthofen, thanks to our
drivers Sig 'Tommo' Thomson and Sig '1ltch' Colquitt.
Sunday passed quickly and so on to Monday. That day we set off to
visit Schloss euschwasslech, with Sig 'Eddie' Yates moaning about
how castles are always on top of hills, not knowing there was worse to
follow nexi day.
Tuesday. and what a day this was. The OC decided to go for a 'hill '
walk. and alas we had to go with him, just to make sure be didn't get
lost. So off we set, ice picks at the ready, and with lots of enthusiasm?
About halfway up the mountain the scene started to get a bit ugly and
a few questions and threats exchanged hands. Eventually we all made it
safely to the top and by then nearly everybody was too tired to carry on.
Except, that is, a few people who obviously loved climbing. They
decided to walk along the ridge. led by one of our gallant para
Sergeants.
On Wednesday we were woken up once more by the cows at 0600 and
then we were turfed out of bed by Sgt Tony Hancock (I never knew be
had so many enemies). After breakfast we set off for Munchen and our
dri,,er Sig 'Titch' Colquitt seemed quite intent on taking some part of a
house with us, but we persuaded him that the bus looked better without
dents. Unfortunately all good things come to an end and we made our
way back to the bus. All of us that is except LCpl 'Johnny' Clawson
Who decided to sample a bit of the 'proper' night life and afterwards
got lost. It was rumoured he was suffering from fatigue. After a six hour
wait we left Munchen.
The next morning, Thursday, we were allowed a small respite as our
OC had decided in his great widom to let us have a lie in. I wish he
could have gotten rid of those cow bells! When eventually we got up , we
were informed that we were going to walk into Austria. I am glad the
SSM, W02 Keith Russell, persuaded the OC to take us as far as
possible in the bus. Some of the map reading was really 'out of this
world '.
On Saturday we were woken up at some obscure hour in the
morning. Well not all of us, some of us had not gone to bed. We
boarded the bus and set off back to Krefeld, not knowing that t he
.JOurney would take us 24 hours, as the bus, now known as the Boogie
Bus, broke down. Even though Cpl 'Hutch' Hutchinson and his merry
band of ED's and a stray ADAC man tried in vain to fix it. This just
goes to prove that not all stories have a happy ending.
THE MANAGEMENT

oc

AO
SSM
SQMS
FofS
YofS
CLERKS
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Maj A.H. Gibb
Lt R. M. D. CoUlns
W02RoyCoffill
Sgt Alfie Hall
SSgt (FofS) John RatcllHe
SSgt (YofS) Bob Manhall
LCpl Maggie Axten
PteJane Sage

SHQ
Co-ord the SHQ notes YofS. I heard the OC say,
As I was knocking off and leaving work today.
Me! thought I in wonder. best get thinking fast
I know we've lost the old AO and a real one at last.
But getting home and browsing and thinking back reflecting
It don't leave me a lot of time to do some 'sly' detecting.
We had a parade a while ago to celebrate our 'Freedom',
When I fell in on the left, they laugh so much it 'cheerd um '.
The big day came and off went to PT-early morn
The troops stood round in clusters all looking quite forlorn.
But don't pass on the next bit it's turned into a tease,
Fall in lads! shouts the SSM 'over there in three ranks please'.
Young Jane's been left in the office feeling all alone
As Maggie's gone to UK, with Axten she has flown .
The purpose of th e trip was clear
They've gone there to get wed,
And so we wish them both good cheer
As they spend two weeks in . . . Clacton.

So .long Fred , at last we've said to our SQMS and swopped
A para for a Dtg and then stood back and stopped.
You'll like it 'ere Alf in 'The Third' were merry lads, and plain
And poor Fred now to HQ goes, our loss bein g clothings gain.
I know now why I got this job,
I've figured where I failed
There was only me and FofS about ,
And to Denmark he has sailed.
And so Sir. the job's complete
It's written now and done,
And when again this task we meet.
I think you owe me one!
FOXTROT TROOP
First things first and we feel we must welcome our new Troop OC
Capt (guday Bruce) Martain Studdert, as we have lost our old OC
Troop in favour of Capt Stnddert, so it's a hearty goodbye for four
months to Lt Johnson who will I' m sure enjoy the sun in Australia.
New arrivals, we say hello and welcome to are Pte Sharon Moates
from 242 Sig Sqn and Pte Sandra Pantry, who returns to the regiment
after a break of six months in Northern Ireland. The only other new
arriva l to the troop is big Graham Fletcher, who has come to work after
six months sunbathing in the Caribbean. Now the goodbyes , saying
goodbyes are always sad and sadly we say goodbye to Sgt Stevie
Hemmings who is off to 233 Si~ Sqn for a well earned break. Also
goodbye to SSgt Fred Payet, albeit only on an inter Squadron posting,
back to HQ. Oh I nearly forgot I'm posted to 7 Sig Regt, that is Sig
Hawkins (substantive).
Idiot of the month this month goes to Cpl (why aye amn) Jackson
who, when returning to Krefeld from '.Zeebrugge, filled his Vauxhall
Chevette with diesel but still managed to get back to Krefeld .
Congratulations go to Cpl and Mrs Trev Smith on the birth of their
daughter Nicola and also to Sig and Mrs 'Taff' Rideout on the birth of
their son Graham and last of all congratulations to the Axtens, that is
to say Tony and Maggie on tying the knot.
JULIET TROOP
'J' said goodbye to several members of the troop recently-all good
men and true-'Taff' Davies left to become a statistic (on the dole-he
reckons he's going to get his tax back)!! Sig 'Goody' Goodson our
reliab le ED left us for the delights of22 Sig Regt, however I'm sure he'll
be back for visits. Cpl 'Taff' Roberts has gone to UK (god bless him)
Colchester no less- back to gas bills, electricity bills and beer at £1.00 a
pint! Last but not least, LCpl Dave Booth is leaving us for the Dental
Centre, where he is now learning his new trade of making choppers- a
far cry from being an ED or is it!! We also say a farewell to Capt Ray
Briant with thanks for all his hard work as he leaves J Troop for the Trg
Wing. In his shoes we welcome Lt Graham McNeill.
4 SQN VISIT THE ROYAL SCOTS DRAGOON GUARDS
The Royal Scots Dragoon Guards recently entertained a !?arty of girls
from the sq uadron-to visit their regiment and see their tanks. Lt
Helen Thompson led the party of nine with able assistance from Sgt
Ginge (Val) Haynes.
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The visit was hosted by A Sqn who were taking a long weekend 's
holiday, so all those who were there had volunteered. We were looked
after very well and had the intricacies of driving , firing and
commanding a tank explained. After a short drive to the training area,
the driver allowed each of us to have a go at driving the tank. This was
the highlight of the visit and satisfied more than a few ambitions. The
general impression was that it was easier than a car and lots of fun.
Even mucky tank oil and smells couldn't dampen spirits.
However, having got a taste for tanks a few requests were made for
another trip to be made, to fire a tank next time! That will have to
remain wishful th inking. We must thank the Royal Scots Dragoon
Guards for arranging such a splendid visit and for giving up their free
time to do it.

of a quick meal for the divers followed by a few hours work on the
compressors recharging the air bottles. Once the work was over the
regular team repaired to the ice cream parlour for something refreshing
washed down by some Vin Rose.
THU 9 SEP
The team awoke to a little nip in the air but the rising sun soon
warmed everyone. Everything was loaded onto the diving launch Ile
Enchantee III by 0900 we set off for Titan. This was to be one of the
more spectacular sites, and all the divers both novice and experienced

FAREWELL T O MAJ ERROL HUNT
Members of 4 Sqn have said a sad farewell to Maj Errol Hunt and his
wife Sybil who have left Bielefeld after four years. Everyone enjoyed the
Squadron Summer dance although it was a somewhat sad event. We
hope that Maj and Mrs Hunt will enjoy their next tour in the land of
Brum. The sq uadron welcomes Maj Colln Raynor to the static life in
Bielefeld.
EXERCISE 'RIVIBRA BACKSTOP'
The planning for Exercise Riviera Backstop started in the coldness of
the Sub Aqua Club cellar accoi:nm<>?ation in w~ter.1981. ?ur Diving
Officer W02 Allen Hawkins said, with a gleam m his eye, anyone for
divi ng in the South of France next year:. The response was enthusiastic
but sceptical.
..
.
.
So started the long grind of paperwork. The exped1t1on aimed to dive
in clear warm water, practise boat handling, do various diving drills
and train potential 2nd class divers for the Joint Services Supervisors
Course. Over the months the organisation slowly came together and 1
Sep saw the Sub Aqua Club loading stores, checking compressors,
drawing fuel and rations ready for the 800 mile journey from Krefeld to
the South of France.
The diary speaks for itself.
DIARY
SAT 4 SEP
T he main party of 10 in a minibus and 4 tonner departed Bradbury
Barracks on Sat 4 Sep for the South of France and two weeks sunshine.
By 1700 on Sun 5th the camp was complete and two of the divers
Christian Fuchs and Lt Guy Kenyon decided it was time for a swim.
The intrepid two entered the water and swam out about 30 metr~ to. be
promptly stung by a hoard of jellyfish. That was the end of swimmrng
tor the day, but the sea was beautiful and they had seen the first topless
woman.
MON 6 SEP
Monday dawned cloudy with imminent rain which fortunately did
not materialise. Breakfast cooked by Cpl Nobby Oark and Sig Stig
Withers brought a range of comme~ts forth: but. the boss. W02 ~en
Hawkins quietened all by enumeratmg the Jobs m hand. The washrng
up , the intlatable dinghy to be inflated , the boats ~o be launched a~d
engines checked.-all this bef<?re anyone coul? dive. The first dive
aimed at the novices, was to be m 10m of water JUSt off the harbour. In
comparison with the water around UK we could see the bottom and
some doubt was actually expressed as to the water depth bein~ lOm.
W02 Allen Hawkins gave everyone a briefing on boat handlrng ~nd
most had 'some' idea of what was necessary by the end of the session.
TUES 7 SEP
On Tuesday morning team members awoke to find a hot breeze
blowing through the camp site an~ white horses on the waves. as the
Mistral had arrived in the bay. With the small boats at our disposal,
diving outside the harbour was impossible, so we set out for our
alternate dive site at Cavaliere. We dived into a rocky inlet. The
weather had continued much the same as before with no diving in the
afternoon in favour of a night dive- with waterproof torches-in the
harbour. The night dive was interesting and an eerie experience.
WED 8 SEP
Wed nesday morning showed g~d promis~ ai:id the expedition
chartered boat dives with a commercial firm. This trip, although rather
crowded provided a good view of the coast around Le Lava!1don and
Bormes Las Mimosas. Once in the water however, the terram at 17m
was found to be quite flat but interesting gullies were found.
We loaded up the Bedford and min~bus with. a Zodiac inflatable. two
outboard engines and a small mountam of equipment .for the .afternoon
dive· we set off in the brilliant sunshine. A short 15 mmute trip took us
to F~mique a rocky island in 12m of water just clear of the coast, a
couple sunbathing in even less than the local average soon packed up
and paddled themselves back to shore.
.
Wednesday evening followed what had become the regular routme,
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Poser-Cpl Tony Neal - glides by

came out of the water with tales of steep sided gullies, large fish and
breathtaking seascapes.
The afternoon dive was again from our small boa.ts off Cap ~oat .
This wa closer to Port De Bormes and therefore easier to reach m the
assault boat and inflatable Zodiac. The larger engine for the assault
boat was now in good form and the Zodiac was left standing en route: to
the site. The dive was interesting but not as spectacular as the mommg
dive.
FRI 10 SEP
The morning's dive was again with the Club. Le Planzee De La
Faviere off the launch Ile Enhantee III near the island of Porqurole.
This was to be the first dive for most of the divers in strong current. We
dived to 25m. The afternoon dive was again from our own boat . Two
members of the team SSgt Harry Wells and his son Wlllia!J1 showed us
a wreck at this site, which they had previously dived .
Friday unfortunately also ?rought the .first ~asualty. in the form of
Cpl Jan Neal who had dived m the mornmg w1~h a blistered foot but
had vi ited the doctor in the afternoon to have 1t attended to.
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SAT 11 SEP
The one d ive of the day wa to be in the morning, with the d iving club
who set off at 0900 f?~ the Ile De Porqurole. This particular site was a
large rocky mo und ~1sm g from the ~eabed .at about 50m to its peak at
1 m under t ~ e boat itself. It was an ideal dive at JOrn. 'The evening was
pent sampling the local footstuffs and accordingly a party went down
to the seafood restaurant in th e local harbour itself.

21 SigRegt
B.F.P .O. 42

SUN 12 SEP
Su~day was th e Ion~ pi:omised d ay of rest with the majority of the
exercise personnel takmg 1t easy and spend ing most of the time on the
beach sunbathing. swimming and snorkelling (busman's holid ay). SSgt
Pete Dunnings took his family to the perfume factory at Gras and came
back smelling of roses (among other things). Peter seems undeterred by
the first rule of diving from hard boats which is 'No Poofters' .

F OCUS 0 N 2 SQN (HARRIER SUPPORT)
OC
Maj P . R . Dick-Peter
2IC
Capt M . R. S. Stanners
SSM
W02 R. Burnett
FofS
W02 F. Jones
YofS
W 02 D. Wilson
Clerk
Cpl D. M asslngham

TUE14SEP
. Tuesday mo.rning's di~e gave the novices a chance to try their han at
dive leader with two dives from the large diving launch. Sgt Guy
Richards had the. offer of a young French girl as his dive leader but
turned her down m favour of his fellow expedition members.
The afternoon sa~ a r~turn visit to the ~reek of the Formigne. This
wreck ~fa metal ship wit~ wooden planktng went down in 1890, and
broke m two on a rocky island in the bay several miles off Port Des
Bormes.
THU 16 SEP
Thursday was the last diving day with a return visit to the Club De La
Planzee De La Faviere.
On the previous visit to this site the divers had all watched with
barely disguised envy as the locals bad pulled out piece after piece of
amphora from the deeps. This time the Army was after some 'spoils'.
The best we could manage however, was brought up by Cpl Jimmy
Shl.e~s who recovered one pottery tile from the bottom . He was
dehnously happy, until one of the locals pointed out that it was
machine made and turned it over to reveal the name 'Marselles'
stamped on the back.
The final entertainment of the exercise was a meal prepared by the
~xpedition for !he diving club who had been so helpful to us. After
mtrodui:tory dnnks and a fine curry and fry the visitors were challenged
to a vanety of party games.
-

THE RETURN
FRI/SAT 17/ 18 SEP
. M~rning saw fairly frantic activity by clearing UJ? after the previous
mght s party and the final packing for the return Journey to Krefeld.
fortunately only the tentage and personal.kit remained to be packed
~way and load~. on to the four tonner. A shght problem still remained,
tn that the ~m1bus clutch was still in doubtful condition. Cfn Ted
Burrows earned out repairs and adjustments but advised us not to
overload the vehicle. so the expedition leader took the popular decision
to send the passengers home by rail , paid for by the insurance cover to
reduce the weight in the vehicle.
'
. !hat then is the complete tale of Exercise Riviera Baclcsop. The
div.mg was conducted safely and the location was greatly enjoyed. No
senons occu.~ences marred the exercise. The objectives were achieved
and all participants returned to camp although by more varied means.

£xclusive
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Today's combat
aircraft, tanks and infantrymen ... superbly made in
sterling silver by Garrard
craftsmen, accurate down
t o the smallest detail. An
Elizabethan pikeman, or a Crimean
mortar could be m odelled with the
same skill and accuracy. Garrard
jewellers t oo are at the
service of t he armed
forces, beautifully
reproducing regimental badges in
gold and enamel or set with gems.
If you are considering a presentation, official or personal, the Garrard
Military and Special Commissions
.. Department will be
'1~ delighted to
~ helpyou.
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2 (Harrier Support) Sqn 21 S ig Regt

E TROOP-ADVENTURE TRAINING/ EX 'SOUTHERN BACK-

16 Sig Regt 'team' in training. left to right: Lt Ron Collins Maj David
Strong, W02 Keith Ru~ll. W02 John Edmunds and' W02 Roy
Coffill pay careful attention to W01 Chas Birchall-Nice position
Yeoman!
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STOP'
Co·Ordinator, Capt P. Nicholson-Taylor R Signals; Board Sailing
Instructor. Capt A. Kite R Signals; IC Camp Admin, SSgt C. Ager;
Rock Climbing Supervisors, LCpl I. Cameron, Sig S. Bowman;
Canoeing Supervisors, LCpl B. McGbee, Sig V. Vincent; Mountain
Expert (attached), Lt M. Rough R Signals.
Ex Southem Backstop took place in late July, early August in
Bavaria. The troop was based just outside Garmish Partenkirchen,
working with us were attached LAD and Cooks. Cfn 'Roy' Rogers
REME, Cpl Mick Jones ACC and LCpl Lillie kept all the troops and
vehicles in good working order. In the interests of fostering good
relations with GRF (Ground Radio Flight RAF) we included five
airmen in the troop. As in real life we worked well together and there
were no ruffled feathers, only songs of praise. (Next year by popular
request we are leavin~ Echo Troop behind and taking GRF with us,
such was their enthusiasm?)
Sections I, 2, 3 and 4 under the guidance of Cpl Mick Vavasour, Cpl
Micky Poland, Cpl Wally Walledge and Cpl Hutch Hutchinson were all

112 REGENT STREET
LONDON W1A 2JJ
TELEPHONE: 01-734 7020
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in high spirits and raring to have a go at the canoeing. windsurfing and
climbing. However, after the initial foray on the Eibsee with the canoes,
some members of the troop had a little difficulty on the river. LCpl Ted
Warburton kept getting wet. and it was only when Sig Tony Lowery was
removed from the bow of his canoe, several times , that he was able to
remain in the upright position. Meanwhile back at the Eibsee it was
getting difficult to tell whether Capt Alan Kite was teaching board
ailing or holding the .oJympic low board diving championships (gold
medal award to Sig Dino Roy).
On the climbing cene. Sections 1 and 2, under the watchfull eye of
Lt Mike Rough, attempted to scale the Alpspitze (2628m) . however.
luck wasn't with them and a mystery tummy bug thwarted their final
ascent. Groups 3 and 4 under our Chief, Capt Nick Nicholson-Taylor,
conquered the Zugspitze (2966m) the highest mountain in Germany
(and not by Cable Car).
All in all it was a successful exercise. with the 0 , Maj Peter
Dick-Peter, and the YofS, W02 Don Wilson. popJ ing down by
helicopter to enjoy a day out with Echo Battery (The Power Pack).
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FTROOP

0

Capt D. Rowlinson R Signals
SSgt M. Forster
Sgt A. Garvie
Sgt M. Smith
Sgt P. Buff

Tp gt
Radio Sgt
DTG Sgt
Te<-h Sgt

M 1ER CAMP
Unknown to the re t of the regiment, F Troop's Training Programme
h~ . for the pa~t year. been dedicated to training for the '81~ Match'.
L!ke all J?rofess1onals the culmination of our training was earned out at
~tgh altitude where the rarified atmosphere dictated a high fluid
mtake.
'f!le training prog~amme was vigorous. a 20km run, followed by the
scahng of the Zugsp1tz and to cool off a 2km swim. That was before
breakfa t. consequently when we awoke from our dreams we were
already shatter~d and it wa necessary to carry out some R and R. The
R.a.nd R wa e~joyed by eve:yone as it ~onsisted of wind surfing, dinghy
sa1lm~ .. canoemg. rock cltmbmg. hdl walking and sampling vast
q1;1ant1ttes of t~e local secret brew. At last the chips were down, along
with ~he bratt1es. Sgt Wacky Jackie Snaith of 22 Sig Regt arrived one
mof!!tng at_ the cr~ck of_dawn
,am). He challenged us to compete
at high altitude .. not High AJ.tt~ude evet)•one gasped. His vis it was a
e<=!'et recce to judge ou'. trammg standard. Our team captain, Sig
Chippy Pomfret, fooled htm by looking as though he had bought the ref
(Sig Jock Elliott) and arranged a sloping pitch.
The day arrived, the atmosphere was tense. could F Troop triumph?
A huge crowd gathered at .the Bundeswher barracks in Kempton. The
roar from the ground was mcomparable, it's a pity we were playing on
the local park.
The stars of the match were Sig (Mac) McDonald who scored an own
iioal. SSgt (Ma~I Forster and Sig (Chippy) Pomfret. With such strength,
H was no surprise that the final score line was 4-2. Our training paid off
and we even won the third half, Bottoms Up.

Bennett, Sigs 'Matt' Dyson, Clive She~ey, Taff Jones, Chez Sherrard,
Y~le Yarbordugh departe.d sunny W1ld~rath. On arrival, they set to
wit~ wooden mallets and strmg to erect suitable accommodation for the
matn party.
.The following day the main ~rty arrived armed with cameras and SO
m1)~s of film. IC party :was S t Bob Oliver with the OC. Capt (Buy
Bnhs~)Jlm Harris turnmg up hours later. We settled in, then came
the briefing abo.ut the weeks' incoming attractions. first was the news of
PT every mommg at 0600 hrs. This was greeted with cheers from
every~ne ~xcept C:PI Harry Hull and Sig Ginge Hunt who thought it just
wasn t fair and did th~y r:ea~ly hav.e to do it. Everyone put on a brave
~ace and seemed to enjoy 1t, 111clud111g the 2 mile run for a swim as the
hde was always out at 0600 hrs. T~e ardu.ous part of the camp consisted
of forced marches a~d an or1enteermg competition using local
landmark as check pomts which the holidaying Dutch and Germans
found n~ore amus!n.g. than we did. but finally we advanced onto the
more le1Surely activities everyone normally associates with a Summer
Camp. There was ~
km trek on tandems which took us across the
Zeeland Brugge which 1s Skm long, one of the longest in Europe. There

sq
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Capt Jim Harris G Tp (ensuring it's British Made) before we begin
sailing

F Tp Football team celebrating their victory with members of the 22
Sig Regt T earn

was also windsurfing with the expert tuition of Capt Allen Kite kindly
loaned by E Troop. We all mastered the sport especially Sig Matt
(Poser) Dys.on, and it proved to be the most popular event of the week.
We then tne~ our hands at canoeing with troop instructors LCpl Ian
Godley an~ Sig Ginge Hunt. The week went well with only one hitch, a
Bedford failed to co-operate but with some coaxing from our LAD rep
L~I Da~e Doherty. and a mercy dash from Wildenrath by Sig Mark
Shnve.s w.tth spare bits, we were all set for the trip home.
We arrived back at RAF Wildenrath looking very brown much to the
envy of the m.embers. of the troop who couldn't make it.
We would hke to wish a belated welcome to our new arrivals Sgt Fred
Share, Cpls Alf Smith, Mervin Ovenden also Sig Arthur Dodd.

G TROOP

oc

2IC
TpSSgt
TpSgt

Capt J. Harris R Signals
Lt T. Peacocke R Signals
SSgt B. Oliver
Sgt T. Slater

GLORIOUS G
_Th~ last editio.n of!~e Wire left G Troop recovering from a (practice)
Air Disaster. This edition shows some of our talents, also how quick!
Y.-e can cov.er the. OC Troop'~ wind?wsill ~ith winners cups. The list i;
as follow~. Reg1men_tal Onent~rmg Wmners. Regimental 6-a-side
Soccer Winners. Regimental Skill at Arms-Champion Team Section
Mate~ and SLR. Squadron ~attle Camp Cup also Best Section, and
finally runners up to the Regimental Team in Volleyball.
S MILITARY TRAINING (SUMMER CAMP)
C 1 his year the troop were hoping for something a bit more exotic like
.Pru\, but one or the troop heard that the Dutch were going to less
th1 year. so after m~ch discussion we all agreed and made a plan ~hat
~ouldJake u to W1ssenkerke on the small island of Noordbeveland
JU\t o
the_ ":est coast of Holland . The day arrived and the advance
party cons1stmg of Sgt Toby Slater, Cpl's 'Gaz' Crouch, 'Benny'

HQSQN
HQ Sqn, the 'Fittest and the Finest', is the proud boast of our OC,
Maj Bob Savage. Fit, we certainly are, as our record this year proves;
winners of station sports. winners of regimental sports, 1st, 2nd and 4th
team in station section road race and well represented in the Berlin
Marathon, but only second in the regimental cross country. If WOl
(FofS) Offord has recovered from his exertions, he will tell all about the
marathon. BFT we find slightly more problematical. It's amazing how
those prone to failure get cross posted to HQ Sqn. However, every
Friday at 1600 hrs we have a Fun Run-the fun comes at the end;
everybody under 40 who has not beaten the OC gets remedial PT. As to
the Finest, well for starters our performance as the enemy in a recent
TA. exercise and at the Station Open Day has brought letters of
approva l from 'On High'. Read Sgt Duffin's report below!
MILITARY TRAINING CAMP
These are laughingly called 'Battle Camps' but this time the laugh
was on us because on arrival and Grobbendonk we found that the OC
was an umpire at a nearby 4 day TA exercise. The enemy had not
turned up, so generous soul that he is, he volunteered us, and we were
pitched straight into battle.
Our order of battle was: Chetforce: Sgt O. M. Chhetrl, Cpl MJck
Applegarth, Cpl Brian Lamont, Cpl Ken Hughes, LCpl Chris Rose, Sig
Diddy Didcock, Sig Mick Pegg, Sig Huckie Buckson, Sig Brummie
Terry, Cfn Mark Needham. Dufforce: Sgt Mike Duffin, Cpl Gaz
Wilson, I.Cpl Tommy Steele, LCpl Gaz Steinmetz, LCpl MJck
Hayward, LCpl Geordie Fairbairn, LCpl Ritch Conway, Sig Andy
Campbell, Sig Taff Davies.
There followed four days of ambushes, raids on depots and camps at
Emblem and general mayhem which we thought was much better than
doing NBC and First Aid. Until, that is, we got captured. 'Well look
boys this Taffy TA Bn (3 RRW) had driven from Cardiff and they were
a bit short on sleep see ... and these er English (?)were keeping them
awake'. Ritch Conway suffered most because he gave number, rank
and name in a thick Glaswegian accent which they could not
understand. Sig Mick Pegg was set up to be 'snatched' as a spy but did
not appreciate it when the Bn second row laid him low. LCpl Tommy
Steele was nearly an 'own goal' when his thunderflash bounced back
from the wall instead of going through the window. LCpl Hammy
Hampton's imitation of a Welsh sheep did not strengthen TA/ Regular
relations either, but Cpl Brian Lamont and LCpl Gaz Steinmetz leap to
freedom over a fence with a 15 foot drop the other side, ticked the
Welsh sense of humour!
Peace was eventually declared and we returned to our 'Battle Camp'
to a good Bar-B-Que plus beer (we'd been dry for 4 days) and told
everybody what 'Battles' were really like. Umpires Footnote-They do
it differently in the Infantry. Umpire to Sentry-'What did your
Corporal say when you told him that your rifle had been stolen?' Sentry
to Umpire--"e din say nothing sir, 'e jus hit me'.
1 SQN BATILE CAMP
It's that time of year again, when we say goodbye to wives, girlfriends
and the Royal Air Force go off to 'sunny Grobbendonk' for the Battle
Camp. This scenic area of Belgium (or as some would have it a Mozzie
infested swamp) is our home for a week of military training divorced
from our normal communicating role. It came as a shock to many to
find they had left behind their nice warm Box Bodies and were actually
living in two man 'Bivies', or if you are the stature of Cpl Caesar Bowen,
one man 'Bivies'.
The week was filled with the two troops, B and D, suddenly
transformed into 1 and 2 Platoon , brushing up on basic military skills.
During this period many new talents were unearthed, YofS 'Gus'
Hartley the human mole, littering the training area with earthwork
versions of the Maginot line; SSgt Gordon Hardaker devising a plan to
dig more trenches than they had on the Somme and most amazingly of
all, the OC Sqn's desire to go down the death slide over the lake ... at
night, while using pyro to simulate a mortar barrage!
All this built up to the final competition, which was won by Delta
Troop. providing some fine example of determination, effort and will
make the 'Pig' Section a legend around Grobbendonk for years to
come.
I SQN RALLY TEAM

ARD 0

The good looking? members of G Tp
L to R: Cpl Benny Benr~ett , Cpl Harry Hull , Cpl Gaz Crouch, SSgt Bob
Oliver and LCpl Neil Allenby

The peace ofWildenrath has been shattered over the last few months
by the sound of highly tuned (the exhaust removed) motor engines
being run up outside Hanger 7. At times it was hard to hear the
Phantoms roaring down the runway.
All this noise was part of the intensive preparation by the J Sqn rally
team of Lt PnuJ Stock, Sgt Pete Walker, LCpl 'Sammy' Cook, Sig Ste\·e
Suttie and Sig 'Taff' Price. Using highly developed cars, one of which
cost nearly OM 20. they have battled against the rally prepared might
of the local RAF and RAF Rgt in the Rhine Area Economical Rally
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competition. Entering and driving in the spirit of enjoyment they
actually collected more than a few trophies and more than a few dents
in the cars from less skilful! drivers who could find no other way of
slowing them down.

Wildkatz in motion

The fastest driver was definitely 'Kathy' Cook, wife of Sammy who
scared the life out of us all with her determination to win. while Sig
'Taff' Price just scared everyone with his unlimited aggression. The
slowest, but best dressed, driver has proved to be Lt PauJ Stock who in
one epic race actually missed the track and disappeared off over the
Arsbeck training area; but as he says, he is a navigator really, not a
driver ...
The whole thing has proved to be a very worthwhile experience at a
minimal cost. The only problem now is what to do with the hulks ? Now
if we could borrow one of those Rolls Royce Spey Turbo Jets from one
of 19 Sqn's Phantoms ...
CROSS COUNTRY
The regiment's annual Inter Squadron Cross Country race took place
on Fri. 17 Sept. 222 personnel from the regiment lined up across RAF
Wildenrath. Connyngham Avenue, awaiting 'the off' to be signalled by
the CO, Lt Col D. T. Burton MBE. At stake was the Inter Squadron
Trophy that had been 'accidently' engraved by 2 Sqn. the current
holders. showing them already to be 1982 winners.
With the start imminent. speculation pointed to 2 Sqn as being
favourites with HQ Sqn riding high on 2 yea rs domination of the
Stations Road Relay, close behind. Dark horses. 3 Sqn , were tipped to
win by a confident SSgt (SQMS) Taff Gordon, who had been seen on
many occasions to be leading a group of joggers around the station
area, at a time when most normal people were still in bed.
From the gun it was Cpl Gaz Wilson of HQ Sqn who took a
substantial lead with Sig Hughie Latta of 2 Sqn in second place. The
latter. no pun intended, had recently run a noteworthy 4th in the JHQ
Rheindahlen 10 kilometres race and was hot favourite to be the
· individual winner. The 4'12 mile course soon had the runners strung out
and as the tail enders puffed and wheezed towards the halfway mark, it
was Sig Hughie Latta who came in a comfortable first from Cpl Gaz
Wilson in second place and Sig Geordie Lambert of J Sqn , a surf rise
third. Very close behind was LCpl Chris Rose of the LAD and Cp Pip
Piper from Gutersloh, in fifth.
The Inter Sqn competition based on each Sqn's fir t JO runners took
some time to record and compute and it was anyone's guess who had
won . However, shortly afterwards Chief Recorders, Sgt MJke Duffin
and Mrs Marilyn Offord aided by Sgt OM Chhetrl and calculator,
produced the results showing 3 Sqn. 4636 points comfortable winner
over HQ Sqn second, 4249 points, with 2 Sqn third. 4128 points and L
Sqn fourth, 3728 points. With the least available talent, SSgt (SQMS)
Taff Gordon had pulled off a surprise and remarkable victory for 3 Sqn
by teamwork and tr ining.
Individual prizes were awarded by the CO to the first three runners.
Sig Geordie Lambert won the prize for first novice and WOl (FofS)
Dick Offord was awarded the annual trophy for 1st runner of over JS
years.

Individual Winner Sig Hughie Latta receiving the winners trophy from
the Commanding Officer Lt Col D·. T. Burton M BE

Cross Country Cha m pions 1982
Maj Sid Falla (in unifo rm), SSgt Taff Gordon (holding tropny) and and
(holding beer cans) members of the victo rious 3 Sqn team

BERLIN MARATHON
Report by WOI (FofS) Dick Offord
On my arrival in the regiment in Feb this year. WOl (RSM) Dave
McGurk, 21C Sports Coord, inquired of my sporting interests. 'Well ' I
said, ' I recently passed a BFT' and, therefore, holding a ll the
qualifications requiretl of OIC Cross Country, I was duly appointed. I
inherited only one ongoing situation, a list of names of those people
wishing to do this year 's Berlin Marathon .
It had occurred to me that a bar-propping OIC Sports might not be
the most effective. I joined in cross country races and followed the
runners at a flat out jog/shuffle and on arrival at each finishing line
totally exha usted. was met by the rest of the team already showered, fed
a nd watered, wondering just how much longer they were going to have
to wait. The King Edward's had to stop. The go-faster microlight Nike
racing shoes arrived, and, give me strength, marathon mania arrived.
Sh andies replaced whisky lemonades and pre-breakfast runs replaced
alcoholic headaches. In a moment of stupidity, I had agreed to enter
the Berlin Marathon.
Sgt Billy Cain. current BAOR cross country champion, supplied me
with a S month beginners marathon training schedule. The first day
stated '18 miles easy jog'. It had to be a misprint. It was not!
fortunately it was three days less than five months to the marathon but
nonetheless 80 to 90 miles a week became the norm , until one Sunday
morning 19 miles out, the body refused to soldier any more and a three
mile painful limp home heralded the end of high mileage training and
the beginning of a frustrating leg injury.
T hree months later the big day approached . Of the original 12
entrants, five of the six experienced marathoners had unavoidably
withdrawn for various reasons, including posting and injury. Of the
remainder only Sgt Pete Knight had run a marathon before. W02
(SSM) Steve Tucker, LCpl Neil Allanby and myself had had extended
training injuries. LCpl Keith Hatton and LCpl Richie Conway had
avoided injury, cleverly, by not training at all.
With only two days to go this pitiful group of would be masochists
looked likely to be spared the embarrassment of collective failure , when
it was discovered that somebody had inadvertently placed our Berlin
train application in file 13. On the day we had in tended to travel, the
train was full , no doubt with real athletes. By some clerking miracle,
authority to travel was brought forward 24 hours which meant leaving
behind Pete Knight, who had not yet returned from UK leave.
The 13 hour journey ended at Charlottenburg Station, where we were
welcomed with comments like 'you shouldn't have been here until
tomorrow' and 'if you think you are going to sleep in the gym , it's not
being opened until tomorrow.' The welcoming ceremony ended just in
time for us to see the RTO bus drive off virtually empty, without us . Oh
groan, stranded! We really should not have bothered . But it was too
late to turn back and after eventual arrival at Stadium Barracks we
were informed that Pete Knight would be arriving shortly in the CinC's
RAF(G) personal aeroplane and as it subsequently turned out, piloted
by the Commander himself. Were things going to improve?
Race day arrived and with the temperature rising towards 30 C,
nearly 5000 runners queued in a sea of bodies in front of the Reich stag.
Pete K night had been seeded further forward than the remainder of us.
Near the back, we were unable to hear th~ starting si~nal. Eventually,
however , a shu ffle developed , later a jog and some mtle or two later it
was possible to run. By some sharp map reading and hard leg work our
photographer Cpl Dave Seymour and non-running team captain , Sgt
Mike Duffin were able to intercept us on route at various intervals, to
provide much needed encouragement and photographic records.
At 21 kilometers, half way, amazingly, all five of us were still together
and on schedule for a 3 hours 4S minutes finisH . Soon afterwards things
started going wrong. Presumably, a mixture of euphoria and
inexperience allowed the pace to rise for a couple of miles and without

The Berlin Marathon Team
The F of S (First Old Soldier) W 01 Dick Offord receiving h is tankard
from the CO

L to R: LCpl Richie Conway, W01 (FofS) Dic k Offord, LCpl Neff
Allamby, Sgt Pete Knight, LCpl Keith Hatton, W02 (SSMJ Stevie
Tucker

rea lising it 3 hours 30 minutes became t he anticipated finishing t ime.
The damage had been done , the limbs started to fail and the dreaded
'wall ' arrived and each experienced the indescribable sensation of
hav ing a body incapable of carrying out the brain's commands.
Somehow with the massive crowd's support, the feeding and watering
points at every S kilometers and not least the numerous garden hoses
playing over those who needed cooling, by spectating Berliners, we all
finished-j ust!
Next time we will be more prepared. Finishing times subject to
confirmation, were Pete Knight 3 hours 3S minutes, Dick Offord 3
hours 38, Steve Tucker 3 hours SS, Richie Conway 4 hours 13, NeU
Allanby 4 hours 20 and Keith Hatton 4 hours 27.
WATER POLO
After a false start (where due to a slight misunderstanding Lt Paul
Stock. the OIC sport, spent several hours trying to get polo ponies into
the pool), 21 Sig Regt {AS) team has had an enjoyable and successful
season.
The arrival of new players, in the shape of Capt Stuart Lockie, Sgt
Martin Chapman and LCpl Lloyd has ad ded experience to an otherwise
young side. The word soon got ~round that to admit to being able to
swim was a sure way to end up m the team!
After a good effort in the Rhine Area Championships, the Re~imem
played a series of ~ame s against RAF Bruggen and 13 Signals,
culm in at ing in our wmning the last •match of the season. To cap our
efforts, the team appeared thinly disguised in the RAF Wildenrath
swimming gala as the 'Admin Wing ' entry-and won ...
DINING OUT WOl (FofS) PETIIFER ON COMMISSIONING AND
SGT WALKER ON DISCHARGE
The d ay had arrived, at last. WOl (FofS) Brian ~ettifer (he of the
bionic legs) and Sgt Pete Walker (world famous builder of squadron
bars), were leaving us . Brian on commission, Pete on discharg~ after 22
years colour service. All the secret plans ~ere about to be unveiled : The
meal and service were of the usual very high standard and were enjoyed
by all, thanks to the hard work by the Sergeants Mess Staff, Sgt Sammy
Hastings (Chet), Sgt Ken Driver (Asst Mess Manager) and Cpls Ash
and Elliot, all of the RAF.
After the loyal toasts, the fun began . WOl (RSM) McGurk, with not
a little bit of help from the Regimental Poet Laureate, Sgt Jeff Ba~,
soon had us roaring with laught~r , various i_ncidents throug_h out thell'
tours in 21 Sig Regt (AS) were highlighted (m the best possible taste).
The fun, however , was not yet over. WOI (FofS) Dick Offord had been
busily planning the Coup De Grace for Brian Pettif~~he Infamous
'Court Martial'. Brian, with all due pomp and CU'cumsta!lce, was
spirited away, whilst the stage was set and the players took their places.
The president of the Court, Dick Offord and the two members W0 2
(FofS) Dave Bowe~ and SSgt (FofS) John Philips at his side, donned
suitable serious expressions whilst the prosecution Sgt Mlke Du.ffin , and
SSgt (FofS) Phil Leach, Defence, assembled their notes an~ witnesses,
(In the case of Phil Leach the Dand y!) All was ready, and without more
ado Sgt O M Clthettri (Court Orderly) and those two stalwarts, Sgts
Wayne Sweeting and Martin Smith, flanking hi.m , the accused :-vas
marched in. The sentence was a foregone conclus1on but couched m a
similar vein to this , 'That he be taken from this Mess and be mounted
on a conveyance of our construction and by this means be taken to the
Officers Mess and there be deposited'. The sentence was carried out
with the use of a Road Runner constructed by W02 (AQMS) Ken
Benns and his merry men , and with motive power provided by mess
members. On arrival at the Officers Mess, a highly delighted Capt
(TOT) Pettifer was met by an equally pleased CO, Lt Col D . T. Burton
MBE.

Sgt Pete Walker surrounded by h is fellow SNCO's
L to R front row: Sgt Hagen, W02 (SSM) Cook, Sgt Walker, SSgt
.
( FofS) leach
rear row: SSgt ( SQMS) Davies, Sgt Hunter, Sgt Jevons, W02 ( YofS)
Hartley, Sgt Taylor

Amidst sundry chatter and laughter, the Sergeants Mess members
returned to the Mess and proceeded to round off the evening at various
games, and much drinking. After a suitable interval, Cilpt Pettifer
returned and proceeded to show us how to use the marvellous present
he had given to the Mess, at which he was the acknowledged expert.
Pete Walker had, in the meantime, been very busy sup1;>0rting t~e
bar (which he had not built), with the aid of a number of friends. This
was a highly successful ploy as it rendered them absolutely impervious
to questioning about various things such as 'what happened to all that
three ply wood I lent you? ' and 'where do you go from here, Pete?' all
such questions went unanswered. It was a night to remember. Good
food, good drink , good friends and fond memories and for this thanks
are extended to W02 (SSM) George Cook and his committee. Good
Luck , Brian and Pete wherever you are, remember us at 21.

Capt (TOT nearly) Bria n Pettifer astride the 'Roadrunner'

Ca pt (TOT) Pettifer being welcomed into the Officers Mess by the
Co mmanding Officer

I
W01 (FofS) Brian Pettifer de monstrating how to use his gift to the
Mess, aptl y nam ed 'Uncertanciton'
L to R: W01 Pettifer, S gt Walker, RSM , W01 Offord
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The CO and RSM stood their ground,
With large grins for all around ,
and after the General had handed us the cup,
We were off perhaps a few beers to sup.

22SigRegt
B.F .P .0. 107

A TRIUMPH FOR TEAMWORK
At the end of the day it was a triumph for teamwork. guts and
determination . Credit must be given too, SSgt Jimmy Flockhart whose
'pep' talks seemed to have the right effect. The eight players
representing the regiment were:- W02 (SSM) Mo Nelson, Sgts Jackie
(I'm 40 now) Snaith, Jeff Smith, Mick (I didn't score but I set them all
1.1p) O'Brien, Cpl Bob Cook, Sigs John Travis, Ian Yates and John-Jo
(l 'm 17 Jackie) Cargill.

10 YEARS OF FRIENDSHIP
Thi edition of our notes covers a period from August's 'maximum
leave and adventurous training' to October's Exercise Keystone/Logex.
A bus and rewarding period. and set firmly in the middle was our
celebration of the 10th Anniversary of our Friendship Pact with the
Jocal German Sig Regt. We have many joint events during the year, but
the parade held on 3 Sept at the Lipperland Kaserne was a formal
affirmation of the excellent and genuine friendship which exists
between ourselves and Fernmeldebatallion 7.
The parade was impressive. WW (RSM) Fred Bancroft had the
unenviable task of welding together two contingents of three Officers
and 183 men and the band of JS/ J 9 H. He achieved it with few external
ign of stress. As befits a joint parade we had two inspecting officers:
Brig C. N. Last QBE-Commander Communications 1st British Corps.
Brig Gen \ 'OD Ahensleben-Commander Divisional Troops 7 German
Division .

W02 (FofS) David Jackson and wife Jackie chat to the Master of
Signals

Cpl Cl iff Hunt enjoys a beer with some German soldiers on our 10th
Anniversary

VISIT OF MASTER OF SIGNALS
On 15 Sept the Master of Signals made his farewell visit to the
regiment. After being given a short resume of life in Lippstadt and an
update on the regiment's operational role, the Master then spent the
rest of the morning touring the barracks meeting and talking to as
many members of the regiment as possible. Having visited the Sqns, the
Master went to the Corporals Mess to present Cpl Singh with the
LS&GC and then on to the Sergeants Mess where he also presented the
LS&GC to W02 (FofS) Jackson. Finally, he was joined by Mrs Bradley,
who had been enterta ined by the wives club throughout the mornins-.
and then in the Officers Mess for a buffet lunch with Officers and their
wives.

Mrs Wendy Laverick wins a ' useful' prize at the wives club SSAFA
draw. Mrs Peggy Bradley enjoys the joke

ROYAL SIGNALS BAOR 7-A-SIDE SOCCER CUP
The morning of25 Sept started early for the regimental soccer team.
'Fresh' from Exercise Keystone/Logex and looking forward to playing
football. The draw had taken place earlier in the week and gave us a
good chance of at least reaching the semi-final. A poet? might have
described our day thus:The first game against 20 1.
was a struggle but we won,
they tried hard but couldn't score,
we got three but it should have been more.
Next. the Signal Squadron from AFCENT.
our hopes were threatening to dent,
A draw it was beginning to look,
until a late goal from full back Bob Cook.
Now the biggest threat so far was on the field,
To 1 Div Signal Regiment we would not yield,
Two goals each was the final score,
but corners counted and we'd scored more.

The CO presents Lt Col Walter Ulrich (CO Femmeldebatallion 7) with
a bronze Jimmy
The short addresses from the CO's were each followed by
presentation of a gift to mark the 10th Anniversary of the Pact. The
parade was follo':Yed ~y _a lunch ~ the German barracks and the day
~a~ _completed with a JOlDt party m our Officers Mess for military and
cmhan g~ests from the Stadt. Next year both regiments celebrate the
10th Anniversary of the granting of the Joint Freedom of Lippstadt.
Plans are already being made for a joint parade in Lippstadt-which
we hope will include the Corps Band .
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The Master meets Sig Tony Moore. Maj Graham Halliburton and Sgt
'Jimmy' Saveall look on

The semi-final draw. Luck was on our side,
with 212 Signal Squadron we'd been tied,
The game was started and went our way,
Now there's only the final left to play.
This the supreme effort from 22,
Against 28 Signal Regiment dressed in blue,
At the whistle we had won, 3-J was the score,
and 22 Signal Regiment were the toast of the Corps.
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SAilJNG TRIANGLE
The second half of Ex Sailing Triangle took over at Fleisburg on 14
Sept from Capt Nigel Cory and crew. The new crew consisting of SSgt
Steve Hunter (2nd skipper), Capt John Hudson, Cpl Alan HaJlgate,
LCpls Tony Farkas, Steve Oapham, Sigs Chris Ward and Thommo
Thompson, were introduced to the permanent skipper Cpl Marty Ball
and his boat 'Flamingo'. After a quick run down on what a sail is, and
where the mast is, we set 'sail' for the island of Fyn. Regrettably. the
wind was non existent and we motored all the way to Sonderberg. The
next day the wind was also very light and the plans to reach
Copenhagen and Malmo were a,borted much to the dismay of the crew.
After a short while under sail on the second day we arrived at Faaberg.
The crew had now had some experience at hoisting sails and helming
the boat under sail. Much of the day had been used on the
technicalities of sailing, points of sail, knots , parts of the boat,
navigation etc. LCpl Steve Clapham, SSgt Steve Bunter, and Sig Chris
Ward were able to help in instruction of the others having been sailing
before.
On the third day we set sail for Assems and managed about four
hours before the engine had to go on again. By this time the crew had
become nautically orientated and complained about the lack of wind.
They were soon to get more than they bargained for. A further day of
motoring to Middlefart and Bogense had the crew wondering whether
they were ever to get any adventure training, when, in the evening the
wind got up. The crew were recalled from a sortie in town and a night
sail was ordered which created great excitement. After setting sail the
winds died down and the first problem appeared , a bank of thick fog.
We sailed on. hearing large ships in the vicinity but unable to see
anything which was an eerie experience, but kept all alert( Eventually
we arrived in Korteminde with Sig Thommo Thompson sounding the
horn every 30 secs; he could not be seen from the stern of the boat! On
mooring. Cpl Alan Hallgate lost his glasses overboard and was in great
danger of falling overboard without them. Sig Thommo Thompson
with great aplomb dived over the side, braving the jellyfish and freezing
water and found them at a depth of 20 feet.
A FREAK THUNDERSTORM
The crew found themselves fogged in at Korteminde and the time
running out for us to get back to Kiel. As soon as the fo~ cleared. we
slipped Korteminde for a day and night sailed to Kiel. This part of the
expedition turned out to be just what adventure training is all about.
We were hit by a freak thunderstorm and rising seas. The storm was so
bad that Capt John_ Hudson and LCpl Tony Farkas who were off watch
thought that we were nearing a lighthouse when, in fact, it was
lightning. The seas rose and apprehension, turning to fright, molunted
with them. LCpl Steve Clapham seemed unaffected by the weather,
having seen it a ll before, he said. However, for the remainder of us. the
order to down gib in the roaring wind and mountainous waves breaking
over the boat was like a death sentence. Eventually, after 40 hours of
sailing in these seas we moored up at Kiel with great relief, looking a bit
green at the gills. Our thanks to Cpl Marty Ball for getting us safely
back. a11d for an adventure training voyage not to be forgotten.
THE CHALLENGE ACCEPTED
The challenge was again accepted for the annual 'Wooden Spoon·
cricket competition between the Officers Mess and the Sergeants Mes .
A beautiful sunny day graced the occasion and the Officers Me won
the toss and decided to bat.
The Sergeants Mess bowlers found little competition until Maj
Collyer (OC 4 Sqn) and Master Steven Chaddock (son of the CO) put on
a superb SO partnership. With the help of Lt Marlon Joint WRAC the
Ofticers Mess had managed to score 124 runs at the end of their overs.
The Ser~eants Mess started their runnings disastrou ly, lo ing four
wickets tor a many runs. It took the expertise of SSg1$ Steve Hunter
and Russ Thompson to beat the Officers Mess score. RSM (Fred
Bancroft) proudly returned the freshly painted wooden spoon to the
Officers Mess where we trust it will remain!
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BAOR CHARITY RUN IN AID OF THE ARMY BENEVOLENT
F ND
With 19 2 being the year oft he sponsored walks, runs, cycles, jumps
et . ome bright park. who will remain annonymous. decided that 22
ig Regt should jump on the bandwagon and organise one of our own.
T11· in g to find omething a little bit different was not easy, but in the
end it was agreed that a relay team of ten runners, (each runner.
running a leg of ten mile and then hand ing over to the next man)
would run non- top from I Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt in Verden to 13
Sig Regt at Birgelen. To make the run more interesting and hopefully
to rai e more money, it was decided to call in at our sister egiment en
route. Wh at made the event a little more difficult than it sounds, was
the fact that we were only the second team to attempt night running
and the fact that with only ten hours between each runners stint and
con idering you had to hower. eat, sleep and travel in that time, it was
quite a remarkable achievement. The ten gallant heroes who dutifully
volunteered for this unique event were: Capt Brian Lawry (REME), Lt
Des Moloney, WOt (RSM) Fred Bancroft, SSgt Les Downie, LCpl John
Sweeney, Sgt Jimmy Saveall, Cpl Gordon Whale, Cpl Viny Vincent,
LCpl Tim Edwards, LCpl Phil Maddon. Res: LCpl Steve Howard.

The team set olT at 0900hrs Mon 23 Aug with a champagne send off
arranged by the CO I Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt, Lt Col J. H. Fisher
MBE and WOI (RSM) Ron Hales and called in at 14 Sig Regt. 2 Armd
Div HQ & Sig Regt, 7 Sig Regt , 4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt , 3 Armd
Div HQ & Sig Regt, 16 Sig Regt, 28 Sig Regt, 21 Sig Regt and finally
arriving at 13 Sig Regt (Birgelen) at 0900hrs Wed 25 Aug, a mere 48
hours later. There we were met by the CO 13 Sig Regt Lt Col M. P.
Walker.
All members of the team would like to extend their thanks to l Armd
Div HQ & Sig Regt for hosting us so well, 14 Sig Regt for providing us
with refreshments. 16 Sig Regt for the use of one of their flats and l 3
Sig Regt for their kind reception . A special thanks must go to Cpl
Charlie Richardson and his admin party who looked after us so well on
the run. To date total monies received is as follows: 639 Sig Troop OM
%.00, 21 Sig Regt OM 100.00, 3 ADSR DM 120.00. 14 Sig Regt OM
100.00, 22 Sig Regt OM 500.00, Outside donations DM 252.00, Total
OM 1168.00.
Donations totalling OM 5000 approx have been pledged but at time
of going to press. have not yet been received.
2 SQN CHANGES
T he Sqn welcomes a number of new faces into its midst ; Capts David
'Sensible' McDowall, Alasdair Harrison, W02 (SSM) Norman Slggs
(appropriately). SSgt (YofS) Tony Glover, Sgt Rab Anderson, LCpls
Pete Messenger, 'Jock' Stewart, Rick Solek, Slgs Mlck Dlllan, 'Goth'
Gotheridge, 'Dazzler' Hazzlewood and 'Womble' Whittle.
THE BALTIC
After returning to Lippstadt following Ex Summer Sales we started
preparations for Ex Sierra Splash. our summer adventure training.
This was an exercise to train squadron personnel in the basic arts of
offshore and dinghy sailing, canoeing, assault boat handling and
swimming. Some of us were even given the opportunity to fall off
windsurfers too.
We were using a German exercise area near Eckenforde on the
shores of a fjord of the Baltic Sea. The squadron coped with the
hardships imposed by a heatwave and clear green/blue seas very well
and the majority of people even gave the outward appearance of
thoroughly enjoying themselves. Unfortunately there were two or three
rather sorry, pale green faces at times too!

Pictured here setting off from 1 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt are from lefl
to right: Lt Col J. H. Fisher MBE, LCpl Phil Madden, SSgt Les
Downie, Lt Des Maloney, Sgt Jim Saveall, LCpl Tim Edwards, Cpl
Gordon Whale, LCpl John Sweeney, W01 (RSM) Fred Bancroft,
Capt Brian Lawry (REME ), Cpl Viny Vincent

OFFSHORE SAILING
The Sqn chartered two yachts from BKYC at Kiel; one a Contessa 32
(Golden Eye) and the other a Sabre 27 (Sea Falcon) Golden Eye was
skiPpered by the 'Boss' (OC 2 Sqn), Maj David Lowe and the mate for
the period of the camp was LCpl 'Briss ' Bristow. Sea Falcon was
skippered by LCpl John Curran (BKYC) and the mate was LCpl Cliff
Knighton (that's me).
Our intention was to get as many of the Sqn on to the boats as soon
as possible and give them a taste of life on the waves. On a typical day
the 'novice ' crew was aboard by 0900hrs where they were given a safety
briefing. This included all the different pieces ofrope (sheets, hallyards,
warps) and their uses , what too pull and when . This would take about
an hour , after which we would set sail for the day. After about half an
hour , to let our crews gain a lot of confidence , they would be given the
helm (steering stick) for about half an hour each. By this time some of
us were getting peckish , some were feeling a bit 'off' and some were not
amused (not the sea-going types)! Lunch was made at sea or in a
harbour , followed by the sail back to camp in the afternoon, usually
arriving at about 1800hrs, in time for tea.
Over the two week period we had a lot of fun and some good laughs,
especially at others poor fortune (the non-hackers)! Halfway through
the camp the 'Boss' decided to take the boats across to Denmark for
two days . Only one of the boats made it though, the Contessa complete
with 'Boss', Sgts Stevie Major, Mlck O'Brien, Cpl Joe Brown and LCpl
'Briss' Bristow. Unfortunately, the Sabre burst its water tank and had
to return to Kiel for repairs. The crew were Cpl 'Nobby' Rutter, LCpl
'Cheesy (Gunner) Cheeseman and Sig 'Goth' Gotheridge were also
un~er the weather and Sig 'Goth' had decided that the boat was going
to hp over, so he firmly planted himself in the cockpit, with his fingers
through the washboards, saying that he wasn 't moving for nothing ... !

EX 'SIERRA SPLASH'-A LADS-EYE VIEW
Ultimate planning, total dedication to the cause and complete and
utter devotion by 2 Sqn seniors made this a landmark in 2 Sqn's famed
history. The advance party left for Kiel one fine morning, the journey
was long but the route card exact and thus it came to pass that the
convoy got lost. We, however, pulled ourselves together and all arrived
at Eckernford e ... eventually.
The Sqn seniors had once more thrown caution to the wind and, led
by a certain Ma'am, Marian Joint clad in what was generally agreed to
be a very 'teasing' piece; dragged themselves down to the beach, threw
themselves into the hostile sea and cleared the immediate vicinity of
octopi. shar ks, whales (including Sgt Kay 'Porky' Pearman), and
anything else that might harm the troops. When the troops arrived and
tents were erected (in the time it takes to drop your shreddies) suddenly
the sea was filled with sq uadd ies. playing submarines.
The first week was spent by the advance party making the camp
virtually palacial and training in the water and on the town. The
average Sierrian was subjected to days of sunbathing and water sports
when all were in situ. Disasters were many: Sgt (3 Stripes) Major and
Sig 'Earthsplke' Waby, completely turtled a dinghy whilst oggling at
Ma'am 'Jessebell' (read the bible on that one) Joint, sunbathing. Whilst
offshore sailing Sig 'Psycho' Cox went for a walk over the side of the
boat and it was at least five minutes before he was noticed to be
missing. LCpl 'Briss' Bristow was hauled up the mast, instead of a sail,
to untangle some halyard s in a Force 6 gale. Maj 'Popeye' Lowe decided
to hold his course when he was on Collision course with a steamer
(need less to say who gave in first). One of the dinghies crewed by Sgt
Mick O'Brien and Cpl John Badder had a panic when the mast fell
down. The assault boat, captained by Cpl Bruce Payne, decided to stall
its own engine when it was as far from the shore as possible. A bonus
for the wildlife of Eckernforde when many a good old 'egg and bacon'
was honked up for the cause. With reference to wildlife of Eckemforde;
it was not a malicious rumour that Sig 'Fish' Fisher after 'trying to get
out of Sierra Splash when water was mentioned' contributed more than
was necessary of his breakfast to the murky depths. Newly named Sig
'Green' Fisher swears this 'if I never see a boat again, it will be too
soon! '.
And so, suntanned and sick, broke and tired (too many drinks), all
returned to camp 'in one piece'. so they say. A fine 20 days had been
had by all (even the Q-SQMS 'Yid' Whaley).
Now Sept sees us stuck into the Autumn run of exercises for which
we have been well and truly clobbered. But do not fear, we can cope,
Sierra suffers on.

3SQN
TRIPARTITE
In Sept elements of 3 and 4 Sqns participated in the Live Oak
Exercise-Ex Treaty.
The exercise itself consisted of a tripartite Battle Group made up of
FR. US and UK forces and it took place in the Sennelager area. Its aim
was to achieve maximum co-operation and understanding between all
arms and nations forming the tripartite force and its supporting air
foroes. Lt E. K. Jackson WRAC, SSgt (YofS) Rodgers and Sgt Snaith
supervised the 22 Sig Regt contribution to the exercise, which was to
provide a Commcen at Sennelager Training Centre, a radio relay link
and a TEV.

THE LINE IS DRAWN
The exercise was a great success all round and a feeling of
camaraderie was struck up between the various nations concerned. The
Commcen at Sennelager was shared between the British and American
operators and it was interesting to see different equipments and
methods ofoperating. It appeared that the Ameri~ans had a particular
liking for British compo rations and they were qmte prepared to swap
American combat jackets and boots for good old British steak and
kidney pies! We had to draw the line when they offered one of their
.
.
jeeps for one of our coveted Triffid masts!
A beating of the retreat was held by two Scottish Reg!ments o~ 7 Sept
and there was a magnificent drill display by the Ame!1can Berhn Drill
Squad. The Band played a moving medley of the N_anonal Anthe~ns of
all the nations involved on the exercise. The evenmg, ended suitably
with a very successful cocktail party in the NATO Officers Mess.

LIVERS IN DROP OUT
During Sept Lt Elaine Jackson talked the living-in officers of the
regiment into going parachuting at Bad Lippspringe. The day consisted
of six hours ground training followed by a death defying leap from 2000
feet. The participants were Lts Elaine Jackson, Mike Wile, Colin
McGrory, 2Lt Sarah Bowes (Cambridge UOTC) and Capt Tony Adama
Berks Yeo, who scored nought out often for 'style' as he fell out of the
aeroplane head first and was last seen heading for the 18th hole on
Sennelager golf course.
REGIMENTAL SAILING REGATTA
A dull , misty morning with only a light breeze saw the arrival of the
39 competitors for the Inter Sqn Dinghy Sailing Competition at the
Mohnesee Sailing Club at 0800 hrs on Mon 22 Sep. The Competition,
originally planned to be run over two days and including a morning of
practice starts and explanatio ns of the racing rules, was curtailed to
only one day of racing without any practice (or explanations), by the
continuously increasing Regimental Exercise Commitment. The scene
set, boats were allocated, crews sorted into novice and experienced , the
start flags and sequence shown, the course decided and the start of race
one set for 0945 hrs.
PARTIALLY DRAINED
For those who are familiar with the Mohnesee (and those who are
not) I should perhaps explain that the lake has been partially drained
this year in order that work may take place on the road bridge at the
eastern end of the lake. The water level is down by some fifteen metres,
which apart from leaving the club house about one kilometre from the
jetty has resulted in the average depth of water in the section in which
the Regatta took place being about forty centimetres.
PUSH
The ten minute signal for the first race (a little late at 0950 hrs) saw
nineteen Bosun dinghies heading for the shallowest patch in the lake.
Only two escaped the inevitable consequences! At the start signal three
boats still remained firmly stuck. It took a great deal of shouting to
persuade some of the more novice novices that the only way to sail in six
centimetres of water is to get out and push! The TOT, Capt Taff (I've
never sailed before) Hope and the WOl (FofS), Steve (I'll never sail
again) Farrow offered an amazing string of technical explanations ,
expletives and hot air as to why Bosuns do not sail to windward with
centre plates up-on mud banks-and thus fail to cross the start line
before the end of race 1. Footballers (Sgt Jackie Snalth) and female
officers (Lt Elaine Jackson) also found crossing the start line far more
difficult than scoring-they too failed to start, thus scoring a lot of
points.
EXCITING
The three races that followed proved to be far more exciting. The
general standards improved and the wind steadily increased. The
fourth and final race including several capsizes. Protests started to be
submitted at an alarming rate: to the committee (W02 (FofS) Jackson
and Cpl Tiny Short ACC) increased protest fees-no more protests ,
and those submitted withdrawn.

THE PRIZES
The aims of the day: to promote sailing; to allow novices to gain
racing experience; and to select possible members for next year's
Regimental team were easily achieved. The prizes were presented by
Mrs Shirley Chaddock wife of the Commanding Officer to:
1st Helm Crew
2nd Helm Crew
3rd Helm Crew
1st ovice Helm/ Crew
2nd Novice Helm / Crew
3rd Novice Helm / Crew

CO 13 Sig Regt Lt Col M. P. Walker shakes hands with the runner to
complete the last leg Cpl Viny Vincent. Lt Des Maloney Cpl Gordon
Whale, Sgt Jim Saveall and W01 (RSM) Fred Bancro'tt look on
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A GREAT SUCCESS
On 8 Sept there were many national visitors to the exercise-in·
cludin~ SACEUR himself. who took time away from the Battle Group
operation to see the boys working hard behind the scene in the
Commceu. Overall the exercise was a great success and was thoroughly
enjoyed by all concerned.
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1st Team

LCpl Cllff Knighton/
Sig Steve Nelson
Maj Craig Treeby/
Cpl 'Topo' Topolewski
Sgt Graham Wilson/
Sgt Dick Clegg
Cpl 'IUttus' Ratcliffe/
SSgt'Q'Rlcbardson
LCpl 'Doc' Hyde/
LCpl 'Jonah' Jones
Sgt Steve Major/
Cpl Kerpal Singh
HQ Sqn 'A' Team

FOOTNOTE
Unlike many sailors, we are all hoping for more water (and not wind)
next year. Happy sailing.
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28 SigRegt
B.F.P.O. 35
'·
REGIMENTAL RUGBY TOUR
29 of Aug saw the departure of the Regimental rugby team on their
annual tour to the UK. The tour took pl~ce in the Birmingham area
with which the regiment has past affihahons, and, as last year, was
hosted by 35(SM) Sig Regt (V), without whose help the tour would not
have been possible.
As usual the outward journey was not without ev~nt , but eventually
all the players finally arrived in Birmingham on time. There was a
special guest appearance from Lt (now Mr) Adrian Thornton, who ~ad
just retired from the Army but thought that the team could not possibly
win without him.
GOOURESULTS AGAINST STRONG OPPOSITION
There were three matches played during the tour, against Coyentry
Welsh, Rugby Welsh, and Birmingham Welsh. Alt~ou.gh we did not
manage a win, the games with Rugby. Wei.sh and B1rmmg~am Welsh
were very close (four points and one pomt d1fferen.c~ respectively), these
were good results against some very strong oppos1t1on. The stars of the
tour were Sig Shaun Hughes and Sig 'Bones' Jones, who both played

outstandingly throughout (selectors take note). The captai!lcy, and off
the field leadership of Sgt Keith Mathers, was responsible for the
excellent performance of the team and a happy tour.
The team was very well looked after, (in some cases far too well), n?t
only by 35 Regt, but also by all the clubs we played. i:iie effects of this
were evident on the mornings after, when even the social members, Cpl
Bob Mason, Cpl Titch Barnard, and LCpl Billy Kidd were dragged out
for the early morning training session.
TRADITION MAINTAINED
.
The short tour was soon over and the team was all too quickly
making its way back to Krefeld. This ~as the second t.ime that the .t?ur
has taken place in Birmingham and it 1s hoped to continue .t~e tradition
next year, perhaps exte_nding it to include our new recruit mg area of
Manchester and Cheshire.
Special thanks from all members of the tam, to those who made the
tour possible, in particular W02 (SSM) John Stanley, the manager, and
the PRI.

A n~w an<j qqickly expaQding
d1mens1on 1n electronics
test procedures is creating
new jobs in Hampshire
Plessey Assessment Services Limited has the
largest and most advanced EMC (Electro Magnetic
Compatibility) and TEMPEST test facilities in the UK
where our work is concentrated on a wide variety of
projects. We are planning major growth within the
Department and now wish to appoint Engineers who
will be given training in this new discipline.
Working with a Senior EMCfTEMPEST Engineer
the job involves using state-Of-the-art equipment and
computer aided automatic measuring techniques to
investigate and analyse the properties of various
products. A typical project will provide opportunities
for becoming familiar with the product, how it is made
and all of its operating characteristics, devising
appropriate test procedures, instigating and carrying
out the test work and making recommendations for
modifications. Accuracy
is
paramount
and
successful applicants will be called upon to make
very concise reports.
Candidates, male/female, should possess a
degree or HTC in RF or digital signal analysis
disciplines. However those who do not possess

formal qualifications but have at least 5 years' EMC
test experience should also apply. Personal qualities
sought include the ability to work in a logical
progression and to persist in the face of difficult
problems until they are overcome.
We can offer a compet itive salary and other
attractive benefits. Financial assistance with
relocation expenses will be available. Our facilities
are attractively situated in an area providing good
living and recreational amenities.
If you are leaving the Services shortly and would
like to apply for one of these posts please write or
telephone for an application form quoting reference
Wl/P/410 to:- Kathy Devitt, Personnel Admir:iistration
Manager, Plessey Assessment Services Limited,
Abbey Works, Titchfield, Fareham, Hampshire
P014 4QA. Telephone: Fareham (0329) 43031 ext. 2563.

.PLESSEY

28 (BR) Sig Regt (NORTHAG) Rugby Team
.
Back row: Sig Karl Smales, LCpls 'Mac' McDen:nott, Steve Nichol,
Pte Tony Walls Sig 'Scouse' Maloney, Lt Adrian Thornton,. ~C'.P!
Chris Meehan , Sig Shaun Hughes, ~ig 'Bones' Jones, Sgt W1lhe
Weathentt
.
Front row: LCpl Bob Heppleston, Cpl Dave. Th?n:ipson, Sgt ,Kert~
Mathers (Capt), Sig ' Kaffir' Johnston, Sgt Phi~ W1lk.inson , LCpl Taff
Lewis, Sig Gary Maloney, Cpl Neil Colligan
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FLYING
While on hi ummer visit to the regiment. Tom Goldsmith, an In
PeR ioner at the Royal Hospital Chelsea, took a flight with ace gliding
instructor WOI (FofS ) Jim Hough. Jim assessed his oldest pupil yet as
'a natural pilot who should be flying solo if he takes a couple more
le on '.

ASSIST ANT CHIEF O F STAFFG3 VISITS
The Senior Brit ish Staff Officer HQ NORTHAG, the Assistant Chief
of Staff (ACOS) G3 Brig T. N. McMlcktng, visited the regiment on the
afternoon of 8 Sep. Having previously seen the operating squadrons,
the aim of th is visit was to brief the ACOS G3 on the special support
and Rrocurement requ irements encountered in a NATO funded unit.
The 'Br igadier was b riefed by QM(T) Maj Charles Timson BEM and
QM(A) Maj (Rtd) John Dean. Th is was followed by a walk roun d both
QM departments, a visit to our Royal Engineer Support Unit and our
LA D. Th e success of th e day can be measured by the fact that Brig
McMlcking went away looki ng as confused as we are at the
com plexities of NATO procurement , but confident that the system was
work ing.

The Comd Commseyeball to eyeball with Sig Andy Lewis

The SOinC cracks a joke with LCpl 'Radar' Noott and Lt Col Brian
Belton

In Pensioner Tom Goldsmith with W01 (FofS) Jim Hough in the
'driving' seat of a Blanik glider shortly before take off from RAF
Briiggen
A slightly younger member of the regiment Lt Guy Kenyon also took
to the air this summer. He had even less supporting him on his basic
bang gliding course. However being notorious for breaking regulations ,
contravening the laws of gravity seem to come naturally to him.
VISIT BY GEN HILD
The Commander Communications BAOR, Maj Genl. H. Hild MBE
visited the regiment on 7 Sep. This was a formal visit marked by a
quarterguard commanded by SSgt Tom McGinnis. We were fortunate
to obtain the services of a Bugler from the 1st Battalion Welsh Guards.
Following the inspection of the quarterguard , the General walked to
the Warrant Officers and Sgts Mess and presented LS & GC Medals to
W02 (FofS) Norman Blavins, SSgt (YofS) Duncan Manser and SSgt
Tom McGinnis, who had doubled from the guard-room, through the
back entrance of the Mess to arrive before the General. It is a strange
coincidence that all the medal recipients were serving in Singapore at
about the same time Maj Gen Hild was there commanding 18 Sig Regt.
For the rest of the visit Comd Comms took a great interest in our
equipment and the soldiers, walking around our vehicle complexes
which were taking part in a 'plug-up' in-camp exercise.

The Comd Comms inspects the Quarter Guard commanded by SSgt
Tom McGinnis

Brig T. N. McMicking finding a part with W02 (AQMS) George Gay

'It's for you Sir' - LCpl 'Hawkeye' Creevy with Comd Comms in the
120 line Exchange

VISIT BY SOinC
On the afternoon of2 Sep, the SOinC, Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle CBE
visited the regiment accompanied by Mrs Birtwisde. On arrival at the
regiment the visitors parted , with Mrs Birtwisde going to the Comd 's
house for a garden tea party hosted by his wife, Mrs Anne Belton.
Fortunately the sun shone on the righteous and many of the Regimental
wives were able to spend a pleasant afternoon with Mrs Blrtwisde. The
General's visit started with a brief given by the Adjutant Capt Paul
Gorford, but most of the short time available was devoted to giving the
SOinC a chance to meet as many members of the regiment as possible
in their working environment and to see much of our NATO suppli~
communications equipment. Throughout the day our unofficial
Regimental photographer Sig Dick Peacock caught the SOinC in some
candid photographs, but the tables were turned as the General reversed
the roles and became Regimental Photographer. One of these
&hotographs shows Sig Dick Peacock with LCpl Al Mortimer and Sig
Tug' Wilson operating a teleprinter. Unfortunately the teleprinter is
just out of the picture but we are sure this was an intentional omission.
The successful visit ended with a walk through our Wargames Room
where LCpl 'Radar' Noott guided the SOinC through battlefields
ranging from Napoleonic to World War Three.

Presentation of LS and GCs to (from left to right) - SSgt Tom
McGinnis, SSgt (YofS) Duncan Manser and W02 (FofS) Norman
Blavins
The SOinc at a Switch - from left to right: Sgt Jim Innes, Sgt Paul
Gaffney, LCpl Will Grierson and LCpl Ray Perks
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Having spent the afternoon being photographed, the SOinC took this
picture of our photographer, Sig Dick Peacock (centre) with LCpl Al
Mortimer and Sig Tug Wilson in the Papa Tp Message Centre

VISIT BY BRIG SHAPTER
On the afternoon of 21 Sep, as part of an initial visit to
NORTHAG/ BAOR, Brig I. R. D. Shapter Comd 11 Signal Brigade
visited Francisca Barracks. He spent a couple of hours with 28 (BR) Sig
Regt (NORTHAG) and the remainder of the afternoon with the Bel~ian
HF Radio Company. 13 (BE) TTr Cie with whom we share Francisca
Barracks and which also fom1s part of NORTHAG Signals Support
Group. The Brigadier was particularly interested in NORTHAG
communications as parts of his Signal Brigade have supported
NORTHAG in the past, notably 35 (SM) Sig Regt (V).

AUTOMATION IN THE ORDERLY ROOM
An EGS micro-computer, purchased by ATO to assi t in the
management of our Telegraph Automatic Relay Equipment (TARE)
has found itself on temporary loan to the Regimental Orderly Room .
Cpl Dave Woolley spent many happy hours under the experienced eye
of Sgt Dave Flynn, typin~ in our Unit nominal roll which _was stage o!1e
of the project. Stage two 1s to ~et one of the Foremen of Signals to write
some software. to organise this information into a useful management
aid . However with the use of the attached printout device, we can get an
up-to-date nominal roll produced at the push of a button and we can
perhaps claim to be one jump ahead of those lucky units who are to
take part in the official MOD trial of orderly room micros.
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30 Sig Regt
Blandford Camp
EXERCISE 'BOLD GUARD 82'
From the end of Augu t until the first week in October the regiment
was again supporting HQ Logistic Support Group (LSG) of the UKMF.
thi time in Schie wig-Holstein, orthera Gem1any. Their role was
pro"iding communications for HQ LSG and this was achieved using a
combination of Radio Relay. Net Radio and telephone circuits, and of
course the usual Signals Despatch Service.
Commanding the UKMF Communications was Maj Tony Sugdon.
a i ted by Squadron Leader Bill Henry whose sense of humour. it is
rumoured. saved many finger-nails from damage. On exercise with the
regiment for the first time were Capt Nick Denning and WOI (YofS)
John Isherwood who, together with the Comms Comd and a Vehicle
Radio Detachment. formed the regiment's contribution to HQ 1
Infantry Brigade. Congratulations are due to Cpl Dave Ellis of this
detachment who discovered during the exercise that he is to become a
father.
THE TYPICAL WOOD
HQ LSG was located in a typical German wood, thick enough to
keep the heat out when the sun shone and open enough to let the wet in
when it rained. which of course it only did during the FTX and the
'Endex celebrations'! The regiment provided the bulk of the HQ's
administrative support under the able direction of Lt Andy Keenan
assisted by W02 (SSM) Mike Nevill who also organised the location's
defence. The main administrative problem was catering for over 400
people. a task that was handled by the regin1ent 's attached Master
Chef, W02 Brian Ball and his cooks. with an efficiency that left the HQ
Staff with open mouths and full stomachs. Oa the Quartermaster side
was Sgt Brian Stevenson who, helped by his storeman, Sig Colin
Carvel, (now LCpl), managed to provide an impressive quantity of 'G
10' stores from his 'Aladdin's Cave' aad even. for once, black masking
tape!

R&R
The Administration also provided entertainment in the form of
sports. trips to Hamburg. visits to the local swimming pool and a tour
of the East-West border. Their 'piece de resistance' was the 'Post FTX
Bar-b-que' which. despite an initial cloudburst, developed into a
thoroughly successful evening.
A STRONG TEAM
Responsible for communications at HQ LSG was recently promoted
Capt Jane Stockdale with Capt Dave Dyke running the Joint Forces
Signals Staff (JFSS). Capt Stockdale's 'empire' included a full
commhead, where links from various forms of trunk radio communications and a plethora of telephone circuits terminated. Her two chief
'Trouble-Shooters' were newly arrived SSgt (FofS) 'Taff' Mugford, a
Spanish speaking Welshman who worked 'black magic with the
technicians' and SSgt Brian Tranter whose team of D Tgs kept a
smooth flow of traffic running throughout the exercise. Attached to the
unit for the exercise were several useful additions from 28 and 16 Sig
Regts who inte~rated well and the presence of Pte Paula 'Blue Eyes'
Tubb and Pte SaDl' Wells did much to liven up the Exchange and
Message Centre.

POTENTIAL REBOUND
To assist with watchkeeping in Sig Ops the regiment welcomed its
new Assistant Adjt, 2Lt Penny Sinnatt, who arrived on her first exercise
ever, to be given command of a 'defence section' on the Camp
Perimeter. After an introduction to personal camouflage, 'basha'
building and generally making herselfready to defend the location for a
week , she was somewhat relieved to find that it was all a bluff. 2Lt
Sinnatt's first duty in Sig Ops was rather more traumatic and it is
hoped that she never learns who played the 'German General', the
'Brigadier' and the 'Colonel' who gave her such a 'hard time' because it
was remembered belatedly that she will be writing the Orderly Officer
rosters in future.
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A SPLINTER
From Net Radio Troop, LCpl Dave Thomas was rumoured to have
started a 'spli nter troop'. Starting with a three man detachment at 1 Inf
Bde he soon acquired responsibility for the Comms Comd and JFSS
numberin~ a further eight or so. However, LCpl Thomas's sense of
power rapidly diminished when he found that his original det had to do
all the cooking as well as providing comms, not to mention supplying
the essential service of providing coffee for the staff.
THE HANDBAG
Radio Relay Troop, coordinated by Sgt Vince Wilby, had more than
enough excitement at their 9 Ordnance si.ipport Bn location. LCpl
Mark Edwards, one of the Techs there, discovered what looked like a
WRAC handbag outside the Relay vehicle. Suspecting a possible bomb
he summoned the Orderly Officer, who called out the Adjutant who
told the RAOC to dispose of it. After evacuating the area the RAOC
took great delight in 'blowing up ' the object and managed to surprise
everyone by not removing the Radio Relay vehicle at the same time!
LCpl Edwards now slinks in the shadows in fear of being violently
accosted by a handbag-less member of the WRAC.
SOME DISTINCTION
Sgt Vince Wilby himself acquired some distinction during the FTX.
Single-handed, armed only with an SMG and shouting 'Bang! Bang!',
he took on a GPMG toting 'orange lnvader'. Finding that his vocal
discharge was having no effect, Sgt Wilby discarded his weapon in
favour of a rugby tackle, which proved more than enough to vanquish
the opposition. From the melee with 'Orange Forces' departing in a
cloud of dust and small pebbles, Sgt Wilby found himself the proud
owner of a second-hand GPMG and an impressive quantity of belted
ammunition which proved most useful in future attacks.

Cpl Skerrit at work in Tech Control

Lt Andy Keenan and Sgt Martin RAPC giving out the money!

GOOD PLUMBING
Working closely with the regiment on the communications side were
Oberleutnants Jochum Marz and Klaus Scherenberg who commanded
the Autoko detachments at HQ LSG and 1 Inf Bde respectively.
Thanks are due to them both for all the help they gave in 'plumbing'
Autoko (the German equivalent to Ptarmigan) into the system.
Another new arrival welcomed by the regiment is the OC Net Radio
Troop, Lt Ron Glasson RA Signals, attached to the unit for four
months on Exercise Long Look. Lt Glasson also made a new
appointment for himself, Chief Boomerang Instructor and with the
assistance of the LAD he manufactured several boomerangs, some of
which even returned to the thrower!

Sgt Vince Wilby explaining to 2Lt Penny Sinnatt the position of her
'section in the Northern Perimeter defence'
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AGAINST THE ODDS
Another of the Radio Relay Troop to succeed against all odds was Sig
Gary Green. Armed only with this wagon and two 'borrowed' 1 Inf Bde
Sqn operators he provided a very diffic ult, but essential link to close the
gap between HQ LSG and 1 Inf Bde. Theory said that the shot should
not have worked but obviously Sig Green had not read t hat part of the
book and the shot was duly engineered and held.

LOADED UP
Loaded up with everything you might need for 7 days out in the wilds
(swimming trunks, sun tan cream, tents etc), we et off for the
Sandbanks ferry and the start of the walk. Needless to say, the ferry had
broken down and suggestions of swimming the 400 yards of water were
quickly dismissed. At last after a drive around Poole Harbour we set
off, only to discover the nudist beach was deserted, much to the
disappointment of everyone in the party. The first day consisted of a 12
mile stretch through Swanage past Durlston Heat and on to Langton
Matravers for the night. Our first casualty occurred ~oing into
Swanage, LCpl Steve Woodford had sprained his ankle and hmped and
remaining five miles, he was picked up the following morning by land
rover and is only just recovering now. Cpl Kev Davey, recently returned
from a first aid course, suggested that we replace the fluid lost during
the day, so off we went that evening in search of refreshment. The next
few days saw the miles fly by, Cpl Davey left us at the end of day 4 to
start his leave, having completed SO miles of the route and passed
through the Lulworth Ranges and Weymouth to the fleet. By now
everyone was used to the stiff cliff climbs and the flat stretch along the
Chesil Beach was a welcome change. alas it was a short respite as we
still had some of the highest cliffs on the South Coast yet to negotiate.
REPETITIVE
Due to a shortage of Compo 24 hour packs in the regiment, we had
been unlucky enough to get 6 days of the same menu, everyone became
very skilled at disguising minced beef and mixed vegetables or at least
sniffing out the nearest fish and chip shop. LCpl Bob (NBC) Sloan had
discovered that the local scrumpy cider was not only cheap but
successfully numbed the parts that other brews did not reach, he
frequently pleaded insanity, his excuse for being on the walk in the first
place.
THE HIGHEST CLIFF
Day S saw us limping along the end of the Chesil Beach to Burton
freshwater, the facilities offered at the campsite were first class, so we
took the decision to rest the following day and make the most of the
camp swimming pool. On the last morning we set off on the final 12
miles with still some 700m of climb left. We crossed Golden Cap the
highest cliff on the South Coast of England just before lunch and two
more hours saw us paddling our feet in the sea at Lyme Regis. It was
during this relaxation that we received the first rain of the expedition,
luckily it passed very quickly and after making the most of the
afternoon our transport arrived to take us back to Blandford.
THE BARMOUfH TO FORTWILLIAM THREE PEAKS YACHT
RACE
The instructions leave little doubt about the nature of the race 'The
race is extremely hazardous involving the climbing of the highest
mountains in Wales, England and Scotland. The Race Committee
draws the attention of competitors to the dangerous nature of the
sailing, through some of the most difficult waters on the West coast ?f
Great Britain ... extreme conditions have been found on the mountam
sections, including snow and ice'.

INVOLVED
,
The regiment had a detachment at 9 Ordnance Support Bn which
managed to get involved in tl_le fighting, unyortunately in ~ rather
embarrassing manner. Followmg orders to tntercept a heh-landed
force Lt Dave PoweD, attached from an in-setvice degree course at
Cambridge, set forth with a mixed command, a purloined SLR and a
thunderflash acquired in dubious circumstances. It was only after a
thorough search of the area that the ' powers that ~e· realised that Lt
Powell had arrived by helicopter at about the same time that the alarm
had been given and was probably out in the wilds hunting for himself!
The resulting explanations led to a few red faces in the area and people
were a little more careful about sending out patrols afterwards.
Last, but by no means least, Line Troop under Cpl . J~hn Smith
reported a total of SO miles of cable laid and hopes that a similar length
would be recovered a strong contender for the 'Golden Blanket Award'
by the name ofLCpl 'Thomo' Thompson (yet another new arrival. in the
regiment) and a shortage of 'bratties' in the area since they arnved.
EXERCISE 'SUMMER BREEZE'
Whilst the regiment were taking it easy on block leave, not to be
outdone, 6 intrepid members of C (EW) _Troop s.et out to complete the
73 miles of the Dorset Coastal Path, albeit at a leisurely pace. The troop
OC had said it was a good idea, so off we went, the team consisting of Lt
John Terrington, Cpl Mick Armstrong, Cpl Kev Davey, LCpl Roy
Dangerfield, LCpl Bob (NBC) Sloan and last but not least LCpl Steve
Woodford.
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A relaxed crew at the start of the race. From left to right: Capt Ian
Wells, Cpl Pat Gibney, SSgt Mac McGilp and SSgt Tony Buttery
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HAZARDOUS
The sailing is in d eed ha zardous . a pa rt from the dangerous head ·
lands and fast running tides the three main hazards are the sharp
rocks, tide rips and O\'erfa lls in the Mena i Straits. The heavy surf at the
Ravenglass harbour bar and the legendary Corryvrechan with its huge
whirl pools and overfalls which have destroyed many boats unfortun ate
enough to have been sucked in when passing too close.

DEMANDING
Runners cover some 70 miles and climb 11 ,000 feet of varied terrain .
Considering each leg we first arrive at Caemar\'on after approximately
lJhrs of sailing from Barmouth . Running from Caerna rvon to the
Snowdon Ranger track is eight miles of undulating road . Up and over
Snowdon to Llanberis i se\'en miles , the Snowdon Ranger track
steepens sharply mid-way up the mountain . Followed by an eight mile
road back to Caernarvon . A total of 23 miles including J ,SOOft of
climbing. The yacht should take about 20 hours to get to Ravenglass in
the Lake District . Here the runners run lJi miles to Wasdale Head ,
climb Scafell Pike. five miles, and run back lJi miles to Ravenglass ;
because the harbour at Ravenglass dries out, the runners must aim to
run this leg in five and a half hours or under, a total of 32 miles and
J,JOOft of climbing . The yacht finally races to Fort William where the
runners run five and a half miles to Glen Ne,1s , up and down Ben
evi!i, five miles and finishing at Corpach, a total of 16 miles and
4,400ft of climbing. The whole race is made demanding for the runners
because they work on the yacht ; no hot showers and it is not easy to rest
on racing yachts!

A GOOD START
It was decided that it was not worth risking penalty or
disqualification by contesting the start strongly and we , therefore, went
over the line at the back of the fleet. It was much more difficult than we
had considered to pick our way through the fleet· in light airs with the
foul wind from the other 29 boats, but eventually by the time we had
reached Bardsey Island we were ahead with Sampliire second and the
police boat Mersey Beat third. At this stage, the leading boats were all
becalmed and took to their oars. Blue Royale and Sampliire were able
to sneak close in to avoid the tide, but we decided to pull away from the
land in the hope of finding more wind . This backfired slightly because
the inshore boats had the wind first and Blue Royale and Sampliire
pulled into the lead. As we headed for Caernarvon darkness descended
and it was difficult to see where the other yachfs were. Fortunately our
navigation was spot on and we arrived right on the unlit Mussel Bank
buoy. This saved us some time and we were lying third, well in front of
the following boats . Unfortunately our small 4hp Mercury engine was
not strong enough to prevent us being overtaken under motor by the
large Prout catamaran Snowball which surged past before we arrived at
the Caernarvon quay. By this time we were almost an hour behind our
schedule and time was running out for us to get through the Menai
Straits on slack low water. The runners were instructed to be back on
board -..1thin Ji hours. After an heroic run by Capt Ian Wells and Cpl
Pat .Gibney, starting in the dark, they overtook Sampliire 's runners,
leavmg only Blue Royale and Snowball ahead of us, and returned in a
timeofJhrs 20rnins. The third runner, SSgtTony Buffery, nobly stayed
on anchor watch giving the two sailors a couple of hours much needed
sleep.

MENAI
We set off down the Men.ai Straits ~ith only a~ hour and a half to go
before slack water and with the wmd funnelhng down the Straits
towards us (not multi-hull conditions). However, this was when SSgt
Buffery showed his metal , quick tacking was required and this needed
two people on the winches and one at the helm. Tirelessly he worked as
we tacked backwards an~ forwards quickly disposing of Snowball,
wh~e cre_w were not reacting so fast and whose skipper was not willing
to nsk going close to the shore. The Swellies were reached spot on time
at sl~ck low water, the skipper of Blue Royale (a Sigma JJ) was taking
no nsks and they rowed through , but we continued saili ng and were
able to close the distance between us as we tacked through the fearsome
rocks. Th~ tack_ing continued as we ~lowly worked our way up through
the Mena1 Straits . At Puffin Island 1t was clear that we were going to
ha'."~ to beat the whole way to Ravenglass and that Blue Royale with its
ab1hty to go so much closer to the wind, was going to be difficult to
beat. She was sailed by a first class racing crew, who had raced together
for a number of years with great success.

UNPLEASANT BARBOUR
At last half way to Raven glass the wind freed slightly and we were able
to loosen our sails and take off at eights knots. Blue Royale was soon
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overtaken and within an ho ur an d a half could no t be seen over the
horizon beh ind u . In a good north westerly Force J it looked
increasingly as if we wo uld ma ke Ravenglass in time to enter on the last
of the ebb. If th is could b e a chieved it would mean th at we had a 10
ho ur lead on an y other boat and excitement mounted on board .
However, the wind hardened slightly a nd we slowed down and were
almost forced to t ack . T ime slipp ed by and it became alarmingly clear
that we were going to miss the tide by o nly half an hour. The wind ,
which was so desperately needed the day before, was freshening and
began to move round to the west. m akin g conditions at the mouth of
Ravenglass harbour unpleasant. W e d ec id ed it was worth the risk of
entering th e surf to try and force our way over th e harbour b ar . The
first attempt mad e wa s a failure but we \'owed to try again at another
spot , hoping that th ere would b e sufficient water in the river bed for us
to get through . What we did not appreciate was that although three
rivers empty from Ravenglass , they all disappear into the sand on t he
bar. A a result our seco nd atte mpt at entering the surf met with no
more success than the fi rst. The boat was being heavily pounded , even
with an anchor out and her bows pulled towards th e seas , and it was
decided that the risk of waiting there for the tid e to go out and come
back in again was too great. We therefore motored out and anchored
off some half a mile from the bar, where the seas were still very
unpleasant and choppy, crossing our fingers that the wind would not
freshen and place us into danger. W e found it a frustrating experience
seeing all the other leaders join us over the next four hours. We hoped
that one of the other boats would attempt an entry so that we could
watch and follow in the dark but they all anchored up and watched us .
At last we upped anchor at 01 50 hours and carefully made our way over
the bar towards the harbour followed closely by Snowball who was
watching every move. When all looked easy we ran aground and whilst
we were kedging off. Snowball powered over the sands with her huge
engine and arrived at the harbour before us.
SUPERB RUNNING
Our runners were desperately keen to go and jumped into the water
hard on the heels of the runners from Snowball. They knew and we all
knew that unless they could get up Scafell Pike and back again within
5! hours , we would not be able to get out of the harbour before the tide
ran out thereby delaying us for another five hours . In training the
ru!lners. had almost done that time, but in the dark and with the long
sail behmd them. we had our doubts as to whether they would make it.
Whilst the runners were away the sailors had a chance to relax but the
tension was such that it was impossible to go straight to sleep. After
resupplying the boat and chatting to the officials, we managed to get
into bed and at last to sleep. But, after a while, the water began to run
out of the harbour and the cries of the deep keel boat crews as they tried
to prevent damage as the boats ran aground , woke up the skipper. A
quick glance at the watch suggested that there was little chance of the
runners getting back in time. The water was running out fast and we
could not expect them back for another hour and we almost resigned
outselves to another five hours in the harbour. In many ways this was a
pleasant thought , with an exhausted crew, the chance to sleep would be
very welcome. As the time ticked past and the water continued to drop
we knew that even if the runners were back in 5! hours we were not
going to make it . Then , after only five hours 10 minutes, we heard the
tooting of horns and the applause that heralded the return of our
runners. This provoked mad activity on board the yacht. The
temperamental engine had not even been started and it refused to fire.
Des.peration turned to panic, heads poked out from the cockpits and
cabms of the other competitors, each of them praying that the engine
would not start as desperately as we were praying that it would. The
dinghy had been placed ashore some time ago to carry the runners back
to the yacht. We could see them approaching from the quayside and
the engine still would not start. At this stage the anchor began to drag ,
one of the monohulls had gone aground with the mast right across our
stem and we were slowly s lipping back into it. Insults were hurled in
~ur direction , the :unners were getting closer, still no engine. By thi s
time there was so httle water that the dinghy was not required and the
runners, as they ran back through the water, pushed the dinghy in
front .of them and scra':11bled on board hauling the dinghy after them.
At this moment the engme started. However by now the with the anchor
~ragging and the strong tide carrying the boat, Signaller was spinning
hke a .top. There was a desperate cry from the skipper; 'Watch
everything, fend off everything, we are totally out of control'. The
skippe: of Samphire, Lt Cdr.Poole, stuck out his head and said : 'They
have hit three already, we will be next and I shall want full insurance
details before they leave the harbour' . Fortunately, that was about the
only yacht in harbour that we missed as we careered out on the tide.
The runners were so pleased with themselves they were desperate to tell
their story and were only silenced by a stream of abuse from the two
sailor~ who were frantically trying t~ feel the way out. The rudder began
bumpmg on the bo.tto':11 , the hull itself began to bang on the bottom ,
the depth sounder indicated no water under the keel. Sta.f f McGllp in
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the bows who ha d no id ea where th e channel rea lly was deepest, was
fee ling h is way out by instinct rath er than kn owledge. As tension rose
even the r unners were fo rced into silence . One of them wa~ pulling up
the ru dd er each tim e it got stu ck in the sand . Even tually we reached the
bar which co uld be clearly seen by all the crew and we bumped through
on the swell. Gra du ally th e bumping reduced and th e depth sounder
began to record wate r under th e hull a nd we breathed a sigh of relief.
We were through with a fi ve hour lead!
AUfOPILOTPAYSOFF
As we switch ed off the engin e and pu t up th e sails we realised there
was very little wind and rem embered the fa ilure of Damart in 1980, the
only other yacht to have gone in and o ut of Ravenglass on one tide
which , having ga in e d th e le ad, los t it by being b ecalmed with in sight of
the harbour. W e had just eno ugh wind to keep us goin g and very, very
slowly Ra venglass disappeared in th e haze. The steering was being
done b y auto-helm , the s un was sh ining an d it was only necessary to
trim t he sa ils to k eep the boat going at max imum speed . A pleasant
a nd relaxin g d ay and it looked as if we wo uld easily reach the M ull of
Gallowa y before th e ti d e ch a nged against us. Th en - disaster-with in
three hours of th e Mull , the wind dropped away almost compl etely. We
passed the Mull with two hours to go before the tide would ch ange
against us and we had only another four miles to go before we would be
out of the tide and round the com er. After an hour and with another
two miles still to go we were totally becalmed and took to the oars . For
two hours the crew rowed with the skipper at the helm as it got da rk er
a nd darker . After two hours no real prog ress had been made towards
the headland and it was d ecid ed to move further in to the tide in the
hope that some wind could be found. There w.as j ust a litt le "_'ind
co ming from aste rn and th e e ffe ct of th e boat bemg pushed back mto
t he wind gave us just enough to fill the sails . Th e boat was doing three
knots through th e water but was in fact being pushed back over the
ground . After an hour there was sufficient wind to put up a very light
spinnaker and this was achieved in the dark by the skipper and Capt
Wells, who had hardly seen a spinnaker before in his life. Thank
goodness we had the autopilot to keep the boat on course while this was
going on . For another hour we managed to hold our station but by now
we had lost four of our five hour lead and with the wind freshening from
behind it was likely that we would soon be in sight of the rest of the
fleet.
THETAKEOFF
The wind continued to increase. the speed built up to 14 knots , and
the trimaran became increasingly difficult to control. SSgt McGilp held
tight onto tl1e helm as it zigzagged thro~gh a large fl~t .of trawlers
missings some of them b y a. fe~ feet and miraculously av01~mg the ne.t s
which were everywhere. W1thm four hours the Mull of Kmtyre was m
sight. As the wind freshened it was necessary to jibe the spinnaker and
then very shortly after that to take it down ready to round the Mull .
This reduced speed by two knots, which was frustrating. but we were
very thankful for it when as we rounded the Mull., a Force 6 sudd.enly
came up making the sea extremely choppy and difficult to negoti~te .
Signaller again took off at 14 knots, surfing over the waves at anything
up to 18 knots . At no time was she in the sl!ghtest troub~ed by the hea".y
seas or strong wind. As luck would have 1t. the only time she was hit
hard by a wave was as SSgt Buffery attempted to pour coffee into a cup.
A very large wave moving much faster than the rest.hit us on the. beam ,
tipped the boat over and brou.ght us to a shuddenng ~alt leavmg the
cabin full of coffee. It was a miserable grey day. the ram poured down
on us and visibility was about half a mile. Mersey Beat . we later heard.
was only one hour behind us and keeping close into th~ land to help
with navigation and give calmer water. We headed straight down the
Sound of Jura took all the weather as it came and relied on dead
reckoning to pl~t our position. Things were beginning to l?Ok good with
the increased speed, the chances were that we would hit the Gulf of
Corryvreckan at slack water thereby reducing the risk of being sucked
in. The Corryvreckan when we reached it at sl~ck water, .looked
ominous in the grey light but was as flat as a mill pond. Signaller
seemed to recognise the dange~ and skimmed .acro~s the water at 18
knots, a most exhilarating experience, the hulls JUSt sizzled through the
water and within a very short time, we were passed an.d t~rough the
Sound of Luing. Another 60 miles to go an~ we were t.alkmg m terms of
finishing before it was dark. As we came mto t~e Firth o~ Lorne, the
wind began to funnel towards us and we reahsed that 1t would be
another 60 miles of hard tacking. The first tack was going.to .last for 10
miles and the skipper retired below for two hours sleep. W1thm an hour
there was a cry from the crew that Mersey Be~t had ~een sp?tted
closing in on us, within seconds the boat was agam at action station.s.
The sails were re-set, the skipper took the helm, and SSgt Buffe~ again
found himselfon the winches. Slowly we began to pull away agam. For
four hours Mersey Beat held on, at one time she was within half.an
hour of catching us but then the crew appeared to lose concentration
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and pu t in two bad tack s, fail in g to go a bout cleanly and sitting in irons
for some time . This see med to totally demoralise them and they gave
up.
ANXIOUS MOMENTS
By now we were beginning to forget the threat fro m the o pp~ition
and looking towards the challenge of the Corryn Narrows. Even witho ut
the tide against us it would be d ifficult to tack thro ugh the very na rrow
entrance. Once the tide had turned agai nst us it would be almost
impossible with the wind fu n nellin g down the loch giving wind shadows
from the mo un tains. Again shon tacki ng was req uired . S~gts Buffery
an d M cGllp on the win ches were tiring fast , as was the s k1p ~ r at the
hel m . At last at the critical moment the wind freed a nd hfted us
th rough very close to th e ferry stage. We were through with only
anothe r eight miles to go bu t this was the worst part of the whole. race .
We h ad given everything to d efeat Mersey Beat and then we had given a
little bit more to get through the Narrows. now ahead of us was. three
hours of tacking with the wind coming towards us off the mountams. It
was diffic ult not to rela x and lose concentration . We knew we were
ahead and that we would h ave to do something very foolish to be
caught. but the thought of fa il ure was too terrible and the pressure just
had to be kept on . It seemed like an age, some tack s gained no di~tance
ata II, so metimes the winch men worked too slowly and the boat dtd not
go about . Sometimes the helm sman lost concentration ~nd either
pinched up too close t o the wind or came away from the ':"md too far
losing hard won ground . With only half an hour to go the wmd dropped
away completely and we were back on t~e oars. At last we reached ~he
buoy fro m which we could use our engme but , as always, the engme
refused to start and back onto the oars we went. At last, after a lengthy
figh t . the engine agreed to go and the oars were stowed but even this
was premature because within ten minutes . the engine had stopped
again and within a hundred yards of the landmg stage we were back on
the oars. But at last we were able to put the dinghy out and row our
runners a shore with instructions to take it easy and to get hack safely
because Mers ey Beai was still not in sight .

WE ACTUALLY WON

The crew with the support team at the finish
From left to right: Back row: LCpl Steve Ferguson, SSgt ~halky
White, Sig Paul Goodrum, Centre row: SSgt Tony Buttery, Mai Barry
Rowe, S Sgt Mac McGilp, Sig Jake Jacobs, Front row: Cpl Pat
Gibney, Capt Ian Wells
As soon as the runners had left we were told that if they returned
within three hours we would beat the overall record . We had no idea
that we were even within sight of this record and there was no way of
communicating the udden need for speed to the runners . A Land
Rover was sent out to the foot of the mountain to tell them to speed up
but by this time three hours had almost p~ssed and there was no chan~e
of making up the time. They returned a ~1me of J.i hours and at 07301n
the morning a small group of people, mainly officials and the re t of the
crew, clapped them in. It was difficult to bel!eve that we h.ad actually
won and it took us another day or two before 1t really sunk m. We also
beat the overall record by over two hours , the officials got the time
wrong!
The regiment would like to thank the Royal Signals A sociation ,
Marconi Space and Defence Systems Ltd and Autoheim Ltd for
financial and technical assistance.
All p hotographs by R. D K. Thompsor.
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FAREWELL VISIT OF T H E MASTER OF SIGNALS
The Ma ster of Sig nals paid his farewell visit to the regiment on 7 Oct
at the end of Camp . The Master reviewed the regiment on parade and
after drink s in the WOs and Sgts Mess and lunch with the Officers,
watched a spectacular Assault Course competition. At the end of a
memorable day, the Master was pulled out of the regiment by
landrover, to the accompanyin g skirl of the Pipes and Drums. The
photographs, once again, prove that a thou sand words cann ot capture
the unique flavour of such a day.

32 Sig Regt (V)
Glasgow
THE QM LEAVES ... AT LAST!
'Who will rid me of thi s trouble ome Quartermaster' thr Adjt Capt
Brian Jackson was heard to mutter into hi s beer mug at yet another
farewell drinks party for Maj (QM) Ron AcoU. Ron even tually took the
hint and mo\'ed on to 7 1 Sig Regt (V) to 'knock them into shape·. Maj
Ron Aoot:t pent nearly Si years with the regiment and will be fondly
remembered. Hi professional approach and dedicated efforts to keep
our D 11 's and other museum piece radios on the road was a manrel of
the ·QM Old Bo · et work' . His wise advice and sound counselling to
all ranks was econd to none. His ability to get the best out of his TA
staff and enhance their knowledge and expertise will also be sadly
missed. The 'Friday Club' . that stalwart band of diehards who have th e
OS solution to all regimental problems. will al o miss his insistent tone
when called to the bar. (Ron insistently intoned that , during his tour.
he had yet to see the Chief Clerk. SSgt John Powles, buy a round of
drinks!)
We wish Ron and his wife Marge good fortune in their new regiment
and his replacement Capt (QM) Colin Markie the best of luck! Colin
join us from 8 Sig Regt complete with a football under his arm! His
first two weeks were spent in l'isits to all the out Sqns and he was last
seen retiring to his office to check that his Field Marshal's baton hadn't
been stolen from his rucksack and to formul ate his battle plans.

Brig J. N. Stisted and LCpl Fiona Smith 'get the message'

ANNUAL CAMP
Various shake out and run up weekends completed. the regiment
moved off to N Yorkshire for its annual camp. RHQ based itself in
Ripon and the 'communicators' dispersed to the four points of the
compass. The Bde exercise which lasted JO days was a great success .
Various visitors. including the Commander 52 Lowland Bde, BrigJ. N.
Stisted OBE, The Deputy Controller Commandant WRAC. Brig E. J.
Nolan CB and the Col REME TA. Col D. Kentish TD, c_a me and went
with such alarming regularity, that the Orderly Room · could hardly
keep pace with the never ending flow of coffee and biscuits. Our
photographs capture some of the lighter momen ts of Brig Stisted's
visit.

The Master of Signals enjoys a lighthearted moment with LCpl Pat
Collins

Pipe Major John Langan speaking Gaelic to the Master. The CO looks
suitably confused!

Brig Stisted and Sgt John McNab discuss the finer points of power
distribution

Brig Stisted and W01 (RSM) Peter Clark
'Taking you a stage further in the Sailor's Hornpipe!'
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The Pipes and Drums march past
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W02 David Fraser ACC poin ts out the finer points of Haggis
Provencal to Pte Smith
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33 Sig Regt (V)
Liverpool

IMPRESSIO NS OF THE NEW COMMANDING OFFICER
Report by Lt Col A. W. de V. Hunt
I have been asked on taking over command to write down my first
impressions of the regiment . As an officer who has neither done a
'scouse' language course nor served with the Territorial Army before
these are necessari ly varied. 33 Sig Regt is one of three Territorial Army
Regiments forming SACEUR's only Communications reserve. It has
four squadrons. The RHQ, HQ Sqn and 59 Sqn are based in two
separate drill halls at Huyton and Edge Lane in Liverpool. 42 Sqn is in
Manchester and 80Sqn is in Chester.
Learning that my RHQ was in Liverpool , I bought myself a phrase
book an d reproduce some examples:- 'Gerrit downya'-Drink it , it's
only your twelfth pint of beer. 'Or rice'-Very well then (usually said
with a sigh of resignation). 'Zarra fact' - is that true? 'OOzee' - I
haven't seen that chap before (said just out of hearing of the new
Comm anding Officer).
THE LINK
Each of the Signal squadrons perpetuates past Signal Regiments
and indeed 80 Sig Sqn perpetuates 80 Sig Regt, the Cheshire
Yeomanry, and the Cheshire Regt TA, whilst 42 & 59 Sig Sqns
perpetuate 42 & 59 Sig Regts. I am begin ning.to realise that tradition is
far stronger in a TA Sig Regt than in its regular counterpart. A senior
rank will have spent his entire service with the regiment and it is not
unusual for families consisting of father, several sons and indeed
daughters to join over a number of years with marriages taking place
from within the regiment. This can represent a very significant
contribution of dedicated service and expertise both to the regi ment
and to the Army. This is somewhat different to the usual three year tour
spent in a regular Sig nal Regiment.

Waiting to move into location on arrival at the Honorary Colonel's
Estate on Ex Northern Rock
l to R: OCdt Hilary Roberts, Maj Roge r Clarke-Lomas, Lt Col Tony de
V. Hun t, Maj Jimmy Johnson

HEAL THY RIVALRY
There is a healthy rivalry b etween the sq uadrons. Trade training is
done centrally in Liverpool . On a recent weekend a party of
Mancunians from 42 Sqn , on their way to Liverpool, was stopped by an
American couple trying to fi nd their way to Knowsley Safari Park . 'Can
you tell us which way we should go to find the animals?' asked the
American tourists 'certainly' replied the mancunians, 'Just follow us!'
(No doubt revenge will manifest itself in a subseq uent copy of the
Wire).
A SIGNIFICANT E DG E
T ra inin g within the regiment is rigorous and taken seriously. During
t he weekend of the 25/ 26 Sept Lt Col Gavin Mackay held his fin al
exercise, known as Exercise No rthern Rock on the Honorary Colonels,
Col Michael Stanley's estate at Witherslack in Cumbria, prior to
handin g over co mm an d to me on 1 Oct.

The Honorary Colonel, Col Michael Stanley, discussing Comms with
the Training Major, Maj George Carmichael, and OC 59 Sig Sqn IV).
Maj Chris Byrom, at Switch Y during Ex Northern Rock
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Maj Jenny Hindshaw QC HQ Sqn , the first WAAC Squadron
Commander to be appointed in 11 Sig Bde (V) with her newly
appointed SSM. W02 (SSM) Tommy Watkinson at Echelon during
Ex Northern Rock
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regiment as a regular regiment must reach the requisite standards in
UET and complete a FFR inspection. There are regimental sports
meeting , teams compete at Bisley and Nijmegan, and members of the
regiment go to Aviemore to ski. There are audit boards, there is the
annual stocktaking, there are parades, there are detachment
commanders courses and promotion examinations. Recruits are
attested and do their recruit training at Catterick. Gradually the
regimental programme for the year was finalised. Throughout the
conference squadron commanders were scrutinising the programme for
any gaps in which they could fit in their own squadron training. At the
end of the conference I found myself wondering how on earth they
would now fit in their own civilian jobs. One thing however must be
said-the training within a TA Sig Regt , together with the number of
year that a high proportion of the regiment spend in the Territorial
Army, should give it a significant edge when compared with conscript
armies of both NATO and the Warsaw pact.

A lonesome but happy soldier. Cpl Raymo nd Mathews, 59 Sig S qn
(V), o n S entry duty during Ex Northern Rock
I recently attended the conference chaired by Maj Ian Carm ichael,
the train ing major , d uring which the i-983 programme was discussed. I
discovered that in each year there will be a fiftee n day obligatory camp,
which every other year ta kes place on the continent. There will be a
minimum of fo ur regimental weekend exercises. Additionally a number
of the reg imen t go to the Co ntinent each year to take part in exercises
such as Able A rcher. Trade tra in ing is a regimen tal responsib ili ty a nd
ta kes place cen trally-military training is tested in inter squad ron
co mpet itions. Range train ing is obligatory to qualify for bou nty. The

FUN AND CHALLENGE
Oh yes, and there is also fun. Hear that, you regulars, there is also
fun - 'Efficiency by gloom' does not figure in the Territorial Army. The
volunteer is in the Territorial Army because he enjoys it and perhaps
one of the benefits is that it does give him a bit of money, which enab les
him to take part in a healthy social life. Finally there is that repetitive
cry 'it will be alright on the day'. I certainly hope so, as we are about to
be honoured by a visit by our Colonel in Chief, HRH The Princess
Anne.
So, what are my first impressions on the ninth day of my command.
They are natu rally confused and I am still in the process of feeling my
way and getting to know the regiment. However of one thing I am quite
sure. I am extremely fortunate to have the privilege to command 33 Sig
Regt, which is undoubtedly the best.
DI NING O UT O FLTCOL G .D.A.MACKAY
On 2 Oct, the officers of the regiment dined-out the CO, Lt Col
Gavin Ma ckay and presented him with a 'Tantalus'-the decanters
being suitably filled! It was a really splendid evening and the regiment
wish Col Gavin and his wife, Shella , every good fortune fo r the future.
Welco me to our new C O Lt Col T ony de V. Hunt who, as can be seen
from the previous artic le, is wasting no time in getting to know 'Thirty
Three!'.

Gi~VES & HAWKE~
of Savile Row
BY APPOIN TMENT
TO H IS ROYAL HIGHNESS
THE OUKE OF EDINBURGH
NAVAL TAILO RS & OUTFITTERS

BY APl'OINTMENT
TO HER MAJESTY THE OUEEN
LIVERY & MILI TARY TAILORS

Officially Appointed
Tailors, Hatters and Outfitters to

The Royal Corps of Signals

34 Sig Regt (V)
Middlesbrough
FOCUS ON 49(NR) SIGNAL SQUADRON (LEEDS)
Report by Capt Phlllp Walker
OC
Maj John Ruff R Sigs (V)
21C
Capt Philip Walker R Sigs (V)
OC Hull Detachment
Lt Stuart Jack R Sigs (V)
OC Radio Relay
Capt Angus Turner R Sigs (V)
OC M Troop (COMMCEN)
Capt Paddy Walker
SSM
W02 Ken Naylor
SQMS
Sgt Elwyn Jones
PSI
SSgt Pat Quinn
In August 1982 Maj John Ruff succeeded Maj Peter Sutherland as
OC. when the latter was appointed Regimental 2IC.
THROUGH THE DIARY OF 1982
On the weekend 18/ 19 Apr the squadron undertook a sponsored
walk from Leeds to Scarborough in aid of charity. The walkers, who all
completed the 65 mile course were: Cpl Maggie Bottom (Organiser),
Cpl Mick Firth, LCpl Tommy Simpson, Sig Dave Hardy, Sig Lester
Stansfield, Pte Linda Hood, Pte Karen Watson, Pte Chris Collins .
Spina Bifida benefitted by £200 and The Army Benevolent Fund £50.
6-8 May was a Squadron Training weeken~ at Prote.us Ca!"P·
Questions which remain to be answered following the onenteenng,
shooting and military training session are: 'Which lady was last seen
stuck in the Assault Course tunnel?' 'Who allowed the Infanteers,
ostensibly on a self-catering night exercise to gatecrash the evening
social and barbeque, and who were they?'
4 July, Leeds Emergency Services organised a Gala in aid of The
South Atlantic Fund. The squadron sent a detachment under the
command of SSM Ken Naylor and Sgt Martin James . We were the sole
military presence there and the day raised £1 ,500.
21 August saw members of the squadron at Torver in the. Lake
District (with help from 11 Sig Re~). Shock number .one came with ~e
stiff climb to and from the ab lutions - a well designed fast flowmg
stream. We were split into three groups each trying an activity in
rotation. One group ascended the Old man of Coniston. a v_ery tiring
climb. Luckily the need to descend by the same route was obV1ated by a
strong wind, which blew each man off the top. 49 luck ca!"e to the help
of another participant, when they were ordered t~ abseil do~vn a 1.20
foot cliff on a 105 foot rope, Hilda Fishers cookmg , combmed with
body weight to stretch the necessary additional foot~ge. The canoe
instructor endeared himself to one and all by suggestmg (?) we ease
ourselves out of the cockpit and race across the decks of each other's
craft in midstream . Needless to say Pte Katrine Conner decided to
amuse us all by falling backwards just like the 'Trueprint' TV advert.
Sat urday nig ht allowed the gir ls to let their hair down. The CO, Lt Col
Hugh Honaker, was p le_asan~y shock~d by the t~~nsf'.ormation and he
quic kly b egan to appreciate hitherto hidden quahhes m the TA. By the
bye there is no tru'th in the rumour that Sig John Doblnson has been
sent to Coventry by the CO because of his constant hankering to go on
courses. On Sunday morning an invasion by sheep caused problems for
LCplJeanette Warrin gton - dozily mistaking a 'baa' for 'Jeanette' she
shouted back from her bag 'I am getting up!' A great time was had by
all , in spite of drizzle and very high winds. we should like ~o record our
sincere thanks to instructors SSg t Benny Bingham and hts team from
the Depot.
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Soa ked but happy
L to R: Lt Stuart Jac k, Ptes Kim Wate rs , Tri sh Colville , Katrina

Connor
after ta ckli ng 'The Old Man '
GENERAL HAPPENINGS
Welcome! to Paddy Walker (a fi ne soldier with a nose for Port) who
joins us from 38 Sig Regt (V)-confusio n with Sqn 2IC now abounds.
As they are brothers their father could hardly have been expected to be
more imaginative with surna mes! Al so welco me to Lt Clare Pickles
from Liverpool OTC and 2Lt Alan Grindrod from Manchester OTC,
who has already taken over the jobs of ~ O . SSM. P~I .and Cler k., he has
also been seen hovering aroun d the OC s offi ce adm1rmg the chair .
CONGRATULATIONS
LCpl Sue Smith , a cook with 49 Sqn - she married Ian Fawcett on 3 1
Ju ly. sadly he is not yet a member of the regiment. PteJulle Hampshaw
married Steve Clark on 2 1 August. Steve was fo rmerly a member of 49
but has joined the Reg ular Army. As eve r . 49 setting an ~x a mple of
closer lin ks between the TA and Regular Army. A baby girl for Capt
Phllip Walker a nd Andrea (fo rmer Lt) Walker. Anne Robson a nd Lt
Steve 'Twin Tub' Robson-yes the same surname! have produced two
babies, at the same time, how offs!
WARNING
Will all mem bers of the Regiment remember that a Reliant Robin
ha only 3 wheels a nd must not be pu t over an inspectio n pit.
FAREWELLS
Lt Andrea Walker WRA C (V), Lt Diana Markham WRAC (V).
Capt Ken Glenville R Sig nals (V), Lt Brian Parsons R Signal (V).

'A' Troop starting from North Bay Scarborough Sponsored Bed Push
wish raised£415.50p
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SURVIVAL COURSE
On 24 July elements of the Squadron took part in a course o!1
survival, led by Eddie McGee (of Barry Prudom fame). It was OK tf
you like mud with everything. A very informative weekend . Note to
QM, 'no need for rations for BAOR-we are self-catering'.

BED PU SH

In our additional role as Civilian Tailors and Outfitters
we offer an extensive range of ready to wear clothing,
clothing, shirts and accessories for formal and casual occasions.
We are now Stockists of the famous
' BARBOUR' FIELD COAT RANGE
No. 1 SA VILE ROW, LONDON W.1 Tel: 01434 2001
1, HIGH STREET, CAMBERLEY, SURREY Tel: 0276 63659

Seventeen members of A Troop pushed a bed around Scarborough
thanks to the suggestion of Pte Cheryl Pipes and W02 Yvonne
Swinney. Despite a cool breeze, everyone dressed for the
occasion-everything from sexy nighties to wee willie winkie nightshirts
and caps-and you should have seen the girls! It was good aod useful
fun . £415.50 was raised for The British Kidney Patient~ Association
and handed to Mr Phlllp Whilam , who is himself a Kidney Dialysis
patient.
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MEDAL PRESENTATION TO BAND MEMBERS
On Thu r 12 Aug the CO , Lt Col Hugh Honaker, present~d cla ps to
TA Effic iency Med als to 6 members of the Band of 34( ) Sig Regt (V)
at a Band Co ncert held at th e Bradfo rd Ar moury, Darlington. Those
receiv ing clasps were SSgt BilUe Howe, Sgt Norman Charlton, Cpl
Taffy Bartram, LCpl Ken Gibson, Bdmn Harry Grey .and Bdmn John
Paterson . Also receiv ing her first clasp to her T A Efficiency Medal was
the Regim ent's TA Chief Clerk , SSgt C~I Sparks. Between them the
seven recipients total some 186 years service (both regular and TA) a nd
the CO remarked on the pleasure it gave him to present medal to uch
dedicated soldiers. An added fillip wa that the ceremony took place
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37 Sig Regt (V)
Bristol

36 Sig Regt (V)

Wanstead
LONG SERVICE AW ARDS
On I J ~I. HQ Squadron, based at Wanstead, held a Squadron Medal
Presentation Parade under their new OC, Maj Bob Hill, at which the
CO of 36th. (Eastern) Sig Regt (V). Lt Col W . I. M. Allan, TD presented
Lon ~ Service A~ar~s. On parade wer e Capt Andy Trimble, who
rece1yed h is Ternton al Decoration , Sgt Peter Day. a bar to his TAVR
Effic1enc~ ~ edal, Cpl Peter Nixon, of th e R AMC. an Efficiency Med al.
In add 1t1on. Col Allan re-presented a Lord Lieutenant of Greater
London Certificate to Sgt Andy Andrews , who has served in the TA for
years. Although Sgt Andrews received hi s Certificate from the Lord
L1eute n ~ n t of 9reate~ Lond on recent ly, it was fe lt to be a good idea to
presen t 1t to h im aga m at a squ adron 'fam ily affa ir '.

BEST R ECRUITS

31

The CO after presenting clasps to TA Efficiency Medals. The group
represents 186 years service - Regular and TA

' Ready for two weeks at Butliz'
L to R: Sg t Bill Kane, Pte Dave Eddolls, Sig Mark Riddock, LCpl Phil
Smith, LCpl Tony Hull

Cpl P. Nixon , Sgt P. Day, Sgt A . Andrews , Lt Col W . I. M. Allan ,
Capt G. A. Trimble
Following the presentations , Col Allan joined all Ranks at a buffet in
the 36 Club-a good time was had by all!

Sgt Norman Charlton receives his clasp to the TA Efficiency Medal
from the CO, Lt Col Hugh Bonaker

CAMBRIAN PETROL GROUP COMPETITION
HQ Sqn-always ready to try its hand at anything competitive-took
part. as a rather belated entry, in the two day TA Cambrian Petrol
Group Compet ition during the weekend 11 / 12 Sep.
In.the knowledge that the competition was likely to be a severe test of
ph ~s!c.al and mental stamina: almost totally geared to infantry type
act1v1ttes , Lt .Paul ~ed~u~ quickly set about organising his team and
arrangmg a crash tra1mng programme, over a very short period , in
order tha.t we sh?uld reach a standard that would give the team a
chance of c~mpetmg . In the event. the team performed extremely well
and t~e maJOrtty successfully completed the course. Lt Paul Redrup,
who ts. ~ very keen out-doors man said that he had found the
compet1tton much harder than he had anticipated however both he
and the te.am members thoroughly enjoyed the experience and are keen
to go agam.
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Congratulations to Sig Lloyd Thomas of S7 Sqn for being Best
Recruit on Course 116 and to Sigs Mark Bass and Paul Richardson of
43 Squadron for being Best Recruit on Courses l 17A and l I 7B. It may
well be that this was largely due to RSM G. Blood's Regruit Training
Programme and his motivation of both instructors and recruits at
squadron and regimental level.
OFFICER CADETS
Congratulations are also due to Pte Jackie Dimond, SJ Sqn , LCpl
Steve Bolder. 67 Sqn and Sig Ian Strachan, S7 Sqn on their being
appointed Regimental Officer Cadets.

b.e~o.re an audience of 200 which included some SO members of a
v1s11mg party from Mulheim West Germany. They were guests of SO Sig
Sqn .who are ~ased in Darlington and many readers will know that
Darltn~ton and t.:'ulheim are twin towns. The Band hope to visit
Mulhe1m once agam at Easter 1983.

TAILPIECE
0~ 20 Aug the regiment learnt of the Diamond Weddin
Anmversary of E'.' S~t George William Pinchbeck MM (a forme~
m~ber of SO Div Sig . Regt) and his wife Bessie of South Bank,
Mtddlesb.rough . Geo.rge •s .91 and Bessie a sprightly 81 years old. They
he!d their celebrations m the Conservative Club , South Bank
Middlesbrough on .23 Aug and the Adjutant, Capt Tom McMahon:
repr~sented the :eg1ment (both past and present) at this happy event .
Dunng .the evening Capt McMahon presented George with a co of
the Regimental Band's LP 'XXXIV O PARADE' and conveyed t~ythe
happy couple the best w~hes of all members of the regiment. Mr
Pln~hbeck was awarded his MM for a conspicuous act of gallantry
du~ng the Battle of the Somme in 1918. He served with Royal Signals
until 1933.

Sig Lloyd Thomas

POSTINGS
Farewells have recently been made to our Training Major. Maj Ray
Etheridge. We wish him and his wife Lesley an enjoyable posting with 8
Sig Regt in Catterick. We welcome his successor. Maj Mike Martin and
his wife Dorothy on joining us from 3 Division, BAOR. We are sorry.
too, to lose that not so old Trooper. Capt Ron Hartill TD who is now a
BAOR Watchkeeper and also Maj David Hardy TD . 67 (QOWWY)
Sig Sqn (V) Commander). We wish him and his wife Christine an
enjoyable tour with JS (Midland) Sig Regt (V). We are . however ,
delighted to welcome five transfers in to the regiment - Capt Ian
Thomson from 38 Sig Regt (V) , CaptJohn Geake from 3 I Sig Regt (V) ,
Lt Gill Stuart, ex Regular Army, 2Lt Gilllan Brown from the WFR(V)
and 2Lt Vicki Davies from lSS Tpt Regt RCT(V).

From Left to Right:
Sig Neil Keen, Sgt Dave Lock
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ANNUAL CAMP
At the time of writing, the regiment ,has just completed a Radio
Exercise IS day camp. with RHQ and S7 Sig Sqn (V) located on
Salisbury Plain , 43 Sig Sqn (V) at Bulford. Bovington , Warminster,
Dartmouth and RAF St Mawgan, 53 Sig Sqn (V) located at Brecon,
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A 'typical' household breakfast scene
W02 (SSM) Jerry Farey with wife, Sgt Sue Farey at breakfast during
a quiet spell
Hereford. Monmouth, Taunton. Cwm Gwdi and Penally and 67 Sig
Sqn (V) at Shrewsbury. Swynnerton. Donnington. Kineton , Wedgenock
. and T yddesley Wood. More of this in the next issue, but we were also
honoured by visits from many senior officers who included, the SOinC,
Maj Gen A. C. Birtwistle CBE: Comd UK Fd Army and Dep Comd
UKLF, Lt Gen Sir Edward Burgess KCB, OBE; DWRAC. Brig H. G.
Meechie; Comd 2 Sig Bde. Brig J.P. Hart OBE; Dep Comd SWDIST,
Brig R. M. B. Walker OBE, MC; Comd HQ REME TA. Brig T. J. I.
White and our Hon Col, Col Sir John WiJls Bt TD JP.
57 SIG SQN (V)
Annual Camp saw the Gateway sited once again in and around
Rollestone Camp. Apart from the massive steel gates there is little
evidence of its u e by the Home Office as a prison , although cynics
attribut e the fresh coats of paint and colourwash to that period. Bde
HQ Tp was attached to 32 and 38 Sig Regts for the Camp exercise
period. and on their welcome return admitted that they found life
'different' with our si ter Regiments. Our suspicions were aroused that
attempt were made to woo them from us. for they returned starry eyed
with praise and loaded with presents. Messages handled by our
Commcen Tp. during thi live traffic pha e, ran into thousands and
with Receiver and Transmitter Troops managing"to obtain a high
percentage of circuit availability time. it can rightly be de criboo as our
most uccessful exercise camp ever.
The now traditional Camp Barbecue was held on the econd
Wednesday. Those who can remember it say that a good time was had
by all. including Tran mitter Troop's penguin. Sgts Dick Lee and Pat
Wooding again showed their prowes as cooks , ably a sisted b Sjtt
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And) Parsons and LCpl Nick Merrick. Talking of Sgts Lee and
Wooding, their many friends will be delighted to learn that they are
now engaged--<:ongratulations Pat and Dick.
Capt Dal Id McKeown and Line Troop continue their sterling work
with the International Air Tattoo. The Air Day, held this year at
Middle Wallop. saw them controllin~ and providing an impressive
array of radio and telephone commumcations.

38 Sig Regt (V)
Sheffield
A LOOK BACK
Although Annual Camp has just finished , and is therefore the major
event of the recent past, a number of prior events are also worthy of
note.

67 SIG SQN (V)

The biennial Red Shoes exercise (No VIII) found the squadron
handling live military traffic with detachments at the Light Infantry
Depot, Shrew bury. CAD Kineton and COD Donnington. From the
steady chatter of teleprinters to the ear-splirtmg report of 66mm LA Ws
and 84mm MAW and the eternal challenge of the assault course, as the
squadron concentrated at Swynnerton Training Camp for a hectic last
3 days.
From a successful camp to other successes in 1982. The squadron
once again won the Annual Clinch Cup .22 Shooting Competition.
W02 (SSM) Derrick Smart and SSgt John Mayfield were awarded Lord
Lieutenant's Certificates for long and efficient service and LCpl John
Cook was awarded the TEM and SSgt Brian Smart a bar to his TEM.
Well done.
PRESENTATION TO COMMANDING OFFICER
Some of the WRAC members of 37 Sig Re~ (V) formed up at
Horfield TA Centre on 6 July to present a 'Jimmy presentation plaque
to Lt ColJean Blackwood TD WRAC (V) as a token of their pleasure in
her appointment as Commandin~ Officer of 37 (Wessex & Welsh) Sig
Regt (Y). This 'secret' presentation was masterminded by W02 Kay
Pope WRAC (Y) with administrative support from Capt Jean Clllswell
MBE WRAC (V), who provided a finger buffet.

The personalities in the photograph are from left to right:Back row: Pte Sefton, LCpl Morris, Cpl Fenn, Sgt Wooding, LCpl
Nash, Sgt Hinton, Lt Baird
Front row:. Sgt Morris, Cpl Vale, W02 Pope, Lt Col Blackwood, Capt
Chiswell, Lt Rogers, LCpl Matt, Pte Mitchell, Cpl Gorst
PRESENTATI<?N OF MBE TO CAPT J. A. CHISWELL WRAC (V)
<'.apt~· A. Ch~well, PSO 57 Sig Sqn (V), shows obvious pleasure in
having JUst received her MBE from HM The Queen at Buckingham
Palace. She is flanked by COs past and present Lt Col Mike Jennings
and Lt Col Jean Blackwood TD.

CAMBRIAN MARCH
A regimental team entered the ~amb~an March con:ipetition for 0e
first time. This is a two-day event mvolvmg a team ofnme men movmg
considerable distances on foot across difficult country, with a number
of tests of military skills along the route. Day one started at 0330 and
involved a total of about 45km, including tactical movement, AFV
recognition, first aid and a house clearance <?peration. Sig Steven
Cooper, who had gained his knowledge. ~s an A1rfix Modeller, scored
all the teams points on the AFV recogrpt1on test. The house clearance
resulted in the house being successfully cleared of everyone.
Recipients of CO's Certificates of Merit for their participation at Sisley
1982
SSgt Bill Summers, Sig Chris Spencer, Sig Ansty

OFFICERS' FAREWELL
Several Officers of 64 (Sheffield) Sig Sqn (V) were dined out by the
Sheffield Mess on the 10 Sept. Capt Ian Thompson, who had been the
Sqn 2IC, has moved to South Wales and transferred to 37 Sig Regt.
Capt Paddy Walker has transferred to 34 Sig Regt , whil t Lt Ruth
Gillies WRAC has moved back to Aberdeen and out of the TA scene, at
least temporarily. At the dinner the PMC, Maj D~vld Wlng, who .is also
OC of 64 Sig Sqn expressed our sadness at losmg three experienced
officers, and we all wish Ian and Beryl, Paddy and Anita, and Ruth and
John all the best in the future. Capt (QM) Keith Headland should also
have been dined out, but was in hospital hav!"g a spinal operatio~. His
wife, Jean, was present and was asked to g1ve_K_elth ou~ best wtShes.
She was also instructed to bring him along for dmmg out in due course.
Keith is now out of hospital and progressing well.
FALKLANDS
During Annual Camp, the Regiment was very pleased.to welcome
back to British soil Sgt Mick Kenny, one of the PSI's with 93 ~East
Lancashire) Sig Sqn (V). Sgt Kenny was called away at short nonce to
serve as NCO IC radio room on the MV Norland, and returned on 30
Sept.
THERE WERE OTHERS
In our last notes, we mentioned some of the members of the regiment
who had completed the Sheffield Marathon course. There were others
who completed the full course, namely Cpl Mickey Hinchliffe of 64
(Sheffield) Sqn, Cpl Paul Randall, LCpl Mark Cotton and Sig Nell
Virtue of 87 (Nottingham) Sqn, Cpl Barry Pinches of HQ, and Sgt Alan
Whittle, Sig 'BlggJes' Parsons and Sig Billy Dougella of 93 (East
Lancashire) Sqn. Sorry chaps!

CORPS OF COMMISSION AIRES-JOB VACANCIBS
Reception Block offlats-day shift basic wage £73 pw. Fetter Lane EC4
.
Log 176
Reception Block of flats-night shift basic wage £88 pw. Fetter Lane
EC4 .
Log 175
Reception Above average appearance, personality salary £6000 neg. 2
Log 183
men wanted age around SO. Royal Exchange EC2.
Reception Security £90 pw+. New Bond Street, WI.
Log 160
Security 4pm-7pm +OT. Basic £2500 pw. Heddon Street, Wl.
Log 182
Security 40hr week + OT basic £2.50ph. 2 men wanted. Wigmore
Log 173
Street, Wl.
Reception Security General Duties. 9am-6.15pm. £5400 pw. Covent
Garden, WC2.
Log 185
Reception Security 40hr week shift £4500c. Gatwick, W Sussex.
Log 154
Commissionaire Security 9am-6pm + certain amount OT inc WE at
OT .Rate~. £5000 pw. Pall Mall, SWl.
Log 186
Res1der:itial Bro~pton Road £75pw + free accommodation. If
ex-s.erv1ceman ret1remer:it home provided when necessary.
Log 197
Resident Porter. Supenor block of flats Kensington £5000 + pa.
.
.
.
.
Log 156
Res1dential Smgle, rehable, non drinking applicant. Kensington Gore.
.
Log?
Head Porter Cambndge College. Accommodation available. £4736 to
£61_55_Pw.
. .
.
Log 188
Rehef Comm1ss1ona1re. 1l.OOhrs-16.00hrs Mon-Fri £7S(c) pw WI.
Under .55yrs. .
.
Log 201
Comm1ss1ona1re. Security etc. £5000 pw. Baker Street, WI. (To live
Log 194
within easy reach).
Postal Messenger. General Office help. £5000+. Hanover Square, Wl.
.
.
Log 162
Reception. Post Room Duties. Some evening functions. No details yet.
Log?
Gate S~. WC2.
Reception/ Security £5300. Shaftesbury House, WC2.
Log 198
Commissionaire/Security 9am-6pm. £5000. WE work at OT. Pall Mall,
SWI. .
Log i86
~e. contmue to hav~ Residentail posts in or around London, usually
hm1ted accommodation. Do enquire so that your requirement can be
recorded. Wages vary but usually accommodation, heat, light,
telephone are free.
(Various Logs)
The Corps of Commissionaires
3 Crane Court
Fleet Street.
London EC4A 2EJ
Tel: (OJ) 353 1125/617

The Cambrian March team after the event, tired, muddy but still
smiling . Top row, left to right: Cfn Garry Cundy ~EME, LCpl Paul
Fletcher REME W02 Derek Wilkinson , Cpl Barry Pinches and OCdt
Simon Blagden'. In front are: LCpl lar:i Wilson, .Sig Steve Cooper, Cfn
Frank Reid REME and Sig Toby Hmdmarch

46 (DERBYSHIRE) SQN
The Squadron , under the command of Maj Mike Wright, d~ployed
to its location with no problems, apart from one of th~ radio .r~lay
detachments·which had to clear some undergrowth to get into pos1t1on.
Even then their troubles were not over, as one of their number, f:.Cpl
Mark Richards, was taken prisoner by a live enemy and detau~ed
overnight. Apart from the radio relay. most sites were able to use mams
power, though CO?Jbat power,man Cpl Dave Elllott sudde~ly found
himself very busy m one location when the power supply failed. The
Squadron worked hard and to considerable effect, and was well pleased
with its efforts. as you can tell from these notes.
At the end of the exercise Maj Mike Wright handed over command
of the squadron to Maj Terry Lea, and was ceremoniously wheeled out
on a convenient trolley.

Proving that the WRAC can shoot are 2Lt Glenys Woodcock and
LCpl Sue Wood of 87 Sqn
A short night's rest was interrupted by a patrol and shooting event,
and was followed all too soon by a 15km speed march. After the te~s of
the first day and the brief rest, this proved to be a real test of stamma,
but the entire team finished in a good time. The assault course followed
immediately. Even now a rest was denied, and the falling pl.ate shoot
was successfully completed before the team had the welcome sight of an
RAMC RQMS handing out cans of beer.
The competition was described by Maj Gen Lennox-Napier, ~OC
Wales, who presented prizes, as 'the most arduous patrol comp~ht!on
in NATO, if not in the world', and the team was very proud of fimshmg
in ninth position.
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THE BIG EVENT
.
This is, of course, the biggest event of t,he, yea~ . . This year,
postponement o~ Exerc.ise Har~ Rock enabled 38 to JOID. the other
regiments of 2 Stg Bde in ExerctSe Red Shoes VIII. The reg1mi:nt was
spread widely over the country, ~nd spent ~os! of a week passmi; the
live traffic from a number of static commumcatton centres. Th~re tS no
doubt that the handling of live traffic injected a feeli~g of .r~altSm and
responsibility into the exercise. We are, howe.v~r, ~II wa1tmg for the
howlers to emerge; the transposing of a few digits m a vocab number
can have a considerable effect!
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64 (SHEFFIELD) SQN
A variety of locations in the north·east ~nd east of the country were
occupied by squadron detachments. causmg OC Ml!J David Wlng to
cover considerable distances. The help and co·operat1on of the staff of
the static commcens, and in particular of Maj Trevor Grice and C~t
Sylvia Platt of 240 Sig Sqn must be recorded. as this made the exerctSe
run all the more smoothly. The X-Ray detachment commanded by
Capt Ruth Dorries, spending their first camp tog~ther as a troop,
produced the best circuit availability figures in the Bngade.

87 (NOTTINGHAM) SQN
.
. .
.
This squadron was located at Nesschff, remammg st~uc t~roughout
the exercise, and was the only squadron to be entire.ly m a field
location. Transmit and receive sites were set up about l mde. apart. and
all seemed to be well until a local re ident appeared, complammg that a
27i KV A generator was too near his house. The comment of Combat
Power Tp Cdr SSgt Brian Moore were unprintable, but OC Maj Roger
Merryweather was able to smooth things ov!£_ with promises that we
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wouldn't do it again! That first evening Lt Roger Rimmer of Tx Tp
reported that a rampaging herd of cattle was demolishing his masts.
ext day the farmer produced an electric fence which protected most of
the site. This itself caused problems, as Sgt Mick Piechota found, as he
took hold of a wire antenna which had been lowered across the fence!
Having sorted out the problems. however, all went well. aided and
assisted by the Brigade Control staff.

93 (EAST LANCASHIRE) SQN
The quadron a em bled at Altcar for a mobilisation drill , and then
moved off to its fi rst exercise locations. These extended fro m
Lancashire to the South Coast. Comm unications went well despite
problems of commuting between accommodation and working
locations. Whilst the commun icati ng went on W02 (SSM) Jack Naylor
was b usy training his teams fo r the Team Mate competition. (It later
became clear that other squadrons had the same idea this year!). Even
those not in teams had fun. LCpl Jane Suddall, sta rring as a hysterical
road acc ident victim o n the First Aid stand , had mixed feeli ng about
the methods used to cal m her (T m still looking fo r h im' she said!). The
general military knowledge also produced some gems. Did you know
th at a Bo mbardier is equ ivalent to a Field Marshal? If you do not know
the name of the Regi menta l March of the WRAC, would you h um it to
th e DS?

40 Sig Regt (V)
Belfast

66 SQN FOCUS

Hono rary Colonel, John Francis p resenting the Sq uad ron Tea m Mate
trophy to Nick Henwood, OC 93 Sqn

EX 'TEAM-MATE'
The last few days of camp were taken up with a team ' milita ry and
tactical evaluation' exercise, and the whole regiment gathered together
at Nesscliffe. Th is was the second such exercise. fo r which a number of
trophies are award ed. Th e exercise was a toug h one , Training Maj,
David Gardiner having beefed-up last years exercise considerably. A
total of fifteen activities presented a cliallenge to the teams, up to four
being entered by each squadron. Shooting, first aid , NBC and tactical
skills were amongst those tested , together with a speed march. It was a
tiring event, and th e top team , commanded by SSgt (YofS) John
Tmner is to be congratu lated on its efforts. Their success was
particularly pleasing for 87 (Nottingham) Sqn OC Maj Roger
MeJ'l)'weather, as the squadron has been out of the medals for a while.
Top squadron was 93 (East Lancashire) Sqn, whose first three teams
took 2nd , 3rd and 4th positions. Individual award s went to LCpl Mark
Cotton of 87 Sqn as best young soldier. Sgt Alan Whittle of 93 Sqn as
best male, and Cpl Yvonne Pinder of 93 Sqn as best WRAC. Special
mention must be made of OCdt Chris Jenklns, who, despite breaki ng
her right collar bone on the first day, finished the course including
pistol shooting, and came second in the individual WRAC competition .

SPORTS
Camp finished with a short sports meeting organised by Maj (Tfc)
Toby Seymour. Football, vo lleyball, badminton and rounders events
resulted in an overall win for 93 Sqn , and OC Maj Nick Henwood
collected yet another t rophy for the Sqn's cupboard . The OC, Lt Col
Mike Vann was award ed a trophy for winning the CO's daily run , an
event which he completed most days alone whilst the rest of the
regiment went to breakfast; however on the last day he had 40o+
running with him .

Preparations have been well on the way for some months now for our
summer camp at the end of October (summer?-well we'~e not sure
where the sun is going to be. but at least the Army say that wmter starts
on the 1st October so the heating will be on!)
Ex Harvest Gold in September proved that all the hard work had
been worthwhile and reminded us of the task ahead of us on Ex Jog
Trot. 66 Sqn fu lfilled its commitment on Ex, Harve~t Cfo~d. and
although it cannot be said that everyO'ne had a good time, 1t was a
successful exercise for us.
Welcome to all new NFQ's to the squad row-too numerous to name
here-we know that you will enjoy yourse lves in the squadron. Also
welcome to 2Lt Peter Harty who joins 'B' troop from the Queen's
OTC-don't frighten him off too soon 'B' Troop-wait until after
camp!
.
Congratulations to ex LCpl Carey on the birth of her twm daughters.
.
.
We all hope she and the babies are doing well.
Congratulations to the members of 66 Sqn who did so well m the NI
First Aid competition-Sgt Gilliland (AI TP). LCpl Boyd WRAC (A2
TP) and pride of C Tp, L_Cp ~ Boyre:-"".e all h?pe that LCpl Boyce's left
wrist now knows what his nght wnst 1s wearmgl 11
40th Farewell's - W01 Les Budworth hands over his stick of office to
his s uccessor W01 David Smith who takes over as RSM of 40th
LAD
TA SKILL AT ARMS MEETING BALLYKINLER
Members of 40th LAD took part in both individ ual an~ team eve~ts
with considerab le success . the meeting took place m a ppall m~
conditions and the fa lling plate competition had to be postponed until
next year because of the weather.
Results were as follows:SLRINDIVIDUAL
1st Sgt Finlay
40 Sig LAD

Lt Col Gail Ramsay WRAC presenting Cpl Yvonne Pinder of 93 Sqn
w ith he r t rophy for best ind ividual WRAC in the Team Mate
competition

SMG INDIVIDUAL
2nd Sgt Finlay
3rd CFN Orr

40 SigLAD
40 SigLAD

PISTOL INDIVIDUAL
3rd CFN Woolford

40 SigLAD

SMGTEAM
1st 40 Sig LAD
TEA M ME MB ERS- Capt Laird, Sgt Finlay, CFN Coates
PISTOL T EAM
2nd 40 Sig LAD
TEAM MEMBERS-LCpl Forde, CFN Woolford

VISITORS
As always at Annual Camp, a number of visitors arrive at various
locatio ns. The Honorary Colonel , CoIJohn Francis, was a very welcome
visitor. and we also saw, amongst others, Brig Edward Wilkinson, from
UKLF , Brig Teny White, Cmd HQ REME (TA), Col Peter Hilton,
Lord Lieutenant of Derbyshire, ColJohn Neale, Chairman·of Yorkshire
and Humbersid e TA VRA , Brig· Ian Macdonald, Deputy Secretary of
East Midlands TAVRA , Lt Col Gall Ramsay, Comd WRAC NE and
NW Dis tricts, Maj John Kirby from Signals 31 and Maj Peter
Matthews from Sheffield UOTC.

Col John Neale presents the trophies to the winning Team Mate team
from 87 Sqn . SSgt (YofS) John Turner holds the team trophy
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W02 Andy Evens, Regimental MTO, receives a farewell gift on his
departure from '40th', presen1ed by the CO Lt ~?I. Alan deBretton
Gordon on behalf of the permanent and c1v1han staff
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So this is what the regiment meant when they promised to see me off
in style!
W01 Les Budworth's final departure from Clonaver, leading the pony
·
Sgt McCluskey, alias 'The RS M's Child'

4TH INTERNATIONAL MINUTEMAN COMPETITION 1982
DARMSTADT/ WIESBADEN, GERMANY
27-28 AUGUST 1982
Report by Maj B. E. Darrah TD
T he UK 2 (Northern Ireland) Team
Team Captain
Maj Martin Famon R Irish
Maj Brian Darrah R Signals
Capt BiU Potter R Irish
Capt Hintz Tifniar R Engineers
Capt David Weir
The Northern Ireland team competed for th e first time in the IMC
held in Germany pn the Wiesbaden ranges.
.
Twen ty eight tea ms from nine NATO countnes took part. For
myself. (Maj Brian Darrah of 40th (U)_ Sig Regt (v)) it was the first
international match I had taken part m. lt gave Capt Bill Potter a
chance to be near his son Sig Mark Potter serving with North HAG 2
ATAL Commcen TP BFPO 40, in Germany.
. .
Due to an accommodation problem caus~~y the refurb1_shmg ~f
barracks and an exercise taking place. the participants were b!lleted m
a new five star hotel in Darmstadt, South of Fran~furt_ for Friday .and
Saturday night . Swimming pool, sauna and solan um mcluded (B1 ley
was never like this).
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The competition wa run this year by the 3747th USAR School using
American i ue weapons. For the Pistol match we used the Colt 45 and
for the rifle match we used the Ml6 Al rifle.
We fired the pi tol match and had our lunch served from a field
kitchen. a typical American meal 'Kentucky Fried' chicken, mash and
weet com followed by chocolate cake (Try shooting a rifle match after
that lot). We then fired the rifle match after only five zeroing rounds
and in very hot sunshine. The results of this match were n~t released
and it was not until the evening we were to hear of our achievements.
We were bussed to Wiesbaden from Darmstadt for a ' Banquet'-a
wonderful meal.
A representative from each country made a short speech and the
team captain of UKI Maj Les James, REME present~d Col James W.
Beasley 3747th with a 112 dozen 'Watergate' (sorry shp of the tongue)
Waterford Crystal Glasses, on behalf of the UK teams. The Northern
Ireland team presented the Marksm~ship Co-or?ina~or Lt Col Steve
Cochrane with a blackthorn walking sock as a special gift.
Then came the results and presentation of trophies.
UK IT Northern Ireland Team results were as follows:
COMBINED PISTOL AND RIFLE SCORES:
Cup Team
Team third overall
Achievement certificates and individual trophies.
Maj Famon
Individual sixth overall
RIFLE MATCH
Team econd overall
Cup Team
Achievement certificates and rifle expert and sharpshooter medals to
team.
Capt Weir
Individual Cup
Individual third
PISTOL MATCH
Individual eighth overall
Maj Famon
Pistol Sharp Shooter Medal
It was a memorable experience meeting all our NATO coll eagues in

71 Sig Regt (V)
Bromley

Left to right: Capt Bill Potter, R IRISH, Capt David Weir, Maj Martin
Famon, R Irish, Team Captain. Maj Brian Darrah, R Signals and Capt
Heinz Titmar, RE

the reserve forces in a friendly competitive atmosphere.
The United States Army both regular and reserve forces were
excellent hosts and can be proud of having held such an unforgettable
match. I very much doubt ifthe accommodation could be equalled, but
the bringing together of all the NATO Countries' teams is a very
worthwhile exercise which should be encouraged by all.
PS-Thanks to Crab Airways for the lift.

COMPETITION AT CROWBOROUGH
The regiment recently held its annual inter-Squadron competition at
Crowborough Camp in Sussex. Each Sqn entered three male and two
female teams with the exception of 68 (IC & CY) Sig Sqn (V) who
declined to enter a female team. There were nine events on the first day
and each male team was required to el!ter a minimum of 12 and a
maximum of 16 participants. No soldier was allowed to miss mo~e than
two events (except through injury) and in the timed events the time for
the first 12 to finish was taken. The female teams had to enter a
minimum of 10 and a maximum of 12 participants for each event, with
the first 10 across the line counting in the timed events. The nine events
were spaced at half hourly intervals and were attempted in the
following order: NBC test, assault course race, shoot~g. comp.etition,
weapon handling test, first aid test, stretcher race, dn~1!1g skills and
highway code test, command task and finally a camp s1tmg test. ~e
day was very much a test of endurance and of sense of humour. Ce£!am
teams had obviously practised hard and. had put a lo.t of th~rnght mto
the best way of tackling each event. Special pnzes for mgenutty went to
Lt Michael O'Belrne's team for their performance in the command task
and to the leading 265 (KSY) Sig Sqn (V) female team, for their special
shoulder padding during the stretcher race!

was the most tremendous spirit going from beginning to end and at
about the mid point, even the retiring RSM, WOI John Newman,
managed to lose his trousers (with a little bit of willing assistance!).
HIGH STANDARDS
The final event of the weekend was the Inter-Sqn drill competition.
The points from this, together with the points gained from the previous
days exertions, all counted towards the selection of the champ10~ Sqn.
The standard of the drill was very high but at the end of the morn mg Lt
Andrew Naylor's team from 265 (KSY) Sig Sqn (V) had won the male
event and Lt Helen Walker's team from 94 (BY) Sig Sqn (V) had won
the female event. With three of the four events won by one Sqn, the
selection of the champion Sqn was somewhat of a foregone conclusion.
It was, however, a very proud Maj Ian Cobbold who went forward to
receive the trophy from the CO, Lt Col David Ca.sstles. 265 (KSY) Sig
Sqn (V) was indeed a worthy champion Sqn. The weekend was capped
with a very p~ignant moment, when each Sqn SSM raised three cheers
for WOI (RSM) John Newman before marching his Sqn away.
P.S. Production of these notes was a close run thing, with Chaz, W02
(YofS) Dave Lister's dog (mongrel) , devouring the first ?raft. qiaz, as
you might imagine, is not a popular beast and has sensibly decided to
adopt a low profile.

SAIL HOME TO ENGLAND.
Every day" a Prins Ferry sails from Harwich for either
Hamburg or Bremerhaven. Every day· another one
leaves Germany on the return trip. For ten
months ofthe year you ond your family can sail
.
with Prins Ferries for almost 50% less than the
·
normal fare (on or off duty, single or return). Your car travels cheaper, too. •Except

i:i:;£±r ~
Monday

68 (IC & CY) Sig Sqn (V) struggle with the stretcher race

STAMINA SAPPING
•
At the end of the day, 2Lt David Hewer's ma!~ team and 2Lt Judith
Appleby's female team, both of ~65 (KSY) Stg Sqn (V), held the
leading position in their respective events. The exhausted teams
returned to their barrack rooms to prepare themselves for the most
stamina-sapping event of all - the German oom-pah band social. There

SAIL HOME TO GERMANY.

From Flanders to the Falklandshelp us help them all

It's the perfect way to go home on leave, or back to work
afterwards. And with a top-class restaurant, a cafeteria, comfortable bars, dancing and a cinema on
board, it's not just a trip, it's a holiday!

..

~~~1

HSh"~ion

DFDS PRINS FE.RRJE5, Latham House, 16 Minories, London EC3N 1AN.

Tel: 01-481 3211.

48 PALL MALL, LOODON SW1Y 5JY
A~O..t;y

265 (KSY) Sig Sqn (V) girls put on a happy face
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News from Squadrons
3 Commando Brigade
Headquart.ers & Signals Squadron RM
Plymoutb

APO LOGIE
After an unforgivable absence from the Wire for over five years. it
was decided early to go to Pre s note. once again. They were written
and prepared along with many happy snappies and then. just as we
were about to despatch them. the Falklands conflict developed. There
wa a ha ty 72 hour preparation period with no time for thoughts of the
Wire and then we were duly embarked and sent south on 6 April. You
all know what happened from there, but we're all back now trying hard
to remember old habits and once again I'm back in square one. This
time when I get near to completion I'll pack my kitbag, just in case.
I T ROD CTIONS
There are ten members of the Corps within the squadron. TE
Technicians and DTG Operators all happily working alongside the
Royal Marines. Just to make sure everyone gets a mention here's a
quick breakdown of who does what ro who:

TELS WKSP
\VOi FofS Pete Gill who keeps us all under control, occasionally. Sgt
Andy 'gon fishln' Thompson who is. leaving soon for the School of
Signal . after a fine tour with the Royal Marines. Our best wishes for
the future go with Andy and his wife Elaine. Sgt Gordon 'MGM' Shelly.
Cpl Dick 'Woodworm ' Gigg. Cpl Joe Costello who is often mistaken for
that culinary delight A SPIC. Cpl Mark Philo who, un til recently, was
with the Commando Logistic Regiment. Also working for the FOS in
rhe workshop are several Royal Marine technicians of dubious
character under the leadership of CSgt Barry Howell RM .
CIPHER CELL
Sgt John 'you won't get me out of this trench' McCaffery. Cpl Kev
'roll a Cortina' Tremain who never falls asleep at the wheel. Cpl Gary
Gro•es (the wife's chewed the mat again and the dog says she's got to
go). Cpl John Hunt who had the misfortune to join us only days before
we embarked for the Falklands. Welcome to Cpl Ian Gelsthorpe and
his wife Sue who ha•·e just arrived from the land of LOA. Ian is
currently under-going the rigou rs of the Commando course trying hard
to earn his 'Green Beret'.
THE FALKLANDS
A chapter in our lives never to be forgotten and hopefu lly never
repeated, but we are all proud to have formed a small part of t he Corps
representation out in the Falklands and let it be said that th e Corps was
well represented by a ll the Units concerned and we took great comfort
in seeing that familiar cap badge. renewing old acq uaintances and
making new ones.
THE WAY SOUTH
There must be few of us who have never heard the cry, 'Don't worry
about it. when a war comes, you'll get it'. Well it's true. In the three
days preparation we had, it seemed at times as though the whole
country was behind us in an effort to get us away with what we needed.
It really works.
We left the UK amidst the now familiar tears and flag waving
ceremonies uncertain but neve r really expecting what lay ahead of us.
In the time it took to reach Ascension Island, a barren volcanic outcrop
bar one ~reen mountain. we were all busy training in readiness for any
e\'entuahty. Efforts were made to pool the resources of each of the units
on the ships and we soon discovered a wealth of knowledge and
instructional ability between us. The main aspects of training included:
Weapons. PT. First Aid. Booby traps and explos ives, Survival (both
land and sea). panish. Recognition of Argentine hardware, NBC and
of course Signals instruction. Life was not all hard work though the
beer was still in abundance. although water rationing formed a way of
life on the LSL's. which don't have the ability to produce sufficient
fresh water on extended voyages. One notable exception to the routi ne
was the 'crossing the line' ceremony when King Neptune graciously
received us into his kingdom as we crossed the equator. Free beer was a
welcome distraction on such occasions, particularly for the 'equator
buoy' sentries who had set about their task in earnest through the heat
of the day.
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ASCENSION
On arrival at Ascension we were greeted by a mountain of stores and
equipment waiting to be ferried out to the ships from Wideawake
airfield. At one stage Wideawake was the busiest airfield in the world
with the constant sound of Boeing 707, VCIO, Hercules, Belfast, Victor,
Vulcan. imrod and Harrier aircraft. as well as the endless stream of
helicopter tran port moving the stores in their underslung loads out to
the shipping at anchor in the bay.
Our main priority at this time lay with the secure speech systems
which are so vital for any amphibious force which intends to put in an
opposed landing 8000 miles from home. Our problems grew as tJ:ie 3rd
Commando Brigade grew with the addition of the Paras, the Blues and
Royal and attachments and detachments too numerous to mention.
Working conditions although hot were congenial enough and the time
soon passed as we busied ourselves crossdecking from ship to ship
making the best use of our Rigid Raider craft and our Gazelle aircraft.
The presence of Argentine merchant vessels and Russian surveillance
shipping caused us to take nightly excursions around the Island and
care charges were dropped over the side to deter any saboteurs.
UNDER STARTERS ORDERS
Finally we were ready and it was becoming more evident that any
diplomatic efforts being made would come to nothing and so on 8 May
at 2200 hours we crossed the start line and headed south from
Ascension. An unusual assortment of ships. a luxury cruise liner, a
container ship, two ferries, two assault ships and the now customary
escort of frigates, including HMS Antelope which had been with us
since we left the UK. The LSL's and other RFA ships had gone on
before since we all wanted to arrive at the same time but not all ships
can travel at the same speed . The Atlantic Conveyor became a good
friend in the form of our aircraft carrier with 6 GR3 ground attack
Harriers and 8 SHAR, one of which was armed and ready at all times to
take off and shoot down any Argentine surveillance aircraft. In the
event they were never used since all the surveillance was being done by
Russian Bear aircraft.
On 18 May the rendezvous was complete. All the amphibious assault
shipping was now together with the Hermes group and it was
magnificent. Ships of all colours, shapes and sizes from one horizon to
the next and all with a single purpose in mind. The liberation of the
Falklands was at hand. As we all slowly steamed along the edge of the
200 mile total exclusion zone you could not help but feel that arrogant
sensation of power and pride, we were indeed flying the flag and
Britania once again-ruled the waves.

D DAY
The night of 20. 21 May we entered the Falkland sound from the
north and then into San Carlos Water. Once ashore the Brigade
encountered only small pockets of resistance on Fanning Head and all
objectives were successfully taken. Complete surprise had been
achieved and the Brigade HQ was able to go ashore on the night of 21
May. The Royal Navy had safely delivered it's precious cargo 8000
miles and the Union Jack flew once again in the Falkland Islands, now
it was the turn of the 3rd Commando Brigade. Cpls Gary Groves, Joe
Costello and Kev Tremain were ashore in the Brigade HQ, while Cpls
John Hunt and Dick Gigg were manning GPMG's on the SS Canberra
as were Sgts Gordon Shelley and Andy Thompson high above the
bridge on the Sir Galahad. Sgt John MeCaffery was flying around in
Gaze lles from his base on the Sir Galahad giving assistance to the
various Units as it became necessary.
The Brigade dug into defensive positions all around the San Carlos
Water and waited. The ai rcraft came and went with terrifying speed
and for a time good fort une smiled on us. The Argentine pilots were
failing to hit most of their targets at this stage and we had not yet
announced in the British press that their large bombs were not
exp lod ing because they were not being given sufficient time in flight to
arm themselves properly. On 24 May lady luck ran out for us and the
Sir Galahad came under direct attack from Mirage aircraft in the San
Carlos Water, this time hitting their target. There was no warning on
this occasion. they came in low over the terrain from Goose Green and
the first we knew they were upon us was when we heard the whistle of
the 1000 lb bomb as it skimmed the side of the ship and eventually
entered on the port side making a direct hit on Sgt John McCaffery's
cipher office and WOU Pete Gill's workshop ripping through five
bulkheads as it went on its way without exploding. The fire started
within second s and the ship was soon filled with a bl ack choking smoke
causing us to go to the stern of the ship and try to muster the men on
the flight deck. Only minor shrapnel wounds but Sgt John MeCaffery
and C/ Sgt Barry Howell were missi ng. John McCaffery was safe, at the
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time of the m u~ter heh ad been hanging over the side of the ship getting
a message ashore to the Brigade HQ. but Barry Howell was not so
lucky. He had in fact just left the workshop and the bomb had passed
withi n feet of him breaking his leg in the process. Barry managed to
clamber out of the wreckage and smoke thereby saving his own life. ~e
was soon casevaced off and eventually returned to the UK via
Montevideo. Meanwhile the attacks continued with most of us lying flat
on the flight deck . Rocket and canon fire managed to strike the ship in
almost every place, except the !light deck and once again we ~ad only
minor casualties. Soon the decision was made to abandon shtp and I
personally lost no time in jumping aboard the first Wessex that
happened my way. It was not until two days later that we return~ to
the Sir Galahad with the fire out and the bomb dumped over the side,
still not defused. We recovered what we could and became operational
once more, althou gh the Tels box bod~ had suffered at the hands of
Mirage rocket fire and was rendered v1rtu.ally useless. Vfe felt lucky,
unsuspecting that fatal day that lay a~ead for the brave S1_r Galahad at
Bluff Cove. The following day we dtsembark.ed everyt~mg that was
worth taking and dug in to the north of the Brigade HQ m San Carlos
settlement. We all met up with the rest of our detachment and found
Cpls Dick Gigg and John Hunt had found a new role in life as part of
the defence section linking up with Reece troop 40 Comm.ando RM.
The air raids continued and that day we had the misfortune to
witness attacks on Blue 2 and Red beach. The Argentines had lea~nt
from thei r mistakes and this time parachute bombs were used w1~h
devastating effect on the BMA and the jetty just below our position. St.x
dead and twenty seven wounded, it was now painfully clear that there ts
no front line in modern warfare, without air superiority you can come
under attack anywhere.
OFFENSIVE
The order was given to move out of our defensive positions and while
45 Commando, 42 Commando and 3 Para marched towards Stanley 2
Para probed towards Goose Green. All these mo~ements ':"e.re well
publicised in the UK and at times we wo~de~ed 1f the Mmtstry .of
Defence was trying to save the expense of sh1ppmg us. all home ~gam.
Our morale was soon lifted again when 2 Para won their famous victory
at Goose Green. The entire Brigade felt more confident than ever o_f a
successfu l outcome because of the action fought against overwhelmmg

odds. The battle for Goose Green was the turning point in the war and
we were all eager now for a speedy conclusion.
.
After cross-decking from the QE2 to the SS Canberra m, south
Georgia the 5th Infantry Brigade came ashore in San Carlos Water and
we all took great comfort in seeing our ranks swell. Shortly afterwards
there was the daring attempt to land elements of the St~ Infant!)'
Brigade at Fitzroy and Bluff Cove. What happened there 1s a tragic
part of the war which received much press coverage from the news
media and requires no outline of events from me. Our Brigade H9 was
at this time at Estancia House and the remainder of us were trymg to
move forward to Teal Inlet by whatever means we could. Assets were
hard to come by in this fast moving operation and the Sir Galahad was
one of these assets. W02 Pete Gill and Sgts Andy Tbomp on and
Gordon Shelley were on the Sir Galahad, since it was due to call at Teal
Inlet next. It never arrived but they did. After being shunted around the
fleet for a few days they eventually came ashore in borrowed boats,
oversized jackets with not a toothbrush between them but Pete Gill
immediately set in operation the repair of the radio equipments which
had accumulated in his absence.
All the high ground around Port Stanley was now being won through
hard fought battles and we were advancing in stages towards t~e
inevitable victory. Cpls Gary Groves, Joe Costello and Kev Tremam
lived to fight another day when it was the turn of the Brigade HQ to
come under the wrath of Argentine Skyhawks. Fortunately they were
not accurate in their bombing run and the .flying shrapnel caused only·
minor casualties within their position on the east slope of Mount Kent.
SURRENDER
The ceasefire and eventual surrender came suddenly on 14 June and
we all felt the anticlimax as hostilities came suddenly to a halt, a little
uncertain and not really believing that it was all over. We reorganised
ourselves in Port Stanley and it was not long befor~ we returned. to the
ships and set a course for England. glad to be altve but left wtth ~e
memories of the dead we had helped to bury who would not be gomg
home. It was a harrowing time for some and not so bad for others. but
we all played a part in an operation which must never be allowed to be
forgotten for the sake of the gallant dead who died so far a~ay from
home and their fami lies in the UK who would not be welcom mg them
back into port.

Leaving the Army Soon1
Then contact The Three Tees Agency and let your
Service Skills pay in Civvy Street .
The Three Tees Agency serves 6,000 companies and
deals solely with vacancies for Telephone, Telex and
Teleprinter Operators.
You can be assured of a warm welcome and free
advice and guidance on employment prospects in the
Commercial world of Telecommunications. If you are
rusty, we can give you the opportunity to brush up
your operating and also familiarise you with
.
commercial routines and equipment, and then guide
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you to the right job, permanent or temporary. In
some cases resettlement courses are ava ilable for
those seeking permanent employment in the Greater
London area.

CaH write or phone:
110 Aeet Street, EC4: 01-353 3611
124 Regent Street, W1: 01-734 031ii
20 Eastcheap, ECJ: 01-626 om1
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HELLOS AND GOODBYES
The troop would like to say 'far ye well' to WOI (RSM) Ton)' Cro
and his family on posting to the School of Signals. Posting orders have
also been received for our 2IC Capt Gordon Shipley who will be leavin£
us in January 1983, to start a long two year course at ASC. Cpl Bazil
Glossop who is off to Hong Kong in November 1982 (he can be found
these days in the office of Maj de-Bretton Gordon taking his crash
course in Ghurkhali) and Cpl Des Wheatley who will be collecting the
famous 'Berliner Luft' at 229 Sig Sci..n for his retirement. Our ' Hello's'
are extended to WOl (RSM) Gallagber and family, who join the troop
from 2 Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt in Sunny Bunde.

19 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(209 Sig Sqn)
Colchester

EX 'HOT FOOT'-8 OCTOBER
Ex Hot Foot was a sponsored march from Colchester to the
children's hospital at Great Ormond Street. We managed to donate a
bit of cash, toys and clothes to the children for their Xmas celebrations.
The team was once again captained by Cpl Steve Allsopp, with the
admin side run by Cpl Basil Glossop. We have this time managed to
persuade our postie LCpl 'Eddie' Lannigan to give up his four walls and
come out for a stroll. The team was accommodated in 9 x 9s at a farm
and a civil camp site. We hope to have a few photographs and a more
comprehensive report in our next troop notes.

CHANGES
Septem~r saw the departure of Lt David Meyer to the Junior
~~gt and his replacement by Lt PauJ Eaton. Lt Eaton had actually
rim~ the Squadron very shortly after graduating from Cambridge, just

m tm1e to go to Cyprus. Sgt Fred Tedby has now taken over as his
Troop Sergeant. so J Tp is now under totally new management. Sgt
Derek Brown ha gone on E.x Long Look to Australia, his opposite
number Sgt Al Horton spending a few months with the Squadron.
EX 'LION SUN 8'
As mentio~ed in the last Wire. Ex Summer Sales was a rather wet
and muddy time. Ho~ever a large part of the squadron was looking
forward 10 Cypru wh1~h made the conditions easier to endure.
We returned to Goojerat Barracks at lunchtime on Sat 3 Jul and
departed. again o~ the foll~wing. Thurs?ay., after a few days hectic
prep~ratton, packing,_ drawtng kit, gettmg Jabs, being briefed , and
":hats more, even hav~ng_ a d.ay offi First stop was South Cerney where
we all changed mto c1vv_1es JUSt to make life interesting, then off to
Lyneham for embarkation on.to two Hercules. On the personnel
Hercules. a~ oppos~d to. the freight Hercules, we were jammed in like
the prover~1al sardines m a tin can. That is, all except the 2IC, Capt
Gordon Shipley who a~quired five seats in a row and slept the whole
way. After a very long eight hour flight in which everyone just ate slept
looked bored ~nd .slept some more, we arrive(! at Akrotiri. As the rea;
doors opened, it hit us. Heatl what's more , sun! There wasn't a cloud in
t~e sky. Two weeks on the Deister hadn't prepared us for this. At the
31rport to meet us was the MTO, Capt Laurie Dolan and other
n~em.ber of the adv~nce pa~y all looking very brown. As soon as
e'eT)one had settled mto Radio Sande Camp it was off down to the
beach on the back of a 4-tonner to start the suntan.
The first three days, it was decided, would be aclimatization days so
on day one the plan was to march off to Jetty Beach some five miles
away. Unfortunatel.Y it di~n't quite work out that w~y. I Platoon left
camp and tu_rned nght, with 4 platoon following. 3 platoon thought 1
platoon had 11 wrong, so turned left and since~ platoon could only see 3
platoon, they turned left too. A slightly complicating factor was that 1
platoon had the.only map! Eventually, though, everyone.arrived at the
beach, some takmg longer than others. After a quick swim the medics
patched up all !he hobbl~rs and we headed back-all fo llowing I
Platoon . By the time we arnved back at Radio Sande it was in the heat
of th~ day, and the pace was beginning to tell.
~ few were looking somewhat the worse for wear, but Sig Shaun
Sm1th .w~s hea~d to say that he was enjoying it. The following two days
were s1m1l.a~. with marches and trips down to the beach, then we were in
to the training proper.
THE EASY AND THE DrFFICULT
The exercise was split in~o fo~r 'stands', the two easy stands being ·
T_roodos and Watermansh1p, with tactics and ranges to make life
difficult. Ra~ges may sound easy, but not when PT starts at 05301 The
Watermansh1p was run by Capt ~igel Moore and SSgt Barney
Malone~, an~ was b.y far t~e most enjoyable part of the stay with four
days sv.u:nmmg, wmds~rhng and snorkeling. There was even the
opportunity to have a quick dash round the bay in a very leaky dinghy
piloted by Cpl Tom Coupland of the LAD
'
The first . morning at Troodos was spent on a hideous orienteering
~ourse, devised by the Foreman, W02 Graham Atkinson and Capt
oger Boston from 45 Sig Sqn (V), who was with us for the exercise
Even the fittest soon realised that you don't have to run far before yo~
become breathless _at that altit.ude. Cpl Harry Hawkins got the course
record, a very c~ed1tabl~ 33 mmutes. The rest of the time at Troodos
was taken Ul,> with walktng and absailing.
the ta~t1cs p~ase the. troops, or platoons (ploops?), learnt their first
m antry skills, with section _attacks, platoon attacks, patrolling and
patro! b~es a.mong the subjects covered. There was even a two day
exercise m which all the above was practised.
Then there were the ranges, with the terrible 0530 PT. There was the
~hp~~ lo go on thfe grenade range t~ough, and everyone fired their
as we 11 as un shoots on the pistol and SMG.

HUMOUR
The daily office routine has been known to be interrupted now and
again by SSgt Graham FuJler, our Chief Clerk. whose jokes are just too
corny to repeat here. We do have a certain B2 clerk who is a copy typist
of the highest order, he has been known to produce the same Part One
Order two days running, exact in every detail except for the serial
number. LCpl Pete Street fresh off his B3 course is a close contender, he
has been known to delve into the UPM for any snippet of information
he may require. ie how many sugars does the OC take, the Army Act
and now and again for a Part Two Standard Entry. Overheard in the
Chiefs Office the other day: OC, 'Chief, CC, 'Yes Sir'. OC, 'I'm
interested in 1982 not 1976', CC, 'Oh really!'
L to R: Sig Baz Dickinson, Sig Charlie Drake LCpl Jake Jacobs Cfn
Morph McDermott and Sig John Luck on the.Lady Heather at Akrotiri
Harbour

LCpl Jake Jacobs going over the edge (and the Foreman's boot)

Capt Nigel Moore showing how it should be done

DAWN BEACH LANDING
Finally, the company exercise, led by the 2IC. This started with a
dawn beach land ing, which amused the Cypriots camping on the beach,
followed by a march inland. This was the exercise where Sig Phil
Shelley decided that the 320 antenna was too long, so the new
Shelley-type battle antenna wa~ all of 15 inches. ~ot satisfied w.it.h tha!,
he managed to snap it, cutting 1t down to about 6 mches. Surpnsmgly it
worked, and comms weren't too bad. The grand finale of the exercise
was a fight through Paramali village, with a cacophany of flashes and
bangs where everyone expended a vast amount of ammunition.
BACK TO THE RAJN
Then unfortunately it was time to pack up and come home. Not
surprisingly, as soon as we got off the VClO at Brize _Norton, it start~
raining. We arrived back at Goojerat Barracks in time to collect kit,
and then three weeks leave.
EXERCISE POINTS
There were a few events worth noting from the exercise: The 2IC
came at the beginning and left at the end! Sig Michael (Wilkie)
Wilkinson went to the MRS with a stone in his foot and the doctor
diagnosed tonsilitis. The Foreman came back just as white as when he
went out. (He spent most of his time up Troodos).

. J"

The Assault Boat Race
Cpl Duncan Gray's team wins again

SHQ TROOP
The troop arrived back from their August block leave refres~ed and
raring to go. Our first priority was to pack the squadron oft on Ex
Autumn Circuit, so we in the Orderly Room could settle down and
catch up on our back log of work. The troop was also actively led on our
daily physical fitness by our nimble Chief Clerk SSgt Graham ~e~,
who is showing his prowess along the country lanes of Colchester; 1t is
rumoured he is training so he can 'lap' Sgt Jim Loftus on the annual
BFT.
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lf you've a technical electronics background, now i your
chance to advance your career and qualify as a Microelectronics
Test and Development Technician.
HOW CA I Ql:JALIFY? By taking our thirty two week full-time
·cour e starting in January 1983 at Croydon College pon ·ored
under TOPS. the TrainingOpportunitie Scheme.
WHATWlLL I LEARN? The course lead to the Technician
Education Council's Higher Certificate in Electronic and includes
instrnction in the late t developments in the electronic. field.
Specific areas include mathematics, electrical/electronic principals.
microprocesso1 " and digital techniques.
In order to be considered for thi cour c, you should have a
minimum of an O Cina relat ed fi Id, or an equival nt qualification.
You mu t al ·o be 21 or over, have at lea. t five years' rell'vant
indu trial experience, and you should have not brrn on a TOP.
cour e in the last three yrars. This course is op n to men and women.
HOW AM I PAID? During training you'll rccC'ive a training
allowance. The amount you'll get will depend on your domestic
circumstances. C rtain other benefits will also bl' paid.
LIKE TO I TEGRATE YO RC REER?\ hen you havecompklt'd
your service with the Forces. all you need to do i write to or
telephone Alyson Parfitt. Manpowl'r. ervices ommh,sion.
Training , ervircs. 17 Lansdowne Road,
Croydon CR9 2DA.
Telephone: 01-680 1411 Ext. 62.
l)7/52/ I I.
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24 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(210 Sig Sqn)
BFPO 36

229 Sig Sqn (BERLIN)
B.F.P.O. 45

210
RED LETTER DAY
Tue 14 Sep was a Red Letter Day for 24 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn,
because in one afternoon the squadron played bost to six stars worth of
general : the Commander-in-Chief BAOR and the Master of Signals.

THE UP-DATE
As almost everyone in 229 Sig Sqn (Berlin) is on a two year tour, it
has been our custom not to include arrivals and departures in our
contributions to the Wire. There are times when it seems there would
be little room for anything else! However.,we thought.it n:tight be worth
providing a n up-d ate on the squadron hierarchy which ts as follows:
OC
Maj Jim Storr
2IC
Capt Hugh Hancock
SSM
W02 (SSM) Brian Wilson
RQMS
W02 (RQMS) Dave Brown
Chief Clerk
Sgt 1ohn Boyd
OC Radio Troop
Lt Simon Green
OC MQ & L Troop
Capt (TOT) Jim Phillips
FofS
SSgt (FofS) Dave Bayley
QC Commcen Troop
W02 (YofS) Brian Alway
We have been able to take full advantage of a very long and very hot
Summer in Berlin and our sportsmen have gained first rate suntans and
a fair share of trophies.

COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF
The Commander-in-Chief Gen Sir Michael Gow KCB ADC arrived
before lunch and was received by a Quarter Guard commanded by Sgt
Jeff Williams with Sig Andy Slack as Pennant Bearer and Sig Jock
Adams as Bagpiper. The C in C took a close interest in the piper~o
much so that Sig Adams has been invited to play at flagstaff House
next month!
After inspecting the guard, the C in C was hosted by WOI (RSM)
Barry Minter and the Sergeants Mess, during which time he presented
a Bar to SSgt Reg Brunton's LS & GC. an LS & GC Medal to W02
(AQMS) Tim Attridge REME and an LS & GC to Sgt Jake Sankar LI.
Lunch in the Squadron Officers Mess followed, after which the C in C
inspected the Signal squadron's new 'lean and mean' lightweight
Landroverborne brigade headquarter complex and pronounced himself
most impressed.
MASTER OF SIGNALS
Ha1·ing taken his leave of he C in C, the squadron commander had
just 30 seconds to double across the sports fields to join the Quarter
Guard outside Brigade Headquarters to meet the Master of Signals and
Mrs Bradley.
Sgt Williams' Quarter Guard was just as smart the second time
round and the Master, like the C in C, took a special interest in the
Squadron Piper, thereby unofficially establishing a new squadron
rrad ition-has anyone got a 'spare set' of Royal Signals Tartan?
Gen and Mrs Bradley then joined the men and families of both 24 Inf
Bde HQ and Sig Sqn and of 212 (12 Armd Bde) Sig Sqn for an 'It's a
Knockout' Competition. rt was a beautiful summer's afternoon and the
presence of families and the good humoured rivalry between the two
Osnabruck-based squadrons all made for a most relaxed and enjoyable
afternoon. Gen and Mrs Bradley put everyone at ease and managed to
talk to just about every officer, soldier and wife present.

IN THE SWIM
The swimming team started their season in February with daily
training under the watchful eye of Sgt BUI O'Hare (now departed f?r
sunny Blandford). Our first competition of the seaso~ was the Berlm
InfBde Minor Units Championships which were held m the J.a~n Platz
on Wed 26 May in glorious sunshine. As_expected, the tr~mmg h~d
paid off and we ran out comfortable wmners of the Mmor Unrts
Championsips.
.
In the Water Polo competition we had fought our way to the final m
whi~h we faced the Regimental Team from 1 Kings qwn Border.
Although we were quietly confident about the outcome, a victory by 9-3
was more than we could have wished for and therefore we qualified for
the BAOR Championships in the Swimming and the Water Polo. At
this stage of the season the management of the team was handed over to
Sgt John Boyd to prepare the team for the rest of the season .

The SCfl Piper Sig 'Jock' Adams
both squadrons along a route lined by cheering soldiers. The Master
was obviously touched by his send-off on this, his final, visit before
finally retiring. All ranks of the squadron enjoyed the visit and wish
Gen and Mrs Bradley a long and happy retirement in Northumberland.

The Master compares moustaches with Cpl 'Mick' Johnson and Cpl
'Taff' Hunter

Eventually. after a nail-biting final round of the Tnter Squadron
CO!flpetition culmin~ting in a death-defying leap by Sig Eddie Dunn the
pmes went to 24 Bngade Squadron and both squadrons retired to the
marquees for tea.
The finale of this eventful afternoon came, when the Master mounted
a 212 Sig Sqn AFV 432 and was towed out by officers and soldiers of

GAME FOR A LAUGH (Report by A. N. Onyrnous)
On the evening of 26 July the ladies assaulted the Assault Course at
Quebec Barracks.
As part of a wives club event the ladies dressed in hubbies' combat
kit climbed and jumped with the best and put up a fine show. Some of
us had problems with he rope swing (T for one couldn't hold on) later I
was told that we were just built differently, wrong weight distribution I
A great display was seen over the climbing nets and everyone who
started to climb finished with a smile, despite the wobbly knees at the
top. Many thanks for the encouragement of Cpl 'Mac' Mackenzie who
kept us all going. The evening continued despite the rain with .22
shooting at which some ladies showed particular skill. Thanks here
should go to Cpl Pete O'Connor who ran the range. Mrs Jan McClucky,
the wife of OC 212 Sig Sqn, who brought some ladies over to join us for
the evening, scored three bulls , watch out Bisley, here we come!
The evening finished with a BBQ in the Gryphon Club which nicely
rounded off a good night. On behalf of the wives of 24, I'd like to thank
the squadron for letting us be 'Game for a Laugh'.

DEFENCEOFTHETITLE
On 15 July the BAOR Swimming Championships were held in the
outdoor pool on the Jahn Platz. On a warm , sunny day 229 Sig Sqn s~t
out to defend the title they won last year. The first two race~ were a btt
ofa disappointment to us since we came second .a~d fourth .m races we
expected to win. We were now in the unusual position of havmg to come
from behind and Sgt Roberts duly obliged by winning the lOOm
Freestyle in convinving fashion. Sig Richmond, in .the SOm. Backstroke,
followed on with another win and we were now m our nghtful place
(leading the rest). The relays came next and our strength in depth then
came to the fore and we ran out winners with 42 points, our nearest
rivals scoring 31.
.
.
In the Water Polo Championships we reached the s~mt-fmals aga1!1st
Regimental opposition and ev~ntually . lost to 1? Sig Regt, con:img
fourth in BAOR. However, havmg retamed the title of BAOR Mmor
Units Swimming Champions for the third consec~tive year and the
sixth time in all was more than enough compensation.
TO CATTERICK
.
Some frantic administration by Sgt Boyd saw the te!)m !~ave Berlm
two days later to travel to Catterick to defend our Arr:iy title for the
sixth consecutive year. With the Mana~ement Committee, Sgt. John
Boyd, remaining in Berlin, it is now left to someone from the Shop
Floor' to complete these notes.
ARMY MINOR UNlT CHAMPIONSHIP 1982
The team arrived at Anny. Apprentice College Harrogate, after .two
days travel, at 1830 hours on Sun J8 July.,"'.ith five days to do some hght
but essential training before the compettt1on.
We travelled to Catterick Garrison Pool early on Sat 24 Ju!y, only .to
discover the team Captain, Sgt Steve Roberts, had left t~e Minor Untts
Trophy in his 'Bunk' at Harrogate, he arrived. with 2 ~11nut~s to spare,
before the officials started to accuse us of bemg too cocky ·
After a period of the teams 'Psyching' .each _other out (n~t part ?f the
competition, just a by-line), the Champ1onsh1p started, with a wm for

us by our 'star', Sig Mark (Ricky) Richmond (with a time just 0.2
seconds outside his own record) in the 66 Jyds Breaststroke LCpl Paul
(Nobby) Noble, improved on his BAOR performance by finishing 3rd,
things were going well. Another 3rd in the l()()yds Freestyle by Sgt Steve
Roberts saw us sneak into a 1 point lead. The 66 Jyds Backstroke
event was a memorable one, with Sig Mark Richmond coming second
to an, until then, unknown swimmer from 19 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn,
who broke Sig Richmond's record by nearly a second. This left us tied
for first place on J9 points with 19 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn, and the
Championship was wide open for an e.xciting finish in the two relays.
CHAMPIONS AGAIN
.
In the first relay the 4 x 66 hds Medley Relay, the team of Sgt
Roberts , LCpl Noble, Sig Richmond (again) and Sig Rick Ball. left its
mark by winning in a new record time, some 2 seconds better than last
year's time. Our nearest rival being six seconds behind . With a
comfortable lead overall, the Freestyle Relay team of LCpl Neil
Holohan, LCpl Tony Mellett, Sig Russ Martin and Sig Chris Aspinall
came in first again to finish the Championship a magnificent IO points
ahead with 43 points, th is year being our seventh win, four
consecutively. A mention must go to our two re.serves : Cpl .Byron
(Geordie) Sinclair and LCpl Kev Martin. There ts no truth m the
rumour that they didn 't get wet in any of the compe~itions, a few_ sly
pushes ensured a drenching after the Medal presentation at Cattenck,
when they and the team Captain, Sig Robem, went in fully clothed.
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Technicians in
Communications

GCHQ If you are about to leave HM Forces, or have left,
consider a career with us. We are the Government
Communications Headquarters, based at Cheltenham.
Our interest is R & D in all types of modern radio
communications - HF to satellite - and their security.
THE JOB All aspects of technicia, support to an
unparalleled range of communications equipment, much
of it at the forefront of current technology.
LOCATION Sites at Cheltenham in the very anractive
Cotswolds and elsewhere in the UK; opportunities for
service abroad.
PAY Competitive rates. reviewed regularly. Relevant
experience may count towards increased starting P~f.
Promotion prospects.
TRAINING We encouraye you to acquire new skills
and experience.
QUALIFICATIONS You should have a TtC Certificate
in Telecommunications. or acceptable equivalent, plus
at least 2 years practical experience.
TRAINEE RADIO TECHNICIANS Persons suitably
qualified and unaer 22 but with no practical experience may
apply for our training scheme.
HOW TO APPLY For full details on this and
information on our special scheme for those lacking
practical experience, write now to
_. • -
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Recruitment
Office.
GCHO.
Oakley,
Priors Road, I
Cheltenham, Glos. GL52 5AJ.
or ring 0242-21491 ext 2269.
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CRICKET CHAMPIONS
On the cricket field, we have had a marvellous season. Not being
noted as a cricketing squadron, we have been overwhelmed at our
tremendous peformance. Jn the Berlin Minor Units League, we
remained undefeated with a record of 8 wins and 1 tie in our 9 games,
th us endin g up as League Champions. LCpl Ian Groves was the
undoubted star of the side, topping both the batting and bowling (only
just!) averages. He was well supported by Sgt Barry Iseton, Cpl Mick
Dawson and Cpl Chris Little. No cricket team can achieve success
without good fielding and in this department Cpl John Saunders, Cpl
John Bell, Cpl Robbie Davies, Sig Stef Newton, Sig Ian Grant-Hunter,
SSgt Morgan McDonald and Cpl Keith Glasby did their jobs well. A
big thank you must go out to Cpl John O'Connell who did a good job
scoring for us. Congratulations go to LCpl Ian Groves on being selected
for the BAOR Under 2S's cricket team.
TEN PIN BOWLING
The Summer Bowling Lea~ue has finished and the two squadron
teams did very well. The 'A Team captained by Sgt BUJ O'Hare
finished 5th and the ' B' Team captained by LCpl Chas Brown finished
4th. The 'B' Team members, Sgt Al Gold, Cpl Merv Wright and Cpl
Steve Taylor also won the Most Improved Team and Cpl Steve Taylor
the Most Improved Bowler. The Autumn League has now started and
we have lost LCpl Chas Brown but, have been strengthened by the
arrival of Sgt Dave Beresford, Cpl Robbie Davies (from the defunct 'A'
Team) and Carmen Richmond, wife of Sig Mark Rlchmond. We are
hoping for more successes this year.

ARMY MINOR UNIT SWIMM IN G CHAMPIONS 1982
229 SIG SON {BERLIN)
Back row: Sgt John Boyd {Manager, LCpl To ny Mellett, LCpl Neil
Holohan, Sig Rick Ball , Sig Russ Martin , Sgt Steve Roberts {Coach
and Captain )
Front row: LCpl Kev Martin , Sig Mark Richmond, Maj Jim Storr (QC),
Sig Chris Asp in all, LCpl Chippy Davies
Missing members: Cpl Byro n Sinclair, LCpl Paul Noble

, ..

ORIENTEERING
The squadron 's relief at saying farewell to an OC who is a marathon
running enthusiast was somewhat premature, as the new one is keen on
orienteering. The whole of the Grunewald on our back doorstep was too
much for the new incumbent to resist and the monthly squadron run
has now been replaced by a fortnightly (more or less) orienteering
competition .
The first two events appear to have gone quite well. A number of
interesting lessons were learnt, for example, undergrowth is sometimes
thick , nettles sting, wasps sting when annoyed by runners, not all the
tracks are marked on the maps.
As a result of these excursions we are now confident that the Grunnie
Pigs won't eat us and that a 229 Sig Sqn (Berlin) orienteering team
could well appear in Corps and BAOR events in the not too distant
future.

Before - Sig Jim Tierney checks his heart is still working whilst Cpl
Keith Glasby looks on and Cpl Garry Duffy practises cornering at
speed

THE BRIEFING
The QC briefing members of t he squadron on the finer points of not
getting lost. It can't have been a good brief because some of them
did !

After - Cpl Keith Glasby in a state of collapse pinching Cpl Graham
Hughes' 'officials' chair after setting one of the fastest times of the
day

229 SIG SON !BERLIN)
ARMY MINOR UNIT SWIMMING CHAMPIONS
1976-1982
The photograph includes the actual Swimming Team and also a
representative selection of the other members of the squadron . Our
outstanding _success at swimming results not only from having
talented swimmers but also , and equally important, from the
tremendous support our swimmers receive from the remainder of this
small squadron, those who remain behind in Berlin and take on
additional work without complaint whilst our swimmers are away
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The Start-SSgt {FofS) Morgan McDonald lookinQ steel'f'. ~yed ~nd
ready for the off whilst Sig Dave Paterson looks on in adm1n1strat1on,
W02 {ROMS) Dave Brown looks on in disbelief, LCpl Dave Cawkwell
tries to touch his toes, Sgt Chris Riley tries to look as if he's hurt his
arm and can't run and Sgt Scouse Jenkins pulls his socks up
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SHQ GET A MENTION
It has been ~inted out tha besides not being given very much credit
for their magnificent efforts in keeping the squadron running smoothly.
t he clerks never get a mention in the Wire. So hoping to boost moral
here they are: Sgt Johnny Boyd, who still plays football (or so it is
rumoured), watches swimming and plays badminton with the OC. Cpl
Merv Wright, who plays golf, squash, cricket. occasionally works in the
Squadron Office, watches football and does not 12_lay badminton with
the OC and who is at present handing over to LCpl Colin (Alphabet)
lbberson, who works.
Also mention should be made of our two faithful and very much over
worked civilians, Mrs Jane Kent and Mrs Jayantbl Sri Ramalu , who
keep the squadron running while everyone else is playing sport of some
kind (which happens frequently) and supplying endless cups of coffee
(all the time).
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249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L))
Bulford Camp
259 Sig Sqn

B.F.P.O. 53
INTER TROOP MARCH AND SHOOT
Before block leave in August the squadron ran its annual Inter Troop
March and Shoot . Fine performances were produced by all team and
Support Troop were awarded victory. Sgt McAJeer led his section to
O\'erall first place.

MOUNTAIN TROOP
Report by Lt Colin Lawrence
Mountain Troop as its name implies is situated at the top of a 6000ft
mountain, making us 1 we believe, the highest permanently based R
Signals troop in the world (counter claims should be addressed to OC
Tp Lt Colin Lawrence). We share the site with an RAF Signals Unit.
and have developed a comradeship such that everyone based here, be
they Army or RAF, are thought of as 'Mountain Men'.

VISIT BY CHIEF OF STAFF
After one abortive attempt. the troop was visited by the Chief of
Staff, Deputy Commander Land Forces Cyprus, Col W. T. Dodd OBE,
on 27 Aug. After an initial brief by the OC Tp, the COS visited the
Troodos Radio Relay, where he met members of the third line repair
team and Line det. In the Radio det he saw the talk-through for the
island wide IS net, and the Troodos IS Ops Room . The end of the visit
saw the COS returning to Episkopi in a Mountain Tp Landrover.
Mutterings were heard about Allouettes not being able to reach the
6000ft helipad.

Sgt Frank McAleer leads the winning section . Sigs O' Shaughnessy
and Hamer and Cpl Dawson to the fo re
EX ' BOLD GUARD/ BOLD ANTICIPATION'
On return from leave we entered a very busy exercise season. Ex Bold
Anticipation was the l Inf Bde run-u_p exercise for Bold Guard and
took p!ace on Sali ~bury Plain between l-5 September. The squadron
found itself out of its normal role , producing the umpire communications for the exercise. down to Company level. Many detachments
found rhemselves in different guises, Cpl 'Chamois' Leather and LCpl
Tom Dooley (both normally Rebro commanders) found themselves
acting as umpires to .the Rec~ _regiment. Unfortunately their umpires
thought they were driving Sc1m1tars and they spent the entire exercise
chasing taf!ks across. the plain. Then on 16 Sep the squadron deployed
to Schleswig Holstein on Ex Bold Guard until 24 Sep. LCpl Tony
S~e~ earned hims~lf th~ nickname of Scammel , as he spent the
m~Jonty of the exer_c1Se bemg towed out of ditches. Sgt Willy Riding
gamed some pra~cal experience speaking German to the local
fa~ers. The exercise was very fast flowing and no sooner had we
fimshed than we were on the boat back to UK.

L to R standing: LCpl Pallister, Sig Wardle , LCpl Rash , Sig Rawnsley ,
Sig Bryant , Cpl Samways, Sig Macfarlan e , LCpl Hartley, Cpl
Jennings, Cpl Ashworth, Sig Copley, Cpl Beverley
L to R seated· Sgt Clark, Brois (without sidehat) , OC Sqn Maj
Walters, Lt Lawrence, Sgt Evans
CHANGE OF VENUE
The Troodos S, t he a nnu al race around the mountain , this year had
to be moved at very short notice to Episkopi. l Sept saw the competitors
brave the heat rather than the cool mountain air. 200 runners
co mpleted the arduous course with a team from 12 SU RAF taking first
place. The 'Mountain Man' prize went to Sig Bruce Wardle.

SQUADRON BATTLE CAMP
The day after Bold Anticipation finished, the squadron went to
Okehampton on the annual Battle Camp. The majority of the time was
spe"!t on the ranges where much of the work was new to the younger
soldier~. LCpl Alan Griffiths on 84mm while SSgt 'Stretch' Dalton
supervises. LCpl Tom Dooley kept up h is record on the field firing
frenade range. Three ~h rows and three blinds. During the week SSM
an Campbell had devised numerous light hearted activities to relieve
th_e boredom. The log race (~nough said-the SSM is Ex 216). To
chm ax . the week the SSM had organised a mini exercise based on the
Ca~br1an. ~ arche~. It was a two day march across the moor with
various m1lttary skill stands. The best looking section of a ll-at the
BC stand.
CAMBRIAN MARCHES
While the majority of the squadron were enjoying themselves on
Battle Camp. Capt Ian Foxley and Sgt Frank McAJeer and a team from
the squadron took _Part in the C:imbrian Marches. A very creditable
performance was given b all, bemg the only minor unit to finish the
four.day evC!lt· Cpl '~tz' Fitzpatrick and Cpl 'Grlf' Griffin deserve a
spectal menuon for gntty performance.
THE FUTURE
At !?resent the squadron i~ in the middle of PRE preparation and
ex~~ing_ to ~o t~ _Gre~ce m November, although because of the
poht1cal s1tuauon 1t 1s still SO/ SO whether we go.

Sig Wardle receiving the Troodos 5 Mountain Man prize from the
Deputy COS Col Simmons

Visit of Col Dodd
L to R: Lt Lawrence, Col Dodd, Maj Walters, Cpl Ashworth, Cpl
Samways, Sgt Clark, Cpl Jennings, LCpl Hartley , LCpl Pallister, Sig
Bryant
MISCELLANEOUS
On l _Oct the troop celebrated its end of Summer ball at the Forest
Park Hotel in Platres. This was an excellent evening enjoyed by all , due
to the hard work put in by Cpl Paul Sam ways and wife JIU.
On the sports side Mtn Tp have won yet another Hodgson Shield
event, cru ising to victory in the volleyball. led by LCpl Ripples Hartley
as Captain.
We now say goodbye to Cpl Paul Jennings and wife Jan, going to
Northern Irel and, and to LCpl Phil Christle and wife Denise posted to
Quicksilver. We welcome Sgts Owen Evans and Bob Knights, and
LCpl Woody Woodmlfe with wife Caroline. By the way, it's nice to see
FofS Pete Higson and Cpl Bob Drysdale back at work after all the leave
they've had in the past two months.
SQN ANNUAL BATTLE CAMP-THE ENEMY POINT OF VIEW
First week- Report by Sgt Dan Langridge
The highpoint of life (well , so we were told) had at last arrived. Pack
up your kit bag, into the flower power suit. complete with Bill and Ben
type hat, and off on a magical mystery tour to sunny Akamas.
On our arrival at Invicta Camp we saw that the OS would definitely
be roughing it in their camp beds in their tent by the sea. We hung
around in a dustbowl at 90"F until SQMS Kit (who's gonna sign) Celtel
had all the signatures he wanted and we had all our kit. Then we went
off into the bondu to our base areas ; the enemy were a few hundred
metres away so that we could not fratern-fratern-talk to the other
sections. At this point the enemy consisted of SSgt (Ayatotla Colli) John
Davis, and Sgts Ron Bragg, Merv Cox, Tony Dubois, Bill Enldne,
Dave Langridge, Pete Ormond, Keith (it wasn't me) TOiman and Keith
Thompson.
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We spent Saturday afternoon map reading ( unbathing) in our
combat on a rather large pile of dust overlooking Akamas. On the way
up Capt Thn (<;rasher) Glgg found every pothole over three inches deep
and made aJI his pas engers wish they'd gone upon foot!
On Sunday. u:"der the valiant leadership of John Davis we
dem?n trated sectton attacks and a five man night recce patrol. That
evening enemy were planted at locations for the sections to recce. Just
to add an extra thrill we were told to wander about and bump anyone
we saw. Some sections were quite surpri ed to see the bush they were
about to attack suddenly start firing blanks. While moving down a
track I managed t~ bend my SLR barrel. This happened after what
Pete Ormond described as the best 1 back flip. triple somersault rock
assault he'd seen . The SQMS was not impressed.

the caltrops on the VCP. Full marks for impersonation go to SSM Ian
McSherry, al~hough how Cpl Taa: .Davies of Tech Tp could believe the
SSM was a friendly shepherd looking fo r hi s goat s when he was striking
a th under~a sh at the ti me, is b ~yo nd us! Casualty of the week was Sig
Wise .o~ Airfield Troop wh~ ~cc1dentally sat on the caltrop spikes, thus
sustainmg an unpleasant inJ_ury to the tender parts of his anatomy.
LCpl ~thur . 1'.'l•cols ~~rpnsed everyone by his leadership and
outstanding m1,htary ab1hty, commanding his section like a potenti al
genera l (but h7 s back to normal now) . The general feelin~ of the weary
bunch of soldiers who returned seeking a good night's kip was that it
had been an energetic but worthwhile week.

Association News

Great Chart
Ashford, Kent, TN23 3DJ
FORMER PENSIONERS

Telephone Ashford (Kent} 0233 20493

Our thanks are due to our Regimental Pay Office, Taunton, who
have reported the recent deaths of the following former Members of the
Corps, who were in receipt of a pension :

Pre-Preparatory 4P years (Day) and Preparatory 7-14
(Boarding and Day, including weekly boarding) Boys only.

AIRFIEL.D TROOP
And now . to prove that there is life at the airfield, some notes from
that troop.
·
THE UNINVITED GUEST
Monday saw us moving location before brewing up and going to bed
Bill Erskine h.ad a visitor in the shape of a large rat and Pete Ormond
went to bed with an a.xe, two bayonets, a shovel and a rock nexi to him.
Keith Thompson decided he'd better not mo\•e during the night in case
he woke Pete up!
~ue day was spent touring different stands to find out about the
dehg.hts of IS. B<;-c?mplete with the Sgt Archer portable easel, map
readmg _and first aid w.ith our ?n-loan medic LCpl Crippen-Wheeler. It
was durmg th~ first aid cas sun that one of the sections received an
el«!a casualty m the shape of Sig Joe (headaches) McCalman. He was
trymg ~o persuad~ me to return to cover when I tripped and bent his
head with my prevt0usly ben~ rifle. S~re two to Sgt Langridge!
Wedne~da)'. began the mam e~erc1se, start:ing with IS sitatuions. Cpl
'!ony ,(Strip hlffi) Crampton decided to play 1t for real and stripped the
de~d body of Sgt .Dave Langridge, much to the amusement of his
sect~on ai:id the enemy's surprise! If the person with a camera in Tony's
si:ct1on did ta~e a photograph, I'll buy the negative if he gets in touch
with me at Ep1!
~ Thursday e.\·ening we had to trip two ambushes and provide a
location for a section recce. Sgt Bob (where's me posting?) Archer had
!l~w swelled our rank~ _after Tony Dubois had to retire hurt with an
Injured kn~. After wattmg forty-five minutes for the ambushes we met
them commg do"'.n the track, h id and gave them a while to set up.
When w.e strolled. mto th.e a~bush we were politely asked to halt while
they fl1!1shed fixmg thetr tnp flares! So ... we ran away. Oh well
nobody s perfect!
'
Suddenly, Friday .daw!led and we realised that the week was almost
over. Another surpnse hit us 0en . .. we were actually enjoying it-at
least the enemy were. The sections embussed for their last assignment
a search and cord~~ operation. Unfortunately, they ran into ou;
ambush. John Davis idea of using the old style volley fire would have
been good for a laugh e.xcept .that the lads came straight off the vehicles
and ~ormed our locat_ton without stopping for regrouping or orders .
~h well , maybe next time! The platoon finally finished thei r task and
ktlled us all off. Only the debrief, a swim and a five mile bash between
t~em.and a Bar-B·Q . That evening the beer flowed freely for the first
time !n a week. The enemy, ~earing murmurs of 'Into the S tank with
them ran true to form , and hid!

SPORT
T:oop priorities mean that sport must be dealt with first; in the
St~tion_ Comm~nder~ cup we are doing well . having come 2nd in the
sw1mmin~ , which bnngs our current position overall to fourth. With
the running season now approaching work is being done at a faster
pace. In ~act the troop is little. n:iore than a blur as we race round laying
cable, fixmg phones and sery1~mg. the exchange to get the training we
need. Cyprus Walkabout tram mg 1s well underway with Sgt GU Jordan
LCpl Gary Brooks, Slgs Mick Senior, Colin Meakin, Kevin Tierney and
Ross Hemmingbrough all representing the Squadron.
AIRFIELD TROOP CLUB
At the start of the year the troop was given some rooms to use for a
Club. Hard work and many hours of effort were put in by Sgt Pete
Ormond, Cpl Taff Davies, Sigs Scott Cree, Geordie Richardson and
Sam Kelly, and. enablC::d us to have our first function in May. We now
have regular video nights and the club is going from strength to
strength.

Sgt F. I. H . Lane
W02 McDonough
Cleverly
Chalmers
Sgt
Topen
Sgt vvhitters
Dunne
W02 W. E . Humphries
W02McPhail
Cpl F. W . Mansell
SSgt Mannion
Chitticks
Sgt R. I. Williams
SgtH. Walker
W02 A. M. Skiffins
Close
Pte M . A. Inch

2329566
14798967
06334415
02313756
02328507
06974799
14782313
05381163
22550496
02314608
22286089
22308500
22242878
02554867
02314181
06980256
21005249

1;

FINALLY, A NOTE FROM SHQ
As the reader will observe the squadron has been through a fairly
busy time. Howeve:, we have had the satisfaction of seeing some of our
7fforts come to fru rt to benefit others. As a result of our squadron fete
m July, w.e were able.to present £250 Cyprus to the Theotokos Institute
for ~~ndicapped children. The remaining proceeds went to Service
charities.

h

Friars School is situated in 1~ acres. It is within easy reach of
Heathrow, Gatwick, the Channel Ports and Charing Cross.
Classes are small. There is a close-knit community with a
friendly atmosphere. Every consideration is given to the
boarding needs of the boys. Syllabus determined by
Common Entrance requirements.
Soccer, rugby, hockey, cricket and athletics are major games.
Numerous ~xtra-curricular activities.
Special reduction in fees for service personnel.
Scholarships available to boys under 9 on 1
September next. Examinations in February.

Apply, quoting ref. CSPW to the Headmaster, Mr). M .
Stevens, BA, Cert. Ed. who is a former RN Instructor
Officer.

BOOK REVIEW

WEST LONDON BRANCH
SECOND WEEK
Report by Sgt Roly Thompson
. Thh7 hsecond week programme was almost identical. Here are some
h 1g 11g ts.
The en~my section for the second week was led by SSgt John Davis
and cons1st.ed of Sgta Roly Thompson, John Thomson Ormond'
Jordan and Owen Evans. The friendly sections comprised thos~
squadron memb;rs who weren't on week one, ably led by Sgt Steve
~rem (why are~ t I ene~y?) as Platoon Commander, assisted by Sgt
lnnJe Minton (1f I aren t enemy, why can't I be in charge?).
. On 1:uesday the COS, Col Dodd .visited the camp and toured the
mstr.uct1on stands. He seemed very impressed, especia lly at the map
readmg stand ~here he asked where the North star was and where the
moon would ris~. These .queries we re greeted with blank amazement
and he was qmckJy whisked away to another stand! AJI the cam
permanent staff, officers and SSgts then entertained the COS to a fou~
course_ lunch back at Camp Invicta. The enemy and section s
entertamed themselves under their ponchos to 24h rs ration packs Still
as they say, RHIP.
·
'
~ Dick (C~ptain Death) Strawbridge, on attachment from RMCS
S~rivenham,. 1mpressec;t everyone with his wariness, and his stran e
~rtsh exesslOns. parucularly while describing the body search .
~mmh Y m of.Tech Tp won the most authoritative soldier award with
is c a 11 ejfce of Halt, halt, halt! Please?'.
J tejt ek ort wflc~t in by most people. A noteable exception was Sig
ac
ac aon o
p1 Tp, who managed to fall asleep while manning

Itriars ~chool

Report by: Mr E. W. Vigors

ci1

OC, Maj Cliff Walters presenting the cheque to the Theotokos home

In a month when umbrellas and rain gear have been the order of the
day, West London Branch held two functions within the space of a
week, both of which were blessed with good weather conditions. Sun 10
Oct saw thirteen of us attending Church Parade with the Chelsea
Pensioners. Some of us were a little taken aback to hear that we were to
'Fa ll in' on parade, to be inspected, just as we used to do so many years
ago. Our Chairman, Maj John Daw was detailed as our Detachment
Commander and our Secretary, Cliff Wood was the Right Marker.
Apparently we made quite a good impression , and .upheld the Royal
Si~nals reputation for smartness. The Church Service was really
enjoyable and the Choir was the best your scribe has heard in a long
time. After the Service we had drinks in very convivial company in the
In Pensioners Club and we hopefully look forward to another visit next
year.
On Fri 15 Oct the Branch held its Annual Dinner at the Masonic
Hall in Staines, which proved to be an outstanding success. Honoured
guests included the General Secretary of the Royal Signals Association,
Lt Col R. L. Murray OBE, Mrs Murray, and Ex Corps Member
Yeoman Warder Alan Copestake and his wife, Joan from HM Tower
of London . All the complimentary things that were said in the short
speeches, after a very good meal , were fully deserved . Cliff Wood and
his committee can rest assured that they did a sterling job . It was a
truly happy and comradely evening and to the ladies in
particular-Thank you.
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THE WINGED MESSENGER, by Pierre E. Hall. Published by The
Regency Press Ltd , 401 pages, illustrated.
There have been biographies written by many officers of the Armed
Services but very few published by those who did not reach
commissioned rank. This book is therefore believed to be unique in that
it is the story of a soldier who enlisted at the age of 17 and had reached
the rank of RSM when he left the Active Army after 24 years' service. It
is also, so far as is known, the only biography published by an ' Other
Rank' of the Corps.
When the author was 10 years old. a Regular CO of the Corps came
to live with his parents as a paying guest and regaled the young boy with
tales oflife in the Army and on the North West Frontier of India. which
fired him with enthusiasm and a determination to become a regular
soldier, preferably in Royal SignaJs. This enthusiasm for and
ded ication to a Military Career never left him throughout his service.
Accordingly when he was 14 he joined the Territorials as a Boy in the
Royal Engineers and on reaching the age of 17 enlisted in the Queens
Royal Regiment transferring to the Corps on completion of his Recruit
Trainin~. This book describes in great detail his life, experiences and
impressions in the Corps and aftenvards with the Zambian Army and
with a civil engineering firm in Nigeria, Malaysia and Indonesia. It will
bring back nostalgic mem ries to those who served at the same ti me
even thou~h some may query the validity of some of the facts and
disagree wtth some of his opinions. It is none the less an interesting and
readable book which should appeal to those who have never served in
the Army as much as to past and present members of the Corp .
De luxe hard cover edition, signed by a uthor. Cost, including
packing and postage is £9.50. Cheques to:Mr P. E. A. Hall
' Kohim a'
1030 Harrow Road
Wembley , Middlesex
HQ02QT
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Sport

INTER CORPS ANGLING-BAOR 1981-82
INTER CORPS ANGLING-BAOR 1981-82
Report b) Capt H. Jennings R Signals 4 Armd Dh• HQ & Sig Regt
In 19 1 the Corps entered two teams for the Inter Corps
Champion hip held on the River Weser. on the outskirts of Minden.
With four Army fisherman in the A team and a good "raw we were
confident ofa good result. 14 teams took part and at the end of the day
the result for our Corp were disastrous, we were 10th out of 14. One of
tho e matches best forgotten and we hoped that 1982 would be better.
The Corps this year had rwo practice matches both fished on the
River Lippe. W02 Tom Wilkinson (206 Sig Sqn) was asked to organise
these matches. The first match was held on 28 Apr with 30 potential
Corps (BAORl anglers taking part. The first four places went to: W02
Tom Wilkinson 206 Sig Sqn, 4.850 gms; SSgt Jim Meek 16 Sig Regt,
J.600 gms; Cpl Mark Swinton 211 Sig Sqn, 2.700 gms; SSgt Alfie Hall
16 Sig Regt. 2.500 gms.
Practice match o 2 was fished on 12 May on the stretch where the
Inter Corps was to be held. Needless to say. everyone wanted to do well.
Once again 30 anglers took part and the total weight for this match was
130 kilo's of fish. The top four anglers weighed in 20 lbs of fish each,
details as follows: SSgt Colin Parsonage, 22 Sig Regt. 16.900 gms
(BAOR R Signals Champion 1980/ 81); Sig Willy Williams, 28 Sig
Regt. 11.000 gn1s; SSgt Alfie Hall, 16 Sig Regt, 10.300 gms; Cpl Mick
Johnson. 24 Bde HQ & Sig Sqn , 9. 700 gms.
Taking the two matches-into consideration, plus results from club
reports. three S men teams were selected for the Inter Corps which was
held on 7 July on the river Lippe near Lunen.
Team A
SSgt Colin Parsonage
Capt Henry Jennings
Cpl Mark Swinton
Cpl Mick Johnson
SSgt Alfie Hall

22 Sig Regt
4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
211 Sig Sqn
24 Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
16 Sig Regt

Capt

Team B
W02 Tom Wilkinson
Sig Willy Williams
SSgt Ian Blair
Cpl Ste,·e Ree,·es
Sgt Geoff Collier

206 Sig Sqn
28 Sig Regt
14 Sig Regt
204 Sig Sqn
28 Sig Regt

Team C
SSgt Jim Meak
Sgt Alex Forbes
Cpl Derek Nicholson
Cpl Kev Kelly
LCpl Billy Booth

16 Sig Regt
7 Sig Regt
7 Sig Regt
4 Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
16 Sig Regt

Cap

7 July was a perfect day and conditions very good. With 17 teams
taking part and all the BAOR military matchmen participating
everything indicated it to being a good competition.
Although the Corps did not win, our overall result was excellent with
our three teams finishing in the first seven places.
Overall results are as follows:

Position

l
2
3
4

s
6
7

Team

RE 'A'
R Signals 'A'
RAOC 'A'
RA'A'
REME 'A'
R Signals ' B'
R Signals 'C'

Peg

6
7

s
I

12
13
8

Position in Sections
A
B
2
3
11
2
10
s
4 11
1 9
12
8
13
6

c
3
11
1
2

10
4
15

Points

D
4
2

E

1
3
7
6

11

s

1
2
7
8

IO
3

CANOEING
EXERCISE 'PI PADDLE' 1982
Report by Sgt Hugh Lovejoy BEM
Those of us who have been lucky enough to be posted to Cyprus soon
discover two things about the island. the sun does shine for the best
part of the year and combined with a warm sea it is a haven for most
sports.
THE CHALLENGE
The Cyprus Joint Services Adventure Training Centre at Pergamos
runs course in gliding . freefall parachuting, subaqua and sea
canoeing . There are regular two week courses in sea canoeing that take
students up to the basic sea proficiency standard. Once a year the same
organisation runs an advanced canoe course which has in the last three
years, taken the form of an Adventure Training Expedition to
circumnavigate Rhodes island by sea kayak.
Rhodes is the largest island of the Dodecanese group and is located
at the South Eastern edge of the Greek Archipelagos in the Agean Sea .
The island is some 250 nautical miles from Cyprus, about 9-10 miles
from the shores of Asia Minor. Rhodes covers an area of 1400sq
kilometres with a population of 64,000. It 's land is mountainous , it's
climate clement and humidity is minimal.
The deputy leader of the expedition was Sgt Hugh Lovejoy BEM: of
262 Sig Sqn , who together with Cpl Terry Crosby, also of262 Sig Sqn ,
was to help maintain the signal rear link to Cyprus . The third Royal
Signals member was Sig Steve Griffiths of 259 Sig Sqn. He was also the
youngest member of the expedition. The remainder of the students
were Lt Col John Richardson RAMC, the doctor, Cpl Sid Nicholson
RAF, Pts Joe Bratton and So So Kelly, l A and SH, Cpl Rab Black, 1 A
and SH, the assistant instructor from CJSATC, together with Maj
David Kirkwood an ex-outward bound instructor, Sgt Hugh Lovejoy
BEM and SSgt Alvin Taylor were the four experienced canoeists. Maj
David Kirkwood and Sgt Hugh Lovejoy BEM were being assessed for
the Army Canoe Union's Sea Expeditions Leader's Award.

NO TURNING BACK
Leaving the harbour entrance we headed North W~s.t. A fresh sea
breeze with moderate beam seas greeted us. The exped~t~on leader ~ad
already decided to get the difficult part of the exped1t1on over with ,
whilst everyone were still reasonably fresh. Day five should see us
around the lighthouse on the Southern tip of Rhodes island and on to a
comparatively safe weather shore.
ln the previous years, the expeditions had paddled down !he
sheltered Eastern coastline hugging the weather shore, thus allowing
the weaker paddlers a chance to become paddling fit , before tackling
the challenging sea conditions , round the lighthouse and the
Northwestern sea shore. Rough weather and seas _had pre_vented
previous expeditions from getting round the Southern hp of the island .
Last year we were faced with the same problem a_nd we had.to portage
over the sand bank which almost makes the peninsular an island. We
were now well on o~r way. The beam winds and seas were giv_ing us _a
buffeting and some of the less.experienced p~ddlers wer~ lookmg a btt
apprehensive. The thought dtd cross _my mmd that .thtngs were ~ot
going to be easy, we were now committed and there w_as no turmng
back and we were going to succeed no matter what. Last ltght was us off
the water and our first camp and radio contact with Cyprus, a rout in e
that was to become all too familiar in the following days .
The average day's paddling was worked ?~t at abo~t _15 nautical
miles and we decided to paddle longer, condttt<;>ns permtttmg. To best
achieve this daily target , an early start at first ltght. followed by a stop
for breakfast after two hours paddling and a final push after breakfast
to complete_the day's distance was to be the accepted norm.

THE FINAL BRIEF
The course assembled on S June for final documentation , drawing of
CILOR, stores and the final expedition brief. The expedition was to be
self contained with no shore party or support craft in reserve. This year
a radio link was to be maintained with Cyprus Flight Watch, who
wou ld provide us with a daily weather report of the local wind and sea
conditions to help with the planning of the following day's paddle.
Emergency rations , equipment and clothing would have to be carried in
the kayaks. Overn ight camps would be made in isolated coves and on
beaches.

BREAKFAST IN KAMIRAS
Day 2 found us having breakfast at the ancient city of Kamiras (S? me
6000 BC). A quick walk around the ruins after breakfast _and bac~ mto
the canoes to the next camp site. The early starts_ were a bm~. but tt was
obvious that making use of the calmer weather m the morntng and the
cool of the day allowed us time to visit ruins , t~v~rns and to stret~h th_e
legs and do a bit of p~otography: It is surp.r1smg how much time ts
actually spent sitting m a very ttght cockpit of a sea kayak on an
ex pedition of this nature.

TO RHODES
The expedition set off for Limassol docks on the morning of 7 June.
The inevitable delays ensued, awaiting customs clearance and loading
of canoes in to the cargo hold of the So/ Phryne. We were to find
ourselves amongst our fellow deck passengers who had something in
common with us , little money and a sense of adventure and so we spent
the next 24hrs swapping yarns. Terry Crosby and I even managed to fit
in a training session on deck, much t~ the amusement of our fellow
passengers and some very funny looks from the ship's officers.

THE IDGHLIGBT
Characters were now starting t~ emerge and in the course of.a day's
paddling a lot of idle chat and jokes are swapped. The Maior was
definitely the story teller of the group, followed closely by ~h.e doctor,
who having taken part in at least two other overland exped1t10ns, ~ad
his fair share of takes and experiences to pass on to us. A lot of the hme
is spent with yo ur own personal thoughts especially before the breakfast
stop.

A GRAND SEND OFF
The So/ Phryne eventually docked in Rhodes harbour at 1400hrs and
having cleared customs the kayaks were launched at 1520hrs. We

13
28
29
29
31
41
43

AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
The highlight of the expedition ~vas when !he lighthous~ loomed U_P
in the distance on the Southern ttp of the island. The lighthouse is
situated at a point where the Agean and the Mediterranea!l. sea i;ieet,
creating some very odd sea conditions, affected by theyre~athng wmds.
After the disappointment of not being able to negotiate 1t last ye~r. I
was afraid of a second failure. The expedition leader and I had decided
the night before to camp near the li~ht.ho~se on the lee shore and to
tackle it at first light the next day. This was 1t , the moment we had been
waiting for. The feeling fit and relaxed and this only day f?ur. We were
not meant to go round the lighthouse till the next mor.nmg. _I looke~
across at Alvin Taylor the Expedition leader and the wide grm on ~1s
face could only mean one thing ._yes, we were ~oing to tackle the elusive
southern tip, but before domg so a brtef stop to take some
photographs. At exactly 1130hrs o~ Fri 11 June we b.ecame the fi!st
canoe expedition to negotiate the tncky waters of the lighthouse potnt
and as a bonus we were half a day ahead of schedule.
RELIEF AND ELATION
It was a feeling of relief and ~lation to fmd one elf o~ the
comparatively calm weather shore. with two more days of paddlmg to
go and a well earned day off at Lindos. The serious bit over, the group

The top three Corps anglers-Capt H. Jennings 8.000 2nd
Section-5th Overall; SSgt A. Hall 7.300 2nd Section; Cpl M. Swinton
6.350 2nd Section; SSgt Hall won the heaviest fish trophy.
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certainly had a grand send off from the Sol Phryne, who hooted us on
our way out of the harbour entrance ~o the accon:ipaniment of sh~u!ed
good wishes from our former !ravelling compam~ns._ who ;-v~re lming
the sides of the ship. For me th ts was a moment of Deja vue tor almost
12 months ago I was leaving the same harbour entrance as a ~tudent on
a previous expedition. This year I would have t? take some important
decisions, relying on some of the lessons learnt from last year. The sea
is a very demanding mis!~ess who tolerates us _mortals a!ld our _pu ny
craft, letting no error of judgement go unpumshed. Thts ':"~ tt the
moment of truth, there was no turning back , all the trammg and
preparation was now going to be put to the test.
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Moment of triumph - just before passing the Lighthouse on the
Southern tip

seemed to relax and with good news of the ~alklands and the world ~up
there was ample opportunity for celebrations. We were now commg
back into civilisation, with a chance to sample the good food and
shower facilities of the beachside tavernas, also an opportunity to
discuss our experiences with the tourists and the locals, who I am ~ure
were convinced that English servicemen are friendly but def1111tely
crazy.
LINDOS
.
Sunday saw us into Lindos and a w~ll earned day off the followmg
day. This was a chance for us to relax, ttdy .o~rselves and cano~ and do
the tourist bit , send postcards home and v1S1t all the places of interest.
Anybody who has been to Lindos will realize that most of the place~ of
interest are on the beach and it was a very reluctant group of canoeststs
who left Lindos on Tuesday morning to complete the final leg back to
Rhodes harbour.

Our day off at Lin dos

REIJEF
Th '
t
The last two days to Rhodes city should have been ea y.
is "'.a no
to be so. The first indication of bad weather was from our Rad to Met
forecast from Cyprus Flight Watch . This weather was not to catch up
with us for another 24 hours and when it did, it gave us ome of the
roughest sea conditions on our last and final leg into Rhodes ~arbou~.
The sea conditions were the worst encountered on the whole trtp and if
any of us were under any misconception _it certain~y brought us back to
reality. There were some very sombre tf not relteved faces when we
finally beached our kayaks for the last time.
This was it. 125 nautical miles in eight days, the fir t ever compl~te
Canoe Circumnavigation of R~odes. island in an anti·clockwtse
direction. The weather was defimtely kmd to us. The members of the
expedition were a great bunch of bl_okes. O u ~ th~nk go to everybody
who upported us in anyway. Our wive and g1rlfr1ends who mu t have
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been bored with all the talk about canoeing before and after th e
expedition and the good Lord for looking after us during some of the
more hairy moment .
For tho e who are technically minded , the radio set used by the
expedition was a Racal Squadcal 'vorkin11 into a wire d_ipole on HF
SSB/ US band approx 8 W P E P with elf contained battery
powerpack. The mode of transmission used throughout was voice
working back to Cyprus Flight Watch.

Signals, W02 Dave Taylor School of Signals, SSgt Bob Mapletoft
School of Sig nals, Sgt Bob Lawrence 10 Sig Regt, Cpl Ray Marshall
Comms & Sec Gp (UK), Cpl 'Big H' Glean 1 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
(when he could), LCpl Andy HUI 8 Sig Regt, LCpl 'Mac' McCluskey
Signal Wing RMA Sandhurst, Sig Paul Gardener Comms & Sec Gp
(UK) , Sig Ken Stirling School of Signals.

BATTING

Cpl Glean
Maj Coltman
Maj Wright
LCplHill
Cpl Marshall
W02Taylor
Sig Stirling

Not Ou t
2
1
1
0
1
2
0

Runs
104
323
176
105
119
89
141

Highest
Score
36 no
66 no
59
53
36
41 no
38

Average
34.67
29.36
29.33
26.25
23.75
22.25
17.63

182-5 dee (Maj Coltman 52, Cpl Glean 36 no,
W02 Baldbtg 34)
Catterick Services 123 (Maj Coltman 3-36)
R Sig nals won by 59 run s

BOWLING

99 (Maj Coltman 5-18)
RCT
RSignals
95
RCTwon by 4 run s
RE
R Signals
Drawn

177-7 dee (W02 Taylor 3-34)
126-9 (W02 Balding 37)

RAPC

Overs
174.S
174.2
64.1
76

W02Taylor
Maj Coltman
Cpl Glean
LCp!Hlll

Maidens
59
39
18
27

Runs Wickets
338
36
452
31
134
9
161
9

Average
9.39
14.58
14.89
17.89

117 (W02 Taylor 5-36 , Maj Coltman 3-33)
117 (W02 Taylor 3-48, LCpl Hill 3-57)
R Signals
178-8 dee (LCpl Hill 53, Sig Stirling 38)
118-4 {Maj Coltman 42, Sig Gardener 40)
R Signals won by 6 wickets

GOLF
CRICKET
Cricket
Report from Maj S. A. Coltman, Captain of Corps Cricket
The season started with a very warm May and early June and then
became more normal with the occasional rainy spell. The weather only
spoilt one match where we lost the second day's play v RAOC. Overall
our playing record was slightly better than last year: Played 11 Won
6 Drawn 3 Lost 2. The full details are given below.
Last year we were short of young players but it was pleasing to see
some young players of potential come forward. Even so, our batting
was frail, with only 5 fifties being scored. Both our defeats were caused
by batting collapses. Because of the average age of our side being
reduced considerably, our fielding, at times, was excellent with some
good catches being held. Most notable were Maj Chris Wright (School
of Signals) and Sig Paul Gardener (Comms & Sec Gp (UK)).
Unfortunately we fell down in one or two games when people failed to
keep their concentration and the vital catch went begging.
What seemed more worrying at the start of the season was our
shortage ?f h?~ling. Our opening attack, with Cpl Bob Frape (10 Sig
Regt) being tojured and Cpl H. Glean (1 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn)
involved in the periphery of the Falkland operation, was never strong.
Even so, the latter played occasionally and did destroy the ACC with a
good performance. As a result, the workload fell on our spinners and
W02 Dave Taylor (School of Signals) is to be congratulated on taking
the most wickets taken by a Corps bowler since the heady days of our
Combined Services attack in the early seventies of Cpl (now Sgt) Mick
KDvlngton, Lt (since retired) Nick Franks and Sgt (also retired) Larry
Worral. In fact, no side scored 200 runs against us and the RE who
scored the highest score of 177-7 dee, took 31 hours to do so.
At the end of the season we were pleased that the following was
awarded his Corps Colours: Sig Ken Stirling (School of Signals) Reawards were made to: Maj Chris Wright (School of Signals), W02
Dave Taylor (School of Signals), LCpl Andy Hill (8 Sig Regt). All are to
be co_ngratulated. We would also like to congratulate Capt Dave Dyke
(30 Sig Regt) for the award of his honorary Corps colours. This was in
recognition of his 2·years hard work as Secretary. Dave is retiring from
the Army next May and we wish him well in the future.
The following played for the Corps regularly: Maj Steve Coltman
MOD PSlO, Maj Rob Symonds SS Sig Sqn (V), Maj Bill Price AAC
Harrogate, Maj Chris Wright School of Signals, Lt Paul Wllkin JLR R
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FIELDING
Maj Wright
Sgt Lawrence
Sig Gardener
Maj Coltman
Cpl Marshall
W02Taylor

NEWSLETTER NO 7

6 catches
6catches
S catches
5 catches
4 catches
4 catches

UKLF STROKE PLAY CHAMPIONSHlP
The UKLF Stroke Play Championship was held on 19/ 21 July at the
usual venue of Little Aston . With the fairl y dry summer we have been
having, the greens were very hard and all the shots to the green were
being played short to allow the ball to run onto the green. Ho"'.ever •. the
bounce was unpredictable with the two hundred bunk~rs which L1t~e
Aston possess. scoring was rather high. The Corps did ve9' well m
having Sgt Chris Carveth as the eventual winner by some eight s~ots
and Maj Harry Meekings coming through to be third in the Handicap
·
Section.
At the same time the 10-18 handicappers were p 1aymg at
Whittington Barracks Golf Course. The Corps had. a good .entry of
eight players. Although not obtaining any of the major tr~ph1es, SSgt
Boggie-Marsh had a very good third round score of 36 pomts to take
the prize for Best Score.

WICKETKEEPERS
Maj Symmonds 6 catches
3 stumpings
Maj Price
2 catches
3 stumpings

ROYAL SIGNALS MATCH RESULTS
R Signals

193 (Maj Coltman 51, Sig Gardener 46, Cpl
Marshall 36)
RMCS Shrivenham 134 (Maj Coltman 7-43)
R Signals won by 59 runs
R Signals
171 (Maj Wright 59)
R Marines
146 (W02 Taylor 7-38)
R Signals won by 25 runs
RSignals
REME
Drawn

191-8 dee (W02 Taylor 41 no, Sig Stlrllng 35)
159-5 (M~j Coltman 3-59)
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RESULTS
SINGLES
Corps
Maj H. A. C. Meeklngs
Maj Gen A. J. Jackson
Col L. Hlll
W02G.Coles
Lt Col G.D. A. McKay
Sgt J. Lauder
Lt Col B. A. Beattie
ColJ. Westlake

(2up)
(6/ 5)
( lup)

(2up)

CORPS V ROYAL ARTILLERY
The Corps met its old adversary at the Berkshire Golf CI~b on 30th
July. Four of the Corps players had never played the Berkshire before,
Col Jack Westlake, Lt Col Gavin McKay, W02 George Coles and Sgt
Jim Lauder and the day t urn ed out to be a new experience for them all.
We welcome Lt Col Gavin McKay to his first Corps game.
The match started with the singles in the morning, played on the Red
Course. Four good wins were acquired by Gen Jimmy Jackson, Col Len
Hill Lt Col Bruce Beattle and Maj Harry Meekings. However, the best
resu'1t came from Col Jack Westlake in scoring a half against Maj John
Stoney in a very hard fought match.
The lunch at the Berkshire is always very good and both teams
indulged heavily and enjoyed it.
.
In the afternoon, foursomes were played. and very much enjoyed by
everybody. Gen Jimmy Jackson and Maj Harry Meeklngs started off
with a very good win of 3/1, and Lt Col Bruce Beattle and Sgt Jim
Lauder came in with a very good half. Unfortunately _the other two
foursomes lost giving both teams a final result of a half m a very good
day's golf in excellent company.
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Results
1-0
1- 0
1- 0
0-1 (5/ 4)
0-1 (7/6)
0- 1 (2/ 1)
1-0

!__,

RA
Lt Col Stoneham
Maj Farrar
Col Smith
Brig Ellwood
Brig Cottom
Maj Wllllama
MajO'Heame
Maj Stoney

<!!-~

RAOC
162 (Maj Coltman 4-48, W02 Taylor 4-61)
85-4 (Maj Price 33 no)
R Signals
Drawn. Rain Stopped Play

ACC
84 (Cpl Glean 5-33, Sgt Lawrence 3-6)
R Signals
85-4 {Maj Symmonds 39 no)
R Signals won by 6 wickets

Cpl Terry Crosby manning the Radio Link

Final quote from the Expedition Doctor, Lt Col John Richardson
'sea canoeing is rather like childbirth-not too bad in between the
pains' and finally from me in case yoil are wondering about the choice
of expedition name 'Pi Paddle' Circumference = IIX diameter hence II
Paddle circumnavigate-I can detect a few raised eyebrows, still never
mind.

R Signals

R Sig nals
123 (Cpl Marshall 33)
RAF Support
Co mmand
125-7 (W02 Taylor 3-19)
RAF Support Command won by 3 wick ets

ROYAL SIGNALS, CORPS CRICKET-AVERAGES

Innings
5
12
7
4
6
6
8

RMA Sandhurst
97 (W02 Taylor 5-27)
R Sig nals
98-2 (Maj Coltman 66 no)
R Sig nals won by 8 wickets

FOURSOMES
Meekings/Jackson
McKay/Westlake
Beattle/Lauder
Hlll/Coles

1-0
0-1

!__,

0-1

Cottom /Ellwood
Wllliams/Smlth
O'Heame/Stoney
Stoneham/Farrar

RESULT: 6-6 Draw
,
CORPS V REME
With all the dry good weather that the Corps golf has had this year, it
was inevitable that we had to have a bad day. That day proved to be our
fixture against the REME at Blackmoor Golf Club on the 18 Aug 1982.
The morning game was arrang~ for a gree!lsome, not usually played
but making a nice change. Durmg the m<_>mmg a lot of dew and heavy
mist was about and most players came m damp. However, the good
news was that all the four teams had come in with a resu lt, the most
noteable of which was the 8/7 victory from Maj Mike Galloway and
W02 George Cole.
.
..
The afternoon singles were played in very. ramy cond11Jons but
obviously the Corps side were all prepared for 1t, for afternoon scores
gave us 6'h points out of 8. The ?est result must ~o to Mike Galloway
for his well deserved half after bemg three down with four to play. Well
done Mike!
A word of thanks must also be given to Sgt Jim Lauder. The C~rps
Captain Maj Ray Windmill was unable to play due to a spratoed
shoulder and on the afternoon before the match Jim agreed to come
along. Thank you Jim.
All in all the best result the Corps has had this year, but let us not
forget our opponents for it was a pleasure to be in their company for an
excellent days' golf.

RESULTS
SINGLES
Corps
Maj H. Meekings
Lt Col S. Schofield
Lt Col R. Wllllams
MajJ. lent
SgtJ. Lauder
Maj M. Galloway
W02G.Coles
Brig O. J. Peck

(3/ 2)
(lup)

Results
1-0
1-0
1-0
1-0
1-0

( lup)

0-1 (4/ 3)
1-0

(2/ 1)
(412)
(514)

!__,

REME
Maj R. Splller
WOl A. Dryland
WOlA.Smlth
W02 B. Troughton
W02 Troughton
WOl H. Eggber
MajR. Cowan
WOlR.Dando

(ii-1!

GREENSOMES

!__,

Meeklngs/Jent
Schofleld/ Wllllams
Galloway / Coles

(!up)
(817)

1-0
1-0

Peck/Lauder

(lup)

1-0

Splller/ Dryland
Smlth/Eggber
Troughton /
Harlmeu
Cowan / Dando

Win 10-2 For the Corps.
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SOCCER
ROYAL SIGNALS (BAOR) FA CUP COMPETITION 1982
On 2S Sep the annual Royal Signals (BAOR) FA Cup Competition
was held in Francisca Barracks, St Tonis. Sixteen units had entered
teams in the competition which was organised by the Corps (BAOR) FA
Secretary, Capt Tom Guest despite the fact that he had broken his leg
playing football recently; he stage managed the day's games while
hobbling around on his crutches.
The competition was run on a league basis with four leagues, the
winners of the league-s. 16 Sig Regt, 22 ig Regt, 28 Sig Regt and 212
Sig Sqn, competed in the semi finals at the end of a hard day 's football.
22 Sig Regt beat 212 Sig Sqn 3-1 in the first semi final. The second
semi final was a dramatic event between the local rivals 16 and 28 Sig
Regts. The game swung from end to end at a furious pace with thrills,
spills, near misses and goals. 28 Sig Regt being the winners, 4-3. after
extra time.
The final was also played with an element of drama with W02
Maurice Nelson playing for his new unit 22 Sig Regt against the
regiment he recently left, 28 Sig Regt, after being the mainstay of their
football team for six years, and scoring the first goal against 28 Sig
Regt. 22 Sig Regt won 3-1 and it was good to see the 'old faithful'
Corps footballers, W02 Maurice Nelson and Sgt Jackie Snalthe
receiving the Royal Signals Cup and winners trophies, which were
presented by the Commander Communications, BAOR, Maj Gen J. H.
Hild MBE.

ARMY SIX-A-SIDE CHAMPIONSHIPS
8 Sig Regt (B) won the Army FA Six-a-Side Championships which
were played at Aldershot on Wed 6 Oct.
Two teams qualify from each of the· 8 Home Commands. The
qualifying teams are divided into two groups. Each team plays each
other in their group with the 'Winners' and 'Runners-up ' qualifying for
the Semi-Final Ties.
8 Sig Regt (B) won six and drew the seventh of their group qualifying
matches. They moved into the semi-finals as winners of their group.
In the semi-final, 8 Sig Regt were drawn against Training Regiments
Royal Engineers, winners of the competition for the past three years.
They beat the Sappers by 4 goals to nil, much more easily than anyone
expected. In the other tie, IO UDR beat 1 Gordons (A) by 2 goals to 1 to
qualify for the final.
In the final tie, 8 Regt scored three times in the first eight minutes
but conceded a goal just before the interval. The second half saw them
resist tremendous pressure from the Irishmen, who scored again two
minutes from the end, to eventually win by 3 goals to 2.

, - - - - - -PEUGEOT- - - - - - ,

,/FAMOUS DRINKS,/
Of the two experienced target rifle shots Nick Blampled gave th e
better overall performance, at one stage featuring on the Leader Board
for the top SO of the Grand Aggregate. He eventually finished 88th .
As the highest placed memberofthe Corps won the Vice-Captain's Cup
presented to the RSRA by Col Rlchard Gilbertson on his retirement.
The cup was presented to Nick Blampled by Llndsay Peden, this year's
winner of the Queen 's Prize. Nick featured in a total of 11 prize lists,
his best position being 18th . He represented the Army in the Inter
Service matches and both Guernsey and the Channel Islands in
International events .
Jim Evans ruined his Grand Aggregate with two poor scores early on,
but partially redeemed himself with some good shoots later. Twice he
scored the highest possible score (SO ex SO) and then 2S ex 25 in the first
tie shoot only to lose out in the final shoot offs for the trophy eventually
finishing 6th and 10th. He had a total of 12 bars for placing in the prize
lists and shot for the Army and Wales in representative matches. Both
he and Nick Blampled were selected for the Combined Services team in
their annual fixture against the Civil Service, British Universities and
United Banks.
Of the retired members of the Corps at Bisley, Lt Col 'Paddy' Walsh
shot for Ireland as usual and Stewart Davis for Scotland. Col Richard
Gilbertson shot for Wales and is to be congratulated on his selection as
the shooting coach for the Welsh Team at the 1982 Commonwealth
Games in October.
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TARGETRIFLEREPORT-BISLEY
There are two target rifle matches shot at Bisley during RASAM and
this year the Corps featured strongly in each one. In the Long Range
match shot at 900 and 1000 yards Maj Jim Evans finished three points
clear of the pack to win The Woods Cup. SSgt Dave Lamont, in his first
full season of target rifle, was second and also won the Tyro prize. ln
the Short Range match for The Bisley Cup, SSgt Lamont scored 141 ex
lSO to come fifth and again win the Tyro prize. Capt Nlck Blampled
also scored 141 and was placed fourth.
Five members of the Corps competed in the National Rifle Meeting:
M-.1 Jim E•am (Staff College), Capta Nick Blampied (School of
Sigs), RJcbard Boole (16 Sig Regt), Lt Thn Peacocke (21 Sig Regt) and
SSgt Dave Lamont (SEME). Competition was particularly tough this
year with a total entry of over 2,000 and with l,SOO firers completing
the Grand Aggr gate, 450 of which were members of Overseas Teams.
Richard Boole shot well in the Service Weapons events, but had not
shot target rifle for six years and found the conversion difficult. Tim
Peacocke and Dan Lamont were both shooting the meeting for the first
time and each had a borrowed rifle. In the circumstances they did very
well achieving some good individual scores, but were not able to
produce the consistency neces ary in sustained competition.
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Now Ayailable from The Royal
Signals Museum
Headdress, Badges and Embellishments of the
Royal Corps of Signals.
Written by Maj A.G. Barfield, the CorpsBlstorlcal Officer.
Published by Picton Publlsbing.
Price £3.00 plus postage 26p.
A fifty-four page laminated i;:overed booklet gwmg all the
information on Corps cap badges, collar badges, shoulder titles,
buttons, garter flashes etc. It is a comprehensive guide to the many
changes that have occurred to the badges etc of the Corps since its
formation in 1920. Contains over 60 illustrations.

Publication available from Royal Signals Museum.
Blandford Camp, Dorset DT118RH.
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For all bar supplies
contact your nearest NAAFI.
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Saloons, hatchbacks, estates, sports and
luxury executive models ... only Peugeot
Talbot can offer you such a choice of cars all
under one roof.
Inspect them at your local dealer, or here
at our Piccadilly showroom.
Alternatively, complete and send off the
coupon below and we'll send you a selection
of colour brochures. Special Nato Prices.

Peugeot Talbot
~Piccadilly@
PERSONAL EXPORT DIVIS IO

TALBOT MOTOR COM PA Y LIMITED

"'P!;;ase send me further information on the Peugeot Talbot range. Tick asrequired
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It's got to be Gordon's
the world's largest selling gin
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Although we've never met,
you probably know us inside out.

Bay finance and insure your
car through Naafi

Both your training and exposure to the most
advanced equipment in use today have prepared you to take up a key role in industry, now
that you 're leaving the Forces . And where
better than with one of Britain's most accomplished electronics companies.
Our projects include radio and TV broadcast

Test Engineering
involves production testing and fault-findmg on a
wide range of equipment, using the most sophisticated test techniques and equipment.

InsurtJ;1'l,£t
Poliiy c.f

----~
---

Technical Publication
involves working as a Technical Author or Circuit
Delineator on a variety of projects covering complex
electronic equipment and systems. Vacancies exist
in.both Chelmsford and Norwich .
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Because of Naafi 's unique experience in providing special services for H.M.·
Forces. we have been able to develop a car sales and finance service especially
Ring us today at
geared to your needs.
We have our o~n sales force able to provide advice and assistance in the purchase Nottingham (0602) 411991
of a n~w car wit ~ . ~dvantageous prices on many makes for personal export . We
-written quotations
offer fina nce fac11it1es plus car and customs duty insurance where required .
are provided on
request

NAAFl-We're here to help you!
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equipment, satellite earth stations, naval
communications, troposcatter, digital and lineof-sight :petworks.
To meet future order commitments, we're now
looking for men and women with experience of
Microwave or digital systems or high power
transmittE'.rs to work in the following areas :-

l?Stallation Engineering
involves the installation and maintenance of many
of the systems described. both in the UK and overseas. generally unaccompanied.

Systems/Sales Engineering
involves assessing the technical imphcauons of a
sales enquiry and the translation of customer requrrements into systems drawings and technical notes,
ready to make a formal tender. It's a role which
involves working closely with our customers in the
UK and overseas.

If you'd like to know more about our work and what we can offer you, write with a brief outline of
your service career to Gordon Short, Marconi Communication Systems Limited, New Street,
Chelmsford, Essex. Telephone : Chelmsford (0245) 353221 ,

Marconi
Communication Systems
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At Cable & Wireless, we apply the
latest technological advances to meet
the expanding telecommunications
needs of our customers around the
world. Although we operate with state
of the art equipment, we are no newcomers, as we've been in the communications business for over a
century. Today we provide services
in more than sixty countries. In
fact, there can be few people who
know more about working in the field
than us.

We are, though, always on the lookout
for other Professionals to join us - and
that's where you come in. You need an
opportunity to expand and develop
your talents and experience, and we
can provide it. Especially if you've had
several years experience in HF &
Broadband installation systems.
Qualifications to C & G B & C standard, or Forces equivalent, would be
an asset. In return for your skills we
can offer you an initial contract of
up to two years and the chance to

earn a good salary tax free, all found.
In addition, there i generous leave, a
terminal gratuity, and of course paid
return air passages.
o if you are about to leave the Service, contact us and arrange to talk to
the other Professionals. You won't
regret it.
Write with full details to:Project Recruitment Officer, Ref AC091
Cable & Wireless PLC
Lion House, 72-75 Red Lion Street,
London WCIR 4NA.

Cable and Wi•eless ~
Helps the world communicate
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